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Bureau of Land Management
Bishop Fieid Office
Attn: Collin Reinhardt
351 Pacu Lane, Suite I00
Bishop, CA 93514
Email : creinhardt@blm. gov

RE: Casa Diablo IV Project Impacts

Dear Mr. Reinhardt and Ms. Sudoimer:

Eastern Sierra Center for Applied Population Ecology
207 Apollo Circle

Bishop, CA 93514
vcbleich@gmail.com

25 January 2013

Great Basin Unit-ied Air Pollution Control
District
Attn: .Tan Sudoimer
157 Short Street
Bishop, CA93514
Em ail : j sudomier(4gbuapcd. org

This letter consists of my expert evaluation, associated comments, and

recommendations on the joint Draft Environmental Impact Statement and Draft
Environmental Impact Report (Draft EIS/EIR), prepared for the Casa Diablo IV
Geothermal Project (Project) pursuant to the requirements of the National Environmental
Policy Act (NEPA;42 SC 4321 et seq.) andthe California Environmental Quality Act
(CEQA; Public Resources Code 2100-21178.1). The Bureau of Land Management
(BLM) and the Great Basin Unified Air Pollution Control District (Air District) act as the

lead agencies and authors of the Draft EIS/EIR. The agencies assert that the document
sufficiently describes and evaluates the environmental impacts that are expected to result
from construction, operation, maintenance, and decommissioning of the Project and

presents Project Design Measures (PDMs) and mitigation measures.

I am an independent wildlife biologist, with nearly 40 years of professional
experience during which I conducted research on, and worked with, large mammals
(deer, mountain sheep, elk, and mountain lions) in eastern and southeastern California;
more than 20 years were spent working on issues in the eastern Sierra Nevada and,

specifically, in Inyo and Mono counties. I previously have served as a consultant to
various clients on renewable energy projects - including wind, solar, and geothermal -
and their potential impacts to mule deer and mountain sheep, and have testihed before the

California Energy Commission. I hold Bachelors and Masters Degrees in Zoology and

Biology, respectively, from California State University Long Beach, and a Ph.D. in
Wildlife Biology from the University of Alaska Fairbanks.

In my comments I offer a specific critique of issues related to the CD-IV Project
as described in the Draft EIS/EIR - particularly those involving migratory mule deer,

which utllize the project site on a semi-annual basis, as well as resident deer, which
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occupy the project site on a year-round basis. I am personally familiar with the project
site, and my professional background in ungulate ecology, extensive reviews of the
contemporary scientific literature, and contacts with other experts on ungulate ecology
that are familiar with the location of the Project provided the basis for the findings herein.

A. The Draft Identi nce of
the Proiect Site to Mule Deer and Resulting Impacts to the Species

Migratory behavior of large mammals is one of the most spectacular, yet
threatened, phenomena in the animal kingdom.l Mule deer inhabiting the easlern Sierra
Nevada are among the large mammals well-known for their migratory behavior, and
problems associated with development or intrusions, and effects on habitat fragmentation
or alteration of movement corridors have been of substantial concern to managers and
conservationists for many years.'3 Migration by mule deer clearly has fitness
consequences for individuals, as well as ecosystem-level implications.a s Migration by
mule deer in the Sierra Nevada is a two-way phenomenon that occurs between areas used
during winter and those used during the remainder of the year.u 7 8 Thus, actions that
prevent, or otherwise restrict, the potential for movement of mule deer between seasonal
ranges have broad-sweeping implications, not only for the persistence of migratory
behavior, but for continued ecosystem function.

Given that migration is a seasonal phenomenon that occurs on a semi-annual basis, the
Draft EIS/EIR is woefully inadequate, because it addresses only use by deer during the
fall migration, or by "resident" deer prior to the fall migration. Despite the fact that the
Draft EIS/EIR acknowledges that the Proposed Action is located in an important mule
deer migration path and staging areainthe fall and spring, it reports only information on
use by mule deer that was obtained during summer (for resident deer) and fall (for
migratory deer); noticeably absent is afy baseline information or analysis of impacts
during the spring (for migratory deer). e 10 71 72 Moreover, those data were obtained

t Berger, J. 2004. The last mile: how to sustain long-distance migration in mammals. Conservation
Biology 18:320-331.

'Kucera, T. E., and C. W. McCarthy. 1988. Habitat fragmentation and mule deer migration corridors: a
need for evaluation. Vy'estern Section of The Wildlife Society Transactions 24:6147.
' Kucera, T. E. 1992. Influences of sex and weather on migiation of mule deer in California. Great Basin
Naturalist 52 : I 22-l 30.
t Nicholson, M.C., R.T. Bowyer, and J. G. Iíe. 1997. Habitat selection and survival of mule deer:
tradeoffs associated with migration. Joumal of Mammalogy 78:483-504.
5 Monteith, K. M., v. c. Bleich, T. R. Stephenson, B. M. Pierce, M. M. conner, R. w. Klaver, and R. T.
Bowyer. 201 L Timing of seasonal migration in mule deer: effects of climate, plant phenology, and life-
history characteristics. Ecosphere 2(4):art47 . doi: I 0. 1 890/ES I 0-00096. 1
u Kucera, T.E. 1992. Influences of sex and weather on migration of mule deer in California. Great Basin
Naturalist 52 :122-1 3 0 .

7 Loft, E. R., R. C. Bertram, and D. L. Bowman. 1989. Migration pattems of mule deer in the central
Sierra Nevada. California Fish and Game 75 : 1 1-l 9.
8 Monteith, K. M., v. c. Bleich, T. R. Stephenson, B. M. Pierce, M. M. conner, R. \ry. Klaver, and R. T.
Bowyer. 201 L Timing of seasonal migration in mule deer: effects of climate, plant phenology, and life-
history characteristics. Ecosphere 2(4):art47 . doi: I 0. I 890/ES 1 0-00096. I
e Draft-EIS/EIR page l-12.
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within a limited time frame (summer and fall 20ll), rather than over a series of semi-
annual migrations that would be necessary to fully understand, and develop mitigation
for, the potential impacts of disruption of that migratory corridor.

The biological reports addressing mule deer issues have indicated the problematic nature
of an absence of assessments over multiple years, small sample sizes, and the absence of
data collected during spring. For example, routes used by mule deer during migration
have been shown to be varied and reticulate over multiple migratory events.l3 The
apparent assumption that project impacts would be identical during both spring and fall
migrations is speculative at best, and patently wrong at worst. The potential for inter-
annual variation in migration routes further confounds the utility of conclusions based on
observations obtained during a single migration event. In the absence of information on
the spring migration, and in the absence of more than a single year of information on
occupancy and use of the project site by mule deer, the Draft EIS/EIR fails to provide an

accurate portrayal of use of the Project site by mule deer. This information is critically
important for decision makers to fully assess and provide adequate mitigation for the
impacts of the Project. Moreover, differences between results obtained during spring and
fall may act in synergism to amplif' the effects of the project on mule deer and, thus,
must be considered further in a cumulative sense. Additionally, the California
Department of Fish and Game (now Califomia Department of Fish and Wildlife
[CDFW]) clearly identified a requirement to address deer use of the project site during
spring migration, as requested in a letter to Mono County regarding the MP-l
replacement project, and its similar importance to the CD-IV Project, as emphasized by
CDFW.l4 tt The consultant has cautioned that, "Given the limited sampling duration,
which encompasses a single migration event, the degree to which these results may be
generalized to future years or regarded as describin g"average use" cannot be known."l6
Indeed, sample size upon which the ability of deer to negotiate the existing Basalt
Canyon Pipeline involved an assessment of only 23 attempted crossings.lT Further, the
shortcomings associated with assessing deer use during the unusually late snow
conditions also have been recognized.ls

The Draft EIS/EIR acknowledges that, "Potential interactions between deer and proposed
project elements arise from the reasonable notions that migrating deer will not exhibit
tolerance to new power plant noise and activity and will not readily adapt to movement

10 Paulus, L 2011. Fall 2011 resident deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt
geothermal areas. 30 October 2011.
rr Paulus, J. 2012. Fall 201 1 migratory deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt
geothermal areas. 10 February 2012.
12 DraftEIR/EIS page 3.4-1.

't Sawyer, H., M. J. Kaufmann, and R. M. Nielson, 2009. Influence of well pad activify on winter habitat
selection pattems of mule deer. Joumal of 'Wildlife Management 13:1052-1061 .

'o Lette. from B. Henderson (CDFG) to D. Lyster (Mono County) dafed 7 March 201l.
ls Santos, N. 201 1. G-1 Replacement Plant Site Visit Summary dated 22March2071.
16 Paulus, J. 2012. Fall 2011 migratory deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt
geothermal areas. 10 February 2012.
17 Paulus, J. 2011. Memorandum to Ron Leiken, Ormat Corporation, dated 29 December 2071.
18 Paulus, J. 2012. Fall 2011 migratory deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt
geothermal areas. 10 February 2012.
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across new aboveground pipelines associated with geothermal energy production.ule The
Draft EIS/EIR further states that, "fm]igratory deer ... may not remain long enough to
adapt and may be thwarted in their habitat usage for movement along haditional paths by
any new installation of linear barriers."20 Unfortunately, the Draft EIS/EIR fails io
analyze these stated potentially significant impacts, relying on a hnding that "[t]here [are]
not sufficient data to speculate how migrating deer would respond to the new barriers
associated with the Proposed Action,"21 This rationale is untrue; scientific literature to
the contrary is readily available and that literature addresses the fact that energy
development activities yield indirect losses of habitat that arc substantially greater than
those associated with direct losses, and that acclimation by mule deer to disturbances did
not occur over a period of three years." Moreover, numerous recent studies have
reiterated the potential for migrating mule deer to be affected by a variety of energy
development projects, including geothermal development .23 

24 2s 26 27 By failing to
disclose the necessary information, the EIS/EIR analysis of potentially significant
impacts is fundamentally flawed. The public and the decision makers are subsequently
led to believe that abandonment of habitat is unlikely and impacts are less than
significant,2s

The Draft EIS/EIR relies exclusively on information contained in reports suggesting that
the only mule deer that crossed through the proposed Project site during migration were
two individuals that had been fitted with GPS telemetry collars.2n The suggestion made
by the report that a "migration route" can be firmly established is in direct conflict with
existing scientific evidence.30 At least 37 female mule deer were f,rtted with GPS
telemetry collars in Round Valley, Inyo and Mono counties, and then tracked during
20021004.3t The Draft EISÆIR relies on misleading information as an example of deer

'e Draft EIS/EIR page 4,4-16.
20 Draft,EIS/EIR page 4.4-16.
2t Draft EISÆIR page 4.4-1'7 .

" Sawyer, H., R. M. Nielson, F.Lindzey,andL.L. McDonald. 2006. Winterhabitat selection of mule
d-eer before and during development of a natural gas field. Joumal of Wildlife Management 70:396403.
" Sawyer, H., R. M. Nielson, F. Lindzey, and L. L. McDonald. 2006. Winter habitaì selection of mule
deer before and during development of a natural gas field. Joumal of Wildlife Management 70:396403 .

'o Sawyer, H., M. J. Kaufmann, and R. M. Nielson. 2009. Influence of well pad activity on winter habitat
selection pattems of mule deer. Joumal of V/ildlife Management 73:1052-1061 .

" Lnlz,D. W., J. R. Heffelhnger, S. A. Tessmann, R. S. Gamo, and S. Siegel. 2011.Eneryy development
guidelines for mule deer. Western Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies, Cheyenne, rù/yoming, USA.
tu Hebbelwhite, M. 2008. A literature review of the effects of energydevelopment on unguiates: 

-

implications for central and eastern Montana. Contract report prepared for the Montana Department of
Fish, Wildlife, and Parks, Miles City, USA.

" Hebbelwhite, M. 201 1. Effects of energy development on ungulates. Pages 7l-94 in D. E. Naugle,
editor. Energy development and wildlife conservation in western North America. Island Press,
Vy'ashington, D.C., USA.
28 Draft EIS/EIR page 4.4-16.
2e Paulus, J. 2012. Fall2011 migratory deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt
geothermal areas. l0 February 2012.

'o Sawyer, H., M. J. Kaufmann, and R. M. Nielson. 2009. Influence of well pad activity on winter habitat
selection patterns of mule deer. Journal of Wildlife Management 73:1052-1061 .

3l Ferranto, S. P. 2006. Conservation of mule deer in the eastern Sierra Nevada. M.S. thesis, University of
Nevada, Reno, USA.
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movements , rather than a more meaningful population-level assessment of the Project site
in terms of its population-level or landscape-level value to mule deer. Indeed,
approximately 12 collared animals occurred on or near the project site during 2002-2004,
based on my ocular assessment of data presented elsewhere.32

The Draft EIS/EIR clearþ acknowledges that there will be direct losses of mule deer
habitat, but fails to disclose the potentially signif,rcant impacts of those losses. For
example, bitterbrush is an extremely important component of mule deer diets and is
critically important to mule deer occupying the eastern Sierra Nevada.33 3a The Draft
EIS/EIR fails to address the effects of habitat loss, both direct and indirect, on availability
of bitterbrush and other shrub components of sagebrush scrub habitats associated with the
project site because it does not consider the secondary impacts of the loss of nutritional
resources; nutritional resources are extremely important in the life-history strategies of
ungulates, and nutrient availability is critically important to the performance of mule deer
in the eastern Sierra Nevada.35 'u " Loss of nutrient resources associated with direct
impacts to foraging habitat or secondary impacts to habitat use resulting from avoidance
of the Project and vicinity have implications for individuals that may be affected by the
development and, ultimately, for the population of mule deer.

B.

Highway associated impacts are among the most prevalent and widespread stressors of
natural ecosystems , and are especially severe in the western United States as a result, in
part, of increased energy development activities.3s 'n Mortulity due to vehicle collision is
an important source of death among mule deer throughout the range of the species and
particularly in Mono County in the eastern Sierra Nevada, where it is the main cause of
unintended deer mortality.oo ot The D¡aft EIS/EIR acknowledges the potential for vehicle

32 Fenanto, S. P. 2006. Conservation of mule deer in the eastern Sierra Nevada. M.S. thesis, University of
Nevada, Reno, USA.
33 Monteith, K. M., V. C. Bleich, T. R. Stephenson, B. M. Pierce, M. M. Conner, R. W. Klaver, and R. T.
Bowyer. 201 1 . Timing of seasonal migration in mule deer: effects of climate, plant phenology, and life-
history characteristics. Ecosphere 2(4):arT47 . doi : I 0. I 890/ES 1 0-00096. I
to Pierce, B. M., V. C. Bleich, K. L. Monteith, and R. T. Bowyer. 2012. Top-down versus bottom-up
forcing: evidence from mountain lions and mule deer. Joumal of Mammalogy 93:977-988.
35 Parker, K. L., P. S. Barboza, and M. P. Gillingham. 2009. Nutrition integrates environmental responses
of ungulates. Functional Ecology 23:57-69.
36 Monteith, K. M., V. C. Bleich, T. R. Stephenson, B. M. Pierce, M. M. Conner, R. W. Klaver, and R. T.
Bowyer. 201 1. Timing of seasonal migration in mule deer: effects of climate, plant phenology, and life-
history characteristics. Ecosphere 2(4):art47 . doi : I 0. 1 8 90/ES I 0-00096. I
'7 Pierce, B. M., V. C. Bleich, K. L. Monteith, and R. T. Bowyer. 2012. Top-down versus bottom-up
forcing: evidence from mountain lions and mule deer. Joumal of Mammalogy 93,917-988.
38 Farrell, J. E,, L. R, Irby, and P. T. McGowan. 2002. Sfrategies for ungulate-vehicle collision mitigation.
Intermountain Journal of Sciences 8:1-1 8.

'n Heffelfinger, J. R., and T. A. Messmer. 2002. Introduction. Pages l-17 in J. C. deVos, M. R. Conover,
and N. E. Headrick, editors. Mule deer conservation: issues and management strategies. Jack H.
Berryman Institute Press, Utah State University, Logan, USA.
oo V. C. Bleich, California Department of Fish and Game (retired), personal observations 1986-2007.
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collisions to increase as a result of the proposed project.az No information on the current
level of vehicular collisions is in the area is provided; this information, however, is
readily available from the California Department of Transportation.a3 aa Information
identifring deer-vehicle collision "hot spots" in the eastern Sierra Nevada exists, two of
which have been identified near the project site.45 In the absence of an assessment of
current cause-specific mortality rates, the Draft EIS/EIR fails to provide a meaningful
way of assessing what the impacts of an increase in vehicle deaths among mule deer
resulting from the Proposed Action would be. It has been established that numerous deer
from the Round Valley population are killed in vehicle collisions along U.S. Highway
395 on an annual basis, and collisions with vehicles also accounted for about 15% of
known sources of mortality among a sample of female deer from the Casa Diablo

46 47populauon.

"The location of the new power plant and the pipelines running south of it in the
Proposed Action would introduce new barriers to mule deer migration moving down
slope from north to south to access meadow and riparian communities associated with
Mammoth Creek. It is not known whether this would force some migrating deer further
west and closer to U.S. High.yay 395 where they would be subject to increased mortality
due to vehicular collisions."ot However, implementation of alternative 2 has the potential
to reduce the mortality of deer resulting from vehicle collisions, but at the cost of
increased impedance to deer movements due to additional pipeline construction.ae In the
absence of daã to the contrary, any increase in the current level of mortality resulting
from vehicle collisions must be considered to be additive, and additive mortality has the
potential to significantly influence the performance of ungulate populations.5O Thus, the
Draft EIS/EIR fails in its discussion of the impacts of potential increases in vehicle
collisions in a manner that cannot be evaluated, because the document fails to provide
baseline information relative to the current rate of vehicle collisions.

ot Mono County Planning Department. 2001. Master environmental assessment for Mono County. Mono
County Planning Department, Bridgeport, Califomia, USA. Available at: <
http://www.monocounty.ca.gov/sites/default/files/fileattachments/planning_division/p age/81212001 mea a
nd_maps_color.pdÞ
o' JoinTEIR,page 2-77 .

43 Fenanto, S. P. 2006. Conservation of mule deer in the eastern Sierra Nevada. M.S. thesis, University of
Nevada, Reno, USA.
aa 

T . J . Taylor, Califomia Department of Fish and V/ildlife, personal communication. 13 Decemb er 2072.
as Ferranto, S. P. 2006. Conservation of mule deer in the eastern Sierra Nevada. M.S. thesis, University of
Nevada, Reno, USA.
ou Pierce, B. M., V. C. Bleich, and R. T. Bowyer. 2000. Selection of mule deer by mountain lions and
coyotes: effects of hunting style, body size, and reproductive status. Journal of Mammalogy 8l.462-112.
ot Bleich, V. C., and T. J. Taylor. 1998. Survivorship and cause-specifîc mortality in five populations of
mule deer. Great Basin Nahrralist 58:265--272.
a8 Draft EIS/EIR page 4.4-11.
ae Draft EIS/EIR, page 4.4-21.
to Bowyer, R. T., D. K. Person, and B. M. Pierce. 2005. Detecting top-down versus bottom-up regulation
of ungulates by large camivores: implications for conservation of biodiversity. Pages 342161 in J. C.
Ray, K. H. Redford, R. S. Steneck, and J. Berger, editors. Large carnivores and the conservation of
biodiversity. Island Press, Washington, D.C., USA.
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C. The Draft EIS/EIR Fails to Acknowledse Prior Plannins Documents That

During Migration

The mule deer is an important game species. The impacts of geothermal development on
the Round Valley (i.e., the Sherwin Grade and Buttermilk deer herds combined) and Casa
Diablo deer herds have been a longstanding management concern of CDFW, and the
importance o-f p_-rotecting areas through which deer move during migration has long been
emphasized.5l 52 53 Much, if not all, of the proposed Project falls outside of the
jurisdiction of the city of Mammoth Lakes in Mono Counfy.sa Mule deer habitat and
areas through which mule deer move during migration in Mono County have been of
great concern to planners, and the recently revised Mono County General Plan depicts the
Project area as bqlttg entirely within what the County refers to as the Hot Creek Deer
Migration Zone.ss Further, Mono County has identified deer as an important natural,
biological, and recreational resource, and noted that geothermal exploration, development
and operations shall be undertaken in a manner that minimizes or prevents adverse effects
to the deer population and migration within the deer migration rones.tu

Mono County's General Plan states: "[p]rojects outside community areas within
identified deer habitat areas, including migration corridors or winter range (see the
Biological Resources Section of the Master Environmental Assessment), which may have
a significant effect on deer resources shall submit a site-specific deer study performed by
a rccognized and experienced deer biologist in accordance with Action 1.1."57 The
aforementioned "fs]ite-specific deer study" has failed to provide information adequate to
assess the potential impacts of the proposed project on mule deer, as noted in Section A,
above, because those studies failed to address spring migration. Moreover, it is my
opinion that the deer investigations upon which conclusions were drawnss se were not
performed by a "[r]eco gnized and experienced deer biologist" as stipulated in the General

5r Blankinship, T. E. 1984. Buttermilk deer herd management plan. California Department of Fish and
Game, Bishop, USA.
t'Thomas, R. D. 1985. Management plan for the Sherwin Grade deer herd. California Department of Fish
and Game, Bishop, USA.
t' Thomas, R. D. 1985. Management plan for the Casa Diablo deer herd. California Department of Fish
and Game, Bishop, USA.
ta Draft EIS/EIR, page 1-5.
55 County of Mono Community Development Department. 2010. Mono County General Plan. Bridgeport,
Califomia, USA. (Drafted July 1997; Revised 2010). Conservation /Open Space Element-2O12, Figure 1.

Available at:
<http://www.monocounty.ca.gov/sites/defaullfiles/fileattachments/planning_division/page/81212012_cons
ervation. op en_space_element.pdÞ
56 Draft EISIDIR page 3.10-10.
57 County of Mono Community Development Department. 2010. Mono County General Plan. Bridgeport,
California, USA. (Drafted July 1991 and Revised 2010). Page V-I4. Available at:
<http://www.monocounty.ca.gov/sites/defaullfiles/fileattachments/planning_division/pagel812/2012_cons
ervation. open_space_element. pdÞ
t8 Paulus, J. 2012. Fall 2011 migratory deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt
geothermal areas. l0 February 2012.
5e Paulus, J. 2011. Fall 201 I resident deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt
geothermal areas. 30 October 201I.
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Plan. The biologist that prepared the reports has a fine reputation as abotanical
consultant, but queries of web-based literafure search engines using "deer" and "Paulus"
failed to yield any professional publications that would establish him as a "[r]ecognized
and experienced deer biologist."60 61 Thus, the reports upon which the Draft EIS/EIR is
based failed to meet the criteria established by Mono County.62

The U.S. Forest Service has identified the conservation of mule deer habit¿t and areas

used by mule deer during migration as important biological resources and has, by
reference, incorporated management plans - and, thereby, management objectives -for the Round Valley (i.e., Sherwin Grade Deer Herd and Buttermilk Deer Herd
combined) and Casa Diablo deer herds published by CDFW into their planning
documents.63 The Inyo National Forest Land and Resource Management Plan also
emphasizes the maintenance and enhancement of the integrity of key mule deer winter
ranges, holding areas, migration routes, and fawning areas.uo 

6s Deer and deer habitat
clearþ are an important resource to the Inyo National Forest. Nevertheless, the Forest
Service does not appear to have provided assurances that impacts were appropriately
analyzed or mitigated to the extent possible to ensure the viability of deer migration
corridors.66

D. The DEIR Does Not Address the Project's Cumulative Impa

Cumulative impacts to mule deer include permanent habitat loss, loss of forest cover, loss
of special use areas, blockage of areas through which deer move during migration,
disturbance, and altered predator-prey relationships. The Draft EIS/EIR provides
insufficient anaþsis of the Project's contribution to these cumulative impacts.
Specifically, the Draft EIS/EIR suffers two fundamental flaws:

1. The Draft EIR/EIS fails to fully identifu infrastructure development and activities that
will affect deer use. As a result, the DEIR lacks the information needed to evaluate the
cumulative impacts of the Project.

2. T\e Draft EIR/EIS lacks an anaþsis of cumulative impacts to deer that will result if
the project is developed, particularþ with respect to deer movements, which have
implications at the levels of the individual, the population(s), and the ecosystem. In the

60 Google S cholar. Available at http ://scholar. goo gle, com/schhp?hl:en
6 I Proquest. Available at http : / I sear ch.proquest. com./
62 County of Mono Community Development Depafment. 2012. Mono County General Plan. Bridgeport,
Califomia, USA. Pa.ge Y-14. Available ar:
<http://www.monocounty.ca.gov/sites/defaullfiles/frleattachments/planning_division/pagel81212072_cons
ervation. open_space_element. pdÞ
63 U.S. Forest Service. 1988. Inyo National Forest Plan. Appendix A:398-206. Available at:
<http ://www.fs.usda. gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/stelprdbS3 527 7 1 .pdÞ
6a U.S. Forest Service. 1988. Inyo National Forest Plan. Forest plan standards and guidelines. Chapter
IV:98-99. Inyo National Forest, Bishop, California, USA. Available at:
<http ://www.ß.usda. gov/Internet/FSE_DOCUMENTS/fsbdev3_003 62l pdÞ
65 Draft EISÆIR page 3.1 0-6.
66 DaftEIS/EIR page 1-lo.
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absence of baseline information, it is not possible for the Draft EIS/EIR to fully anticipate
and analyze the cumulative impacts of the Project.

The abundance of high-quality forage that is generally not available on deer winter
range makes the Project site, which is located within the Sherwin Holding Area, a

critically important component of habitat used during the annual cycles of the Round
Valley and Casa Diablo deer herds.6t ut The area identified for project development is
crossed during the fall migration by deer moving southward from higher elevations or
from west of the Sierra crest.6e 

7011 72 During spring, mule deer from the Round Valley
and Casa Diablo deer herds move northward and westward through the Sherwin Holding
Area.]3 7o

The nutritional content of forage has an influence on nearly every life history component
of mule deer, including survival and reproduction.Ts The proposed project is located
within the Sherwin Holding Area, and the presence of resident and migratory deer in the
Project area establishes it as deer habitat with available and high-quality, forage.76 The
Project will eliminate up to 80 acres of habitat within the holding area.]1 More
importantly, though, shifts in deer use away from the project area (i.e., avoidance of the
project aregb_y mule deer) can, and should, be expected but such shifts are not adequately
addressed.Ts 7e Additionally, there is serious concern over the potential to indirectly
affect habitat quality by spreading invasive species of vegetation, as pointed out by
CDFW during the scoping process.s0 81 82 Invasions of exotic speciei, such as cheatgrass,

67 Thomas, R. D. 1985. Management plan for the Sherwin Grade deer herd. California Department of Fish
and Game, Bishop, USA.
ut Thomas, R. D. 1985. Management plan for the Casa Diablo deer herd. California Department of Fish
and Game, Bishop, USA.
ut Kucera, T. E. 1988. Ecology and population dynamics of mule deer in the Eastem Sierra Nevada,
California. Ph.D. dissertation, University of Califomia, Berkeley, USA.
70 

Tuylo., T, 1988. Casa Diablo deer shrdy: Migration and seasonal habitats of the Casa Diablo deer herd.
Unpublished report prepared for Califomia Department of Fish and Game, Bishop, USA.
7l Ferranto, S. P. 2006. Conservation of mule deer in the eastern Sierra Nevada. M.S. thesis, University of
Nevada, Reno, USA.
72 Paulus, J. 2012. FalI2011 migratory deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt
geothermal areas. 10 February 2012.
T3Ferranto, 

S. P. 2006. Conservation of mule deer in the eastern Sierra Nevada. M.S. thesis, University of
Nevada, Reno, USA.
7a Monteith, K. L., V. C. Bleich, T. R. Stephenson, and B. M. Pierce. 2009. Population dynamics of mule
deer in the eastern Sierra Nevada: implications of nutritional condition. Califomia Department of Fish and
Game, Bishop, USA.
75 Monteith, K. L., V.C. Bleich, T.R. Stephenson, B. M. Pierce, M. M. Conner, R. W. Klaver, and R. T.
Bowyer. 201 l. Timing of seasonal migration in mule deer: effects of climate, plant phenology, and life-
history characteristics. Ecosphere 2@):l-34.
76 Paulus, J. 2012. Fall2011 migratory deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt
geothermal areas. l0 February 2012.
17 DrafrEIS/EIR page 4.4-27.
tt Sawyer, H., R. M. Nielson, F . Lindzey, and L. L. McDonald. 2006. Winter habitat selection of mule
deer before and during development of a natural gas field. Journal of Wildlife Management 70:396403.t' Sawyer, H., M, J. Kaufmarur, and R. M. Nielson. 2009. Influence of well pad activity on winter habitat
selection pattems of mule deer. Journal of Wildlife Management 73:1052-1061.
80 Drafr EIS/EIR page A-14.
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have altered Great Basin ecosystems, and have resulted in deaths of native shrubs from
excessive fire intensity, inability of native species to compete with cheatgrass, and
subsequent rapid domination by cheatgrass following fires.83 8a Bitterbrush, a valuable
forage species that occurs on the project site, is extremely important to mule deer, and is
one ofthe native species adversely affected by cheatgrass invasions.8s 86

The Round Valley Deer Herd has declined substantially during the last 25 years, from
approximately 6,000 individuals in 1985, reaching a low in 1990 of about 950 animals,
and then increasing to about 1,900 individuals in2009.87 tt The primary cause of the
decline appears to have been a decrease in carrying capacity.se Given the importance of
nutrient intake to the population performance of mule deer, additional declines in the
number of deer inhabiting Round Valley could occur with habitat modifications
associated with development of the Project, both in terms of direct habitat loss as well as

decreases in habitat use because deer do not occupy the area immediately adjacent to
developed sites.eO 

e1 Because the Project will affect habitat used by the herôduring
migration, it will exacerbate the current stressors experienced by the population, and
could lead to a further decline in numbers. The Project's potential to contribute further to
the decline could be cumulatively considerable as a result of the loss of foraging habitat
or forage itself, and must be considered in that context to fully understand its implications
for the continued health of the Round Valley Deer Herd, as well as the Casa Diablo Deer
Herd.

Other factors make it impossible for the Draft EIS/EIR to have fully assessed cumulative
impacts of the Project on mule deer. For example, one of the deer studies focused on the
impacts of the proposed Project on "migratory" deer, whereas the other focused on the
impacts of the Project on "resident" deer.ez 

e3 Further, as pointed out previously, no

8r Santos, N. 201 1. G-l Replacement Plant Site Visit Summary dated22 March 201Lt' Lefter from B. Henderson (CDFW) to D. Lyster (Mono County) dated 7 March 20 I l.
t' Young, J. 4., R. A. Evans, and B. L. Kay. 1987. Cheatgrass. Rangelands 9:266-270
8o Vollmer, J. G., J. L. Vollmer, K. Schoup, and R. Amundson. 2005. Controlling cheatgrass in winter
range to restore habitat and endemic fire. Deer and Elk Workshop 6:20-24.
tt Kucera, T. E. 1988. Ecology and population dynamics of mule deer in the Eastern Sierra Nevada,
California. Ph.D. dissertation, University of California, Berkeley, USA.
8u Pierce, B. M., V. C. Bleich, K. L. Monteith, and R. T. Bowyer. 2012. Top-down versus bottom-up
forcing: evidence from mountain lions and mule deer. Joumal of Mammalogy 93:971-988.
tt Pierce, B, M., V. C. Bleich, K. L. Monteith, and R. T. Bowyer. 2012. Top-down versus bottom-up
forcing: evidence from mountain lions and mule deer. Joumal of Mammalogy 93:971-988.
88 Monteith, K. L., T. R. Stephenson, V. C. Bleich, M. M. Conner, B. M. Pierce, and R. T. Bowyer. In
press Risk-sensitive allocation in seasonal dynamics of fat and protein reserves in a long-lived mammal.
Joumal of Animal Ecology.
8e Monteith, K. L., V. C. Bleich, T. R. Stephenson, and B. M. Pierce. 2009. Population dymamics of mule
deer in the eastern Sierra Nevada: implications of nutritional condition. Califomia Department of Fish and
Game, Bishop, USA.
no Sawyer, H., R. M. Nielson, F.Lìndzey, and L. L. McDonald. 2006, Winterhabitat selection of mule
deerbeforeandduringdevelopmentofanaturalgasfield. JoumalofV/ildlifeManagement10:396403.
et Sawyer, H., M. J. Kaufmann, and R. M. Nielson. 2009. Influence of well pad activity on winter habitat
selection patterns of mule deer. Journal of Wildlife Management 73:1052-1061.
e2Paulus, J. 2012. Fall 201 1 migratory deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt
geothermal areas. 10 February 2012.
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information on the presence of movements of migratory deer during spring were
presented. Although impacts of the Project would contribute cumulatively to both
resident and migratory mule deer, there is no coherent, overarching analysis or discussion
of the manner in which the Project will affect mule deer or deer migration. This is a
fundamental flaw, and can only be addressed with additional information obtained during
periods of spring migration, and over an extended timeline; hence, it is not possible to
fully assess cumulative impacts associated with the Project.

Track counts along transects provide a measure of relative use and can be used as an

index to deer activity or presence, but interpretation of data are subject to numerous
assumptions.e4 tt T.uck surveys in and of themselves caffìot be used to estimate the
absolute number of deer using a particular area, but density estimates can be derived if
additional assumptions are met.e6 Data presented in the Draft EIS/EIR are not adequate
to allow the derivation of densify estimates. Nevertheless, the most recent estimate of
deer wintering in Round Valley was reported to be approximately 2,200 individuals,eT as

referenced by others.e8 Although that figure is cited in the Draft EIS/EIR, information
that I have been able to obtain does not include population estimates.ee 

100

Based on my ocular estimate using information available elsewhere, aboutl2 telemetered
deer used, or occurred in the vicinity of, the Project site during migration.lOt A total of
37 individuals, however, actually were telemetered. Thus, animals telemetered with GPS
collars in the Round Valley population and detected within - or near - the Project site
potentially represented 32o/o of the individuals that could have been expected to be
present (1121371x 100 :32), assuming no bias in the distribution of the collars. If
animals from both the Casa Diablo herd (population estimate 2,800) and Round Valley
herd (population estimate 2,200) used the project site equally, up to 5,000 individuals
could have passed through the area.1o2103 That, however, is unlikely because only deer

et Paulus, J. 2011. Fall 201 1 resident deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt
geothermal areas. 30 October 2011.
ea Paulus, J. 2012. Fall}}ll migratory deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt
geothermal areas. l0 February 2012.
et Keegan T. W., B. B. Ackerman, A. N. Aoude, L. C. Bender, T. Boudreau, L. H. Carpenter, B. B.
Compton, M. Elmer, J. R. Heffelfinger, D. W. Lutz, B. D. Trindle, B. F. Wakeling, and B. E. Watkins.
2011. Methods for monitoring mule deer populations. Western Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies,
Cheyenne, Wyoming, USA.
e6 Overton, W. S. 1969. Estimating the numbers of animals in wildlife populations, Pages 403-456 ln R. H.
Giles, Jr., editor. Wildlife management techniques. Third edition (revised). The Wildlife Society,
Washington, D.C., USA. (As cited by Keegan et al. [20] l]).eTCalifomiaDepartmentofFishandGame. 2017. Jantary20ll andMarch20ll deercensusdata.
Califomia Department of Fish and Game, Bishop, USA. (Unable to locate this document).
e8 Final EIS/EI& p.3.4-17.
tn McKe"ver, J. 2011a. Deer survey summary, post season - 2010. Unpublished memo dated 24 January
2011. CalifomiaDepartment of Fish and Game. CalifomiaDepartment of Fish and Game, Bishop, USA.
tooMcKeever,J.20llb. Deersurveysummary,spring20ll. UnpublishedmemodatedllApril 2011.
Califomia Deparlment of Fish and Game, Bishop, USA.
l0r Ferranto, S. P. 2006. Conservation of mule deer in the eastern Sierra Nevada. M.S. thesis, University
of Nevada, Reno, USA.
ro2 Final EIS/EIR, p.3.4-17 .
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from Round Valley were collared. But, if Round Valley deer occurred on, or near, the
project site in the same proportion in which they were collared, up to 700 (32% of 2,200)
deer could have used the area. This figure is substantially greater than the maximum of
170 deer postulated to have used the project site over an 8-day period in May 201I, a
number that was inappropriately derived from unreliable data.l0o tot Neither of these
numbers is likely "correct", but given the discrepancy between them, it is probable that
cumulative impacts to individuals, the population, and ecosystem services could be far
greater than indicated in the Draft EIS/EIR.

Many of the deer migrating northward and westward through the project site from the
Round Valley winter range, or northward and westward from the Casa Diablo winter
range continue on to summer ranges west of the Sierra crest, but there has been a
substantial decrease in the proportion of animals doing so.106 Continuing declines in the
number of deer moving to the west slope of the Sierra Nevada could result in shifts in the
availability of nutrients on the summer range: fewer deer could be present as a result of
project implementation, and this potentiality must be discussed cumulatively in an
ecosystem-level context. Further, climate change has been linked to a general shift from
snowfall to rainfall in the western United States.1o7 If such a trend continues, selection
could favor migratory ungulates that take advantage of enhanced availability of resources
resulting from a warming climate, and partial migration may become a better
evolutionary strategy.108 Given the value of the Sherwin Holding Area both to resident
and migratory mule deer, the potential for the Project to yield exacerbated negative
impacts must be discussed in (1) the context of direct loss of habitat resulting from
development; (2) the indirect losses of habitat because deer avoid an area within some
distance threshold around the Project; and (3) changes in habitat quality that will result
from the likely proliferation of invasive species. Thus, the cumulative impacts of the
project could extend far beyond the present and into the future, and have implications for
evolutionary and ecosystem-level processes as well.10e

to'V. Bleich was unable to locate any documents substantiating the population estimates of 2,800 and
2,200 deer comprising the Casa Diablo and Round Valley deer populations, as reported in the Final
EIS/EIR.
r04 Santos, N., and T. A. Reed. 2077. Deer track count surveys. MACTEC Project Number 4306080009.
r05 Cashen, S. 201 1. 2011 . Comments on the draft environmental impact report for the Mammoth Pacihc
I replacement project. Letter dated 22 Augtst2}l7 to Ms. Elizabeth Klebaner, Adams, Broadwell, Joseph,
& Cardozo, South San Francisco, California, USA.
106 Monteith, K. M., V. C, Bleich, T. R. Stephenson, B. M. Pierce, M, M. Conner, R. W. Klaver, and R. T.
Bowyer.20ll.Timingofseasonalmigrationinmuledeer: effectsofclimate,plantphenology,andlife-
history characteristics. Ecosphere 2(4) :art47 . doi : 1 0. I 890/ES I 0-00096. 1
r07 Knowles, N., M. D. Dettinger, and D. R. Cayan. 2005. Trends in snowfall versus rainfall in the
Western
United States. Journal of Climate 19:45454559.
'ot Kaitala, 4., V. Kaitala, and P. Lundberg. 1993. Atheory of partial migration. American Naturalist
142:59-81.
rOe Monteith, K. L., V.C. Bleich, T.R. Stephenson, B. M. Pierce, M. M. Conner, R. W. Klaver, and R T.
Bowyer. 201 I . Timing of seasonal migration in mule deer: effects of climate, plant phenology, and life-
history characteristics. Ecosphere 2(4):P3a.
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E.

The cumulative impacts to mule deer include a decrease in forage availability that will
occur as a result of infrastructure development, a decrease in forage availability that will
result as a secondary effect as deer avoid use ofhabitat adjacent to the project, potential
blockage of areas that deer move through during migration, and potential increases in
mortality resulting from vehicle collisions, all of which impact individual deer but,
ultimately, have population-level and even ecosystem-level consequences. The Draft
EIS/EIR does not adequately discuss these impacts, in part because the information on
which conclusions drawn in the Draft EIS/EIR is incomplete and, thereby, inadequate to
formulate suitable mitigation measures. For example, a single seasonal survey of tracks
of resident deer during fall, and a single track survey of deer conducted during the fall
migration are the only data presented and analyzed.l 

l0 lll Moreover, there has been no
work conducted on the Project site during the spring migration, a phenomenon that is as

important as is fall migration, and perhaps even more so from a nutritional perspective.

In the Draft EIS/EIR, Project Design Measure for Environmental Protection BIO-1
proposes that, "A qualified wildlife biologist will walk the pipeline route once each year
for the hrst three years following completion of construction to survey for any signs that
the pipeline is impeding wildlife movement. If such evidence is found, the USFS nay
require ORNI 50,LLC to clear one or more areas under the pipeline of at least 16 inches
height, or sufficient to allow wildlife to pass under the pipeline, atthe points where
movement is impeded."r12 BIO-1 is fundamentally flawed due to the vagaries associated
with interpreting results of track surveys and the influences of seasonal variation - both
within and among years - on deer habitat use and deer movement patterns and resultant
influences on survey results.l13 Given these limitations, meaningful information cannot
be derived from any such annual "walk" along the pipeline. In the absence of meaningful
information, there is no evidence to support the argument that additional elevated
pipeline segments would be an effective PDM for environmental protection, as stated in
BIO-1.114

A minimum of approximately 16 inches above ground height has been the general
scientific community's, recommendation forfences in areas occupied by mule deer.lls
Nevertheless, the data included in the Draft EIS/EIR are insufhcient to conclude that a
pipeline of that elevation will allow unimpeded passage of those large ungulates and,

" 
0 Paulus, J. 2011 . Fall 201l resident deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt

geothermal areas. 30 October 2011.
r11 Paulus, J. 2012. Fall 201I migratory deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt
geothermal areas. 10 February 2012.
tt2 DraffEIS/EIR page 2-48. (emphasis added).

"t Keegan T. W., B. B. Ackerman, A. N. Aoude, L. C. Bender, T. Boudreau, L. H. Carpenter, B. B.
Compton, M. Elmer, J. R. Heffelfinger, D. ril. Lutz, B. D. Trindle, B. F. Wakeling, and B. E, Watkins.
2011. Methods for monitoring mule deer populations. Westem Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies,
Cheyenne, Wyoming, USA.
1to Draft EIS/EIR page 2-48,
tt'Bleich, V. C., J. G. Kie, E. R. Loft, T. R. Stephenson, M. W. Oehler, Sr,, and A. L. Medina. 2005.
Managing rangelands for wildlife. Pages 873-897 in C. E, Braun, editor. The wildlife management
techniques manual. Sixth edition. The Wildlife Society, Bethesda, Maryland, USA.
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thus, cannot be considered a viable recommendation. There is no guarantee that any
aspect of BIO-l is enforceable in the absence of wording that will require action.
Moreover, even if a requirement to "[c]lear one or more areas under the pipeline of at
least l6 inches height, or to allow wildlife to pass under the pipeline" was stipulated,
BIO-1 is so non-specific that it cannot be interpreted to guarantee that any action will be
taken to mitigate impacts to blockage of movements by mule deer. Wildlife is a term that
can be applied to virtually any species of terrestrial vertebrate; mule deer are the largest
native terrestrial vertebrates that occur on the project site, and there must be assurances
that any resulting modification(s) will meet passage requirements of mule deer.
Additionally, the ability of mule deer to cross unde¡ a pipeline constructed 16" above the
ground will vary with snow accumulation, a consideration that must be addressed in
detail.

Mitigation measures proposed (for alternatives 1 and 3 only) include the construction of a
"[d]eer crossing... [that will resemble]... the existing crossing at the SCE easement."
WIL-4 stipulates that said crossing will be designed with input from CDFW, and will
enhance movement of mule deer thorough the Project area.t'u l17 I was unable, however,
to locate any reference to the efficacy of the existing crossing at the SCE easement.
Thus, it is impossible to conclude that there would be any meaningful benefit in terms of
the crossing's potential as a mitigation measure. In the absence of any substantiation that
the crossing proposed in WIL-4 provides relief to deer moving through the area, it cannot
be viewed as appropriate or adequate mitigation.

Placing underground sections of the proposed pipelines in Basalt Canyon parallel to those
in the existing pipeline is appropriate, as noted in WIL-5.118 However, the statement that
mule deer habitually use roads for movement is not supported by data included in the
Draft EIS/EIR, because transects on which this statement is based were the roads
themselves, and investigators recorded traclcs that crossed the roads, not those running
along the road (i.e., in the direction of travel the road provided).1le 120 Inf'oflnation on
deer crossing at buried sections of pipelines suggests that resident deer moved only
sparingly across the pipelines at those points, as follows. "If all crossings of transects BB
and EE in Basalt Canyon scrub are assumed femphasis added] to represent deer that have
crossed the existing (aboveground) Basalt Canyon pipeline, then on average 19 pipeline
crossings per night occurred. Of these, an aveÍa5e 0.2 crossings per night utilized existing
(underground) dips. The five dips "captured" I%o of crossings, which is roughly
proportional to the 1% of pipeline length that dips underground (5 dips x 30 ff/dip)."121
Mitigation based on the assumption that deer leaving tracks detected along transects
crossed the pipeline is inappropriate in the absence of data to that effect. Additional

tt6 Draft EIS/EIR page 257.
r17 Draft EIS/EIR page 4.4-30.
rr8 Draft EIS/EIR page 257.
tre Paulus, J. 2011. Fatl 201 1 resident deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt
geothermal areas. 30 October 2011.
r20 Paulus, J. 2012. Fall2}ll migratory deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt
geothermal areas. l0 February 2012.
r2t Paulus, J . 2011 . Fall2011 resident deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt
geothermal areas. 30 October 2011.

Ti
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studies that determine whether resident deer crossed under or over the pipeline at areas
other than the "dips" are necessary before the proposed mitigation can be viewed as

meaningful. Further, the mitigation proposed in WIL-5, that "Segments that are parallel
to the existing Basalt Canyon pipeline in areas where there are currently no underground
segments shall be installed underground at a prescribed frequetrcy"l2z 123 contains no
guarantee that the prescribed frequency will be meaningful in terms of providing for
passage of mule deer. In the absence of a definition, the phrase "prescribed frequency" is
open to interpretation and, thereby, worthy of question.

WIL-5 fuither states that, "These underground segments shall be located in alignment
with suspected traditional migratory routes (see Figure 4.4-I)."124 125 There is no basis
for selection of these proposed sites that has a foundation in the deer track survey data
west of Highway 395, which indicate deer use is inconsistent in any particular part of the
project area as determined from track data of resident deer.126 Further, similar data are
presented -for the single year for which use by deer during the fall migration was
assessed.127 Unforhrnately, a single year of such data, and absent information for the
period of spring migration, fails to incorporate both annual and inter-annual variation that
can be expected to occur.l28 The basis for selecting sites for the proposed underground
segments thus, cannot be supported in the context of being "in alignment with suspected
migratory routes" under conditions that will occur over an extended number of years. In
fact, the investigations upon which site selection of the underground segments is based
were conducted during unusually snow-free conditions. 12e

WL-5 clearly states that construction of underground segments in the existing Basalt
Canyon pipeline is not proposed as mitigation, because deer readily pass oveÍ the single
pipeline.l30 Evidence that deer readily pass over the single pipeline, however, is based on
the assumption that tracks made by deer and detected on transects were made by animals
that crossed the pipeline.t" In the absence of data confirming that those deer actually
crossed the existing pipeline, the eff,rcacy of the proposed mitigation is speculative, with
no assurancethatany benefits would accrue.

In addition to the aforementioned underground segments, WIL-5 stipulates that overhead
pipeline segments will be installed at high movement areas, and will be of sufficient

"t Draft. EIS/EIR page2-57.
t23 DraftEIS/EIR page 4.4-30.
t'a DrafiEIS/EIR page 2-57 .

t2s DraffEIS/EIR page 4.4-31.
126 Paulus, J. 2011. Fall 201 I resident deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt
geothermal areas, 30 October 2011.

'27 Paulus, J. 2012. Fall 2011 migratory deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt
geothermal areas. 10 February 2012.
t'8 Sawyer, H., M. J. Kaufmann, and R. M. Nielson. 2009. Influence of well pad activity on winter habitat
selection pattems of mule deer. Joumal of Wildlife Management '73:1052-1061.
t2e Paulus, J. 2012. Fall20ll migratory deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt
geothermal areas. l0 February 2072.
r'o D¡aft EIS/EIR page 2-57 .

lt' Paulus, J. 2011. Fall 2011 resident deer survey for the Casa Diablo, Basalt Canyon, and upper Basalt
geothermal areas. 30 October 2011.
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height above the substrate to allow "wildlife" to pass under the pipeline.'32 As pointed
out earlier in this critique, the term wildlife refers to terrestrial vertebrates in general and,
as written, WIL-5 fails to stipulate that these proposed crossings will be of a height
adequate to allow mule deer to pass under them. The overhead pipeline segments must
be installed at heights sufficient to allow mule deer, not just "wildlife," to pass under the
pipeline.

Monitoring -olthe effects of project implementation on mule deer movements is proposed
in'WIL-6.13' t'o 'WIL-6 fails to incorporate performance measures and, therefore,
reliance on it makes it impossible to determine just what will constitute an additional
migration corridor needing remedial action. For example, if deer repeatedly approach the
pipeline at aparticalar location and then turn away, will that constitute an additional
migratory corridor that will initiate remedial action? As currently written such a result
could be interpreted as not being evidence of a movement corridor. Further, the
problematic nature of the methodology used previously - and that WIL-6 is to be
modeled after - has been pointed out earlier in this letter. While the intended "remedial
action" of installing earthen ramps over the pipeline proposed in WIL-6 is meritorious, it
must be assured that adequate methods of sampling are employed, and that sampling
covers a continuum of environmental conditions encountered during spring and fall
migrations, as well as periods of presence of resident individuals. It is recommended that
revised mitigation proposals include multiple years of sampling because of the variance
associated with deer movements, and behavior is influenced by multiple factors, among
which are local weather conditions.l3s

"The Proposed Action would introduce new barriers to mule deer migration moving
downslope from north to south to access meadow and riparian communities associated
with Mammoth Creek. It is not known whether this would force some migrating deer
further west and closer to U.S. Highway 395 where they would be subject to increased
mortality due to vehicular collisions."l36 To mitigate the potential for the Proposed
Action, there is acknowledgment that erecting any temporary barriers to movement that
could redirect deer westward towards Highway 395 is an important consideration. It is
then suggested that deer could move unimpeded to the east of the project area, and that an
additional crossing provided south of the proposed plant site would reduce, but not
eliminate the threat to migrating deer. t" It is unclear, however, that the term "threat" to
migrating deer is in reference to collisions between vehicles and deer on Highway 395, or
to the pipeline itself. I concur that not erecting barriers that would force deer towards
Highway 395 is important; however, there is no assurance that the proposed mitigation
(i.e., the deer crossing) will lessen the probability of that happening. Further, if
Alternative 2 is implemented the power plant will be shifted fi,uther east of Highway 395,
but doing so will entail a substantial increase in the length of double pipelines, which

r32 Draft EIS/EIR page 2-57.
r33 Draft EIS/EIR page 2-57.
t3a DraftEIS/EIR page 4.4-32.
r35 Sawyer, H., M. J. Kaufmann, and R. M. Nielson. 2009. Influence of well pad activity on winter habitat
selection patterns of mule deer. Journal of Wildlife Management 73:1052-1061 .

136 Draft EIS/EIR page 4.4-17.
t'7 Draft.EIS/EIR page 4.4-17.
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could further impede deer movement.138 No performance measures are included for the
proposed mitigation; therefore, no opportunity exists to assess its effectiveness.l3e If
there is an increase in deer mortality as a result of vehicle collisions, meaningful action
should include construction of a highway crossing and fencing appropriate to direct deer
through or over that crossing, as has been successfully demonstrated elsewhere.laO

In conclusion, the Draft EIS/EIR fails to adequately identif,i and analyze the importance
of the project site to mule deer and the resulting impacts to that species;this shortcoming
occurs largely because the Draft EIR/EIS suffers from incomplete baseline information
that would allow the reader to draw meaningful conclusions. Further, the Draft EIS/EIR
fails to adequately identifu and analyze the potential for the project to yield increased
mortality among deer that would result from an increase in collisions with vehicles. The
Draft EISÆIR is not consistent with prior planning documents prepared by the Inyo
National Forest and Mono County, all of which emphasize the importance of mule deer,
protection of mule deer habitat, and protection of areas through which they move during
migration. The Draft EIS/EIS further fails to adequately consider the cumulative impacts
of the project on mule deer, particularly in the sense of population-level and ecosystem-
level changes that will result if the Project causes mule deer to cease using the areathat
will be developed, are prevented from moving through the infrastructure created by the
Project, or if the Project affects nutrient intake by the deer. Finally, the mitigation
measures proposed to compensate for impacts to mule deer, mule deer habitat, and areas

through which mule deer move during migration, are proposed in the absence of data
adequate to ensure their efficacy. This problem exists largely as a result of the absence of
data upon which to fully assess the potential impacts, as pointed out in the initial portion
of my comments.

Sincerely,

Vernon C. Bleich, Ph.D., CWB@
Senior Conservation Scientrst
Eastern Sierra Center for Applied Population Ecology

t38 Draft EIS/EIR page2J7.
tte Draft EIS/EIR page 2-57.

'oo Simpson, N. O. 2012. Use of vegetative overpasses by mule deer during migration. M.S. Thesis,
University of Nevada, Reno, USA.
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Curriculum Vitae

VERNON C. BLEICH

Eastern Sierra Center for Applied
Population Ecology (ESCAPE)

5546 Falconer Drive
Bismarck, ND 58504
70r-7sr-3303 (o)
760-937-so2o (C)
vcbleich@gmail.com

Personal Interests:

Hockey (I am a former goaltender), family life, autoharp, gardening, hunting, and fishing.

Professional Goals:

To help ensure the persistence of populations of large mammals and their habitats
through the study of their ecology and behavior, to apply that knowledge in meaningful
conservation efforts, and to impart that knowledge through professional activities
including publications, teaching, and other public contacts.

Education:

Ph.D. University of Alaska Fairbanks (Wildlife Biology, 1993). Thesis: "Sexual Segregation in
Desert-Dwelling Mountain Sheep. "

M.A. California State University, Long Beach (Biology, 1973). Thesis: "Ecology of Rodents at
the Seal Beach Naval Weapons Station, Fallbrook Annex, San Diego County,
California."

B.S. California State University, Long Beach (Zoology,1970).

Professional Background:

Senior Conservation Scientist, Eastem Sierra Center for Applied Population Ecology (2008 -
present). I provide expertise on natural resource conservation and management issues,
particularþ as they relate to large mammals in desert, mountain, and plains
environments.

Senior Environmental Scientist, California Department of Fish and Game (2001 - 2008; now
retired). I served as the project leader for the Sierra Nevada Bighorn Sheep Recovery
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Program, a project to conserve mountain sheep in that range and restore them to formerly
occupied habitats; I continued to function as the Regional Large Mammal and Desert
specialist, with an emphasis on mountain sheep and mule deer in southeastern California.
I also served as chair of the Sierra Nevada Bighorn Sheep Scientific Advisory Group, and
served on the Peninsular Bighorn Sheep Recovery Team.

Senior Wildlife Biologist, California Department of Fish and Game (1999 - 2001). I served as
the RegionalLarge Mammal and Desert Specialist, with an emphasis on mountain sheep
and mule deer in southeastern California.

Senior Wildlife Biologist, Califomia Department of Fish and Game (1993 - 1999). I served as
the RegionalLarge Mammal Specialist and supervised the activities of 5 journeyman
wildlife biologists in eastern California. Emphasis species included mountain sheep,
mule deer, pronghorn, tule elk, and sage grouse in eastem California.

Associate Wildlife Biologist, California Department of Fish and Game (1986 - 1993). I served
as the Regional mountain sheep specialist, and supervised the activities of 5 journeyman
wildlife biologists in eastern Califomia. Emphasis species included mountain sheep,
mule deer, pronghorn, tule elk, and sage grouse in eastern California.

Project Leader, California Department of Fish and Game, Federal Aid in Wildlife Restoration
Project W-26-D (1978 - 1986). I supervised 2 technicians, and planned and implemented
habitat management projects designed to benefit waterfowl, sage grouse, mule deer, and
mountain sheep in eastern California.

Assistant V/ildlife Biologist, California Department of Fish and Game (1975 - 1978). I was an
Area Biologist responsible for management of mule deer, mountain sheep, and the
Endangered Stephens' kangaroo rat, as well as for environmental review activities in
Riverside and San Bemardino counties, California.

Junior Aquatic Biologist, California Department of Fish and Game (I974 - 1975). I was
responsible for ñsheries management activities, with an emphasis on wild trout and the
Endangered unarmored three-spined stickleback in Los Angeles and San Bernardino
counties, California.

Park Ranger, Department of Recreation, City of Long Beach, California (1970 - 1973). I was
responsible for public education activities, routine patrol, and coordination with other law
enforcement agencies in El Dorado Regional Park, Long Beach, California.

Academic Appointments :

Research Professor, Department of Natural Resources and Environmental Science, University of
Nevada, Reno (2007 - Present).

Affiliate Faculty, Department of Biological Sciences, Idaho State University, Pocatello, Idaho
(2005 - Present).
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Senior Research Associate, Institute of Arctic Biology, University of Alaska Fairbanks,
Fairbanks, Alaska (1998 - Present).

Affiliate Assistant Professor of Wildlife Ecology, Department of Biology and Wildlife,
University of Alaska Fairbanks, Fairbanks, Alaska (1993 - 1998).

Research Associate, Institute of Arctic Biology, University of Alaska Fairbanks, Fairbanks,
Alaska (1993 - 1998).

Adjunct Assistant Professor of Natural Resource Science, Department of Natural Resource
Science, University of Rhode Island, Kingston (1992 - 1994).

Instructor, Mt. San Jacinto College, San Jacinto, California (1976 - 1986).

Assistant Professor, Department of Biology, Rio Hondo College, Whittier, California (1973 -
re74).

Teaching Assistant, California State University, Long Beach (1972 - 1973).

Graduate Research Assistant, California State University, Long Beach (1970-1972).

Graduate Student Supervision:

Chair of Graduate Committee:

Kevin L. Monteith (Ph.D.), Reproductive ecology of migratory and resident mule deer in
the eastern Sierra Nevada, California. Idaho State University, Pocatello. Graduated July
201l. Present position: Post-doctoral Researcher, Wyoming Cooperative Fish and
Wildlife Research Unit. Co-chair with Dr. R. T. Bowyer.

Michael W. Oehler (M.S.), Ecology of mountain sheep: effects of mining and
precipitation. UniversityofAlaskaFairbanks. GraduatedDecember 1999. Current
position: Wildlife Biologist, National Park Service, Theodore Roosevelt National Park,
Medora, North Dakota. Co-chair with Dr. R. T. Bowyer.

Becky M. Pierce (Ph.D.), Predator-prey dynamics between mountain lions and mule deer:
effects on distribution, population regulation, habitat selection and prey selection.
University of Alaska Fairbanks. Graduated May 1999. Current position: Associate
Wildlife Biologist, California Department of Fish and Game, Bishop, California. Co-
chair with Dr. R. T. Bowyer.

Graduate Committee Membership :

Anthony Bush (M.S.), Responses of mule deer to water development in a Mojave Desert
ecosystem. University of Nevada, Reno. Graduation expected June2074.
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Jeffrey T. Villepique (Ph.D.), Interactions between mountain lions and mountain sheep:
an assessment of forage benefits and predation risk. Idaho State University, Pocatello
(Graduation expected December 2012).

Sabrina Morano (Ph.D.), Reproductive biology of mule deer in the White Mountains,
Inyo and Mono counties, California. University of Nevada, Reno (Graduation expected
June 2013).

Cody J. McKee (M.S.), Ecology of mule deer in the eastern Mojave Desert, California.
University of Nevada, Reno. Graduated May 2012. O,trrent position: Wildlife Biologist,
Nevada Division of Wildlife, Las Vegas.

Jericho C. V/hiting (Ph.D.), Behavior and ecology of reintroduced Rocþ Mountain
bighorn sheep. Idaho State University, Pocatello. Gradusted December 2008. Current
position: Wildlife Biologist, Idaho National Laboratory, Twin Falls.

Cody A. Sch¡oeder (M.S.), Habiøt selection by mountain sheep: forage benefits or risk
of predation? Idaho State University, Pocatello. Graduoted September 2007. Current
position: Doctoral Student, University of Nevada, Reno.

Jason P. Marshal (Ph.D.), Foraging ecology and water relationships of mule deer in a
Sonoran Desert environment. University of Arizona, Tucson. Graduated May 2005.
Current position: Senior Lecturer, University of the Witwatersrand, South Africa.

Heather E. Johnson (M.S.), Antler breakage in tule elk in Owens Valley, California:
nutritional causes and behavioral consequences. University of Arizona, Tucson.
Graduated January 2004. Cment position: Mammal Research Biologist, Colorado
Division of Wildlife, Durango.

Jennifer L. Rechel (Ph.D. [Geography]), Influence of neighborhood effects and friction
surfaces on the spatial distribution and movement strategies of desert-dwelling mountain
sheep (Ovis canadensls). University of California, Riverside. Graduated August 2003.
Current position: Wildlife Biologist, U.S. Forest Service, Pacific Southwest Forest and
Range Experiment Station, Rivers ide, California.

Holly B. Ernest (Ph.D.), Ecological genetics of mountain lions (Puma concolor) in
California. University of California, Davis. Graduated December 2001. Ctment
position: Research Geneticist, School of Veterinary Medicine, University of California,
Davis.

Esther S. Rubin (Ph.D.), The ecology of bighorn sheep (Ovis canaderesrs) in the
peninsular ranges of California. University of California, Davis. Graduated December
2000. Cunent position: Research Branch Chief, Artzona Game and Fish Department,
Phoenix, Arizona.
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Nancy G. Andrew (M.S.), Demography and habitat use of desert-dwelling mountain
sheep in the East Chocolate Mountains, Imperial County, California. University of
Rhode Island, Kingston. Graduated May 1994. Current position: Associate Wildlife
Biologist, California Department of Fish and Game.

Awards and Honors:

Service Beyond Self Award,20ll (Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep)

Honorary Lifetime Membership,2}l} (in recognition of long and continuing service to the
Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep)

Wild Sheep Biologist Wall of Fame Award, 2009 (in recognition of significant contributions to
the conservation of wild sheep in North America) (Wild Sheep Foundation)

Lifetime Achievement Award, 2008 (In recognition of contributions toward the conservation of
mountain sheep in California) (California Chapter of the Foundation for North American
Wild Sheep)

Honor Plaque, 2007 (Group Award, in recognition of outstanding contributions toward the
recovery of mountain sheep in the SierraNevada) (Desert Bighorn Council)

State Statesman Award,2006 (In recognition of outstanding contributions to the wild sheep of
California) (Foundation for North American Wild Sheep)

TrallBlazer Award, 2004 (In recognition of efforts on behalf of mountain sheep conservation in
Califomia) (California Chapter of the Foundation for North American Wild Sheep)

Director's Achievement Award, 2004 (In recognition of editorial services for California Fish
and Game (California Department of Fish and Game)

Annual Achievement Award, 2004 (Inrecognition of conservation of mule deer and their
habitats) ( S outhern Californi a Chapter, C alifornia D eer As s oci ation)

Alumni Achievement Award for Professional Excellence,2002 (University of Alaska Alumni
Association)

Outstanding Alumnus Award, 2002 (College of Science, Engineering, and Mathematics,
University of Alaska Fairbanks)

Sustained Superior Accomplishment Award, 2002 (California Department of Fish and Game)

The Desert Ram Award, 2001 (Desert Bighorn Council)

Outstanding Publication Award for a Monograph,1998 (The Wildlife Society)
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Award of Appreciation, 1998 (San Fernando Valley Chapter of Safari Club International, CA)

Professional Membership, Boone and Crockett Club, 1998 (Boone and Crockett Club)

Cefüftcate of Appreciation, 1997 (Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep)

"O1'Irongut" Award, 1996 (California Department of Fish and Game, Division of Air Services)

Resources Agencyfuniversity of California Fellowship,lgg6 (Sponsored jointly by the
California Resources Agency and the University of California, Davis)

Director's Achievement Award, 1992 (California Department of Fish and Game)

Outstanding Biology Department Alumnus, 1988 (California State University, Long Beach)

Professional of the Year, 1985 (.Western Section of The V/ildlife Society)

California Wildlife Offrcer of the Year,1984 (Shikar-Safari Foundation)

Award of Honor, 1984 (Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep)

Honorary Lifetime Membershi p, I 9 8 4 (B anning fCalifornia] Sportsman' s Club)

Professional and Fraternal Memberships:

American Sociefy of Mammalogists (Life Member)
The Boone and Crockett Club (Professional Member)
The Wildlife Society
Society for Conservation Biology
Southwestern Association of Naturalists
V/ild Sheep Foundation
National Rifl e Association
California Chapter, Foundation for North American Wild Sheep
Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep
Minnesota-'Wisconsin Chapter, Foundation for North American
Wild Sheep

Licenses and Certifications:

California Community College Credential (# 45476 [Lifetime])
State of California Blaster's License (# 2087)
Certified in Wildlife Capture Techniques (California Department of Fish and Game)
Certified Wildlife Biologist (1981 - The Wildlife Society)
California Hunter Safety Instructor (# 1984)
Flying in the Wire and Obstruction Environment (2010 - Utilities Aviation Specialists)

l_
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Other Professional Activities :

Editorial Activities:

Editor-in-Chief, California Fish and Game (2010 - present)

Associate Editor, California Fish and Game (1995 -2009)

Editor, Transactions of the Western Section of The l4rildlife Society ( I 9 8 8)

Associate Editor, Transactions of the Western Section of The Wildlife Society (1986 -
te87)

Reviewer for Journals:

Conservation Biology, Journal of Wildlife Management, Wildlife Society Bulletin,
Journal of Mammalogy, The Condor, Califurnia Fish and Game, Transactions of the
Western Section of the Wildlife Society, Western North American Naturclist, Desert
Bighorn Council Transactions, Southwestern Naturalist, Proceedings of the Northern
Wild Sheep and Goat Council, Journal of lMildlife Diseases, Great Basin Naturalist,
Bulletin of the Southern Califurnia Academy of Sciences, Journal of Zoology (London),
Vida Silvestre Neotropical, Wildlife Biology, Wildlife Monographs, European Journal of
Wildlife Research, Biological Conservation, Journal of Arid Environments (An average
of about 12 reviews per year).

Other Activities:

2012 - Present: Member, USDI Bureau of Land Management Resource Advisory
Council (Appointed by the Secretary of the Interior)

2012 - Present: Chair, Projects Funding Committee, California Chapter, Wild Sheep
Foundation

20ll: Member, Jim McDonough Awards Committee, The Wildlife Society

20lI - Present: Co-Chair, Conservation Grants Subcommittee, Boone and Crockett Club

20lI - Present: Member, Conservation Committee, Boone and Crockett Club

2010 - Present: Administrator, Professional Resource Advisory Board, Wild Sheep
Foundation

2008 - 2012: Member, Projects Funding Committee, California Chapter, Wild Sheep

Foundation

2008 - Present: Member, Big Game Records Committee, Boone and Crockett Club
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2007 - Present: Advisory Board Member, Texas Bighorn Society

2007 - Present: Science Advisor, Society for the Conservation of Bighorn Sheep

2006 - Present: Member, Ad Hoc Committee on Professional Membership, Boone and
Crockett Club.

1998 - 2002: Coach and member of Board of Trustees, Sierra Roller Hockey League.

1995-96: Vice Chairman, The Desert Bighorn Council.

1994-98: Member, Board of Directors, The Wildlife Forensic DNA Foundation.

1993 - Present: Member, Professional Resource Advisory Board, Wild Sheep Foundation

1991: Member, Committee on Support of Symposia and Conferences, The Wildlife
Society.

1989-1993: Member, Board of Trustees, Friends of the Eastern California Museum;
Vice-chairm an, I 9 9 l -1 9 9 2 ; Chairman, 1 9 93 .

1987-1988: Chairman, The Desert Bighorn Council.

1988: Co-chairman, Wildlife Water Development Symposium, Western Section of The
Wildlife Society.

Publications in Professional Journals:

Loft, E. R., and V. C. Bleich. In review. An historical perspective on deer ranges in California:
terminology and its relevance to wildlife conservation. California Fish and Game.

Wiedmann, 8., and V. C. Bleich. In review. Responses of bighorn sheep to recreational
activities: trial of a trail. Prairie Naturalist.

McKee, c. J., K. M. Stewart, v. c. Bleich, J. S. Sedinger, N. w. Darby, and D. L. Hughson. 1n
review. Space use patterns of mule deer: responses to provision of water and effects of
wildfire. Journal of Arid Environments.

McKee, c. J., K. M. Stewart, J. S. Sedinger, v. c. Bleich, N. w. Darby, and D. L. Hughson. ,In
review. Mule deer in arid environments: does provision of water improve population
performance? European Journal of Wildlife Research.

Monteith, K. M., T. R. Stephenson, v. c. Bleich, B. M. Pierce, M. M. conner, J. G. Kie, and R.
T. Bowyer. In review. Life history characteristics of mule deer: effects of nutrition in a
variable environment. Wildlife Monographs.
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Monteith, K. L., R. A. Long, V. C.Bleich, J. R. Heffelfinger, P. R. Krausman, and R. T.
Bowyer. In press . Size of homlike structures in trophy ungulates: effects of climate,
culture, or harvest? Wildlife Monographs.

Grovenburg, T., R.Klaver, C. Jacques, T. Brinkman, C. Swanson, C. DePerno, K. Monteith, J.

Sievers, V. Bleich, J. Kie, and J. Jenks. In press. Influence of landscape characteristics
and ungulate demography on retention of expandable radiocollars. Wildlife Society
Bulletin.

Krausman, P. R., and V. C. Bleich. In press. Conservation and management of ungulates in
North America. International Journal of Environmental Science.

Abella, R., V. C. Bleich, R. A. Botta, B. J. Gonzales, T. R. Stephenson, S. G, Torres, and J. D.
Wehausen. In press. Status of bighorn sheep in California-2011. Desert Bighorn
Council Transactions.

Monteith, K., T. Stephenson, V. Bleich, M. Conner, B. Pierce, and R. Bowyer. In press. Risk-
sensitive allocation in seasonal dynamics of tàt and protein reserves in a long-lived
mammal, Jounal of Animal Ecology.

Johnson, H. E., M. Hebblewhite, T. R. Stephenson, D. W. German, B. M. Pierce, and V. C.
Bleich. 2013. Evaluating apparent competition in limiting the recovery of an
endangered ungulate. Oecologia l7l:295- 307. fpublished on line 12 JuIy 2012;DOI:
1 0. 1 007/s00 442-012-2397 -61.

Holl, S. 4., V. C. Bleich, B. W. Callenberger, and B. Bahro. 2012. Simulated effects of two f,rre

regimes on bighom sheep: the San Gabriel Mountains, California, USA. Fire Ecology
8(3) : 88-1 03. [DOI : 10.499 6 I freecology. 0803 08 8]

Pierce, B. M., V. C. Bleich, K. L. Monteith, and R. T. Bowyer. 2012. Top-down versus bottom-
up forcing: evidence from mountain lions and mule deer. Journal of Mammalogy
93:977-988.

Marshal, J. P., V. C. Bleich, P. R. Krausman, A. Neibergs, M. L. Reed, and N. G. Andrew.
2012. Habitat use and diets of mule deer and feral ass in the Sonoran Desert.
Southwestern Naturalis t 57 : I 615 .

Simpson, N. O., K. M. Stewart, and V. C. Bleich. 20II. What have we learned about water
developments for wildlife? Not enough! California Fish and Game 97:190109.

Marshal, J. P., and V. C. Bleich. 2011. Evidence of relationships between El Niño Southern
Oscillation and mule deer harvest in California. California Fish and Game 97:84-97.
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Villepique, J. T., B. M. Pierce, V. C. Bleich, and R. T. Bowyer. 2011. Diets of cougars (Puma
concolor) following a decline in a population of mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus): lack
of evidence for switching prey. Southwestern Naturalist 56:187-192.

Monteith, K.M., V. C. Bleich, T. R. Stephenson, B.M.Pierce, M. M. Conner, R. W. Klaver,
and R. T. Bowyer. 2011 Timing of seasonal migration in mule deer: effects of climate,
plant phenology, and life-history characteristics. Ecosph erc 2(4):art47 .

DOI: 1 0. 1 890/ES 1 0-00096. 1

Whiting, J. C., R. T. Bowyer, J. T. Flinders, V. C. Bleich, and J. G. Kie. 2010. Sexual
segregation and use of water by bighorn sheep: implications for conservation. Animal
Conservation 13 :5 4l-5 48.

Holl, S. 4., and V. C. Bleich. 2010. Responses of large mammals to fire and rain in the San
Gabriel Mountains, Califomia. Northern Wild Sheep and Goat Council Proceedings
17:139-156.

Schroeder, C.4., R. T. Bowyer, V. C. Bleich, and T. R. Stephenson. 2010. Sexual segregation
in Sierra Nevada bighorn sheep, Ovis canadensis sierraa ramifications for conservation.
Arctic, Antarctic, and Alpine Research 42:476489.

Bleich, V. C., J. P. Marshal, and N. G. Andrew. 2010. Habitat use by a desert ungulate:
predicting effects of water availability on mountain sheep. Journal of Arid Environments
74:638445.

Bleich, V. C. 2009. Perceived threats to mountain sheep: levels of concordance among states,
provinces, and territories. Desert Bighorn Council Transactions 50:32-39.

Krausman, P. R., D. E. Naugle, M. R. Frisina, R. Northrup, V.C. Bleich, W. M. Block, M. C.
Wallace, and J. D. Wright. 2009. Livestock grazing, wildlife habiøt, and rangeland
values. Rangelands 3 1 (5): 1 5-1 9.

Bleich, V. C. 2009. Factors to consider when reprovisioning water developments used by
mountain sheep. California Fish and Game 95:753-159.

Holl, S. ,{., and V. C. Bleich. 2009. Reconstructing the San Gabriel Mountains bighorn sheep
population. California Fish and Game 95:77-87.

Clifford, D. L., B. A. Schumaker, T. R. Stephenson, V. C. Bleich, M. Leonard-Cahn, B. J.

Gonzales, W. M. Boyce, and J. A. K. Mazet. 2009. Assessing disease risk at the
wildlife-livestock interface: a study of Sierra Nevada bighorn sheep. Biological
Conservatio n L 42 :25 59-25 68.

Bleich, V. C., J. H. Davis, J. P. Marshal, S. G. Torres, and B. J. Gonzales. 2009. Mining
activity and habitat use by mountain sheep. European Journal of Wildlife Research
55:183-191.
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Pease, K.M., A. H. Freedman, J. P. Pollinger, J. E. McCormack, W. Buermann, J, Rodzen, J.

Banks, E. Meredith, V. C. Bleich, R. J. Schaefer, K. Jones, and R. K. Wayne. 2009.
Landscape genetics of Califomia mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus): the roles of
ecological and historical factors in generating differentiation. Molecular Ecology
I 8:1 848-1 862.

Duffy, L. K., M. W. Oehler, R. T. Bowyer, and V. C. Bleich. 2009. Mountain sheep: an
environmental epidemiological survey of variation in metal exposure and physiological
biomarkers following mine development. American Journal of Environmental Sciences
5:296-303.

Marshal, J. P., J. W. Cain III, V. C. Bleich, and S. S. Rosenstock. 2009. Intrinsic and extrinsic
sources of variation in the population dynamics of an arid-environment large herbivore.
Canadian Journal of Zoology 87:103-1 11.

Villepique, J. T., V. C. Bleich, R. A. Botta, B.M. Pierce, T. R. Stephenson, and R. T. Bowyer.
2008. Evaluating GPS collar error: a critical evaluation of Televilt POSREC-SciencerM
Collars and a method for screening location data. California Fish and Game 94:155-168.

Bleich, V. C., H. E. Johnson, S. A. Holl, L. Konde, S. G. Torres, and P. R. Krausman. 2008.
Fire history in a chapanal ecosystem: implications for conservation of a native ungulate.
Rangeland Ecology and Management 6I:571-579.

Marshal, J. P., P. R. Krausman, and V. C. Bleich. 2008. Body condition of desert mule deer is
related to rainfall. Southwestern Naturalist 53:3 I 1-3 1 8.

Marshal, J. P., V. C. Bleich, and N. G. Andrew. 2008. Evidence for interspecific competition
between feral ass and mountain sheep in a desert environment. Wildlife Biology 14:228-
236.

Bleich, V. C., and R. A. Weaver. 2007. Status of mountain sheep in Califomia: comparisons
between 1957 and 2007. Desert Bighorn Council Transactions 49:55-67.

Wehausen, J. D., and V. C. Bleich. 2007 . Influence of aerial search time on survey results.
Desert Bighorn Council Transactions 49 :23-29 .

Bowyer, R.T., V. C. Bleich, X. Manteca,J.C. Whiting, andK. M. Stewart. 2007. Sociality,
mate choice, and timing of mating in American bison (Blson bison): effects of large
males. Ethology 1 13:1048-1060.

Epps, C. W., J. D. Wehausen, V. C. Bleich, S. G. Torres, and J. S. Brashares. 2007. Optimizing
dispersal and corridor models using landscape genetics. Journal of Applied Ecology
44:714-724.
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Bleich, V. C., T, R. Stephenson, B. M, Pierce, and M. J. Warner. 2007. Body condition of mule
deer while injured and following recovery, Southwestern Naturalist 52:164-167.

Johnson, H. E., V. C. Bleich, and P. R, Krausman. 2007. Mineral deficiencies in tule elk,
Owens Valley, California. Journal of Wildlife Diseases 43:61-74.

Johnson, H. E., V. C. Bleich, P. R. Ktausman, and J. L. Koprowski. 2007. Effects of antler
breakage on mating behavior in male tule elk (Cervus elaphus nannodes). European
Journal of Wildlife Research 53:9-15.

Bleich' V. C. 2006. Mountain sheep in California: perspectives on the past, and prospects for
the future. Biennial Symposium of the Northern Wild Sheep and Goat Council 15:1-13.

Marshal, J. P., v. C. Bleich, P. R. Krausman, M. L. Reed, and N. G. Andrew. 2006. [Invited
paper] Factors affecting habitat use and distribution of mule deer in an arid environment.
Wildlife Society Bulletin 3 4:609-619.

Bleich, v. c., N. G. Andrew, M. J. Martin, G. P. Mulcahy, A.M.Pauli, and S. s. Rosenstock.
2006. flnvited paper] Quality of water available to wildlife: comparisons among afüficial
and natural sources. Wildlife Society Bulletin 34:627-632.

Bleich, V. C., S. Nelson, P. J. Wood, H. R. Wood, and R. A. Noles. 2006. flnvited paper]
Retrofitting gallinaceous guzzlers: enhancing water availability and safety for wildlife.
Wildlife Society Bulletin 3 4:633-63 6.

Marshal, J. P., P. R. Krausman, V. C. Bleich, S. S. Rosenstock, and W. B. Ballard. 2006.
flnvited paper] Gradients of forage biomass and ungulate use near wildlife water
developments. Wildlife Society Bulletin 34:620426.

Rominger, E. M., V. C. Bleich, and E. J. Goldsten. 2006. [Letter] Bighorn sheep, mountain
lions, and the ethics of conservation. Conservation Biolo gy 20:104I.

Marshal, J. P., L. M. Lesicka, v. c. Bleich, P. R. Krausman, G. P. Mulcahy, and N. G. Andrew.
2006. Demography of desert mule deer in southeastern California. California Fish and
Game 92:55-66.

Bleich, V. C., B. M. Pierce, J. Jones, and R. T. Bowyer. 2006. Yariance in survival rates among
young mule deer in the Sierra Nevada, California. California Fish and Game 92:24-38.

Johnson, H, 8., V. C. Bleich, and P. R. Krausman. 2005. Antler breakage in tule elk, Owens
Valley, California. Journal of Wildlife Management 69:1747-1752.

Rosenstock, S. S., V. C. Bleich, M. J. Rabe, and C. Reggiardo. 2005. Water quality at wildlife
water sources in the Sonoran Desert, United States. Rangeland Ecology and
Manageme nt 5 8 : 623 -627 .
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Marshal, J. P., P, R. Krausman, and V. C. Bleich. 2005. Rainfall, temperature, and forage
dynamics affect nutritional quality of desert mule deer forage, Rangeland Ecology and
Management 58 :360-365.

Bleich, V. C., J. T. Villepique, T. R. Stephenson, B. M. Pierce, and G. M. Kutliyev. 2005.
Efficacy of aerial telemetry as an aid to capture specific individuals: a comparison of two
techniques. Wildlife Society Bulletin 33 :332-33 6.

Bleich, V. C. 2005. flnvited paper] In my opinion: politics, promises, and illogical legislation
confound wildlife conservation. Wildlife Society Bulletin 33 :66-7 3 .

Wehausen, J. D., V. C. Bleich, and R. R. Ramey IL 2005. Correct nomenclature for Sierra
Nevada bighorn sheep. California Fish and Game 9I:216-218.

Oehler, M.W., V. C. Bleich, R. T. Bowyer, and M. C. Nicholson. 2005. Mountain sheep and
mining: implications for conservation and management. California Fish and Game
91:149-178.

Marshal, J. P., P. R. Krausman, and V. C. Bleich. 2005. Dynamics of mule deer forage in the
Sonoran Desert. Journal of Arid Environments 60:593-609.

Bleich, V. C., and S. G. Torres. 2004. [Guest Editorial] International involvement in wildlife
conservation. Wildlife Society Bulletin 32:1013-101 4.

Krausman, P. R., V. C. Bleich, J. W. Cain III, T. R. Stephenson, D. W. DeYoung, P.W.
McGrath, P. K. Swift, B. M. Pierce, and B. D. Jansen. 2004. Neck lesions in ungulates
from collars incorporating satellite technology. Wildlife Society Bulletin 32:987-991.

Marshal, J. P., V. C. Bleich, N. G. Andrew, and P. R. Krausman. 2004. Seasonal forage use by
desert mule deer in southeastern California. Southwestern Naturalist 49:501-505.

Holl, S. 4., V. C. Bleich, and S. G. Torres. 2004. Population dynamics of bighorn sheep in the
San Gabriel Mountains, Californi a, 79 67 1002. Wildlife Society Bulletin 32:412-426.

Pierce, B. M., R. T. Bowyer, and V. C. Bleich. 2004. Habitat selection by mule deer: forage
benefits or risk of predation? Journal of Wildlife Management 68:533-541.

Bleich, V. C., E. F. Cassirer, L. E. Oldenburg, V. L. Coggins, and D. L. Hunter. 2004.
Predation by a golden eagle, Aquila chrysaetos, on a juvenile mountain sheep, Ovls
canadensis. California Fish and Game 90:9I-93.

Epps, C. W., D. R. McCullough, J. D. Wehausen, V. C. Bleich, and J. L. Rechel. 2004. Effects
of climate change on population persistence of desert-dwelling mountain sheep in
California. Conservation Biology 1 8 : 1 02-1 1 3.
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Long, E. S., D. M. Fecske, R. A. Sweitzer,J. A. Jenks, B. M. Pierce, and V. C. Bleich. 2003.
Efficacy of photographic scent stations to detect mountain lions. Western North
American Naturalist 63 :529-532.

Bleich, V. C. 2003. The potential for botulism in desert-dwelling mountain sheep. Desert
Bighorn Council Transactions 47 :2-8.

Eppt, C. W., V. C. Bleich, J. D. Wehausen, and S. G. Torres. 2003. Status of bighorn sheep in
California. Desert Bighorn Council Transactions 47 :20-35.

Oehler, M. W., Sr., R. T. Bowyer, and V. C. Bleich. 2003. Home ranges of mountain sheep:
effects of precipitation in a desert ecosystem. Mammalia 67:385402.

Weckerly, F. W., V. C. Bleich, C.-L. B. Chetkiewicz, andMark A. Ricca. 2003. Body weight
and rumen-reticulum capacity in tule elk and mule deer. Journal of Mammalogy 84:659-
664.

Emest, H. 8., W. M. Boyce, V. C. Bleich, B. M. May, S. J. Stiver, and S. G. Torres. 2003.
Genetic structure of mountain lion(Puma concolor) populations in California.
Conservation Genetics 4:353-366.

Bleich, V. C., T. R. Stephenson, N. J. Holste,I. C. Snyder, J. P. Marshal, P. W. McGrath, and B.
M. Pierce. 2003. Effects of tooth extraction on selected biological parameters of female
mule deer. V/ildlife Society Bulletin 31:233-236.

Marshal, J., P. R. Krausman, V. C. Bleich, W. B. Ballard, and J. S. McKeever. 2002. Rainfall,
el Niño, and dynamics of mule deer in the Sonoran Desert, Califomia. Journal of
Wildlife Management 66 :1283-1289.

Stephenson, T. R., V. C. Bleich, B. M. Pierce, and G. P. Mulcahy. 2002. Validation of mule
deer body composition using in vivo and post-mortem indices of nutritional condition.
Wildlife Society Bulletin 30:557 -564.

Swift, P. K., V. C. Bleich, T. R. Stephenson, A, E.Adams, B. J. Gonzales, B. M. Pierce, and J.

P, Marshal. 2002. Tooth extraction from mule deer in the absence of chemical
immobilization. Wildlife Society Bulletin 30:253-255.

Bleich, V. C., C. S. Y. Chun, R. W. Anthes, T. E. Evans, and J. K. Fischer. 2001. flnvited
Paperl Visibility bias and development of a sightability model for tule elk. Alces
37:315127.

Drew, M. L., V. C. Bleich, S. G. Torres, and R. G. Sasser. 2001. Earþ pregnancy detection in
mountain sheep using a pregnancy-specific protein B assay. Wildlife Society Bulletin
29:1182-1185.
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Rosenstock, S. S., J. J. Hervert, V. C. Bleich, and P. R. K¡ausman. 2001. Muddying the water
with poor science: a reply to Broyles and Cutler. Wildlife Society Bulletin 29:734-738
[peer edited].

Bleich, V. C. 200L fl,etter] On wildlife management in national monuments. The Wildlifer
306:59.

Andrew, N. G., V. C. Bleich, A. D. Morrison, L. M. Lesicka, and P. Cooley. 2001. Wildlife
mortalities associated with artificial water sources in the Sonoran Desert. Wildlife
Society Bulletin 29:27 5-280.

Thompson, J. R., V. C. Bleich, S. G. Torres, and G. P. Mulcahy. 2001. Translocation
techniques for mountain sheep: does the method matter? Southwestern Naturalist 46:87-
93.

Bleich, V. C., and B. M, Pierce. 2001. Accidental mass mortality of migrating mule deer.
Western North American Naturalist 6I :124-125 .

Chao-chin, C., B.B. Chomel, R. W. Kasten, R. Heller, K. M. Kocan, H. Ueno, K. Yamamoto, V.
C. Bleich, B. M. Pierce, B. J. Gonzales, P. K. Swift, W. M. Boyce, S. S. Jang, H.-J.
Boulouis, and Y. Piemont. 2000. Bartonella spp. isolated from domestic and wild
ruminants in North America, Emerging Infectious Diseases 6:306-311.

Singer, F. J., V. C. Bleich, and M. A. Gudorf. 2000. [Invited Paper] Restoration of bighom
sheep metapopulations in and near western national parks. Restoration Ecology
8(aS):t4-24.

Bleich, V. C., and M. W. Oehler. 2000. flnvited paper] Wildlife education in the United States:
thoughts from agency biologists. Wildlife Society Bulletin 28:542-545.

Rubin, E. S., W. M. Boyce, and V. C. Bleich. 2000. Reproductive strategies of desert bighorn
sheep. Journal of Mammalogy 81:769-786.

Schaefer, R. J., S. G. Torres, and V. C. Bleich. 2000. Survivorship and cause-specific mortality
in sympatric populations of mountain sheep and mule deer. California Fish and Game
86:127-135.

Pierce, B. M., V. C. Bleich, and R. T. Bowyer. 2000. Prey selection by mountain lions and
coyotes: effects of hunting style, body size, and reproductive status. Journal of
Mammalogy 8l:462472.

Swift, P.K., J. D.'Wehausen, H. B. Ernest, R. S. Singer, A. M. Pauli, H. Kinde, T. E. Rocke, and
V. C. Bleich. 2000. Desert bighorn sheep mortality due to presumptive type C botulism
in California. Journal of Wildlife Diseases 36:184-189.
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Pierce, B. M., V. C. Bleich, and R. T. Bowyer. 2000. Social organization of mountain lions:
does a land-tenure system regulate population size? Ecology 8 1: I 533 -1543.

Bleich, V. C. 1999. Wildlife conservation and wilderness management: uncommon objectives
and conflicting philosophies. North American Wild Sheep Conference Proceedings
2:195-205.

Bleich, V. C., and A. M. Pauli. 1999. Distribution and intensity of hunting and trapping activity
in the East Mojave National Scenic Area, California. California Fish and Game 85:148-
160.

Pierce, B. M., v. C. Bleich, J. D. Wehausen, and R. T. Bowyer. 1999. Migratory patterns of
mountain lions: implications for social regulation and conservation. Joumal of
Mammalogy 80:986-992.

Bleich, V. C. 1999. Mountain sheep and coyotes: patterns of predator evasion in a mountain
ungulate. Journal of Mammalogy 80:283189.

Bleich, V. C., and B. M. Pierce. 1999. Expandable and economical radio collars for juvenile
mule deer. California Fish and Game 85:56-62.

Hill, S. D., and V. C. Bleich. 1999. Monitoring wildlife water sources using low Earth orbiting
satellites (LEOS). Wildlife Society Bulletin 27:2517.

Andrew, N. G., V. C. Bleich, and P. V. August. 1999. Habitat selection by mountain sheep in
the Sonoran Desert: implications for conservation in the United States and Mexico.
Califomia Wildlife Cons ervation Bulletin 12 : I-3 0 .

Grigione, M. M., P. Burman, V. C. Bleich, and B. M. Pierce. 1999. Identifying individual
mountain lions (Felrs concolor) by their tracks: refinement of an innovative technique.
Biological Conservation 88:25-32.

Bleich, V. C. 1998. Importance of observer experience in determining age and sex of mountain
sheep. Wildlife Society Bulletin 26:877-880.

de Ropp, J. S., J. H. Theis, J. I. Mead, and V. C. Bleich. 1998. Limitations of nuelear magnetic
resonance (NMR) analysis of fecal bile for taxonomic identification of contemporary and
extinct mammals. California Fish and Game 84:1 12-118.

Bleich, V. C., and T. J. Taylor. 1998. Survivorship and cause-specific mortality in five
populations of mule deer. Great Basin Naturalist 58:265172.

Pierce, B. M., V. C. Bleich, C. L.-8. Chetkiewicz, and J. D. Wehausen. 1998. Timing of
feeding bouts of mountain lions. Journal of Mammalogy 79:222126.
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Bleich, V. C., R. T. Bowyer, and J. D. Wehausen. 1997. Sexual segregation in mountain sheep:
resources or predation? Wildlife Monographs 1 34: 1-50.

Andrew, N. G., V. C. Bleich, P. V. August, and S. G. Torres. 1997. Demography of mountain
sheep in the East Chocolate Mountains, California. California Fish and Game 83:68-77.

Andrew, N. G., L. M. Lesicka, and V. C. Bleich. 1997. An improved fence design to protect
water sources for native ungulates. Wildlife Society Bulletin 25:823-825.

Bleich, V. C., S. G. Torres, J. D. Wehausen, and T. A. Swank. 1996. [Invited paper] History of
transplanting mountain sheep - California. Proceedings of the Biennial Symposium of
the Northern Wild Sheep and Goat Council 10:164-166.

Torres, S. G., V. C. Bleich, and J. D. Wehausen. 1996. Status of bighorn sheep in California,
1995. Desert Bighorn Council Transactions 40:27-34.

Oehler, M. W., V. C. Bleich, and R. T. Bowyer. L996. Error associated with LORAN-C: effects
of aircraft altitude and geographic location. Desefi Bighom Council Transactions 40:19-
2t.

Bleich, V. C. 1996. Interactions between coyotes (Canis latrans) and mountain sheep (Ovls
c anadens is). S outhwestern Natur alist 4 I : 8 1 -82.

Davis, J.L.,C. L.-B. Chetkiewicz, V. C. Bleich, G. Raygorodetsky, B. M. Pierce, J. W.
Ostergard, and J. D. Wehausen. 1996. A device to safely remove immobilized mountain
lions from trees and cliffs. Wildlife Society Bulletin 24:537-539.

Bleich, V. C., B. M. Pierce, J. L. Davis, and V. L. Davis. 1996. Thermal characteristics of
mountain lion dens. Great Basin Naturalist 56:276-278.

Main, M. 8., F. W. Weckerly, and V. C. Bleich. 1996. flnvited Paper] Sexual segregation in
ungulates: new directions for research. Journal of Mammalogy 77:449461.

Cronin, M. 4., and V. C. Bleich. 1995. Mitochondrial DNA variation among populations and
subspecies of mule deer in California. California Fish and Game 8l:45-54.

Bleich, V. C., and M. V. Price. 1995. Aggressive behavior of Dipodomys stephensi, an

endangered species, and Dipodomys agilis, a sympatric congener. Journal of
Mammalogy 76:646-651.

Torres, S. G., V. C. Bleich, and J. D. Wehausen. 1994. Status of bighorn sheep in California,
1993. Desert Bighorn Council Transactions 38:17-28.

Bleich, V. C., and S. G. Torres. 1994. llnvited Paper] California's mountain sheep management
program. Proceedings of the Biennial Symposium of the Northern Wild Sheep and Goat
Council 9:186-195.
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Bleich, v. c., R. T. Bowyer, A. M. Pauli, M. c. Nicholson, and R. v/. Anthes. 1994. lLead
Article] Responses of mountain sheep Ovis canadensis to helicopter surveys:
ramifications for the conservation of large mammals. Biological Conservati on 45:l-7 .

Jaeger, J. R., J. D. Wehausen, V. C. Bleich, and C. L. Douglas.1993. Limits in the resolution of
LORAN-C for aerial telemetry studies. Desert Bighorn Council Transaction s 37 :2013 .

Torres, S. G., V. C. Bleich, and A. M. Pauli, 1993, Status of bighorn sheep in California,1992.
Desert Bighom Council Transactions 37 :47 -52.

Torres, S. G., V. C. Bleich, and A. M. Pauli. 1993. An analysis of hunter harvest of mountain
sheep in California,I9ST-1992. Desert Bighorn Council Transactions 37:3740.

Jessup, D.4., W. L. Goff, D. Stiller, M. N. Oliver, V. C. Bleich, andW. M. Boyce. 1993. A
retrospective serologic survey for Anaplasma spp. infection in three bighorn sheep (Ovrs
canadensis) populations in California. Journal of Wildlife Diseases 29:547-554.

Thompson, J. R., and V. C. Bleich. 1993. A comparison of mule deer survey techniques in the
Sonoran Desert of California. California Fish and Game 79:70-75.

Bleich, V. C. 1993. Comments on research, publications, and Califomia's longest continuously
published joumal. California Fish and Game 79:4243.

Bleich, V. C., M. C. Nicholson, A. T. Lombard, andP. V. August. 1992. Preliminary tests of
mountain sheep habitat models using a geographic information system. Proceedings of
the Biennial Symposium of the Northern Wild Sheep and Goat Council 8:256-263.

Bleich, V. C., R. T. Bowyer, D. J. Clark, and T. O. Clark. 1992. Quality of forages eaten by
mountain sheep in the eastern Mojave Desert, California. Desert Bighorn Council
Transactions 36:4147.

Bleich, V. C., S. G. Torres, D. A. Jessup, and G. P. Mulcahy . Igg2. Status of mountain sheep in 
i

California, 1 99 1 . Desert Bighorn Council Transaction s 36:7 6-77 . ' r'

Krausman, P.R., v. c. Bleich, J. A. Bailey, D. Armentrout, and R. R. Rameyrr. 1992. What is
a minimum viable population? Desert Bighorn Council Transactions 36:68-75.

Jaeger, J. R., J. D. Wehausen, and V. C. Bleich. 1991. Evaluation of time-lapse photography to 
;

estimate population parameters. Desert Bighorn Council Transactions 35:5-8. i

Bleich, V. C., and D. A. Jessup. 1991. Status of bighorn sheep in Californi a,1990. Desert l. '

Bighorn Council Transactions 35:11-12. i '

Bleich, V. C., and D. Racine. 1991. Mountain beaver (Aplodontia rufa) from Inyo County , '

California. California Fish and Game 77:153-155.
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Bleich, V. C., J. G. Stahmann, R. T. Bowyer, and J. E. Blake. 1990. Osteoporosis,
osteomalacia, and cranial asymmetry in a mountain sheep (Ovis canadensls). Joumal of
Wildlife Diseases 26:37 2-37 6.

Bleich, V. C. 1990. On Calcium deficiency and brittle antlers. Journal of Wildlife Diseases
26:588.

Bleich, V. C., J. D. Wehausen, and S. A. Holl. 1990. Desert-dwelling mountain sheep:
conservation implications of a naturally fragmented distribution. Conservation Biology
4:383-390.

Bleich, V. C., R. T. Bowyer, A. M. Pauli, R. L. Vernoy, and R. W. Anthes. 1990. Responses of
mountain sheep to aerial sampling using helicopters. California Fish and Game 76:197-
204.

Bleich, V. C., J. D. Wehausen, J. A. Keay, J. G. Stahmann, and M. W. Berbach, 1990.
Radiotelemetry collars and mountain sheep: acautionary note. Desert Bighorn Council
Transactions 34:6-8.

Bleich, V. C., J. D. \Mehausen, K. R. Jones, and R. A. Weaver. 1990. Status of bighorn sheep in
California, 1989 and translocations from 1971 through 1989. Desert Bighorn Council
Transactions 3 4:24-26.

Pauli, A. M., and V. C. Bleich. 1988. Additional records of the spotted baT (Euderma
maculatum) from California. Great Basin Naturalist 48:563.

Wehausen, J. D., V. C. Bleich, B. Blong, and T. L. Russi. 1987. Recruitment dynamics in a
southem California mountain sheep population. Journal of Wildlife Management 51:86-
98.

Holl, S. 4., and V. C. Bleich. 1987. Mineral lick use by mountain sheep in the San Gabriel
Mountains, California. Journal of Wildlife Management 5I:381-383.

Wehausen, J. D., V. C. Bleich, and R. A. Weaver. 1987. Mountain sheep in California: a
historical perspective on 108 years of fulIprotection. Western Section of The Wildlife
Society Transactions 23 :65-7 4.

Schwartz, O. 4., V. C. Bleich, and S. A. Holl. 1986. Genetics and the conservation of mountain
sheep Ovis canqdens is nels oni. Biological Conservation 37 :I7 9-190.

Bleich, V. C. 1986. Early breeding in free-ranging mountain sheep. Southwestern Naturalist
31 :530-531.

Schwartz, O. 4., and V. C. Bleich. 1985. Optimal foraging in Barn Owls? Rodent frequencies
in diet and fauna. Bulletin of the Southern California Academy of Science 84:4145.
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Bowyer, R. T., and V. C. Bleich. 1984. Distribution and taxonomic affinities of mule deer,
Odocoileus hemionus, from Anza-Borrego Desert State Park, California. California Fish
and Game 70:53-57.

Bowyer, R. T., and V. C. Bleich. 1984. Effects of cattle grazing on selected habitats of southern
mule deer. California Fish and Game 70:240-247.

Bleich, V. C., and R. A. Weaver. 1983. "Improved" sand dams for wildlife habitat
management. Journal of Range Management 36:130.

Bleich, V. C. 1983. Comments on helicopter use by wildlife agencies. Wildlife Society
Bulletin Il:304306.

Bleich, V. C. 1982. Additional notes on species richness of mammals at Bodie, California.
Southwestern Naturalis t 27 : I2I-122.

Bleich, V. C., L. J. Coombes, and J. H. Davis. 1982. Horizontal wells as a wildlife habitat
improvement technique. Wildlife Society Bulletin 10:324129.

Bleich, V. C. 1982. An illustrated guide to aging the lambs of mountain sheep. Desert Bighorn
Council Transaction s 26 :5942.

Bleich, V. C., L. J. Coombes, and G. W. Sudmeier. 1982. Volunteers and wildlife habitat
management: twelve years together. CAL-NEVA Wildlife Transactions 1982:64-68.

Bleich, V. C. 1982. Horizontal wells for mountain sheep: desert bighorn "Get the shaft".
D e sert B ighorn Council Transaction s 26 : 63 -6 4.

Bleich, V. C., L. J. Coombes, and G. W. Sudmeier. 1982. Volunteer participation in California
wildlife habitat management projects. Desert Bighorn Council Transactions 26:56-58.

Paysen, T. E., J. A. Derby, H. Black, V. C. Bleich, and J. W. Mincks. 1980. A vegetation
classification system applied to southern California. USDA Forest Service General
Technical Report PSW-45 : 1-33.

Bleich, V. C. 1979. Microtus califurnicus scirpensis not extinct. Journal of Mammalogy
60:851-852.

Bleich, V. C., and B. Blong. L978. A magnificent frigatebird in San Bernardino County,
California. Western Birds 9:129.

Bleich, V. C. 1978. Breeding bird census: annual grassland. American Birds 32:121.

Bleich, V. C. 1977. Dipodomys stephensi. Mammalian Species 73:l-3.
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Schwartz, O. 4., and V. C. Bleich. I976. The development of thermoregulation in two species
of woodrats, Neotoma lepida andNeotoma albigula. Comparative Biochemistry and
Physiology 54A:211113.

Bleich, V. C. 1975. Roadrunner predation on ground squirrels in California. Auk 92:147-149.

Bleich, V. C., and O. A, Schwartz. 1975. Water balance and fluid consumption in the southern
grasshopper mouse, Onychomys torcidus. Greal Basin Naturalist 35:62-64.

Bleich, V. C., and O. A. Schwartz. I975. Observations on the home range of the desert
woodrat, Neotoma lepida intermedia. Journal of Mammalogy 56:518-519.

Bleich, V. C. 1975. Diving times and distances in the Pied-billed Grebe. Wilson Bulletin
87:278-2.80.

Bleich, V. C., and O. A. Schwartz. 1975. Parturition in the white-throated woodrat.
Southwestern Naturalist 20 :27 I -27 2.

Schwartz, O. 4., and V. C. Bleich. 1975. Comparative growth in two species of woodrats,
Neotoma lepida intermedia and Neotoma albigula venusta. Journal of Mammalogy
56:653-656.

Bleich, V. C. 1974. Muskrats (Ondatra zibethicus) in Amargosa Canyon, Inyo and San
Bernardino counties, California. Murrelet 55 :7-8.

Bleich, V. C. 1974. Abnormal dentition inagrizzly bear. Murrelet 55:11.

Bleich, V. C., and O. A Schwartz. 1974. Interspecific and intergeneric maternal care in
woodrats (Neotoma). Mammalia 38:38 l-387.

Bleich, V. C., and O. A. Schwartz. I974. Western range extension of Stephens' kangaroo rat
(Dipodomys stephensi), a threatened species. California Fish and Game 60:208-2.10.

Book Chapters and Proceedings of Symposia:

Whiting, J. C., V. C. Bleich, R. T. Larsen, and R. T. Bowyer. In press. [Invited contribution]
Water availability and bighorn sheep: life-history characteristics and persistence of
populations. Pages 13 1-163 in J. A,. Daniels, editor. Advances in environmental
research, Volume 21. Nova Science Publishers, New York, New York, USA.

Bleich, V. C., J. G. Kie, E. R. Loft, T. R. Stephenson, M. W. Oehler, Sr., and A. L. Medina.
2012. [Invited contribution] Managing rangelands for wildlife. Pages 75-941¡z N. J.

Silvy, editor. The wildlife management techniques manual. Volume 2: Management.
Seventh edition. The Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore, Maryland, USA.
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Krausman, P.R., V. C. Bleich, W. M. Block, D. E. Naugle, and M. C. Wallace. 2011. [Invited
contribution] An assessment of rangeland activities on wildlife populations and habitats.
Pages 253-290 inD.D. Briske, editor. Conservation benefits of rangeland practices,
USDA Natural Resource Conservation Service, Washington, DC, USA.

Gibson, R. M., V. C. Bleich, C. W. McCarthy, and T. L. Russi. 2011. [Invited contribution]
Hunting lowers population size in Greater Sage-grouse. Pages 307-315 inB.K.
Sandercock, K. Martin, and G. Segelbacher, editors. Ecology, conservation, and
management of grouse. Studies in Avian Biology 39, University of California Press,
Berkeley, USA.

Bleich, V. C., and B. M. Pierce. 2005. [Invited contribution] Management of mountain lions in
California. Pages 6349 inE.L. Buckner and J. Reneau, editors. Records of North
American big game. 12th edition. Boone and Crockett Club, Missoula, Montana, USA.

Rubin, E. S., and V. C. Bleich. 2005. [Invited contribution] Sexual segregation: a necessary
consideration in wildlife conservation. Pages 379-39I inK.E. Ruckstuhl and P.
Neuhaus, editors. Sexual segregation in vertebrates: ecology of the two sexes.
Cambridge University Press, Cambridge, United Kingdom.

Bleich, V. C., J. G. Kie, E. R. Loft, T. R. Stephenson, M. W. Oehler, Sr., and A. L. Medina.
2005. [Invited contribution] Managing rangelands for wildlife. Pages 873-897 in C.E.
Braun, editor. Techniques for wildlife investigations and management. Sixth edition.
The Wildlife Society, Bethesda, Maryland, USA.

Pierce, B. M., and V. C. Bleich. 2003. flnvited Contribution] Mountain lion. Pages 744-757
in G. A. Feldhamer, B. C. Thompson, and J. A. Chapman, editors. Wild Mammals of
North America. Second Edition. The Johns Hopkins University Press, Baltimore,
Maryland.

Torres, S. G., and V. C. Bleich. 1999. flnvited Contribution] Desert bighorn sheep: California.
Pages 170-173 inD. E. Toweill and V. Geist, editors. Return of royalty: a celebration of
success. Boone and Crockett Club, Missoula, Montana.

Bleich, V. C., and S. G. Torres. 1999. [Invited Contribution] California bighorn sheep:
California. Pages 130-133 inD.E. Toweill and V. Geist, editors. Return of royalty: a
celebration of success. Boone and Crockett Club, Missoula, Montana.

Bleich, V. C. 1998. flnvited Contribution] Microtus californicus (Peale 1848). Pages 90-92 in
D. J. Haffuer, E. Yensen, and G. L. Kirkland, Jr., editors. North American rodents: status
survey and conservation action plan. International Union for the Conservation of Nature,
Gland, Switzerland.

Kie, J. G., V. C. Bleich, A. L. Medina, J. D. Yoakum, and J. W. Thomas. 1996. flnvited
Contributionl Managing rangelands for wildlife. Pages 663--688 inT. A. Bookhout,
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editor. Research and management techniques for wildlife and habitats. Fifth edition.
The V/ildlife Sociefy, Bethesda, Maryland,

Bleich, V. C., J. D. Wehausen, R. R. Ramey II, and J. L. Rechel. 1996. flnvited Contribution]
Metapopulation theory and mountain sheep: implications for conservation. Pages 353-
373 in D. R. McCullough, editor. Metapopulations and wildlife conservation. Island
Press, Covelo, Califomia.

Bleich, V. C., J. D. Wehausen, and S. A. Holl. 1995. Deserl-dwelling mountain sheep:
conservation implications of anaturally fragmented distribution. Pages I02-I09 inD.
Ehrenfeld, editor. Readings from Conservation Biology: wildlife and forests. The
Sheridan Press, Hanover, Pennsylvania. fReprinted from Conservation Biology 4:383-
3e01.

Bleich, V. C., J. D. Wehausen, and S. A. Holl. 1995. Desert-dwelling mountain sheep:
conservation implications of a naturally fragmented distribution. Pages 7l-78 inD.
Ehrenfeld, editor. Readings from Conservation Biology: the landscape perspective. The
Sheridan Press, Hanover, Pennsylvania. [Reprinted from Conservation Biology 4:383-
3901.

Bleich, V. C. 1992. History of wildlife water developments, Inyo County, California. Pages
100-106 in C. A. Hall, V. Doyle-Jones, and B. Widawski, editors. The history of water:
eastern Sierra Nevada, Owens Valley, White-Inyo Mountains. University of California
White Mountain Research Station, Bishop.

Bleich, V. C., and D. B. Koch. 1992. [Abstract] Tule elk on private lands: species preservation,
habitat protection, or wildlife commercialization? Page 78ln R. D. Brown, editor. The
biology of deer. Springer-Verlag, New York, New York.

Bleich, V. C., C. D. Hargis, J. A. Keay, and J. D. Wehausen. 1991. Interagency coordination
and the restoration of wildlife populations. Pages 277-284 in J.F.delbrock and S.

Carpenter, editors. Natural areas and Yosemite: prospects for the future. U.S. National
Park Service, Denver Service Center, Denver, Colorado.

Bleich, V. C. 1990. [Invited contribution] Horizontal wells for wildlife water development.
Pages 51-58 in G. K. Tsukamoto and S. J. Stiver, editors. Wildlife water development.
Nevada Department of Wildlife, Reno.

Bleich, V. C., and A. M. Pauli. 1990. Mechanical evaluation of artificial watering devices built
for mountain sheep in California. Pages 65-72 in G.K. Tsukamoto and S. J. Stiver,
editors. Wildlife water development. Nevada Department of Wildlife, Reno.

Bleich, V. C. 1990. Affiliations of volunteers participating in California wildlife water
development projects. Pages 187-192 in G.K. Tsukamoto and S. J. Stiver, editors.
Wildlife water development. Nevada Department of Wildlife, Reno.
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Bleich, V. C. 1990. Costs of translocating mountain sheep. Pages 67-75 in P. R. K¡ausman
and N. S. Smith, editors. Managing wildlife in the southwest. Arizona Chapter of The
Wildlife Society, Phoenix.

Bleich, V. C., and S. A. Holl. 1982. [Invited Contribution] Management of chaparral habitat for
mule deer and mountain sheep in southern California. Pages 247-254 in C.E. Conrad
and W. C. Oechel, Technical Coordinators. Proceedings of the symposium on the
dynamics and management of Mediterranean-type ecosystems. USDA Forest Service,
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Influence of Well Pad Activity on Winter Habitat Selection Patterns of Mule Deer
Sawyer, Hall;Kauffman, Matthew J;Nielson, Ryan M
Journal of Wildlife Managemenl; Sep 2009; 73, 7; ProQuest
pg.1052
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Influence of Well Pad Activity on'Winter Habitat Selection
Patterns of Mule Deer
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ABSTRACT Convcnion of native wintù ruge into producing gas fields cm a-ffect the hrbitat slætion ud distribuúon panerns of mule
deer (Muoiku ôcør'ø2ro), Understuding how levels of humzn activity influcncc mulc dcer is necssary to waluate mitigztion measures md
reduce iodiræt habitat loss to mulc decr on winter ranges with nao¡al gæ dælopment. Wc qæined how 3 gpæ of well pads with varying
lwcls of whide traffrc i¡Jlucnced mule decr h¡bitat selcction in restem Wyoming during the vintcre of 2005-2006 md 2006-2007. Well pad

types iodudcd producing wlls without a liquids gathcring qrtem (LGS), producing wells with e LGS, and wcll pads with ¡ctive directiona-l
drilling. We ued 36,699 Global Positioning System locations ællectcd from a smple (z : 31) of adult (>1,5-fr-old) female mulc dcer to
model prcbability of uæ æ a firnction of tafic lwel md otfis habitat ovuiatq, Wc tæated each dee¡ as the expcrimcntal unit and dæloped a

populrtion-lcvcl wu¡cc sclætion function for each winta by awnging coefficients mong modds for individual deq. Model coeffcicnts and
prcdictivc maps fo¡ both winten suggcstcd that mule dær arcidcd all qaes of wcll pads ud selectcd ææ fiurher Êom wll pads with high
lrcls of ¡afic. Accordingly, impacts to mule deer could probably be reduced through technology and plÂnning that minimiæ the numbe¡ of
wcll pads and amount of humrn activi¡r associated witÏ them. Our reults sugguted that indi¡ect habitat loss may be rcduced þ approximatcþ
38-ó3% when ændenaate od produccdwaterue collected in LGS pipelines nthu thm stored atwellpads md æmoved via tankq truck¡. The
LGS scemed to ¡educe long-tcm (i.e., production phase) indircct habitat los to wintering mule dêer, whcreas drilling in mcial wintcr range
dcated a short-tcrm (i.e., drilling phæc) insea* in deer distu¡bancc md indirct habitat lose. Recognizing how mule dcer respond to different
t¡pcs of wcll pads æd trafñc rcgimes may improrc thc abilty of agencies md industry tro eotisate omulatiye effect¡ md quanti-S indircct
habitat losses æsæiated with different dwelopment scenuios. (JOURNAI OF \4IILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 73(7):7052-7067;2OO9l

DOIz 10.2193/2008-478

KEI'lryORDS gas dwelopment, habitat selection, liquids gathering qrutem (LGS), mule deer, Odotoilets hemionu, predation
risk, resource selection function, Wyoming.

Increased energ'y development on public lands has g€nerated
concern because ofpotential impacts to wildlife populations
and their habitats (Lyon and A¡de¡son 2003, Sawyer et al.

2006, Bergquist et el. 2007, Walker et al. 2007). Because
many of the lârgest natural gas reserves in the Intermountain
West, North America, occur in shrub-dominated basins
(e.g,, Powder River Basin, Piceance Basin, Green River
Basin), management concerns have focused on native shrub
communities and associated species, including mule deer
(Odocoileur hemìonus, Sawyer et al. 2006). Changes to mule
deer habitat are often obvious and direct, such as

replacement of native vegetation with well pads, rccess

roads, and pipelines. More diffìcult to quentiû/, however, are

indirect habitat losses that occur when animals avoìð. areas

around infrætructure due to increased human activity.
Undcrstanding effects of human âctivity on wildlife is key

to successfi.¡l mânegement and conservâtion (Knight and

Gutzwiller 1995, Gill et al.7996, Taylor and Knight 2003).
The influence of human-related disturbances on wildlife
energetics, demography, and hâbitat selection is particularly
important among temperate ungulates whose survival
depends on minimizing energy expenditures during winter
(Parker et al. 1984, Hobbs 1989). Across western North
America, restricting human activity in crucial ungulate
winter ranges has been a common management practice for

' E-*oi L ]ts¿u¡jer@te s t- inc. eo m

decades (Lyon and Christensen 2002). However, limiting
human activity on meny native rvinter ranges has become

complicated, as the dominant land use has shifted from
agricultue to energy o<traction (Bweau of Lanð, Manage-
ment [BLM] 2005) and recreation (Knight and Gutzwiller
1995), Although many wintering ungulate herds are exposed

to human activities, our understanding of how ungulates
react to sucl disturbances is limited.
It has been demonstrated that wintering mule deer

respond to natural gæ well pads by selecting habitats
> 3 km away (Sawyer et â1. 2006), but we do not know how
mule deer behavior changes with levels of human activity.
For example, do well pads receiving 2 vehide trips per day
elicit a differcnt behavioral response than tlose with 10

vehide trips per day? Ungulates tend to avoid human
distu¡bances such as roads (Rowland et al. 2000, Nellemann
et al. 2001, Dyer et ¿J. 2002), energy development
(Nellemann a¡rd Cameron 1996, Bradshaw et aJ. 1997,
Dyer et a7.200L, Nellemann et al. 2003), bicydists (Taylor
and Knight 2003), hiken (Miller et al. 2007, Papouchis et
al. 2001), and snowmobiles (Freddy et al. 198ó, Seip et aJ.

2007). However, it remains unclear how behavioral
responses scale with the lwel of human activity.

As gas dwelopment erçands across the Intermountain
West (BLM 2005), identi6'ing mitigation measures that
reduce human disturbance and associated indirect habitat
loss will become increasingly important, as will our ability to

The Journal of Wildlifc Management . 73(7)
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understand and predict animal responses to disturbance,
Levels of human activity vary across most developing gas

fields, with higher levels of aaivity at well pads with active

drilling operations and lower levels of activity at well pads

with producing wells. This development scena¡io provides
an o<cellent oppomrnity to quantifr how behavioral
responses of ungulates vary as a function of distu¡bance
level, Ou¡ objective was to determine whether mule deer
habitat selection in winter was influenced by well pads with
varying lwels of traffic in a developing gas field in western
Wyoming. Ow intent was to provide â quantitative
assessment of how wintering mule deer respond to active
driling operations versus producing well pads with different
traffrc regimes, such that fun:re development and mitþtion
strategies may be improved.

STTJDY AREA
The Pinedale A¡ticline Project Area (PAPA) is located in
the upper Green River Basin, approximately 5 km south-
wesr of Pinedale, Wyoming, USA. The PAPA consisted
primarily of federal lands (80%) administered by the BLM,
with elevations of 2,07Þ2,400 m (BLM 2000). The PAPA
supported livestock granng and provided cnrcial winter
range for 4,000 to 5,000 migratory mule deer that summer
in portions of 4 mountain ranges 8(F160 km away (Sawyer

et al. 2005). AJthough the PAPA covered 799 km2, most
mule deer spend winter in the northem third, an area locally
known as the Mesa. The 260-km2 Mesa is bounded by the
Green River on the west and the New Fork River on the
north, south, and east, and it is vegetated primarily by
Wyoming big sagebrush (Artenisia tridentata) and sage-
brusharassland communities. Our study was restricted to
the Mesa portion of the PAPA, where we prwiousþ
modeled predwelopment distribution patterns of mule deer
during winters 1998-t999 and 1999-2000 (Fig. 1; Sav',yer

et al. 2006).
The PAPA also contains some of the largest natural gas

reserves in the region, which the BLM approved for
development in 2000 (BLM 2000). Due to a series of
regulatory decisions (BLM 2000, 2004a, b), the PAPA
contairred 3 basic types of well pads during 2005 ar';d2006,
induding 1) active drillìng pads,2) producingwell pads with
liquids gatheúng systems (LGS), and 3) producing well
pads without LGS. Atl active drilling pads implemented
directional drilling, where multiple wells were d¡illed and
completed Êom one pad. Most human activity in gas fields
is vehicle traffic on unpaved roads and is highest at active
drilling pads. However, once drilling is completed and wells
are in production phase, trafiìc levels dedi¡e at well pads.
Among producing well pads, those with LGS have the
lowest levels of trafïìc because water and condensate by-
products are collected in pipelines rather than by tanker
trucks. During the 2005-2006 winter, our study ârea

contained 6 active drilling pads and approximately 60 and
óó LGS and non-LGS well pads, respectively. During the
2006-2007 winter, our study area contained 5 active drilling
pads and approximately 7! nd 72 LGS and non-LGS well
pads, respectively.

Figure 1, Population{evel model prcdictions and æsocíated categorics of
mule dce¡ habitat use before gas development, duing winten 1998-1999
a¡d 1999-2000 in westem Wyoming, USA (from Sawyer et d,.2006).

METHODS
We capnrred adult (>1.5-yr-old) female mule deer using
helicopter net-gunning in the northem portion of the
PAPA, where deer congregate in early winter before moving
to thei¡ individual winter ranges throughout the Mesa
(Sawyer and Lindzey 2001). Previous work showed that
capturing deer in this a¡ea during early winter provides tÏe
best opportunity to obtain a representative sample of the
wintering population (Sawyer et al. 2006). Wc ûned deer
with store-on-boa¡d Global Positioning Sptem (GPS)
radiocolla¡s (Telonics, Inc., Mesa, AZ) equipped with
remote-release mechanisms and progmmmed to attempt a

location fix wery 2 hours. Potential fix-rate bias (Frair et al.
2004, Nielson et al. 2009) was not a concern because ofthe
high (99%) fix-rate success of the GPS colla¡s in the open
terrain of our snrdy area.

We used active infiared sensors (TrailmasteP TM 1550
sensor; Goodson and Associates, Inc., Lenexa, KS) to
monitor vehicle trafic at a sample of 18 well pads during 13

Janutry-27 March 2006 and 10 January-77 March 2007.
We placed monitors approximately 7.2 m off the ground
and set them at a sensitivity level that required the infrared
beam to be broken for 0.30 seconds. We designed this
configuration to minimize the sensor recording multiple hits
for tnrcks prlli.g trailers. 'We estimated mean daily traffic
volume for the 3 well pad qpes: those with LGS, those
without LGS, and active drilling pads. We also observed
235 trafftc (175 pickup trucks, 38 utility trucks, 18 tractor-
trailers, 8 cars) crossings across the 18 sites to assess accuracy
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of the monitoring sptem. Of the 235 vehicle obsewations,

229 (97%) were accurately recorded. We used analysis of
va¡iance to test for differences in mean daily traffrc volume

among well pad types.

Reeource Selection
'Whereas traditional resource selection function methods
(Manly et ø1. 2002) commonly use logistic regression to

compare a discrete set of used units with a set of unused or
available units (Thomas and Taylor 2006), our approach

used multiple regression to model probabiJity of use as a

continuous va¡iable (Marzluff et aJ. 20O4; Sawyer et al.

2006, 2007). Our approadr consisted of 5 basic steps in
which we 1) measured predictor variables et 4,500 randomly
selected circular sampling units, 2) estimated relative

frequency ofuse in the sampling units for each radiocollared

deer, 3) used relative frequency as the response variable in a

generalized linear model (GLM) to estimate probability of
use for each deer as a function of predictor variables, 4)

averaged coeffrcients from models ofeach individual deer to

develop a population-level model, and then 5) mapped

predictions of the population-level model.

This method t¡eats the marked animal æ the experimental

unit, thereþ eliminating 2 of the most common problems

with resource selection analyses: pooling data across

individuals and ignoring spatial or temporal correlation in
animal locations (Thomas and Taylor 2006). A¡ additional
benefit of treating each animal as the experimental unit is
that interanimal variation can be e-xamined (Thomas and

Taylor 2006), while still providing population-level infer-
ence via averaging coeftìcients (Marzluff et oJ. 2004,
Millspaugh et al. 2006, Sawyer et al. 2006). Finall¡ by
modeling use as a continuous variable, we considered

resource use in a probabilstic manner that relies on actual

time spent by an animal in a sampling unit, rather than

presence or absence of the animal (Ma¡zluff et al. 2004,
Millspaugh et aL. 2006).

\Me used the snrdy area of Sawyer et al. (200ó), which was

based on the distribution (i.e., min. convex poþon) of
39,641 locations from 77 mule deer over 6 years (1998-

2003). Based on 7 years of previous modeling efforts, we

identified 3 variables as potentially important predictors of
winter mule deer distribution, induding elevation, slope,

and distance to well pad type (Sawyer et al. 2006). We did

not include vegetation as a variable because the sagebrush-

grassland was homogeneous across the study atea, and

vegetation maps that divide this habitat into finer classes did

not ørist. We used fucView to calculate slope from z 26-m
x 26-m digital elevation model (United States Geological

Survey 1999). We digitized roads and well pads from high-
resolution (10-m) satellite images provided by Spot Image

Coqporation (Chantilly, VA). Images were collected in
September 2005 and 2006, a3ter most annual construction
activities (e,g., well pad and road building) were complete,

but before snow accumulation, Images were geo-processed

by SþTruth (Sheperdstown, WtrD. We categorized well
pads as active drilling, LGS, or non-LGS.

Our sampling units fo¡ measuring habitat variables

consisted of 4,500 circtl¿r units with 100-m radii randomly
distributed across the study area. Ideally, the sampling unit
should be small enough to detect changes in animal

movement or habitat selection (Millspaugh et al. 2006,

Sawyer et al. 200ó) but large enough to ensure the number

of locations within the sampling units approximates a

known error distribution (e,g., Poisson or negative binomi-
al). Size of the sampling units may vary depending on

mobiliry of the animal, frequency of GPS locations, and

heterogeneity of the landscape. Previously, we evaluated

units with 75-m, 100-m, and 150-m radii a¡rd found units
with 100-m radü worked well for mule deer data collected at

2-hour intervals in the PAPA study area (Sawyer et al.

2006). Alternatively, we could have used square sampling

units, but regardless of the shape or number, the sampling

units camot cover the entire study area because ou¡

modeling approach requires tl¡e total number of locations

for each animal occurring in the sampling units be treated as

a ¡andom variable. We took a simple random sample with
replacement to ensure independence of sampling units. We
counted the number of deer locations within each sampling

unit and measured elevation, slope, and distance to well pad

qpe ât the center of each sampling unit.
Before modeling resource selection, we conducted a

Pearson's pairwise correlation analysis to identi-ft possible

multicollinearity issues and to determine whether we should

exdude any variables from our modeling (lrl > 0.ó0).

Among the well pad variables, distance to active drilling and

non-LGS pads were correlated (r : 0.72) during the 2005-
2006 winter. However, we retained both covariates because

this made the models more interpretable, and the correlation

did not seem to influence model stability (i.e., regression

coefficient did not switch signs and SEs did not increase

substantially as we added variables). During the 2006-2007
winter, distance to active drilling and non-LGS pads were

highly correlated (r : 0.90); trhus, we excluded distance to
active drilling well pad as a covariate from the 2006-2007
model.

The ¡elative frequency oflocations from each radiocollared

deer found in each sampling unit was an empirical estimate

of probability of use by that deer, and we used it as a

continuous response variable in a GLM. We used an offset

term (McCullagh and Nelder 1989) in the GLM to
estimate probabiliry of use for each radiocollared deer as a

function of a linear combi¡ation of predictor variables, plus

or minus an eûor term assumed to have a negative binomial
distribution. We preferred the negative binomial distibu-
tion over the Poisson because the negative binomial allows

for overdispersion (White and Bennetts 1996), which in this

application is due to many sampling units with zero

locations. We began our modeling by first estimating

coefficients for each radiocolla¡ed deer with the following
equation:

ln(.ofdl) :ln(totat)tFo*þtXt+ ... +þët, (1)

which is equivalent to
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ln(Efl¡ I øtall): ln (E [Relative Frequency,] )

:Þo+FrXr +...+þfY?, 
" (2)

where { is number of locations for a radiocollared dee¡
within sampling unit i (i : 1,2, ..., 4,500), total is totd,
number of locations for the deer within the study area, ps is
an intercept term, B1, ..., F2 are unknown coeffìcients for
habitat variables Xt, ..., Xp, and E[.] denotes the expected
value. The offset term, ln(tota[), converts the response
variable from an integer count (e.g., 0,7,2) to a Êequency
(e.g., 0, 0.003, 0.005) by dividing the number of deer
locations in each sampling unit (/,) by the total number of
locations for the individual deer (tota\, Fig. 2). At the level
of an individual animal, t}ris approach estimates true
probability of use for each sampling unit as a function of
predictor variables and is referred to as a resource selection
probability function (RSPF; Manly et al. 2002). However, ir
is important to note that if we average coefficients Êom
individual deer RSPFs to obtain a population-level model,
the predictions reflect geometric means of individual
probabilities rather tha¡ true probabiliries. ,{lso, because

our sampling units may overþ, they are not mutually
exdusive and thus predictions from equation 1 a¡e not
subject to a unit-sum constraint.

We followed the Marzluffet aI. (2004) approach by fitting
one model with all va¡iables to each animal. Next, we treated
the estimated coeffìcients as random variables, because they
represent independent, replicated measures of resource use
(Marzluff et al. 20M, Millspaugh et al. 2006). This
approach quantifies fhe resource selection of individuals
and providcs a valid method of assessing population-level
use by ærengjrg coefficients among marked individuals
(Marzluft' et øJ. 2004, Millspaugh et al. 2006). We
considered quadratic terms for distance to well pad and
slope variables (Sawyer et al. 2006), and following
convention, we also induded the linear form of each

variable. We did not use an information theoretic approach
such as Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC; Burnham and
Anderson 2O02) for model selection because there is no
standard method by which AIC can be properþ applied to
retain the a¡rimal as the experimental unit and build a

population-level model with a common set of predictor
va¡iables. To evaluate population-level resou¡ce selection we
assumed GLM coefficients for predictor variable t for each
deer were a random sample from an approximate normal
distibution (Seber 1984), with the mean of the distribution
representiog the population-level effect of predictor variable
I on probability of use (Marzluff et al. 2004; Millspaugh et
al. 2006; Sawyer et aL.2006,2007). This approach implicitþ
âssumes that population-leìæl effects are accurately reflected
by averaging coefficients among animals, which yields
predictions that are equivalent to the geometric mean of
predictions made from individual RSPFs. Importand¡ the
geometric mean of a set of numbers is alwap less than or
equal to the arithmetic mean, witfi the difference between
the two increasing with increasing variance in the numbers
being averaged (Moris and Doak 2002). We recognize that

*=o.zsì

Iìgre 2. Dividing the number of dær locations in each circulu sampling
unit by total number of loetions conwrts the response wiable to relative
frequency of uw (c.g., 0.05, 0.15, 0.20), rether thm integer couts (e.g., 1,
3, 5). This hypotheticrl mmple ues a rurdom semple of circular smpling
units md a total of 20 decr locations, Note that 3 locrtions occmed outside
of thc sampling units.

an alternative approach for estimating population{evel
effects is to calculate the a¡ithmetic mean, cell by cell, from
t}le mapped predictions of individual RSPFs; however, this
approach only produces a population-lwel predictive map,
not a population-level model. Given that predictions from
both approaches were highly correlated (r, = 0.ó5 in 2005-
2006 nd r, : 0.80 i¡ 2006-2007) and our goal was to
produce a population-level model, we averaged coefiìcients
of the ¡ individual deer RSPFs, using

Ê,::Ðu, (3)

*h"r. frr,*", the estimate of coeficient t (t :7, 2, . .., p) fot
individual r (r : 1, 2, ..., n). We estimated the variance of
each coefficient in fhe population-level model using the
va¡iation among individual deer and the equation

/=\ 1 Sfa â\2
"*(ß,J: "_rà(p, 

-p,) (4)

Population{evel inferences using equations 3 and 4 are

unaffected by biases in estimated coefficients caused by
potential spatial autocorrelation because we selected sam-
pling units at random with replacement (Thompsot 7992).
Similarl¡ temporal autocorrelation is not an issue in this
analysis because the response variable is the count of
relocaúons within each sampling unit and does not have an
associeted time stamp other than the snrdy period. To
evaluate significance of explanatory variables, we used
univariate analyses (i.e., /-tests) with each coefficient as

the response va¡iable (Mar¿luffet al.2004, Millspaugh et al.
2006, Sawyer et 2J. 2006). This approach to evaluating
ecological significance is considered conservative bec¿use the
interanimal va¡iation is induded in the c¿lculation of
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Trble l. Coefficien¡ for population-level models of radiocollared mule deer during winters 2ú5-2006 znd 2006-2ú7 in western \{yoming, USA.

Winter 2005-200ó Winter 2fi1ó-2ü17

Predictor va¡i¡ble frsEPF
Intercept
Elmtion (m)

Slope (")

Stopc2 (')
Non-LGS'wcll pad (m)
Non-LGS well pad'(m)
LGS well pad (m)

LGS well pad'z (m)

,A.aive drilling pad (m)

Active drilling pad2 (m)

-ó0.089
0.012
0.168

-0.013
3.060

-0.782
7.376

-0.437
3.721

-0.197

72.640
0.004
0.052
0.003
0.003

0.109
0.880
0.109
7.2M
0.073

<0.001
0.010
0.004
0.001
0.001
0.110
0.151

<0.001
0.t78
0.014

-73.969
0.020
0.359

-0.024
5.748

-0.653
3.397

-0.427
o"b
na

15.364
0.007
0.052
0.003
7.545
0.15ó
1,013
0.726

<0.001
0.012

<0.001
<0.001

0.004
0.001
0.007
0.007

" LGS = liquids gathcring rystem,
o na : not applicable.

variance, thereby making rejection of the null hypothesis
(F. : O) less likely (Marzluff et al. 2004). Nevertheless,
ecological significance of explanatory variables is based on
the consistency of selection coemcients among collared d€er;

ow sampl€ size was the number of marked mule deer, not
sampling units or GPS locations.

We mapped predictions of population-level models for
each winter on a 104-m X 104-m grid that covered the
study area, We checked predictions to ensure all values were

in the interval [0,1], to verify that u'e would not extrapolate
outside the range of model data (Neter et at. 199ó). We then
assigned the model prediction for each grid cell a value of1
to 4 based on the quartiles of the distribution of predictions
for each map, and we dassified areâs as high use, medium-
high use, medium-low use, or low use. We calculated the
mean value of model variables for each of the 4 categories

and used high-use values as a reference for assessing how
mule deer responded to different well pad types. As a

predevelopment reference, we developed a map depicting
predicted levels of mule dcer use before gas development, as

presented by Sawyer et al. (2006).

To evaluate predictive ability of the population-level
models we deveþed for 2005-2006 and 2006-2007 we
applied each of them to the 20072008 wintcr landscape.

We then used 7,578 GPS locations collected from an

independent sample (z : 9) of mule deer during the 2007-
2008 winter to calculate a Spearman rank correlation (r.)

characterizing the number of GPS locations that occurred in
10 equal-sized prediction bins based on each of the
population-level models (Boyce et aL.2002). We performed
all statistical analyses in R language and environment for
statistical computing (R Development Core Team 2006)-

RESULTS
In winter 2005-2006, traffic levcls varied from 2 to 5 vehicle
passes per day at LGS well pads, from 4 to 9 at non-LGS
well pads, and from 86 to 145 at active drill pads. Mean
daily traffic volumes at LGS, non-LGS, and active drill pads

were 3.3 (SE : 0.30, n = 9),7.3 (SE : 0.62, n : 6), and,

112.4 (SE = 77.3, n = 3) vehicle p¿sses per day,

respectively. Mean daily traffic volumes differed across well
pad types (F2: 779.38. P < 0.001) and 95% confidence
intervals did not overlap.

In winter 2006-2007, trafiìc levels r,zried from 2 to 6

vehide passes per day at LGS well pads, from 6 to 12 at
non-LGS well pads, and from 8ó to 90 at active drill pads.

Mean daily traffic volumes at LGS, non-LGS, and active

drill pads werc 3.6 (SE : 0.50, n : 8),8.4 (SE : I.16, n =
7), and 85.3 (SE : 2.97, n : 3) detections per da¡
respectively. Mean daily traffìc volumes differed across well
pad types (Fz : 987.31, P < 0.001) and 95oÁ confidence
intewals did not overlap.

Resource Selection
We used 24,955 locations from 20 GPS-colla¡ed mule deer
to estimate individual models during the 2005-2006 winter
(1 Der15 Apr). Most' deer (17 of 20) had positive
coefiìcients for elevation, indicating a preference for higher
elevations. Based on the relationship between linea¡ and
quadratic terms for slope, distance to LGS pad, distance to
non-LGS pad, and distance to active drill pad, most deer
selected for a¡eas with moderate slopes (14 of 20), away
from non-LGS well pads (76 of 20), away from LGS well
pads (13 of20), and away from active drill pads (13 of20).

Coefficients from the population-lwcl model and associat-

ed P-values suggested that most deer selected for areas with
higher elevations, moderate slopes, and away from all well pad
qçes (Table 1). fueas with the highest predicted level of use

had an average elevation of 2,239 m; a slope of 4.98"; and
were 2,61. km Êom LGS well pads, 4.30 km from non-LGS
well pads, enð 7.49 km from active d¡ill pads (Table 2). In
contrast, areâs with the lowest predicted level ofuse had an

rverage elevation of 2,783 m; a slope of 3.07'; and were
4.03 km, 1.44 km , zr.d2.78 km from LGS, non-LGS, and
active drill well pads, respectively (Table 2). The predictive
map indicated that deer use was lowest in areas at low
elevation and near clusters of non-LGS and active drill pads
(F*rg. 3). Predicted levels of mule deer use rvere noticeably
different than those observed prior to development (Fig. 1),

Using the predicted high-use Íueas a6 a reference, mule

deer distanced themselves from all types of well pads and
tended to select areas progressiveþ further from well pads

with higher levels of traffrc. Specifically, areas with the
highest predicted deer use we¡e 2.61 km, 4.30 km, and
7.49 krn away from LGS, non-LGS, and active drill pads,

respectively. \Ày'e used these avoidance distances as a metric
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Tablc 2. Avcnge valucs of population{cvcl model va¡iablcs in low-, medium-low-, medium-high-, and high-use mule dcer categories during winten 2005-
200ó and 2006-2007 in westem Wyoming, USA.

Predictd nule decr u¡c

Modcl ve¡i¡ble¡

H¡gh

2m5-2ffi 2W6-2n7

Mediun-high

2fr05-2lJ[6 20lJ'ç2Xn7

Medium-low I¡w
2t054m6 2fi]É2t07 2û5-2n6 200Ém07

Elevation (m)

Slope (')
Distance to LGS'pad

(k-)
Distance to non-LGS pad

(km)
Distance to active drill pad

(k-)

2,239
4.98

2.67

2243
4.55

3.46

2224
3.64

.t_.t 1

2,203
3.61

3.43

3.97

NA

2238
3.26

2.87

2SO

3.93

2,233
3.52

2.53

2.83

2,183
3.07

4.03

2206
3.27

2.72

0.69144

278

4 30 4.35 3 53

749 r"b 547

' LGS = liquids gathering s¡stem.
b na = not applieble.

to assess indirect habitat loss associated with well pad types.

Using a süeight line distance, mule deer avoidance of LGS
pads v/as approximately 40% less than that of non-LGS
pads (i.e., t - [2.6/4.3): 0.,{0; FtS. 4). However, assuming
¿ circular ârea of behavioral response from the point of
disturbance (well pad), the indi¡ect habitat loss was reduced
by 63ot6 (i.e., 1 - 121/58) : 0.63; Fig. 4) relative to non-
LGS pads. Converseþ, the suaight line distance mule deer

selected away from active drill pads was approximateþ 2.8

times greater than LGS pads and 1.7 tirnes greater than
non-LGS pads. Assuming a circula¡ area of behavioral
response, indirect habitat loss associated with active drill
pads was approxirnately 3.0 times more t-han non-LGS pads

and 8.4 times more than LGS pads.

Figure 3. Population-lwel model predictions and associ¿ted categories of
mule dcer habitat use during winter 2005-2006 in westem \{yoming, US,A.

LGS : liquids gathering gretem, GPS = Global Posiúoning S¡rtem.

We used 77,744locattons collected from 11 GPS-collared
mule deer to estimate individual models dwing the 200ó-
2007 winter. Most deer (9 of 11) had positive coemcients
for elevation, indicating a preference for higher elevations.

All deer selected for areas with moderate slopes and most
selected for areas away from non-LGS well pads (9 of 11)

and LGS well pads (9 of 11). We did not indude distance to
active drill pad as a variable during this winter because it was

strongly correlated with distance to non-LGS well pads.

Coefiìcients from the population-level model and associ-
ated P-values suggested t-hat deer selected for a¡eas witl
higher elevations, moderate slopes, and away from LGS and
non-LGS well pads (Table 1). A¡eas with the highest
predicted level of use had an average elevation of 2,2,43 m;
slope of 4.55"; and werc 3.46 km and 4.35 krn from LGS
and non-LGS well pads, respectively (Table 2). In contrast,
areas with the lowest predicted level ofuse had an 

^ver^geelevation of 2206 m; slope of 3.27"; and were 2.12 km and
0.69 km from LGS and non-LGS well pads, respectively
(Table 2). Within high use habitats, deer used areas closer
to LGS pads compared with non-LGS. The predictive map
indicated that deer use rvas lowest in areas with low
elevations and clusters of non-LGS well pads (Ftg. 5).
Predicted levels of mule deer use u¡ere noticeably different
than úiose observed before development (Fig. 1).

¡ wdlFd

4461æ"""" fm rcS pd

___AWdtutmññS¡d

F't".|
Fk"'l

Frgue 4. fulationship between straight-line avoidmce distuæs md
ci¡cr¡la¡ a¡ea of impact a¡ a measure of indi¡ect mule deer habitat loss

¿ssociated with liquids gathuing qntem (LGS) and non-LGS well pads

during the 2@5-2û6 winter in wcstem Wyoming, USA.
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Frgurc 5. Population{evel model predictions and associated categories of
mule des habitat use dwingwinter 2006-2ù07 inwestem Wyoming, USA.
LGS : liquids garhering s¡ntem, GPS : Global Positioning S¡mtem.

Mule deer distanced themselves from LGS and non-LGS
w€ll pads and tended to select areas progressively further
from well pads that received higher levels of traffic. A¡eas

with the highest predicted deer use were 3.46 km a¡d
4.35 km 

^w 
y from LGS and non-LGS well pads,

respectively. Mule deer avoidance of LGS pads was

approximately 21% less than that of non-LGS pads.

Howwer, assuming a circular arez oÍ avoidance from the

point ofdisturbance (well pad), the indirect habitat loss was

reduced by 38% relative to non-LGS pads.

When the 2005-2006 and 2006-2007 population-level
models were applied to the 2007-2008 landscape, which
included new well pad development, their predictions
produced Spearman rank correlations (r,) of 0.903 and

0.939, respectively- The high r" values indicated that both
models effectively predicted the distribution of an indepen-

dent set oflocations (l : 7,578) collected from 9 mule deer.

DISCUSSION
Consistent with our previous wo¡k on this mule deer

population, we found that deer habitat selection was

influenced by well pads (Sawyer et â1. 2006). Mule deer

avoided all types of well pads but tended to select a¡eas

farther from well pads with higher levels of traffìc. The
reduced response of mule deer to low t¡affic levels suggests

that impacts of gas development on mule deer may be

reduced by minimizing trafüc. Avoidance distances calcu-
lated from predicted high-use areas provided a useful metric
to estimate indirect habìtat loss associated with different

t¡pes ofwell pads. Indirect habitat loss associated with LGS
well pads was 38-63% less than with non-LGS well pads,

which is noteworthy given that the expected production life
of gas wells in the PAPA is 40 years (BLM 200ó). Indirect
habitat loss associated with active drilling pads was much
higher than that at producing well pads; however, all active

drill pads in our study were used for directional drilling,
which is generally a short-term (ó monthr2 1n) disnrr-
bance, whereas producing well pads represent a long-term
(i.e., dccades) disnrrbance. Recognizing how mule deer

respond to different t¡pes of well pads and trafüc regimes

may improve the ability of agencies and industry to esúmate
cumulative effects and quantiry indirect habitat losses

associated with different development scenarios (e.g.,

clustered development; Theobald et zl.1997).
Evaluating wildlife responses to disturbance is conceptually

similar to how ecologists have evaluated prey response to
prcdation risk (Lima and Dill 1990, Lima 1998). Like
predation risk, human-related disturbances can divert time
and energy awzy from foraging, resting, and other ¿ctivities
that improve fitness (GiIl et al. 7996, Frid and DilJ 2A0Ð,
which could be important to wintering ungulates whose
nutritional condition is dosely linked to survival. Similar to
Gavin and Komers (2006) and Haskell and Ballard (2008), we
found it usefirl to evaluate our frndings in relation to predation
risk theory. Predation risk (Lima and Dill 1990) predias that
antipredator behavior has a cost to other activities (e,g.,

foraging, resting) and that the trade -offis optimized when the
antipredator behavio¡ (e.g., fleeing, vigilance, habitat selec-

tion) tracks short-term changes in predation risk (Frid and
Dill 2002). Given that risk of predation crin vary across

seasons, da1æ, or even hours, antipredator behaviors ofprey
species should be sensitive to the current risk of predation
(Lima and Dil 1990) o¡ level of disturbance. Our ¡esults

suggested that reducing traftic from 7 to 8 (non-LGS well
pads) vehide passes per day to 3 (LGS well pads) was

sufficient for rnule deer to perceive less risk and alter their
habitat selection behavior such that LGS well peds were

avoided less tïan non-LGS well pads, effectively reducing

indirect habitat loss associated with producing well pads.

The trade-offs associated with mærimizing foraging
opportunities and minimizing predation have been well
studied (e.g,, Lima and Dill 1990, Bleich et al. 1997, Brown
and Kotler 2004). Impo*antl¡ however, trade-offs can only
occur if foraging benefits and predation risks are positively
correlated (Bowyer et a1.. t998, Pierce et al. 2004). If the
most energetically profitable foraging areas are not perceived
as the most dangerous, then there is no trade-offbetween
maximizing foraging and minimizing predation (Lima
1998). Because many of the well pads were constructed in
habitats identified as highly preferred by mule deer before
development (Fig. 1; Sawyer et al. 2006), we believe that
tangible trade-offs existed and that mule deer reduced
foragrng oppoffunities by avoiding well pads. High levels of
predation risk may indirectþ affect survival and reproduc-
tion by reducing the amount of time, enersr and resources

needed to maintain healthy body condition (Frid and Dill
2002). Furthermore, animals displaced from disturbed sites
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may experience greater intraspeci.fic competition or density-

dependent effects when congregating into smaller areas of
undisturbed or suboptimal habitat (Gill and Sutherland
2000). However, the lìnk between antipredator behavior and
reduced population performance is diffi.cult to demonstr¿te
(Lima 1998) and has not yet been documented for mule deer

and energr development.
Drilling during winter (15 Nor-30 Apr) in areas

designated as crucial winter range is a recent phenomenon.
Traditionall¡ seasonal timing restrictions have limited
development activities (e.g., construction, drilling, well
completion) to nonwinter months and represent the most
cornfiron, and sometimes the onl¡ mitigation measure

required by the BLM for reducing distu¡bance to wintering
ungulates on federal lands. Because of seasonal timing
resüictions, the energy industry typically was not allowed to
drill during tåe winter in crucial winter ranges. However,
winter drilling will likely become a more common practice
across the Intermountain \ryest, as evidenced by recent
National Environmental Policy Act decisions in westem
Wyoming, where stakeholders identifred year-round direc-
tional drilling âs the preferred method to develop the
necessary number of wells to recover natural gas reserves,

regardless of winter range designation (BLM 2004a, b,

2006). Wildlife managers have expressed concerns about
year-round drilling in crucial winter range because seasonal

timing restrictions would be waived a¡d levels of human
disturbance would increase substantially during winter
(BLM 200aò, when mule deer a¡e most vulnerable (Parker

et aL 7984, Hobbs 1989). .Although significant indi¡ect
habitat loss may occu¡ with seasonal timing restrictions in
place (Sawyer et al. 2006), our results suggest that wintering
mule deer a¡e sensitive to varying levels of disturbance and

that indirect habitat loss may increase by a faxor of >2
when seasonal restrictions are waived.

Both di¡ectional drilling and construction of the LGS
were large-scale, multimillion dolla¡ decisions that involved
an assortment of local, state, and national stakeholders
(BLM 200aò. Although Wyoming curendy produces the
most natural gas in the contiguous United States, the scale

and intensity of gas development is predicted to increase

elsewhere in the Intermountain West, especially in Color-
ado, Utah, New Mexico, and Montana (BLM 2005). As gas

development becomes more widespread, wildllle and
development conflicts will be inevitablc, Although the
wildlife species of concern (e.g,, mule deer, greater sage-

grouse fCentrocercus wophøsiazar], pronghon fÅntilocapta
amnicenaf) may difier across states or regions, the available

development strategies (e.g., directional drilling, LGS) will
probably be similar. If human distu¡ba¡lces such as vehicle
traffic are analogous to predation risk (Gill et 

^1.7996,Flidand Dill 2002, Gzvtn and Komers 2006), then mule deer

responses to directional drilling and LGS development
strategies should be qualitatively similar in other areas across

the Intermountain West.
The conceptual framework of predation risk provides a

useful context for interpreting responses of ungulates to
human disturbances (e.g., Rowland et al. 2000, Nellemann

et al. 2003, Taþr and lGight 2003, Gavin and Komers
2006). However, given the rapid and widespread energ;t

exploration and development across the Intermountain
West (BLM 2005), manipulative studies will be necessary to
advance our understanding of wildlife responses to human
disnrbance and habitat pemubations. Unfomrnatel¡ many of
the qrstems we sh¡dy are too large or too expensive to
manipulate (Macnab 1983). In addition, when experiments
are conducted at large spatial scales, such as the 799-km2
PAP.! replication and randomization are rarely options
(Nichols 1991, Sinclair 1991). When tfie treatment or
manipulation is commodity driven, such as mineral ortaction
or gâs dweþment, randomization becomes eqpecially

difficult to achieve. Recognizing the constraints that limit
our ability to conduct large-scale manipulative studies,

researclers have been encouraged to trsat management
prescriptions, such as fre or harvest regimes, as a form of
experimentation (Macnab 1983, Nidrols 1991, Sindai¡ 1991)

and as an opportunity for adaptive management (Walters and

Holling 7990). Gas dwelopment will probably conti¡ue to be

a dominant activity on federal lands across the Intermor¡ntain
West. As such, we encourage researchers to consider energ¡r

development strategies and mitigation measures as large-scale

experimentation that, if properþ monitored, can improve our
knowledge of energy development impacts to wildlife.

MANAGEMENT IMPLI CATIONS
Because mule deer selected for habitats progressively further
from well pads with higher levels of traffic, our results
suggest that potential impacts of gas dwelopment on mule
deer may be reduced by technology and planning that
minimizes the number of well pads (e.g., directional
drilling) and the level of human activity associated with
them (e.g., LGS). Our results suggest indirect habitat loss to
mule deer could potentially be reduced by 38-63% when
condensate products are collected in LGS pipelines rather
than being stored at well pads and removed via tanker
trucks. In addition, because a LGS can be installed
underground and usually in existing roadway or pipeline
corridors, associated direct habitat losses are minimal. The
LGS seemed to be an effective means for reducing long-
term (i.e., production phase) indirect habitat loss to
wintering mule deer, whereas drilling in crucial winter
range created a short-term (i.e., drilling phase) increase in
deer disturbance and indirect habitat loss.
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Timing of seasonal migration

ECOSPHERE

ln mule deer: effects of climate,
plant phenolo gy, and life-history characteristics
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Abstract. Phenological events of plants and animals are sensitive to climatic processes. Migration is a

life-history event exhibited by most large herbivores living in seasonal environments, and is thought to
occur in response to dlmamics of forage and weather. Decisions regarding when to migrate, however, may

be affected by differences in life-history characteristics of individuals. Long-term and intensive study of a
population of mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) in the Sierra Nevada" Califomia, USA, allowed us to
document pattems of migration during 11 years that encompassed a wide anay oÍ environmental

conditions. We used two new techniques to properly account for interval-censored data and disentangle

effects of broad-scale climate, local weather patterns, and plant phenology on seasonal pattems of

migratiory while incorporating effects of individual life-history characteristics. Timing of autumn

migration varied substantially among individual deer, but was associated with the severity of winter
weather, and in particular, snow depth and cold temperatures. Migratory responses to winter weather,

however, were affected by age, nutritional condition, and summer residency of individual females. Old
females and those in good nutritional condition risked encountering severe weather by delaying autumn

migratiory and were thus risk-prone with respect to the potential loss of foraging opportunities in deep

snow compared with young females and those in poor nutritional condition. Females that summered on

the west side of the crest of the Sierra Nevada delayed autumn migration relative to east-side females,

which supports the influence of the local environment on timing of migration. In contrasf timing of spring

migration was unrelated to individual life-history characteristics, was nearly twice as synchronous as

autumn migratior¡ differed among years, was related to the southem oscillation index, and was influenced

by absolute snow depth and advancing phenology of plants. Plasficity in timing of migration in response to

climatic conditions and plant phenology may be an adaptive behavioral strategy, which should reduce the

detrimental effects of trophic mismatches between resources and other life-history events of large

herbivores. Failure to consider effects of nutrition and other life-history traits may cloud interpretation of

phenological pattems of mammals and conceal relationships associated with climate change.

Key words: climate change; life-history characteristics; mule deer; NDVI; nutritional condition; Odocoilaus hemionus;

plant phenology; risk averse; risk prone; Sierra Nevada; snow deptþ trophic mismatch.
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Climate change is expected to alter ecosystem
structure and functiory including community
composition and distributions of species
(Walther et al. 2002). Overwhelming evidence
from long-term research supports the influence
of climate change on phenology (i.e., timing of
seasonal activities) of plants and animals (Sten-
seth et al. 2002, Badeck et aL.2004, Gordo and
Sanz 2005). Spring activities of numerous taxa
have occurred progressively earlier and in the
direction expected from climate change since the
1960s, including breeding by birdq arrival of
migrant birds, appearance of butterflies, chorus-
ing and spawning of amphibians, and flowering
in plants (Walther et a1.2002, Parmesan and Yohe
2003 for reviews). Corresponding delays in the
initiation of autumn events also have been
reported but those phenological shifts are less
apparent (Walther et al. 2002, Carey 2009). For
example, during a 42-year study of migration in
eight species of birds, three species advanced,
three delayed, and two did not change the timing
of autumn migration (Adamik and Pietruszkova
2008). Lrdeed, the timing of seasonal activities
may be one of the simplest processes to track
changes in the ecology of a species responding to
climatic change (Walther et aL.2002). Addressing
questions related to climate change however,
requires long-term studies to disentangle influ-
ences of large-scale climate and individual life-
history pattems on phenological events.

Migration is a well-recognized life-history
strategy involving numerous taxa over the globe
(Baker 1978, Swtngland and Greenwood 1983,
Frp<ell et al. 1988, Alerstam et al. 2003); effective
conservation actions are necessary to maintain
intact pattems of migration (Berger 2004, Bolger
et al. 2008). Nevertheless, our understanding of
the biology of migration by large herbivores is
fragmentary and consequences of climate change
on those phenological pattems remain largely
unknown (Bolger et al. 2008, Wilcove 2008). In
strongly seasonal environments, large herbivores
typically migrate between discrete ranges, which
is thought to have evolved in response to the
dyramic pattems of forage quality and availabil-
ity (Morgantini and Hudson 1989, Albon and
Langvatn 1992, Hebblewhite et al. 2008), preda-
tion risk (Fryxell et al. 1988), and weather

MONTEITH ETAL.

pattems (Nelson and Mech L981, Loft et al.
1989, Kucera 7992, Grovenburg et al. 2009).
Indeed, migrants often acquire a selective advan-
tage through enhanced fitness (Dingle 1985,
Frp<ell et al. 1988), avoid resource bottlenecks
by obtaining access to greater food supplies in
larger and less densely inhabited ranges, and
obtain forage in the most nutritious phenological
stages (McCullough 1985, Fryxell and Sinclair
1988, Fryxell et al. 1988, Albon and Langvatn
1992, Holdo et al. 2009, Zeng et al. 2010).

At most mid- to high-latitude regions, frost-
free periods have increased with a concomitant
10% decrease in snow cover since the late 1960s
(Walther et al. 2002). Temporal and spatial
advance in seasonal resource availability by a
warming climate may reduce the reproductive
success of animals that fail to adjust life-history
events to correspond with temporal changes in
peak forage availabiliry resulting in a trophic
mismatch (Post and Forschhammer 2008, Post et
al. 2008). Nevertheless, large herbivores may be
capable of adjusting their timing of migration to
enhance nutrient gain in an attempt to compen-
sate for the trophic mismatch at a large spatial
scale (Post and Forschhammer 2008), unless their
migratory pattems are fixed by day length rather
than other environmental cues (Garrott et al.
7987, Post and ForschhaÍuner 2008). If large
herbivores respond to milder winter conditions
with flexibility in timing of migratiory animals
should depart winter range earlier in spring and
remain on summer ranges for a longer duration
in autumn to gain access to forage under
circumstances of reduced intraspecific competi-
tion (Albon and Langvatn 1992), increased plant
diversity (Mysterud et al. 2001), and at a more
nutritious phenological stage (Klein 1965, Pettor-
elli et al. 2007, Hamel et al. 2009). Consequently,
natural selection should favor those individuals
that respond to climatic change by timing
seasonal migration to correspond with pheno-
logical advances in plant growth, resulting in
improved nutritional gains (Vl/hite L983, Myster-
ud et al. 2001, Voeten et al. 2009).

Although effects of climatic pattems and plant
phenology on the ti^i.g of migratory events for
large herbivores have been documented (Albon
and Langvatn 7992, Kucera 1992, Nelson 1995,
Sabine et al. 2002, Fieberg et al. 2008), the
influence of intrinsic factors, such as age, location
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of summer residency (which may differ for
populations using the same winter range), and
reproductive and nutritional state, rarely have
been considered (White et al. 2010). Failure to
recognize other important factors related to
individual life-history characteristics may lead
to spurious correlations between indices of
climate and the timing of migration.

The behavioral responses of an individual may
be affected by their current nutritional state. For
instance, studies of avian ecology have suggested
that the timing of long-distance migration in bird
species may be under strong endogenous control
(Mitrus 2007, Pulido 2007). Despite the well-
recognized carry over of nutritional condition
from the energetic costs and benefits from
previous seasons (Parker et aL.2009), few studies
have considered whether differences in nutr!
tional condition among individuals affect the
timing of migration by large herbivores (Bolger
et al. 2008). Matemal females, or those in poor
nutritional condition, may be less able to afford
the presumed risk associated with altering timing
of migration (Ruckstuhl and Festa-Bianchet 1998,

Ciuti et al. 2006). Large herbivoÍes are long-lived
and those in adequate nutritional condition have
the opportunity to reproduce annually; conse-
quently, females should adopt a strategy to
promote their survival and opportunity for
future reproduction, while simultaneously pro-
tecting their current reproductive investment
(Stearns 1992).

Most knowledge on timing and slmchrony of
migration in large herbivores has been derived
from short-term studies, which limits the prob-
ability of observing variable weather conditions
(Fieberg et al. 2008), and precludes the evaluation
of effects of large-scale climate on migratory
events (Forchhammer and Post 2004). Our
objective was to assess a long-term dataset to
evaluate effects of climatic conditions, plant
phenology, and individual life-history character-
istics of mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus) in the
westem Great Basin on timing and slmchrony of
seasonal migration. Our first objective was to
evaluate the influence of extrinsic variables
including, broad-scale climate, local weather,
and plant phenology on timing of migration.
Global climate change is expected to alter the
phenological patterns of life-history events for
numerous tax4 including seasonal migration by
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vertebrates (Walther et al. 2002, Forchhammer
and Post 2004). Effects of winter weather and
snow depth, as well as progression in plant
phenology, on timing of seasonal movements by
large herbivores have been well documented
(Garrott el al. 1987, Kucera 7992, .Ãlbon and
Langvatn 7992, Sabtne et aI.2002, Fieberg et al.

2008, Zeng et al. 2010). Therefore, we expected
current weather conditions, driven by broad-
scale climate, to influence the timing of seasonal
migrations among mule deer. Furthermore,
progression in plant phenology, particularly in
spring, should correspond to the timing of
migratory events between seasonal ranges across

years. Following the identification of extrinsic
factors that affected seasonal migration of mule
deer, we evaluated the influence of intrinsic
factors among individual mule deer on timing
of migration. We hypothesized that timing of
migration would be influenced by individual life-
history characteristics including nutritional con-
ditiorç reproductive status, age, and location of
summer residency. Migration by large herbivores
is a spectacular phenomenon occurring across a
wide array of landscapes, however, many of
these migrations are imperiled by anthropogenic
disturbances, which is likely indicative of major
ecological changes (Berger 2004, Bolger et al.

2008, Wilcove 2008). Our approach will provide a

better understanding of the mechanisms under-
pinning this biological process and should aid in
the conservation of these large, vagile mammals
and their unique behaviors.

Sruov Anee

We monitored the timing of migration for a

population of mule deer that wintered on the east
side of the Sierra Nevada in Round Valley (37"24'
N, 118"34' W), Lryo and Mono counties, Cal-
ifornia, USA (Fig. 1^). Mute deer inhabited
approximately 90 km2 of Round Valley during
November-Aprif but the size of this area was
dependent on snow depth (Kucera 1988). A¡nual
snow depth in a drainage adjacent to Round
Valley (Station ID: RC2, California Department of
Water Resources) was highly variable during our
study; the coefficient of variation of snow depth
in April was SWa and ranged from 25.4 to L39.7

cm. Precipitation in the study area is strongly
seasonal, w1lh75% occurring between November
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Fig. 1. Seasonal ranges occupied by female mule deer during winter, and the distinct ranges on both sides of
the crest of the Sierra Nevada (Sierra crest), California, USA during summer. The four monitoring locations on
winter range are indicated as well as the spring holding area for deer and location of the weather station near

Mammoth Lakes, California.

and March (Kucera 1988). Daily temperatures

near Manunoth Lakes, California, USA during
1999--2009 ranged fuorr. -27 to 33"C (Westem

Regional Climate Center). The region is typified
by dry, hot summers (]une-September), short,

mild autumns with cooling temperature and
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increasing precipitation (October), and long, cold
winters, with most annual precipitation accumu-

lating as snow (November-April). Spring is short
and characterized by decreasing precipitation
and increasing temperatures (May; Fig.2).

Round Valley is bounded to the west by the

California, USA
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Precipitatíon (cm)

Fig. 2. Climograph of the mean monthly temperature and precipitation at Mamrnoth Lakes, Califomia, USA,

7999-2009, which is located adjacent to summer range and the traditional migratory route for mule deer

occupying winter range in Round Valley. Autumn and spring migration correspond to average timing of seasonal

migratiorç 7999-2009, and dashed line represents an index to a temperature threshold (5"C) for growth of plants
(Chapin 1983).
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Sierra Nevada, to the south by large boulders
and granite ridges of the Tungsten Hills and
Buttermilk Country and to the east by US
Highway 395. The northem end of Round Valley
gradually rises from the valley floor at 1,375 m to
the top of the Sherwin Grade at 2,735 m. Open
pastures comprised about 18.3 km2 of the eastem

þortion of the valley; 3.2 km2 was low-density
residential housing (Pierce et al. 2004). Vegeta-
tion in Round Valley was characteristic of the
westem Great Basin and sagebrush-steppe eco-
system (Storer et al. 2004).

Summer range for mule deer that winter in
Round Valley occurred on both sides of the crest
of the Sierra Nevada (hereafter Sierra cresf Fig.
1) at elevations ranging from 2,200 to >3,600m
(Kucera 1988). Winter storms from the Pacific
Ocean deposit moisture as they move up the
westem slope with a substantial rain shadow
resulting in a more arid landscape on the eastern
slope, where the Great Basin Desert begins
(Storer et aL.2004, Bleich et al. 2006). The dense
pine-fir (Pinus-Abies) stands and rivers on the
west side of the Sierra crest contrast with the
sparse forests transitioning to sagebrush scrub
with only a few small streams on the east side.
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Indeed, the formidable Sierra crest sharply
delineates the westem slope from the eastem
slope of the Sierra Nevada, and is traversable
only by a series of passes that increase in
elevation from north to south (Kucera 1988).

Mule deer typically migrate northward and
westward to high-elevation ranges in spring
(Kucera 7992, Pierce et al. 1,999); most migrate
over the aforementioned passes to the west side
of the Sierra Crest (Fig. 1), while some remain on
the east side (Kucera 1992, Pierce et al. 2000).

Prior to completion of migration to summer
range, mule deer from Round Valley make
extensive use of a spring holding area at higher
elevation (>7,200 m) located on the east side of
the Sierra Nevada, just southeast of Mammoth
Lakes, California, USA (Kucera 1,992; Fig. 1).

Mule deer often remain on the spring holding
area until snow on summer range has receded
(Kucera 1992).

Meruoos

Animol copture
During March 1997-2009 and November 2002-

2008, we captured adult female (>1 y. old) mule
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deer on winter range in Round Valley using a

hand-held net gun fired from a helicopter
(Krausman et al. 1985). We hobbled and blind-
folded each animal prior to moving it by
helicopter to a central processing station with
shelter for animals and handling crews. To allow
age determination by cementum annuli (Mat-
son's Laboratory Milltown, Montana, USA), we
removed one incisiform canine using techniques
described by Swift et al. (2002); this procedure
has no effect on body mass, percent body faf
pregnancy rate, or fetal rate of mule deer (Bleich
et al. 2003). We fitted each animal with standard,
VHF radiocollars (Telonics, Inc., Mesa, Arizon4
USA; Advanced Telemetry Systems, Isanti, Min-
nesota, USA) equipped with a mortality sensor.
We attempted to maintain radiocollars on )75
adult females by capturing new, unmarked
animals to replace animals lost to mortality.

We conducted ultrasonography using an Alo-
ka 210 portable ultrasound device (Aloka, Wall-
inford, CT), with a S-MHz transducer, to
measure maximum thickness of subcutaneous
fat deposition at the thickest point cranial to the
cranial process of the fuber ischium to the nearest
0.1 cm (Stephenson et al. 2002). We complement-
ed ultrasonography with palpation to determine
a body-condition score, validated for mule deer
(Cook et al. 2007), to estimate nutritional
condition of dee¡ that have mobilized subcuta-
neous fat reserves (<5.6% ingesta-free body fat).
We calculated TLIVINDEX as subcutaneous
rump-fat thickness plus rump body-condition
score (Cook et al. 2007). We then used TLIVIN-
DEX to calculate ingesta-free body fat (IFBFat),
where IFBFat : 2.920 X TLIVINDEX - 0.496
(Cook et al. 2007). During deer captures in
Marcþ we used an ultrasound with a 3-}i4F{z
linear transducer to determine pregnancy and
fetal rates (number of fetuses per female) of
females during the second one-third of gestation
(Stephenson et al. 1995).

During each autumn, we attempted to deter-
mine reproductive status of all marked females
as they arrived on winter range in late-October
through November. We located radiocollared
females using ground-based telemetry and
stalked to within visible range of deer (<200
m). We observed each female using binoculars or
spotting scopes until we could confidently
determine the number of young-at-heel. We
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identified the number of young-at-heel by ob-
serving nursing and other matemal behavior
(Miller 7971), and determined recruitment status
based on the presence or absence of young-at-
heel identified each autumn. Animal capture and
research methods were approved by an indepen-
dent Institutional Animal Care and Use Com-
mittee at Idaho State University (protocol #: 650-
0410), were in accordance with guidelines of
research on large mammals by the American
Society of Mammalogists (Ganon et al.2007), and
followed California Department of Fish and
Game protocols for wildlife restraint.

Timing of migrotion
We determined the presence or absence of

radiomarked mule deer on winter range with
radio telemetry from four monitoring locations,
which were strategically distributed across
Round Valley during 1999-2009 (Fig. 1). Al-
though we did not attempt to determine exact
locations of animals by triangulatiory the topog-
raphy of the Sierra Nevada that bounded Round
Valley on three sides conveniently blocked the
signal of animals that were not present in the
valley. We conducted telemetry from fixed-wing
aircraft to locate animals that were not present in
Round Valley. Aerial telemetry also was used to
locate all females on their summer range during
mid-summer and to categorize animals based on
the side of the Sierra crest (east or west) that they
occupied (Fig. 1).

We attempted to monitor animals from the
ground a minimum of 3 days per week begin-
ning on 1 October and continuing through 30
April each winter. Logistical constraints during
some years, however, affected the frequenry and
du¡ation of monitoring. We censored animals
that died prior to migration in either autumn or
spring because, in some instances, we were
unable to determine exact date of death. We
assumed that censoring of individuals was
independent of the migratory strategy exhibited
by deer.

Locol weother ond climote
We obtained data on daily weather from a

station located near the town of Mammoth
Lakes, Califomia, USA (Westem Regional Cli-
mate Center 7998-2009), which was near the
surnmer range of deer, and was immediately
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adjacent to the traditional migratory route and
spring holding area for mule deer from Round
Valley (Kucera 1992; Fig. 1). Daily data on
weather were not available for winter range;
therefore, we used weather data from the nearby
station at Mammoth Lakes, California, for all
analyses (Appendix). Because deer also likely
respond to changing weather pattems rather
than simply absolute daily measurements of
weather (Sabine et al. 2002, Grovenburg et al.
2009), we calculated a metric of change in
weather to represent a change in weather on a
particular day relative to previously experienced
weather patterns. This metric reflected the
difference in the daily weather relative to the
mean of that particular weather variable during
the previous 2 weeks, which we arbitrarily chose
to represent the relative magnitude of change in
weather on a day.

A¡nual weather pattems in the westem US
have been correlated with the arurual mean of the
southem oscillation index (SOI; Trenberth and
Hurrell 7994, };/.ars}¡ial et al. 2002, Stenseth et al.
2003). Accordingly, we used the standardized
SOI (National Oceanic and Atmospheric Admin-
istratiory Climate Prediction Center) as a mea-
sure of variation in large-scale climate (Stone et
al. 1996). For autumn migratiory we used the
annual mean of the SOI during the previous
October through September, and for spring we
used the mean SOI during the previous April
through March in migration models.

Plant þhenology
Temperature is one of the most critical factors

influencing phenology in plants (Rachlow and
Bowyer 1991). Therefore, we calculated an index
to growth and senescence of plants based on
mean daily temperatures (Chapin 1983). For each
spring, we calculated the number of growing-
degree days per day (the number of degrees that
the mean daily temperature was )5'C, summed
across all previous days beginning on 1 January)
as an index to growth of plants (Chapin 1983).

For each autumn, we calculated a metric of
senescence of plants by the opposite of growing-
degree days, which we termed senescent-degree
days (the number of degrees that the mean daily
temperature was (5oC, summed across all
previous days beginning on 15 September).

The normalized difference vegetation index
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(NDVI) is derived from satellite imagery that
measures the greenness of vegetation. NDVI is
sensitive to environmental change (Pettorelli et
al. 2005), is associated with fluctuations in
dietary quality (Christianson and Creel 2009,

Hamel et al. 2009), and thus, is related to
numerous aspects of the ecology of large
herbivores (Loe et al. 2005, Pettorelli et al.
2007). From the Earth Resources and Observa-
tion Science Center of the U.S. Geological Survey,
we obtained a time series of 1,4-day composite
NDVI with 1-km2 spatial resolution recorded by
the Advanced Very High Resolution Radiometer
aboard the polar-orbiting weather satellites of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administra-
tion. Data were further processed to remove
effects of atmospheric contamination with the
method of Swets et al. (1999). We extracted mean
NDVI values for each 2-week interval from 1999-
2009 for pixels that occurred within the winter
range and spring holding area for mule deer
(Kucera 1988; Fig. 1). We extracted data for the
spring holding area rather than the extensive
summer range occupied by deer from Round
Valley (Fig. 1), because habitat on the spring
holding area was comparable with that occurring
on winter range and deer made extensive use of
holding areas in spring (Kucera 7992). We
calculated a daily NDVI for both areas by
interpolating between 14-day composites of
NDVI, assuming a linear progression between
change in NDVI composites and time increment
for each period. We also expected deer to
respond to progressive changes in NDVI; there-
fore, analogous to metrics of change for weather
variables, we also calculated a metric of daily
change in NDVI by the difference in daily NDVI
relative to the mean NDVI during the previous 2

weeks. To describe annual deviations in pattems
of green-up and senescence, we used program
TIMESAT (Jönsson and Eklundh 2004) to calcu-
late variables derived from NDVI data including:

]ulian date of onset of spring and onset of
autumn, rate of increase in NDVI at the
beginning of the season, rate of decrease in
NDVI at the end of the seasory and maximum
and minimum NDVI for seasonal ranges (Reed et
al. 1994, Pettorelli et al. 2005).

Stotlsticol onoþes
We evaluated relationships between the annual
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mean (October-September) of the SOI and the
corresponding annual sum in snowfall and
precipitatiory and the annual average of mean
daily temperature using linear regression (Neter
et al. 1996), with one-tailed tests, because the
di¡ection of the expected relationships have been
established previously (Trenberth and Hurrell
1994 Marshal et al. 2002). We used two-tailed f-
tests to evaluate differences in annual phenolog-
ical met¡ics between winter range and the spring
holding area (Zar 7999), to determine if pattems
of plant phenology differed between seasonal
ran8es.

Døily weather.-We used principal component
analysis (PCA) of local weather data, based on
the variance-covariance matrix (McGarigal et al.
2000), to reduce the dimensionality of those
variables and derive independent composite
variables that described daily weather. In the
PCA, we included 12 variables representing
absolute daily weather and a metric of change
in daily weather for: minimum, maximum, and
average temperature ("C), snowfall (cm), snow
depth (cm), and precipitation (cm). We selected 5

principal components because they each ex-
plained >7To of the variation in daily weather
and were biologically relevant (Appendix). Prin-
cipal component 1 explained 74.27o of ttre
variation in daily weather and represented an
absolute measure of daily depth of snow from
lower (negative loadings) to higher snow depths
(positive loadings). Principal component 2 ex-
plained 12.1% of the variation in daily weather
and reflected daily changes in snow depth from
decreasing snow depth (negative loadings) to
increasing snow depth (positive loadings). Ab-
solute daily temperatures from cold tempera-
tures (negative loading) to warm temperatures
(positive loading) were represented by principal
component 3, which explained 8.1% of the
variation in daily weather. Daily snowfall and
precipitation from lower (negative loadings) to
higher (positive loadings) was reflected by
principal component 4, which explained 3.0% of
the variation in daily weather. Finally, a metric of
change in daily temperatures from cooling
temperatures (negative loadings) to warming
temperatures (positive loadings) was represented
by principal component 5, which explatned 7.7To

of the variation in daily weather.
Migrøtion timing.-We censored 1 deer that
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was resident all year on winter range in Round
Valley, and 2 deer that failed to retum to winter
range in 2006 and 2007. We censored those
individuals because we were not interested in
testing hypotheses regarding mixed-migration
strategies (Nicholson et al. 1997); >997o of deer
in Round Valley were obligate migrators. We also
chose to restrict analyses of timing of migration
in autumn to the period between 15 September
and 31 December, because events beyond that
date in any particular year were sparse. Restric-
tion of analyses for autumn migration resulted in
the censoring of 14 migratory events that
occurred after 31 Decembet during 1999-2009.
We also censored 1 migratory event during
spring migration when an individual deer
migrated on 15 ]anuary, whereas all other
migratory events occurred after 6 March.

Logistical constraints precluded continuous
sampling to identify the exact day of departure
and arrival on winter range in our study. Average
monitoring interval per season ranged from 11.5
days for autuÍìn 7999 to 1.3 days Íor sprìng7999.
Average censor interval for migratory events per
season ranged from 20 days for autumn 2000 to 1

day for spring 2002. T\e timing of a migratory
event could only be attributed to an interval of
time. Data collected under this coarse sampling
regime are known as interval-censored and
require proper accounting for the uncertainty of
the timing of events (|ohnson et al. 2004, Fieberg
and DelGiudice 2008).

To properly account for interval-censored data,
we applied the method of johnson et al. (2004) to
calculate a robust measure of mean date of
migration and a corrected measure of the SD of
the distribution of migratory events to determine
synchrony (Gochfeld 1980). This method is an
extension of Sheppard's correction, which allows
unequal sampling intervals (bin size; fohnson et
al. 2004). We used the method of Johnson et al.
(2004) and the associated 95% CI to evaluate
differences in timing of migration among years,
recruitment status of females in autumn (pres-
ence of young-at-heel), and surnmer residenry
(east versus west side of the Sierra crest). We
used multiple-regression analysis (Neter et al.
7996) to evaluate the relationship between
annual mean and slmchrony (SD) of seasonal
migration with annual metrics of large-scale
climate and plant phenology including: annual
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SOI; Julian date of onset of spring and onset of
autumn; and rate of increase or decrease in NDVI
between seasons, respectively. Before interpret-
ing results of our multiple-regression analyses,
we evaluated residual plots for compliance with
assumption of normality and homogeneity of
variance (Neter et al. 1996). We did not include
annual averages of local weather variables in the
multiple-regression analysis, because of collin-
earity with SOI and Julian date of onset of spring
(r > 0.50). We examined fit of multiple regression
models with R2"¿¡ and the contribution of each
variable by reporting partial correlations (t2pattiat)

Neter et aL. 7996, Zar 1999). We determined
whether mean date of seasonal migration of mule
deer was advancing or receding dwing 1999-
2009 using simple linear regression (Neter et al.
1996). We also used linear regression to deter-
mine if there were directional changes in annual
precipitatio4 snowfall, mean temperature, SOf
]ulian date of start of seasor¡ and julian date of
end of season relative to time (Neter et al. 1996).

Migration modeling.-We adopted methods of
survival analysis that have been developed for
intervai-censored data, which are used to analyze
data addressing the time of a specific event
(Dinsmore et al. 2002); events in our study were
the dates of arrival to and departure from wìnter
range. We used interval-censored models to
evaluate effects of extrinsic and intrinsic factors
on the distribution of migratory events for
seasonal migration in mule deer. We estimated
daily probability of not migrating as a function of
]ulian date using the nest-survival option in
Program MARK (White and Bumharn '1999,

Dinsmore eT al. 2002) and subsequently, we
calculated daily probability of migrating as one
minus the daily probability of not migrating.
These models were developed to analyze nest-
survival data (Dinsmore et al. 2002),but provide
a powerful tool to investigate other biological
phenomena, including timing of migration in
relation to time-specific and individual-based
covariates (Fieberg and DelGiudice 2008). Nev-
ertheless, nest-survival models do not account for
repeated measurements between years (although
it does account for them within years). We
partitioned our dataset into individuals moni-
tored during (3 years versus individuals mon-
itored >3 years and calculated mean date of
seasonal migration (*95% CI) using ]ohnson et
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al. (2004) to evaluate whether repeated monitor-
ing of some individuals had an effect on our
analyses. There was no difference in timing of
migration between individuals monitored for <3
years compared with )3 years, which indicated
that repeated sampling of individuals likely did
not have a strong influence on our analyses.

Input files for Program MARK included three
variables required for each deer: the day since the
beginning of the interval that the deer was
available to migrate (i), the day the deer was
monitored immediately prior to a migratory
event (i ), and the day the deer was monitored
immediately after a migratory event (k; notation
follows Dinsmore et al. 2002). We scaled the
beginning of the monitoring interval for each
season (l) so that the first day of the monitoring
interval was the same ]ulian date across all years.
For autumn, fi represented the last observation
when absent from winter range, and þ repre-
sented the first observation on winter range. For
spring, fi represented the last day present on
winter range, and ( represented the subsequent
observation when absent from winter range.
Each autumry a few individuals arrived on
winter range prior to the initiation of monitoring
of radio signals in Round Valley. In those
instances, we assigned i as 15 September of the
current autumn, which we assumed was prior to
the earliest date expected for individuals to arrive
on winter range. Each spring, a few individuals
also remained on winter range when we ceased

monitoring in Round Valley. For those individu-
als, we assigned ki to 15 May of the current
spring, which we assumed was the latest date
any individual would be expected to depart
winter range.

We employed an information-theoretic ap-
proach to identify extrinsic and intrinsic factors
that influenced timing of migration in mule deer.
In the first stage of the modeling, we examined
all possible combinations of extrinsic predictor
variables that might influence timing of migra-
tion in mule deer: annual SOI, daily weather
variables and weather change metrics from the
PCA" growing- or senescent-degree days, daily
range-specific NDVI and change in NDVI, and a
quadratic time-trend. We included year as a

nuisance parameter to account for variation
among years that was not specifically addressed
by our other annual environmental variables. We
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also fit a quadratic time-trend that allowed daily
probability of migration to follow a curvilinear
pattem, which we expected to occur because
seasonal pattems of migration commonly occur
in a pulse with tails on either side (Garrott et al.
1987, Kucerc 1992, Brinkman et al. 2005, Groven-
burg et al. 2009). We expected potential interac-
tions between principal components for weather
and NDVI, but did not include those interactions
because of multicollinearity between the interac-
tion terms and principal components representa-
tive of those weather variables (r > 0.70). For
each model, we calculated Akaike's information
criterion adjusted for small sample size (Akaike
1973; AIC.), 

^AIC' 
and Akaike weight (w;

Bumham and Anderson 2002). We then calculat-
ed model-averaged parameter estimates and
unconditional standard errors (SE) for each
predictor variable (Burnham and Anderson
2002). We determined if model-averaged param-
eter estimates differed from zero by examining
whether lheh 9STo CI, based on unconditional
SEs, overlapped zero. We evaluated the relative
importance of variables based on their impor-
tance weights, which we calculated as the sum of
w¡ âcross all models that contained a particular
variable (Bumham and Anderson 2002).

After we identified the extrinsic variables that
affected the timing of seasonal migration among
mule deer, we added intrinsic covariates charac-
terizing the life-history of groups (e.g., summer
residency) and individuals (e.g., nutritional
condition), to evaluate whether life-history traits
among individuals affected their timing of
migration. We partitioned the dataset to include
only those individuals where data on life-history
characteristics were available. We believe the
sample of individual animals with data on life-
history characteristics was representative of the
populatiory because we attempted to determine
reproductive status of all marked females on
winter range during autumn, captured 50% of
collared females in November, and attempted to
capture every marked female each March.

We modeled all possible combinations of the
extrinsic variables that were significant þased on
95% U) in the first stage of the modeling
approach, and individual life-history character-
istics that we hypothesized would affect the
timing of seasonal migration including: age
(years); summer residency (east versus west side

MONTEITH ETAL.

of the Sierra crest); nutritional condition (ingesta-
free body faí IFBFat); fetal rate (for spring
migration only); and recruitment (presence or
absence of young-at-heel for autumn migration
only). We also evaluated interactions based on

^AIC. 
and confidence intervals of interaction

terms for life-history characteristics (e.g. recruit-
ment x IFBFat), and between life-history charac-
teristics and daily weather (e.9., IFBFat X PC1).
None of the interactions we investigated were
significant, or resulted in a significant improve-
ment of model fit. Interaction terms were
removed from subsequent analyses. For both
spring and autumn models, we also included age
as a quadratic term (age2) to allow timing of
migration to be a curvilinear function of age.
Finally, we again used model averaging, 95% CI,
and importance weights to evaluate the effects of
life-history characteristics on the timing of
migration (Bumham and Anderson 2002). Fol-
lowing the identification of important life-history
variables on the timing of migration by mule
deer, we calculated the daily probability of
migration for east- and west-side females (i.e.,
surnmer residenry), for females in relatively poor
nutritional condition (4% IFBFat), and good
nutritional condition (18% IFBFat), and for old
(72.4years old) and young females (2.4 years old)
to illustrate the effects of age, summer residency,
and nutritional condition on the daily probability
of seasonal migration of mule deer. All assigned
values for each life-history characteristic were
within the range we observed for deer in Round
Valley and were in accordance with that reported
for mule deer elsewhere (Gaillard et al. 2000,
Cook et aI.2007).

R¡surrs

We monitored spring and autumn migration of
radiocollared mule deer each year during 1999-
2009. We documented 850 and 882 migratory
events by mule deer in the autumn and spring,
respectively, by monitoring 297 individual deer
for 1 to 22 seasonal migrations. During 1999-
2009, female mule deer resided on summer range
(N :197, SD :12.6 days) 70% longer than on
winter range (X : 774, SD : 8.9 days). The
southem oscillation index (SOI) was negatively
related to total snowfall (þ:-129.6, r2:0.26, P:
0.053), and approached a significant positive
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relationship with mean annual temperature (p:
0.54, 12 : 0.17, P : 0.13), but exhibited little
correlation with total precipitation (þ : -7.32, 12

: 0.06, P :0.36; Appendix). In additiory there
was no directional change during 1999-2009 in
arurual precipitation (F - -2.06, 12 : 0.02, P :
0.67), snowfall (P : -70.67, 12 :0.02, P :0.65),
average temperature (B:0.06, 12:0.10, P -0.34),
SOI (P :0.04, 12 :0.01, P : 0.80), Julian date of
start of season (F : -0.40, 12 :0.07, P : 0.85), or

|ulian date of end of season (þ : -2.54, 12 :0.15,
P:0.24).

Julian date of onset of spring (as derived from
NDVI) was similar between seasonal ranges, but
rate of green-up differed and occurred at more
than twice the rate on the spring holding area
compared with winter range (Table 1). Likewise,
date of the onset of senescence was similar
between ranges, wheteas the rate of senescence

was significantly faster on the spring holding
area (Table 1). Maximum greenness of vegeta-
tiory as indicated by peak values in NDVI, was
significantly greater on the spring holding area
compared with winter range (Table 1). Moreover,
during 1999-20A9, daily rnean NDVI rernained
significantly greater (based on 95'/a CI) on the
spring range compared with winter range in
Round Valley from 2 April until the end
December (Fig. 3). Annual minimum values of
NDVI during winter did not differ between
seasonal ranges (Table 1), which would be
expected when snow covered those ranges.
Nevertheless, snow cover was sparse during
some winters in Round Valley.

Autumn migrotion
Snowfall during October ranged from 0 to 110

cm (CV :196%), whereas mean daily tempera-
ture ranged fuorr. 4.2 to 10.2"C (CV : 28%),

during 1999-2009. Despite such variation in
winter weather during October, mean date of
autumn migration (28 October) for mule deer
only ranged from 18 October to 8 November, and
generally was not different among years (Fig. 4).
In addition, mean date of autumn migration
coincided with the onset of winter as tempera-
tures declined below 5"C, and winter precipita-
tion began to increase (Fig. 2). Mean date of
annual migration did not exhibit directional
change during 11 years (þ : -0.21, 12 :0.01, P
: 0.74). Multiple-regression analysis revealed
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little relation between arìnual metrics of large-
scale climate and plant phenology, and the
annual mean and synchrony of autumn migra-
tion (R2"¿¡ :0.35, P:0.72, R2udj: 0.23, P -0.20,
respectively). Synchrony (SD) within years was
higtrly variable ranging from 77.1 to 62.1' days
(mean SD :39.0 days).

Migration models that included year received
nearly 100% of the Akaike weight. Indeed,
model-averaged daily probability of migration
varied considerably in shape and magnitude
among years, and the annual cumulative pro-
portion of mule deer migrating increased at
different rates among years (Fig. 5). Although
mean date of autumn migration did not differ
statistically during 1999-2009, based on predic-
tive models, the date at which 90% of adult
female mule deer had completed autumn migra-
tion ranged frorr. 29 October in 2004 when early
snowfall and cold temperatures occurred, to 2

December in1999, which was characterizedby a

mild autumn (Fig. 5).

Extrinsic factors affecting the daily probability
of autumn migration among years included daily
snow depth (PC1), daily temperature (PC3),

daily snowfall (PC4), and daily change in
temperature (PCS; Table 2). Daily probability of
migration increased as daily snowfall and snow
depth increased, and as daily temperature and
rate of change in temperature decreased. Based

on Akaike importance weights, those four
weather variables all had comparable roles in
determining the daily probability of autumn
migration in female mule deer (Table 2). For
example, early snowfall in the absence of cold
temperatures caused only modest increases in
the daily probability of migration (Fig. 6a, b),
whereas snowfall events coincident with cold
and declining temperatures resulted in dramatic
increases in the expected proportion of individ-
ual deer migrating that day (Fig. 6b, c).

Metrics of plant senescence, including daily
senescent degree-days, daily NDVI, daily change
in NDVI, end of season date, and rate of decrease
in NDVI at end of seasor¡ received minimal
support (importance weights <0.51) and their
model-averaged parameter estimates did not
differ from zero (Table 2). Indeed, mean date of
autumn migration occurred prior to senescence

of plants on summer range (Fig. 3), which
supports the association between patterns of
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Table 1. Mean, SE, and statistical results from Ftests to evaluate differences in annual phenology metrics between
winter range and the spring holding area (Fig. 1) for mule deer in the Sierra Nevada, California USA, 1999-
2009. Phenology metrics were calculated following Reed et al. (1994).

Seasonal range

Winte¡ Sp.i¡g

Phenology metric df

I

Date of onset of springt
Rate of increase in NDVI
Date of end of seasont
Rate of decrease in NDVI
Maximum NDVI
Minimum NDVI

92.s0
0.03

364.60
0.03
0.34
0.11

4.30
2x103

s.00
3x103

0.01
0.01

94.60
0.07

366.20
0.o7
0.60
0.15

4.70
4 x 10-3

6.50
7 x'1.0-3
7 x 10-3

0.02

0.33
7.1.0

0.19
5,30
79.30
1.80

0.750
<0.001
0.850

<0.001
<0.001
0.083

20
20
20
20
20
20

- 
Spring holding area

õ o.zÞ

Ë ou
õõ 0.5
o,o
ã o¿
o
P o.g
o)

E o,
o)
N
Ë 0.1

E

2 0.0
0 50 100 150 200 250 300 350

Julian date

Fig. 3. Normalize difference vegetation index (NDVI) for winter range in Round Valley and the sprìng holding
area (Fig. 1) for mule deer in the Sierra Nevada, Califomia, U9A,7999¿009. Data are mean +9570 Cl (dotted
lines), and were scaled between 0 and 200. Arrows for autumn and sprìng migration correspond to average
timing of seasonal migration.

winter weather and autumn migration.

Spring migrotion

During 1999-2009, mean snow depth adjacent
to the spring holding area (Fig. 1) during April
varied considerably from 0.13 to 87.7 cm (CV:
779%), while mean daily temperatures for April
ranged from 0.54 to 5.4"C (CV:60%). Mean date
of departure from winter range for mule deer in
Round Valley during 1999-2009 was 18 April,
which was coincident with the onset of spring as

precipitation declined and temperatures in-
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creased above SoC (Fig. 2). Mean date of spring
migration differed among years (Fig. 4), with
early departure dates in 2002 and 2007, and
delayed departure in 2005 and 2006. Mean date
of spring migration did not exhibit a directional
change during 7999¿009 19 : -0.02 r' < 0.007,
P : 0.98). Spring migration (SD : 17.3 days)
within years was significantly more synchronous
than autumn migration (SD :39.0 days; t:4.1,5,
df :20, P:0.001). Although there was no relation
between annual metrics of climate and plant
phenology, and slmchrony of spring migration
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(R2uaj < 0.001, P :0"77), a strong relationshrp
existed between those metrics and annual mean
date of migration (R2uaj - 0.71., P: 0.014). Both
SOI and Julian date of onset of spring were
positively related to the mean date of spring
migratiorç but SOI (P : 5.90, r2pa,nat: 0.20)
accounted for slightly more variation in date of
spring migration than the )ulian date of onset of
spring (F: 0.33, r2pa,nut: 0.15).

Interval-censored models for spring migration
supported an effect of year, with models that
contained year having nearly 700% oÍ the Akaike
weight (Table 2). The shape and magnitude of the
daily probability of spring migration varied
markedly among years, as did the date of
initiation and trajectory of the cumulative pro-
portion of deer departing winter range (Fig. 7).

Of the variables we hypothesized to influence the
timing of spring migration, only daily snow
depth (PC1), daily NDVI, and daily ANDVI had
high importance weights and model-averaged
parameter estimates that differed from zero
(Table 2). As absolute daily snow depth de-

creased with a concomitant increase in daily
NDVI and a positive ÂNDVI, daily probability of
departure from winter range increased. Indeed,
years of low snow depth with early increases in

ECOSPHERE * www.esajoumals.org
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NDVI resulted in earlier initiation and mean
dates of spring migration (Fig. 8b), whereas late
snowfall events delayed spring migration (Fig.

8a). Moreovet years with substantial snowfall
and later green-up resulted in substantial delays
in departure from winter range by mule deer
(Fig. 8c). Based on model-averaged estimates of
the cumulative proportion migrated in spring,
the date at which 90% of adult females had
completed spring migration ranged from 13

April in 2002, which was characterized by low
snow depth with early advances in plant
phenology (Fig. 7,8b), to 3 May in 2006, when
heavy snow pack delayed advances in plant
phenology (Fig.7, 8c).

Effects of life-histo ry chorocteristics
Following the identification of the extrinsic

variables that influenced pattems of seasonal
migration of mule deer, we subset our data to
include only those individuals for which we had
complete data on life-history characteristics in
each season. For autumn migratior¡ we obtained
data on location of summer residency (side of the
Sierra crest), age (years), recruitment (presence of
young-at-heel), and nutritional condition (inges-
ta-free body fat; IFBFat) in November for 312

300

o
oE
c
.e
J-)

noroqrñorssrod}roúzsohxosb?ssb"s$"ñIosq

Year

Fig. 4. Mean Julian date (*95% ü) of spring and autumn migration for female mule deer occupying winter
range in Round Valley in the eastem Sierra Nevada, Califomia, U9A,7999--2009. Values above means are number

of deer monitored during each season.
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Fig. 5. Model-averaged estimates of the daily probability of migration (heavy line +95% Cl) and cumulative
proportion migrated (shaded region) during autumn for adult (>1 year old) female mule deer relative to Julian
date, Sierra Nevada, Califomia, USI. 1999-2009. Black arrows indicate mean date of migration.

adult females during 7 years,2002-2008. Of those
females, 153 summered on the east side of the
Sierra cresf and 159 on the west side. Age of
females monitored in autumn ranged from 1.4
years to 15.4 years (N:7.4 years, SD :2.8), and
IFBFat ranged from 0.5% to 23.4% (N:8.7%, SD
: s.3).

For spring migratiorç we obtained data on
summer residenry, age, fetal rate and IFBFat in

ECOSPHERI * www.esajoumals.org 1,4

March for 720 females during 11, yearc, 7999-
2009. Of those females, 316 sumrnered on the
east-side of the Sierra crest and 404 summered on
the west-side. Age of females monitored during
spring ranged from 1.8 to 15.8 years (X : 6.8
years, SD :2.7), and fetal rate (number of fetuses
per female) ranged from 0 to 3 (X: 1.6, SD:0.6).
Ingesta-free body fat in March ranged from 0.5%
to 15.5% (N : 5.1%, SD : 2.5), and was
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Table 2. Model-averaged parameter estimateq 95% confidence intervals (95% CI), and Akaike importance

weights for interval-censored models describing the relationship between the daily probability of autumn and

spring migration of mule deer and 13 extrinsic variables, Sierra Nevada, Califomia, USA, 1999-2009. Asterisks

adjacent to parameter estimates indicate 95% Cl do not overlaP zero.

Autumn Spring

95% Ct 95% Cl

Upper Importance weight Estimate Lower Upper ImportanceweightParameter Estimate

PC1
PC2
PC3
PC4
PC5
Degree-days
NDVI
ANDVI
Seasondate
ÀSeason
SOI
T
TT
Year

o.75*
0.22

-o.69"
0.13*
0.58+

-2 x 10-3
0.72
3.20,2 x 10-s

1 x 10-s
g x 10-4

0.16+
1x103+

r.la

0.1.2
0.11
0.96

0.01

-0.826x10 3

1.52
3-2f)

8x10s
4 x 10-s
8x104

0.13
1x103

nla

1..37

0.55

-0.47
0.24
0.35

1 x 10-3
2.94
9.60

2x10s
7x10s
2 x 70-3

0.18
1 x 10-3

n/a

0.85
0.58
1.00
0.84
1.00
0.51
0.37
0.33

1x103
6x104
1X103

1.00
1.00
1.00

0.99+
0.09
0.13

1x103
0.06

5X104
53.42*
93.98*
1x103

nla
nla

0.11*
1x103*

nla

1..36

-0.03
-0.02

0.04

-0 04

-2 x 10-3
46.02
28.42

-9 x 10-3
r.la
nla
0.07

-2x10 3

îla

-0.62 1.00
0.20 0.59
0.28 0.68
0.04 0.26
0.16 0.50

9x104 0.10
60.78 1.00
].5932 0.99

6x103 4x1o-3
nla ry'a
nla ry'a
0.15 1.00

1 x 10-3 1.00
nla 1.00

No/esr Factors in interval-censored models for seasonal migration included: daily snow depth (PCl), daily metric of change in
snow depth (PC2), daily temperature (PC3), daily snowfall and changg
(PC5), cumulative degree days above or below 5"C for spring ays), q
àiffeience vegetation iñdex (NDVI), daily change in NDVI rélative date of
season for spiing and autumn respe of inc¡e¿ ging se._ _
and autumn resþectively (ASeason), cillation index during 1 year pr,evious to season (SOI), quadratic
time trend (T ana TT), and year (Yea nuisance parameter in models, howevet the parameier estimates
for each year are not biologically meanìngful and were thus, not ìncluded.

significantly lower than IFBFat in November (f :
14.4, df :1.,030, P < 0.001).

Autumn migration.-Daily snow depth (PC1),

absolute daily temperature (PC3), change in
daily temperature (PC5), and the quadratic time
trend all maintained their importance and
significance for explaining the phenology of
autumn migration in mule deer when life-history
characteristics were included (Table 3). Daily
snowfall (PC4) maintained a high importance
weight, but the model-averaged parameter esti-
mate was no longer significant. In addition, the
effect of year as a nuisance parameter declined
substantially in importance, compared with the
first stage of the analysis that included only
extrinsic variables (Table 3). Partitioning our
dataset from 11 to 7 yearc may have affected
that result; nevertheless, 2002-2008 included
years with both extremes in weather pattems
and expected probability of migration (Fig. 5).

Mean date of autumn migration was nearly
identical between females with young-at-heel
and those without young (Fig. 9a). Indeed, the
model-averaged parameter estimate for recruit-
ment status was not significant (Table 3). Three

ECOSPHERE .1. www.esajoumals.org 15

other life-history characteristics of individual
mule deer, however, were highly important and
significant for explaining timing of autumn
migration: summer residency, age, and nutdtion-
al condition. Mean date of autumn migration
between females that summered on either side of
the Sierra crest approached a significant differ-
ence during most years, with east-side females
generally exhibiting earlier dates of migration
(Fig. 9b). Accordingly, interval-censored models
of migration indicated that summer residency
affected the daily probability of migration with
east-side females arriving to Round Valley earlier
than west-side females (Table 3). Older females
had a lower daily probability of migration and,
thus, tended to migrate to winter range later than
younger females (Table 3). Lastly, ingesta-free
body fat of individual females was negatively
related to the daily probability of migration.
Therefore, females in poor nutritional condition
arrived to winter range earlier than females in
good nutritional condition.

For example, on Julian date 300 during 2005,

predictive models indicated that only 17% of
young females in poor nutritional condition
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0.0

0.8

remained on surnmer range compared with 51%

of old females in good nutritional condition (Fig.
10a). Furthermore, daily probability of migration
for east-side females was higher than west-side
females, with further effects of nutritional condi-
tion (Fig. 10d). On Julian date 300 during 2007,

ECOSPHERE .1. www.esajoumals.org
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92% of east-side females in poor nutritional
condition had migrated to winter range, whereas
74% of west-side females in similar nutritional
condition had migrated (Fig. 10c).

Spring migration.-In the second stage of the
analysis that included life-history characteristics,
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departure from winter range by mule deer in
spring was coincident with decreased snow
depth (PC1) and increasing plant growth (NDVI
and ÂNDVI), which was identical to the first
stage of modeling that included only extrinsic
factors. We did not detect significant effects of
individual life-history characteristics on the daily
probability of migration in spring (Table 4).

Based on importance weights, summer residency,

nutritional condition, and fetal rate were of

ECOSPHERE * www.esajoumals.org
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negligible value in explaining patterns of spring
migration. Likewise, mean date of departure
from winter range was nearly identical for east-
side and west-side females (Fig. 9a). Although
the importance weight for age was >0.7, the
model-average parameter estimate overlapped
zero (Table 4).
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Fig. 8. Model-averaged estimates of the daily probability (shaded region) of spring migration for adult (>1
year old) female mule deer, daily snow depth (cm), and daily normalized difference vegetation index (NDVI)
relative to ]ulian date, Sierra Nevada, Califomi4 USA" during 3 years exhibiting different pattems of snow melt
and plant phenology: 2000 (a),2002 (b), and 2006 (c).
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Long-term studies across a range of environ-
mental conditions may be the key to understand-
i.g large-scale effects of climate on the
phenological events of animals (Fieberg et al.
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2008), a daunting task, especially for large, vagile
mammals (McCullough 7979, Pierce et al. 2000,
Stewart et al. 2005). Long-term and intensive
study of a population of mule deer in the Sierra
Nevada, California, USA, allowed us to monitor
pattems of migration during years that encom-

i
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Table 3. Model-averaged parameter estimates, 95% confidence intervals (95% CI), and Akaike importance
weights for interval-censored models describing the relationship of the daily probability of autumn migration
of mule dee¡ with six extrinsic variables (variables that differed from zero in first stage of modeling), and four
individual-based covariates with a quadratic term for age, Sierra Nevada, Califomia, USA 2002-2008.

Asterisks adjacent to parameter estimates indicate 95% Cl do not overlap zero.

Autumn

Parameter Estimate

95% C\

Upper Importance weight

PC1
PC3
PC4
PC5
T
TT
Year
Ag"^
AE"'
Summer Residenry
IFBFat
Recruitment

0.87*
o.99*
0.10
o.75"

0.20*

-1 x103+
l:.la

-0.07*1x104
0.66+

-0.04*
3 x 10-3

0.40
,1.39

-0.24
1.03

0.13
2 x'J.O 3

nla
0.13

2 x 10-3
0.36
0.06

-5x103

1.35
0.59

0.04
0.47

0.26

-8 x 10-4
nla

-0.012x103
0.95

-0.01
0.01

0.97
1.00
0.64
1.00
1.00
1.00
0.3s
0.98
0.22
1.00
0.94
0.03

rndividual covariates included: daily snow
ily metric of change in temperature (PC5),
arameter in models, however the parameter

thus, not included. Individual covariates included: age in years
(Age), side of Sie¡ra crest occupied during summer (summer residency), nutritional condition in November measured as
ingesta-free body fat (IFBFat), and the presence or absence of young-at-heel in autumn (Recruitment).

passed a wide afiay of severity in pattems of
weather, and consequently, plant phenology. This
dataset allowed us to disentangle the influence of
a suite of climatic and life-history variables
thought to be responsible for migratory behavior
(Table 5). These hypotheses included effects of
broad-scale climate, weather patterns, plant
phenology, and the effects of life-history charac-
teristics on migration of individual deer (Table 5).

In support of our hypotheses, pattems of local
weather and plant phenology were related to the
timing of seasonal migration in mule deer, with
some detectable effects of large-scale climate
(Table 5). Although arìnual mean date of autumn
migration was not statistically different among
years, the phenological patterns of autumn
migration among individuals varied markedly
and were driven by the severity of arriving
winter weather. Í:r contrast, mean date of spring
migration differed among years and was related
to the southem oscillation index (SOI), and onset
of spring green-up. Within years, phenological
pattems of spring migration were more slmchro-
nous than autumn migratiory and were clearly
associated with snow melt and plant phenology.
We also hypothesized, however, that life-history
characteristics of individual females would in-
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fluence their patterns of seasonal migratlon
(Table 5). In accordance with that hypothesis,
pattems of autumn migration were affected by
location of summer residency, age, and nutri-
tional condition of individual females. Females
that summered on the east side of the Sierra crest
tended to arrive at Round Valley earlier than
females that summered on the west side (Table

5). In additiorL older females and those in good
nutritional condition remained on summer rang-
es longer in autumn compared with young
females and those in poor nutritional condition
(Table 5). During spring migratiory however, life-
history characteristics of individual females had
little influence on timing of migratiorç which was
closely linked to snow depth and plant phenol-
ogy (Table 5).

The acquisition of continuous data on timing
of migration or other life-history events under
field conditions is challenging and sometimes
impossible to achieve (Garrott et al. '1,987,

Johnson eI al. 2004, Pulido 2007, Fieberg et al.

2008, Meunier et al. 2008), unless animal location
data are obtained from collars with global
positioning system technology (White et al.
2010). Because of logistical constraints, we were
unable to monitor presence or absence of mule
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Fig. 9. Mean Julian date (+95% Cl) of autumn migration of mule deer (a) relative to reproductive status, 2002-
2008; and (b) mean ]ulian date (n95% Cl) of spring and autumn migration relative to the location of summer
residency (east or west of the crest of the Sierra Nevada), 1999-2009 for mule deer occupying winter range in
Round Valley in the eastem Sierra Nevada, California, USA.

deer on winter range on a daily basis or at
regularly spaced intervals (bins). The usual
technique for coping with the absence of known
dates of life-history events has been to assign the
event date to the median date within the interval
the event was known to occur (Nelson 1995,

Sabine et al. 2002, Meunier et al. 2008). That
procedure, however, often underestimates vari-
ance/ may affect the estimates of regression
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parameters, and thus, bias their interpretation
fohnson et al. 2004, Fieberg and DelGiudice
2008). We used a procedure for estimating the
timing of life-history events developed by John-
son et al. (2004), which is unbiased and allows
for unequal time intervals (bins) in sampling,
thereby providing a valid comparison of the
mean dates and slmchrony among years or
groups of animals.
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Fig. 10. Model-averaged estimates of the cumulative proportion migrated (a,c) and daily probability of

migration (b,d) during autumn for adult (>1 year old) female mule deer illustrating the effects of age (young-
2.4years old, otd -I2.4years old) and nutritional condition (lean-4To IFBFat, fat-l8To IFBFat) during 2005 (a,

b), as well as the effects of summer residency (east or west of the crest of the Sierra Nevada) and nutritional

condition during 2007 (c, d), Sierra Nevada, Califomia, USA.

a)

Despite the marked variability in the timing of
migration among individuals within a single

population (Brinkman et al. 2005, Fieberg et al.

2008, Grovenburg et al. 2009), seasonal migration
often is interpreted at the population level by
using point estimates or thresholds in relation to
summarized weather pattems. Consequently, the

distribution of migratory events among individ-
uals within a season has received little attention
until recently (e.g., Meunier et al. 2008, Fieberg et
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al. 2008). Failure to incorporate the broad range

of heterogeneity in timing of migration among

individuals likely has hampered our understand-
ing of the factors that affect the phenological
pattems of migration of large herbivores. Indeed,

analyses at the level of the population fail to
ascertain the various migratory strategies among

individuals or to identify the selective pressures

operating on individuals (Williams 1966, Dingle
2006). To overcome the limitations of analyses at
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Table 4. Model-averaged parameter estimates, 95% confidence intervals (95% Cl), and Akaike importance
weights for interval-censored models describing the relationship of the daily probability of spring migration of
mule deer with five extrinsic variables (variables that differed from zero in first stage of modeling), and four
individual-based covariates with a quadratic term for age, Sierra Nevad4 California, IJSA, L999-2009.
Asterisks adjacent to parameter estimates indicate 95% CI do not overlap zero.

Sp.i.g

95% CI

Paramete¡ Estimate Lowe¡ Upper Importance weight

PC1
NDVI
ANDVI
T
TI
Yea¡
Ase
¡'é"'
Summer residenry
IFBFat
Fetalrate

-0.97*
67.37*
99.57*
0.11*

-1 x103*
n/a

-0.02
-4xL04

0.01
2 x 1o-3
2 x 10-3

1..29

67.23
28.18
0.06

2 x 10-3
nla

-0.07
-2 x 1.0-3

-0.02
-0.01
-0.04

0.64
61.50

170.97
0.76

1 x 10-3
f].la
0.03

1 x 10-3
0.03
0.02
0.04

1.00
1.00
0.95
1.00
1.00
1.00
o.76
0.15
0.08
0.34
0.23

Notes:
depth (P
quadrati
estirnates for each year are not biologically meaningful and we
(Age), side of Sierra crest occupied during summer (summer
ftee body fat (IFBFat), and fetal rate in March (Fetalrate).

Table 5. Hypotheses and general predictions tested regarding timing of migration for mule deer in the Sierra
Nevada, Califomia, USA" during autumn and spring, and the relative support (Yes or No) and direction of the
relationship (+ or -¡ where relevan! 7999-2009.

Èr

Hypotheses P¡edictions Autumn Spring

B¡oad-scale climate
Weather patterns

Plant phenology

Life-history characteristics

SOI
Snow depth

Snowfall
Temperature
Degree days

NDVI
Onset of season

Ag"
Nut¡itional condition

Summe¡ residenry
Recruitment - Fetalrate

No
Yes (+)
Yes (+)
Yes( )

No
No
No

Yes (-)
Yes( )

Yes
No

Nol¿s; Abbreviations are: southe,rn oscillation index (SOI), and normalized dìfference vegetation index (NDVI). Degree days
¡epresent the.cumulative degree days above or below 5"C for spring (growing-degree dãys) and auhrrn (senesceñt-degrêe
days), respectively.

Yes (+)
Yes (-)

No
No
No

Yes (+)
No
No
No
No
No

the population level, we employed interval-
censored, time-to-event models in program
MARK which incorporated the distribution of
migratory events to assess their relationship to
annual metrics of climate and plant phenology,
time-specific covariates of local weather pattems
and plant phenology, and allowed the integration
of covariates specific to each individual moni-
tored (sensu Dinsmore et al. 2002). Although
there are potential weaknesses in using interval-
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censored models in program MARK which
include the absence of goodness-of-fit testing
and the inability to account for repeated sam-
pling of individuals between years, the congru-
ence between migration models and direct
hypothesis testing (|ohnson et al. 2004) support
the legitimacy of this approach.

Autumn migrotion

The initiation and daily probability of migra-
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tion for mule deer during autumn was affected
by changes in the severity of winter weather,
namely increasing snow depth with coincident
cooling temperatures (Fig. 6). Increased snow
depth with concurrent reduction in ambient
temperature results in a concomitant increase in
the energetic costs associated with thermoregu-
lation and locomotion in cervids (Telfer and
Kelsall 1979, Parker et al. 1984). Furthermore,
depth of snow experienced by large herbivores
has direct effects on availability of forage (Fancy
and White 1985), thereby affecting nutritional
condition and probability of winter survival
(Garroway and Broders 2005). During most
years, howevet a large proportion (>43%) of
our marked animals already had migrated to
winter range prior to the onset of severe winter
weather (i.e., occurrence of snow with average
temperatures below freezing) when daily prob-
ability of migration was highest (Fig. 5). Like-
wise, white-tailed deer commonly migrate in
response to, and prior to, the accumulation of
substantial snow (Nelson7995, Sabine et aL.2002,
Brinkman et al. 2005, Grovenburg et al. 2009).

By delaying autumn migratiory deer risk being
"trapped" on summer range by sudden winter
storms that would increase nutritionaf thermo-
regulatory and locomotive costs (Parker et al.

1984), and may increase susceptibility to preda-
tion or other sources of mortality (Berger 1986,

Patterson and Messier 2000, Bleich and Pierce

2001). Nevertheless, individuals that delay au-
tumn migration, but successfully arrive on winter
range, may benefit from a greater abundance,
diversity, and higher-quality forage on summer
range (Albon and Langvatn 7992,Mysterud et al.

2001). Forage quality in our study, as indicated
by NDVI, remained significantly higher on
summer range throughout autumn (Fig. 3),
which supports the energetic advantage of mule
deer remaining on summer ranges as long as

possible. Even slight changes in diet quality
through time can have multiplicative effects on
the net energy available for somatic investment,
growtþ and reproduction (White 1983, Parker et
al. 2009).

Spring migrotion
Mean date of departure from winter range by

mule deer in the eastem Sierra Nevada differed
over 11 years in response to the duration of snow

ECOSPHERE å www.esajoumals,org
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cover and the timing of plant green-up. We

documented strong association between daily
snow depth and the probability of spring
migration by mule deer. The parameter estimate
for the relationship between change in snow
depth (PC2) and daily migration for mule deer,

however, was not significant, which indicated
that the absolute depth of snow was more
important in affecting long-distance movement
by mule deer than was the rate of snow
accumulation or disappearance (Table 2). Like-
wise, delayed spring migration following winters
with heavy snow pack, and early migration in
years with low snow pack and early vegetation
green-up is common among large herbivores
(Garrott et al. 7987, Nelson 1995, Brinkman et al.

2005, Grovenburg et aL.2009, \.A/hite et al. 2010).

The effect of snow pack on large herbivores can

severely restrict mobility and exhaust energy
reserves (Parker et al. 1984). During all years
except 2003, when a late snowstorm occurred in
mid-April, mean date of spring migration oc-

curred when snow depth on the spring holding
area was <12 cm. That snow depth is well below
the point at which erìergy costs of locomotion for
mule deer increase significantly (25 cm), regard-
less of the density of snow (Parker et al. 1984).

Migration to higher elevation during spring
may allow the selection of the same plant at an
earlier phenological stage (Klein 1965, Morganti-
ni and Hudson 1989), when protein and digest-
ibility are highest (Van Soest 1994, Barboza et al.

2009, Parker et al. 2009). Timing of altitudinal
migration of red deer and North American elk
(Cerous eløphus) coincided with the phenological
delay in emergent vegetation at higher elevation
(Morgantini and Hudson 7989, Boyce 1991,
Albon and Langvat^ 7992). Multiple altitudinal
movements by golden takin (Budorcas taxicolor) ìn
China were determined by the corresponding
fluctuations in plant phenology and solar radia-
tion (Zeng et al. 2010). Likewise, female mule
deer departed winter tange as NDVI began to
increase and, thereafter, the daily probability of
migration increased in response to both the
absolute and daily change in NDVI (Table 2;

Fig. 8).

Spring migration for female mule deer was
nearly twice as s)mchronous as autumn migra-
tion (Fig. 4). Nutritional demands of pregnant
females increase throughout gestation, with most
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fetal growth (>90%) occurring during the last
one-third of gestation (Moen 1978, Robbins and
Robbins 1979, Pekins et al. 1998). Lradequate
nutrition during gestation may result in fetal loss
(Verme 1965), low birth weight and reduced
probability of survival of young (Keech et al.
2000 Lomas and Bender 2007), and lifeJong
consequences on the physical characteristics and
quality of the individual (Hamel et al. 2009,
Monteith et al. 2009). Extended duration of
confinement on a traditional winter range c¿m

lead to depletion of available browse resulting in
increased competition for limited forage (Nich-
olson et al. 2006). Mule deer wintering in Round
Valley exhibited progressive shifts in diet from
their main winter forage (Purshiø tridentatø) to
forage of low nutritional value (Artemesia triden-
tatø) as winter progressed and as population
density increased (Kucera 1997, Pierce et al.
2004). Therefore, departure from winter range
as soon as snow cover and foraging conditions
allow was probably advantageous for mule deer
in Round Valley.

Effeas of life-history ch o rocteristics
The general stimulus for autumn migration is

thought to be severe winter weather (Kucera
7992, Sabine et al. 2002, Brinkman et al, 2005,
Grovenburg et al. 2009). The great variation
among individuals within a single population,
however, cannot be explained by this factor
alone, especially because weather pattems gen-
erally are consistent across local areas. We tested
the hypothesis that life-history characteristics of
individuals would affect the ti-i.g of seasonal
migration by incorporating individual-based
covariates into interval-censored models. Al-
though individual life-history characteristics
were not related to timing of spring migratior¡
location of summer residency, age, and nutri-
tional condition were strongly related to the
timing of autumn migration by female mule deer
(Table 3).

Females that summered on the east-side of the
Sierra crest generally arrived on winter range
earlier than west-side females (Fig. 10b). Females
inhabiting the west side occupied vast expanses
of the Sierra Nevada, and migrated farther than
females that occupied the more arid landscape on
the east side of the Sierra crest (Kucera 1992). We
do not believe greater distances migrated by

MONTEITH ETAL.

females from the west side of the Sierra crest
were responsible for their delayed arrival on
winter range. Although autumn rnigration is
typically rapid with little delay following severe
weather (Kucera 7992), Íemales summering on
the west side of the Sierra crest may take
advantage of comparatively milder conditions
after crossing the crest for foraging and resting
before proceeding to winter range (Sawyer et al.
2009). Likewise, Mysterud (7999) and White et al.
(2010) reported little correlation between the
timing of autumn migration and distance mi-
grated in roe deer (Capreolus capreolus) and North
American elk, respectively. The absence of a
relationship between location of summer resi-
dency and the phenology of spring migration
(Table 4) implies that individuals respond to
their local environment. The population of mule
deer occupied similar habitat within 90 km2 in
Round Valley during winter, whereas habitats
and environmental conditions on suÍuner rarrge,
which encompassed >2,800 km2, differed mark-
edly on either side of the Sierra crest (Bleich et al.
2006). We postulate that behavioral responses of
individuals are implemented at fine-scales in the
local environment they occupy; this pattem, in
conjunction with individual life-history charac-
teristics, holds the greatest potential to influence
the timing of seasonal migration.

Understanding age-specific patterns in tife-
history traits remains a central issue in the
ecology of iteroparous organisms (Steams 1992,
Nussey et al. 2008). The terminal-investment
hypothesis predicts that mothers should exhibit
increased investment in reproduction as they age
in relation to their residual reproductive value
(Clutton-Brock 7984, Bercovitch et al. 2009). Old
female (sensu Gaillard et al. 2000) mule deer in
the Sierra Nevada risked encountering severe
weather by delaying autumn migration (Fig. 10),
and were thus risk-prone (Stephens and K¡ebs
1986) with respect to the potential loss of
foraging opportunities as a result of deep snow.
Consequently, old females occupied summer
range longer, which provided increased diversity
and higher quality forage (Fig. 3), along with less
intraspecific competitiory when compared with
the limited forage and high-density of animals on
winter range (Morgantini and Hudson 7989,
Albon and Langvafn 1992, Kucera 1992, Pierce
et al. 2004). Conversely, young females were risk-
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averse (sensu Stephens and Krebs 1986) and
tended to arrive on winter range earlier in
autumn (Fig. 10), ostensibly trading off risk of
early winter storms on summer range against
obtaining lower-quality, but predictable forage
on winter range. Indeed, those age-specific
patterns of migration support the terminal-
investment hypothesis (Clutton-Brock 7984,
Steams 1992), where old females attempt to
maximize nutritional gain in support of repro-
duction, in spite of increased risk of mortality.

The linear relationship between age and timing
of autumn migration (Table 3), howevet also

supports an experiential explanation. Increased
experience with age often is associated with
enhanced reproductive performance in large
herbivores (Cameron et al. 2000, Gaillard et al.

2000, Weladji et al. 2006; 2010), as well as the
potential for improved knowledge of spatial and
temporal pattems in the distribution and avail-
ability of forage (Mirza and Provenza 1992,
Ortegareyes and Provenza 7993). Additional
experience with weather pattems in autumn
and distribution of forage may have allowed
older females to enhance nutritional gain by
delaying autumn migration (White 1983) with-
out a detriment to survival, because older
females may have better knowledge of the true
risk associated with delayed migration. Although
we failed to document mortality that was related
to delaying autumn migration over 11 years
(based on monitoring of collared individuals),
late autumn migration can have fatal conse-
quences (Berger 1986, Bleich and Pierce 2001).

Despite the impending risk of mortality, older
females delayed autumn migratiory which could
be explained by a combination of a more
comprehensive knowledge of true risk, and
differential strategies relative to residual rePro-
ductive value.

Body fat is the primary energy reserve of the
body and is related to multiple demographic
factors of large herbivores including timing of
breeding (Cook et a7. 2004), pregnancy and
twinning rate (Keech et al. 2000, Stewart et al.

2005), gestation length (Garcia et al. 2006), birth
mass (Keech et al. 2000, Lomas and Bender 2007),

and survival (Cook el al. 2004, Bender et al.

2007). Although demographic factors may be
directly affected by animal nutritiory we docu-
mented that behavioral decisions regarding

ECOS PHERE i. www.esajoumals.org
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when to migrate during autumn also had
nut¡itional underpinnings for mule deer. Female
mule deer that were nutritionally stressed (sensu

Cook et aL.2007) exhibited risk-averse behavior
by migrating to winter range early (Fig. 10),

where forage resources were likely less palatable
and diverse, but more predictable. In contrast
migratory patterns for birds reveal delayed
migration for individuals in poor physical
condition (Mitrus 2007, Pulido 2007). Energy
expenditure and catabolism of somatic reserves

associated with thermoregulation and locomo-
tion in large herbivores, however, increases with
reduced temperature, rising snow dèpth, and
with the decline in availability and quality of
forage (Mautz 1978). In response to those
conditions, individuals use various physiological,
morphological, and behavioral adaptations to
conserve energy and promote survival (Moen
1976, }u4aulz 1.978).

Parker et al. (2009) proposed that behavioral
strategies for large herbivores are based on
lessening the primary detriment to fitness and
that the basis of the strategies is nutritional. Mule
deer in the Sierra Nevada may be capable of
sequestering better forage resources on summer
range in autumn by delaying migration to winter
range; however, the primary detriment to adult
females in poor nutritional condition may be
mortality if they encounter deep snow that
increases energetic costs and nutritional loss.

We hypothesize that the lower energetic buffer
against the potential loss of forage and energetic
costs of locomotion in deep snow were respon-
sible for the negative relationship between the
daily probability of autumn migration and
nutritional condition in mule deer (Table 3; Fig.
10). Similarly, bison (Blsoø bison) arrived earlier to
low-elevation winter range as population density
increased in Yellowstone National Park, USA,
likely in response to negative effects of density
dependence on nutritional condition (Plumb et

al. 2009).
For spring migration, Garrott et al. (1987)

hypothesized that deer must improve their
physiological condition prior to incurring the
energetic costs associated with migration, which
aligns with predictions based on the somatic
control of avian migration (Mitrus 2002 Pulido
2007). Contrary to that hypothesis, we observed
no relation between date of departure from
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winter range and nutritional conditiory and
documented the opposite pattem in autumn.
Indeed, no life-history characteristic that we
measured was strongly associated with the
timing of spring migration (Table 4). Likewise,
\¡Vhite et al. (2010) reported little support for
effects of age or pregnancy status on timing of
spring migration in North American elk. Winter
foraging conditions for most large herbivores act
as an equalizer by lowering the level and
variability of nutritional condition of all deer by
spring (Mautz 1978, Batboza et al. 2009, Parker et
al. 2009), which likely reduces individual vari-
ability in timing of migration and lessens the
flexibility in advantageous strategies between
individuals during spring migration. Our results
indicate that spring migration likely is caused by
a direct response to seasonal stimuli of receding
snow and new plant growth, and is equally
advantageous for female mule deer regardless of
age, destination (summer residenry), fetal rate, or
nufritional condition.

Climote
Phenological traits of both plants and animals

are sensitive to climatic processes, with several
characteristics advancing in chronology in re-
sponse to climate change. For example, avian
migration is related to plant and invertebrate
phenology, with earlier spring migrations corre-
sponding to earlier arrival of spring (Forchham-
mer et al.2002, Sparks et al. 2005, Jonzén et al.
2006, Carey 2009). Lrdeed, the ability of species to
advance or recess their timing of migration may
have a direct effect on their ability to persist in
the face of a changing climate (Walther et al.
2002,}uf:øller et al. 2008, Carey 2009). Mule deer in
our study adjusted their timing of seasonal
migration to correspond with climatic conditions
and plant phenology (Fig. 6, Fig. 8), which may
enhance fitness when climate change alters
seasonal dlmamics of forage quality and avail-
ability, so long as that change is not too severe.

Ír some instances, ti-irg of parturition by large
herbivores may respond rapidly to effects of
climatic warming on plant phenology (Rachlow
and Bowyer 1991, Loe et al. 2005). Timing of
migration and parturition by caribou in West
Greenland, however, has failed to keep pace with
the advancement of the plant-growing season;
consequently, recruitment of young has declined

MONTEITH ETAL.

fourfold during a single decade (Post and
Forchhammer 2008). Plasticity in timing of
migration may allow large herbivores to partially
compensate for trophic mismatches between
seasonal peaks in resource availability and peak
energetic demands for reproduction, when phe-
nological pattems of reproduction are less plastic
(Post and Forchammer 2008). Plasticity in migra-
tion may be an adaptive trait (Gotthard and
Nylin 1995), because it likely holds fitness
consequences in a changing climate. For exam-
ple, Møller et al. (2008) reported that populations
of migratory birds that failed to exhibit a
phenological response to climate change were
declining. Species that coordinate life-history
phenomena with pattems that remain unaffected
by climate change, such as photoperiod, are more
likely to encounter trophic mismatches because
they fail to symchronize with food supplies that
are affected by climate (Carey 2009). Our data
indicate, however, that large herbivores may be
capable of buffering negative effects of shifts in
climate, because pattems of migration are flexible
and individuals are responsive to environmental
conditions.

Despite clear relationships between the pheno-
logical patterns of migration and local weather,
timing of autumn migration by mule deer in the
Sierra Nevada was influenced by life-history
characteristics. Failure to consider effects of
nutrition and other life-history traits on pheno-
logical patterns of mammals may confound
relationships associated with outcomes expected
from climate change. For example, progressive
changes in nutritional condition or age within a
particular populatiory as a result of density-
dependent feedbacks (McCullough 1979, Kie et
al. 2003), may yield directional shifts in the
timing of migratiory even in the absence of a shift
in climate (e.9., Plumb et al. 2009). Even in a

stochastic environmenf fluctuations in popula-
tion size with bottom-up underpinnings yield
dramatic fluctuations in nutritional condifion
and age structure (Kie et aI. 2003, Bowyer et al.
2005), both of which influenced phenological
pattems of autumn migration for mule deer
(Table 5, Fig. 10). Consequently, climatic change
may affect phenological patterns of migration
directly, through seasonal weather patterns (Ta-
ble 1), and indirectly when climatic effects on
migration are mediated through life-history
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characteristics (Fig. 10).

Recently, Bamett et al. (2008) provided evi-
dence of anthropogenic effects on the changes in
snow pack and the hydrological regime in the
westem United States. Between 1,950 and 7999,
precipitation in montane regions in the westem
US exhibited a general shift from snow to rain
(Knowles et al. 2005), declining snow pack
(Hamlet et al. 2005), and snowmelt occurred
progressively earlier (Hamlet et al. 2005, Mote et
al. 2005). If the occurrence of heavy snowfall
wanes with the changing climatic regime, risk of
delaying departure from summer range lessens

and the nutritional benefits of remaining on
summer range increase. Hence, individuals that
exhibit risk-prone behavior by delaying depar-
ture from summer range will sequester more and
higher-quality resources, likely yielding greater
fitness than individuals arriving on winter range
early. As a result, differences in nutritional
condition among individuals within a population
may inherently determine the direction of selec-

tion with respect to migratory strategies. Like-
wise, the relation between nutritional condition
and the timing of migratiory as well as the fitness
consequences of that timing, are well document-
ed in birds (Newton 2006, Pulido 2007). Al-
though delayed arrival to and early departure
from winter range could bear the cost of
encountering inclement weather conditions, in-
dividuals employing such tactics may benefit
from greater abundance and diversity of food
(Albon and Langvatn 7992), yielding higher
fitness in the face of a warming climate. Partial
migration is common in some populations of
large herbivores and, if a warming climate does
not compel migration to winter range, we
hypothesize that differential selection among
individuals employing such strategies will favor
the evolution and maintenance of partial migra-
tion with permanent residents on summer range
(Kaitala et al. 1993).

Phenological relationships for autumn migra-
tion also are less conclusive in other taxa
compared with spring migration (Walther et al.
2002, Adamik and Pietruszkova 2008, Carey
2009), perhaps because patterns of autumn
migration are confounded by life-history charac-
teristics. Thus, we recommend obtaining long-
term data on the timing of spring migration to
assess the effects of climate change on those
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phenological patterns because patterns of spring
migration may be less confounded by individual
life-history characteristics and provide more
definitive patterns with respect to climate
change. Furthermore, effects of nutritional con-
dition on the timing of migration and how that
timing, in tum, influences nutrition and selective
pressures among various strategies, requires
further investigation across other species of large
herbivores.

Conclusions

The persistent movement of thousands of
animals across large spatial scales on a seasonal
basis is among the most spectacular and well-
recognized phenomena of the natural world.
Nevertheless, long-distance migrations are being
altered by burgeoning human populations and
ensuing disturbance and bar¡iers to movement,
including habitat loss (Berger 2004, Bolger et al.

2008). In addition, phenological patterns of
seasonal migration are likely to be affected by
climate change (Walther et al.2002, Stenseth et al.
2003, Bolger et al. 2008). The need for effective
conservation of animal migration warants a

more complete understanding of the biology of
this complex behavior (Bolger et al. 2008,
Wilcove 2008). We employed an extension of an
analytical approach used for survival analyses
(Dinsmore et al. 2002, Fieberg and DelGiudice
2008) to consider the distribution of migratory
events among individuals and assess the effects
of life-history characteristics on timing of migra-
tioru which has heretofore received little atten-
tion. This methodology should be useful for
assessing questions related to timing in most
migratory species. We documented that autumn
migration of mule deer in the Sierra Nevada was
higtrly variable and associated with pattems of
winter weather (cold and snow), whereas spring
migration was coincident with decreasing snow
depth and advances in plant phenology (Table 5).
Although we did not observe directional changes
in chronology of spring or autumn migration
during our 11-year study, the association be-
tween seasonal migration and environmental
conditions provides convincing evidence that
those migratory patterns may be altered by
global climate change. Nevertheless, the close
association of the phenology of seasonal migra-
tion with environmental conditions may reduce
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the potential for migratory pattems to be
mismatched (sensu Post and Forschhammer
2008) with food availability as climate change
alters seasonal pattems of plant growth.

The response of individual mule deer to
environmental conditions during autumn was
influenced by their life-history characteristics,
which may conceal expected relationships with
climate change. The risk-prone strategy of delay-
ing autumn migratiorç which was exhibited by
older females, lends support to both the terminal-
investment hypothesis, and an experiential ex-
planation (Fig. 10a), and the effects of summer
residenry on autuÍìn migration indicate that
individuals respond to fine-scale patterns of
weather within their local environment (Fig.
10b). We demonstrated that unlike birds, mule
deer did not accumulate a threshold of fat
reserves prior to initiating migration during
either season, but in contrasf delayed autumn
migration when fat reserves were abundant
(Table 3), and yet were unaffected by fat reserves
in spring (Table 4). Clearly, our results illustrate
the potential problems with extending models
developed for avian taxa to large herbivorous
mammals (sensu Ralls 1977). Nutritional under-
pinnings of the timing of autumn migration for
mule deer support the hypothesis that behavioral
decisions by large herbivores are based on
lessening the primary detriment to fitness (Parker
et al. 2009), and that those decisions may be
underpinned by current nutritional state. We
emphasize the importance of considering the
influence of individual life-history characteristics
on behavior of large herbivores and the under-
lying effects of nutrition on their life-history
strategies. For large herbivores, failure to consid-
er the effects of life-history characteristics when
attempting to elucidate relationships between
phenological pattems of life-history events and
climate may, at besf lead to equivocal relation-
ships or, at worst, be entirely misleading.
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Table 41. Summary statistics for daily temperature, daily snow depth during winter (November-March), total
annual snowfall and precipitation for Mammoth Lakes, Califomia, USA, and annual mean of the southem
oscillation index (SOI), 1999--2009.

tl

l'l

Weathe¡ variable Range

Maxirnum temperature (t)
Average temperature ("C)
Minimum temperature ("C)
Snow depth (crn)
A¡mual snowfall (cm)
Arurual precipitation (crn)
SOI

13.6
5.9

-1..7
39.4
469.4
49.5
0.08

9.2
8.0
7.3

39.1.
763.7
1,4.9

0.6

Table 42. Loadings for principle components (1-5) for daily weather variables induded in principle components
analysis. Weather variables are daily measrüements and daily change (Â) in weather relative to the mean for
the previous 2 weeks, Mammoth Lakes, Califomia USA, 7999--2A09.

Principle componmt

Weather variable
I]

Maximum temperature ('C)
Average temperature ('C)
Minimum temperature ('C)
Snowfall (cur)
Snow depih (cm)
Precipitation (crn)

cc)
c)
cc)

ÂSnow depth (cm)
ÂPrecipitation (cm)

-0.180
-0.15s
-0.729
0.07't
0.945
0.005

-0.013
-0.011
-0.010
0.012
0.171.
0.005

-0.027
0.001
0.024
0.191

-0.188
0.015
0.744

-0.110
-0.076
0.193
o.922
0.015

0.568
0.518
0.468
0.008
0.242
0.000
0,rt)
0.196
0.L70
0.007
0.119
0.001

-0.083
-0.004
0.076
0.623

-0.012
0.051

-0.012
0.072
0.157
0.702

-0.265
0.058

0.183
0.198
0.212

-0.007
0.110
0.000

-0.612
-0.520
-0.429
0.076

-4.787
0.007
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H
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Essays

The Last Mile: How to Sustain Long-Distance
Migration in Mammals

JOEL BERGER

Teton Field Office, North Àmerican Program, IØildlife Conservation Society, Moose , Wyoming 83Ol2,U S.A , email

ibwcs@earthlink net

Abstract: Among Eartb's most stunnlng, yet imperiled, biologicøl pltenomena is long-distønce miSra'tion
(LDM). Atthough the understanding of Ltottt ønd wlty animals ,nigrate may be of general interest, feut site-

speciÍtc strategies lJaue targeted taays in xobicb to best reta.in sucb increasíngl1t rare euents. Contrasîs axnong

29 terrestriøl mømmals from fiue continents representing 1O3 populations indicate tbat remnant long-distant
migrants haue poor long-term þrosþects. Nonetbeless, in area.s of low bumøn density in the Western Hemi-

spbere, fiue social and nongregørious species, all from the same region of tbe Rocky Mountø.ins (U.S.A.), stiil
et(perience tbe ffiost a.ccentua.ted of remalning Neu World LDMs soutLt of centrøl Cønada. Tbese m.ouernents

occur ln or adjacent to tbe Grea.ter Yelloustone region, wbere about 75o/o oÍ the migra.tion routesÍor elk (Cervss

elaphusJ, bison (Bisonbison), and Nortb Am.erica's sole suruluing endemic ungulatq Pronghorn (Antilocapra

ameticana), baue already been lost. Houeue4 pronghorn still ,nigrc.te up to 55O km (round-trip) a.nnua.lly.

Tbese extrerne mouements (1) necessita.te use of blstoric, exceptionalþ nørrou,r corridors (0 1-O.8 km uide)
tbøt baue ercisted Íor at lea.st 5800 jtears, (2) exceed ffa.uel distønces of elepltants (Loxodonta afticana) and
zebras (Eqratrs burchelli), and (Ð are on par uitb those oÍ Asia.n cbiru (Pantholops hodgsoni) and African
uildebeest (Connochaetes taurinus). AltbouglJ conserua.tlon planners face uncertøintJ/ in sltuating reserues ln
tbe ,nost biologically uølued loca.tions, tbe concordance benueen arcbaeological and cunent biological datø
on migra.tion tbrougb specific coffidors in tbese unprotected areas adjacent to tbe Yellotttstone system higb'
tights tLretr retention u&lue. It is bighly likely tbat accelerated leasing of public lands for energy deuelopment
in suclt regions uill truncate sucb migrations. One landscape-leuel solution to conseruing LDMs is tbe creation

of a netuork of national ,nigrcttion corridors, an aclion in tbe Yelloutstone region tbat uould result in de

Ía.cto protection for a multispecies complex. Tactics applied in this pa.rt oÍ the uorld ma.! not uork in otbers,

houeuery thereþre reinforcing the ua.lue of situ-specirtc field inþrmation on tbe past and current biologicøl
needs of rnigrator! s7ecies.

ta Última Milla: Como Sostener la Migración de Larga Distancia en Mamíferos

Resumen: Entre losfenómenos biológicos mãs asombrosos, pero en peligro, d.e la Tlerra. está. la migración de

larga distancia (MLD) Aunque el entendimiento de cómo y porque migran los anima.les puede ser de interés
general, pocas estrategias sitlo-específicas ban encontra.do þrmas p&ra retener ta.les euentos cada uez más

raros. Los contrastes entre 29 mørníferos terrestres de cinco continentes que representar a 1O3 poblaciones

indican que las MLD remanentes tienen perspectiuas pobres a largo plazo. No obsta.nte, en á.reas con bøias

densid.ades bumanas en el Hemisferio Occidental, cinco esøecies sociales y no grega,ria,s, todas de las misma
región d.e las Montañas Rocallosas (E.U.A.) aun experinxentan las MLD mds acentuadas al sur de Canadá. Estos

moulmtentos oculyen en Ia región de Yelloutstone o adyacentes a. la misma, donde se ban perdido cerca del

75% de las rutas de migrøción de alces (Cervus elaphus), bisontes (Bison bison) 7 el único ungulado endémico
sobreuiuiente de Norteamérlcø, Antlloctpra tmericara- Sin embargo, Antilocapra americana aun migra hasta

550 km (uiaJe redondo) anualmente. Eslos mouimientos extrem.os (1) necesita.n el uso de corredores bistóricos,

excepcionahnente angostos (0.1-O.8 km de øncbo) que ban ercistido Por lo menos por 58O0 años, (2) exceden

las dista.ncias de uiaJe de elefantes (Loxodonta afticara) y cebras (Equus burchelli) ! (3) son similares a
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los dePantholops hodgsoniy Connochaetes taurinus. Aunque los planificadores de conseruøción enfrentan la
incertidumbre de situar reseruøs en las localidades biológicamente mds uallosas, la concord.ancla entre datos
arqueol6gicos y actuales sobre mlgración por cor-redores específicos en estcLs âreøs no protegidas adyacentes
al sisternø Yelloustone resalta su ualor de retenclón. Es altømente probable que las mlgraciones se trunquen
por el arrendamiento acelerado de tierra.t þtiblicas para el desarollo energétlco en tales á.reøs. Una soluclûn a
niuel de pøisaje para conseruar ø las MID es la creaclón de unø red de cortedores nacionales de migración, una
øcción que resultaría en lø protección de becbo de un complejo multi-específico en la región de Yellotastone.
Sin embargo, Ias tãcticas empleadas efi esta parte del mundo pueden no funcionar en otras, por lo cual se
refuerza el ualor de la lnforrnacidn de campo sitio-espec{Íica. sobre las necesidades pasadas y øctuales de
esþecies migrøtorias.

Introduction

Despite increasing attention to biological conservation,
most terrestrial surfaces on Eafth remain unprotected.
Consequently, extraordinary everits that once occurred
across vast landscapes, playing significant ecological
roles, have been truncated. Longdistance migration
(LDM) is one such event. Globally, spectacular LDMs still
exist and involve volant taxa including diverse species
of birds and butterflies (Brower 1995) and well-known
cetacean journeys that traverse seas from A¡ctic to Mexi-
can waters (Baker 1978). Many of the massive and histori-
cally described ovedand treks byherddwelling mammals,
however, have been lost from Asian steppes, African sa-

vannas, and North American glasslands (Table 1). The de-
velopment of effective strategies to maintain these events
has been problematic.

Conservation planners, in trying to captrre the e ssence
of both ecological processes and diversity, continue to
face uncertaintyin reserve placement because landscapes
vary in biological value (Groves et al. 2OO2), events be-
yond protected borders alter the efficacy of reserves
(Newmark 1987,1995), and changing environments im-
pede knowledge about the relative importance of fìxed
areas on species persistence (SØilcove 1999). Although
LDMs are far from the mainstream of conservation bi-
ology, and the movements of gregarious he¡ds in Africa
are well-ch¡onicled (Fryxell & Sinclai¡ 1988a; Williamson
199Ð, asocial species also migrate. These species are
not typically associated with such movements and in-
clude Mountain tapirs (Downer 1996, 1997), black-tailed
jackrabbits (Smith et al.2OO2), and boreal moose, the lat-
ter covering round-trþ distances of up to 390 km (Mauer
1998). (Scientific names for species used in analyses are
provided in Appendix 1.) Other taxa of teffestrial ver-
tebrates also undertake impressive migrations, including
spotted ftogs (Rana luteiuentris) and newts (Pilliod et
al. 2OO2), but how migration is linked with corridor use
and especially population persistence has not been well
studied (Simbedoff et 

^1. 
1992; Beier & Noss 1998).

The broader issue, of course, is not whether migra-
tory species are social or large or small, but whether and

how to sustain migfation so that it does riot become a
transitional or endangered phenomenon. A fundamental
challenge to conservation-minded governments is how
best to devise strategies that retain LDMs as part of a
rich biological heritage. ,{,s a fi¡st step in bringing this
fleeting ecologicalprocess to the conservation table, I of-
fer (1) an anaþis of whe¡e and which mammalian long-
distance migrants have been lost and remain, (2) a po-
tential correlate -body mass-of longdistance migrants,
and (3) a relatively straightforward but site-speci.fic con-
servation plan to retain the longest LDMs in the'W'estern
Hernisphere that involve species oth€r than caribou.

Methods

Definitions and Rationale

Mlgrøtion has been defined in various ways (Sinclair
1983; Rankin 1985). For my pu{poses a simple opera-
tional definition seems best: seasonal round-trþ move-
ment between discrete areas not used at other times of
the year. For example , a mouse that moves from myhouse
in winter to the outside woodpile during summer and
back again would be migratory and the one-way distance
traversed is between house and woodpile. By contrast, a

mouse that moves 15 km but not back again is not mi-
gratory (Maier 2OOZ). Similady, a wolverine (Gulo gulo)
covering a 100Gkm2 region between mountain ranges
throughout the year would not be migratory because it
fails to show seasonal use of discrete ranges. Many re-
searchers, although not specifically addressing questions
about migration distance, have used measures to discern
distinct are as of seasonal use @ierce et al. 1999; Lppendix
l), from which migration distances between them could
be estimated. Other researchers evaluated distances be-
tween formal geometric centers of seasonally discrete
home ranges (e.9., Kufeld ef al. 1989; Nicholson et al.
199-D.

A definition of long-distance rnigratloz is more trou-
blesome because the distance traversed by species that
differ in life-history traits may only be relative . Although
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Tablel. Summaryofselectedmajormigrationsconfirmedorsuspectedlostinhistorictimes,andremnantsforthreespecieswithintheGreater
Yellowstone region (z is sample for total migration routes).

Continental Grealer Ye I I ou,ts I one Ecosl,tsle m

species locatlon ReÍerenceq species percent lost (n)b

Bugu

SpringbokD
.rüildebeestþ

white-eared kob'
Bisonb
African elephantD
Asian elephantÞ
Saigab

karoo, Kalahari, South .Africa, Namibia
Namibia, South Africa
The Sudd, Sudan
Canda, U.S.A.
Kenya
India
Kazakhastan, Russia, Mongolia

l2
23
4
5

6
7
8

pronghorn
bison
elk

78 (1 1)
r00 (14)
58 (36)

41, Chitd €z l.eRicbe 1967; 2, Gasaualt et a.l. 1996; 3, Williarnson et aL

Waithdka 1994; 7, Sukunxar 1989; 8, Milner-Gulland et al. 2001.
bConfinned lost.
c Susþected lost.

either ecological or life-history definitions of LDM may
be estimated with allometric criteria to account for body
size, my interest lies more in absolute rather than rela-

tive distance because conservation strategies have rarely,

if ever, been based on relative measures of species size

(Groves et al.2OO2). With this 
^s 

a c ve'at, both European
and North Ame rican authors have offered provisional def-

initions that infer "long distance" when one-way move-
ments exceed IO-12 km @uller & Keith 1981; Sandgren

& Sweanor 1988). Here, I suggest that a long-distance mi-
gfa¡nt m y be species or population dependent and let
readers decide for themselves what is "long" and what is

not pertinent to conservation obiectives.

Choice of Species, Limitations of Data, and Analyses

I collated information on migration from both published
andgruybtetature. I elected to include the lattergiven the
immense number of state-agency reports and bulletins in
the United States with information on radio collared ani-

mals and attendant analyses of movement patterns in re-

lation to seasonal use. For example, I4O radio collared
mule deer were studied at a'Wyoming site for multiple
years (Sawyer & Lindzey 1999), yet the mere exclusion of
such data on migration simply because they were unput>
lished would represent the loss of significant information.
I have not, howeve¡ attempted to summarize data from
every agency report on movement patterns.

For some fîx^ (e.9., cervids, camelids), migration may

be a polymorphic trait, with members of a population
showing great fidelity to areas they either migrate to or
remain within (Ortega & Franklin 1995; Bowyer et al.

1996; Nicholson et al. 1997). My measures on distance
traversed reflect those of migratory segments of studied
populations only, and the se were estimated from data pre-

sented within the cited study or from the original calcu-

lations of the author. The reported measure is the mean
for round-trip migrations. Where data stem from multiple

Conseryation Biology
Volume 18, No 2, April 2004

1988 anct Williamx¡n 1997; 4, Fryxeil e" Sinclalr 1988; 5, Roe lp/O; 6,

populations, I calculated a species mean and, when rele-

vant, standard errors (SEm) and95% confidences intervals
(CI).

Most studies of migration in terrestrial mammals are of
hooved mammals (artiodactyls, perrisodactyls, and pro-

boscideans; Appendix 1), but I also included those for
carnivores and one lagomorph. For some species (mostly
but not exclusively those from North America), multiple
data sets exist that tend to reflect populations from geo-

graphically different regions. In other areas of the wodd,
data ate more restricted, especially when radio collars
were not used. For comparative purposes, I included data

on these latter migration distances when justified by the
author and published in the peer-reviewed literature (e. g.,

Schaller 1998).
For the approximately 10.8 million ha of the Greater

Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE; Noss ef 
^1. 

2OO2), the num-
ber of migration routes that have changed or been lost
during the last 100 years were estimated by relying on re-

cent historical records (i.e., trapper's journals; Schullery
& Whittlesey 1995) and published and agency data. In
the GYE this calculation has been possible because, at a
coarse level, interest in migration has been great, yield-

ing analyses of track counts, sightings, and estimates of
travel routes since the 1950s. Efforts to mark visually
(i.e., with neck bands or ear tags) and subsequently to
tadic>tagelk (Andersoî 1958; Craighead et al. I97 2) have
now spanned portions of >5 decades (Smith & Robbins
1994 B. L. Smith personal communication). Although
pronghorn and bison remain less studied, I based esti-

mates of routes lost or retained on point counts of dis-

crete winter and summer ranges. These derive from ob-

servations of these ungulates at past known locations,
coupled with landscape-level analyses that involved the
distribution and change of local human densities, agti-
cultural practices, and winter snow depth. For instance,
where towns replaced open habitat in what were once
historic pathv¡ays (Fig. 1), a route was designated as
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Ext¡eme LDM

AÈ, tuia, EúW,
orCmúloM

_ TffidFægoto
lorølo

geáFYslffitonê
GYE - E6syslem

Figure 2. Mean and etctrelne (extended lines)
long-distønce migration round-trip distances for
terre strial nxaTr-rnxals (exc luding barce n-ground
caribou). Nurnbers after name are studies/sþecies. If
unnumbered, data are bøsed on one study (see

Apþendix l for scienffic nctnTes and references). Moose
frorn geograpbically disparate regions øre: N, Alaska
and Yukon; Eu, Scandinauia; U.5., soutlt of Canada.

unequally weighted samples tend to use median values
(Gittleman 1986) and measures of migration distance do
not occur without error, mean and median distances were
highly correlated for all studies (r 2 : O.9 la ; þ < O.OOO 1);
therefore, I used average values.

Results

The striking variation in body size that characterizes ter-
restrial mammals (Eisenberg 1981) is paralleled by migra-
tion distances that show great dissimilarities. Athough
wildebeest and Mongolian gazelles rnigrate more than 450
km (round-trip) Grg. 2), for species that may differ in size
bymore than 4O-fold, distances can be both small and sim-
ilar. For example , mountain tapirs and black-tailed jackrab-
bits both move < 12 km. By contrast, within-specie s vari-
ability can be great. Mule deer 

^vera;ge 
66 km (+12J

lSEm);95% CI: 38-93; n : 75 srudies), bur in rhe Up-
per Green River Basin of Wyoming, distances exceed 285
km (Fig. 2). On a geographically broader scale are barren-
ground caribou, with extreme LDMs (x : 1673 I4)l km;
n: j;longest : 2500 km). Woodland caribou, however,
move far less i : 7L L 28; n : 4; Fig. 2).

,Although the spatial area used by a species is often as-

sociated with its body size (Gompper & Gittleman l99l),
this relation appears not to hold, even with the exclusion
of such obvious outliers as barren-ground caribou (less
than the 99.5% upper CI). Only an exponential model that
was restricted geographically to the log mass of species
occurring between Canada and the southern tip of South

Coßervation Biology
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Figure 1. Example of tbe bard edge betueen a totan
and oþen babitøtfor uildliþ (in tbis case, tbe
National Elk Refuge and tolun of Jackson, Wyoming)
and tbe blockage of migration (arruxu) for bigborn
sheeþ, elk, and pronghorn.

"lost." Measures of chest height in pronghorn, bison, and
elk relative to snow depth also enable crude prediction
of winter occuffence (Telfer & Kelsall 1984).

Although anaþes of the potential conduciveness of
habitats to movement between two discrete points may
be in e¡ror because the scale of inquiry affects interpreta-
tions (Bowyer et al. 1996) and it is impossible to be certain
whether a movement corridor has been lost, I adopted a

mofe consefvative measufe. Rather than assuming a foute
was lost, I included data only when discrete summering
or wintering sites were known and one remained unused.
For instance, the Gallatin Valley of Montana currently
harbors a human population of over 4O,OOO. Elk once
crossed the valley but no longer can. \Vhether multþle
migration pathways or a single one occurred historically
is unknown. To be conservative, which undoubtedly un-
derestimates real losses, I reco¡ded only one lost route ,

although given the approximate size of Gallatin Valley-
over 200,000 ha-and given that elk use sufllmer ranges
in at least four adjacent mountafui ranges, it is likely that
more than a single route has been truncated.

To evaluate whether life-history traits are associated
with migration distance , I attempted to fit linear and non-
linear (quadratic, power, exponential) models to non-
transformed and log-transformed data on migration dis-
tance (mean, median, and longest). Outliers for species
or populations were excluded frst, and then carnivores
were removed to determine whether a global pattern
emerged. Subsequently I restricted anaþes to poten-
tial mig¡ations that still persist between the southern
tip of South America and central Canada, a procedure
that excluded more northern latitudes where human ef-
fects have been smaller (Sanderson et al.2OO2ø) and cari-
bou mostþ unhindered (Appendix 1, but see Mahoney
& Schaefer 2OO2).,{lthough comparative analyses with
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,{merica explained more than 15% of the variance in mi-
gration (Ê : 0.178; n : 15; þ : O.ll7), and the ex-
plamfory value of this single variable is generally low. It
did not improve when analyses were re stricted further to
only herbivorcs (Ê : O.Ol5; þ: 0.986). These findings,
based on a more expansive sample, are consistent with
the lack of relationship anticipated by others @aker I 978;
Sinclair & Arcese 1!pl), presumably because either local
ecological conditions, population densities, or other fac-
tors are more important, or there is no simple association
between body mass and migration distance .

It may be of more immediate relevance to conserva-
tion to gain an understanding of how migration has fared
in areas with profound anthropogenic impacts. Omitting
caribou and other species from the A¡ctic and other ar-

eas with relatively low human impacts (Sanderson et al.

2OO2a) enables a focus on remnant LDMs of the Western
Hemisphere . Of 57 populations representing 17 species,
the 5 with the extreme LDMs rely on lands within or
adjacent to the Greater Yellowstone Ecosystem (GYE)
(Fig. 2). Although the Yellowstone area has long been
recognized for geothermal distinctiveness and, recently,
a restored large-carnivore community (Clark et al. 1999;
Noss et al.2OO2), what previously has been unrecognzed
is its ability to support some ecological phenomena-
e specially the accentuated treks of pronghorn, elk, mule
deer, moose, and bison (FiS. 2).

To improve insights into the type of planning neces-
sary to conserve these LDMs, I examined the fates of his-
toric and current routes (Craighead et al. 1972; Smith
& Robbins t994) taversed by three species: pronghorn,
bison, and elk (Table 1). À conservative estimate of the
frequency of routes truncated indicates that many have
already been lost: pronghotn, 7 8%o (n : ll); bison, 1 0O%

(n: l4); and elk, 58% (n :36).

Discussion

Bottlenecks: a Link between the Holocene
and Modern Threats

Effective conservation involves obvious compleúties and
approaches that vary from science and planning to policy
and site-specific measures. It is ttris last category, how-
eve! that may be most relevant for achieving conserva-
tion of LDMs. Despite the loss of many spectacular treks
(Table 1), the longest (caribou excluded) and perhaps
most jeopardized in the We stern Hemisphere occur in the
GYE. Although causes varyfor the loss of routes bymigra-
tory bison, elk, and pronghorn, four stand out: (1) little
tolerance for bison outside protected ateas, (2) concen-
trations of elk on 23 winter feeding grounds in Wyoming,
(3) a 2O% increase in the human population in the last
decade to (currentþ more than 370,000, and (4) asso-

ciated loss of habitat, especially areas crucial to approxi-
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mately f 00,OO0 wintering ungulates in the southem part
of this ecosystem. This last point is central if extreme and
highly ftagrle LDMs are to be retained, especially as the
effectiveness of conservation planning shi-ft s from general
paradigms to site-speci-fic implementation (Groves et al.

2OO2; Sanderson et al. 2OO2a).

At the southern terminus of migration routes for
pronghorn and mule deer from the GYE in southwest-
ern Wyoming (Fig. 3), about 85OO energy-extraction sites
exist on public lands, with up to 10,000-15,000 more
forecast during the next decade. The potential to seri-
ously alter winter habitats and subsequently sever migra-
tion is genuine. For pronghorns, the extreme LDM that
connects the Upper Green River Basin to Grand Teton Na-

tional Park faces additional challenges (Sawyer & Lindzey
2OO0) because it winds through at least four narrow corri-
dors (À-D in Fig. 3), beginningwith a 0.8-km constriction
at an elevation of 2226 m.

This frst bottleneck, officially known as Trapper's Point
(A in Fig. 3), has existed for 5800-6800 years and is
known from three mid-Holocene eady A¡chaic procure-
ment sites. Like today, it was used in the past by pregnant
females during spring migration, an inference based on
the presence of fetal bones of a size similar to those of
pregnant pronghorn during late gestation (Miller & Saun-

ders 2000). Toward the north, a second bottleneck (B)
occurs along a 5-km-long sagebrush gap between flood-
plain and forest that narrows to a strip only 100-400 m
wide. The additional two bottlenecks (Fig. 3) are C, a

high-elevation hydrographic divide 
^t 

2774 m that is of-
ten filled with deep snow and distinguishes the Upper
Green River Basin from the Gros Ventre Mountains, and
D,3O-4O km farther west of C, a 100- to 200-m constric-
tion between sandstone cliffs, road, and the Gros Ventre
River.

That any LDM endures in this system is remarkable
given increasing impediments to pronghorn treks at
lower elevation that include at least 105 fences (Sawyer &
Limdzey 2O0O;J.8., unpublished data), highways, housing
subdivisions, and the proliferation of petroleum develop-
ment in winter habitats. Critically, however, confidence
in the existence of future migrations by both pronghorn
and mule deer at the scale of past migrations is tenuous.
Although much of the wintering areas and migration bot-
tlenecks involve federal land in the Upper Green River
Basin (Fig. 3), habitat protection is no longer assured
because of possible incompatibilities with U.S. energy
policies. Federal permits to drill are being fast-tracked
under Presidential Order 13212, which expedites the re-
view and approval of proposals to facilitate the rapid per-
mitting of energy-related projects in the western United
States @erger 2OO3). Unlike the plethora of .Alaskan stud-
ies designed to understand possible petroleum-related
disruption to migratory caribou (Berger et al. 2001), no
peer-reviewed scientific literature exists to assess possible
energy-related effects on migration in the GYE.
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Figure J. Loca.tion of þrongborn migration route in u)estern Wyoming uitb þlacentent of bottlenecks A to D
(described in tbe text) as indicated in maþ and enbanced images of A and B (courtesy of Skl Trutb andJ. Catton,
respectiuely). Solid lines reflect nxigration roLttes, and dotted lines øre naruotu patbutajts utith ntatcimal restriction
(e.g., bottleneck) (UGRB, Uþþer Green Riuer Basin).
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Conclusíons and a Simple Action Plan

Although American scientists, conservation advocates,
private industry, and elected offìcials seemingly sha¡e in
the goal of increasing domestic security, efforts to do
so must involve serious attempts to develop alfer¡afe
sources of energy while not sacrificing national or in-
ternational biological treasures. Despite an association
between energy consumption and loss of biodiversity
(Ehrlich I 99 4), tlre protection of increasingly rare ecolog-
ical events that include LDMs is possible (Brussard 1991).

Conservation efforts at the southern terminus of the
GYE extend back to 1898, and, although largely ignored,
have variously called for establishment of nationally desig-
nated parks, monuments, and landscapes (Dunham 1898;

Wyoming Outdoor Council 2OO2). A more modest plan
to conserve what few truly stunning LDMs remain be-

tween central Canada and Tierra del Fuego is to enhance
protection for highly sensitive areas and bottlenecks. For
the southern GYE these migration routes traverse existing
U.S. public lands under the jurisdiction of the Bureau of
Land Management (BLM) and U.S. Forest Service (USFS),

and can receive real protection if a broader and more
formally designated national wildlife migration corridor
is instituted for all citizens. Precedents are numerous in
the United States, including national scenic highways, his-

toric trails, and rivers.
In this particular instance, details for a statutory migra-

tion corridor would need to be resolved. The BLM has the
cap^city to formally protect habitats by declaring them
"areas of critical environmental concern" (ÀCEC), an idea
once proposed between two reserves in the northern
Great Basin Desert (Uselman 1998), and not unlike that
proposed for connecting elephant refuges through com-
munal lands in Zimbabwe (Osborn & Parker 2003). For
the Upper Green River Basin, however, the designating of
a formally protected corridor, rather than an ACEC, would
¡epresent a landmark victory nationally and internation-
ally because not onlywould it offer greater protection but
it would bring an ecological proce ss, long-distance rntgra-

tion, to the attention of the public. As such, this proposal
could sustain a macroscale phenomenon not repeated in
grandeur between Tierra del Fuego and central Canada

The use of processdriven approaches to conserve small
and large areas has been effective (Brussard 1991; Sander-

son et al. 2OO2a\. for example, not only are Monarch
butterflies (Danaus þlexiþpus) now protected in cen-

tral Mexico (Brower 1995), but the Serengeti ecosystem
is defined by its migratory wildebeest (McNaughton &
Banyikawa 1995). Although past boundaries of the GYE

were generally denoted by wide-ranging species such as

brown bearc (Ursus arctos) (Craighead 1979; Noss et
al. 2OO2), this species-centric approach may include an

error of omission because the extreme LDMs of this re-
gion were not previously known. But whether the pro-
tection of critical corridors can be achieved by use of

Coßcryation ßiology
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species or fleeting ecological process€s (Sanderson et al.

2OO2b) is less important than achieving actions on the
ground that will effectively result in protecting the rem-
nant and narrow corridors currently used by migrating
Upper Green River Basin ungulates. -Although theory will
help us understand more about the dynamics of connec-
tiviry in other systems, enough is known about the con-
cordance between the pronghorn's use of corridors dur-
ing the mid-Holocene and today to suggest that protective
action should not be delayed. Otherwise, we will squan-

der a biological legacy thaf may be enjoyed by our future
descendants.
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Aooendix 1. Summary of estimated round-trip misr¿tion bv species, Dopulation, and site.

Sþecies Sc¡ent¡fic name LoØtìon
Mean
(km)'

Longesl
(kn ) ReÍffence

Cougtr

Coyotc
Wolf

Spotted hyena
Elk

whire-railed de er

Mule deer

Musk ox

Cribou'
(brren-ground)

Cilibou (woodland)

Bison

Felis concolor

Canis latrans
Can¡s luþus

Crccuta cmcuta
Cim)us elaphus

Odocoìleus
uhYlnlanus

odocoileus

hemíonus

Alces alces

Ot)íbos moscbalus

Rang¡kr larandus

Rangikr lurandus

Bison b¡sorx

Síerr¿ Nevada, C,q., USA

Jackson Hol€, WX USA
Brooks Range, AK USA
Bathhurst region, NwT, Canada
Serengeti, Tnzalià
Banff, ÀR, Cmada
Yellowstone, r¡y'I USA
olympic, \ùíl{, USA
Selway Dminage , lD, USA
Sun River, MT, USA
Absaroka Divide, WY USA

Jâckson Hole , WY USA
Algonquin, ON, Canada

Cheer,'Creek, MT, USA
Hiawâtha Forest, MN, USA
Superior Forest, MN, USA
Green River Basin, wf USA

Sahnon-Trinity Alps, CA, US,À

Cheery Creek, M! USA
Missouri River Breaks, MT, USA

Klickkit¿t Bâsin, lø,t, UsA
Great Basin, NV USA
Silver L¿rke , OR, USA
Piceance Basin, CO, USA
Lory Srare Pârk, Co, USA
Tmnsvcrse Rmges, ID, USA

Paunsau8unt Platcau, UT, USA
Kaib¿b Plâteau, Az, UsA
Round Vatley, CA, USA

Admir¿lty Isle , AK, usA
San tsernadino Mountâins, CA, USA

old Crow' YT, Caoada
Lower Koyukuk, AK, USA
Upper Susitna, AK, USA
\,øhite Mountains, AK, USA
Nelchina Bæin, AK, USA
North Slope, YT, Canada
Tmanâ Flats, AK, USA
northeast Albcrta, Canada
sorsele, Sweden
Slussfo¡s, south Sweden
Hornefors, Sweden
Klitten, Sweden
Temanget, Sweden
Furudal, Sweden
Stottinglìallct, Sweden
T¡ehorningsjo, Sweden
Slussfors, north Sweden
Nordhcclen, Sweden
Rosvik, Sweden
Moose le uk md St croix, ME, USA

northwest Minnesota, MN, USA

northeast Minnesotâ, MN, USÀ
Gmvelly Mountains, MT, USA

Teton, WY USA
Bathùs1 Isle , NT, cmada
AÌctic Retuge , AK, USA
Arctic Refuge, AK, USA

CentmlArctic, AK, USA
B'dfnn Isle , Cmada
Grmd Cache , AB, Cmada
Bilch Mtn, Alberta, Cm¿da
l¿ke Nipigon, ON, Canada
Aikens l¿ke, Manitoba, Canadä
Yellowstone , \ùlY USA
Grmd Teton, wY USA
Heffy Mountains, UT, USA

60

70
37rJ
743
t20
73
70
60

<64
96
90

200
60

14
10
34

168

42
11
t2
to

141
60

5¡t
52

to2
+t

134

15
23

246
a4
96

r30
70

194
I20
40

220
46
4t
42
68

156
118
t49
t44
r96
66
t4
20
72
14
6t

0
0

4355

3rÙ31

800
r36

56

0
44
70
50

80

r60
r3a
220

220

26

288

70

280
256
220

144
lr6
192

90

392
136
186
204
220
276
280

3r0

Pierec el al 1999; v Blcich,
peßonal communication

K tserger, unpublished data
ß^llÀtd et àl 1997
walton et at 2001
Hofer & Eæt 1995
Mogantini & Hudson 1988
Crugþexdetàl L972
Houston et al 1990
Dalke et al 1965
Knight 1970
Ruddetal 1983
Smith & Robbins 1994
Forbes & Thebcrgc 1995

\øood et al 1989
VânDeelenetal 1998
Nelson & Mech 1981

Sawyer & Lindze), 1999;
Sawyer et al 2002

Loft et aI 1984
'Wood et al 1989
Hamlin & Mackie 1989
McCorquodate 1999
Gruel & Papez 1963
Zalluntd.o 1965
Gürot et al 1987
Kufcld ct âl 1989
Brown 1992
Crrcletal 1999
Curcl et al 1999
Pierec et al 1999; V Blcich,

personal co'munication
Schocn & Kirchhoff 1985
Nicholson etrl 1997
Mauer 1998
Mauer 1998
tsallard et al 1991
Mauer 1998
Van Ballenberghe 1977
Mauer 1998
G¿saway et al 1983
Haugen & Kcith l98l
Sandgren & Sweano¡ 1998
sandgren & Sweanor 1998D

Sandgren & Sweanor 1998
Sândgren & Sweanor 1998
Sandgrcn & Sweanor 1998
Sandgren & Sweanor 1998
sandg¡cn & Sweanor 1998
Sandgrcn & Sweanor 1998
Sandgren & Sweanor 1998
Sandtsfen & Sweanor 1998
Sandgren & Sweanor 1998
Tbompson etal 1995
LeReschc 1974
LeResche 1974
LeReschc 1974

J Berger unpublished data
Gtày 1979
Reynolds 1998
Fâncl.et al 1988

Fancy et al 1988
Ferguson & Messier 2000
Edmonds 1988
Fullcr & Keith 1981
Cumming & Beange 1987
Darby & Pruitt 1984
Meagher 1973, 1989
Cain et al 2001
Van Vuren & Bray 1986

5055

300
142
160

75

colttinued
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Appendix 1. (continued)
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Sþectes Sclentißc narne Location
Mean
(km)o

Longest
(km) Relmnce

Bighorn

Mountain goat

Pronghom

Huemal
Pudu
Tmca
Guruco

Vicuna
Moutain tapir
Mongolim gazelle

White-ered kob
'Wildebeest

Spdngbok

Chiru
Moutâin zebn
Plain's zebr¿

Elephmt

Gimffe

Black-tailed jacknbbit

Ouß cafladeßís

Oreanros amØicanß

Antilocaþra affiTicana

H lppocaffielus bisulct ts
Pildu þuda
Itipp o c ame lils an I ¡se n ß
Iama guan¡coe

Uíc,.gna uicugw
Taþ¡rus pinchaque
Prccqþra guttuffisa

Kobus kob
Connochoetes tauinß

Ant¡dorcß marsuþíalís

Pantboloþs bodgsonì
Equtß zebra
Equtß bnrcbell¡

Luodonla aÍr¡cafla

GiraIIa Ørneloþadia

Leþß Øl¡þm¡Øs

McCulJough Momtaiß, NV USA
RiverMoutaitr, NV US,q,

Highlmd Momtains, MT, USA
Salmon fuver Mountaitr, ID, USÀ
Sheep Rmge, Nt{ USA
Mount Bake¡ Wæhington
Btrome ter Moútain, \ùør4., US,¡[

Upper Snate R¡ver Plah, ID, USA
rvupatki,.AZ, USA
Cordes Junction, AZ, US¡,
Mitrgü Momtai¡,.4,2, USA
Sækatchewan, Cmada
Red Desert, llx Us.A.

Tetoß, WY USA

Patagonia, A¡gentina
Islote Rupmco, Chile
Iå Roya, Peru
Tores d€l Paine , À:gentha
Patagoda, chile
Pâmpa Galetr, Peru
Sangay, Ecuador
Dornab, Mongolia

Sudd Region, Sudan
Serenge ti, TaMmia
Kalahui, Botwana
T?mBte,"Ímzxlja

Ktroo, South Africa

Chmg Tang, China
Nmib Desert, Nmibia
Tmngire , Tmmia

nofthem Botswma
Iáikipia District, Kenya
Kalmalove Park, Cmeroon
WazàPuk, Cameroon
northem Serengeti

Culew Valley, Ul USA

64

75

80
40

r64
548

t0

60
7

19
/4
32
t2
29
89
30
30
26

220
t2a
434

6
0
0
o

24
0
9

500

McQuivey 1976
Leslie & Douglil 1979
Selmem 1996
Akemon & Akse mon 1994
Hruen 1965
Johßon 1980

Johtron 1980
Hoskißon & Tester 1980
Bright & Vm Riper 2000
Ockenfels et al. 1994
Ockenfels et al 1994
Mitche[ 1980
Deblitrger 1980
Sawyer & Lindzey 2000;
Smryer et aI 2002
Diaz & Smith-Fluek 2000
Eldridge et al 1987
Merkr 1987
Fmnkün f982
Ortega & Fmnklin 1995
Fruklin 1982
Downer 1996, 1997

J Gimberg, pefsonal
comunication

Frlxell & Sinclair 1988þ
Mumy 1995 & Web sites/
Willilmon et al 1988
Kahummga &Si-lkilwæha

1997
Child & IrRiche 1967

Schaller 1998
Joibert 1972
Kahwmga &Silkilwæha

1997
Verlinden & Gavor 1998
Thoules & Dyer 1992
Tchmba 1993
Tcbmba 1993
P Arcese, personal

commication
Smith et al 2002

1-

I

I

I

7rJO

600-800
550
120

360,
one way

600
240
llo

200
200
240
200
80

12

" Mean k tbe est¡mated rourtd-trip d¡starrce (km) Ior ,r,igratorJ segrnertt; otberuke, all data Íor that poþulation are aueraged.
bBæed on mearß offot,r lorrgest migratiofl d¡stances.

and W¡AUfe Seruice (Arctic Notional WildliJe ReJnge)
¿ Web sile: uw.afr¡caencounters.corn/tattzania/set%get.htm; uuu.auÍorg,/u¡tdl¡ues/4547
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State of California -The Natural Resources Aqencv EDMUND G. BROI¡VN JR, Governor

DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
lnland Deserts Region (lDR)
407 West Line Street
Bishop, CA 93514
1760) 872-1171
(760) 872-1284 FAX

March 7,2011

Mr. Dan Lyster
Mono Counfy Economic Development and Special Projects
P.O. Box 2415
Mammoth Lakes, Ca93546

JOHN McCAMMAN, Director

Subject: Mammoth Pacific (MP-l) Replacement Project (State Clearinghouse
Number: 2011022020)

Dear Mr. Lyster:

The Department of Fish and Game, hereinafter referred to as Department has

reviewed the Notice of Preparation (NOP) of the Draft Environmental Impact
Report (DEIR) for the above mentioned project relative to impacts to biological
resources. The Department appreciates this opporfunity to comment on the above-
referencecl project, relative to irnpacts to biological resources.

The Departrnent is a Trustee Agency pursuant to the California Environmental

Quality Act (CEQA). A Trustee Agency has jurisdiction over cedain resources

held in trust for the people of California. Trustee agencies are generally required to
be notified of CEQA documents relevant to theil jurisdiction, whether or not these

agencies have actual pennitting authority or approval power over aspects of the
underlying project (CEQA Guidelines, Section 15386). As the trustee agency for
fish and wildlìfe resources, the Department provides requisite biological expertise
to review and comment upon CEQA documents, and makes recommendations
regalding those resources held in trust fol the people of California.

The Department may also assume the role of Responsible Agency. A Responsible
Agency is an agency othel than the lead agency that has a legal responsibility for
carrying out or approving a project. A Responsible Agency actively participates in
the Lead Agency's CEQA process, reviews the Lead Agency's CEQA document
and uses that docunrent when making a decision on the project. The Responsible
Agency must rely on the Lead Agency's environmental document to prepare and

issue its own f,rndings regarding the project (CEQA Guidelines, Sections 15096 and

15381). The Department most often becomes a responsible agency when a 1600

Streambed Alteration Agreement or a 2081(b) California Endangered Species Act
Incidental Take Permit is needed for a project. The Department relies on the

environmental document prepared by the Lead Agency to make a finding and

decide whether or not to issue permit or agreement. It is important that the Lead

Ç ons eruing C ø fifornia' s'lili flfife S ince 1 I 7 0
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Mr. Dan Lyster
March 7,2011
Page 2 of 9

Agency's EIR considers the Department's responsible agency requirements. For
example, CEQA requires the Department to include additional feasible alternatives
or feasible mitigation measures within its powers that would substantially lessen or
avoid any significant effect the project would have on the environment (CEQA
Guidelines, section 15096 (g) (2). In rare cases, the Department may need to
prepare additional CEQA analysis.

Pursuant to California Fish and Game Code sectionTll.4,the Department collects
a filing fee for all projects subject to GEQA. These filing fees are collected to
defray the costs of managing and protecting fîsh and wildlife resources including,
but not limited to, consulting with public agencies, reviewing environmental
documents, recommendin g miti gation measures, and developing monitoring
programs. Project applicants need not pay a filing fee in cases where a project will
have no effect on fish and wildlife, as determined by the Department, or where their
project is statutorily or categorically exempt from CEQA.

Mammoth Pacific, LP, hereinafter referred to as MPLP, operates the existing geothermal
development complex northeast of the junction of US Highway 395 and State Route 203,
and located about 2.5 miles east of the town of Mammoth Lakes in Mono County,
California. MPLP proposes to replace Mammoth Pacific I (MP-l) geothermal power plant
with a more modem and efficient plant using advanced technology. The replacement plant
will be called M-1. The existing MP-1 plant and the replacement M-1 plant would each be
located on a 9O-acre parcel of private land owned by MPLP. The replacenent M-1 plant
would be built approximately 500 feet northeast of the existing MP-1 plant. The new M-1
plant and associated structures and equipment would occupy a little more than 3 acres. The
existing entrances to the MPLP geothermal complex would provide access to the new M-1
plant site. The existing MP-l plant has a design capacity of 14 megawatts (MW). The M-l
replacement plant would have a design capacity of approximately l8MW. During the M-1
plant startup operations, the existing MP-l plant would continue to operate for a period of
time, after which MPLP would close and dismantle the old MP-l plant, The transition
period during which both MP-1 and M-1 operations would overlap may be up to a
maximum of two years after the M-1 plant is commissioned. Thereafter, the MP-1 power
plant facilities would be removed from the site; plant foundations and above ground
pipeline would be removed; and a retention pond on the MP-l site would be removed. The
former MP-l site would then be graded and the pad covered with gravel to provide an all
weather surface for continuing MPLP operations on the site.

To enable Department staff to adequately review and comment on the proposed
project, we recommend the following information be included in the DEIR, as
applicable:

1. The project description should provide additional information about the
proposed project. Will additional wells be drilled, and where would
they would be located? Will the capacity of the new plant differ from

I
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Mr. Dan Lyster
March 7,2011
Page 3 of 9

2

-).

the existing facility? Will changes be made that could affect aquifer
temperatules , pressures, aud spling flows?

Explain how the proposed project comports with existing coutl orders

and settlement agreements stemming folm the development of the MPI
and PLES plants.

A complete assessment (direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts) of the

flora and fauna within and adjacent to the project area, with particular
emphasis upon identifying special status species including, but not
limited to rare, threatened, and endangered species. This assessment

should also address locally unique species and rare natural comtnunities.

A thorough assessment of potential impacts to the sage grouse
(Centror:ercus u-opha.sianus) wl'Åch is a Fedelal Candidate
species and the Federal and State endangered Owens tui chub
(Siphatel es' bi col or snyderi).

A thorough site-specific shrdy for n"tule deer (Odocoileus
hentionus ssp. hentioners) conducted during the appropriate time
of year (Aplil l5-Junel5) by a qualified biologist. The purpose is
to quantif, the timing and amount of deer use.

The DEIR should include survey methods, dafes, and results; and

should list all plant and animal species detected within the
project study area. Special emphasis should be directed toward
describing the stafus of rare, threatened, and endangered species

in all areas potentially affected by the project. AII necessary

biological sulveys should be conducted in advance of DEIR
circulation, and should not be deferred.

Rare, threatened, and enclanget'ed species to be addressed should
include all those which meet the California Environmental

Quality Act (CEQA) definition (see CEQA Guidelines, $ 15380).

Species of Special Concern status applies to animals generally
not listed under the federal Endangered Species Act ol'the
California Endangeled Species Act, but which nonetheless are

declining at a rate that could result in listing, or histolically
occured in low numbers and known threats to their persistence

currently exist. At a minimum, Species of Special Concern ale
considered to be "rare" under CEQA.

A thorough assessment of rare plants and rare natural
comnrunities, following the Department's November 2009

b.

c

d.
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Protocols for Surveying and Evaluating Impacts to Special
Status Natit¡e Plant Populations and Natut al Communities
(Attachment l).

g. A detailed vegetation map should be prepared, preferably
overlaid on an aerial photograph. The map should be of
sufhcient resolution to depict the locations of the project site's
major vegetation communities, and view project impacts relative
to vegetation communities. The vegetation classification system
used to name the polygons should be described.

h. A conrplete assessment of rare, threatened, and endangered
invertebrate, fish, wildlife, reptile, and amphibian species should
be presented in the DEIR. Seasonal variations in use of the
project area should also be addressed. Focused species-specific
surveys, conducted at the appropriate time of year and time of
day when the species are active or otherwise identihable, are
required. Acceptable species-specific survey procedures should
be developed in consultation with the Departrnent and the U.S.
Fish and Wildlife Service.

i. The Department's California Natural Diversity Data Base
(CNDDB) in Sacramento should be searched to obtain current
information on previously reported sensitive species and habitat,
including Significant Natural Areas identified under Chapter 12
of the Fish and Game Code. In order to provide an adequate
assessment of special-status species potentially occurring within
the project vicinity, the search area for CNDDB occuffences
should include all U.S.G.S 7.5-minute topographic quadrangles
with project activities, and all adjoining 7.5-minute topographic
quadrangles. The EIR should discuss how and when the CNDDB
search was conducted, including the names of each quadrangle
queried.

4. A thorough discussion of direct, indirect, and cumulative impacts
expected to adversely affect biological resources, with specific measures
to offset such impacts, should be included.

a. The EIR should present clear thresholds of significance to be
used by the Lead Agency in its determination of the significance
of environmental effects. A threshold of significance is an
identifiable quantitative, qualitative or performance level of a
parti cular env ironmental effect.

Þ
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5.

b

h.

CEQA Guidelines, $ 15125(a), direct that knowledge of the
regional setting is critical to an assessment of environmental
impacts and that special emphasis should be placed on resources
that are rare or unique to the region.

Impacts associated with initial project implenrentation as well as

long-term operation and maintenance of a project should be
addressed in the EIR.

In evaluating the significance of the environmental etTect of a
project, the Lead Agency should consider direct physical
changes in the environment which may be caused by the project
and reasonably foreseeable indirect physical changes in the
environment which may be caused by the project. Expected
irnpacts should be quantified (e.g., acres, linear feet, number of
individuals taken, volume or rate of water extracted, etc. to the
extent feasible).

Project inrpacts should be analyzed relative to their effects on
off-site habitats. Specifically, this may include public lands,
open space, downstream aquatic habitats, or any other natural
habitat that could be affected by the project.

Impacts to and maintenance of wildlife corridor/movement areas

and other key seasonal use areas should be fully evaluated and
provided.

A discussion of impacts associated with increased lighting, noise,
human activity, changes in drainage patterls, changes in water
volume, velocity, quantity, and quality, soil erosiott, attd/or
sedimentation in streams and water courses on or near the ploject
site, with rnitigation measures proposed to allevìate such impacts
should be included. Special considerations applicable to linear
projects include ground disturbance that may facilitate
infestations by exotic and other invasive species over a great
distance.

A cumulative effects analysis should be developed as described
under CEQA Guidelines, $ 15130. General and specific plans, as

well as past, present, and anticipated future projects, should be

analyzed relative to their irnpacts to similar plant communities
and wildlife habitats.

A range of project alternatives should be analyzed to ensure that the fuIl
spectrum of alternatives to the proposed project ale fully considered and

d.

O
b
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evaluated. Alternatives which avoid or otherwise rninimize impacts to
sensitive biological resources should be identified.

a. If the project will result in any impacts described under the
Mandatory Findings of Significance (CEQA Guidelines, $
15065) the impacts must be analyzed in depth in the EIR, and the
Lead Agency is required to make detailed findings on the
feasibility of alternatjves or mitigation measures to substantially
lessen or avoid the significant effects on the environment. When
mitigation measures or project changes are found to be feasible,
the project should be changed to substantially lessen or avoid the
significant effects.

Mitigation measures for adverse project-related impacts to special status
species including, but not limited to rare, threatened and endangered
species, sensitive plants, animals, and habitats should be thoroughly
discussed. Mitigation measures should first emphasize avoidance and
reduction of project impacts. For unavoidable impacts, the feasibility of
on-site habitat restoration or enhancement should be discussed. If on-
site mitigation is not feasible, off-site mitigation through habitat
creation, enhancement, land acquisition and preservation in perpetuity
should be addressed.

The Department generally does not support the use of relocation,
salvage, and/or transplantation as mitigation for impacts to rare,
threatened, or endangered species. Studies have shown that these
efforts are experimental in nature and largely unsuccessful.

Areas reserved as mitigation for project impacts should be
legally protected from future direct and indirect impacts.
Potential issues to be considered include lirnitation of access,
conservation easements, monitoring and management programs,
water pollution, and fire.

Plans forrestoration and revegetation should be prepared by
persons with expertise in the eastern Sierra environmenl., and
native plant revegetation techniques. Each plan should include, at
a minimum: (a) the location of the mitigation site; (b) the plant
species to be used, container sizes, and seeding rates; (c) a
schematic depicting the mitigation area; (d) planting schedule;
(e) a description of the irrigation methodology; (f) measures to
control exotic vegetation on site; (g) specific success criteria; (h)
a detailed monitoring program; (i) contingency measures should
the success criteria not be met; and () identification of the party

a.

b.
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responsible for meeting the success criteria and providing for
long-term conservation of the mitigation site.

Take of species of plants or animals listed as endangered or threatened
under the Califoniia Endangered Species Act (CESA) is unlawful unless

authorized by tlie Department. However, a CESA 2081(b) Incidental
Take Permit may authorize incidental take during project construction or
over the life of the project. The DEIR must state whether the project
would result in incidental take of any CESA listed organisms. CESA
Permits are issued to conselve, protect, enhance, and restore State-listed
threatened or endangered species and their habitats. Early consultation is
encouraged, as significant modification to a project and mitigation
rneasures may be required in order to obtain a CESA Permit.

The Department's issuance of a CESA Permit for a project that is
subject to CEQA will requile CEQA compliance actions by the
Depaftment as a responsible agency. The Department as a responsible
agency under CEQA may consider the local jurisdiction's (lead agency)
Negative Declal'ation or Environmental Impact Report tbr the project.
The Department may issue a sepalate CEQA document for the issuance

of a CESA Permit unless the project CEQA document addresses all
project impar:ts to listed species and specifies a mitigation molitoring
and reporting program that will meet the requirements of a CESA
Pemit.

To expedite the CESA permitting process, the Departrnent recommends
that the DEIR addresses the following CESA Permit requirements:

The impacts of the authorized take are minimized and fully
mitigated;
The measures required to minimize and fully rnitigate the
inrpacts of the authorized take and: (l) are roughly proportional
in extent to the impact of the taking on the species; (2) maintain
the applicant's objectives to the greatest extent possible, and (3)

are capable of successful inplementation;
Adequate fundirg is provided to implement the required
rninimization and rnitigation measures and to nronitor
compliance with and the effectiveness of the measures; and

lssuance of the permit will not jeopardize the continued
existence of a State-listed species.

The Department has responsibility for wetland and riparian habitats. It
is the policy of the Department to strongly discourage development in
wetlands or conversion of wetlands to uplands. We oppose any
development or conversion which would result in a reduction of wetland

a.

b.

c

d.

I
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acreage or wetland habitat values, unless, at a minimum, project
mitigation assures there will be "no net loss" of either wetland habitat
values or acreage. The EIR should demonstrate that the project will not
result in a net loss of wetland habitat values or acreage.

a. If the project site has the potential to support aquatic, riparian, or
wetland habitat, a jurisdictional delineation of lakes, streams, and
associated riparian habitats potentially affected by the project
should be provided for agency and public review. This report
should include a jurisdictional delineation that includes wetlands
identif,ication pursuant to the U. S. Fish and Wildlife Service
wetland definitionl as adopted by the Department2. Please note
that some wetland and riparian habitats subject to the
Department's authority may extend beyond the jurisdictional
limits of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers. The jurisdictional
delineation should also include rnapping of ephemeral,
intermittent, and perennial stream courses potentially impacted
by the project. In addition to federally protected wetlands, the
Department considers impacts to wetlands (as defined by the
Department) potentially significant.

b. The project may require a Lake or Streambed Alteration
Agreement, pursuant to Section 1600 et seq. of the Fish and
Game Code, with the applicant prior to the applicant's
commencement of any activity that will substantially divert or
obstruct the natural flow or substantially change the bed,
channel, or bank (which may include associated riparian
resources) of a river, stream or lake, or use material from a
streambed. The Department's issuance of a Lake or Streambed
Alteration Agreement for a project that is subject to CEQA will
require CEQA compliance actions by the Depaftment as a
responsible agency. The Department as a responsible agency
under CEQA may consider the local jurisdiction's (lead agency)
Negative Declaration or Environmental Impact Report for the
project. To minimize additional requirements by the Department
pursuant to Section 1600 et seq. and/or under CEQA, the
document should fully identifu the potential impacts to the lake,
stream or riparian resources and provide adequate avoidance,

rCowardin, Lewis M., ef al. 1919.
U.S. Departrlent of the Interior', Fish and Wildlife Servrce.

: California Fish ancl Game Commission Policies: Wetlands Resources Policy; Wetland Dehnition,
Mitigation Strategies, and Habitat Value Assessment Strategy; Amended 1994
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Abstract
lncrcased levets of nalurat gas exploration, developmenL and production across the lntemountain Wesa have crealed a vaiety of concems for

mute deer (Odocoilêus hemionus) populations, ¡nclud¡ng ctir€,ct haöilaf loss to rcad and well-ped construct¡on and lndircct âaåitaf losses tñaf

may occur if deer use declrnes nedr roâds or well peds. We examined w¡nter habitat selection pettems ol adult têmale mule deer before and

during the l¡Êl g yeaß of development in a natuÊl gas f¡€ld in westem Wyom¡ng. We used global position¡ng system (GPS) locetions coilected

from a æmple of adult female mule dær to modet retative lrequency or Uobabilìty ol us€ as a function of habitat vatiables. Model coeffrc¡ents

and predict¡ve maps suggested mu,e deer werÞ ,ess likely to occupy areas in close prcximity to well pads than thosa fadher away. Changes in

habitat sataction appeared to be immediate (i.e., year 1 of developmant), anct no evidenca ol well-pad accl¡mat¡on occwred through the course

of the study; rcther, mute deer setected arcas fafther from well pads as development prcgressed. Lower pred¡ctad probab¡lities ol use w¡th¡n 2.7

to 3.7 km of welt pads suggested ind¡rcct hab¡tat losses may be substant¡alty leryer than dirêct habttat loiæs. Add¡t¡onally, some areas classil¡ed

as high probab¡lity of use by mule deer belore gas lietd development chenged to areas of low use tollowing dèvelopment, end otbeß originally

classilied as tow prcbability of use were used more frequentty as the ñêld developed. ll areas with high Probability of use before development

weÊ those preleÍed by the deer, observed shfüs in their d¡stribution as davelopment progressed were towerd less'preîorrcd and ptesumably

tess-surtaö/e haöitats. (JOUFNAL OF WILDLIFE MANAGEMENT 70(2):396-403i 2006)

Key words
generat¡zed linear model (GLM), Globat Positioning Systen (GPS), habitat select¡on, mule deer, natural gas developmenL negative

binomiat, Odocoileus hemionus, resource selection probability function (RSPF), Wyoming.

Nan¡ral gas development on public lands in Wyoming has steadily

increased since 1984 (Bureau of Land Management 2002) and
c¡eated much concern over potential impacts to wildlife. Public
lands with high gas potential often coincide with regions of
Wyoming that support large mule ðeer (Odocoileus ltemìonas)

populations, such as the Green River Basin (Bureau of Land
Management 2000a), Great Divide Basin (Bureau of Land
Management 2000b), and Powder River Basin (Bureau of Land
Management 2003). Impacts of natural gas development on mule

deer may include the direct loss (i.e., su¡face disnrrbance) of
habitat to well pad, access road, and pipeline construction.
Additional indirect habitat losses may occur if increased human
activity (e.g., traffic, noise) associated with infrastructu¡e cause

mule deer to be displaced or alter their habitat use Patterns.
Although it is relatively easy to quantifr the direct habitat losses

that result from conversion of native vegetation to infrastructure,
it is much more diffrcult to document indirect habitat losses.

Nonetheless, because indirect impacts can affcct a substantially
Ir,ger arer than direct impacts, understanding them may be a key

component to maintaining mule deer seasonal ranges and

populations in regions with high levels of natural gâs develop-

ment. Accordingly, there is a need among land management and

wildlife agencies to bette¡ understand how natur¡l gas develop-

ment can lead to indirect habitat loss to ensure informed land-use

decisions are made, reasonable and effective mitigation measures

identified, and appropriate monitoring programs implemented.
Our objective was to determine whether natural gas development

1 
E- mail : hsawyer@west-inc. com

afÏected the habitat selection patterns and, thus, distribution of
wintering mule deer in western Wyoming.

Study Area
Beginning in 2000, the Bureau of Land Management (BLM)
approved the construction of700 producing well pads, 645 km of
pipeline, md 444 km of ¡oads to develop a narural gas field in the
Pinedele Anticline Project Area (PAPA; Bureau of Land
Management 2000ø). The PAPA contains one of the largest

and highest density (19 to 30 deer/km2) mule deer winter ranges

in Wyoming (S. Smith, Wyoming Game and Fish Department,
Cheyenne, Wyo., USA, unpublished data). The PAPA is located

in the upper Green River Basin of western Wyoming, approx-
imately 5 km southwest of Pinedale. The PAPA consists primarily
of federal lands (80%) and minerals administered by the BLM
(83%). The state of Wyoming owns 5% (39 km2) of the surface

and another 75% (727 km2) is private (Bureau of Land
Management 2000a). The study area contains abundant deep

gas reserves, supports a varìery of agriculturd uses, and provides

winter range for 4,000 to 5,000 migratory mule deer that summer

in portions of 4 diíferent mountain ranges 80 to 200 km away
(Sawyer and Linòzry 2001). Although the PAPA covers 799 km2,

most mule deer wintered in the nonhern one-third, an area locally
known as the Mesa. The Mesa is 260 km2 in size, bounded by the
Green River on the west and the New Fork River on the north,
south, and east, and vegetated primarily by Wyoming big
sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata) and sagebrush-grassland com-
munities. Elevation ranges from 2,070 to 2,400 m. Our study was

restricted to the Mesa portion of the PAPA.

The Journal of Wildlife Management . 70(2)
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Methods
Capturc
We captured adult (>1 year) female mule deer using helicopter
net-gunning in the northern portion of the PAPA where deer
congregated in early winter before moving to thei¡ individual
winter ranges throughout the Mesa (Sawyer and Lindzey 2001).
We believed attempting to randomly capture deer in this area
during early winter provided the best oppornrnity to achieve a

representative sample from the wintering population. In years
before development (winterc 7998-1999 and !999-2000), we
fitted deer with standard, very high frequency (VHF) radio colla¡s
(Advanced Telemetry Sy$tems, Isanti, Minnesota). We located
radio-collared deer from the ground or zit every 7 to 10 da¡,s during
the 7998-7999 and 1999-2000 winters (1 Dec to 31 Mar). During
years of gas field development (winters 200O-2001, 2001-2002,
and 2002-2003), we fitted deer with store-on-board global
positioning system (GPS) radio collars (Telonics, Inc., Mesa,
fuizona) equipped with VFIF transmitters and remote-release
mechanisms programmed to release at specified dates and times.
We 6tted GPS radio collars to a sample of different deer each
winter; however, 3 deer had collars that collected GPS locations for
both the 2001-2002 and 2N2-2003 winters. We programmed
GPS radio collars to attempt location fixes every 1 or 2 hrs,
depending on model type. We did not differentially correct GPS
locations because 3-dimensional fixes typically have <20 m effor
(Di O¡io et al. 2003), and previous work in the srudy area indicated
99o/o fx-rate success with 80% of successful fixes 3-dimensional
locations (Sawyer et oJ. 2002). Potential fix-rate bias was not a
concern because ofthe high 6x-rate success ofthe GPS collers.

disnibuted across the sfl¡dy area. We annually digitized roads and
well pads from LANDSAT thematic satellite images acquired
from the U,S. Geologic Suwey and processed by SþTruth
(Sheperdstown, West Virginia). The LANDSAT images were
obtained every fall, before snow accumulation, but after most
annual development activities were complete. We calculated road
density by placing a ci¡cular buffer with a 0.5-km radius on the
center of the sample unit and measuring the length of road within
the buffer. We used the NEAREST NEIGHBOR extension for
ArcView to measure the distance from the center of each sampled
unit to the edge of the nearest well pad. We did not distinguish
between developing and producing well pads. We assumed habitat
loss was simila¡ among all well pads because development of the
6eld was in its early stages (i.e., (5 years), and there was no
evidence of successful shrub reclamation. Additionally, there was
no evidence that suggested the rype ofwell pad was an accurate
indicator of the amount of human activiry (e.g., traffic) that
occurred at each site. Without an accurate measure of human
activity, we believed it was inappropriate to distinguish berween
producing and developing well pads.

Sfatistica/ analyses.-Our approach to modeling winter
habitat use consisted of 4 basic steps: 1) estimate the relative
frequency of use (i.e., an empirical esrimare of probability of use)
for a large sample of habitat units for each radiocollared deer,
during each winter; 2) use the relative frequency as the response
variable in a multiple regression analysis to model the probability
of use for each deer as e function of predictor variables; 3) develop
a population{evel model from the individual deer models, for each
winter; and 4) map predictions of population-level models from
each winter. Our analysis treated each winter period separately to
allow mule deer habitat use and environmental characteristics (e.g.,
road density or number of well pads) to change through time. We
treated radiocollared deer as the experimental unit to avoid
pseudo-replication (i.e., spatial and temporal autocorrelation) and
to accommodate population-level inference (Otis and White 1999,

Johnson et al. 2000, Erickson et al. 2001).
'We estimated relative frequency of use for each radio-collared

deer using a simple technique that involved counting the number
of deer locations in each of approximately 4,500 randomly
sampled, circula¡ habitat units across the srudy a¡ea. We took a

simple random sample with replacement for each winter to ensure
independence of the habitat units (Thompson 1992:51). We chose
circular habitat units that had a 100-m radii; an ¿rea small enough
to dctect changes in animal movements but large enough to ensure
multiple locations could occur in each unit. Previous analyses
suggested model coefficients were similar across a variecy of unit
sizes, including 50, 75, and 150-m radii (R. Nielson, Western
Ecorystems Technology, Inc., Cheyenne, Wyo., USA, unpub-
lished data). We measured predictor variables on each of the
sampled habitat units and conducted a Pearson's pairwise
correlation analysis (PROC CORR; SAS 2000) before modeling
to identifi multicolinearities and to determine whether any
variables should be excluded from the modeling (lrl > 0.60).

The relative frequency of locations from a radio-collared deer
found in each habitat unit was an empirical estimate of the
probabiliry of use by that deer and was used as a continuous
response variable in a generalized linear model (GLM), We used

Modeling Prccedurcs
Defining availability.-We defined the study areaby mapping

39,641 locations Êom 77 mtldLe dee¡ over a,6-year period (1998 to
2003), creating a minimum convex poþon (MCP), and then
clipping the MCP to the boundary of the PAPA. This was
consistent with the McClean et al. (1998) recommendation that
the study-area level of habitat availability should be based on the
distribution of radio-colla¡ed animals.

Habìtat variables.-We identified 5 variables as potentially
important predictors of winter mule deer distribution, induding
elevation, slope, aspect, road density, and distance to well pad. We
did not include vegetation as a va¡iable because the sagebrush-
grâsslend was relatively homogeneous across the study area and
difficult to divide into finer vegetation classes. Further, we
believed differences in sagebrush characteristics could be largely
explained by elevation, slope, and aspect. We used the SPATIAL
ANALYST extension for A¡cView (Environmental Systems
Research Institute, Redlands, California) to calculate slope and
aspect from a 26 x 26-m digital elevation model (U.S. Geologic
Survey 1999). Grid cells with slopes )2 degrees were assigned to
7 of 4 aspect categories: northeast, northwest, southeast, or
southwest. Grid cells with slopes of <2 degrees were considered
flat and assigned to a fifth category that was used as the reference
(Neter et aL t996) during habitat modeling. We obtained
elevation, slope, and aspect values for each of the sampled units
using the GET GRID extension for A¡cView. The sample units
consisted of approximately 4,500 circular units with 100-m radii

Sawyer et al . lvlule Deer Habitat Selection
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an ofßet term (McCullagh and Nelder 1989) in the GLM to
estimate probability of use for each radiocollared deer as a function

of a linea¡ combination of predictor variables, plus or minus an

error term assumed to have a negative binomial distribution
(McCullagh and Nelder 1989, White and Bennetts 1996). We

preferred the negative binomial distribution over the more

commonly used Poisson because it allows for overdispersion

flMhite and Bennetts 199ó).

We obtained a population-level model for each winter by fust

estimating coefficients for each radiocolla¡ed deer. We used

PROC GENMOD (SAS 2000) and the negative binomial

distribution to Êt the following GLM for each radiocolla¡ed deer

during each winter period:

ln[E(r¡)] :ln(totq4 * Þo + Þrxr + - .-* þt,xp, (l)

which is equivalent to

lnlD (r i I t o t al)l : ln [¿( Relative frequency, )]

: Êo + Êrxr * ...t þpxp (2)

where 4 is the number of locations for a radio-colla¡ed deer within
habitat unit i (i : 7, 2, , . ., 4,500), total is the total number of
locations for the deer within the study area, p6 was an intercept

term, p1, . . .t Þp arc unknown coeffìcients for habitat variables X¡,
.,., Xo, and E(,) denote s the expected value' We used the same ofßet

term for all sampled habitat units of a given deer, thus the term

l¡(total) was absorbed into the estimate of Bs and ensured we were

modeling relative frequency of use (e.g., 0, 0'003, 0.0034, .. .)

instead of integer counts (e.g., 0,1,2, .. '). Because some locations

for each deer were not within a sampled habitat unit, inclusion of
the offset term in Eq. (1) was not equivalent to conditioning on the

total number of observed locations (i.e., multinomial distribution).
fn fact, one could drop the offset term and simply scale the resulting

estimates of frequency of use by the total nulnber of observed

locations to obtain predictions of relative frequency identical to
those obtained by Eq. (1). This approach to modeling resource

selection estimates the relative frequency or absolute probability of
use as a function ofpredictor variables, so we refer to it as a resource

selection probability function (RSPF; Manly et aJ',2002).

We assumed GLM coefficients for predictor variable ã, for each

deer, were a random sample from a normal distribution (Seber

1984, Littell et al. 1996), with the mean of the distribution
representing the average or population-level effect of predictor

variable Æ on probability of use. We estimated coefficients for the

population-level RSPF for each winter using

al. (200a) for evaluating habitat selection of Steller's jays

(Cynocitta stelte¡i) and northern spotted owls (Srrrr oecidentalis

murina), respectively. Population-level inferences using Eqs. (3)

and (4) are unaffbcted by potential autocorrelation because

temporal autocorrelation between deer locations or spatial

autocorrelation between habitat units do not bias model

coefficients for the individual radiocolla¡ed deer models (McCul-

lagh and Nelder 1989, Neter et øJ' 1996)'

Standard criteria for model selection such as ÂJ<aike's lnforma-
tion Criterion (Burnham and Anderso¡ 2002) might be

appropriate for individual deer but do not apply for building a

model for population-level effects because the same model (i.e.,

predictor va¡iables) is required for each deer within a winter.

Therefore, we used a forward-stepwise model-building procedure

(Neter et al. t996) to estimate population-level RSPFs for winters

200f2001, 200l-2002, nd 2002-2003. The forward-stepwise

model-building process required fitting the same models to each

deer within a winter and using Eqs. (3) and (4) to estimate

population-level model coefficients. We used a l-statistic to

determine va¡iable entry (o < 0.15) and exit (o > 0.20; Hosmer

and Lemeshow 2000). We considered quadratic terms for road

density, distance to nearest well pad, and slope during the model-

building process and following convention, the linear form ofeach

variable was included if the model contained a quadratic form.

We conducted stepwise model building for all winters except for

the predevelopment period that included winters 1998-1999 znd

7999-2000. The limited number of locations recorded for radio-

colla¡ed deer during that period preduded fitting individual
models. Rather, we estimated a population-level model for the

predevelopment period by pooling location data across 45 deer

that had a minimum of L0 locations. We took simple random

samples of 30 locations from deer with >30 locations to ensure

that approximately equal weight was given to each deer in the

analysis. We frt a model containing slope, elevation, distance to

roads, and aspect for the predevelopment period. Distance to well
pad was not induded as a variable in the predevelopment model

because there were only 11 existing well pads on the Mesa before

development, and most were )10 years old, with litde o¡ no

human activity associated with them. 'We used bootstrapping to

estimate the standard errors and P values of the predevelopment

population-level model coefficients.
We mapped predictions of population-level RSPFs fo¡ each

winter on 104 X 104-m grids that covered the study area. We
checked predictions to ensure all values were in the [0,1] interval,

such that we were not extraPolating outside the range of the model

data (Neter et al. 1996). The estimated probability of use for each

grid cell was assigned a value of 1 to 4 based on the quartiles ofthe
distribution of predictions for each map. We assigned grid cells

with the highest 25Yo of prcdicted probabilities of use a value of 1

and classiûed them as high-use areas, assigned grid cells in the 51

to 75 percentiles a value of 2 and classified them as medium- to
high-use areas, assigned grid cells in the 2ó to 50 percentiles a

value of 3 and classified them as medium- to low-use areas, and

assigned grid cells in the 0 to 25 percentiles a values of 4 and

classified them as low-use areas. We used contingency tables to
identiS changes in the 4 habitat-use categories across the 4 winter
periods.

I i Fo,,n-

'Where Þg *"t the estimate of coefficient å for individu 
^l 

i ( i :
1, . . ., u). We estimatcd the variance of each population-level

model coefficient using the variation between radiocollared deer

and the equation

varlfi¡¡ : *É tO-, - Þ*)'.

This method of estimating population-level coefiÊcients using

Eqs. (3) and (4) was used by Marzluff et al, (2004) and Glenn et

(4)
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Results
Prcdevelopnent: llllinterc t99&t999 and 1*ÞÐü)
The population-level RSPF was estimated from 953 VHF deer
locations collected from 45 adult female mule deer during the
winters (1 Dec to 15 Apr) of ß98-7999 and 1999-2000 (Table
1). Units with the highest probability of use (Fig. 1) had an
average elevation of 2,275 m, an average slope of 5 degrees, and an
average road density of 0.14 km,/km'. Aspects with the highest
probability of use were northwest and southwest.

Year 1 of Deyelopment: W¡nter 2ün-mt
Individual models r¡'ere estimated for 10 radiocolla¡ed deer during
the winter (l Jan to f5 Apr) of 2000-2001. Eight of the 10 deer
had positive coefficients for elevation and negative coefficients for
road density, indicating selection for higher elevations and low
road densities. Based on the relationship benveen the linea¡ and
quadratic terms for slope and distance-to-w€ll-pad variables, all 10
deer selected for moderate slopes, and 7 of t0 deer selected a¡eas
away from well pads.

The population-level RSPF was esrimated from 18,706 GPS
locations collected from 10 radiocollared deer during the winter of
200f2001 (Table 1). The RSPF induded elevation, slope, road
density, and distance to well pad (Table 1). Deer selected for areas
with higher elevations, moderate slopes, low road densities, and
away from well pads. Habitat units with the highest probabiliry of
use (Frg. 2) had Ln arverage elevation of 2,266 m, slope of 5
degrees, road density of 0.16 km./km2, and were 2.7 km away from
the nea¡est well pad. Predictive maps indicate probability of deer
use wâs lowest in areas close to well pads and access roads (Fig. 2).
Shifts in deer distribution between predevelopment and year 1 of
development we¡e evident through the changes in the 4 deer use
categories (Table 2). Of the habitat units classifed as high deer
use before deveþment, only 60Vo were dassified as high decr use

during year 1 of development (Table 2). Of the areas classified as

low deer use before development, 587o remained dassified as low
deer use during year 1 of developmcnt (Table 2).

Year 2 of Development: W¡ntü ml-2(m
Individual models were developed fo¡ 15 radiocollared deer during
the winter (4 Jan to 15 Apr) of 2007J002. Fourteen of the 15

deer had positive coefficients for elwation, indicating selection of
higher elcvations. Based on the relationship bctween the linear
and quadratic terms for slope and distance-to-well-pad variables,
all 15 deer selected for moderate slopes, and 72 of 15 deer selected
areas away from well pads.

The population-level RSPF was estimated from 14,851 GPS
locations collected from 15 radiocolla¡ed deer during the winter of
2007-2m2 (Table 1). The RSPF induded elevation, slope, and
distance to well pad (Table 1). Deer seleced for a¡eas with higher
elevations, moderate slopes, and away from well pads. Habitat
units with the highest probability of use (Fig. 3) had an average
elevation of 2,255 m, slope of 5 degrees, and were 3.1 km away
from the nearest well pad. Predictive maps indicate probability of
deer use was lowest in areas dose ro well pads (Fig. 3). Shifts in
deer distribution between predevelopmenr, yeíú 7, md yeat 2 of
development were evident through the changes in the 4 deer-use
categories (Table 2). Of the habitat units classified as high deer
use before development, only 49%;o were classified as high deer use
during year 2 of development (Table 2). Of the areas classified as

low deer use before development, 48o/o remuned dassified as low
deer use during year 2 of development (Table 2).

Year 3 of Development: Winter 2(rc-2üß
Individual models were developedfor 7 radiocollared deer during
the winter (20 Dec to 15 Apr) oÍ 2002-2003. N17 deer had
positive coefficients for elevation, indicating selecrion of higher
elevations. Based on the relationship benveen the linea¡ and
quadratic terms fof slope and distance-to-wetl-pad variables, 6 of
7 deer selected for moderate slopes, and 6 of 7 òeer selected a¡eas
away from well pads.

The population-level RSPF was estimated from 4,904 GPS
locations collected ftom 7 radiocollared deer during the winter of
2æ2-2003 (Table l). Our target sample of 10 ma¡ked animals
was not met because 3 deer died early in the season. The RSPF
induded elevation, slope, and distance to well pad (Table 1). Deer
selected areas with high elevations, moderate slopes, and away
from well pads. Habitat units with the highest probabiliry of use

Fig. a) had an 
^verlge 

elevation of 2,233 m, sþe of 5 degrees,
and were 3.7 km away from the nearest well pad. Predictive maps
indicate probability of deer use was lowest in areas close to well

l-

,l

I
'r

Table l. Coefficlents for population-level w¡nter mule deer resource selection probability functions (RSPF) before and during 3 years of natural gas devetopment
in wêstem Wyo., USA, 1998-2003.

I Not applicable.
b Not significant.
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Figurc l. Predicted probabilit¡es and associated categories of mule deer

habitat use during 1 998-l 999 and 1 999-200o winters, before natural gas field

development in westem Wyo., USA.

pads (Fig. 4). Shifts in deer distribution between predevelopment,

year 7,ye r 2, ând y€ar 3 ofdevelopment were evident through the

changes in thc 4 deer-use categories (Table 2)' Of the habitat

units classified as high deer use before develoPment' only 37o/o

were classified as high deer use during year 3 of development

(Table 2). Of the areas classified as low deer use before

dwelopment, 4lo/o remuned classified as low deer use during

year 3 of development (Table 2)'

Discussion
Our statistical analysis differs from the typical methods used in the

stndy of habitat sclection (Manly et al' 2O02) in several important
ways. First, our sample size was the number of radiocollared deer

during each winter, and our objective r¡r'as to make statistical

inferences to the corresponding population in the study area.

Thus, we assumed that our radiocollared deer represented a simple

random sample from the population each winter. Second, our

response variable was an empirical estimâte of the probability of
use of a habitat unit, or the volume under an animal's utilization
distribution surface. And third, we used a stepwise model-building
procedure to develop a population-level model from individual
deer models, where the âverage of the coefficients across deer

comprised the population-level model for each winter period'
'We recognize that other techniques may be used to estimate

population-level models. Random-coefficients or hierarchical

models (Littell et al. 1996) can estimate individual and

population-level coefficients; however, model convergence can

be problematic. To date, we believe the most appropriate method

to obtain a population-level model is to fit a GLM with negative

binomial errors to each radiocolla¡ed deer and average the

coefficients. Seber (1984:486) describes this estimator and notes

that identical population-level coeffrcients can be obtained if one

averages the relative frequency of use in each of the sampled

habitat units and fits a single model. We prefer to estimate

individual models because the variation among individuals is often

of biological interest.

Hgu¡e 2 Predicted probabilities and associated categories of mule deer

habitat use during year 1 (winter of 2000-2001 ) of naturai gas development ¡n

westem VWo., USA.

We would have preferred the use of GPS radio colla¡s during all

years of this srudy because they can systematically collect

thousands of accurate deer locations, regardless of weather

conditions or time of day. Although the VFIF radio collar

locations used for the predevelopment model were collected at

irregular intervals and during daylight hours, we believe the

resulting model provides a reasonable comparison to models

estimated during years of development with GPS radio colla¡

locations. Hayes and K¡ausman (1993) suggested diurn¿l use of
habitats by female mule deer were rePresentative of overall

patterns of habitat use, except in a¡eas with high levels of huma¡

disturbance. Because human activity was excePtionally low on the

Mesa before development, we believe the 953 VHF locations

collected from 45 radiocollared deer accurately reflect overall deer

use during that time period.

We view our resor[ce selection analysis as an objective means to

document mule deer resPonse to natural gas development and

quanti8, indirect habitat losses through time. Although indirect

impacts associated with human activity or development have been

documented it elk (Ceruus elapltur, Lyon 7983, Morrison et al.

1995, Rowland et al. 2000), data that suggest similar behavior in
mule deer (Rost and Bailey 1979, Yarmaloy et al. 1988, Merrill et

aL. 1994) are limited and largely observational in nature, Specific

knowledge of how, or whether, mule deer respond to natural gas

development does not exist in the literature. Our results suggest

winter habitat selection and distribution patterns of mule deer

were affected by well pad development. Changes in habitat

selection by mule deer appeared to be immediate (i.e., year 1 of
development), and through 3 years of development, we found no

evidence they acclimated or habituated to well pads. Rather, mule

dee¡ had progressively higher probability of use in areas farther

away from well pads as development progressed. The nonlinea¡

relationship between probability of deer use and distance to well
pad indicates deer selected areas away from well pads, but only up

to a certain distance. We believe this reflects the ability of mule
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deer to avoid localized disnrrbances and habitat pefturbations
without completely abandoning their home ranges.

Population-level RSPFs and associared predictive maps were
useful tools for illustrating changes in habitat selection patterns
through time. We recogniz€ the 4 levels of habitat use were
subjectively defined and could vary depending on srudy objectives
or species information. Nonetheless, we believe RSpFs and
associated predictive maps can provide a useful f¡amework for
quanti|/ing indirect habitat losses by measuring the changes (e.g.,
percentage or area) in habitat use categories tfuough time.
Predictive maps suggest that some areas categorized as high use
before development, changed to low use as development
progressed, and othe¡ areas initially c tegorizÊ,d as low use
changed to high use. For example, following yerLr I of develop-
merft, !7o/o of units dassified as high use before development had
changed to medium-low or low use, and by yeer 3 of development,
47o/o of those areas classified as high use before development had
changed to medium-low o¡ low use. Conversely, by year 3 of
development, 40o/o of low-use âreas had changed to medium-high

or high-use areas. Assuming habitats with high probability of use
before development were more suitable than habitats with lower
probabiliry of use, rhese results suggesr nârLlral gas development
on the Mesa displaced mule dee¡ to less-suitable habitats.

Winter severity and forage availability can influence the
distribution panerns of mule deer (Garrott et al. 1987, Brown
7992). However, winter conditions on the Mesa were considered
relatively mild during the course of this srudy (1998-2003) and
were unlikely ro have preduded deer from using their entire winter
range. Gilbert et al. (1970) reported snow depths )61 cm were
required to preclude use of an area by mule deer. With the
exception of isolated drifts, snow depths were (61 cm across the
Mesa during all years of study. If the observed changes in deer
distribution were due to severe winter conditions, we would expect
deer use to shift to areas with lower elevations and south-facing
slopes. Instead, deer always selected for high elevations, and aspect
was never a significant predictor va¡iable during years of develop-
rnent, further suggesting the observed shifts in deer distribution

Figure 3, Predicted probabilìties and associated categories of mule deer
habitat use during year 2 (winter of 2001-2002) ol natural gas development jn

western Wyo , USA.

Figure 4. Predicted probabilit¡es and associated categones of mule deer
habitat use during year 3 (w¡nter of 2OO2-2@3) of natural gas devetopment in
westem Wyo, USA
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were due to increased well-pad development and associated

than the direct habitat losses incurred when native vegetation is

removed during construction of the well pad. Habitat losses,

whether direct ãr indirect, have the potential to reduce carrying

restricted to nonwinter months. Our findings suggest current

Management lmpl¡cat¡ons

of reducing disturbance to wintering deer. Mitigation measures

designed to minimize disturbance to wintering mule deer in
natural gas fields should consider all human activity across the
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PREFACE

he geographic scope, intensity, and pace of domestic
energy development have potential to impact fish
and wildlife habitats on a large scale. The capability
of habitat to sustain wildlife into the future will

depend on effective project planning and mitigation
developed through constructive collaboration among
federal land management agencies, state, provincial,
and tribal wildlife management agencies, private
landowners, industry and other conservation partners.

This document establishes guidelines that will enable
energy development to proceed in a manner reasonably
compatible with habitat requirements of mule and

black-tailed deer. These Energy Development Guidelirues for
Mule Deer will help resource managers focus on pre-project
risk assessments, appropriate proiect designs, effective
mitigation and reclamation, and adequate monitoring
to better conserve mule deer habitats through adaptive
managemert. Historically, the federal process of energy
leasing and development has been too inflexible to apply
best technology and information currently available.
These guidelines represent the state of our knowledge
at the time of publication, but it is rhe intent of the Mule
Deer Working Group that they be promptly updated with
all subsequent and pertinent research that becomes
available to decision makers.

Pltoto cotrrtesy of George Andrejko/AZGFD
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lack-tailed and mule deer (collectively mule dee¡
Odocoileus læmiortus) are icons of the North
American West. Perhaps no animal better
symbolizes the region in the minds of the American

public. Because of their popularity and broad distribution,
mule deer are one of the most economically and socially
important animals in western North America. In a 2006

survey of wildlife-related recreation, the U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service (USFWS) reported nearly 3 million people

hunted in the 19 western states IUSFWS 2007).ln 2006

alone, hunters were afield almost 50 million days and spent

mo¡e than $7 billion on lodging, gas, and hunting-related
equipment. Although the survey encompassed all forms of
hunting, mule deer have traditionally been one of the most
important game animals in the West. According to the same

survey, 25.6 million residents in 19 western states spent

more than $15.5 billion "watching wildlife" in 2006.

The value of abundant wildlife populations cannot be

overemphasized. Because mule deer are inextricably
tied to the history development, and future of the West,

the species is one of the true barometers of ecological
conditions in western North America.

Mule deer are distributed throughout western
North America from the coastal islands of Alaska,
to southern Baja Mexico and from the northern border
of the Mexican state of Zacatecas to the Canadian provinces

of Saskatchewan, Alberta, British Columbia, and the

southern Yukon Territory. Within these broad latitudinal
and geographic gradients, mule deer have developed
incredibly diverse behavioral and ecological adaptations
enabling the species to occupy a diversity of climatic
regimes and vegetation associations.

Federal land management agencies regulate
surface disturbing activities, including energy
development, throughout much of the mule deer

range in the West. In the eastern portions of mule
deer range, private landowners control how habitat
is managed. Mule deer habitats are increasingly vulnerable
to unprecedented threats from a range of anthropogenic
developments. If mule deer habitats are to be conserved,

it is imperative that government agencies and private
conservation organizations elevate their awareness

of the species' key habitat requirements, engage in
habitat restoration initiatives, and fully integrate effective
habitat protection and mitigation practices into all land
use decisions.

INTRODUCTION

State wildlife agencies manage and regulate wildlife
populations that are dependent on those habitats managed

by the Federal land management agencies and private

Iandowners. The Western Governors' Association (WGA)

recognized the need to coordinate efforts to protect and

maintain wildlife migration co¡ridors and crucial habitats
(WGA 2008). They approved Policy Resolution 07-01 to
work "in partnership with important stakeholders, to
identify key wildlife corridors and crucial wildlife habitats
in the West and make recommendations on needed policy
options and tools for preserving those landscapes."
The WGA s Wildlife Corridors Initi,ative, is a multi-state
and collaborative effort to improve knowledge and

management of wildlife corridors and crucial habitat.
The primary objective was to develop a tool for policy
makers to integrate wildlife corridor and crucial habitat
values into planning decisions, and promote best

management practices for development to reduce

harmful impacts on wildlife.

Energy consumption and production continue to be

the focus of the nation's energy policy. According to

the National Energy Policy (2001), "...if energy production
increases at the same rate as during the last decade our
projected energy needs will far outstrip expected levels

of production. This imbalance, if allowed to continue,
will inevitably undermine our economy, our standard of
living, and our national security." As pressure mounts to
locate and develop additional sources of domestic energy

in the western states, careful attention must be given to
how industry can maintain effective habitat conditions for
mule deer. To best do that, rigorous research to determine
population level effects of energy development on mule
deer needs to continue as many questions remain
unanswered. Hebblewhite (2011) observed many population
level surveys have identified important changes, but the
mechanisms of change remain speculative. He concludes

research needs to occur to better achieve an evidence-based

framework for mitigating development.

Sawyer et al. (2002) suggested habitat loss and

fragmentation caused by extensive energy development
could pose a serious threat to mule deer and pronghorn
(Antilocapra tmericano.) populations in western Wyoming.
The national focus on energy independence should, at the
same time, recognize the importance of maintaining intact
wildlife habitats supporting diverse economic, recreational,
social, and aesthetic values.

INTPODUCTION 5
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Areas of known or potential energy resources overlap
much of what is considered important mule deer habitat.
Development of those resources brings about habitat
disturbance or loss due to construction of well pads, roads,
pipelines, mine facilities, wind and solar farms, and other
features. In addition, disturbances from vehicle traffic,
noise, and human activities often displace mule deer
to areas farthe¡ away from well pads (sawyer et aì. 2006).
Presumably this displacement is to areas of less suitable
habitat. This disturbance and displacement diverts time
and energy away from foraging, resting, and other activities
that improve physiological condirion (Gill et aI. 1996,
Frid and Dill 2002). Therefore, there is the potential to
decrease mule deer survival and recruitment rates and
ultimately lead to populationlevel effects. Activities
associated with energy exploration and development often
preclude or inhibit use of winter ranges that are critically
important to muÌe deer flutz et al. 2003, Sawyer et al.
2006). Roads and traffic also limit mule deer use of

important habitats (Sawyer et al. 2009c). The impact
of roads has been increasingly recognized in the past
decade (Forman et al. 2003). In fact, highway-associated
impacts are one of the most prevalent and widespread
stressors affecting natural ecosystems in the U.S. (Noss and
Cooperrider 1994, Tiombulak and Frissell 2000, Farrell et al.
2002). These impacts are especially severe in the western
states where oil and gas, and more recently wind and solar
energy, are being developed rapidly at a time when mule
deer populations are depressed (Heffelfinger and Messmer
2003,Lutz et aÌ.2003, Hebblewhite 2008).

While other energy sources such as nuclear and woody
or cellulosic biomass conversion could present some issues
or concerns, their impact on mule deer or mule deer habitat
is not considered significant and therefore not addressed
here. For purposes of this document we focus guidelines
on the forms of energy development having significant
effect on mule deer and their habitat.

T-----
I

I fotal Energy Production (Top 15 States - 2009)

1 Texas

2 Wyoming
3 Louisiana

4 West Virginia

5 Kentucky
6 Pennsylvania

7 California

8 Oklahoma

9 Colorado
10 New Mexico

11 lllinois
12 Alaska

13 Alabama

14 Utah

15 Virginia
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Nine of the top 15 energy producing stotes are in tlrc West and provide habitats for block-toiled or mule deer
(U.5. Energy lnformotion Adminisîation, Itttp://www.eio,doe gou/state/state_energy_ronkings cfm?keyid:l9&ord,erid :1)
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OIT AND GAS
ENERGY DEVETOPMENT

Blcrcpouno
Exploration and extraction of oil and gas resources continue
to have a range of effects on mule deer habitats. Some types

of disturbance can be positive if they improve vegetative
structure or nutritional content. However, activities
associated with extraction of energy resources often have

adverse effects on mule deer. The severity of impact depends

upon the amount and intensity of the disturbance, specific
locations and arrangements of disturbance, and ecological
significance of habitats affected. In Colorado, it has been
demonstrated most mule deer populations are ultimately
limited by habitat (Bartmann et al. 1992, White and
Bartmann 1998, Bergmann et al. 2007, Bishop 2007,
Watkins et al. 2007). Thus, small isolated disturbances
within non-limiting habitats are of minor consequence
within most eco systems. Howeve¡ larger-scale
developments within habitats limiting the
abundance and productivity of a mule deer
population are a significant concern. Both direct
and indirect impacts associated with energy and
mineral development have the potential to affect
ungulate population dynamics, especially when
impacts are concentrated on winter ranges [Sawyer
et al. 2002).

In order to meet their nutritional and energy needs,
mule deer throughout most of North America
depend on distinct seasonal ranges for summer
(high elevation forests) and winter (low elevation
shrub and grasslands). Migratory mule deer rely
on networks of migration routes to transition
between these critical areas (Sawyer et al. 2005).

Oil and gas development not only removes habitats
from these ranges, but may also displace deer from
other preferred habitats (Sawyer et al. 2006) and
create barriers that hinder migration and use of
remaining habitats (Sawyer et al. 2009a). In some

cases, construction activities might remove
decadent vegetation and provide the opportunity
to reclaim the area with improved forage.

Throughout the West, reservoirs of oil and gas

commonly overlie important mule deer habitats,
including winter ranges (Sawyer et al. 2006).
Freddy et al. (1986) demonstrated that mule
deer exhibit an alert-flight response at distances

up to 0.08 and 0.12 mile from sources of noise

and activity from snowmobiles and people afoot,
respectively. Sawyer et al. (2006, 2009a, bJ showed
that high-use deer areas on winter range

consistently occurred 1.2 to 1.8 miles away from
well pads. Additionally, Sawyer et al. (2009a)

BACKGROUND, ISSUES, AND CONCERNS

found mule deer avoided all types of well pads, but selected

areas farther from well pads with greater levels of human
disturbance (i.e., traffic). They also concluded liquid
gathering systems and di¡ectional drilling are effective
practices to reduce human activity and surface disturbance
during development. They suggested indirect habitat loss

to mule deer may be reduced approximately 38-63 % when
liquids are collected in pipelines rather than stored at well
pads and hauled away with tanker trucks. In western
Wyoming, surface disturbance was reduced by 70-80%

using directional drilling (Sawyer et al. 2009b).
A relatively new area of significant interest has been

development of natural gas from coal beds. Depending
on depth of the coal seam, coal bed natural gas (CBNG)

production and coal mining activities can occur in the
same general area, thus raising concerns about possible
cumulative effects on mule deer and other wildlife.
Development and extraction activities associated with CBNG,
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coal, and deep-well natural gas have potential for profound
and long-term impacts on the environment. For the purpose
of this discussion, oil and gas development includes those
activities used to extract all hydro-carbon compounds such
as natural gas, crude oil, coal bed methane, and oil shale.

Drilling operations during winter months (15 Nov - 30 Apr)
causes measurably greater impact on mule deer compared
to production and maintenance activities. Sawyer et al.
(2009a) cautioned wintering mule deer are sensitive to
drilling disturbance and that indirect habitat loss may
increase by a factor of > 3 when seasonal wildlife
protection restrictions a¡e waived. Wildlife managers should
expect considerable short-term displacement of wintering
mule deer if wide-spread, year-round drilling is permitted in
crucial winter range and long-term displacement depending
on the level of disturbance during well field operation.

Impact Thresholds
Impact thresholds are levels of development and
disturbance that impair key habitat functions by directly
eliminating habitat; disrupting wildlife access to, or use
of habitat; or causing avoidance and stress (WGFD 2010a).
Impact thresholds, appropriate management, and mitigation
will vary depending on habitats affected. Our most pressing
need is to address the species and habitat functions affected
by impending, large-scale developments primarily in
sagebrush-steppe ecosystems.

Impact thresholds a¡e based on 2 quantitative measures:
density of well pad locations and cumulative area of
disturbances/mile-. The cumulative area of disturbance
represents direct loss of habitat. \Mhile evaluating impacts
to sage-grouse, Naugle et ai. (2006) concluded density
of well pads is highly correlated with other
features of development and therefore
comprises a suitabÌe index representing the
extent of development. Although the density
of well pads and cumulative acreage serve as

a general index to well-field development and
activities, thresholds based upon these alone
may under-represent the actual level of
disturbance (WGFD 2010a). Relative degrees
of impact are described as follow:

Low Impact- One well pad location with
total disturbance not exceeding 20 acres/rnile'.
Habitat effectiveness is reduced within a zoDe
surrounding each well, facility, and road
corridor through human presence, vehicle
traffic, and equipment activity.

Moderate Impact- Two to 4 well pad
locations with total disturbance not exceeding
60 acres/mile'. At this range of development,

ENEPGY DEVELOPIIENT GUIDELINES FOP NULE DEEA

impact zones surrounding each well pad, facility and
road corridor begin to overlap, thereby reducing habitat
effectiveness over much large¡ contiguous areas. Human,
equipment and vehicular activity, noise, and dust are also
more frequent and intensive and will impair the ability
of animals to use critical areas (winter range, parturition
grounds, etc.) and impacts will be much more difficult to
mitigate. It may not be possible to fully mitigate impacts
caused by higher well densities, particularly by developing
habitat treatments on site. Habitat treatments will then
generally be located in areas near, rather than within well
fields to maintain the function and effectiveness of critical
¿lIeas.

High Impact- Greater than 4 well pad locations or 60
acres of disturbance/mile-. At this level of development,
the function and effectiveness of habitat becornes
compromised. Lon8-term consequences would likely
include continued fragmentation and disintegration
of habitat leading to decreased survival, productivity,
and ultimately, loss of carrying capacity for the herd.
This will result in a loss of ecological functions, recreation
opportunity, and income to the economy. An additional
consequence may include permanent loss of migration
memory from large segments of unique, migratory mule
deer herds.

lssues AND CoNcERNs
For purposes of these guidelines, impacts to mule deer f¡om
oil and gas development can be divided into the following
general categories: 1) direct and indirect loss of habitaç
2) physiological stress, 3) disturbance and displacement;
4) habitat fragmentation and isolation; and 5) other
secondary (offsite) effects.

The presence of well pads, roads, pipelines, compressor stc,tions, and out buildings
directly removes habitat from use (Photo courtesy of New Mexico Deportment of Game
and Fish [NMDGF]).

Comment Letter I9



Direct and Indirect Loss of Habitat
Direct loss of habitat results primarily from construction
and production phases of development. The construction
and subsequent presence of well pads, roads, pipelines,
compressor stations, and out buildings directly removes
habitat from use. Production activities require extensive
infrastructure and depending upon scale, density, and
arrangement of the developed area, indirect loss of habitat
can be extensive (USDI 1999). As an example, within the
Big Piney-LaBarge oil and gas field in Wyoming, the actual
physical area of structures, roads, pipelines, pads, etc.

covers approfmately 7 miles-. However, because of the

"rr"ng"-ãnt 
of thesô structures, the entire 166 mile' -

landsõape is within 0.5 mile of a road, and 160 miles' (92%

of the landscape) is within 0.25 mile of a road or other
structure (Stalling 2003).

Generally, it is possible to reclaim 50o/o of a disturbed area

to minimal cover standards within 3-5 years after
construction. However, re-establishing suitable habitat
conditions (appropriate native species composition,
diversity, structure, and age) may take 30-40 years (Young

and Evans 1981, Bunting et al. 1987, Winward 1991), or
may take well over 100 years [Baker 2006, Cooper et al.

2007). The remaining 50o/o of the disturbed area consists of
the working surfaces of roads, well pads, and other
facilities, and represents a much longer term loss of habitat

IUSDI 1999). Successful reclamation of sagebrush
communities is difficult at best, as success is highly
dependent upon amount and timing of precipitation.

Predicted levels of mule deer use before ond after naturol gas development in
losses tlnt are considerably brger tlun direct habitat loss (from Sowyer et al

Sagebrush seed remains viable in salvaged topsoil for a
comparatively brief period and reseeding is usually required
if reclamation is conducted > I year post-disturbance.

Restoration of shrub habitats important to wintering deer

is critical, but reclamation of these vegetation types in dry
regions may not occur quickly (Baker 2006) and therefore any

disturbance will likely represent a longer-term habitat loss.

Physiological Stress
Animals become physiologically stressed when energy

expenditures increase due to alarm or behavioral avoidance.
These responses are generally attributed to interactions with
humans or activities associated with human presence such
as traffic, noise, pets, and etc. Physiological stress diverts
time and energy away from critical activities such as foraging
and resting important to maintain or improve fitness (Gill et

aL. 1996, Frid and Dill 2002). This seems especially critical to
wintering deer whose nutritional condition is closely
associated with survival (Sawyer et al. 2009a).

During winter months, additional stress can be particularly
harmful because a deer's energy balance is already
operating at a deficit (Wallmo et al. 1.977). In addition,
the diversion of energy reserves can be detrimental to other
vital functions during the life cycle such as gestation and
lactation. An environmental assessment of oil and gas

development in the Glenwood Springs (CO) Resource Area
expressed concern these impacts could ultimately have
population effects through reduced production, survival,
and recruitment (USDI 1999).

Jþ

westem Wyoming. Auoidance of well pads con Íeate Ìndirect habitot
2006)

BACKGAOUND, ISSUES, AND CONCERNS 7
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Disturbance and Displacement
Increased human presence and activity,
equipment operation, vehicle traffic, and noise related
to wells and compressor stations, etc. are primary
factors leading to avoidance of a developed area by wildlife
(Barber et al. 2010). The avoidance response by mule deer
(indirect habitat lossJ extends the influence of each well
pad, road, and facility to surrounding habitats. In winter
ranges of western Wyoming, mule deer were shown to
prefer habitats 1.2 to 1.8 miles away from well pads
(Sawyer et al. 2006, 2009b).

During all phases of well field development and
operation, roads tend to be the most significant concern
because they often remain open to unregulated use.
This contributes to noise and increased human presence
within the development area. Rost and Bailey (1979)
documented an inverse relationship between habitat use
by deer and elk and distance to roads. Sawyer et al. (2009a)
found mule deer selected areas farther from well pads
associated with higher levels of traffic, primarily heavy
truck traffic used to remove condensate from producing
wells. This 'displacement' effect can result in the under
use of otherwise suitable habitats near infrastructure
and disturbances and over use of habitats in more
distant locations. Displacement also adds to the
potential for depredation problems
within nearby a gricultural properties.
Some other consequences of increased
human presence include, but ale not
limited to, mortality and injury due
to vehicle collisions, illegal hunting,
and harassment from a variety of
increasing rec¡eational activities
such as OHV use.

Habitat Fragmentation
and Isolation
Human caused habitat fragmentation
creates landscapes fundamentally
different f¡om those shaped by
natural processes to which species
have adapted (Noss and Cooperrider
1994). Human caused changes often
manifest as altered plant composition,
often dominated by weedy and
invasive species. This, in turn, changes
the type and quality of the food base
as well as the structure of the habitat.
When the ability to move between
important daily or seasonal habitats
(e.9., parturition areas, winter range,
etc.) is severely disrupted,
abandonment of habitat
ultimately could result.

ENERGY DEVELOPIIENT GUIDETINES FOP NUTE DEEA

When planning developments, it is critical to consider
these corridors and how to avoid or mitigate impacts in
order to sustain deer migration corridors (Merrill et al.
1994). Sawyer et al (2009c) recently developed a framework
to identify and prioritize mule deer migration routes fo¡
Iandscape-level planning. Such a framework may improve

The Roso gas fteld in northwestem New Mexico sltows on examplz. of
extreme impoct. (Photo courtesy of NMDGF)

Estimnted migration routes for mule deer relative to proposed. gas development in southwest
Wyoming. Higlt-use ateas represent stopover sites presumably used as foraging and resting
habitat, whereos moderate-use areos represent movement corridors (from Sowyer et al 2009c).
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both management and planning and ensure potential
impacts to mule deer migration routes are minimized.
In much of the Southwest, mule deer do not engage

in predictable migrations, but may make long-distance
"nomadic" movements based on seasonal variation in
water and food availability. Flexibility in movement across

ranges can be ultimately reflected in the survival and
productivity of the deer population and likely enhances

their ability to recover from population declines.

Secondary Effects
The severity of activities associated with support or service
industries linked to development often equals or exceeds

that of the direct effects described above. These impacts
are similar to those that occur during construction and
operations. Additional human presence from increased
support industries and community expansion will
contribute to human-wildlife interactions and declines

in mule deer habitat availability and quality.

Roads, pipelines, and transmission corridors not only
remove habitat, but also have the potential to contaminate

Wind energy resource potential in the U. S (U.S. Deportmeftt

of Energy, Notural Renewoble Enerly Laborotory)

Construction of wind turbines con creote habitot disturbonces similar
to otlTer forms of energy development (Pl'toto by J Heffelfinger/AGFD

ground and surface water supplies. Noxious weeds
introduced by equipment can infiltrate roadside impact
zones and cause additional negative impacts such as

non-native bacteria, viruses, insect pests, or chemical
defense compounds with toxic or allergenic properties
(NMDGF 2007).In addition, these invasive species can

spread to adjoining native plant communities.

Impervious roads and disturbed pipeline corridors increase
surface water runoff which can reduce infiltration, lower
the water table, and result in lower rangeland productivity.
This problem will increase if the nation's energy
infrastructure is expanded as tecommended in the
Energy Policy Act of 2005.

Activities occurring at the well site (drilling, pumping,
etc.) or associated with product transportation to other
destinations via pipeline or vehicle may lead to the release

of a variety of toxic hydro-carbon based compounds.
These compounds are commoD by-products and can
pose serious health risks to not only employees, but also
the environment and mule deer in the surrounding area.

All these events can decrease the amount of area available
to mule deer and other wildlife. Finally, potential exists for
rendering an area useless to wildlife for an indeterminable
amount of time unless careful consideration is given
to planning and implementing quality mitigation and
reclamation programs.

WIND ENERGY DEVETOPMENT

Bacrepouno
Wind-energy development is a component of the
nationwide effort to reduce dependence on foreign oil
and minimize carbon emissions associated with energy
derived from oil, gas, and coal. At the end of 2007 the U. S.

had the second highest cumulative wind capacity globally.
In 2009, the U.S. wind industry installed 10,010 megawatts

[MW) of generating capacity, breaking U.S. installation
records for the third year in a row. Wind power represented
39% of all U.S. electric generation capacity additions for the
year (USDOE 2010). This rate of development is expected
to continue, and perhaps to accelerate, as U.S. energy policy

emphasizes independence from foreign oil and reduction
of carbon emissions. The USFWS and members of the Wind
Turbine Guidelines Advisory Committee IUSFWS 2010)

recognize wind-generated electrical energy is renewable,
and is considered to be generally environmentally friendly.
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) estimates that a

single 1.5 megawatt (MW) wind turbine displaces 2,700

metric tons of CO./year compared with the current U.S.

average utility fuel mix. Wind energy development is
proceeding without basic fact-finding research on the
environmental consequences and impacts to mule deer.

BACKGROUND, ISSUES, AND CONCERNS 9
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Although fossil fuel consumption and
carbon emissions are largely confined to the
manufacture, construction, and maintenance
aspects of wind power generation, wind farms
themselves are an intensive, industrial-scale
use of the land and have the potential to impact
mule deer habitats throughout the West.
With current technology, individual turbines
typically generate in the range of.I.5-2.0
megawatts each. Towers range from 212 to
> 260 feet tall with blade sweeps of 328 to
> 400 feet above ground level. For maximum
generating efficiency, tower strings are
separated by approximately 10 rotor diameters,
and individual towers within strings are
separated by 3 rotor diameters. Wind farms
incorporate a road network to facilitate access
for turbine maintenance. In addition, power
lines provide connection to transfer stations
that connect to nearby transmission lines.
Based on other wildlife energy research
(Sawyer et aÌ.2006, 2009a), associated
infrastructure has potential to affect mule deer.

lssurs AND CoNcERNS
Little is known about the effect of wind power development
on mule deer. Although research on avian species and bats
has received much attention in recent years, very little
research has been done to evaluate impacts on larger
mammals. The USFWS (2011) states siting of a wind
energy project is the most important element in avoiding
effects to wildlife and their habitats. The direct impact
from surface disturbance may be relatively small in scope
as turbines and roads typically constitute a small total
acreage within a development ¿uea (WGFD 2010b).
However, indirect impacts affecting habitat use by ungulates
may be much larger. Due to the acreages that large-scale
wind projects encompass (10,000- to 100,000-acre project
areas), the potential exists to displace mule deer from
important seasonal habitats. If displacement does occur,
it may affect migration routes, partuntion areas and
important summer ranges, all of which provide essential
seasonal habitat components to maintain mule deer
populations. Other indirect effects identified by the USFWS
(2011) include introduction of invasive vegetation that result
in alte¡ation of fire rycles; increase in predators or predation
pressrue; decreased suryival or reproduction; and decreased
use of the habitat as a result of habitat fragmentation.

The transmission corridors that transfer energy production
to electrical grids may represent a greater impact than the
actual siting of wind turbines. Transmission corridors and
any associated roads can cause direct mortality ald remove
habitat, but they also have the potential to fragment
important habitat components. These corridors can also

10 ENERGY DEVELOPNENT GUIDELINES FOA TULE DEEP

The open areas mule deer occupy usnally hove high potentiol for wind energy
development (Photo by S. Gray, TPWD) I

facilitate the spread of invasive species not native to
that area (Gainer 1995, NMDGF 2007). The impact of
associated corridors must be considered along with the
area chosen for turbine placement when evaluating impacts
(Kuvlesky et al. 2007).

Mule deer crucial habitats, especially winter ranges, a¡e often
characterized by open landscapes comprised of sagebrush-
steppe or sagebrush-grassland habitat types. These areas
often provide accessible lands with high potential for wind-
energy development. Potential impacts to mule deer include
dired and indirect habitat loss, displacement, and cumulative
impacts associated with other nearby energy developments.

Mule deer have been observed to maintain populations
in conjunction with coal mine development where the pace
of development is slow and dependent upon bond release
after successful reclamation (Medcraft and Cla¡k 1986,
Gamo and Anderson 2002). However, Sawyer and Nielson
2010) found mule deer numbers declined by 40-60%
following intensive gas development of the winter range.
Over a 9-year period, they found no evidence of similar
mule deer declines in winter ranges adjacent to the gas

field (Sawyer and Nielson 2010).

Wind energy development, like other forms of development,
does include a certain amount of construction and resulting
infrastructure (WGFD 20i0b). Temporary and permanent
roads are constructed, maintenance activities occur, and the
landscape becomes fragmented. It is expected that mule deer
will be displaced from habitats during construction.
The impacts of long-term facility operation are unclear.
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SOTAR ENERGY DEVETOPMENT

Bacrcpouno
Solar energy development is also a component in the
nationwide effort to secure a free fuel source and reduce
carbon emissions associated with energy derived from oil,
gas, and coal. Solar energy development in the U. S. is

viewed as a source of "green" energy. Where solar energy
is being developed, habitat loss for mule deer approaches
100% within the footprint of the projecl. Currently,
identified solar projects in Arizona alone range in size from
2,000 to > 25,000 acres and, in totality, encompass an
estimated potential 800,000 acres resulting in significant
habitat loss for wildlife (AGFD 2010).

Photovoltaic
Photovoltaic (PV) solar systems are a series of small cells
made of crystalline silicon or a thin film layer that are

assembled into a panel of cells, and in turn several panels

Nellis Air Force Bose in Nevodo is home to a PV system with 72,000

solar ponels that produce 14 MW of e\ectricity. (U.5. Air Force photo

by Airmon lst Class N. Y. Barclay)

Eoch of these Dish/Eng,íne units produces 10 kW of power.

(Photo coûrtesy of Sondia Notional Loboratory)

can be clustered into an array. These PV cells convert
sunlight directly into electricity when the sun's photons
agitate electrons in the PV cell, and electrons are then
channeled directly as DC electrical current. The DC output
may be converted to AC output. Photovoltaic systems have
mainly been used to power small and medium-sized
applications, such as supplementing energy for individual
homes or facilities not connected to a main power grid.
Recently, multi-megawatt PV plants are becoming more
common. A proposed 550 MW power station in southern
California encompassing 4,245 acres is characteristic of the
trend toward larger PV stations throughout the country and
world. Photovoltaic solar-energy development sites are an
intensive, industrial-scale use of the land and have the
potential to significantly impact mule deer and their
habitats throughout the West. The advantage of PV systems
from a wildlife perspective is that they use much less water
than other solar technologies. No water is used to collect,
transfer, or store energy; water is only needed to wash the
PV panels. Although efficiency is increasing, the
disadvantage is their lower productivity and greater land
area required to produce the same amount of energy as

more efficient systems.

Concentrating Solar Power
Concentrating Solar Power (CSP) differs from PV in that
it uses a reflective surface to concentrate solar energy to
heat a liquid medium to generate steam that drives a

turbine to generate electricity. If thermal energy storage
is included in the system, electricity generated with CSP

can be supplied to an electrical grid or stored for peak
usage times, nighttime, or cloudy days. This is unlike PV
which does not store energy. The Southwest holds potential
to generate significant amounts of electricity with this
technology. However, CSP technology requires more water
for energy production and washing of mirrors.

Dish/Engine Systems
Dish/Engine systems consist of a solar collector
(usually a mirrored dish) that concentrates solar energy
into a central power conversion unit (Stirling engine) in
front of the dish. The concentrated sunlight heats a thermal
receiver in the engine made of tubes filled with liquid such
as helium or hydrogen. This heated gas (1,400' F) then
moves pistons in the engine to directly generate electricity
(DOE 2002). The dishes are designed to track movements
of the sun throughout the day to assure maximum
exposure. These units are well-suited for more dispersed
applications because they generate relatively small amounts
of energy [1-25 kW DOE 2007). Of all the CSP technologies,
Dish/Engine systems require the least amount of water,
therefore minimizing impact to local hydrologic resources.
However, these units can be installed on uneven ground
and that could result in more solar development in
important mule deer habitat.
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Parabolic Tlough Systems
These CSP systems use parallel rows of long trough mirrors
to reflect sunlight onto a linear receiver containing a liquid
(usually an organic oil). That liquid is then superheated
(about 750'FJ and used to create steam which turns
turbines to generate electricity. Most Pa¡abolic Trough
Systems use long parabolic troughs to simply reflect light
onto the oil filled tube, but a variation called the Fresnel
Reflector system uses linear mirrors to reflect sunlight onto
a linear receiver suspended above the mirrors. These linear
structures are oriented north-south and tilt to track the sun
across the sky throughout the day. Concentrating Solar
Power technology can also be combined with natural gas,

resulting in hybrid systems that can provide power at any
time. Currently, the largest solar trough facility in the world
is being constructed near Gila Bend, Arizona and has the
potential to generate 250 MW of electriciry.

Power Tower Systems
Power Tower systems consist of a tall tower supporting
a thermal receiver surrounded by a large field of flat

12 ENEPGY DEVELOPI1ENT GUIDELINES FOP IIULE DEEA

"heliostat" mirrors that t¡ack the sun's movement and keep
solar energy focused on the receiver. The heat concentrated
(1,050" F) in the ¡eceiver is used to generate steam, which
lurns turbines to generate electricity. The heat can be
collected and transported by water, but newer designs are
incorporating molten salt because of its superior thermal
energy storage properties. Individuai commercial plants can
produce up to 200 MW of electricity. Both parabolic trough
and power tower systems can be engineered with molten
salt thermal storage so that the heat can be stored and then
used later to generate electncity. Molten salt integrated in
a tower system allows for significantly higher power plant
operating temperatures and therefore higher generation
efficiencies [i.e., lower cost of electrical generation)
compared with direct steam towers or trough systems.

lssurs AND coNCERNS
Prima¡y impacts to mule deer from solar energy
development can be summarized into the following
general categories: 1) direct loss of habitat; 2) habitat
fragmentation; and 3) hydrologic changes. Each of these,
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A Parabolic Tlough System ases o reflective trough to heot 0. tube fil\ed
with oil to prodrce steam to drive o tarbine to Eenerate electricity.
(Pltoto courtesy of Sondia National Loborotory)

Compact Linear Fresnelreflectors ond linear receiuer.
(Photo courtesy of Arevo Media Department)

Abengoo's PS10 and PS20 power towers neor Seville, Spain use

reflectors thht trock the sun to concentrate the sun's energy to a focal
point in tlTe touer where liquid is heoted to > 7,000o F and used to
generate electricity.

alone or in conjunction with others, has the potential
to significantly influence whether deer can maintain robust
or depressed populations in the developed area or abandon
it altogether.

Direct Loss of Habitat
Wildlife habitat loss may result from construction
of large-scale solar facilities. The largest contiguous loss

of habitat would occur within the perimeter of the facility's
security fence. Additional habitat loss may take place

through the construction of new or expansion of existing
substations, new transmission lines, and associated access

roads (AGFD 2010). In addition, drainages are re-routed
around large facilities eliminating critical desert dry wash
woodlands used as refuge and spring foraging habitats.
Finally, conversion of irrigated agriculture areas to solar
facilities is eliminating important water sources in some
areas, although water consumption for power generation
is generally comparatively lower than for agricultural use.

Habitat Fragmentation
Solar development will potentially disturb and fragment
mule deer habitat during and after construction of a facility.
The development of utility-scale solar fields and associated
infrastructure including substations, transmission lines,
and access roads will likely affect mule deer movement
and habitat use (AGFD 2010). In California, several utility-
scale facilities may be built adjacent to one another and
are completely fenced which may impede mule deer
movement over large areas. It is imperative wildlife
movement corridors to and from crucial habitats are

identified during pre-construction planning. These data
could be used to establish the location of sensitive
resources and recommend the most appropriate locations
of roads, fences, and other infrastructure to minimize
habitat fragmentation and disturbance.

Hydrology
Much of the Southwest, where solar energy development
potential is highest, also lacks abundant water resources.
In this region, water is a very crucial component that can
Iimit mule deer populations. Any changes to hydrologic
resources, ground or surface water, have the potential to
affect mule deer distribution and abundance. Solar energy

development can impact hydrologic resources through
development of the project footprint (e.9., land disturbance,
erosion, changes in runoff patterns, and hydrological
alterations), project emissions (e.g., sediment runoff,
chemical spills, herbicide use, and water releases),
and resource use (e.g., water extraction, diversion, or
change in use; AGFD 2010). Though evaporation ponds are

typically located within the fenced solar facility, mule deer

are attracted to any form of open water and therefore are

susceptible to inadvertent poisoning due to concentrated
salts and other minerals.
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Because of their thermal processes, Parabolic Trough and
Powe¡ Tower systems may require large amounts of water
to collect and transfer heat, cool and condense steam, and
also to clean mirrored surfaces. A typical wet-cooled coal or
nuclear power plant consumes 500 gallons of water per
megawatt hour (gallMWh), which is similar to the amount
used by a Power Tower system (DOE 2007). A water-cooled
parabolic trough plant consumes approximately 800
gailMwh, and of this,2o/o is used for mirror washing IDOE
2007J. Recent advances in cooling technology have shown
water usage in these plants can be reduced by up to 90%
with a resultant increase in energy costs of 2-10% by using
dry cooling or a hybrid of wet and dry cooling technologies
(DOE 2007).

GEOTI'IERMAL ENERGY
DEVETOPMENT

Brcrcpouno
Geothermal energy development has increased
20% worldwide in the last five years (Holm et al.
2010). The 2010 figures reflect 10,715 MW on line,
generating 67,246 gigawatt hours (GWh) of power
with a projected growth to 18,500 MW by 2015.
Seventy countries currently have geothermal power
projects proposed or under development. Geothermal
capacity increased by 530 MW in the U.S. ove¡ the
past 5 years, the largest growth logged by any single
country. From a continental perspective, the largest
growth occurred in Europe and Africa. ,{lthough the
growth is encouraging, overall the resource as a whole
is under-utilized. Some countries are developing only
a small amount of the geothermal resources available
and a number of countries with resources are not
developing them to any significant degree. World-wide,
most of the new development is for use in direct
heating or other direct use application.

In North America, development is concentrated
in the western third of the continent from Alaska
to southern Mexico. Some lesser resource potential
occurs in the southeastern U. S.. In the U. S.,

the increase in geothermal development is primarily
to supply off-site electrical grids. The increase in
activity in the U.S. is tied to increased financial
support and other incentives for development,
such as the Renewable Energy T:rx Credit. It is
unknown how long this support will be sustained.
Mexico continues to be a significant developer
of geothermal power production and is currently
ranked fourth in the world for installed capacity.
Although Canada has not developed geothermal
resources for power production, a number of
projects are under consideration.
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The DOE maintains a website listing incentives available in the
U. S. (http://www.dsireusa.org/). A growing number of states
are developing requirements (Renewable Portfolio Standards)
for energy providers to include renewable energy as a percent
of the power provided to their customers. This mix could
include geothermal-sourced energy. A list of state standards is
maintained by the DOE (http ://apps 1 . eere. energy. govlstates

/maps/renewable portfolio_states.cfm).

In Section 225 of the Federal Energy Poliry Act of 2005,
the Secretaries of Interior and Agriculture were charged
with developing a program to reduce (by 90 percent) the
backlog of geothermal lease applications. In 2008, the
Bureau of Land Management and U.S. Forest Service
drafted a Programmatic Environmentaì Impact Statement
(USDI and USDA 2008) addressing this issue. The EIS

addresses alternatives that identify opporhrnities for
development and areas with sensitive resources that
should be avoided. Site-specific documentation is still
required, but the programmatic EIS allows for the
streamlining of the leasing process. Two primary

Geothermol resources are concentrated primnrily in western Nor"th America
(Blnckwell and Richords 2004). Energy potential ranges from very little
(blue) to high (red)

GEOTHERMAL MAP OT NORTH AMERICA
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A flow test in progress at the Blue Moantoín Ceotlærmal site.

The initial drilLing of tlrc wells may occapy only 2-3 acres, but this
is tlæ phase where most dísturbance occurs Photo coartesy of Bureau

of Lond Manogement, Nevado State Office.

After drilling, a fenced well casing ond control equipment is left
in ploce like tltis structure at the SoIt WeIß Geothermal well site

neor Fallon, Nevada (operated by ENEL North America, Inc.)

PlLoto courtesy of Bureau of Land Mona4emenL Nevada Stote Office.

considerations determine whether a Seothermal resource

is suitable for development; the temperature of the resource

and its extent or size. The temperature will determine how
the resource could be used and the size will determine the
longevity. A large amount of capital is needed to develop

a resource, so developers must fully evaluate the overall
vaLue and potential before proceeding.

Depending upon its quality, a geothermal resource
may produce steam (most desirable), hot water, or warm
water (least desired). Current protocols are to reinject used
geothermal fluids to replenish the resource, enabling it to
last longer. This also allows for safe disposal of brine or
high concentrations of dissolved and suspended solids,
which had been a site management issue before reinjection
became the standard procedure.

Geothermal resources have a range of uses, including
power generation, domestic or industrial heating,
recreation, fish farming and other types of aquaculture,
greenhouse operation, commercial food processing,

and others. Some geothermal resources have incorporated
a clean surface water component which provides habitat
for shorebirds and waterfowl and a soutce of drinkable
water for larger game species and livestock.

Five components of geothermal development
should be considered when assessing impacts:
exploration, well drilling, power production or
on-site use, transmission lines, and facility operation.
Exploration usually involves site visits, drilling by
a truck-mounted auger, some minimal site disturbance
and noise. The effects at this early phase are short-term
and temporary in nature. Vr'ell drilling results in moderate
site disturbance and may include the construction of a flat
well pad that could occupy 2-3 acres or more. A well casing
and some apparatuses to control the well are left in place,

usually within a fenced facility. Site disturbance should be
temporary if the area is not needed for the development of
facilities. The well site is usually connected to a primary
use area by above-ground insulated piping. Existing access

roads may be utilized or new roads constructed if no other
access exists.

The construction of the power production or resource
use facility (on-site heating, vegetable drying, electricity
production, etc.) may permanently occupy >10 acres

depending on the geothermal resource use and size

of the facility. This area will represent a permanent loss of
habitat (unless constructed in an area of low value initiall¡
as recommended). Construction activity is relatively short-
term, but has the potential to disturb wildlife through
noise, human and vehicle presence, and habitat loss.
These temporary use areas are generally reclaimed if not
needed for operational activities.
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Tlrc Ormnt Steontboat pouer stotion at the soutlrcm edge of Reno, lW tÐith o lnrge brown heat
exchønger, obove-ground píping, and access roadvisible. Photo coúrtesy of Bureau of Lond
Monagement, Neva-do Støte Office.

Associated linear project components such as power lines,
pipelines, and roads create additional permanent impacts
to mule deer habitat if existing linear disturbances are not
followed. Depending upon where the facilities are sited
and how they are constructed, they can result in temporary
disturbance during construction as well as permanent
habitat loss and fragmentation.

Site activity is greatly diminished during facility operation.
The operation phase entails periodic human presence
including intermittent noise and vehicle use. Depending
upon the technology employed, if resources are captured
and re-injected there may be a decrease in the amount
of surface water available. Also, a portion of the facility
may be fenced which may impede deer movements across
the site.

lssues AND CoNCERNs
In general, geothermal resource development has
minimal impact on mule deer. Sites are usually compact
in contrast with other forms of energy development
such as wind, sola¡, or fossil fuels. All temporary
disturbance is reclaimed and long-term disturbance
at the site (human presence, vehicles, or noise) should
be minimal. There can be a few potential impacts to mule
deer such as above ground pipelines and elevated noise
levels (USDI and USDA 2008).

ENERGY DEVELOPIIENT GUIDELINES FOP IIUtE DEER

Habitat Loss, Disturbance,
and Fragmentation
Impacts of geothermal energy
exploration, development
and extraction in mule deer
habitat can be similar to
those caused by oil and gas
development, albeit at a smaller
scale. Although pertinent to
this section, there is no need
to reiterate similar issues and
concerns related to the direct
loss of habitat, physiological
stress on deer, disturbance
and displacement from important
habitat, fragmentation and
isolation of important habitat
components, and secondary
effects.

It is important to consider the
total impact of the project, not
only at the well site and power
production area, but also from the
transmission corridors and access
roads used in construction and
operation of facilities. These linear
components ¿ue more Ìikely to

fragment habitat and could present a greater concern than
the core facilities. These effects will not likely be as severe
or extensive as experienced from oil and gas development,
but should still be evaluated by resource managers on a
case by case basis.

Related Concerns
The Programmatic EIS for geothermal leasing (USDI and
USDA 2008) identified several related concerns that may
be an issue in some phases of geothermal energy
development. Although direct habitat loss, disturbance,
and fragmentation are the most obvious impacts of
geothermal projects, invasive vegetation, fire, direct
mortalitf noise, and chemical contaminants warant
additional vigilance of managers.

Spread of invasive vegetation could result from construction
activity, especially ground disturbance, vehicle traffic,
or creation of new access routes. Once established,
some invasive species have proven difficult or impossible
to control. As demonstrated by several cases in the West,
invasive plant species can alter entire vegetative
communities, resulting poorer quality mule deer habitat
on a landscape scale.

Fires accidentally ignited during construction or
maintenance activities can alter the natural fire regime

l-'
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and produce undesirable charges in plant cotlmunities.
An increase in fire frequency provides opportunities for
invasive plants to become established and tlay result in
loss of desirable vegetation for many years. Once invasive
species such as cheatgrass become established, the fire
cycle and natural plant community may be permanently
altered, especially in native shrub-dominated communities.

Additional issues include: 1) direct mortality of mule
deer from vehicle collisions, open trenches or ditches,

fencing and above-ground piping, 2) intermittent noise
associated with construction activity and some operational
activities (e.g., steam venting), and 3) infrequent exposure
to contaminants such as vehicle fuels, herbicides,
or accidental spills (USDI and USDA 2008).

I

Photo courtesy of Tom Newman
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CONSOTIDATED GUIDETIN ES

General guidelines and additional mitigation
recommendations (Habitat Mitigation Options) are provided
to minimize impacts of energy development on mule deer
and their habitat. Recommendations are also categorized
according to impact thresholds. When energy development
is proposed on public lands, federal permitting agencies
have the dual responsibility of authorizing the development
while conserving surface resources, including wildlife and
other environmental values.

A. GENERAT GUIDETINES
1. Consult the appropriate wildlife and land management

agencies at least 2 years prior to submrtting project
permit applications to allow time for appropriate studies
and inventories to be conducted and site-specific
recommendations developed (TWS 2008a).

2. Identify minimum quality and quantity of information
necessary for analysis before a lease or annual permit
for construction can be issued (WAFWA 2010).

3. Develop a map of important habitats and potential
conflict ateas. Developers should use the map as one
of the first steps in pre-development planning to identify
important, sensitive, or unique habitats and wildlife in
the area (TWS 2008b).

4. Utilize the Decision Support System developed by the
Western Governor's Association to coordinate planning.

5. Use the most current wildlife data and applicable plans
to identify important wildlife habitat resources that
should be conserved (WAFWA 2010).

6. Design configurations of energy development to avoid or
reduce unnecessary disturbances, wildlife conflicts, and
habitat impacts. Where possible, coordinate planning
among companies operating in the same area to
minimize the footprint of development (e.9., negotiate
unitized field development plans, co-locate power lines
and pipe lines in existing corridors).

7. Implement timing stipulations that minimize or prohibit
activities during critical portions of the year.

8. At a minimum, construction activities should be
suspended from November 1S-April 30 on areas
designated as crucial winter range. If project features
will be sited within identified parturition areas, activities
should be suspended from I May - 15 June. Minimize
disturbances and activities within producing well fields
during the same timeframe. Include provisions in
subcontractor agreements requiring adherence to the
same seasonal use restrictions observed in company
operations.

9. Avoid placing facilities in locations that bisect major
migration corridors and other important habitats. Also,
avoid unstable slopes and local factors that can cause
soil instability (groundwater conditions, precipitation,
seismic activity, slope angles, and geologic structure).

16 ENERGY DEVELOPNENT GUIDELINES FOR IIULE DEEA

10. Plan the pattern and rate of development to avoid the
most important habitats and generally reduce extent
and severity of impacts (TWS 2008a). Implement
phased development in smaller increments with
concurrent ¡eclamation of abandoned wells.

11. Disturb the minimum area (footprint) necessary
to efficiently develop and operate the facility.

12. Design and implement habitat treatments sufficient to
maintain habitat functions on-site. In cases where offsite
mitrgation would provide greater be nefits than onsite
mitigation, the offsite mitigation should be located
within the same landscape unit indentified in
consultation with the state or provincial wildlife agency.
Habitat treatments should include appropriate options
from Habitat Mitigation Options, selected through
consultation with the state or provincial wildlife agency.

13. Mitigation should be planned to offset the loss of habitat
effectiveness throughout the areas directly and indirectly
affected by energy project development. Management
practices identified in Habitat Mitigation Options may
reduce the extent of habitat treatments needed to offset
or mitigate the effect.

14. When it is not possible to avoid, minimize, or effectively
mitigate impacts through other means create a
Mitigation Tiust Account. The operator would contribute
funding to a mitigation trust account based on the
estimated cost of habitat treatments or other mitigation
needed to restore the functions and effectiveness of
impacted habitats.

15. For mitigation planning purposes the acreage basis for
mitigation will be the amount of surface that is directly
disturbed plus the additional area on which habitat
functions are impacted by noise, activities, and other
disturbance effects. Mitigation recommendations may be
refined and possibly standardized as habitat treatments
are implemented and their effectiveness monitored.

Oil, Gas, & Geothermal General
16. When geological substrate and hydro-carbon resource

types lend themselves to directional technologies, drill
multiple wells from the same pad.

17 . Utilize mats to support drill rigs in order to eliminate
top-soil removal.

18. Locate drill pads, roads, and facilities in the least
sensitive areas or cluster these features in locations
already impacted.

19. Locate drill pads, pipelines, roads, and facilities below
ridgelines or behind topographic features, where
possible, to minimize visual and auditory effects, but
away from streams, drainages, and riparian areas as

well as important sources of forage, cover, and habitats
important to different life rycle events (reproduction,
winter, parturition, and rearingJ.
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Additional Guidelines for Moderate Impact Developments
(2-4 weLI pad Locot1ons/mile' w[th no more than 60 acres

of totol disturbance).
20. Apply all general guidelines prescribed above to retain

as much effective habitat as possible.

21. Develop multiple wells from single pads by employing
directional or horizontal drilling technologies and
unitized development. The highest management priority
within crucial winter range is to recover oil and gas

resources with the least possible infrastructure and
associated disturbance. Where several companies hold
smaller, intermingled leases, the cumulative impact
could be reduced substantially if the companies enter
a cooperative agreement (called unitization) to
directional drill from common well pads.

22. IJse clustered development configurations. Locate well
pads, facilities and roads in clustered configurations
within the least sensitive habitats. Clustered
configurations are a geographical and not necessarily
a temporal [i.e., "phased development") consideration.

23. Install a liquid gathering system to convey liquids from
producing wells to a centralized collection point. If fluids
cannot be piped off site, enlarge storage tank capacity to
minimize truck trips to <l/month and to eliminate trips
during sensitive times of year. If the potential for
production of liquids is unknown, but exceeds 1 truck
trip/month after production begins, consider retrofit the
field with pipelines or larger storage.

24. Install telemetry to remotely monitor instrumentation
and reduce or eliminate travel required to manually
inspect and read instruments.

25. Develop a travel plan that minimizes frequency of trips
on well-field roads. Include provisions in subcontractor
agreements requiring adherence to the same travel plan
provisions observed in company operations.

26. As appropriate, gate and close newly constructed roads

to public travel during sensitive times of year.

27. Implement a robust wildlife monitoring proSram such as

the Before-After Control-lmpact (BACI) research design

to detect and evaluate ongoing effects such as

mortalities, avoidance responses, distribution shifts,
habituation, evidence of movement or migration
barriers, and depressed productivity (e.8., low fawn:doe
ratios), and to assess the effectiveness of mitiSation.
Monitor vegetation utilization within and outside the
well field.

28. If it is not possible to maintain habitat effectiveness
within or immediately adjacent to the well field, off-site
and offlease mitigation should be considered on a

case-by-case basis. The primary emphasis of off-site
or off-lease mitigation is to maintain habitat functions
for the affected population or herd as close to the
impacted site as possible and within the same landscape
unit. Off-site and offlease mitigation should only be

considered when feasible mitigation options are not
available within or immediately adjacent to the impacted
area, or when the off-site or off-lease location would
provide more effective mrtigation than can be achieved on-site.

Additional Gaidelines for Hi6h Impoct Devebpments
( > 4 well pad locations/mIle' or disturbance exceeding

60 acres).
29. Adhere to all general guidelines and those applicable

to "Moderate Impact Developments. "

30. Develop the well field in smaller incremental phases

[phased development) to reduce the overall impact
of a high-density field. Although complex geological,

technical, and regulatory issues may constrain the use
of this strategy, it should be considered where feasible.

31. Opportunities may exist to partially offset the loss of
crucial winter range by completing habitat rehabilitation
and enhancement projects in appropriate locations
outside the well field (ofËsite mitigation). This type of
mitigation is difficult and should never be looked upon
as a prescriptive solution to authorize high-density well
fields in crucial winter range. The most effective
solution is to avoid high-density developments.
If avoidance is not feasible, plan effective habitat
treatments in locations selected to minimize the loss
of habitat function for the affected herd or population,
within the same landscape unit.

Wind and Solar
32. Site wind and solar energy developments within

areas already affected by other forms of development
(e.g., urban areas, agricultural land, oil and gas fields,
and existing or reclaimed mines). Avoid further
fragmentation of intact native habitats.

33. Avoid locating wind and solar energy facilities
within crucial mule deer winter ranges.

B. ROADS
l. Use existing roads, no matter how primitive, where they

exist in areas that do not impact wildlife habitat and are

not within environmentally sensitÍve areas.

2. If new roads are needed, close unnecessary roads
that impact important mule deer habitat.

3. Roads should not bisect or run immediately adjacent
to any water feature, or prevent mule deer from reaching
adjacent habitat.

4. Construct the minimum number and length of
roads necessary.

5. Coordinate road construction and use among companies
operating in the same area.

6. Design and construct roads to a minimum standard
to accommodate their intended purpose.

7. Design roads with adequate structures or features
to discourage off-road travel.
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C. TRANSMISSION CORRIDORS
1. Use existing utilities, power lines, ¡oads, and pipeline

corridors to the extent feasible.
2. Site new corridors in areas of already disturbed or poor

quality mule deer habitat or adjacent to other linear
disturbances.

3. Bury power lines whenever possible. All trenching
should occur with concurrent back filling. All buried
power lines should be placed in or adjacent to roads or
other existing utility rights-of-way.

4. If fence construction is necessary consult with the state
or provincial wildlife agency to determine appropriate
locations and designs based on wildlife resources of
the site.

5. Construct above ground pipelines conveying geothermal
fluids with sufficient ground clearance to allow adequate
mule deer passage.

6. Conduct concurrent backfilling with trenching operations
to minimize the amount of trench left open.

D. NOISE AND LIGTITING
i. Minimize noise to the extent possible. All compressors,

vehicles, and other sources of noise should be equipped
with effective mufflers or noise suppression systems
(e.9., "hospital mufflers")

2. Wind turbines and other non-motorized structures
should be designed to minimize noise.

3. \Mhenever possible, use electric motors instead of diesel
engines to power compression equipment.

4. Use topography to conceal facilities and reduce noise
disturbance in areas of known lmportance.

5. Manage on-site lighting to minimize disturbance to
mule deer.

E. TRAIFIC AND HUMAN DISTURBANCE
1. Develop a travel plan that minimizes the amount of

vehicular traffic required to monitor and maintain wells
and other facilities (USDI2005J.

2. Limit traffic to the extent possible during high wildlife
use hours (within 3 hours of sunrise and sunset).

3. Use pipelines (liquid gathering systems) to transport
condensates off site.

4. Tiansmit instrumentation readings from remote
monitoring stations to reduce maintenance traffic.

5. Post speed limits on all access and maintenance roads
to reduce wildlife collisions and limit dust (30-40 mph
is adequate in most cases)

6. Employees should be instructed to avoid walking away
from vehicles or facilities into view of wildlife, especially
during winter months.

7. Prohibit employees from carrying firearms in
development fields or sites.

8. Institute a corporate-funded reward program for
information leading to conviction of poachers, especially
on winter range.
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F. HYDROTOGIC RESOURCES (AGFD 2O1O)
1. Prepare a water management plan in those regions

and for those operations that discharge surplus water
of questionable quality (e.9., Coal Bed Methane).

2. Develop a contingency plan to prevent potential
groundwater and surface water contamination.

3. Develop a storm water management plan to ensure
compliance with state, provincial, and federal
regulations and prevent off-site migration of
contaminated storm water or increased soil erosion.

4. Spread excess excavated soil to match surrounding
topography or dispose of in a manner to minimize
erosion and leaching of haza¡dous materials.

5. Incorporate best management practices for addressing
hydro-modification impacts (e.9., retention basins for
treatment of water from runoff and infiltration and
recharge of the groundwater basin).

6. Refuel in a designated fueling area that includes a
temporary berm to contain the spread of any potential
spill.

7. Use drip pans during refueling and under fuel pump
and valve mechanisms of any bulk fueling vehicles
parked at the project site to contain accidental releases.

8. Identify sustainable yrelds of groundwater and nearby
surface water bodies.

9. Limit the withdrawal of water at the facility so it does
not exceed the sustainable yield in order to preserve
natural discharge sites (springs), ponds, and wells that
may provide sources of water and enhanced forage for
mule deer.

10. Avoid streams, wetlands, and drainages where possible.
Locate access roads to minimize stream crossings and
cause the least impact where crossings cannot be
avoided. Where access roads would cross a dry
drainage, the road gradient should be 0o/o to avoid
diverting surface waters from the channel. Cross water
bodies at right angles to the channel and in locations
producing minimum impact.

11. Develop a Stormwater Pollution Plan.
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA)
website contains templates for such a plan:
http : //cfpub. epa. gov/npdes/stormwarer/swppp. cfm.

12. Locate contaminated ponds in places wildlife tend to
avoid, such as areas of high human use or highly
disturbed areas.

13. Waste water contaminant ponds should be fenced
to prevent mule deer access.

14. Monitor ponds to detect wildlife mortalities. Develop
a contingency plan to handle wildlife mortality incidents
(e.g., if a waterfowl die-off is observed contact state,
provincial, or federal agencies as soon as possible and
have a contingency plan to handle the situation).

15. Maintain existing surface waters that mule deer use as
a water source. Consider constructing freshwater ponds
or wetlands nearby to attract wildlife away from
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potentially toxic evaporation ponds. Water sources

should not be placed in areas where increased wildlife-
vehicle collisions could occur.

16. Monitor toxicity of the ponds and prepare a mitigation
plan to address any rise in toxicity levels. The plan
should include short- and long-term measures to deter
wildlife from the area.

17. Rely on "dry cooling" technology to reduce water
consumption at solar facilities. If this is not feasible,

the hybrid parallel wet-dry cooling method should be

used.

G. POITUTANTS, TOXIC SUBSTANCES,

DUST, EROSION, AND SEDIMENTATION
1. Avoid spilling or dumping oil or fuel (synthetic or

hydrocarbon) or molten salts. Oil spills should be
contained and all contaminated soil removed. Oil pits

should not be used, but if absolutely necessary they
should be enclosed in netting and small-mesh fence.
All netting and fence must be maintained and kept in
serviceable condition.

2. Produced water from oil, gas, and geothermal facilities
should not be pumped onto the surface except when
beneficial for wildlife, provided water quality standards
for wildlife and livestock are met. Produced water of
suitable quality may also be used for supplemental
irrigation to improve reclamation success.

3. Re-injection of water into Coal Bed Methane or
geo-thermal sites should be considered when water
quality is of concern.

4. Hydrogen sulfide should not be released into the
environment.

5. If inorganic salts are spilled in solar operations, the
molten material should be immediately cooled to a

solid, contained within concrete dikes and curbing,
and removed or recycled back into the system
(AGFD 2010).

6. To contain hazardous materials such as arsenic,

cadmium, or silicon, create a protocol for responsible
disposal of decommissioned PV solar panels. Prior to
facility construction, determine whether PV panel
manufacturers provide an Extended Producer
Responsibility (EPR) service which requires the

manufacturer to take back their product, thus ensuring
panels are recycled safely and responsibl¡ or recycle PV

panels at existing responsible electronic waste recycling
facilities or at facilities that recycle batteries containing
lead and cadmium.

II. MONITORING AND ENVIPONMENTAT

RESPONSE

1. Monitor conditions or events that may indicate
environmental problems (e.g., water quality in nearby
rivers, streams, wells, etc.). Such conditions or events
can include any significant chemical spill or leak,
detection of multiple wildlife mortalities, sections of
roads with frequent and recurrent wildlife collisions,
poaching and harassment incidents, severe erosion into
tributary drainages, migration impediments, wildlife
entrapment, sick or injured wildlife, or other unusual
observations.

2. Immediately report observations of potential wildlife
problems to the state or provincial wildlife agency and,
when applicable, federal agencies such as USFWS

or EPA.

3. Apply GIS technologies to monitor the extent of
disturbance annually and document the progression
and footprint of disturbances. Use this spatial data to
evaluate the cumulative effects of existing and proposed

impacts. Release compilations and analyses of this
information to resource management agencies at least

annually.

I. PUBTIC PECREATION AND ACCESS
1. Prior to finalizing development and travel management

plans, state or provincial wildlife agencies should be

consulted to ensure adverse impacts to hunting
opportunity are prevented, minimized, or mitigated.

2. As projects are constructed, there is a possibility
projects located over established roads may impede or

restrict access to public lands. To guard against the
creation of illegal roads and maintain access to public
lands, coordinate with the appropriate landowners to

create alternate travel routes. These alternate routes must
be created in close prodmity to the project and should

' be similar in function to the original routes. Signs should
be installed to indicate public travel routes while project
construction takes place and remain in place after project
completion (AGFD 2010).

3. Hunting access should continue within developments
on public lands and on private land with landowner
permlsslon.
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J. RESEAR(II AND SPECIAT STUDIES
1. Where there are questions or uncertainties regarding

cumulative impacts, the degree of impact to specific
resources, or effectiveness of mitigation, industries and
companies should fund special studies to collect data for
evaluation and documentation.

2. Conduct resea¡ch to better understand wind-energy
development impacts. Research should primarily
investigate deer distribution pre- and post-development,
abundance, and demography. Research on habitat should
document vegetation species composition, utilization
rates, location of migration corridors, location of
important seasonal habitats, and changes in habitat
use and distribution of deer.

3. Use the Before-After Cont¡ol-lmpact (BACI) research
design. Data should be collected >2 years prior to
development and 3 years post-development to provide a
quantitative basis for estimating development impacts.

4. Evaluate alteration of vegetation and micro-climate
adjacent to energy development.

5. Evaluate movement and behavior patterns of mule deer
pre- and post-construction, especially the impact on
movement corridors.

6. More resea-rch is needed on populationlevel effects
of energy development on mule deer.

K. NOXIOUS WEEDS
1. Control nodous and invasive plants that appear along

roads and at development sites and ancillary facilities
(usDr 2005).

2. Designate specific areas to clean and sanitize all
equipment brought in from other regions. Seeds and
propagules of nodous plants are commonly imported by
equipment and mud clinging to equipment.

3. Request employees to clean mud from footwear before
traveling to the work site, to prevent importation of
noxious weeds.

t. INTERIM RECTAMATION
1. Establish effective, interim reclamation on all surfaces

disturbed throughout the operational phase of the
development.

2. Reclaim abandoned or decommissioned development
sites concurrently with development of new sites.

3. Salvage topsoil from all construction and re-apply during
interim reclamation.

4. Approved weed-free mulch application should be used
in sensitive areas (dry sandy, steep slopes).

5. A variety of native grasses, shrubs, and forbs endemic
to the site should be used for revegetation. Non-native
vegetation is discouraged and should not be used unless
native forbs and grasses are not available or are
ineffective in quickly recovering the site.

6. Continue to monitor and treat ¡eclaimed surfaces until
satisfactory plant cover is established.

7. Solar facilities need not be fenced. Native and preferred
non-native forbs and grasses should be established to
sustain use by wildlife during energy production.

M. FINAL RECTAMATION
1. Develop a comprehensive reclamation plan addressing

vegetation and hydrology considerations, which includes
specifically measurable objectives for wildlife and habitat
so success can be achieved during the production phase
of development (WAFWA 2010).

2. Salvage topsoil during decommissioning operations
and reapply to reclaimed surfaces.

3. All buildings, well heads, turbines, solar affays,
and ancillary facilities should be removed.

4. Replant a mixture of forbs, grasses, and shrubs that
are native to the area and suitable for the specific
ecological site.

5. Restore vegetation cover, composition, and diversity
to achieve numeric standards commensurate with the
ecological site.

6. Do not allow grazing on re-vegetated sites until the
plants are established and can withstand herbivory
as noted through monitoring.

7. Reevaluate the existing system of bonding. Bonds should
be set at a level adequate to cover the company's liability
for reclamation of the entire development project.
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The habitat enhancements suggested in this section are

Iargely based on a similar document used successfully in
Wyoming (WGFD 2010a). These represent options for
companies and resource agencies to consider in designing
an integrated mitigation plan to sustain mule deer habitat
functions potentially affected by energy developments. The
list is not exhaustive; many additional options and practices
could also provide effective mitigation. Regional biologists,
company personnel, and others may have alternative
suggestions to address specific circumstances.

Corporate-owned Lands under Conservation
Management - Management of corporate-owned or -
controlled lands may be one of the best alternatives to
achieve effective, long-term mitigation of energy

development impacts. Availability of corporate-owned lands
can provide managers with increased options and flexibility
to mitigate impacts and potentially provide increased

recreational access.

Conservation Easements - This concept includes
numerous options and practices for mitigating impacts to
the most crucial habitats. These options and practices

include maintaining open space, excluding subdivisions,
keeping an agricultural base of operations compatible with
wildlife, excluding fencing or other developments that are

restrictive to wildlife migration and movement, grazing
management systems, etc. Where appropriate, conservation
easements could be established through the formation of a
land trust, or by earmarked contributions to an edsting
land trust. Depending upon the amount of property rights
acquired, costs range from 35% to 95% of fee title
acquisition. The mitigation would be in effect as long as the
easement is held and monitored by the assignee. The intent
is to maintain the easements at least throughout the time
habitat functions are disrupted, including the time required
for reclamation to mature.

TIABITAT MITIGATION OPTIONS

Grazing or AUM Management Program - This practice

could include many options, with the owDer's or
permittee's concurrence, to improve habitat quality for
wildlife. Some options might include: 1) paying for private
grazingAUMs to provide rest or treatments on public lands;

2) paying for a portion of the AUMs within an allotment; 3)

providing for rest or treatments and once completed,
turning the land back to grazing use; 4) purchase of AUMs

to reduce grazíng use on important habitats; or 5)

establishing forage reserves (grass banks) to provide
management flexibility for habitat treatments and livestock
grazing. Other grazing management options include electric
fencing to provide pasture systems, herding, water
developments, etc. These could all be utilized to better
manage grazíng animals to improve range and habitat
conditions.

Habitat Improvements - Several states and NGOs are

currently implementing programs to acquire, protect, and

improve to recover mule deer populations. The same

habitat management practices could be applied as off-site
mitigation where important habitats could potentially be

improved to restore habitat functions impacted in other
areas. Before habitat treatments are applied, qualified
personnel should evaluate the prospective site to determine
its condition, improvement potential, and ecologically
appropriate treatments. Practitioners are encouraged to
consult the Mule Deer Habitat Guidelines in their respective

ecoregion for recommended practices
(www.muledeerworkinggroup.com). Early consultation
with the state or provincial wildlife management agency

and land management agencies can greatly assist with the
planning of effective habitat work and selection of
appropriate treatments.
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Executive Summary

A literature review of >160 scientific and technical reports was conducted to
review the effects of energy development ungulates, separated by important
seasonal and habitat types. Effects of energy development and human activity in
general were assessed for elk, mule deer, pronghorn antelope, moose, bighorn
sheep and woodland caribou. Weaknesses of the existing literature in addressing
and providing guidelines for the management of energy development are
presented. A recommended course of action for management oriented research
is presented. Finally, a searchable electronic database is developed of the
literature including abstracts and digital copies to aid in evaluating future energy
development on ungulates.

The current management policy for energy development makes two untested
assumptions regarding the effects of energy development on wildlife. First, it

assumes that negative impacts of energy development on wildlife can be
mitigated through small-scale stipulations that regulate the timing and duration of
activity, but not the amount. This current policy also assumes that wildlife
populations can withstand continued, incremental development. Neither of these
two assumptions are supported or refuted by evidence reviewed in the scientific
literature as part of this review. Regardless, adaptive experiments to explicitly
test these management hypotheses are needed.

There is currently no rigorous scientific evidence that energy development will
have population-level impacts on pronghorn, mule deer or elk in eastern or
central Montana. However, this is because there have been no properly
designed, thoughtful, rigorous tests of the population-level impacts conducted to
date. lnstead, a host of observational studies on small-scale and short-term
responses provides limited guidance to managers in search of the crucial
question of population impacts. While theoretically justified, relying on the
precautionary principle to restrict energy development will likely be unsuccessful
as an energy development policy.

Short-term and small-scale impacts of energy development have been
relatively well described in previous reviews and studies, albeit most often in
poorly designed observational studies. GPS collar studies have aided attempts to
document small-scale responses to development, and will continue to be useful
in the future in this correlational framework, Ungulates predictably avoid areas
during active exploration and drilling, moving to denser cover and areas farther
from human activity. Recommendations from previous studies still hold, namely
timing and seasonal restrictions for critical habitats and resources. Across
studies, ungulates showed avoidance responses to human development an

average of 1000m from the human disturbance.
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Scaling up from small-scale/short{erm studies to population-level impacts will
be difficult. One of the key difficulties is scaling up responses of ungulates at low
development densities to high densities present in heavily developed oilfields
(e.9. Upper Green River Basin). Preliminary analyses suggest that thresholds for
significant impacts on ungulates will occur between densities of 0.1 to 0.5
wells/km2 and 0.2 to 1.0 linear km/km2 of roads and linear developments.
However, these results are preliminary, and more formal meta-analyses are
suggested.

Building on the strong example of the Montana Cooperative Elk-Logging
study that ran through the 1970's and 1980's, a series of research and
management recommendations are made. First, a formal meta-analyses of the
existing energy literature is recommended to allow scientifically defensible
quantitative estimates of the effects of energy development on behavior, habitat
and population dynamics.

Second, building on this meta-analysis, a power analysis of the optimal
experimental design, level of replication, and duration of a energy-impact study
design should be conducted to reveal the best approach for both short-term
(behavior, habitat) and long{erm impact assessment.

Third, a series of large-scale, population-level and long-term experimental
comparisons similar to the Montana Cooperative Elk-Logging study should be
initiated in eastern and central Montana on elk, mule deer and pronghorn. The
study design should be replicated ideally across three levels of development;
none - control, initial phases - low densities of wells/roads, and after at least a
decade of intensive development, to allow a rigorous test of the population
effects of energy development on wildlife. Partnerships with existing studies
occurring in other developed areas should be developed (e.9., Upper Green
River Basin studies), but control areas in Montana should be developed (e.9.,
Charles M. Russell Wildlife Refuge).

Fourth, implement an adaptive management experiment (in conjunction with
the third point above) to test whether the current energy policy is sustainable
from a wildlife population perspective. The de-facto energy policy being
implemented in Montana (and elsewhere) makes a number of assumptions that
may in fact be incorrect. However, no valid alternatives have been developed or
put forward as serious contenders that could be compared in large management
experiments to test whether different models for energy development are
required. lf the bleak situation for Alberta caribou is any suggestion, alternative
energy development policies are sorely needed.

Y)
fr

I
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1.0 INTRODUCTION

lncreased energy consumpt¡on and the perception of over-reliance of the United

States on foreign oil deposits to meet domestic energy requirements lead to a national

level policy to: increase energy efficiency, develop new energy resources, improve

efficiency and extraction of energy from existing resources, and improve the efficiency

of key international energy consumers (American Gas Association 2005). This national

policy manifested in Montana in October of 2005 when Governor Brian Schweitzer

revealed the Schweitzer Energy Policy (Governors Office of Economic Development

2005). This Montana Energy Policy emphasized the following energy development

themes in Montana, calling for diversification, a commitment to renewable and cleaner

development (including clean coal), increased energy efficiency and conservation,

increasing supportive infrastructure and adherence to environmental laws and

community acceptance. Within the Department of Commerce, the Division of Energy

lnfrastructure, Promotion and Development's (DEIPD) mission statement is to:

"The Division's mrssion centers around promoting and developing additional energy

distribution capacity so that potential jobs become actual jobs and Montana's tax base rs

fufther enhanced for the benefit of its citizens. /ncreased distribution capacity a/so paves

the way for clean, green energy creation and utilization. We will work to facilitate the

promotion and development of energy infrastructure that will allow the responsible

development of Montana's abundant energy resources including wind, bio-fuels,

geothermal, biomass and clean coal gasification, liquefaction and power production

which use carbon sequestration technologies when possrb/e. " (DEIPD, Dept.of

Commerce, Government of Montana, 2008)

The effects of this government policy on energy development have been felt

strongly in the energy sector. ln Montana since 2005 oil production has increased 50%

and a state renewable energy portfolio tax and incentive program to increase the growth

and production of renewable energy was adapted. The state has increased tax

incentives for energy development, earning itself recognition as one of the most

favorable and lowest taxed places to develop energy in the world (Business Facilities

Magazine 2007); initiated the Montana Alberta Tie electrical energy transmission

project, and developed proposals to increase both renewable and non-renewable
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energy resources throughout eastern and central Montana in conjunction with federal

land management agencies such as the Bureau of Land Management (BLM). Between

2002 and 2006, oil production has increased 213o/o (barrels production), the number of

oilwells 17o/o, ãnd the number of natural gas wells 34% while production increased by

17o/o (Montana Board of Oil and Gas Conservation 2006). While this relative growth is

impressive, comparison to the heavily developed oil and gas fields of Alberta (40%

larger in area to Montana) reveals Montana production is <10% of currently active oil

and gas wells in Alberta, which is also undergoing similar rates of growth (10-20o/o,

Alberta Energy 2008). Thus, from an energy development perspective, Montana is just

getting started.

This increase in development in Montana closely matches the nearly 60%

increase in the number of permit applications throughout the Rocky Mountain West in

the last decade (American Gas Association 2005), with much of it focused on Montana,

Wyoming and Colorado. Montana is touted as having amongst the greatest

undeveloped natural gas and oil fields in the country (American Gas Association 2005),

much of it in the Montana Thrust Belt (north-east Montana), Powder River basin (south-

central Montana), and East Front deposits. Despite the focus on renewable energy

development by Montana's Schweitzer Energy Policy, however, federal-state policies

will ensure that traditional, non-renewable energy development will constitute the bulk of

the growth in energy development in Montana, especially in these key energy deposits.

For example, within the Powder River Basin region (-16,000 km2¡ within the state

of Montana (BLM 2003a, b), as many as 18,000 coal bed natural gas (CBNG) wells

have been approved for drilling on federal lands by the Bureau of Land Management

(BLM, 2003a, b). This massive increase in oil and gas development will be associated

with similar increases in infrastructure and development. For example, each CBNG

wellsite is accompanied by construction of 2-7 km of access roads andT-22 km of

power lines per km2, as well as compressor stations, pipelines, holding ponds, etc.

(Bureau of Land Management 2003a, b). Other types of energy development, such as

traditional oilfield drilling, natural gas development, coal bed methane, and new

renewable energy developments such as wind power are also associated with extensive

road, power line and pipeline developments. Throughout Montana, similar resource
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management plans focusing on energy development have been developed by the BLM,

a key federal regulating agency on federal lands, ensuring the future expansion of

energy development in eastern and central Montana, especially the Billings, Big Dry,

Headwaters, Powder River Basin, and Judith Valley Phillips resource management

planning areas administered by the BLM (BLM 2008, see Fig. 3 below).

lncreased energy development, and the infrastructure associated with well sites,

has the potential to have profound impacts on natural ecosystems in eastern and

central Montana. Given this backdrop on intensive energy development, the Montana

Department of Fish, Wildlife and Parks faces a huge policy, administrative and technical

challenge to meet its goals to:

"susfarn our diverse fish, wildlife and parks resources and the quality recreational

oppoftunities that are essenfral to a high quality of life for Montanans and our guesfs

(MTFWP,2008)."

Energy development has been shown to impact almost all natural resources including

surface and subsurface hydrological processes, natural disturbance regimes such as

fire, wildlife habitat, soil erosion processes, and wildlife population dynamics themselves

(e.g., BLM 2003 a,b; (Naugle et al.2004, Bayne et al. 2005)). While regulatory

processes are in place that can provide some effective mitigation for key wildlife

species, such as the potentially threatened Greater Sage Grouse (Centrocercus

urophasianus) (Aldridge and Brigham 2002, Naugle et a\.2004), mitigation strategies

are usually implemented on a site-by-site basis at the scale of the individual well site, or

at intermediate scales across severalwellsites or adjacent oil fields. Regardless, with

petitioning, even small-scale mitigation at the site of the individual wellsite can also be

waived by federal agencies. And the situation is even less regulated on private lands,

where a substantial portion of energy development is occurring; few to no guidelines

exist to minimize the impacts of energy development to wildlife. Regardless of the small-

scale regulations often applied to individual well site permits, the impacts of energy

development on wildlife especially are most often felt through cumulative effects of not

just one wellsite at a time, but across large landscape scales in the order of 1000's km2

(Kennedy 2000, Schneider et al. 2003, Aldridge ei.a\.2004, Johnson et al. 2005, Frair et

al.20O7 , Walker el al. 2007). Thus, MTFWP faces the difficult task of sustaining
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populations of wildlife at large landscape scales across Montana despite the regulatory

and policy challenge of relatively small scale and piecemeal environmental impact

assessment.

To aid the mission of MTFWP, a series of reviews of the effects of energy

development on key wildlife species was initiated in 2007. This review constitutes part

of this process and focuses on reviewing the effects of energy development on

ungulates throughout the Rocky Mountain western with particular attention towards

habitats in eastern and central Montana including sagebrush, grassland and pine-

breaks habitats. The following ungulate species are considered the focus of this review,

bighorn sheep (Ovrs canadensis), American pronghorn (Antilocapra antilocapra), elk
(Cervus elaphus) and mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), although effects of energy

development on the large mammal community in which these key ungulate species

reside will also be considered. Moreover, given the extensive literature on the effects of

energy development on woodland caribou (Rangifer tarandus), particularly in Alberta, I

review the impacts of energy development there with a focus on providing key insights

to Montana in terms of developing effective mitigation and cumulative effects

assessment strategies. Given the vast difference between both the means of energy

development and wildlife present in the arctic (e.9., National Research Council 2003), I

do not review the effects of energy development on arctic ungulates, but discuss where

appropriate. The objectives of this literature review are:

1) Review the effects of energy development (including oil, gas, and wind

development) on ungulates, separated by important seasonal and habitat

types.

2) Review the weaknesses of the existing literature in addressing and providing

guidelines for the management of energy development.

Provide a conceptual framework for understanding the effects of energy

development on ungulates

Recommend a course of action for management oriented research on the

effects of energy development on ungulates.

3)

4)
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5) Develop a searchable electronic database of the literature including abstracts

and research summaries, where possible, that will be useful in evaluating

future energy development on ungulates.

2.0 LITERATURE REVIEW METHODS AND SCOPE

Recent comparisons of literature reviews in ecology vs. those in the medical field

revealed that ecological literature reviews often lack details of the methods used to

search for studies, thus increasing potential bias in literature reviews, and made fewer

efforts to review unpublished literature (potentially showing no effect because of the

bias against negative results). Ecological reviews were also less likely to assess the

relevance of the study in terms of quality of experimental design and made fewer efforts

to quantitatively synthesize results using methods like meta-analyses (Roberts et al.

2006).

I follow the recommendations of Roberts et al. (2006) herein, by describing the

methods used to conduct the literature review on the effects of energy development on

bighorn sheep, elk, mule deer and pronghorn (as well as woodland caribou). I also

assess rigor of study design following methods described below.

CURRENT LAND USE PLANNING BOUNDARIES
MONTANA/DAKOTAS

Fig. 1. Study area for
the literature review of
the effects of energy
development on
ungulates, BLM
(2003a,b). This review
focuses on areas in the
Powder River Resource
Management planning
(RMP) area, the Big
Dry RMP, the Judith
Valley/Phillips RMP, the
West-Hi Line RMP,
Billings RMP,
Headwaters RMP, and
Garnet and Dillon
RMP,s.

ñueú

n¡RùF 
\r
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2.1 Llterature Review

I conducted a literature search of energy-ungulate impact studies using a variety

of electronic, on-line databases, personal communications, and management reports

from the period from 1970 to the present. Databases included: lSl web of science,

Google scholar, Absearch, BIOABSTRACTS, BiologicalAbstracts, Environmental

Sciences, Dissertation Abstracts, Government resources, Geology abstracts and

Forestry abstracts. I searched databases using combinations of the following keywords:

bighorn sheep, elk, mule deer, pronghorn, energy development, petroleum

development, oil development, gas development, wildlife, ungulate, and the western

states (e.9., Wyoming, Montana, ldaho, Colorado, Utah) as well as Alberta and British

Columbia. From this list of potential scientific literature, I screened studies to include at

least one large ungulate species preferably within the same types of habitats as present

in eastern and central Montana. I focused on studies applicable to the BLM resource

management planning areas identified in Fig. 3. See appendix A for a summary of the

types of literature reviewed.

To facilitate synthesis and review, from each study, I recorded information in the

following categories: study area; methods, results, recommendations and implications.

For each category I recorded the following variables:

Study area
. focal species, sex- and age-classes investigated
. study area size, location, and duration of study
. seasonal information (winter or summer range impacts),
. vegetation communities (sage steppe, grassland, mixed, pine breaks, forests

- foothills and mountain)
Methods & Experimental Design

o type of development (oil wells, gas wells, coal bed methane, coal bed natural
gas, wind power, coal, other)

o density of human developments (units/km2)
. study design type (in increasing order of rigor starting with observational,

correlative, comparative, experimental, pre- and post- data, before after
control impact design (Underwood1997,Krebs1989)) and degree of replication
(if any);

. field methods (e.9., observational, aerial survey, pellet surveys, snow track
surveys, telemetry)

. response variables (e.9., group size, vigilance, habitat selection, population
demography), and
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o statistical methods
Results

o gêfìêtâl results
. effect size(s) (see meta-analysis sect¡on below),
. sample size, and
. measures of variation in the effect size;

Conclusions
o imitations, both identified by the authors, and this review
¡ fnâtìâgement recommendations
o conclusions of each study

I revisit concepts of experimental design in the discussion with recommendations for

future adaptive management experiments about energy impacts on wildlife in Montana.

Furthermore, because of the importance of roads, and the avoidance of them by

ungulates in the literature (Lyon 1983, Rowland etal.2004,Frair etal.2007,Edge and

Marcum l gS5,McCorquodale et al. 2003,Rost and Bailey 1979), I report the mean

distance or distance classes avoided by ungulate species in each study for

observational and experimental studies. The effects of roads in general are a huge

subject and have been the target of dozens of ecological reviews (Forman and

Alexander 1998,Trombulak and Frissell 2000), which similarly classify impacts of roads

as direct (mortality) or indirect (avoidance). Moreover, human recreation associated with

roads is a huge management topic with many excellent reviews even in Montana (Joslin

and Youman 1999), so I do not attempt to review this literature. ln this review, I only

focus on synthesizing quantitative studies about the distance at which ungulates

avoided roads in habitats similar to eastern Montana. Broad recreational and road

impacts are discussed, but only in the context of potential impacts of energy

development.
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3.0 RESULTS

3.1 Literature Review Summary

3.1.1 Species and publication type

I found 120 publications that met the search criteria and that I was able to locate

for this review. However, not all of the literature was species specific or relevant to

energy development, and are

included in the literature

database only for background

reading. For example, studies

of the cumulative effects of 49%
energy development on caribou

in Alberta are included

(Schneider et al. 2003), but not

reviewed in detail here because

4o/o I Book Chapter

I Conference
Proceedings

n Dissertation

tr MS Thesis

I Report

I Scientific Journal

11o/o

2%
4%

the focus was on studies on the four main ungulate species. Literature reviews

themselves were also not

included in the literature review,

often because we were reviewing

the same limited literature, 23o/o

ironically. Finally, modeling or

theoretical studies, while useful in

the context of interpreting the 
3%

results of field studies, were not

included in the literature review of

field studies that documented the effects of energy development on wildlife. Thus, of the

120 or so studies assembled, 70

were direct field studies that

investigated aspects of energy

J

I

L

r Etk

I Mule Deer
tr Pronghorn
! Moose
I Caribou
I Sheep
I Lit Review

Fig.2 & 3. Proportion of the studies that directly
studied aspects of energy development on wildlife
(n=70) by 2) publication type and 3) species,
including literature reviews as a category.

2%6%
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development or more broadly human development or disturbance, on wildlife in habitats

relevant to eastern Montana.

Of the 70 studies, almost 50% were peer reviewed scientific publications in the

primary literature (Fig. 2). The second largest category were reports, 30% of all

literature reviewed. Conference proceedings, specifically the Thorpe conference series

prominent in the 1980's, constituted 11% oÍ all literature, and a combination of book

chapters, and graduate theses (MS, PhD) made up the rest of the sample. Considering

graduate theses as peer reviewed, but conference proceedings, book chapters and

reports as not, 53o/o of all literature was peer reviewed. While other authors consider

graduate theses as unpublished, I disagree with this view, especially in contrast to

management reports that undergo variable and undocumented peer review during the

design, implementation, and analysis of the impacts of energy development. Peer

review within a University department for a graduate thesis greatly exceeds the level of

peer review for reports.

Elk were the most common ungulate in the literature reviewed the subject of

study in 45 studies. Woodland caribou were the subject of 29 studies. Mule deer and

pronghorn had a similar number of studies, 20 and 21, respectively, followed by Moose

(4) and Bighorn Sheep (3). On average, each study examined the responses of 1.4

species to energy development (Table 1), with the most common ungulate combinations

being mule deer and pronghorn, or mule deer, pronghorn and elk. A surprising number

of literature reviews have been conducted on this scanty literature, and these

constituted -12o/o of all studies considered here.

3.1.2 Study design, methods, sample size

From a study design perspective, most studies (n=27, 47o/o) used a weak

observational approach where the impacts of the development were inferred from

correlations between human use activity levels and measures of ungulate responses to

treatments. I defined comparative studies as those that compared ungulate responses

to development by comparing effects before and after development, but without a

suitable control, obviously a weaker design than with a control. Comparative designs

were used in 19o/o (n=1 1) of the studies. I defined experimental designs where effects
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were compared between an impacted and control group at the same time, so that the

control was contemporaneous. However, in this design, effects of development before

and after development are not discernable. To tease apart impacts before and after an

energy development, only 10 studies (18Yo) used the most powerful experimental

design, a before-after-control impactdesign (Underwood1997,Krebs1989). Half of both

the comparative and experimental studies utilized a before-during-after study design,

where the effects of the energy development phase was contrasted with both pre- and

post- data. This was the most powerful design for determining the short term impacts of

development on ungulates. No studies were replicated at the level of impact type:

all studies used only I replicate. I return to the issue of experimental design in the

discussion with recommendations for MTFWP.

A review of the most common methods used to evaluate the impacts of energy

show a higher frequency of telemetry studies compared to other methods; 51% of all

studies were conducted using radio telemetry, and most of these (95%) were with

conventionalVHF telemetry, GPS collars the other 5%. Approximately 51% of all

studies used radio telemetry, collaring a total of 1537 animals throughout their duration,

the most common of which were elk (48o/o), followed by pronghorn (26%), mule deer

(18%), and lastly, caribou (4o/o).

There were no published studies of

moose or bighorn sheep responses

to energy development using

radiotelemetry. The most common

alternate methods to assess effects

of humans on ungulates were aerial

surveys (15o/o) and pellet or sign/track

surveys (20%).

The average sample size (n)

used in energy-wildlife studies was

57.5, the median 39.5, and this did not

differ much from the sample size of only

telemetry studies, where sample size in
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Fig. 4. Frequency distribution of study
area sizes for studies on the effects
of energy development on ungulates
(n=44).
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this case correctly represents the individual animal sample unit (Gillies et al. 2006,Otis

and White 1999), not the number of sub-sample telemetry locations. However,

considering the number of telemetry locations per individual animal, these were often

quite low for VHF collared animals, with an average of only 22VHF telemetry locations

obtained per animal per study; for seasonal (winter, calving, summer) this sample size

is even smaller. Across all studies, over 2000 ungulates were radiocollared to evaluate

impacts of energy development, with mortality rates that ranged between Oo/o and 15o/o

(mean 4o/o reporled from n=10 studies, or approximately 80 mortalities).

Psuedoreplication (Hurlbert 1984) was a common problem in all studies.

Approximately 30% of all studies committed psuedoreplication where enough data was

presented (i.e., clear experimental design, sample sizes, etc.)were sullied somehow

with pseudoreplication issues. Common pseudo replication occurred when authors

confused the number of telemetry locations with the true sample unit, the individual

animal. Other common instances of pseudoreplication were with pellet surveys or track

count surveys.

Oddly, studies often failed to report the study area size, a key parameter in

ecological studies- for example, study area size influences ungulate densities, spatial

scale, and the density of disturbance. ln the discussion I review this critical problem of

scale. Where study area size was reported (n=56), study area size ranged from 26km2

to 190,000 km2. Studies of borealwoodland caribou populations were the largest,

averaging 28,000 km2 (range 225 - 190,000km2), and were statistically larger than all

other ungulate species study areas (ANOVA P-value <0.01). Not including caribou, the

largest study area size in the lower 48 was 15,000km2 in Wyoming (Sawyer et al.

2005b), and there were no differences amongst species (ANOVA, P>0.3). However,

mean study area size was strongly left-skewed; while the mean study area size appears

large, 3382km2, the median was significantly smaller, only 798km2, shown in Fig 4. This

area is equivalent to a 15km2 radius circle.

Table 1. Summary statistics for literature on the effects of energy development and
human disturbance on unqulates, n= 126 studies.
Metric

Sample size

Mean

57.5

StDev

53.6
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No. of collared animals
in telemetry studies
Number of telemetry
locations/animal
Population size

Study area size
Study duration

58.7

22

3950

3882 km2
2.7 vears

34.2

17

1000

798
2.1

4-223 60

1-55 ??

35-48000 22058

26-20000 5924
0.15 - 11 2.28

The population size of inference for ungulates affected by energy development in

the studies reviewed averaged 3950 animals, again, with a left-skewed distribution

resulting in a much lowermedian of 1000 animals. The range of population sizes of

ungulates impacted ranged from 35 to 48000, for mule deer in the Upper Green River

valley of Wyoming (Sawyer et al. 2005b,Sawyer et al.2002). From a sampling

perspective, then, the average telemetry-based study sampled a mean of 1.5% of the

population present, or a median oÍ 4o/o of the study population of inference.

Study duration was also summarized across studies. Almost all studies were of

extremely short, most often for

the duration of active drilling

activities, exploration, or mining

development. Mean study

duration was 2.6 years, and

median duration 2.2 years. The

range was basically 2 months to

11 years. The longest running

study, consisting of annual aerial

surveys by (Hayden-Wing 1990),

ran from 1979 to 1990 in the Riley

Ridge area of Western Wyoming:

the study is no longer running.

The earliest study reviewed occurred in

1969, when (Bruns 1977) conducted an

observational study on pronghorn in SE

Fig. 5. Frequency distribution of study area
duration for studies on the effects of energy
development on ungulates where duration was
reported (n=56).
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Alberta. Altmann's (1958) classic study was not strictly on the effects of energy

development on ungulates. The majority of studies were conducted in two peaks, the

second of which we are in now, and the first, during the 1980's (Fig. 5). These two

peaks in studies correspond closely with the peaks in energy exploration and

development in the last three decades (American Gas Association 2005, Oil and Gas

Conservation Division 2006).

1_97s 1980 198s L990 199s 2000 200s

Year
Fig. 6. Frequency distribution of study date for studies (n=60) on the effects of
energy development on ungulates plotted against peak oil production in Montana
(in millions of barrels of oil/year; source Oil and Gas Conservation Division (2006).

3.1.3 Types of Energy Development

Of the types of energy development studied, by far the most frequently studied

activity was the effects of active seismic exploration or well drilling on an ungulate

species (n=25, 31o/o). The next most frequent studies examined the effects of roads

associated with oil and gas or forestry development on wildlife, followed by oil or natural

gas well impacts on ungulates. There was an even mix of studies that investigated the

effects of human activity in general, mining, logging, and military overflights on

ungulates. There were 4 studies specifically designed to be pre-development studies, or

in areas specifically at the beginning of energy development (e.9., Sawyer et al. 2002,
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Amstrup 1978, lhsle 1981 ), but either development has not occurred, or no follow up

studies have been conducted yet (to the best of my knowledge).

Moreover, careful reading revealed that of just the studies designed to

investigate effects of energy development activities (n=56, nearly 70%) were reactionary

and des¡gned largely as consultancies to monitor and mitigate the environmental

concerns of the development as a condition of the drilling or exploration permit (e.9.,

van Dyke and Klein 1996, lrwin 1984, Johnson 1980, Johnson 1987,Morgantini 1885,

Horesji 1979). The remainders of

the studies were designed to

investigate the impacts of

development on ungulates after

the fact on an ad-hoc manner.

There was not a single case of

energy development and

management-oriented research

proceeding in an adaptive

framework in a manner to

directly feedback into

management of energy

development (see discussion).

Finally, from a vegetation

community perspective, most studies

were conducted in shrub-steppe

vegetation communities and Mount-
arns

22o/o

ecosystems (n=21, Fig. 7), followed by

mountains (15), grasslands (11), and

then pine breaks (e.9., Douglas Fir),

boreal forest (caribou), foothills forests

(e.9., Alberta), and other habitats such

as present in Michigan.

Shrub-
steppe

30o/o

Foothills
60/o Pine

I Active seismic eploration
or well drillinoI Oilwells

n Natural Gas

n Roads/Seismic lines

I Human activity, general

I Mining

I Logging

! Military overflights

I None / Pre-development

Fig. 6. Types of human disturbance and
energy development studies that investigated
impacts on unqulates (n=49).

Boreal
60/o

Other
7o/o

Desert /
semt-
desert

4o/o

Grass-
lands
16o/o

breaks
9o/o

Fig.7. Vegetation communities in which
studies on the impacts of energy development
on ungulates were conducted (n=69).

13o/o
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3.2 Elk (Ceruus elaphus)
I now summarize, by species, the results of individual studies reviewed,

commenting on their location, species, study designs, methods, and general

conclusions and especially, limitations. Results by species are then summarized in a

table at the end of each of the main species reviewed in this review.

3.2.1 Sagebrush Steppe and Grasslands

ln perhaps the longest conducted surveys of ungulate response to natural gas

field development (Hayden-Wing 1990) summarized results of 1 1 years of aerial survey

monitoring of elk populations on two elk ranges in southwestern Wyoming (Snider Basin

and Graphite Hollow) that were developed for oil/gas wells. Vegetation types included

sage-steppe, grassland, pine breaks and mixed communities. They surveyed elk

annually on winter range and spring calving ranges pre construction, during, and

afterwards, with no control sites for comparison. Elk avoided areas during the

construction phase on both the winter and calving ranges, but reoccupied these areas

after intense construction ended, although variation in the degree of avoidance was high

over time. Also in the Snider basin area of Wyoming, in 1978-80, (Johnson 1980)

conducted an observational study of the effects of natural gas well development on elk

using photo cameras, pellet surveys, and aerial and ground surveys. Elk were affected

by activity on the access road, avoiding the area; cows moved calves at earlier age; elk

were displaced away from drilling rig in 1979. However, a lack of pre-drilling data

hampered interpretation, and the study was reactively designed in response to

development.

Similarly, elk avoided roads, active gas and oilwellsites the most during summer

months in the sage-steppe ecosystem of the Jack Marrow Hills, WY (Powell 2003),

strongly selecting habitats greater than 2000m from these features. Avoidance of roads
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and wellsites declined in the fall, winter and spring when elk only avoided areas <500m

surrounding human development. During calving (15 May - 30 June), elk avoided areas

<1000m from roads and wellsites. This study was observational, and only examined

responses of elk following development, but makes the important observation that elk

continued to show avoidance of wellsites long afterthe construction phase had been

completed.

ln Colorado, (Johnson 1986) conducted an experimental (n=1 replicates) study of

the effects of coal mine development on elk over a 5-year period from 1981-1984.

Vegetation types were a mix of sage steppe, grassland, shrub, aspen and conifer.

Johnson (1986) compared calving home ranges, site fidelity, habitat use/selection,

noise tolerance and cow/calf ratios between a treatment mining area and control areas

within 20 miles of the mining development, and reported no statistical differences

between any variables, and concluded that coal mine development did not influence elk.

However, there was some evidence that elk near the coal mine displayed lower fidelity

(5796m between successive home range centroids between years) than control elk

(3723m). These results are consistent with displacement by the coal mine. Potential

limitations of the study are confounding between the putative control and treatment

locations which were close together and between which radiocollared elk mixed

throughout the study (Johnson 1986). Regardless of these problems, elk selected

reclaimed coal mine sites in proportion to their availability in the landscape, neither

selecting nor avoiding reclaimed areas, emphasizing the importance of reclamation

activities.

Ward (1986) conducted another observational, non-experimental, study on the

effects of seismic exploration on elk in the known recoverable coal resource area of

south central Wyoming over 4 years from 1981-84. Vegetation types were sagebrush

steppe and grasslands. Ward (1986) used ground telemetry from an unreported

number of elk with an unreported number of telemetry locations combined with an

unreported number of ground and aerial surveys to examine the distance of elk to

development. Ward (1986) also measured sound levels (dbA) at various distances from

seismograph equipment. Elk were affected most by foot traffic; distance of elk

displacement depended on line-of-sight of the elk to the disturbance. ln places with no
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topological barriers, elk displaced about 3.2 km, but where terrain yielded topological

barriers, elk displaced 800 m. Following the cessation of seism¡c exploration, elk

returned to areas of disturbance a few days after activity was concluded. Ward (1986)

concluded that elk in this study did not seem to be affected detrimentally. However,

where winter range habitat is limited, these disturbances have the potential to have

major effects on elk. Limitations of this study are obvious; the number of collared elk,

details of aerial or ground surveys, and statistical tests were all absent.

Hiatt (1981) conducted an observational study of the effects of drilling a single

well on Crooks Mountain in Wyoming during late winter 1981 in response to concerns

over drilling effects on ungulates in winter range. Hiatt (1981) used track counts, ground

and aerial surveys and time-lapse camera's to quantify the response of elk and mule

deer to development. The study was putatively a before-after comparative study, but

was critically limited by only 9-days pre-development monitoring - the report gives the

impression that this was an extremely reactionary study conducted at the 1 1th hour to

ensure something was done to address environmental concerns. Hiatt (1982) concluded

that both elk and mule deer shifted their ranges away from the well site, and that there

was no evidence of avoidance of the access road by either species. Limitations of this

study are obviously the scanty pre{reatment data, lack of control, and lack of

replication. Remote cameras were of limited utility, collecting few observations and

being limited by the small number of cameras deployed. Moreover, statistical analyses

were psuedoreplicated at the level of the individual track-count, which were collected

along transects - the true sample unit. Therefore, it is unclear whether the conclusions

from this study are warranted, although it is consistent with previous literature that

shows a decline in ungulate use during drilling operations.

Van Dyke and Klein (1996) also studied the effect of active drilling operations on

elk in the grassland and shrub-steppe communities near Line Creek Plateau in Montana

by comparing seasonal an annual home range characteristics and use of cover for 10

VHF collared elk from which they obtained 474 telemetry locations over the period from

1988 to 1991. They assumed this represented the population of 120 elk that used the

entire study area. Van Dyke and Klein (1996) compared home range size, home range

centroid, and coarse grain habitat use by elk before, during, and after development,
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each phase lasting 1 year. Elk in both the study site and the control site had

significantly different distributions within the ranges, suggesting a normal seasonal

change rather that effects of drilling. ln terms of resource selection, elk at the study site

were rarely found outside of forested areas during the day while activity was taking

place at the well sites. Elk responded to disturbances by shifting their use of the range,

centers of activity, and use of habitat. Elk maintained a physical barrier between

themselves and the well site during active drilling, and the authors concluded that elk do

not abandon their home ranges during well site development, and quickly return to pre-

development conditions following development.

Unfortunately, limitations of this study are many; 1) small sample sizes per elk to

accurately estimate seasonal and annual home ranges - with only 474 locationsi 10 elU

2 seasons (winter/summer) over the -4 years of the study yields approximately 6

locations, naively, per elk per season-year - woefully low for reliable home range and

centroid estimation (Powell 2000); 2) scale - this study evaluated the effect of a single

oilwell in an approximately 500km2 area (note study area size was not presented, but is

estimated from figures in the paper), a density of 0.003 wells/km2, a trivially low density

for such a huge area!; 3) the choice of large-scale home range analysis methods to

evaluate the results of a single small-scale concentrated development also limits the

strength of inference. The utility of this study to current oilfield development, where

multiple, often dozens of simultaneous wells are being drilled in an existing matrix of

developed oil fields is questionable, and future studies should pay particular attention to

this issue of scale.

ln a recent and well designed observational telemetry study of elk resource

selection in a grassland/shrub-steppe ecosystem in southwestern Wyoming, Sawyer et

al. (2007) examined the response of elk in open habitats to distances to roads. This

study system is important because while the area has low densities of oil and gas

development at present, this region is considered to have moderate to high oil and gas 
,

developmentpotential(seeSawyeretal.2007).Thus,thisstudyrepresentsawell

designed pre{reatment study if development proceeds in the future, and is a valuable I

insight into elk resource selection in shrub-steppe ecosystems under relatively low

developmçnt. Sawyer et al. (2007) developed resource selection function (RSF, Boyce
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and McDonald 1999, Manly et al.2002,Boyce 2006) using telemetry locations from 33

GPS collared female elk during both winter and summer. Models were validated against

55 VHF collared elk telemetry locations. Elk selected for summer habitats with higher

elevations in areas of high vegetative diversity, close to shrub cover, northerly aspects,

moderate slopes, and away from roads. These results were generally consistent with

the results of McCorquodale et al. (1986) in the shrub steppe of eastern Washington.

Winter habitat selection patterns were similar, except elk shifted to areas closer to roads

than in summer, indicating a strong response of road avoidance during summer.

Results suggest that large (1,000) hunted elk populations can meet their year round

forage and cover requirements in nonforested regions with low traffic, a range of

elevations and shrub communities. They conclude that management of roads and

related human disturbance is an important consideration for managing elk populations,

especially in open habitats.

3.2.2 Mixed communities

ln the mixedwood forests of Upper Peninsula of Michigan, (Knight 1981) studied

the effects of initial seismic exploration and oilwell development on reintroduced elk

before and during development using radiotelemetry. This was the initial phase of oil

well development and the study had very little previous energy development. Elk of all

ages and sexes moved significantly greater distances in the presence of seismic

exploration than when no disturbance was present; i.e. there was a significant negative

correlation between distance to disturbance and mean daily movements of elk. Terrain

and vegetation type was not a significant factor in elk movements. There was no

significant difference in elk home ranges with/without seismic disturbance. Once

wellsites were installed, there was no correlation found between distance to disturbance

and mean daily movements. Elk appeared to become habituated to the stationary well

sites, but not to the unpredictable seismic exploration activities. Knight (1981)

concluded that seismic activity significantly affects the movements but not the

distribution of elk; oil well activity does not significantly affect the movements nor the

distribution of elk.
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The effect of hydrocarbon development on elk and other wildlife in Northern

Lower Michigan was further studied by Bennington et al. (1981) for 1 year from 1979 to

1980 using aerial surveys and ground track surveys. Wellsite densities were among the

higher reported in the literature, approximately O.22lkm2 (exception being Frair et al.

2005), and most wells were active and in production. Despite a regional increasing

population "trend" over previous 5 years, the subregional trend was a short-term

decrease in elk activity following oil drilling, as revealed by significantly lower number of

tracks at drilling vs. nondrilling sites. At each wellsite, Bennington et al. (1981)found

temporary Q-a wk.) relocation after development. Overall, Bennington et al. (1981)

concluded there was no significant difference between pre-drilling and post-drilling

activity at the given well density has only short-term relocation effects. Limitations of the

study are potential pseudoreplication in the number of subtransects analyzed at each

site (the correct sample unit), and that the intensity and coverage of the ground and

aerial methods varied from previous Michigan government surveys, Moreover, the study

was an observational-correlational study, with no replication, control, or comparative

design.

3.2.3 Mountains and Foothills

ln the Bridger Teton National Forest in 1983, lrwin (1984) examined the

preliminary effects of seismic exploration on 18 collared elk. Seven of l8 elk were

displaced from their spring range after seismic activity was conducted. The elk did not

return during the activity, but instead migrated to the summer range. Four other elk

stayed on the spring range, but maintained a 1-2 ridge barrier between them and the

disturbance. Limitations of this study were lack of comprehensive pre-data, and unclear

statistical analyses.

ln a follow up study in the Bridger-Teton National Forest during summers of

1983-1985, Gillin (1989) studied the effects of multiple seismic exploration events on 21

radiocollared adult female elk in control and treatment groups. Over the spring and

summer period, Gillin (1989) collected an average of l34locations/events from 9

collared elk in the control group, and 184 locations from 10 elk in the treatment group.

Elk avoided active exploration on average by 1.2km in spring and summer. They also
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changed their habitat selection to select closed conifers 18% more and higher slopes

70o/o more (away from low elevation seismic) during seismic exploration than the control

period. The author concluded that elk avoid seismic exploration, but do not shift their

home range during exploration, but merely redistribute use within their home range.

The impacts of seismic exploration on elk were also investigated in the Badger

Creek - South Fork of Two Medicine River of north central Montana during spring,

summer and fall of 1981 by Olson (1981). Olson used a limited experimental design

with small numbers of animals, comparing the effects of seismic exploration on 4

collared female elk against 2 collared elk in a 'control' area. Response variables were

movement distances between aerialtelemetry locations. Olson (1981)found that

distances moved between successive aerial locations were 50% greater for elk affected

by seismic exploration, and drew firm recommendations for restrictions to be placed on

development based on these findings. However, no statistical tests were conducted,

and more troubling, the metric used, distance between locations, was not corrected for

the amount of time between locations to a movement rate. Thus, distance between

locations is really a function of both disturbance level and days between locations, and

there may have been an important bias for greater frequency of relocations for the

'treated' group (mean of 2.S locations/month) vs the 'control' group 0.5

(locations/month). Because movement rates scale inversely with relocation interval

(meaning that the longer the movement interval between locations, the 'lower' the

movement rate), the observed difference between the treatment and control group is

almost certainly a function of sampling design, not treatment effects. Regardless, with

ridiculously low sample sizes (n=6 total elk), little reliable inference can be drawn from

this study.

ln a simulated mining study on elk calves, Kuck et al. (1985) studied the

responses of elk calves through radiotelemetry to three treatments of mining, human

disturbance, and a control group. Kucket al. (1985) captured and collared 25 elk in the

Dry Ridge area of ldaho, and compared movement rates, resource selection, and calf

survival between the groups during summer for 2 years. Disturbed elk moved greater

distances, showed strong selection for closed conifer, had reduced fidelity, but there

was no difference in survival rates between treatments for calves. The authors conclude
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that mining exploration will likely cause abandonment of spring calving ranges, but fell

short of being able to connect these changes in behavior to demography, most likely

because of small sample sizes of collared elk calves (n=25).

ln a unique study, Morgantini and Hudson (1985) documented the effects of

pipeline construction on movements of elk, moose, and deer in west-central Alberta.

Using snow track surveys, Morgantini (1985) documented crossing attempts of 76

ungulate groups of the pipeline during construction. The pipeline was a barrier for

53.9% of ungulate groups that tried to cross them. Elk appeared to be the most

successful, while moose were the least successful. Dirt berms did not appear to be a

physical barrier to ungulates. The few encounters of ungulates and the pipeline during

this study could be due to their avoidance of the development corridor at a larger spatial

scale. The pipelines did not alarm the animals that did come in contact with the

pipelines, but did act as a physical crossing barrier. The limitations of this study were

the short duration, governed by the duration of construction, and the lack of information

about the larger spatial scale and any broad-scale avoidance of the entire area (as

found by many other studies) by ungulates. Regardless, Morgantini (1985) makes

several practical recommendations to maintain periodic openings in pipelines under

construction and even underpasses, or overpasses along pipeline to mitigate crossing

barriers.

ln the closed conifer forested foothills west of Rocky Mountain House Alberta,

Lees (1989) studied the movements of 7 radiocollared elk along a pipeline rightof way

to investigate the effects of recreational disturbance (hiking, ATV's, etc) along the

pipeline during winter. Lees (1989) used radiotelemetry, track counts during winter and

remote camera's in an observational study design. The results of this study were largely

inconclusive, due to the small sample size of collared elk (n=7) and remote cameras

(n=5). However, the snow track surveys, which included a much larger sample size of

track crossing locations (n=598) showed stronger avoidance by elk of areas within

350m of the pipeline right of way when human activity was high in the fall. Thus, human

activity mediated the negative indirect effects of the pipeline on elk. This is the same

study area of (Frair et al. 2007, Frair 2005), summarized below.
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Finally, Berger (2004) did a literature review on the loss of migration amongst

North American ungulates. ln the Greater Yellowstone ecosystem, Berger documented

75% declines in ungulate migration for mule deer, elk, and pronghorn due to longterm

human caused habitat fragmentation and overhunting. Threats to remaining long-

distance migration include energy development, tourism development, sub/urban

sprawl, highway mortality and habitat fragmentation.

3.2.3 A Brief Review of Related Studies on the Effects of Human Activities Not

lncluding Energy Development on EIk

3.2.4 Hk-forestry relati ons h i ps

ln a now-classic series of studies in

seven replicated sites in Montana, (Lyon,

1979, Lyon 1979, Lyon et al. , 1985, Edge et

al. 1985, Edge and Marcum 1985) conducted

long-term research into the responses of elk

to logging, human recreational disturbance,

and climate (Fig. 8). The management

implications of these studies were

summarized for MTFWP in Lyon et al. (1985),

and have provided much of the basis for elk management in Montana ever since. While

these studies did not specifically investigate the effects of energy development on elk,

they laid the foundation of much of modern elk management in forested mountain

systems in the Northwest. As such, their methodologies, approaches, and conclusions

offer great insights to MTFWP for understanding the effects of energy development on

ungulates in eastern Montana. Although conducted in differing habitats, as I synthesize

in the discussion, the general results of avoidance of human activity demonstrated by

these studies in forested mountain habitats might be expected to be greater in open

habitats. Moreover, I suggest in the discussion that a similarly large scale and

coordinated effort will be required to understand the effects of energy development on

wildlife as these studies did for elk-forestry relationships 25 years ago.
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Fig. 8. Locations of the seven replicate study sites in the Montana Cooperative Elk-

Logging study 1970-1985, reproduced from Lyon et al. (1985).

Over an eight year per¡od from 1970 to 1977 , Lyon (1 979a,b) used extensive

repeat pellet count surveys to measure the response of elk to roads, cover, and weather

in one of the study sites. A total of 2.5 km/km2 of pellet transects were sampled across

the 215km2 study every year. Elk moved away from areas during active logging

operations (Lyon 1979), and avoided areas adjacent to open forest roads especially

when forestcoverwas lowsuch as in open habitats (Lyon 1983). Lyon (1979)

recommended reducing human activity on roads to enhance security for elk, and

providing elk with a line of sight barrier between disturbances and refugia.

ln another Montana study area, Edge (1982) and Edge and Marcum (1gBS)

studied the annual response of elk to logging activities using 39 radiocollared elk by

investigating aspects of home range habitat selection, distance to roads and human

activity and cover. ln the component of the study examining elk habitat selection as a

function of human activity, vegetation type and cover, Edge (1982) found elk avoided

forest roads with high human activity during all seasons, especially in the absence of

cover from the disturbance provided by closed conifer forests and topography. Elk

avoided areas within 750m of roads and 1000-1500m of active logging operations. Even
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highly preferred foraging habitats were avoided within 500m of active logging operat¡ons

and human activity of all types. Generalizing, Edge (1982) concluded that elk avoided a

minimum of a 500m buffer from logging actívity. ln a unique comparison, Edge found elk

were closer to active logging operations on weekends, when logging activities

temporarily ceased, than during weekdays, showing a high degree of behavioral

flexibility. During the hunting season, when human harvest pressure was greatest on

forest access roads, elk avoidance of human activity increased to 2000m of roads. The

recommended that road design avoid openings and take advantage of topography to

benefit elk habitat effectiveness.

ln their home range study, Edge et al. (1985) found that given increased logging

disturbance, elk did not expand their home range size. ln terms of home range fidelity,

elk in disturbed locations were 40o/o more likely to shift home ranges than the control

group (home range fidelity coefficient for disturbed elk = 0.58, for control elk 0.76).

Although differences were not statistically significant, this was likely due to the very

small sample size used in this analysis; only 10 elk that were tracked between

successive years experienced disturbance (ln this case, however, the exact sample size

used to calculate statísticaltests was unclear, to avoid pseudoreplication, sample size

should be n=10 elk, but for the general coefficient of fidelity, Edge et al. (1985) used

n=62 fidelity coefficients not n=39 different elk). This confusion makes it difficult to

conduct meta-analysis on these data.

Other studies followed Lyon (1979) to estimate pellet densities as a function of

distances to roads across the western US. ln Colorado, for example, Rost and Bailey

(1979) studied elk and mule deer. Rost (1979) found increasing pellet densities of elk

and mule deer with increasing distance from roads in their shrub steppe ecosystem.

Rost (1979) found in Colorado that elk and mule deer avoided areas up to 200m from

roads. Lyon (1983) synthesized these results with the results of other studies to

develop a general model of habitat effectiveness for elk that modeled % habitat

effectiveness as a function of road density. Declines in habitat effectiveness were non-

linear - that is, much of the loss of habitat effectiveness occurred in the first 1.6km/km2

of increasing road densities. This habitat effectiveness model, combined with similar
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models for cover, formed the foundation of elk management in the western US for

decades.

Recent work has started to question the generality and assumptions of the Lyon

(1983) road density models, which while beneficialfor elk management, have only been

tested infrequently. Rowland (2000) tested the generality of the Lyon (1983) road

density model by comparing observed habitat effectiveness against expected, under the

model in Starkey Experimental Forest and Range in northeastern Oregon. Rowland et

al. (2000) used >100,000 telemetry locations from 89 collared female elk to develop

habitat selection models as a function of 0.1-km wide distance bands from roads open

to human access. The predicted number of telemetry locations, however showed only

weak correspondence to the Lyon (1983) habitat effectiveness models. Simulation

results demonstrated that the failure of the

simple habitat effectiveness models was

because of the spatial patterns of roads, a

covariate not considered in the original Lyon

(1983) models. To be fair, recognition of the

critical importance about spatially explicitly

habitat models and the role of spatial

dynamics in management has only emerged

in the recent decade [spatial model; spatial

population dynamics; habitat fragmentationl,

yet these results cast doubt on the

generality and value of these earlier, non-

spatial models. Regardless of these

caveats, Rowland et al. (2000) reaffirms that

the management of roads and human

activity did influence elk in their study and

should remain as a critical consideration in

ungulate management, but that spatially

explicit models are required to really
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Fig. 9. Portion of the study area for Frair
(2005) and Frair el al. (2007) in the
central east slopes of Alberta's forested
foothills. Home ranges of selected elk
shown in black, against seismic cutlines
(grey lines) and well sites (dots). From
Frair et al. (2005).
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capture the response of elk to roads at large scales.

Recent studies build on this paradigm sh¡ft in ungulate management that spatially

explicit models are required to effectively mitigate the negative effects of human activity

at large scales. ln a follow up study also at Starkey experimental forest, Preisler et al.

(2006) developed new spatially explicit methods, probabilistic flight response analysis,

to analyze the effects of off-road vehicle recreation on elk movements. Consistent with

previous studies, Preisler et al. (2006) found that elk responded at relatively far

distances >1000m to ATV recreation, and that elk movement speeds increased when

closer to trails. This study confirms the indirect effects of behavioral displacement by

human activity on elk.

ln the heavily developed foothills of Alberta, Frair (2005) and Frair et al. (2007)

examined the responses of resident (and translocated elk, not discussed here) elk

survival and movements to human activities, including seismic exploration cutlines,

wellsites, and forestry. Their study area was 17,000km2 of lower and upper foothills

consisting of primarily closed conifer forests that contained over 28,000km of seismic

exploration lines and 7,000 wellsites, for average densities of 1.7 km/km2 of seismic

lines and 0.4 wellsites/km2,(Fig. 4) on the higher end of many of the studies reviewed in

this literature review. From a movement perspective, Frair et al. (2005) found that elk

were more likely to move away from linear seismic lines, and forage and bed at greater

distances, respectively, from seismic lines.

To determine mechanisms driving elk movement patterns, Frair et al. (2007)

studied survival of >200 radiocollared elk, detecting 104 mortalities (many of

translocated elk) from 2001-2005. Elk survival decreased as a function of distance to

seismic line (Frair et a\.2007), as a function of increased human caused hunting

mortality and wolf predation, both of which selected to be close to roads (e.9.

Hebblewhite et al. 2005b, Frair et al.2007, Hebblewhite and Merrill 2008). But,

importantly, humans and wolves use roads and seismic lines differently, roads being

more heavily used by human hunters, and seismic lines being more heavily used by

wolves. This trade-off likely occurred because of the indirect effect of wolf avoidance of

human activity; wolves themselves being hunted by humans (see Hebblewhite and

Merrill 2008, Hebblewhite et al. 2005a). From an elk perspective, however, for each
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100m increase in distance from seismic lines, elk were 0.68 and 0.78 times less likely

(reported as odds ratios, odds <1 are reduced) to die from wolves and humans,

respectively. Thus survival increased with distance away from seismic lines. When

considering roads, however, mortality risks contrasted for wolf and human hunting. For

every 500m increment farther from roads, elk were 0.84 less and 1.34 times more likely

to die from human hunting and wolf predation, respectively. Failing to separate out

mortality sources masked the different responses to different types of mortality and how

different predators (human, wolf) used the landscape differently.

3.2.5 Effects of Hunting and Recreation on Elk
The mechanism behind road avoidance by elk in the above studies was

hypothesized to be due to increased hunting mortality associated with open roads. This

mechanism has been corroborated by numerous studies across western North America

since (Unsworth et al. 1999, Frair el al. 2007, Cole et al. 1997, McCorquodale 2000).

As an example, Morgantini and Hudson (1980) studied the effects of human disturbance

on elk in a montane grassland in the eastern slopes of Alberta from 1977-1979 using a

combination of observations, pellet surveys, diet studies, and telemetry on radiocollared

elk. Their study area contained energy development, but this study specifically focused

on the effects of hunting pressure on elk. They found, similar to the studies in Montana,

that elk avoided human activity more during the hunting season, shifting to denser cover

farther from roads, and adapted their activity patterns to forage only during dusk and

dawn.

Reasonably strong experimental evidence supports an increased mortality risk to

elk from human hunters on roads. Cole et al. (1997), tested the effects of an

unreplicated (n=1)experimental road closures on survival of Roosevelt elk (Ceruus
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elaphus nelson¡| in Oregon from 1991-1995. Cole et al. (1997) determined home range

size, movement rates, and survival differences between the pre- and post- road closure

periods for 41 radiocollared adult female elk in a before after design without an

contemporaneous control. By removing access to 128km of BLM roads (35o/o of roads in

study area), Cole et al. (1997) documented a 12% reduction in home range size, a 18o/o

reduction in daily movements, and a7o/o reduction in mortatity for elk, although the

difference in survival was not statistically significant with only 6 mortalities observed

during the study. Limitations of the experimental design are 1) the lack of adequate

controls for the treatment period - improvements to adult survival and reductions in

home range size or other variables could have been because of more favorable climatic

conditions (spring precipitation, etc.) or other unmeasured variables; 2) small sample

sizes for making strong population inferences. ln survival estimation, the number of

mortalities strongly determines the level of confidence in survival estimates, and in long-

lived ungulates with high annual survival rates, determining population level impacts

requires substantial sample sizes. Despite the fact that this study is often cited as

compelling evidence for the beneficial effects of road closures, these two weaknesses

reduce the scientific merit of this study. Similar studies in Montana and elsewhere also

examined the effects of hunter road restrictions on elk, including Basile (1979), but few

made the difficult but important connection to demography that Cole et al. (1997)

attempted.

Human recreation besides human hunting from roads can also affect elk

populations, a subject that has been the focus of numerous studies and literature

reviews in itself (Bjornlie and Garrott 2001, Cassirer et al. 1992, Joslin and Youman

1999,Oliff et al. 1999). Elk and other wildlife may view human recreation as a form of

predation risk even without direct mortality because of indirect behavioral mechanisms

(Frid and Dill 2002,Geist 2002). For example, Millspaugh et al. (2001) showed clear

physiological stress responses of elk to proximity to roads and when in areas with

higher road densities. Here, I only review a few recent key studies that exemplify proper

experimental design and provide a beacon of scientific rigor to biologists considering

improving studies of the effects of energy development on wildlife.
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ln a series of exceptionally well planned studies in the Beaver Creek and Vail

areas of Colorado, Phillips and Alldredge (2000) and Shivley et al. (2005) conducted a

well designed experimental (albeit only n=1 replicate) test of the effects of

spring/summer hiking recreational disturbance on elk on calving and summer ranges.

Phillips and Alldrege (2000) and Shivley et al. (2005) maintained a total sample of 75-85

radiocollared adult female elk across both the control and treatment areas and applied

hiking disturbance to the control group in a before-after-control-impact (BACI) design as

follows. ln 1995, no treatment was applied to the treatment area (before), and the

disturbance was applied in 1996 and 1997 (see discussion), then not applied in 1998

and 1999. ln the control area, no treatments were applied. They then compared the

effects of hiking disturbance on calf:cow ratio's, a key indicator of population

performance in ungulates and elk in particular (Raithel etal.2}}7,Gaillard et al. 2000).

Calf:cow ratio's were similar before hiking disturbance was applied in 1996.

Calf:cow ratio's steadily declined for the two years of treatments for an average

reduction in calf:cow ratio of 0.173, or 17 calves:100 cows, (95% Cl: -0.32 to -0.03).

Population modeling revealed that this reduction in calf survival could reduce population

growth rates from 7o/olyear to lo/olyear, confirming the substantial negative impacts of

human disturbance during spring and summer to population dynamics of elk. On the

basis of this exceptionally well designed study, the authors of both studies make strong

recommendations to protect spring calving habitat, concluding "to ignore potential

effects of human-induced disturbance to elk during calving seasons is to risk declining

reproductive success in elk populations" (Phillips and Alldredge 2000).

Extending these results to the effects of human development in general, an

observational study of the effects of increased ski resort development in the Vail area of

Colorado (Morrison et al. 1995) showed that during ski area development, when human

disturbance was the highest, elk avoided human activity and the development site more

than afterwards. Elk use after development was still lowest when human activity was

highest, indicating that while elk habituated to development to some degree, there may

be long term negative impacts. These two examples illustrate the benefits of conducting

well designed experimental studies to guide the interpretation of less intensive

observational stud ies.
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Table 2. Review of scientific literature on the effects of energy development on Elk, summar¡z¡ng study authors, location, vegetation
type, species (Aa- Antilocopra sp., AlAl - Aices olces, Ce- Cervus elaphus, Oh- O. hemionas, Oc- Ovis canadensis), whether the study
was peer reviewed or not, study area size, duration, development type, study design and sample size, general results and

management recommendations.
Authors,
location, Veg.

type

Spp. Peer
Review

Study Area Developme
Size, nt Type
Duration

General ResultsStudy design
& size

Management Recommendations

Bennington et
al. 1981 Ml,
Mixedwood

Ce No 512 km

and 1.4

yea rs

oil
drilling/well
pumprng

Observational,
aerial surveys,

track surveys,

n=N/A

Experiment,
radio-
telemetry,
n=41*

Observational,
radio-
telemetry,
n=36+

Observational,
radio-
telemetry,
n=39*

Comparative,
GPS telemetry,
n=40 resident
elk

Short-term decrease in activity
following oil drilling, temporary (2-4

wk.) relocation after development,
no significant diff. between pre-

drilling and post-drilling activity.

Core area and home range size, as

well as movement rates decreased

and elk survival increased with
experimental road closures.

Avoided open habitats and logging

especially in areas of high human
activity.

Elk did not change home range size

or fidelity with logging.

Avoid high impact habitat sites such as

calving grounds; habitat mitigation
required.

Cole et al.

1997 0R,

Mountain

Edge et al.

1982 MT,

Mountain

Edge et al.

1985 MT,

Mountain

Frair et al.

2007 AB,

Foothills

Yes

Ce Yes

Yes

Yes

972km2
and 3 years

Unk, 5

years

Unk, 5

years

17000 km2

and 5 years

Roads and

human
hunting

Logging

Logging,

human
recreation

Siesmic,
roads, wells,
forestry

Mortality increased closer to roads

by humans, closer to seismic

cutlines by wolves. Landscape-scale

changes from cumulative impacts in

wolf and human predation risk

survival.

lncrease road removal and road
management areas, decrease illegal

hunting on open roads, restrict human
access to roads.

Construct roads with cover and

topography in mind, manage human
recreational access, greatest impact in

summer.

Logging activities limited to unoccupied
seasonal habitats & logging restrictions
the minimize time and overlap with elk
winter ranges.

Manage for lower human use on roads

all year to improve elk survival. lmpacts
were cumulative with other land use

changes from forestry.
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Table 2. Cont.

Authors, Spp. Peer

location, Veg. Review
StudyArea Develop-
Size, ment Type
Duration

Sample design General Results

& size
Management Recommendations

Frair 2005

Gillin 1998

WY, Mountain

Hiatt et al.

1982 WY,

Mountain

Hayden-Wing
Associates

1991 Review

Hayden-Wing
Associates

1990 WY,

shrub steppe

lrwin and Gillin
1984 WY,

Mountain

Yes 17000 km
and 5 years

Seismic,

roads, wells,
forestry

Comparative,
GPS radio-
telemetry,
n=40 resident
elk

Experiment,
radio-
telemetry,
n=27

Comparative,
radio-
telemetry,
Unk

Review, n=N/A

Ce, No

oh

Ao,

oh,
Ce

Ce Yes Unk,2.2
years

101 km2

and 0.25
years

96 km2

and 11

years

Unk, 1
years

Seismic

exploration,
roads

Oilwell

Gas, oil,
setsmrc

exploration

Active wells

Effects of roads were compounded
by attraction to clearcuts associated
with roads, elk avoided clearcuts
within 200m of a road. Road

network design became increasingly
important as road density increased
and accounted for as much as 30-
55% of the change in mortality risk

Elk were temporarily displaced
during and after seismic activity for
up to two weeks, but returned later.

Elk and mule deer shifted home
ranges away from the well site, did
not avoid access road.

N/4, Literature review

AvailabiliÇ of core areas declined to
50% above road densities of 0.5-
Ikm/km2, and elk could not tolerate
road densities >1.4km/km2. Road

network design that minimized roads
and restricted human access could
minimize risks to elk.

Seismic spaced min 2, max 7-10 days
apart; designated helicopter flight
corridors w/ altitudes > 150m; avoid
calving areas, foraging areas and open
meadows; spring impacts greatest.

Late winter spring were the greatest
impact seasons

Recommend restriction of exploration
on occupied winter range from Nov L5

to April 30 as a precautionary principle
Winter impacts greatest

Need for long-term studies;
recommended putting wells in low
visibility areas; avoidance of calving and
winter ranges

No

NoCe

NoCe

Comparative,
aerial elk
surveys, n=L1

No significant difference in elk
population size over 11 years in
response to drilling, but changes in
distribution varied widely.

Seismic Observational, Elk partially avoided calving ranges Restrictions on development during
exploration radio- after seismic, migrating to summer calving on calving ranges, road

telemetry range. Elk avoided disturbance alignment should minimize visibility of
n=Zt
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Table 2. Cont.

Authors, Spp. Peer Study Area Develop- Sample design General Results Management Recommendations
location, Veg. Review Size, ment Type & size

type Duration
Johnson 1980 Ce No Unk, 1 Oil and gas Observational, Elk were affected by activity on the Minimize drilling activities in spring and
WY, Mountain, years wells. aerial access road; cows moved calves at winter range, road mitigation required.
sagebrush telemetry & earlier age; elk were displaced away
steppe aerial surveys, from drilling rig in 1979.

n=4-56

Johnson and Ce No Unk, 8 Natural gas Comparative, 8O% of surveyed elk were on gas Avoid drilling on calving and winter
Wollrab 1987 years field radio- field prior to drilling; only 39% were ranges.
WY, sagebrush telemetry, on the field during drilling. Calving

steppe n=16 ground was also abandoned during
the intense drilling.

Johnson et al. Ce No 25.9 kmz surface coal Experimental, All measured variables showed no None.

1986 WY, and 3.25 mine radio- significant difference between
mixed years telemetry control and mine study groups,

n=64* winter impacts greatest

Knight 1981 Ce Yes 56 km2 and Seismic Comparative, Elk moved away from seismic: Need to study effects of pipelines on

Ml, L years exploration; radio- terrain and vegetation type had no wildlife, timing restrictions for seismic

mixedwood oil well telemetry effect. No significant difference in exploration to avoid winter range and

drilling n=L2 elk home ranges with/without calving.

disturbance, no correlation between
distance to disturbance and mean
daily movements.

Kuck et al. Ce Yes 350 km2 Simulated Experimental, Disturbed calves moved greater Development restrictions during calving,

1985 lD, and 2 years mining & radio- distances, used larger areas, showed spring summer greatest impacts.
Forests human telemetry greater use of coniferous forest, and

disturbance n=25 lacked selection for favorable
physiographic parameters. Cow/calf
pairs abandoned calving areas,

Winter survival between groups and

between years was similar.
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Table 2. Cont.

Authors, Spp. Peer Study Area Develop- Sample design General Results Management Recommendations
location, Veg. Review Size, ment Type & size

type Duration
Lees 1989 Ce No Unk, and oil pipeline Observational, Telemetry: inconclusive; tracks: Control public use and access through
AB, Foothills 1.25 years n=7+ collars, 5 avoidance of human impacts; gating, improvements to forage on

cameras, cameras: inconclusive, fall impacts pipelines.
n=568 tracks greatest

Lyon 1979 Ce No 215 km2 logging; Observational, Elk consistently moved away from Manage roads to reduce human
MT, Mountain and 8 years roads pellet surveys, active logging. hunting, avoid logging ¡n winter, spatial

n= Unk overlap with elk winter range.

Morgantini Ce No 35 km2 Roads and Observational, Elk avoided roads in day, forage Restrict human activity to reduce
and Hudson and 0.5 human behavioral closer to them at dusk and dawn. negative impacts of roads.
1980 AB, years hunting observations, Elk avoided the open grasslands
Mountain n= Unk near roads.

Morgantini AIal, Yes Unk, 0.33 oil pipeline Observational, Pipeline was a barrier for 53.9% of Have periodic openings, underpasses, or
1985 AB, Ce, years Snow track ungulate groups that tried to cross overpasses along pipeline to mitigate it
Foothills Oh, surueys, them. Elkwereleastaffected, asacrossingbarrier.

Ov n=Unk moose the most impacted by the
pipeline.

Olson 1981 Ce No 503 km2 Seismic Comparative, Elk avoided visual disturbances Winter activity should be kept to a

MT, Mountain and 0.5 exploration, radiotelemetry more than auditory; movement minimum; have specified flight paths for
years natural gas , î=4 rates increased closer to helicopters to minimize disturbance

d isturbance.

Phillips and Ce Yes 500 km2 Human BACI, radio- Average calf production was 0.23 Calving-season closures for all human
Alldrege 2000 and 3 years recreation telemetry calves/cow lower for elk disturbed activity in elk habitat.
CO, Mountain on trails. n=80 by humans than control elk, reduced

population growth rcte 7Yo.

Powell 2003 Ce No 252lkm2 active oil Observational, Elk avoided active wells and roads Summer impacts greatest, seasonal
WY, sagebrush and 3 years and gas n=40* by 2 km in summe¡ showing 73% road restrictions in summer habitat.
steppe wells, roads less use than expected.
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Table 2. Cont.

Authors,
location, Veg.

Peer

Review
Study Area
Size,

Duration

spp. Develop- Sample design General Results

ment Type & size

Management Recommendations

Rowland et al.

2000 0R,

Starkey,

Mountairi

Sawyer et al.

2007 wY,
shrubsteppe,
grasslands

Shivley et al.

2005 co,
Mountain

Van Dyke 1996

MT, grasslands

Ce Yes

Ce Yes

Ce Yes

Yes 77.6 km roads

and 3 years

25L7 km2

and 2 years

Observational,
radio-
telemetry
n=89+

n/a Observational,
GPS telemetry,
n=33* (55 VHF

collars in
validation
sample)

Elk consistently selected areas away
from open roads in both spring and

summer. Model predictions of
simple habitat effectiveness models
corresponded only weakly with
observed h abitat effectiveness
values.

Elk selected for summer habitats
with higher elevations in areas of
high vegetative diversity, close to
shrub cover, northerly aspects,

moderate slopes, and away from
roads. Winter habitat selection
patterns were similar, except elk

shifted to areas closer to roads.

Productivity rebounded followi ng

release from disturbance, and full
recovery was achieved by the
second post-disturbance year.

Minimal effect of drilling on elk
home range use in a low density
drilling area. Elk used cover during
drilling.

Elk avoided human activity
depending on line-of-sight; without
topography, elk moved 3.2 km; with
topography, 800 m. Elk returned to
areas of disturbance a few days

after activity was concluded.

Spatial distribution of roads must be

considered for habitat effectiveness
models for evaluating impacts. Summer
road restrictions needed. Spring
summer ¡mpacts greatest.

Management of roads and related
human disturbance is an important
consideration for managing elk
populations. Summer impacts greatest

Selective closures, or at least
restrictions on recreational activity, may
be warranted during calving season,

when greatest ¡mpact occurred

Road, wellsites should be aligned in

areas of low visibility in topography out
of line of sight.

Ward 1986 Ce

WY, sagebrush

steppe,
grasslands

No

500 km2 Human

and 2 years recreation.

500 km2 Active oil
and  years well

BACI, radio-
telemetry,
n=145

BACI, n=10

Observational,
few radio-
collared elk,

surveys, etc.

n=Unk

Unk,

4years

Seismic

exploration
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3.3 Pronghorn Antelope (Antilocapra americanal

3.3.1 Grasslands

' ln one of the earliest studies of pronghorn

considered in this literature review, Bruns (1977)

investigated general patterns of pronghorn

habitat use, movements, and effects of human

developments using ground and aerial

observational methods including snow tracking

and behavioral observations. Bruns (1977)

focused on short grass prairie in south eastern

Alberta from 1968-69 during an exceptionally

severe winter. He found that pronghorn movements were restricted during winter

months, and selected habitats that minimized snow depths during winter, had lower

winds, and with softer snow that made pawing through snow to forage easier. Severe

snowstorms caused rapid, long distance movements. Average herd sizes were 38

anímals. Pronghorn often used plowed roads as movement corridors, but suffered

effects of habitat fragmentation from fences and gates. Management recommendations

included barbless wire fences, pronghorn specific designs in important migration and

travel routes, and keeping gates open to facilitate movements.

Oil and gas exploration in the little Missouri grasslands have negatively impacted

habitat for Mule deer, Elk, and Whíte-tailed deer, reviewed in a study by Girard and

Stotts (1986). Girard et al. (1985) summarized the effects of energy development as

impacts during development and exploration phases, chemical spills that upset sensitive

prairie grassland and stream ecology, and displacement of wildlife species.

Approximately 1o/o of the entire area considered was physically lost because of energy

development, and an undetermined area surrounding development was avoided by

these ungulate species. Girard (et al. 1985) emphasized how critical site reclamation

was for sensitive grasslands, the critical task of suppressing non-native invasive weed

species, the danger of saltwater pond (associated with drilling operations) blowout on

I

¡

rl
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downstream systems, and the negat¡ve effects of HzS (hydrogen sulphide) on wildlife

species. I return to this important and understudied area in the discussion.

ln a study that could be useful as a baseline to compare against development

underway in eastern Montana, Armstrup (1978) studied the habitat use, movement

patterns, and home range use of 102 pronghorns marked with VHF orvisual collars on

the border of Montana and Wyoming in and around the Powder River basin from 1976

to 1977 . Armstrup (1978) found wide variation in selection for vegetation types

seasonally, and that selection was largely a function of available vegetation. This

corresponds with the concept of functional responses in resource selection that

emphasize 'critical' habitat changes across regional gradients in availability (Mysterud

and lms 1998,Hebblewhite and Merrill 2008). Topography was not a big driver of

pronghorn habitat selection. The most significant finding of this study was that all

marked pronghorn used a completely different winter range during 1976 than in 1977 -
confirming that longterm studies are required to evaluate key habitats and even to

define areas of occupancy.

3.3.2 Shrub-Steppe

Approximately 10 studies on pronghorn ecology and energy impacts in

sagebrush-steppe ecosystems were reviewed from a total of 4 study areas; the

Northern Range of Yellowstone National Park (White et al. 20O7a), the Upper Green

River Basin (Berger 2004, Berger et al. 2006, 2007,Sawyer et al.2002,2005b,2006), in

the Rattlesnake hills in Wyoming (Easterly 1991), and on a reclaimed coal mine in

northeastern Wyoming (Medcraft and Clark 1986). The series of studies by Sawyer and

colleagues in the Upper Green River focused on both mule deer and pronghorn, and so

are summarized below in the combined section.

The series of studies by Berger and colleagues (Berger 2004, Berger et al.

2006a,b, 2007), examine the response of pronghorn to energy development in the

Upper Green river basin overlapping the study area of Sawyer et al. (2002). This area is

underlaid by the Jonah and Pinedale Anticline natural gas formations that are estimated

to contain >10 trillion cubic feet of natural gas and coal bed methane deposits, and is

undergoing rapid expansion in oil and gas development. Energy development only
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started in 2001, so all of the studies of Berger, Sawyer and colleagues should be

considered as assessing the early impacts of energy development.

The studies of Berger and colleagues were initiated in 1a112002 as a pilot study

investigating migration in pronghorn (see Berger et al. (2004,2006) summarized below),

the study was expanded in 2005 to a five-year study of the effects of natural gas

development on pronghorn behavior, migration, habitat selection, and, ultimately, the

population consequences of development. Methods involved collaring -50

pronghorn lyear split evenly between a control (undeveloped area) and treatment

(energy development area) area. ln 2007, they increase the sample size to 100 VHF

collars to estimate survival rates and to provide better longitudinal data on survival.

They recovered 48 GPS collars in 2005 and 42 GPS collars in 2006, and in these

preliminary progress reports, compare resource selection between the control and

treatment groups. ln their first (Berger et al. 2006) and second-year progress reports

(Berger et al.2007), the authors emphasize that results are preliminary and subject to

change given long-term responses and final analysis. Regardless, their interim results

can provide some important information about pronghorn responses to increasing

development on winter ranges.

Berger et al. (2006, a,b) report that the overriding natural factor influencing

distribution of pronghorn on the winter range was snow depth - pronghorn selected

60% shallower snow depths than available throughout the study area (e.9., 12cm

versus 19cm). ln terms of resource selection, while some individual animals continued

to select habitat in the energy development areas, some animals avoided developed

areas. At the population level, however, the authors did not find pronghorn were

avoiding developed areas at the current levels of development. ldentification of core

areas of use by pronghorn, dictated by patterns in resource availability, may be useful

tools to identify areas that are important to pronghorn for future energy development

planning. From a population perspective, the authors found no differences in survival

rates or body measurements of pronghorn between the control or treatment groups.

While their results suggest energy development does not influence pronghorn within the

Upper Green River Basin, the authors caution that results are preliminary, winter

severity has been mild during the study (impacts may be greater during deeper winters
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given pronghorn selection for shallower snow), the area of most intense development at

present are not within prime pronghorn habitat, and responses may be expected to

increase over longer periods of time for long-lived ungulates than the two year time-

window reported on to date. A long-term commitment to understanding the effects of

energy development on this and other populations of ungulates is required. Regardless

of the equivocal results of energy development on winter ranges, these studies

documented substantial potential impacts of energy development on migration both

within this study area, and at the regional scale.

Berger's (2004) literature review on the loss of migration also mentions

pronghorn migratory declines, especially in the GYE, where approximately 75% of all

migrations have been lost. Berger (2004) illustrates the problem with a case study

involving their long-term pronghorn study in the Pinedale area of WY. Both residential

development and future potential energy development threatens one specific migratory

corridor pinch point, the Trapper's Point bottleneck, where the migration corridor

narrows to less than 800m. ln a follow up study to this literature review, Berger et al.

(2006) confirm that this particular migration corridor, from the Upper Green River

through to Teton National Park, has likely been used for over 6000 years. Using

archaeological data that confirms the presence of pronghorn in this migration corridor,

Berger et al. (2006) argues that this migration route has likely persisted uninterrupted

for at least 6000 years and likely since the end of the Pleistocene. Only by creating

large scale migration corridors that are protected from development or managed

specifically to mitigate energy development, will long-term migration, a critical ecological

process that is declining across the Rocky Mountain west, persist.

The importance of migratory corridors for pronghorn is also emphasized by a

recent study in Yellowstone National Park by White et al. (2007). Movements of 44

radio-collared pronghorn over 6 years revealed a similar'pinch point' in the migration

corridor between summer and fall ranges which resulted from topographic constrictions,

habitat requirements of pronghorn for open habitats, and fidelity to historic migration

routes. Development proposed within the park for increased tourist facilities and

buildings threatens this migration corridor. White et al. (2007) also showed that this

population was partially migratory with approximalely 70o/o migratory, and 30% resident.
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Migratory pronghorn showed some fidelity to summer ranges, but20% switched

between years and switched strategies from year to year from migrant to resident. This

study clearly emphasizes how little we know about migration in most populations, and

that migration is likely a condition dependent strategy that depends on density,

population history, climate, and, potentially, disturbance regimes. Management

implications of this study are that it takes a long{ime to document migration patterns

and that, combined with the studies of Berger (2004) above, pronghorn seem especially

vulnerable to development within migration corridors.

3.3.3 Semi-desert: effects of military activities

The Sonoran pronghorn (Antilocapra antilocapra sononensrs) is the most

endangered subspecies of pronghorn, with population declines to <33 animals as

recently as 2003 (Krausman et al. 2005). Despite being listed as an endangered

species for over 30 years, reasons for the population declines are relatively unknown,

but though to be linked to habitat and forage degradation, loss of water sources

because of hydroelectric developments, and human development. Forty percent of

identified Sonoran pronghorn habitat occurs in military lands in southwestern Arizona,

and a series of studies investigated the effects of military overflights and ground

activities on pronghorn habitat use, behavior, hearing, and potential population

consequences (Krausman et al. 2004,2005, Landon et al. 2003). The most

comprehensive study compared behavior of pronghorn on the military base to baseline

behavior of animals in the closest population of pronghorn without military activity, albeit

from a different subspecies. The study primarily relied on behavíoral observations of

pronghorn responses to human activities. Pronghorn exposed to military activity foraged

less, stood alert and moved more than pronghorn not exposed to military activity.

Pronghorn did not appear to respond to military overflights, and the study found that

ungulates do not hear sounds from military aircraft as well as humans do.

These results contrasted with the results of (Landon et al. 2003) that found

habitat use of 31 radiocollared pronghorn tended to be in areas with lower noise levels

from military activities, although this study apparently pseudoreplicated, confusing the #

of locations of animals with the true sample size instead of the # of animals. Landon et
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al. (2003) acknowledge that more detailed habitat selection studies are certainly needed

before firm conclusions could be drawn. Acting on these recommendations, Krausman

et al. (2005) investigated habitat selection of Sonoran pronghorn using detailed

behavioral observations (n=1203) of pronghorn collected over a 3 year period from

1999-2002. Sonoran pronghorn showed stronger selection for burned sites and sites

previously disturbed by military activity (bombing ranges, fires, etc.) over undisturbed

sites. They speculate that increase forage production, visibility and ease of movement

all contribute to pronghorn selection for disturbed sites, and that declines in military

activity that simulate natural disturbance may actually be detrimental to pronghorn.

Overall, Krausman et al. (2004,2005) found few impacts of military activities on

Sonoran pronghorn, but conclude that the population remains in serious danger of

extirpation and immediate conservation actions are needed.

3.4 Mule Deer (Odocoileus hemionus)

3.4.1 Sagebrush-Steppe and Grasslands

Berger's (2004) literature review on the loss of migration amongst North

American ungulates also has implications for mule deer and energy development. ln the

Greater Yellowstone ecosystem, Berger documentedTSo/o declines in ungulate

migration for mule deer, elk, and pronghorn due to long{erm human caused habitat

fragmentation and overhunting. Threats to remaining long-distance migration include

energy development, tourism development, sub/urban sprawl, and highway mortality

and habitat fragmentation. Large scale migration corridors that are protected from
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development or managed specifically to mitigate energy development are needed to

protect the critical ecological process of longterm migration which is declining across

the Rocky Mountain west.

ln a series of studies on the effects of energy development in the same Jonah-

Pinedale Anticline project area of western Wyoming, Berger and colleagues and Sawyer

and colleagues conducted a series of related studies on the effects of energy

development on mule deer and also pronghorn to a lesser degree (Sawyer et al.

2005a,b, 2006, 2007). This area is a winter range for large numbers of elk, mule deer

and pronghorn and habitat for animals migrating from the entire Upper Green River

Basin area, approximately 15,000km2. lnitial studies focused on migration of

radiocollared mule deer (n=158) and pronghorn (n=32), and found seasonal migrations

for 95% and 100% of all collared animals ranged an average of 84 and 177 km straight

line distance between seasonal ranges. This study also noted the potential for energy

development impacts on migration corridors, and documented the same narrow pinch

point for the migration corridor of pronghorn migrating from the winter range to summer

ranges in Grand Teton National Park that Berger et al. (2006, a,b) describe. The

authors conclude, with similar recommendations as in other migratory ranges, to

minimize development, remove barriers to migratory movements such as fences and

pipelines, and potentially develop seasonal restrictions to avoid the peak months of

migratory movements in May/June and October/November. This study echoes the

results of Berger (2004), who found that impacts on migratory ranges may affect a huge

area surrounding the localized development, and requires a regional-scale, cumulative

effects assessment approach.

Focusing on winter range impacts was the focus of the studies by Sawyer et al.

(2005b, 2006) collectively called the Sublette Mule deer study. The study was started in

1998 to examine the ecology of mule deer home range use, habitat selection, migration

routes and demography during a pre-development phase that ended in 2001. From

2001-present, the study entered the second phase as a long{erm study on the effects

of energy development within the Pinedale area on mule deer ecology in an

experimental comparison of areas with and without energy development. With the pre-

data collected in phase 1 and two treatment areas in phase 2 (with, without
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development), this study represents a welldesigned before-after-control impact study,

albeit unreplicated.

Before development, the Sublette Mule deer population was a healthy and

productive population, with adult female survival rates (0.85, n=l4) and fawn:doe ratio's

(>75:100) indicative of a growing population (Unsworth et al. 1999). ln 2002, mule deer

densities were similar between the control and energy development treatments, but

have been diverging since 2002.ln the developed area, mule deer densities declined

significantly by -47o/o over a  -year period ending 2005, whereas in the control area,

there was no negative trend and mule deer densities were constant and similar to pre-

development density on the treatment area. This trend in density is suggestive of a

demographic impact of energy development, yet survival differences between adult

female and overwinter fawn survival were not statistically different between the two

areas, although overwinter fawn survival tended to be higher, the differences reported to

date in their preliminary progress report were not statistically different. Sawyer et al.

(2005) speculate that the lack of demographic difference between treatments may be

because 1) small scale demographic differences could explain the differences in

population trend, but are preliminary and influenced more by small sample size, and will

be verified at a later date by more detailed analysis, or 2) differences were driven by

emigration or dispersal from the developed areas. Migration routes were also identified,

as discussed above, in this first phase.

From a habitat perspective, Sawyer et al. (2006) reported expanding energy

development over a 5-year period with an increase of 95km of roads, 324 ha of well

pads, and a total of -400 ha of lands directly lost to development footprints within the

study area, an increase in density of 0.1 2kmtkm2 and -0.3 wells/km2 (considering the

study area size just the Pinedale Anticline project area of -800km2). Effects of energy

development are summarized in their 2006 Journal of Wildlife Management paper

(Sawyer et al. 2006), where they evaluated the effects of energy development on VHF

and GPS collared mule deer collared from 1998 to 2003 over the first three years of

development. Sample sizes of VHF and GPS collared mule deer ranged fromT-45 I

year of the study. Mule deer avoided areas close to energy development during this

study, responses to development occurred rapidly within 1-year of development, and
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avo¡dance of energy development increased over the course of the 3-year study.

Sawyer et al. (2006) found lower predicted probabilities of use within 2.7 to 3.7 km of an

oil or gas well sites, confirming that indirect effects of habitat loss from energy

development were much greater than the loss of the direct footprint of energy

developments. Over the course of the study, areas that were classified as high quality

habitat before development changed to low quality, and vice-versa, showing that mule

deer shifted habitats away from favored high quality habitats because of energy

development. Presumably, these population level habitat selection responses will

eventually have important population implications to the total area of high quality habitat

available in the study area. The authors recommend such demographic studies, as well

as activities that reduce the footprint of energy development including; 1) directional

drilling from single well pads to multiple gas sources to reduce surface impact, 2)

limiting public access, 3) developing road networks with the goal of minimizing new road

construction, and 4) guidelines to minimize human disturbance during the winter and on

designated high quality ranges.

Several reviews of the effects of energy development, with specific focus on mule

deer or pronghorn, were also reviewed. Bromley (1985) reviewed the effects of energy

development in wildland environments for the USFS, and provides an annotated

bibliography similar to this review, including more broadly, the effects of all human

activities on wildlife. Generally, she makes the following conclusions; 1) many results

are conflicting, yet few studies have quantitatively shown the effects of human activities

on population dynamics of wildlife, likely because long-term demographic studies have

been extremely rare in the environment; 2) lt is often difficult to separate out naturally

induced variation in response variables from human disturbance without adequate

baseline (pre-development) data and experimental controls; 3) severity of the impacts of

energy development are often site-specific and will require localized mitigation

strategies in many cases; and 4) Effects of energy development may be most critical

during sensitive periods including winter, spring calving, migration corridors, and for

social species (no study reviewed in this review was actually replicated).

ln a study on the effects of human activity on mule deer in the grassland and pine

break vegetation communities in southeastern Colorado, Stephenson et al. (1996)
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examined home range use and fidelity in response to military activity during ground

training exercises over a three year period. Human activity during military exercises was

extreme; during the seven 2-3 week military exercises, between 2624-6619 humans in

854-2397 vehicles used the 1040km2 study area. They used a comparative design

where home range dynamics and fidelity were compared between times with and

without human activity for 71 radiocollared female mule deer. Mule deer female and

fawn home ranges were larger during military activities during winter and summer.

However, only the 50% core areas used by mule deer males were larger during mititary

activities. Forty percent of female deer shifted home ranges between military activities.

This study shows that intense human activity can have large impacts on patterns of

space use. However, the limitations of this study are the extreme human activity levels

observed - few energy developments even at peak construction periods, would

approach these human disturbance levels. Secondly, while this study showed large

changes in home range behavior, they did not investigate population impacts.

3.4.2 Mountain

Freddy et al. (1986) conducted some comparative trials (without controls) to

compare the effects of human hikers and snowmobiles in Colorado from 1979 to 1980

within a mule deer winter range. They compared the responses of 7-11 mule deer to

n=67 approaches to hikers and snowmobiles and documented the level of response.

Mule deer took flight in response to snowmobiles at a greater distance, but showed a

longer duration of response to human hikers than to snowmobiles, and showed a high

response, running, more often to hikers than snowmobiles. Based on energetic

calculations, each disturbance event cost between 0.2-5o/o of the daily metabolic

requirements of mule deer. When fleeing from hikers, deer moved an average of 907m,

and consumed more energy than when responding to snowmobiles. Freddy et al.

(1986) concluded that human activity on winter ranges should be severely restricted to

minimize negative impacts. Limitations of this relatively well thought out study include

psuedoreplication and small actual sample sizes. Sample sizes for tests were

considered to be individual approach trials, whereas the true sample unit was the

individual radiocollared deer. Therefore, a mixed-model that accounted for deer as the
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sample unit should have been employed Gillies et al. (2006) and this may have affected

results because of the lower effective sample size of 7 to 11 animals.

Evaluating the potential population responses of mule deer to energy

development will be difficult because of broad scale declines in mule deer productivity

across western North America (Gill 2001 ,Unsworth et al. 1999). Gill et al. (2001)

reviewed the factors causing declines of mule deer populations in Colorado, and

concluded declínes could be caused by the following factors acting synergistically; 1)

competition with increasing elk populations, 2) density dependence in vital rates caused

by historic high population densities, 3) long-term declines in habitat quality for mule

deer because of changes in fire history regimes in forest and shrub-steppe ecosystems,

4) overharvest in some key areas, 5) increasing predator populations, and finally, 6)

diseases, such as chronic wasting disease. Co-authoring the review of causes of mule

deer declines were Dr. N.T. Hobbs, Dr. G.C White and other noted experts in mule deer

and population biology of ungulates. Given the difficulties of disentangling all these

potentially interacting and confounding influences on mule deer population dynamics,

the report concludes with a series of recommended large-scale adaptive management

experiments designed to test the main hypotheses of predation and habitat change. The

authors emphasize that long{erm (6-8 year), large-scale (WMU scale, 1000km2) will be

required to rigorously assess reasons for mule deer declines. The recommendations of

this study are particularly relevant for considering the effects of energy development on

large ungulates. To rigorously link energy development to changes in demography,

long-term, large-scale, and wellfunded adaptive management experiments will be

required.

From 1980 to 1981, lhsle (1981) worked with MTFWP and the BLM to study the

population ecology of mule deer along the east slope of the Rockies west of Choteau to

determine the effects of oil and gas drilling and development on mule deer. There study

occurred early in development under extremely low densities of development - less

than 0.003 wells/km2 had been constructed within their 2725 km2 study area at the

beginning of the study, and their general results was almost no impacts of energy

development on mule deer. They radiocollared 78 mule deer and considered home

range, movement, habitat selection, migration, and fawn:doe ratio to determine the
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effects of energy development in an observational correlation-based study design.

They found no effects of development, generally because oil wells were restricted to a

small part of the study, development densi$ was very low, and the large spatial scale of

the study area. Limitations of this study were the lack of a suitable treatment effect of

development given the huge study area size. Perhaps focusing just on movements or

habitat selection by mule deer in the area surrounding development would have

provided more relevant results with respect to energy development. Regardless, while

this study was designed as a pre-development study, to my knowledge there has not

been any follow up, a similar theme in the review of many studies that were putatively

pre-development. Hopefully data from this earlier study can be used in the future to

evaluate the effects of energy development, albeit without controls.

Five-years later, in the same study area, lrby et al. (1988) reviewed the status of

energy development, created guidelines for the mitigation of energy development on

wildlife, and provided recommendations for energy development. lrby et al. (1988)

reiterated the results of lhsle (1981) and lrby et al. (1988) and found no detectable

response to low density oil and gas development, but emphasized that this earlier study

was largely conducted during the pre- or early phases of energy development. lrby et al.

(1988) recommended that continued monitoring occur throughout the increasing

development phase, and recommended that mitigation should occur on the scale of

entire winter ranges prior to development occurring. lrby also reviewed the guidelines

used by lnteragency Technical Committee 1987 guidelines for wildlife that BLM used for

mule deer, which I provide in Appendix B for an important historic perspective.

lmportantly, however, despite the existence of best practices guidelines, lrby et al.

(1988) note that BLM often violated these guidelines, and frequently issues exceptions

to these stipulations for exploration and well drilling operations.

ln southeastern ldaho, Merrill et al. (1994) studied the effects of mining

developments on migration by mule deer between seasonal ranges in the Dry Ridge

area. Using a combination of track surveys and a small number of radiocollared mule

deer (n=5-7), they evaluated movements of mule deer around a phosphate mine located

in a migratory corridor. The found avoidance of mining developments during migration,

and recommended providing adequate forest cover, travel fences to direct movements
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away from development, and under or over-passes at specific locations to facilitate

movements around human developments where required. They also caution that short

term studies may fail to document effects in low snow winters, because migration was

strongly influenced by snowfall.

ln perhaps the first study on mitigating effects of highway caused habitat

fragmentation on ungulates, Reed et al. (1975) studied the responses of mule deer

approaching and attempting to cross a concrete highway underpass under l-70 in

Colorado. The concrete underpass was not specifically designed for wildlife crossings,

but observations suggested that it was being used by mule deer. Reed et al. (1975)

used remote video camera's to record 4450 approaches by groups of mule deer that

resulted in 1739 entrances/crossings (-40% success rate) of the structure. Sixty one

percent of all individual mule deer that attempted to cross were successful, eventually.

Animals that were unsuccessful at crossing were more vigilant and wary, reflecting the

perceived risk of the crossing structure. This study laid a foundation for the development

of the growing field of wildlife-highway mitigation (Clevenger et al. 2001 ,Clevenger and

Waltho 2000). I do not review any additional studies of ungulate responses to roads, but

summarize general results from the literature in the discussion.

3.5 Combined Studies on Mule Deer and Pronghorn

3.5.1 Sagebrus h-Steppe

From 1988-91 , Easterly (1991) conducted a study to examine the effects of

energy development on both pronghorn and mule deer in the Rattlesnake hills of

Wyoming, an area of sagebrush-steppe vegetation communities. Their study was in

response to repeated violation by the BLM of the 1985 environmental impact statement
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own policies regarding timing restrictions of energy development on crucial winter range

for ungulates. Their policy, stated in the ElS, was that "no surface development will be

allowed from Nov 15 through April 30 in critical pronghorn or mule deer winter range

(BLM, 1985: 29). Despite this policy, BLM issued 18 permits in violation of this policyfor

drilling operations in crucial winter range between 1987 and 1991 . Easterly et al. (1991)

focused on testing whether violation of this policy was negatively affecting ungulates,

but collected no pre-development data nor had any controls or comparison sites.

Easterly et al. (1991) captured pronghorn and mule deer; they deployed 20 VHF collars,

175 neckbands, and eartagged 28 males on pronghorn, and collared 29 mule deer all

with VHF collars. They used a combination of radiotelemetry, and aerial and ground

surveys to measure home range responses, densities, movements, and survival as a

function of human development. Pronghorn densities were substantially lower closer to

energy development and collared pronghorn avoided well sites during disturbance.

Results for mule deer were more equivocal; densities of mule deer were similar close to

and far from drilling activities, but mule deer were located farther from development

during drilling, but not after, when they were the same distance as before development.

This indicates some habituation response of mule deer to development. The authors

attempted to draw some population consequences from their study, but were unable to.

The prime limitation of this relatively well designed study was the lack of pre-

development data on mule deer and pronghorn distribution in the region.

Medcraft and Clark (1986) studied the effects of reclamation of a 200ha coal

mine on seasonal habitat use and diets over a I year period in northeastern Wyoming.

The coal mine was reclaimed by a mix of native and non-native graminoids, forbs, and

shrubs - only native shrubs were planted. Mule deer showed statistically significant

selection for reclaimed lands more than expected based on availability, but pronghorn

strongly avoided reclaimed lands. This difference was thought to be because mule deer

selected non-native plants during summer (e.9., alfalfa), whereas pronghorn preferred

native forbs which occurred at lower frequencies on reclaimed lands. Through

behavioral observation, the authors also concluded that remaining mining structures

such as fences and berms did not impede mule deer or pronghorn movements. The
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authors conclude by recommending reclamation of all disturbed sites with native

species including graminoids, forbs and shrub species. To encourage shrub

revegetation following development, Medcraft and Clark (1986) recommend

concentrating shrub establishment efforts by patch seeding sites that are ecologically

suitable such as draws, coulees, etc. Furthermore, cattle grazing of reclaimed lands

should be minimized to allow re-vegetation and use by native ungulates.

t

I
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Table 3. Review of scientific literature on the effects of energy development on Mule deer and Pronghorn, summarizing study
authors, focation, vegetation type, species (Aa- Antilocøpro sp., Aas - A. A. sonoronensrs, AlAl - Alces olces, Ce- Cervus elophus, Oh-
O. hemionus, Oc- Ovis conadensís), whether the study was peer reviewed or not, study area size, duration, development type,
study design and sample size, general results and management recommendat¡ons.
Authors, Spp. Peer Study Develop Study

ment design &
Management RecommendationsGeneral Results

location, Veg.

type
Review Area
? Size,

Duration
Type

Armstrup L978 Aa
MT-WY,
grassland,

sagebrush

steppe

1036 km' pre- Pre-

developme
nt study,
n=27 Ce;
75 Aa

Literatu re

review of
radio-
telemetry
studies

Comparati
VE,

radiotelem
etry, n>50

and develop
2years ment

Review

General ecology study. Select sagebrush
vegetation types in winter, fed for longer
periods of time in winter, largely diurnal
activity patterns, movements peaked

during spring and fall, naturally shift
between home ranges from year to year.

75% of the historic migration routes for elk,
mule deer, and pronghorn in the Greater
Yellowstone ecosystem have been lost due
to human caused habitat fragmentation.
Local risks to the trapper point migration
corridor in the Upper Green River basin.

First and second year progress reports on
the effects of gas development on
pronghorn in a control and treatment area
in the Upper Green River basin.

Sagebrush key for winter forage for
pronghorn. Variation in winter range
use makes long-term studies to
identify critical habitat key.

Berger, 2004.

Review

Berger et al.

2OO5,2006a,
WY, sagebrush

steppe

Berger et al.

2006b

Ao, Yes

oh,
Ce

Human

habitat
fragment
ation, oil
and gas.

Compared migration routes identified with
telemetry to archeological sites 6,0008P.
Migration route has remained the same for
at least 6000 years. Migration corridor has

extremely narrow restrictions.

Creation of network of long-distance
migration corridors required to
conserve existing long distance
migrations. lmpacts greatest during
spring and fall migrations.

Authors did not find pronghorn were
avoiding developed areas at the
current levels of development, but
cautioned results are preliminary and
ongoing and results of development
should not be expected to occur
instantly.

To protect critical migration routes,
energy development needs to be
restricted or removed to maintain
long-term ecological processes.

Migration seasons impacted most.

NoAo

Aa Yes

4000 km2

and

2years

-15,000
and

2years

Observatio
nal,

archaeolog
y, radio-
telemetry,
n=10
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Table 3.

Authors,
location, Veg.

type

spp. Peer Study Develop
Review Area ment
? Size, Type

Duration

Study
design &
size

General Results Management Recommendations

Bromley 1985

Review

Ao, No

oh,
Ce

N/A

2500 km2 Roads

and

0.3years

Gas, oil, Review,

seismic n=N/A
explorati
on

Observatio Avoidance of fences and highway; graded

nal, n=N/A roads appeared to be selected by
pronghorn, especially in deep snow
winters.

Ungulates avoid areas during construction
phases, road building, drilling, seismic.

Responses to established oil field difficult
to determine because of few long-term
studies with adequate temporal and spatial
controls.

Densities within oil fields were consistently
lower than outside. The 2 most heavily
used oil fields were used less than
expected, but others were used in
proportion to their availability.

Compared flight responses of mule deer to
snowmobiles and hikers. Mule deer
responded more to hikers than to
snowmobiles.

Evaluated different hypotheses for mule
deer declines in Colorado, with relevance
to Montana. Causes for declines could be

long-term habitat changes, competition
with expanding elk populations, harvest,
density dependence, disease.

Timing and location restrictions
required to avoid conflicts with
ungulates, but this requires detailed
knowledge of ungulate ecology.
Called for large scale, long-term
studies.

Barbless fences not higher than 46

cm; farmers leave gates open (when

unoccupied); improvement of winter
microhabitat. Winter impacts
greatest.

Recommend drilling on crucial winter
range during summer months only
when area is less critical to ungulates.

Human activity restrictions required
on winter ranges, winter greatest
impact.

Large-scale replicated management
experiments are required to
disentangle complex interactions to
understand ungulate ecology.
Recommended study designs are
presented that are very relevant to
energy development in Montana.

Bruns 1977

Alberta,
grassla nds

Easterly 1991

WY,

shrubsteppe,
grassla nds

Freddy et al.

1986, CO,

mountain

Gill et al. 2001
CO, Review

Aa Yes

Ao, No

oh
632 km2 o¡l
and

4years

Yes 3kmz,2 Human
years disturba

nce

N/A oiland
gas,

setsmtc

Observatio
nal,

n=20 Aa,

29 0h

Comparati
ve, radio-
telemetry,
n=7

Review

oh

Nooh
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Table 3.

Authors,
location, Veg.

type

spp. Peer Study Develop
Review Area ment
? Size, Type

Duration

Study
design &
size

General Results Management Recommendations

Girard et al.

1985 ND,

grassla nd

Hayden-Wing
Associates

1991 Review

Hiatt et al.

t982 WY,

Mountain

lhsle et al.

1981 Ml
grassla nds,

pine breaks

lrby et al. L988

MT, Review

Krausman, et
al.2004 AZ,

Semi desert

Nooh,
Ov,

Ce

NoAq,

oh,
Ce

NoCe,

oh

4068 various
km2 and oil/gas
years develop

ment

N/n

Review

Review,

n=N/A

Comparati
Vê, n=

Gas, oil,
setsmtc

explorati
on

Oil well

Early-development literature review. 1% of
landbase in ND study area impacted
directly by energy development, unknown
how much area lost indirectly.

Ungulates respond the most during the
construction phase, but are also displaced
by human activities in the longterm,
especially during winter and spring.

Both elk and mule deer shifted their ranges

away from the well site. There was no
evidence of avoidance of the access road
by either species.

Avoid wooded areas; reclamation;
mitigation required. Emphasized
importance of understanding effects
of environmental toxins on wildlife.

Recommend restriction of exploration
on occupied winter range from Nov

15 to April 30 as a precautionary
principle

Minimal

None

Mitigation should occur on the scale

of entire winter ranges prior to
development occurring. Review the
I nteragency Technical Committee
1987 guidelines for wildlife (see

Appendix B of this review).

Reduce ground stimuli could help, but
overall, drastic recovery measures

beyond curtailing military activity are

needed.

No

No

oh

oh

101 km2

and 0.25
years

2725 oil and

km2 and gas,

1.4 years seismic

2725

kmz and
years

km2 and
2.25year
s

Military Experimen

Operatio Tal, n=4

ns

Observatio lmpacts of gas and oil development difficult
nal, n=78 to assess because this was largely a pre-

development study that has not been
followed up.

No detectable response to low density oil
and gas development, study largely
conducted during the pre- or early phases

of energy development.

No detectable difference between
exposed/unexposed animals to either
ambient or anthropogenic noise; no
detectable difference in
exposed/unexposed hearing thresholds

Ao,
oh

Yes
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Table 3.

Authors,
location, Veg.

type

spp. Peer Study Develop
Review Area ment
? Size, Type

Duration

Study
design &
size

General Results Management Recommendations

Krausman, et
al.2OO4 AZ,

Semi desert

Landon et al.

2003 AZ,

Semi desert

Medcraft et
al., 1986, WY,

shrub steppe

Merrill et al.

1984, tD,

Mountain

Reed et al.

!975. CO,

Mountain

Rost et el 1979

MT, pine
breaks

Aas Yes

Aos No

oh Yes

oh Yes

oh Yes

Yes

377 km'
and

3years

,2
KM

and
4years

200ha, 1

year

Military
Operatio
ns

Military
Operatio
ns

Mining

Observatio
nal, n=UNK

Observatio
nal, n=31

Observatio
nal, diet
studies,

N=?

Unk, 5

years
Mining

Unk, 1
year

Roads

km2 and roads

2 years

Observatio
nal, video
N=4450

Observatio
nal, n=N/A

Observatio Miningoperationscurtailedmigratory
nal, tracks, movements of mule deer.
telemetry,
n=5

Habitat use proportional to availability, but
appeared to favor habitats previously
disturbed by military activities.

Radiocollared pronghorn avoided high

norse areas.

Mining site reclaimed with a mix of native
and non-native plants. Deer selected
reclaimed mining lands more than unmined
lands, preferring non-native plants during
summer.

Continued monitoring required, ;

multi-species responses; coordinated
military/wildife use required, may
benefit from fires from military use.

Potentially reduce overflights, study
human disturbance in more detail.

Reclaim all mining sites including
graminoids and shrub species. Need

to ensure cattle cannot access

reclaimed lands or benefits lost. Focus

on native species recommended.

Travel corridors with sufficient cover
should be considered to mitigate
disturbance caused by mines.

Underpasses can be useful to mitigate
negative effects of habitat
fragmentation and mortality caused
by roads - first study of its kind.

Range improvement projects would
benefit deer and elk more if they
were located away from roads.

oh,
Ce

Videotaped mule deer responses to a

concrete box underpass under l-70 in
Colorado. Mule deer crossed underpass
40% of time at each attempt, 60% overall.

Deer and elk avoided roads, particularly
areas within 200m of a road (based on

abundance and density of fecal pellets).
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Table 3.

Authors,
location, Veg.

type

spp. Peer Study Develop
Review Area ment
? Size, Type

Duration

Study
design &
stze

General Results Management Recommendations

Sawyer et al.

2002 wY,
sh ru bsteppe,
grassla nd

Sawyer et al.

2004 wY,
sagebrush,
grasslands

oh Yes 798,3 Gas,

years setsmtc

-800 natural
km2 and gas

4 years develop
ment

L5,000 roads,

km2 and housing
3 years develop

ments,
mineral
explorati
on

-800 natural
km2 and gas

6 years develop
ment

Ao,

oh
Yes 798 km

and
4years

pre-
develop
ment

Pre-
developme
nt, n=171

Oh; 35 Aa

Review,

n=N/A

Mule deer populations traveled 64-161 km
yearly; pronghorn traveled 1,61-241 km.

Review of the potential effects of oil and

natural gas development on Pronghorn in

Wyoming.

Energy development has the potential
to impact travel corridors for
pronghorn and mule deer.

Recommends approach to determine
the effects of energy development on

wildlife that emphasizes long-term,
well thought out management
experiments between control and

treatment areas.

Higher densities of wellpads will
negate the potential effectiveness of
timing restrictions on drilling
activities.

Migration routes are important
components of mule deer and
pronghorn ranges. Fences, road
networks, and increased human
disturbance associated with energy
and housing developments influences
the effectiveness of mule deer and
pronghorn migration routes.

Higher densities of wellpads will
negate the potential effectiveness of
timing restrict¡ons on drilling
activities.

Sawyer et al.

2005 wY,
sagebrush,
grassla nds

Sawyer et al.

2005 wY,
sagebrush,
grassla nds

Sawyer et al.

2006 wY,
sagebrush,
grasslands

oh Yes

Nooh BACI, n=69 Mule deer in the treatment area decreased

46%in 4 years under high densities of
roads and well sites (see Table 5 below).

oh,
Ao

Yes Observatio
nal, n=t7t
Oh; 34 Aa

Comparati
ve, n=77

Mule deer and pronghorn migrated 20-158
km and 116-258 km respectively, between
seasonal ranges. A number of significant
bottlenecks were observed on migration
routes.

Mule deer avoided areas in close proximity
to well pads. Changes were immediate (i.e.,

year 1 of development), and no evidence of
well-pad acclimation. Lower predicted
probabilities of use within 2.7 to 3.7 km of
well pads.
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Table 3.
Authors,
location, Veg.

type

spp. Peer Study Develop
Review Area ment
? Size, Type

Duration

Study
design &
size

General Results Management Recommendat¡ons

Stephenson et Oh

al. 1996 CO,

grasslands,

pine breaks

White et al. Ao
2OO7.MT/WY,
mountain,
sagebrush-
steppe
ecosystem

1040 Military
km2 and Operatio
3 years ns

Comparati
ve, n=71

Yes Mule deer in areas with active military
operations (or previous activity)
consistently had larger home ranges than
those in areas with no activity. 40% of does
shifted their home ranges and after military

ions started in an area.

Yellowstone pronghorn were partially
migratory, with 70% migrating L5-50km
away to 4 different summer ranges from
the same winter range. lndividuals showed
high fidelity to summer ranges, buT20%
adopted a variable migration strategy from
year to year. Migration though to be
condition dependent, influenced by
weather, climate and density. Migration
corridor has extremely narrow restrictions.

Protection of critical migration
corridors for pronghorn especially
important because of threats to
migration corridors in the study area
and considering large scale loss of
migration in the Greater Yellowstone
ecosystem.

Tourism
develop
ment

Observatio
nal,

radiotelem
eTry, n=44
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3.6 Bighorn Sheep (Ovis canadens¡s)

No published studies were found on the

effects of energy development on bighorn

sheep. Most resource conflicts between

development and bighorn sheep appear to

be cause by mining, not energy

development, per se. A number of studies

have been conducted on the effects of

human development and recreation. Therefore, I focus on reviewing the effects of

mining and energy development in general on bighorn sheep.

ln general, bighorn sheep avoided habitats disturbed by human activities (hiking,

etc) in Arizona (Etchberger et al. 1989), roads and highway traffic in Rocky Mountain

National Park (Keller and Bender 2O07), construction activities in Nevada (Leslie and

Douglas 1980), human activities including vehicles, mountain bikers and hikers in

Canyonlands National Park (Papouchis et al.2001) and to human hikers or humans

with dogs in Alberta (MacArthur et al. 1982). Sheep in Canyonlands avoided areas

within -500m of human development, a loss of access lo 15% of high quality habitat.

Dall sheep (Ovis dalli nelsonir) also showed responses to human activities, especially

females, who rested less and foraged more when disturbed by humans. One of the

most common forms of human disturbance investigated was the effects of aircraft

overflights (helicopter, fixed-wing) on bighorn sheep. Studies on the effects of aircraft on

bighorn and Dall sheep (Bleich 1990, Stockwell 1991, Frid 2003) aswell as Mountain

Goats (Oreamnos oreamnos) consistently show an impact on bighorn sheep at

distances from 250-750 meters straightline distance (above ground level) for sheep, and

even greater distances for mountain goats (Cote 1996), who responded to aerial

disturbance at distances of up to 2000m. Based on these studies, clear

recommendations to avoid overflights on mountain sheep and goat habitat were

presented by all authors.

ln terms of bighorn sheep response to mining development, results were

equivocal. Jansen et al. (2006, 2007) showed behavioral differences in and out of a
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copper mine in Arizona, where sheep fed less and bedded more within the mine site,

controlling for the effects of age-class. However, despite these minor differences,

Jansen et al. (2006,2007) concluded that bighorn sheep may read¡ly habituate to

mining activity, and that reclamation was needed following mining activities. ln contrast,

Oehler et al. (2007) found that at a mine in the semi-desert mountains of California,

Desert bighorn were negatively impacted by mining activities, suffering reduced forage

quality, increased signs of disturbance during summer, and potentially important

population effects. They concluded that where water was limiting for desert bighorns,

mines should avoid areas near permanent water sources for bighorn sheep. ln Alberta,

a large open-pit mine was reclaimed following coal extraction using planting of native

plants combined with extensive post-mining soilgrading, seeding, and fertilization

(MacCallum and Geist 1992). Sites were successfully reclaimed with native legume

species (e.9., Astragalus spp. Smyth 1997), and forage biomass increased for sheep

dramatically from 1700k9/ha on native grasslands to 4100k9/ha on reclaimed lands.

bighorn sheep apparently responded at the population level, with higher local densities,

increased horn growth, and lower lungworm counts. Therefore, sheep seem able to

respond to reclamation very well.
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3.7 Moose

There have been few studies of the impacts of energy

development or human activity on moose in the regions

considered as part of this literature review. ln a classic

study of the effects of human disturbance on moose,

Altmann (1958) studied the effects of moose sex, age,

reproductive status and season on the flight response

of moose to human observers. Flight response

measures the perceived risk of ungulates to

disturbance; as flight response increases, i.e., ungulate

flee an approaching human at a greater distance, the

perceived risk imposed by the disturbance are thought to also increase. Altmann (1956)

found that female moose with calves at heel fled human disturbance at a farther

distance than other age-classes, and that moose fled sooner during the hunting season

because of increased risk of human caused mortality during this period. Flight

responses varied seasonally, declining the most during the rut, and for moose females

with <1 month old neonate calves at birthing sites. This study laid the foundation for

research investigating flight response of ungulates, and provides an important

foundation for understanding the potential population implications of development.

ln the Kakwa River valley of Alberta's forested foothills Horesji (1979) conducted

a brief observational study using snow track surveys of ungulate crossings of a seismic

line before, during, and after the construction phase in winter. Four species, in order of

track abundance, were recorded; Moose, Elk, Mule Deer and Woodland Caribou.

Despite very small sample sizes for all species (n=26 total track crossings), Horesji

(1979) concluded that Moose avoided the seismic line only during construction, use

before and after did not appear affected, though inferences are weak at best because of

the limited duration, scope, and sample size, Conclusions about other species could not

be drawn because of low numbers of samples.

ln the only other study of human activities on moose I review, Berger (2007)

showed that the responses of moose to human activity were complex and mediated by
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predation risk by grizzly bears in Grand Teton National Park, \fúY. Over a nine-year

study, Berger (2007) documented selection by moose for distance to roads within the

park, and showed that as the density of grizzly bears increased over this 9 year study,

moose increased their selection for areas for calving close to roads within the study

area. Because grizzly bears are an important predator of neonatal moose calves, and

because grizzly bears avoided human activity, Berger (2007) argues that moose were

selecting areas near human activity because grizzly bears avoided human activity.

Thus, human caused refugia in predation risk by a natural predator emerged as an

indirect effect of human activity on roads in this National Park ecosystem. This

phenomenon, whereby human activity repels carnivores such as wolves and grizzly

bears, thereby providing are refuge for ungulate prey, has been documented in other

systems in North America. ln Banff National Park, wolf avoidance of human activity

created a refuge for elk, which benefited from increased adult and calf survival in areas

where wolves avoided people. This refuge effect lead to a trophic cascade on

vegetation, beavers, and other competitors with elk inside the refuge (Hebblewhite et al.

2005).

These studies emphasize the important consequences of human development

on ungulates will often be mediated through the indirect effects of changes of the

distribution of predators in response to roads and human activity. ln Montana, where

natural predators such as coyotes, wolves, and mountain lions coexist with ungulate

species, the responses of ungulates to energy development will often be mediated by

human-induced changes to carnivore distribution and habitat use.
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3.8 Woodfand Caribou (Rangifer tarandus tarandusl

ln this review I focus my efforts on studies on the effects of energy development on

Boreal woodland caribou (Rangifertarandus tarandus).1 exclude, in the large, effects of

energy development on Barrenground caribou (Rangifer tarandus grantii), focusing here

mainly on the effects of development on Albefta woodland caribou populations. Energy

impacts on migratory arctic caribou have been summarized by numerous authors, and

focus on the effects of development of the Alaska north slope oil reserves (National

Researeh Couneil 2003,Cronin et al. 2000,Cronin et al. 1998), although more reeent

efforts focus on impacts in the Canadian Arctic (Johnson et al. 2005). While I do not

review them in detail in the text, I summarize Arctic caribou herd studies in Table 4.

Research on the effects of energy development on woodland caribou has

progressed largely in these three phases; 1) studies on the effects of construction or

seismic activities during exploration, 2) studies on altered ecosystem dynamics that

influence caribou population viability, and 3) regional, cumulative effects assessment

approaches that address caribou population viability at large regional scales. ln the

discussion I draw parallels between caribou research in Alberta and ungulate-energy

impacts in the lower-48 states, where research is largely being conducted at the first or

second step.

Studies that examined the impacts of well-site development or seismic

exploration confirmed the negative impacts of these phases of energy development on

caribou. lnitial development restrictions in Alberta were similar to those put in place in

the 1970's and 1980's in Montana for wildlife (e.9., Appendix B) - namely that it was the

disturbance during development which posed the most significant impact on caribou.

This formed the basis for early regulations designed to minimize the timing of
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development overlap with key 'calving seasons' and late winter seasons. ln effect, this

policy is a formulation of the hypothesis that the main impacts of development are

behavioral only, and that through avoidance of key behavioral periods, development

impacts can be minimized. This policy was tested in a series of experimental and

modeling studies. Bradshaw et al. (1997, 1998) showed the negative impacts of

disturbance caused by seismic exploration explosions increased caribou movement

rates, habitat shifts, and reduced feeding times. These behavioral changes resulted in

potential loss of body mass and reduced reproduction, linking avoidance to population

declines. Yet the magnitude of observed impacts in these simulation studies was less

than the rate of declines of some caribou herds, suggesting the next round of studies

that investigated dynamics at the level of the individual caribou herd.

A series of studies across the boreal forest now confirm that amongst the main

reason caribou populations are declining through large-scale changes to predator-prey

dynamics as a result of forestry and oil and gas development (Alberta woodland caribou

recovery team2005, COSEWlC2002). Historically, caribou coexisted at large spatial

scales with moose and wolves by adopting a spatial separation strategy whereby they

selected large contiguous patches of habitats unsuitable for wolves and their primary

prey, such as peatland bogs or large patches of old growth conifers (James et al. 2004).

lncreased forestry produces early-seral stands with abundant food for primary prey,

moose, which increase in population density with increasing forestry. This in turn

increases wolf population densities (Fuller et al. 2003), which, when they exceed a

density of approxim alely 7 wolves/1000km2 exert enough secondary predation influence

on caribou to reduce survival rates and drive population declines (Stuart-Smith et al.

1997, Mcloughlin et al. 2003, Alberta woodland caribou recovery team 2005, James

and Stuart-Smith 2000). Oil and gas development exacerbates changes from forestry by

providing high densities of oil and gas seismic exploration lines upon which wolves have

been shown to have the following negative ecological impacts. Wolves travel at higher

speeds on seismic lines (James et al. 2004), which increases kill rates on large

ungulate prey species (Mckenzie2006, Webb et al. ln Press), and increases overlap of

wolves and caribou (Neufeld 2006). As a result, caribou show strong avoidance of

human development near roads and seismic lines, as well as well sites (Dyer et al,
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2001,2002). Dyer et al. (2001) documented maximum caribou avoidance of areas

250m from roads and seismic lines and 1000m from wells, which, when extrapolated to

the entire study area, impacted from 22-48o/o of available caribou habitats with potential

road avoidance effects. Dyer et al.'s (2000) results presented the first clues that human

development impacts were operating cumulatively and at large spatial scales.

During the next phase, scientists began studying population dynamics of

impacted caribou herds across Alberta, confirming that the majority were declining

(Mcloughlin et al. 2003, Alberta woodland caribou recovery team 2005) due to the

mechanisms described above (Mcloughlin et al. 2005). Both empirical (Mcloughlin et al.

2005) and modeling research at this stage confirmed the grim predictions of the

cumulative effects of landscape change on caribou (Lessard et al. 2005,Weclaw and

Hudson 2004, Sorenson et al. 2008) - aggressive and dramatic changes to the status

quo energy development policy and/or aggressive interim measures such as landscape

restoration, core protected areas, and large-scale energy development restrictions may

be necessary to recover this federally threatened species (Alberta woodland caribou

recovery team 2005). Unfortunately, efforts to restore seismic lines using experimental

line blocking experiments failed to achieve any measureable reduction in travel by

wolves, and Neufeld (2006) concluded that seismic line restoration at the scale

necessary to reduce predation risk on caribou was unfeasible.

Finally, cumulative effects assessment at large scales confirms the grim picture

facing caribou conservation in the face of energy development in Alberta. Using data

from the previously mentioned studies, Schneider et al. (2003) developed cumulative

effects assessment scenario's for caribou herds in Alberta, and showed that even under

optimistic scenario's in development rates, which that have been exceeded within the 5

years since Schneider et al. (2003), available caribou habitat would decline from 42o/o of

the study area (59,000km2) at present to around 6% within 100 years. Empirical

cumulative effects models also confirm the dire straits caribou face. By comparing

population growth rates of caribou populations against the total amount of industrial

development within caribou ranges and the total amount of caribou ranges burned by

fire, a management modelwas developed that predicted expected caribou population

growth rate simply as a function of % industrial development and o/o âtêâ burned
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(Sorenson et al. 2008, Fig. 10). Therefore, from a s¡mple management perspective,

the key var¡ables after decades of research boiled down to the amount of habitat

lost, which disproves the policy hypothesis that energy development can be

mitigated with timing or seasonal restrictions, and also refutes the hypothesis

that incremental continued energy development ¡s consistent with caribou

persistence.

Today, caribou are listed as a threatened species both federally and provincially,

with over 60% of identified herds in Canada declining because of some form of

industrial human development (Alberta woodland caribou recovery team 2005). Drastic

recovery actions are being proposed, and the federal government is presently

developing critical habitat designation that will undoubtedly result in recommendations

for restrictions on the amount of industrial development allowed within caribou ranges

(Alberta woodland caribou recovery team 2005). ln summary, these studies emphasize

several key points; 1) short-term disturbances from energy development are not

necessarily the most significant population level impacts; 2) by the time population-level

impacts were detected, it was almost too late to recover many populations, or the level

of restoration activities required are not feasible; 3) it is the amount of habitat disturbed

by humans, not habitat fragmentation effects per se, that drove caribou population

declines, 4) the sample size is effectively the population of caribou both for statistical,

biological, and planning reasons, 5) cumulative impacts were not always evident from

individual studies, and required scaling up to regional scales.

100
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É.60
fll
s40
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0

Fig. 10. Meta-analysis modelfor
woodland caribou population growth rate
as a function of the % of the boreal
caribou range that was burned and the %
of the caribou range convefted to non-
habitat through industrial development.
The regression modelwas developed
using n=6 woodland caribou population
ranges across a 20,000km2 area in

Northern Alberta, and is described by À=

1.191 - (0.314 . IND) - (0.291 .BURN)

(R' = 0.96, ñ = 6, P= 0.008)
[Sorenson et al. 2008].
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Table 4. Review of scientific literature on the effects of energy development on Moose, Bighorn Sheep, and Caribou,
summarizing study authors, location, vegetation type, species (AlAl - Alces ølces (Moose), Oc- Ovís canadensrs, Rtc - Rangifer
tdrandus cøribou (Newfoundland subspecies), Rtg - Røngífer tarandus grantii (Barrenground caribou), and Rtt- Rangifer
torondus tdranuds (Woodland caribou), whether the study was peer reviewed or not, study area size, duration, development
type, study design and sample size, general results and management recommendations.
Authors, Spp. Pee¡ Study Develop-
location, Veg.
type

Rev- Area Size, ment
iew? Duration Type

Sample
design &
size General Results Management Recommendations

Moose
Altmann 1958 AIAI
WY, various

Berger 20O7, AlAl
WY Mountains

Horesji 1981

Alberta,
foothills

Yes

Yes

Unk,

3years

-500km2,

9 years

and

0.15years

Human

recreation

/ hunting

Human

activities

Seismic

exploratio
n

Observation
al

Comparative
radioteleme
lry, n= I92

Comparative
(BDA), n=26

Hunting pressure increased flight
response, and cows with calves were
easily disturbed. Flight distance declines
during rut, and with newborn calves.

Both sexes became habituated to some
degree to human disturbance.

Evaluated effects of predation by grizzly

bears on selection by moose for roads.

Moose selected to be closer to human
activity as grizzly bear predation
increased. Grizzly bears avoided human
activity, providing a human-caused
refugia from predation.

Effects of human disturbance on
moose could be great enough to
affect population dynamics.

Effects of human activities on
wildlife can be counter-intuitive in
the presence of human-caused
refugia from predation.
Considering indirect effects of
trophic interactions to gauge

development impacts key.

Moose only species with enough
data, crossed less during than
before/after exploration

AlAl, No

oh,
Rtt,
Ce
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Table 4. Bighorn Sheep

Authors, Spp. Peer

location, Veg. Rev-

type iew?

Study Develop- Sample
Area Size, ment design &
Duration Type size General Results Management Recommendations

Bishorn Sheeo

Etchberger et Oc

al.2O07, AZ,

semi desert

Yes 251km2,2
yea rs

Human Observation
disturbanc al

e

Compared landscape covariates between
areas currently occupied by bighorn
sheep in the Coronado forest vs. areas

unoccupied. Habitats used by bighorn
sheep have less human disturbance, and
higher forage biomass.

Aircraft approaches that were more
direct (relative to the sheep) were more
likely to cause sheep to flee or disrupt
resting, and latency to respond was
longer. Sheep had a L0% chance of
fleeing when aircraft were as close as

750m, and a L0% chance ofdisrupting
rest as far as 1.5km away.

Minor differences in sheep behavior
inside and outside the mining area;
Sheep spent more time feeding and less

bedding inside the mine.

The number of sheep groups visiting a

key mineral lick adjacent to a road
declined as human disturbance
increased, and the time and number of
attempts required by bighorn to reach

Sheep Lakes was positively related to the
number of vehicles and people present
at Sheep Lakes.

Fire is important and restoration of
fire could enhance sheep habitat.
Reducing human activiÇ in the
abandoned areas could enhance
restoration of this population.

Recommend avoiding known sheep
ranges by as much as L.5 km based
on disturbance to resting behavior
instead of fleeing behavior - the
most costly response.

Sheep appeared to habituate to
mining activity rapidly. Emphasis
placed on restorat¡on, especially in
desert or semi-desert
environments.

Negative effects of road and human
avoidance may affect population
dynamics. Recommended seasonal
human use restrictions to maintain
sheep populations..

Frid (2003) Oc Yes

Jansen et al.

(2006,2OO7l,,

AZ, semi-
desert

Keller &
Bender (2OO7l,

CO, mountain

Oc Yes

Oc Yes

Helicopter Experimenta
& aircraft l, n=56

disturbanc experimenta
e I overflights

Unk, 1
yea r

Unk, 2

years

-500km2

2 years

Mining
disturba nc

e

Human

recreation
al

disturbanc
e, roads

Observation
al,

radioteleme
Lry, n=L2

Observation
â1,

behavioral
observation
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Table 4. Bighorn Sheep

Authors, Spp. Peer Study Develop- Sample
location, Veg. Rev- Area Size, ment design &
type iew? Duration Type size General Results Management Recommendations

Leslie &
Douglas
(1s80), NV,

semi-desert

Loehr et al.
(200s), YT,

Subarctic
mountains
MacArthur &
Geist (1982),

AB, Mountain

MacCallum &
Geist (1992),

AB, Mountain

Yes Unk,1
year

Yes

Constructi n=!7
on

Human

distu rbanc
eby
hikers
Human

d isturbanc
e, hikers
and dogs

Oc Human Observation Construction caused a significant shift in Particular care should be given to
disturbanc al, use of artificial water sources by 9 of 17 water sources for bighorn sheep
e, telemetry, female marked sheep. Productivity during development, habituation

during construction did not depart from may ameliorate long-term negative
the long-term population mean; effects to some degree, but
however, lamb survival may have been population declines could occur.
affected.

Oc

dalli

Oc Yes

Oc Yes

Unk, 1
year

Unk, 2

years

Unk, L
year

Mining Observation
disturbanc al

e&
restoratio
n

Females rested less and foraged more
under human disturbance and were
more vigilant, but not males.

Cardiac and behavioral responses were
greatest to humans and humans with
dogs or approached sheep from over a

ridge. Reactions to road traffic were
minimal, and no reactions to helicopters
or fixed-wing aircraft were observed at
distances exceeding 400 m from sheep.

Sheep seasonal movements were similar
to those found on native ranges. They
used the reclaimed areas as winter range

and for the mineral licks exposed during
mining. Two thirds of all sightings were
confined to 1.3 km of reclaimed
grassland; its average productivity (4L90

kg/ha) exceeded native ranges (1700

kg/ha). Infestation with lungworms was

moderate. Lamb production and survival

were high.

None.

Responses to disturbance were
detected using HR telemetry that
were not evident from behavioral
cues alone.

Design criteria should be: feeding
areas should be dry and lie within
300 m of escape terrain, which
should have a slope of 40% and
contain at least three benches. Rock

piles should be placed on grazing
areas. Mineral licks, a vital welfare
factor, already existed within the
high walls created by strip mining.

Observation
al, n =35

Observation
al, heart
rate
monitors,
n=5
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Table 4. Bighorn Sheep

Authors,
location, Veg.

Spp. Peer Study Develop-
Rev- Area Size, ment

Sample

design &
size

General Results Management Recommendations

type iew? Duration Type

Oehler et al. Oc

(200s), cA,

semi-desert,
mountain

Papouchis et
al. (2001), UT,

semi-desert

Oc Yes

Smyth (l-997) Oc Yes

Human Comparative
disturbanc,behavioral
e, hiking avoidance

Mining, Observation
reclamati al

on

Helicopter Observation
& aircraft al

disturba nc

e

Size of annual home ranges, composition
of diet, and ratios of young to adult
females did not differ between female
sheep inhabiting mined and nonmined
areas. Nonmined areas had higher forage
biomass than mined sites, and in spring,
female sheep had lower forage quality.
Sheep were reliant on water adjacent to
the mine which influenced results.

Hikers caused the most severe responses
in desert bighorn sheep (animals fled in
6L% of encounters), followed by vehicles

ll7% fled) and mountain bikers (6% fled).
Bighorn sheep were avoided around 39%
farther from roads (490 +/ - 19 m vs. 354
+/- 36 m) than in the low-use area.

Survival and success of high elevation
legumes varied as a function of drought
stress, root exposure by frost-heaving,
and elevation.

Bighorn were sensitive to disturbance
during winter (43% reduction in foraging
efficiency) but not during spring (no
significant effect. Further analyses
indicated a disturbance distance
threshold of 250-450 m.

Greatest impacts were observed in
the summer, recommended either
providing alternate water sources
away from the mine to m¡tigate
negative impacts or ceasing mining
activities during the summer.

We recommend managers confine
hikers to designated trails during
spring lambing and the autumn rut
in desert bighorn sheep habitat.

Native Astragalus spp. species can
be used for mining reclamation.

Restrictions on helicopter
overflights are recommended for
National Parks, recommended
>500m linear distance between
sheep and aircraft.

No Unk, 3

years

Unk, 2

yea rs

Unk, 2

years

Unk, 1
yea r

Mining
disturba nc

e

Comparative

, treated vs.

treated
area,

radioteleme
tryn=L9

Stockwell
(1ss1)

Oc Yes
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Table 4. Cont'Caribou
Authors, Spp. Peer Study Develop- Sample
location, Veg. Rev- Area Size, ment design &
type iew? Duration Type size General Results Management Recommendations

Caribou

Alberta Rtt No >100,000 Oil, gas, Review Caribou populations declining across the Aggressive energy development
Caribou kr', seismic, province because of cumulative effects restrictions and restoration
Recovery endanger forestry, of energy development activities required including
Team 2005, ed species linear reduced logging, road removal,
AB, boreal recovery developm rehabilitation of seismic lines,
forest and plan ent protected areas with no
foothills development, predator and

ungulate control

Bradsaw et al. Rtt Yes 20,000 Petroleum Modeling, Potential loss of mass and increased Model may serve as a template for
L998, AB, km2 and exploratio n=N/A energy costs future research

boreal 5years n

Bradsaw et al. Rtt Yes 20,000 Simulated Experimenta Exposed animals showed higher mean Total avoidance of winter
!gg7, AB, km2 and Seismic l, n=23 movement rate; no effect of distance petroleum exploration rather than
boreal lyears explosions from animal to canon vs. movement; shorter activity restrictions

exposed animals showed higher habitat
patch change; exposure to sound
reduced feeding time.

Cameron et al. Rtg Yes 8,000 km2 Petroleum Review calving caribou avoided roads and Assessments of cumulative effects

2005, Alaska, and developm caribou exposed to petroleum of petroleum development on

arctic 22years ent development may have consumed less caribou must incorporate the
forage during the calving period. complex interactions with a variable

natural environment.

Cronin et al. Rtg Yes 17,OOO Oil fields, Review Herd-level impacts of the prudhoe Bay oil Resource extraction and wildlife
1998, 2OOO kmz and roads, fields are not apparent on the Central populations can be compatible

Alaska, arctic 2Oyears well pads, Arctic caribou herd. when managed properly.

infrastruct
ure
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Table 4. Cont'Caribou
Authors,
location, Veg.

Study
Area Size,

Duration

Develop-
ment

Sample
design &
size

spp. Peer
Rev-

iew?
YesDyer et al.

2000, AB,

boreal

Dyer et al.

2001, AB,

boreal

Haskell et al.

2006, Alaska,

arctic

James et al.

2005

James &
Stuart-Smith
2000, AB,

boreal

Johnson et al.

2006, NWT,

arctic

Rrr Yes

Rrr Yes

Rrr Yes

6,000 km

and

lyears

6,000 km2

and
Lyears

700 km2

and

3years

roads,

seismic

lines,
pipelines

new/old
well pads;

roads;
setsmtc

Oil fields,
roads,

well pads

Observation
al, n=36

Observation
al, n=36

Observation
al, n=up to
L2,00o

YesRtg

General Results

Seismic lines were semipermeable
barriers to caribou movements, roads

were barriers with high traffic. Caribou

avoided human development by 250 -
1000 meters (seismic vs wells). 22% -

48%of study area impacted by roads.

traffic indices inconclusive; disturbance
sites showed bias towards habitat type;

Caribou are able to habituate to active
oilfield infrastructure during and after
the calving period depending on the
timing of the spring snowmelt. Groups
with calves were on average distributed
farther from infrastructure than groups
without calves.

Caribou avoided habitats selected by
wolves and moose, but moose preferred
habitats impacted by forestry.

Caribou mortalities attributed to wolf
predation were closer to linear corridors.

Mines had the largest negative effect on
species. During post-calving caribou had

a 37% reduction in the area ofthe
highest quality habitats and an 84%
increase in the area of the lowest quality
habitats.

Recommendations
Semi-permeable barrier effects may
exacerbate functional habitat loss

through avoidance behavior. Effects
great year round.

Fewer hu man-used/created
corridors; less industrial
development; effects greatest
during summer.
Development of calving period-
specific mitigation measures that
are effective and flexible is
important because annual
rehabituation is correlated with
timing of spring snowmelt.

Limit overlap of energy and forestry
development with spatial refuge
areas for caribou.

Development of new corridors
within caribou habitat should be
minimized. Existing corridors should
be made unsuitable as travel routes
to reduce impacts.
Regional cumulative effects
analyses serve as the coarsest
framework for understanding the
impacts of human developments on
wide-ranging animals.

YesRtg

20,000
km2,4
years

20,000
km2 and
Tyears

1-90,000

km2 and

5years

Oil and

BâS,

setSmtc

lines

roads,

tra i ls,

setSmtc

lines,
pipelines
Energy

exploratio
n,

hunting,
mtnes.

Observation
al

Observation
al, n=98

observation
al, n=28
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Table 4. Cont' Caribou

Authors, Spp. Peer Study Develop- Sample
location, Veg. Rev- Area Size, ment design &
type iew? Duration Type size General Results Management Recommendations
Joly et al. Rtg Yes Ukn and Oil field, review Calving caribou gradually abandoned the
2006, Alaska, 23 years roads, oilfield with a drop in abundance by at
arctic infrastruct leastT?% in spite of the fact that the

ure total herd increased 4-5 fold.

Mahoney et Rtc Yes I2,0OO Hydroelec Observation Hydroelectric development caused a Long-term studies of individually
al.2OOZ, km2 andT tric al before, disruptionofthemigrationtimingduring markedanimalscanaidin
Newfoundland years developm during, after construction and longer-term diminished environmental assessments for
, boreal ent developmen use of the range surrounding the project migratory animals.

t, n=5L site.

Mcloughlin et Rtt Yes Unk and Observation Uplands present caribou w¡th higher than Linking fitness measures to
al. 2005, AB, 11 years al, n=195 expected levels of predation risk. Caribou multivariate resource selection will
boreal should max selection of peatlands. enable us to ask questions of

evol utionary ecology once
restricted to only the finest
ecological scales.

McLoughlin et Rtt Yes Ukn and human Observation Wolf predation most common cause of New land-use guidelines to
al. 2003, AB, L0 years developm al, n=332 death. Calf production 75-95%, mean promote caribou conservation
boreal ent annual recruitment was -20 calves per

100 cows. 4 of 6 herds declining.

Nellemann et Rtt Yes 2900 km2 Roads, Observation Density of reindeer was 79% lower Construction of roads, power lines

al.ZOOL, and L2 railroads, al, n=2500 within 2.5 km from power lines and cabin resorts endanger the
Norway, arctic years power compared with background areas. Areas available winter ranges of reindeer

lines within 5km of development were in southern Norway.
avoided in all years.

Nellemann et Rtt Yes 1350 kmz Hydroelec Observation Reindeer densities within a 4km radius to Controlling piecemeal development
al. 2003, and 10 tric al, before, infrastructure declined during winter and in infrastructure is critical for the
Norway, arctic years developm during, after summer wiTh a 2t7% increase in use of survival of the remaining European

ent developmen the few remaining sites located >4km populations of wild mountain
t n=>2000 from infrastructure. reindeer.
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Table 4. Cont'Caribou
Authors,
location, Veg.

type

spp. Peer Study Develop-
Rev- Area Size, ment
iew? Duration Type

Sample
design &
size General Results Management Recommendations

Neufeld 2006,
Boreal forest,
foothills

Rtt Yes

Yes

Rtc Yes

Rtc Yes

Rtt Yes

-3500
km2, 3
years

225 km2

and 23
years

900 km2

and 4
years

27OOkm2

and 9
years

59,000
km2 and
model
dependen
t

Oil and

BâS,

sersmrc

lines

Oilfield
developm
ent, roads

Observation
al&
Experimenta
I

Observation
al, n=up to
1,259

Noel et al.

2004, Alaska,
arctic

O'Brien et al.

2006,
Manitoba,
Boreal forest

Schaefer &
Mahoney
2007, boreal

Schneider et
al. 2003, AB,

boreal

Rtg

Experimental rehabilitation of seismic
lines using logging equipment failed to
elicit any reduced use of cutlines by
wolves. Spatial overlap between wolves
and caribou was enhanced by seismic
lines.

Caribou density after road construction
was not lower < 1km of roads than pre-
road. # calving caribou in the study area
has declined since road construction.
Distribution of caribou was not strongly
influence by presence of the road.

Strong relationship between large
clusters of high-quality winter habitat
patches and winter GPS telemetry
locations from two herds in Manitoba

Females avoided cutovers and
maintained an average of 9.2km from
active cutovers, males had no response
to clearcuts.

Model predicts caribou habitat
availability will decline from present
levels of 43 to 6% in 40 years.

Managers should not assume long-
term impacts of oil and gas

development can be restored or
reclaimed. Cutline restoration will
require large investment in funding
to be successful. Better approach to
reduce footprint initially.

Results highlight importance of
accounting for the spatial
configuration of habitat on the
landscape and the intervening land
cover types when assessing range
quality for woodland caribou.

Long-term invest¡gations are
needed to enhance our capacity to
evaluate anthropogenic habitat
changes.

Substantial improvement in
ecological outcomes can be
achieved through a lternative
management scenarios while still
maintaining a sustainable flow of
economic benefits.

forestry
and road
developm
ent

clearcut
logging

energy
and

forestry
developm
ent

Modeling,
n=LL

Observation
a1,58 years,

n=237
animal-years

Modeling
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Table 4. Cont'Caribou
Authors, Spp. Peer Study Develop- Sample
location, Veg. Rev- Area Size, ment design &
type iew? Duration Type size General Results Management Recommendations
Sorenson et al. Rtt Yes 50,000 Oil and Comparative Compared the cumulative amount of all 5 of 6 caribou herds declining in
2008, Boreal (ln km2, 10 gas , î=6 industrial development and natural study because industrial
forest Press) years developm caribou disturbance (fire) against caribou development exceeded thresholds

iJ..'á*., 
herds 

:i,ä"iffå":JÏilii':,T,"'"'J.i": iiiff;#Hl"iïil"iï,lií:l'
by % industrial development. development. Recommend

planning at the range level
(-8,000km2) scale.

Stuart-Smith Rtt Yes 20,000 n/a Observation Adult survival averaged 0.88, calf survival n/a
et al. 1997, AB, km2 and al, n=65 was 18 calves/1OO cows. Lambda was

boreal 4years 0.92. Lower calf survival and smaller
home ranges in landscape with less fen
patches and a higher proportion of
upland.

Vors et al. Rtc Yes n/a and roads, Modeling Forest cutovers were the best predictor Buffers should be incorporated
2007, Ontario, lSyears util¡ty of caribou occupancy with a tolerance around habitat and range of
boreal corridors, threshold of 13 km to nearest cutover occupancy should be monitored.

mrnes, and a time lagof 2 decades between

iTï:1, :li:JÏ::: 
bv cutting and caribou

trails, rail

lines

Weclaw & Rtt Yes 20,000 roads, Modeling The most detrimental factor is the loss of Wolf control is not a practical

Hudson 2004, km' infrastruct habitat due to avoidance of good habitat solution. Development thresholds
AB, boreal ure in proximity of industrial infrastructure. to maintain habitat required.

Weir et al. Rtc Yes 195 km2 gold mine Observation Caribou avoided areas within 4km of the lmportance of evaluating the year-

2OO7, and developm al, before, site in most seasons. Group size and round impact of human-induced

Newfoundland 6years ent during number decreases as mine activity environmental change.

, boreal developmen progressed in late winter, pre-calving and

t, n=-8000 calving seasons.
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4.0 DrscussroN

Wildlife managers, environmental planners, wildlife consultants, and energy

developers who had hoped that this review would provide clear recommendations for

approaches to mitigate the effects of energy development on wildlife populations are

likely to be disappointed. A number of reviews have already been conducted on the

impacts of energy development on wildlife, nearly 10% of all studies reviewed in this

effort were previously conducted literature reviews on exactly the topic covered here

(e.9., Hayden-Wing 1991 ,Berger 2004, Bromley 1985). lf the preponderance of reviews

on the subject is any indication, then there is a large demand for information about the

effects of energy development on wildlife such as ungulates. Many of these previous

reviews provide information about mitigation strategies for small-scale effects of energy

disturbance on ungulate behavior, yet most conclude their reviews admonishing

managers to conduct more long-term, population-oriented studies. Unfortunately, my

conclusions from reviewing the literature are that, at least for ungulates, there still

remains no clear or effective management recommendations that will definitively

mitigate the impacts of energy development on ungulale populations (emphasis

added) in the habitats present in eastern and central Montana.

I draw this conclusion for the following main reasons. First, to date, there has not

been one rigorously conducted study (e.9., a replicated experiment) of the effects of

energy development on ungulates for a sufficient duration of both study and energy

impact to be able to draw firm conclusions about the population impacts of development

on ungulates species present in eastern and central Montana. The average duration of

studies was very short (2.5 years) when compared to the lifespan of ungulates that may

live for over 20 years. Few studies actually measured adult female survival, and not one

study reported population growth rate for pronghorn, mule deer, elk or bighorn (caribou

being the exception). The studies that did measure adult female survival failed to show

any impact of energy development by and large, but were only conducted for a short

time period, consistent with the low statistical power (Gerrodette 1987) expected for

species with high and constant adult survival rates (Gaillard et al. 2000). For long-lived

species such as ungulates, impacts of changes to the environment may take up to
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decades to manifest through cohort effects, compensatory reproduction by adult

females, resilience in the adult age-cohort, and because ungulates in general have

extremely high and constant adult survival, even despite large-scale changes in

environmental conditions (Albon et al. 2000, Coulson et al. 2005, Festa-Bianchet et al.

2003, Gordon et al.2004). Following from Gaillard et al. (2000) and Eberhardt (2002),

energy impacts are expected to manifested first on the least sensitive, but most variable

population vital rates such as calf survival and recruitment, not the most important, but

least variable adult survival rates. ln fact, ungulate life-history in general makes it

extremely difficult, or almost impossible, to determine the effects of energy development

on population parameters within a short 2-3 year study. Recent recommendations of

reviews of ungulate demography studies suggest that a minimum of 50-60 marked adult

female ungulates monitored over at least 5-years (Gordon et al. 2003,20O4) are

required to gain a mechanistic understanding of changes in adult survival rates linked to

environmental changes such as energy development. While population level surveys

are capable of picking up important changes (Sawyer et al. 2005), without detailed

demographic data, mechanisms driving changes will be cause for speculation. Thus,

long{erm changes in the way in which agencies and industry engage in research on

energy impacts on wildlife need to occur.

My second major reason for why I conclude that impacts of energy development

on populations are not possible at this point in time is because of the timing of many

studies during early development phases. Following from the arguments above that the

effects of energy development may take years to manifest on long-lived ungulates, most

studies reviewed were conducted either during the pre- or first 1-5 years of

development. This does not give populations long-enough to equilibrate to development

and loss of habitat. A major additional problem with studying impacts of development

only early during development is that density of development is confounded with

duration of development - again confusing clear cause and effect relationships because

of the period of equilibration that might be required for long-lived ungulates. An extreme

example of this is the study by Van Dyke and Klein (1996) who investigated the impacts

of the first oil well constructed in a nearly undeveloped area on elk behavior with a hope

to estimate population-level impacts. At such low densities, population level responses
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for a large bodied mobile herbivore would not be expected to occur because, as this

review confirmed, ungulates can habituate to responses at low enough development

thresholds.

Regardless of these conclusions about the population-level impacts of energy

development, the review provides some conclusions about the behavior-level impacts of

energy development on ungulate species that will be useful to planners at the site-level

of the individual wellsite or road alignment. Many of these behavior-level impacts were

already summarized by previous literature reviews (Bromley 1985, Hayden-Wing 1991 ,

National Research Council 2003,Girard and Stotts 1986). However, the real question is

whether such small-scale mitigations, referred to as 'death by a thousand cuts' (e.9.,

Lustig 2002) are useful to scale up to population level responses.

At the small scale, most ungulates displayed behavioral responses that weakly to

strongly avoided energy development activities during the development phase (seismic

blasting, road construction, mining construction, forest operations, and well drilling),

although responses varied. Pronghorn, elk, and mule deer generally showed the

strongest avoidance responses, in that order, while bighorn sheep were equivocal in

their responses to the construction phases of energy development (Table 2,3,4).

Seasonal impacts were variable, and occurred year round during winter ranges, calving

ranges, migratory corridors, and summer ranges. Early studies tended to focus on

effects of development on winter ranges, and restrictions on 'crucial' winter ranges are

still enforced as small-scale mitigation measures to minimize the impacts of energy

development on wildlife. However, recent studies seem to show increasing effects of

energy development on spring calving ranges of ungulates, during summer, and

especially in migration corridors (discussed below). This may reflect the growing

appreciation within the literature of the importance of summer nutrition to ungulate

demography (Cook et al. 2004, Parker et al. 2005). Regardless, clear recommendations

for timing restrictions on spring calving ranges and critical winter ranges were echoed

by a majority of studies for all species, especially elk, mule deer and pronghorn.

Therefore, timing restrictions already developed to minimize the effects of development

on ungulates during these key times should probably be kept in place and continued to

be monitored for effectiveness (see below).
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Also at the small-scale, energy development had impacts on ungulates through

the effects of roads and the amount of development, which I review next.

4.1 Ellects of Roads

Roads are one of the most pervasive impacts of human development on natural

landscapes (Forman and Alexander 1998), and by far, their greatest impact lies in the

indirect effects of habitat fragmentation and avoidance by wildlife, By current estimates

of wildlife-road relationships, the lower continental USA has around 10-20% of available

habitats impacted to some degree or another by wildlife. lmpacts of roads on wildlife are

not all or nothing, and extend in some continuous function of distance from roads that

differ in the overall avoidance buffer size across species (Forman and Alexander 1998).

ln a preliminary attempt to extract information about ungulate responses to roads

associated with energy development for this review, I summarized those studies that

presented analyses of the effects of distance to energy development (road, wellsite) on

measures of ungulate resource selection.

It is important to note that this zone of influence does not imply 100o/o avoidance

(Schneider et al. 2003,Harron 2007), yet from the information presented in many of the

studies reviewed, actual effective reductions in habitat use was not presented. For

example, Dyer et al. (2001) found on average 40% reduction within 100m of a seismic

line, and declines up to 250m away. Powell (2003) reported 73o/o reductions in use

within 2000m of energy development, but other studies did not usually present enough

information. ln the 8 or so studies that did report some sort of avoidance effect of roads

that was quantifiable, the average 'zone' of influence extended approximately 1000m

from both roads and wells, though responses varied within seasons and between

species (Table 5). ln general, ungulates avoided roads more during the summer months

than during winter, when they were often constrained to be closer to roads because of

increased snow depths, etc. Regardless, even considering an effective loss of habitat of

50% within this zone of avoidance and a modest buffer size of 500m reveals that 10%

of a study area can be effectively lost due to indirect avoidance of roads under

optimistic assumptions. The role that overlap between well sites and roads plays on the

effects of habitat loss due to avoidance is important and should be investigated in detail
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in the kinds of habitats present in eastern Montana because of the importance of spatial

configuration of habitats in determining road impacts (Rowland et al. 2000,Frair 2005).

Table 5. Summary of ungulate studies showing avoidance of
roads and well sites, averaging results across seasons and
habitat types.

Species
Avoidance Buffer (m)
Roads WellsAuthor

Gillan (1981)
Edge (1982)
Rost (1988)
Dyer et al. (2000)
Sawyer et al. (2005)
Powell (1988)
Frair (2005)
Ward (1986)

Etk
Etk
Etk
Caribou
Mule deer
Etk
Etk
Etk
Averaqe

1200
500
200
250

2700
2000

200
2000
1131

500
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4.2 Amount of Development

I extracted the density of oil and gas development from studies where possible.

Unfortunately, from the n=70 or so studies that investigated the direct impacts of

development on wildlife, only a handful (n=12) presented sufficient information to be

able to estimate either the density of wellsites or the density of linear disturbance (road,

seismic Table 6). Undoubtedly, with additional research and perhaps change detection

remote sensing studies, densities of development during the actual study could be

backcast for meta-analyses (see below). For these 12 studies, I attempted a simple

univariate meta-analysis of development densities for studies that reported a significant

statistical effect of energy development on some response variable against those

studies with no effect. I present these results only as preliminary results of univariate

meta-analyses as an example what additional investment in meta-analyses of existing

data could yield. Caveats of this simple summary are many; scale effects of study area

size and determination were not accounted for, study duration was also not included,

and sample size of the original study, and its variance, were not considered.

Regardless, studies that showed a significant impact of energy development tended to

have a much higher density of both wellsites and roads, consistent with ecological

theory (Forman 1998) and results of individual studies. Somewhere between 0.1 and

0.4 wells/km2 and between 0.18 and 1.05 linear km/km2 of development significant

impacts started to manifest on ungulate species including mule deer, pronghorn and elk.

Additional research is necessary, however, to disentangle effects of sample size, study

duration, and impact type (behavioral, habitat effect, population) on the relationship

between development density and impacts. I review formal meta-analyses below as a

next step in energy-wildlife research needs.
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Table 6. Summary of density of energy development disturbance ¡n terms of
density of active wellsitesikm2 and linear kilometers of pipelines, seismic lines
and roads lkm2 from studies where such information was reported. Despite
small sample sizes of studies that reported densities, ambiguities in definition of
study areas, and simplification of impacts to a binary variable, densities of
disturbance appears to be related to the impact of energy development.

Study Density of Linear km of Significant
Wells/km2 roads / pipelines lmpact?3

/ seismic lkm2
Knight et al. (1981) - Ce' 0.088 N/A NO

NO
YES
YES
NO
NO
YES
NO
YES

YES
NO

Olson (1981)- Ce N/A 0.15
Rowland et al. (2000) - Ce N/A 0.62
Sawyer (2002) - Aa, Oh N/A 0.62
Bennington (1981) - Ce 0.20 N/A
Van Dyke & Klein (1996) - Ce <0.001 N/A
Sawyer (2005a, b)2 - Oh 1.01 1.36
Berger (2005, 2006)2- Aa 0.25 O.2O
Frair et al. (2005, 2007) - Ce 0.20 1.6

Easterly et al. (1991) - Aa 0.27 N/A
lhlse et al. (1981) - Oh 0.003 N/A

t.F

Summarv Statistics Mean (n) Mean (n)

Significant lmpact - Yes 0.49 (3) 1.05 (4)
Significant lmpact - No 0.10 (4) 0.18 (2)
1- Species are as in Tables 3-4.
2- These two sets of studies occur in approximately the same area but defined ditferent

study area sizes based on species life history.
3- Significant impact is a simple binary variable confirming whether statistically significant

effects of energy development were detected on key response variables.

4.3 Limitations

4.3.1 Experimental Design

Despite the useful information provided in the reviewed studies for developing

preliminary guidelines to guide energy development to minimize impacts on ungulate

species, my review revealed several major problems with previous studies including 1)

poor experimental design including lack of replication, controls and pseudoreplication,

2) limitations of scale, 3) and poor execution and timing with respect to energy

development. Gill (2001) provide an excellent review of experimental designs for large
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scale adaptive management experiments required to tease apart reasons for mule deer

declines in Colorado, many of which would be suitable designs for determining the

effects of energy development on wildlife. I briefly touch on experimental design issues

here (Krebs1989, Unden¡rood1997, Gill 2001 , Williams et al. 2002).

From a traditional scientific paradigm, reliable knowledge is generated through

carefully thought out and planned replicated experiments that are designed to test a

specific hypothesis, then revised once that hypothesis is accepted or rejected and a

new experiment designed. ln ecological systems, researchers and managers often do

not have the luxury of conducting one at a time experiments just to test one hypothesis;

instead, the philosophy of multiple working hypotheses is adopted (Chamberlain 1890,

Burnham and Anderson 1998). Regardless, experimental controls in a replicated

system provide the strongest inference.

Unfortunately, of the reviewed studies, the vast majority employed an

observational or correlational-design (47o/o), where responses within one population to

human disturbance are regressed against some covariate such as distance to roads

(Fig 14). While useful, it is difficult to determine cause-and-effect relationships or

mechanisms in such studies. Many observational studies were gray-literature reports

designed as a mitigation strategy to permit development (which I discuss below).

Reviewing these studies especially gives the impression of the following common

scenario (summarized succinctly by Lustig (2002);

1) A permit for drilling a well is requested in an area defined as criticalwinter range

for an ungulate.

2) The permit is granted with stipulations that minimize putative negative effects by

minimizing temporal risks during critical times (calving).

3) Either because of violation of the stipulations, or in fact as an additional

stipulation, a study is commissioned to investigate the effects of energy

development activity X on wildlife species Y.

4) The correlative study is often designed hastily, with inadequate resources,

sample size, temporal or spatial scope, without pre-development data, nor any

commitment to monitoring beyond the intended life of the development phase.
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ln the course of my review, I have come to the conclusion that wildlife biologists, as a

profession, are failing to live up to professional standards and guidelines of their chosen

professional organization, The Wildlife Society, by agreeing to participate in these

poorly-designed studies that are merely aimed at appeasing the small-scale regulatory

process. The huge number of animals captured and handled (>2000), their capture-

related mortality, the huge financial investments made by energy development

companies, and the huge investment in personnel time do not weigh favorably against

the meager conclusions about the effects of energy development on ungulate

populations. Figure 6 reinforces the impression that the bulk of studies of wildlife-energy

relationships have been reactive, driven by trends in oil production, not part of any pro-

active adaptive management program. At the least, I hope this review convinces some

of the need for better designed studies of energy-wildlife impacts.

Comparative studies provide stronger inference, for example, between the same

population before and after without a control, and were employed in 19o/o of studies

reviewed. The lack of a control makes it difficult to determine whether changes before

and after development were due to the development, or some unmeasured covariate,

for example, snow or weather. For this reason, comparative studies, while an

improvement, will be unable to provide strong inference about the effects of

development on populations.

The third kind of study design, experimental, is when effects of development on

ungulates after development occurred are compared between a control and developed

population, without before data on the development population (Fig. 14). Eighteen

percent of studies reviewed used this design. This example was common when pre-

development data were not available, usually because the study was designed as an

afterthought to development or to allow violation of a stipulation for drilling during

exploration. The problem with experimental comparisons of this kind is that without data

on the pre-development population, it is difficult to conclude that differences between

treatments were not due to some additional, unmeasured variable present in the

treatment population. This is a serious concern where experimental units cannot be

randomized and where replication is difficult; both conditions are prevalent in allwildlife-

energy studies. Randomization is so difficult to achieve at the level of assigning
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treatments that I do not discuss it further here; but randomization of the assignment of

control populations could conceivably occur, and randomization of animal's

radiocollared within studies should also occur as possible. A good example of a strong

experimental comparison amongst the studies reviewed were the Upper Green River

Basin studies on pronghorn by Berger (2004,2006) and colleagues. The study used a

treatment and control group, but had limited data pre-development, although as energy

development increases in the study area, the first year of the study may very well serve

as pre-development conditions. lf so, this would make this study design very powerful.

The most powerful design, that of a before-after-control-impact design (BACl,

Undenruood 1997) was employed in 18o/o of studies reviewed. BACI designs are

amongst the most powerful experimental designs because effects of development are

compared between a treatment and control simultaneously both before and after

development. This design alleviates difficulties with previous designs controlling for

spatial and temporal confounding. The best example of this BACI design in all the

studies reviewed are epitomized by the studies on the Sublette mule deer herd because

they had extensive pre-development data on mule deer survival and habitat use,

compared to S-years and running of post-development data between a control and

treatment population (Sawyer et al. 2005, 2006). Priority should be given to maintaining

funding for this study especially because of its relevance, large spatial scale (see

below), and strong design.

Despite these compliments, a central tenant of experimental design, replication,

was absent from all reviewed studies, Not one study was replicated at the level of

treatment. Obviously replication at the spatial scale here is difficult to achieve, but future

efforts should be made to initiate additional studies in areas with and without

development to serve as meta-replicates; that is, replicates at the scale of meta-

analyses between populations.
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I

Development Control
Design

1. Observational

2. Comparative

3. Experimental

4. BAC|

Beforc Afrer

Fig. 13.Common experimental designs for studying the impacts of
energy development on wildlife in increasing order of scientific rigor
(Underwood 1996). 1) Obseruational studies simply observe relationships
between a parameter and the level of development. 2) Comparative
studies compare the effects of development before and afrer on a
parameter without contemporaneous control. 3) Experimental designs
compare a control and treatment group post development, 4) ln a Before-
After-Control lmpact (BACI) design, 4 paired sites are used to compare
eñects of development on a parameter before development in both a
controland pretreatment site, and after development in both a control
and post-development site. Note in this schematic, there is no replication.

4.3.2 Spatial Scale
A difficult problem in ecology is how to scale-up from short-term small scale

behavioral decisions of animals to long{erm landscape scale population and

distributional responses. The difficulty in scaling up is why so few of the studies that

showed short-term responses were able to measure or demonstrate these long{erm or

population level responses. A second scaling problem is presented by Berger et al.

(2007) when discussing issues of spatial scale and habitat fragmentation, both of which

are totally dependent on each other (Dale et al. 2000, Turner et al. 2001). Quantifying

habitat fragmentation metrics will be completely determined by the study area size, and

for this reason, many authors recommend conducting multi-scale analyses of the effects

of habitat fragmentation on wildlife species (Turner et al. 2001, Harrison and Bruna

1 eee).
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ln many of the studies I reviewed, there was a third scaling problem - that of

extrapolating responses. This occurred where the effects of a local point source

disturbance (wellsite) was assessed at the population or at the home range scale, and

results extrapolated well beyond the development densities under which the response

was studied. For example, Van Dyke and Klein (1996) document the responses of elk

home ranges to installation of a single well in a hitherto undeveloped grassland

ecosystem in north central Montana. This was the first well to be installed in a 200km2

area, an extremely low well density. The authors basically found few impacts of the well

installation on elk home range use, and no lasting impacts on behavior or habitat use.

The results of this study have been extrapolated to other wells across Montana, yet the

validity of extrapolating the finding of no significant impacts to areas of higher well

density, for example, is questionable. This emphasizes the need to establish thresholds

for development or broad, regional scale cumulative impact assessments as the density

of well sites and development increases.

Finally, there was often a scale-mismatch between the spatial scale of the study

in question, most often focused on some crucial winter range, and the spatial scale of

the population under investigation. Assuming the goal of an impact study is to assess

the impacts of a particular development on a population, unless the study area

represents the annual range occupied by the ungulate population, it will become difficult

to evaluate whether the changes in the population are occurring because of energy

development on the winter range, or because of undocumented changes occurring

elsewhere in the populations range, for example.

One potential solution to the issue of how to determine the appropriate study

scale is to use the spatial scale of migration as a guideline in migratory populations.

Berger (2004) reviews long-distance migration throughout western North America and

worldwide, and migration distances for ungulates in western North America are

presented in Table 7. While not all populations are migratory, the reported degree of

partial migration ranged from 45 to 100%. Considering the one-way migration distances

as a buffer of any particular energy development suggests that the correct spatial scale

to consider evaluating the effects of energy development could range from 1500km2 for

bighorn sheep to nearly 19,000km2 for pronghorn. Notably, when compared to the scale
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of reported study areas in this review, these rough guidelines are much greater than

reported by studies attempting to address development impacts in the literature. Surely,

study area specific guidelines should be developed once migratory movements are

determined, but these guidelines emphasize the large spatial scale required to

understand population-level impacts.

Table 7. Summary of one-way migration distances recorded in selected
reviewed studies that were mainly summarized by Berger (20041. Assuming
the goal of the energy-wildlife impact study is to make inferences to the
population, the study area size and spatial scale that impacts should be
assessed over can be calculated as the spatial scale of migration.

Distance %
Study Species (km) SE Miqrant n
Sawyer et al. 2005 Pronghorn 177 2 95 34 pronghorn
Sawyer et al. 2005 Mule deer 84 5.1 100 1 58 deer
White etal.2007 Pronghorn 35 70o/o 44 pronghorn
Berger 2004 Pronghorn 137 12.1 NiA 7 pops.
Berger 2004 Mule deer 73 5.2 N/A 16 pops.
Berger 2004 Elk 93 7.1 N/A 7 pops.
Berger 2004 Bighorn 39 4.1 N/A 5 pops.
Berger 2004 Caribou 71 7.9 NiA 4 pops.
Berger 2004 Moose 85 4.3 N/A 13 pops.
Hebblewhite et al.
2006 Elk 55 8.9 45o/o 60 elk

Summaries
Studv area size required to contain

Species migratorv movements
Erk 8,464 kñ-

l'",

Mule Deer 5,423 km2
Pronghorn 18,769 km2
Bighorn 1,521 km2
Caribou 5.041 kmz

4.4 Potential Toxicological lmpacts

Girard and Stotts (1986) are the only studies in this review that specifically

mention the potential negative effects of HzS (hydrogen sulphide) on wildlife species.

Yet recent studies have demonstrated the potential negative effects of HzS emitted from

sour gas wells (natural gas fields) on domestic cattle in Alberta (Waldner et al. 2001a,b,

Scott et al. 2003a), although results are equivocal at this point (Scott et al. 2003b).
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Moreover, there is increasing interest in investigating the human health consequences

of sour gas emissions from natural gas wells, with recent studies potentially linking H25

emissions to human health and increased risk of cancer, cardiovascular disease, and

endocrine dysfunction (Saadat et al. 2006, Roth and Goodwin 2000, Waldner et al.

1998) and even real estate prices. A recent government sponsored study in Alberta

emphasizes that HzS should be considered a broad-spectrum toxicant, and that

repeated exposure may result in cumulative health impacts on the brain, lung, and heart

(Roth and Goodwin 2000), although the report calls for increased medical research to

establish cause-and-effect relationships. Regardless of the uncertainty regarding the

effects of emissions from energy development on wildlife, it is surprising that no studies

have investigated the effects of increased exposure to toxic chemicals emitted from oil

and gas wells. Collaboration with ecotoxicologists is recommended as a future area of

potentia lly important research

4.5 Conceptual Approach for Understanding the Effects of Energy

Development on Wildlife

One of the conclusions from this review is that the effects of energy development

on ungulate species will be manifested through changes in the ecological communities

of species, including humans, in which they exist. As such, impacts of energy

development on ungulates can be classified into direct impacts and indirect impacts.

Distinguishing between direct effects and indirecf effects and between species is critical

to understanding the mechanisms of energy development impacts on ungulates, and to

providing effective mitigation strategies to ensure the sustainability of energy

development. ln community ecology, direct effects between species (e.9., human,

energy development, and elk) occur when there are no intermediary species between

two interacting species, for example, through direct mortality associated with energy

development (road kills, poaching, destruction of nests, etc Estes elal.2004). Most

direct effects are classified as either predation (energy development directly kills wildlife

species) or habitat destruction, where the population size of wildlife is directly reduced

because of the reduction in available forage as a result of development (area of habitat

directly lost by well sites, roads, compressor stations, etc).
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ln contrast, indirect effects of energy development are where impacts on a

wildlife species are mediated by an intermediate species. As an example of indirect

effects, Fig. 12 illustrates the indirect effect of energy development on sage grouse and

kit foxes (Vulpes macrotis) mediated by human caused changes in the densities of

impoftant predators in this terrestrial grassland community, such as coyotes (Canis

latrans) or red{ailed hawks (Buteo jamaicensrs, e.9., Fig. 12). ln this example, raptors

have increased predation rates on sage grouse because of increased perching habitat

near attractive sink habitat near road ditches for sage grouse (Aldridge and Boyce 2007,

Fletcher et al. 2003). Similarly, coyote populations increase following human

development because of habitats associated with human development supports higher

densities of small mammals, causing increased predation by coyotes on kit foxes

(Haight et a\.2002a).

Effects of energy development will likely go far beyond direct impacts purely

based on community ecology theory (Estes et al. 2004). Recent reviews have reminded

ecologists that direct effects are but a fraction of the potential species interactions

possible in even a simple food-web (Estes el al.2004, Bascompte et al. 2005). For

example, in Fig. 13, the total number of direct interactions (such as direct mortality)

between the six species is 30, whereas the number of indirect species interactions is

1,9201(see Estes et al. (2004) for calculations). This emphasizes that wildlife managers

should be very concerned about indirect effects of energy development in Montana and

Fig.12. Conceptual trophic food
web illustrating direct (solid lines)
and indirect effects (dashed).
Interaction strength of one trophic
levelon another is shown by the
thickness of the arrow, and the
magnitude of the effect by the
sign whether positive (+) or
negative (-). ln this example,
energy development benefits
predators such as raptors and- coyotes with additional foraging
habitat, causing stronger negative
indirect effects than direct effects
on vulnerable Sage grouse and
Kit fox.
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design effective strategies to mitigate them.

lndirect effects of energy development can also arise because of behavioural

changes by ungulates in response to energy development such as avoidance of roads

and wellsites. These results have been corroborated across systems and at larger

scales in ungulates confirming the importance of indirect behavioural effects, such as

the avoidance of predation risk and human disturbance (i.e., energy development) by

ungulates on ecosystem dynamics (Fortin et al. 2005, Rothley 2001, Hebblewhite et al.

200s).

Despite the theoretical support for the importance of indirect effects, a cursory

review of the literature on the subject of impacts of energy on wildlife reveals a

seemingly myopic focus of mitigation strategies on reducing direct effects such as road

mortality and direct habitat destruction (BLM 2003a,b). A renewed focus on the indirect

effects of energy development mediated by community level changes in species will

underscore the influences of indirect effects in the cumulative impacts of energy

development. ln this literature review, I will test the hypothesis that indirect effects are

more prevalent than direct effects of energy on ungulate species. lf indirect effects are

more common than direct effects, I expect to find evidence that the impacts of energy

development on wildlife are mediated by changes in community dynamics of other

species (i.e., increased human access during hunting season, increased coyote

abundance, etc,,) or through behavioural changes of ungulates in response to energy

development.

Fig.14. Conceptual diagram illustrating the importance
of indirect species interactions in understanding the
effects of energy development on wildlife. A conceptual
three-trophic levelfood web illustrating direct (solid) and
indirect (dashed) interactions between human energy
development, carnivores, herbivores, and plants is
shown. Predation and other direct interactions
(competition, etc) are illustrated by black and gray lines,
respectively. Fourteen of 30 direct species interactions
are shown, whereas only 1 of 1920 potential indirect
effects are shown, in this case, the indirect etfects of
human energy development on plant species 1

mediated via changes in the abundance of herbivore 1.
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4.6 Recommendations for Future Energy Development lmpact

Studies on Ungulates in Eastern Central Montana

4.6.1 Meta Analyses

Meta-analysis is the most rigorous form of synthesis and review in the scientific

literature, and is used to combine results of analyses into one synthetic framework to

test broad hypotheses in science (Hobbs and Hilborn 2006, Osenberg et al. 1997,

Hedges et al. 1999, Arnqvist and Wooster 1995). Great advances have been made in

the recent decade in ecology in particular by synthesizing results of single studies to

test broad ecological hypotheses, for example about the effects of predators on

ecosystems (e.9., Schmitz et al. 2000, Shurin et al. 2002). ln its simplest form, each

study becomes one replicate in the meta-analysis, thus, meta-analysis is extremely

useful for augmenting statistical power in hypothesis testing because multiple small-

scale studies are combined effectively as a series of replicated studies.

Meta-analysis of the effects of energy development is the next logical step to

take to quantify the impacts of energy development on ungulates following standard

meta-analysis. Three basic pieces of information from published studies are required to

conduct meta-analysis; the mean treatment effect, the sample size (n), and the standard

deviation in the response (Schmitzetal.2000, Gurevitch and Hedges 1999, Arnqvist

and Wooster 1995). For advanced meta-analysis, extraction of more detailed

information from each study area; such as road density, well density, date of initiation of

development, etc., could help elucidate responses of wildlife to energy development in

formal meta-analyses. For each study, the mean values are extracted for response

variables from the experimental (energy development) treatment $i where E is

experimental) and the control treatment (Xrc where C is control). The difference

between two treatments for the 7th study, or the effect size, is calculated by the difference

of the means following:

Et:lT -x,l (equation 1).

While effect size is an intuitive metric, it is difficult to compare across studies and

different response variables because of scaling issues (Hedges et al. 1999); how does
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one compare the magnitude of the difference in survival which may be small, especially

with ungulates (e.9., 0.1)with the magnitude of flight response between studies? A

better measure is the log response ratio, L,,fot several reasons (see Oseberg 1999 for

details). Meta-analyses uses the response-ratio to estimate the effect size of the energy

development between the treatment and control (Hedges et al. 1999,Gurevitch and

Hedges 1 999) following:

L, :Iog{XT lXi ¡ (equation 2)

Response ratios less than 1 represent the hypothesis that energy development has a

negative impact on the response variable, and vice versa for values greater than 1. For

parameters that may be changing over the duration of energy development (i.e., as the

ungulate population equilibrates to the new disturbance, lost habitat, changed predator-

prey regimes, etc), it is important to consider trends over time in the response ratio

(Osenberg et al. 1997). lf effects are not constant, it is important to report the trend in

effects. Variance in log response ratios are calculated following Hedges et al. (1999).

As an example, I illustrate meta-analysis using a hypothetical example of a review of the

effects of energy development on survival of adult female pronghorn, elk and mule deer

(Box 1). Meta-analysis of the literature reviewed in this study would help formalize the

tantalizing syntheses presented in Tables 4 and 5 that are suggestive of thresholds in

responses of wildlife to the amount of energy development, and calculate averaged

responses of wildlife avoidance of roads associated with human development.
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Box 1. Meta-analysis illustrated with a
hypothetical example of a review of the
effect of energy development on survival
rates of adult female pronghorn, elk and
mule deer.

The first figure (a) shows a well designed,
replicated (see section 4.4) study on the
effects of energy development on survival of
adult pronghorn in a before-after-control
impact design (BACI). The magnitude of the
difference in survival between the
control/before treatment and the impacted
treatment (0.85-0.63 = 0.22) is termed the
effect size of the treatment (see equation 1

above), in this case, energy development.
Sample size is the number of collared animals,
and the wider confidence intervals in the
impact represent the common situation of
greater variation in the treatment response,
emphasizing the importance of sufficient
sample size.

ln the second figure (b) the log response
ratio (see equation 2) from a number of
different studies on ungulate survival have
been summarized. Response ratio's greater
than zero represent a net positive impact of
energy development and values less than zero
represent a net negative impact of the
treatment across studies (n is now # of
studies). Effect sizes are standardized with
respect to the sample size and variance of the
data in figure (a) for each study. Deer illustrate
the case where too few studies were likely
conducted to draw concrete conclusions.

ln the finalfigure (c) the response ratio is now
regressed against some consistent spatial
measure of habitat fragmentation (in this case
density of wellsites/km2) to test for thresholds
in the cumulative effects of development on, in
this example, ungulate survival rates. ln this
example, if the standardized effect size, Z,
corresponding to the maximum decrease in
ungulate survivalwas -0.2 (which could
correspond to a survival rate of 0.75), then the
threshold for wellsite density would be
approximately 3 wells/km2.
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4.6.2 Habitat-linked cumulat¡ve effects assessment

Johnson et al. (2005) and

Johnson and Boyce (2005)

provide a template for the

assessment of regional

cumu lative environ mental effects

on 4 species of wildlife in the

central Canadian Arctic in a

region of rapidly increasing

diamond mine (and oil)

exploration and development.

The area in which regional

development impacts were

assessed was a huge area, over

a 190,000km2 area for four

wildlife species; caribou, grizzly

bears, wolves and wolverines.

Lack of adequately sized spatial

or temporal controls, the sheer

size and difficulty of collecting

wildlife data in the study area,

and the availability of existing wildlife telemetry data lent themselves to a habitat-

modeling based assessment of development impacts. Under the assumption that

resource selection ultimately dictates population demography of wildlife species

(Boyce and McDonald 1999, Manly elal.2002), Johnson et al. (2005) developed

habitat-based population viability model based on Resource Selection Functions

(RSF). Briefly, once focal species are identified, RSF models that quantify the

relationship to human activity are developed. Next, potential habitat disturbance

caused by energy development is modeled as a function of future landscape

scenarios (Johnson et al. 2005, Schneider et al. 2003), and the area of effective

habitat loss is measured using the RSF model. The assumption that habitat
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quality predicted by RSF models relate to population sizes has been recently

supported in several studies on caribou (Seip et al.2007) and grizzly bears

(Ciarniello et al.2007, Boyce and Waller 2003). Then, given a reduction in

habitat quality revealed by the RSF model, a habitat-linked population viability

model (Haight et al. 2006, Carroll et al. 2003) can be developed to evaluate the

effects of competing energy development scenarios on wildlife. I agree with

recent authors (Carroll and Miquelle 2006, Morris and Doak 2002) that caution

against treating the predictions of such PVA as quantitative. Rather, recent

studies show that habitat-linked PVA provides relative comparisons between

alternate development scenarios. As such, habitat linked PVAs could be a useful

modeling tool for adaptive management (see below). The limitations of this

approach is the fundamentally correlative nature within one population

undergoing energy development; whether relationships hold over future

development patterns need to be assessed through continued monitoring, and

whether the link between resource selection and fitness is necessarily held in

wildlife populations impacted by human development (e.9., Mcloughlin et al.

2005) needs to be tested. A comparative study design between populations that

are and are not impacted by development would be a stronger approach.

4.6.3 Large-scale, replicated experimental tests of the impact of energy

development on ungulates.

As this literature review summarizes above, the current state of knowledge

about the impacts of energy development on wildlife is woefully lacking on

several critical fronts. First, knowledge of the effects of long-term impacts on

wildlife population parameters is essentially absent - study duration averaged <3

years, an inadequate timeframe to assess the impacts of energy development on

long-lived ungulates. With dozens of short-lived studies, we literally have almost

no idea what population responses to energy development will be.

Second, by and large, studies conducted to date have suffered from

extremely poor experimental design, lack of controls, and lack of replication, and

when present, pseudoreplication; mismatches between the scale of the problem
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and the scale of investigation, and a generaltendency to be reactive, post-hoc

designed studies developed as part of a mitigation strategy to allow continued

development instead of an a-priori designed adaptive management process.

These difficult problems provide managers little guidance on how to minimize the

negative effects of continuing energy development at the population level.

Fortunately, Montana Fish Wildlife and Parks, along with other key

partners, including industry, have a successful history of working together to

assess the impacts of human development on ungulates at large scales. The

Montana Cooperative Elk Forestry study epitomizes the cutting edge of forestry-

wildlife relationships at its time, with 6 replicated studies across the state of

Montana (Fig. 8). The study monitored the results of different management

treatments on elk response to human activity across different spatial scales. This

time, the stakes of development will be higher, with the projected impacts of

energy development potentially exceeding impacts of logging in the western half

of the state.

Clearly, designing long-term replicated studies across several locations in

eastern and central Montana (potentially even replicated across states such as in

the Upper Green River Basin of Wyoming) represents the next step in developing

a scientific assessment of the effects of energy development on ungulates. Basic

principles of experimental design should be followed, with control and replicate

treatment populations monitored across similar habitats for a sufficient duration

(1O-years) to determine population level responses. Gill (2001) provides useful

recommendations for large scale, population-level experiments in their review of

the underlying causes of mule deer declines in Colorado. Building on the meta-

analysis of the effects of energy development on wildlife, power-analyses

(Gerrodette 1987) could be conducted to determine the appropriate study

duration to ensure that population level responses are documented a-priori. This

would alleviate the problem of uncertainty over impacts where ongoing studies

fail to show any population responses in initial years of the study (Berger et al.

2007,Sawyer et al. 2006) - if a-priori power analysis confirmed that it will take 10

years to determine even small changes in adult female survival of ungulates
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(e.9.,4o/o), then preliminary analyses would be interpreted within the limits of

statistical power. ln that case, based on the expected treatment responses and

appropriate scales of investigation of the population (see migration section

above), well designed, replicated experiments between developed and

undeveloped areas could be implemented that would allow MTFWP to rigorously

test for the effects of energy development on wildlife.

However, this approach will ultimately fail if the current policy for energy

development is incompatible with wildlife conservation. Some have criticized the

current policy as an incremental energy development policy where development

is approved on a piecemeal and uncoordinated basis in a linearly increasing

fashion (Lustig 2002, Nelleman et al. 2003). From a policy perspective, we are

currently operating under the hypothesis that wildlife and continued incremental

development are sustainable. lf we really want to advance wildlife conservation

under energy development, we should endeavor to test this hypothesis by

comparing this policy against alternative policies. To advance our

understanding of how to mitigate energy-wildlife conflicts two things are

required; l) innovative new policies for large-scale energy development,

and 2) an adaptive management approach.

4.6.4 An Adaptive Management Framework for Assessing the Gumulative

lmpacts of Energy Development on Ungulates

Walters (1986) defined the adaptive management process as follows: "the

central tenet that management involves a continual learning process that cannot

conveniently be separated into functions like research'and ongoing regulatory

activities,' and probably never converges to a state of blissful equilibrium

involving full knowledge and optimum productivity." Adaptive management has

often been co-opted by management agencies to mean "learning by doing," but

Walters (1997) criticizes many management agencies for missing the critical

point of adaptive management - experimentation, controls, and adequate

monitoring - without these key steps, there is no difference between adaptive

management and 'regular' management that seeks only to satisfy shortterm
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objectives without ensuring that long{erm problems are adequately addressed.

Walters (1986) describes the adaptive management process of:

1. Bounding management problems and recognizing constraints;

2. Representing existing knowledge in models of dynamic behavior that

identify assumptions and predictions so experience can further learning;

3. Representing uncertainty and identify alternate hypotheses;

4. Designing policies to provide continued resource productivity and

opportunities for learning in experimental comparisons of policies. (Fig.

16)

Adaptive management has been applied previously to large scale environmental

problems in the United States with great success. Bormann et al. (1998)

proposed an adaptive management process for the Pacific Northwest in

response to concerns sparked by the spotted owl controversy - the Northwest

Forest plan that affected a huge geographical area. The plan proposed 10

adaptive management areas with different management policies for forest

management, and developed a framework for managers, scientists, and industry

to determine improvements to policies that would allow societal goals for

resource extraction to be met while minimizing negative environmental effects.

An adaptive management experiment on the effects of energy

development on ungulates in Montana would help address proposed changes to

energy regulation that are hypothesized to minimize negative effects of

development. At present, the policy for energy development could be described

as "incrementalist', where gradually, phased development increases at regional

scales in incremental steps until the entire area is brought into energy

development. Under this policy, the % area affected by development will increase

continually over time, lmpacts are only assessed at small, local scales, usually at

the scale of individualwellsite developments. Small scale timing restrictions (i.e.,

no drilling on winter ranges, calving ranges, etc.) represent the policy hypothesis

that the main impacts of development are behavioral only, and that through

avoidance of key behavioral periods, development impacts can be minimized.
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Moreover, management policies designed to minimize development impacts at

these small scales are hypothesized to mitigate impacts at the larger, regional

scale. Both the small and large-scale predictions of this management hypothesis

are as yet untested. This model of development is the current favored policy

alternative amongst federal and state energy regulators by default.

An alternate policy that has been proposed could be called 'phased' or

spatially concentrated development where energy development is concentrated

geographically to maximize extraction rates of resources, minimize the % area

developed, and localize impacts. Underthis policy, rehabilitation of the

developments would be encouraged as policy before additional sites were

developed, and the overall population level impacts on key wildlife species is

hypothesized to be ameliorated compared to incremental development. The

predicted area impacted would be expected to increase non-linearly to some

asymptotic threshold determined by the rate of new phases coming on-line and

cycling through the development and restoration phase.

A third policy could be described as a protected area policy that identifies

core areas for multiple species (e.9., pronghorn, mule deer, sage grouse, sage

brush) that are protected from oil and gas development to provide critical habitat

for threatened or (potentially) endangered species, and the ecosystems on which

they depend (i.e., sagebrush steppe). This would ensure viable populations at

some large, landscape scale that maintained populations and connectivity while

allowing incremental development outside of these protected core areas. This is

a model that is gaining support for threatened boreal caribou based on the

scientific evidence that present levels of industrial development in many herds

exceeds criticalthresholds, causing populations to decline. Predicted area

impacted under this policy would be expected to asymptotically increase to some

threshold similarly to the phased policy, but the threshold would be set by the %

of the landscape protected under core areas.

Under adaptive management, these 'simplified' policy alternates could be

scientifically evaluated by encouraging development under the three hypothetical

policies in two ecologically similar areas, and by monitoring responses of key

F.-.,,
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wildlife (ungulate) populations at these two sites, and a similar experimental

control population, over the duration of the energy development project (10-20

years long{erm), in a replicated design. Whether these policy alternatives are

indeed, reasonable is beyond the scope of this review. The critical point is that

under adaptive management, resource extraction would be permitted to continue

in a controlled fashion, embedded within an adaptive management framework

that would ensure that 20 years from now, additional reviews on the effects of

energy development on wildlife have something to report, and not just review

another batch of poorly designed studies that failto address the pressing policy

decisions facing wildlife and land managers.

determine
manegoment
objectivss

dâfino loy d6ir€d
outcom96periodically

revlew overall
management pnrgram

report findings and
recommendations

of evaluation

evaluate

ldcntily perlormrnce
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develop management
strateg¡es and actions

a¡t¡bll¡h modtorlng
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management
effectiveness

Fig.16 . Conceptual diagram of adaptive resource management as defined by Walters

(1986, adapted from ). Critically, management

experiments are designed that contrast results of management experiments on key

ecological indicators between control and treatment areas.
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5.0 MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS

Based on this review, I draw the following conclusions regarding the impacts of
energy development on wildlife populations.

1) The current management pol¡cy for energy development makes two
untested assumptions regarding the effects of energy development on
wildlife. First, it assumes that negative impacts of energy development on
wildlife can be mitigated through small-scale stipulations that regulate the
timing and duration of activity, but not the amount. This current policy also
assumes that wildlife populations can withstand continued, incremental
development. Neither of these two assumptions are supported or refuted by
evidence reviewed in the scientific literature as part of this review.
Regardless, adaptive experiments to explicitly test these management
hypotheses are needed.

There is currently no rigorous scientific evidence that energy
development will have population-level impacts on pronghorn, mule
deer or elk in eastern or central Montana. However, this is because there
have been no properly designed, thoughtful, rigorous tests of the population-
level impacts conducted to date. lnstead, a host of observational studies on
small-scale and shortterm responses provides limited guidance to managers
in search of the crucial question of population impacts. While theoretically
justified, relyíng on the precautionary principle to restrict energy development
will likely be unsuccessful as an energy development policy.

Short-term and small-scale impacts of energy development have been
relatively well described in previous reviews and studies, albeit most
often in poorly designed observational studies. GPS collar studies have
aided attempts to document small-scale responses to development, and will
continue to be useful in the future in this correlationalframework, Ungulates
predictably avoid areas during active exploration and drilling, moving to
denser cover and areas farther from human activity. Recommendations from
previous studies still hold, namely timing and seasonal restrictions for critical
habitats and resources. Across studies, ungulates showed avoidance
responses to human development an average of 1000m from the human
disturbance.

4) Scaling up from small-scale/short-term studies to population-level
impacts will be difficult. One of the key difficulties is scaling up responses
of ungulates at low development densities to high densities present in heavily
developed oilfields (e.g. Upper Green River Basin). Preliminary analyses
suggest that thresholds for significant impacts on ungulates will occur
between densities of 0.1 to 0.5 wells/km2 and 0.2 to 1.0 linear km/km2 of
roads and linear developments. However, these results are preliminary, and
more formal meta-analyses are suggested.

lv

3)
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5) Building on the strong example of the Montana Gooperative Elk-Logg¡ng
study that ran through the 1970's and 1980's, a series of research and
management recommendat¡ons are made.

a. First, a formal meta-analyses of the existing energy literature is
recommended to allow scientifically defensible quantitative
estimates of the effects of energy development on behavior, habitat
and population dynamics.

b. Second, building on this meta-analysis, a poweranalysis of the
optimal experimental design, level of replication, and duration of a
energy-impact study design should be conducted to reveal the best
approach for both short-term (behavior, habitat) and longterm
impact assessment.

c. Third, a series of large-scale, population-level and long-term
experimental comparisons similar to the Montana Cooperative
Elk-Logging study should be initiated in eastern and central
Montana on elk, mule deer and pronghorn. The study design
should be replicated ideally across three levels of development;
none - control, initial phases -low densities of wells/roads, and
after at least a decade of intensive development, to allow a rigorous
test of the population effects of energy development on wildlife.
Partnerships with existing studies occurring in other developed
areas should be developed (e.9., Upper Green River Basin
studies), but control areas in Montana should be developed (e.9.,
Charles M. Russell Wildlife Refuge).

d. Fourth, implement an adaptive management experiment (in

conjunction with the third point above) to test whether the current
energy policy is sustainable from a wildlife population perspective.
The de-facto energy policy as being implemented in Montana (and
elsewhere) makes a number of assumptions that may in fact be
incorrect. However, no serious alternatives have been developed or
put forward as serious contenders that could be compared in large
management experiments to test whether different models for
energy development are required. lf the bleak situation for Albefta
caribou is any suggestion, alternative energy development policies
are sorely needed.
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Appendix A: Electronic Database

Unqulate Energv Development Literature Citation Database

This searchable electronic database contains literature and research summaries on all
aspects of the effects of energy development on ungulates. This exhaustive database
contains alljournal papers, conference proceedings, M.S. and Ph.D. theses,
government reports, and other unpublished manuscripts concerning ungulates (Bighorn
Sheep (Ovis canadensis), American pronghorn (Antilocapra antilocapra), Elk (Ceruus
elaphus), Mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus), woodland caribou (Rangifer tarandus)).
The database was made using multiple search methods and bibliographic sources.

The database utilizes ProCite 5, a commercial reference management software.

To open the Wild Enerqv database:

1. Start ProCite

2. A file Open dialog displays for you to locate and open a database. lf not, go to the
File menu and choose Open.

The database window displays a record list of abbreviated records. By default the first
Authorfield, Title field and Date field are shown from each record.
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A status line at the bottom of the window indicates the sort order (Author/Title/Date in
ascending order by default), the number of records marked, the number of records
displayed in the current list and the total number of records in the database.

Double click on a specific reference to view the detailed data record.

Searchinq the database:

1. Click on the Search tab at the bottom of the window.

Eac gd lþw Sqt Soba 9ro+¡ qdebæa Iod¡ Vlndo+r H* -rrl}ll
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Jqrnd Tila ffucttrürgl
Rcady

lõEccsômmA þ-'Fccde-ñÉ ltsRccû-eh D[d!¡. i

f6m f- 7-" ¿;

You can enter search terms, use Boolean operators, and limit your search to certain
fields. All records that fit your search will be presented as a group in the results box at
the bottom of the screen.

To launch a PDF found in Procite's Location/URl field:

1. Double-click a record to display the full record.

2. Locate lhe Location/URL (38,) field.

3. lf there is a file path location in the field, the PDF is linked to the record.

4. From the Tools menu, choose Open File/URL or click the toolbar icon. ProCite
launches the application that opens the PDF.

Note: You are not required to display the full record. You can launch a URL from a
record list by highlighting the record and using the Open File/URL toolbar icon.

Assistance w¡th ProGite:
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1. ProCite Web Site - http://www.proc¡te.com

The ProOite web site has a great deal of useful information on using ProCite, including
a frequently asked quest¡ons page, a user email discussion list, and a free demo
version of ProOite.

2. Using ProCite 5: A Guided Tour -
http://www.procite.com/supporUdocs/ProCiteo/o205o/o20Guided%20Tour-2005.pdf

This tour contains detailed information on how to manipulate and utilize the ProCite
database.
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Appendix B: Management Guidelines
Management guidelines developed to minimize the impacts of oil and gas development in north-
central Montana (Interagency Technical Committee 1987) cited in Irby et al. (1988).

Tablc 3. ManagÊDcnrguft!Êlinæ dcvclopcd b minimizc rtre imporu of o¡l r¡d g¡3 ¡lcvcloprnenr in norrft-ænùal Monbn¡(Interagerry Tcchnical Comm¡üËr 1987).

CÉ¡fUIÂL GUIPEI.INES

f. IdÊntify ¡nd er¡ft¡¿tc-for eocù project propolal th crurtl,r¡ivs cffectg of.rllrcrivitiet, borh exie¡ing uses änlothê'r ptrn,+A fr;"ì;"r;,'" 
-

1' Þ8lu¡tê hrun ¡ctiviticr, corùinatirrs of ¡cÈivitieîr t,r Ìrìe r¡rps ûf inflr¡encc ofsuch ¡ctivities th¡rt æcui. * ,."rort"tla Írn¡-.t.ni "ìi,rììr.'L.íîüi"'n^¿ svoirj thrævtrích nay adeveroely inpact the *pccies'or jJrce l,¡bitst effsctiveness.
3. SFece cûlcurrent ¡criw ¡ei¡¡reraptr linee at lÊdst gailcs åfxrt ro ¡ll<u ¡n wrdisturbcrjcorridor inro Uhich vitdlifc c;l; ;*; "irÃiiipr".o¡- 

Si'$#lrlî"tïr$""'.j::tn. Pdtte'''" or r¡ot '*re rh*n t/!nilc inr¡irr¡h aroru ¡r1

5' rliaopter¡ vill raint¡Èn a ninir¡ âltirudÊ of 61IJ feer ¡t¡ow Arou¡d levsl bcFËp{rl-dí"b &fitcs drd rær*. lresg. -, _

6. Èrignate l¡¡¡di¡U zorc¡.for hliooptcrs in nrc¡a rfirre helicopllr trâflic arxl aesocietedr.rôcidÈed rn¡sn disrurbrncc silr 'rnw nrinirnÃ irpr.i ; ;iì;iü* ilË,r",i**,
7' 11- u¡c of 'l¡elicooter¡ inrttad of neu roatl e(r'rttr*tífir to rec.,nplisrì e.nerry exproratiorn¡rd darclofæ¡rt ig slcü¡r¡gcd

E¡rc tosd cqr*tnrlim oo a capleìed rrancçrorratiorr plln ..,.
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"orii,to., )l/À mile.

F*%Î:l "'¡Tt*r::ïffitt# *T"'# "*'.*eíEr¡t obifüri!€c ¡nd ¡re rn rcn;er

ü' treep roûdrr;}i:Hr*^;; during oir rnd s¡a e¡proraríon ¡nd developenr activitv

r4' rt¡PGå ¡er¡c¡r¡l cloa¡rca or,¡çhicle rerLrictíorì5 b¡srd m uitdtíÍc or cthËr reå(ürcèrced* m ro¡d¡ r*¡ich rln¡ín opt"^

f5. ù¡¡ c¡lsE to and fra drill ¡it¡e ro rcdrrce rctivity on ro¡d¡.
t'' 

ffiffif,li# F"""irï¡t_'i- b *rrlinn ,.,ch thinsa as ar6ír."s, Banaratorr, ård
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Chapter 5

Effects of Energy Dweloprnent on (Jnguløtes

M¡x.r< HBnBLEwHTTE

Increased energ\/ consumption and or.erreliance of the United States on

foreign energl. þ¿5 lccl to an increase in develo!'rment of donrcstic resources.
-l-his national policy manifèsted in lvester-n North A¡lerica especially

through the late 1990s ancl 2000s. F-or exzur-rple, befir'een 2002 and 200ó in
Montana, oil ¡rroduction increased b)'213 percent, the nunrber of oil u.ells

b1' ì"7 perccnt, and thc nurnber of natural gas v'ells b1, 34 t't....ttt (Montana
Boarcl of Oil and (ìas Consenation 2006). Increases are sirnilar ro the

ncarlr,' SQ pe rcent increase in the number of perrnit applications drloughor.tt
the West in the last clccade (Arnerican (ìas fusociation 2005). Although
this relative grolr.th is impressive, comparison u,ith thc hcar.i\'cleveloped
oil and gas fields ofAlberta reveals drat Montana ¡rrocluction is less than L0

pcrccnt of currend\, active oil and gas u'ells in Alberta.'fhus, fi'om atl erl-

crgt'dcYclo¡tnìent PersPectivc. etlergt' itn¡racts on wilcllifc in thc contcrrni-
nous Unitcd States are just getting startecl.

Energl, develo¡lncnt can affect almost all natural fesourcesl including
surface ancl subsurface hvcLological processes, natural clistruburce rcgimes

snch irs fìre, soil erosion proc€sses) lr'ilcllife habitat, and rvilcllifc popula-
tion clvranrics (Naugle et al.2O04; Ììa1'nc et al. 2005a, 2005b). Ijmited
regulatorl' r¡echanisrns rna)¡ be in place for a fell, ì<el'rvildlife specics, in-
clucling greatcr sage-grouse (Centrocerctts ør"ophøs'iøu.us; chap. 4), but miti-
gation is q'picallf implementecl on a site-by-site basis. lìegardlcss of small-

scale regulations often applied to individual u'ell site penlits, itnpacts of

7t
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development are most often felt tlrrough cumulative effects of not just one

\\¡ell site at a time but across large landscape scales on the order of thou-
sarrds of square kilorneters (Kennedl'2000; Schneider et aI.2oÙ3;Aldridge
et il,.2004; loturson et al. 2005; Frair et al. 2008; Walker etaJ.2007a).
Thus, management agencies face the diffìcult task of sustaining lvildlife
populations atlarge landscape scales in the face of small-scale and piecemeal
enr,ironmental impact assesslrent (chap. I l ).

In dris chapter, I re vierv effects of energl' development on large marn-
mals, widr a focus on ungulates in u.estern North America. I ernphasize un-
guiates because of recent interest b)'ah. public and nanagemeltt agencies
on effects of development olr dtese focal species. Ungulates also pror.ide a

useful entr1'point to understanding energv impacts on rvildlife because as

herbivores, they must balance dsk of being killed b1'predators rvith changes

in forage availability (Hebblervhite ancl Merrill 2008), and energy develop-
firent can influence the entire foocl lyeb in lvhich ungulates live (DeCesare

et aJ. 2009). Indeed, often the inclirect effects of food rveb dynamics influ-
ence focal species after de'i'elopment (chap. 3). Objectives of this chaprer are

to sl.nthesize the literature about the effects of energv development on ur-
gulates, identi$' rveaknesses of existing research to pro'i'icle guidelines for
the management of energl'development, and propose a conceprual flame-
u,ork fc¡r understancling effects of clevelopment on ungulates. Given sub-
stantial shortcomings in the existing approaches used to study tlle effects of
energJ/ on large mammals, I conclude with recommendations to improve
tìle science of energl, inpacts on rvildlife.

Effects of Energy Development on Ungulates

I conducted a literature search of energl,-sngulate impact studies using
searclres of electronic databases from I97O to the present, including ISI
Web of Science, Google ScholaS Absealch, Bioabstracts, Biological Ab-
stracts, Environmental Sciences, Dissertation Abstracrs, go\zerntrent re-
sources, Geologl' Absracts, and Forestrl. Abstracts. I searched databases

using conrbirìations of dle ke\ry'orcls elh, ructle deer, pronghorn., woodlønd
cør'ibou, energl datelEtmcnt, petroleu.tn develo¡tnoent, oil dweloltnaent,gøs davl-
opllent, n ildlafe , and unguløte in westeryt. Noth Arruericø. I recorcled informa-
tion or.l each studv regarding sfudv area, methocls, results, recommenda-
tions, and implications. I found ì.20 publications that mer search criteria.
SevenÐ' 'were field studies that investigatecl aspects of energl' clevelopment
on ungulates. Of drose seventy stuclies, almost half rvere peer-rrvie'r,i'ed sci-

I
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cntifìc ¡rublications, 30 pcrcent wcrc urlpublishecì reports, Il perccllt col-ì-

fèrcncc proccedings, ancl a cornbination of book chaptcrs ancì gracluatc the-

scs rnaclc up the ren-ìailìder. Elk lve rc the rnost conlmon uugulatc srudicd in
fbrB'-fir'e stuclies, f'ollou'ecl bv u'oodlancl calibou (tu'enq-nine), mule clecr

(nl'entr';, and pronghon.r (tr.r'cnq-one). A surprising nurnber of literanrre
revien,s (tcn) have becn concluctcd on this scant literature.

-tr-rom a sttrdl' cls5;gtt PersPccti\¡e, rnost stuc'lics (N : 27,47 percent)

uscd a u,eak obscn'ational approach in u,hich impacts of clcvcloptnent wcrc
infbrrccl fì-onr cor:r-elations bcfl.r,cen levels of hurnan activitr.ancl mcasttrcs of
ungçulatc resporìses to tleaturents. Comparativc designs, rvherc responses

u.ere eyaluatecl befôre or after dcvelopment, [rut l'idrout a conúol, \\'ere

uscd in 19 pcrcent (N : ll) of dre stuclies. Onll'tcn studies (lB percent)

usccl the rnost ¡rou'e rfì1 cxperir.nental clesign, a before-aftcr control-impact
cìesign (BACI) (Ktebs 1989; Unc'lenvooc'l 1997). Three sruclies lr.ere specif-

ically clesignecl to be precler.rlopmcnt studics conducted at or before the be-

girning of devcloprnent (-A.mstrup 1978; Ihslc 1982; Sasr.er et al. 2002).

Nonc oldrc stuclies rr.cre replicatccl. Approximately 5ì. pcrccnt of sruclies

uscd radio tclenrctrlr, collaring morc dran 2,000 anirnals. The most cotn-

mon altcmati\¡c mcthods u,ere aerial slul,evs (15 percent) ancl ¡lellct or sisn

¿rncl track sun¡elrs (20 percent). Ar.eragc sanrplc size (N) usecl in encrg\¡-
ri'ilcllife studies s'as 57.5, tlre mccliarr 39.5, considcringtbe sarn¡rle unit as

the individual animal (Gillics et al. 200ó; Otis and \44'rite 1999) (table 5.I).
Size of the r.urgulate population aflbctccl b1, çlç1rçlspment averagecl

3,950 animals. s,idr a median of 1,000 (tablc 5.1). I'rom a sampling per-

spective , then, the a\¡errrgc telenetll-basccl str-tcl1' san¡rlccl ir mean of 1.5 ¡rer-
ccl-ìt or a r-nec-lian of 4 ¡rç¡çs¡.ì¡ of thc ¡'ropul¿rtion. In raclio telenretrl'stttclies,

'lhsr,r i. r. Slrnlnìarv statistics for literature on the effects of cncrgl'
dcvclopmcnt and htmran disturbance on ungulafes (N : ì 2ó studies).

ùlctric M¡øn lll¿¡Liø.n Rn¡tqc

Sarrplc sizc

Nunrbcr ol¡ninrals malkccl

i n tclcnr ctrt' snrclics

¡-unrbcl of lclcnrctn' loc¿r-

tions pcr aniurirl

Populirtion sizc

Strrcì1' area sizæ (l<nrr)

Str-Ld¡' ¡]p¡¿¡t.tn (t'e a.s)

57.5

58.7

22

3,950
3,882

2.7

39.5

34.2

I7
t,000
798
2.1

4-223 53.6

4-223 60

ì-55
35-48.000 22,058
26-20,000 5,924
0.15-Ì I 2.28
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olil\' fi\¡ent\-N¡o \aHF locations \\'cre obtailtcd pcr adnÌal per stud\,.

Pseucloreplication (Hurlbert 1984) occurred in 30 percent of studies, most
cornmonl\¡ \\41ere telemetn'locatior-rs s,ere considered the sarnple unit.

Oclcllv, snrcìies often failed to report the size of the sfilcl1r ¿¡ç¿, a ke1. pa-

rarneter influencing magnitu<Je of impacts, spaual scaling, and densiq' of
disturbar-rces. \Vhere sizr rvas reported (N = 5ó), it ranged fiom 2ó to
190,000 square kiìometels. Studies of boreal ryooc.lland caribou popula-
tions had dre largest stud1, ¿¡ç¿5, averaging 28,000 square kilometers
(range 225-190,000 square kilometers), and \\'ere statisticallv larger than
those fòr other species (ANOVA; P < .01). Exclucling caribou, the largcst
stud\¡ arca in dre lo'rl'er forn-eight states \\'as 15,000 squarc kilometers in
Wvoming (Sast'er ct al. 2005b), n.ith no odrel diftèrences betu'een species

(P > .30). Aldrough the a'r'erage size of stucll¡ areas appcarecl large (3,382
square kilometers), dre rnedian \\¡as orìl)' 798 square kilometers, a 15-

square-kilorneter raclius (table 5.1 ).
Studies u'ere short, paralleling dte duration of actirc energv clevelop-

nlent. A\¡erage and median duration \\rere 2.7 and 2.1 )/ears, respectivel\¡.

Most studies lvere conducted in tu.o tine periocls, the first in the ì980s
alcl the seconcl of u'hich wc are currendv experiencing (hence this book;
fig. s.l).

T\r'o ¡reaks in the number of studies correspond closely (r : .57, P :
.09) ivith peaks in energ\/ exploration and cleveloprnent in the last 30 \,ears
(American Cìas Association 2005; Montana Boarc'l of Oil ancl Gas Conser-
r.ation 200ó). Careful reading revealed drat of just dre studies dcsignecl to

I
1975 1980 1985 1990 1995 2000 2005

Year

Frcunu-s.r. F'requcncvofsrudldatcforsruclics (N = 60) olthceflcctsofencrgvdc-
ve lopnrent on ur-rgulatcs plottccl against pcak oil proc'lucrion in N{ontana (Montanr
BoaLd of Oil and (ìas Consen,ation 200ó).
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investigate cfÏccts of'energ1. ¡lg\¡eloprneilt activities, nearll, 70 per:celt (N =
56) u,cr-c reactionary ancl clcsignecl largelY as cormultancics to monitor ancl

n-ririglte envirorurental concerns about dre clevclopment as a conclition of
the clrilling or exploration pemlit (e.g., Floresji 1979; Irrvin anci Gillian
1984; lohnson ancl \Ä¡ollrab 1987; Morgantini l9B5; r'an l)\,kc zurcl Klein

1996).
Next. I briefly revic$,etlècts of clcvelopmel-ìt orl the rnain ungulate spe-

cie s, clral ing pirrallels betrvccl s¡recics-s¡rccifìc eflècts. I st¿rrt rl'idt l'ootl-
lancl caritrou; althougl-r thel, ¿¡ç unfamiliar to readers in drc lou'er fòS'
e ight states, I bcgin u'idr thcse endalgcred spccies lrecause trrorc long-tern-t

ancl large-scale resealch concerning cffccts of'energt' devcloPmetrt has ilt-
volvccl caribou than othcr ttngulates. Rcscarch ou caribou can be ex¡-rlaincd

in ¡rart bt, drc accelelatecl ratc <¡f clevelopmcnt of the borcal forest in Al-
berta, (ìanada, ancl because u'oocllaud caribou arc scnsitive to allthro-

po¡çenic changcs tct col.mluniÐ, cl)'uaurtcs.

Woo d.lønd. Cøribow Gløng ofe,, tørøttdots tørøn d'or)

I focus on eflects of developmcnt on troreal u.oocllaucl caribou rather tlìar
those on barreu-gronncl cirribou (R. t. ørøu.tii), uzhich har,e bect-l sLtllrrra-

rizecl elseu,hcrc (Cronin et al. 1998, 2000; National Resear:ch Council
2003 ; loluson ct al. 2005 ). Iìesearch on u,oodlanc'l caribor-t has progrcssccl

largelv in drree phascs: stuclies on (l) initial effects of cxploration; (2) al-

tcrec'l ccosYstcrn dYnamics drat influence caribou 1'ropulation processes

(e.g., stuvival, growth); and (3) regional, cumulative ef-fcct assesstneuts

that adcìrcss 1-roptrlation viabili¡' at regional scales. In subscquent sectiotts

on clk anci other specics, I drau. parallels bcrtveerr caribou research ¿urcl

ungulete-encrgy impacts in thc lorver- fòrt1'eight statcs, u4rere I arguc re-

search is bcing conclrtcted lrrgelv at the first ot' secoucì stel-r.

A consiliclrce of finclings across studies of the boreal fblcst coufìrlns

that thc dccline in caribou populations is anributable to large-scale changcs

to ¡rrccìator-prev cì\,nat-uics as a lesult of lòrcstrn and energ)¡ clcvcloPtncttt
(Ccxrmitrcc on dre Status of È,nclangerecl Wilcllife in Canacla 2002; Alberta

\A/oocllancl Caribou lkcoverJ''Icarn 2005). Historicalll'. caribotl cocxistccl

at large spatial scirlcs u'ith moose ancl u.olt'es. Calibou adoptecl a sPatial

scparation strategv u4rcrcbt, the V seleclccl large contiguous tracts of habitat

such as peat bogs and old-grou'th conifer that s'erc trnsuitable fbr u'oh'es

ald r.r-roose, the u'olvcs' plimarl. 1-rt'c\, (]ar.ues et al. 2004). Increasccl fòr-

cstq, producecl car11' ser"al star:rds, u,hich proviclecl an abunclancc of fôrage.

n4rich in tunr increasec'l moosc populations. Higher lrolf populations socttl
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follol'ecl (Fuller et al. 2003). rvhich upon exceeding a clensirv of about
scr/en \\¡ohes per 1,000 square kilomcters cxeftecl enouglì seconclan,precla-
tion on caribou to recluce their sunri.ral rate and clrir.e population cleclines
(StuaLt-Smidr etal.1997; )ames ancl Sruart-Smith 2000; Mcloughlin et al.

2003; AJberta \4'ooclland Caribou Recoveq'lsanl 2005).
EnergY development exacerbates irnpacts fi'orn forestrv bv aclcling to

the landscape high densities of seismic explorarion lines. Stuclies rhar exam-
ined dre impacts of u,ell sìte clereloprnent or seisnric exploration confirmed
the negatira irnpacts of exploration on ca¡ibou. This fi¡rmecl the basis for
earlt'regulations desiguccl to minimize dre tirning of'development oveL'lap

s'ith ke1, calying seasons and latc n'inter seasons. In eflèct, this polio'is a

formulation of the hvpothesis drat the main impats of developn-rcnt are [¡e-

havioral onllr ¡1¿ drat thror-rgh at'oidance of key behayioral pcriods, deyel-
oplnerlt impacts can be reducecl. This ¡-rolio, u'as testcd in a series of e-rperi-
rnental and modeling studies. Bradshal' et al. (1997.1998) shou'ecl drat
the negatir.e impacts of disturbance causecl br, seismic exploration explo-
sions increased caribou moyement ratcs ancl habitat shifts and rccluced
feecling times. Behavioral changes resultecl in potential loss of bodv ruass

and recluced reprocluction, linking avoiclancc to populatior-r cleclines. Also,
n'olves travel at higher speeds on se isnic lines (James et aI. 2004), u hicl-r in-
crcases kill rates on large ungulate prev specics (\4rebb et al. 2008; N{cKen-
zie et al. 2009) and increases overlap of s'olr.es ancl calibou (Ncufèld
2006). As a result, caribou shorv strong avoidance of human development
trear-r<¡ads ancl scismic lines. as u'ell as \\'ell sites (D),er et al. 2001. 2002).
l)r'cr ct al. (2001) docunented maximum caribou a'r'oidance of arcas 250
meters from roac'ls and seisrnic lines and 1,000 rncters fi:onl s'ells. s'hich,
udren extra¡rolatecì to dre entirc studv area, affected 2248 percent of avail-
able caribou habitats \\'ith potcntial roacl avoidance effects. l)t'er er al.'s

(2001) results presented the first clues that huntan c'levelopment inpacts
\\'ere opcrating curnulatirelv ancì at large spatial scales. Yet the magnitude
of obsen'ecl in.rpacts in thcsc simulation stuclies u'as less rhan the ¡ate of de-
clines of somc caribou hercls. suggcsting tlre next rouncl of stuclies that in-
vestigatecl dvnantics at the level of thc indiviclual car-ibou hcrcl.

Duling thc next phase, sciemists began sruct'ing popr,rlation dl'namics
of affèctecl calibou hcrds across Alberta, contìrr.ning that the rnajoriq.s,ere
declining (À4clouglrJin et al. 2005; Alberta H/oodlancl Calibou Rccor,er1,'

1èam 2005) fc¡r drc reasons clescribecl eallicr. L,npirical (Mcl-oughlin et al.

2005) ancl mocleling research at this stage confìrn-red the grim preclicrions
of the cumulative effects of landscape change on caribou (\l'eclau' ard
Flucison 2004; Lessarcl et al. 2005; Sorer-rsen et al. 2008). We no'n'knou'
that cìr-amatic changes in cncrgv developntent polio' ancl aggressi\/c rrrea-
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sures such as landscape restoration, core protected areas, and clereloprncnt

restrictions rrray be necessaq/ to recovcr this federallY drreatenecl spccics

(Albcrta Wooclland Caribou Recovely Team 2005). Untbrtunate\,, small-

scale n-ritigation efïorts to restore seismic lincs r,rsing cxperir-nental line
blocl<ing experirnents fàiled to achierrc an]¡ lì1eâsurable recluction in tr:ar,el

by nolves. Ncufeld (2006) concludecl that scismic line restoration at thc
scalc nccessarJ, to rcducc ¡'rreclatiotr risk otr caribou vvas unfcasible ancl drat
large-scale rnitigation is a kel, to consen'ation.

Cr,unulative eflbct assessrnent at large scales confìrmecl the grim picturc
facing caribou corìscr-\¡ation in the facc of energl' development in Albcrta.
Schneicler et al. (2003) der.elopcd curnulative eflèct asscssrnent scenarios

for caribou herds in Alberta ancl shorred that even r,tnder optir.nistic sccnar-

ios in developrllent rates, arailable caribou habitat u.oulcì declinc frorn 42
percent of dre study area (59,000 sqllare kilornctcrs) at pl'escnt to about ó
percent rvithin 100 1,e¡¡5. En-rpirical curlulative effèct rnodels also confirll
thc dire straits caribou face. Sorensen et al. (200B) compared the caribou
population gror.vth rate \\'ith the total arnourìt of indusrrial cìer,elol'rl.treut

rvitl-rin caribor-t ranges ald the total amount of caribou ranges burnccl bt'
fire. This sirnple managen-ìent model succcssftillr, ¡rreclicted the expected

caribou proptrlation gron'th rate as â functic¡n of pcrcentirgc industrial der.el-

opment ancl percentage area buLned (Sorenseu ct al. 2008; fig. 5.2).
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F'rclun¡ -s.2. Mctr-analysis moclcl fol' u,oocllancl caribou population grou,th ."a.1 ., .
frLl'rcti<.xr of thc pcrcentagc of thc Lroleal caribou Langc thirt u'as burnecl aud thc pcr-

ccnrâgc ofthc caribou lallgc corvertcd to nonhabitat through industrial dcvelop-

rncr-rt.'l'hc rcgrcssion moclcl q'as clevclol-rcc-l using six woodltrnd calibou ¡ropulation
l'âllgcs acl'oss a 20,000-squirrc-lcilomctel area in ¡rofthcrn Abclra, ar-rcl is dcscribcd

bl,i, : l.I9l - (0.314. IND) (0.29I + IURN) (R2 = .9(t,-¿V : 6,P : .008)

(mociifìcd fìon Sorcnscn ct trl. 2008).
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Therefore, from a simple marlagemerìt perspecti\/e, the kerr variables aÊ

ter decades of research boiled clos.'n to the amoul.ìt of habitat lost, u,hich
disproves the implicit policy hvpothesis drat energt¡ development calt be

mitigateci vvidr timing or seasonal restrictions and also refutes dre h1'pothe-
sis drat incremeltal continued energ,y developlnent is consistent u'ith cari-
bou persistence.

Toclali caribou are listecl as a threatenecl species bodr federall)' and
provincialll', u'ith more than ó0 percent of identrfied herds in Canada de-

clining because of some ft¡rm of industr-ial human development (Alberta
Woodland Caribou Reco'i'en'Team 2005). Drastic reco\.ery actions are be-

ing proposed, and tJle federal go\¡erffnellt is der.eloping critical habitat cles-

ignations that rvill undoubteclly restilt in recommendarions for restricting
the amount of industrial c.levelopment allorved ivrthin declining caribou
ranges. In surnma¡', lve have learned the folloi,r'ing conscn'ation lessons

from the caribou-energ1. development stof"\/ i¡ Alberta: Short-term disrur-
bances from energy exploration phases \\¡ere not necessadll' the most signiÊ
icant population-level impacts; b)' th" time population-le'i.el impacts u,ere

detected, it rvas almost too late to reco\¡er many populations, or the level of
restoratioll activities neecled u'as unfeasible; it was the anount of habitat
destrol'ed by humans, not habitat fragmentadon effects per se) that caused

clechnes; the sample size n.as effectil'ely the population of caribou for statis-

tical, biological, and plauring reasolÌs; and cumulatir.e impacts u.ele not al-

s'ays evident fiom incliviclual sftrdies, and scaling up to regional scales u,as

needed.

Ellz (Cervws eløphus)

Studies of dre effects of energrr developrnent on clk have largel)' investi-
gatecl impacts cluring exploration, lvith ferv studies tocusirg on popularion-
ler.el impacts ancl alrnost none exa¡rining cumulative effbcts. For example,

ran Dyke and Kleir-r (1996) studied the effect of active clrilling on elk near

Line Creek Plateau in Montana b), comparing seasor.ral and annual home
range charactetistics and use of cover for ten \IHF-collared elk fi'om 1988
to 1991. thel' compaled horne range size, home range centroicl, and

coarse-grain habitat use by elk before, during, and after der.elopment, u'idt
each phase lasùrg L vear'. Elk in the studv site and the control site had sig-

nificantÌr' different distributions, suggesting a normal seasonal change

rather than effects of drilling. Elk rvere rareh, found outside the forest dur-
ing the da1' 114'ri1" ¿gti1,ity u,¿5 taking place at the u'ell sites. Elk respondecì to

I

i"
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clisturbanccs bt'shifting theil use of the t'angc, cerlters of activiq,, ancl use of
habitat, ancl the audrors concluclecl d-rat elk clo not abandon their horne

ran€tes cluring rvcll site development, aucì thcy cluickll'retuln to prcdcvel-

oplnent conditior-ls aftel clevelopment. Unfbftunatel¡,, limitations of tl'ris

stuclv arc rnanl', incluclrng srnall samplc sizes; onll' 4741<>cati<>tts, ten clk,

anc.l tn'o sr:asons (l'inter ancl summer) ovcr approximatel\' 4 1'ears of drc

stucly r¡ielcls a¡rproxirnatcl)' slr locatiolls, pcr clk pcr scason-\¡ear rvhich is

rvocfìlllv lot' for leliable home range and centroid estil-nation (Pou'ell

2000). A second problem lr,as sca.[e: This study evaluated the cfncct of a sin-

gle oil vvell in an a¡rproxir-natell' 500-sclr.rare-kìloneter area) a clcnsi .t1' of
0.003 rvclls per scluare kilor.uctcr, a trir.iall). lolv c.lensiq' for such a large

area. The utiliq' of dris stucl1' to current clevclopn.rent, u,lìerc dozens of
rvells ar-c being drilled simultaneonsh, in al existing matrix of dcvclo¡recl oil
fìelcls, is qlrestionablc.

Other sruclics uscd raclio teler.netn'to exarninc drc effècts clf seisrrric cr-

ploration on elk (Johnson ancl Loclarur 1979;Htart urcì Baker Ì981; Ir-
u'in and Gillian 1984; Gillin 1989; Ha)'clen-Wing Associates 1990; Olson
l98l; r,an 1)1'l¡ç rtt.t Klei¡ 1996).8)'ottd large, thesc rt,ere obsergirtional

studies q'ith poor experimental clcsign, s'ith fes' or uo prcclevelo¡rt.trent

cìata, of short duration, or u,ith ridiculouslv small sirmple sizes (e .g., N : ó;

Olson f98L). As an exceptional example of n,cal< ex¡rer-irnental clcsign,

Hiatt ancl Baker (1981) cvaluated eflects of drilling a single s'ell on clk in
VVyorni¡g b1, c.rt-t-rtr".trtg trecl< co¡nts in a 9-da1' pcriocl befbrc dcr.clclpment

rvith track colrnts after clevclopnìcnt. f)espite u'eak infòrcncc, results of
tl-rese stuclies generallt' support tl-re conclusion that clk mo\1c a\\¡al/ fìrrm ac-

tive cxploration arcas, altering thcir habitat selccticur, m()\¡erlrent rltcs, urd
use of arcas ir their se asonal home rangcs but do not shiti or changc home

rangcs anci mereh'redistribute u,ithin their honre ranges.

In a unique snrd1., cfl'ects of pipeline colrstructiolì on nrotcrnents clf
elk. moose, ancl cleelrverc evaluatecl in u'est-ccntral Albcrta (Morgzurrìni

1985). Using snou' track suncys. crossing atten-ìpts drrottgh the pipelinc
cìuring construction werc docurlentec.l fbr so.ent).six ungulate groups.
'fhc pipelinc rvas a barricr fbr 53.9 perccrlt of ungulate groups that tricd to
cross then.r. Scvclal practical recomrnenclations are proviclecl t<¡ maintain
pcrioclic o¡renings ir-r pipclines unc'ler construction ¿rncl evctt unclerpesses or
ovcrpasses along ¡ri¡reline to mitigate crossing barricrs.

fherc u'cre fèr. examples of s,cll-designeci conparati\¡c or cx¡rcrimctr-

tal stuclies on elk habitat serlcction ancl inclirect k>ss of habitat tì-om energ-\¡

derreloprrrent. In a recent stuc11,, g¿11ryçt et al. (2007 ) cxar.ninecl the response

of elk in open habitats to ciisranccs to roacls in a srrstcr-u t'itìr lou'clensities ol
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oil and gas derclopmellt at present but u.ith moderate to high development
potential. Sa$1,s¡ et al. developed seasonal resource selection functions
(Bo1'ce and McDonald 1999) using telemetrl, locations from thirtl.three
Global Positioning System (GPS)-collaled female elk and ralidated them
against fifiJ.frve VHF-collared elk. Elk selected for summer habitats rvidr
higher elevations in aleas of high \¡egetati\/e cliversiq,, close to shrub cover,

s'ith northerh' aspects and moderate slopes, a\\'â¡r f¡6¡¡ roads. Winter habi-
tat selection patterns u'ere similar, except elk shifted to areas closer to roads

than in sunrrner, indicating a strong response of road avoidance during
sumlrer. Results suggest drat elk car.ì rneet their 1'ear-rouncl needs lgith lorv
traffrc. SimìIarl1', elk avoided roads ancl acti\¡e gas ancl oil r.r.ell sites the nost
during surlìrner in the lack Marrorv Hills, W1'oming (Porvell 2OO3),

stronglv selecting for habitats urore than 2,000 meters from these features.

Avoidance of roads ancl rvell sites cleclined ùr fall, lvinter, and spring, u.hen
elk avoidecl only areas less than 500 meters from human development. Dur-
ing cah'ing (Mai' I5-June 30), elk avoided areas less than 1,000 merers

from roads and li'ells. These s¡rclies make the important obsen,ation that
elk continued to ar.oid el.ìergy development long after exploration was
completed, and findings open the cloor to examine potential population-
level impacts if arcas continue to be developecl. Unfortunatel)¡, no studies of
elk examined population-level impacts.

Prong hont (Antilo c øprø ønaericønø)

Stuclies of energl'clevelopn'rent ancl pronghom have focused less on the ef:
fects ofexploration ancl more on disruption ofmigration routes, changes in
habitat selection, and population-level inpacts. Foci represent markecl im-
pro\¡ements o\/er lnost stuclies on elk. Given that most proqghorn studies
are quite recent, dre1, 5sarn to capture the same phenomenou as caribou
srudies in that bJ, the time impacts are detected, populations na)r haye al-

readv started to decline.
The series of snrdies b¡'Berger and colleagues (Berger 2004; Berger et

aL. 2006a, 2OO6b, 2007) exanined dre response of proqghorn to ener-g1r

development in the Upper Green River as a S-year project (strll ongoing),
overlapping the studv area of Sawl'er etal. (2002). This alea is underlain bl'
the Jonah and Pinedale Anticlure natural gas fòrntations, s'hich are esri-
matcd to contain rnore r-han 283 billion cubic meters of natural gas and coal
bed medrane cìeposits ancl is undergoing rapid expansion. Energl' develop-
ment startecl here in 2001, so studies bv Berge¡ Salryer, and colleagues as-
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sess onl)' carlf i¡1p¿.as of cleycloPmelìt. (ìoals \\/cre to i¡r'estigate t¡e ef:
fects of natural gas clevclopment on pronghonì beha\.iorr rnigration, habi-

tat selcctioll. and, ultirratcly, ¡ropulatioll corlsccllrences. Stud)¡ design r.as
strollg, tvitl'r CìPS collaring of about frf\, pronghorÍì pcr \/car ard 100 \fHF-
collars per \¡car in a control arld cnergl¡ dei'cloprlcnt arca.

lìcrgcr et al. (200óa, 200ób) r-eportecl that dre or.erricling natural fàctor
influencing clisrributic¡n clf ¡-rr:onglrom on the s,intcr ranllc \\/as sr.ìo\\' clepth.

Despite avoiciancc b1'sonc inclividuals, at the po¡rulation level, authors did
not fìnd tJrat pronghorn avoidccl infì-astrucrurc at cLrrrellt levels of clevelop-

mcnt. þ'rom a population pcrspccti\/e, thcy ¿15¡, fòund no cliffcrcnce in
plonghom survival in unclevelo¡-red and developecl areas. Findings slrggcst

drat clevelopment clocs llot influerlce pronghorn. but the alìtlìors cirlrtioll
drat results are preliminan¡, \r'inters have been nrilcl during thc studr, (im-
pacts ma\¡ be greater during har:sh s'inters v'ith decper sno\\¡), thc area of'
n-ìost intense clevelopment is llot primc pronglrom habitat. ancì rcsponses

Dralr þs expectecl to increase or,er longer periocls of tirnc for long-lived rut-

gulates than the 2-,\,etr tirnc u'indour reported on to clate. Regarclless of the

equivocal r:csults r>f cnelgl' clcvclopmcnt on pronghorn u'inter ranges, the

stnclics b),Berger ct al. (200óa. 200ób.2007) shorvecl drau'ratic el1ècts of
cìevelopmcnt on nrigration at tlìe regional scale, s,hich \\'e return to latcr in
cliscussion.

In a particularlf illustrativc example. Easterh, r:t at. (1991) conductecl

a srucly to examine thc eflècts of enelg¡'clevelopment on bodr pronghoru
ancl mule clecr in thc Rattlesnake Hills of\4\re¡1i¡19. I'heir stttd-r' u.as iu re-

sponse tcl re¡reated violation b)' tlt" Bure rtt of Lancl À4ana.gcment of thc
1985 cnr,irorìurcntal impact statcrncnt on drc Plattc lliver Resource Alea
of dreir ou,n ¡rolicies rcgarcling timing rcstrictions of clevelopment oll cm-
ciil rvintcr range. l)es;ritc a fbdcral policl' s¡ no surface c1e velopn.rent be-

trr.een Novenber 15 ar-rcì April 30, ttre Bureau of Lancl Managcmcnt is-

sued eighteen ¡reu.nits for clrilling operations in crucial \\¡il.rtcr- rangc

betu,cen 1987 ancl 1991. Easterl), et.l. testecl s.hether r.iolation of this
policl,rvas l.ìcgati\¡el_\' aflbcting ungulates. but thev collcctccl no predevel-
opn-ìcnt clata ancl hacl no controls or corn¡larisr>r.r sites. ThcY nsccl a combi-
natior'ì of raclir-¡ telcmetn- ancl acrial and grouncl sLulre)'s to mcasure homc
riulge responses, dcnsitics, rÌìovements, and sun.irral as a hrncticxr o1'hn-
rnal clcvelo¡'lmellt. Pronglrorn densities \\/ere snbstantiirlh' lou'er closer tcr

cnergv dcvclopmcr.rt, anci radio-markccl pronghom ar<ridecl u'cll sites clur'-

ing clistu'trance. 
.I'he 

prin-re limitatior-r of this rvell-clcsignecl studl' \ì'as thc
lack of preclevelopment data on mule cìeer ancl pronghorn clistribution irr
the region.
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Male Døer (Odocoileus herutonus)

More studies havc focuscc'l on rcasons fbrl population cìeclines of mule c1eer,

in part because of broacl scale cleclines in mule cleer productivin' across

\\¡estern Nor-thAmerica (IJrxrvor-th et al. 1999; Gill 200f ). Factors result-
ng in cleclines of mule clcer ¡ropulations in Colorado inch.rded competition
r'r,ith increasing clk populations, clcnsiq'dependence in vital rates causec-l bl'
historic l-righ population clcnsitics, long-temr clcclines in habitat qualin.for
mule cìecr because of changes in fire histon'regirrres, orcrhan'est, increas-

ing preclator populations, and clisease including chronic lvasting cliseasc

(Gill 2001). Energv cleveloprnent can rlow be aclded to d-re list tluoughout
much of mule decr rar-rge. I-ong-tcnl (ó- to 8-rcar) ancl large-scalc srudies
(e.g., rvilcllife rnanagement ulìits; about 1,000 squarc kilometers) arc

needecl to rigorouslr/ assess causes fbr nule dcer cleclines (Gill 200I). Their
recolnnrendations arc relevant for considering the effects of energv clevel-

opment on large Lurgulates.

Ea¡lv studies on mule cleer paralleled those of elk ur their evaluation of
earlv phases of der.elopmellt. -tor exarlple, Ihsle (1982) ancl Irb1, ç¡ ¿1.

(f 988) u'orkecl in the same studl'area, conducting an obsenational (rvith-
out a control) srudv o\¡er a l0-1's¿. period during oil tìeld development on
the east slope of the Roclq. À4ountains in Montana. Earh'or.r, de'i'elopment
s'as rnininal, u.idr less than 0.003 u'ells per square lcilometer. Phase I find-
ings shos'ecl ahlost no impacts of cler,elopnrent on nule deer horne range.

rrìo\/emellt, habitat selection, migration, ancl fàrvn-to-cloe ratìos (Ihlsc
1982). -ftrev fìound no effects of de'r,elopment because oil n'ells \lrere rc-
stricted to a small part of dre stucll,. developnìent densitt' 1¡'¡5 1,ç11' l6tr,, artd

the spatral scale of drc stuch, arca rr,as large . Similarlr', Eastcrlv et al. (199t)
fòund equivocal efTècts of c.levelopmcnt olÌ mule cleer. l)ensities of mule
deem'ere similar close to and far from cìrilling activities, but mule deer

u,erc located fàrther fi-om clevelopment cluring clrilling, but not afier, u'hen
drel'n'cr-c the same distance as before cler,elopment. This inclicates sc¡me ha-

biruation rcsponse of mule cleer to clevelopment.
More recend\', Sauver et al. (2005a. 2005b, 2006,2007) conductccl a

series of relatecl stuciies on effects of energt' cle velopment on rlule clcer in
dre Pinedale-]onah Articline in soutl'rl'est \4\'6¡1¡tlt. Initial studies tb-
cusecl on migration of raclio-collarecl mule deer (N : 158) ancl pronghorr.r
(N : 32) ancl notecl the potential for energt'clevelopment impacts on mi-
gration corriclors. From a habitat perspecti\/e , Sasl'er et ¿ì1. (2006) reported
expanding development ovcr a 5-ve ar pcriocl widr an increase of 95 kilome-
ters of roads,324hectares ofu'ell ¡racis. and a total of about 400 hectares of
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lalcls c'lirectlf, lost to dct,elopmertt fòot¡rrints in the stucl¡, areal ell increase

in dcnsiq' of 0.\2 kilorneters per: square kilometer and about 0.3 w'ells per

scprare kilorncter. Mule clccr lvoicled areas close to devclopnleltt, respoltses

to cleralopment occurrecl rapiclll' (u'ithin L l'ear of clevelofrmcnt), and

avoidance of'clcvclopnrcnt increased over thc coursc r¡f the 3-Itear snrdl'.

Sanver et al. (200ó) rc¡rortcd lorver preclictcd probabilitics of usc u'ithin
2.7 to 3.7 kilorreters of l'ell sitcs, confìrming that inclir-cct habitat losses far

cxcceclccl clirect losscs. Orcr the stud)', areiìs classifìecl as high-qualiÐ' habi-

tat bcfbre rler,cloltmcnt c[altgecl to lolr' qualiq', and vicc versa, shorving

that n-rule clecr shifted thcil habitat Lrsc a\r¡ay f}om high-qualin' habitats to
rnarginal habitats in response to cler.eloptnellt. Prcsllmabll,, such rcsponscs

rvill harc population irnplicaticlns, [-rut Sau\er ct al. (2006) clid not exam-

ine thcm. The authors lecomrnencl dcmographic stuclies and activities that
recluce the fòotprint associatecl lvidr cler.elopment, incllrcling clircctional
drilling fì-orn single w'ell pads to multiple gas sources to rcclucc surfàce im-
pact, limitec1 public access, roacì nctn'orks clcveloped r,r,ith thc goal of mini-
mizing ncn' road construction, and guidelines to mitrit.nize hurlan distur-
lrancc during lr,intcr and on designatecl high-qualin'rarlges.

In a rclatcd str¡dr'. Sal'\'er et al. (2005b. 2006) fcrcusecl on ¡rrcclevelop-
ment phase mule cleer ecologr, fi:onr l9BB to l99l before clevclopment

startecl lì-om 200l to prcsent in the Sublette mule cìeer hcrcl near Pincdale,

Wvon-ring. \A¡ith drc ¡rrcliminaw data collectecl in Phmc I aucl flr'o tleat-
rnent aleas in Phase II (u'ith anci rvidrout cler.cloprneut), this stucllz rs¡')¡ç-

sents a n'ell-clesignecl befclre-after contl:ol-irnpact stucl1r. Bcf-orc clcvelop-

lnerltl dÌc Sublette mule cleer population s'as a healtlÌ)' attcl prodrtctive
population, rvith ac'lult fèmalc sulr.ival rates (0.85, N : 14) ancl a tàr'r.n-to-

cloe ratio (nore than 75:100) inclicarir,e of a grou'ing population (IJns-

\\/orth et al. ),999).It2002, rnule deer clensitics u'cre similar lreflr,cen the

control ancl e ner¡ry cler.elopmerrt treatlllclìts! bttt the1, havc becn divelging
since 2002. In the cle ralopecl area, urule de e r densities declincc'l b)'about 47
percent over a 4-\,ear periocl ending ir-: 2005, u'hereas in thc contr<>l arca,

thcrc q.as no ncgati\¡c trcnci lncl mule clcer clensitics \\/crc constíurt ancl sim-

ilar to preclevclopnrent clcnsitt' on the tre:ì.ûììent area. -Ihis suggcsts a cle-

mographic impact of cnergl' clei'elo¡rureut, \et sun'ir,al diffbrences in adult
fèmalc and ovenrrinter tàu'r.l sun'ival wcl'c uot statistically cliflêrent benl'ceu

thc nvo arcas. Satryel et al. (2005b) speculatc drat thev found no c'lcmo-

graphic cliflì:rcnce betu.een treatments bcceuse stnall-scale clenographic
c.lifferences could explain the diflôrcnces in ¡ro¡rulation treucl, but thev are

prcliminan' and influencecl molc bv srnall san.r¡rle size ar-rcl rvill be r,crifred

latcr b\, nrore detailec'l analt,sis' or cliffcrcrrces \\¡ere cù'im b)' cmigratron or
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dispersal from the cleveloped areas. Migration routes \\¡ere also identifiecl,
as discussed later; in Phase L Results echo conclusions from caribou arlcl

pronghorn studies that the effects of energl' developnent often take a long
time to manifest on ungulate populauons, ifpresent, and detecting these ef:
fects is the biggest challenge .

Discussion

Readers rvho had hoped tl-rat a cìear picture ,n.ould ernerge about horv to
rnitigate effects of energl' cletelopment on ungulates are probabll' disap-
pointed, and this is perhaps the most important message fron this clìapter.
Previous reviervs provide strategies for mitigaturg stlall-scale effects of dis-
turburce on ungulate behavioq )¡et most conclude b)' admonishing man-
agers to conduct more long-term, population-based srudies. Unfortu-
uately, my conclusions frorn revier.ving the literarure are that, at least for
ungulates, feu, hara heeded this advice. During the current energv der.elop-
ment rush, sadl1,, there are still fes' clear eviclence-based management rec-
ornmendations rhat lvill definitivelv mitigare impacts of energv dei.elop-
mellt on ungulate populations (emphasis on populations).

A seconcl major conclusion is that energy der-eloprnent sflrclies proceed
in the following mallner (sensu Lustig 2OO2): (l) Au'ell drilling permit is

applied fbr on an ungulate u'inter range; (2) dre pennit is granted u.idr stip-
ulations that artern¡rt to reduce impacts bv applving timing resrrictions ar
cri¡cal life stages (e.g., calving); (3) either bccause stipulations are knou.
ing\'violated or as an aclditional stipulation, a stucll'15 commissioned to in-
\¡estigate effects of development on ungulates; and (4) dre "monitoring"
studf is often designed hastil1,, rvith inadequate resources, sample size, rem-
poral or spatial scope, and experimental clesign such as predeveloprnent
clata, and no commiûnenr to monitoring beyond the intended life of the
developrnent phase. Thus, I conclude that u.ildlife biologists, as a profes-
sion, ar-e failing to live up to professional standards and guidelines of the
Wildlife Society b1' agreeing to participate i-n poorly designed srudies that
are aimecl merell. at appeasing thc small-scale regulaton'process. The lalge
number of animals captured and handled (more dtan 2,000), dreir capmre-
related rnortali6/, the financial in'estments made by energl'com¡lanies, ancl

investments in personnel time do not r¡'eigh favorably against tle meager
knou4eclge base available on thc effects of developmenr on ulgulare popu-
lations. Figure 5,I reinforces the impression drat most studies of u'ildlife-
energv relationships have been reactive, cirir.en by trends in energy produc-
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tion, ancl arc lìot paft of an)/ proactive adapti\c managcnlcllt lrrograrìl
(chap. l2). I hope this revicu' convinces sonlc of dre necd 1ì¡r better-

d esi gnecl stu cli cs of ' encrp¡,'-lf ilclli fè i nt p acts.

I clrau'these concìnsions fòr the following main reasons. First, to date,

thcr'e has not beell one rigorousl), conciucteci study (c.g.. a replicatccl exper-

irnent) of thc effects of cncrgv clevelopment on ungulatcs u.itll a suffìcient
clnration of both stucll,aLrcl cllcrg)¡ irn¡ract to be able to clras'fìrm conclu-

sions about the population impacts of clevelopmcnr oll lLngtilatcs.'l'he aver-

agc cluration of studics \\¡as \¡cq¡ shorr (2.5 I'ears) rvhcn com¡rarecl u'ith the

lifèspan of ungulates that nlar¡ lire for more tlìarì 20 rears. Feu, stuclics actu-

alll' 1¡ç"r.,r'.cl aclult fèmale sun'ival, ancl not or.ìc stlrch/ re1'rortccl effects of
crìcr€n¡ dcvelopment on population grol'th rate ftrr pronghoru. urulc deer,

or elk (caribolr are drc exccl-rtion). Stuclics that clid n.ìcasurc aclult fèrnale

survival failecl to shou'irnv irnpact of encrgr, clevelo¡rment bt, and largc ancl

r,r,erc concluctecl onllr for a short dmc period, consistent u'id-r effècts of lou'
statistical po\\/er clue to small samplc sizcs ((ìerrodette I9B7) ancl fòr spc-

cics u.ith high and constant ac.lult sun'ir.al rates (Girillard ct al. 2000). For
long-livccl specics such as ungtrlates, impacts of char-tgcs in the cnr.irorrnetlt
rnav take clecadcs to rnanifest becausc of compeusaton' re¡rrodttction ancl

resilience in the aclult age cohort ancl because ungulirtes possess high and

constant aclult sun,ir.al (Albon ct al. 2000; Fcsta-Bianchet et al. 2003; Gor-
clon et al. 2004; Cloulson ct al. 2005). Following from Gaillar-cl ct al.

(2000) arrd Eberharclt (2002), enere;\¡ itnpacts u'ould be cxpectecl to tnani-
fèstcd first on the least sensitive but most lariablc ¡'ropulation vital rates

such as calf survirral a¡c'l recruiflient, not thc most importar.rt but least vari-

able acìr,rlt sun'ival ratcs such as aclult fèmale sun,ir.al. In fãct, ungulatc lifè
histcxl in gcncral m¿kes it cxtreinell' çliffi.t'1t to c'leten.ìlinc tl-re cffbcts of de-

velopment on populations in a 2- to 3-\,e ar snrclrr lìecct.lt rccotrmcnclations
of lcvicu,s of ungulatc demogra¡rh1/ stlrclies suggcst that a minir.num of fifn,
marked adnlt fèmale ungulatcs m<¡uitorcc.l o\¡er at least a S-r'cal period
(Gordcrn et e1. 2004) ale necclecl to gain a mechanistic unclerstancling of
changes in aclult srLn'ival ratcs linkecl to environrnental changcs st-rclr as en-

ergl'de'r'elopmerlt. Although ¡ropulatron-level sura'eys arc ca¡ral'rlc of icicnti-

f ing important changes (Sau,r,cr ct al. 2005a. 2005b), u.ithout dctrilcci clc-

mogra¡rhic clata, nlechanisms dr:iving changcs tvill be causc for s¡'rcculation.

Thus, long-tcrm changes in the t'av in tùich ageucics and inclustrlt engage

iu rescarch orì cl.lcrgl/ irnpacts on r'r.ilcllifè neecì to occlrr to rrchiet'c an evi-

d cncc - baseci fiar.novork fo r nr itigating clcvcl o¡rn-rcnt.

Thc sccond major reason u.h\. I concluc'le that inrpacts are poollt, ttn-

dcrstood is that rnost str-rclies tbcus onll'on earll' phases of c1e'r'elopment.
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l,llècts of clevelol'rn-rent maY take 1'ears to rnanifòst on long-lived ungu-
lates, r'et most snrclies li.ere conducted either betbre or during the tìrst
l-5 r'ears of clevelop'rment. Shoft-term stuclies do not give populations
enough vears to equiLibrate to developrnent alcl loss of habitat. Time lags

should bc expectecl as nomral ancl are likelY to be at least one genetation
tine fìrr long-livcd ungulate species (Gaillarcl et al. 2000). A major addi-
tional problem u'ith stuclr'ing impacts of der.eloprrent onlv earll' çl¡r'it't*
rlcr.elopnent is drat clensiq' of cler.clopmellt is contt)undecl l'ith ciuratiou
of cler.elo¡rment, again confusing clcar causc-<f}èct relationships because of
the ¡'reriod of equilibration ncedec'l fòr long-livecl ungulates. Lr an extleme
erarnplc, r,an l)vke and Klein (1996) inrcstigated im¡racts of drc first oil
t'ell constr-uctccl in a nearly urdevelopecl area on elk behavior in hopes of
estimating po¡rulation-level impacts. At such lou- develo¡-rment densities,
popuJationJevel responses for a large ungulate are not cxpected to oc-

cur- because ungulates can habituate to responses at lo\\¡ cle'r'elopment

thresholcls.
This reviel' does provide sorne conclusions about behar,ior-leyel im-

pacts of energt, developmellt oll urgulate species that lvill bc useftil to plan-
llers at the level olthe inciividual u'ell pad or roacl. Manv of these behavior-
level im¡racts u'ere alreadt'surnmarized in prerìous reviels (Bromlev 1985;
Girard alcl Stotts 198ó; Hardcn-Wing,\ssociates I99Ì; National Research

Council 2003).llon'ever. thc real questjolì is u,hcdrel such snall-scale mit-
igations, rcfcrrecl to as "cleath bv a thousa-ud cuts" (Lustig 2002). ale uscfùl
to scale up to population-ler.el rcspolÌses.

At the small scale , rnost ungulates dis¡rlaracl behar.ioral res¡ronses that
rt'c¿rldv to strc>nglv avoiclecl erlerelr developrnent activities during the c'level-

opulclìt phase (exploratoLt' seismic blasting, roacl construction. mining
construction. f'orest operations, ancl u'ell drilling). Pronghom, elk, and

mule deer. in drat order; gencrallv shou'cd the strongest avoidance of clevel-

opnent cluring the construction phase. Seasonal inlpacts s,cre variable and

occurrerl 1'ear-rouncl in rvinter ranges, calving rangcsì nligraton' corriclors,
and sunmcr rangcs. Èarl1' 5¡u¿i.r focusecl on the etfects of development on
's'inter ranges) and rcstrictions on crucial s'inter ralìges are still enfbrcecl as

srnall-scale mitigation me asures to reciuce impacts. Flo\\.e\rer, recent studies
slxlr. increasi-ng effècts of developmellt on spring cah'ing ranges, cluring
surrìner, and especialh, in migration cortìc.lors. This n-rav ref-lcct a gros'it-tg
understanding of dre irnpor-tance of sunrner nutrition to ul65ulate clernog-

raphr' (Cook ct al. 2004; Parker et al. 200.5 ). Regarclless, recormrendations
for tinring restrictions on sprring calving ranges ancl critical u'inter ranges

u'ere echoecl bv a rnajorin' of stuclies fbl all species, es¡recialh' elk, nule
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clcer, and pronlthonì. Unfbrtunatcly, there is littlc evideilce that snch sl.nall-

scale mitigation is sufTìcient to rnitigate eflbcts of der,elopment at large

scales. In the casc of caribou, for exan'tple, \\'c no\\/ rcalize that small-scalc

mitigation clicl not pre\¡ent dcclines resulting fì-om largc-scale cttmulative

rmPacts.

l)espite this purposcfi-rllv sc"thing critiquc, I clriru, some cc¡nclttsiol.ls

about im¡'racts of develo¡-lrcnt on large mamrnals, inclucìing the negarivc

efÌècts of roacls, dcnsitv of cler.elopmcltt, attd drc role of migraton¡ t-r-ro\¡e-

ments in assessing scalc of impacts.

Effects of Roøds

Roacls arc one of the most pcrvasive irnpacts of human dcveloprnent on nat-

ural landscapes (Þ-orn-ran anc'l Alcxancler 1998), and Ll1, târ drcir greatest im-
pact lies in the inclirect eftècts of habitat fì'agmentation alci ar,oidance b1,

rvildlifè. Currcnt cstimates ir-rclicatc that the lor'l'er continental United
States has about l0-20 percent of habitats affected bY roacis. Itnpacts arc

fipicalll'nrost scr¡ercì ncar fhe road ancl cxtencl out a variable distancc de-

pcncling on the s¡recies of intercst (Forrnzu.r and Alexanclcr l99B). Hele I
sumr¡alize the distances to l'hich irn¡'lacts extenc'l from dcvclopments (e.g.,

roads, lrell sites). Reaclers should note that this zone of influence arottncl

r:ords clocs not irìlph¡ 100 percent avoidance (Schneicler et al. 2003; Har-
rçtn 2007), \¡ct fì'orn the infornation prcscnted in stuclies, actual cffèctive

r:eductions in habitat Lrse \\/ere not presentecl. -b-or example, l))'er et al.

(2001) r-epoltecì on a\rcrage a 40 percent recluctiot-l v'ithin 100 meters of a

seisnric line ancl cleclincs up to 250 rnetcrs au'ar,. Porvell (2003) reportccl 73

percelÌt rccluctions in usc n'ithin 2,000 meters of cnergv clevelopment, but
other stuclies dicl not usuallv prcscrÌt cnortgh informatiotr. In the eight
sruclics that did report a\.oiclancc of roacls, the average z-oue of iufÌuence ex-

tcndcd about ì.,000 ureters fi'orn both roacls iurcl rvells, altk¡ugh rcs¡-ror-rscs

valierl l'ithin seasons and bctwecn species (tablc 5.2).

In general, ungulatcs avoiclecl roads rnorc iu surntncr drau s'intcr,
u'hcn snolv depdr constraincc.l animal mor.emcrlts arvay fiorn rclacls. Rc-

garcllcss, cr,cn cor.lsiclcring an effective loss of habitat ol 50 L)ercerìt lvithin
tl-ris zorrc r¡f avoiclance and a moc.lest buffèr sizc of 500 rnctcrs, L0 pcrcent

of a snrch' rrea cal.ì be cflèctirclt'lost clue to indirect avoidance of roads. The

cfïcct of overlap beflveen rvell sitcs and roacls on habitat loss cluc to avoicl-

ance is irn¡rortant ancl clesen'es firr¡hcr inr.estigation (Rou4anc1 et al. 2000;
Frair 2005).
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T¡¡r,¡ i.2. Sun-ìmary of ungulate studies showing a\¡oidance of roads
and li'ell sites, with results a\¡eraged across seasons and habitat q'pes.

Anoirlønce Bufir (rn)

Attthor Specics Roø¡[s lVeils

Gillin (Ì989)
Edgc (1982)
Rost and Ballel, (1979¡
Dverctal. (200t)
Sarl,cl et al. (2005b)

Porvell (2003)

Frair (2005)

\4¡ard (198ó)

Elk
Elk
Elk

Caribou
Mulc dcer

Elk
Elk
Elk

Areragc

r,200
500
200
250

2,700
2,000
200

2,000
I,131

500
1,000

I,000

2,000

1,125

D ens ity of D ev eloprnent

I extracted densitt' of oil and gas infrastructure (e.g., roads, \\¡ells, seismic
lines) r'r'here possible, but only 17 percent of studies (m'elve of seveng.) tfiat
investigated direct impacts presentecl sufficient information (table 5.3).

Existrng time-starnped datasets provide the abiliq, to estimate densities
for use in meta-anah¡ses. I present reslllts of a univariate neta-anal).sis of
clensi¡'of infrastrucrur'e for the ñl'eh'e studies drat reportecl an effèct of de-
velopmellt on some respor.ìse variable against stuclies with no effect, Caveats
of this simple anall'si5 are nal.ìJ¡) and r.ariables that could not be accounted
for include size ofstudv area, length of studl', and sample size and its associ-
atecl'r'ariance. Regardless, stuclies that reporrecl alÌ inpact of development
had higher clensities ofs'ells and roads. Lnpacts star-tcd to manifest on ungu-
late species inclucling mule de er, pronghorn, and elk fi'om 0. Ì-O.4 s'ells per
sqlrare kilometer and 0.18-l .05 linear kilometers of roads per square kilo-
rneter. lfoy'ever, replicated studies are necessary to disentangle effects of
sarnple size, studv duration, a¡rd severity and q'pe of biological response
(i.e., avoidance versus population impacts) to densi6, ofclevelopment.

Mþrøti.o rc ønd. I denffii,ng Appropriøte Scøles

A difficult problem in ecology is hou'to scale up from short-term and
small-scale behavioral decisions of animals to long-term landscape-scale

i
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'Ihnr,n 
-s.3. Summaly of densiq' of energl. clevelopment disturbance in

tenns of densiq'of active rvell sites and linear kilomcters of pipelines,
seismic lines, and roads from sftclics rvhere such information was

reported. I)espite small sample sizes of studies that rcported clensities,

ambiguities in defirition of srudl' areas, and simplification of impacfs
to a binarlz var-iable, densities of disturbance appear to be rclatecl to the
impact of energy der.elopment.

Linem'

I(ilotncter

Densitt' of Roads/

of ltrlells Pipclincs/Scisntic Sþnificønt

(per hnt2l (pcr hnf) Intpact?"Stadl

I(right ct al. (198t)
Olson (1981;
Rol'lancì et al. (2000)
Sar"1'cret al. (2OO2)

lìennington et al. (1982)

van l)r'kc and Klein (1996)
Sall'ç¡ ç¡ al. (2005a, 2005b)h
I3clgcr et al. (200óa, 2007)t'

-erair (2005.¡, l-rair ct rrl. (2008)
Eastcrll,ct al. (1991)
Ihsìc (1982)

0.088
rfa
nfa
nla

0.20
< 0.001

r.0I
o.25
0.20
0.27
0.003

nfa
0.ì5
0.62
0.62
N/A
NiA
r.36
o.20
t.6
N/A
N/A

No
No
Ycs

Ycs

No
No
Ycs

No
Ycs

Ycs

No

Swwnøn Støtistics Meøat (N) Meøn (ù)

Significant irnpact: vcs

Signihcant impact: no
0.4e (3)
0.10 (4)

r.05 (4)

0.18 (2)

"Sienificant inrPlct is rr sin-rplc bir-r'¡n,r'ariirblc confirnrinq rvhcthcr strrtisticalh'significant cf-
fìcts oFcncrgv rlcvcloflncnt wcrc cictccted on l<cu rcspotrsc variablcs.
l'Thcsc nvo scrs of srudics occurrccl in lpproxirlatclv thc srllrc arcrr but dcfinccl diffèrctrt studv
arca sizes brlsed on specics liÊc histon..

population responscs. In the casc of ctrerg\r clevelopmerrt, drc cluestion of
scale also touches on the glowing consensus that energv cler.eloptnent rleg-

atively aflècts ungulate migration ancl lar-ge-scale processes. The clifÌiculq' in
scaling r.rp is v.hy so fe$, of thc studies that showed short-term r.esponses

were able to measure or clernoustrate these long-term or populati<tn-level

responses. A seconc1 scaling problem is presentecl by Berger et aJ.. (2007)
v'hen cliscussing issucs of spatial scale ancl habitat fì'agrnentation, both of
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\\'hicll are total\'depenclent on each othcr (f)ale et al. 2000; lìrrner et al.

2OOl). Quartiff ing hal'ritat fi-agmentation metrics ryill [¡e de te rminecl com-
pletelv by the snrclY area size, and for this reason nlan\¡ autlìors recommencl
condttctiug multiscale:urah'5ss of dre effects of habitat fragrnentation on
s'ilcllife species (Harrison and Bruna 1999; lurner et al. 2001).

In manv of the studies I revies,ecl, there was a rhird scaling problcm:
that of extrapolating responses. This occurred l4rere the eÍíects of a local

¡-roint source clisnrbance (rvell pacl; \\'ere assesscd at the ¡ropulation or
homc ratrge scale, ancl results \\/ere cxtrapolatecl u'ell ber.ond dre develop-
ment clensities uncler l'hich dre rcsponse rvas stucliecl. For exam¡lle, ran
Dvke and Klein (1996) c'locurnent'r'r,eak or no responscs of elk to installa-
tion of a single u'ell in an u¡der.eloped grasslancl ecosl'stern in north-cenual
Montana. Results of this stuclv have been exffapolated to othe r n clls across

À4ontana, vet dÌc v'aliclin'of extrapolating thc finding of no significanr inl-
pacts to areas u'ith highet r,r'ell densities is qucstionable. This emphasizrs
dre neecl to establish drresl-rolds for clevelopment or broacì, regional-scale
curnulative irnpact assessrnents as the clensiq'of u.ell sites and deyeloprnent
lncreases.

Finalll', there s'as often a mismatch betrr.cen the spatial scale of tl-re

studv in question and thc spaual scale of dre population under invcstigation
that links to impacts on migration. Assurni,ng drat dre goal of an irtrpact
studr. is to assess dre impacts of a par-ticular development on a popuhrion.
unless the srudv area represents the alurual rar-rge occu¡-riecl bv thc ungulate

1-ropulation, it u'ill be cliffrcult to evaluate u,hether the chalges in thc popu-
lation arc occurring bccausc of cncrgl'dcveloprnent on the s'inter rarlgc or
because of chalges occurring elseu'here in the population's rallge. One po-
tential solution to tlÌe issue of hos. to cletermine the appropriate stuc.lr. scalc

is to use the spaual scale of rnisration as a guicleline in nrigraton'popula-
tions. Bergcr (2004) reviews long-clistance migratiolt throughout \\'estcrlì
Nordr A¡lerica and 'n'or1cìs'ide. Aldrough not all populatìons are migra-
tor_r,, the repor-recl clegree of partial migration ralged fì-om 45 to 100 per-
cent; and most ¡-ro¡'rulations iu studies rer.ieu'ecl in this amiclc containecl

sonre mi-e;rants. Considcring tl're olte-\\¡a)' migration distences (35-177
kilornetcr.s across specics) as a bufltr suggests thet dre corr-ect spaúaì scalc

to consider in evaluating dre effects of cncrgl' clevelopment cclulcl ralge
from 5,041 square kilometers for mule dccr, 5,04I square kilometers for
caribou, 8,464 square kilometers for clk, or nealh, 19,000 square kilome-
ters 1òr ¡rlonghorn (Bcrge r 2004). Guiclelines suggest much larger srudv
area sizes than are cu'renth'usecl to evaluate impacts. Moreove[, because

one of the areas s,here u'c havc secn a con\€rger-ìce across studies is thc efl
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fects of ener¡¡,develoPurcut on nÌigfation. stucl\¡ing PoPulatioll impacts at

the migratorl,scale will bc critical.

For exanple, llerger (2004) fbr,urd that in thc Grcater Yellorvstone

Ecosvstenr about 75 percent of all large urlgulâte migrations have bcen lost
due to hur.nan clcvelopmcl-lt. Bcrgcr (2004) illustrates the ¡rroblen-r u'id-r a

case stucll, involving a lorìg-tern pro¡ghorn sfudy in thc Pi¡cclale area of
W)'omi¡g. Both rcsiclential cleyeloprnent ancl future potclìtial cncrgv devel-

opmerìt threatcn one s¡'rccifìc migratorl' corriclor pinch point, the'IìapperJs

Point lrottleneck, r,r,here the migration corriclor narro\\'s to less than 800
rnerers. I¡ a fitllou.¡p srud1, to this reyic$., Ber.gcl et al. (200ób) confirm
that this p¿uticular rnigration corriclor, frorn the L)pper (ìreen lìiver tc.r

'Icton National Park, has probablY beelr usecl fòr rnore than 6,000 r'ears.

Sal'ycr et al. (2009) used GPS collars on r¡ulc clecr in \4r1,on-t¡r* to moni-
tor migrati<.rn routes befir,een u'inter and sunrmer rallges in thc tàcc of in'r-

pending cnerg\¡ clevelopment. Unlike the sirnpler exaruple u,lrcrc lìcrger
(2004) shot,ccl al'ì entirc pronglrom population moving tlrrough a silglc
corriclor- Sarq,g¡ et alls rlule decr stuc11, shorvs that rnigration rontes clfien

are variecl anc'l reticulate, malcing protectil'rg nrigr:ator1' routes challenging,

and these results have been echocc{ lor both clì< a¡c1 n'oodlancl calibou
(Hcbblcu'hite et al. 200ó; Saher and Scl-rniegelor*,2006).Indcccl, consic1-

ering the futnre efÌècts of'climate change, ensuring retcrìtion of migratorr
behaviors in dre landscape ma]¡ be an cffèctive mitigation stratc[J\¡. For ex-

ample, a recellt molccular ecologl' stucl1'6f 14r¡¡ecllancl caribou revcaied im-
poftalìt links bctu'cen elìcr!î\r clcrclopmcnt ancl ¡rotential responscs to fu-

turc climatc changc. Woodlancl caribou in dre Canadian Rockl'Mountains
\\¡ere a r-r'rix of boreal ancl barren-groutrcì caribou, and caribou 'n'ith barrcn-

grouncl haplotvpes hacl a higl-rer probabiliq'of migraung but also a higher
risk of rnoltali$'because of changes to the lanclsca¡re incluced bv energl, cle-

\rcloprner'ìt. Thus, cncrgv devcloPrnent ma\/ be reclucing nrigration, ancl ir-t

the futurc n-ìigratorv lrehavior s'ill uncloubtecllv help specics respouti to cli-

rìatc ch,anges, as catibou dicl during dre Pleistocene interglacial. Rcgarcl-

less, onlv if u.c crcate large-scale nrigratiorì corriclors that are protectccl
fì'om clevelol'rrnerlt or rnanagecl specifìcirlll'to mitigatc erìcrg)I cle velopment
vgill lon¡ç-tcrm migration ¡rersist, a critical ecologicil proccss tl-rat is cieclin-

ing acrcss the Roch'Mountain \\/cst. F-ortr-urately, the \4/estern (ìor.crrxrrs'

Association ancl other go\/enÌnent agcncies har,c recendv recognizeci the

crucial role migratory corriclors ¡rlav as ll¿ìtural nritigation because n-rigra-

tioll cnablcs ungr.rlatcs to use scasonal resources o\/er a much lat:gcr arca.

Su¡rport fì'orn political bocìies lvill aid clecision-malcing proccsses to ensr.llc

protection of rnigratorlÌ routcs.
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A Concelttaøl Approøch for UnolrrsTørtd.ing Ctnnatløtiye Effects

of l)welopwent

I conclude here that thc ef1ècts of clevelopr-nent o11 ungulates arc manifested
through changes in the ecological comrlunities of spccies, inclucling hu-
mans, in lr.hich urguLates exist. Thelefor-e, impacts on populations can be

classified as dircct and inclirect impacts. Distinguishing beÍr'ecn drcse ñr,o
n'pes of effects nncl bcnlecn spccies is critical to ir'lentih'ing nrcchanisms

irncl providing effective rnitigation stratcgies. Direct effects betrl'een s¡recies

(c.g., humans, developmentr anc.l elk) occum'hcn there are no intermedian'
spccics betn'een nvo interacting species, ftrr cxarnple, through direct mor-
talitl' ¿5ro.lrted u'idr ei.ìcrg\¡ clerelopment (e.g., roaclkills. poaching; Estes

et al. 2004). Most clirect cffects are aftributecl to predation or to habitat
loss, such as u'hen a population responcls ncgati\¡ch'to a reduction in avail-

able forage lvhere clerelopment lras clenuded vegetation. In contrast, incli-
rect effècts occur u4ren impacts on a species are mediated ['rt, an intermecli-
ate s¡'recies. As an example, consider the ilrdirect effect of dcvelopment on
sage-grouse ancì kit loxes (Vtilpes rnøcrotis) mecliatecl by hu¡ran-induced
changcs in avian or rnammalian preclators. An increase in the nurnber of
perches available to raptors inclirecdv increased ¡rredatiorr rates on breeding
and rrcsting sage-grouse (Þ-letcher et al. 2003; Alclriclge and Bovce 2007).
Similarlr', co\¡ote populations increasecl after cleveloprnetlt because altered
landsca¡rcs support highel densities of small rnammals, causing increased

preclation bv covotes (Cønu løtrøns) on kit foxes (Haight er al. 2002). In
this case, pledation is prorimatc to thc ultinìatc calrse of humal-induccd
chalges to landscape function. A¡lpar-ent cornpctitior-r s,ill be a common in-
clirect effect of huma.n clisn-rption of ecosvstem clvnamics (l)cCcsarc ct al.

2009). -fherefore, cflccts of energl' developrnent u'ill probablv go fàr be-

Yond direct in-rpects based ¡rurelrr oll corrurlunin' ecologr' (Estes et al.

2004). Recent r-eviel-s have renincied e cologists drat clircct eftècts are but a

tì'action of drc ¡rossilrle interactions betn,een specics in cven a sirnple foocl
rveb (Estes et d..2004; Bascompte et al. 2005). Lrclircct eflècts of energl,
cìevelopment also may arisc bccause of behavioral changes bY ungulatcs in
response to eller€Ir derrelopmcnt, such as avoiclance of roacls ancl rvell sitcs.

Such tìndings have been conoboratecl across svstems and at larger scalcs ir-t

ungulates, confirming dre impor-tance of indirect bchavioral effècts. such as

the avoidance of preclation risk and hrunan disturbancc on ecosvstem cl\'-

nar.nics (Rodrley 2001; Fortirr et al. 2005; Hebblervhitc ct al. 2005b).
I)es¡rite theorcticaì support fol inclirect effects, a curson' revieu' of the

literature rereals a nl'opic focus of mitigation sttaregies to reducc c'lircct ef:
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fècts such as road mortaliry ancì habitat loss (Burcau of I.ancl Matrageinent
2003a,2003b). A r:enes'eci fòcus on the inclirect cflècts of development n-ìe-

diatccl b1, connunitl^leyel changcs across species 1r'ottld pror.iclc a lrore
corlplete understanding of the cumulative inpacts of clevelopmcnt.

Conclusion

I provide fìr'e recommcnclatic¡ns regarcling drc impacts of cleveloprncnt on
ungulate popnlations.

Firstr curlcnt rì]anagcrnent policies makc t$,o untested assun.ìPtions

about the effccts of cncrgÏ der.elopment on rvildliflc. One is that policies as-

sumc that negati\¡e impacts can lrc rnitigated drrough small-scalc stipula-
tious drat r-egnlate timing alcl cluration but not the arlount of clevclopment

àctivit\'. Policies also assume that s,ilcJlifb ¡ropulations can rvithstancl contin-
uecl, incremental clevclopment. Neidrer assumptior-ì is su1'rportecl or reftitecl

b1, çl,i¿.u... A<laptive expcritncnts are needecl to cxplicitll, test these as-

slrlrfPtrolls.
Scconcl, little screntrfìc eviclcuce cxists to suggest dlat ellelq\/ dcvelop-

rnent u'ill haye population-level inlpacts on ¡rronghorn, mtilc clcer, or elk

bccause rigoror.rs ancl properh, clesigncd cxperimct-tts have rt<tt bceil cotr-

cluctecl. Instead, a host of obscnational stuclies ou sn-rall-scale atrcl short-

tenn responses providcs limitecl guiclance to nìanagers in search c¡f the cr:u-

cial question of populatiorr irnpacts. Although it is theorcticallv justificcl,

rclt'ing on dre ¡rlecautionarl' principlc to restrict enclg\.' clcvelol'rment u'ill
probablt' be unsuccessfirl :rs ¿ur encrg\/ policl'.

-l-hircl, eflorts to nitigate short-terln and small-scalc itnpacts of energv

cievcloprrent havc bcen l'cll clescribecl in prcvior-ts reviervs, albeit most oÊ

ten as poorl¡, cìesignccl ot¡ser-r,ational stucìies q'ith l'eak inference. Llngu-
latcs preclictablv avoicl arcas duling ex¡rloratior.r ancl clrilling, nx>t.it.lg to
clenser cover ancl to ¿rre es fàrther fì'on-r human activit\/. Acxrss studies. ungu-
latcs avoicled cler,eloprncnt to all averagc of 1,000 l1-ìctcrs. llccomrlencla-
tions from ¡rrcvious srudies still holc1, nulely drc continttcd a¡lplicatior"r of
tirning and scasonal restrictions fì¡r critical habitats urcl resourccs. llos'-
erer, it is incrcasingl)'apparcnt that small-scalc rnitigation ak¡ne cannot ofl'-

se t irnp acts olt I iugc - sc.rlc dcrclo¡rment on u ngttlates.

t-ourdr, scaling u¡r fì'om srrall-scalc ancl slx>rt-terrn stttclics tct

çropulation{cvcl in-r¡racts r.r'ill be difficult. Onc c'lifficulq, is scaling up rc-

sporlses of ung;r.rlates at low c1er.eloprlent clcnsitics to high clensities ob-
scn'cd in rlost oil ancl gas lìclds toclirr,. Prcliminan'atral¡'scs sllggest tlrat
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thresholds of development will occur ar densities of 0.1-0.5 wells per
square kilometer and 0.2-1.0 linear kilometer of roads and other linear de-
velopments per square kilometer. I{owet'er, tltese results are preliminary
and more formal meta-analyses are needed. Future studies should use large-
scale approaches to test for thresholds of energy development and to other-
lvise replicate and extend for otlrer species what has been learned about
population viabiliq of caribou.

Finally an adaptive management experiment should be implemented
to test whether the cu¡rent energy poliry provides for sustainable wildlife
populations. The de facto energy policy conrains untested assumptions
that, if invalid, u'ill severely affect wildlifr, but no serious altematives have
been put forward as tested and proven alternatives. Alternative develop-
ment policies are sorell' needed if other ungulate species are to avoid the
same bleak outlook as caribou inAlberta.
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ABSTRACT

Although mule deer are common in the Sierra Nevada, individual herds have

declined for 40 years due to wintering habitat loss, deer-vehicle collisions,

wildfires, drought, and competition with cattle. Mule deer are a prey species

for top predators, such as mountain lions, and a hunter-valued game species.

These deer function also as an umbrella species - ultimately contributing to

an overall goal of protecting biodiversity. Mule deer habitat needs protec-

tion, with herds managed accordingly. This study examines land manage-

ment for important at-risk habitat of three eastern Sierra Nevada mule deer

populations. Using GIS, I identified distinct mule deer distributions and de-

termined areas most important to purchase or place under a conservation

easement. I then examined other threats to mule deer persistence and land

use conflicts associated with protecting mule deer habitat.
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Chapter I : Introduction

Lovely deer, you are always in my heart, dancing down the dawn

into the light. Lovely deer, you are always in my blood, dancing

down the dusk into the night.

- RICIIARD NELSON Heart and Blood

There are many ways to examine the natural world. The biologist is concerned

with the composition and structure of nature - how and why living entities exist and in-

teract the way that they do. The environmental scientist is concerned with the changes

humans make to the world - the toxins we release into the wild and the impacts of our

modern society. The conservationist cares to protect the natural world - either for its in-

trinsic beauty or the role it may serve to future generations. The cultural geographer ex-

amines the human connection to the natural world and the interactions between nature

and culture. This work does not fall under any single one of these approaches, but rather

draws sustenance from all of them in an attempt to peer holistically and from all angles at

the natural landscape and the modern day world. Above all, this work represents a geo-

graphical exploration into a unique western location and a fairly common westem prob-

lem. Although themes that arise in my research may resonate across many western land-

scapes, the work is rooted deeply in place. I make no claim that I achieved my goal to

unveil ALL aspects of this story - to do so would be near impossible; I hope, however,

that my research can serve as a step in this direction and a testament that the natural

world is inherently inter-disciplinary.

r
I
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P I annin g _for C o ns erv st io n

When Rachel Carson published her seminal book Silent Spring in 1962, she could

hardly have foreseen the widespread environmental movement her writing would inspire.

The movement she engendered would eventually lead to a ban on dangerous chemicals

such as DDT, enactment of legislation including the Endangered Species Act, and prompt

an overall increase in public a\ryareness and concern for the natural environment. Car-

son's work, however, was not the first to draw attention to the natural world, although it

undoubtedly served as a catalyst for this awareness. Decades earlier, John Muir, Aldo

Leopold, and Gifford Pinchot began the germination of an environmental ethic in Ameri-

can minds, albeit in strikingly distinct forms. Although each of these individuals had a

unique perspective and philosophy, their collective work, with that of others, influenced

the creation of disciplines such as conservation biology, ecology, and environmental sci-

ence. The newest of these disciplines, conservation planning, is rooted heavily in the

principles of these fields and the ethics of minds such as Muir, Carson, and Pinchot. Con-

sequently, conservation planning is saturated with the same conflicts of opinion and dis-

agreement in goals as many another environmentally-related field.

In practice, conservation as a formal practice commenced in the United States as

early as the last of the 1700s (Fairfax 2005). The emergence of the heritage-model na-

tional parks and an entire agency dedicated to managing these parks demonstrates the

past success of conservation efforts. Why then, has it recently become necessary to plan

for conservation above and beyond pre-existing natural reserves? The answer to this

question is complex and can vary dramatically depending on personal preferences. From

a biological perspective, the determining factor is known as the biodiversity or extinction
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crisis - the widespread belief that the diversity of life on earth is being lost at an alarming

rate, loss catzlyzed by human actions. Current extinctions occur at a rate estimated to be

100 to 1000 times greater than those recorded through recent geological time (Lawton

and May 1995). The underlying forces driving these extinctions are well-documented in

the conservation literature and include loss and fragmentation of natural habitats, the in-

troduction of non-native species, the direct exploitation of species, pollution, the disrup-

tion of natural ecological processes, industrial-scale agriculture and forestry, and climate

change (Groves 2003). All of these factors are directly related to human presence and

dominion over nature and are propelled by the physical and spatial needs of an ever-

increasing human population, as by the cultural practices of many human groups. For ex-

ample, the suburban sprawl that accounts for significant habitat loss in North America is

not, by any strict definition, a physical requirement for North American people; rather it

represents an efflorescence of wealth and a cultural tendency toward consumptive excess.

Similarly, the introduction of many invasive species throughout the world was more

rooted in cultural preferences or ignorance than in necessity. Until both the physical and

cultural factors affecting the loss of biodiversity are sufficiently addressed, it will be nec-

essary to designate land for conservation.

Habitat loss is the single most important factor affecting species extinctions and

endangerment (Wilcove and others 1998, Czech and others 2000, Groves 2003). Impor-

tant habitat, however, is rarely located uniformly across a landscape. More commonly,

we see a distribution of areas that vary in importance for species viability. Protecting

habitat in the face of the impending threats of urbanization and agriculture requires con-

servation practitioners to prioritize conservation sites, ensuring in the process that areas

I

I
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of greater biological importance are protected first. This is where planning for conserva-

tion becomes critically important - through various techniques, practitioners can identify

geographical areas that if protected will have the most significant impact on preserving

conservation targets. In the face of limited funds and resources, conservation planning

ensures that biodiversity (or any other conservation or preservation goal) is protected in

the most effective and efficient manner.

Beyond the scope of maintaining biodiversity, conservation planning can be based

on many other important goals. These include the preservation of open space, the protec-

tion of ecosystem services or processes such as providing for clean air and water, the pro-

tection of historical working landscapes such as farms or ranches, or the protection of in-

dividual species of economic significance such as waterfowl. Successful conservation

planning will often encompass several of these goals in a single comprehensive plan.

Although the intrinsic value of conservation planning is now widely accepted, the

specific techniques and principles used to create conservation plans are widely debated.

This dialogue of disagreement began in the 1970s with the well-known SLOSS debate

(Abele and Connor 1979, Gilpin and Diamond 1 980, Simberloff and Abele 1982, Soule

and Simberloff 1986) in which several biologists argued over the superiority of a Single

Large Or Several$mall reserves (spelling out SLOSS). Despite its popularity, the SLOSS

debate was never resolved, and most conservationists eventually dismissed the debate it-

self as impractical and overly theoretical. With the passing of this imbroglio, several new

debates over means to an end quickly took its place. For example, the value in protecting

movement corridors generates an on-going and heated debate that will be discussed in de-

tail later in this chapter.
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Perhaps one of the most important and pressing controversies surrounds the spe-

cif,rc targets used to create conservation plans. In the past, plans were based solely on the

geographic distributions ofspecies. The recent advent ofspatial technologies such as re-

mote sensing using satellite imagery and Geographic Information Systems (GIS), how-

ever, has made environmental data such as vegetation or habitat types readily available at

minimal cost (O'Neil and others 2005). Many conservationists advocate the use of these

data as surrogates in lieu of a detailed on-the-ground survey of a site's species-by-species

biodiversity (Margules and Pressey 2000).

Spelling out their reservations, Brooks and colleagues (2004) make several strong

arguments against using environmental data for conservation planning. Environmental

data, they note, are defined by human classification systems and therefore must be inter-

preted in the context of the classification system chosen to create them. If land types are

protected, rather than species, then we are tacitly agreeing that land types represent "natu-

ral spatial subdivisions of biological organization" (Brooks and others 2004), though this

is often not the case. What species recognize as major habitat changes may differ from

the way humans define such changes. Habitat change can also vary in its effects among

different species. Another problem in protecting land types occurs when there is variabil-

ity within a land type. If we only protect atatget percentage of that land type, then a sig-

nificant amount of the variability may be lost. Blanket goals, such as the protection of

l0% of every biome, may detract from the overall goal of protecting biodiversity because

they create a false sense of accomplishment when in fact a considerable amount of diver-

sity is overlooked.
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A practical response to this debate is that both species and environmental data

should be used, in combination, to create accurate and comprehensive conservation plans.

Available species data can serve as a foundation for conservation planning, with empty

gaps filled through the use of surrogates such as environmental data. In many parts of the

world, comprehensive species data will never be sufficiently available. In these situa-

tions, the use of surrogates is preferred to conservation plans that are formed without any

grounding in scientific data.

In the last decade, many conservation practitioners have begun to use systematic

techniques for conservation site selection and design. These types of methods in sum are

referred to as systematic conservation planning and typically involve the use of mathe-

matical algorithms and decision support software to select the optimal network of re-

serves (Margules and Pressey 2000). The implementation of systematic techniques has

been controversial and saturated with conflicting opinions. An important argument in

support of systematic site selection methods holds that they provide a set of rules that ef-

ficiently helps to achieve goals and yields a product that is both repeatable and transpar-

ent in design, which adds accountability and validity to any conservation project (Wil-

liams 1998, cited in Groves 2003, p. 229). Systematic methods are based on quantitative

data, making the pathway to selecting a reserve easy to document and to understand for

individuals who lie outside of the core planning committee. In addition, systematic plan-

ning follows a clearly established methodology. This type of approach may appealto

planners wanting to ensure consistency in their projects.

Despite several clear advantages of systematic planning, the implementation of

systematic techniques remains unrealistic. Prendergast and others (1999) identify several
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problems that limit the applicability of these tools in real management situations. Sys-

tematic techniques can only be applied when species distributions and the contents of po-

tential reserves are known. These data can be expensive for managers to obtain, how-

ever, and acquisition draws on funds that could otherwise be applied to purchasing land.

For many organizations, the costs of hardware, expert operators, and experimentation are

too high. Algorithms cannot handle the complexity of land ownership, status, and control

that exists in many countries and are often insensitive to variation in landscape and habi-

tat scale. For these reasons, site selection algorithms are widely criticized within the con-

servation literature and have minimal success in applied situations. Technical flaws are

only one of the issues associated with systematic reserve design - even were the tech-

niques perfect, there is still the problem of getting land managers to implement system-

atic techniques. Planners and land managers do not implement systematic approaches for

many reasons including (1) lack of knowledge or understanding, (2) real and perceived

shortcoming in new approaches, and (3) lack ofresources. Prendergast and others argue

that until communication is forged between conservation theorists and land managers, re-

serve design techniques will remain untested theories.

In reality, effective conservation planning is likely to be a compromise between

many of the controversial pillars of thought within the discipline. Systematic planning

techniques may reach some goals, but they cannot be expected to provide all of the an-

s\ryers. Planners would be better to interpret systematic results within the context of a par-

ticular landscape; in some situations systematic methods may be better left out com-

pletely. The ideal methodology employed in the creation of a conservation plan will then

depend on the unique variables and limitations that are present in every landscape.
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Creatine a Conservation Plan

Each conservation plan must be based on the complexities of the particular land-

scape; no set-in-stone guidelines can be guaranteed to fit every situation. Beginning the

planning process, however, with a loose framework in mind can help to keep the plan or-

ganized and in line with major goals. In his book Drafting a Conservation Blueprint,

Craig Groves (2003) outlines seven steps to effective conservation planning based on a

blend of scientific theory and his own tested experience in conservation planning.

Step One: Identify Conservation Targets

Step Two. Collect Information and ldentify Information Gaps

Step Three: Assess Existing Conservation Areas for their Bíodiversity Values

Step Four: Set Conservation Goals

Step Five: Evaluate the Viability and Integrity of Conservation Targets

Step Six: Select and Design a Network of Conservation Areas

Step Seven: Assess Threats and Set Priorities within the Planning Unit

Although these steps are presented in a linear fashion, Groves indicates that several steps

will occur simultaneously, creating a dynamic process. In conservation situations, these

steps may apply only loosely; some steps may not apply af all. Each conservation practi-

tioner must decide how and if this framework fits within a task-at-hand. My research

loosely follows these guidelines; steps that are inapplicable or impractical, however, are

omitted.
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Mule Deer as a Conservotion Target

The frrst step in planning for conservation is to choose an appropriate conserva-

tion target (Groves 2003). The target will depend heavily on the ultimate goals of the pro-

ject, the resources available (such as funding, data, or technological resources), and the

chosen methodology. Ideally, a conservation target should incorporate at least one to sev-

eral conservation goals (for example: protection of biodiversity, open space, working

landscapes, ecosystem services and processes, or species of economical significance). In

addition, for a project to be successful, the conservation target should account for the cul-

tural setting where the plan will be implemented (see chapter 5 of this thesis for a more

in-depth explanation on culture and conservation). A target that fits within the cultural

context will be more likely to gain local support, ultimately making the conservation

goals easier and more realistic to reach.

Choosing a conservation target is critical to the success of the conservation plan.

With this in mind, I chose a conservation target appropriate for this research project -
mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus). Mule deer are undeniably tied to the western United

States landscape. Over the last century, this species served as a "barometer of environ-

mental trends" (Heffelfinger and Messmer 2003,1). Management techniques such as

predator eradication were reflected in the deer populations; the emergence of a "let na-

ture be " mentality in the 1970s equally impacted deer (Baron 2004). The release of popu-

lar films such as Bambi (1942) shaped Americans perceptions of deer turning them into

an icon symbolic of nature and wildlife (Lutts 1992). Although Bambi was a white-tailed

deer, most Americans did not differentiate between species, and mule deer were also

brought into the spotlight. As mule deer became popular through cinema, their wide-

I

I

t
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spread distribution enabled everyone to experience them firsthand. Mule deer were not a

species only for the elite or well-educated, rather a common and fairly abundant species

that could be seen on any family camping trip, ultimately forging a connection between

the average person and nature. The social equity of this species resonates in their wide-

spread popularity and cultural importance. In addition to their value culturally and so-

cially, mule deer are also a species of economic significance. Hunting accrues funds for

state wildlife agencies and brings money into small, rural communities through associ-

ated tourism. A survey by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service found that in 2001 over 4

million people hunted in the l8 western states. These hunters spent almost 50 million

days in the field and over $7 billion. On average, each hunter spent $1,581 per year in lo-

cal communities on gas, lodging, and hunting-related equipment (Heffelfinger and

Messmer 2003, 9- l0). Hunters, although not falling under the modern stereotype of "con-

servationist," provide widespread support for the conservation of game species and their

habitat. This type of support can improve the long-term success of conservation plans.

As a game species and a charismatic large mammal, mule deer have become just

as important culturally as they are biologically. Humans identify with deer;to many peo-

ple deer represent wildlife - in fact, for them, deer ARE wildlife. The importance of this

anthropomorphism cannot be overstated. For these reasons, mule deer are an ideal con-

servation target.In the language of conservation biology, mule deer are a flagship species

- a species that appeals to the public, making them suitable for communicating conserva-

tion concerns.

Mule deer offer an effective window on conservation solely for cultural consid-

erations. Conservation planning, however, requires that a conservation target help to
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achieve widespread conservation goals. The protection of a species of economic and cul-

tural significance is a worthy goal in and of itself. The conservation of mule deer, how-

ever, can produce several other benehts. Mule deer flourish on ranchlands and agricul-

tural lands. Protection of historical working landscapes can easily coincide with the pro-

tection of mule deer habitat if conservation is approached with both of these goals in

mind. In addition, mule deer require large areas of land, contributing to a larger social

goal ofprotecting open space.

Perhaps one of the most important and less obvious benefits of protecting mule

deer habitat is the protection of overall biodiversity. As a migratory species, mule deer

require alarge range size and distinct seasonal ranges. These ranges typically encompass

a diversity of different habitats - many of which are also used by other species. In arid

regions, including the eastern Sierra Nevada, riparian areas and wetlands are extremely

important for maintaining local deer herds and many other species including migratory

waterfowl, songbirds, raptors, amphibians, and more (Taylor 2005). Based on their exten-

sive spatial and habitat requirements, mule deer act as an umbrella species. Umbrella

species confer some form of protective status to numerous co-occurring species

(Fleishman and others 2000); oftentimes these co-existing species are lesser known and

difficult to protect otherwise. It is important to note that the protection of an umbrella

species, such as mule deer, may not be the ideal method to maximize biodiversity protec-

tion. Species will be encompassed in the protection of this species, but other important

species may be left out. Mule deer as a flagship species, however, may make them a more

successful and effective conservation target than other potential targets. The public's in-

clination to protect deer is a surrogate for distinct and important conservation goals.
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Long Distance Migration

Although most conservation goals pertain to the protection of species, biodiver-

sity, or specific landscapes, the conservation of ecological processes is acknowledged

among conservationists as equally important. Long-distance migration is an example of

an ecological process that occurs in North America at landscape scale. Although no sin-

gle and clear definition of long-distance migration exists, most operational definitions

classify it as "seasonal round-trip movement between discrete areas not used at other

times of the year" (Berger2004,32l).The length of the movement is species-dependent,

but typically exceeds 10-12 km (Berger 2004). The necessity of vast landscapes, migra-

tion corridors, and multiple distinct ranges makes long-distance migration a process in-

herently prone to threat and extinction. The forces of urbanization and fragmentation can

easily sever migration routes or remove important components of a migratory species'

seasonal range. Nor do most migratory species fit into normal conservation plans because

a portion of their range often falls outside of the planning unit. If long-distance migration

is going to persist in North America, strategies that address the conservation of long-

distance migration must be discussed and implemented. Berger (2004) offers several so-

lutions to protecting long-distance migration; these include enhanced protection for

highly sensitive areas, enhanced protection for bottlenecks along migration routes, and

formal designation of national wildlife migration corridors.

In California long distance migration is rare among large mammals. Mule deer

remain one of few migratory mammals, making them integral to the long-term persis-

tence of this process. Using mule deer as a conservation target will help to protect the

process of long-distance migration in California.
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Movement Corridors

The conservation of long-distance migration is intimately connected to the protec-

tion of migration corridors. Migratory species often show high fidelity to seasonal ranges

and migration routes (Loft and others 1989, Brown 1992, Kucera 1992, Nicholson and

others 1997).In some situations, the movement patterns between home ranges are based

on the physical limitations of the landscape; in other words, there is only one route that

individuals can choose. In other situations, the physical, biological, or leamed parameters

that direct migration are not well understood. In fact, how migration, corridor use, and

population persistence are all connected has not been well studied (Simberloff et al. 1992,

Beier & Noss 1998). Considering how few studies have shed light on this subject, a sur-

prisingly extensive dialogue has occurred within the conservation literature on movement

corridors.

Perhaps the most confusing problem associated with movement corridors is the

ambiguity in finding a steady definition of a corridor (Hess and Fischer 2001). Corridors

are recognized across several disciplines, and consequently a unique definition exists

within each. In landscape ecology, corridors are structural linear features. In game man-

agement, island biogeography, and meta-population literature, usage of "corridor" fo-

cuses on function, specifically the movement of flora and fauna. This function can vary

from migration within a population to gene flow among populations. Because these defi-

nitions are rarely discussed, many of the arguments about corridors use different defrni-

tions. Hess and Fischer (2001) propose the abandonment of a succinct definition of 'cor-

ridors', and instead recommend explicitly identifuing the functions a corridor will be ex-
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pected to fulfill during the design process. This will eliminate the confusion surrounding

the definition without excluding critical functions.

In addition to the ambiguity surrounding the definition of corridors, most of the

studies meant to test corridor usage are of poor design and draw conclusions unsupported

by the data (Simberloff and others 1992, Rosenberg and Noon 1997). Many studies docu-

ment animal presence in linear habitat patches that are located between larger patches and

infer that the linear patches are acting as corridors. These studies fail to demonstrate that

corridors assist successful movement between patches. Researchers confuse the presence

of linear habitat patches with movement passageways (Rosenberg and Noon 1997). Man-

agement or conservation decisions involving corridors are often based on these improper

and non-conclusive studies. Joined with the common misuse of the definition of a corri-

dor, the potential exists for management decisions justified by poor science.

This discussion is not meant to imply that corridors are a poor concept, but in-

stead to argue that as a poorly understood concept it must be treated with care. This re-

search project is unique among corridor studies in the sense that it deals solely with well-

documented and well-understood migration corridors. These corridors are used for sea-

sonal movement between low elevation, concentrated winter range and high elevation,

dispersed summer range. The necessity of migration corridors for the persistence of mule

deer herds is well-documented (Kucera 1988, Kucera and McCarthy 1988, Taylor 1988,

Taylor 1991, Taylor 1997). Summer range is only available for a few months of the year,

buried under snow for the remaining months. Winter range cannot support many deer

year round and is impoverished by the end of each winter. The combination of these two

ranges allows mule deer to take advantage of these habitats during their optimal periods
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but requires twice-yearly movement between them. Functional migration corridors are a

necessity for the conservation ofthese herds.

Studv Area: The Eastern Siena Nevada

The Siena Nevada is a northwest-southeast oriented mountain range that extends

nearly 600 km from Mt. Lassen in the north to Walker Pass, east of Bakersfield, in the

south (Storer and Usinger 1968 cited in Kucera 1988, p. 3). The eastern slope of the Si-

erra Nevada merges into the western edge of the Great Basin in a region that is com-

monly known as the Eastern Sierra (Smith 2000). This region lies in both eastern Califor-

nia and west-central Nevada and is known for its aridity and steep, dramatic slopes. As

winter storms move inland off the Pacific Ocean, they deposit moisture up the western

slope of the Sierra, but a rain shadow effect leaves the eastern side much more arid

(Kucera 1988, Smith 2000). This, in turn, creates a flora and fauna dramatically different

from the nearby western slope. In contrast to the dense pine-fir forests typically found on

the west side, east side forests are sparse with little understory, vanishing into sagebrush

scrub below 7000 feet (Smith 2000). The large rivers found on the west side are mirrored

only by small streams that usually terminate in large alkaline sinks or shallow seasonal

lakes east of the Sierra Nevada (Smith 2000). Because the eastern Sierra represents the

merging of two distinct bioregions - the Sierra Nevada and the Great Basin Desert -
plants and animals typical of both regions intermingle, creating an astounding diversity

(Smith 2000). Desert species occur up mountain slopes, while montane species blend

into the arid valley below.

I
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This research focuses on a poftion of the south-eastem Sierra, extending from To-

pazLake in Nevada, south to Bishop, California (figure I -l). This region overlaps almost

entirely with what is commonly referred to as the High Siena (Yosemite south to Mt.

Whitney), and is characterized by extensive glaciation, deep winter snows, mild sum-

mers, and hundreds of peaks above 4000 m (Kucera 1988). The Sierra Crest sharply de-

lineates the western slope from the eastern slope of the Sierra, and can only be crossed by

a series of passes that generally increase in elevation from north to south (Kucera l gSS).

Eastern Sierra mule deer use these passes to migrate from winter range occutring east of

the Sierra Crest to summer range on the western slopes. Although these deer spend time

on both the eastern and western slopes of the Sierra Nevada, they are named and man-

aged based on their winter range, located in the eastem Sierra.

The physical geography is not the only factor that makes this region unique. Much

as the biology represents a mélange of montane and desert ecosystems, so too does the

cultural landscape consist of intriguing combinations of ownership and management. The

vast majority of the land in this area is in public hands, split between the US Forest Ser-

vice, the Bureau of Land Management, National Parks, and state agencies. Like many

places in California, land values on private land are rising dramatically. That private land

within this region is limited, combined with increasing demand for second homes or re-

tirement havens, puts significant development pressure on much of the so-far undevel-

oped land. Many of these private parcels are anticipated to be developed within the next

l0 to 20 years (Newbry 2006). From a conservation perspective, this is a region ripe with

potential and concern. Perhaps one of the most interesting land owners, however, is the

Los Angeles Department of Water and Power (LADWP), a major player in the eastern
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Sierra region. The IADTWP owns about 314,000 acres in Mono and Inyo counties, much

of it acquired in a concerted spate of effort in the 1920s and 1930s. Although this land is

technically considered private, in the past it has functioned in many ways as public land.

For example, public access is permitted on most LADWP land, as arc grøzing permits.

Increasing development pressure on private land in the eastem Sierra raisqs questions as

to how LADWP land will be treated inthe future.

I
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Figure I-2: Looking east over the High Sierra toward Mount Tom and Bishop, California. The base of the l(hite Mountains may be seen in
the distance Image by William Bowen.
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Chapter 2: Research Methods

In an ideal world, conservation and management decisions would be based on ac-

curate, current, and unbiased data collected specifically to address the situation at hand.

In reality, decisions must be made regardless of data quality or availability. And, in truth,

data can be too difficult or too expensive to collect and update; in the absence of good

and current data, decisions have to be based on the best available resources. This does not

mean that all conservation decisions are made ad hoc, lacking proper knowledge or re-

sources, but rather, that modern-day conservation requires a certain degree of opportun-

ism, improvisation, and innovative thought. While collecting original data in the held

may be difficult, that does not mean information adequate for the drafting of a conserva-

tion plan is unavailable.

Recognizing the constraints that cost, time, and the requirements of formal field-

based original data collection impose on conservation topics, I entered into this project

interested in the reality of conservation planning. Rather than considering such planning

in an ideal world offering unlimited financial resources and field time and funding suffi-

cient to allow for the collection of single-site unique data in the field, I focused on the ac-

cumulation and analysis of existing data. My goal was to see how a practical, viable and

credible conservation plan can be developed from existing information of an eclectic sort

that might be found in a situation where a grab-bag of data exists, without its having pre-

viously undergone much formal collation and analysis.

Through the help of several individuals, a sharing of data, and the further explora-

tion of knowledge in formal and informal interviews, I managed to compile the informa-
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tion necessary to draw reasonable conclusions and make what I consider to be informed

recommendations. The variety of techniques used in this project represents the opportun-

ism and innovation necessary for successful - and cost-effective - conservation.

Delineation of Herd Boundaries

This research is based on three Rocky Mountain mule deer (Odocoileus hemionus

hemionus) herds that winter in the eastern Sierra: the West Walker herd, the Casa Diablo

herd, and the Round Valley herd (frgure 2-l).Each of these particular herds presents a

distinct opportunity for conservation. Their current status raises concern about continued

success without intervention; in addition, these three herds spend a portion of their winter

or migration in areas that are both biologically important and likely to be developed in

the future.

Two additional herds that occur in this region, although originally taken into con-

sideration, were omitted from closer examination - the East Walker herd and the Mono

Lake herd (figure 2-2) (Taylor 1991). After careful evaluation, the conservation status of

these two additional herds appears stable in comparison to the three herds documented in

this research. Threats causing concem for other herds, such as urban development, are

less significant for the East Walker or Mono Lake herds, at least under current conditions.

In addition, herd numbers have not declined in recent years, such as in the Round Valley

and West'Walker herds. It is important that these two herds continue to be monitored, but

currently they will not be considered a priority for conservation efforts.
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Figure 2-1: Focal deer herds. Notice the overlap in summer range between the Round Valley and
Casa Diablo Herds.
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Figure 2-2: Easl Walker and Mono Lake deer herds were excludedfrom the current study, but
should be monitoredforfuture threat or declines.
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The first step toward the conservation of the three focal herds is the delineation of

seasonal ranges and migration routes. A review of published and non-published literature

provides baseline data. The most recent information available for the West Walker herd is

an almost decade-old management report produced by the California Department of Fish

and Game (CDFG) (Taylor 1997). This report is based on radio-telemetry work done be-

tween May 1992 and June 1995 and includes topographical maps with seasonal ranges

and migration routes hand drawn as polygon or line features. After scanning these maps, I

geo-referenced the subsequent images in ArcMap 9.1 and created a shapefile showing

seasonal ranges and migration routes based on the hand drawn polygons. In keeping with

the format established in the CDFG management report, migration routes are drawn as

linear features, rather than corridors or areas.

No current management report exists for the Casa Diablo herd; there is, however,

an almost twenty-year old deer study report by CDFG (Taylor 1988). Between 1986 and

1988 CDFG biologist Tim Taylor monitored Casa Diablo deer using radio-telemetry

techniques. Within the repoft, home ranges and migration routes are delineated on hand-

drawn maps; however, there are no topographical base maps to give reference. Major

points of reference, such as cities or lakes, are included, but since maps are not drawn to

scale, they could not be easily geo-referenced in a GIS. Instead, I chose to digitize range

boundaries by using heads-up-digitizing and a visual analysis of the maps. Reference

points such as highways, lakes, cities, and mountains ensured as much accuracy as possi-

ble.

No current management report or herd study exists for the Round Valley herd.

There is, however, a map showing range boundaries and migration routes available as a
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jpeg image. This map was created by CDFG and was clearly made using GIS technology.

The map lacks metadata or information explaining how ranges were delineated, nor does

it indicate the name of its creator, though a current CDFG employee suggests the creator

may have been a previous intern. Current whereabouts of the original data used to create

the map are unknown. After geo-referencing this map in ArcMap 9.1, I created a new

shapehle showing the seasonal ranges and migration routes of the Round Valley herd.

Since the origin of this information is unknown and the accuracy questionable, I consid-

ered this map a starting point only. In addition to the image, another source of informa-

tion exists for the Round Valley Herd in a PhD dissertation; Dr. Tom Kucera monitored

the Round Valley herd between January 1984 and May 1987 for his doctoral research

(Kucera 1988). Dr. Kucera does not provide maps indicating range boundaries or migra-

tion routes in his printed dissertation. He does, however, describe broad range boundaries

and migration routes within the text. Range boundary descriptions, although they coin-

cide with the CDFG map, are at such a coarse scale that they can only loosely validate the

CDFG map. Migration routes, however, are described in detail, particularly the locations

where Round Valley deer cross the Sierra Nevada crest moving into summer range on the

westem slope of the Sierra. These locations are limited by the physical landscape and can

be accurately pinpointed on a map by description alone. These descriptions were used to

validate and update the Round Valley shapefiles.

After digitizingrunge boundaries and migration routes for all three herds, I

printed a poster sized map (3' by 4') for each herd on 100k topographical base maps. I

presented these maps during an interview with Tim Taylor, a CDFG wildlife biologist.

Taylor is considered the local expert on both the West Walker and Casa Diablo herds and
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was author and lead researcher for the Casa Diablo and West Walker reports. In addition,

Taylor still currently participates in annual helicopter counts for all three herds and is in-

volved with on-going herd management and conservation. Taylor updated the poster-

sized maps based on his personal knowledge by hand-drawing new and more accurate

boundaries and migration routes and by delineating areas of known concentrations or

critical importance. After using this information to update the original shapefiles in

ArcMap, I repeated the process with Taylor a second time to ensure that no details were

overlooked. Extensive interviews with Taylor provided additional information on the bi-

ology, conservation, and potential threats to each herd. I followed the same inter-

view/map-updating process in a single meeting with Dr. Kucera. This ensured that any

non-printed knowledge is reflected in all three herd maps.

De.finition and delineation of Prioritv Areas

In the context of this research, priority areas are geographical spaces that if altered

severely may cause significant declines in the overall population numbers of the herd.

These areas provide some essential or integral component to the life history of the herd,

and include important winter range, holding areas, bottlenecks in migration routes, and

important summer range. The designation of priority areas is not meant to imply that ar-

eas within the herd range but not designated as priority are not important for the long-

term persistence of the herd; only that priority areas are of a slightly higher importance

and as such, should be protected first.

Heavy winter snowfall causes winter range in the eastern Sierra to be concen-

trated in lower-elevation valleys. During heavy snow winters, deer tend to congregate in
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areas where vegetation is still available and extends above the snow-pack. At the end of

winter, some areas tend to "green up" f,rrst, providing forage earlier than other parts of

winter range (Taylor 2005). Based on this information, I define priority winter range as

areas of quality vegetative forage that either remain available through the heaviest

months of winter or become available in the springtime when deer are in poor physical

condition and in need of nutritious forage. These areas are recognized either by their

known vegetative composition or as areas where deer congregate during winter periods.

Holding areas are sites along migration routes where deer linger several days or

longer during migration (Bertrem and Rempel 1977, cited in Taylor 1988, p. 8) and typi-

cally occur at the base of a significant change in elevation (Taylor 2006a).In the eastern

Sierra, deer leave winter range when weather is becoming excessively warm and forage is

scarce; summer range, however, is still unavailable due to heavy snowpack (Taylor

2006a). Spring holding areas provide a temporary staging area where deer can find forage

and wait until summer range becomes available. Fall holding areas are used at the other

end of migration, when deer are moving back onto winter range. These areas provide ad-

ditional forage before settling into winter range. For this research, major holding areas

are considered priority habitat for the long term persistence of local mule deer herds.

To move between winter range, holding areas, and summer range, mule deer re-

quire functional migration corridors. Depending on the topography of the landscape, mi-

gration corridors can be wide and dispersed over a large area or small and constricted to a

naffow passageway. Bottlenecks along migration corridors occur when the corridor be-

comes narrow and restricted on either side. These restrictions can be natural, such as

mountains or lakes, or man-made such as dense development. In the context of this re-

t.

t.
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search, migration routes are drawn as linear features showing the general path of move-

ment but ignoring boundary lines necessary to delineate a migration corridor. Corridors,

and particularly bottlenecks in corridors, are identified in a visual examination of the

physical and cultural landscape through which the migration route passes. Bottlenecks in

major migration corridors stand out as priority habitat for this project because they have

the potential to block migration and disconnect seasonal ranges.

The final type of priority habitat identified for this research is priority summer

range, constituting fawning grounds or areas of quality vegetation where deer congregate

during summer months. In general, summer range is much more dispersed and in this re-

gion more likely to occur on public lands than any other type of seasonal range. Certain

key fawning areas, however, occur in at-risk locations and are important for mule deer

conservation.

Delineation of priority habitat followed much the same process as delineation of

range boundaries. Known priority areas were sketched on poster-sized maps by Taylor

and Kucera during in-person interviews. A visual examination and discussion of physical

and cultural landscapes then identihed bottlenecks in migration routes.

Round Vallqt Densitv Analysis

After completion of range and migration delineations, an additional data source

became available for the Round Valley Herd from Dr. Vern Bleich, a wildlife biologist

for CDFG. Dr. Bleich's research focuses on ecological studies of mule deer from the

Round Valley. From the years 2002-2004, GPS radio-collars were monitored non-

continuously on 37 individual deer that winter-through in Round Valley. The subsequent
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database consists of over 45,000 point locations, which I brought into a GIS. Each point

in this database represents a location of an individual deer at a given point in time. Ques-

tionable or outlier individuals were first removed from the database to eliminate the pos-

sibility that individuals not belonging to the herd could be included in the analysis. I then

categorized points by date to create several distinct groups: l) all points; 2) point loca-

tions during spring migration (April - June); 3) point locations during fall migration (Oct

and November); 4) point locations during winter months (December - March); and 5)

point locations during summer months (July - September). Using ArcMap 9.1, I per-

formed a Point Density Analysis (Spatial Analyst) and a Fixed Kernel Density Estimator

(Hawth's Tools) on each category to show locations of highest point densities. It is im-

portant to note that this analysis makes one major assumption - that each point is

weighted equally toward determining overall herd density. The distribution of points,

however, is not equal over time or between individuals, with some individuals monitored

more frequently on given days or more frequently in general. This means that some indi-

viduals are weighted more heavily in the analysis as are some time periods. The large size

of this database, however, makes it unlikely that such localized effects will have an im-

pact on the broader results. The results of the density analysis were then compared to the

herd maps created using expert opinion to see if these quantitative techniques provided a

similar result as the qualitative methods used to delineate herd boundaries and priority ar-

eas. Although a similar result from these two distinct methods does not validate the accu-

racy of either method, it does improve our overall confidence in the accuracy of both

methods.
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Deer spend more time overall in seasonal ranges than in migration. During the

three-month period when herd migration occurs, an individual deer spends only a small

percentage of its time migrating, with most time spent on winter range or a spring holding

area. Consequently, migration routes are not clearly identified by density analysis. To

compensate for this, I created movement paths for each individual deer by connecting

point locations in temporally sequential order using the "Convert Locations to Paths"

function of the Hawth's Tools extension for ArcGIS. I then performed a visual examina-

tion of each movement path in comparison to the major migration coridor for the Round

Valley herd previously delineated using expert opinion.

Data Acquisition

Ownership dataare compiled from several sources including Mono County, Inyo

County, and Alpine County (California), and Douglas County Q.Jevada). These data are

considered the most accurate and up-to-date ownership information currently available

for each county. Gaps in ownership data occur in small portions of ranges outside of the

counties listed above. These gaps were filled, however, by layering California and Ne-

vada GAP Analysis ownership files behind county ownership files.

Mono, Inyo, and Douglas counties all provided parcel GIS layers for their respec-

tive counties. Mono and Douglas counties additionally supplied land use designation

(LUD) GIS layers. Inyo County provided LUD information for requested parcels, which I

then attributed to the appropriate parcels. Alpine County supplied LUD maps as PDF im-

ages, but no parcel layer. I compiled all data into a GIS database to create fairly complete

parcel and LUD data layers.
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California wildfire history data came from the Inyo National Forest (U.S. Forest

Service); Nevada wildf,rre data can be downloaded off the Nevada division of the U.S.

Bureau of Land Management website. Additional cartographic or physical data came

from the State of California website, Mono County, or the University of Nevada, Reno.

Planninq and Threat Assessment

Threats evaluated in this research are chosen based on several sources including a

literature review of known or suggested threats to mule deer, threats known to affect

other species in the region, and expert opinion. Each threat is evaluated for its potential

impact on mule deer conservation, past occurrences or effect, or the threat's potential for

future occurrence within the herd ranges. Perceived threats include: urban development,

catastrophic wildhre, deer-vehicle collisions, livestock grazing, and energy exploration.

'While it might perhaps be so used, this research is not intended to predict the future im-

pact ofthese threats but rather to draw attention to the existence ofpotential threats and

the need from a conservation perspective for these threats to be addressed.

Urban development is occurring on a widespread scale across the western United

States. Important habitat for all focal herds occurs on some private land, and as a result

faces some risk of development. Although all private land has a potential for develop-

ment, the distribution and patterns of development will vary based on many factors in-

cluding land value, land access, and land use planning. Conservation planning requires a

clear understanding of the potential for development so that funds can be allocated effec-

tively and efficiently. For this research, information on development came from three

main sources: land use designations, general plans, and interviews with planners from
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Douglas, Mono, and Inyo Counties. Questions posed to planners sought out information

on current development proposals, potential for development in specified areas, and like-

lihood that given areas will be developed in the near future. The assessments based on

this information are not predictive models of development; rather, this information is

used to identify high-risk areas within priority deer habitat that should be considered a

focal point for local conservation and land use planning.

Deer-vehicle collisions (DVCs) are a major problem in the western United States,

causing a negative impact to both mule deer populations and motorists involved in the

accidents (Sullivan and others 2004). Caltrans (region 5) maintains a database of DVCs

dating back to 1965. Each collision is referenced by the date the deer carcass was found

and highway postmile (recorded every 1/10 of each postmile). There are a few problems

associated with this database; first, collisions are only recorded when deer carcasses are

found on the highway. This means that collisions in which a deer did not die on impact

and left the highway before dying, or did not die at all, are not included in the database.

Until recently, most monitoring by Caltrans was done from a moving vehicle; conse-

quently, any carcasses not easily seen from a moving vehicle are also excluded. In addi-

tion, several years ofdata (1996 -2002) are currently unaccounted for and were corre-

spondingly excluded from the database. Despite several shortcomings, this database is

still an extremely useful asset for gaining an understanding of the magnitude of the prob-

lem and the spatial distribution of DVC occurrences.

To begin my analysis, I first brought the entire DVC database into Microsoft Ex-

cel. I then created a new worksheet that lists all postmile locations at which a DVC ever

occurred. Locations are recorded at 1/10 mile accuracy. For each postmile location, the
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total number of DVCs occurring atthat location were added and attributed to the postmile

location. I exported the excel worksheet as a Dbase IV table and joined the new table to a

postmile shapef,tle in ArcMap 9.1, at which point I selected and exported all attributed

postmile point locations to create a new shapefile. Using spatial analyst, I calculated the

Getis-Ord Gi* statistics for this dataset based on total number of collisions and used the

values to identif,i DVC hotspots.

Threat from wildfire and energy exploration are identihed spatially and discussed

based on literature review, previous occurrences, and expert opinion. Information on pro-

posed energy exploration on the Casa Diablo winter range came from the Bureau of Land

Management. Discussion and recommendations on livestock gtazing are based solely on

literature review.

l

l

I
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Chapter 3: The State of the Herd

Mule deer are enjoyed (thanks substantially to Disney's Bambi) by some of the

population as charismatic and picturesque animals and valued by hunters as a desirable

game species. Modern day wildlife biologists work in a field that had its origins in trying

to maximize deer "yield," but now also includes the tricky world of threatened or endan-

gered species and the dictates of the Endangered Species Act. Mule deer conservation,

and in many ways wildlife biology in general, is inescapably linked to past and curent

deer management practices. Without a clear understanding of deer management, conser-

vation efforts cannot be successful. A discussion of management, however, first requires

a basic understanding of the history and ecology of this species. Mule deer occur

throughout western North America. Although differences in deer behavior and ecology

exist across regions, many similarities are consistent throughout the American West and

provide insight into the species' unique characteristics and history.

Mule deer are primarily browsers, feeding on forbs and the leaves and twigs of

shrubs. In contrast to other large ruminants, including cattle and elk, mule deer have a

smaller rumen in relation to body size; instead of eating large quantities of low quality

forage, deer must be more selective, feeding on only nutritious plants or parts of plants

(Heffelfinger and Messmer 2003,6). The breeding season for mule deer occurs in late fall

(November-December). After a gestation period of about 7 months, single or twin fawns

are born during summer (May-August). Deer fertility and fawn recruitment are directly

linked to habitat conditions and nutritional level of females, particularly during late preg-

nancy and lactation (2003, 7). Range conditions, and specifrcally the availability of nutri-
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tious forage, thus have a significant impact on fawn recruitment. Factors such as live-

stock grazing, mule deer population density, invasive species, fire frequency, and climate

all impact the quality and condition of rangelands.

In the past, mule deer management focused primarily on improving range condi-

tion to support higher densities of deer. This was accomplished through several tech-

niques including low to moderate density livestock grazingto maintain early successional

stages (Austin 2000, Heffelfinger and Messmer 2003,7), increased water availability

through artificial waterholes (Taylor 1988, Bleich and others 2005), prescribed burning

(Taylor 1997), and food supplementation (Nelson 1997,48). Although these methods

successfully increase population densities, they raise concern over potential ecological

consequences. Mule deer populations are well known for both their variability and their

tendency to increase quickly under suitable conditions and crash when conditions are

poor (Baron 2004). Dense deer populations can quickly decimate rangelands, clearly

demonstrated in the well-known example of the Kaibab Plateau (Foster 1970). Although

rangelands may not be destroyed when non-natural supplementation is occurring, tech-

niques used to increase deer herd density artificially create dependency on human sup-

plementation, which, if ever removed, could ultimately result in disasters such as the

Kaibab case. It is not farfetched to predict that management techniques such as the ones

described above could be changed or forgotten with normal employee turnover at agen-

cies or when widespread political changes occur. For these reasons, techniques meant to

improve deer habitat (not to be confused with restoration techniques meant to bring habi-

tat back to a presumably "natural" state) should be approached with a degree of caution.

g
iì
I

)

I
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In a natural system, mule deer populations are kept in check through predation.

This still occurs to some degree in the eastern Sierra Nevada through mountain lion pre-

dation. More often, however, natural predators have been regionally extirpated, allowing

deer populations to quickly exceed carrying capacity (Baron 2004,19-20). Despite the ef-

forts of predator-reintroduction projects, which are themselves controversial, it seems

unlikely that natural predators will ever occur at abundances equivalent to historic num-

bers. Overpopulation of mule deer herds can have negative impacts on range- or wild-

lands, leading to population crashes and severe habitat degradation. Mule deer manage-

ment and conservation must ensure that populations remain within the carrying capacity

of their habitat.

The easiest and most obvious way to achieve this goal is through regular monitor-

ing and hunting. Although it may seem counter-intuitive, in the absence of sufficient

natural predation or other environmental checks, hunting is necessary to keep populations

at healthy levels and ensure that rangelands remain viable habitat. Most situations where

deer populations exceed the carrying capacity of their environment occur when hunting is

heavily or entirely restricted (Foster 1970, Baron 2004). Successful mule deer conserva-

tion is thus a balance between habitat protection and population management. If habitat is

diminished in size or quality, deer populations will suffer and decline. If populations are

allowed to over-flourish, they will ultimately destroy their own habitat, and again deer

populations, in addition to other co-existing species, will suffer. Not all situations, of

course, lead to over-population problems; many other factors, such as climate or competi-

tion, affect mule deer abundances. Management is an integral component to successful

mule deer conservation.
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Much of the debate surrounding

mule deer conservation comes from the

sparse amount known about mule deer

populations or distributions before the arri-

val of early pioneers. In the introduction to

Mule Deer Conservation: Issues and Man-

agement Strategies (2003), James Heffelfin-

ger and Terry Messmer clearly explain the

history of mule deer population fluctuations

since the arrival of pioneers. It is widely ac-

,1800 í825 'lü0 1875 1900 1925 1360 tg75 2000

YEAR

Figure 3-1 : Long term trends in Califurnia
deer abundance from the CDFG website
(www.dfg.ca.gov). Abundant refers lo popu-
lations of 700,000 to I million; common re-
fers to populations between 400,000 and
700,000; scarce refers to populations lower
than 4 0 0, 0 0 0 individuals.

cepted that mule deer abundance in the 1800s was below or equal to current numbers

(figure 3-l). After settlement, most western states report major declines in populations

due to unrestricted hunting, excessive livestock grazing, and unfavorable weather pat-

tems. Mule deer abundances were scarce by the early 1900s. Through the 1920s popula-

tions increased due to new harvest regulations and the newly established wildlife conser-

vation system. Anthropomorphic changes, such as cattle grazinlg, fire suppression, and

logging created a landscape that could support higher mule deer population densities due

to increased shrub quantities. Mule deer populations peaked in the late 1940s through the

1960s. A second widespread decline occured in the 1960s and I 970s, but this time the

reasons were less well understood and extremely varied. The 1980s brought general in-

creases in deer abundance, but by the mid-1990s another widespread decline began that

continues through the current day. Causes suggested for current declines include habitat

loss to development, drought, harsh winters, competition, predation, disease, poaching,

Trends in Cdifomh Deer Nunbe¡s in Rebtion to Habld Qrdity

lffid@n.i"rr¡ry-l
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and increased hunting. Habitat loss, however, is generally accepted as the most signifi-

cant cause of current declines (Heffelfinger and Messmer 2003, 8-9).

Such dramatic fluctuations over time, combined with a poor understanding of pre-

settlement abundance and distributions, create challenges in setting conservation goals

for mule deer. An emerging factor, however, distinguishes historic fluctuations from cur-

rent declines - the effects of widespread habitat loss, especially the declining acreage of

seasonally-crucial feed species that can't be substituted. Although historically deer popu-

lations eventually recovered from the previous impacts of over-hunting, over-population,

or climatic fluctuations, the effects of continued habitat loss may not be so easily reme-

died, particularly when faced with the fact that habitat lost to development may never be

converted back to habitat. It seems likely that declines caused by habitat loss will only

continue as urban development continues to encroach on wild landscapes. Habitat con-

version can be viewed as one of the most pressing threats to mule deer populations, and

protection of habitat should be regarded as a main goal of mule deer conservation.

Mule Deer and the Eastern Sierra

Mule deer currently occur throughout the Great Basin. As in all western states,

historic abundances and distributions are not well understood, although many biologists

argue that mule deer were largely absent from the Great Basin 100 years ago (Berger and

Wehausen 1991, Austin2002). Joel Berger and John Wehausen propose that current mule

deer distributions are an indirect consequence of cattle grazing in the Great Basin Desert.

According to these biologists, the introduction of cattle grazing and wild horses caused a

shift in vegetation composition toward shrubby vegetation types, consequently causing
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mule deer populations to irrupt. Mountain lions, a major predator of mule deer, increased

in turn, creating what Berger and Wehausen refer to as a "Predator-Prey Disequilibrium"

in the Great Basin. Other research provides additional support that grazing significantly

altered Great Basin vegetation composition. Mack and Thompson (1982) give several

convincing lines of evidence to support the theory that intermountain steppe communities

evolved without selective grazing pressure and consequently are not adapted to deal with

the impacts from livestock grazing, at least by cattle and horses, as "large-hooved herbi-

vores." Dennis Austin (2000) presents results of numerous studies indicating that live-

stock grazing shifted plant succession toward seral shrub communities on mule deer win-

ter range followed by dramatic increases in mule deer populations in the Great Basin. Al-

though historic populations may never be completely understood, current research indi-

cates that mule deer were probably scarce throughout the Great Basin in pre-settlement

times.

The eastern Sierra Nevada, however, occurs on the edge of the Great Basin. Al-

though many Great Basin characteristics shape the ecology of the eastern Sierra, unique

forces at work in this region create a distinct environment. Mule deer are native to the

eastern Sierra Nevada. Deer were part of the diet of Owens Valley Indians (Wilke and

Lawton 1976, cited in Wehausen 1996,477) indicating they existed in this region prior to

euroamerican settlement. Many eastern Sierra mule deer migrate westward over the Si-

erra Nevada crest in summer months and intermingle with western slope herds (Loft and

others 1989). Central Sierra herds from the western slope are well-documented during

pre-settlement times in Native American diet and clothing (Powers 1875, cited in Berger

and Wehausen 1991, 246).It seems likely that even if mule deer were not present in the
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eastern Sierra at some point in history, western herds would eventually drift down eastern

slopes to find new winter habitat, especially with the presence of abundant summer range

nearby. Despite clear indicators of mule deer presence in the eastern Sierra during pre-

settlement times, historic abundance is unknown. This research assumes that population

fluctuations in eastern Sierra herds follow patterns similar to elsewhere in California and

the entire western U.S. and that significant future declines would cause populations to

drop below common historic numbers ( "common" area in figure 3-l).

This research focuses on three eastern Sierra mule deer herds: the West'Walker

herd, the Casa Diablo herd, and the Round Valley herd (ftgure 2-l).

West Walker Deer Herd

The West Walker (WW) herd is a bi-state mule deer herd, occupying winter range

in both California (Mono County) and Nevada (Douglas County). Like most eastern Si-

erra herds, WW deer inhabit a relatively small, concentrated arca of winter range (800

km2¡ in comparison to a large, dispersed summer range (2,450 km2) (Taylor 1gg7).

Summer range is shared with Rocky Mountain mule deer from two other eastern Sierra

herds (East Walker and Mono Lake herds) and California mule deer (Odocoileus

hemionus californicus) from at least three western Siena herds (Loft 1989, Taylor 1997).

Most summer range occurs on public lands such as national forest and national park

lands.

Winter range for the WW herd is concentrated into 800 km2; in winter, females

are typically pregnant, males are regaining strength from the fall rut, and winter storms
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Figure 3-2: Seasonal ranges and migration routes ofthe Il¡est Ilalker herd. Numbered polygons show
designaled " critical areas. "
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increase energetic demands. rWinter range must provide nutritious forage that remains

available to deer until conditions allow for spring migration. Conservation of winter

habitat requires a clear understanding of winter diet. In the Great Basin region, antelope

bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata) and big sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata) are widely

recognized as the most significant components of mule deer diets (Kucera 1988). Fecal

pellet analysis on West Walker deer shows that antelope bitterbrush is the most com-

mon shrub in early winter diets, while sagebrush (Artemisia spp.) and saltbush (Atriplex

spp.) are common during late winter when bitterbrush is no longer available because of

sno\ / cover in medium and upper elevations. Forb use increases in late winter to com-

pensate for lower shrub availability. Common forbs include buckwheat (Eriogonum

spp.), larkspur (Delphinium spp.), cinquefoil (Potentilla spp.), and Indian paintbrush

(Castilleja spp.) (Taylor 1997). Although deer feed on both browse (shrubs) and forbs,

browse is critical to winter survival because it is available in deep snow, when all other

forage is buried. Browse is a better source of crude protein than grasses and forbs, of-

fering more nutritional advantage (Taylor 1997). Bitterbrush is the most important

browse species for 'WW deer in early winter; consequently, areas of abundant bitter-

brush can be considered a high priority for conservation.

CDFG spring helicopter surveys in 2005 counted 1,730 individual deer in WW

range;with 1,077 of these identified as adults, 394 as fawns, and259 unclassified. Actual

population size is probably much higher than helicopter counts. Although exact numbers

are not available, CDFG biologist Tim Taylor indicates that this herd has seen significant

declines in the last l0 to 20 years (Taylor 2006b) causing concern for the long-term per-
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sistence of the W'W herd. In addition, this herd faces several current or anticipated future

threats; these threats will be discussed in detail in chapter four of this thesis.

Priority Areas:

Winter range for the WW herd is already highly concentrated; consequently, the

entire winter range can be considered of high priority for the long-term persistence of the

herd. Certain subregions do provide more valuable forage than others and are utilized

more heavily by deer than other winter range. For this research, these areas are called

"prioritywinter range;" they are numbered and delineated in figure 3-2. Priority areas

vary in importance depending on the timing and severity of winter. Some areas may be

more important in late fall, others in the dead of winter, and still others in early spring.

Certain areas may not be used during light winters but will become critically important

during a severe winter. Deer move seasonally through these distinct areas and at any

given time may be concentrated in one or more priority areas.

Priority range delineations also include holding areas and summer range. Defini-

tions of holding areas and priority summer range are provided in chapter 2 of this thesis.

Bottlenecks along migration routes are not a significant problem for the West Walker

herd, and consequently are not included as priority areas.

Prioritv Winter Range:

l) Slinkard Vølley - This area provides winter range, spring range, and a fall holding

area for WW deer. A wildlife refuge, created and managed by CDFG, occurs within

iì
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this area. The refuge protects winter habitat, but the Slinkard valley spring habitat is

not currently protected.

2) Wild Oat Mountain - This area provides spring range. High concentrations of West

Walker deer can be found in Wild Oat Mountain during early spring.

3) Gray Hills - This area also provides spring range. High concentrations of West

Walker deer can be found in Gray Hills during early spring.

4) Topaz - Coleville Corridor - This corridor provides important winter range and func-

tions as a movement corridor between priority winter ranges. The corridor stretches

between highway 395 on the east and steep mountain faces on the west. Deer-vehicle

collisions are a significant problem within the corridor.

5) Little Antelope Vølley - This area provides both winter and spring range. Most of Lit-

tle Antelope Valley is protected as a wildlife refuge, created and managed by CDFG.

6) Antelope Valley - Antelope Valley provides winter and spring range. It is larger in

size than other priority areas and consequently provides an abundance ofquality habi-

tat.

7) Boulder Hills - Boulder Hills provides winter and spring range.

8) Jackass Flal - The west side ofjackass flat provides early winter range. The east side

provides late winter range.

Holding Areas:

9) Bagley Vølley Holding Ar¿¿ -Although this spring holding area is used less than the

Sonora holding area, it is important for deer that are migrating from northern winter

range into northern summer range.
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L0) Sonora Holding Area -This is the most used spring holding area and migration

route for WW deer. The majority of deer from this herd cross highway 395 near

Sonora junction, within the Sonora holding area. Consequently, deer-vehicle colli-

sions are a significant problem within this area.

Prioritv Summer Ranse:

11) This area is unnamed; it occurs north of twin lakes and includes three drainages:

Buckeye Creek, Little Walker River, and West Walker River. This region provides

important fawning habitat and is used primarily by female does during fawning peri-

ods.

Casa Diablo Deer Herd

The Casa Diablo (CD) herd is the smallest of all five mule deer herds occurring in

Mono County with 662 individual deer counted in CDFG 2005 spring helicopter surveys

(420 adults, 87 fawns, 155 unclassified). Population estimates project a total population

size of approximately 1300 deer (Taylor 2006a). Unlike the West Walker or Round Val-

ley herds, the Casa Diablo herd has not seen significant declines in recent times. Before

1993, widespread drought impacted herd numbers; the population has steadily increased

since then, however, and currently remains stable (Taylor 2006a). Although this is en-

couraging for deer conservation, several potential and anticipated threats create concern

for future herd prosperity. With deer population numbers already small, it is important to

address these threats before they occur.
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Like other eastern Sierra herds, the CD herd occupies a relatively small winter

range (260 kml and large, dispersed summer range (1,940 k-'). Most deer summer

along the east slope of the Sierra (-85%), but some move over the Sierra crest to spend

summers on the western slope (Taylor 1988, Taylor 2005). Winter range may be espe-

cially important for this herd because deer are frequently in poor condition at the end of

summer before moving onto winter range in the fall; this means that quality winter forage

is critical for sustaining population numbers (Taylor 2005). Although no available studies

document preferred forage for CD deer, feeding preferences probably follow similar pat-

terns to that of West Walker deer with antelope bitterbrush as the most important browse

species.

Priority areas for CD deer are defined by the same parameters as Wìü deer. Win-

ter range is not as limited as for the WW herd, but because deer are leaving summer

range in poor condition, quality winter range is crucial for population health. Priority ar-

eas are delineated and numbered in hgure 3-3.

Migration corridors are fairly broad with no significant bottlenecks. The major

migration route follows the base of the Glass Mountains. This route is restricted to the

north by the Glass Mountains, but unrestricted to the south leaving ample space for a

wide migration coridor.
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Figure 3-3: Seasonal ranges and migration routes o.fCasa Diablo deer herd. Numbered polygons show designated "critical areas."
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Priority Winter Range:

1) Trumøn Mesdows - This area includes the Truman meadows and surrounding areas.

Deer use the meadows extensively during winter months then move to areas south of

the meadows in the spring.

2) Montgomery Creek - The base of these canyons contain bitterbrush forage and are

used extensively by deer.

3) Rock Creek to Cottonwood Cønyon - This area includes the base of several canyons

(Rock creek, Falls Canyon, Pellisier Creek, Middle Canyon, Birch Creek, Willow

Creek, and Cottonwood Canyon) and contains bitterbrush forage.

4) Blind Springs / Marble Creek - Marble creek and Blind Springs have high deer con-

centrations in the springtime (February - April). The Marble Creek area is an alluvial

fan and contains abundant bitterbrush. Blind Springs is arguably the most priority

winter range for this herd. South- and east-facing slopes in Blind Springs are the most

important; these areas contain bunch grasses and "green-up" early in the springtime,

providing forage when it may not be available anywhere else. Deer also forage on

cultivated alfalfa fields in this area.

5) Black Rock Mine - Black Rock Mine provides winter forage. It is used most heavily

in the month of January.

6) Banner Ridge - Banner ridge provides winter forage. It is used most heavily in the

month of January.

7) Wildrose Mine - Wildrose Mine provides winter forage. It is used most heavily in the

month of January.
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8) Chidago Flut - Chidago Flat provides winter forage. It is used most heavily in the

month of January.

9) Casa Diablo Mountain - Casa Diablo Mountain has abundant bitterbrush. This is

important habitat during winter months.

10) Volcanic Tablelands - The volcanic tablelands is mostly desert scrub and "greens-

up" early. Deer that spent winter months on Casa Diablo Mountain move into the

volcanic tablelands in the springtime.

Holding Areas:

11) Fall llolding Area - This area is unofficially called "Squawtit." It stays fairly open

until December and is extremely important habitat in the fall, when more than a thou-

sand deer can often be found here. It borders the eastern edge of the Glass Mountains

and is high elevation sagebrush scrub.

12) Bald Mountain Holding Area (HA-I) - The Bald Mountain holding area is important

during both spring and fall migrations. Irrigated meadows and abundant bitterbrush in

the southwest region are used extensively by deer. The entire holding area has abun-

dant water, making this an important area for several other species as well, including

migratory waterfowl and raptors.

13) Bohler / Sswmill Canyons Holding Areø (HA-2) - This holding area is not as heav-

ily used by deer as other holding areas, although the majority of deer do go here. HA-

2 overlaps summer range and is more important as fawning habitat than as a holding

area. It contains both Aspen groves and bitterbrush which are used extensively by

Casa Diablo deer.
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Priority Summer Range:

14) June Løke Loop - This area encompasses the entire June Lake loop north to Mono

Dome near highway 120 and contains valuable fawning habitat. During summer

months, high concentration of female does with young can be found within this range.

Round Vallev Deer Herd

The Round Valley (RV) herd is named for its winter range, which encompasses

the entire Round Valley in southern Mono County and northern Inyo County. Previously,

the RV herd was recognized as two distinct herds: the Buttermilk and the Sherwin Grade

herds. This former separation distinguished deer from the Round Valley winter range mi-

grating north up the Sherwin Grade from deer that migrate south through the Buttermilk

region. Old management reports reflect this distinction. Current management, however,

combines these deer into one group - the Round Valley deer herd.

Similar to the West'Walker herd, the RV population has seen dramatic declines

over the last l0 - 20 years (Taylor 2005, Bleich 2006); exact numbers are not available.

Reasons for this decline include increased urban development, catastrophic wildfires, and

deer-vehicle collisions. These problems are discussed in detail in chapter 4 of this thesis.

Fecal pellet analysis indicates that RV deer have a similar diet to that of WW deer. Diet

during winter months is> 93o/o shrubs, with antelope bitterbrush, sagebrush, blackbrush

(Coleogtne ramosissima), and Gregg's ceanothus (Ceanothus Gregii) as the dominant

shrub species. Bitterbrush is most frequent in the diet during the first few months and

again in April (coinciding with spring growth). Sagebrush is most common during
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Figure 3-4: Seasonal ranges and migration roules ofthe Round Valley deer herd. Numbered polygons or
lines show designated "critical areas."
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mid-winter months. Blackbrush and ceanothus have lower and more variable levels in the

diet. Spring diet is consistent with that of winter; bitterbrush, sagebrush, and ceanothus

comprise >90o/o of RV deer spring diets (Kucera 1988).

Priority Areas:

Unlike the WW or CD herds, only three priority areas exist for RV herd (figure 3-

4). These three areas, however, are more expansive than priority areas identified for other

herds. Protection of these areas is crucial for the long-term persistence of RV population

numbers; previous impacts within these areas contributed to current herd declines and

serve to validate the overall need for protection ofthese areas.

1) Round Valley Winter Range - The entire winter range is considered of high priority

for the RV herd. This range is concentrated and has lost habitat in the last 20 years

through wildfires and development.

2) Round Vølley Migration Conidor - Unlike the WW and CD herds, the RV migration

corridor is narrow and restricted. This corridor extends from the southern Round Val-

ley to Mammoth Lakes in the north and is bordered by steep mountains to the west,

highway 395 to the east, and the city of Mammoth Lakes to the north. Migration

routes extending off the major migration corridor and over the Sierra Crest are not

considered part ofthis priority range. Three severe bottlenecks occur along the round

valley corridor: (l ) solitude canyon, (2) Mammoth Meadows, (3) and Crowley. Al-
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though these bottlenecks are the most constricted portions, the entire corridor is nar-

row and considered of high priority.

3) Sherwin Holding Ar¿¿ - Round Valley deer use this holding area during spring mi-

gration, before crossing over the Sierra Crest. At a single time, over 2000 individual

deer and 75Yo of the herd can be found within the Sherwin holding area, indicating it

is heavily utilized (Taylor 2006a). Urban expansion from Mammoth Lakes has pro-

gressively reduced the size of the Sherwin holding area. Potential for future expan-

sion creates concem for the future availability of the Sherwin holding area.

Round Valley Densi\t Anab)sis

Between the years of 2002 and2004, GPS radio-collars were monitored non-

continuously on37 individual deer that winter in the Round Valley. These data (figure 3-

5) allow for an alternative quantitative method to delineate herd ranges - a point density

analysis. If the results from this analysis match closely with the results from range de-

lineation based solely on expert opinion, this increases confidence in the Round Valley

range delineations. Ideally, a quantitative analysis would be used to cross-check bounda-

ries for all three focal deer herds. GPS data, however, are not available for the West

Walker or Casa Diablo herds. Since similar qualitative techniques were used to create all

three herd maps, it seems safe to assume that accuracy levels should be similar for all

three herds. A quantitative cross-check of Round Valley range delineations should serve

as a suitable surrogate for the accuracy of the West Walker and Casa Diablo range de-

lineations.
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Legend
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Wnter Range

Priority Summer Range

Summer Range

. GPS Locations

Figure 3-5: GPS collar point locations of 37 Round Valley mule deer. Each individual deer is repre-
sentedwith a dffirent color.
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Population density analysis shows where deer tend to congregate or where indi-

vidual deer spend large amounts of time by identi$ing areas where point locations are

concentrated. The fixed Kernel density estimator tool calculates a fìxed kernel density

estimate using the quartic approximation of a true Gaussian kernel function (Spatial

Ecology 2006). Figure 3-6 shows the kernel density estimate for point locations during

spring migration (April, May, and June). These results match expected distributions

based on current range delineations. Point densities occur in the northern Round Valley

winter range, along the major migration corridor, and in the Sherwin holding area.

Kucera found that Round Valley deer leave winter range anytime between the beginning

of April until the end of May. These deer rested in a holding area for several weeks, leav-

ing to cross the Sierra crest between mid-may and the end of June. This same pattern was

repeated for several years, regardless of the amount of snow on the ground (Kucera

1988). Based on Kucera's research, deer densities would be expected to be highest in the

winter range, holding areas, and along major migration corridors, which is the exact re-

sult produced by the kernel density estimate. A few density clusters occur within summer

range. These clusters probably represent individual deer that moved into summer range in

late May or early June, thereby producing up to a month of point locations in a small

atea.

The Point Density tool "calculates the density of point features around each out-

put raster cell. Conceptually, a neighborhood is defined around each raster cell center,

and the number of points that fall within the neighborhood is totaled and divided by the

area of the neighborhood" (ESRI 2005). Figure 3-7 shows point density analysis for point
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locations during spring migration (April, May, and June) displayed as a stretched value.

Results are similar to kernel density estimates, with highest point densities occurring in

winter range, holding areas, and along the major migration corridor (Figure 3-7). These

results validate the accuracy of previous range boundary maps.
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Figure 3-6: Kernel density estimøle for deer point locations ùtríng April, May, and June.
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Figure 3-7: Point density analysis for deer point locations during April, May, and June

Interestingly, point densities occur only in the northern range of the Round Valley

herd. Figure 3-7 indicates that no individual deer from this study migrated south or util-

ized the southern holding area or summer range. Kucera found that 7 4%o of deer in his

study migrated north from winter range. He explains this noting that summer range to
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south is largely higher, rockier, and less vegetated than areas to the north, and it supports

fewer deer (Kucera 1988). According to biologist Tim Taylor, approximately 70%o of the

Round Valley herd migrates north, but this number has dropped into the 60%o range in re-

cent times (Taylor 2006a). Since only 37 individual deer were fitted with GPS collars, it

is possible that southern migrants were randomly excluded from the analysis. The sample

could also be biased based on where deer were captured on the winter range. Regardless,

enough sources (Kucera 1988, Kuceru 1992, Taylor 2005, Bleich 2006) validate the pres-

ence of a small southern migration route to include it in the Round Valley herd range

map.

Kernel density estimates and point density analysis performed on other seasonal

categories (chapter 2 offers a complete list of categories) gave similar results to the spring

migration analysis. In all situations deer densities occur in locations expected by current

range maps, and provide support for the overall accuracy of the Round Valley deer distri-

bution map.

Movement Paths

Although kernel density and point density analysis give some indication of major

migration corridors, results are overpowered by the fact that individual deer spend most

of the migration period on winter range and holding areas, and only a short amount of

time in movement between the two. To determine what percentage of radio-collared deer

made use of the major migration corridor, I converted point locations into movement

paths for each individual animal then visually examined each movement path compared

to the previously delineated migration route. Figure 3-8 shows movement paths for two
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individual deer as an example of this process. Overall, movement paths match closely

with the main migration corridor between the Round Valley and Sherwin Holding area;

72Yo of monitored deer used the major migration corridor. Of the deer that did not dem-

onstrate use of the major migration corridor, 90%owere only monitored during winter

months (Nov - Mar) and would not be expected to show migration patterns during this

period. This means that96Yo of deer monitored during spring migration moved through

the major migration corridor. Movement off the holding area into summer range varied

considerably between individual deer. These results support the suggested Round Valley

migration corridor.
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Legend
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Deer 1

Deer 2
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Sum mer Range

Figure 3-8: Movement paths for 2 individual deer from lhe Round Valley herd shown in red and yel-
low. Green movement paths delineate the overall migralion roules for the Round Valley herd.
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Chapter 4: Threats to Mule Deer Habitat

Habitat loss is widely recognized as the most important factor affecting current

rates of species extinctions (Groves 2003).It is intuitively understood that all species re-

quire some amount of quality habitat to persist and flourish. Mule deer are no different.

Ultimately, mule deer abundance and population health are determined by the quality and

availability of habitat. As habitat is destroyed or degraded, mule deer populations either

adapt to the new changes or diminish in size and ultimately disappear. Mule deer are

known for widespread adaptability; they appear in a variety of habitat types throughout

western North America and can often co-exist and even increase their numbers in the face

of human-induced changes. Some habitat alterations, such as agricultural developments,

even benefit deer populations. Compared to many species, deer are, in general, highly

successful when faced with human presence - but there is undoubtedly a tipping point

beyond which numbers decline. If habitat conversions exceed a certain threshold or occur

in critical areas deer populations ultimately suffer. Although the effects of habitat loss are

not always easily predicted, it is clear that mule deer conservation requires the protection

of important habitat. In addition, if deer are to function as an umbrella species, as pro-

posed in this thesis, habitat protection will benefit many co-existing species.

In this chapter, I explore several threats to mule deer persistence, all directly re-

lated to habitat loss or degradation, and their potential for occurrence in the eastern Si-

erra. The manifestation of these threats appears as urban development, catastrophic wild-

fire, deer-vehicle collisions, energy exploration, and livesto ck grazing. If mule deer and
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other species that share habitat are to remain a fixture in the eastern Sierra, each of these

threats needs to be addressed and dealt with appropriately.

Urban Development

Urban development is occurring on a widespread scale in the western United

States. Between 1992 and 1997 , 5.4 million acres of farmland, forest, or other open

spaces within the western U.S. were developed (Lutzand others 2003,22). There is no

reason to believe that this process has decreased in magnitude since then. Urbanization

affects mule deer habitat in many ways, both negative and positive. Natural habitat is

typically lost or altered as buildings, roads, and fences appear on the landscape. Migra-

tion routes can be blocked by development, and pets such as dogs can deter deer from

coming near developed areas. And in some situations, urban development can increase

the density of deer populations. Open spaces such as parks or backyards provide suitable

deer habitat and ornamental shrubs and flowers provide plentiful forage (Lutz and others

2003,22).In many places, as in the Front Range of Colorado, deer populations irrupted

following the onset of urban development. With population increases came numerous

new management problems. Heavy browsing on backyard plants makes homeowners an-

gry; there are increases in deer-vehicle collisions and corresponding safety issues; and

predators including mountain lions may be attracted to suburban neighborhoods where

deer density is high (Lutz and others 2003, Baron2004). Although deer populations may

flourish in semi-urban habitat, these situations ultimately become the seeds of a disaster

more than a successful act of conservation and ultimately fail to benefit either human
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communities or mule deer populations. Protecting natural habitat is a preferable method

to maintain mule deer populations without associated societal problems.

Habitat protection in the eastem Sierra Nevada - as anyplace - is a complex

process. Land ownership is a mélange of public and private land. The large proportion of

land under public management reduces the potential for development. This is advanta-

geous for the protection of habitat and is undoubtedly one of the primary reasons that

such a rich diversity of wildlife and plants still exists. Despite an abundance of public

lands, important wildlife habitat frequently occurs on privately owned land; mule deer

habitat is no exception. As communities such as Bishop, Mammoth Lakes, or Walker ex-

pand, undeveloped private parcels are faced with increasing pressure for development.

Limited availability of private land amplifies development pressure and skyrockets land

values. Land uses such as ranching cannot compete economically with stratospheric in-

come from land sold for subdivision and development. Although many ranches are not

yet sold and converted, it appears to be only a maffer of time before more profitable land

uses win out and most remaining ranchlands are developed.

This bodes ill for mule deer conservation. If mule deer herds are to continue to

flourish in this region important private parcels need protection as natural habitat. This

can be done through many techniques: conservation easements, land use planning, or

creation of wildlife refuges. These techniques are discussed in depth in chapter five. Re-

gardless of the methods used to conserve habitat, it is first imperative that high priority

areas be identified for each herd. These areas occur primarily on priority habitat that

faces the possibility of future development.
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Figure 4-I: Land ownership within the LV'W range. Seasonal range boundaries are outlined in black.
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Figure 4-2: Public vs. private land wilhin W[/ range. Numbered areas represent high risk critical
range.
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Ilest Ilalker Herd

Private land in the W'W range occurs primarily in winter habitat and holding ar-

eas. Summer range is dispersed and found almost entirely on national forest or national

parklands. The few private in-holdings on summer range are not of major concern (figure

4-l).

Although different public lands offer varying levels of protection for wildlife spe-

cies, in terms of urban development, they are generally considered at lower risk than

private land. For extensive development to occur on public land, it generally first has to

be sold or exchanged for private in-holdings. Within the WW range, there are no current

proposals for either of these options, nor do they seem likely in the near future. The blue-

yellow contrast in Figure 4-2 distinguishes between public and privately owned land.

Two additional categories are included, the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power

(LADWP) and Native American Lands (BIA). These two ownership types don't behave

exactly the same as privately owned land, but still present an elevated possibility of de-

velopment. Private areas that occur on priority habitat are numbered (1-3); these areas not

only provide important habitat, but are at risk for future development.

l) West Walker Winter Range:

Winter range for the WW herd is concentrated in a relatively small area. Although

some sites (designated as priority areas) provide particularly important habitat, the entire

winter range is essential for this herd. Figure 4-3 shows private land on the WW winter

range. A high percentage of this land is now in large (>40 acres), minimally developed

parcels. As Minden and Gardnerville (Nevada) continue to develop in the north, it seems
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likely that pressure for development will slowly diffuse into this region (Newbry 2006).

These effects are already being seen on a small scale. Last year alone, there were five (or

six) subdivisions established in the town of Walker (Newbry 2006). The Topaz Ranch

Estates continue to grow and currently has the potential for 650 additional units (in 2 ac;e

minimum lots) without building additional infrastructure; there could be an additional

3000-4000 units if new infrastructure such as a sewer and water system is added. The

Douglas County Planning Department anticipates an application for the 650 units within

the next year (Moss 2006). Current zoning (figure 4-4) does not accommodate subdivi-

sion in most areas outside of existing communities. This coincides well with mule deer

conservation and would be helpful if maintained. It is impractical to stop all develop-

ment; ideally, future building should be nested around current communities such as

Walker, Coleville, Topaz, or the Topaz Ranch Estates. Outside of these communities,

subdivision should be restricted to parcel sizes larger than I 0- 1 5 acres with regulations

on fences and free-roaming pets. Opinions vary among planners on whether the Antelope

Valley and surrounding areas are likely to be developed. Some believe widespread subdi-

vision is inevitable; others claim the combination of Master Plans and the local political

environment make development unlikely. Despite this unpredictability, now is an ideal

time to implement conservation efforts. Large tracts of undeveloped land still exist within

the region, and urban growth has not yet become so intense to drastically inflate land val-

ues.
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Figure 4-3: Privately owned land in WII winter range. Dashed blue lines encompass critical winter
habitat, although the entire winter range is importantfor lhis her
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Figure 4-4: Land use designations on West Walker winter range.
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Figure 4-5: Privately owned land near Sonora Junction could creale a potential barrier to migration.
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2) Sonora Junction Migration Route

A corridor of private land runs along highway 395 and across the Sonora holding

area. This corridor has the potential to block the major migration route into summer range

for the WW herd. Already, Hwy 395 serves as a partial barrier to deer migration, clearly

demonstrated by the high number of deer-vehicle collisions that occur within this region

(flrgure 4-16 and 4-17).Intense subdivision creates many barriers to movement, including

fences, buildings, and domestic dogs. Subdivision in this region would also increase traf-

fic volume along hwy 395, contributing to already existing problems with deer-vehicle

collisions. In addition to potential impacts on deer, an important sage grouse lek occurs

on private land to the south of the Sonora Junction.

Currently, all parcels in this region are zoned as resource management.

3) Bagley Valley Holding Area:

A large in-holding of private land occurs in the Bagley Valley holding area. De-

velopment pressure is minimal and not a major cause for concem. This area should be

monitored for future threat, but no current action is necessary.

Casa Dioblo Herd

The vast majority of CD range occurs on public lands (figure 4-6). Overall, de-

velopment is not a significant threat for the CD herd. Two priority areas exist that could

potentially be cause for concern. These areas are identihed in f,rgure 4-7 . The Bald Moun-

tain holding area (#l in figure 4-7) is particularly important because it provides habitat

for several other wildlife species such as migratory waterfowl and raptors.
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1) Bald Mountain Holding Area:

Private land creates a corridor around the Owens River and its tributaries within

the Bald Mountain holding area. These ripaúan zones are valuable locations for deer and

other wildlife species, particularly in the dry climate and environment of the eastern Si-

erra. Currently, there is one development proposal along the base of the Owens River

(Taylor 2005); the combination of close proximity to Mammoth Lakes and high scenic

value makes future development likely. Currently, all parcels are zoned for "Agriculture"

and exist as large ranches. Maintaining these ranchlands is a high priority for conserva-

tion of CD herd and wildlife habitat in general.

Figure 4-8: Bald Mountain Holding Area
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2) Bohler-Sawmill Canyons Holding Area (HA-2) and Priority Summer Range:

The LADWP (Los Angeles Department of Water and Power) is a major land-

holder in Mono and Inyo counties (California). LADWP land currently exists as open

space, but it is not reserved in any protective status. As land values increase, there is

nothing to prevent the City of Los Angeles from deciding to develop portions of their

property. If water use re-

strictions such as xeri-

scaping are included in

development, the land

potentially could be sub-

divided with minimal

impact on the Los Ange-

les water supply (New-

bry 2006). This particu-

lar area is in close prox-

imity to the communities

of Lee Vining and June

Lake. Consequently, if

LADWP ever decided to

subdivide, this would be

a prime spot. This land

provides important fawn-
Figure 4-9: IIA-2 and critical summer rangp

ing habitat and spring holding area for CD deer.
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Round Vallev Herd

In terms of urban development, three concerns exist for the RV herd: barriers to

the Round Valley migration corridor, major habitat alterations in the Sherwin holding

area, and major habitat alterations in low elevation winter range. Despite the fact that the

majority of habitat for this herd occurs on public lands (figure 4-10), LADWP and private

parcels occur in key positions along the migration corridor and winter range, giving only

a small area of land the ability to dramatically impact the RV herd. Four locations in par-

ticular create concern over extensive development (fìgure 4-l l):

1) Round Valley Winter Range:

Use of winter range varies depending on winter severity and timing. When snow

accumulation is light, RV deer will move into steep canyons west of Rovana (figure 4-

l2). When snowpack becomes excessive, low-elevation range in the Round Valley is cru-

cial. This land is primarily owned by LADWP or private landowners. Close proximity to

Bishop and Mammoth Lakes and extraordinary scenic value place this area at a high like-

lihood of development. A subdivision proposal is currently in process in Rovana, in

which an 8O-acre parcel near Pine Creek will be subdivided into eight 1O-acre parcels.

According to the Inyo Planning department, restrictions on free-roaming dogs and wild-

life-harmful fences will be implemented with this development (Larsen 2006). If these

restrictions are enforced the only significant impact will be increased traffic in the Valley

and a small amount of habitat conversion. Although this one subdivision will probably

not have a strong negative impact, if this trend continues and lots are further subdivided,
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winter habitat could be severely affected, especially if a similar pattem follows on

LADWP land.

2) Swall Meadows Migration Bottleneck:

As deer move north in springtime, the migration corridor passes through several

bottlenecks, the first of which occurs at Swall Meadows (figure 4-12). This area is bor-

dered by steep ridges and consists almost entirely of private land, zoned as residential.

Three conservation easements protect several acres within this corridor, but many parcels

that currently permit passage face the possibility of future subdivision. This could have a

massive impact on northern migration for RV deer. Recent subdivisions and increasing

land values make the potential for future development in Swall Meadows extremely high.

Protection of the Swall Meadows bottleneck is of critical importance for the RV popula-

tion.

3) Crowley Migration Bottleneck:

A second migration bottleneck occurs near Aspen Spring and the community of

Crowley. Bordered by steep mountains to the west and water to the east, deer moving

north are left with few options. The community of Crowley is already reasonably devel-

oped. Regulations restricting free-ranging pets and requiring wildlife-friendly fences

should be implemented and enforced. Future subdivision should be limited to ensure con-

tinued passage.

I
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Figure 4-12: Northern Round Valley winter range and Swall Meadows migration bottleneck
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Figure 4-13: Crowley migration bottleneck
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Figure 4-14: Sherwin Holding Area
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I.
L,4) Sherwin Holding Area:

Current development within this important holding area is confined to the town of

Mammoth Lakes. The area is already densely urbanized and no longerprovides much

deer habitat. The possibility exists for land exchanges between surrounding Forest Ser-

vice owned land and private owners. Land trades are common near urban areas that are

confined by public lands and growing rapidly. A land exchange in habitat as important as

the Sherwin holding area would be extremely detrimental to the RV herd.

Approximately 25%o of the RV herd crosses the Sierra Nevada crest at Solitude

Pass - the top of a narrow canyon within the town limits of Mammoth Lakes (Kucera and

McCarthy 1988). This canyon occurs on U.S.F.S. land, but the possibility exists of a new

alpine ski resort that overlaps the Solitude Pass migration route (Kucera and McCarthy

1988, Taylor 2005). This land use change in such a severe migration bottleneck could re-

duce the ability of RV deer to move between seasonal ranges.

WiMrtre

Disturbance regimes such as wildfires are a natural component of westem envi-

ronments. Historical accounts indicate that fire was the most important factor shaping

earlier ecosystems in the West (Lutz and others 2003, 15). This created an environment

widely adapted to, and even dependent on, regular, low-intensity wildfires. Many native

species require low-intensity fires to germinate seeds or reduce understory vegetation. In

turn, the characteristics of these species determine the frequency and intensity of regional

wildfires, ultimately creating a fire regime cycle. Historic f,rre suppression affected natu-

ral hre regimes in two ways: first, it delayed fire frequency by suppressing small wild-
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fires; second, elimination of regular small fires caused increased fuel loading, leading to

catastrophic, high-intensity fires. By altering the retum interval and intensity of wildfires,

historic fire suppression resulted in dramatic changes in plant community composition.

These include increases in tree and shrub densities, trends toward monotypic plant com-

munities, reduction of herbaceous understories, and decreases in overall diversity (Lutz

and other 2003, l5). These effects often have a negative impact on mule deer habitat,

leading to problems such as loss of antelope bitterbrush (2003, 17), increased pinyon-

juniper encroachment, or cheatgrass (Bromus tectorum) invasion. Regular controlled

burning could help to improve some of these problems and restore mule deer habitat.

The situation is more complicated, however, than simply re-introducing wildfire

to restore native habitat. Within the Great Basin, including the eastern Sierra, the invasion

of cheatgrass has devastated natural environments and the potentialto restore historic f,rre

regimes. Cheatgrass was accidentally introduced into North America in the late 1800s as

seeds carried on livestock (Lutz and others 2003,24). This annual species typically in-

vades a site after a disturbance event such as fire or heavy grazing. Characteristics such

as early germination, high seed production, long seed dormancy, efficient uptake of soil

moisture, and adaptability to a wide range of germination temperatures gives cheatgrass a

competitive advantage over native species (2003,25); cheatgrass often outcompetes both

shrubs and grasses after a f,rre event. Although mule deer will feed on cheatgrass, this

only occurs during early spring when the exotic annual is green. By early summer, indi-

vidual plants dry out, leaviirg a monotypic landscape and poor habitat until the following

spring. Dry cheatgrass provides a perfect fuel for wildfrres; consequently, cheatgrass in-

vasions also increase the frequency and intensity of wildfires (Brooks and others 2004).
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Cheatgrass invasion thus affect mule deer habitat in two main ways: (l) by outcompeting

more palatable and nutritious native plants; and (2) by altering the natural f,rre regime, ul-

timately destroying more native shrublands (Lutz and others 2003,26).

Figure 4-15 shows recorded wildfires in the eastern Sierra. In the last I I years,

there have been seven large wildfires in mule deer habitat (figure 4-15, øble 4-1). These

f,rres removed many acres of quality forage, such as antelope bitterbrush, and facilitated

multiple cheatgrass invasions. It comes as no surprise that the majority of acres burned on

public lands. As shrublands are replaced by cheatgrass, the carrying capacity of previous

habitat is reduced dramatically. This degradation of habitat on public lands only amplifies

the need to protect important habitat on private land.

Until a widespread solution to cheatgrass invasion is found, alleviating problems

associated with catastrophic wildf,rre will be a challenge. As more efficient methods

known to reduce catastrophic fires and halt cheatgrass invasions become available, they

should be implemented on wildlife habitat. In the mean time, protection of remaining

stands of antelope bitterbrush, and other important forage should be given a high priority

for mule deer conservation.

Fire Name Year Acres
1 Iana 2004 3.161

2 Little Antelope Valley 2000 1.s27

3 Cannon 2002 26.684
4 Mclaushlin 2001 2,714
5 Birch 2002 2.s49
6 Pole r995 4.746
7 Tom 1998 3.412

I

t"

Tøble 4-1: Recent wildfires in eastern Sierra mule deer habitat.
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Figure 4-15: California and Nevada wildfire history. Calfornia datasets include qll recordedwildfires
Nevada datasets includewildfiresfron 1982 - 2000.
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Deer-Ve hic le C o llisions

Over 1.5 million deer-vehicle collisions (DVCs) occur annually in the United

States causing significant injury, death, and damage to vehicles and heavily impacting

many deer herds. Wildlife managers and transportation officials believe that these num-

bers are only increasing and attribute this growing problem to several factors including

increased traffìc volumes, higher traffic speeds, and abundant deer populations (Sullivan

and others 2004,907). Reducing these risks is essential to maintaining healthy mule deer

populations and creating safer vehicle transportation routes.

Migratory mule deer are prone to habitat fragmentation from roads and highways

because of their necessity to move between distinct seasonal ranges. Migratory routes

frequently cross major highways, increasing the possibility of collisions during spring

and fall migrations. Winter habitat routinely occurs in low-elevation valleys where hu-

mans prefer to live - or maintain second homes - which ultimately leads to fragmenta-

tion and increased traffic volume on winter range. Methods to reduce DVCs include

highway fencing, warning signs, reduced speed limits, and over- or underpass tunnels for

wildlife. But none of these solutions is perfect, and all have costs.

Highway fencing, if not combined with passageways, can block migration routes

and effectively sever seasonal ranges. When combined with clear passageways, fencing

can be extremely effective in reducing DVCs and still allow seasonal migration to occur.

In a recent study, Ng and others (2003) documented many wildlife species, including

deer, using highway undercrossings, including drainage culvefts, tunnels, and freeway

underpasses. A conservation project near Banff, Canada, combined highway fencing with

a 50 yard wide overpass covered with soil, shrubs, trees, and grasses. Several wildlife
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species, including wolves, bears, cougars, elk, and deer, were observed using the crossing

(Dean 2006). But these types of proje cts are expensive and difficult to implement on a

widespread scale, and they require a high degree of cooperation between transportation

agencies and wildlife custodians at the state or federal level.

Warning signs are a less expensive and commonly used method to reduce DVCs.

Few studies, however, document any great effectiveness in the use of warning signs, de-

spite their widespread implementation. Unlike fences that function to keep deer off of

highways, warning signs attempt to increase driver awareness in high risk areas. These

signs can only be effective if drivers heed the warning and travel more slowly and cau-

tiously through potential DVC areas. In reality, drivers often become habituated to warn-

ing signs and after time no longer notice or adhere to them. One recent study looking at

the effectiveness of temporary warning signs prominently displayed during spring and

fall migration periods found that these signs reduced DVCs by approximately 50% (Sul-

livan and others 2004). After several years, habituation could still occur with temporary

signs, but it is less likely than with permanent signs. Regardless of the method used, re-

duction of DVCs requires first identifying high-risk areas. There are two main ways to

identify high-risk areas - either by finding locations where a significantly high percent-

age of DVCs occur (DVC hotspots) or by finding areas where a large proportion of deer

are known to cross highways, such as migration route crossings or seasonal ranges that

overlap highways. If done correctly, these two methods should provide similar results.

In the eastern Sierra Nevada, U.S. Highway 395 bisects the seasonal ranges of

several mule deer herds. The WW and CD herds winter east of highway 395, but must

cross to reach summer range on the western side. RV deer are not obliged to cross high-
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way 395 during migration, but winter range occurs adjacent to 395, and the major migra-

tion corridor closely parallels the highway. Although highway 395 is not within the de-

lineated boundaries of this herd, individual deer frequently cross in both directions. In

addition, highway 203 cuts horizontally across the Sherwin holding area, where the ma-

jority of RV deer stage during spring migration.

The region 5 Caltrans DVC database indicates that DVCs occur consistently

throughout the entire highway 395 stretch between Topaz Lake and Rovana. Certain ar-

eas appear to have higher densities of collisions; to identiff these areas I calculated the

Getis-Ord for each postmile location, based on the total number of DVCs that ever oc-

curred at that location. The Getis-Ord statistic tells you whether high values or low values

tend to cluster in a study area. A high Getis-Ord value indicates that values higher than

the mean for the study area tend to be found near each other (ESRI 2005). Figure 4-16

shows the Getis-Ord value for each postmile location where a DVC occurred between

2002 and 2005. Values are graphed as horizontal bars, with longer bars indicating higher

values, or clusters of DVCs. Based on these values I identified f,rve obvious DVC hot-

spots: (l) highway 395 between Walker and Topaz Lake; (2) the Sonora junction; (3) the

Bridgeport ranger station and surrounding highway; (4) highway 395 from Mono City

north to Bodie road; (5) the June Lake loop; and (6) the Sherwin holding area. These six

hotspots all occur along major migration routes andlor areas within seasonal ranges

where deer tend to congregate. Although it is not shown on figures 4-16 or 4- 17, hotspots

#3 and #4 occur where the migration corridors for the East Walker and Mono Lake herds

cross highway 395. This means that both methods of identiSring high-risk areas support

these results.

I

I
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Figure 4-17 shows the Getis-Ord values calculated using the entire DVC dataset,

from 1965 to 2005. This dataset clearly identifies the three northernmost hotspots;the

fourth, fifth, and sixth hotspots near Mammoth Lakes, June Lake, and Mono City are

barely present, however. This difference could be a consequence of increased growth in

both Mammoth Lakes and June Lake in the last l0 to 20 years which would consequently

produce more traffic on major highways. Altematively, the absence of hotspots four

through six could be a result of population fluctuations within the corresponding herds. If

the herds were going through population declines during early years of data collection,

fewer collisions would have occurred in these regions.

Currently, the California Department of Transportation (Caltrans) is in the process

of planning a DVC reduction project near the Sonora Junction, which is clearly one of the

most significant DVC hotspots identified in this study. This project will include a deer

passage,way, such as an overpass, combined with highway fencing to funnel deer toward

the appropriate crossing. Ifdone correctly, this project should bring about a vast reduc-

tion in DVCs near this region. A project similar to this would also be effective near Mono

City (#4) and the June Lake loop (#5). In other hotspots such as the Sherwin holding area

(#6), and the Topaz to Walker stretch (#l) fencing projects may be more challenging.

These hotspots occur in seasonal range, where deer are not simply crossing but regularly

moving back and forth to use habitat on both sides of the highway; fences may have more

significant fragmentation effects in these regions than along migration routes. In these

situations, temporary warning signs combined with heavily reduced speed limits would

be the most effective way to reduce DVCs without adversely affecting deer herds.
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State highway agencies, such as Caltrans, invest significant amounts of money

into DVC reduction projects along major transportation routes. In order to maximize the

effectiveness of these projects in reducing DVCs, it is important that they occur in known

DVC hotspots. This will ensure the most cost-effective and successful use of state funds.

My research provides two methods for identifying DVC hotspots: (l) hotspot analysis

based on recorded deer vehicle collisions; and (2) use of expert opinion to identifu loca-

tions where migration corridors or seasonal ranges cross major highways. The site loca-

tion for the current DVC reduction project at the Sonora Junction was based solely on

expert opinion. In the absence of a quantitative hotspot analysis, this is certainly an ac-

ceptable way to locate reduction projects. When available, the combination of these two

methods will provide an even higher level of confidence in choosing sites for DVC re-

duction projects and ultimately improved chances for success.

I.

I
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Figure 4-16: DVC hotspots for 2002-2005 Horizontal bars indicate the Getis-Ord Value, based on
total number ofDVCs. Yellow bars show low values (0-l), orange bars show mediumvalues (l-3),
and red bars show high values (> 3).
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Figure 4-17: DVC hotspotsfor 1965-2005. Horizontal bars indicate the Getis-Ord Value, based on
total number of DVCs. Yellow bars show low values (0-l), orange bars show medium values (l -3),
and red bars show high values (> 3).
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Energv Exploration

On May 6,2007, President Bush issued a national energy policy "designed to help

the private sector, State and local governments, [and] promote dependable, affordable,

and environmentally sound production and distribution of energy for the future" (BLM

2006). Over 20 of the recommendations within this policy affect the energy-related re-

sponsibilities of the Bureau of Land Management (BLM) such as the development of oil

and gas resources, geothermal resources, renewable resources, and coal resources on pub-

lic lands (BLM 2006). Other public agencies, such as the US Forest Service, are affected

by this policy as well. Since a significant proportion of mule deer habitat in the eastern

Siera occurs on public lands, it is important to identify the potential impacts from this

initiative.

Energy exploration and extraction can negatively impact mule deer populations in

several ways depending on the extent and disturbance of the project. Direct impacts in-

clude mortality from a particular action or extensive habitat loss and fragmentation; indi-

rect impacts are usually a consequence of increased human access and use of an area,

such as increased road density or diminished use of habitat from noise or human presence

(Lufz and others 2003). Even the most non-invasive forms of energy exploration can have

a negative impact just by building roads and infrastructure in places where there previ-

ously were none. Increased road density can lead to introductions of invasive species, in-

creased chances of wildfire, increased erosion, wildlife-vehicle collisions, and habitat

conversions to forage less suitable for wildlife.

Habitat for the Casa Diablo herd occurs primarily on public lands. Winter habitat

is especially important for this herd, because deer are often in poor condition when they
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leave summer range (Taylor 2006a). Currently, there is a proposed windmill project

within important CD winter range. This project, if approved, will encompass approxi-

mately 2400 acres of land on Blind Springs Hill. The proposal is presently in the early

stages of development; Clipper Wind Power Inc. has requested to build 3 instrument tow-

ers to monitor wind aspects and energy potential for three years (figure 4-18). The tow-

ers, which are each 50 meters high, will monitor wind speed, temperature, duration,

peaks, and direction. After three years, Clipper Wind Power will either continue to moni-

tor wind aspects or will submit a proposal with a build-out plan. If this plan is approved,

a wind power generation facility will be built with a power line to Highway 6, and energy

will be sold to the Southern California Edison (SCE) power company (Primosch 2006).

If successful, this project raises some interesting dilemmas regarding deer habitat.

The Blind Springs area is among the most important winter range for the CD herd. Al-

though I could not hnd any data indicating known effects of wind energy exploitation on

mule deer populations, biologists from Cal. Fish and Game are extremely concerned with

the potential impacts of this project on the CD deer population. If these biologists are cor-

rect, energy exploration on this range could potentially take a heavy toll on the CD deer

population. Considering that this herd is already small in numbers, this impact could be

devastating. This means that protection of Blind Springs is a high priority for mule deer

conservation. But the BLM has a clearly mandated responsibility to provide for energy

exploration on public lands. The nature of the agency itself dictates that it must provide

for multiple land uses, including both energy extraction and habitat protection. Balancing

land uses that do not easily coexist creates difficult management challenges. It is not

within the realm of this research to decide which land use should take precedence in this

I

I
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Figure 4-18: Potential sites for windmill monitoring towers occur on critical range for the Casa Diablo herd.
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situation; however, if this windmill project is successfully approved, it is crucial thatac-

tions are taken to minimize its impact on mule deer habitat: keeping road and building in-

frastructure to a bare minimum; avoiding locations with healtþ stands of Antelope

Bitterbrush as building sites; and restricting human activity during winter months when

deer are using this habitat extensively. Although there is no way of predicting the exact

effects a windmill project would have on the CD deer population, these actions will help

to minimize impact as much as possible.

Geothermal power is another potential source of energy in the eastern Sierra. At

least one proposal for a geothermal power plant has occurred on seasonal range for the

Round Valley herd (Kucera 1988). This research does not explore the extent or potential

impacts of geothermal exploration within deer habitat. It is likely that geothermal energy

extraction would have similar direct and indirect impacts as other types of energy explo-

ration. Before any future geothermal exploration proceeds, the potential impacts to deer

habitat should be thoroughly evaluated.

Livestock Grazing

Livestock and native ungulates, such as mule deer, frequently share rangelands in

the western United States. Whether these species compete for resources is widely debated

in the field of wildlife management (Kie and others l99I), raising concern over the po-

tential impact of livestock grazing on wild ungulate populations. Competition theory sug-

gests that if cattle and deer prefer similar habitats, then deer will use less preferred habitat

as resources are depleted (Loft and others 1991). This could potentially affect the
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nutritional intake of individ-

ual deer and ultimately their

overall fitness. Other research

suggests that cattle grazing

improves deer habitat by

preferentially selecting for

seral shrubs (Berger and We-

hausen 1991, Austin 2000).

These seemingly contradic-

Figure 4-19: Cattle Grazing in the Round Vølley. Photograph by
Gary Crabbe.

tory results can become confusing if not closely examined. Ultimately, the effects of live-

stock grazing appear to lie somewhere between these extremes, depending on grazing

frequency, intensity, and timing.

Improper livestock grazing clearly results in habitat degradation and increased

competition with native mule deer. In a manipulative field experiment in the McCormick

basin of the central Sierra Nevada, Eric Loft, John Mink, and John Kie found that female

deer became less selective for preferred habitat and less selective against avoided habitat

as cattle grazing pressure increased. They attribute this change in selectivity to reduction

of forage and cover abundances due to heavy grazing. Home range estimates increased

with grazing pressure; estimates were I 8%o larger during moderate grazing and 47%o lar-

ger during heavy grazing.In a side-study from this same experiment, these researchers

found that deer spent more time feeding and less time resting with increased cattle stock-

ing rates. Time spent feeding was negatively correlated with the availability of herba-

ceous forage in meadow-riparian habitats. A GIS analysis of these results indicates that
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deer and cattle are both attracted to meadow-riparian and aspen habitats where herba-

ceous forage is most available. However, in the presence of cattle, many deer avoid these

areas (Kie and others 1991, Loft and others 1991, Loft and other 1993). These studies

clearly indicate that cattle do in fact compete with native mule deer. The overall impact

of this competition is correlated with the stocking rate, meaning that heavier grazing will

have a more significant impact on deer vitality. Data on the effects of other types of live-

stock grazing, such as by domestic sheep, are not available; in any event, sheep grazing in

the eastem Sierra is at a fairly steep decline from historic levels, and is markedly sea-

sonal.

Despite obvious negative effects, livestock grazing can be a useful tool for en-

hancing wildlife habitat when managed correctly (Anderson et al. 1990, Austin 2000). If

done at appropriate times and levels, livestock grazing can diversify habitat by opening

up dense stands of vegetation and changing plant composition toward seral shrubs (Ben-

nett 1999, cited in Lutz and others 2003, 17).

Dennis Austin (2000) andLutz and co-authors (2003) make several recommendations to

manage livestock in a way that minimizes impact on mule deer habitat, including:

1. Graze livestock in springtime on mule deer winter range, before livestock

switch diet from grasses and forbs to shrub species.

2. Alternate between classes of livestock to maintain a better balance of grasses,

forbs, and shrubs.

3. Use cattle breeds that impact native vegetation least.

!-4
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Use a rest-rotation system so that each year l/3 ofthe rangeland is rested from

grazing

Graze livestock at an intensity that only removes 50% of the understory

grasses and forbs or alternatively leaves an appropriate residual vegetation

height (see Lutz and others 2003,43 for recommended heights).

Make appropriate stocking adjustments during drought conditions, i.e. re-

duced intensity.

Improve riparian habitats by eliminating or reducing livestock grazing.

Monitor livestock use of rangelands by using permanent plots.

Implementing these techniques on eastern Sierra rangelands would benefit native

mule deer and likely several other co-existing species. Unfortunately, recommendations

that provide maximum wildlife benefit usually differ from those that provide maximum

livestock production (Holechek and others 1982). Because grazing often occurs on public

lands, it is important that agencies such as the forest service or BLM enforce regulations

that maximize benefits to wildlife while still providing rangelands for livestock grazing.

These recommendations will ultimately provide the most widespread advantage and ef-

fectively fulfill the multiple use mandate present in public agencies.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.
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Chapter 5: Conservation Tools

Historian Patricia Limerick succinctly represented the history of the West in her

statement, "If Hollywood wanted to capture the emotional center of Western History, its

movies would be about real estate" (Limerick 1988, 55). Contrary to public sentiment,

the west was not about cowboys and gunfights; it was based on land tenure and water ac-

quisition, or as Limerick so eloquently phrases it - real estate. Although the landscape

and people have changed, this core focus has not. Today, the central western conflict oc-

curs between development and conservation; land is still the central focus.

Conservation planning embodies this conflict by determining what land should be

protected and what land is acceptable to develop. As anyone involved in land conserva-

tion knows what shouldhappen is not always what doeshappen; without implementation,

conservation planning becomes nothing more than a practice in theory. Only planning

recommendations combined with on-the-ground execution will result in effective and

successful conservation. Until this point, I have focused on identifying important habitat

and potential threats to that habitat - the planning component. This next chapter will

move beyond these recommendations to explore the conse.rvation tools available to pro-

tect real landscapes and the factors that need to be considered when choosing and imple-

menting a conseryation strategy. As Patricia Limerick reminds us, the factors shaping the

western landscape today are not so different from those that affected it in the past. Under-

standing these factors and the many tools available to protect land will enable a conserva-

tion plan to effectively become written in the physical landscape for which it was made.

L
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The Public Lands Paradigm

Most discussions on conservation begin with the public lands - a recitation of the

history of American land conservation through the creation of the public domain. Al-

though this conventional approach provides insight into American history, it is often in-

complete and oversimplified; according to author Sally Fairfax and her co-authors: "his-

tories of public land policy are presented as three-act plays: acquisition of the public do-

main by the federal government, disposition to private owners, and finally retention for

federal management" (2005,3). A more recent idea includes a "shift to privafization"

during the final retention period, achieved through land trusts and other private organiza-

tions. Although these viewpoints are not entirely false, Fairfax and others believe they are

misleading and unreliable, hiding the emergence of new ideas about government, prop-

erty rights, and publicly owned lands.

If this paradigm is not correct, what is the real history behind land conserva-

tion, and how does this affect the current strategies used to protect land? According to

Fairfax and others, the history of land acquisition is a complex issue, rather than a series

of simple shifts. In many situations, a mosaic of public and private partnerships emerge,

creating a mixture of conservation strategies and land ownership. The overly simplistic

view of public agencies or private organizations acquiring land for conservation ignores

these mosaics and hides the limitations of this conservation strategy. Fairfax and co-

authors argue that it is critically important to understand the limits of land acquisition as a

conservation strategy and the situations when other conservation techniques may be more

appropriate.
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One of the most significant limitations to mixed public and private land acquisi-

tions is the lack of public accountability. This occurs on many different levels. All land

trusts receive some form of federal funding, usually in the form of tax incentives or fed-

eral grant programs. Since land trusts all use federal funding, there should be some level

of public accountability for their actions. Interactions and contracts between land trusts

and private landowners are considered private records and are not available to public

scrutiny. This means that the public has little say in what is being protected and how it is

being protected, even though the government is ultimately funding these programs.

A lack of public accountability is taken to even another level when we consider

the common strategy of land trusts acquiring private land and then passing ownership to a

public agency such as the forest service or park service. Private industries (land trusts)

are deciding what land will (and will not) be added to the public domain with no account-

ability for these decisions. Fairfax and others comment that many public land managers

now begin by contacting private land trusts if they want to acquire land. This has implica-

tions on the social equity of land acquisition. A few elite conservationists choose which

land will be protected; a kind of oligarchy is again created and validated, which is a cause

of concern, at least for some (Dowie 2001). The benefits of conservation are conse-

quently not shared by all citizens; rather, they focus on rural landscapes and often benef,rt

wealthy landowners - a pattern that has existed since at least the early 1800s, when es-

tates along the Hudson River spawned a movement for art and parks and improved urban

sanitation and health but benefited the estate-owners most of all. According to the au-

thors, conservation should include landscapes that arc important to all citizens, such as

urban parks, recreation areas, and landscapes that provide clean air and water.
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A second limitation to land acquisition, according to Fairfax and others, is that

sellers (not land trusts or government) drive the market and consequently the entire proc-

ess. Key parcels are often sold at prices much higher than they are worth or traded for

significantly more valuable parcels. This raises the question of whether that money was

put to the best use. Fairfax and others suggest that in these situations alternative conser-

vation strategies may be more effective. These could include condemnation, land use

regulations, or implementation of legislation such as the Endangered Species Act. These

techniques, however, are extremely controversial and in places where private autonomy

is highly valued, these strategies may create a political nightmare.

Does this mean that land acquisition is a poor conservation strategy? To the con-

trary, private and public land acquisition has protected millions of acres of open space

and wildlife habitat in the United States, including highly treasured locations such as the

national parks, wilderness areas, and wildlife refuges. Land acquisition is an integral

component of conservation and quite possibly the most effective strategy available to

protect land. For one thing, the acquisition of land is at least in theory a permanent step; a

move to set aside property in perpetuity for the betterment and protection of nature.

Whether the management of such land is up to the task is another question, but the set-

aside is genuine. Beginning this discussion with the limitations of the strategy instead of

its qttributes is not meant to minimize its value or potential but instead to provide per-

spective on the history and applicability of land acquisition before diving into the nuts

and bolts of how and when it should be applied.
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The Shift to Privatization

Limitations to private land acquisition clearly exist, yet privatization is quickly

becoming a prevalent strategy in modern day conservation. According to the Land Trust

Alliance, there are over 1200 land trusts in the United States today, with the total rising

swiftly, each of which works to conserve land locally or regionally. The reasons for this

expansive popularity are several-fold. First is the realization that important habitat is of-

ten found on private lands; habitat for 95Yo ofthreatened and endangered species occurs

on private land, with 19% of these species found only on private parcels (Wilcove and

others 1996, cited in Merenlender and others 2004, p.66). In the Western United States,

the most productive and well-watered lands are in private hands - a legacy of historic

land disposition practices (Maestas and others 200I, Merenlender and others 2004). The

same qualities that make these locations appealing to humans make them equally appeal-

ing to wildlife species. Short of Endangered Species Act enforcement, protecting these

landscapes is inherently beyond the scope of public agencies.

The second underlying push for private conservation comes from its sensitivity

toward private property rights and landowner autonomy. Participation with local land

trusts is entirely voluntary. Not only are the landowners given the choice of protecting (or

not protecting) their land, they are typically compensated for conservation at fair market

value. Although this may create some complications, ultimately it minimizes conflict and

animosity between conservationists, public agencies, and local landowners.

Land trusts and related organizations protect land through a complex collection of

different techniques. These strategies can be divided into four different categories: (l)

Status Quo - the continuation of historic land use and stewardship by private landowners;

I
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(2) Negotiated term agreements for conservation and public access; (3) Conservation

easements; and (4) Full acquisition of land parcels ('Wright 1993,22). Of all these meth-

ods, conservation easements are the most common. A conservation easement is a legal

contract between a landowner and an outside party; it is based on a "bundle-of-rights"

concept of land ownership - the idea that different property rights can be bought or sold

separately (Merenlender and others 2004). Typically, the conservation easement transfers

some development and management rights, such as the rights to subdivide, build homes,

or cut trees to a non-profit organization that holds these rights in perpetuity. In exchange

the land owner receives economic incentives such as tax breaks or a cash payment. The

terms of the contract vary depending on each unique situation and the specific agreement

between the land trust and the landowner. This contract is legally bound to the parcel of

land, so that even if ownership changes hands, the easement remains (Merenlender and

others 2004).

In many ways, the conservation easement is an ideal approach toward land con-

servation in the West. It enables the implementation of conservation while still maintain-

ing local autonomy and positive relationships between conservationists and landowners.

There are limitations to this strategy (Fairfax and others 2005), however, and with the

emergence of so many land trusts and conservation easements come many unknowns

(Merenlender and others 2004). For example, what are the long-term implications of a

contract that lasts in perpetuity? What happens if the landscape changes? rühat happens if

the political or social context changes? How can information that may become available

in the future be written into a past contract? And most importantly, how will these con-

tracts be enforced in perpetuity? Enforcement requires sufficient economic funding, but
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many of these land trusts are barely making ends meet hnancially at current times. What

ensures that they will be able to come up with the necessary funds in the future? All of

these questions provide unpredictable possibilities; conservation easements are indeed a

powerful tool, but it is important that any participant in this contract be aware of the un-

knowns and that conservation practitioners continually work to understand and minimize

the effects of future problems.

Land acquisitions and conservation easements are techniques used to permanently

protect land. These actions are not easily undone - a fact that undoubtedly puts the mind

of many a conservationist at ease. In some situations, however, outright acquisition is not

a possibility. Land may be too expensive or unavailable, or perhaps there is no local land

trust to participate in the conservation contract. In these circumstances, other techniques

can be substituted to reach conservation goals, such as the establishment and enforcement

of regulations to protect wildlife habitat like the Endangered Species Act. Although most

people believe this act is meant to protect individual plants or animals, the most impor-

tant component of the Endangered Species Act (ESA) is actually habitat protection. By

prohibiting activities on private and public land that negatively impact an endangered

species, this legislation plays an extremely important role in conservation. There are limi-

tations to the breadth and applicability of the ESA; for example, no protective status is of-

fered to unlisted species or their habitats. In addition to national laws, regulatory en-

forcement can occur at local levels, such as the restriction of fences in mule deer habitat

or reduced speed limits along migration corridors. Although some regulations are easily

I
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accepted by local communities (such as speed limit changes), most regulations are not

well received by landowners who view them as a violation of their property rights and

personal freedom. Consequently, enforcement of regulations can be expensive and met

with local resentment.

Land use planning is another approach to land conservation in which planning

agencies establish a vision of future land use and development through a general plan. By

setting land use and zoning designations, planners can determine the specific land use

practices allowed on a given parcel and the minimum size to which a parcel can be sub-

divided. These tools are meant to ensure that development proceeds in an organized and

appropriate fashion. Planning designations, however, are temporary and always subject to

change during the next revision of the general plan or by petition. Although land use

planning is certainly an important conservation tool, it is by no means a final solution.

When used in conjunction with land acquisition and conservation easements, land use

planning can have the most significant conservation impact.

The role of conservation on public lands is equally important to that on private

lands. Public land management impacts species habitat in many ways - both positively

and negatively. Practices such as overgrazing, mining, logging, or improper f,tre man-

agement adversely affect plants and wildlife by degradinghabitat.If these practices are

regulated at appropriate levels, or prohibited in areas of important habitat, they will have

less impact or none at all. Protective designations, such as wilderness management, can

be used to conserve areas ofspecial value or concern.
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Conservøtion and Ge o sraph))

Time and experience reveal that not all conservation strategies are equivalent over

time and space. The same action can bring about a different result in every unique loca-

tion where it is presented. In the book Rocþ Mountain Divide, author John Wright fol-

lows the history and cultural evolution of two neighboring states, Colorado and Utah, to

offer an explanation of why the conservation ethic and land practices differ so dramati-

cally between these regions. This case study provides insight into the many conservation

successes and failures throughout the West.

Of all the western States, Colorado has been one of the most successful at con-

serving open space and biologically valuable landscapes. In 1993, some 27 land trusts ex-

isted in Colorado (as compared to only one in Utah) (in 2006, according to the Land

Trust Alliance, Coloradohad32 and Utah 3). In addition to these land trusts, communi-

ties such as Boulder, Colorado, have set aside thousands of acres through county and city

initiatives. Although development is still a major threat and many conservation battles

have been lost in this state, public demand for open space is high and is comparable to the

coastal states, not the other Great Plains and Rocþ Mountain states. What has created the

demand and consequent success of conservation practices in Colorado? According to

Wright, Colorado is saturated with a history of commerce and mercantilism. The same

mindset that motivated gold-rushers and land prospectors now drives the conservation

sector. Land trusts and conservation easements are based on economic incentives. If you

can't force conservation on private landowners then you purchase it. This mentality was

quickly accepted by the entrepreneurial types of Colorado. Combine economic incentives

with a growing environmental movement and an attachment to the land cultivated
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through decades of ranching, and the results give a fairly successful conservation move-

ment.

Utah is a different story. As in Colorado, early white settlers were seeking land,

but they were seeking something else, too - Zion. Lust for gold was replaced by the zeal

of religion. Led by their proclaimed prophet Brigham Young, the Mormons moved west

till they finally settled in the valleys below the Wasatch Front of Utah. Early Mormon

writings presented ideas that would indicate a stewardship approach to the natural world

and appeared in agreement with land conservation practices. This stewardship never

came about. Mormon theology also emphasized economic and population growth.

"Mormons had come to believe that all growth and all exploitation were the same as pro-

gress. Ethnocentrism gave them a clear sense that God approved ofand guided their ac-

tions. There was little reason to make careful use of mountain lands when God would

soon return and perfect the Earth as their paradisiacal home" (Wright 1993,170). Forests,

watersheds, and wetlands were quickly degraded. Growth, indicated by high birth rates

and the exploding Mormon population, was encouraged by the church,. The Mormon

people were buildingZion but in the process destroying significant elements of the natu-

ral landscape. This mentality shaped the landscape and the conservation ethic (or absence

thereof) present in Utah today. Conservation efforts have been highly unsuccessful (with

a few exceptions, such as in and around the wealthy resort at Park City), and many or-

ganizations such as The Nature Conservancy won't even attempt to protect land in north-

ern Utah. If land trusts are to find any success in Utah, they must first gain an understand-

ing of Mormon spiritual and cultural attitudes about the best use of the land. Within this

context, appropriate conservation goals may begin to emerge.
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Through his explorations of both the modem day and historic Rocky Mountains,

Wright revealed one of the integral components of land conservation - you must under-

stand the biological, political, historical, and cultural context of a landscape before you

can attempt to protect it. Although Colorado and Utah are similar in many respects, fun-

damental ideological differences have shaped diverging land conservation practices. A

conservation strategy that is rooted in the local ideology will account for these differ-

ences and provide the most practical approach for that particular location.

C ommuniÐr B a s e d C o n s erv at io n

Successful conservation must account for the human context where it is to be im-

plemented. This much seems clear, yet, as always, the situation is much more complex. A

controversial component to locally based conservation is the degree of local involvement

in the planning process. Two main approaches appear at the polar ends of this debate.

Comprehensive / rational planning consists of a centralized authority group that makes

planning decisions for the good of the public. This approach is often uiticized because it

impedes communication between authorities and community members and often fosters

resentment from the community. Community based conservation (or co-management) in-

corporates local citizens and encourages stakeholder participation in the planning process

(Brown and Harris 2005). Incorporating local interests into the development of conserva-

tion plans is thought to carry multiple benefits including support within the local commu-

nity, lower enforcement costs, higher compliance rates, and less conflict. In many as-

pects, community based conservation (CBC) appears to be a superior strategy; conse-
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quently, it has recently become something of abuzzword among the conservation com-

munity.

In practice this approach to conservation is not always as straightforward or suc-

cessful as many people previously hoped. In a recent afticle, Nils Peterson and co-authors

(2004) examine two situations where the CBC approach to management of endangered

species (through the creation of habitat conservation plans) was unsuccessful: Key Deer

in the Florida Keys and the Houston Toad in Bastrop County, Texas. In both situations,

poor communication and unrealistic expectations created divisions between the habitat

conservation plan committee members, ultimately resulting in abandonment of the CBC

process and a failure to resolve land-use issues. The main reason for this failure is what

the authors refer to as the "democratic paradox" - the intrinsic conflict, present in any

democracy, between liberty (represented as property rights) and equality (popular sover-

eignty). In entering the CBC process, landowners set unrealistic expectations based on

their perceived right to liberty. On the flip side, the USFWS and other environmental

agents valued equality as the most important factor. Protecting species under the ESA

was perceived to be of a higher priority than the rights of individual landowners. Peterson

and others accurately identify that it is impossible to simultaneously optimize both liberty

and equality because they interfere with each other's success. In creating a habitat con-

servation plan, if participants unknowingly place different levels of value on liberty and

equality, the process could be doomed to failure from the beginning.

In another recent article, Brown and Harris (2005) discuss the results of a cultural

study on co-management in the state of New York. Brown and Harris surveyed owners of

properties in a proposed wildlife corridor in New York - the Algonquin to Adirondack
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conidor (A2A). Of the respondents,83Yo had no previous knowledge of A2A. Most of

the respondents thought protection of biological habitat and culturalihistorical settings

were important, and many respondents favored the concept of local participation in plan-

ning. Few, however, were willing to participate personally in that effort, and over half of

the respondents were not willing to have their land become part of A2A. Brown and Har-

ris interpret the results of this survey as support for the use of co-management in the A2A

planning process. This is primarily based on the fact that private land is critical for the

success of A2A and because 80Yo of the respondents felt that protecting wildlife habitat is

important. The results of this study appear to be more complex than the authors let on.

The majority of private landowners did not want to be personally involved with the plan-

ning process, even though they thought it was a good idea in principal. Co-management

might be seen as more of a burden to them than an opportunity to participate. Over half of

the landowners did not want their land to be part of A2A at all. For these particular land-

owners, it may be more effective for A2A planners to create incentives, such as tax

breaks or payment, before approaching the owners to make involvement more appealing.

In both of these articles, it appears that community based conservation by itself is

not an effective approach toward conservation. The extreme opposite approach of rational

planning is well tested and creates equally as many problems as co-management. There is

no straightforward answer to this conservation dilemma; no single solution will satisfy

everyone all of the time. Ultimately, all conservation requires a degree of compromise.

The optimal approach toward conservation planning is likely also a compromise between

rational planning and community based conservation. For example, an altemative to co-

management in the A2A proposal could be a central planning committee that submits

É
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regular surveys to landowners. These surveys would allow landowners to voice their

opinions and demonstrate their desires without forcing them to sacrifice their time or al-

low them to drastically alter the planning process. It would also enable planners to moni-

tor changing perceptions in the community and tailor planning to the local social context.

In each conservation scenario, practitioners will need to tailor a compromise suitable for

that particular situation.

Conservation in the eastern Sierua Nevada

As in so many other places, conservation in the eastern Sierra Nevada requires a

combination of supplementing strategies. Management on public lands is undoubtedly a

key factor in this region, because such a large area of land is encompassed within the

public domain. Through the designations of wilderness/protected areas and enforcement

of appropriate rangeland practices such as light to moderate livestock grazing, proper fuel

control to minimize catastrophic wildfires, and control of invasive species such as cheat-

grass, public lands will provide the highest quality mule deer habitat possible (and likely

the highest quality wildlife habitat in general).

Habitat conservation on private land is, of course, a different situation. The entre-

preneurial history that made incentive based conservation successful on the front range of

Colorado appears to also exist in the eastern Sierra Nevada. Many of the families that set-

tled this region came to mine, ranch, or farm the land. The passing of several generations

has cultivated an attachment to and stewardship for the land that appears as common sen-

timent. More recent immigrants moved to the eastern Sierra for several reasons including

high scenic value, the abundance of wildlands, or to take part in the economic boom oc-
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curring in communities such as Mammoth Lakes. Most residents of the eastern Sierra re-

main there for these same reasons - economic advantage, attachment to the land and his-

tory, or the scenic value and outdoor lifestyle. All of these motivating factors fit well with

an incentive-based approach to conservation. Based on the historical and social context of

the eastern Sierra, it seems likely that this type of conservation, including private land ac-

quisition and conservation easements, could be highly successful.

A significant problem exists, however, to base conservation on economic incen-

tives in the eastern Sierra - the rising real estate market is quickly exceeding the available

funding ofnon-profit organizations such as land trusts. A broader real estate boom that

has made property in urban Califomia the most expensive, on average, in the United

States is spreading to formerly rural parts of the state, and land costs have risen accord-

ingly. It is becoming increasingly challenging for land trusts to provide the economic in-

centives dictated by the local market. This means that to succeed land trusts and other

non-prof,rt organizations will need to devise a degree of innovation and find solutions that

satisff local landowners.

The most powerful incentive that the land trust can offer is a tax incentive. After

placing an easement on their land, the owners can deduct the value of the easement over

six consecutive years (Ingram and Ingram 2005). The value of the easement is deter-

mined by subtracting the appraised value of the land after the easement from its original

value. For landowners that earn a high income the tax deduction can be reason alone to

put an easement on their land. If the owner chooses to take the entire deduction, the land

trust does not spend a dime on purchasing the easement, and can consequently produce

the easement with a limited budget. In situations where the landowner does not earn a
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substantial income, however, the tax deduction is of little economic value. For example,

one landowner reported that before conserving her land, she was receiving offers to sell

for up to $1.8 million. After the easement was completed, the landowner was only able to

sell her land for $700,000; this means that the conservation easement was worth -$ 1 .1

million. Because this owner earns a comparatively moderate income she will never be

able to take the full value of the tax write-off. Overall, she took a huge monetary loss in

putting an easement on the land. In this particular situation, ensuring that this land re-

mained undeveloped was sufficient motivation for the owner to choose a conservation

easement. Many landowners, however, would not take such a substantial economic loss,

regardless of their views on conservation. Some owners need the full value of the land to

purchase a new piece of property, or perhaps the land is their only retirement. In these

situations, additional incentives are necessary.

There are two alternative methods of creating conservation easements:the ease-

ment can be purchased outright, or a combination of tax incentives and outright purchase

can be used. If the easement is fully purchased the landowner is not eligible for tax de-

ductions. In the previous example, the land trust would have to purchase the easement at

its market value - $1.1 million - a hefty sum of money for a non-profit to secure. Many

landowners prefer a combination between a purchase and tax deduction; for example, the

owner will get paid for half the value of the easement and deduct the other half. This

works well because the owner pays fewer taxes on the income they receive for the half-

purchase and the land trust only has to come up with half the value of the easement.

An alternative to outright purchase or tax deduction is Conservation Development

- an approach that uses land protection and limited development to add value, rather than
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reduce it. With this technique, development is clustered in one or more carefully chosen

sites; the remainder of the land is protected under a conservation easement. The land-

owner can profit from subdividing a small portion of the land then subsequently use the

tax deduction on the income received from subdividing. In many ways this is seen as a

win-win situation - the landowner achieves financial goals while still minimizingimpact

on the land.

Although conservation is typically thought to decrease land value, Anthony

Anella and John Wright (2004) identift several ways in which conservation development

actually increases land value:

1) Conservation development increases long-term value by preserving the integrity,

stability, and beauty of the land, in contrast to conventional development that de-

grades the same resources that made the land suitable for development in the hrst

place.

2) Conservation development adds value by maintaining open space. Future buyers

prefer lots that are located adjacent to protected land and will pay more to have

close access to protected land.

3) Conservation development enables buyers to purchase a smaller lot and still enjoy

all of the protected land, thereby giving the buyer more for their money.

4) Conservation development provides income for the original landowners to take

full advantage oftax deductions.

5) Conservation development attracts buyers who are looking to preserve the west-

ern landscape, rather than despoil it. This creates value by allowing the buyer to

feel good about his or her purchase and the legacy that it leaves.

I
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Conservation development, although not a purisl approach toward conservation,

can be a pragmatic solution to challenging conservation situations. Ultimately, a small

amount of development occurs, but the majority of the natural landscape is protected.

Clustering minimizes the overall impact of the development on the environment and re-

maining protected areas. In areas such as the eastern Sierra where land values are high

and private property is scarce, conservation development creates a method to generate

funds for large conservation projects that otherwise would be economically impossible. It

also allows a small amount of urban growth, which can financially benefit local commu-

nities. Overall, this strategy is an effective conservation tool and well-suited for conserva-

tion in the eastern Sierra Nevada.

A final method that has seen widespread success in the conservation of private

land is acquisition through the use of local taxes. In this situation, local citizens vote in

favor ofa tax to procure parks and open space. Funds generated from this tax are used to

purchase lands that will benefit local communities and become public parks. These can

be small parcels within neighborhoods or expansive areas of lands on the outskirts of

towns that provide recreation trails for hiking. These taxes can be well received by local

communities because all community members will directly benefit from the tax; conse-

quently they view this as money well spent. This type of strategy has been successful in

many areas in California and the front range of Colorado. It is likely to have the most

success in communities such as Mammoth Lakes, where local citizens are beginning to

feel the intense pressure for development.
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The Eastern Sierya Land Trust (ESLT)

Currently, there is one local organization implementing private land conservation

in the eastern Sierra - the ESLT. This relatively new organization was founded in 2001

and initially operated entirely under volunteer support. In2003, the ESLT hired its first

professional staff person and later in the same year completed its ftrst two conservation

easements. Since that time, several more have been successfully completed. From the

start, the ESLT has taken a planning approach toward conservation, meant to ensure that

high priority areas get protected first. This is done through focus on three areas of empha-

sis: (1) the Mono Basin program - to protect the Mono Lake region; (2) working land-

scapes - to protect local ranches and farms; and (3) wildlife and plant communities - to

maintain the viability of native species. According to executive director Julie Bear, plan-

ning is going to become even more important to the ESLT in the near future because it is

beginning to receive more proposals for easements than it has resources to undertake; this

means that it will need to prioritize.

Although this organization is relatively new, there appears to be great potential

for success, especially if it makes use of innovative techniques such as conservation de-

velopment and continues to garner community support. A recent collaboration of the

many environmental and conservation groups in the eastern Sierra through regular work-

ing group meetings provides optimism for the direction of future conservation in this re-

gion.
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Conclusions

The implementation of a conservation plan is no simple matter; nor is there is no

cookie cutter approach suitable for all conservation situations. Implementing conserva-

tion is a complex procedure that requires a thorough examination of the many tools avail-

able and the situational factors that either will enforce the effectiveness of a strategy or

render it useless and counter-productive. Strategies recommended in this thesis are rooted

in the unique attributes of the eastern Sierra Nevada at the time of writing. These tools

and methods may or may not be optimal or even effective in another location. It is my

recommendation, and that of many conservationists more experienced than myself, that

before creating and implementing a conservation plan, researchers become intimately

familiar with the cultural, historical, and physical landscape. Conservation can then be

given the best chances for success against the many challenges it may face.
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Chapter 6: Recommendations

The ultimate goal of conservation planning is to make informed and scientifically

sound conservation recommendations, followed up with work to implement recommen-

dations on a regional or local scale. At times, academic research may be able to procure

funds that would never be feasible in an applied conservation situation. Although this

may serve to benefit the single task at hand, it contributes little to the widespread field of

conservation by using a method that cannot be replicated in other situations. My personal

objective in this research was not only to provide recommendations applicable to my re-

gion of study, but also to use a method that could be repeated either by conservationists

in the eastern Sierra at alater point in time, by researchers in an entirely different loca-

tion, or even by interested and motivated groups within the public: bioregional organiza-

tions, watershed alliances, or even resource- or game-advocacy groups. The following

recommendations are not only based on sound science, but also are testament to the exis-

tence of both cost-effective and simultaneously credible conservation planning.

These recommendations, as in any conservation plan, represent a snapshot in

time. As the landscape of the eastern Sierra continues to evolve and future studies reveal

new understandings, recommendations must be updated to reflect the new changes. At

time of writing, this information represents the most up-to-date knowledge available, ob-

tained from the many biologists, land managers, scientists, and planners that contributed

to this research. Implementation of these recommendations will provide a significant con-

tribution to mule deer conservation and wildlife habitat in general.

I
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From this research, nine distinct conservation recommendations emerge:

1) Focus the protection of private land on priority-at-risk areas identified in chapter 4.

This will most effectively be done through the use of conservation easements and

land acquisition. Five areas in particular should be given highest priority:

a) West llølker Winter Rønge: including the Antelope Valley and suruound-

ing habitat

b) Sherwin Holding Area: this primarily involves the prevention of public -
private land exchanges within this prioriQ range.

4 Sonora Holding Area: maintaining open space within this area is neces-

sary to protect the major migration coruidor for the WIV' deer herd.

d) Bald Mountain Holding Area: this area is not only importantfor deer,

but also for many other native wildlife species. Protecting this holding

area will provide an umbrella effect for all of these species.

e) Swall Meudon)s and Crowley migralion Bottleneck: maintaining open

space within these two bottlenecks will protect the major migration corui-

dorfor the RV deer herd.

2) Use innovative solutions such as conservation development for parcels that are oth-

erwise impossible to protect. Whenever possible, cluster development to minimize

impacts on the natural landscape.
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3) Avoid public-private land exchanges on priority habitat,as in the Sherwin holding i

area. I

I'

4) Maintain minimum parcel subdivision sizes on parcels >10 acres in high-risk areas

and enforce regulations on fencing and roaming pet restrictions on private land.

5) Research and implement strategies to minimize risk of catastrophic wildfire on deer

habitat and minimize invasions of cheatgrass following wildfire, particularly in prior-

ity areas.

6) Implement strategies to reduce deer vehicle collisions at all major hotspots (identified

in chapter four). At locations where major migration corridors cross highways com-

bine highway fencing with an overpass or underpass crossing for deer; in areas where

seasonal range overlaps highways or roads, use temporary warning signs and enforce

reduced speed limits.

7) Avoid energy exploration on priority deer habitat. If exploration must proceed, mini-

mize impacts by avoiding healthy stands of antelope bitterbrush, building the mini-

mum number of roads possible, and limiting access during deer high use periods.

8) Monitor impacts of livestock grazing on public lands. If applicable, implement expert

recommended grazing strategies given in chapter 4.

-=t
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Chapter 7: Final Comments

Faced with the impending chaos of a holiday weekend, I recently chose to spend

the fourth of July in one of the few places I know where you can truly escape from every-

thing and everyone - backpacking in rural Nevada. After a three-hour car drive through

sagebrush desert and a full day hike up a steep Toiyabe Canyon, my partner and I chose

an aspen grove to set up camp, then quickly climbed a nearby hill to watch the sunset. As

we neared the top, I rcalized quickly that we were not alone. A young doe perked her ears

then bounded several leaps until turning to stare at us. The wildness in her eyes was

shadowed by a deep curiosity - clearly she did not see many humans in this area. After

holding gaze at each other for several passing moments, she turned and bounded effort-

lessly across the slope and out ofsight. The countless hours I had spent studying and re-

searching deer were quickly erased from my head, leaving only the excitement of the ex-

perience to resonate through my mind. According to Richard Nelson, "research on atti-

tudes toward nature affirms that Americans and Canadians value deer more highly than

any other wild creature" (1997 , l9). In this brief moment, I understood the magnitude of

this statement. My interaction with this doe forged an experience with wildness that is

difficult to find otherwise and reaffirmed my belief that deer are incontrovertibly linked

to our western culture and our underlying views on wildlife. To most Americans, deer

ARE wildlife.

There will always be debate within conservation - the approaches used, the sites

protected and consequently those left unprotected, the ultimate goals, and the conserva-

tion targets chosen to reach those goals. In reality there is no single correct answer, but as
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I have tried diligently to argue in this thesis, each answer must emerge from the context

of the local setting. My research focuses on the conservation of Rocþ Mountain mule

deer with the hope that not only will the protection of these species provide for many bio-

logical conservation goals, but that it will simultaneously achieve cultural goals within

the eastern Sierra Nevada. It is my belief that experiences such as my recent one in rural

Nevada, or the many other positive interactions that humans have with deer on a daily ba-

sis, will continue to cultivate the environmental ethic that Rachel Carson f,rrst inspired

decades ago.

t
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We studied mountain lions (Punta c'oncoÌor) and mule deer (Odocoileus hemionu,s) inhabiting a Great Basin
ecosystern in Round Valley, California, to make inferences conceming preclator-prey d),namics. Oul purpose
was to evaluate the relative role of top-down and bottom-up forcing on r¡ule deer in this multiple-predalor,
multipf e-pley system. We identifìed a perìod of decline (by 83o/o) of mule deer (1984-1990). and then a period of
sfow but steady increase (1991-1998). For mule deer, bittelbrush (Purs'hia n'identata) in diets. per capita
availability of bittelbrush, kidney fät inclexes, têtal rates (young pel adult female), fetal weights, and sulvivorship
of adults and young inclicated that the period of decline was typical of a deer population near or above the
carying capacity (K) of its environment. Numbers of mountain lions also declined, but with a long lime lag. The
period of increase was typiiìed by deel displaying life-history characteristics of a population below K, yet the
finite rate of growth (7":1.10) remained below what would be expected fol a population rebounding rapidly
toward K (i"-1.15-1 .21) in the absence of limiting factors. Lif'e-history characteristics were consistentwith the
mule deer population beiug regulated by bottom-up folcing through environmental effects on forage availability
relative to population density; howevel', predation, mostly by mountain lions, was likely additive during the
periocl of increase and thus, top-down forcing slowed but did not prcvent population glo'*,th of rnule deer. These
outcomes inclicate that resource availability (bottom-up processes) has an ever-present effect on dylrarnics of
herbivore popuìations, but that the relationship can be altered by top-down effècts. Indeed, top-down ancl

bottom-up fbrces can act on populations sirnultaneously and, thus, should not be viewed as a stark dichotomy.

Key worcls: densì1¡r depcndcnce. limiLation, nrountain ìiorr, mule deer, nutriliou. Ocloc'oileus hentionus. predation, Prrrnrr

conrolot . regulation, Sicrra Ncvada
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The concepts of top-down and bottom-up f'orcing al'e central

to the developnrent of moclern ecological theory (Hunter and

Price 1992; Power 1992; Strong 1992). These processes

influence trophic cascades (Bergel et al. 2001; Terborgh et

al. 2001, 2006), ecosystem stl'ucture and function (McNaugh-

ton l97l; Mt¡h,ar et al. 1993), biodiversity (Jacobs and Naiman
2008; Ripple and Beschta 2008; Stewarr et al. 2009), and the

conservation of larc ol endangered species (Aaltonen et al.

2009). Large mamr.nalian herbivores and their predatols are

impoÍant fol studying top-down and bottol¡-up r-elationships

because theory developed fì'om small animals may not apply to

large ones (Caughley and Krebs 1983; Sinclail and Krebs

2002\.

Density-depenclent mechanisms play an important role in
population clynamics of large helbìvores (Boyce 1989; Kie et

al. 2003; McCullough 1979; Stewarr et al. 2005). Diet quality
and niche clinrensions vary with population clensity (Kie and

Bowyel 1999: Mob¿ek et al. 2009; Nicholson et al. 2006;
Stewar-t et al. 20lr1), and life-history characteristics of large

herbivores are inlluenced strongly by density dependence
(Fowler 198 l; McCullough 1999). The degree of tesource

limitation (proximity to canying capacity lKl) determines the

'./
üi
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relative importance of top-down and bottom-up influences on
population dynamics (Bowyer et al. 2005; Kie et al. 2003). The

classic definition of K is when a population is at equilibrium
with its envilonment (Caughley 1977; McCullough 1979). We

extend that definition to include the long-term ability of a

particular envilonment to support viable populations of large

herbivores, wherein the population fluctuates around sorne

mean point of equilibrium. There may be, however, directional
changes in K as a result of long-term environmental change
(Kie et al. 2003).

There is considerable debate over the terms limitation and

regulation (Berryman 2004; White 2007); we argue that all
mortality factors are limiting, but only those resulting in a

density-dependent feedback are regulating. Herbivore popula-

tions near K are characfeized by females attempting to produce

more young than can be recruiled successfully into the
population (Bartmann et al. 1992; McCutlough 1979), resulting
in n.rortality from predators that is pdmarily cornpensatory (i.e.,

the prey population remains near K)-the population is limited
by predation, but regulated by density-dependent factors
associated with K. Conversely, in populations backed far away
from K, attempts to recruit young can be more successful if
predation was rcduced because resources are not limiting; in
such situations mortality from predation tends to be additive-
the population is not limited by resources. but is regulated by
predation. We contend that information on kill rates or

predation rates (Vucetich et al. 20ll) are less meaningful than

data conceming the life-history characteristics of ungulates in
understanding predator-prey dynamics, because of the cliffer-
ences in the consequences of rnortality as a function of the

proximit¡, of the prey population to K.
The long-term investigations necessary 1o understand these

complex preclator-prey relationships for large mamrnals are

uncommon, although several examples do exist (Jçdrzejewska

and Jçdrzejewski 2005; Vucetich el al. 2002). Nonetheless,

factors underpinning dynamics of large heÍbivores continue to

be debated, especially the role that large predators play in

affecting vital rates and demographics (Frank 2008; Terborgh
and Estes 2010; Terborgh et aI.2006). A lack ofunderstanding
of the role of top-down forcing in ecological systems as a result
of the loss of large apex predators (Estes et al.201 l) and the

predator-centric focus of numerous predator-prey models
(Bowyer et a|.2005; Person et al. 2001) likely has hampeled

our undelstanding of top-down and bottom-up processes for
these large llantmals.

The theoretical development and debate over effects of top-
down and bottom-up forcing on large herbivores latgely began

with the "world is green" or Hairston, Smith, and Slobodkin
hypothesis (Hairston et al. I960), which predicted that

herbivores were seldom limited by food and wet'e, thus.

regulated by predation. In support ofthat hypothesis, cascading

effects of the absence of large predators are welì documented
(Estes et al. 2011; Ripple and Beschta 2006, 2008; Terborgh
and Estes 2010; Terborgh et al. 2006), and in multiple-
pledator. multiple-prey systerns. pledation can r-egulate prey at

low densities lelative to K (Bowyer et al. 1998; Dale et al.

\/ol. 93, No. 4

1994; Gasaway et al. 1992: Yan Ballenberghe and Ballard
1994). Nonetheless, the occurrence of predation does not
necessarily equate to top-down regulation; the degree of
predation and the interaction between the herbivore population

and its food supply determine the potential for top-down
regulation (Bartmann et al. 1992; Bowyer et al. 2005).
Assessing the relative strengths of top-down and bottom-up
forcing on regulation of populations, however, is of greater

theoretical value than debating which force is operating,
because both processes can occur simultaneously (Bowyer et

al. 2005; Boyce and Anderson 1999; Hunter and Price 1992).

We used a long-term data set on mountain \ons (Punta

cortcolor) ancl mule deer (Odocoileus hentiottus) that inhabited
a Great Basin ecosystem to evaluate the relative influences of
top-down and bottom-up forcing, because shìfting dynamics of
this predator-prey system allowed for unique insights into the

role of large carnivores in regulating theil ungulate prey. We

cast our predictions based on a conceptual model oflife-history
characteristics for ìarge herbivores proposed by Bowyer et al.

(2005; Table 1). In populations of mule deer regulated by top-
down forcing, the population would be held far away from K,
mortality would be mostly additive, intraspecific competition
would be reduced, and individuals would have a rnore-

nutritious diet, resulting in better physical condition and, thus,
greater reproductive rates and higher suruival. Conversely, in
populations regulated by bottom-up forcing, animals would be

at or near K, mortality would be largely compensatory,
intraspecif,c competition would be intensified, and a less-

nutritious diet would lead to poor physical condition and,

thereby, lower rcproductive rates and decreased survival (Table

l). In the absence of the aforementioned dichotomy, some

degtee of nutritional limitation and effects of predation rnay co-
occur, especially at intermediate densities in relation to K.

M¡rnnru,s aND METHoDS

Study area.-Round Valley (31"24'N, I18"34'r¡/), located

east of the Sierra Nevada in California, is the winter range for a
nrigratory population of mule deer, and the mountain lions that
prey upon them (Kucera 1992: Monteith et al. 2011; Pierce et

al. 1999'). Mule deer inhabiting this Great Basin ecosystem are

the primary prey for mountain lions (Bleich et al. 2006; Pierce

et al. 2000b, 2004; Villepique et al. 2011). Annual precipitation
in the region was highly variable, and ranged from 5.3 to 25.2

cm. Precipitation was strongly seasonal, wilh abou| 72o/o

occurring during November-March, and mean monthly
tenperatures ranged from 0'C to l6'C.

The predominant vegetation type in Round Valley is

sagebrush steppe (Pierce et al. 2004), and includes stands of
sagebrush (Artemisia n'identata), bitterbrush (Purshia triden-
tata), and rabbitbrush (Chr1'sothantruts nauseosus): patches of
blackbrush (Coleog¡ne rantosissinn) and mormon tea (Ephe-

dra net,adensis) also were common. Forbs, which wele
generally unavailable to deer in winter, included Eriogonutn

kenned¡-i and Lonmliurr sp. Comrnon grasses were Stipa
speciosa, Ory;opsis hwtenoides, Sitanion jubatunt, Sitanion
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T,r.srn L.-Life-bistory characteristics, nleasures o1 physical condition, and vital rales of large herbivores, incìuding prcdicl-ions testcd iu thjs

stucly bascd on populalions characteriz-ed by lop-dorvn forcing b¡,large carrivorcs or boltom up forcing rhrough ntrtritional limitation (adapted

from Bowycr ct al. [20051).

Lilè-history charâc1ei istic Tìrp-down lbrcing Botlorn-up forcing Prcdictions Lesterl in this stucly

Physical condition of adult t'crnales

Pregnancy ratc of aduh temalcs

Fetaì rate

Weight o1'Ieonates

Molrality ol ¡,oung
Dict qualitl,

-Pause in annual prodrction by atlult fcuralcs

Ycillings prcgnant

Corpora lì.Ìtea counts of adult teruales

Age aL Ist reproduction lbr fcmales

Age at cxtensivc tooth weilr

Bcttel

Highcr

Higher

Heavier

Additive
Highe r
Lcss likely
U sLra I l¡,

Highcr
Younger
Oldcr

Poorcr

Lou'ct
Lowcr
Lighter
Compensatory

Lou,cr

I\4ore tikely
Scldorn

Lou,cr
Oklcr
Younger

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Ycs

Yes

No

No

No

No

No

h),sÍt'i.r, and Bronuts tectorum. Sai r,r spp., Rosa spp., and, Berula

occidentalis occull'ecl in riparian areas (Kucera 1988).

Most nrule deer inhabiting Round Valley duling winter'

lnigrated to high elevations (>2,500 m) on the west side of the

Sien'a Nevada (Kucem 1992; Monteith et al. 201 I ; Pierce et al.

1999), where they used high-quality forage duling sumnrer
(Kucera 1997). Summer ranges were typified by high mountairl
meadows ¿rssociated with a variety of conifelous species

including Jetliey (Pinus .jelfre¡'i) and lodgepole (P. conÍorra)
pine. Deer remainecl on sunlmer lange untij autumn, when

winter storms pushed tlÌem eastwffd ovel the Sierra crest and

downward to the valley floor (Monteith e1 al. 201 l).
The population of nlule deer overwintering in Round Valley

cleclined steadily from about 6,000 animals (66 deer/km2) in

1985 (Kucera 1988) to 939 (10 cleer/km2) in 1991. Subse-

quently, the deer population rose to 2.165 (24 deer/km2) by
Janualy 1999 (Fig. l). The deer decline was associated with a

severe drought during 1987 1990, when water content of
winter snowpack \¡/as 2l%t of the ìong-tenl nrean.

Frc, L.-Plrascs of population trajcctory for mulc deet' (Otlot'oileu,s

hentir¡nu.s) defìned by piccewise rcgrcssion, 1985-1999, and popula-

tior tÍajeclory lor mounLain ìions (P¿r¿r¿ contdor), 1993-1999,
during winter iu Round Valley. Califomia. Error bars for thc dccr
populalion from 1994 to 1999 are 95o/o conlìdence inlervals. Arlapted
liom Bowyer el al. (200-5).

In winter 19tì4, huntels killed 200 t-enrale mule deer (-3.3Eo
of the population) on the northem one-half of the study area
(Kucera 1988). Limited sporl hunting for male mule deer

occurred during autumn in all yeafs of our study. Hunting
oppoltunity on wintet range in Round Valley resuìted in the

harvest of approximately 15 males per year, but barvest of rnale
mule deer on surnmer range was difficult to estimate because

deer fiorn Round Valley nringled with cleer from other'

populatiolìs. NeveÍheless, limited halvest of males would
have ha<1 a negligible influence on population d,rrnamics of deer
(Kie et al.2003; McCullough 1979,2001). No sport hunting of
rnountain lions occun'ed cluring oul study, and nlountain lions
wele killed onl)/ if they preyed on pets or' livestock
(depredation). endangered Sierra Nevada bighom sheep (Ovis
('anadensis sierrae), or posed a threat to human safety (Torres

et al. 1996), a policy ll.rat had been in place for' ) I decade prior
to lhe onset ol oul invesligation.

Dala collectior?.-ln many instances, we used results fiom
earlier investigations (Kucera 1988, 1991. 1997) conrbined
with our data to evaluate characteristics of this mule deel'

population duling a declining phase ancl the subsec¡uent

increasing phase. We tested for difïÞrences in diets of deer
(percent of bittelbrush), per capita availability of bitterbrush,
physical condition (kidne¡, fat index ÍKFII), fètal rate (young

per aclult female), f'etal weight, survival of yclung, and survival
of adults during the pel'iods of decline and incl'ease of the deer
population. We also determined sources of morlality, and

estimated popul¿ìtion sizes of nlule deer ¿ìnd rnountain lions.
We used microhistological analyses of fecal pellets (Spar-ks

and Malechek 1968) and digestibility of forages (Pierce et al.

2004) obtained monthly during winter to index percentage of
bitterbl'ush occurring in cliets of mule deel ti'om the norlhenr (n

- l0 groups) and southeln (n: 10 groups) parts ofthe study

area. We collected only fi'esh (< 1-da1,-6¡¿¡ pellets, and

composited samples, by area, each rnonth. Miclohistologicaì
identification of plant fragments was cor¡pleted at the

Composition Analysis Labolatory, Fort Collins, Colorado.
Cunent annual growth (leadel lengths) for bittelbrush was

sampled aunually along 5 or 6 transects in autumn durlng most
yeals by personnel from the United States Bureau of Land
Management. Leadel lengths were neasured from )6 whorls
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<1.5 m above ground on 5 randomly selected plants along
each transect. All leaders of current year growth from each

whorl were measured until a mi¡imum of 20 leaders on each

plant was measured.

We collected 20 female mule deer annually in Malch 1991-
1995, following methods described by Kucera (1997). We
attempted to shoot only adult female deer, which were selected

at random throughout the study area and age, weight, body
condition, and fetal rate were recorded. Although we attempted

to collect only adult ()2 years old) females, a few yearling
females were collected but differences in pregnancy and fetal
rates between adults and yearlings were accounted for in
subsequent analyses. We used I kidney from each deer to
determine physical condition with the KFI (Riney 1955). We

recorded weight of fetuses (-l I g), but only of the heaviest if
)l were present (Kucera 1988).

We used a helicopter and net gun (Krausman et al. 1985) to
capture mule deer (217 females and 93 males) in Round Valley
and f,tted them with very-high-frequency radiocollars each

wintel (-7Ea of the population) fi'om 1993 to 1997. We

distributed collars among adult males and adult females in
proportion to their occurrence in the population (1:3). In
addition, we captured young (< I year oldt n :113) at random
and fitted them with expandable collars (Bleich and Pierce
1999). We intentionally avoided capturing deer fiom gloups
that contained animals collared during previous years. We
monitored telenìetered deer 6 or 7 times per week dudng winter
to determine survival and cause-specific moÍality, and
monthly during summer to detennine survival.

We conducted helicopter sunr'eys each January to estimate
the proportion of adult male, adult female, and young (< I year

old) mule deer on winter range, and obtain information on
population size. Aerial transects were flown with 3 observers,
and transects extended across the entire winter range to an

elevation at which deer tracks in snow were no longer evident.

In the early years (1984-1993), a total count of deer was

conducted (Kucera 1988) and no measures ofvariance could be

developed; nonetheless, the general trend of declining and

subsequently increasing deer numbers was unequivocal
(Bowyer et al. 2005). Durìng 1994-1999, we used collared

animals to estimate the deer population and associated
variances (Chapman 1951)l we used aerial telemetry I day
before each of these surveys to determine the number of
marked adult females within the survey area.

From 1994 fo 1991, mule deer were evaluated for evidence

of diseases capable of causing a marked decline: brucellosis (r

- 538), infectious bovine rhinotracheitis (n :4'16), parainflu-
enza-3 (.n -397), bluetongue (r :538), epizootic hemon'hagic

disease (r :538), leptospirosis (n - 532), and anaplasmosis (r
:535). Those data yielded no evidence ofpathogens that could
have affected the population. Moreover, necropsy results (n :
194 deer) dudng 1984-1996, yielded no evidence of any

ongoing disease.

During November l99l-April 1999, we used hounds and
techniques described by Davis et al. (1996) to capture 21 adult
mountain lions (12 females and 9 rnales) in Round Valley and

l/o1.93. No 4

fitted them with very-high-frec¡uency radiocollars. We con-
ducted regulal and intensive searches for mountain lions
throughout the study area during 199l-1997, because these

large felids are capable ofdispersing long distances (Thon.rpson

and Jenks 2010). These intensive searches provided strong
evidence that all mountain lions that regularly used winter
range in Round Valley (i.e., resided for >30 days) were fitted
with radiocollars by 1993, and that immigrants were detected
and collared within I rnonth of their anival on winter range.
Detailed descriptions of searches for mountain lions and mule
deer killed by predators were provided previously (Pierce et al.

1998, 2000b, 2004).
We determinecl the mean number of collared mountain lions

on the study area during telemetry flights at weekly intervals
during Novenrber-March, and used that value to index the
number of adult mountain lions on winter range each year. We
excluded '¡,inter 1991-1992. because we captured the 1st

mountain lion during November l99l and continued to capture

new, unmarked lions in Round Valley until November 1992,
by which time we had captured 12 adults. From then on our
ability to cletect and capture new, unmarked lions was constant
from year to year (Pierce et al. 2000a, 2000b).

'We also evaluated the number of depredation permits issued
for mountain lions to provide infonnation on the annual
abundance of lions prior to 1992; number of permits issued,
however, does not represent the number of lions killed. We
assumed that depledation permits would be positively
associated with lion abundance, because additional conflicts
are expected as lion density increases (Tones et al. 1996). All
research methods were apprcved by an independent Animal
Care and Use Committee at the University of Alaska
Fairbanks, and complied with guidelines published by the

American Society of Mammalogists for research on wild
mammals (Sikes et aL.2011).

Analyses.-We estimated number of deer bom on summer
range by multiplying fetal rates in March by the estimated
number of adult females in the popuìation. Suwivol'ship of
young to 6 months-of-age was calculated from the number of
young estimated to have been bom on summer range, and the
number of those young that arrived on the winter range. based

on composition counts conducted in early winter (Bleich et al.

2006). Survivorship of adult deer with radiocollars was

calculated with the Kaplan-Meier estinlator (Pollock et al.

1989) and proportions of cause-specific mortality during winter
were determined according to Heisey and Fuller (1985).

'We used piecewise regression (Neter et al. 1990) to delìne
periods of population change, although an estimate for the

population was not available for 1990; thus, we used regression
analysis to estinlate the value for 'l990 for use in subsequent
analyses. We calculated the lìnite rate of population growth (À)

as the inverse log of the slope of the regressiotr on the natural
log of population size through time (Caughley 1977). We used

analysis of covariance (Neter et al. 1990), with Julian date of
collections as a covariate to adjust weight of fetuses among
years for dates of collection. We developed a density-
dependent index to the availability of bitterbrush as an
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indication of folage available to deer (mean leader-length per

deer in the population during winter X 100); this inclex is
inlìuenced by changes in the numbel of bitterbrush leaders ovet'

time in lelation to the density of the deer population.
We tested fol effècts of weather on forage avnilability and

condition of mule deer. as well as the relationships between

deer diet, body condition, reproduction, and À using the

Spearman lank culrelation (r', Conover 1980). We also used

rr to test fbr the relatior.rship between survivorship of young on

sumnler range ancl À for all years pooled, and for tlre same

comparisons during periods of decline and increase in the deer
population. Spearman lank conelations make no assumptions

about the shape of relationships between variables (Conover
1980); thus, fìgures hclude lines of best fit only as an aid to
interplet those relationships.

We used the Mann-Whitney U-test (Conover 1980) to

examine diftèrences in mean temperatures during December-
February, leader length of bittelbl'ush, the index to the

availability of bitterbrush, percent bittelbrush in diets, KFl.
fetal rates, fetal weights, and survivorship of young and adult
nrule deel between periods of decliue ancl increase of the deer
population. We maintained an cr:0.05 for those compalisons.
except analyses where KFI, fetal rate. and fetal weight wele
obtained from the same individual; for those tests, we corected
experìment-wide error with a sequential Bonferloni procedure
(Rice 1989). We also used this con'ection fbr correlations
between weather variables and lifþ-history characteristics of
deer. We used r'., to colxpare the number of depredation permits

issued with oul index to lion abundance from 1993 to 1999,
and subsequently to evaluate the relationship between deer

abundance and number of depredation permits issued cluring

both phases of population change.

We used a life table with 3 age classes (0, 1, and 2-l2years
of age) ancl sexes combined 1o estimate adult survivor-ship each

year. We did not calculate survivorship of deel directly beoause

those data were available for only 4 years; for consistency, we

used the life-table anal¡,5j5 to calculate suwivolship fbr the

entire study period. We used fþtal rates corrected fol the entire
popLrlation, su¡vivorship of young on summer range, and the i'
estimated tbr each year in the life-table analyses. We assunred

sulvivorship for yeallings and aclults to be similar, and

survivorship was adjusted until a À matching the observecl

value fbr a particular year was obtained. Violation of this

assumption would have had negligible efïeots on resulting
survival rates f'or adults because year-lings comprised a small

component of the population lelative to adults. For yeallings,
fetal rates during the period of decline were set at 0; we usecl

fetal rates of0 during 1991-1993, ancl of I during 1994-1996,
based on data from deel collections.

Life tables assume a stable age distribution, and can

overestimate the importance of adult survivorship when i' is

fixed (Bowyer et al. 1999; Caughley 1977 Eberhardt 1985);

however, calculating pal'ameters repeatedly on an annual basis

minimized that potential bias. Moreover. we dicl not use that

analysis to determine the relative role of adult survivorship on
population growth, but only to compare survivorship between

2 periods for which it was estimatecl in the same manner'. Thus.

any upward bias in the importance of aclult survivorship should

not have affected our results m:rkedly.
Testing predictions fbr whether top-clown ol' bottom-up

f'orcing occuned in this population of mule deer involved a

variety of statistical procedures, all of which were directed at a

sinilar hypothesis (Table 1). Consequently, we combined
probabilities from those statistical tests using the rnethod of
Sokal and Rohlf (1981):

t'- -z\nr,
with 2k degrees of freedom, where A is the numbel of separate

tests. 'We recognize that our tests were not completely
independent; accordingly, we reduced alpha for this analysis

to 0.02 (Bowyer et al. 2007). Meta-analyses using this

approach have been increasingly recognized as valuable tools
in ecoìogy wlren plobabilities used in the analyses arc focused

on single hypotheses (Arnqvist and Wooster 1995; Osenberg et

al.1999).

Rcsums
Prerlati on and population rrojecÍory.-Piecewise legression

iclentified 2 trajectories of population size for mule deer: a

ileclining phase (1984-1990) and an increasinc phase (1991-

1998; Fig. l). The 2u of the deel held in Round Valley during
the drought of the late 1980s leflectecl a marked decline (r'2 -
0.98, P < 0.00 1) followed by a phase of slow population
gfowrh (r2 - 0.82, P < 0.001) in rhe 1990s (Fig. 1).

Mean numbel of adult mountain lions inhabiting Round
Valley during wintel declined from 6. I in winter 1992-1993 to

0.6 in winter 1998-l 999 (r2:0.95, P < 0.001; Fig. I ). During
thal period, we documented 20 mortaiities of radiocollared
lions: l0 males and l0 females. Sources of morlality included
malnutrition (¡i: 3), killeil because of depredation on domestic

sheep or Sierra Nevada bighorn sheep (n - 6), intraspecifìc
strife (r - 2), illegal killing (n - 3), vehicle collision (n - 1),

ancl causes that could not be determined (n : 5). Of the 6
mountain lions killed on depledation permits, 3 were in poor'

ph),sical condition. The population of mountain lions tracked

rnule deer numbers downward, but with a time lag of about 8

years (based on data from 1992 to 1999; Fig. l). In addition,
the number of depredation perrnits was strongly correlated with
lion abundance fiom 1993 to 1999 (r', : 0.81 , P :0.027): this

outcome substantiated the annual number of depledation
permits as an index to the abundance of nlountain lions.

Despite the directional change in tlre tlajectory of the deer'

population in 1991 (Fig. l), and with the exception of an

outlier in 1985, depleclation pemrits issued for mountain lions
declined fiom 1986 to 1999 (Fig. 2). Prior to 1985, when the

deer population was probably high or increasing, few annual
pernits for lion depredation from l9l2 to 1984 were issued (X

- 1.3, SE :0.44). Duling the declining phase of the deer
population, Iion abLrndance was not related to deel numbers (r'.,

:0.29, P :0.27), even though substantially more permits for
lion depredation were issued annuall¡i (X: I 1.6, SE : 1.03).
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The increased killing of mountain lions had no discernible
effect on the continued decline of mule deer througb 1990 (Fig.

2), a patten contrary to expectations if top-down forcing
occuned. Following the clash of the deer population, number
of depredation pemrits issued continued to decline (X -1.6. SE

-1.44). with the exception of 1996 when an abnormally high
number of permits was issued (Fig. 2). Nevertheless, nurnber of
depredation permits issued was negatively related to deer

abundance (r. : {).0¡, P - 0.069). Predation by mountain
lions was the most significant cause of motality for mule deer

in all years (Fig. 3) except 1998, when predation by coyotes
(Canis lan'ans) surpassed that of mountain lions.

Diet, aninrul condition, reproductiott, 6¡1¿t 5¡¡'1ti¡tql.-ps¡
capita availability of bitterbrush and the percent of bitterbrush
in diets of mule deer were significantly greater during the

period of population increase than during the period ofdecline
(Table 2). Vy'e identified a strong relationship between leader

length of bitterbrush and total water content of snowpack

measured in April (Fig. a). That relationship was positive

during the period of decline (r',:0.83, P:0.010), and waned

during the periocl of increase 0., : 0.43, P - 0.29). A strong

positive relationship also existed between per capita
availability of bitterbrush and body condition of deer' (as

indexed by KFI) during the declining phase (r; - l 0, P <
0.001); this relationship weakened during the increasing phase

(r.,-0.2, P -0.74). As percent bitterbrush in the diet in March
increased from 27a fo 707a. physical condition (as indexed by
KFI) of mule deer rose exponentially and became asymptotic
when bitterbr-ush in diet was >30% (.Fig. 5). Mean winter
temperature also was positively related to KFI, but not

significantly so following a Bonfenoni correction (r, :0.62,
P : 0.05), and clid not differ between periods of population

decline and increase (U ¡ : 33.0, P : 0.9).

Frc. 2,-Phases of population trajectory f'or mule deer (Odocoileus

hentiotttts) aud the nunber of nountain lion (.Punn concolor)
depredation permits issued in Inyo and Mono counties, 1985-1999,
Round Valley. Califomia. Er¡or bars for the deer population fronr
1994 to 1999 are 95o/c confìdence intervals. Depredation permits were

positively conelated with number of lions present in Round Valley
and, hence, provided a vi¿rble i¡rdex to mountain lion abundance.

Ilol. 93, No. 4

Frc. 3.-Cause-specific mortality (n = | l5) of mule deer
(Odocoileus hentiottus) during winter in Round Valley, Califomia,
during the increasing phase, 1993-1998 (error bars are 95Va

confìdence intervals).

Fetal rates were l37o lower during the period of population
decline than when the population was increasing (Table 2).
Following a Bonferroni correction, fetal rates were related
positively to KFI of fèmale mule deer, which was significant
during the increasing phase (r', : 0.94, P : 0.005) but not
during the decline (r,: 0.8¡, P :0.05). Mean weight of fetuses
adjusted for age also was'l 47a less during the period of decline
than during the period of increase (Table 2). The relationship
between KFI and fetal weight was not significant during the
decline (r., - 0.20, P - 0.8), but was strongly negative during
the petiod of increase (r; : -{.89, P < 0.001). That negative
rclationship, however, more likely was driven by the higher
fetal rate during the period of population increase (,',:4.94,
P < 0.001) than during the decline (r;: O.SZ, P -0.2; Table
2).

Mean annual survivorship of adults differed significantly and
was 24Vc' lower during the period of decline than the period of
increase (Table 2). Reduced survivorship among adult females
was likely the underlying demographic cause of the population
cmsh frorn 1985 to 1990. In contrast, survivorship of young on

summer fange was statistically similar betr¡,een periods of
decline and increase (Table 2). Following Bonfen'oni correc-
tions, meta-analysis indicated that characteristics of mule deer
differed during periods of population increase and decline (X21a

:38.8, P < 0.001).
Finite raÍe of increase lz.,).-When population trajectolies of

mule deer were considered separately, in all instances, 7! was
(1.0 when the mean percent of bitterbrush in diets of mule
deer in March was 1l0t/a. Although KFI of mule deer was
positively correlated with i, that relationship was not
significant (r, - 0.31, P :0.36). No significant relationship
(.r,-0.32, P - 0.38) existed between winter temperature and i
for the deer population across years. A significant relationship
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T,urt,r.; 2.-Population charactcristics of a wintcring popuìation of nule deer (Odoroileus Ìtetnir¡nus) iu Round Valley, California. during
decreasing and increasìng lrtr jectorics of population sizc. P values are resulls of Mann-Whì1ney U-tests for diflcreuces in characleristics of the

population between decreasing and increasing phascs. Results frorn the declining phase are from Kucera (1988). An P-valucs < 0.02 arc

sign iii cant lòllowin g a Bonl-cron i coûeclloìr.

l)cclining phase ( I 98.1- I 990) lncreasing phasc ( I 991-1998)

PopuìaLion characterislic Iìange lìange P-vÍìlueSI:\E

Bittcrbrush in deer diets (¿/r)

Per capita availability of bjttcrbrrsh (crl/decr x 100)

Kìcincy 1àt index

Fetal rare tyoun_u/aduìt)

[retal rveigìrt (g)''

Survivorship of ¡,oung
Sun,ivorshìp of adults

540
0. l3

28.00

1.40

156.70

0.22

0.6s

I 1i)

005
870
008

t3.l0
(1.0 l

003

13 40

056
33 30

1.60

182_t0

0.26

0.86

13 20

012
110
0.08

18.60

003
0.04

0 006

0.007

0.750

0.100

0 260

0 390

0.012

2.5 10.0

0.01 0.34

r2 0 68.0

t2 t72
I t6.3-202.2

0.16 0.25

0.-59 L) 73

1 3 18.9

o.t2 ).24

r0.4 56.0
t..1 t.8

I 26. I -258.8
0 r 6-0.38
0.69 1.0

" Weight rvas adjusted by Juhan tiay ol-collcction

between 2" and survival of young duilng the period of decrease

(¡', :0.90, P :0.04) did exist, but not when the population was

increasing (r',- 0.21 , P -0.65).

our approacrr -"s; ," "Ï;ì;;lìiTì",,,,," rore or rop-crown

aud bottolr-up forcing in a nrule deer population using a

conceptual nodel (Bowyel'et al.2005; Table 1) basecl on the

life-history cl¡aracter¡stics of urìBulates (Ebertardt 198-5;

Gaillard et al. 2000) linked with their nutritional condition
(Parker et al. 2009) to parameterize deer population character-

istics in relation to K. The conceptuaì model was developed in
reference 1o directional changes in important Iife-history
characteristics that are expected uncler top-down of bottom-
up regulation, but cloes not necessaril), nrake assumptions

about the nragn¡tude of change for a particuìar variable. The

significance of a single variable in this interpretation is less

inrportant than the overall pattern ancl clirection of an influential
set of litþ-history characteristics. Therefore, we used a weight-
of-evidence approach (senstr Bow¡,er et al. 2003), whel'ein

infonnation from a single valiable is insufficient to draw

conclusiorìs, but when nlultiple variables are consideled in

concelt, a stfong ancl clear pattem nlay ernerge.

Altltough some of the individLral population chalacteristics

in Table 2 did not diflèr between periocls of decline and

inclease, all differences were in the predicted clirection based

on the physical condition of deer. Characteristjcs were

consistent witlì bottom-up forcing regulating the population
of r¡ule deer through environmental efTects on forage
availability relative to population density; however', top-down
tbrcing (i.e.. precìation) had a modest, but negative effect (a

reductior'r of 5 177o per ¿ìnnurn) on population growth while
the population was recovering fiom the crash (Fig. l;Table 2).

These outcomes align with the prernise that variation in

Frr;. 4.-Length of annual growth of bitterbrush leaders (important

wintcr forage for mule deer foclotoileus ltentionusl) in relatioo to

w¿ìtcr corltent of suowparck measured in Aplil during tlre declìning
phase (198-5-t990) and increasin-q phase (1991-t998) ol the
population of mule dee¡ in Round Valley, Calìfornia.

Frc. S.-Pcrccnl bitt"crbrush in diet of mule deer (Odot'oileus

hcmionus) during March in relalion to mean kiclney lat indcx oI
lènrale mule dee¡ collecled in March during the cleclining phasc

(198-5-1990) and increasing phase (1991-1998) of the populal"ion of
nrule deer ìn Rouud Valìev. Calil-ornia. Results fronl the dccrcasing
phase are fi'orn Kucera (l9tì8)
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resource availability (bottom-up) permeates through the system
and has an ever-present effect, which may be altered by top-
down effects (Hunter and Price 1992). lndeed. top-down and

bottom-up forces can act on populations simultaneously and,

thus, should not be vier¡,ed as a stark dichotomy (Bowyel et al.

2005; Boyce and Anderson 1999), an outcome that is

inconsistent wi[h expectations of the Hairston, Smith, and

Slobodkin hypothesis.

Our results illustrate the importance of obtaining long-term
infomation on the physical condition and vital rates of the prey
population, which also has been emphasized by others
(Barboza et al.2009; Bishop et al.2009; Parker et al. 2009).
Considering only the size or density of the population of mule
deer (and in latel years the number of mountain lions) would
have supported a conclusion that mountain lions regulated
mule deer i¡ the declining phase and failed to do so during the
increasing phase (Figs. 7 and 2la supposition contradictory
to our conclusions. Studies assessing the degree of top-down
and bottom-up forcing typically have not included data on
physical condition of prey, an omission that may cloud
interpretation of results. Furthermore, a less lengthy investiga-
tion might have concluded that forcing was either from below
or above, depending on the phase of the population trajectoly
sampled (Fig. 1).

The population decline of mule deer probably was not the

result of severe winter weather in this Great Basin ecosystem;
we documented only positive effects of snowpack on mule deer
via increased forage growth (Fig. 4) that, in tum, resulted in
improved physical condition. During the period of increase, we

obsen¿ed limited effects of snowpack orr forage consumption
or 1,. likely because deer were released from severe nutritional
limitation (Table 21. Bitterbrush in diets of deer was positively
correlated with the KFI during the decline, but not when the
deer population was increasing. Consequentl¡,, densit),-inde-
pendent factors (e.g., severe weather) likely were not
responsible for the population decline via effects on the energy
budget of deer, and were unrelated to population characteristics
during the period of increase. Moreover, no evidence existed

that diseases were responsible f'or the decline in numbers of
mule deer, or for slowing their rate of recovery.

If predation was an additive source of monality dudng the
decline, the condition of deer should not have been strongly
correlated with thei¡ food supply (Bowyer et aì. 2005; Kie et al.

2003; McCullough 1979). Indeecl, we would not have expected
mortality to be additive (i.e., top-down fbrcing) when levels of
bitterbrush in diets of deer were lovr, (<10Vo), deer were in
comparatively poor physical condition. and reproductive rates

were low-all characteristic of a declining and nutritionally
regulated population. Primarily top-down forcing should have

resultecl in deer being in good physical condition, because they
would have been better buffered against, and less influencecl

by, slight fluctuations in theil food supply, particularly during
the period of decline. Bitterbrush in diets of deer. per capita

availability of bitterbrush, KFIs. fetal rates, fetal weights,
survivorship of young, and survivorship of adult fenrales all
were lower during the period of decline than the period of

I/ol. 93, No. 4

increase fbr muìe deer (Table 2). These results clearly indicate
that nrule deer in Round Valley were at or near K of the winter
range-conditions that precipitated the population decline-
and that mortality during that tilne, regardless of the proximal
cause, was largely compensatory.

The prolonged drought during the period of decline likely
lowered K for mule deer. This deer population, however, was
in decline before the stafi of the drought, which commenced in
1987 (Fig. l). Similarly, McCullough (2001) demonstrated that

strong density-dependent processes continued to operate for a

population of deer during the course of a 6-year drought,
Although we cannot determine conclusively what caused the

initial crash in mule deer numbers, an overshoot of K followed
by a severe drought is a plausible explanation. Populations of
large herbivores exhibit strong density dependence (Kie et al.

2003; McCullough 1999; Stewart et al. 2005), and population
inuptions with overshoots of K are well documented (Forsyth

and Caley 2006; Klein 1968; McCullough 1979).

Several lines of reasoning indicate that top-down forcing
was operating during the period when mule deer numbers were

increasing. Although a proximal cause of mortality is

insufficient evidence to interpret the consequences ofmoftality
(Bartmann et al. 1992; Bleich et al. 2006), mountain lions were
the primary source of winter moftality for mule deer during the
increase (Fig. 3). V/e obtained little evidence that food was
limiting during the period of increasing nurnbers of mule deer
(Table 2). Indirect effects of predation rìsk (Berger 2010) were
likely minimal because deer selected habitat that simultaneous-
ly reduced predation risk and enhanced forage benefits (Pierce

et al. 2004). Christianson and Creel (2010) rcported a similar
situation for Noth American elk (Cert'us elaphus) preyed upon
by gray wolves (Canis lupus). Moreover, the stress and
associated physiological responses to predation risk should
have been strongest after the population crash when mountain
lion abundance lagged behind the deer population (Creel et al.

2007). In contlast to that pl'esumption. fetal rates and
nutritional status were greater during the period of increase
than during the declining phase (Table l).

In June 1995, afire bumed 22km2 (24Vo) of the winter range

dominated by sagebrush and bitterbrush. The loss of winter
habitat associated with the fire in 1995 did not markedly affect
variabìes associated with the physical condition or life-history
chalacteristics of mule deer, because the deer population u,as

relatively low (Fig. l) and forage availability remained high
(Table 2). Therefore, predation by mountain lions likely was an

additive source of mortality during the period of increase.
Moreover, 7" for mule deer was only 1.10 during the increase,
whereas mule deel can attain 2" - I . I 5-l .21 when not limited
by food or predation (Kie and Czech 2000). Top-down forcing
by mountain lions and other camivores likely slowed, but did
not prevent, recovery of mule deer in this Great Basin
ecosystem. Whether the deel population ultimately will return
to the 6,000 animals pr€sent on the winter range in the 1980s,

and how changes in available resources will alter K, is a topic
for future research.
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We encountered several challenges while conducting our'

research. We combined our results with those rcporled by

Kucera ( 1 988, 1 99 1 , 1997) to obtain a sufficient number of years

to encompass the trajectories of this population of mule deer. As
a result, we often had access to only mean values with no

associatecl measures of valiance, which necessitated the use of
nonparametric statistics fol most anall,sss. Our approach also

requirecl that we duplicate the methods of Kucera (1988) as

closely as possible to allow neaningful cornparìsons. These

methodologies led to sorne inconsistencies in oul results. For'

example, KFI is less sensitive tct changes ìn physical condition
r¡,hen celids have high fat reserves (Cook et al. 2007), which
explains why KFI exhibiteil a curuilinear pattem with increasing

bittelblush in diets (Fig, 5) and did not differ markedly between
periods of differing population trajectolies (Table 2).

Sampling only the largest fetus may have caused us to
unclerestimate the total weight of fetuses from fÞmales with
twins. Fetal rates were higher cluling the period of increase than
decline and, consequently, twins \ryere lÌìore plentiful (Table 2).

Singletons often weigb more than inclividuals from a set of
twins (Kucera 1991), which likeìy introduced a bias into our'

data; total f-etaì weight might have produced a greater

difference between phases of population decline and irrcrease.

Another factor leducing the difference in fetal weights and
associated survivolship of young between periods of popula-
tion decline and increase could be a lesidual maternal effect
(Monteith et al. 2009). Indeed, survivolsh ip of youn g i ncleased

only slightly duling the increasing phase (Table 2). lntergen-
erational maternal efïects causecl by severe nutritional
limitation during the decÌine may have resultecl in lags in
population respouse, and thereby have the potential to rnask

expected patterns related to top-down or bottonr-up fotcing
from the body size of animals (Monteith et at. 2009).

Grange and Dunc¿rn (2006) reported that popultrtions of
plains zebras (Equus quuggu) were more resistant to drought
than were populations of other grazing luminants such as blue
wildebeest (Conuoc'haetes taurinus) and buffalo (Sjncerus
c'affer). Those authors conclu<led thaf zebras werc more likely
to be influenced by top-down fbrcing by Afiican lions
(Panthera ieo), whereas populations of wildebeest and bufïalo
were limitecl plincipally by theil food supply. Moreover.
Wilmers et al. (2007) conclucled that stalking predators. such as

mountain lions. were more efïÞctive at suppressing fluctuations
in their prey than were cursorial hunters. such as wolves and

coyotes. Even an effective stalking pledator such as the

mountain Ìion (KnopfT et al. 2010; Pierce et al. 2000a, 2000b),

however', only slowecl the lecovery of the mule cieer populatìon
in Round Valley. The resistance of the prey population to fbocl

shortages, and the type of predatol and its hunting style, hold
potential to influence tbe magnitude of bottom-Lrp and top-
down folcing.

Our results demonstrate that top-down folcing tiorn nrultiple
predators lnay limit population growth but does not always

regulate prey populations. Mountain lions and other lalge
carnivores in our study area slowed, but did not regulate, the
growth of a mule deer population. More attention needs to be

9rJ-5

given to the specific conditions that lead to equilibria or'

disequilibria between populations of large mammalian preda-

tors and their prey (Hunter and Price 1992), and whether those

factors lead to population irluptions and overshoots of K with
subsequent eff'ects on eoosystem stlucture and function. This
approach is likely to be critically impoftant for the conservarìon

of large mammals in a changing clirnate, where directional
changes or dramatic variation in K may become the norm.
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SELECTION OF MULE DEER BY MOTINTAIN LIONS AND
COYOTES: EFFECTS OF HLTNTING STYLE, BODY SIZE, AND

REPRODUCTIVE STATUS

BBcry M. Punce,* Ven¡or C- Br-¡rcr¡, AND R. TrRRy BowyEn

Institute of Arctic Biologt and Departmenl of Biolog,, and lï/ildlife, Uni't,ersily of Alaska
Fairbanks, Fairbanks, AK 99775 (BMP, VCB, RTB)

California Departnxenl of Fish and Gante, 407 Wesl Line Street, Bishop, CA 93511 (BMP, VCB)

Predation on mule deer (Odocoileus hemionils) by mountain lions (Puma concolor) and
coyotes (Canis latrans) was examined to test effects of hunting style and body size, and
for mountain lions reproductive status, on selection of prey. Mountain lions, which hunt
by stalking, selected =l-year-old mule deer as prey. Body condition of mule deer did not
affect prey selection by coyotes or mountain lions, and both predators preyed upon females
and older adult deer more often than expected based on the percentage of these groups in
the population. Female mountain lions selected female deer, but male mountain lions did
not. Female mountain lions without offspring, however, did not differ from male mountain
lions in prey selection. Coyotes did not select for young deer. Female mountain lions with
kittens were selective for young deer in late summer.

Key words: California, Canis latrans, coyote, mountain lion, mule deer, Odocoileus hemionus,
predation, prey, Puma concolor

Differences in age, sex, and physical
condition may predispose parts of an un-
gulate population to predation and cause
imporlant changes in the demography and
dynamics of prey (Curio 19761' Taylor
1984). For example, selection by wolves
(Canis lupus) for older age classes of
moose (Alces alces) on Isle Royale led to a
younger population of moose but also con-
tributed to population fluctuations of both
species (Mclaren and Peterson 1994). Sus-
ceptibility to predation may vary with size
of predator (Bekoff et al. 1984; Huggard
1993; Ross and Jalkotzy 1996) or method
oI hunting (stalking versus coursing-
Kruuk 1972;Kunkel et al. 1999). Ungulate
populations are subject to predation by both
canids and felids, and these predators often
vary in body size and style of hunting
(Mech 1970; Packer et al. 1990; Schaller
1972). Physical condition ofprey can affect
* C or re sponde nt : I i o nl ady@gateway. ne I

their ability to escape predation (Huggard
1993; Peterson 1977), and predators may
kill animals in poor condition preferentially
(Ackerman et al. 1984; Mech 1970) be-
cause selection for more vulnerable prey re-
quires less energy and poses less risk to the
predator. Further, antipredator strategies of
prey may vary with group size, age, sex,
and habitat use by prey (Bleich 1999; Bow-
yer 1987; Karanth and Sunquist 1995).

Large mammalian carnivores exhibit dif-
ferent styles of hunting. Some species use
coursing tactics; others use stealth to stalk
and ambush prey (Kleiman and Eisenberg
1973). Coursing predators, such as wolves,
may pursue moose for long distances
(Mech l97O), apparently assessing moose
condition and the likelihood ofa successful
kill (Peterson 1977). Wild dogs (Lycaon
pictus) also pursue prey over great distanc-
es (Estes and Goddard 1967), and Kruuk
(1912) noted that spotted hyenas (Crocuta
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crocuta) were more successful at killing
prey if the chase was >300 m. Coyotes
(Canis latrans) exhibit variability in their
social behavior (Bowen 1981; Harrison
1992; Messier and Barrette 1982) and have
been reported to stalk or lie in wait when
hunting small mammals (Bowyer 1987;
Wells and Bekoff 1982). Hunting of ungu-
lates by coyotes, however, typically in-
volves coursing tactics in which prey are
approached, tested, and sometimes pursued
over long distances (Bleich 1999; Bowyer
1987; Gese and Grothe 1995).

Most felids are stalking predators (Ewer
1973; Leyhausen 1979) that rely on cover
and stealth (Seidensticker 1976; Sunquist
l98l) to approach prey closely and then
rush and pursue an individual over a rela-
tively short distance (Bank and Franklin
1998; Elliott et al. 1977:' Van Orsdol 1984).
This form of ambush hunting has been re-
ported for mountain lions (Puma conco-
lor-Bank and Franklin 1998; Beier et al.
1995). V/hen prey occur in groups (e.g.,
mule deer, Odocoileus hemionus-Bowyer
1984), the stalking technique offelids could
limit their ability to select for young, old,
or weakened animals (Schaller 1972).

Body size of prey also may influence se-

lection by carnivores (Bekoff et al. 1984;'
Kunkel et al. 1999). Most ungulates are

sexually dimorphic, with males substantial-
ly larger than females (Ralls 1977; Weck-
erly 1998). Additionally, males often pos-
sess horns or antlers that can increase the
risk of injury to a predator (Hornocker
1970). Most felids are solitary hunters and
tend to kill species weighing more than half
their own body weight (Gittleman 1985;
Packer 1986). Because male mountain lions
can be >50o/o larger in body size than fe-
males (Dixon 1982), sexual dimorphism
may lead to differences between males and
females in ability to kill prey and risk as-

sociated with doing so. Furthermore, moun-
tain lions are substantially larger than coy-
otes; in California, these canids weigh
about 9.8-11.2 kg (Hawthome l97l). Al-
though coyotes can hunt in packs (Bowen

l98l; Bowyer 1987), thereby increasing
size of prey they kill, body size still may
play a role in selection of prey.

Prey selection also may vary among so-

cial categories within a predator species as

a result of differences in behavior or ener-
getic needs. Male and female mountain li-
ons may encounter different sex and age

classes of deer at varying frequencies be-

cause of differences in habitat selection,
timing and amount of movement, or home-
range size of these large predators. Ener-
getic needs of male and female mountain
lions likely vary because of differences in
body size or demands ofrearing young, but
data on this topic are few.

We compared mortality caused by moun-
tain lions and coyotes versus that caused by
automobiles for a single population of mule
deer to examine selection of ungulate prey
by predators that differ substantially in
body size, hunting style, and reproductive
status. We predicted that coyotes, a small
coursing predator, would be more likely
than mountain lions, a large stalking hunter,
to select mule deer that were younger or in
poor physical condition. Vy'e also predicted
that male and female mountain lions would
not differ in their selection of prey unless
other factors besides hunting style (e.g.,
body size or reproductive state) were im-
portant determinants of prey selection. 'We

predicted that female mountain lions would
kill a greater proportion ofyoung deer than
would males and that female mountain li-
ons also would kill a greater proportion of
adult female deer than would male moun-
tain lions. If body size affected prey selec-
tion by coyotes and mountain lions, we also
predicted that such marked differences in
body size would lead to a preponderance of
small prey items in the diet of coyotes, even
though these canids often hunt in packs. We

also predicted that mountain lions with dif-
ferent reproductive demands would kill
mule deer differentially with respect to sex

and age classes of deer.
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Sludy orea Round Valley is located on the
east side of the Sierra Nevada in eastern Cali-
fornia (37"24' N, 1 18'34'W). Deer inhabit about
90 km2 during November-April, but the area of
use varies with snow depth (Kucera 1988). Most
mule deer that overwinter in Round Valley mi-
grate in spring to high-elevation ranges in sum-
mer (Kucera 7992; Pierce et al. 7999). A small
proportion of the herd, however, remains on the
eastern side of the mountains and is prey for
resident mountain lions and coyotes throughout
the year.

Dominant vegetation is characteristic of the
Great Basin (Storer and Usinger 1968) and in-
cludes a mosaic of bitterbrush (Purshia triden-
lata), sagebntsh (Artemisia tridentata), and rab-
bitbrush (Chrysothamnus nauseosum). Patches
of blackbrush (Coleogyne ramosissima) and
mormon tea (Ephedra nevadensis) also are in-
terspersed. Salix, Rosa, and Betula occidentalis
occur in riparian areas. Detailed descriptions of
the study area were provided by Kucera (1992)
and Pierce et al. (1999).

Our study began in Novembe¡' 1991 at the end
of a prolonged drought. Annual precipitation
during the study was highly variable: the coef-
ficient of variation of annual precipitation was
517o during 1983-1998, and annual precipitation
ranged from 5.3 to 25.2 cm, with 72%" occurring
between Novernber and March. Mean monthly
temperatures on the winter range (November-
March) varied from 0'C to l6'C. E,stimated

numbers of deer on the winter range increased
gradually over the period ofthe study from 939
(10 deer/km,) in l99l ro 1,913 (21 deer/km2) in
1997, whereas mean number of mountain lions
decreased from 6.1 in winter 1992-1993 to 3.O

in 1996-1997 (Pierce et al., in press).
Sampling prey and predators. Three hundred

ten mule deer (217 females, 93 males) were cap-
tured and fitted with radiocollars during winter
or spring 1993-1997. Deer were captured using
Clover traps (n : 9--llover 1956), drop nets (n

- 2 Conner et al. 1987), and a net gun fired
from a helicopter (n : 299-Krausman et al.
1985). Deer were captured on their winter range,
and individuals from groups that already includ-
ed an animal with a collar were intentionally
avoided. Collars were distributed among adult
males and lemales in the approximate proporlion
of their occurence in the population (l:3). Deer
(1 year old (z : 113) were ûtted with expand-

JOT]RNAT OF MAMMALOGY Vol. 81, No. 2

able collars (Bleich and Pierce 1999); their sex

ratio was close to l:1. Twenty-one adult moun-
tain lions (12 females, 9 males) and 2l offspring
(<1 year old; 74 male,7 female) were captured
with the aid of hounds (adults and kittens; n :
38-Davis et al. 1996) or foot snares (n : 4)
during November 199l-May 1996. We weighed
mountain lions 1o the nearest 2.5 kg using a

spring scale, and mean weight of adult mountain
lions was determined using the I st recorded
weight for each individual. All adults were ûtted
with radiocollars. Nine kittens (<6 months old)
from 3 litters were captured in natal dens (Bleich
et al. 1996). Age of young mountain lions was
estimated with weight, pelage characteristics,
and patterns oftooth eruption (Anderson 1983;

D. Ashman et al., in litt.). All methods used in
this research \¡r'ere approved by an Institutional
Animal Care and Use Committee at the Univer-
sity of Alaska-Fairbanks.

Helicopter surveys were conducted annually
in January 1o determine number of deer in the

study area and proportions of adult males, adult
females, and young. Transects were flown with
3 observers and extended across the entire study
aÍea at an elevation where deer tracks in snow
could no longer be seen.

Deer mortality and predation.-We located
mule deer killed by mountain lions and coyotes
during 199l-1998 by back-tracking lions from
daytime positions, investigating mortality sig-
nals from transmitter-equipped deer, locating
mountain lions at night via telemetry, and in-
vestigating locations of scavenging birds. All
marked deer were monitored daily for mortality
signals, and causes of mortaliry were determined
by examining wounds, tracks, and feces in the

vicinity of carcasses. Additionally, remote pho-
tography (Pierce et al. 1998) facilitated deter-

mination of the predator responsible for a kill.
Lower incisors and femurs were collected from
all carcasses of mule deer for age analysis with
cementum annuli (Low and Cowan 1963) and

for analysis of fat with ether extraction of mar-
row in long bones (Neiland 1970).

We collected feces of carnivores opportunis-
tically for analysis of diets. Although many fe-
ces for both predators were gathered near loca-
tions of kills, coyote feces were located through-
out the study area, especially along roads. Feces

of mountain lions were numerous at latrines (lo-
cations used repeatedly for scent marking) and

near resting areas. Feces of mountain lions also
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v/ere located by hounds while trailing mountain
lions. Identification of food in fecal sÍrmples was
determined from remains of bone, teeth, and
claws and from hair samples examined for color,
length, thickness, and medullary characteristics
(Big Sky Laboratory, Florence, Montana). Re-
mains identified from camivore feces were cat-
egorized as mule deer, small animals (<15 kg),
or other and were summarized as percentage oc-
currence in feces.

We used data from deer killed by automobiles
during 1991-1998 to estimate sex, age class, and
physical condition ofprey available to predators.
Use of such animals as a random sample of a
population has been questioned (O'Gara and
Harris 1988) because deer in poor condition may
be more likely to use roadways for paths of trav-
el through deep snow. This potential problem,
however, was not a consideration for our sfudy
area. Most deer (55%o of 191 deer) killed by au-
tomobiles were collected from Highway 395,
and snow depth rarely was greater than a few
centimeters in the vicinity of that roadway; deer
killed along the roadway were not there to avoid
deep snow. To ensure our sample of deer killed
by automobiles was not biased, we tested for
differences in age composition of those deer
killed during winter (October-April) against
data obtained from aerial surveys conducted in
January of each year.

In addition to using deer killed by automo-
biles as a sample of the deer population, we es-
timated proportion of postnatal deer (<4 months
old) in the population during late summer (July-
September) by fetal rates. Adult females were
shot at random annually in March following the
methods of Kucera (1997). The mean number of
fetuses per adult female (r : 86) in 1992-1996
was used to estimate the proportion of postnatal
deer in the population in late summer. Use of
fetal rates to estimate the available proportion of
postnatal deer during .late summer did not ac-
count for mortality and therefore was an over-
estimate. Thus, our estimate of selection for
postnatal deer by predators was conservative.

Data analysis.-We used chi-square analysis
(Zar 1984) to compare the proportion of <1-
year-old deer killed by automobiles in late sum-
mer (July-September) with the proportion of
postnatal deer (<4 months old) expected, based
on fetal rates of adult females collected in
March. Consequently, we used only data from
October-June to test for prey selection by moun-

tain lions and coyotes. For comparisons made
within the adult age category (e.g., sex and age
of adults), data from throughout the year were
used because they were not biased by the birth-
ing season of mule deer.

Analysis of variance (Neter et al. 1990) was
used to test for differences in age of adult deer
killed by automobiles, mountain lions, and coy-
otes. Differences in the percentage of fat in the
maffow of adult females killed by vehicles in
March 1993 and 1994 and adult females col-
lected in March of the same years also were
evaluated with analyses of variance. We used
multidimensional chi-square analysis (Zar 1984)
1o determine if there were differences in cate-
gories of age and condition and in sex of mule
deer killed by automobiles, mountain lions, and
coyotes in October-June. Mule deer were cate-
gorized as young (<l year) or adult and good
condition (>50yo fat in bone marrow) or poor
condition to meet assumptions of chi-square
analysis (Zar 1984). Use of bone-marrow fat to
index condition may be problematic because
these fat deposits are the last to be used by un-
gulates (Mech and DelGiudice 1985); therefore,
an animal that has used most of its body-fat re-
serves and is in poor condition may still have
some fat in the marrow of their long bones.
Measures of body condition based on kidney fat
and heart fat rarely were available for deer killed
by mountain lions and coyotes because those or-
gans often were consumed. V/hen bone-marrow
fat in red deer (Cervus elaphus) reached about
50%, kidney fat approached about 25Yo (Riney
1955). Low kidney fat coincides with other in-
dices of malnutrition; therefore, our results as-
sumed that deer with <50%o bone-marrow fat
were in poorer condition than those deer with
>50oá bone-marrow fat. We used multidimen-
sional chi-square analysis to lest for differences
in age, condition, and sex of mule deer (from all
months) killed by automobiles and in social cat-
egories of mountain lions. Social categories of
mountain lions included solitary adult males,
solitary adult females, adult females with juve-
niles (>6 months old but not independent), and
adult females with kittens (<6 months old-
Pierce et al. 1998).

Because female mountain lions gave birth to
litters in late summer (Bleich et al. 1996), fe-
males with young consistently had a higher pro-
pofion ofyoung deer available as prey relative
to other social categories. Therefore, we pafti-
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T¡¡rs l.-Proportion of adult (>l year old) and young (<1 year old) mule deer in poor (-50yo
bone-marow fat) and good (>50% bone-marrow fat) condition killed by automobiles and predators

in the eastern Sierra Nevada, Califomia (1991-1998). Proportions were not different among sources

of mortality for young deer or adults (P > 0.05).

Deer age and physical condition

Adull Young

Source of mortality Good (%) Poor (%) Good (%) Poor (%)

Automobiles
Mountain lions
Coyotes

106

99

27

20
20
26

80

80
'74

50
69
62

50

3l
38

24

t4
13

tioned our data to test for prey selection by fe-
male mountain lions with kittens. Using a chi-
square test, we compared the proportion of post-
natal deer killed by female mountain lions with
kittens with the proportion of postnatal deer in
the population during late summer as estimated
from fetal rates.

Rpsulrs

Analysis of prey remains in carnivore fe-
ces indicated that mule deer were the pri-
mary food of mountain lions, occurring in
'73o/o of feces, whereas remains of mule deer
occurred in l7%" of coyote feces (¡2 :
65.21, d.f : 7, P < 0.001). Desefi cotton-
talls (Sylvilagus audubonü) and black-tailed
jack rabbits (Lepus californicus) were the
primary species of small animals in the diet
of mountain lions and coyotes.

The proportion of young in the popula-
tion as determined by aerial surveys (26%o
1- 4.4 SD) did not differ from that estimated
from deer killed by automobiles (25y" *
8.4%) during all years pooled (X'? : 0.16,
d.f. : 1, P : 0.69) or during any year (P
> 0.19). Additionally, percentage of fat in
the bone marrow of mule deer collected in
March (78yo -+ 2O%o, n : 31) did not differ
from the percentage observed for adult fe-
males killed by vehicles in March (64%' -r

l9o/o, n : 6; F : 2.7O, df. -- 1,36, P :
0.10). For deer killed during all months,
more young deer than adults in the popu-
lation were in poor condition (X' : 5.6, d.f
: 7, P < 0.05; Table l); however, no se-

lection occurred with respect to physical
condition for deer killed by predators or by

automobiles among young deer or adults
(Table 1). Additionally, mule deer in poor
condition comprised a small proportion of
the deer killed by all sources (Table l).

Analysis of age, sex, and condition of
mule deer killed by automobiles, mountain
lions, and coyotes from October to June in-
dicated no difference in the sex or condition
of mule deer for all ages combined (Table
2). Mountain lions, however, killed a great-
er proportion of young deer than did auto-
mobiles (P < 0.01; Fig. 1). Coyotes did not
select more young (26%) than expected
based on the proportion killed by automo-
biles (21%o; P : 0.42; Fig. 1). 'When com-
paring sex and age of adult mule deer
among sources of mortality, mountain lions
and coyotes killed more females than did
automobiles (P < 0.05; Fig. l), and the
mean age of adult deer killed by predators
was greater than that of adult deer killed by
automobiles (P < 0.001; Fig.2).

Mean weight of 8 adult male mountain
lions (55 kg + 7.7 SD) was >25yo the mean
weight of 11 adult females (40 -r 5.1 kg).
Social categories of mountain lions did not
differ when contrasted with sex or condi-
tion of deer preyed upon by these animals
and of deer killed by automobiles, when
age categories of deer were combined (Ta-
ble 3). When only adult deer were consid-
ered, howeveq a higher percentage of fe-
male deer were killed by female mountain
lions (79o/o) than were killed by automo-
biles (63%; X2 : 6.O2, df : l, P < 0.05),
but female and male (81o/o; y2 : 2.70, df.
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Tesl-r 2.-Proportion of male and female mule deer in poor (-50o/o bone-marrow fat) or good
(>50%;o bone-marrow fat) condition killed by automobiles or predalors in the eastern Sierra Nevada,
California, October-June (1991-1998). Data collected from July through September were excluded
because of a high proportion of postnatal deer (<4 months old) in the populations that were under-
represented in mortality data. Propofions were not different among sources of mortality for condition
or sex (P > 0.05).

Deer physical condition and sex

Condition Sex

Source of mofality Good (%) Poor (%) Male (%) Female (%)

467

Automobiles
Mountain lions
Coyotes

81

78
72

62
64
76

144
t52
46

38
36
24

l0l
157

43

l9
22
28

: l; P : 0.10) mountain lions killed the
same percentage of female deer. Female
mountain lions killed a greater proportion
of young deer than did males (y2 : 4.81,
df : l, P < 0.05) or automobiles (¡z :
31.01, df : 1, P < 0.001; Fig. 3). Con-
sidered separately, solitary females still se-
lected proportionally more young deer than
were killed by automobiles (¡2 : ll.l2, df

: l, P < 0.001); howeve4 solitary females
did not differ from male mountain lions in
selection of age categories of deer (¡2 :
1.18, df : l, P : 0.18; Fig. 3).

Despite the concordance between pro-
portions of young deer killed by automo-
biles during October-April and proportions
observed in annual surveys, comparison of

É,r¡¡ 7
t¡¡o
56
Ð

=s1î
?f4
¡¡- Þ
C)-o
t¡¡(,

z¿
Í
=1

0

MOUNTAIN LION COYOTE

SOURCE OF MORTALIry

Frc. l.-Proportion of <l-year-old and adult
mule deer killed from October to June and pro-
portion of adult male and female deer killed an-
nually by mountain lions and coyotes in the east-
ern Sierra Nevada, California, 1991-1998. Pro-
portion of deer in different sex and age catego-
ries killed by predators vr'as compared with the
proportion available in the population as indexed
by deer killed by automobiles (0 on y-axis; %o

seleclion : oá use - o/o available). Sample sizes
are given in parentheses.

MOUNTAIN LION AUTOMOBILE COYOTE

SOURCE OF MORTALITY

FIc. 2.-Mean (t SÐ age of adult mule deer
killed by mountain lions, coyotes, and automo-
biles in the eastern Sierra Nevada, California,
1991-1998. Ages of deer were determined by
analysis of cementum annuli. Adult deer killed
by mountain lions a¡rd coyotes were older than
those killed by automobiles. Sample sizes are
shown in parentheses.

28
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T.qeI-r 3.-Proportion of male and female mule deer killed in poor (<50olo bone-marrow fat) or
good (>50% bone-marrow fat) condition that were killed by automobiles or various social categories
of mountain lions in the eastern SierraNevada, Califomia (1991-1998). There was no difference (P
> 0.05) in the condition or the sex of mule deer killed by mountain lions and those killed by
automobiles when all age categories and all months were combined.

Deer physical condition and sex

Condition

Source of mortality Good (%) Poor (%)
Female

Male (%') (%)

Automobiles

Mountain lions

Solitary males
Solitary females
Females with juveniles
Females with kittens (<6 months old)

78

77

68

86
'13

22

23

32

14

21

132

22

47
28
3l

40

34
38
41

47

111

25

57

22

t6
72

59
53

the proportion of young deer killed by au-
tomobiles (15%) and the estimated propor-
tion of young deer based on fetal rates
(51%) in late summer indicated that post-
natal deer were underrepresented in our
sample of cleer killed by automobiles (¡2 :
21.7O, df. : I, P < 0.001). Mountain lions
with kittens still selected postnatal deer

SOLIIARY SOLITARY FEMLE + FEI,IALE +
MALE FEI¡ALE JUVENILES KITTENS

SOURCE OF I\¡ORTALIry BY SOCIAL CATEGORY

Ftc. 3.-Proportion of <l-year-old and adult
mule deer killed by mountain lions of different
social categories: solitary males, solitary fe-
males, females with juveniles (>6 months old
but not independent), and females with kittens
(<6 months). Proportion of young and adult
deer killed by each social category ofmountain
lion was compared with the proportion available
as indexed by deer killed by automobiles (0 on
y-axis; o% selection :'Yo ttse - %o available).

(92%) during late summer compared with
the proportion of postnatal deer estimated
by fetal rates (X2 : 7.94, df : l, P <
0.01).

DrscussloN

Hunting style was not an important factor
in prey selection of mule deer; only moun-
tain lions selected young deer (Fig. I ), but
both mountain lions and coyotes selected
older deer among adults (Fig. 2). Previous
researchers (Hornocker 1970; Spalding and
Lesowski 197 l) also reported similar re-
sults with mountain lions selecting young
prey. Predation on older age classes has
been reported for wolves preying on white-
tailed deer (O. virginianus-Pimlott et al.
1969), moose (Mech 1970; Peterson et al.
1998), caribou (Rangifer tarandus-Kvyt
1972), and Dall's sheep (Ovis dalli-Murie
1944). Neither mountain lions nor coyotes
selected individuals with low percentages
of bone-marrow fat. That outcome indicat-
ed that predation on younger and older deer
was not associated with especially poor
body condition. The hypothesis that a stalk-
ing predator would not be as selective as a
coursing predator was rejected because
mountain lions were as selective, relative to
availability of different age and condition
categories of prey, as were coyotes.

The hypothesis that body size of the

X.= 36.7, P< 0.001
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predator affects prey selection was support-
ed for predation by mountain lions and coy-
otes on prey species of different sizes and
for predation by mountain lions on adult
mule deer. Coyotes had a higher proportion
of small prey in their diets than did moun-
tain lions, despite the ability of coyotes to
hunt in packs and kill large prey (Bowen
l98l; Bowyer 1987). Collection of feces
throughout the 6 years of our study helped
prevent biases associated with population
fluctuations and prey switching in coyotes
(O'Donoghue et al. 1998; Patterson et al.
1998) and biases associated with changes in
density and distribution of mountain lions
and their primary prey (Pierce et al. in
press). Coyotes also were more omnivorous
than mountain lions, which were strict car-
nivores, a pattern that has been observed
previously for canids and felids (Bowyer et
al. 1983; Litvaitis and Harrison 1989). Fur-
theq female mountain lions selected female
deer, whereas male mountain lions did not.
Selection of female deer by mountain lions
in our study was contrary to the findings of
Hornocker (1970) but was consistent with
those of Bleich and Taylor (1998), who re-
ported that female deer from populations
directly north of Round Valley were killed
by mountain lions in greater proportion
than expected based on their frequency in
the population. Hornocker (1970) reported
selection for male prey and proposed that
male deer and elk (Cervus elaphus) were
weakened during the mating season and
therefore more prone to predation by moun-
tain lions. Male ungulates also spatially
segregate from females seasonally (Bleich
eÍ al. 1997; Bowyer 1984; Bowyer et al.
1996) and may select habitats that place
them at more risk for predation than do fe-
males (Bleich et al. 1997; Homocker 1970).
The proportion of adult male deer on the
winter range in Round Valley, as indexed
by aerial surveys, increased during 1992-
1997 from 12Yo to 45Yo of the adult popu-
lation compared with l9%o for the popula-
tion of ungulates in Idaho (Hornocker
1970). Such an increase in the proportion

of males in the deer population suggests a
probable increase in the proportion of
young animals in that segment of the pop-
ulation; therefore, a large proporlion of the
male deer available to mountain lions and
coyotes in Round Valley may have been
younger and not in weakened physical con-
dition from mating activities.

Predation on both young and adult deer
by both coyotes and mountain lions caused
us to reject the hypothesis that body size
differences between these 2 predators un-
derlie differences in prey selection because
coyotes did not select for young deer (Fig.
l). Because our results were for October-
June, postnatal deer may have been under-
represented in predator kills because fewer
remains of young are left and their carcass-
es are more difficult to locate (Johnsingh
1993; Schaller 1967). No deer killed by
coyotes were located during late summer,
possibly because coyotes completely con-
sumed postnatal deer before we could lo-
cate carcasses. During other studies, coy-
otes have preyed heavily on young deer in
late summer (Andelt 1985; Bowyer 19871'
Litvaitis and Shaw 1980). Coyotes also of-
ten hunted in packs in Round Valley (8.M.
Pierce, in litt.) and elsewhere (Bowen 198 I ;
Bowyer 1987; Messier and Barrette 1982)
and may benefit energetically by killing
larger prey (Kruuk 1975; Peterson 1977).

Female mountain lions rearing offspring
selected young deer as prey. This outcome
may be the result of physiological con-
straints of lactation. During lactation, fe-
male mountain lions may need a more con-
sistant intake of protein than do males. Be-
cause protein is stored as muscle, drawing
upon protein reserves for too long can af-
fect locomotion (Wannemacher and Cooper
1970). Young deer may be easier than
adults to catch because young animals lack
experience in escaping predators and may
lack stamina (Curio 1976; Schaller 1912):
therefore, young deer may provide a small-
er but more consistant source of food. V/e
hypothesize that for lactating females the
risk of an unsuccessful hunt and the accom-
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demands of reproduction on prey selection
by carnivores is needed to understand pred-
ator-prey relationships more completely.
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S URVIVORS HIP AND CAU SE- S PECIFIC MORTALITY
IN FIVE POPULATIONS OF MULE DEER

Vernon C. BleichrP and Timothy J. Taylorg

Agstnlcr.-\rye used retrospective analyses to invesligate cause-specífic mortality and sur.vivorship among 5 popula-
tions of mule deer (N : 168 telemetered animals) wintering in the western Great Ba¡in cluring 1986-1994. These popu-
Jations existed under similar environmental conditions, but survivorship functions diÍfered among them. Monthly sur-
vival r'ariged from 0,964 to 0,990, and annual zurvival ranged from 0.643 to 0,884. The proportion of deaths attributed to
predation aod maìnutrition or anthropogenic causes did not djffer among the 5 populations. Predction was the leading
cause of mortality; mountain lions were responsible for approximately 907o of the deer killed by pr.edstors. No difference
existed among these populatjons jn the proportion oftelemetered deer that were killed by mountain lions, but propor-
tionally more females than males were killed by these large felids. Predation by mountain lions is the prima:y source of
mortality and a widespread phenomenon among the populations of mule deer we investigated.

Keg woriÌs: CaliÍonitl Fìalis concolor, OdocoÍleus herniomts,mttlø dc4?nadiE, mou¡fninliou predatiorq stm:*torshíp

Populations of mule deer (Odocoi,leæ hem.
íornu) have been declining in western North
America for many years (lryorkman and Lo\ry
1976), and efÏects of nutrients, competition,
predation, and climate on these populations
have been debated among numerous investi-
gators. Mule deer are thought to be density
dependent in fheir response to resource avail-
ability (lr4cCullough 1990). In unpredictable
environments (typical of much of the Great
Basin), however, it nray be difficult to base
management recommendations on density-
dependent responses anticipated to follow pop-
ulation declines (l,tackie et al, 1990). What-
ever factors, singularly or in combination, reg-
ulate mule deer populations remain open to
discussion, Indeed, there is general agreement
that no single cause cân be invoked. Detailed
and specific investigations are necessary to
evaluate factors that may regulate populatÍons
of these important game animals (Hornocker
1976, Knowlton 1976, Connolly l98f),

Recently, Wertz (1996) expressed concern
about the dynamics of several mule deer pop-
ulations wintering in the western Great Basin.
Highway mortality has been a basis for this
concern, as have the efflects of predation and
disease. Persistent drought has lowered the
carrying capacity of deer winter rarÌges in this
gerìeral area, with resultant negative influences

on the physical condition of these large herbi-
vores (Kucera 1988, Täylor 1996), Moreover,
the harsh winter of 1992-93 killed many deer,
particularþ in northeastern California and
northwestern Nevada (Wertz lgg6).

To better understand factors affecting deer
populations in the western Great Ba.sin, we in-
vesti gated seasonal distribution, habitat selec-
tion, cause-specific mortality, and survivorship
in 5 populatíons of mule deer wintering in
eastern California and western Nevada, In this
paper we use retrospective analyses based on
telemetered animals (White and Garroi 1990)
to compare cause-speeific mortality among 5
mule deer populations that winter ín the west-
ern Great Basin. Additionally, we describe a¡d
compare survivorship functions for female
deer in these populations.

DescnrrrroN oF THE Srupy Ane.A.

Our study area is located in Mono and Inyo
counties, California, and Douglas County,
Nevada (Fig. 1), Deer from the West \üalker,
East Walker, Mono l,ake, a¡d Casa Diablo wÍn-
ter ranges are migratory and dÍsplay annual
patterns of movement and range use, In spring
they make long-distance movements, some-
tirrres >60 km, and spend summers on both
the east and west slopes of the Sierra Nevada

rc€IiforÍia Deprrùnent oflish and Gane, 407 14{ Line St., Bishop, CÂ 93514.
zlmtitute of Arctic Biologr aod Þeputment of Biolory and Wldlife, University of Alar'ka Fai¡banks, Fsirbuls, AK 99?7õ.
rBox l9l, Juue lake, CA 93529.
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(Taylor 1988, 1991), During autumn deer from
these populations return to discrete winter
ranges on the western edge of the Great Basin,
where they remain from about 1 November to
15 May (Ta1'lor 1988, 1991). Deer inhabiting
the lnyo MountaÍns undergo altltudinal
migrations similar to those described by
Nicholson et al. (1997), but generally do not
exhibit the extensive movements made by deer
from the other 4 popuJations. Currently, 4 of
the populations (West 'Walker, East Walker,
Mono Lake, Casa Diablo) are classified as

Rocþ'Mountain mule deer (O. h. fumiorun);
deer occupying the Inyo Mountains are classi-
ffed as In¡,e *rr¡" deer (O. h. ìnyoensis), a taxon
of questionable validity (Wallmo 1981, Cronin
and Bleich 1995).

During winter all 5 populations of deer
occur largely in sagebrush (Arternísia triden-
tata) steppe or pinyon pine (Phws morwphyllø)
habitat, ranging i¡ slevation from 1500 m to
2300 m (Taylor 1988, 1991, VC, Bleich and D.
Racine unpublished data). The primary winter
forage for the 4 northern populations is bitter-
brush (Purshíu spp.; Täylor 1988, f991).
Although bitterbrush occurs ín the Inyo Moun-
taÍns (DeDecker 1991), specific data on deer
diets in that range are lackíng.

The Sierra Nevada creates a formidable
rain shadow, and during winter these deer

WEST ALK R

NV

occupy an aúd region with low and unpre-
dictable precipitation (FÍg. 2), similar to that
described by Kucera (1988). Since 1986, the
Great Basin immediately east of the Sierra
Nevada has experienced repeated annual
droughts; as a result, ecological carrying
capacity of many winter ranges has declined
(Thylor 1991). Migratory populations of mule
deer can be substantialiy affected by drought
conditions on winter rarlges despite adequate
forage during summer (Kucera 1988). Duríng
years of low precipitation, bitterbrush produc-
iion is poor and deer subsist on suboptimal
diets consisting largely of conifers, sagebrush,
and blackbru sh (Colnoggn¿ romosts wtw; Kucera
1988, þ'lor 1991).

Mnruops

During 1986-199I, we used Clover (1956)
traps, a helicopter and linear drive nets
(Thomas and Noval< 1991), and a hand-held
net gun fired from a helicopter (Krausman et
el. i985) to capture mule deer, We fitted adult
(>I-yr-old) animals with color-coded ear tags
and telemetry collars (Model 500, TÞlonics,
Inc., lvlesa, |ü) that incorporated a mortalig,
sensor q'ith a 6-h delalr We collared each arri-
mal at its capture site and released it q'hen
processing was completed. By distributing our
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Fig. l. tæcrtion of 5 wintel' ranges in northeastern California and rvestetn Nevada. lr{ule deer concentrate on these
areirs from approximrrtel¡, I November to I5 May each yeer.
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we could not ascertain the source of mortality,
we listed the cause of death as undetermined.
G-tests were used for categorieal analyses, and

a binomial test compared the proportion of
deer killed by mountain lions during dífferent
years (Zar 1984),

We used the Kaplan-Meier (1958) estima-
tor, as modified by Pollock et al' (1989), for
staggered entry of telemetered females into
each population, and determined survivorship
on a monthly basis, To compare surwivorship
functions, we used the log-rank test (Cox and

Oakes 1984) as modified by Pollock et al'

tíons were real.
Survivorship was not evaluated on all win-

ter ranges concurrently, and deer were not iní-
tially collared at the same time of year, To min-
imize seasonal effects on mortality in this ret-
rospective analysis, we compâred survivorship
of females from paired populations from the
beginning of the lst April during which col-
Jared deer from each population pair were
available to the end of the period for which
paired monthly date were available for those
particular populations. For example, we studied
cause-specific mortality in the West Walker
population during April i9g2-January 1995,

and in the Inyo Mountains population during
October l99l-December tgg4; for this pair,

comparisons of survivorship curves spanned a
period of 2 yr and 9 mon, from 1 April in year

t to gl December in year 3. Using this method,
we compaïed survivorship over perÍods of 2l
mon for 4 pairs of populations, and over 27

mon for 5 other pairs. To facilitate comparisons,
we also calculated finite, annual, and monthly
survivorship for females in each population.
We restricted our analyses to females because
the gendels of sexually dimorphic ungulates
may occupy different habitats, experience dif-
ferent risks of natural mortality (Bleich et al.

199fl, and respond differently to the threat of
predation (Bleich in press),

We collected data for a minimum of 24 mon
in the Casa Diablo population and a maximum
of 39 mon in the Inyo Mountaíns. Although
the investigations did not all mn concurrently,
these 5 populations occupy similar habitats in
close proximity to each other, they were
exposed to símilar climatic regimes (Table 1),

O
Þo'<1
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o
O
Lt'
cr0

1

-10 o 10 20 30

TEMPEFATURE (C)

Fig. 2. ClÍmate throughout the stucly area typicallv is
cold during winter and lrot during surruner', Precipitation
occurs primarily as snowfall during winter, but variance in
arrnual precipitetion is high. The climograph was devel-

1961-1990 from the Western
sing the rnea¡r of monthlY mean

maximum temperatures for
Bishop, Bridgepolt, Bodie, and Independence, Califbrnia

capture efforts throughout all winter ranges,
we minimized potential biases associated with
heterogeneous use of those areas by deer. We
collared male and female deer in the approxi'
mate proportion of their occurrence in each
population. Each winter, we used ground-
based chemica-l Ímmobllization or a helicopter
and net gun to capture and radio-collar addi-
tional deer in each population,

In the 4 northern populations, we used aer-

ial and ground telemetry to monitor the status

of deer at intervals <1 wk; thus, date of death
could ng only aeriai
telem we monitored
those -wk intervals.
For animals for which we could not ascertaín
the date of death, we assumed death occurred
midway between the last known live observa-
tion and the date on wlúch a mortality signal
was first received.

lVe attempted to determine the cause of
mortality for every deer that died, For animals

liilled by predators, we used the criteria of
Shaw (1983) and Woolsey (1985) to identifu
ilre species ofpredator in all but one instance-
Nutritional status was indexed by condition of
marrow in long bones (Cheatum 1949). lVhen
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T,rur¡ 1. Correlation matrices firr climatological data obtained 1961-1990 lio¡n the Wastern Regional Climate Center
lor Bishop, Bridgeport, Bodie, and Independence, California. 'fhese stations are all located on or nea¡ the winter ranges
iuvestigated herein.

Àverage monthly maximum temperâture

Bishop Bodie Bridgeport Independence

tsishop
Bodie
Bridgeport
Independence

0.988

1,000

0.997
0.997

1.000

0.996
0.996
0.gss

0.995
0.995
1.000

0.995

1.000

0.987

0.995
r.000

Bishop Bodie Briilgeport Independence

¡{yeràge monthlv minimum temperature

.Average morithly precipitation

tsishop Bodie Bridgeport Independence

Bishop
Bodie
Bridgeport
Irrdependence

1.000 0.936

1.000

0.972
0.934
1.000

0.996
0.935
0.979
1.000

and several of the investigations were ongoing
simultaneously. Thus, we assumed that quali-
tative differences among thcse wirrter ranges
were minimal.

Rtsulrs

We radio-collared 16B adult mule deer (27

males, 141 females) and monitored them for
2I-39 mon (2829 telemetry-month.s; Tablc 2).
We determined the ploximate source of mor-
tality for 76Vo of the females (41 of 54) and
85Vo of male.s (11 of 13) thât died. Among
f'emales, confirmed causes of death ranged
from 577o in the Inyo Mountains to lQOTo n
the E¿st Walker population, Among the 4I mor-
talities of females for which the cause of death
is known, 83lo were attrÍbuted to predation,
4.8Vo u,ere human-induced, and 12.27o were
due to malnutrition. In the northernmost pop-
ulation (West WalkeL), 3 of 10 mortalities result-
ing from predation occurred during or ímmedi-
ately after the severe winter of 1992-93, and
7 of I0 occurred duriog or following the
mild winter of 1993-94 (P > 0.f0). Among
males that died, predation by mountàin lions
àccounted forS6lo andhunting forß47o ofthe
Il mortalities for which the cause of death
was determined; the source of mortality f'or 2
males could not be ascertained. We detected

no evidence of nralnutrition among anirnals
killed by predators or arnong those dy.ing of
anthropogenic causes,

Predation accounted for >707o of the known
causes of death for females on each winter
lange (Fig. 3). The proportion of deaths attrib-
uted to predatÍon did not differ among these
populations (G = 5.987, df = 4, P = 0.200)
when human-índuced mortality and malnutri-
tion were pooled. For males, sample sizes
rvere too small to allorv a comparison among
populations.

Of 34 female mule deer lcilled by predators,
mountain lions accounted for 9l% of the
deaths (Fig. a). No difference existed among
the 5 populations in the proportion of females
killed by mountaÍn lions (G = 2,979, df = 4, P
= 0.561). Overall, the proportion of fernale
deer rvhose deaths were attributable to predâ-
tion by mountain lions (31 of 4l) was signifì-
càntly greater than the proportion of males
killed by these large felids (4 of tl; G = 5.751,
df=I,P=0.016),

SurvÍvorship functions of female deer dif-
fered significantly for 3 of 10 pairwise comper-
isons (Table 3). Survivorship for the West
'Walker population differed from the N,Iono
Lake, Inyo N4ountains, and East Walker popu-
ladons, and was marginall;r nonsignifícant for
the Casa Diablo population, The finite survival
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Tsnre 2. Sample sizes and estimates of rnonthly and annual survivorship for 'lVest \ilalker (WW), Casa Diablo (CD),
East Walker (EW), Mono take (ML), and Inyo Mounteins (IM) mule deer populations, lnyo and Mono counties, CalÈ
forniE and Dougle.s County, Nevada, 1986-1994.

lMnter Deer Tèlemehy- Monthly
rûnges (N) montÏs ($ survivorship s¡'

Annual
survivorship ,i¡

ww
CD
E\4i
ML
IM

4E

27

n

823
469
428
512
597

0.964
0,985
0,990
0.979
0.973

0.004
0.004
0.004
0.006
0.008

0.64{i
0.837
0,884
0.777
0.717

0.0r0
0.014
0.014
0.018
0.0?,2

¡Inclu¡ive date¡ ofsch investigation were W$.{pril 1999-Janury 1995; ÇD January 1986-Decembsr 1987¡ Evf, Marc}r i988-lune 1990; MI* Much 1988-
June 1990; IM, October l99l-Deccnrber lgg4.

rate among these populations ranged from
about 0.75 in the East TValker population to
about 0.30 in the West Walker population,
which had the highest proportion of mortality
câused by malnutrition. Among these popula-
tions monthly survival estimates ranged from
0,964 to 0,990, a¡rd annual survival estimates
ranged from 0,643 to 0.884 (Table 2), Too few
males were marked to allow a meaningful esti-
mate of survivorship for males occurring in
these populations.

Drscussron

Predation was the most common câuse of
mortality among 5 mule deer populations that
winter east of the Sierra Nevada (Fig. 3),
Human-induced mortality and malnutrition
varied among these populations. Based on our
analyses, we conclude that sources of mortal-
ity were similar among these winter ranges for
the periods we studied, Deaths of female deer
resulting from huma¡r activities were recorded
only Ín the West Walker and Casa Diablo pop-
ulations. Death resulting from malnutrition
was restricted to the lVest Walker and Mono
Lake populations and accounted for 25Vo and
ZLVz of. the mortality in those populations,
respectively, Malnutrition overall (9.87o) was,
howevef not an important ceuse of death.

Among deer killed by carnivores, mountaín
Iions were the most common predator, and no
diflerences existed in the proportion of female
deer killed by mountain Iions among the 5
populatíons we investigated (Fìg, 4). Our fìnd-
ings are consistent with previous ones that
mule deer are important prey of mountain
lions throughout western North America
(Hornocker 1976, Russell I 978). Proportionally
more telemetered females than males were
killed, suggesting that females may be more
vulnerable to predation by mountain lions.

There was a difference in survivorship func-
tions between 3 of l0 pairs of populations that
we compared (Table 3), and the results were
but marginally nonsignificant for a 4th pair.
Small samples possibly influenced our ability
to detect dilferences (Pol]ock et al. 1989) be-
tween other population pairs, but the magni-
tude of differences between 6 pairs, when
compared to the remaining 4, suggests sample
size was not problematic (Table 3). These ftnd-
ings were somewhat unexpected given the
phys ical, climatolo gical, ve getational, and fau-
ual similarities among the winter ranges \¡/e
examined, and may be attributable to the high
proportíon of mortality from malnutrition in
the West lValker population during the winter
of 1992-93; that winter was especially severe
in northeastern California (Wertz 1996).

In none of our study populations are histor-
ical demography and habitat quality adequately
known to begin to factor out the relative roles
of nutrition, predation, and climate as factors
influencing the dynamics of these populations.
Additionally, the effects of these factors on
survival of young <l yr old were not investi-
gated, With the exceptÍon of the Mono Lake
and West Walker populations, the absence of
animals dying of malnutrition suggests that
mortality from predation generally was not
compensatory, Many female deer collected
from the \Mest Walker winter range were in
poor physical condition following the winter
of 1992-€3 (Taylor 1996), and some animals in
that population may have been predisposed to
death by predation during our investigation,
Nevertheless, only 3 of 10 animals killed by
predators in the West lüalker population died
that winter, but 7 of l0 were killed during the
mild winter of 1993-94, Despite the deaths of
2 females from malnutrition in the Mono Lake
population, individuals there were in much
better condition than were West Walker females
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CD ML EW WW IM

DEER POPULATION

Fìg. 3. Pr'olmrtion of ¡no:talities (N = 4l) of female deer
th¡rt cim he ¿tttributed to predation, anthropogenic causes,

and m¿rlnutrttion in each of 5 deer po¡rulations inhabiting
e¿stcrn California und western Nevad¿, 1986-1994. Num-
bers ul¡ove encb b¿r are tot¿rì mortalities from knorvn
ctruses I'or each poprrlationt CD = Casa Diablo, EW =
E.rst Walkcr, ML = Mono I-ake, !11V = West Walke¡', and
IÀ{ = lnyo Mountrins.

Gnn¿r B,rsrn¡ Nrru&\Lrsr

o% CD ML EW VVT/V IM

DEER POPUI.ATION

F'rg. 4. Proportion of pr'edation on female deer att¡ib-
uted to mountain lions and other predators in each of 5
deer populations studied in e¿stern Califotnia and west-
ern Nevada. f986-1994 Numbers above each bar repre-
sent total mortality atkibtrted to predatots lor each popu-
lation; CD = Casa Diablo, ElV = East Walker, Ìr{L =
Mono I,ake, H¡VV = West lüalker, and IM : Inyo À'loun-
taitls.

during 1992-93 (taylor 1991). Body condition
of Mono Lake females during the period they
were under study approached that of the West
lValker population during 1994, a year when
no ¿niüâls died of maìnutrition. None of the
¿nimals killed by predators exhibited evidence
of depleted F¿t reserves upon examination of
femur mal'ro!r/. If malnutrition was an impor-
tant f¿rctor predisposing individuals to death
by other causes, we would have expected to
find evidence of .such among victims of preda-
tion or human-induced mortality; this was not
the case,

The role of predation in regulatÍng popula-
ticlns of large mammals remains open to
debate (Skogland 1991), and predation as a
factor potentially regulating deer populations
has not been rvidely accepted (Connolly 1981),
For example, the effects of rnountain lion pre-
dation have been described as unirnportant
(Janz and Hatter 1986) and conversely as hav-
ing strong local effects (McNay and Voller 1995)
on deer occurring in the same geographic
area. These large felids v¡ere responsible for
most mortality of adult female deer in each of
the population.s we investigated. Although we
noted few adults killed by coyotes (Canis
latrans\, these canids can have important
effects on deer population dynamics, espe-
ciall¡, tþ'ort¡, their influence on fawn survival
(Knowlton 1976, Bowyer 1987).

Predation mây \Ã¡arrant special considera-
tion as a factor in the dlmamics of mule deer
occupying unpredictable environments. Indeed,
investigations in boreal systems have sug-
gested that predation b1. rrye1,r"s (Canis fuws\
and bears ({Jrsas spp.) can preclude recovery
of large mammal populations that have become
depressed by a single source, or a combination
of several sources, of mortaliÇ (Gasaway et al,

1983, 1992, \ân Ballenberghe 1987). Based on
observations in the Sierra Nevada, \{'ehausen
(1996) suggested that predation by mountain
lions has substantially influenced the popula-
tion dynamics of mountain sheep in part of the
r,vestern Great Basin, Removal of several moun-
tain lions was necessaxy to preclude the extir-
pation of one population of these specialized
ungulates (Bleich et aJ. 1991), and that popula-
tion of mountain sheep is sympatric rvith the
Casa Diablo deer population for part of the
year (1ãylor 1991).

Given the similarities in cause-specific
mortaliþ ¿nd the irnportance of predation as a

cause of death emong the populations we stud-
ied, the potentiâl for predation to regulate deer
populations might be reconsidered and further
investigated, particularly for migratory deer
inhabiting the arid, unpredictable ecosystems
typical of the western Great Basín, In such sys-
tems predation clearly is an important source
of mortality and mal' assume gleater importance
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ïlBt-ri 3. Pairwise comparisons of sur'vivolship lunctions lbr'Wc.st Walker (WW), Cas¿ Diablo (CD), East Wnlkr:r
(FìW), Mono I;rke (ML), and Inyo Mountains (fM) rnule deer populations, Inyo ¿nd Mono conntics, Califolrri¿, ancf

Douglas Courrty, Nevada, 1986-t994. Chi-sqrrare statistics are shown drove thc diagonal; probabilitics thût survivorshiÞ
lunctious dirl not rli{lþ.r are shown bclow tho diagonal. Fr.rr all compar'isons, clegrees of ficedom = l.

Chi-.square valuc.s

Poprrlrrtion EW

27r

IMMI,

ww
E\ry
ML
CD
IM

7.611

>0.50
>0.50
>0.50

4.2ß5
0.388

4.977
0.231
0.I30
0.012

<0.01.
<0.05
>0,10
<0.05

t*
>0.50

2.458
0.326
0.248

>o.90

Prabability th¿t survivorship (lid not diifer

in poptrlatio¡r limitatic¡n than in more mesic
environments whcrc the effects of climate are
morc temper-ed and nrore predictable.

In highly \,âriâble systems, den sity-inclepcn-
dent evcnts (i.e., droughts anil harsh winters)
occur unpredictably (Mackie et al. 1990) and
carr result in unanticipated population declines
t}at confound conservation strategies. Nonethe-
lcss, density dependence would continue to
operate (McCullough 1990) in such systems
and could ir-rdirectly affbct preclation ratcs
(McCullough f979), Only through carefully
designetl, long-term investigations, however,
will ít be possible to re¿rch meaningful conclu-
sions regarding eflects of predation and other
sources of mortality on populations of migra-
tory deer occupying Great Basin ecosysteüìs.
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Popuulno¡¡ Dyrueurcs or Mule Deen rN THE ERsrenru Slenne NevRoR:
I nnpuclr¡oNs oF N urn¡loruRl GottotnoN

Kevin L. Monteith, Vernon C. Bleich, Thomas R. Stephenson, and Becky M.
Pierce. California Department of Fish and Game, Bishop, California 93514

Abstract: Mule deer populations routinely fluctuate in size and managers
are rarely afforded the opportunity to understand factors that determine
such changes. Our goal was to understand the factors that limit
population growth of mule deer in the Sierra Nevada, with an emphasis on
developing our understanding of the nutritional constraints associated with
reproduction and survival, and the application of those nutritional
relationships to management of mule deer. We conducted research on a
population of mule deer that spends winters in Round Valley, on the east
slope of the Sierra Nevada, and spends summers on high elevation
ranges on both sides of the Sierra crest. We monitored annual survival,
reproduction, and nutritional condition of adult females during 1997-2009
and monitored survival of neonatal mule deer during 2006-2008. The
population size of mule deer residing in Round Valley has been highly
variable since 1985, largely in response to the highly variable climate in
the Sierra Nevada. Post-winter nutritional condition of adult females was
influenced by both intraspecific competition for forage (density
dependence) and its association with forage production in response to
winter precipitation. ln addition to intrinsic habitat value, autumn body fat
was influenced by reproductive status of each female and her summer
residency. Females that spent summers west of the crest experienced
lower reproductive success, but also lower somatic cost of reproduction
compared with females that spent summers east of the Sierra crest. The
major proximate cause of mortality for young mule deer was predation and
most young west of the Sierra crest were lost to bear predation. Body fat
of adult females following winter provided an encompassing measure of
population health and predicted adult female survival, reproduction,
recruitment of young, an index to abundance of males, and overall
population trajectory during the following year. Nutritional limits on
survival and recruitment of deer in Round Valley clearly indicate bottom-up
limitation on deer dynamics and the importance of data on nutritional
condition when interpreting dynamics of deer populations. Estimation of
nutritional condition provided the greatest insight into multiple population
parameters and predicted population rate of change (À) Recent
nutritional (March mean body fat = 2.6o/o) and demographic data suggests
that Round Valley is experiencing a new, reduced carrying capacity (K).
Less somatic cost of reproduction, but also lower recruitment for west-side
females suggests that some predation experienced by west-side young is
additive. Although a reduction in bear numbers might result in increased
recruitment by west-side females, the increased number of animals on
winter range would simply exacerbate the effects of an already forage
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limited winter range. lmplementation of a female harvest on winter range
in Round Valley would lower the population density with respect to K,
which should result in improved nutritional condition of adult females and a
population less susceptible to minor perturbations. Lack of fires on west
side summer range and recent fires on winter range also may have altered
the forage base and reduced K.

INTRODUCTION

Mule deer populations have experienced periodic declines over much of
the last century and causes of the declines remain speculative and controversial
(Connolly 1981; deVos et al. 2003). Cited causes of the declines include loss of
habitat due to development, deterioration of nutritional forages, competition with
other ungulates, predation, disease, increased hunting mortality, poaching,
severe winter weather, and droughts (deVos et al. 2003). Similar widespread
declines across regions suggest that large-scale environmental conditions may
trigger those declines (Unsworth et al, 1999). Failure to identify factors that
regulate populations, however, has precluded the detection of the underlying
causes. Detailed and long{erm investigations are necessary to identify the
factors regulating populations of mule deer to improve their conservation and
management (Caughley 1977 , Connelly 1981 , deVos et al. 2003, Mackie et al.
2003). lndeed, the scarcity of long-term investigations of large herbivores has
limited the use of scientific approaches to manage and conserve those large
mammals (Bleich et al.2006, Lindstrom 1999).

Population parameters such as age-specific survival and reproduction are
determinants of the dynamics of large mammal populations (Coulson et a\.2001,
Gaillard et al. 2000, Lande et al.2002) and those parameters are influenced by a
combination of stochastic environmental variation and density dependence
(Albon et al. 2000, Sæther 1997). Research has traditionally focused on the role
of predation in limiting populations of ungulates with less focus given to resource
availability (Sæther 1997). That predator-centric focus likely has hampered the
understanding of predator-prey dynamics (Bowyer et al. 2005). Bottom-up
versus top-down limitation of populations has remained a central theme of
ecological studies and holds implications for both theoretical and applied ecology
(Bowyer et al. 2005, Hairston et al. 1960, Sinclair and Krebs 2002). Controversy
over whether populations of large mammals are top-down or bottom-up
regulated, however, continues. Although often considered a dichotomy, top-
down and bottom-up influences are rather a continuum and act simultaneously
on populations (Bowyer et al. 2005). Bowyer et al. (2005) suggested that
assessment of top-down versus bottom-up limitation may be most accurately and
efficiently determined by understanding prey population dynamics.

Demographic (vital) rates of large herbivores are believed to respond to
resource limitation in a predictable sequence from increased age of first
reproduction, decreased survival of young, decreased reproduction by adults,
and lastly, decreased survival of adults (Gaillard et al. 1998; 2000, Eberhardt
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2002). That variability in reproduction and survival is largely determined by
animal condition (Cameron and Ver Hoef 1994, Testa and Adams 1998, Keech
et al. 2000, Stewart et al. 2005, Bender et a|.2007). Moreover, the use of
population vital rates and mortality factors to make inferences for top-down and
bottom-up forces without knowledge of seasonal deficiencies in nutrition may be
of limited value (Bowyer et al. 2005, Brown et al. 20O7). Understanding patterns
of nutritional condition and its relative impact on population dynamics will
enhance our knowledge of life-history strategies and population regulation of
ungulates (Stephenson et al. 2002, Cook el al. 2004, Parker et al. 2009); nutrition
likely provides the basis for most life-history strategies (Parker et al. 2009).
Measures of nutritional condition may ultimately function as the mechanism
through which intraspecific competition for resources are mediated, and could
provide the most direct and sensitive measure of resource limitation because
effects of resource limitation on animal condition are realized before expression
in reproduction and survival parameters (Bender et al. 2008).

Nutritional ecology is defined as the science relating an animal to its
environment through nutritional interactions (Parker et al. 2009). Animal body
condition is the integration of both nutrient intake and energetic costs.
Knowledge of animal condition is critical to evaluate habitat conditions and
predict population productivity because condition is related to nearly every
parameter of productivity and survival (Short 1981). Animal condition reflects
previous conditions encountered including precipitation and forage growth, deer
population density, and energetic costs of reproduction (Cook et al. 2004,
Stewart et al. 2005). Moreover, animal condition forms a predictable link
between future survival and reproduction (Keech et al. 2000, Lomas and Bender
2006, Bender et al.2O07; 2008). Our overarching goal was to understand the
factors that limit population growth of mule deer in the western Great Basin, with
an emphasis on developing an understanding of the nutritional constraints
associated with reproduction and survival, and the application of those nutritional
relationships to management of mule deer. lndeed, knowledge of life-history
characteristics and the inherent influence of nutritional constraints will provide
insight into factors that regulate mule deer populations and allow for sound
management decisions based on empirical data (Bowyer et al. 2005, Parker et
al. 2009). Furthermore, understanding resource limitation will aid in developing
harvest criteria for deer populations.

Additional objectives of this research included: (1) calculate annual
population size using mark-resight estimates, (2) monitor annual patterns of
survival and factors that influence survival of adult female mule deer, (3)
determine survival and cause-specific mortality of neonatal mule deer born on
either side of the Sierra crest, (4) determine the somatic costs of reproduction
with respect to migratory patterns of female mule deer, (5) identify factors that
underpin dynamics of mule deer in the western Great Basin and develop
techniques to quantify carrying capacity for mule deer populations, and (6) apply
those relationships to management of mule deer in Round Valley and the eastern
Sierra Nevada. (7) Understanding deer population performance and trends is a
critically important factor to be considered in the protection and, ultimately, the
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recovery of Sierra Nevada bighorn sheep. Further, deciphering and clarifying the
"ecosystem link" between deer, lion, and sheep populations will result from this
effort and ultimately will serve to solidify ecosystem conservation objectives in
the eastern Sierra Nevada. Lastly, (8) preparation of manuscripts is currently
underway and formal publication of the results obtained from the work in Round
Valley will occur in the appropriate professionaljournals.

We conducted research on a population of mule deer that winters on the
east side of the Sierra Nevada in Round Valley (37"24',1 18"34W, lnyo and
Mono Counties, California (Kucera 1998). Mule deer inhabited approximately 90
km2 of Round Valley during November-April, but the size of the area of use was
dependent on snow depth (Kucera 1998). Most of those mule deer migrate
northward and westward to high-elevation ranges in summer (Kucera 1992,
Pierce et al. 1999); many migrate over passes to the west side of the Sierra
Crest while others remain on the east side (Figure 1). As recently as 1981 ,87o/o
of the mule deer wintering in Round Valley migrated to occupy summer ranges
west of the Sierra Crest (Kucera 1998). The habitats on either side of the Sierra
crest contrast substantially, which afforded a unique opportunity to evaluate
influences of summer range quality on patterns of recruitment, energetic cost of
reproduction, and life-history tradeoffs associated with reproduction.

STUDY AREA

The Sierra Nevada is a massive granite block that tilts to the western side
with a gradual slope of only 2-60/o encompassing 75to 100 km before reaching a
crest. Conversely, the spectacular eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada is
characterized by steep slopes rising abruptly from the bordering valleys that
merge with the western edge of the Great Basin. The Owens Valley area
extending from the Sherwin Grade occurring north of the town of Bishop, south
about 120km, is demarcated by elevation from 4200m at the mountain summits
to 1220m at the valley floor which occur over horizontal distances of <10 km
(Kucera 1988).

Within the Sierra, 95% of the precipitation including rain or snow
accumulates between October and May (Storer el al.2004). Winter storms from
the Pacific Ocean deposit moisture as they move up the western slope, with a
rain shadow effect leaving a more arid landscape on the eastern slope where the
Great Basin Desert begins. At 1,676m in elevation, precipitation on the western
slope severely contrasts the lack of moisture on the eastern slope creating a
dramatically different flora and fauna on either side of the crest (Storer et al.
2004). The dense pine-fir stands and rivers commonly found on the west side
contrast the sparse forests changing to sagebrush scrub below 2130m and few
small streams found on the east side. The formidable Sierra Crest sharply
delineates the western slope from the eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada and is
traversable by a series of passes that increase in elevation from north to south
(Kucera 1988).

b
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Winter range
Round Valley is bounded to the west by the Sierra Nevada, particularly

Mount Tom (4,161 m) and Wheeler Ridge (3,640 m), to the south by large
boulders and granite ridges of the Tungsten Hills and Buttermilk's, and to the
east by Highway 395 connecting Reno, Nevada to the Los Angeles Basin,
California (Figure 2). The northern end of Round Valley gradually rises from the
valley floor at 1,375 m to the tqp of the Sherwin Grade a|2,135 m. Open pasture
land comprised about 18.3 km2 of the eastern portion of the valley and3.2 km2 of
Round Valley was developed residential housing. Deer only used pasture when
heavy snows forced them from higher elevation areas dominated by bitterbrush
(Pierce et al. 2004).

Vegetation of Round Valley was characteristic of that portraying the
western Great Basin and the sagebrush belt (Storer et al. 2004). Typical
vegetation composing habitats used by mule deer in Round Valley included bitter
brush (Purshia glandulosa), sage brush (Artemesia tridentata), blackbrush
(Coleogyne ramoslssima), desert peach (Pru n u s anderson ii), rabbitbrush
(Ch rysotham nus nauseosus),and Mormon tea (Ephedra nevadensis). Riparian
areas consisted of willow (Sa/x sp.), Rose (Rosa sp.), and water birch (Betula
occidentalls), although forbs and graminoids were uncommon in Round Valley
during winter (Kucera 1988, Kucera 1992, Kucera 1997 , Pierce et al. 2000;
2004).

Summer range
Summer range for mule deer that overwinter in Round Valley occurs on

both sides of the Sierra crest at elevations ranging from 2,200 to >3,600m
(Kucera 1988; Figure 2). Summer ranges west of the Sierra crest are
substantially more mesic and forested than that east of the crest (Bleich et al.
2006). The western slope of the summer range is dominated by the upper
montane and mixed conifer vegetation zones (Storer el al.2004) consisting of
conifer stands with little understory including red fir (Abies magnifica), white fir
(Abies concolor),lodgepole pine (Pinus contorta), western white pine (Prnus
monticola), Jeffery pine (Pinus jeffreyi), and quaking aspen (Populus
tremuloides). Nevertheless, montane chaparral consisting of dense stands of
manzanitas (Arcfosfaphylos sp.), Ceanothus (Ceanothus sp.), and bush
chinquapin (Chrysolepis semperuirens) often exists at lower elevations within
drainages on the western slope (Storer eL al.2004). Mountain springs and
streams, including large rivers, are common within the western Sierra.

The eastern slope of the Sierra Nevada up to approximately 2,130 m is
dominated by the sagebrush vegetation zone (Storer et al. 2004). This zone is
dominated by sagebrush, but also includes other shrub species such as
bitterbrush, ceanoth us, manzan itas, rabbitbrush, mou ntain mahogany
(Cercocarpus betuloides), and contains pure stands of Jeffrey pine in some
areas (Storer et al. 2004).

Grizzly bears (Ursos arctos) formerly existed west of the Sierra crest, but
have since been extirpated (Storer and Tevis 1955). Nonetheless, areas
occupied by migratory mule deer include a full complement of predators of both
winter and summer ranges consisting of mountain lions (Puma concolor),
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coyotes (Canis latrans), and bobcats (Lynx rufus; Pierce et al. 2000). Black
bears (Ursus americanus) are frequently encountered on summer ranges west of
the Sierra crest, but are uncommon in the eastern Sierra Nevada (Wildlife
Programs Branch 2006).

METHODS

Adult Capture and Handling
During March 1997-2009 and November 2002-2008, we captured adult

female mule deer on winter range in Round Valley using a hand-held net gun
fired from a helicopter (Barrett et al. 1982, Krausman et al. 1985). We hobbled
and blindfolded each animal prior to being ferried by helicopter to a central
processing station with shelter and processing crews. During processing, we
frequently monitored temperature, pulse, and respiration of each animal. When
necessary, we placed cold water on the animals head, chest, and abdomen to
facilitate cooling. ln addition, if animals with elevated body temperatures were
reluctant to return to a safe level, we administered Banamine. Captured animals
were administered prophylactics including antibiotics, vitamin Eiselenium, and
vitamin E. We measured chest circumference, length of the metataurus, body
mass, and collected blood and a fecal sample from each individual. To allow
aging by cementum annuli technique (Matson's Laboratory), we removed one
incisiform canine using techniques previously described by Swift et al. (2002),
which have been verified to have no effect on body mass, percent body fat,
pregnancy rate, or fetal rate (Bleich et al. 2003). We fitted each animal with a
radiocollar equipped with mortality sensor and finished with orange tape or
plastic to ensure visibility during marUresight population surveys.

During captures, we employed ultrasonography using an Aloka 210
portable ultrasound device (Aloka, Wallinford, CT) with a 5-MHz transducer to
determine body fat as a measure of nutritional condition in mule deer. We used
ultrasound to measure maximum thickness of subcutaneous fat deposition at the
thickest point cranial to the cranial process of the tuber ischium to the nearest 0.1
cm (Stephenson et a\.2002). We also measured the thickness of the bicep
femoralis and longissimus dorsi to provide a measure of protein catabolism for
animals in poor condition (Cook et al. 2001, Stephenson et al. 2002). We
complemented ultrasonography with palpation to achieve a body condition score
validated for mule deer (Cook et al. 2007) to aid in evaluating nutritional condition
of animals that have mobilized subcutaneous fat reserves (<5.6% ingesta-free
body fat). We calculated TLIVINDEX as subcutaneous rump fat thickness plus
rump body condition score (Cook et al. 2001), We used TLIVINDEX to calculate
ingesta-free body fat where, ingesta-free body fat= 2.920"rllVlNDEX-0.496
(Cook et a\.2007). We incorporated data on nutritional condition with that
reported by Kucera (1988) and Pierce (1999). We calculated ingesta-free body
fat from kidney fat indices collected 1984-1996 (Kucera 1988, Pierce 1999)
following equations provided by (Stephenson et a\.2002).

During March captures, we used ultrasonography with an Aloka 210
portable ultrasound unit (Aloka, lnc., Wallinford, Connecticut USA) with a 3-MHz
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linear transducer to determine pregnancy and fetal rates of captured females
during the second trimester of pregnancy (Stephenson et al. 1995). We shaved
the left caudal abdomen behind the last rib and applied lubricant to facilitate
transabdominal scanning. Presence and number of fetuses were determined, as
well as fetal-eye diameter when fetus orientation was suitable for measurement.
Upon completion of ultrasonography, numerous pregnant females were fitted
with vaginal implant transmitters (VlTs) during 2006-2008. Chemical
immobilization was not necessary to fit females with vagínal implants (Bishop et
al. 2006), thus all animals were physically restrained during processing. ln
pregnant females, we inserted VlTs using a technique similar to that described in
detail by Bishop et al. (2006). We placed VlTs approximately 20 cm into the
vaginal canal or until the silicone wings were pressed firmly against the cervix.
We used VlTs (M3930, Advanced Telemetry Systems, lsanti, Minnesota), which
have been sufficiently described in detail elsewhere (Bowman and Jacobson
1998, Carstensen et al. 2003, Johnstone-Yellin et al. 2006) to identify and
characterize birthing habitat and facilitate locating and capturing neonatal mule
deer. Antennas of the VlTs were approximately 9.5 cm in length and the tips
were encapsulated in a resin bead to avoid fraying of the antenna. We used a
temperature-sensitive switch (Carstenson et al. 2003, Johnstone-Yellin et al.
2006, Bishop et al. 2006) that increased pulse rate from 40 pulses to 80 pulses
per minute when the temperature decreased below 32" C representative of the
VIT being expelled by the deer. Vaginal implant transmitters have been
employed without any reproductive problems or effects on female survival
(Bowman and Jacobson 1998, Carstensen et al. 2003, Bishop et al. 2006) and
are likely a practical technique for locating birth sites and subsequently, the
capture of neonates (Carstensen 2003, Johnstone-Yellin 2006, Bishop et al.
2007).

Neonate capture and handling
During 3 years, 2006-2008, we located and captured neonatal mule deer

from 15 June-2O July by searching for and observing females that exhibited
postpartum behavior and by the use of VlTs (White et al. 1972, Bishop et al.
2006). We located radiocollared females and monitored VlTs for evidence of
parturition at first daylight on a daily basis during the typical parturition period
(i.e., 15 June - 31 July) using a Cessna 180 fitted with 2 2-element Yagi
antennas. \l/hen a VIT exhibited a fast pulse (i.e., postpartum), the fixed-wing
pilot acquired the approximate location of the implant and ground telemetry was
employed to immediately locate the VlT. We used the location of the VIT and the
location and behavior of the female to identify the search area. When searches
failed to produce neonates, we evaluated whether the location of VIT was an
actual birthsite and confirmed that supposition by observing pregnancy status
and behavior of female. lf the female appeared to have undergone parturition
and if personnel were available, we attempted to observe the female from a safe
distance to avoid disturbing the female and utilized her postpartum behavior to
locate neonates. We also opportunistically observed random females at first light
with binoculars or spotting scopes and focused on those that exhibited maternal
behavior to locate neonatal mule deer (Carstenson Powell et al. 2003). When a
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neonate was located, we hiked to the area the neonate had bedded and
conducted ground searches to locate and capture the neonate.

When we located neonatal mule deer, we captured them by hand and
placed them in a cloth bag containing sage brush to minimize scent transfer,
although that likely would have had little influence on potential abandonment
(Carstensen Powell et al. 2005). We determined sex of each neonate and
approximate age by appearance of hooves, umbilicus, and passiveness (Haugen
and Speake 1958). We also acquired a measurement of new hoof growth using
a dial calipers to calculate age of neonates >2 days old (Brinkman et al. 2004,
Robinette et al. 1973). We determined the weight of each fawn to the nearest
0.10 kg within the cloth bag using a hand-held spring scale. We characterized
and recorded the global positioning system (GPS) location of each capture site
and processed all fawns as quickly as possible to minimize the potential for
abandonment or attraction of predators (Livezey 1990). We fit all fawns with an
expandable radiocollar (Advanced Telemetry Systems, lnc., lsanti, MN;
Telemetry Solutions, Walnut Creek, CA) with a 4-hour mortality delay.

Survival and cause-specific mortality
We monitored all radiocollared animals with ground telemetry on winter

range approximately 3 days per week from October through April. We monitored
radiocollared neonates from a fixed-wing aircraft and ground-based
radiotelemetry daily from capture until 31 August, when risk of mortality is
relatively high, and approximately 3 days per week thereafter. Frequent
monitoring of all animals on winter range and of neonates during summer
allowed us to determine cause of most deaths. When mortality was detected,
ground telemetry was used to locate the carcass as quickly as possible. When
located, we examined carcass to estimate time of death and condition of the
animal. We evaluated and recorded the location and arrangement of the
carcass, presence and position of tooth marks, ante- and postmortem bleeding or
bruising, fractures and remaining organs. We identified other physical evidence
of predation including tracks and scat (Elbroch 2003) and collected hair for
further confirmation (Moore et al. 1997). When the cause of death could not be
ascertained, the carcass was either taken from the field to the laboratory to be
necropsied or field necropsies were performed when animal location precluded
removal from field.

We classified proximate causes of death as: 1) predation, if an animal died
due to predation regardless of whether exact predator was identified;2)
malnutrition, included small and weak neonates and adults with <12o/o femur
marrow fat; 3) disease, if carcass was intact, did not show signs of predation,
starvation, or trauma, and postmortem examination indicated infection or
disease; 4) accident, if a carcass was located mainly intact with broken bones or
other premortem physical trauma and included deer-vehicle collisions and
drowning; 5) other natural, if cause of death could not be ascertained, but
carcass was primarily intact with no signs of predation; and 6) undetermined, if
cause of death could not be categorized in the aforementioned categories or lack
of evidence precluded determination of cause of death. For predation related
mortalities, we attempted to identify the predator responsible for the death. For
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neonates we also included abandonment and stillborns as a proximate cause of
mortality. We considered a neonate as abandoned if it was apparently healthy
with postmortem necropsy revealing an empty omasum, indicative of an absence
of nursing (Church 1988). We considered the proximate cause of mortality as
the ultimate cause except for those adult animals that had femur marrow fat
<12o/o (Neiland 1970). Femur marrow fat <1 2o/o is indicative of acute starvation,
thus we considered the cause of mortality as malnutrition, regardless of
proximate indicators (Depperschmidt et al. 1987, Ratcliffe 1980).

During summer, we only opportunistically monitored adult females for
survival on summer range because of logistical constraints and the vast expanse
of summer range. lnfrequent monitoring often precluded determination of cause
of death, but provided an estimate of survival. We attempted to locate each
animal at least once during 15 June - 30 September to determine summer
occupancy and migratory status. We grouped animals by their migratory status
as an "east" or "west" side animal by its use of summer range on the east or west
side of the Sierra crest.

During each autumn, we determined recruitment status of each marked
female as they arrived to winter range in late-Oct through Nov. We located each
radiocollared female using ground-based telemetry and stalked within visible
range. We observed each female using binoculars and/or spotting scopes until
we could confidently determine the number of young-at-heel. We identified the
number of young-at-heel by observing nursing and other maternal behavior
(Geist 1981). We defined recruitment status of radiocollared females as the
number of young-at-heel identified each autumn.

Population Survey
We conducted 2 helicopter surveys during each January to (1) estimate

the number of deer wintering in Round Valley and (2) the proportion of adult
males, adult females, and young. We completed surveys in a Bell Jet Ranger
206 Blll with 3 observers and the doors removed to improve visibility (Clancy
1999). Two observers in the rear of the helicopter determined the number of
deer in each group on either side of the helicopter and a third member of the
crew seated alongside the pilot recorded deer on the centerline that were not
noted by the other observers. We noted the number of marked deer in each
group, but did not classify deer with respect to age class or gender, thereby
alleviating the need for the pilot to deviate from and then attempt to return to the
transect line. The pilot made every effort to maintain an elevation of 25 m AGL
and a ground speed of approximately 40 knots. For mark-resight surveys, we
flew a series of parellel transects that were perpendicular to a baseline that
bisected the study area (Norton-Griffiths 1978). Location of the initial transect
was established randomly, but subsequent transects were parallel to the initial
transect and spaced at intervals of approximately 0.5 km. Sampling was
considered systematic without replacement. Observers recorded the group size
and number of marked animals in each group observed within 200m of centerline
along transects.

For population composition surveys, we flew aerial transects and
classified deer as encountered with 3 observers and thus, sampling was
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systematic without replacement. For each group observed, we carefully
identified the size and composition of each group, which included adult males,
adult females, and young.

Analyses
For some analyses, we combined our results with those collected by

Kucera (1988) and Pierce (1999) to expand our available data to approximately
1985 for many population characteristics including, population size, body fat, and
fetal and pregnancy rates. We used Chapman's (1951) modification of the
Lincoln-Peterson estimator to calculate an unbiased estimate of population size
from the mark-resight data collected during the annual helicopter surveys. We
used one- and two- way analysis of covariance (ANCOVA) to compare levels of
ingesta-free body fat between years, fetal rates, recruitment status, and summer
residency of adult females (Zar 1999). Age was included as the covariate in all
ANCOVA's to control for the effect of age on various reproductive variables. To
determine the influence of summer residency and year on autumn recruitment
status of adult females we used multi-way, log-linear models (Zar 1999). We
also used log-linear models to determine the influence of year, sex, and summer
residency on the frequency of causes of mortality of neonatal mule deer that
were radiomarked during 2006-2008.

We calculated monthly survival up to 5 months for neonates and annual
and seasonal (i.e., winter and summer) survival for adult female mule deer using
the Kaplan-Meyer procedure modified to allow staggered entry and exit of
marked animals (Pollock et al. 1989). We censored all mortalities of adult
females that occurred within 14 days of capture by helicopter, regardless of
proximate cause. We evaluated differences in survival rates among years and
specific animal groups using a generalized Chi-square test in program
CONTRAST (Sauer and Williams 1989) and maintained experiment-wise error
rate for multiple comparisons using Bonferroni corrections (Neter et al. 1996).
We used simple linear regression to evaluate the relationship between estimated
population parameters, À, and environmental variation (Neter et al. 1996).

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Mule deer inhabiting winter range in Round Valley have been subjected to
the vagaries of climate during the last 20 years with further influences of density
dependence (Kucera 1988) and thus have exhibited great variation in population
size. Kucera (1988) observed a marked decline in the population of deer
wintering in Round Valley during a severe drought. Total numbers declined from
5,978 animals (66/km2) in 1985 to a low of 939 (10/km2) in 1991 (Kucera 1988,
Pierce et al. 2000), During the population decline, pregnancy rates, fetal rates,
fetal sizes, adult weights and kidney fat varied with precipitation and forage
growth on winter range (Kucera 1988). Kucera (1988) also concluded that
influences of climate conditions and density dependence contributed to poor
animal condition and population decline. Following the prolonged drought and
population low in 1991 , numbers increased to 1 ,931 (21lkm2) in 1997 (Pierce et
al. 2000) when we began to estimate body fat of live animals. Since then, we
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have continued to acquire population estimates using mark-resight techniques.
The population of mule deer in Round Valley has slowly recovered and increased
to near 3,000 animals (33/km2), but has leveled off and initiated a decline during
recent years (Figure 3). Those patterns in population growth were associated
with a concomitant decline in nutritional condition of females that spent winters in
Round Valley (Figure 4). Following the population crash in 1991, nutritional
condition of females improved and the population increased to about 2,000
animals. As the population size reached an asymptote near 2,000 animals in
1997-1998, nutritional condition began to decline and continued to exhibit a
declining trend through 2009. Body fat (mean = 2.60/o) of females in Round
Valley during March 2009 was the lowest observed during the past 15 years and
substantially less than peak values (mean = 9.9%) observed during March 1996.

Annual survival (Jan-Dec) of adult females has been variable from 1998 to
2008 (Figure 5), has ranged from 80% to 100%, and differed among years
(X2=175.7 , df=10, P<0.001). Seasonal survival also exhibited similar variability
(Figure 6,7). Winter survival (16 Oct - 15 Apr) was typically >90% (Figure 8),
whereas summer survival (16 Apr - 15 Oct) of adult females was <90% during
2005-2008 (Figure 7). Furthermore, winter (X2=73.0, df=9, P<0.001) and summer
(X2=69.5, df=1}, P<0.001) survival differed among years. During 1998-2009,
mean summer and winter survival, however, was not different (93.6%;

fi2=0.0009 , df=1, P=1.0). Annual survival of adult female mule deer in 3 western
states was similar among states and among years, despite annual variation in
climatic conditions within the lntermountain West (Unsworth et al. 1999). The
increased variability in adult survival that we observed was partially related to the
substantial changes in population size of mule deer in Round Valley as they
recovered from the population crash after 1991. Survival was high in 1998,
declined until 2001, and has been variable until 2009 as the population has likely
approached K because nutritional condition of adult females has continued to
decline, predisposing them to mortality (Bender et al. 2007).

We also considered annual and seasonal survival of adult females
separately based on their migratory designation, whether they resided east or
west of the Sierra crest during the summer (Figure 8). Overall annual survivalfor
east-side females (87.8o/o) was lower compared with west-side females (89.0%),
but was statistically similar (X'=0.44, dÊ1 , P=0.51). Likewise, both summer and
winter survival for east-side females (93.6% and 93.8%; respectively) was lower
than west-side females (94.3% and 96.1%; respectively), but summer and winter
survival between side of crest did not differ (X2=0.17, dÞ1, P=0.69; X2=2.5, df--1,
P=0.22).

Recruitment rate (i.e., number of young-at-heel in autumn) of radio-
marked females ranged from 0.35-0.66 young-at-heel during 1998-2008 (Figure
9) and varied significantly by year (X2=54.6, dÊ36, P=0.024). Nevertheless,
number of young recruited per adult female was dependent on both year and
side-of-crest (¡2=1 12.0, df=87, P=0.037). During most years, number of recruited
young was greater for females that summered east of the Sierra crest than those
that resided west of the crest (Figure 10). lndeed, east-side females recruited
significantly more young than west-side females (¡z='17 .72, df=3, P<0.001).
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Body fat in November from 2002-2008 was highly variable (Figure 1 1) and
differed among years (Fo,sss=S.1, P<0.001). Depending upon recruitment status,
mean body fat in November varied from 1 - 13%; biological maxima for mule
deer exceeds 20o/o (Cook et al.2007). Moreover, females that resided on the
west side of the Sierra crest during the summer on average had 67% more body
fat (Figure 12) and differed from east-side femalês (F6,335=74.6, P<O.O01).
Nevertheless, body fat of females in November was dependent on the number of
young recruited to winter range in Round Valley. Females that were
unsuccessful in recruiting young were consistently in the best nutritional condition
in November, followed by those that recruited 1 or more young (Figure 13).
lndeed, body fat differed by recruitment status (F6.26s=23.8, P<0.001), but also by
side of crest (F6,26g=34.1 , P<0.001). Females that summered west of the Sierra
crest had more body fat with respect to recruitment status compared with east-
side females (Figure 14). Moreover, recruitment status of each female in
November held residual influence through the winter, with increasing levels of
recruitment resulting in decreased body fat the following March (Fs,o,T=4.04,
P=0.007). Accordingly, west-síde females were in marginally better nutritional
condition with respect to recruitment status (Figure 15; Ft.+st=3.3, P=0.070).
Considering body condition of large herbivores has an influence on probability of
survival (Bender et al.2007, 2008), somatic costs associated with reproduction
inherently holds a trade-off associated with survival of the female. That tradeoff
may explain the slightly lower survival exhibited by east-side females because
they typically experienced higher costs of reproduction compared with west-side
females. Forage quality and quantity are greatest during the growing season and
thus, fat and protein deposition during summer are typically greatest and prepare
animals for the food limited winter months. Nonetheless, nutritional requirements
for late gestation, lactation, and growth of young are taxing for large herbivores
(Moen 1978, Sadlier 1982); consequently, reproductive status during summer
had a direct influence on body condition of females prior to winter (Figure 14).
When forage resources are sufficient, however, reproductive females may be
capable of attaining similar fat reserves by mid-autumn compared with non-
lactating females (Cook et al. 2004, Piasecke and Bender 2009). Generally,
females are thought to be in best condition with the onset of winter (Mautz 1978,
Parker et al, 2009). The influence of the effects of summer range and
reproductive status on body condition of females prior to the onset of winter
underscores the importance of summer range in providing adequate forage for
reproduction and accumulation of fat reserves for winter (Mautz 1978, Cook et al.
2004, Parker et al. 2009).

Seasonal patterns of nutritional condition followed consistent changes
from autumn to late-winter. Adult females were had consistently less body fat
following winter compared with autumn body fat; on average, they lost from 20 -
80% of their fat reserves. (Figure 16). Body condition of adult females in March
varied by year (Fp,aza=23.7, P<0.001) and on average, body fat of west-side
females differed and was 11.7o/o greater than east-side females (F3,a36=29.5,
P=0.002). Both temperate and northern herbivores track seasonal cycles in
nutrient intake following seasonal changes in quality and quantity of food
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resources, with marked declines during the dormant season. Seasonal changes
in food availability and energetic costs lead to concurrent cycles in deposition
and catabolism of fat (Mautz 1978), the primary energy reserve of the body.
Conditions on winter range are typically characterized by a decline in quantity
and quality of forage; consequently, ungulates have adapted physiologically and
behaviorally to decrease metabolic rate, nutrient demand, and activity (Moen
1978, Parkeretal. 1993, Taillon etal.2006). Nevertheless, catabolism of body
fat for maintenance normally occurs during winter and may be exacerbated when
foraging conditions are poor (Short et al. 1966, Torbit et al. 1985).

Fetal rate of adult females wintering in Round Valley was dependent upon
year and residency status of female (X'=112.0, df=87, P=0.037). Overall, fetal
rate was greater for females that resided west of the Sierra crest during the
summer (Figure 17 y2-17 .7 , dF3, P<0.001). West-side females were
consistently in better nutritional condition in autumn compared with east-side
females because west-side females incurred lower somatic costs of reproduction
(Figure 14). Nutritional status plays a considerable role in litter size of adult
female cervids (Swihart et al. 1998, Testa and Adams 1998). Nutritional
condition of adult females in November affected fetal rate the following March
(Fz,zøo=4.8, P=0.003), but painruise comparisons indicated that differences only
occurred between females pregnant with singletons compared with twins
(P=0.053). Females pregnant with twins had greater body fat compared with
females pregnant with only singletons (Figure 18). Although, nutritional condition
for females that were not pregnant and those pregnant with triplets was on
average greater than females with singetons or twins, sample size in those 2
groups was insufficient to interpret those results (not pregnant: n=4, triplets: n=5).

We measured neonatal survival during 2006-2008 on both sides of the
Sierra crest, but sample size was greater for east-side neonates (Table 1). Prior
to 150 days-of-age, we censored 1 animal in 2006 and 4 animals in 2007
because they prematurely shed their collars. We assumed the fate of those
animals was independent of the shedding of the collars. Monthly survival of
neonates varied by year (X2=24.0, dt2, P<0!01), and ranged from 31 - 47o/o
with survival to 5 months being greatest in 2006 (Figure 19). Average monthly
survival to 5 months was 40/% (t0.05). Male and female neonates exhibited
similar patterns of monthly survival (Figure 20; y2=1.12, df=1, P=O.28). Monthly
survival of young born on the west side of the Sierra crest, however, was
approximately 40% lower and differed from young born east of the Sierra crest
(Figure 21; ,tr'-79.0, dt1, P<0.001).

Causes of mortality were similar among the 3 years of study (X2=17.5,
df=14, P=0.231), with predation comprising the greatest amount of neonatal loss
in all years (60% of mortality; Table 2). Within 5 months of age, predators had
taken 30% or more of young mule deer during the 3 years of this study (Table 2).
Although cause-specific mortality was similar between neonates on either side of
the sierra crest (¡2=7 .9, dÈ7, P=0.34),77% of the deaths of neonates born on
the west side of the Sierra crest were caused by predation, whereas, predation
was responsible Íor 48o/o of neonatal deaths east of the Sierra crest. Of the
predation caused mortality, black bears were responsible for 87o/o west of the
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Sierra crest and only 16% on the east-side. Coyotes were responsible for 53%
of predation caused mortality east of the Sierra crest compared with only 4Vo

west of the Sierra crest (Table 3).
The ratio of young:adult females and males: adult females has varied

considerably since the 1950's. The young:adult female ratio reached low's of
near 20 young per 100 females in the early 1990's during the population crash,
but then increased to near 60 following the population crash and has declined
more recently until 2009 (Figure 22). The male:female ratio has followed a
similar pattern with a low of approximately 10 males per 100 females in the early
1990's, which then increased to 30-40 following the population crash (Figure 23).
More recently however, the male:female ratio has decreased to under 20 males
per 100 females (Figure 23),

Climate in the Sierra Nevada is highly variable, with April snowpack
varying from 0.5 cm to 122.7 cm during 1950-2008 (CV = 77o/o). ln other variable
and arid environments, forage abundance and its nutritional quality is inextricably
linked to patterns of precipitation (Marshal et al. 2005a, 2005b). Furthermore,
timing of seasonal precipitation is important for forage growth, particularly in the
Sierra Nevada where the majority of the annual precipitation falls as snow
between October and April (Storer et al.2004, Concilio et al, 2009). We acquired
data on leader growth of bitterbrush in Round Valley from the Bureau of Land
Management (BLM) for most years. Bureau of Land Management measured
new leader growth of bitterbrush during most autumns in Round Valley. Annual
growth of bitterbrush, the primary winter forage for mule deer in Round Valley
(Kucera 1988), was predicted by water content of April snowpack 1l=0.65,
P=0.001; Figure 24). Accordingly, extreme variation in winter precipitation had
significant effects on nutritional condition of adult females during winter. April
snowpack had a strong positive influence on nutritional condition of adult females
in Round Valley the following March 1É=0.53, P<0.001; Figure 25). Similarly, a
coarse index to body condition in the Sonoran Desert yielded significant
relationships with the accumulated rainfall 6-12 months prior to sampling
(Marshal et al. 2008). Subcutaneous fat reserves are mobilized to support
metabolic need during periods of forage scarcity (Stephenson et al. 1998, Cook
et al. 2001). Forage availability however, is influenced by both forage growth,
which is clearly influenced by winter precipitation in the Sierra Nevada, and by
intraspecific competition for forage (density dependence).

Prior to the crash in 1991, there was no relationship between population
size and nutritional condition (P=0.21) of adult females post-winter; however,
following the crash, nutritional condition of mule deer in Round Valley tended
towards a density dependent effect (f=0.17, P=0.088; Figure 26). Within that
analysis however, 1993 was a severe outlier. That year was characterized by a
wintering deer population at relatively low density, but low winter snowfallthe
previous year resulted in little new growth of forage in Round Valley, thereby
driving the relationship between forage growth and deer condition. With 1993
removed, nutritional condition of mule deer in Round Valley exhibited strong
density dependence, with population size having a significant negative effect on
nutritional condition (l=0.38, È0.009; Figure 26). As a population progresses
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towards K, intraspecific competition for forage causes a decline in per capita
availability of forage resources, that may include both quality and quantity.
Consequently, lower per capita availability of forage resources is reflected in
declining body condition as the population nears K (Kie et al. 2003).
Neveftheless, this arid system in the western Great Basin is clearly influenced by
annual precipitation, which may cause annual deviations from long-term trends in
K. Range conditions in the Sierra Nevada are largely influenced by winter
snowfall and the corresponding forage growth that results in annualfluctuations
in K, a pattern identified in other arid systems (Marshal et al. 2002, 2005a).

Nutritional condition of adult females in March explained much of the
variation in both young:adult female and male:adult female ratios the following
January. Following the crash in 1991, the male:adult female ratio lagged behind
the population response to improved conditions and low density, which resulted
in 2 outliers in the relationship between ingesta-free body fat of adult females in
March and the male:adult female ratio the following January. With those outliers
removed, ingesta-free body fat of adult females in March explained >70o/o of the
variation in the male:adult female ratio the following January (Figure 27). We do
not imply cause and effect in this relationship. Clearly, there is no biological
mechanism where a declining nutritional condition of females would cause a
decrease in the number of adult males. We believe, however, that this
relationship suggests the importance of understanding nutritional condition as a
collective measure of population health. Nutritional condition of adult females in
March represents the physical condition of females following winter, when
animals typically experience a negative energy balance and poor foraging
conditions (Mautz 1978, Barboza et al. 2009). Adult males follow a slightly
different fat cycle compared with females. Females presumably will have the
opportunity to replenish some fat reserves that were utilized to support
reproduction during the summer before poor foraging conditions prevail on winter
range (Cook et al. 2004, Parker et al. 2009). ln contrast, adult males expend
nutritional reserves to support breeding activities during late-November and
early-December. Therefore, it follows that males enter the winter season in
poorer physical condition than females and males would, therefore, be most
susceptible to factors of mortality on winter range. We believe that nutritional
condition of adult females in March serves as a reliable predictor of the number
of males relative to females because nutritional condition of females post-winter
is a reliable indicator of herd health. As nutritional condition of adult females
decline in response to increasing population density or decreasing winter
precipitation, we expect that the number of males relative to females will
accordingly decline. Although this prediction remains largely untested, the small
amount of research on over-winter survival of adult males is suggestive of their
higher level of susceptibility to natural mortality factors following the breeding
season compared with females (Ditchkoff et al. 2001, Webb et al. 2006). ln
polygynous mating systems, males are probably more likely than females to
succumb to resource limitation (Clutton-Brock et al. 1985). Lower survival of
males in ungulate populations is common (Loison et al. 1999) and studies that
failed to document intersexual differences in survivalwere probably expanding
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populations that were not food limited (Fancy et al. 1994, Toïgo et al. 1997).
Although often considered negligible, the presence and proportion of adult males
in ungulate populations can have cascading effects on population demographics
(Mysterud et al. 2002). Presence of mature males can stimulate estrus in
females and therefore, influences length of breeding season and subsequently,
timing of parturition (Mysterud et al. 2002). ln turn, timing of parturition can
influence forage quality (Bowyer 1991, Côté and Festa-Bianchet 2001), neonatal
survival (Bowyer 1991, Feder et al. 2008), and over-winter survival by affecting
the time available for mass gain of young prior to the onset of winter (Loison et
al. 1999, Holand et al. 2003).

Physical condition of adult females in March was positively associated
with the number of young per female recruited to winter range the following
January (Figure 28). Maternal condition during the last trimester of gestation
affects birth mass and subsequent investment in young (Sams et al. 1996,
Pekins et al. 1998, Testa and Adams 1998), which directly influence probability of
survival and susceptibility of young to mortality (Julander et al. 1961 , Pederson
and Harper 1987 , Lomas and Bender 2006, Bender et al. 2007). Growth and
subsequent production from entire cohorts of animals may be impacted by
maternal condition during gestation (Albon et al. 1987, Anderson and Linnell
1997 , Rose et al. 1998, Forchhammer et al. 2001). Poor conditions during
gestation can result in the transmission of negative maternal effects on offspring
that can persist through adulthood and into subsequent generations resulting in
time lags in population response to improved conditions (Monteith et al. 2009).
Physical condition of maternal females during gestation provides insight into
expected reproductive performance the following year, despite confounding
influences of summer range conditions (Julander et al. 1961).

Physical condition of adult females in March also explained 50% of the
variation in annual survival of those females (Figure 29). Poor nutritional
condition of adult females in March provided inference into annual survival due to
the influence of nutritional condition on an animals susceptibility to mortality.
Previously, poor physical condition was thought to only influence the probability
of death of an animal near starvation (.lZ% bone marrow fat). Nevertheless,
recent evidence suggests that animals may be susceptible to mortality factors
across a range of physical condition (Bender et al. 2008), which corroborates the
relationship between nutritional condition and annual survival.

Adult survival is consistently identified as the vital rate with the greatest
elasticity on population growth with À being relatively insensitive to changes in
survival of young (Gaillard et al. 2000, Eberhardl2002, Garrott et al. 2003). The
impact of a demographic rate on population growth is a function of both its
influence (elasticity) and its variability (Gaillard et al. 1998, Raithel et al. 2007).
Nevertheless, the variability in demographic rates actually determine the
temporal variation in À, not its elasticity (Raithel et a|.2007). We regressed
population vital rates, winter precipitation, and physical condition of females to
determine their relative influence on À. Although the relationship between winter
precipitation and À was significant (P = 0.04), winter precipitation explained only a
small amount of the variation in À the following year (f = 0.18). Annual survival
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of adult females exhibited no relationship with À (Figure 30). lndeed, mean
annual survival of adult females was 89% with a CV of only 8.7o/o. Small
temporal variation of adult survival likely plays a minimal role in influencing
annual changes in À (Raithel et al. 2007). Conversely, with the exception of
1991 , recruitment of young (young:female) had a CV of 29o/o, was positively
associated with À, and explained 45% of the annual variation in À (Figure 31),
Following the population crash in 1991, ingesta-free body fat of adult females in
March also was positively associated with À during the same year (Figu re 32).
Body fat of adult females in March explained 44o/o of the variation in lambda
during the same year, probably because of the influence of nutritional condition
on survival of the female (Figure 29) and their subsequent reproductive
investment and probability of survival of young (Figure 28). Body fat integrates
energetic conditions experienced by an individual including nutrition as
determined by intrinsic habitat value and density dependent competition for
forage resources. Consequently, understanding the nutritional status of
individuals within a population isolates the role of bottom-up vs. top-down
influences on population limitation.

MANAGEMENT IMPLICATIONS

Nutritional condition of adult females in autumn was influenced strongly by
reproductive effort expended by females during the summer. Their nutritional
condition in autumn then influenced fetal rates as measured the following March.
Lactation is the most energetically demanding time of year for female cervids
(Moen 1985); therefore, we expected reproductive status in autumn to influence
physical condition of females. lncreasing recruitment of young resulted in
decreasing nutritional condition in November. Nevertheless, the cost of
reproduction was greater for females that resided on the east-side of the Sierra
crest compared with those on the west side. Habitats and annual moisture
regimes differ considerably between either side of the Sierra crest (Storer et al.
2004). The more mesic environment and lower deer densities on the west-side
of the Sierra crest probably resulted in better foraging conditions for deer,
thereby, lessening the somatic costs of reproduction. Less costly reproduction
might suggest improved recruitment for those west-side females. Nonetheless,
recruitment of young was consistently higher for east-side females since 1997.
Higher recruitment by east-side females despite concomitantly higher somatic
costs to reproduction suggests that a portion of the mortality of young on the
west-side of the Sierra crest had an additive effect on the population. Disparity in
recruitment in the absence of a difference in survival between east- and west-
side females, was likely responsible for the shift in migratory components of the
population. ln 1987, Kucera (1988) determined that >80% of the population
migrated to the west-side of the Sierra crest during summers. Currently, only
about 55o/o of the marked segment of adult females migrates to west-side
summer ranges. Apparently selective pressures in Round Valley mule deer have
shifted during the most recent decade in favor of animals that spend summers on
the east-side of the Sierra crest. Predation pressures on young born on the
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west-side were nearly double that experienced by east-side animals (Table 2)
and 87o/o of that predation was caused by black bears (Table 3), whereas, only
16% of predation was caused by black bears on the east-side of the Sierra crest.
The increasing abundance of black bears on the west-side of the Sierra crest has
likely played a significant role in influencing the shift in demographics between
the east and west-side segments of the Round Valley deer population.

Although removal of predators, namely bears, likely would result in an
immediate response in recruitment of young by west-side females, it also would
exacerbate the impact of an already limited winter range. Nutritional condition of
females during March 2009 indicated that the deer population was at or beyond
nutritional K and to expect poor recruitment, poor adult survival, and a population
decline during 2009. lncreased recruitment by west-side females would simply
result in an increase in the density-dependent constraints of winter range.
Nevertheless, if managers are concerned of the shifting demographics within the
deer population, bear control and habitat manipulations on the west-side of the
Sierra crest should be accompanied by either habitat improvements or density
reductions on winter range in Round Valley. Considering that habitat
manipulations in sage-brush steppe are often very costly and ineffective,
however, we suggest that density reduction be employed to lessen competition
for limited forage on winter range and lessen the magnitude of another decline
(Berryman and Lima 2006, Simard et al, 2008), lntersexual differences in body
size, metabolic demand, and digestive function commonly results in partitioning
of resources between sexes of dimorphic ruminants (Kie et al. 1999, McOullough
1999, Barboza and Bowyer 2000). Therefore, density reductions should be
focused on females to minimize density-dependent effects on nutritional
condition and productivity (McCullough 1979, 1999).

Release from major density-dependent influences should result in a more
stable and predictable system. With density-dependent effects interacting with
environmental variation, minor perturbations in the system can have profound
effects on overwinter survival and subsequent reproduction (Kie et al. 2003;
Figure 33), Resource limitation has already constrained nutritional condition of
mule deer and minor deviations from normal precipitation regimes will cause
extreme fluctuations in population growth. Lower population size with respect to
Kwould result in a deer population less susceptible to annual variation in
environmental conditions. Nevertheless, severe drought conditions will continue
to influence population parameters even when the population is at lower density
(1993 for example), but patterns of nutritional condition, survival, and
reproduction should be less susceptible to minor deviations in environmental
conditions. ln populations held below K, harvest may be maintained if managed
for maximum sustained yield, but this assumes that predation does not unduly
limit recruitment required to support such harvest.

ln June 1995, a fire burn ed 22 km2 of the winter range in an area
dominated by bitterbrush and sagebrush. Due to the intensity of the fire, little
regrowth of bitterbrush occurred in subsequent years and has become
dominated by desert peach and cheat grass (Bromus tectorum), both of which
offer little forage value to deer (Pierce et al. 2004). Coincident with the fire was
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the closure of an alfalfa ranch that was frequented by hundred's of deer on a
daily basis. The devastating fire and closure of the alfalfa ranch clearly resulted
in a decline in K of winter range because of the loss in quantity of critical winter
forage, which likely prevented recovery of the population to the 6000 animals
present in 1985 (Figure 3). Furthermore, acute overbrowsing of forage species
on winter range may have influenced subsequent growth and recovery of habitat
in subsequent years (Kie et al. 2003, Simard et al. 2008). The marked changes
in density that the mule deer population in Round Valley has experienced may
result in continued transient dynamics caused by the effects of severe resource
limitation on growth and development of young, age at first reproduction, entire
cohorts, and causing negative maternal effects (Eberhardt 2002, Coulson et al.
2004, Monteith et al. 2009). Lagged effects from severe nutritional limitation
caused by the increased deer density in Round Valley and the corresponding
changes in habitat condition may continue to persist for decades (Coulson et al.
2004, Monteith et al. 2009). Current body condition of adult females following
winter in Round Valley clearly indicates continued resource limitation through
density dependent feedbacks and variation in winter precipitation.

Nutritional condition has an influence on nearly every component of
survival and reproduction of large herbivores (Cameron and Ver Hoef 1994,
Testa and Adams 1998, Keech et al. 2000, Stewart et al. 2005, Bender et al.
2007). Furthermore, others have identified animal condition as a valuable tool to
collate population health (Parker et al. 2009, Barboza et al. 2009). Nutritional
condition of adult female mule deer in Round Valley following winter was
sensitive to conditions of winter habitat because it was influenced by intraspecific
competition for forage (Figure 26) and the availability of new growth of the
bitterbrush as influenced by water content of winter snowpack the previous April
(Figure 25). Moreover, nutritional condition in March was related to male:female
and young:female ratios the following autumn (Figure 27,28), annual survival of
adult females (Figure 29), and itself, held predictive value for population growth
during the same year (Figure 30). Physical condition of adult females following
winter provided an encompassing measure of population health and expected
measures of adult female survival, recruitment of young, an index to abundance
of males, and overall population trajectory during the following year. Nutritional
limitations on survival and recruitment of deer in Round Valley clearly indicate
bottom-up limitation on deer dynamics and the importance of data on nutritional
condition when interpreting dynamics of deer populations. Consequently, levels
of nutritional condition within a population may be used to determine carrying
capacity (Piasecke and Bender 2009).

The patterns of population demographics collected from research on mule
deer in Round Valley also should be applicable to other deer populations in
California, particularly those with winter ranges that reside in the western Great
Basin, which includes the Gooddale, White Mountains, Walker, Mono Lake, Casa
Diablo, and other mule deer populations. Climatic variation has an influence on
mule deer in arid regions (Marshal et al. 2005,2005a; this study). Patterns of
precipitation have an indirect influence on body condition through its direct
influence on forage quality and quantity. Nutritional condition then influences
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nearly all population parameters. Region-wide variability in climatic conditions
should be similar in the western Great Basin, therefore, dynamics of deer
populations in that area are likely correlated. For example, across ldaho,
Colorado, and Montana, Unsworth et al. (1999) determined that general patterns
in dynamics of mule deer populations were similar despite some difference in
climate and geography. Mule deer populations likely respond to large-scale
climatic variation across wide geographical areas.

Overall, the research that has been conducted on the population of mule
deer in Round Valley has provided new and valuable insight into research
methodology, reproductive ecology, population dynamics, and management of
mule deer in a highly variable environment (Table 4). The data collected from
this population will continue to advance wildlife science during the next few years
as the current dataset is more rigorously analyzed and interpreted for peer-
reviewed publication, and to provide the Department with practical management
recommendations. Numerous peer-reviewed publications are in progress and
are forthcoming in the next few years (Table 5).
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Table 1. Number of neonatal mule deer captured and monitored on summer range each year in the Sierra Nevada.

Year East West Censored Total

2006

2007

2008

32

20

29

10

14

14

41

30

43

1

4

0

Table 2. Survival rate (5 months) and percent of cause-specific mortality of neonatal mule deer captured and monitored
on summer range each year and for 2006-2007 combined with respect to their natal range occurring on either side of the
Sierra crest.
Year &
side
crest

%
Survival

%
Abandon- %

ment Accident
% % Other

Malnutrition natural

o/o %
Predation Starvation

o/o %
Stillborn Unknown

2006
2007
2008

East
West

47.8
30.7
41.8

49-7

21.3

0.0
3.0
0.0

1.3

0.0

2.4
6.1

4.7

5.1

2.7
3.8
8.1

7.3
0.0
2.3

3.8
2.7

29.3
45.5

34.9

24.4
62.2

0.0
0.0
4.7

2.6
0.0

0.0
6.1

0.0

1.3
2.7

7.3
9.1

4.7

9.0
2.7

7.3
0.0

7.0

Table 3. Percent of total mortality caused by predation and the percent of that predation contributed to each predator of
neonatal mule deer captured and monitored on summer range during 2006-2007 in the Sierra Nevada with respect to their
natal range occurring on either side of the Sierra crest. Percents are total percent predation and of that, the predators
responsible.

Side of o/o

crest Predation
% % o/o o/o o/o

Bear Bobcat Coyote Eaqle Lion

East
West

48 16

77 87

10 53 5

940
16

0
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Table 4. Citations from peer-reviewed literature published involving research on
mule deer in Round Valley, Bishop, California.
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Table 5. Topics of forthcoming manuscripts from research conducted on mule
deer in Round Valley, Bishop, California.

1) Population dynamics and reproductive ecology of mule deer in the Sierra
Nevada.

2) Timing of migration of mule deer in the Sierra Nevada: effects of a changing
climate

3) Estimating pregnancy, fetal rate, and timing of parturition in mule deer

4) Estimating time and location of parturition using patterns of movement in mule
deer

5) Capture and handling techniques of ungulates: animal care and censor
interval

6) Resource use and reproductive status: implications for estimating habitat use
and selection of ungulates

7) Senescence in reproduction and survival in mule deer

8) Dynamics of an eastern Sierra Nevada mule deer population: top-down or
bottom-up regulation?
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Figure 1. Map of study area displaying some of the primary migration routes
utilized by adult female mule deer fitted with GPS collars.
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Figure 3. Annual population estimates (t95% Cl)of mule deer as determined
from total counts prior to 1994 and from mark-resight surveys thereafter, Round
Valley, Bishop, California.
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Figure 4. Annual population estimates (:95% Cl)of mule deer and March
ingesta-free body fat (tSE) of adult female mule deer wintering in Round Valley,
Bishop, California.
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Figure 5, Annual survival (tSE; Jan-Dec) of adult (>1 yr old) female mule deer
that ovenryinter in Round Valley, Bishop, California and summer in the Sierra
Nevada, 1 998-2008.
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Figure 6. Winter survival (tSE; 16 Oct - 15 April) of adult (t1 yr old) female mule
deer in Round Valley, Bishop, California, 1998-2008.
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Figure 7. Summer survival (tSE; Io"Ipr¡l - 15 Oct) of adult (>1 yr old) female
mule deer in the Sierra Nevada, 1998-2008.
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Figure 8. Annual survival (tSE) of adult (t1 yr old) female mule deer with respect
to summer residency status in the Sierra Nevada, 1998-2008.
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Figure 9. Annual recruitment rate (tSE) in autumn of adult (>1 yr old) female
mule deer that were radiocollared, Round Valley, Bishop, California, 1997-2008.
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Figure 10. Annual recruitment rate (tSE) of adult (t1 yr old) female mule deer
with respect to summer residency (side of Sierra crest) that were radiocollared,
Round Valley, Bishop, California, 1997-2008.
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Figure 11. Average ingesta-free body fat (tSE) in November of adult (>1yr old)
female mule deer per year, Round Valley, Bishop, California.
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Figure 12. Average ingesta-free body fat (tSE) in November of adult (>1yr old)
female mule deer relative to summer residency status (i.e., side of Sierra crest),
Round Valley, Bishop, California.
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Figure 13. lngesta-free body fat (%tSE) in November of adult female (>1yr old)
mule deer relative to the number of young recruited per year, Round Valley,
Bishop, California.
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Figure 14. lngesta-free body fat (%tSE) in November of adult female (>1yr old)
mule deer relative to the number of young recruited and summer residency (i.e.,
side of Sierra crest), Round Valley, Bishop, California.
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Figure 15. Average ingesta-free body fat (tSE) of adult (t1yr old) female mule
deer relative to recruitment status the previous autumn with respect to summer
residency status (i.e., side of Sierra crest), Round Valley, Bishop, California.
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Figure 16. Average ingesta-free body fat (tSE) of adult (t1yr old) female mule
deer during March and November 2002-2009, Round Valley, Bishop, California.
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Figure 17 . Average number of fetuses per adult (t1yr old) female mule deer
during 1997-2009 with respect to summer residency status (i.e., side of Sierra
crest), Round Valley, Bishop, California.
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Figure 18. Average ingesta-free body fat (tSE) in November of adult (>1yr old)
female mule deer relative to number of fetuses present the following March,
Round Valley, Bishop, California. Sample size per group is shown
parenthetically.
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Figure 19. Monthly survival (rSE) of neonatal mule deer from birth to 150 days-
of-age in the central Sierra Nevada, 2006-2008.
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Figure 20. Monthly survival (tSE) of neonatal mule deer by sex from birth to 150
days-of-age in the central Sierra Nevada, 2006-2008.
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Figure 21. Monthly survival (tSE) of neonatal mule deer from birth to 150 days-
of-age in the central Sierra Nevada with respect to which side of the Sierra crest
each neonate was born, 2006-2008.
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Figure 22. Number of young per 100 females (t95% Cl) observed during
composition surveys conducted each January in Round Valley, Bishop, California
during 1950-2008. Data are reported as the post-season composition of the
previous year.
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Figure 23. Number of adult males (>1 yr old) per 100 adult females (>1 yr old;
x95o/o Cl) observed during composition surveys conducted each January in
Round Valley, Bishop, California during 1950-2008. Data are repofted as the
post-season composition of the previous year.
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Figure 24. Length of annual growth of bitterbrush leaders relative to water
content of snowpack measured in April, 1984-2008, Round Valley, Bishop,
California.
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Figure 25. lnfluence of water content of snow pack on percent of ingesta-free
body fat of adult female mule deer the following March in Round Valley, Bishop,
California, 1 985-2009.
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Figure 26. Relationship between population size of mule deer and average
percent of Íngesta-free body fat of adult females wintering in Round Valley,
Bishop, California, following the population crash 1992-2009.
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Figure 27. Relationship between ingesta-free body fat of adult female mule deer
in March and the number of adult males:adult females the following January,
Round Valley, Bishop, California, 1991-2008. Linear regression results are
reported with outliers removed (i.e., 1992, 1994).
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Figure 28. Relationship between ingesta-free body fat of adult female mule deer
in March and the number of young:100 adult females the following January,
Round Valley, Bishop, California, 1991-2008.
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Figure 29. Relationship between ingesta-free body fat of adult female mule deer
in March and annual survival of adult females, Round Valley, Bishop, California,
1 991-2008.
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and lambda, Round Valley, Bishop, California, 1991-2008.
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Figure 31 . Relationship between number of young:100 females and lambda
during the current year, Round Valley, Bishop, California, 1985-2009. Linear
regression results are reported with outlier (1991) removed.
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in March and lambda during the current year, Round Valley, Bishop, California,
1 991-2008.
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Figure 33. A conceptual model depicting relationships between population
density, winter severity, and rate of mortality. Representative curves are
provided for (a) density independent, (b) large, and (c) moderate density-
dependent effects interacting with winter severity. The lines around the inset
graphs show the area on the growth curve to which each inset corresponds.
Note that the shape of the population-growth curve need not be symmetrical for
the proposed relationships to hold (adapted from Bowyer et al. 2000).
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General Session

CONTROLLING CHEATGRASS IN WINTER RANGE TO RESTORE HABITAT AND
ENDEMIC FIRE

JOSEPH G. VOLLMER, BASF Corporation,26 Davis Dr., Research Triangle Park, NC 27709 USA,
vollmeitObasf.com

JENNIFER L. VOLLMER, BASF Corporation,26 Davis Dr., Research Triangle Park, NC 27709, USA
KEITH SCHOUP, Wyoming Game and Fish Department, 3030 Energy Lane, Suite 100, Casper,

WY 82604, USA
RYAN AMUNDSON, Wyoming Game and Fish Department, 3024 16ü Street, Wheatland, WY 82201, USA

Abstact. Cheatgrass (Bromus spp.), an introduced, invasive, annual grass of the Western rangelands,
increases both fire frequency and intensity, competes with native species for waler, space and nutrients,
and is a primary câuse for loss of habitat quality on elk and deer winter ranges. Studies indicate that
rangeland with a 5% chealgrass composition can become dominated by cheatgrass after a fire. When fire
enters a landscape, cheatgrass is the first species to colonize after the burn, utilizing moisture before most
native vegetation breaks dormancy. Cheatgrass evolved with and responds well to fìre, enabling land to
bum annually, increasing cheatgrass density. Cheatgrass litter build-up increases fire intensity,
temperatures and fiequency causing loss of fire toleranl native vegetation. The importance of removing
cheatgrass, especially from crucial winter range, is emphasized by death of native shrubs from excessive
fire intensíty, inability of native species to compete with cheatgrass, and the subsequent rapid cheatgrass
domination of the burn area. Four successful scenarios have been devised remove cheatgrass using fire
and Platsau@ herbicide: 1) Apply fire - wait one growing season - apply Plateau. This scenario generally
produces poor conditions for desirable vegetation recovery. Cheatgrass quickly reoccupies the site out
competing native plants, and provìdes the poorest conditions to apply the herbicide, 2) Apply fire - apply
Plateau in the same growing season, results in best recovery of exisling native vegetation andlor seedbed
preparation for revegetation. 3) Apply Plateau - no fire. This scenario is best when cheatgrass litter fuel
would cause fire to reach temperatures causing mortality of native species, lmpeding native plant re-
colonization of the site. a) Apply fìre - apply Plateau - revegetate. This scenario is effective when
reclaiming cheatgrass monocultures and the area requires replanting of desirable species. By removing
cheatgrass prior to or after a bum, crucial winter range species, like true mountain mahogany l0ercocarpus
montanus), antelope bitterbrush (Purshia tridentatal, shadscaleiFour wing saltbush (Atriplex spp.) and
sagebrush (Artemisía spp.) spec¡es can more efficiently and vigorously re-occupy the site or survive the
bum. Native grasses and forbs produce 3 to I times more biomass with cheatgrass removal. Gritical plant
inter-space is restored, reducing fire frequency, size and intensity. This information can be used by
wildlife/resource managers throughout Western North America to prevent further decline and improve both
winter and summer range. Habitat manâgers can better prepare a program for prescribed burns and
wildfire management, to produce maximum forage biomass. For areas consisting of monoculture stands of
cheatgrass, this information can be used lo re-establish wildlife frienclly vegetation (grass, forbs or brush
species) into annual grass monocultures, creating sustainable habitat for wildlife summer or winter range.

WESTERN ST TES AND PROVINCES DEERAND ELKWORKSHOP PROCEEDINGS 6:20-24

Key words'. Artemtsia, Atriplex, bitterbrush, Bromus, Cercocarpus, cheatgrass, fire, habitat, mahogany,
Purshia, rangeland, sagebrush, shadscale, imazapic

Fine fire fuel management programs are being implemented by Wyoming Game and Fish
Ðepartment to reduce loss of big garne winter range. Prescribed fire has been an importanl tool to
regenerate brush, improving winter browse. However, severe drought during the late 1990s and early
2000s have favored annual brome species (Bromus spp.) and allowed this invasive weed to influeneæ burn
area recovery. Critical big game winter range in Wyoming have had an increase of annual brome, such as
cheatgrass (Eromus tectorum\, after wildfire, resulting in decreased desirable vegetation including grass,
shrubs and forbs, These results have prompted Wyoming Game and Fish to evafuate areas prior to a
prescribed burn to determine if an annual brome component is present ancl if likelihood of habitat
degradation, rather than improvement, may occur. lf the site has potential of degradation due to annual
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brome release, Plateau@ herbicide, ímazapic, is incorporated into the winter range improvement plan for
pre-emergence control of cheatgrass.

lncreasing use of the herbicide Plateau, imazapic, for seleclive control of annual brome in Western
wildlands has dictated the need for increased knowledge of tolerant brush species. Western bunchgrass
and forb tolerance trials have shown Plateau to be an acceptable tool for release of desirable plant species
and renovation of annual brome Ínfested areast (Foy 2003, Rayda 2003). ln general, Plateau is not
effective at control of brush; however, some brush species exhibit unacceptable injury. Brush tolerance to
Pfateau is key when considering use of this herbícide for selective control of annual brome prior to a
prescribed bum for crÍtical winter range brush regeneration.

ln additbn, Plateau is gaining recognition and use as a tool to produce aesthetically acceptable fuel
breaks and green strips. Plateau can selectively remove the fine annual brome fuel from more fire resistant
bunch grasses and shrubs. Remor¡al of the annual brome helps eliminate an ignition fuel as well as
eliminating the main fire carrier. Fire modeling of Plateau treated areas utiliãng the BehavePlus fire model
has shown significant reduction of flammable biomass as well as decreasing flame height and length (Kury
2003). Applications of Plateau are typically broadcast, applied over the top of brush remaining in the green
strip for aesthetic, moisture catching or soil stabilizing purposes. Brush tolerance is an important aspect
when considering the use of Plateau for enhancing green strips and fuel breaks, as well as an additional
tool for habitat improvement.

Tolerance Mechanism

Plateau herbicide, imazapic, is a member of the imidazolinone family, The active ingredient of an
imidazolinone herbicide controls susceptible plants by binding to the acetohydroxyacid synthase (AHAS)
enzyme and preventing production of three essential amino acids. Plant tolerance to imidazolinones can be
due to inherent differences in the AHAS enzpe itself and/or differences in the stability of the enzvne.
Some species, such as legumes, tolerance to imidazolinones is contributed to their ability to metabolize the
herbicide active ingredient. Mature tissues in plants appear to be relatively unaffected by inhibition of the
AHAS enzyrne (Shaner 1991). This accounts for the higher susceptibility of annual versus perennbl plants,
since perennial plants would have a higher percentage of mature lissue. After direct treatment with an
imidazolinone herbicide, rnature leaves of perennial susceptible plants will remain green for a long period of
time, several months, prior to desiccation. Leaves conlinue to photosynthesis, although amino acid
produclion is arresied. ln treated susceptible species, photosynthesis translocation can be disrupled,
depriving roots of an energy supply (Shaner 1991 ). Susceptibility of well-established shrubs may take up
to two years to determíne.

Results and Diecussion

True Mountain Mahogany Tolerance

True mountain mahogany (Cercocarpus monlanus) trials were conducted on a post-burn site in
Douglas, WY. At one year after a wildfire, fudher loss of mountain mahogany was threatened by
competition and additional fine fuel buildup of cheatgrass, tumble mustard (Sisymbrium a/fissimum) and
thistle (Cirsrurn spp.) invasion. Plateau treatments were broadcast applied 4 September 2O02, prior to
cheatgrass emergence. The trial had 7 treatments; 6. 9, and 12 oz of Plateau per acre, with and without
methylated seed oil (MSO) surfactant al1 qtlacre, cotîpared to a non-treated plot. Plot size included 7 to
10 bushes in a 10 x 50 foot area replicated 3 times. The same treatments were conducted on an adjacent
area in spring 2003. Treatment goals were to reduce the fine fuel load to prevent further loss of the
remaining mountain mahogany population in the event of a wildfire. Data was to be used to aid in plans to
prepare similar sites for a prescribed bum.

The spring after application, all fall 2002 treatments showed delayed leaf expansion wìth some
yellowing during the first growing season. This response increased as the Plateau rate increased, with a
greater negative response from treatments that included the MSO surfactant. All plots were evaluated he
first full growing season after applications on 10 August 2O04. Fall treated plots at the typical cheatgrass

@ Registered Trademark of BASF Gorporation
t Data on file with BASF Corporation, J.L. Vollmer, Laramie, WY, as "GRASS AND FORB TOLERANCE
TO PI-ATEAU@ HERBICIDE - Update July 26, 2006.
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recommended application rates of ptateau at 6 or 9 odacre and ptateau ar ô oz + MSo ll1t::t*;:;ïtt"
effects on the true mountain mahogany. Addition of MSO to the Plateau at I o/acre simulated a burn
response by stimulating new shoot growth from the base of the plant, The Plateau al9ozlac¡e plus MSO
treatment could be used to simulale a prescribed burn for habitat enhancement when the cheatgrass
population is high enough to threaten mahogany mortality during a wildfire or prescribed burn.

Spring applications showed greater variability in response between plants withín a treatment.
Plateau at 6o/acre was the only treatment resulting in mahogany growth similar to the non-treated plot.
Plateau al 12 ozlacre + MSO applied in the spring resulted in initial unacceptable stunting of new growth,
The observed stunting was viewed as unacceptable due to the decreased amount of vegetation that could
be utilized as browse.

New basal growth was evaluated for all treatments as an important source of mahogany
regeneration. New basal growth was acceptable for all fall treatments except the Plateau l2ozJacre +

MSO. Results suggest that this treatment affected the overall plant system, inhibiting the ability of the plant
to rec¿ver. For spring-applied keatments, new basal growth, at 16 months after treatment, was not
affected Ðy Plateau at the ô or 12 oz rate or MSO plus Plateau at 9 or 12 oz rate. All other treatments had
individual plants that elicited variable shoot growth. Differences in basal growth may be due to individual
plant genetics or microclimate including soil type and/or depth.

Fall pre-emergence Plateau treatments without surfactant provided the needed cheatgrass control.
The addition of MSO was not needed to achieve adequate cheatgrass control to reduce competit¡on and
fire hazard, Spring treatrnenls required the addition of MSO to control the cheatgrass post ernergence, but
spring treatment is not recommended due to varialion in brush response and annual brome effìcacy.

Antelope Bitterbrush Toterance

The antelope bifterbrush (Purshia tridentata) tolerance research was conducted on a site prior to a
prescribed burn, at 8000 feet east of Laramie, WY. Plateau treatments were broadcast applied 30
September 2003, prior to cheatgrass emergence. The trial had I treatments; Plateau at 6, 8, 10 and 12
ozlacre, Plateau at 6 and 8 ozJacre plus non-ionic surfactant (NlS)at O.25To v/v, and Plateau at 10 and
l2ozlacre with MSO surfactant at 1 qUacre, all compared to a non-treated plot. Plot size included 10
bitterbrush plants in a 10 x 50 foot area replícated three times. Treatment goals were to prevent cheatgrass
domination afler a prescribed burn.

At the beginning of the first growing season after application, 24 June 2004, bitterbrush showed
little response from most treatments. Exceptions were Plateau al 12 olaorc alone and Plateau 10 and 12
ozlaçre plus MSO. The response elicited by these herbicide treatments was a delay in leaf expansion,
smaller mature leaves and shortened internodes of new stems (typ¡caf imidazolinone symptomology). First
year results indicated that laier ratings were needed to evaluate long-term herblcide effect on bitterbrush.

At 2.5 years after treatment, 23 May 2006, bitterbrush mortalily was evaluated. The 6 and I
ozlacre rates of Plateau with and without surfactant had no mortality and no evidence of treatment effect
(Table 1). The two high rates of Plateau with surfactant resulted in 28% lo 43o/o mortality.

Table '1. Antelope bitterbrush tolerance, leaf expansion and mortality after treatment of Plateau with
associated additives.

Evaluation June 24, 2004 Evaluation May 23,2006
Treatment

Plateau 6oz + ¡¡5
Plateau 8oz + NIS
Plateau 10oz + MSO
Plateau 12oz + MSO
Plateau 6oz
Plateau 8oz
Plateau 10oz
Plateau 12oz
Non-treated

leaf Reduction" o/o

0
0

28
43
0
0

27b
33b

0

7
I

90
90
0
0
0

22
0

"Average over 3 replications
b First replication, located on slope with drought tendency had B0% mortality
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Surviving plants had no new stem growth and spring leaf growth was severely delayed with the few new
leaves displaying typical imidazolinone symptomology, indicating these plants were still under severe
stress from the Plateau herbicide. The second and third replications of 10 and 12 ozJac¡e rate of Plateau
without surfactant, showed little to no injury on recovered plants. However, the first replication, located on
a drought prone slope, had mortality of 80o/o for both treatments. This response to adverse environmental
factors in combination with a Plateau trealment Índicates marginal tolerance of bitterbrush to Plateau at
high rates. Of the recnvering plants in the second and third replications, first year growth after application
was a fifth of the second year growth. Wildlife managers would need to assess bitterbrush recovery
potential and brows¡ng demands on these plants to determine ¡f high rates of Plateau were acceptable for
their program goals. Rates of 10 and 12 oz of Plateau per acre is rarely needed to achieve acceptable
cheatgrass control, allowing managers to adjust rates to achieve antelope bitterbrush selectivity.

Sagebrush Species Tolerance

Sagebrush (Artemisia spp.) steppe communities have been severely impacted by fire canied by
annua! brome species. Restoration of fire-scaned land can be unsuccessful due to competition from annual
brome: therefore, a seleciive herbícide that can be used to preserve remaining sagebrush steppes as well
as aid in restoration is very important. Plateau herbicide has been applied over the top of several sage
species through research and commercial applications. Table 2 is a summary of tolerance research results
and commercial observations made across the western Unites States sagebrush stepPe areas.

Table 2. Tolerance summary of sage species to Plateau herbicide at 2 to 12 ozJacre with or without MSO.

Silver Sagebrush (4. cana)" no injury f>

Fringed Sagebrush (A frigidal no injury, new growlh greater than in non-trealed areas,
possibly due to elimination of annual brome
comoetition

Wyoming Big Sage (A. ûidentatal
spring applied
fallapplied

no injury
no injury, new Jeader growth often increased compared

to non-treated areas, possibly due to elimination of I

I
annual brome competition

Seedling Wpming Big Sagea no rnJUry

" Fã-n applied-Plateãrr frerO¡c¡Ce treatment

Sagebrush Case Sfudy

The Johnson Creek Unit of Sþille Canyon, WY suffered the loss of critical bighom sheep winter
habitat in August 2001. An escaped campfìre resulted in a 448-acre wildfìre. During the fall 2001

cheatgrass dominated the area, out-competing the native vegetation. A rescuey'release treatment of
Plateau at I o/acre plus MSO was applied in August 2002. Prior to treatment, 100 foot transects were
installed on the W¡oming Game and Fish treated arca and on an adjaænt non-herbicide-treâted, burnecl

Bureau of Land Management section. ln 2003, post application, belt density transects and nested
frequency quadrants were added. Measuring relative cover at 1 year after treatment, cheatgrass increased

by 8% in the non-treated area to 75olo, while native vegetation decreased a corresponding amount to 25%
of the cover (Table 3). ln the Plateau treated area, cheatgrass decreased from 84o/o Io 0% with a

conesponding increase in native vegetation to f 00%.
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Table 3. Percent Relative Cover of the Johnson Creek Unit at Sþille Canyon, WYe

Bromus tectorum Native flora

Treatment Pre-treatrnent Post-treatment Pre-treatment Post-treatment

Non-treated area

Plateau SozJacre + MSO

67Vo

84Yo

75o/o

ïVo

33%

160/ô

25%

100%

data compiled by Wyoming Game and Fish

Conclusion

Fall Plateau treatment, prior to cheatgrass emergence, remains the best program for true mountain
mahogany tolerance in addition to best cheatgrass control at the lowest herbicide rales. Results indicated
that an altemative to fìre for mahogany regeneration is Plateau at 9o/acre plus MSO. This treatment would
give wildlife managers a treatment option when annual brome populations prohibit burning due to the
increased fire temperatures threatening mahogany survival. A cheatgrass control program in an antelope
bitterbrush community should not exceed Plateau al soz|ac¡e with or without surfactant. Higher rales can
increase the possibility of unacceptable injury to bitterbrush. Aftemisia spp. exhibited the greatest
tolerance with no negative treatment response to the highest label rate of Plateau with or without
surfactant,

Plateau has proven to be an effective fire mitigation, release and restoration toof for grass/shrub
landscapes. The selective ability of the product givas wildlife and land managers options for improving
shrub communities. Specifìc species tolerance to Plateau is important when choosing rate, timing and
additive.

Specìal Thanks: BASF wishes to acknowledge and thank Ryan Amundson and Keith Schoup, biologists
for Wyoming Game and Fish, for bringing the research need ol Ptateau brush tolerance to our attention,
and helping us determine injury acceptability limits dependant on anticipated wildlife utilization.
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PREFACE

Because of their popularity and wide distribution, mule and black-tailed deer (collectively
referred to as 'mule deer,' Odocoileus hemionus) are one of the most economically and socially
imporlant animals in western North America. In a2006 survey of outdoor activities, the U. S.
Fish and Wildlife Service (USFWS) reported nearly 3 million people hunted in the 19 western
states (USFWS 2007). Although this included hunters who pursued other species, mule deer
have traditionally been one of the most important game animals in the West.In2006 alone,
hunters were afield for almost 50 million days and spent more than $7 billion in local
communities across the West on lodging, food, fuel, and hunting-related equipment.

Hunters have contributed millions of dollars through license fees and excise taxes that finance
wildlife management and benefit countless wildlife species. These funds support wildlife
management agencies, which manage all wildlife species, not just those that are hunted. Mule
deer have been an important component of this conservation paradigm and thus are responsible
for supporting a wide variety of conservation activities valued by the public, including law
enforcement, habitat management and acquisition, and wildlife population management.

The social and economic effects of mule deer declines go far beyond hunters and wildlife
management agencies. The mule deer is valued as an integral part of the western landscape by
hunters and non-hunters alike. According to the 2006 USFWS survey, 25.6 million residents in
l9 western states spent more than $15.5 billion that year "watching wildlife." The value of
having abundant populations of such a charismatic species as mule deer cannot be
overemphasized. Thus, social and economic impacts of mule deer declines are critical to all
agencies that manage mule deer and the habitat they rely on.

To address the multitude of issues impacting recovery of mule deer populations, the Western
Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies (WAFWA) chartered the Mule Deer Working Group
(MDWG). The MDWG, comprised of representatives of all WAFWA member agencies, was
established to address 3 specific tasks:

l. Develop solutions to common mule deer management challenges;
2. Identifu and prioritize cooperative research and management activities in the westem

states and provinces;
3. Increase communication between agencies and the public who are interested in mule

deer, and among those in agencies, universities, and nongovernmental otganizations who
are interested in mule deer management.

l

1.
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Toward this end, the MDWG has developed strategies to improve mule deer management
throughout western North America, and has effectively increased communication among mule
deer managers, researchers, administrators, and the public. Increased communication among
agency biologists will allow managers to face new resource challenges with the best available
science and techniques. This ecoregional and range-wide approach to mule deer conservation
will allow natural resource administrators to make science-based decisions and provide up-to-
date and accurate information to their stakeholders.

At the f,rrst MDWG meeting, members identified issues considered important to mule deer

management. These topics included shorl- and long-term changes to habitat, differences in mule
deer ecology between ecoregions, changes to nutritional resources, effects ofdifferent hunting
strategies, competition with elk (Cervus elaphus), inconsistent collection and analyses of data,

deer-predator relationships, disease impacts, and interactions that occur among weather patterns
and all these issues. The MDWG summarized these issues in a book entitled Mule Deer
Conservation: Issues and Management Strategies in 2003 (deVos et al. 2003).

Ln2004 the MDWG published the North American Mule Deer Conservation Plan (NAMDCP),
with an accompanying MOU signed by state and federal agencies. The Plan provides goals,

objectives, and strategies for implementing coordinated activities to benefit mule deer. The
overall goal of the NAMDCP is " Ecologically sustainable levels of black-tailed and mule deer
throughout their range through habitat protection and management, improved communication,
increased knowledge, and ecoregional-based decision making. "

Between 2006 and 2009 the MDWG published habitat management guidelines for all 7 North
American ecoregions. These guidelines provide comprehensive recommendations to private,
tribal, state, provincial, and federal land managers for maintaining and improving mule deer

habitat.

The International Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies (now the Association of Fish and

Wildlife Agencies) joined with the Wildlife Management Institute, U. S. Geological Survey
Cooperative Research Units Program, Nevada Department of Wildlife (NDOW), and the
MDWG to conduct an Ungulate Survey and Data Management Workshop in 2005. One of the

recommendations from that workshop was to develop a handbook of recommended methods for
monitoring mule deer populations (Mason et al. 2006).

This handbook provides a comprehensive collection of population monitoring methods for mule
deer. We recognize and emphasize that practical, political, and economic factors constrain the
ability of wildlife agencies to make dramatic changes in their ongoing monitoring activities.
However, when opportunities arise for evaluation or changes to mule deer population monitoring
programs, this document should be used to guide that decision-making process.

All publications produced by the MDWG can be found at www.muledeerworkingqroup.com.

+
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INTRODUCTION

This handbook has been prepared to aid mule deer managers and biologists in making better
decisions and choices about their monitoring efforts, as well as understanding shortcomings of
some commonly used data sets to avoid inappropriate inference. In today'.s world of escalating
operating costs and reductions in human resources, it is absolutely necessary that practitioners
select the most efficient monitoring techniques and implement them with the most effective
strategies possible. Unfortunately, many monitoring programs simply repeat what has been done
previously, with limited scholarly investigation into methods being used. Users of a technique
should be aware of the weaknesses and assumptions and the likelihood of obtaining reliable
knowledge, and realize the consequences of relying upon a poorly designed or executed method.
Modern mule deer management must be based on monitoring methods that are statistically sound
and designed to produce data necessary for decision makers.

Previous authors have presented inclusive summaries of mule deer and elk monitoring efforts
employed by the western states and provinces (Rupp et al. 2000, Rabe et aI.2002, Carpenter et
al.2003). Carpenter (1998) discussed several obstacles that make regional or landscape-scale
research and monitoring difficult. One key obstacle identified was that inter- and intra-agency
variation in data collection and monitoring methodologies often complicated and confounded our
ability to make inferences about trends and underlying causes of ungulate population
fluctuations.

Mason ef al. (2006) thoroughly described the need for increased rigor and coordination of
monitoring activities for mule deer management in western North America. The authors stated
"lí/e believe there are substantial needs and opportunities to improve interagency and intra-
agency coordination and collaboration in data-collection and analysis and to implement better
communication and data-sharing strategies."

One of the best ways to meet these needs would be a handbook thoroughly describing
monitoring methods and their advantages and disadvantages. Mason et al. (2006) called for a
steering committee to "focus on the development of a handbook of recommended field-sampling
and statistical-analysis methods for elk and deer population and habitat monitoring." As
discussed in the Preface, the MDWG, which has a history of developing important and useful
documents for mule deer research and management, was the obvious entity to produce a
handbook addressing monitoring methods for mule deer. In the following chapters, authors
present a variety of monitoring techniques and strategies, including assumptions, advantages, and
disadvantages ofeach.

Obviously, there are a wide range of techniques from which to choose and observers must
rigorously select the most appropriate technique for the purpose intended. A call for
standardization does not mean doing exactly the same thing in all places. One methodology will
not work in all applications. Nor do we imply methods presented here are the only ones to
consider. As Mason et al. (2006) explained "by standardization we do not imply that all states
use the same survey system but, rather, that all states should at least employfundamental
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statistical aspects of random sampling and bias corrections when developing new or applying
previously published survey te chnique s."

Nor should this publication constrain further advancements in survey and monitoring
approaches. On the contrary, we should aggressively and diligently work toward improvements
in accuracy and precision when estimating population parameters, while at the same time
reducing excessive costs. Plainly, the need for continued and increased interagency collaboration
on monitoring remains as essential today as when the MDWG was first established in 1998.

A key first step is to clearly state and understand management objectives. This will facilitate
selection of appropriate monitoring techniques and intensity or frequency of measurement.

Sampling all areas in all years may not be necessary. Perhaps focusing monitoring effort on

fewer areas, but with greater sampling intensity, will produce more rigorous data on which to
base management decisions.

Another important consideration involving standardization is the process of data storage and

retrieval. In this era of computers and software packages, all data gathered should be collected
and stored with standardized formats so data can be retrieved quickly. One very important
advantage of this is cost savings. Human resources spent laboring over poorly stored data result
in delays and inaccuracies. The ability to share data among other observers and agencies should
also lead to new insights and strengthen our ability to analyze regional trends. Mason et al.

(2006) addressed data collection by calling for peer-reviewed, standardized data-collection
methods, including a searchable relational database.

Monitoring wildlife populations is one of the most basic elements of wildlife management.

Because conducting a census of an entire population is rarely feasible, sampling is required and

standard elements of statistical theory must be understood and followed. For the monitoring
effort to be useful, resulting estimates should be both accurate and precise. Accuracy is how
close an estimated value is to the actual (true) value. Precision is how close the measured values
are to each other. However, in practice achieving adequate levels of accuracy and precision may
be very difficult.

Among mule deer managers, there is often a strong desire to maintain consistent data-collection
methods and parameter estimation techniques over time so estimates are consistent with previous
measures. Maintaining data continuity is a worthy goal, but historic approaches may not be the
best choice, and continued collection of inappropriate data streams does nothing to promote

sound management. However, managers may be able to maintain data continuity when an

improved technique is adopted by applying the traditional approach simultaneously for a year or
2 and identifying relationships of new estimates to traditional values. Unfortunately, because

many monitoring efforts are poorly designed or implemented, users have no or poor measures of
accuracy or precision of resulting estimates. Monitoring efforts must be scientifically sound and

applied within an appropriate sampling framework to be useful.

Too frequently, users discover data they worked hard to obtain are not suitable for rigorous
statistical analyses. The best way to prevent this situation is to include an assessment of
statistical needs in the design phase of the monitoring effort. Consultation with a statistician is an
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important first step. One key question to address early in a monitoring effort is "what is the
power of the test?" The power of the test allows the observer to anticipate the level of sampling
necessary to detect a desired difference. In other words, if a management action is designed to
reduce the population by l0%o,will your sampling intensity allow you to detect this amount of
change if it actually occurs? If variability among samples is high, the number of samples
required to detect the difference may be quite large.

In some situations, observers may conclude the number of samples required to detect a
difference is too large for available resources. The observer then must decide to either increase
the difference to be detected or wait until adequate resources are available to appropriately
conduct monitoring. Either choice is better than going ahead with measurements only to
conclude that, given substantial variability in the data, you cannot possibly determine whether
the management action was successful.

This handbook is presented with the intent information contained within is pertinent to many
monitoring tasks. The authors all worked under a common vision:

"Collecting and disseminating scientifically defensible and comparable mule deer population
information to increase interagency coordination, collaboration, and management capabilities."

We hope you agree we hit the mark.

DEFINITIONS

Accuracy - How closely a sample-based estimate represents the true population.

Bias - A systematic difference between a sample-based estimate and true value.

Census - A complete count of all members of a population in a given area.

Count - Simple tabulation of deer observed in a given area. Counts do not include members of
the population that occur in the area but are not detected.

Database - A usually large collection of logically related data organized so one can rapidly
search and retrieve desired data.

Database, relational - A relational database contains multiple data tables consisting of different
data with a shared attribute. Relationships between records in various tables are strictly defined;
data can be accessed or reassembled in many ways without having to reorganize database tables.

Detectability - Probability that a member of a population in a given area will be observed.

Deterministic model - A mathematical representation based on known relationships among
items or events with no randomness incorporated into input or output values. A particular model
input will produce the same fixed output every time the model is run. See stochastic model.

F?rl
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Metadata - "Data about data." A description or documentation of other data managed within a

database. May include descriptive information about the context, quality, condìtion, or
characteristics of the data.

Online analytical processing (OLAP) - Procedure that uses a multidimensional data model
("multidimensional cube") to allow rapid execution of complex analytical and ad hoc queries
(typically displayed as a nevr' table on a web site) along any combination of dimensions.

Natality - Ratio of total live births to total population in a specific area and time frame; typically
expressed as young/adult female/year.

Precision - Variability associated with an estimate (i.e., how much do estimates deviate from
true values). Confidence intervals are a common way of expressing precision of an estimate.

Process variation - Inherent biological fluctuations in a characteristic or process. E.g., the
variation in the unknown annual survival rate of a population.

Query - A request for information from a database. Database queries allow users to interactively
interrogate a database, analyze data, and update the database. Many database systems require
users to make requests for information in the form of stylized queries written in a specific
language.

Sample bias - The tendency of a sample to exclude some members of the population and over-
represent others.

Sampling frame - A mutually exclusive and all-inclusive list of members of the population to
be sampled. E.g., all geographic subunits within a management zone, all wildlife agencies in
WAFWA.

Sampling variation - Variability in an estimate due entirely to the way a parameter is sampled
(how many and which units). May be measured by quantifying variation between different
samples of the same size taken from the same population.

Sightability - Probability that a deer within an observer's field of view will be detected by the

observer. Functional synonym of detectability.

Sightability model - Probability functions built from empirical data (typically aerial surveys)
that provide an estimated probability of detection of a deer within the observer's field of view for
any combination of environmental covariates included in a model. Covariates typically include
group size, deer activity, sno\ry cover, and vegetation cover. Sightability correction factors are

usually developed based on detectability of radiomarked deer.

Simple random sampling - Drawing a subset of items from a population such that each item
has an equal chance ofbeing selected.
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Spatially balanced random sampling - Method using hierarchical randomization whereby
samples are approximately evenly spread across the spatial sampling frame to prevent clumping.

Spreadsheet - Computer application for data storage and manipulation. Information (data in text
or numeric form, formulas, functions) are entered in cells in a row-column matrix and can be
manipulate d, analy zed, and di sp I ay ed graphical ly.

Stochastic model - A mathematical representation which incorporates randomness in some
input or output values such that model output is a probability distribution of potential values. See
deterministic model.

Stratification - Separation of a population into more homogeneous (similar) sub-populations.
Appropriate stratified sampling should reduce sampling variance, improve precision of estimates,
and increase efficiency. To be valid, stratification needs to occur prior to data collection (i.e., not
after collecting and summarizing observations),

Structured Query Language (SQL) - Database computer language designed for managing data
in relational database management systems.

Survey design - A system used to select samples from a sampling frame (population). The
design typically invokes a series of formal sampling constructs for the data collection scheme.

Visibility bias - Failure to observe all deer present (in a sampled area) during a survey.
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MANAGEMEI{T OBJECTIVES

Mule deer are managed through a variety of hunt structures designed to attain one or more
management objectives. Management objectives can be very simple (e.g., provide for a stated

number of hunter days each year) or complex (e.g., provide for a specific buck:doe [B:D] ratio, a

specific age structure in the harvest, or a specific level of hunter success). Management
objectives are often not simply biological in nature, but rather are generally designed to attain a

desired outcome for a specific customer segment. It is overly simplistic to state "hunters only
want to hunt." Human dimensions research has demonstrated different segments of the hunting
public pursue a wide range of experiences, including simply going afield, spending time with
friends and family, seeing wildlife, or harvesting an older age class buck that meets some
personal standard.

Management objectives adopted by wildlife management agencies are generally established
through a public process that considers desires of hunters and other interested publics, biological
limitations, and social values. Social values (best determined via human dimensions research)

may include diverse aspects ranging from watchable wildlife interests to tolerance for
agricultural damage. Many states and provinces establish broad objectives such as number of
hunters afield and number of days they expect hunters to spend hunting. These are important
considerations because objectives also factor into expected revenue projections agencies depend

on for funding rvildlife management activities. Beyond those considerations, hunting opportunity
u¡ithin mcnâûêmenf rrnifs ic ocnerallr¡ arlirrsfed hqcerl rìn larôre snecific rnznâoemenf nhiecfives"r-'-^'- ^^^*"-Þ-"'-^
thatmay include

1 Population trend.
2. Population abundance objectives (e.9., a specific estimated population with

accompanying sex and age structure).
3. Buck:doe ratios (before or after the hunt, or both).
4. Estimated age structure of bucks in the population or age composition of bucks in the

harvest.
5. Antler size or conformation of harvested bucks.
6. Number of deer harvested (by sex or age class).
7. Hunter effort or harvest rates (e.g., days afield, success rates, days/harvested deer); or
8. Fawn:doe (F:D) ratios.
9. Habitat condition.
10. Incidence of agricultural depredations or other conflicts.

Harvest and hunting opportunity objectives may be further subdivided among user groups
(weapon types or hunter demographics such as youth hunts). Agencies routinely use multiple
management objectives (Appendix A) to guide their season structures (which often incorporate
multiple hunting seasons).

lo
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MONITORING STANDARDS

Monitoring of harvested populations is arguably one of the most important management
activities conducted by agencies, but limited revenues preclude intensive monitoring for all or
even a majority of populations within each state or province. Depending on intensity, harvest has
the potential to influence most mule deer population parameters, including sex ratios, age
structure, and abundance (Erickson et al. 2003). Not all populations of mule deer are managed in
the same way, and certain population management strategies require more intensive monitoring
of population demographics than others. Similarly, different components of the population have
differing effects on population trends. For example, buck harvest has little effect on overall
population trend, whereas even small changes in doe survival can greatly influence population
trend (Bowden et al.2000, Gaillard et al. 2000). However, adult doe survival shows much less
annual variation than does production and survival ofjuveniles. Because ofthe high annual
variation due to varying environmental influences, production and survival ofjuveniles accounts
for the majority of the annual variation in population size (Gaillard et al. 2000). Consequently,
juvenile:adult female ratios are the most common population demographic collected by agencies
along with overall population trend. Conversely, despite high sensitivity of population trend to
changes in adult female survival (Bowden et al. 2000, Gaillard et al. 2000), high costs of
telemetry-based studies, limited agency budgets, and lack of annual variation relative to
production and survival ofjuveniles and hence proportional contribution to population trend,
monitoring of adult doe survival is usually undertaken only when needed, as when a decline in
population size is indicated.

Monitoring intensity may be driven by both biological and socio-political needs. From a
biological standpoint, greater monitoring effort is typically associated with management
objectives that maximize buck harvest rates, or control populations with substantial female
harvest. In these cases, managers need more information to avoid unintended consequences such
as undesired population declines or very low B:D ratios. Conversely, conservative management
approaches (e.g., light buck harvest rates used to achieve greater proportions ofolder age class
bucks in the harvest) can be monitored less frequently or with less intensive methods because
there is much less risk of creating those undesirable changes in the deer population. For example,
in a situation where a management objective calls for a B:D ratio of 40:100, there is no
meaningful biological consequence whether the ratio is 30:100 or 50:100. However, periodic
assessment of population trend or size should be conducted because populations may be affected
by factors other than harvest. Paradoxically, socio-political influences may override this logic
and very intensive monitoring may be required to demonstrate a particular strategy is achieving
conservative management objectives.

Population status also influences monitoring needs. Populations of small size and uncertain
viability require more intensive monitoring than do larger populations under similar harvesting
strategies because overharvest or environmental variation can quickly lead to extirpation of small
populations. Conversely, populations near or above carrying capacity (K) because of inadequate
female harvest may also require intensive monitoring (e.g., of deer health, body condition, or
recruitment) to measure or demonstrate effects of overpopulation. Because harvesting is
essentially a landscape-scale management manipulation for which demographic outcomes are not
always known, harvest strategy is another criterion that influences monitoring decisions. Impacts
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of harvest strategies which are less understood require more intensive monitoring to provide
rigorous data on impacts on abundance, sex ratios, and age structure. When possible, agencies
should endeavor to understand impacts of harvest strategies through large-scale, experimental
manipulation of harvest regulations over multiple areas. Such approaches have greatly clarified
the critical components of population dynamics that need to be monitored (Gaillard et al. 2000).

Ideally, harvest strategies and monitoring intensity are linked with agency management
objectives and corresponding population demographic variables or controlling processes (e.g., a

certain population size will be controlled by female harvest, B:D ratio is controlled by both male
and female harvest, and population age structure is controlled by both male and female harvest).
Because each management objective helps define an appropriate harvest strategy, the more
intensive the management objectives (in terms of population impacts), the more rigorous the
degree of monitoring needed to assess responses of the population. Moreover, some harvest
strategies may require intensive monitoring for certain objectives (e.g., abundance) but not others
(e.g., buck age structure). The following outlines the most common types of harvest strategies
employed by agencies and minimum recommended levels of monitoring (see also Table l).

Doe Harvest Strategies

Independent of buck harvest strategy, does may be harvested at intensities ranging from no
harvest to open-entry harvest (most often with some constraint such as primitive weapons,
reduced season length or area, or participation limited to youth or senior hunters).

No or light antlerless harvest - Minimal harvest of antlerless deer limits concerns for
population size unless populations are small initially. Lack of substantial antlerless harvest
usually assumes populations are well below ecological (i.e., resource-limited) carrying capacity,
and thus deer health and antler development are not limited by intra-specific competition.
However, if antlerless harvest is low or nonexistent because of socio-political influences, those
assumptions may be invalid.

. Requires periodic trend assessment even with little anticipated impact on adult
females because populations may change independent of female harvest rates.

. If female harvest is low, but populations are high relative to K more frequent
monitoring of trend or abundance, population productivity or recruitment, or body
condition may be needed to demonstrate whether populations are performing
poorly and increased female harvest may be beneficial.

Moderate to heavy antlerless harvest.- Includes increased harvest of adult females to
control population size or provide increased recreational opportunities.

. Requires annual monitoring of population trend or periodic monitoring of
population size to determine impacts of antlerless harvest.

. Requires annual monitoring of population productivity or recruitment to determine
appropriate annual antlerless harvest levels. Ideally, monitoring would occur prior
to antlerless harvest or account for doe harvest to avoid inflated F:D ratios due to
large doe removal.
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Buck Harvest Strategies

A variety of harvest criteria and intensities are used in buck management. These include both
open-entry (i.e., any hunter can purchase a buck hunting license annually) and limited-entry (i.e.,
buck permits are available only to a limited number of applicants) systems. Even with limited-
entry systems, harvest intensities can range from high buck harvest (total annual mortality rates
>7ïyo) to extremely limited (total annual mortality rutes <30Yo). Harvest may also be limited in
either system by other selective harvest criteria, such as a minimum or maximum number of
antler points.

Very limited-entry buck management (i.e., mature-buck managemenr).- These strategies
often severely limit the number of hunters to keep buck harvest mortality rates very low (usually
well under 0.50 and frequently <0.30) to produce high B:D ratios and an older age structure
among bucks.

. Requires periodic monitoring of buck age structure or B:D ratios to assess success
in meeting management objectives. In some cases it may be sufficient to simply
monitor success through hunter satisfaction surveys. Socio-political interest may
create a need for more intensive monitoring, such as annual assessments.

Limited-entry buck management.- These strategies limit hunter opportunity to reduce
buck harvest and annual buck harvest mortality rates (usually to <0.50) and consequently
increase B:D ratios and buck age structure. In rare cases, a few agencies have employed antler-
point restrictions such as 3- or 4-point minimum strategies to increase escapement of younger
bucks in limited-entry hunts (almost exclusively under socio-political influence).

. Requires periodic or annual monitoring of buck age structure or B:D ratios to
assess success in meeting management objectives. In some cases it may be
sufficient to simply monitor success through hunter satisfaction surveys. Socio-
political interest may create a need for more intensive monitoring.

. Under minimum point regulations, periodic monitoring of buck survival rates may
be necessary to identify or quantifu rates of unlawful harvest (hunters mistakenly or
intentionally kill sub-legal bucks that are not retrieved or accounted for in harvest
estimates).

Open-entry buck harvesl.- Open-entry includes strategies designed to maximize hunter
opportunity by allowing all licensed hunters to hunt bucks. These strategies maximize buck
harvest and consequently result in lower B:D ratios and a younger buck age structure than most
limited-entry systems. Minimum antler-point restrictions are occasionally employed to reduce
vulnerability of younger bucks and thus increase post-hunt B:D ratios. However, most increases
in escapement of young bucks are usually attributable to voluntary non-participation by hunters,
and focused effort on older bucks usually results in a younger or truncated age structure.

. Requires annual monitoring of B:D ratios and periodic monitoring of buck age
structure to ensure objectives are met.

. Under minimum point regulations, periodic monitoring of buck survival rates may
be necessary to identifl, or quantifu rates of unlawful harvest.

I
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Open-entry spike or 2-point maximum, limited-entry adult buck harvest criteria.-This
strategy combines elements of mature-buck management and open-entry buck hunting to
maintain high levels of recreation (through open-entry hunts for l- or <2-point bucks) with
restricted harvest of adult bucks to allow some escapement into older age classes. Because this
strategy is critically dependent upon recruitment of yearling bucks to maintain yearling harvest
and allow some escapement into older, lightly harvested, age classes, monitoring of population
productivity and buck age structure is needed to determine whether recruitment and escapement

of yearling bucks is sufficient to support the limited-entry adult buck harvest.
. Requires annual monitoring of buck age structure and B:D ratios.
. Requires annual monitoring of productivity or recruitment ratios.

Table 1. Recommended population parameters to monitor and frequency of monitoring needed
relative to increasing harvest rates for most populations of mule deer. Very small populations of
uncertain viability require more frequent and intensive monitoring than levels shown.

Population parameter -+ Increasing harvest rates ---+

Harvest
Population trend
Sex and age composition
Population abundance
Fawn survival
Adult female survival
Examples

Doe harvest

Buck harvest

A
P

P

If concerns2
If concerns

None

Very limited

Light

Limited

Moderate

Open entry

A
A
A
AI

If concerns
If concerns

Heavy
Open entry 2-

pt + very
limited adult

A
A
A

A
B
B
PP

Ifconcerns Ifconcerns
Ifconcerns Ifconcerns

A: monitor annually; B : monitor every 2-3 yr; P : monitor at least once every 5 yr; If
concerns : investigate if monitoring data suggest concerns over population health (e.g., trends
indicate declining population, very low productivity or recruitment, etc.).

' If lo* density population; otherwise B.
2If population trend, abundance, or productivity rates show declining trends, agencies may
choose to intensively investigate production and survival ofjuveniles, or adult survival. Most
frequently, most annual variation in changes in abundance is driven by high annual variability in
production and survival ofjuveniles (Gaillard et al. 2000), so this demographic should be

evaluated first.

Monitoring intensity may vary from levels displayed in Table I based on monitoring approach.
For example, agencies relying heavily on population modeling, rather than trend or abundance
estimates, may need more information on fawn and doe survival rates to populate models. In
some cases, managers may desire consecutive annual abundance estimates in order to estimate
population rates of change.
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PARAMETER ESTIMATION TECHNIQUES

Harvest

Estimating harvest and hunter success rates are major parts of managing mule deer populations.
This information is needed to address biological and social aspects of mule deer management.
Mule deer populations are difficult to estimate and mathematical models used by managers
depend on accurate harvest mortality estimates (as well as other demographic data) to predict
population numbers. Hunter success has social and biological importance and is an important
factor in setting season structure and hunting opportunity. Many harvest survey methods are
similar and only vary in how questions and replies are delivered; thus, many of these methods
share limitations and biases. Minimally, hunters are asked to provide data about effort expended
(hunter days); where they hunted (e.g., game management unit); and if successful, sex and antler
size of harvested deer, harvest date and location, and weapon used.

For sample-based techniques, sample size requirements should be identifred before surveys begin
so adequate accuracy and precision are obtained. Mandatory harvest reporting, although
appealing at first glance, likely never accounts for all harvest or harvest effort. Therefore,
additional effort and cost is needed to estimate parameters for non-respondents. Some level of
bias is common to all harvest estimation techniques and deer managers need to identifu
acceptable levels for their program. Carpenter (2000) presented a thorough review and summary
of big game harvest surveys.

Web-based surveys.- Web-based surveys are becoming more popular with increased use
of personal computers. The proportion of hunters using the Internet increased from20o/o in 2001
to 34%o in 2002 (Miller 2003). Use of Internet resources by hunters is likely much higher today.

Most agencies now have an online application process that can capture applicants' e-mail
addresses. These addresses become a potential e-mail survey list. Utah recently conducted a
mule deer hunter opinion survey to help in drafting a statewide mule deer management plan. In
this example, e-mails were sent to a randomly selected subsample of all hunters who provided an
e-mail address when applying for a permit. The e-mail asked hunters to log on to a web site and
complete a survey. Response rate was moderate; only 47%o of hunters contacted returned a usable
survey after an initial invitation and 2 follow-up e-mails (4. Aoude, Utah Division of Wildlife
Resources, unpublished data).

Many agencies have implemented, or are considering, mandatory harvest reporting and web-
based surveys are the most cost-effective way to accomplish this for alarge population of
hunters. There has been little research published on the use ofthe Internet for conducting harvest
surveys, but web-based surveys likely have the combined limitations of mail and phone survey
methods. Shih and Fan (2008) found mail surveys usually generate greater response rates than
web-based surveys. Kaplowitz et al. (2004) reported comparable response rates for mail and
web-based surveys when advance notification preceded surveys, but they noted a significant
difference in respondent age by survey type (mail solicited greater returns from older
respondents). Given the current older age distribution of hunters, survey designers should be
cognizant of this potential bias.
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Advantages
. Reduced cost is the greatest advantage of web-based surveys, especially when

conducted by agency staff(as opposed to outside contractors).
. E-mails are relatively inexpensive to send, regardless of sample size, and the

primary cost is initial programming time (Lukacs 2007).
. Electronically collected information has less potential for transcription error.
. Web-based surveys provide surveyors more control through the use of text

validation and logic rules, thus reducing occurrence of incomplete or incorrect
answers.

Disadvantages
. Not all hunters have Internet access or use e-mail.
. Surveys may need to be designed for slow transmission speed (because users may

access the Internet via a 56K modem) or small e-mail size limits. Therefore, large
pictures or maps cannot be included. However, links to web sites that contain
additional information can be provided in e-mails.

. E-mail addresses can change frequently.

. Return rates may be variable.

Assumptions
. The main assumption is those hunters who supply e-mail addresses or those who

have Internet access are representative ofthe population ofhunters.

Techniques
This survey method is more similar to mail surveys in its biases for response and non-

response (see below).

Telephone surveys.- Telephone surveys are currently used by some agencies in the West
to estimate harvest of big game species. Response and non-response bias seem to be reduced

using this method (Steinert et al. 1994, Unsworth et aL.2002). Sampling designs similar to those

used for mail surveys can be used. Random sampling or a complete census can be used

depending on size ofthe hunter pool and return rate.

Advantages
. Allows you to continue calling randomly selected individuals until a predetermined

number of samples is reached.
. Allows use of more complex questionnaires (Aney 1974).

Disadvantages
. Costs and non-contact rates for this method can be high (Aney 1974).
. Many people now have caller identification and may disregard calls from unknown

sources. This development in technology will likely increase time and costs needed

to obtain sufficient sample sizes.
. Caller identification may also exacerbate non-response bias.
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Assumptions
. The main assumption is the sample truly reflects the entire population. This

assumption is met if a random or systematic sampling scheme is used and if
corrected for associated biases.

Techniques
Telephone surveys have been used as an effective way to almost eliminate non-response
bias, because ability of the surveyor to contact a hunter was typically unrelated to the way
that hunter would answer survey questions. However, this may no longer be the case with
increased use of caller identification. Successful hunters may choose to take the call if
they recognize caller identification information, whereas unsuccessful hunters may not
(Lukacs 2007). Steinert et al. (1994) reported minimal response bias from a telephone
survey (compared to previous check station results).

Sample size determination should be based on desired precision for specific groups of
hunters (e.g., weapon type) or geographic areas (e.g., management unit). Protocols for
operators should be identihed in advance and applied rigorously (e.g., number of call
backs, completion of all questions, level of data validation, whether surrogates can
provide answers for targeted hunters, etc.).

Mail surveys.- Mail surveys have been used by many states and provinces to estimate
harvest of big game species. This method can be effective when limitations are considered and
correction factors are developed to deal with common sources of bias. There are 2 main sampling
schemes when using this method: random sampling and a complete census. Random sampling is
the most cost-effective method and can be used when the hunter pool is large and return rates are
high. If return rates are low, you may need to conduct follow-up mailings or increase sample size
to obtain a statistically valid sample to estimate harvest. However, simply increasing sample size
will not solve problems associated with non-response bias. A complete census may be necessary
for hunts that are limited to a few hunters or when sample size needed for adequate accuracy is a
very large proportion of the entire population.

Advantages
. Likely to reach alarge proportion of hunters (regardless of age, economic status,

etc.).

Disadvantages
. More costly and labor intensive than Internet-based surveys.
. Potential for bias may be greater than with telephone surveys.
. Data entry from returned surveys can be time consuming and a source of error.
. Questionnaires need to be relatively short and simple.
. Some returned surveys are unusable because they are illegible, incomplete, or

contain incorrect information.
. May require multiple contact letters to achieve adequate sample size, which may

lengthen the time needed to generate estimates.
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Assumptions
. The primary assumption is the sample truly reflects the entire population. This

assumption is met if a random or systematic sampling scheme is used and if
corrections for associated biases are applied.

Techniques
There are several potential sources of bias associated with mail surveys. Some sources

are only applicable when multiple deer can be taken during the season (uncommon for
mule deer). These include prestige bias (hunters claim a higher season bag), Type I-
memory bias (memory failure causes hunters to overstate their bag by rounding up), and

Type Il-memory bias (hunters recall small numbers better than large numbers and tend to
understate harvest due to large bag limits over a long season) (Geis and Taber 1963).

The 2 primary sources of bias that apply to big game are non-response and response bias
(MacDonald and Dillman 1968). Non-response bias is a result of differences in hunting
activity or success between respondents and non-respondents. You can correct for non-
response bias by telephone sampling a sub-group of non-respondents to determine
whether their responses differ significantly from those who responded by mail. If
responses are significantly differenf, data gathered will help you create a correction factor
to apply to the mail survey. Non-response bias generally declines with increasing return
rates, but minimum response rates needed to avoid bias have not been established. Non-
response bias in mail surveys can vary from minor (Atwood 1956, Smith 1959, Taylor et

al. 2000) to substantial (Barker 1991). Thus non-response bias should be examined at

least periodically.

Response bias is a result of respondents incorrectly reporting their hunting activity. Often
the largest response biases come from prestige bias. The most common prestige bias is
hunters reporting they have killed a deer when in reality they did not. MacDonald and

Dillman (1968) found hunters overstated buck harvestby 6.\Yo and doe harvest by
1l J%. Other potential examples of prestige bias could include reports of greater body or
antler size or points, or claiming harvest of a buck rather than a doe (primarily under
either-sex bag limits). Corecting for prestige bias is difficult. One method to estimate

and correct for this bias is to send surveys to hunters who were checked at check stations
or other mandatory harvest check-ins, and compare survey data with known harvest or
hunting activity (MacDonald and Dillman 1968, Steinert ef al 1994). More recently, some

western managers have identified intentional underreporting by buck mule deer hunters
as a bias (M. Cox, NDOW, personal communication), presumably in response to limited
eligibility for permits under limited-entry and preferential draw (point) systems.

Telephone and web-based reporting.- Telephone and web-based reports are currently
used by some agencies to estimate harvest of big game species as part of either voluntary or
mandatory systems. User-selected web or telephone reporting or questionnaires are likely to
result in substantive non-response biases which cannot be assumed to equate to biases from mail
or telephone surveys. Thus, to obtain statistically valid estimates, user-selected electronic
reporting will regularly require follow-up surveys to estimate non-response bias. The apparent
reduced financial costs of user-selected reporting should not be the sole determining factor in
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their use (Duda and Nobile 2010, Gigliotti 2011). Response rates, even \¡/hen accompanied by
incentives (rewards or penalties), are typically moderate and tend to deteriorate over time.

Advantages
. Provide real-time information during ongoing hunting seasons (more quickly than

post-season surveys).
. Data can be used to validate other harvest estimation techniques or biases.
. Reduced costs because hunters do the reporting.
. Occurrence of incomplete or incorrect answers can be reduced through survey

design (via text validation, logic rules, drop-down lists).

Disadvantages
. Harvest data will very likely be biased (even if reporting is mandatory, some

hunters will not respond).
. Non-response bias surveys are usually required.
. Hunters must have access to either a telephone or the Internet.

Assumptions
. Self-reported harvest and hunting activity are representative of respective

populations.
. Information provided by hunters is accurate.

Techniques
Hunters are provided with a telephone number or Internet address to report harvest
information and hunting effort. Reporting can be either mandatory or voluntary.
Telephone operators can be live or automated with differing costs associated with each.
Upon completion of a valid report, hunters are typically provided a confirmation number
to maintain proof of compliance (for law enforcement, meat processors, taxidermists,
license agents, etc.).

Check stations.- Western states and provinces have historically used deer check stations
more than they currently do; however, check stations can still provide valuable data about deer
populations. Check stations are either required by law or voluntary. Value of harvest data
collected at check stations largely depends on intensity of sampling. Even under mandatory
check-in, harvest data will likely be biased because some hunters fail to comply. However, such
daia are often used to provide initial estimates of hunter success and harvest trend from year to
year.

Advantages
. Provide real-time information during ongoing hunting seasons (more quickly than

post-season surveys).
. Data can be used to validate other harvest estimation techniques or biases (e.g., by

comparing known check station data from specific hunters to data collected later
from the same hunters with a remote harvest survey).

. Allow for collection of biological measurements and samples (see Body Condition
section), including sampling for diseases and parasites.

itt
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Provide opportunities for hunters to interact with biologists, alleviate concerns, and
dispel rumors.
Provide opportunities to explain and promote programs or provide educational
materials.
Can serve as social gathering points for hunters.

Disadvantages
. Even when mandaÍory, harvest data will very likely be biased.
. Usually labor intensive and expensive.
. May expose staff to potentially dangerous situations.
. May require coordination with or permits from transportation agencies.
. May require specific signage or lighting.
. Mandatory check stations may not be lawful in some jurisdictions.

Assumptions
. Hunters and deer sampled at check stations are representative of the populations.

Techniques
States and provinces vary widely in their use of check stations to estimate harvest trends
and evaluate hunting seasons. Nebraska requires all hunters to present harvested deer at a
check station. Data collected from this effort allow managers to determine harvest trends
for all deer management units. Arizona, Alberta, and California use check stations to
obtain harvest information for much smaller areas, such as military bases, wildlife
management areas, and wildlife refuges. Harvest data obtained through check stations
can include species, sex, age, antler characteristics, success by permit or license type,
hunter effort, location of kill, date of kill, and hunter demographics. Most western states

and provinces do not use check stations for harvest analysis or population trend
information because sampling is nonrandom and subject to potentially large, unknown
biases. If unbiased check station estimates of harvest are desired, fishery-access-point
survey methods can improve estimates (Unsworth et al.2002).

Check stations can be operated by trained biologists or trained lay persons depending on
data quality needs. If it is necessary to set up check stations at private business locations,
operators are typically paid for their cooperation. This payment is usually negotiated
prior to the season. Hunters should be provided information about locations of check
stations with their licenses or with appropriate signage at local sites of voluntary check
stations.

Trends in Population and Demographics

Population trend is the directional movement in relative abundance or other key parameters

through time (sensu Skalski et al. 2005). Trend indices are measures that are presumed to
correlate with population abundance (or other parameters); thus, trend indices may indicate
whether a population has increased, declined, or remained stable over time, if certain
assumptions are met. Trend indices are also sometimes used to infer magnitude of annual
changes, and, if collected over multiple years, trend indices can also be analyzed to provide a
quantitative estimate of magnitude of population change by linear or nonlinear modeling. Trend
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indices can be either direct (involve direct counts of deer) or indirect (involve counts of indirect
evidence ofdeer presence, such as scat or tracks).

Despite widespread use of trend indices in wildlife management, there is much uncertainty
regarding usefulness of these indices (Anderson 2001, Williams et aL.2007, Lancia etal.2005),
including debate as to whether they should be used at all (Anderson 2001, Williams et al. 2001).
Also, statistical power of trend indices to detect an actual change in population abundance is
often very low. Consequently, changes in population size often have to be quite large (e.g.,
halving or doubling of the population) to be detected by trend indices. Similarly, statistical
theory underlying trend indices has received very little study (Skalski et al. 2005). Despite these
questions, trend indices are frequently used, primarily because of cost-efficient application over
large geographic areas and challenges involved in developing valid estimates of abundance.

Trend indices are most frequently used to index changes in population abundance, although they
may also be used to index trends in age structure, adult sex ratios, or productivity or recruitment
ratios. Whereas a great variety of trend indices exist (see below), the underlying assumption of
all is there exists a homogenous (across time, habitats, etc.) and proportional relationship
between a change in the trend index and a change in abundance or other population parameter.
Thus, before using any trend index managers need to consider 3 key questions:

1. Does a change in abundance result in a change in the index?

2. What is the relationship between deer abundance and the index? Frequently, the relationship
is assumed to be linear, but often is not.

3. Are the data for the index collected consistently over time and is the sampling representative
of the population? Both of these must be true for a trend index to have any real relationship
to abundance.

The primary problem with most trend indices is the relationship between the index and
abundance has not been determined. Despite this, trend indices are often treated as if they
accurately and precisely reflect population abundance even though such a relationship has not
been demonstrated. Because of this uncertainty, trend indices are most correctly applied only to
determine a relative (as opposed to absolute) change in abundance. A second important problem
among trend indices is difficulty in meeting assumptions, Failure to meet explicit assumptions or
apply methods to account for unmet assumptions may result in failure of an index to adequately
reflect change in populations.

For most trend indices, the relationship between index and deer abundance is not only unknown,
but also likely not consistent. Rather, it varies over time and among areas due to changes in
environmental factors (season, habitat, weather, deer behavior, etc.), human influences (hunter
behavior, differing observers, etc.), and sampling protocols (sampling effort, plots vs. belt
transects, etc.). A variety of techniques are used to deal with this variation, which cause violation
of the assumption of a homogenous and proportional relationship between abundance and the
index. First, sampling strategies are frequently systematic or stratifred random as opposed to
purely random. These former sampling strategies attempt to account for vegetation type or other
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environmental attributes varying among survey areas or times. By blocking surveys according to
these differences, the overall index should better represent the entire population.

Systematic or stratified random surveys are also often easier to implement than completely
randomized designs, especially when surveys are associated with roads or trails which are not
randomly located across the landscape. A potential negative effect of systematic sampling is you
may not capture all of the environmental variation across the landscape due to your sampling not
being random. However, this problem can be overcome by ensuring stratification (blocking)
includes all relevant variables in the stratification (e.g., all habitats likely to be used by mule
deer). A second way to deal with environmental variables that may affect the relationship
between abundance and index includes standardization of survey methodology, which is most
often used to account for weather and observer effects. Third, important environmental factors
can be included and accounted for in models to relate abundance to the index under "constant"
conditions.

Many trend indices (such as pellet-group counts, harvest-per-unit-effort, track surveys,) have
been extrapolated to provide estimates of population abundance, creating considerable overlap
between trend indices and abundance estimators. Methods most commonly used as abundance
estimators require additional assumptions for extrapolation from index to abundance that is
beyond this discussion of trend indices and will be covered in the Abundance and Density
section.

Minimum aerial counts and classification.- A minimum count represents the absolute
minimum number of deer known to be present in a given area (while recognizing an unknown
proportion of the population was not seen or counted). Counts and classifications are frequently
accomplished through helicopter or fixed-wing surveys; however, several other techniques (e.g.,
ground counts, spotlight counts, etc.) can also yield minimum counts (see next section). Counts
are often standardized to effort, such as numbers seen per hour of flight time or miles of survey
route.

Advantages
. Sample sizes obtained from aircraft, and thus minimum estimates, are usually much

greater than from ground-based methods.
Helicopter counts presumably provide more accurate counts and sex and age

classification than do ground-based counts because ofindependence ofroads,
ability to observe deer in inaccessible areas, longer observation times, closer
proximity to deer, and ability to herd deer to provide optimal viewing opportunities
(however, observing undisturbed deer from the ground with enhanced optics also
allows accurate classification). This may not be true if substantial vegetation cover
significantly obscures deer or allows only "fleeting" glimpses of deer.
A segment of the public strongly favors census and minimum counts over sample-
based population estimation. Sample-based estimates are frequently called into
question and dismissed by the public if they do not mirror perceptions.
Provides an absolute minimum population estimate which is understood and
accepted by the public (sampling techniques, statistical inference, and probability
are poorly understood by many constituents).
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Note: the last 2 bullets represent challenges to agencies in educating constituents
about the value of sampled-based methods.

Disadvantages
. There are very few cases where mule deer census is possible. Radiomarking studies

have shown even very intensive efforts covering 100% of an area fail to account for
all individuals due to concealment or observer factors (Bartmann et al. 1986).

. Costs are high compared to most other indices.

. Cost for a census would be prohibitive except for small, mostly confined areas.

. Although presumed to be more accurate than ground-based methods, validation is
lacking, particularly for fixed-wing aircraft.

. Significantly morehazardous for biologists than ground-based methods.

. Minimum counts are frequently smaller than annual harvests, causing the public to
question survey data and permit allocations.

. Motion sickness or marginally skilled pilots can result in poor viewing
opportunities and highly biased data (e.g., large proportions of groups flee to cover
before classifi cation).

. Relationship to true population size often unkno\¡/n or uncertain.

Assumptions
. Census - all members of the population in a given area are detected and accurately

counted.
. Minimum count - members of the population counted in a given area ate

representative of the actual population.
. If minimum counts collected across time, a consistent proportion of the population

is counted.
. If population components are separated, sex and age classes are correctly identified.
. Detectability is similar across sex and age classes, or counts are conducted during

biological periods where free intermixing occurs between target sex and age classes
(Samuel ef al. 1987, Bender 2006).

Techniques
Both population censuses and minimum counts are usually conducted from either
helicopter or fixed-wing aircraft., with flight protocols (such as airspeed, altitude above
ground level, and spacing of transect lines) and observer behavior (including number of
observers, direction of observation, and width of transect lines observed) held constant
among surveys. Because population census is seldom feasible for free-ranging deer,
remote sensing techniques are being evaluated to increase eff,rciency and improve
detection rates (Lancia et al.2005). Experimental techniques that have been tried include
use of aerial photographs to obtain counts of concentrated individuals or thermal
imaging. Forward looking infrared (FLIR) sensing has been used for a variety of
ungulates with limited success outside of smaller or enclosed areas (Dunn et aL.2002,
Drake et al. 2005). Additionally, remotely operated vehicles (ROVs) are being explored
as a means to decrease risks to biologists (K. Williams, U.S. Geological Survey, personal
communication). However, remote methods seem to have limited applicability,
particularly with respect to classification.
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Minimum aerial counts are the most commonly used trend index for mule deer. Minimum
counts are frequently converted to estimates of population abundance in I of 3 ways:

I . Correcting counts for different likelihoods of observing deer based on habitats.
2. Altering size of sampling units based on habitat (Bartmann et al. 1986, Freddy et al.

2004).
3. Assuming all deer along the aerial transect were seen and estimating the width of the

transect using distance sampling methods to correct for varying detection
probabilities based on habitat, transect width, or other variables.

(See Abundance and Density section for methods used for distance sampling and

sightability models). Uncorrected aerial surveys flown with consistent flight protocols to
ensure consistent and near total coverage ofsampled areas are converted to deer

observed/unit area or deer observed/hour to obtain a population index. Aerial counts for
population trend, as contrasted with counts used solely for sex and age composition,
usually have much more specific survey protocols, similar to those required for
abundance estimators such as sightability models. Despite this, as with sightability
models and similar methods, estimates will always be negatively biased because

topography and other visual barriers will prevent complete observation of survey units.

Spotlight surveys and pyound counts.- Spotlight surveys and ground counts are similar,
with spotlight surveys representing a special case of ground surveys. Spotlight surveys are

conducted at night when deer may be less reluctant to use open habitats or areas adjacent to
roads (Harwell et al. 1979, Uno et al. 2006). Both spotlight surveys and ground counts are used

to collect minimum count and herd composition data. Typically, routes are standardized,
replicated, and usually conducted from motor vehicles (especially for spotlight surveys); ground

counts may be conducted on foot or from horseback as well. Surveys can be based on continuous
observation along a route or restricted to observation points. Distance sampling methods,
including stratification by habitats, are occasionally used to extrapolate minimum counts to
abundance estimates.

Advantages
. Easy to conduct, inexpensive compared to aerial surveys, and can cover large

geographic areas.
. Produce F:D ratios similar to those from aerial surveys (Bender et al. 2003).

Disadvantages
. Roads do not occur randomly across the landscape and their location likely biases

proximity of deer (e.g., may be along a riparian area).
. Buck age structure and sex ratio data likely biased because of poorer sighting

conditions and behavior of bucks as compared to helicopter surveys.
. Detection probabilities vary with habitat conditions, weather, observers,

disturbance, etc.
. Amount of traffic along trails or roads can affect proximity of deer.
. Sample sizes usually low compared to aerial surveys.
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. Low light capability of optics influences results.

. May generate disturbance to adjacent human residents and frequent reports of
illegal hunting.

Assumptions
. Sample is representative of the population.
. Index reflects changes in population size rather than changes in deer distribution or

detectability.
. Roadsides or trailsides representative of area in general or non-changing over time,

or surveys stratified by habitat.
. Deer are equally observable every time the survey is conducted (e.g., vegetation

screening between seasons or years is not variable).
. Methods consistent among years and groups counted without error.
. Sex and age classes correctly identified and have similar detectability.
. Observers are equally skilled.
. Extrapolation to population size or density requires further assumptions outlined

under distance sampling and sightability models in the Abundance and Density
section.

Techniques
Methods used include horseback counts, hiking counts, and counts from motorized
vehicles. Ground counts can involve riding, driving, or hiking along a route or between
observation points. Surveyors move along a standard route, traveling from one location to
another that provides a good vantage point for searching for deer. Ifusing specific
observation points, after spending a specified amount of time at an observation point, the
observer moves farther along the survey route until the next observation point is reached.
Survey dafa can be interpreted as minimum numbers counted, numbers observed/mile, or
used as inputs into distance sampling models to estimate abundance.

Spotlight surveys are usually conducted in habitats that are representative of the unit or
area being surveyed. They are conducted shortly after dark, when deer are active and may
be less reluctant to use areas close to roads. A driver navigates a vehicle along a
permanently established route, while an observer (or 2) shines a spotlight along the side
ofthe route and records all deer seen and classifies deer by sex and age class. Typically,
number of deer seen/mile of route serves as an index to deer abundance and sex and age
composition provides trend information on population demographics. Data are
occasionally used as inputs in distance sampling models. However, managers should
recognize deer distribution is likely not independent of roads and a rigorous sampling
approach is necessary.

For both ground and spotlight surveys, routes are usually repeated several times each year
to account for variability in survey conditions and reduce the chance of an unusually high
or low count being used to index population trend. Occasionally, the highest total among
replicated surveys is used to index the population as it reflects the minimum number of
individuals known to be present.
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Harvest per unit effort (HPUE).- Harvest per unit effort scales total harvest by some
estimate of hunter effort, most commonly number of hunters or number of hunter-days (i.e., the
total number of days hunters actually spent hunting). As the estimate of effort becomes more
refined (hunter-days instead of hunters), the trend estimate is considered more sensitive to
changes in abundance.

Advantages
. Relatively easy and inexpensive to collect efforl data through harvest surveys.
. Presumably more accurate than harvest uncorrected for effort.
. Strong empirical background in fisheries management.

Disadvantages
. Subject to response distortion biases present in social surveys.
. Vulnerable to changes in hunter behavior.
. Influenced by changes in deer vulnerability (e.g., weather conditions, road closures,

hunter access, antler restrictions, allocation among weapon types, rutting behavior
of bucks, etc.).

. High hunter densities may cause interference in harvest rate and bias HPUE,
estimates.

. Low hunter densities, limited-entry harvest strategies, and mature-buck
management strategies can result in significant hunter selectivity and thus decouple
any relationship between HPUE and deer density.

Assumptions
. Harvest and effort data are accurate and unbiased.
. Population closed during hunting season except for harvest removals.
. Probability ofharvest constant during the season (can be corrected for differential

vulnerability among areas).
. Harvest is proportional to population size.
. Effort measure is constant (i.e., hunters equally skilled).

Techniques
Harvest and effort data are most commonly collected from hunter surveys or check
stations. The HPUE index, such as 0.05 deer harvested/hunter-day, is often used as a
stand-alone trend index to compare changes within a management unit, and is considered
to be more reflective of actual changes in population abundance than harvest alone
because of the accounting for hunter effort (Roseberry and Woolf 1991). However,
HPUE does not account for variation in harvest rates due to effects of weather or other
factors that could impact harvest. Hence, running averages across multiple years are often
used to reduce effects of annual variation in these factors. Comparisons among
management units differing significantly in habitat is a problem, because HPUE reflects
both abundance and vulnerability of deer, and vulnerability can change significantly with
the amount of security cover. Rosebemy and Woolf (1991) found some HPUE models to
be very useful for monitoring white-tailed deer (O. virginianus) population trends based
on harvest data.
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Total harvesf.- The simplest trend index is an estimate of total harvest. This index
assumes encounters between hunters and deer, and thus harvest, increase as deer abundance
increases and decline as abundance declines.

Advantages
. Data easily and frequently collected, primarily from surveys of hunter effort and

harvest.

Disadvantages
. Annual variation in harvest estimates can be extremely high and thus provides

limited inference for population trend.
. Vulnerability to harvest changes with changes in hunter behavior (e.g., regulation

changes, equipment changes, etc.).
. Vulnerability to harvest changes with environmental conditions (e.g., weather

conditions, changes in access, habitat changes, etc.).
. Harvest rate varies with hunter and deer density.
. Many potential sources of bias (response distortion) in hunter questionnaires, which

are frequently not accounted for.
. Often estimated without variance, thus providing no basis for statistical inference.
. Often ofpoor or unknown accuracy.
. Generally more effective with very intensive buck harvest strategies such as open-

entry seasons.

Assumptions
. Haryest data ate accurate.
. Harvest is proportional to population size.
. There is no response or non-response bias if collected through hunter

questionnaires.
. Harvest rate (proportion of population harvested) is constant among areas or time

periods being compared.
. Population is closed during hunting season except for known harvest removals

(e.g., no in-season migratory movements).

Techniques
Harvest data are most often collected via hunter surveys or, less commonly, hunter check
stations (see Harvest estimation). If season length and other harvest regulations are the
same among seasons, then total harvest alone is often used as a trend index within
management units. Because of the substantial influence of habitat on deer vulnerability,
total harvest should not be used as an index among dissimilar management units. As
limitations on harvest increase relative to deer abundance (e.g., reducing hunter numbers
through limited entry), value of harvest as an index declines (Fig. 1). Thus, because
female harvest is often more limited, harvest indices are generally based on buck harvest.
If season lengths vary, harvest may be modified to harvest/day or daily harvest modeled
as a function of season length or numbers previously harvested, with the latter used to
estimate population abundance (Davis and Winstead 1980, Lancia et al. 2005). Age-at-
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harvest data are used in many population reconstruction models (Williams et al. 2001,
Gove et al.2002, Skalski et al. 2005).

lBucks trDoes

2000

1 000

0

Figure L Estimated mule deer harvest, Kaibab Plateau, Arizona,1957-2010. Limited-entry buck
harvest since 1971 and erratic doe harvest severely limit the value of harvest as a population
trend index for this area. Figure courtesy of Arizona Game and Fish Department (AGFD).

Track surveys.- Track surveys involve counting numbers of individual tracks or track sets

that cross a road or trail, usually with direction of movement limited to 1 way to reduce double
counting (McCaffery 1976). Surveys are usually conducted following clearing of roads or trails
of old track sets by dragging or following snowfall that covers previous tracks. Data are used
most commonly as a relative index or minimum count, but can be used to calculate densities
(Overton 1969).

Advantages
. Simple to conduct, relatively inexpensive, and cover a large geographic area.
. May be used for preliminary sampling to implement a more robust method.

Disadvantages
. Limited rigorous validation.
. Difficulty in distinguishing among individuals or species if several ungulate species

are present.
. Dependent on activity levels and movement patterns.
. Very dependent upon proper weather or substrate conditions for accurate counts.
. Multiple counts of the same individuals very likely.
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. Mild \¡/eather conditions that minimize use of winter ranges in some years may
result in unreliable data.

. Number of individuals may be indiscernible when deer travel in groups.

Assumptions
. Methods consistent among years and groups counted without error.
. Index reflects changes in population size rather than changes in deer distribution or

activity levels.
. Extrapolation to population density requires further assumptions (Overton 1969).

Techniques
Tracks are most commonly counted along dirt or sand roads, which are dragged before
counting, or during deer migrations, usually when leaving winter ranges. In the former,
roads are dragged to obliterate any tracks that are present; then routes are revisited after
some time period (often 1 week, assuming no disturbance to survey substrate, e.g., rain
that washes away tracks, etc.) and number of track sets counted. The index is usually
presented as number of track sets/mile if collected over the same amount of time
annually, but can be converted into density by making several assumptions about deer
movement patterns (Overton 1969).

For winter range counts, survey routes are established so they run essentially
perpendicular to travel routes between winter and spring ranges. These survey routes are
then counted periodically after the start of migration to spring ranges (WGFD 1982).
Only deer tracks moving away from winter ranges are counted, with counts run after
fresh snowfall or after dragging routes to clear existing tracks. The index in this case is
usually presented as the minimum number of individuals counted or number of
tracks/mile if routes are run for the same time period each year (usually the entire
migration period).

Pellet counts.- Pellet group surveys involve counting the number of fecal pellet groups
encountered in plots or belt transects. Mean number of groups can be used as a trend index or is
occasionally converted to estimates of population size by integrating defecation rates and number
of days indexed (Marques et al. 2001). Pellet group counts for population trend are most
frequently conducted on winter ranges. Because habitats are not uniform and pellet group
distribution depends on relative habitat use, pellet group transects are most often stratified among
vegetation types (Neff 1968, Härkönen and Heikkilä 1999). For greatest accuracy, permanent
transects that are cleared of old pellet groups after each survey should be used to eliminate
confusion in aging pellet groups.

Advantages
. Easy to conduct, little equipment needed, can cover a large geographic area.
. Have been correlated with other trend indices including aerial counts and hunter

observations (Härkönen and Heikkil:d 1999).
. Can provide data on relative use of habitats (Leopold et al. 1984).
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Disadvantages
. Power to detect trends frequently low, particularly for low density populations.
. Size and shape of plots (e.g., belt transects vs. circular plots) and sampling effort

strongly affect results (Härkönen and Heikkilîi 1999).
o

o

o

o

Bias associated with inclusion or exclusion of groups lying along plot boundaries.
Difficult to distinguish species in the field if several species of ungulate are present.
More appropriate for areas of seasonal concentration such as winter ranges.
Degradation of pellets varies in different environmental conditions and with
populations ofscavengers such as dung beetles.
For abundance estimation, there is little validation of most commonly used daily
defecation rates which undoubtedly vary with season, diet, etc,
Labor intensive to conduct over large area.

Potential for observer bias in aging pellet groups iftransects not cleared after each
counting.

o

o

Assumptions
. Methods consistent among years and groups counted without error.

Index reflects changes in population size rather than changes in deer distribution,
activity levels, or behavior.
Extrapolation to population abundance requires further assumptions including 1)

constant defecation rates,2) exact knowledge of time of use in days, and 3)
population density uniform throughout range.

Techniques
This method involves clearing permanent plots or belt transects of accumulated pellet
groups and returning after a specified time period to count the number of new pellet
groups. Number of pellet groups/unit area or transect serves as the index to abundance.
Pellet group surveys are often used on winter ranges at the end of winter. Pellet group
counts are commonly converted to densities by dividing by number of times a deer
defecates/day and number of days plots were exposed. For example, if you assume a deer
defecates 10 times/day and after 10 days you find 700 pellet groups/acre, it is assumed 7

deer were present (7 deer x 10 days x 10 pellet groups/dayldeer) (Neff 1968, Härkönen
and Heikkilä,1999). Although used as a trend index or abundance estimator, pellet group
counts are usually more valuable in determining relative habitat use patterns (Neff 1968,
Leopold et al. 1984, Härkönen and Heikkilä 1999).

Pellet group data are inherently non-normal in distribution, so more complex analysrs
techniques are useful in teasing out inferences. The negative binomial distribution
(Bowden et al. 1969, White and Eberhardt 1980) is particularly useful for examining
pellet group data.

Hunter observation surveys.- Hunter observation indices involve having hunters record
the number, and occasionally sex and age classes, ofdeer seen during hunts. Because hunter
numbers and effort can be extremely large and are confined to a relatively narro\ry time frame,
numbers of animals seen and herd composition samples collected by hunters can be large and
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have been correlated with other independent estimates of population size, trend, and composition
(Ericsson and Wallin 1999).

Advantages

' Tremendous number of person-days of effort with little cost to agencies.
. Extremely large sample sizes in some cases.
. Have been corelated with other trend indices and with aerial survey data (for other

species).
. Provides hunting public with a sense of "ownership" of population data.
. Provides a method requiring little agency time to corroborate other trend indices.

Disadvantages
. Sensitive to response distortion biases of hunters.
. Untrained observers may not count or classify deer accurately
. Independence ofobservations unknown (but can be accounted for ifdouble counts

are assumed when constructing confidence intervals around ratio estimates).
. Detection of target species varies among habitats and thus changes in distribution

may be confused with changes in population size unless stratified by habitat.
. Relationships between abundance and observation index vary among areas.
. Precision of estimates low or undefined.

Assumptions
. Numbers of deer observed and recorded without bias.
. Sex and age classification correctly identified and reported.
. Number of hunter-days is consistent or observations are standardized per hunter-

day.
. Hunters equally skilled in detecting deer (for abundance trend only).

Techniques
Hunters are provided data forms and asked to record numbers and sex and age classes of
deer seen during their hunts and number of days (or similar measure of effort) hunted.
Data are usually converted to a standard measure of effort such as deer seen/hunter-day
for the trend index (Ericsson and Wallin 1999). Data for deer seen/hunter-day are usually
compared within an area between years to estimate annual rate of change in population
size. Because ability to detect (observe) deer varies among habitats, this index (as well as

all other direct indices) should not be used to compare management units differing in
habitats. Although infrequently used for mule deer, estimates of annual population
change and calf:cow ratios obtained from this method have been shown to be similar to
aerial survey counts for moose (Alces alces, Ericsson and Wallin 1999). These data are
much less expensive to collect, suggesting this method may provide a useable index for
mule deer management with further development of the technique.

Abundance and Density

Estimates of abundance or density (i.e., abundance per unit area) over broad geographical areas

are often desired to empirically manage mule deer populations. Because mule deer are

widespread and often inconspicuous, total counts have proven to be impractical, even when
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localized and in fairly open habitats. As a result, statistically-based sampling methods offer the

only realistic way to estimate mule deer numbers on the scale of most management units. Cover
and terrain often make deer inconspicuous; therefore, methods used to estimate abundance must

account for incomplete detectability of deer in the sampling areas. Based on studies with
radiomarked deer and counts of known numbers of deer in large enclosures, detectability is often
considerably less than 100%o even when the census effort is very intensive (McCullough 1979,

Bartmann et al. 1986, Beringer et al. 1998). To help address problems related to widespread
distribution and incomplete detectability, abundance and density estimates are usually made

during winter when mule deer are more concentrated and more visible against sno\N cover.
Estimates of mule deer abundance and density are further complicated because numbers are

dynamic and populations are seldom geographically discrete. Deer are born, die, immigrate,
emigrate, and frequently move back and forth across management unit or sampling frame
boundaries. Methods for estimating abundance and density must take into account whether the

population of interest is assumed to be geographically and demographically closed or open

during the sampling period.

Population modeling offers an alternative to sample-based population estimation by using

demographic parameters such as harvest mortality, sex and age ratios, and survival estimates to
predict population numbers. Unfortunately, the public can sometimes be highly skeptical of
credible model-based population estimates that do not conform to their perceptions because

actual deer are not being counted (Freddy et aL.2004).

Sample-based Methods

Distance sampling.- Distance sampling can be used to estimate number of deer within a

fixed distance away from a line or from a point based on distribution of decreasing detection
probabilities as distance increases (i.e., deer farther away are harder to see) (Buckland et al.

2001,2004; Thomas et al.20l0). Distribution of detection probabilities can be estimated based

on the assumptions that 1) all deer on the line of travel will be detected or accurately estimated,

2) detection will decrease as distance from the line increases, and 3) deer distribution is

independent of sampling design. Population size can be extrapolated from numbers of deer in a
sample of line transects or plots that can be stratified by deer density or habitat. Distance

sampling for ungulates is usually done along transects from a fixed-wing airplane or helicopter
and has been used primarily for species such as pronghorn (Antilocapra americanc) that occur in
relatively flat, open habitats (Johnson etal.7991, Guenzel 1997, Whittaker et aI.2003, Lukacs

2009). A similar method has been evaluated for mule deer in pinyon (Pinus spp.)-juniper
(Juniperus spp.) habitat in a large enclosure with relatively small bias found (White et al. 1989).

Use of distance sampling for roadside surveys or spotlight surveys is not recommended because

the assumption that deer distribution is independent of transect location is unlikely to be valid
when roads are used as transects. Violating the assumption of independent distribution can result
in highly biased estimates.

Advantages
. Robust method with relatively few constraining assumptions compared to other

methods.
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. Provides a probabilistic estimate that accounts for detectability and does not require
marked deer if all deer on the line of travel are assumed to be 100% detectable.

. Can be relatively inexpensive if used in fairly open and flat areas where use of
fixed-wing aircraft is practical.

. Relatively easy to design and conduct using geographic information system (GIS)
software and globalpositioning system (GPS) units.

. Can be applied to ground mortality transects as well as aerial population surveys.

Disadvantages
. Only realistic in open areas with little terrain relief where deer close to the line of

travel are almost 100% detectable. For mule deer, this method would probably be
limited to habitats such as upland plains, open agricultural areas, or perhaps some
sagebrush (Artemisia tridentata)-steppe winter ranges. Even in these habitats, a
helicopter would often be required as the sighting platform to achieve acceptable
detectability.

. Confidence intervals can be wide (e.g.,95o/oCI> +25yo) when there is high
variability in deer densities between transects within a stratum.

. Dependent on assigning individual deer or clusters of deer to the correct distance
interval or accurately determining distance from the line of travel. This can
sometimes be problematic, especially with high deer densities.

. Observer fatigue can become an issue during prolonged surveys.

. Can be relatively expensive if a helicopter is used.

Assumptions
. All deer on the line of travel are detected or accurately estimated.

' Distances are accurately measured or deer are recorded in the correct distance band.
. Detection probability decreases as distance from the line of travel increases.
. Deer distribution is not related to transect distribution.
. All deer within a detected group are accurately counted (if group or cluster is the

sampling unit). If the individual is the sampling unit, this assumption no longer
applies.

. Deer are detected in their original position before any movement related to the
survey effort. Deer are not recounted during the survey.

Techniques
Aerial distance sampling for ungulates usually involves

l. Establishing a set of lines of known length across the area of interest that
delineate centerlines of a set of fixed-width transects.

2. Flying along each line while maintaining height above ground level (AGL) as

constant as possible (with fixed-wing aircraft the flight paihmay be offset from
the line to compensate for the blind spot directly below the aircraft).

3. Accurately assigning individual deer or clusters of deer to fixed-width bands that
delineate specific distance intervals away from and perpendicular to the line of
travel.
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Transects are usually parallel and systematically spaced across the area of interest with a

random starling point. Stratif,rcation based on deer density or habitat can be used to help
reduce variance. As an alternative to 2 and 3 above, actual distances of deer or clusters
perpendicular to the line can be determined using a laser range finder and the sighting
angle. However, for species such as mule deer that often occur in numerous, small
groups, use of distance intervals rather than actual distances is a much more practical
method (Guenzel 1997). Fortunately, little bias usually results from assigning deer to
distance intervals as opposed to measuring actual distances (Thomas et al. 2010).
Distance intervals can be delineated using strut markers (fixed-wing aircraft) or window
markers (helicopters) that have been calibrated for a specific AGL (e.g., usually between
75-300 ft [25-100 m] depending on aircrafttype, cover, and terrain) to demarcate

distance intervals perpendicular to the line of travel using a specific eye position
(Guenzel 1997). The AGL can be accurately measured using a digital radar altimeter or a
laser rangefrnder mounted on the belly of the aircraft. For each observation, AGL should
be automatically saved to a computer to allow distance measurements to be corrected, if
necessary, for actual AGL. Effective transect width (i.e., truncation limits) and width of
distance intervals depend on predicted detectability (i.e., narrower widths are used as

detectability decreases). Four or 5 distance intervals are typically used to estimate an

adequate detection function.

Program DISTANCE was specifically designed to estimate population size from distance

sampling data (Thomas et al. 2010). This software
l. Models detection probabilities as a function of distance from the line of travel

when 100% detectability is assumed on the line of travel.
2. Allows covariates (e.g., cluster size, habitat, weather conditions, etc.) to be

considered in the distance model.
3. Allows mark-recapture data to be incorporated when detection is <100% on the

line of travel.

When detection on the line of travel is not certain, simultaneous double counts using 2

independent observers or a sample of radiomarked deer can be used to correct for
incomplete detectability (e.g., Kissling et al. 2006). See mark-resight and mark-recapture
for more discussion on simultaneous double counting methods. Cluster size bias can

occur using distance sampling because, as distance from the line increases, deer in large
groups (i.e., clusters) are more easily detected than individual deer or small clusters.

Program DISTANCE can correct for cluster bias using regression methods based on the
number of deer counted in each cluster relative to their distance from the line.

Striplransect sampling.- In areas where cover and terrain make distance sampling
infeasible, fixed-width (strip) transect sampling can still be used to obtain a minimum count that
can be adjusted using generic or survey-specific detection rates based on detectability of marked
deer. Population size can then be extrapolated from the sample of strip transects corrected for
detection rates. Helicopter line transects have been evaluated for mule deer and white-tailed deer

with satisfactory results (White et al. 1989, Beringer et al. 1998). However, Freddy (1991)
compared quadrat sampling to transect sampling for mule deer in sagebrush habitat and reported
estimates >200yo larger when transects and detection probabilities were used compared to
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quadrat sampling with a generic sightability coffection, leaving doubt as to which method was
more biased.

Advantages
. Allows transect sampling to be used in some situations where distance sampling is

not feasible because of low detectability or terrain.
. Transect sampling designs are relatively easy to lay out with GIS and are easy to

fly with GPS units.

' Provides a probabilistic estimate of the number of detectable deer that can be
adjusted using detection probabilities.

. Usually does not require handling and marking of deer.

Disadvantages
. Detection probabilities often must be determined using a sample of radiomarked

deer which can substantially add to costs. Depending on diversity of habitats being
sampled, different detection probabilities may be required for different strata,
transects, and even within individual transects.

. Relatively expensive because an aircraft is required and considerable flying may be
needed depending on size of the sampling frame, deer distribution, cover, and
desired precision. In areas with substantial cover and terrain, transect widths must
be reduced.

Assumptions
. Transect width can accurately be determined and deer can be correctly identified as

being in or out of the transect.
. Deer do not move out of a transect before detection and they are not recounted in

subsequent transects.
. Detection rate estimates are unbiased and accurately represent actual detection

rates. Marked deer have the same probability of being sighted as unmarked deer.

Techniques
Transect counts for mule deer are usually flown using a helicopter. Transect width can be
delineated by tape on the windows that has been calibrated for a specific AGL. Unlike
distance sampling, there is no need to demarcate distance intervals. Similar to distance
sampling, sample transects usually run parallel, are evenly spaced across the area to be
surveyed, and have a random starting point. Stratification based on deer density or habitat
can be used to help reduce variance. Habitat should be fairly homogenous within each
stratum to minimize the number of unique detection probabilities required.

Plot sampling using quadrats.- Quadrat sampling is similar to transect sampling except
population size is extrapolated from a sample of randomly selected polygons that are often
square and, prior to GPS technology, usually laid out using cadastral coordinates (e.g., section
lines). Small (i.e., usually <l miz12.6km2l¡, intensively surveyed quadrats are used as sampling
units in an attempt to improve detectability. Quadrats are usually stratified based on habitat or
prior deer density information. Sampling designs can include random, random spatially balanced,
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and hybrid census and sampling combinations. Quadrat sampling methods for mule deer were
described by Kufeld et al. (1980) and Bartmann et al. (1986).

Advantages
. Provides a probabilistic estimate of number of detectable deer.
. Fairly straightforward design that can be laid out with GIS (prior knowledge of

deer distribution is very helpful) and flown using GPS.
. Does not require handling and marking of deer.

Disadvantages
. Relatively expensive because a helicopter is usually required and considerable

flying may be needed depending on size of the sampling frame, deer distribution,
and desired precision.

. Confidence intervals can be wide (e.9.,95%o CI > +25yo) irrespective of sample
size, especially when deer occur in an unpredictable or clumped distribution.

. Does not include an inherent detectability correction, so actual population size is
unknown. Generic sightability factors can be used to adjust the population estimate,
but they can be of questionable value because a number of variables can influence
sightability (e.g., group size, cover, terrain, snow cover, time of day).

. When deer densities are high, it can be difficult to keep track of deer that have
already been counted.

. Deer may move out of a quadrat in response to the aircraft before they are counted.

Assumptions
. Each quadrat within a stratum that may contain deer has a known (often equal)

probability of being selected for sampling.
. Deer are detected at a fairly high rate (e.9.,>60%o), are not double counted, are not

erroneously accounted for by being forced into or out ofa quadrat, and are
accurately identified as being in or out of a quadrat when close to the perimeter.

. Generic sightability factors accurately represent actual detection probabilities.

Techniques

Quadrat methods often use sampling polygons with small areas (0.25- t mi2 ¡O.AS-2.ø
t -t]) to increase detection rates. Smaller quadrats are used in areas with considerable
cover such as pinyon-juniper woodlands, whereas larger quadrats can be used in more
open areas such as sagebrush-steppe. Using similar-sized quadrats tends to decrease
among-quadrat variation, but is not required. In the past, sampling designs were usually
based on cadastral section lines, but GIS and GPS units have greatly increased design
flexibility. Use of GPS units has also made quadrat sampling much more practical
because quadrats can be accurately flown without landmarks. Stratification can be useful
for increasing precision and for optimally allocating sampling effort based on expected
deer density. When there is suffrcient prior knowledge of deer distribution, stratification
can most effectively be achieved on a quadrat by quadrat basis rather than by
geographical area.
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Quadrat methods for estimating mule deer numbers can require considerable helicopter
time (e.g., 20-40 hours is typical for management units in western CO, Kufeld et al.
1980). Extensive amounts of flying can cause observer fatigue and result in prolonged
surveys because of weather and conflicting work assignments. Use of multiple
helicopters and crews is recommended to frnish counts in a timely manner under
preferred conditions when snow cover is present. Quadrats should be flown by first
following the perimeter to identify deer close to the boundary as being in or out. The
interior of the quadrat should then be flown with sufficient intensity to count all
detectable deer.

Even though the quadrat method attempts to maximize detectability compared to
sampling using transects or largeî area units, unknown detectability remains an obvious
issue. Survey-specific detection probabilities could be determined by including a sample
of radiomarked deer or using sightability covariates (see area sampling using sightability
models), but the small size of the quadrats and high cost of the quadrat method make this
impractical in many cases. In lieu of specific detection probabilities, generic sightability
factors developed using radiocollared deer in similar habitats have been used to adjust
quadrat population estimates. In Colorado, a sightability factor of 0.67 is typically used
for quadrats in pinyon-juniper winter range and 0.75 is used for sagebrush-steppe
(Bartmann et al. 1986; Colorado Division of Wildlife ICDOW], unpublished data). For
generic sightability factors to be applicable, quadrats should be flown with as many
variables as possible similar to those that occurred when sightability factors were
developed (e.g., high percentage of snow cover, same number of observers, quadrats with
the same area, etc.). However, even when effort is made to keep survey protocols as

consistent as possible, the validity of using generic sightability factors can be
questionable because of the number of variables that can affect detectability (e.9., group
size, deer acfivity, time of day, cloud cover, type of helicopter, experience of observers,
etc.).

Plot sampling using sightability models.- This method is similar to quadrat sampling
except that 1) it includes a model developed using logistic regression methods to account for
undetected deer based on a variety of sightability covariates, 2) size of sampling units can be
considerably larger than those typically used for quadrat sampling, and 3) sample unit boundaries
can be based on terrain features such as drainages instead of cadastral units or GPS coordinates
(Ackerman 1988, Samuel et al. 1987, Freddy et al. 2004). A sightability model is developed for a

specific survey intensity (i.e., survey time at a given elevation and airspeed per sampling unit
area) by relating detectability of radiomarked deer to variables such as habitat, group size, deer
activity, screening cover, terrain, snow cover, type ofhelicopter, and observer experience.
Sightability models account for a more comprehensive set of detectability variables than generic
sightability factors often used with intense quadrat sampling and allow the contribution that each
variable makes to detectability to be evaluated using a stepwise approach. Once the sightability
model is developed for a specific survey intensity, covariates supplant the need for determining
detection probabilities using radiocollared deer. Even when survey intensity is kept relatively
constant, sampling units should be similar in size to help eliminate variables such as increased
observer fatigue when larger units are surveyed. Population size can be extrapolated from a set of
representative sampling units.

i
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Advantages
. Provides a probabilistic population estimate that includes a sightability correction.
. Once established, sightability covariates are easier and less expensive to measure

than detection probabilities.
. Larger sampling units can be flown than with quadrat sampling as long as the

sightability model was developed using sampling units similar in size to those
being flown and sampling intensity is consistent.

. Larger sampling units are usually less affected by some potential sources of error
than small quadrats (e.g., pushing deer out of the sample unit before they are

detected, determining whether a deer is in or out of the sample unit, double
counting the same deer when densities are high).

. Stratified random sampling of sample units produces precise estimates for lowest
costs.

Disadvantages
. High initial costs to develop sightability models. Radiomarked deer must be used to

develop different sightability functions for a wide variety of habitats and
conditions.

. Relatively high ongoing costs due to extensive helicopter time required to conduct
surveys on a management unit basis.

. A sightability model only applies to the specific conditions for which it was
developed. Transferability of sightability models to habitats, survey intensities, and
conditions different than those used to develop the models is not recommended and
could result in highly biased results.

. Variance is likely to increase as detectability decreases.

. Population size can be underestimated if all deer in detected groups are not
accurately counted (Cogan and Diefenbach 1998).

. Sampling units based on geographical features such as drainages may not be

random, but drawing sampling units under stratified random sampling produces
unbiased estimates.

Assumptions
. Probability of detecting deer is >0 and detectability can accurately be predicted

using sightability covariates under a variety of circumstances (i.e., modelcaptures
all signihcant variation in sighting probabilities where it will be used).

. Sampling units are representative of the overall sampling frame and those sampling
units are analogous to randomly distributed units.

. Deer in detected groups are accurately counted.

Techniques
Unlike quadrat methods that rely on small sampling units to increase sightability, use of
sightability covariates allows sampling units to be larger and less intensively flown as

long as applicable models have been developed. Sampling units are often defined based
on geographical features such as drainages instead of constant-sized quadrats. Similar to
quadrat and transect methods, precision of population estimates using sightability models
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can often be increased by strati$ing the sample areaby habitat and deer density. Ideally,
sampling units should be selected at random or spatially balanced. However, when terain
features such as drainages are to be used as sample units, sample units should be selected
to be as representative as possible of each stratum. Population size can be extrapolated
from a set of representative sampling units. Sampling units may be stratified according to
deer density, thereby reducing variability of a population estimate. All deer in detected
groups must be accurately counted to avoid underestimating population size (Cogan and
Diefenbach 1998). Sightability survey techniques were described in detailby Unsworth et
al. (1994,1999a).

Mark-resight and mark-recapture.- Mark-recapture methods use the ratio of marked (i.e.,
identifiable) to unmarked deer in population samples to estimate population size (Thompson et
al. 1998). The population of interest must be defined in time and space and identified as being
geographically and demographically closed or open. Basic mark-recapture models include the
Petersen or Lincoln Index (Caughley 1977) for closed populations and the Jolly-Seber Model
(Jolly 1965, Seber 1982) for open populations. These basic models have limited practical value
because the assumptions required are usually violated when applied to field situations. To
address the need for more practical assumptions, a variety of more complex and flexible mark-
recapture models have been developed that often require computer-assisted solutions (i.e., no
closed form estimator is available). The programs MARK and NOREMARK have been
specifically developed for this purpose (White 1996, White and Burnham 1999).

More traditional mark-recapture methods are usually based on sampling without replacement
whereby the method of recapture (i.e., being caught in a trap) effectively prevents an individual
from being counted more than once per sampling occasion. Although these methods can be very
useful for small, inconspicuous, or furtive species, actual recapture is seldom feasible or
desirable for more conspicuous large mammals such as deer. As a result, mark-recapture
methods that use resighting, with or without replacement, instead of recapture have been
developed for more conspicuous species. These mark-resight methods allow relatively non-
invasive monitoring instead of actual recapture and subsequent marking of unmarked deer,
thereby reducing stress on the deer and costs.

Mark-resight methods have been used to effectively estimate localized mule deer numbers
(Bartmann et al. 1987 , Wolfe et aL.2004) and newer mark-resight models that incorporate
maximum likelihood have improved this method and its potential application to mule deer
(McClintock et al. 2009a, ó). Unfortunately, mark-resight methods may not be practical for
estimating deer abundance on a large scale (e.g., management unit) because of the cost and time
required to mark adequate numbers of deer and conduct resighting surveys. As an alternative,
quasi mark-resight approaches have been developed that use mark-resight data to calculate
correction factors (i.e., detection probabilities) for incomplete counts (Bartmann et al. 1986,
Mackie et al. 1998) or that use simultaneous double-counting to obviate the need for marking
deer (Magnusson et al. 1978, Potvin and Breton 2005).
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Advantages
. Usually considered one of the most reliable methods for estimating abundance of

wildlife populations when sample sizes are adequate and assumptions are not
critically violated.

. Unlike most other sampling methods, mark-resight methods explicitly account for
detectability (even deer with essentially no detectability).

. Multiple resighting surveys (aerial or ground) can be done over time to increase
precision and allow modeling of individual heterogeneity in detection probabilities
among individual deer (Bowden et al. 1984, Bowden and Kufeld 1995, McClintock
ef al.2009a, b).

. Provides a probabilistic estimate of population size and, with some more advanced
models, allows some demographic parameters to be estimated.

. Can be applied using a wide variety of distinct marks (e.g., tags, collars, radio
transmitters, paint, DNA, radioisotopes, physical characteristics, simultaneous
duplicate counts) and resight methods (e.g., motion-triggered infrared cameras, hair
snags, pittag scanners, hunter harvest).

Disadvantages
. Can be expensive and labor intensive to achieve an adequate sample of marked

deer, ensure marks are available for resighting, and conduct resighting surveys.
. Usually not practical over alarge geographical area with a widely distributed

species such as mule deer.
. Although the precision of mark-resight estimates is determined by a variety of

factors (e.g., number of marks, detection probabilities, number of resight
occasions), confidence intervals can be wide (e.g., 95% Cl> +25yo for practical
applications.

. Dependent on a variety of assumptions (see below), that if violated, can result in
spurious results. Methods with less restrictive assumptions may result in reduced
precision and accuracy.

. Marked deer may become conditioned to avoid resighting.

. Some quasi mark-resight methods such as simultaneous double-counts can be much
less reliable and inherently biased because of individual deer heterogeneity.

Assumptions (Assumptions vary depending on the estimator being used [White 1996]).
Basic assumptions include

. Population in the area of interest is to a large extent geographically and
demographically closed unless gain and loss are equal or can be reliably estimated.

. Each deer in the population has an equalprobability of being marked and marks are

distributed randomly or systematically throughout the population of interest.
. Number of marks available for resighting in the sampling area is known or can be

reliably estimated.
. Each deer in the population, marked or unmarked, has an equal probability of being

sighted or individual sighting probabilities (i.e., resighting heterogeneity) can be

estimated.
. Marks are retained during the resight sampling period.
. Deer are correctly identified as being marked or unmarked when sighted.
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Techniques
Most mark-resight population estimates of wild ungulates use radiomarked animals.
Radiomarks have the advantages of allowing confirmation of the number of marked deer
available for resighting \ruithin the area of interest and identification of individual deer.

Radiomarks have some disadvantages however (e.g., deer usually need to be captured to
attached radios, equipment is expensive, radios can fail). In lieu of radiomarks, a variety
of other marks have been used with mixed success for deer including ear tags, neck
bands, a variety of temporary marks (e.g., paint balls, Pauley and Crenshaw 2006), and

external features such as antler characteristics (Jacobson et al. 1997). Regardless ofthe
marking method, marked deer should not be more or less visible than unmarked deer
(e.g., fluorescent orange neck bands could make marked deer stand out more than
unmarked deer). Nor should the marking method influence the resighting probability of
marked versus unmarked deer (e.g., deer captured and marked using helicopter
netgunning may avoid a helicopter more than unmarked deer during resighting surveys).
Marks can be generic or individually identifiable. The latter has the advantage of
allowing estimation of individual detection probabilities which can greatly improve some
models.

Collection of DNA from scat or hair has become an increasingly popular method for
identifying individual animals in mark-recapture studies. Use of DNA has the major
advantages that deer do not need to be handled for marking, sampling is non-invasive and
relatively easy, and the technique can be applied to situations where sighting surveys are

not feasible (e.g., densely vegetated habitats or furtive species). Potential downsides
include genotyping errors and variable relationships between the DNA source (e.g., fecal
pellets) and the deer. Brinkman et al. (2011) used DNA from fecal pellets to estimate
free-ranging Sitka black-tailed deer (O. h. sitkensis) abundance using the Huggins closed
model in Program MARK.

Model choice should be carefully considered before beginning mark-resight surveys
because different models are based on different assumptions. Mark-resight models that
have been used over the years include the joint hypergeometric estimator (JHE, Bartmann
et al. 1987), Bowden's estimator (Bowden 1993, Bowden and Kufeld 1995), and the
beta-binomial estimator (McClintock et al. 2006). Bowden's estimator has been one of
the most useful mark-resight models for deer and other wild ungulates. Unlike some other
models, Bowden's estimator does not assume all deer have the same sighting probability
(i.e., allows for resighting heterogeneity), populations can be sampled with or without
replacement (i.e., individual deer can be observed only once or multiple times per
survey), and all marks do not need to be individually identifiable. More recently,
maximum likelihood estimators have been developed with similar practical assumptions.
These estimators include 1) the mixed logit-normal model (McClintock et al. 2009b)
when sampling is done without replacement and the number of marks is known, and2)
the Poisson-log normal model (McClintock et al. 2009a) when sampling is done with
replacement or the exact number of marks is unknown. These maximum likelihood
methods have the major advantage of allowing information-theoretic model selection
based on Akaike's Information Criterion (Burnham and Anderson 1998).
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Program NOREMARK was specifically developed to calculate population estimates
based on resight data when animals are not being recaptured (White 1996). The program
includes the JHE (Bartmann et al. 1987), Minta-Mangel (Minta and Mangel 1989), and
Bowden's (Bowden 1993, Bowden and Kufeld 1995) estimators. More recently, the
mixed logit-normal (McClintock et al. 2009b) and the Poisson-log normal (McClintock et

a\.2009a) mark-resight models have been included in Program MARK along with a

variety of other mark-recapture models (White and Burnham 1999, White et al.2007,
White 2008).

A quasi-mark-resight method that can be more effectively applied on a management unit
scale, particularly when deer are fairly detectable, is to correct minimum counts for the

resight rate of a sample of marked deer (Bartmann et al. 1986, Mackie et al. 1998). This
approach does not use the ratio of marked to unmarked deer to estimate population size
per se, but rather the ratio of observed marked deer to total marked deer to adjust sample-
based estimates for incomplete detectability similar to methods used for correcting
transect and sample area counts discussed previously. Mark-resight adjustment factors
can be survey-specific (i.e., based on resight of marked deer during the survey) or generic
(i.e., based on previous resight probabilities under similar conditions).

Simultaneous double-counting is another quasi form of mark-resight whereby a
population estimate is derived based on the ratio of total number of deer counted (marked
deer) to number of duplicated sightings (resighted deer) using independent observers
(Magnusson et al. 1978, Potvin and Breton 2005). For ungulates, simultaneous double-
counting is usually done from a helicopter or fixed-wing aircraft and can be applied to a
wide area because it has the obvious advantage of not requiring marked deer. Two
observers in the same or different aircraft independently record the location, time, and
group characteristics of all deer observed. For population estimation, this method
assumes all deer are potentially detectable and observers are independent. Both
assumptions are often questionable and there is inherent bias towards underestimating
true population size to an unknown extent, which raises substantial concern about the
appropriateness of this approach. In cases where sighting probabilities of deer are low
(<0.45, Potvin and Breton 2005) or unknown, simultaneous double-counts are more
appropriately interpreted as adjusted minimum counts rather than population estimates.
To adjust for the inherent bias of the simultaneous double-count method, the method can
be used in combination with a known sample of marked deer or sightability covariates to
adjust the estimate for sighting probabilities (Lubow and Ransom 2007).

Thermal imaging and aerial photography.- Thermal imaging and aerial photography
frequently appeal to the public as ostensibly practical methods to census wild ungulates.
Although these methods have some potential for estimating mule deer numbers under the right
conditions, they have often failed to show much advantage over standard counting methods
because of highly variable detection rates (Haroldson et aL.2003, Potvin and Breton 2005).

Advantages
. Create a visual record that can be reviewed, analyzed, and archived.
. Do not rely on real time observations that could be in error.
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Disadvantages
. Potential inability to l) detect deer under cover, 2) differentiate deer from the

background, and 3) differentiate mule deer from other species.
. Highly variable results that can be influenced by a wide variety of factors.
. Require relatively expensive equipment and flight costs, but often result in little or

no benefit over standard counting methods.
. Thermal imaging flights must be conducted within a narrow range of

environmental conditions.

Assumptions
. A high percentage of deer can be individually detected and accurately differentiated

from other species and inanimate objects

Techniques
Thermal imaging typically uses a wide-angle FLIR system mounted on a helicopter or
airplane. Random or systematic transects are most commonly flown, but a variety of
sampling designs are possible. The system can make a video record of the flight that can
be reviewed and analyzed at a later date. Thermal imaging cannot penetrate dense
vegetation and differentiating deer from inanimate objects is sensitive to temperature
gradients and heat loading. Night flights when deer are more likely to be in the open and
heat loading is minimal are seldom practical from a safety standpoint. Surveys using
FLIR are usually relegated to a narrow window of time after daybreak. Species
identification can be problematic in areas where there are other large species such as
livestock, elk, white-tailed deer, pronghorn, and bighorn sheep (Ours spp.). Although
FLIR surveys often assume detection probabilities approaching l, actual detection rates
can be highly variable (Haroldson et al.2003, Potvin and Breton 2005). Therefore, FLIR
surveys can have little advantage over visual counts because both methods usually must
be corrected for incomplete detectability.

Population estimation using aerial photography involves making a photographic record of
the area of interest from an altitude that does not cause disturbance to the deer. Use of
aerial photographs has had little utility for deer because they are relatively small and
seldom in areas with little or no cover. An attempt to use aerial photographs in Colorado
to quantifu elk numbers in open areas during winter \r/as unsuccessful because individual
elk could not be reliably identified (CDOW, unpublished data).

Population Modeling

Population modeling can be used to provide biologically realistic, mathematical
simulations of mule deer populations based on demographic parameters that can be estimated
using routinely collected field data. Modeling allows populations to regularly be estimated at a
scale that would seldom be feasible with sample-based population methods. There are 2 basic
types of population models: cumulative and point-estimate. Cumulative models use a balance
sheet approach of adding (recruitment and immigration) and subtracting (mortality and
emigration) deer over time from an initial population, whereas point-estimate models predict
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population size at a single point in time independent of prior history. Cumulative models can be
evaluated using objective model selection criteria based on how closely model predictions align
with field observations over time and how many parameters are used. Evaluation of point-
estimate models is generally more subjective or requires comparison with sample-based
estimates.

Cumulative models allow multiple sources of data to be integrated and considered over many
successive years. This can result in a much more data-rich estimate of population size than
single-point estimates because all relevant sources of data over time are considered. Because
initial population size and the numbers of deer to add and subtract annually are seldom known,
cumulative models rely on parameters that are more easily estimated to allow population gain
and loss to be calculated. These parameters typically include harvest and wounding loss, post-
hunt sex and age ratios, natural survival rates, and, in some cases, immigration and emigration
rates. In practice, field estimates of some of these parameters are often not available, and even
when they are measured, they often contain sampling error as well as process variance (White
and Lubow 2002,Lukacs et al. 2009). Therefore, it is usually necessary to roughly estimate or
adjust some parameters to better align model outputs with observed values. Most cumulative
population models for mule deer are based primarily on alignment of modeled and observed
post-hunt B:D ratios (Fig. 2). Cumulative models work the best when l) the data set extends over
several years, 2) field data are unbiased, and 3) adult male harvest rates are fairly high.

All models are dependent on the quantity and quality of data utilized. As the saying goes,
"garbage in is garbage out." The public and some wildlife professionals can often be highly
skeptical of modeled population estimates for mule deer (Freddy et al. 2004). Although there can
be legitimate reasons for this skepticism, it is too often focused on how models work rather than
quality of data going into models, with the latter being a crucial component.

In addition to their use for estimating population size, mule deer population models can also be
useful for predicting outcomes of different management actions, evaluating density-dependent
effects, and understanding effects of stochastic events on mule deer population dynamics.

Optimally Fitted Cumulative (OFC) population models.- These models objectively align
predicted and observed parameter estimates using mathematical algorithms that are often based
on an ordinary least-squares estimator (which is a maximum likelihood estimator when a normal
distribution is assumed, White and Lubow 2002). Alignment is accomplished by allowing some
parameters (e.g., survival rates and initial population size) to be adjusted within biologically
realistic constraints to minimize relative deviation between fitted and observed values (i.e.,
squared differences adjusted for precision of field estimates). Multiple OFC models with various
assumptions and parameter sets can be objectively evaluated and compared based on fit and
parsimony using Akaike's Information Criterion (AIC, Burnham and Anderson 1998, White and
Lubow 2002). Recently, Bayesian methods have been developed to provide probabilistic
popufation estimates using OFC modeling (Lukacs ef al.2009, Johnson et al. 2010).

Although OFC models are primarily based on alignment of modeled and observed post-hunt B:D
ratios, sample-based population estimates, minimum counts, and trend data can also be
simultaneously used for, or considered in, alignment (Fig. 3). Occasional use of sample-based
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population estimates for alignment help give greater credibility to OFC models and allow
population estimates over time to be considered in a more comprehensive context.
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Figure 2. Modeled versus observed (with95% confidence intervals) post-hunt mule deer B:D
ratios using an optimally fitted cumulative population model, DAU D-9, Middle Park, Colorado,
199l-2009. Figure courtesy of CDOW.

At a minimum, OFC models require annual harvest estimates by sex and age (adult or juvenile)
and reasonably regular field estimates of post-hunt sex and age ratios. Generic (i.e., determined
in representative monitoring areas) or unit-specific field estimates of winter fawn survival rates
and annual adult survival rates are also highly recommended (White and Bartmann 1998,
Bowden et al. 2000). An example of an optimally fitted, cumulative population model for mule
deer was described by White and Lubow (2002).
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Figure 3. Modeled versus observed mule deer population estimates using an optimally fitted
cumulative population model, DAU D-9, Middle Park, Colorado,799l-2009. Quadrat population
estimates were coffected for detectability using a generic sightability factor for sagebrush-steppe

winter range. Figure courtesy of CDOW.

Advantages
. Relatively inexpensive compared to sample-based population estimate methods.
. Practical alternative for estimating deer numbers in multiple management units on a

regional or statewide basis.
. Highly transparent when spreadsheet-based. All formulas can easily be viewed.
. Can incorporate multiple sources of data over time in a comprehensive context.
. Accounts for precision of field estimates.
. In some cases, Bayesian modeling can be used to obtain probabilistic estimates of

population size.
. Not highly dependent on an accurate initial population estimate. Dependence on an

initial population estimate decreases as quantity and quality of data in the model
increase.

. Very flexible. Additional variables and calculations can easily be added or
modified.

. Model solutions are determined using an objective mathematical process rather
than by subjective manipulation.
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Allows various model solutions to be evaluated using objective model selection
criteria such as AIC.

Disadvantages
. Does not provide a probabilistic estimate of population size unless Bayesian

modeling approaches are used (see Techniques below).

O

a

At a minimum, unbiased, relatively accurate harvest estimates and unbiased sex
and age ratios are required. Biased data obtained using some common methods
(e.g., voluntary hunter harvest reports) would not be appropriate for OFC modeling.
Credibility of an OFC model is ultimately based on alignment with unbiased,
sample-based, population estimates which can make this approach impractical for
statewide implementation unless it is assumed that, given adequate, relatively
unbiased field data, models can satisfactorily represent population size without
corroborating population estimates.
May lack suff,rcient data for developing credible models. Data-poor models can
have little value except to put harvest estimates into a population context.
Biologically unrealistic assumptions and constraints can lead to spurious results.
Users can inadvertently modifu formulas in error.

Assumptions
. Parameter estimates are unbiased (or bias can be corrected) and consistently

estimated over time (see sections on Harvest, Survival, and Age and Sex
Composition for more discussion of potential bias in these parameters).

. To reduce the number of variables, harvest and F:D ratios are usually assumed to
be estimated without error. Variance of these estimates can be considered in more
complex, data-rich models, however.

. Population being modeled is geographically closed over time or immigration and
emigration rates are equal or can be reliably estimated.

. Constraints and constants (e.g., 50:50 fawn sex ratio) are biologically realistic
based on available data.

Techniques
Optimally fitted cumulative models can be built and effectively run using spreadsheet
software that incorporates an optimization program such as Solver (Frontline Systems,
Incline Village, NV, USA). Optimization programs have a targefcell, decision variables,
and constraints. The optimizer minimizes or maximizes the target cell by iteratively
adjusting the decision variables within specified constraints. Optimization of OFC
models is accomplished by minimizing atarget cell which is the sum of all deviances and
penalties in the model. Deviances apply to parameters that are fitted (e.g., B:D ratios)
whereas penalties apply to other parameters that might be adjusted (e.g., F:D ratios).
Deviances and penalties are calculated relative to the standard enor (SE) of each
observed value:

Deviance or Penalty¡: f(Observed Valuei - Modeled Value¡)/SE of the Observed Valuel2
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Decision variables in OFC models usually include winter fawn survival rates, annual
adult survival rates, and initialpopulation size. While it is also possible to include F:D
ratios and harvest estimates as decision variables this can result in excessive complexity
and increase the amount of play in the optimal solution. Use of male survival rates as

decision variables can be justihable if there are data indicating differential survival rates

between adult males and adult females. However, allowing male survival rates to be

adjusted can effectively wash out other variables when aligning sex ratios. Therefore,
male survival rates should only be allowed to vary if reliable male survival estimates are

available or if they are expressed as a function of adult female survival rates.
Performance of OFC models can be improved by removing sampling variation from
survival estimates and using process distribution of survival parameters to make more
informed adjustments in these decision variables when they have not been measured
(Lukacs et al. 2009).

Because population size is treated as a decision variable, OFC models are not highly
dependent on entering an accurate estimate of initial population size. However, an

optimal solution will be determined much more efficiently if a reasonable initial
population estimate is entered. This can be accomplished by determining the relationship
between OFC model estimates and buck harvest across management units (data analysis
units [DAU] are used for this purpose in Colorado) and years. For example, after all deer
hunting became limited in Colorado in 1999, an initial post-hunt population estimate for
most DAUs can be approximated by multiplying average buck harvest for the frrst 3

years of the model by 17 .3 (CDOW, unpublished data; Fig. 4). Prior fo 1999 when buck
licenses were unlimited, an estimate of initial population size can be approximated by
multiplying initial buck harvest by I 1.4 (CDOW, unpublished data; Fig. 5).

Fit will often improve as additional parameters are added to OFC models or constraints
are relaxed. However, the model with the best fit may not provide the best representation
of reality. Therefore, evaluation of OFC models should not only take into account
goodness of fit between observed and modeled values, but also how many parameters and
assumptions are used and biological legitimacy of all parameters, constants, and
constraints. Model selection criteria such as AIC can be very helpful for balancing fit and

parsimony, but cannot explicitly identify illegitimate constraints or assumptions.

Population reconstruction methods.- Population reconstruction uses cumulative age-

specific harvest and mortality data to estimate population structure and size using a bookkeeping
approach for all known mortalities by cohorl. In their simplest form, population reconstruction
models for deer would only have practical application if almost all mortality is assumed to be

accounted for using harvest surveys or for small, contained populations where all mortalities can
be detected (McCullough 1979). Reconstruction based primarily on harvest data usually
underestimates population size and requires mortality recovery rate estimates by cohort to be

more realistic (Roseberry and Woolf 1991). More complex reconstruction methods such as the
statistical age-at-harvest model incorporate survival rates estimated with radiomarked deer to
include non-hunting mortality (Gove et al.2002).
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Figure 4. Relationship between buck harvest and modeled post-hunt population estimates for 55
deer DAUs in Colorado using optimally fitted cumulative population models, 1999-2006. All
deer licenses in Colorado were limited in 1999 and statewide post-hunt B:D ratios increased
from an average of 17:100 prior to limitation to 32:100 after limitation. Figure courtesy of
CDOW.

Advantages
. Only requires age-specific harvest or other mortality data.
. Can provide a detailed record of population sex and age structure including age-

specific survival rates.

Disadvantages
. Requires age-specific harvest and mortalify data which can usually only be reliably

obtained by collecting tooth samples from adult deer.
. Population size can only be estimated after all deer alive in that year have died

unless assumptions are made to predict future mortality. Such assumptions reduce
reliability of population estimates.

. Non-hunting mortality, particularly of fawns, is known to be a major source of
mortality in most mule deer populations. Mule deer population reconstruction that
does not take into account non-hunting monality would be of questionable value.
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Assumptions
. Usually assumes mortality is primarily due to harvest and the proportion of

mortality accounted for is relatively constant over time by cohort.
. Age-specific mortality can accurately be estimated based on harvest surveys and

field data. That is, age structure in the harvest is representative of age structure of
the population.
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Figure 5. Relationship between buck harvest and modeled post-hunt population estimates for 33

deer DAUs in Colorado with unlimited buck licenses, 1990-1998. Post-hunt B:D ratios averaged

approximately 17:100. Figure courtesy of CDOW.

Techniques
Population reconstruction uses year of death and age of known mortalities to populate a

post hoc bookkeeping model that follows each cohort over time. Given that mule deer in
the wild can potentially live >12 years, simple population reconstruction methods usually
have limited application for management purposes. Models that predict future mortality
to allow more timely reconstruction and include estimated mortality recovery rates

introduce additional uncertainty into estimates.

Sex-Age-Kill (SAK) models.- This type of model is used by some states in the Midwest
and East to provide a post hoc, pre-season point estimate of white-tailed deer numbers and to
project a pre-season population estimate for the following year (Millspaugh et al. 2009). Pre-
season population estimates are based on estimating adult male (ì1.5 years) abundance from
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harvest data and an estimated harvest rate and then estimating total population size based on sex
and age ratios.

Advantages
. Uses routinely collected data (harvest by sex and age to calculate pre-hunt sex and

age ratios) to estimate density or population size.
. Cost efficient to collect the minimum data typically used.
. Simpler than accounting methods when data are available.

Disadvantages
. Proportion of buck mortality associated with harvest is not empirically estimated.

Therefore, adult male harvest rate is modeled based on harvest age structure (units
with high hunter pressure and exploitation have lower non-harvest loss) or roughly
estimated.

. Fawn:doe ratios are based on opportunistic observations made prior to hunting
season. This would seldom be possible with any confidence for many mule deer
populations that occupy remote, mountain summer ranges. Pre-hunt F:D ratios for
mule deer would be more effectively estimated based on post-hunt aerial
classification and adjusted to pre-hunt ratios by accounting for harvest and
wounding loss.

. Adult sex ratios are estimated based on proportions of yearling bucks and does in
the harvest and the pre-birth sex ratio. For mule deer, adult sex ratios could be more
effectively estimated based on post-season aerial classihcation.

. Model performance can decline as scale is reduced (i.e., statewide vs. management
unit basis).

. Sensitive to sudden changes in male harvest rate as may occur with extreme
hunting conditions or major changes to hunting rules.

. Model is highly dependent on accurate estimation of the adult male segment.

. Does not usually provide a probabilistic estimate unless all parameter estimates are
unbiased and all assumptions are met.

. Not well understood by the public.

. Complicated by antler point restrictions because age structure of harvested bucks is
unlikely to represent age structure of bucks in the population.

Assumptions
. Buck harvest is a reliable index of pre-hunt population size and age structure of

harvested bucks mirrors buck age structure of the population (i.e., rate of buck
harvest is independent of age and size class). This assumption is only likely to be
valid when buck licenses are unlimited.

. Population has a stable age structure and is stationary in size for pre- and post-hunt
population estimates.

. Model parameter estimates (e.g., F:D ratios, harvest estimates, adult male harvest
rates) are unbiased. Generic estimates (e.g., pre-birth sex ratio) are representative,
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Techniques
Pre-hunt adult male abundance is estimated by dividing adult male harvest by estimated
adult male harvest rate. This rate is calculated as the product of total annual adult male
mortality rate and proportion of adult male mortality resulting from harvest. The latter
variable is either predicted based on the proportion of 1.5-year-old males in the adult
male harvest (a measure of total mortality) or roughly estimated. The assumption of a
stable age distribution and stationary size is necessary to calculate total annual adult male
mortality rate without bias and to estimate the adult sex ratio. However, a 5-year average

of percent yearlings in the buck harvest closely approximates total adult buck mortality
under a stable-stationary condition when using uniform hunting rules each year.

Change-in-ratio (CIR) estimators.- This point-estimate method uses changes in sex or age

ratios before and after known harvest to estimate population size (Paulik and Robson 1969,

Seber 1982). For deer, CIR estimators are usually based on a change in sex ratios after a

disproportionately high harvest of bucks compared to does (Conner et al. 1986). Differential
harvest between bucks and does is required and the difference should be large enough to result in
a substantial change in the sex ratio. In practice, this method is only effective when a large
proportion ofpre-hunt bucks are harvested.

Advantages
. Relatively inexpensive.
. Uses routinely collected data.

Disadvantages
. Requires unbiased and relatively precise estimates of sex ratios and harvest. Sex

ratio variances are often too large to give much confidence in resulting population
estimates.

. Ifharvest does not change the sex ratio relative to the change that can be detected

with sex ratio surveys, the estimator fails and does not produce an estimate.

Assumptions
. Harvest and wounding loss by sex are usually assumed to be estimated without

error.
. Pre-hunt and post-hunt sex ratios can be estimated with fairly high precision and

without bias (i.e., bucks and does are equally detectable during each sex-ratio
survey).

. Population is closed between pre-hunt and post-hunt surveys except for known
harvest.

Techniques
Change-in-ratio methods rely on unbiased and fairly precise sex-ratio estimates (see Age
and Sex Composition). Sex ratios can often be biased because bucks are less likely to be

detected than does when male harvest rates are disproportionately high (Roseberry and

Woolf 1991). Even if sex ratios are assumed to be unbiased, they often lack enough
precision to make CIR population estimates for mule deer very reliable.
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POP-II and POP-III models.- POP-il is a commercial, cumulative population modeling
program based on the ONEPOP model developed at Colorado State University in the early 1970s
(Bartholow 1999). POP-II is similar to OFC models in that it is essentially a bookkeeping
program that uses alignment between observed and modeled sex ratios as the basis for adjusting
variables in the model. The POP-il model uses parameters generally similar to OFC models and
is therefore also highly dependent on unbiased field estimates. However, POP-II is a
deterministic model that does not optimally fit observed data, but rather allows the user to
manipulate avariety of parameters and assumptions to improve subjective fit. Precision of field
estimates is not accounted for in POP-II, nor does the model incorporate sample-based
population estimates. Because POP-il is a commercial program, it has much less transparency
than a spreadsheet-based model and cannot be customized. POP-il is an extension for POP-il
that incorporates stochasticity.

Advantages
. Readily available and turn-key.
. Consistent model framework that cannot be altered by the user.
. Uses an intuitive bookkeeping approach.
. Familiar to biologists in some agencies who have used it for many years.
. Allows "what if'population scenarios and management alternatives to be

evaluated.

Disadvantages
. Does not objectively fit observed data using a mathematical algorithm, but rather

allows the user to manipulate different aspects of the model to improve fit.
Evaluating how the fit of the final model selected compares to a model that is
optimally fit is not possible. Model selection can be subjective to conform to
expectations.

. Does not provide full transparency to allow the user to understand how parameters
are being used and how calculations are being performed.

. Does not have the flexibility of spreadsheet-based models that can be readily
customized by the user.

. More dependent on an accurate estimation of initial population size than OFC
models. POP-il also requires initial age and sex structure to be entered.

. Does not take into account precision of field estimates.

. Unlike OFC models, outputs cannot be evaluated using model selection criteria
such as AIC.

. Requires oldest age class in the field to be specified (older deer are automatically
removed). Although contribution of this factor to bias in mule deer models is
unknown, specification of the oldest age class has clearly biased some elk models
based on longevity of some radiocollared elk.

. Because necessary parameter inputs are rarely empirically measured, incorrect
rough estimates can produce large deviations from actual population size.

Assumptions
. Whatever model is selected is representative of the true population.
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. Parameter estimates are unbiased (or bias can be corrected) and consistently
estimated over time (see sections on Harvest, Survival, and Age and Sex
Composition for more discussion of potential bias in these parameters).

. Harvest and F:D ratios are usually assumed to be estimated without error.

. Population being modeled is geographically closed over time, or immigration and
emigration rates are equal or can be reliably estimated.

. Constraints and constants (e,g., 50:50 fawn sex ratio) are biologically realistic
based on available data.

Techniques
POP-il calculates population size based on a straightforward bookkeeping approach that
requires estimates of initial population size and structure and annual estimates of 1)

preseason natural mortality, 2) harvest, 3) wounding loss, 4) post-season natural
mortality, and 5) birth pulse. Model solutions can be manually manipulated to improve fit
between modeled and observed values by changing a number of variables, including
natural survival rates, a mortality severity index, harvest effort values, and reproductive
rates by group. A correlation coefficient and goodness-of-fit statistic are calculated to
help evaluate fit for each simulation. POP-II models are parameter rich and use some data
(e.g., age-specific structure, harvest, and reproductive rates) that are rarely estimated in
the field for mule deer.

Harvest per unit effort methods (HPUE).- Models employing HPUE are based on an

inverse relationship between number of deer harvested or counted for each unit of effort (e.g.,
per hunter-day, per hour of observation ) and population size (Lancia er. al. 7996a). These models
have been used for many years to estimate commercial fish abundance, but have received
relatively little use for estimating big game populations. Models incorporating HPUE for
estimating white-tailed deer numbers were described by Novak et al. (1991), Roseberry and
Woolf (1991), and others.

Advantages
. Relatively inexpensive. When based on harvest per hunter-day or percent success,

only hunter survey dataare required.

Disadvantages
. Hunter-hours and harvest data are often not available on a daily basis.
. Two or more harvest periods may be required.
. Harvest success must be high enough to cause a significant decline in the

population or the slope of HPUE models will not change, and thus not produce an

estimate.

Assumptions
. Vulnerability to harvest is constant. Changes in conditions (e.g., weather, snow

depth), hunting methods and regulations, and deer behavior during the harvest
period are assumed to have little effect on vulnerability or the effect can be reliably
estimated.
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Hunters are not highly selective (e.9., hunters do not hold out for larger bucks) and
selectivity does not change during the harvest period (e.g., hunters do not become
more likely to shoot a small buck or doe later in the season).
Populations are closed while harvest is occurring.

Techniques
There are several variants of the HPUE method (e.9.,2 harvest periods, Leslie method,
direct index, etc.) with different assumptions (Roseberry and Woolf l99l). Relationships
between harvest per effort and abundance are determined by regression analysis and are
often assumed to be linear. If harvest effort is constant, percent success can substitute for
effort in some models. Managers can extrapolate HPUE to estimate population
abundance using DeLury non-linear HPUE or similar models (Roseberry and Woolf
l99l, Skalski et al. 2005). Currently, HPUE methods have little practical value for
estimating mule deer numbers because underlying assumptions are seldom realistic.
These methods are more suitable for providing a population index rather than a
population estimate and, even then, should be used in conjunction with other methods.

Survival Rates

Finite survival rate is the probability of an organism remaining alive through a specified time
period and is usually estimated by the proportion of survivors in a sample. Survival rate
estimates, particularly for adult females, are the most sensitive parameters in cumulative mule
deer population models (White and Bartmann 1998, Bowden et al. 2000). Although mule deer
models are less sensitive to changes in fawn survival, fawn survival rates can also be very
influential on model performance because fawn survival can be much more variable (i.e., larger
process variance) than adult doe survival (Unsworth et al. 1999b, Lukacs et al.2009).

Survival rates are usually calculated as "natural" survival rates that exclude harvest and, in some
cases, wounding loss and illegal kills. Survival rates of adults are usually expressed on an annual
basis, whereas, for the purpose of population modeling, fawn survival rates are more practically
based on winter survival from the time of post-hunt classification surveys until fawns are
recruited as yearlings. Pre-hunt fawn survival is not required for population modeling but can be

of interest to better understand population dynamics. Pre-hunt fawn survival is most effectively
estimated by locating and radiomarking fawns soon after birth (best accomplished via use of
vaginal implant transmitters; Bishop et aI.2007 ,2009b). Alternatively, but with less accuracy
and precision, estimates of pregnancy and fetal rates along with fawn:adult female ratios may be

used to estimate pre-hunt fawn survival.

Although annual doe and winter fawn survival rates for mule deer have been commonly
monitored, relatively little information is available on natural buck survival rates (Pac and White
2007). This has been because l) managers often assume doe and buck survival rates are similar
(White and Lubow 2002),2) buck survival is considered to be the least important survival
parameter in population models, and 3) placement of radiocollars on adult bucks is problematic
because of annual changes in neck circumference. The assumption that doe and buck natural
survival rates are similar is probably not valid in many cases and these rates can likely be
influenced by buck and doe harvest rates (Mackie et. al 1998; B. Watkins, CDOW, unpublished
data). Differential survival can affect model outcomes when B:D ratios are used for alignment.
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Most surviv al rate estimates for mule deer have sampling variation and process variation.
Process variation refers to the inherent biological variability (temporal and spatial) in the
survival rate across time or space. Survival estimates across multiple years and locations are

required to separate process variation from sampling error (White and Bartmann 1998, Bowden
et al.2000, Lukacs et al. 2009). Estimating process variation in mule deer survival rates can

improve OFC population model performance, particularly when field data are sparse (Lukacs et
aI.2009). Although survival rates can theoretically be estimated based on changes in sex and age

ratios, using band recoveries, or using age data to reconstruct populations, by far the most useful
method for mule deer is to use samples of radiomarked deer.

Known-fate using radiotelemetry.- With few exceptions, survival rates of wild ungulates
are estimated using a sample of radiomarked animals. Using radiotelemetry, survival rates can be

efficiently estimated for specific sex and age classes and information can be obtained on cause-

specific mortality and spatial distribution. Radiomarks allow the fate (i.e., live, dead, or
censored) of marked deer during a specif,red time period to be known with certainty and allow
calculation of survival rates using known-fate models based on simple binomial likelihoods.

Advantages
. Most efficient, direct, and potentially least biased method to determine survival

rates.
. Survival probabilities can be continuously estimated over time depending on the

frequency of monitoring.
. Allows estimation of survival rates for specific deer groupings (e.g., age class, sex,

geographic area,habitat, etc.), potential identification of cause-specific mortality,
and estimation of the contribution of specific mortality factors to overall survival.

. Deer with unknown fate can be censored, but still be included in survival rate

estimation while they are still known to be alive.

Disadvantages
. Relatively expensive equipment and monitoring costs.
. Infrequent monitoring can be problematic depending on the timeframe of survival

estimates.
. Depending on analysis method used, small initial sample sizes can bias survival

rates unrealistically low if much mortality occurs early in the survival period.

Assumptions
. Collars are randomly distributed within sex and age classes of interest.
. Date of death can be accurately determined to have occurred within or outside of

the period of interest.
. Capture and radiomarking do not affect survival probabilities.

Techniques
Survival studies using radiotelemetry involve

I . Marking a sample of deer with transmitters equipped with mortality sensors.

2. Periodic telemetry monitoring from the ground, from aircraft, or by satellite.
3. Timely field investigation of mortality signals.
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4. Estimating date of death when monitoring is infrequent.
5. Censoring deer that cannot be located because of radio failure, shed transmitters,

movement out of the study area, or any other reason.

Survival rates can be estimated from known-fate data in a variety of ways. The simplest
method is to simply divide the number of deer alive at the end of the period by the
number marked. This method has obvious limitations (e.g., censoring is not possible) and
is seldom useful. A more common technique is to calculate survival rates using the
Kaplan-Meier method (Kaplan and Meier 1958, Pollock et al. 1989). This method

1. Allows staggered entry of fate data (i.e., additional marked deer can be added to
the sample at any time during the survival period).

2. Allows available data from censored deer to be considered while their fate is still
known.

3. Provides an estimate ofprecision.

Small initial sample sizes may need to be lumped over time for entry to avoid
unrealistically low survival rates when using staggered entry. For example, if only 2 deer
are initially radiocollared and 1 dies before other deer are added to the sample, the
survival rate using the Kaplan-Meier method will be <50o/o no matter how many
additional deer are collared and survive unless appropriate analysis alternatives are used
to address this issue.

For more detailed analyses that can take into account specific attributes of known-fates
data, program MARK can be used to calculate mule deer survival rates using a variety of
models (White and Burnham 1999). A major advantage of MARK is that binomial
models based on maximum likelihood estimation can be used to estimate survival,
allowing the use of AIC for model selection. Program MARK also includes analysis
alternatives for ragged data when deer are not monitored in discrete intervals and exact
day of death is unknown.

Adequate sample sizes for survival monitoring depend on rate and timing of mortality
and level of precision desired for population modeling. White and Bartmann (1998)
recommended samples of at least 40-60 fawns and 20-40 does to achieve reasonable
precision in Colorado DAUs. However, replacement or additional doe radiocollars should
be deployed each year to help maintain a doe sample that more likely represents age
structure of the female population (i.e., younger age cohorts are represented). This
approach usually results in a sample of 60-80 does because of relatively high doe survival
rates (CDOV/, unpublished data).

An attempt should be made to randomly or systematically distribute the radiomarked
sample across the area of interest. This can be most effectively accomplished by
helicopter net-gunning the deer to be collared. However, to help reduce costs, other less
expensive methods (e.g., drop nets, cage traps, chemical immobilization, drive nets) can
also be used in combination with net-gunning as long as the sample is spatially well
distributed.
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For the purpose of population modeling, the beginning of the period for estimating
overwinter fawn survival should closely coincide with estimation of F:D ratios. For
example, if the survival rate period begins well after age ratio classification, recruitment
of fawns to the yearling age class will be overestimated if appreciable mortality occurs
during this time interval. To help reduce costs and ensure collars do not become too tight
with additional growth, overwinter fawn survival can be estimated using collars designed
to drop off in 6-9 months. This can economically be accomplished by cutting collar
belting and reattaching the ends using latex surgical tubing that will degrade with
ultraviolet light exposure. Another alternative is to use expandable collars, particularly on
female fawns, some of which will be recruited into the future adult doe sample.

Band recovery.- Although frequently used for migratory game birds, band recoveries
have seldom been used to estimate big game survival rates. White and Bartmann (1983)
attempted to use band recoveries to estimate survival of mule deer and concluded the method
was generally impractical because of the large sample sizes required and incomplete reporting.

Advantages
. Does not require radiotelemetry equipment and monitoring.

Disadvantages

a

a

Known-fate models do not apply. Survival can be estimated with much higher
precision and less bias using radiotelemetry.
Requires large numbers of deer to be marked which can result in considerable
costs.
Sources of mortality cannot be readily differentiated.
Requires high band recovery rate to obtain precise estimates.

Assumptions
. Banded and non-banded deer have the same probability of survival.

Techniques
Band recovery methods have been used for many years to estimate survival rates for
migratory game birds and fish (Brownie et al. 1985). For mule deer, inexpensive neck
bands and ear tags can be used for band recovery studies. However, use of band recovery
methods to estimate mule deer survival is seldom justifiable unless large numbers of deer

are being marked for other reasons. The only potential advantage of using band
recoveries for estimating deer survival is to avoid the expense of radiotelemetry
equipment and monitoring. This is seldom justifiable because deer capture costs, rather
than telemetry costs, are often the most expensive aspect of survival studies. Program
MARK can be used to analyze band recovery data (White et al. 2001).

Change-in-ratio estimators.- This method provides estimates of overwinter fawn and

adult survival rates using pre- and post-winter fawn:adult ratios and the estimated age ratio of
overwinter mortalities (White et al. 1996). Fawn:adult ratios are used because bucks cannot be

readily distinguished from does at a distance in the spring after antlers are shed. The age ratio of
overwinter mortalities must be estimated to determine the effect of adult mortality on post-winter
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fawn:adult ratios. Although theoretically sound, the change-in-ratio method would likely result
in very imprecise and likely biased survival estimates for mule deer.

Advantages
. Relatively inexpensive because deer do not need to be captured and marked.

Disadvantages
. Requires accurate and precise estimates of age ratios. Accurate classihcation of

fawns in the spring can be highly prone to error.
. Aerial classification is recommended to achieve a well distributed, representative

sample. This adds to the cost and makes accurate age classification more difficult.

Assumptions
. Age-ratio estimates are unbiased or have the same bias in all surveys.
. Deer are not misclassified.
. Fawn mortalities are as likely to be detected as adult monalities during spring

surveys.

Techniques
Pre- and post-winter age ratios can be estimated using ground or aerial surveys. However,
aerial surveys are less likely to be biased because bucks are more prone to be segregated
from does during post-winter than during pre-winter because of the rut (White et al.
1996). Age ratios of mortalities can be estimated using ground transects in winter range
areas.

Population reconstruction methods.- Age-specific annual survival rates can be calculated
from reconstructed population databy dividing the number of deer alive in each cohort during
year t +1 by the number alive in year t. Unlike the use of population reconstruction to estimate
population size, surviv al rate estimates do not require a full accounting of mortalities as long as

recovered mortalities are assumed to be representative of total mortalities. This method is
equivalent to the cohort life table of the older population dynamics literature. With the possible
exception of small, conf,tned populations, population reconstruction methods have little practical
value for estimating mule deer survival rates because non-harvest mortality must still be
estimated.

Advantages
. Can provide a detailed record of population sex and age structure, including age-

specific survival rates.

Disadvantages
. Requires age-specific harvest and mortality data which can usually only be

obtained by collecting tooth samples from adult deer.
. Cohort size during years / and t + I can only be estimated after all deer alive in year

r + I have died unless assumptions are made to predict future mortality or
recovered mortalities are assumed to provide an unbiased representation of total
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mortalities. This long time lag makes this method of limited value for adaptive
management approaches.
Non-hunting mortality is difficult to estimate unless deer are in a relatively small
enclosure or radiotelemetry is used.

Assumptions
. Age-specific mortality in the population can be accurately estimated based on

harvest surveys and field data.
. Population age structure is assumed to be stable.

Techniques
Population reconstruction uses year of death and age of known mortalities to populate a

post hoc bookkeeping model by cohort. A variety of methods have been developed for
estimating survival rates from age structure data including methods for populations with
dynamic age structures (Udevitz and Ballachey 1998).

Age and Sex Composition

Age and sex composition data are simply a classification of relative proportions of bucks, does,
fawns within a population. Bucks may be further classified into approximate age or antler-point
classes (e.g.,l-2 points or yearling, 3 points, >4 points). Ratios of B:D and F:D are generally
presented in standardized fashion as bucks:100 does:fawns.

Age and sex composition data can be most useful when adjusting limited entry buck permit
numbers among annual seasons, although they are also necessary for population model inputs.
As the proportion of surveyed bucks changes, permit numbers can be adjusted accordingly (e.g.,

reduced permits in response to decreased proportion of bucks in a population). Similarly, buck
permits may be adjusted in anticipation of expected recruitment (e.g., increased permits in
response to increased proportion of fawns in a population). Because population size can change

while B:D or F:D ratios remain stable (Caughley 1974), a population estimate or index to
population size (e.g., deer/hour of survey) should be considered with this approach.

Generally, surveys should be conducted within areas accessible for harvest. Surveying areas

where hunting is precluded may misrepresent availability of bucks for harvest or fawns for
recruitment, although at times these areas may serve as a source from which immigration or
recruitment occurs. Decisions regarding including these areas within surveyed habitat should be

considered deliberately prior to initiating surveys.

Agencies generally establish arange of acceptable B:D and F:D ratios beyond which managers

recommend increases or decreases in permits. These data may be used to determine which type
of season may be held (limited entry or open entry, short season or long season) based on similar
acceptable ranges. Antlerless harvest may be more difficult to manage with these types of data,

except in specific situations (e.g., when F:D ratios drop below a specific threshold, the habitat
may be overstocked and reductions in antlerless deer may be recommended to reduce the overall
population although weather conditions undoubtedly play an overriding role in many situations).
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Composition data are most useful when combined with additional data on population estimates
or indices. Without companion data on population trends, age and sex composition data may be
misinterpreted because populations can increase or decrease without any associated change in
ratios (Caughley 1974).If collected shortly before and shortly after a buck-only harvest, the
change in ratio can be used to infer population size (however, this approach is expensive and
rarely used for management-level monitoring).

Timing of surveys used to collect age and sex composition can affect the sample. Bucks are
generally associated with does and more visible during the breeding period, probably allowing
more reliable estimation of actual B:D ratios. Surveys outside of the breeding period generally
result in lower B:D ratios. Even during the breeding period, B:D ratios are more variable than
F:D ratios (McCullough 1992, Carpenter et al. 2003). Observers should recognize that although
antler morphometry is correlated with buck age (Anderson and Medin 1969), differentiating
yearlings from adults in the field based on antler characteristics is subjective and, in some cases,
unreliable (D.Lutz, WY Game and Fish Department [WGFD], unpublished data). Fawn:doe
ratios differ substantially by time of year because fawn survival differs substantially from adult
survival. Detectability of various age and sex classes differs by time of year as well. To be useful
for comparative purposes, these surveys must be conducted at the same time each year. The later
in the winter that surveys are conducted, the greater the difficulty in differentiating among fawns,
does, and yearling bucks that have shed antlers. Further, a substantial doe harvest can cause
apparent changes in these ratios because both B:D and F:D ratios depend on the denominator of
does.

Bias in sex and age ratio estimates

Observer bias in ratio estimation can result from an observer's inability to correctly
classify by sex or age, or tendency to select for 1 population segment over another. A
common classification enor is to incorrectly distinguish between juveniles and yearlings
(Downing et al. 1977). This bias can potentially increase or decrease age ratios, but
probably most often results in lower F:D ratios. This source of bias can be minimized by
using only trained personnel to conduct classifications. Classifrcation by less experienced
personnel (those being trained) should be verified by experienced observers. Accuracy of
classif,rcation and efficiency during aerial surveys are improved by using experienced
pilots who know what characteristics the biologist must observe to classiÍ! deer. Some
aerial observers are finding that viewing animals with image-stabilized binoculars
enhances their ability to classify sex and age (however, incidence of motion sickness may
increase). Ideally, observers from different areas andjurisdictions should go through
periodic training or conduct classifications with experienced observers to improve
consistency. When possible, observers should use a consensus approach for classification
of deer groups when initial individual classifications differ or simply to ensure a greater
level of consistency among and within observers. Although somewhat challenging to
obtain from aircraft, photographic documentation of groups may provide an opportunity
to verify classifications following the survey.

Another classification error is classifuing males with small or shed antlers as adult
females (Downing et al. 1977). In some areas, observers may misclassifu yearling bucks
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that have shed antlers as juveniles. Antler loss in mule deer begins in December and

continues through April and is typically earlier in northern latitudes than in more
southerly locales (Heffelfinger 2006). However, antler loss varies locally and biologists
should identify onset of antler loss in their specific area. The later in winter classification
surveys are conducted, the more biased (i.e., lower than actual) B:D ratios will become.
Deer classification in late January will likely have some inherent bias in northern states

and provinces due to shed antlers, whereas in more southerly habitats this may not occur
until late February. This source of bias can be reduced by restricting deer classification to
periods prior to antler drop and by training observers to look closely for small-antlered
males. Again, photographs of observed herds can allow closer scrutiny following the
survey. Bias resulting from an observer's tendency to select 1 population segment over
another usually relates to preferentially classifying mature males over females, juveniles,
and small males. This source of bias can be reduced by classifying large groups of deer in
a systematic manner (e.g., from left to right, from back to front, within a specific field of
view, etc.) rather than preferentially classifying obvious large males first.

Sampling bias results from not taking a representative sample of a population. This bias

can result from surveying only part of a population area, concentrating only on I habitat,
only surveying specific locations where deer are known to occur, classifying too few
deer, or classifying only part of some groups (if subgroup composition is nonrandom).
Sampling bias is likely to be more of an issue with sex ratios than age ratios, but both can
be affected. Sampling bias can be reduced by using random sampling designs or by
making an attempt to broadly survey across a population area, including all habitats
where deer could occur. Because nonrandom subgroup composition is common (e.9.,

bucks tend to lead or follow, fawns tend to clump together), only entire groups should be

classified. Appropriate sample sizes should be specified before surveys begin (based on
previous or expected variation and desired precision). Identifying atarget sample size can

also reduce costs in a random sampling framework if surveys are terminated upon
acquiring the needed sample, and a spatially balanced sample has been obtained.

Detection bias arises from differential detectability of different population segments (e.g.,
1 population segment is more or less detectable than another). This is primarily an issue

with adult males because they often form bachelor groups and occupy different habitats
than other segments (particularly outside of breeding season). These small groups often
have much lower detectability than larger groups of females, juveniles, and young males.

Detection bias for deer can be reduced by flying during the peak of breeding season when
bucks and does are more likely to be together. However, conducting surveys during the
rut can be disruptive and unpopular with the public if concurrent with big game hunting
seasons. Further, sampling during mule deer breeding season should still encompass the
full range of habitats available to deer (i.e., avoid sampling bias). Considerable post-rut
segregation may occur depending on snow depth and winter concentrations.

Redundancy bias occurs when the same deer are unknowingly classified more than once.

This bias is more prevalent when large numbers of deer occupy dense vegetation or large
groups mix and shift during classification. Redundancy bias can be considered a form of
sampling with replacement and addressed with appropriate statistical methods.
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Aerial observations.- Aerial observations are conducted to reduce biases typically
associated with ground surveys. Aerial surveys provide observers the ability to traverse large
tracts of broken terrain using a random or systematic sampling design which is impossible to
deploy from the ground, where vehicles and foot surveys are limited by accessibility. Aerial
surveys also provide a platform from which observers effectively can look through even
relatively dense vegetation because of the improved vantage point (Fig. 6). Because most
wildlife will flee from low-level flights, increased detection rates are also possible due to
movement of deer.

Figure 6. Helicopters can provide useful platforms for classifying sex and age of mule deer.
Photo by T. Keegan, Idaho Deparlment of Fish and Game (IDFG).

Advantages
. Aerial surveys allow use of robust sampling designs, such as systematic or random

grids.
. Allow for an improved observer platform that provides improved visibility through

vegetation from above.
. Wildlife often move in response to low-level aircraft, which can increase their

detectability.
. Helicopters can hover or maintain wildlife within view to improve classification

time and position for observers.
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Because aircraft can cover relatively large areas in relatively short periods of time,
sample sizes can be large.

Disadvantages
. The primary challenge associated with aerial surveys is increased cost. Helicopters

are generally the preferred aircraft for most surveys, but are the most expensive on
an hourly basis. Fixed-wing aircraft are less expensive, but not appropriate for areas

with rugged terrain and more dense habitats.
. Low-level aerial survey is probably the most dangerous work-related activity for

wildlife biologists (Sasse 2003), even though safety is a constant focus of survey
pilots.

. Aerial surveys generate bias associated with misclassification because deer are

typically moving when classiflred. Bucks with small antlers or spikes may be

misclassified as does, yearling bucks with shed antlers and yearling does may be

misclassified as fawns, and older fawns may be misclassified as adult does. This
misclassification influences estimates of both sex and age ratios.

. Mountainous terrain requires modification to sampling grids. Helicopters are not
able to follow a straight grid line and remain at a constant elevation above ground
level in rugged terrain. Fixed-wing aircraft must be relegated to flat terrain with
relatively open vegetation.

. Motion sickness can limit observer ability, and survey flights should end
immediately if an observer develops motion sickness.

Assumptions
. The primary assumption of aerial survey techniques is the sample is representative

of population of interest.
. Aerial surveys not corrected for differential visibility bias assume all age and sex

classes are equally observable, which is generally untrue, so such surveys should
not be conducted.

Techniques
Classification of sex is typically based on presence or absence of antlers. Observers must
see the forehead of each deer to eliminate the possibility that small spike antlers are

present. Large ears of mule deer can obscure relatively large spikes if viewed only from
the side. If the forehead is not visible, that animal should be noted as "unclassified."
Further, depending on area and timing, observers should be aware that some bucks may
have shed antlers. Pedicles are typically not obvious, but may be visible under close

scrutiny. Other features such as alarger, stockier body; dorsal bridge or curve of the
rostrum; and greater contrast between a dark forehead and lighter muzzle provide further
evidence that one is observing a buck that has already shed antlers.

Identification of fawns should be based on several characteristics. The following scenario

is based on a helicopter survey in which the aircraft approaches from the rear of moving
deer and flies by on a parallelpath, but many of the characteristics can also be observed
during ground observations. The first characteristic to observe is the shape of the rump,
which appears more rounded in fawns than adults. The overall appearance of a fawn's
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hair is often described as "fvzzy," which likely contributes to the more round and stocky
appearance. Fawns may also display a "dorsal stripe," a darker looking strip of hair along
the back (Fig. 7). However, lack of a dorsal stripe does not conclusively identifu an adult.
As the helicopter moves alongside, observers should note a deer's gait; fawns tend to
have a more erratic or "choppy" gaitthan adults and often appear to move in a confused
or panicked manner in contrast to the deliberate movements of adults. Also note the ratio
of neck length and girth to head length. Length of a fawn's neck will appear similar to
head length, making the neck appear relatively thick, whereas an adult doe's neck
appears longer than the head and relatively thin. Lastly, length of the rostrum relative to
the head is the primary characteristic used for separating fawns from adults. A fawn's
rostrum appears short and stout compared to that of an adult doe (Schroeder and Robb
2005, Fig. 8), giving a fawn's head a more-triangular shape when viewed from the side
(Fig. 7). Note that relative body size can be a misleading characteristic and should not be
used alone to differentiate age. For example, a large buck fawn may appear larger than a
small yearling doe.

By following the above approach, observers should be able to develop a relatively strong
preliminary conclusion about classification of each animal and derive final confirmation
from viewing the rostrum. If the rostrum does not confirm initial classification, the
helicopter should be turned back so biologists can further observe individuals and obtain
definitive classihcation of all deer in the group.

Typically, observers should count total deer in a group from some distance away; before
deer begin moving or when moving slowly. The helicopter can then move closer so
observers can conduct actual classif,rcation in which only fawns and bucks are counted.
Afterward, fawns and bucks are simply subtracted from the total number to obtain the
number of does.

fr
I
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Figure 7. The rounded ilffip, dark dorsal stripe, stout neck, and"fuzzy" appearance help identify
the fawn (right). Photo by T. Keegan, IDFG.

Survey design should take into account desired outcomes in terms of adequate sample
size, expected precision, and deer distribution. Sample size requirements can be

calculated based on expected or previous variance. Alternatively, assuming adequate
geographic coverage, graphic representation of cumulative age or sex ratios can be

examined to identify approximate numbers of groups beyond which ratios tend to
stabilize (Ockenfels 1983, Fig. 7). Typically some form of stratified random sampling
that takes into account differential distribution ofbucks and does is needed to adequately
estimate sex ratios. Although ad hoc surveys can often yield large sample sizes, they
should be avoided because of unknown biases, particularly in sex ratios. Surveys require
an aircraft that provides adequate visibility for observers, is capable of following a

predetermined survey route, and can safely operate in the terrain and conditions in the
an aircraft that provides adequate visibility for observers, is capable of following a

predetermined survey route, and can safely operate in the terrain and conditions in the
survey area. Pilots for deer surveys should have experience with the specific survey
methods, herding deer, and flying in the type of terrain being surveyed. Some agencies
have initiated protocols for observer experience and training to enhance consistency
among observers. For example, primary observers for IDFG undergo annual training,
must have 100 hours experience conducting similar surveys, and must have spent 30
hours on similar surveys during each of the most recent 3 years.
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Figure 8. Relative rostrum length ranges from shortest in fawns (right) to longest in adults (left).
The middle doe displays the intermediate length rostrum of a yearling. Photo by T. Keegan,
TDFG.

Limited use of technologically advanced detections systems, such as FLIR scanners, has
been attempted (e.g., Naugle et al. 1996). However, these techniques greatly increase
costs ofconducting surveys and have generally been inadequate for sex and age
classification (Wakeling et al. 1999).
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Figure 9. Cumulative sex and age ratios obtained in a stratified random sample within alarge
mule deer population management unit in east-central Idaho, Dec 2009. Stabilization of
cumulative F:D ratio occurred at approximately 45-50 groups, whereas B:D ratios did not
stabilize. This survey was designed to obtain only accurate F:D ratios; a different stratification
and likely additional groups would be needed to accurately estimate B:D ratios. Using this
approach to estimate sample size requires adequate geographic coverage of the population area.

Data courtesy of IDFG.

Ground observations.- Ground observations may be obtained from a variety of platforms,
including on foot or from livestock or motor vehicles; and may consist of continuous observation
routes or fixed-point observation surveys. These types of surveys require relatively little
financial resources when compared with aerial surveys. Ground observations generally are less

likely to result in disturbance typical of low-level aftuaf|, and wildlife generally remain visible
for greater periods of time than with aircraft, although substantial disturbance is possible during
ground surveys as well. Observing undisturbed deer may enhance an observer's ability to
correctly classify individuals when using optics such as binoculars or spotting scopes. However,
obtaining adequate sample sizes can be difficult. Ground observations are influenced by the same

annual breeding cycle observation biases for bucks as are aerial surveys.

Advantages
. Ground observations are less expensive to obtain and usually pose much less risk to

observers than aerial surveys.
. Observers viewing undisturbed wildlife are likely to have more time to use optics

and may be able to more accurately classify deer they observe (compared to aerial
platforms).

. Observers can record additional information about deer habitat condition (e.g.,
condition of browse, intensity of grazing, availability of water, etc.) while
conducting ground surveys.
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Disadvantages
. Ground observations are limited by terrain and accessibility. Vehicles cannot

access many portions of occupied deer range, especially during breeding season
when buck classification may be best accomplished.

. Livestock or foot surveys are limited by speed and area that may be covered. Many
areas may be too inaccessible for foot surveys, and access may be limited for even
all-terrain vehicles.

. Detectability of deer and ability to count and classifu individuals may be limited in
areas with dense vegetation or under some weather conditions.

. Observer biases may differ for some portions of age and sex classes.

. Difficulties associated with speed, access, and visibility reduce the ability to obtain
adequate sample sizes, which can lead to estimates with large confidence intervals.

. Conducting surveys from roads and trails introduces bias because these features are
not randomly distributed across the landscape.

. Most ground-based surveys have been criticized in the literature because of biases
that are impossible to detect, correct, or overcome. Nevertheless, many agencies
continue to use ground surveys because ofthe low cost ofthese data.

. Despite lower overall cost compared to aerial surveys, actual cost per deer observed
may be greater for ground surveys than aerial surveys (4. Fuller, AGFD,
unpublished data).

Assumptions
. The primary assumption of ground survey techniques is the sample is

representative of population of interest.
. Ground surveys assume all age and sex classes are equally observable.

Techniques
Classification techniques for sex and age are generally the same as those described above
under aerial observations. However, ground observers may have difficulty observing all
the characteristics for classifting fawns. Ground surveys may be employed from virtually
any means of traversing habitat so long as it is done consistently among years. Periodic
stops in which optics are used to systematically scan visible terrain are generally
employed. Undisturbed observations are desired because this provides the greatest
potential for accurate classification. Ground surveys should be implemented using a
random sampling scheme to reduce biases.

Age determinationfrom teeth.- Determining ages of a large sample of individuals
provides information on age structure of a population and helps direct appropriate management
actions. Age structure of a deer population tells us much about effects of harvest strategies (e.g.,
Wakeling 2010). Only rarely do biologists have the opportunity to observe teeth in living deer;
inferences from deer teeth are primarily limited to teeth collected from harvested deer via hunter
check stations and field checks, or via an alternate tooth collection system.

Deer teeth can provide estimates of age in 2 ways. First, changes in tooth eruption, replacement,
and wear of the lower jaw are well-correlated with the age of the deer, particularly through 2.5
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years. Second, deer also acquire annual rings in the cementum (cementum annuli) of their teeth
(Larson and Tabor 1980). Counting cementum annuli provides accurate age estimates for deer of
all ages, but tooth eruption and wear (field aging) for deer is generally only accurate for deer
<3.5 years of age (Dimmick and Pelton 1994). However, field aging techniques can be used to
assign older deer into age classes (e.g., 3.5-5.5, >6.5).

Advantages
. Tooth eruption and wear patterns may be observed and readily compared with

published guides (e.g., Larson and Taber 1980).
. Tooth extraction is simple and relatively inexpensive to analyze in a laboratory,

although care must be used during extraction (Dimmick and Pelton 1994).
. Relatively large numbers of samples may be compiled during routine hunter

checks.

Disadvantages
. Sufficient sample sizes to determine age structure can be derived economically

only from harvested deer at check stations or by asking successful hunters to mail
or turn in incisors (or other samples) for subsequent analysis.

. Tooth eruption and wear patterns may be used to develop age structure information
from live deer, but this requires capture and handling of many deer in a population,
which substantially increases cost.

. Tooth eruption and wear patterns can be sub-jective to some degree, and wear
patterns differ depending on primary forage consumed. Regional differences in
\Mear are common.

. Cementum annuli analysis and reporting often requires 3-5 months.

. Extracting teeth from live deer is often not practical or desirable.

Assumptions
. The sample is representative of the population or segment of interest. When

sampling from harvested deer, care must be used when extrapolating to the entire
population because of bias in hunter selection and differential vulnerability by age

to harvest.
Observers correctly assign classifrcations of age when assessing tooth eruption and

wear.
Observers correctly remove the proper incisor (I1), or correctly identify and label
alternate teeth.
Laboratory personnel correctly enumerate cementum annuli.

Techniques
Knowledge of the arrangement and numbering of teeth is essential to evaluate age. Deer
have 3 pairs of lower incisors (Ir, Iz, 13) which are pressed against a hard upper palate
(there are no upper incisors). The lower canines (C1) are incisor-like (incisiform). Upper
canines are absent except in rare cases. The lower jaw has 3 premolars (Pz, P¡, P+) and 3

molars (Mr, Mz, M3) on each side. There is no Pr. Fawns are born with all lower
incisiform teeth (I1,12,13,C1), all 3 premolars (P2, P¡, P+), and I molar (M1) on each side.

All incisiform teeth and premolars are replaced with adult teeth before the age of 2 years,
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but molars are permanent (never replaced). This pattern of tooth replacement allows for
very accurate aging through the 2.5 year-old age class. After all adult teeth erupt, tooth
wear can be examined to estimate age. Inexperienced observers should be trained by
experienced observers to learn key attributes on which to focus.

Techniques for determining age from tooth eruption and wear or from cementum annuli
are described within most wildlife textbooks (e.g., Larson and Taber 1980, Dimmick and
Pelton 1994). When applying tooth eruption and wear in field situations, age is typically
recorded in classes (e.g., yearling,2.5,3.5-5,5, >6.5) because assessing wear is subjective
and overlap among age classes in common. Because most deer observed in the field or at
check stations display rigor mortis, a simple jaw spreader made from 0.5-in (1.25 cm)
rebar or similar material (Fig. 8) can be used to pry the mouth open, which facilitates
examination of teeth. Simply insert the flat end between the jaws in front of the premolars
and rotate the tool to spread the jaws. Cutting through cheeks (with approval of the
hunter) also enhances ability to evaluate tooth eruption and wear. If cheeks can not be
cut, a flashlight or other bright light source may be needed to adequately observe molars.

Figure 10. This simple jaw spreader allows biologists to quickly and easily pry open a
deer's mouth to examine tooth eruption and wear. The smaller end (approx .2.7 5 x 5.5 in
[7 x 14 cm]) is used for deer and the larger end (approx. 3.5 x 7 in 19 x l8 cml) for elk.
Overall length is approximately 20 in (51 cm). Photo by T. Keegan, IDFG.

Cementum annuli can provide accurate age estimates, and the preferred tooth for age
estimation is Ir because it is the first incisor replaced with a permanent tooth. This
method requires the root tip be intact, so personnel must be careful to not break teeth
during extraction. A tooth can be removed by cutting through the gum tissue alongside
the tooth and gently pulling and twisting with pliers. Teeth are typically placed in a small
paper envelope to allow drying. The tooth is then submitted to a laboratory where
technicians cut a cross section of the tooth, stain it, and determine the number of
cementum annuli by examining the stained section microscopically.
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Mathematical models.- The utility of mathematical models is primarily in evaluation of
possible and probable outcomes that may result from proposed management actions. Evaluation
of model performance can be achieved through comparison of predicted values to empirically
derived data (e.g., population size, harvest, age and sex ratios). Mathematical models include
change-in-ratio estimators, published population models, agency-developed models, and
population reconstruction models. Although models are routinely criticized for inaccuracies in
predictions or being overly complex, mathematical foundations for most models are relatively
simple. The challenge lies in obtaining accurate and realistic inputs for these models. Because
most estimates of age and sex classifications may be biased and imprecise, the best models
incorporate a component of variability. However, other necessary inputs include estimates of
survival for specific age and sex classes in the population, and these estimates are generally even
less well quantified than age and sex classification data.

Advantages
. Mathematical models are inexpensive to use (although precise and accurate data arc

often expensive to obtain), as many require few human resources once model runs
have been initiated.

. Models allow managers to consider multiple management scenarios and use

reasonable rationale to predict effects of management actions.
. The greatest benefit in comparing models with survey data is in developing an

understanding of factors most likely to contribute to observed differences.

Disadvantages
. Mathematical models are limited by accuracy and precision of data input into the

model. With a perfect knowledge of natality, cause-specific mortality, emigration,
and immigration, and effects of weather and habitat changes on these factors,
modeling deer populations would be straightforward and more useful.

. Because of the imprecision of mathematical modeling, most models require
constant comparison and recalibration with empirical field data.

. Some models, like the change-in-ratio estimator, require >2 surveys within a
relatively short time frame.

. All models yield predictions for next year based on assumptions that are difficult to
quantify.

. When discrepancies between observed and modeled age and sex ratios occur,
biologists routinely disagree about which values are less accurate: the empirical
input data or the empirical comparative dafa.

Assumptions
. Input data needed to drive a model (e.g., initial population size, age and sex

composition, birth rate, survival rates, and immigration and emigration rates) are

accurate and, often, precise.
. When comparing predictions from models to observed data, those observed data

are also accurate.
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Techniques
The techniques, and assumptions, associated with each model differ somewhat. However,
in practice periodic comparisons with empirical data are needed to gauge perfonnance
and test inferences derived from models.

Body Condition
Body condition is the term used to describe the physical parameters of a mule deer as it relates to
age, skeletal growth, antler growth, mass, and muscle and fat levels. Indices or measurements of
those parameters, in carefully designed monitoring programs or research projects, can provide a

better understanding how harvest, nutrition, weather, and habitat influence mule deer populations
(Harder and Kirþatrick 1994). Typically, measures of body condition parameters are used as

surrogate measures of nutritional quality of mule deer habitat.

Researchers have investigated a variety of measurements and indices of fat deposition and body
condition to identiff effective predictors of overall deer and habitat condition. Techniques have
run the gamut from simple, minimally invasive methods (e.g., Riney 1955) that usually produce
relatively low or untested correlations with body condition to intensive techniques requiring
specialized equipment (e.g., ultrasonography) that provide strong predictive capability.

There are 2 main categories of body condition measures: measures of body fat (such as body
condition score, rump fat depth, and kidney fat), and morphometric measures such as skeletal
size (e.g., hind-foot length), chest girth, and body mass. Some techniques can only be applied to
dead deer (carcass scores, kidney fat, marrow fat), whereas others can be applied to living or
freshly dead deer (skeletal measures, body mass, body condition scores, ultrasonography; see

Riney, 1955, Kistner et al. 1980, Wallmo and Regelin 1981, Austin 1984, Stephenson et al.
2002, Cook et al. 2005). When using any condition index, the relationship of a measurement or
index to body condition should be well validated. In particular, care should be taken to recognize
limitations or sensitivity of different indices, as some are only valid within specific ranges of
body condition due to their curvilinear relationships with condition (such that small differences
in a measurement can produce large differences in estimated body condition). Further, some
body condition measurements are not easily measured in the field, and personnel must be trained
(sometimes extensively) to take these measures consistently (Cook et al.2007).

When choosing indices or parameters to measure, it is important to recognize some measures
have been validated against whole body composition in the laboratory. In particular, predicting
body fat allows comparisons across studies that use different techniques (e.g., data from a kidney
fat index obtained via hunter collections with data from ultrasound from live deer). Estimation of
body fat also allows users to make predictions about health and productivity of deer based on
published values (e.g., probability of breeding) that would otherwise be less objective if simply
using index values (R. Cook, National Council for Air and Stream Improvement INCASI],
personal communication).

Seasonal variation in nutritional quality (and quantity) of forage plants and foraging efficiency of
ungulates is evident in the annual cycle of fat deposition and catabolism (Kistner et al. 1980,
Wallmo and Regelin 1981, Austin 1984). The role of fats in life histories of mammals was
reviewed by Young (1976). As deer gain condition, fat deposition occurs first in the marrow;

1
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then the viscera, including kidneys, heart, and omentum; and frnally in subcutaneous depots
(Cederlund et al. 1989). Deposited fat is utilized in the reverse sequence (Harris 1945).In
general, fat deposition typically peaks in early fall for buck mule deer and early winter for does
(Anderson et al. 1972), but consideration should be given to variation in fat deposition cycles
throughout mule deer range. For example, mule deer in the Rocky Mountains should be in prime
or close to prime condition during the fall hunting seasons, whereas mule deer in the Southwest
Desert ecoregion may be coming out of the dry summer and into a period of nutritional
abundance. Therefore, standard or consistent timing of data collection for some measures of
body condition is necessary for valid comparisons through time.

Body condition scores.- Body condition score (BCS) methods were initially developed to
evaluate live domestic animals and later adapted to wild mammals. A BCS involves evaluating
fat and muscle amounts through palpation at different places on the body and assigning condition
scores (Gerhart et al. 1 996, Cook 2000). Proper use of these techniques requires various amounts
of training; but if carefully applied, this approach can yield consistent and predictable results.

Advantages
. Method is representative of whole body fat measures, particularly when combined

with other measures (e.g., fat depth, see below).
. Non-invasive and usable on live deer.
. Requires little time.
. Validated models exist.

Disadvantages
. Requires training (sometimes extensive) for consistent application.
. Potential for measurement bias.
. Not all methods are widely documented in the literature.

Assumptions
. No measurement error.
. Age of deer is known or estimated accurately.

Techniques
Unfortunately, specific scoring criteria for the most recent versions of the BCS technique
for mule deer (e.g., Cook et aI.2007) have not been made widely available (because of
the authors' contention that the procedure cannot be used without training; R. Cook,
NCASI, personal communication). To date, most biologists using the BCS technique
developed by Cook et al. (2007) have obtained direct or indirect training from those
authors.

Gerhart ef al. (1996), from which succeeding techniques were modified, developed a

body condition scoring system for caribou (Rangifer tarandus). The procedure developed
by Gerhart et al. (1996) evaluated fat and muscle on a scale of 1 (emaciated) to 5 (obese)

at 3 points: withers (shoulders), ribs, and rump-hips. However, this technique has not
been validated for other species.
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Ulnasound.- Ultrasonography is one of the most reliable methods for determining body
composition in live deer prior to depletion of subcutaneous fat reserves (Cook et al. 2007 ,2010).
This method allows direct measurement of fat and muscle thickness at specific locations that can
be used to predict percent body fat and gross energy (Cook et al. 2007 ,20 I 0; Bishop et al.
2009a). Subcutaneous rump fat thickness (MAXFAT, determined by ultrasonography,
Stephenson et al. 1998) can be mathematically combined with BCS to produce an index referred
to as LIVINDEX (Cook et al. 2001). Cook et al. (2007,2010) found a combination of rump
condition score and fat depth was superior to BCS or MAXFAT taken individually and provided
high correlations with total body fat over the entire range of body condition.

Advantages
. Objective measurements that are highly correlated with fat and gross energy

composition determined by whole body analysis (when body fat is>6%o).
. Relationships between measurements and body condition are nearly linear.
. Non-invasive and usable in live deer.

Disadvantages
. Equipment is expensive.
. Training is required. Inexperience can result in measurements being taken in

incorrect locations, measurement errors, or measuring incorrect tissue layer.
. Deer must be captured and handled.
. May be difficult to use under some field conditions.
. At body fat levels <6%o, rump fat is no longer present, so ultrasonography alone

will not detect differences in condition.

Assumptions
. Ultrasound measurements are made at the correct location, on the correct tissue

layer, and without measurement error.

Techniques
Ultrasound measurement techniques have been described by Cook et al. (2007).
Measurements usually include longissimus dorsi muscle (loin) thickness (as a possible
threshold index for extreme protein catabolism) and subcutaneous rump fat thickness.
'When 

ingesta-free body fat is <60/o, ultrasonography must be replaced with BCS or other
methods to accurately predict body composition.

Kistner index.- This index (Kistner et al. 1980) has proven quite useful for estimating
body condition and displayed relatively strong correlation with total body fat when slight
modifications to the original scoring system were made (Cook et al.2007). The technique is only
applicable to dead deer and requires several internal organs to complete the assessment. The
Kistner scoring system evaluates fat deposition at 6 sites (heart, pericardium, kidney, omentum,
rump, and brisket) and body musculature. Scores can range from 0 to 95 (or 100 as modified by
Cook et aI.2007). However, subsets of the full Kistner score provide predictions nearly as robust
as using the entire score (Cook et aL.2007).

i¡5'
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Advantages
. High correlation \¡/ith total body fat çr2 

: 0.92 when modified by Cook et al.2007).
. Relatively easy to assign scores with moderate training and appears repeatable

across observers.
. Requires no specific tools or equipment.

Disadvantages
. Body muscle and fat assessments are somewhat subjective.
. Requires internal organs typically removed by hunters (generally not available at

check stations).
. Relationship is somewhat curvilinear at very high condition levels.

Assumptions
. Body muscle mass and fat deposition are accurate indicators of body condition.

Techniques
The Kistner index is a summation of body musculature assessment and body fat
assessment scores. Body musculature (as modified by Cook et al.2007) is rated as either
0 (bony), 5 (moderate musculature), or l0 (full musculature). Each of the fat depot sites is
scored from 0 to 15 in increments of 5 (0 : none, 5 : slight amounts, 10 : moderate
amounts, 15 : heavy amounts) in the original score and in increments of I as modified by
Cook et al. (2007). To be scored as heavy amounts (score: l5), subcutaneous rump and
brisket fat should be >0.75 in (2 cm) thick (Kistner et al. 1980). Subset scores (e.g.,
pericardium plus kidneys scores) can provide robust predictive measures of body fat if
the entire deer is not available for assessment (Cook et al.2007).

Femur maruow fat - Marrow fat (in particular from the femur) has been studied and used
as an index to body condition in cervids for many years (Cheatum 1949, Neiland 1970, Verme
and Holland 1973, Torbit et al. 1988). Methods developed to assess femur marrow fat from dead
deer range from cursory field methods based on color and texture to more quantitative methods
utilizing wet and dry mass differences as a measure of fat content. Because marrow fat is the first
to be deposited and the last to be mobilized (Cheatum 1949), this technique does have limitations
and should be combined with some other measure of body condition to assess deer carcasses

above 6%obody fat. Cook ef al. (2007) mathematically combined femur marrow fat and a kidney
fat index (total fat mass) to create a separate index referred to as CONINDEX (Connolly 1981),
which provided a robust predictor of mule deer body fat(l :0.92). Perhaps the greatest value of
femur marrow fat alone as a condition index is to determine whether certain thresholds of body
fat depletion have been reached (i.e., whether fat reserves are depleted to the point where marrow
fat is being mobilized and whether maffow fat is mostly gone indicating most mobilizable fat
reserves have been used).

Advantages
. Specimen collection is often relatively easy.
. Visual inspection can be done in the field without laboratory work.
. Laboratory processing techniques are fairly simple.
. Reliable indicator of malnourishment (when mamow fat is being mobilized).
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. When combined with a kidney fat index, can provide a useful predictor of body fat
over a larger range of body condition than when either is used alone.

Disadvantages
. Relationship to body fat is curvilinear and provides no predictive value when body

fat levels arc>60/0 (very narrow range of usefulness).
. Relatively low predictive value for body fat (r2 : 0.79, Cook et al.2007).
. Visual inspection techniques are typically not sufficiently robust for quantitative

use.
. Can be difficult to collect on frozen carcass.

Assumptions
. Any depletion in marrow fat (<85%) indicates body fat is <60/o.

Techniques
Remove the femur from the deer; if possible, estimate age of the deer. The bone can then
be sampled or frozen for later examination. If the femur will be stored in a freezer for a
long period, whole bones should be sealed in an air-tight bag to prevent desiccation. To
assess marrow fat, break or saw the femur so as to remove a section of marrow. Examine
maffow for color and texture as described by Cheatum (1949). Color and texture ranges
from almost white and firm (prior to mobilization) to a red, jelly-like stage (poor
condition). Texture and firmness, determined by feel, often provide more accurate
determination than color in field examinations. The same sample can be used in the
drying technique described by Neiland (1970) or chemical extraction methods described
by Verme and Holland (1973). A common use of femur marrow fat examination is as an

aid in assessing contribution of malnutrition in studies of cause-specific mortality.

Kidneyfat indices (KFD.- A variety of measurements of fat deposition around kidneys
have been developed as indices to body condition (see Riney 1955, Anderson et al. 1972, Cook
et aI.2007). Different KFIs vary primarily with respect to what portion of the perirenal fat is
measured (e.g., trimmed or whole fat mass) or whether a ratio is used that includes mass of the
kidney (i.e., instead of using the fat mass as a stand-alone index). These indices provide
moderately accurate estimates of total body fat in mule deer (Torbit et al. 1988; r2: 0.81-0.87,
Cook et aL.2007). Cook et al. (2005) indicated KFI was a moderately useful technique, but had a
limited range of usefulness, at least in elk. However, when combined with femur marrow fat into
a CONINDEX (see femur marrow fat above), the value of KFIs can be improved.

Advantages
. Measurements can be collected in the field with simple equipment.
. Moderate correlation with body condition.

Disadvantages
. Curvilinear relationship to total body fat limits the range over which KFIs are

considered sensitive to changes in body condition.
. Small measurement errors could have large effects on body fat estimation.
. Some KFI scores are subjective and may be influenced by observer effects.
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Accuracy and consistency of sample collection can be poor because identifuing fat
associated with kidneys is subjective.

Assumptions
. Measurement effors are very small and unbiased.
. Scores are consistent within and among observers.
. Age of deer is known or estimated accurately.

Techniques
Wide variation in kidney mass and KFIs have been noted by some investigators, so KFI
should be determined consistently (use right, left, or an average of both; not a mixture).
Techniques were described by Anderson eT al. (1972) and Cook et al. (2007). Basically,
kidneys and associated fat are removed from a carcass and weighed (to the nearest 0.1 g).
For developing the KFI, perirenal fat can either be trimmed as per Riney (1955) or kept
intact as per Anderson et al. (1972). To avoid issues with seasonal fluctuations in organ
mass, mass of the fat alone can also serve as an index to condition. No matter which
variation is used, log-transformed indices tend to provide greater correlation with total
body fat (Torbit et al. 1988; Cook et a\.2007,2007).

lí/yoming index.- This index provides a quick and easy technique to use in the field or at a
check station that requires only the typical field-dressed carcass. In deer, subcutaneous body fat
is deposited along the spine starting on the rump, then over the kidneys, and finally over the
shoulders. Thus, a deer in excellent condition will have fat along the entire length of the spine. A
deer in fair or poor condition will only have fat over the rump. This technique is an assessment
of body condition that incorporates the index of muscle condition developed by Kistner et al.
(1980) and an index of subcutaneous body fat deposition along the spine (Lanka and Emmerich
1996,Lutz et al. 1997).

Advantages
. Can be used on harvested deer.
. No internal organs needed.
. Easily applied in the field and at check stations with only the carcass.

Disadvantages
. Body muscle assessment is subjective.
. Inexperienced observers can mistake connective tissue for fat.
. Even with modifications, only moderately correlated with total body fat in mule

deer due to the categorical nature of this index (r' :0.75, Cook et al.2007).
. Relationship to total body fat is highly curvilinear when deer are at higher levels of

body condition (limited range of use).

Assumptions
. Body muscle mass and fat deposition are accurate indicators of body condition.
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Techniques
The Wyoming index is a summation of body musculature assessment score and body fat
assessment score. Scores range from 0 (poor) to 20 (excellent) in increments of 5. Rump
fat on deer in excellent condition (body fat score : l5) should be >0.75 in (2 cm) thick
(Kistner et al. 1980). Because of the limited range of use and moderate correlative value,
use of the Wyoming index should be limited to broad scale evaluations (e.g., herd unit).

Body Musculature (Maximum score : 5) - Ocular assessment of muscle mass of the
deer. If body is bony, score:0;body musculature is full, score:5.

Body Fat (Maximum score : 15) - This parameter is obtained by making incisions in the
deer's hide to assess whether or not fat is present at 3 locations over the spine: 1 ) just
above the base ofthe tarl,2) above the kidneys, and 3) above the front shoulders (Fig. 9).
If

No visible fat at point 1, score : 0;

If fat visible at point l, score : 5;

If fat visible at point 2, score : l0;
If fat visible at point 3, score : I 5 .

I

Figure 1 1. Body fat scoring incision locations and representative fat deposition. Figure courtesy
of WGFD.

Xiphoid fat - Xiphoid fat depth can be used as an index to overall body fat, and therefore
body condition (Austin 1984). Body fat in northem mule deer is at a maximum in late fall and

reflects the annual nutrition cycle (Wallmo and Regelin 1981). Thus, body fat can be inferred as

a measure of summer habitat quality (Kistner et al. 1980). Xiphoid fat is deposited
subcutaneously and thus is deposited last and used frrst (Harris 1945). Austin (1984) found
xiphoid fat was most sensitive in yearling bucks, with fat deposition varying more in older deer.

Advantages
. Can be gathered at check stations or during field contacts.
. Minimally invasive to a carcass.
. Detects gross differences in condition.
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Disadvantages
. Has not been validated against whole body fat.
. Does not reflect fine scale changes in overall body condition well.
. Usefulness generally limited to yearling bucks.
. Need >100 samples for useful comparisons.
. Measurement bias can be a problem.
. Can only be measured on dead deer.
. Fat depth may be obscured or altered by hunters during field dressing.
. Some hunters do not want their deer cut across the xiphoid process.

Assumptions
. Measurement is accurate and consistent.
. Fat deposition on the xiphoid is representative of the rest of the deer.

Techniques
Begin by making a2-in (5-cm) incision through the hide to the base of the sternum and
through the xiphoid process. Use a clear plastic rule to measure depth of fat between the
skin and the process perpendicular to the sternum at several points along the f,rrst 0.75-
7.25 in (2-3 cm) of stemum without deforming the layers. There is a thin layer of muscle
<l mm thick that lies beneath the fat layer; use that layer as a boundary for the
measurement. Measure to the nearest millimeter and calculate a mean of multiple
measurements. Occasionally there are multiple layers of fat, in which case, only the top
layer should be measured (Austin 1984). Xiphoid fat depth is generally considered to
have limited usefulness because of difficulty in obtaining accurate measurements and
lack of sensitivity.

Metabolic indicators.- A variety of blood, urine, and fecal compounds have been
investigated as potential indicators of nutritional status and body condition in deer (e.g., Saltz
and White l99la, b; Saltz et al. 1992; Saltz et al. 1995). Of all these compounds, serum thyroid
hormone concentrations appear to have the most potential for evaluating the metabolic status of
mule deer if used under the right conditions (Bishop et al. 2009a). Although serum thyroid
hormone concentrations can be used to predict percent body fat, their greatest potential value is
for evaluating relative condition of deer populations over time and by area. Mule deer does that
received supplemental feed during winter in Colorado could be readily differentiated from does
that did not based on their serum thyroid hormone concentrations (Bishop et aI.2009a).

Advantages
. Relatively easy and inexpensive to obtain if deer are being captured for other

reasons, such as radiomarking.
. Applicable to live deer with minimal handling.

Disadvantages
. Deer must be captured to obtain blood samples.
. Thyroid hormones are only useful indicators when deer are in a catabolic state

during late winter (limited range of usefulness).
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. Samples must be taken during the same time of year and from the same sex and

age classes to be comparable.
. Metabolic indicators are rate variables as opposed to state variables and can be

highly influenced or confounded by nutritional status (diet), season, and sex and

age ofa deer.

Assumptions
. Serum thyroid hormone concentrations are related to long-term metabolic status

rather than circannual pattems and short-term fluctuations or nutritional status
(diet).

Techniques
The optimal time to take blood samples for thyroid hormone analysis is in late February
and early March when deer are catabolizing their body reserves. Thyroid hormones can

have little relationship to body condition when deer are in an anabolic state (i.e., during
fat accretion) and can vary seasonally. Does are recommended for sampling over fawns
and bucks because they will likely show a greater range of body condition and tþroid
hormone concentrations in late winter. Bishop et al. (2009a) found total thyroxine (T4)
and free T4 had higher correlations with body fat than total triidothyronine (T3) and free
T3 in mule deer does, whereas Watkins et.al. (1991) found T3 to be the best indicator in
white-tailed deer fawns.

Skeletal size.- Skeletal size measures can be used as an index to growth, and thus
nutrition, of deer when they were fawns. Skeletal measures have long been used as an index to
age, growth rates, and body condition as a function of growth (Verme and Ozoga 1980).

Common skeletal measures include total length, chest girth, femur length, hind-foot length, and

metatarsal length. Hind-foot or metatarsal length measurements have been found to represent age

and overall growth of mule deer fawns (e.g., Robinette et al.1973) and can be more accurately
measured than total length. Chest girth can be confounded by subcutaneous body fat, particularly
in adults, and thus should be used in conjunction with other measures. Combinations of hind-foot
length, chest girth, and body mass were used to assess winter fawn size and condition (M.
Hurley, IDFG, unpublished data)

Advantages
. Skeletal measures are easy to obtain on live-captured or harvested deer.
. Measurement error for most variables is a minor issue with minimal training

(however, chest-girth measurements may be prone to inconsistency).
. Skeletal growth can index nutritional quality of habitat during the period when

most growth occurred (e.g., fawn measurements in early winter reflect summer
nutrition; M. Hurley, IDFG, unpublished data).

Disadvantages
. Measurement errors can bias data, especially for longer measurements when atape

must be repositioned to complete the measurement.
. Requires large sample size and multiple years of data in order to make inferences

about annual differences in body condition.
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Limited value unless used in conjunction with mass measurements for analysis.

Assumptions
. Systematic relationship between body condition and skeletal measurements.
. Ages and lactation status are estimated accurately.
. No measurement errors.

Techniques
Skeletal measurements should be made with a soft measuringtape (e.g., cloth, fiberglass)
that will conform to body contours (when applicable) and not stretch or shrink under field
conditions.

Total length - Measure is taken from the end of the nose to the tip of the tail by
contouring along the spine.

Chest girth - Measured around the chest immediately behind the front shoulder and
perpendicular to the spine. The tape end is then pulled firmly alongside the tape and
length is measured on the exhale (Fig. l0). When measuring chest girth, tape tautness
should remain as consistent as possible across deer and measurers in an effort to
minimize measuring error.

Figure 12. Measuring chest girth of a mule deer fawn. Photo by T. Keegan, IDFG.

Hind-foot length - Measured from the tip of the calcaneus to the tip of the hoof along the
lateral side (Fig. 11).
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Figure 13. Measuring hind foot length of a mule deer fawn. Photo by C. Austin, IDFG.

Metatarsal length - Best measured with a large caliper starting at the tip of the calcaneus

forward to end of the metatarsal with the hoof bent at 90 degrees to the metatarsal bone.

Body mass.- Body mass is a function of the combined mass of musculature, skeleton,

viscera (with contents), and body fat of a deer. Monitoring differences and changes in mass can

be a useful tool for examining body condition. For a small ungulate like mule deer, body mass is

a relatively simple measure to obtain. Mass can be measured in terms of toøl body (alive or

dead) or eviscerated carcass. Gerhart et al. (1996) used mass in combination with a body
condition score to obtain a body reserve index for caribou. However, Cook et al. (2007) found

mass did not improve predictive value of condition scores for mule deer.

Advantages
. Relatively easy to obtain.
. Small measurement error.
. Can be measured on live deer.
. May have potential for combination with other body condition measures to create

condition indices.
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Disadvantages
. Body mass is only moderately correlated with body composition in mule deer

(Cook et aI.2007, Bishop et aI.2009a) and what mass alone indicates may be
ambiguous.

. Ingesta mass and products of conception can greatly influence live body mass.

. Measures of eviscerated carcasses can be biased depending on which organs and
other tissues are removed from the carcass.

. Differences in individual scales can bias data,

. Deer must be physically handled.

Assumptions
. All scales are calibrated the same.
. All measurements are accurate.
. Organs and tissue removed from eviscerated carcasses are the same.

Techniques
Body mass measure is taken by weighing the deer with a scale. Scales can vary from
spring scales (most commonly used) to strain gauges (mechanical and electric). To obtain
accurate measurements, the range of scales must completely overlap the range of
expected deer body masses, while maximizing sensitivity of the measure. For example, if
weighing deer neonates where maximum expected mass will be 15 lb (7 kg), biologists
should use a 20-3O-lb (9- 1a-kg) scale with <0.1-lb (0.5-kg) graduations, rather than a
300-lb (136-kg) scale with 5-lb (2-kg) graduations.

To obtain masses on un-sedated mule deer, they must be adequately restrained to reduce
excessive movement. One of the easiest restraint methods is wrapping a nylon hobble
around the 4 legs. Most wildlife veterinarians recommend weighing hobbled deer in a
sternally recumbent position in a cloth or nylon bag. Maintaining sternal recumbency
during the procedure helps prevent aspiration of rumen contents and gut torsion. For
weighing neonates or young fawns, a small cloth or nylon bagthatwill securely hold the
deer works well. Another acceptable method is to suspend the deer below a scale on a
cradle or stretcher. Tare weights of restrainingmaterials should be taken into account.
When possible, someone other than those lifting the scale and deer should read the scale
to ensure accuracy of measurements.

To provide useful information, mass measurements must be collected and reported by sex
and age class. Mass of fawns and yearlings should be most reflective of recent
environmental variation and thus more important in identifying relationships among
habitat and weather conditions.

Antler size.- Antler size is directly related to 3 factors: age, nutrition, and genetics.
Males on a higher nutritional plane are more likely to approach their maximum genetic potential
for antler growth. Antler growth has been linked to nutrition in captive white-tailed (French et al.
1955) and mule deer (Robinette etal.1973). Anderson (1981), using data from Snyder (1959),
identified significant differences in yearling buck antler beam diameter between years of
substantially different rainfall and attributed increases to increased nutrition. Similarly, several
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authors noted declines in proportions of spike-antlered yearling bucks under improved habitat

conditions (Swank 1958, Snyder 1959, Wallmo 1960). Conversely, Anderson and Medin (1969)
found antler growth did not change with changes in forage quality and availability during years

of extreme difference in moisture in Colorado, but suggested antler growth was an accurate

predictor of age for mule deer <40 months of age.

Although attempts have been made to use antler growth as an index to condition by age class

throughout mule deer range, antler growth appears to be a poor or inconsistent predictor of body
condition in free-ranging mule deer. Use of antler growth measures as an index to mule deer

body condition may be limited because of the large degree of variation in antler growth across

regions, probably in relation to differences in climate, habitat, and soil mineral content. Further,

antler growth may only correspond to nutrition during a portion of the year. Antler
measurements are typically collected from harvested deer.

Advantages
. Data can be easily gathered at check stations or in the field.

Disadvantages
. Only applies to males.
. To date, little, if any, quantitative relationship to forage quantity and quality

(nutrition) has been documented for mule deer.
. Potential for measurement effors if data collectors are not properly trained.
. Reflective of only nutritional conditions before and during antler growth period and

may not reflect current body condition.
. Age, genetics, and regional differences in nutrition exert a substantial and highly

variable influence on antler growth.

Assumptions
. Ages accurately estimated.
. Antler development of local deer is similar and something less than the maximum

genetic potential.
. Antler growth changes with buck age.

Techniques
Several different measures have been taken by researchers, including a main beam length,

basal circumference, inside spread, number of points, and symmetry (Lindsdale and

Tomich 1953, Anderson and Medin 1969, Robinette et al.1973). Other researchers have

measured antler volume using water displacement, antler mass, and combinations of tine
length and diameter measurements (e.g., scoring systems developed for record keeping)
to measure antler growth. As with body mass, data should be reported by age class, with
yearling antler growth having the most potential to reflect nutritional conditions during
the previous spring and summer. At this time, we recommend against use of antler size as

a measure of body condition.

t
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DATA STORAGE AND RETRIEVAL

Much has been written about study design, data collection, statistical analysis methods, and
computer programs for population analyses (e.g., Bookhout 7994, Anderson 2001, Braun 2005,
this handbook). But the wildlife literature is surprisingly deficient in describing methods for
effectively storing and managing wildlife data. Organized and cost-effective data management,
coupled with appropriate retrieval systems, is critical for efficiently synthesizing information and
answering questions about mule deer populations.

Most mule deer managers are accustomed to storing and analyzing data they collected at a local
level. However, demands and expectations for data typically exceed local needs. To be useful for
jurisdiction-wide or regional management of mule deer, data must be shared and analyzed at
those scales. Technical aspects of data management at such large scales, such as design of
relational databases, may exceed the expertise of many mule deer managers and fall under the
purview of information technology specialists or biometricians. But managers and biologists
need to understand requirements and processes for correct data collection and storage as well as

those for retrieving, analyzing, and reporting data.

There exist a number of common challenges in using and storing data. In this section, we address
how to store your data in the most effective and efficient ways, now and in the future. Given the
tremendous rate of change in computer technology, tools available in the future may be very
different than what we have today, but we must ensure our data (past and present) are stored so
their value is maintained in perpetuity.

Standardization
Carpenter (1998) identified the lack of standardized inventory methodologies and data
management among agencies as an obstacle to understanding deer population status and
management. He and others (e.g., White and Bartmann 1998, Bowden et al. 2000, Carpenter et
al.2003) recommended types of data that should be collected to monitor mule deer populations.
Similarly, Ballard ef al. (2002) were unable to conduct a synthetic analysis of deer radiotelemetry
data from several western states because original data were often unavailable or irretrievable;
they made a compelling case for integrating such data into centralized archives.

Mason et al. (2006) made a case for standardizing ungulate surveys and data management in the
West and articulated a need for more research and monitoring at regional scales. Among their
recommendations were:

a

o

a

a

Review existing agency monitoring and management strategies to increase consistency
and data sharing.
Explore inconsistencies that impede greater interagency cooperation.
Develop practical methods for statistically reliable deer and elk population monitoring
and guidelines for data collection, storage, and sharing.
Have each agency's results stored in a searchable relational database.
Develop a regional archive of scientifically defensible data.
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. Use interagency data to study trends and causes of population changes at landscape

scales.
. Improve research and monitoring at regional scales.

Mason et al. (2006) concluded combining data among agencies will leverage increasingly scarce

resources and lead to more efficient management and cost-effectiveness for each agency. They
also suggested development of a regional data archive would strengthen credibility of agencies,

broaden public support of harvest regulations, and reduce potential for legal problems caused by
differences among agency management regimes. Rupp et al. (2000) suggested future challenges
to population survey results would likely be based on statistical arguments about deficiencies in
deer data. Consistent, long-term data arc very valuable for adaptive management of wildlife
species (e.g., Lancia et al. 7996b, Enck et al.2006).

To aid in meeting recommendations of Mason etal. (2006), we suggest the following goals for
any mule deer inventory or research project:

l) Collect high quality data (important and measured without error).
2) Ensure dafa are correctly and accurately entered into an electronic format.
3) Store data appropriately so information can be easily accessed when needed.

4) Store data securely to ensure integrity.
5) Provide access to data for everyone who needs or wants it (now and into the future).
6) Ensure data are easily comparable across subareas within your jurisdiction and across

time, as well as among states and provinces.

Data Collection (Goal 1)

Previous chapters focused on appropriate data collection methods for mule deer. However, there
are some basic aspects of data collection that can enhance data storage and retrieval. Raw data

should be collected and stored at the lowest level possible, along with summarized or interpreted
results (Huettmann 2005). Raw data can always be recombined or summarized, but the reverse is

not possible. Maintaining raw data allows application of new or improved correction factors,
statistical procedures, data groupings, or other analyses.

Widespread availability of GPS-enabled systems has been a boon to mule deer monitoring,
allowing managers to record spatial locations with relatively high accuracy. However,
inconsistent or erroneous use of geodetic datums and coordinate systems can reduce accuracy of
such data (O'Neil et al. 2005). Ideally, all staff within an agency should use a single standard. At
the very least, geodetic datum must be recorded and included with all records. Although
conversion among datums is not difficult, for compatibility with current GIS, recommended
datums are North American Datum of 1983 (NAD 83) or World Geodetic System of 1984 (WGS
84) (FGDC 1998, O'Neil et al. 2005). For ease in data entry and usage, latitude and longitude
coordinates should be recorded as decimal degrees.

Data Entry (Goal2)
Data must be accurately entered into a database or spreadsheet and double-checked for accuracy.
Entry should be governed by data validation rules to help prevent erroneous, invalid, or duplicate
data from being entered and uploaded. Data entry should be kept as simple, efficient, intuitive,
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and well-defined as possible. Most database programs allow constraints on data being entered to
prevent out-of-range values, incorrectly formatted entries, or missing data. Spreadsheet entry
provides an option for uploadinglarge data sets as long as validation occurs during entry and
upload.

Data Storage (Goal3)
Most wildlife agencies have trained professional database managers (e.g., information
technology specialists) who manage large databases of financial transactions such as license
sales and budgets, and other specialists who develop web sites and user applications. But it is
field staff who collect data describing deer populations, and this is typically where problems
arise in data management.

The following scenarios characterize effective data management systems in keeping with
recommendations of Mason et al. (2006):

. All similar data are combined into I large database (e.g., relational, hierarchical),
covering all years and areas ofthe state or province.

. All data of a given type are in a single format.

. The database contains metadata which describe source, contents, and limitations of the
data.

I

a

The database is stored at a central location on a common network drive.
All agency staff are networked together and use the same software (and same version) so

they can all access central network drives.
The network is protected by a firewall, virus scanners, and other security features.
Network databases are backed up automatically (daily, weekly, monthly) and updated to
account for new versions of software and hardware.
Important datasets are password-protected and read-only, so only authorized users can
make changes or view sensitive data.

Data Security (Goal4)
Data security falls into 2 broad categories: maintenance of correct biological data and protection
of personal information. Data maintenance begins with field data collection. Whether data are

recorded on paper or electronically, care must be taken to protect the media until data can be

replicated and transferred to permanent storage. Any number of mishaps can cause loss of data
(e.g., theft, physical damage, or loss of equipment or storage media; accidental or malicious
computer problems; large-scale disasters), so data must be replicated and stored in several
locations to ensure integrity. In conceft with an appropriate storage system, data security can be

enhanced at various levels through read-only access protection, password protection, firewalls,
and protective programs (e.g., against viruses, malware, spyware). Any changes to a database
should be recorded as part of the metadata (see below).

Although security of biological data is integral to mule deer management, security of personal
information has more far-reaching legal and social ramifications due to potential for identity
theft and other fraudulent uses. Most agencies have developed policies and procedures for
protection of personal information, but some information may still be widely available to agency
personnel (e.g., lists of license holders with personal information, harvest reports). Personal

a

o
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information, particularly Social Security or driver's license numbers, should not be transferred
from agency databases to portable computers or storage media or unsecure computers. If such
transfer is required, data should be password protected and encrypted.

Data Accessibility (Goal 5)
Data (raw and summary) should be made easily accessible so it can be provided to other users in
your own agency, agency managers, other agencies, and stakeholder groups (Huettman 2005).
Although wide access to data may be a cause for concern (e.g., misinterpretation, misuse, pre-
publication release), data collected by government employees are essentially public property and
thus available to anyone through various public records laws. In the case of sensitive or draft
data, access can be controlled through avariety of security measures.

Access to data may take several forms: collaboration and analyses among agency staff;
information needs of policy makers (directors, commissioners, legislators); requests from
stakeholders; and legal requirements (reports to funding agencies, legal challenges). Thus,
requests for information can range from simple to extremely complex. Regardless of complexity,
the process of providing answers is facilitated through use of queries and well-organized
databases.

An important aspect of data management, access, and queries is database structure. Data must be

structured so as to allow efficient queries. Required products might include a sub-set of data
records, summary table, graphic representation, statistical analysis, or GIS map. Producing these
items usually requires exporting data into a statistical or graphics software package. Therefore,
data should be structured to enhance extraction and be flexible in a number of different formats.
Relational or hierarchical database structures offer several advantages in accessing, managing,
and summarizing data. In some cases, connections can be designed to directly access a database
and transfer specific data on demand. Professional credibility is enhanced by having and
providing high quality data in an appropriate format with advanced analyses when requested.

For some assessments, different types of data from several sources must be compiled. For
example, harvest, GIS, and license data are usually kept in separate databases from inventory
data, but might be used together to assess harvest success by management unit. Similarly,
multiple data sets might be needed for population modeling. Ability to integrate multiple datasets
for applications should be considered when designing a database system. Most database
programs allow data from many sources to be easily connected.

Positive attributes of data accessibility include
. Accessible via commonly available software (others could find and access data in your

absence).
. Easy to understand (e.g., simple formats and clearly labeled variables).
. Metadata available to describe the database.
. Easy to summarize (e.9., within and across years, geographic areas).
. Easy to analyze (using queries, statistical packages, etc.).
. Ability to generate automatic analyses and summaries for users (including those who

collected and entered the data).

lt-
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. Data tables can be exported directly into other programs (statistical packages, graphics
software).

. Data can be linked to or easily uploaded to an agency website.

. Data can be linked to other applications (e.g., on-line hunter assistance programs).

. System is adaptable to take advantage of new technologies.

An important feature of centralized databases with well-designed access is cost savings. Cost of
data storage is now so low that there is very little expense involved in storing and backing-up the
largest data files (possibly excluding high-resolution photographs and GIS maps). A much
greater expense would likely arise from inefficiently finding, managing, and comparing many
separate smaller data files on different computers. Further, a single database approach is more
efficient with regard to back-up procedures and software updates and conversions.

Data Comparability (Goal 6)
The most important requirement for ensuring data are comparable is standardization. Each user
should record data in the same format, across years and management units, and have them stored
in the same location. Ideally, raw data collected in one jurisdiction would be similar to data
collected in nearby jurisdictions. Object-oriented data storage models (e.g., eXtensible Markup
Language [XML]) provide a flexible structure to store and transporT data in different formats and
across different systems and may facilitate information exchange among agencies via the
Internet. This approach allows comparison and collaboration among jurisdictions, resulting in
more rigorous scientific results, more appropriate policy decisions, and hopefully, the ability to
withstand social and legal challenges. Numerous benefits derive from being able to compare data
collected by different methods in the same or similar locations (e.g., Unsworth et al. 1999b,
Freddy et aL.2004). Vast amounts of data have been collected across the range of mule deer, and
we would all benefit from regional or range-wide analyses of this information (e.g., Ballard et al.
2002).

Most large organizations are moving toward standardized and centralized data management.
There are many advantages:

Data are much more secure. Likelihood of data loss due to accidental erasure, computer
breakdown, corrupted data files, stolen hardware, retirement or death of an employee,
power surges, natural disasters, etc. is significantly reduced. Files can be password
protected or placed behind firewalls.
Datasets are all-inclusive through time and space, facilitating summary and analysis at
multiple scales.
Data can be backed up more efficiently.
Data can be jointly viewed by many different users, in different locations, at the same
time.
Software upgrades, and corrections and improvements to data can be done once and
provided to everyone (e.g., revision of DAU groupings).
Purchasing power of entire government agencies allows use of similar computers and
software packages which enhances computer maintenance and reduces training needs.
Consistent data formats and management can be applied to multiple species.

a
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However, no system is without some negative aspects. Potential disadvantages for centralized
data management include

. Some agency staff may resist due to perceived loss of control over data, concerns about
ability to access data, or unfamiliarity with software.

. Conversion may require strong leadership to convince everyone involved to use standard
formats and central storage. Clear agency policies on data management are essential.

. May require a dedicated database manager and additional specialists to manage data and
run complicated queries.

. May require multiple back-up methods (e.g., tape, server, CD-R) and locations (on-site
and off-site).

. The need for automated queries or programming usually requires additional søff time.

. Networks can occasionally suffer from technical problems (low speed, service
disruptions), particularly for remote users.

Computer Technology
There have been incredible changes in computer technology since approximately 1986, when
many biologists began using personal computers. White and Clark (1994) described in detail
software and hardware available at the time and noted "computer use had exploded" in the
previous 20 years. They went on to state computer use was the fastest developing part of the
wildlife profession and predicted huge changes in the future. Some 15 years later, some of the
technology they described is now obsolete.

And yet, many problems identified by White and Clark (1994) are still with us: entering, storing,
and documenting data for effective use; backing up data to prevent loss; obtaining appropriate,
affordable software; and staying current with computer technologies. Perhaps surprisingly, there
is little mention of these topics in the most recent wildlife techniques manual (Braun 2005).

Keeping up with technology is just as large a problem for us now. For example, by the time this
document was published, there was a new version of the software used to produce it. In the near
future, computers, servers, networks, and storage devices may barely resemble current
technology.

Older media (e.g., floppy disks, diskettes, tape drives, and now CD-Rs), once standard
technology, are rapidly becoming outdated and data backed up on those media may already be

difficult to retrieve. Stability of various digital storage media are not well understood, but
failures of CD-Rs within 5 years have been noted and stability varies among different types and
manufacturers (Slattery etaL.2004, Bradley 2006). Further, CD-Rs may become obsolete as

technology advances (Bradley 2006).In contrast, portable hard drives and flash drives can
inexpensively store enorrnous amounts of data (e.g., 1 terabyte: I million megabytes or
approximately 1 million 3.5-in diskettes). Regardless of the storage media, managers must
develop specific plans for updating storage as technology advances.

Software
Making recommendations about specific software is difficult and such recommendations can
quickly become obsolete. The computer industry is very competitive and there are numerous
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similar products available to serve a specific purpose, often at arunge of prices. In many cases,
agency staff have computers and software purchased as a package through government
purchasing (lowest bid), and therefore not under direct control of individual staff. Therefore, for
simplicity, we will speak generically of several kinds of software.

Microsoft (Redmond, WA) products (e.g., Excel, Access, SQL Server) are the most widely
purchased programs running on personal computers. However, there are other similar products
available, with different features or prices, including open source counterparts available through
the Internet at no cost. Users should look for products that allow for simple exchange of data
among various software programs.

A variety of statistical packages are available, both as stand-alone commercial software (e.g.,
SAS ISAS Institute, Cary, NC], SPSS fChicago, IL], Statgraphics [Statpoint Technologies,
Warrenton, VA], Systat [Systat Software, Richmond, CA]), or freely downloadable programs
(e.g., R-Project, www.r-project.org/). R is a free software language and environment for
statistical computing and graphics that provides a wide variety of statistical (e.g., linear and
nonlinear modeling, classical statistical tests, time-series analysis, classification, clustering) and
graphical techniques.

Either spreadsheet or database software can be used for managing and analyzing a dataset
(entering data; combining, comparing, and manipulating these data;joining with other data sets;
and backing them up). Which is more appropriate depends on size of the dataset and types of
manipuf ations to be applied. If you can store and analyze all of your data on I worksheet of a
spreadsheet, then a spreadsheet may be a practical alternative to a database program, although
spreadsheets have limitations. Conversely, a database program is the best way to store and
manage large amounts of complicated data, particularly when data must be combined from
multiple sources or files to conduct analyses.

Spreadsheets (for use as a database)

Advantages
. Relatively simple to learn and use.
. Best for small datasets (e.g., <1,000 records).
. User can easily conduct complicated arithmetic (including population modeling)

and moderately advanced statistical procedure s.

. Producing charts and graphs is convenient.

. Easy to print simple reports and lists of records.

. More efficient for a one-time analysis.

. Easy data duplication.

. Many diverse plug-ins available.

Disadvantages
. Unable to check data validity during entry.
. Creating subsets of data can be challenging.
. Difficult to join or compare 2 lists.
. Data records (cells) are not linked and can be scrambled by improper sorting.
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. Difficult to conduct complicated queries or aîalyze across multiple groups.

. Known to produce mathematical errors under some circumstances, particularly
when there are missing data values (Powell et al. 2008). Difficult to check math
for large spreadsheet calculations.

. Difficult to print records in complex formats (e.g., reports).

. Lack database security features.

. Limited capacity.

. Only available to 1 user at a time, which can lead to creation of multiple versions.

Relational databases

Advantages
. Capable of efficiently storing and manipulating large, complicated databases

(thousands to millions of records).
. User can create data input forms with constraints on data input, which reduces

invalid entries (e.g., prevent missing values, ensure correct format, specify
bounds, limit entries to drop-down lists).

. Allows user to develop and save powerful queries (e.g., sort and group records,
select subsets ofrecords, join several subsets ofrecords to create a new table for
analysis, conduct arithmetic and simple statistical procedures).

. Flexibility in specifuing export content and format; allows use in many other
programs.

. Data records are unique entities that cannot be scrambled by sorting procedures.

. Ability to develop automated queries for common data analysis questions.

. Allows for online analytical processing to conduct real-time, easily customized, or
complex queries.

. Allows for advanced security.

. Can be accessed by multiple users at the same time.

Disadvantages
. More difficult to learn and use.
. May need a technical specialist for more complicated queries or specialized uses.
. Limited graphics capabilities, so user must export data to other software packages

to create charts and graphs.
. Limited capability for statistical analysis, so user must export data to other

software packages.

Data Continuity and Metadata
Guaranteeing availability and maintenance of datasets through time is a critical aspect of mule
deer management. As databases grow through time, so does reliability of estimates derived from
the data and ability to conduct more complicated analyses. Many attempts to retrieve and analyze
important, expensive information have failed because data have been lost or stored in unusable
or obsolete formats (e.g., Ballard et al. 2002). Provisions for data continuity and compatibility
should be a foremost goal in the design of data management systems. Although determining
likely future data formats is challenging, these actions will enhance future compatibility and
continuity:
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. Upgrade files and data to newer data storage media as they become available (but
maintain older versions as well).

. Update soft\ /are (e.g., database, spreadsheet) to newer versions as they become available.

. Store data media in >2 safe places (e.g., network server, office, home).

. Name files clearly with appropriate dates so someone else can find them.

. Provide metadata to describe files, their sources, and their purposes.

What do you wish you knew about data collected by your predecessors 30 years ago? What will
your successors want to know about data you collected, 30 years from now? A large proportion
of wildlife managers are nearing retirement age (McMullin 2004) which may result in a
significant loss of institutional knowledge. In the context of database management, this
knowledge is equivalent to metadata.

Metadata are information which describe and document data in a dataset. A data f,rle is simply a

set of numbers or words unless there is documentation to identify what values mean and how
they can be used. O'Neil et al. (2005) noted the importance of metadata to document contents of
a dataset, as well as how data were created, how to use data efficiently and effectively, and how
to prevent loss of critical information, especially when staff move to other positions or retire.
Inclusion of metadata is particularly important if data are made available to other people (within
or outside your agency).

Over time, methodologies and personnel involved in mule deer monitoring will gradually
change. Tracking those changes can preserve the value of data, either by maintaining consistent
protocols or documenting transitions. Correct use of metadata can prevent problems such as loss
of information with staff changes, data redundancy (multiple similar versions, sometimes
conflicting), misapplication of data, and improper decisions based upon poorly documented data.
As with all data, metadata need to be stored securely in a central location, in one format,
following standard protocols (e.g., Kimball 1998), and backed up.

Metadata documentation is required of any spatial datasets created with federal funding
(Huettman 2005, O'Neil et al. 2005). The Federal Geographic Data Committee (FGDC) provides
detailed standards for spatial data sets and justification for their use (www.fgdc.eov/metadata).
These standards should be applied to all mule deer datasets.

Typical metadata include
. Why data were collected and how they should be used.
. Who collected the data.
. What is included in the dataset.
. Definitions of variables and data fields, including units of measure.
. Clear definitions of any codes, labels, or specific terms (e.g., 1:male,2:female).
. Methods used to collect data: where, when, and how collected (e.g., aircraft type).
. Conditions under which data were collected (e.g., weather).
. For spatial data: geodetic datum, coordinate system, and format (e.g., NAD 83, latitude-

longitude, decimal degrees).
. When data entry occurred.
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. How any secondary calculations were made.

. Known biases or other issues inherent in the data.

. Where data are stored (including back-up) and how they can be accessed.

. What software and statistics were used to create the database and analyze data.

' Who has permission to use, edit, and distribute data to others.
. Location of any summaries, reports, or publications.
. For data acquired elsewhere, a description of its origin and how it was obtained.

Images
Photographs, slides, and digital images represent unique and valuable data that cannot be stored
in the same ways as typical data. Although many of the same principles of storage and
accessibility apply, images must be cataloged to allow efficient retrieval and use. A first step is
developing a system for naming files of digital photographs, including important identifuing
information (metadata) such as photographer's name, date, location, subject, and direction or
aspect of view. Physical photographs and slides should be scanned to produce digital images and
stored in a central repository, as well as saving physical originals.

Commercially available software is available for managing images. Images can be stored within
databases, but usually require additional software or computer programming to allow for
uploading files. Additionally, images stored in databases may be difficult to view or be viewable
in limited software packages. A preferable alternative to storing images in databases may be to
store images in a central filing system, then add locations of files to the database.
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SUMMARY

The importance of designing monitoring efforts in the framework of statistically sound sampling
cannot be over-emphasized. Many monitoring efforts fall short because they lack this critical
component. Sampling designs allow the investigator to determine precision (reliability or
repeatability) of resulting estimates. Measures of precision are necessary to determine the
probability that implemented management approaches will achieve desired outcomes. The
importance of statistically sound sampling must be recognized from the beginning of any
monitoring effort, not at the end, by seeking advice of a statistician early in the design phase.

We present and discuss a wide variety of monitoring techniques organized by monitoring topic.
Numerous population indices are discussed, with special attention given to weaknesses of
correlating indices to actual changes in population abundance. Discussions of individual
techniques are accompanied by descriptions of principal advantages and disadvantages of each.
In addition, critical assumptions about techniques are presented, with pertinent literature sources
provided for further investigation. Our intent is that readers of this document will find it essential
to become informed on mule deer monitoring techniques.

Management Objectives
Before any monitoring data are collected, it is important to clearly state and understand your
mule deer management objectives. Which type of data and technique are needed to meet
objectives of the management effort? Management objectives are a combination of biological
and social needs and are arrived atafter considerable discussion and debate.

Some management objectives are easier to achieve than others and may require considerably less
intensive monitoring than more complex objectives. You must understand what your
management system is designed to do and critically evaluate what information is needed to reach
those objectives. The section on recommended monitoring standards is designed to help the
reader better understand what type of data and what intensity of measurement will be needed
given a variety of typical mule deer harvest systems. As population management moves closer to
maximized harvest objectives, monitoring intensity should increase to ensure harvest levels are
appropriate. Developing a monitoring approach to provide data to asceftain if and when you have
reached stated objectives is highly critical to efficient and successful management. A table is
presented that identifies potential population parameters and the frequency at which measures
should be made as management intensity increases. This analysis and synopsis is a very useful
tool and deserves careful review and understanding. The first 2 sections in this handbook address
these important topics and are a "must read" before moving on to selection of specific
techniques.

Parameter Estimation Techniques
As would be expected, the meat of the document resides in the section on parameter estimation
techniques. The reader is provided with a thorough discussion of a wide variety of mule deer
monitoring techniques to estimate harvest, population trend, abundance and density, survival,
age and sex composition, and body condition. A brief description of the purpose and use of each
technique is presented. References to key literature sources for each technique are also provided.
Following the introductory material, bulleted lists of advantages and disadvantages, including
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critical assumptions that must be made with each technique, are presented. To the uninitiated,
this array of techniques may at first seem overwhelming. However, having these concise and
succinct descriptions available in I document is an advantage and serves a need that has existed
for some time.

This document is titled "Methods for Monitoring Mule Deer Populations." The reader will be

exposed to a variety of methods presented to inform and assist in selection of the most
appropriate approach for a given monitoring objective. Considering the wide variability in
terrain, vegetative cover, and weather conditions across the range of mule deer, recommending
any one approach is diffìcult and perhaps presumptive. However, the methodologies that have
proven to be most reliable and dependable are recommended.

No single method can be expected to perform in superior fashion for every situation.
Unfortunately, the adage "you get what you pay for" is pertinent to choosing monitoring
approaches, and often methods that require the largest investments, either in human or fiscal
resources, provide the most "bang for the buck." A key challenge in choosing a monitoring
technique is to hrst decide the level of precision or accuracy required to answer the questions
you are asking. That decision will then provide the basis for determining the most appropriate
technique and level of investment required. However, users have demonstrated certain methods,
if applied appropriately, will produce robust data. To aid the investigator in making these choices
we have selected the methodology that we judge to be the most reliable and preferred approach
for each basic parameter estimation process.

Harvest
Delays in obtaining harvest data prior to making future harvest decisions have haunted mule deer
managers for decades. Mail or telephone surveys have been the gold standard for many years,
but changing computer technologies are rapidly altering the landscape for estimating mule deer
harvests. Development and access to the Internet opens doors to surveying hunters more easily
and quickly. Concomitantly, improved software packages enhance the ability of a manager to
analyze harvest data without having to handle the data. Recently, wildlife agencies have
incorporated web-based surveys with telephone surveys (Lukacs 2007). Results of these efforts
are promising, and with continued development this approach will likely be the preferred
technique of the future. However, these probability-based surveys should not be confused with
user-selected web or telephone reporting or questionnaires which are likely to result in
substantive non-response biases.

Trends in Population and Demographics
Historically, one of the most common measures for assessing mule deer populations and
demographics was some index of population trend. The underlying assumption of a trend index
is that there exists a homogenous (across time, habitats, etc.) and proportional relationship
between a change in the trend index and a change in abundance or other population parameter.
The primary problem with trend indices is the relationship between an index and the population
parameter in question has not been determined and is most likely not consistent.

Consequently, recommending any single trend index is difficult. We thoroughly describe
advantages, disadvantages, and assumptions for a wide variety of indices that have been used. If

IF.
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a trend index is to be used, it will only be valid if employed with a sound sampling framework
and when assumptions are met or addressed statistically. Historically, indices such as pellet
group counts, minimum aerial counts, and harvest per unit effort, when applied appropriately,
have provided useful information. Minimum aerial counts and classifications are the most
commonly used indices. If an index is chosen as a method to monitor population trajectory or
performance, it is imperative that the user investigate and determine the relationship between the
index and the population parameter in question.

Abundance and Density - Sample-based Methods
One of the most desired measures of any wildlife population is an estimate of abundance.In all
likelihood, more fiscal resources are allocated to estimating abundance than any other parameter.
Estimates of abundance over broad geographical areas are often desired to manage mule deer
populations. Given that obtaining total census counts of mule deer is impractical, development of
statistically-based sampling systems becomes necessary.

There are a plethora of methods that have been employed, and most are based on the likelihood
that deer can be observed from an aerial-based platform. The fact that detectability of mule deer
is typically <1000/' has been widely demonstrated. Further, detection rates vary across habitats
and result in underestimates of total deer present and the need to calculate some measure to
account for this bias. The most common approach to estimate these biases includes variations
and combinations of mark-resight, distance sampling, and sightability models. We present a
thorough discussion ofthe advantages, disadvantages, and assumptions ofeach approach and it
appears use ofdetection rates is appropriate.

The variability in detecting mule deer over widely differing habitats makes it necessary to
develop correction factors by determining detectability of deer related to variables such as group
size, overstory cover, terrain, snow cover, type ofaircraft, observer experience, and survey
intensity. Correction factors may be developed through a variety of techniques, although using
radiomarked deer is the most common approach. Once an investigator develops a sightability
model for a specific situation based on relevant covariates, future surveys can be conducted
without the need for radiocollared deer. This approach, when applied under a sample-based
system, seems to be the most robust and should be the template for obtaining mule deer
abundance estimates.

Population Modeling
Various models have been used for years to provide mathematical simulations of mule deer
populations. All models are dependent on the quantity and quality of data utilized. Earlier
population models essentially allowed the user to manipulate a variety of parameters and
assumptions to improve "fit" between observed and modele d data. These models were not very
transparent and a major disadvantage was that users frequently did not understand or appreciate
how data were being manipulated.

Optimally Fitted Cumulative models align predicted and observed parameter estimates using an
objective mathematical algorithm based on an ordinary least-squares estimator. These models
can be objectively evaluated and compared based on fit and thrift and appear to have several
advantages over previous models. Advent of these models and associated software programs
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have greatly improved population modeling and brought greater credibility to this approach. We
do not recommended use of population modeling alone as a method to make management
decisions about mule deer populations, but OFC models can be valuable tools to better
understand and evaluate population measures.

Survival Rates
Survival rates of adult females and fawns are the most important parameters influencing mule
deer populations and very useful data for population models (Lukacs et al. 2009). A variety of
approaches have been used to estimate survival rates, but use of radiotelemetry is the most
efficient and direct method. A disadvantage is the relatively expensive equipment and

monitoring costs. Software to analyze survival data has greatly increased utility of such data.

Considering the costs of this approach, \rye recommend a subset of management areas be chosen

to serve as "representative" of other areas, thereby avoiding the need to sample all populations of
concem. The utility and robustness of data obtained from radiotelemetry renders it the method of
choice when the observer is measuring survival.

Age and Sex Composition
Knowledge about the age and sex composition of a mule deer population is an important
consideration in mule deer management. Various approaches have been utilized to determine
these parameters. Bias in data obtained is a significant concern and can come from several causes

such as observer error, or inadequate or improperly designed samples. Having well-trained,
experienced observers who are able to accurately identify age and sex categories is highly
important to obtaining valid data. The most common and recommended approach is to obtain
composition data via observers in aircraft, preferably helicopters. Under some circumstances,
observers might be more accurate if classifuing deer during ground observations. However, the
ability to sample larger and more inaccessible areas and obtain more observations from the air
makes aerial measurements most efficient. Detection biases by age or sex class are major
problems and must be accounted for. Generally, improved sampling designs that cover all habitat
aspects are recommended.

Body Condition
Growing concerns and interest in the condition of mule deer habitats have spawned efforts to
improve measures of mule deer body condition. There arc 2 main types of body condition
measures: morphometric measures such as skeletal size and body mass, and measures of body
fat. Some measures are suited only to dead deer whereas others can be applied to living or dead

deer. Once again, measures of body condition are indices and concerns about reliability of an

index discussed earlier also apply here. Many of the body condition measures are somewhat
subjective and rely upon observer training and consistency to be meaningful. Others, such as

ultrasonography, produce more objective and repeatable measures of body composition. Few
methods are robust across the entire range of mule deer body condition, so combinations of
measures are often necessary and improve reliability of estimates. Combinations of more direct
measures of body fat, supplemented by morphometric measures, seem to be the most promising
approaches. As always, sound sampling approaches must be implemented.
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Data Storage and Retrieval
Any monitoring effort is only as good as the data obtained, Considerable effort and care must go

into planning how data will be recorded, transcribed, analyzed, stored, repofted, and updated as

media technology changes. Any break in this chain of events risks the loss of very expensive and
perhaps irreplaceable information. Efforts directed at improving the data gathering process at the
beginning of the monitoring effort will return great dividends once field work is done.

Stages of data handling are presented to help break the process into important components. To
maximize benefits, data must be standardized and consistent in format, widely available to other
users, secure, and safely backed up at multiple sites. Efficiencies of today's hardware and

software allow data to be statistically analyzed and immediately reported. The ability to
immediately construct summary tables and graphics must be maximized. How to organize and

store data so these important steps can be realized is covered in considerable detail in the section

on data storage and retrieval.

This handbook is designed to provide all mule deer investigators with useful reference
information. The intent is to foster more informed and potentially consistent approaches to mule
deer monitoring among investigators across the range of mule deer and lead to enhanced data

sharing within and among states and provinces.

Finally, an important, but often overlooked, factor is the level of training of observers and, in the
case of aerial monitoring, pilots. Data obtained using an appropriate technique, which has been

implemented correctly, but collected by inexperienced or inadequately trained practitioners may
suffer in quality. Time spent ensuring observers are familiar with the entire monitoring
experience before actual data collection begins will pay great dividends.

As professionals, we o\ /e the magnificent mule deer and the many publics who enjoy them our
very best efforts in our monitoring work. The decisions we make can only be as good as the
information we collect. This document should be a valuable link in this imporlant process.
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APPENDIX A

OBJECTIVES AND PRACTICES APPLIED TO MULE DEER MANAGEMENT IN 18

WESTERN STATES AND PROVINCES
The following tables are based on survey responses from l8 of 23 wildlife agencies that are

members of the'Westem Association of Fish and Wildlife Agencies and manage mule deer.

Table 1. Objectives applied to mule deer management in 18 western states and provinces.

Manasement obiective Jurisdiction Percent
Population trend AK, AZ,ID, KS, MT, NE, NV, ND, SD, SK, TX, YK
Population abundance AB, AZ, CO,ID, MT, ND, OR, SD, SK, TX, UT, WY
Pre-season B:D ratio ND, SD, SK, TX
Post-season B:D ratio AB, AZ, CO, ID, MT, NE, NV, OR, TX, UT, WY
Buck age structure AZ,KS, MT, NE, NV, SD, TX
Antler composition of AZ,ID, MT, NV, OR, TX
harvested bucks
Fawn:doe ratio
Hunter days
Habitat considerations AK, AB, AZ,CO,ID, KS, MT, NV, SD, TX, UT, WY
Min. or max. buck harvest AK, MT, NE
Min. or max. doe harvest NE
Conflict management AB, CO, ID, KS, MT, NE, ND, SD, SK, TX, UT, WY

67
67
22
6l
39
JJ

AZ,MT,NV, SK, TX
AK, AB, AZ,TD, KS, NV, ND, SD, YK

þ:.r

28
50

67
t7
6

67

Table 2. Harvest frameworks for any-weapon mule deer seasons in 18 western states and
provinces. Does not include archery, muzzleloader, and special situations.

Harvest framework Jurisdiction Percent
Limited entry buck

Limited entry either sex
Limited entry doe

Unlimited buck
Unlimited either sex
Unlimited doe

AB, AZ, CO, ID, MT, NE, NV, NM, ND, OR, SD, UT,
wY, YK
CO, KS, NE, NV, OR, SD, SK, WY
AB, AZ, CO, ID, KS, MT, NE, NV, ND, OR, SD, SK,
UT, WY
AK,ID, MT, NM, OR, TX, WY
AK,ID, MT, SK, TX, WY
SK,WY

78

44
78

4t
aaJJ

ll
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Table 3. Methods used to estimate mule deer harvest in l8 western states and provinces.

Management obiective Jurisdiction Percent

Mail
Random survey
Complete survey

Telephone
Random survey
Complete survey

'Web-based
Random survey
Complete survey

Check station

AK, AZ, KS, ND, SD, SK, TX, WY
AZ,ID,NV, YK

AB, CO, ID, MT, OR, TX, UT
AZ, NM, OR

CO, KS, OR, WY
ID, NV, NM, OR, UT
AZ,MT,NE, ND, TX, UT, WY, YK

44
22

39
t7

22
28
44

Table 4. Methods used
provincesu.

to estimate mule deer population trend in 18 western states and

Methodu Jurisdiction Percent

Helicopter
Double count
Targeted (no detectability correction)
Random sample (no detectability correction)
Distance sampling

Fixed-wing aircraft
Double count
Targeted (no detectability correction)

Ground-based
Count
Pellet count

Modeling
Change-in-ratio
Sex-age-kill
POP-il
Agency model
Population reconstruction
Harvest per unit effort

Monitor harvest

AZ
AB, MT, NM
TX
OR

AZ
MT, ND

AZ, KS, MT, SK
AK

MT
NM
AZ, OR, WY
AB, AZ, MT, SD
AZ, MT, NM
AZ

6
l1

22
6

6

I7
6
6

6

6

l7
22
l7
6

72AK, AB, AZ, CO,ID, KS, MT, NE,
NV. ND. SK, TX, WY

u The following methods were not used by any jurisdiction: helicopter sightability or mark-
resight; fixed-wing sightability, mark-resight, random sample without detectability correction, or
distance sampling; ground-based mark-resight or track counts.
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Table 5. Methods used to estimate mule deer abundance in 18 western states and provincesa.

Methodu Jurisdiction Percent
Helicopter

Sightability
Mark-resight
Double count
Targeted (no detectability corection)
Random sample (no detectability correction)

Fixed-wing aircraft
Sightability
Mark-resight
Double count
Targeted (no detectability correction)

Ground-based count
Modeling

Change-in-ratio
Sex-age-kill
POP-il
Agency model
Population reconstruction
Harvest per unit effort

ID, MT, OR, WY
MT
AZ,MT
MT, NM
AB, CO, SK, TX

MT
MT
AZ,MT
MT, ND
AZ, KS, MT, OR

MT, WY
NM
AZ, NM, OR, UT, V/Y
AB, AZ, CO, ID, MT, NV, SD, SK
AZ,MT,NV, NM
AZ

22
6

l1
ll
22

6

6

ll
11

22

lt
6

28
44
22
6

u The following methods were not used by any jurisdiction: helicopter or fixed-wing distance
sampling; fixed-wing random sample without detectability correction; ground-based mark-
resight, pellet counts, or track counts.

Table 6. Methods used to estimate survival of mule deer in 18 western states and provincesu.

Management objective Jurisdiction Percent
Telemetry
Modeling

Change in ratio
POP-il
Agency model
Life table analysis

AK, AZ, CO, ID, MT, OR, WY

MT, UT, WY
AZ, OR, UT
AB, AZ, CO, ID, NV, SD
AZ

39

t7
l7
JJ

6

u The following methods were not used by any jurisdiction: sex-age-kill or weather-based
models.
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Table 7. Methods used to estimate age and sex composition of mule deer populations in 18

western states and provincesa.

Methodu Jurisdiction Percent

Helicopter
Sightability
Double count
Targeted (no detectability correction)
Random sample (no detectability correction)

Fixed-wing aircraft
Double count
Targeted (no detectability correction)
Random sample (no detectability correction)

Ground classification

Modeling
Change-in-ratio
POP-II
Agency model
Population reconstruction
Harvest per unit effort

ID
AZ
AZ, CO, MT, NV, NM, WY
AB, AZ, CO, ID, OR, TX

AZ
AZ, MT, ND
AZ
AZ,ID, KS, MT, NE, NV, OR,
SK, TX, UT, WY

MT
AZ, OR
AB, AZ, SD
AZ,MT
AZ

ll
6

JJ

JJ

6

l7
6

6t

6
l1
l7
ll
6

u The following methods were not used by any jurisdiction: helicopter mark-resight or distance
sampling; fixed-wing sightability, mark-resight, or distance sampling; SAK models.

Table 8. Methods used to estimate body condition of mule deer in 18 western states and
provincesu.

Method .Iurisdiction Percent
Xiphoid fat
Body mass
Antler growth
Skeletal growth
"Cook" method
Femur marrow

ID, UT
CO,ID, MT, TX, WY
AZ,ID, MT, TX, UT
ID, MT
ID
WY

11

28
28
11

6

6

u The following methods were not used by any jurisdiction: kidney-fat index, Kistner score,
ultrasound, blood indices, or urine indices.
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1.0 lntroduction

The purpose of this report is to summarize the movement of the Round Valley mule deer

(Odocoileus hemionus) herd through the area of the Casa Diablo 4 Geothermal Expansion

Project. The area is considered a herd summer range and migration corridor. The California

Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) deer surveys and other authorities indicate that a portion

of the Round Valley deer herd migrate through the proposed Project area in late April through

the third week of May, depending on snow conditions.

There have been several deer surveys/studies performed in the Project area over the years,

including track counts, pellet counts, radio collar, and other methods. The most recent deer

study (1997-2000) estimates the Round Valley herd at 2,200 to 2,300 individuals (Quad Knof

2004). Associate Biologist Mr. Tim Taylor of the CDFG recommended that deer track-count

surveys be conducted in the area of the Casa Diablo C4 Geothermal Project, The track-count

methodology is described in Section 3.0 below. Data collected during May 2011 track-count

surveys was used to summarize the results described in this report.

2.0 Setting

2.1 LocationlProject Area

The Project is located on the Old Mammoth, 7.5' USGS Quad (1994) in portions of Sections 25,

and 36 of T3S, R27E and Sections 30, 31, and 32 of T3S, R28E, Mount Diablo Baseline &

Meridian (MDB&M), east and west of the intersection of U.S. Highway 395 (U.S. 395) and State

Route 203 in Mono County, California (Figure I ). The western portion of the project is located

east of Mammoth Lakes, California at Shady Rest Park. Elevation ranges from 2237 (7339 feet)

to 2376 meters (7795 feet) above mean sea level (amsl). The majority of the Project area is

open space with well pads and pipelines located in selected areas.

2.2 Weather Conditions

The winter snow fall o12010-2011 stayed well into spring with snow fall continuing during the

survey period. Portions of the survey routes, in the Jeffrey pine forest, were covered in snow

and could not be surveyed during the early part of the survey period. The deep snow pack at

higher elevations also remained through the month of May.
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2.3 Biological Habitat

The habitaUvegetation in the Project area consists of sagebrush (Aftemisia tridentata) and

Jeffrey pine (Pinus jeffreyí) components, as described in the California Wildlife Habitat

Relationships System. The most abundant is the Jeffrey pine. The dominant species found in

the canopy is Jeffrey pine, forming a pure stand. Where a shrub component exists under the

canopy it is dominated by sagebrush. The sagebrush community is dominated by dense

sagebrush with other shrubs, perennials, and grasses.

3.0 Methodology

Consistent with CDFG recommendations, deer track-count surveys were conducted Between

May 4 and June 1, 2011 by MACTEC Engineering and Consulting, lnc. (MACTEC) biologists

Nancy Santos and Carter Schleicher. Survey dates included: May 4-5, 9-10, 12-13, 16-17,18-

19,23-24,26-27, and 31-June 1.

Roads originally selected to be surveyed were located on both sides of U.S. 395 (Figure 2

below). A reconnaissance of the roads was conducted prior to the actual surveys to determine

the conditions of the roads. The roads to the east of U.S. 395 were determined to be in poor

condition (ditched like a gully or overgrown with vegetation) and could not be dragged. The

road to the east of Shady Rest Park was not surveyed as originally intended. Due to a long

winter and cold spring all the snow had not melted off portions of the roads in the Jeffrey pine

habitat. This prevented the draggíng of the last section of Sawmill, Poleline, the 4WD Road off

Poleline Road, and the east road adjacent to Shady Rest Park. This only lasted until the snow

melted at which time all portions of the three main roads were part of the survey route. The

4WD Road adjacent to U.S. 395 was also part of the survey route.

On the evening of day one, the selected survey roads were dragged with a metal mesh-like net

behind the vehicle. The drag was done as late as possible before dark, to clear the roads of

existing tracks including vehicle, human, dog and deer. The morning of day two, deer track-

count surveys were conducted, by vehicle and on foot, on all sections of roads dragged the

previous night. lt was not uncommon to find vehicle tracks and footprints (human and dog)

already on top of the freshly dragged areas from the night before. Visual observations of deer

were noted both during the drag and deer track-count survey periods.
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Figure 2. Original Survey Routes (red and black) and Omitted Survey Routes (red)

Deer track-count surveys included the collection of GPS data on the location of deer and deer

tracks, where the deer entered the road, where the deer exited the road, and what direction the

deer were coming from and going to. The data was collected and compiled into a spreadsheet

(Appendix A) and used to determine the area of use by the deer, quantity of deer passing

through the area, and direction of the deer.

Deer track-count survey methodologies were based on personal communications and review of

previous studies, and are listed below:

Assessment of Deer Utilization of the Mammoth Pacific, L.P., Geothermal Exploration

Areas: Basalt Canyon, Upper Basalt, and Rhyolite Plateau

Casa Diablo Geothermal Development Project: Deer Study Final Report, 1987 ,

Personal communications with Tim Taylor CDFG (2011)

Personal communications with Richard Perloff, US Forest Service, Mammoth Lakes RD

(2011)

a

a
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4.0 Track-Count Survey Results

Deer from the Round Valley herd are said to move through the Project area during spring

migration and are assumed to move in a northerly direction towards summer range and fawning

grounds. The results of the track-count surveys are summarized in Table 1 below.

able l. Deer Observations and Track-Gounts s Detected Movinq in Each D
Date North South East West Total
Mav 4* 0 0 0 0 0

Mav 5 1 5 0 0 6

Mav 9* 0 0 0 0 0
Mav 10 10 2 0 0 12

Mav 12* 0 0 0 0 0
Mav 13 13 10 1 I 34
Mav 16* 0 0 0 0 0
Mav 17 2 5 5 1 13

Mav 18" 0 0 0 0 0
Mav 19 0 3 0 4 7

Mav 23* 0 0 0 0 0
Mav 24 6 5 0 2 13
Mav 26* 0 0 0 0 0
Mav 27 22 11 3 5 41
Mav 31* 3 4 0 0 7
June 1 10 4 3 I 17
Total 67 49 12 22 170

irection

Note: * 
= drag days only where deer observations were recorded. Totals do not include deer were direction

of movement was not known.

The greatest period of deer use in the Project area was the week of May 27, followed closely by

the week of May 13. The total number of deer tracks observed moving through the Project area

during those two time periods was 43 and 34, respectively.

A total of 170 deer or tracks were observed during the entire survey period, May 4 through June

1. This is the maximum number of deer that could have used the area. lt is more likely the

actual number of deer is lower due to the possibili$ that tracks of the same deer could have

been counted more than once. At most .07 percent (17012300) of the Round Valley herd used

the Project area over a period of eight days in May 2001.

The number of deer moving (migrating or foraging) in a northerly direction (N, NW, NE, NNW,

and NNE) was limited to 67 deer or .04 percent (8712300) of the 2,300 animals that migrate out

of Round Valley. The remainder of the deer, more than one-half the total, was observed

I
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traveling to the south, east and west. Figure 3 illustrates the location of each deer visual or

track-count observation for the duration of the survey period.

Sawmill Road was the most heavily deer tracked during the survey period (approximately 60

deer) and the deer tended to parallel or cross the road in the sagebrush portion of the habitat.

The majority of the traffic on Sawmill Road was deer crossing the road in a direct manner or

walking along the road for a time and then crossing the road to the other side.

Nearby and almost parallel to Sawmill Road is Poleline Road, which was utilized by deer but to

a lesser degree then Sawmill Road. Approximately 35 deer were identified as having used

Poleline Road during the survey period and the majority of them were heading northwest along

the road.

Figure 3. Deer Locations along All Survey Routes
Colorkey: Red = 1deer, yellow=2 deer, Green = 3deer, blue = 4deer, purple= 5deerandwhite=7 deer

The 4WD Road off Poleline Road was traveled little by the deer. lt appears the deer moved

through the area to the east of the 4WD Road or turned around and went south or east again

when they realized the snow pack was still too deep to traverse.
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The 4WD Road off U.S. 395 was also travelled by the deer and the majority of those deer were

traveling to the north or northwest, taking another road west towards Poleline and Sawmill

Roads.

5.0 ConclusionsandRecommendations

5.1 Conclusions

Based on literature review, data collection, and communication with Mr. Tim Taylor, the

following conclusions have been made.

The Round Valley mule deer herd utilizes the habitat in the area of the Casa Diablo CD4

Geothermal Expansion Project site. The mule deer use the area for migration, foraging and

cover, including both the sagebrush and Jeffrey pine habitats. lt is unclear from this study, how

much of the deer use was migration and how much was a resident population foraging back and

forth.

Evidence shows that all roads included in the study were used by the deer during the survey

period to access or leave the Project area. Sawmill Road was used most often by the deer in

the open sagebrush country.

The results of the track-count data show that the deer were milling about in the Project area

waiting for snow at higher elevations to clear, foraging as a resident population, or a

combination of both.

5.2 Recommendations

Due to the late winter and cold spring the deer appear to have delayed their departure for the

higher elevations of their summer range and fawning grounds. Therefore, should the Project be

approved and operational, Mono County may wish to revisit mule deer mitigation measures and

request additional data collection on deer use in the area of the Casa Diablo 4 Geothermal

Expansion Project.

6.0 Summary

ln summary, the foregoing survey indicates that a minimal number (.07 percent) of individuals

from the Round Valley deer herd used the Project area for foraging or migration over a period of

eight days in May, 2011.

il
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APPENDIX A

Deer Track-Count Survey Results
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To:

MEMORANDUM

December 29,2011,

Ron Leiken

Ormat Corp.

From: Jim Paulus

Principal, Jim Paulus Ph.D.

RE: lnteraction Between Fall 2011 Migrating Deer and the Basalt Canyon Pipeline at the
CD4 Project

This memorandum is an addendum to recent reports regarding deer use of the CD4 Project area near

Mammoth Lakes. One area of study, specificallythe forested section of Transect EE between sites 12-31

and 55-27, was highly used by migrating deer and was also consistently blanketed with snow during the
latter part of deer surveys reported in the December 28, 2011- document, "Fall 2011 Migratory Deer

Survey for the M-1 Project Site at the Casa Diablo Geothermal Area." This coincidence was exploited by
performing additional off-transect tracking during the period November l-l- to December 2 to determine
how migrating deer got across the existing Basalt Canyon Pipeline.

The Basalt Canyon Pipeline, in existence since 2006, is an aboveground linearstructure, a 36-48 inch

diameter pipe suspended about one foot off the ground, which crosses through relatively dense Jeffrey
Pine Forest vegetation and lies perpendicularto the identified migration corridor. Deer could jump over
itreadily,ashasbeendocumented. About200ftofthisparticularsectionisadoublebarrel,havingtwo
pipes spaced within a few inches of each other but otherwise constructed in a fashion that is identical to
the (single) pipes that continue upstream and downstream. Given the habitat and human activity seems

to be unvarying in this general area, I can see no other reason deer might choose or reject crossing at

any place alongthis section of the Basalt Canyon Pipeline, otherthan their reaction to the pipeline itself.

The locations of crossings, the length of travel parallel to the pipeline prior to crossing, and direction of
travel were mapped.

Analysis is necessarily limited by smallsample size, as in totalonly 23 deerwere mapped overthe 13

sampledates. Thefirstcleartrendisrefusaltocrossatthedoublebarrel. Crossingswereconcentrated
at the western end of the double pipe section, where it merges into a single pipeline. Tracks indicated
deer were diverted an average 100 ft upon encountering the double barrel. All 7 deer mapped there
crossed to the west of the double barrel. A second clear trend was discovered among the remaining 16

crossings, which occurred well to the east of the double barrel. 70% of deer mapped there came across

the pipeline at one 20 ft pipeline length. There is a visibly greater gap under the pipe at this point due to
a small variation in topography. The ground to pipe gap is 36 inches at its greatest, so adult deer would
have to stoop but not crawl to pass. lt was also noted that the coyotes that are common in this area

routinely traveled to this gap. lt is possible the animals using the passage were simply following tracks

left by others. ln support of this, the track map shows almost zero diversion of deer along the pipeline

at the "overhead" gap.

These trends would be in agreement with the hypothesis that deer will use an alternative to double
barrel pipeline if provided, in this case the alternative being the nearest single pipeline section. Also, the
tendency to use the only overhead pipe available within the habitat type chosen for migration strongly

jrp28_17.4 122911 2pgs Page L
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supports the hypothesis that passages provided for migration will be used regularly in the years soon
after pipeline completion. Deer use of this unintentional, rather cramped overhead bodes well for any
intention to provide overhead-style passages for migrating deer that might be included in the upcoming
CD4 Project.
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INTRODUCTION

Rangelands are plant communities dominated by grass-
es, forts, and shn¡bs. Their primary use by humans world-
wide is for livestock grazing, but these comrnunities also
are habitat for wildlife, Traditionally, wildlife-related con-
cerns ofrange managers focused on predators oflivestock
and on wildlife species that a¡e hunted. Today, managers
are interested in biodiversþ and a wide range of species.
Management of public rangelands in the United States is
constrained by federal and state laws, which require man-
4gers to add¡ess the impact of management activities on all
wildlife;

Thenajority of rangelands used by wildlife in the United
Staær .pe public lands adminisæ¡ed by ttre U.S. Forest
Serviçe,¡ârd Bweau of l,and Management both of which
havemultiple-use mandate,s. With existing laws such as the
Ertdangered Species Act and Clean tilater Act, and ecosys-
tem management and ecosysæm health policies of the major
land nanagement agencies in the United States, there is
expanding need to address the ecology of rangelands as it
relates to plants, soils, water, wildlife, and livestock.

Photographs, videos, Interuet web sites, agenda-driven
"science," opinion pieces, the growth of advocacy groups,

legal challenges (and threat oflegal challenges), and soci-
ety's changing sentiments about use and condition of pub-
lic rangelands have generated an abundance of confusioo
and uncertainty about rangeland management. What for-
merly was a field primarily limited to understanding live-
stock-big game species relationships is now open to exam-
ination of livestock impacts on all native flora and fauna,
and the communities and ecosystems in which they exist.

The single greatest change influencing wildlife on west-
ern rangeland management during rhe 1990s has been the
shift of concern from competiticjn of livestock with big
game such as deer (Odocoileus spp) and elf:{Centtts:ela,
phus), to concem for all wildlife; and biodiversity in Ëen
eral. For terrestrial wildlife species, thè fate of sffies
such as the willow flycatiher (Ettrpiilana* lraillii):ianá
sage-grouse (Centrocercus spp.) now dominate livestock
and wildlife issues in montane meadow-riparian systems
and sagebrush (Artemisía spp.) stePPe, respectively, in
many areru¡ of the western United States. In California for
example, ungulates aren't mentioned in a recent decision
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874 Managing Rangelands for Wildlìfe

to amend management of >1.7 million ha on 11 national
forests (U.S. Department of Agriculture 2001). Aquatic,
riparian, and meadow system rangeland management
would, instead, be heavily influenced by habitat needs of
the willow flycatcher, mountain yellow-legged frog(Rana
muscosa), Yosemite toad (Bufo canorus), and great gray
owl (Strix nebulosa).

Effectively nanaging rangelands for wildlife requires
achieving a specified level ofhabitat stncture as represent-
ed by vertical and canopy cove¡, food items as represented
by species composition, and adequate wate¡ quality and
availability. Additionally, where livestock grazing is
involved, there is a need to uoderstand and manage for
interspecific and social interactions between livestock and
wildüfe, as well as strategies to mitigate adverse effects.
These interactions may be in the fomr of behavioral avoid-
ance or attraction, direct mortality caused by livestock, or
habitat modifications, and indirect moÍality caused by dis-
ease transmission. Wildlife-livestock interactions have
greater applicatiou at a broad geographic scale rather than
a site-specific study area.

Because most state and federal agencies have unique
missions and mandates (Salwasser et al. 1987), manage-
ment philosophies and on-the-ground techniques differ
markedly among agencies. Philosophical differences can
be further exacerbated when adjaceut tracts of la¡d, man-
aged by different agencies, have thei¡ own unique designa-
tions (e.g., specially designated area). Specially designat-
ed a¡eas come in a variety of shapes and sizes, but in the
United States they arc tlTically managed by one of a few
federal agencies (e.g., U.S. Forest Service, Bureau of Land
Management, National Park Service, or U.S. Fish and
Mldlife Senrice), and include such areas as wilderness,
special resea¡ch a¡eas, wildlife refuges, sanctuaries, or any
other site where cefiain activities or mânagement tools
(e.g., aircraft, mechanical equipment) may be prerluded.
ïhese areas are usually small rplative to the management
prescriptions ofadjacent properties and, thus, exist as non-
contiguous islands that must be managed differently from
surrounding landscapes.

Because of the va¡ied and unique challenges con-
frouting mânagers in today's wq¡ld, rhi.s chapter is not
intended to be an all+ncompassing ueatise. Rather, it
presetrls a discussion of selected issues and techniques in
an effort to provide the reader with a geueral understand-
ing and appreciation for the complexities associated with
rnanaging rangelands. A¡ extensive literature review is
included and the reader is encouraged to explore the vast
quantity of information that has been published on this
subject" some of which is also summarized elsewhere (e.g.,
K¡ausman 1996). It is our hope this chapter adequately (1)
provides an overyiew of rangeland managenent to benefit
wildtife species and natural communities, with,a4empha-
sis on westem North America; (2) identifies'some of the
topical issues and primary rangeland systems o.f concem;
and, (3) describes some of the tsçhniques fqr acçoq¡modaÈ
ing wildlife and rvildlife issues on rangelands.,

PLANT SUCCESSION AND WILDLIFE
MANAGEMENT GOALS FOR RANGEI.ANDS

Plant succession is the gradual replacement of one
assemblage of plant species with others through time until

a relatively s¡¿þls çlimax community is reached (Clements
1916). As each group of plant species is replaced, the
value of the community as habitat to any particular species
of wildlife changes. Thç ¡esult is a succession of wildlife
species as plant communities and populations of primary
consumers undergo successional changes altering the dif-
ferent trophic levels (Kie et al. 1994).

Range Condition and Wildlife Habitat
Only a portion of the vegetation biomass in a rangeland

will provide adequate nutrition for an herbivore. As body
size decreases, diet selectivity generally increases (Van
Soest 1994); consequently, many wild he¡bivores (which
tend to be smaller than domestic livestock) consume much
less of the vegetation resource than livestocþ particularly
cattle. Fufhermore, domestic livestock may consume a
greater proportion of poorer-quality bulk forages because
producers supplement diets of livestock to balance nutri-
tional requirements for growth and reproduction at least
for some pofion of the year. Proper estimates of carrying
capacity for wildlife on rangelands assume that all nutri-
eots w'ill be obtained from the range (Hobbs and Swift
1985).

Rangelands exist in many different successional stages
and strr¡ctural conditions because of the influence of f¡e,
mechanical disturbance, berbicide treatment, and graztng
by wild and domestic herbivores. Some plant communities
respond to grazing in a predictable manner, depen¡ling on
the plant species present (Dyksterhuis 1949). Some plant
species are dominant in climax comrrunities because they
are superior competitors in the absence of disturbance.
Howeve¡, they begin to decline in vigor and abundance
with increaseð, grazng pressr¡r€ (Dyksterhuis 1949). As
they decline, other less palatable plants present at the cli-
max stage become more abundant as competition is
reduced. lf. grazing intensity is sufficiently heavy and
occurs over a long period of time, new plant species, \ryell
adapted to heavy graztng, appear in the community. As a
result, many exotic species of plants (e.g., spwges, thistles,
brome grasses) become established and overall condition
of the range is reduced.

In the past, rangelands have been managed on a cotrcept
of how close existing vegetation approximates ¿ çlim¿x
community using terms such as excellent, good, fair, and
poor @yksterhuis 1949). This procedure cannot be used
on seeded rangelands, however, or those dominated by
int¡oduced, naturalized plant species such as the annual
grasslands of California (Smith 1978, 1988). Also, range
condition terms including excellent, good, fai¡, and poor
are defrned in terms of providing forage for
livestock-habitat is species specific and differs greatly
among species. A site rated as poor may provide excellent
habilat fgr.yildlife adapted to eady,seral vegetation (e.g,
white-tailed dær [Odocoileus virginianusj), whereas a site
rated as excellent on this scale (e,g., grassland) may not be
used at all by that speòies. More appropriate terms for
dçscribing the conditiarn of rangeland Vegetation as they
relate to wildlife needs are climax, lare seral, mid-seral,
and early seral (Pieper aud Beck 1990).

Addiúonal problems may arise when changes in live-
stock grazing practices do not immediaæly produce a

change in rangeland vegetation. For example, some gtass-
land sites in southeastern A¡izona that had been converted
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to shn¡blands by heavy livestock grazrngfailed to revert to
native grasses following 20 years without livestock
fValone et al. 2002). In contrâst, other sites that were pre
tected for up to 39 years exhibited an increæe in grasses,
suggesting that substantial time lags following protection
from grazing were n€cessary (Valone et al. 2002).

Si¡ce 1990, range ecologists have been developing
models of chauge in rangeland vegetatiori based:on the
concept of multiple steady states (Laycock 199t, 1994).
These states are often porrayed as state-fansition models

Cwestoby et al. 1989), wherein "states" are recognizable
assemblages of species at a particular site that a¡e stable
over time. Such models a¡e useful in understanding why
some plant communities fail to respond immediately to
changes in management practices. Pa¡ameterizing state-
t¡ansition models, however, often requires large data sets
on composiüon of rangeland vegetation collected over
many years. If such data a¡e available, state-transition
models can provide more precise predictions about vegeta-
tion change (Allen-Diaz and Bartolome 1998) than the
classical linea¡ succession model developed by Clements
(1916) and may be useful in restoring degraded rangelands
(Chambers and Linnerooth 2001).

Models of Rangelands as Wildlife Habitat
The system of classifying wildlife habitats according to

potential nafir¡al vegetation and seral stage for coniferous
forests (Thomas 1979) also has been applied to rangeland
vegetation i¡ southeastern Oregon (Maser et al. 1984).
Habitat data were assembled for 347 species of vertebrates
assessitg impacts of different range matragement activities
on those species by equating plant communities and thei¡
structural conditions with habitat values for wildlife. The
st¡uctural conditions were grass-forb, low stuub, tall shnrb,
tree, a¡d tree-shnrb. As a plant community progresses
from grass-forb to ftee-shrub conditions through succes-
sion, changes occur in enyironnental va¡iables important
to wildlife. For example, herbage production tends to be
highest in grass-forb communities; browse p,roduction
highest in low-shmb and high-shrub commuuities; and
canopy closure, canopy volume, and stnrctural diversity
highest in Eee and tree-shrub communities (Maser et al.
1984). Man=agement actions such as bnrsh and weed con-
ftol, \¡'ater development, prescribed burning, seeding and
planting, and grazing also can result in changes in stn¡cnu-
al conditions (Maser et al. 1984).

Accounting for needs of large numbers of wildlife
species makes land-use planning difficult. To simplify the
process, wildlife can be grouped into life foims bæed on
the relationship of the species to thei¡ habitats. In south-
eastem Oregon, 2 characteriitics ofeach Species (where it
feeds a¡d where itreproduces) were used to distiriguish 16
life for-ms. For example, dark-eyed junqps (Iurrco hye-
malis) and mule deer (Odocoileus hemianûi) cbaractetize
those species that
examples of such
der (A:mbystoma
boreos), which feed on the ground, in shruts, or in,trees,
and reproduce in water Maser et al. 1984).

Beyond generelized models of wildlife habitat associa-
tions, managers occasionally es :mate nutritional carrying
capacity of rangelands. Most models of range supply and
animal demand sum the available nutrients supplied by for-

age in the habitat and theu divide by the animal's nutrition-
al requirements (Robbins 1973, Hobbs et al. 1982).
However, these models are simple and fail to make predic-
tions based on varying levels ofnutritional quality required
by individuals (e.9., pregnant or lactating females, breed-
ing males, migating adults, etc.) (Hobbs and Swift 1985).
To avoid overestimating the number of animals that exiSt-
ing plant biomass can support, carrying capacity models
should consider minimun dietary nutrient concentation
(Hobbs and Swift 1985, Hanley and Rogers 1989).

The influence of grazing can also affect wildlife species
richness, divenity, densiry, and abundance. Some cotrclu-
sions, for example that grazing tends to increase abun-
dance of common species but reduces the overall diversity
ofspecies (Bronham et al. 1999, Rambo and Faeth 1999),
provide a community approach that may contibute to
additional generalizations when other taxonemic groups
are considered.

CONTEMPORARY ISSUES IN RANGEI.AND
MANAGEMENT

Key Rangelands of Concern
Riparian, montane meadow, and aquatic habitats contin-

ue to remain a high priority for conservation and manage-
ment on western rangelands. Mininizing soil erosion and
maintaining or restoring water quality are paranount in sus-
taining these systems for the futr¡re. Meeting these 2
umbrella objectives may accommodate the needs of some
wildlife s¡rcies that i¡habit these systems. Increasing con-
cem now exists for other wildlife habitats that are ntnge-'
lands. This interest has a¡isen largely because of growing
concem forbiological diversiry but also for specific wildlife
species that a¡e declining and/or are being petitioned for list-
ing under the federal Endangered Species Act. While there
are numerous other plant communities and wildlife habitats
that comprise rangelands thmughout the world, the follow-
ing systems or habitats are currently of great issue on pub-
lic rangelands in the westem United States.

Sagebrush Steppe
Foremost of concem amoûg rangeland habitats at pres-

ent are the expanses of sagebrush/perennial bunchgrass
range that dominate much of public land in the west (e.g,,

Paige and Ritter 1999). From a timing penpective, just as

range livestock management has been challenged in the
1990s to work toward avoiding negative impacæ to the
riparian zone and to more effectively use upland range,
Iivestock use of uplands hæ now come under scrutiny as

well. Recent resea¡ch indicating that sage-grouse are
declining a¡d that they nest most successfully when there
is an herbaceous understory at least 18 cm in height
(Sveum et al. 1998) has created an additional challenge for
livestock managers on public lands-how to avoid impact-
ing riparian zones while ensuring adequate heròaceous
cover to meet the needs of at least one nesting species in
sagebrusb/grass communities. Use and management of
fue,' herbicides, proxirrity to urbanization and agriculture,
use bf off-road vehicles, and power lines also are contribut-
ing factors atrecting quality of wildüfe habitat on these
rangelands.

Other habitats of concem geographically associated
with sagebrush steppe are browse communities dominated
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by antelope bitterbrush (Purshia tridentata), mountain
mahogany (Cercocørpus spp.), or saltbush (Atriplu spp.).

Often, these communities serve as a seasonal range for
wildlife, such as il winter, but are grazed by livestock in
sruumer.

Desert
Concern about potential impacts to the desert tortoise

(Gopherus agassizií) f¡om livestock gazing and other uses
prompted the Bureau of Land Management to recently
issue a gazing decision to heþ p¡otect this species in
California desert systems. These systems are particularly
susceptible to impacts of grazing because they require a
long time for recovery of vegeution growth and vigor if
they are able to recover at all (e.g.,,Krueger et al.2ú2).
Additionally, concern exists for native ftogs relying on the
ra¡e and often heavily impacted riparian and aquatic areas

ofthe desert southwest (Jennings and Hayes 1993).

Aspen
Habitats dominated by quaking aspen (Populus tremu-

Ioides) support a high diversity of wildlife on western
ranges (Debyle 1985). These habitats also serve as valu-
able grazing(Sampson andMâlmsten 1926) arcas forlive-
stock because of the proximity of food, cover, and usually
wate¡. There is growing concern that this community is on
the decline in managed fo¡ests and ranges tbroughout the
west because of lack of stard regeneration resulting from
browsing by herbivores, fire suppression, and disease (e.g.,

California Deparürent of Fish and Game 1998, Knight
2001). In turu, succession to dominance by conifers orby
sh¡ub communities (e.g., sagebrush) may result, thereby
decreasing the value as wildlife habitat e¡ ¿5 ¡engelaud for
domestic livestock grazlæ.g.

lntegrating Wildlife Objectives and Range
Livestock Management

Livestock gra?.ng results in impacts on rangelands and
wildlife species. It can either decrease or im¡rrove the con-
ditions for wildlife depending on the species or communi-
ty attribute of interest. A goal for public land resource
managers is to idçntify ttre acceptable level of livestock
impact, apply appropriate standa¡ds and guidelines, and
then monitor theif impacts. ImFlementing mariagemetrt
decisions to meet rvildlife species and habitat objectives, as

well as broader goals ofecosystem health on public range-
lands, often are emotionally charged socioeconomic (if not
sociopolitical) decisions. These decisions often involve
reducing ¡se e¡ sliminatilg livestock in the area of concern
for a period of time to allow recovery. Numerous case
studies and demonstration areas have illustrated that these
actions a¡e effective in some rangeland habitats such as

.,., ¡nteracuons,

,.: .: d large native

:: Êstern public
'I ,lands during the 1950s-1980s; during the 1990s the
:,' ,' ' emphasís'shifred to developing stategies 1o protect and

restore riparian a¡eas from overgrazing by livestock.
heventing livestock from negatively afrecting riparian
areas and achieving better distribution of graeing animals

tbroughout upland rueas were desi¡ed objectives. More
recently (mid 1990s to present), there is evidence demon-

stating the vegeøtion
for nesting that could
be difEcult in grazing
management strategies. Thus, more encompassing ecosys-

æm-landscape-biodiversìty concepts for managèment of
rangelands have evolved in recent years. These have

caused further shifts in the dìrections of many interest
groups, government agencies, and academicia¡s'

On public rangelands, recent objectives go beyond
achieving aud maintaining good to excellent range condi-
tions for livestock and wildlife, Instead, objectives have

broadened to conserve biodiversity, improve ecosystem

health, and neet habitat requirements of federally listed, or
potentially listed, wildlife. These objectives could be rep
resented in many cases by increased herbaceous cover, soil
maintenance, reducúon ig invasive species, and clean
water. A more general approach would be to define posi-

tive ecological changes through rangeland management
actions. Across landscapes, achieving such positive
changes likely would satisfy most concerns for wildlife
simply because such large-scale changes have been need-

ed fo¡ decades.
Examples of species receiving substantial attention at

present a¡e the willow flycatcher and great gray owl, which
rely on high quality mountain meadow-willow (SøItx spp.)
riparian complexes, and sage-grouse that rely on a com-
bined habiut stn¡cture of sagebrush and standing herba-
ceous vegetation. The forrner 2 species continue to repre-
sent the needs and concertrs related to grazing impacts on
montane meadow and riparian a¡eas, while the burgeoning
sage-grouse issue has been labeled the range equivalent of
ttre spotted owl (S¡r¡¡ occidentalis) issue because desi¡ed
herbaceous cover levels will be difËcult to achieve on
glr:aøedrangelands.

lnvestigations of Wildlife-Livestock
Relationships

Studies of wildlife and livestock interactions are tyPi-
cally conducted to increats u¡detstanding of direct and

indi¡ect effects of livestock (as the manipulated pernuba-
tion or stressor) on a native species anÜor its habitat.
Much of the existing work was retrosPective, rather than
experimental, in that it was conducted with livestock as

part of the system rather than as an intoduced perturbation
\4rith treatments and controls. This di-fference also reflects
one of the fundamental social debates regarding livestock
on public tands in the United States: are humans, aud the
impacs they bring, part of the biotic community or Ecosys-

tem (e.g., Box 2000)?
Unquestionabl¡ the science o¡ wildlife-livestock rela-

tionshi. ps varies in terurs of its rigor, thoroughness, results,
and applicability to reål systems. It indicates the presence

canle in the same area. Unfortr¡natel¡ the ability 1o coû-
duct replicated experiments at appropriate spatial and tem-
poral scales to a{isess livestock g¡a-ing impacts on a

wildlife population is logistically difñcult. Couclusions
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from retrospective studies, that deer or other wildlife
species preferred the steeper slopes while livestock pre-
ferred the flatter areas, became dogma in range science and
suggested that a harmonious coexistence occurs without
objective experimental evidence.

Perhaps the most acceptable generalization that can be
made is that increasing the grazing level (often termed
heavy, uncontolled excessive, or sevefe gazing) above
some site-based threshold results in inpacts that a¡e not
desirable to any interest. Further confounding our ability
to generalize among wildlife-livestock investigations is
that stocking rates, number of grazing levels (ungrazed or
grazed in some studies; none, light, moderate, or heavy
grazing ìn others), time of year grazed, vegetation commu-
nities, time lags to examine the response (e.g., Dobkin et
al. 1998), and wildlife species of interest are not cotrsis-
tently applied or comparable.

During the 1950s-1980s, the primary wildlife emphasis
on public rangelands was competition among large ungu-
lates and livestock. Kie et al. (1994) summarized much of
the krowledge in this a¡ea, and large herbivores continue
to be of interest (e.9., Austin 2000). Rangeland science,
however, has broadened 1o include ex¡minations of live-
stock impacts on nontraditional wildlife and biodiversity.
The body of literature €xamhing the impacts of livestock
on taxonomic groups such as amphibians (Jennings and
Hayes 1993, Denton and Beebee 1996, Bull and Hayes
2000), reptiles @ock et al. 1990, Bostick 1990, Kazmaier
et al. 2001), birds (Dobkin et al. 1998, Goguen and
Mathews 1998, Sveum et al. 1998, Belanger and Pica¡d
1999, Beck and Mitchell 2000), small mammals ftIayward
et al. 1997), and invertebraæs (Rambo and Faeth 1999,
Bronham et al. 1999) continues to gron', as does the num-
ber of review papers on livestock grazing impacts on bio-
logical diversity and ecosystems (Fleischner 1994, Belsþ
and Blumenthal 1997, La¡sen et al. 1998, Belsþ et al,
1999, Jones 2000).

Using livestock as a tool to manage wildlife habitat has
been advocated for many years and examples of how this
benefits one or more wildlife species do exist (Severson
1990). For example, Leopold et al. (1951) described the
benefits of livestock in opening up paths for deer and other
wildlife throughout willowlomi¡ated mont¿ne meadow
systems. Other examples describe the benefits of livestock
in helping maintain or enhance vegetation species diversi-
ty @ambo and Faeth 1999, Humphrey andPatterson 2000)
or enhancing forage quality for other large herbivores
(Cluk et al. 2000). Whether the mechanical benefits, or
more importantly, ecological benefits are needed every
year is rarely, but should be, asked in the context,of the
entire system affected. Have Leopold et al.'s (rl95l) wil-
low meadows been opened up "enougb," or do they need to
be continually grazed sumner-long in high mounøin
ecosystems, such as those in the Sierra Nevada?

Accommodating Wildlifei and Habitat Objectives
on Rangelands

A common link between the wildlife biologist and the
range manager is the vegetation community and'the
wildlife habitats represented. From a wíldlife perspective,
perhaps an eficient technique would be to develop habitat
objectives such as percent cover, desi¡ed plant speÆies

composition, and stuctural conditions of vegetation that
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a¡e desi¡ed for a species, a suite of species, or a communi-
ry as a whole, rathe¡ than a ta¡geted species population
objective. This approach leaves the range or livestock
manager with the task of identifying potential strategies for
managing livestock to achieve wildlife objectives.
Identifying how wildlife species respond to livestock graz-
ing might be of value in assessing whether the overall
effects of the grazing level are acceptable or aot; thjs
p¡ocess for wildlife would be analogous to characterizing
plant species as increasers, decreasers, or invaders in
response to livestock grazing (e,g., Stoddart et 41. 1975).

The concept of maintaining or enhancing biodiversity
on multiple use rangelands should also capitalize on inter-
jecting management diversity in tenns of grazing systerns
used. Interjecting unpredictable changes in habitat stn¡c-
h¡re by resting habitats that normally are grazed continu-
ously adds to this kind of diversity. Additiqnal study and
information on how individual species respond would help
distinguish between desi¡able and undesi¡able trends in
species resPonses.

Historically, land use plans prepared by the U.S. Forest
Service and Bureau of Land Management, in collabo¡ation
with state wildtfe agencies, often developed population
objectives for species such as de¡r, elk, or pronghorn
(Antilocapra ameicana). A more measurable approach
would involve moving from a specific population target
and, instead, focusing on achieving a desi¡ed habitat con-
dition across the landscape-at the scale of allotments,
resource a¡eas, districts, or enti¡e national forests.

Role of Monitoring and Assessment in
Addressing Wildl ife-Livestock lssues

"The lack of biotogical data is, without a doubt,
one of the greatest single factors in retarding devel-
opment oÍ a larger conservation progrom"
(California Fish and Game 1926:28)

Because of the inherent controvetsy and often-polarized
views of wildlife and livestock relationships, rlifficult mân-
agement decisions a¡e often øbled in the absence of ade-
quate data on species trends or ecological condition of the
system in question. Consequently, anong the most valu-
able activities that can be undertakeu for the beuefit of
wildlife on rangelands is the collection of scientifically
defensible data on distibution, abundance, status, tren4
and habitat relationships. Rangng from basic inventory to
implementation of long-term nonitoring, and experirnen-
tal investigation of cause-and-effect relationships, scientif-
ic data aid management decisions. A rneanilgful progres-
sion of actions to examine a¡d understand wildlife and
liveslock relationships might involve assessing:

, ' a) witdlife habitat requirements and preferences,
.b).livestock use of habitats preferred by wildlife,
e)'livestock and wildlife effects on those habitats

'. :and vegetation communities,
tl) livestock effectsou wildlifç species, and
è) how wildlife responds over time.

The effects studied range from direct influences of live-
stock on species (e.g., tramplíag of frogs) to numeÍous
indirect effects (e.g., effect on prey species or hiding
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cover). Far more likeþ than exp€riEental manipulations,
however, arÊ study and characterization of habitat condi-
tions i¡cluding structure and composition of vegetation
and hc¡w it influences specips productivity and abundance.
An adaptive element would include meÆhanisms to change
Iivestock numagement strategies as information is gained
ior to test specific hypothéses wiù an exp€rimental or
manipulative approach.

MANAGING LIVESTOCK ON RANGEI..ANDS

Heavy livestock grazing has been detrinental to many
wildlife species in westeru North America (Smith 197,
Gallizioli L979, Peek and l(¡ai¡sman 1996). Uncontolled
grazÍtg clearly can affect the stucture and composition of
wildlife habitats. \ilhen adverse impacts occur, elimina-
tion of livestock can improve habitat conditions, although
in many situations chânges in livestock managemeut prac-
tices can result in simila¡ benefits. When properll man-
aged, hvestock gazlmg can be used to improve habitat for
wildlife dependent on early-seral stage plant communities
(.onghurst et al. 1976; Urness 1976, l99O; Kie and Loft
1990; Ohmart 1996). Information on relationships
between livestock and wildlife is available in a variety of
books, symposium proceedings, and review papers (Smith
1975, Townsend and Smith 1977, Schmidt and Gilb€rt
1978, DeGraaf 1980, Wallmo 1981, Peek and Dalke 1982,
Thomas a¡d Toweill 1982, Me¡ke 1983, Seversou and
Medina 1983, Halls 1984, Severson 1990, K¡ausman
1996).

The relationship between grazing and wildlife habitat is
complex. Livestock influence wildlife habitai by modify-
ing plant biomass, species composition, aud structr¡ral
components such as vegetation height and cover. The
impact of livestock grazfig on wild ungulates can be clas-
sified as direct negative, indirect negative, operational, or
beneficial (Mackie lllS,Wagner 1978). An example of a
direct negative imFact is competition between cattle and
deer for a resourc€ such as food or cover (Mackie 1978,
\ilagner 1978). Competition occurs when 2 organisms use
a resoruce in short supply, or when one organism harms
another in the process of seeking the resource @irch 1957,
Waper 1978). Factors atrecting ímFacts of livestock on
wildlife include diet similarity, forage availability, animal
distribution patterns, season of use, and behavioral interac-
tions (Nelson and Burnell 1975, Severson and Merlina
1983).

Indi¡ect negative impacs of cattle grazing include: (l)
gradual reductions in vigor of some plants and in amount

... and $rality of forage produced; (2) elimin¡¡isn or reduc-
tion of lhe ability of forage plauts to reproduce; (3) reduc-

-: ' tion or elimination of locally imlortant cover tlaes and
replaceheot by less farrorable types or communities, by

,r. di¡ect actions over timeroiby changing the rate of natural
' '. 'succession; and (4) general alto¡ations and reduction in the

'= kindi, qualities, aud amoüfu of preferred cr otherwise
:' ,: , important plarts through selective g¡azing, browsing, or

other activlties (I\4ackie 1978).
Operational impacts are associated with livestock man-

agement (Mackie 1978) and include fence coustnction,
water development @vans and lGrbs 1977, Wilson 1977,
Yoakum 1980), brush control (Holechek 1981), and distur-
bance associated with handling of livestock For exanple,

deer may æmporarily move from pastur€s when cattle
roundups occur (Hood and Inglis 194, Rodgers et al.
tnÐ.

Small mammals also influence rangeland vegetation
(Moore and Reid 1951, Wood 1969, BatzJi and Pitelka
1970, Ti¡rner et al. 1973, Borchert andJain 1978) and com-
pete y/ith livestock for forage (Fitch and Bentley 1949,
Howard et al. 1959). Because of thei¡ size and susceptibil-
ity to predation, rodents, lagomorphs, and other small
mamrnals are highly dependent on the stn¡cfi¡re of vegeta-
tion in thei¡ habitats (Grant et al. 1982, Parmenær and
MacMahon 1983, Bock et al. 1984). Grazingby liveslock
influences vegetatioû stmcture in those habitats and c¿n
significantly affect small mammal populations @eynolds
and Trost 1980).

Livestock gt:azlmrg adversely affects many grassland
birds, although moderate graøng can be neuüal or benefi-
cial to some species @uttery and Shields 1975). Livestock
management practices also can affect birds indirectly. For
example, an organophosphate insecticide externally
applied to cattle to conEol warbles may kill A¡nerican
magpies (Pica hudsonÐ and cause secondary mortality
among red-tailed hawls (Bureo jøtnaicensis) eating car-
casses of the poisoned magpies (Henny et al. 1985).

Livestock management practices that can affect wildlife
habitats and populations include livestock numbers, timing
and duration of grazing, animal distibutiou, livestock
types, and specialized grúng syste¡ns. These practices
can be modifed to reduce s¡ çlimin¿ts adverse effects on
wildlife and, at times, to enhance wildlife habitats
(Severson 1990).

Livestock Numbers
Livestock numbeß, or stocking rates, usually are sp€cj

ified by animal nnit montls (AUMs). One AUM is one
animal unit (one maure cow with a calf, or equivalent)
gr:zeÅ fo¡ one month (Heady l9'15:Il7). Livestock efrects
on wildlife become more pronounced with increasing
stocking rates. A few cattle in a pasture may bave no dis-
cemible effect on wildlife, but beyond some tbreshold
wildlife response may increase rapidly. A range manager's
traditional definition of proper graz.lg is based on main-
taining a mix of plant species valuable as livestock forage
and preventing soil erosion. Optimum livestock densities
for wildlife may occur at different, and oftenlower, stock-
ing rates. Thus, as with most effecls of livestock on
wildlife, responses can be difrcult to interpret because of
inherent site difrerencæs (Johnson 1982), and differences in
grazrÃg inænsíty, timing, and du¡ation. 

.

Timing and Durat¡on of Grazing
Moderate cattle grazing of riparian are¿s in laæ fall in

Colorado had no detectable im.pact. on 6 species of birds
depeudent on the græs-herb-shrub layer forfomgþg, ngsil
ing, or both (Sedgwick and Ifuopf 1987). .However, sum-
mer grazing can eli4inate hab.itat specialists such as wil- .

low lincalnií),..,
and ucophrys). . -.

(Ituopf et al. 1988).
The time of year that livestock arÊ ltresent can alter the

composition of plant communities. Heavy grazing during
a period of rapid growth of one plant species will favor
other species that grow more rapidly at other times. For
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Fig. L Net change in mule deer hiding cover between 0 and I m in height
from beei¡ning of summer until mid-August as a function of cattle stock-
ing nte (AUI!íha = animal unit months per hecøre) (after Loft et al.
1987).

example, spring grazing of annual grasslands in Califomia
reduces grass cover and encourages grolvth of surrmer-
maturing forbs such as turkey-mullein, (Eremocarpus
setigerus), the seeds of which are readily eaten by moum-
ing doves (Tznaida møcroura) (Kie 1988). Couversely,
meny wiftJlife species are most susceptible to livestock-
induced changes in habitat dwing their reproductive sea-
sons. Bi¡ds that ûest on the ground or in shrubs can expe-
rience reproductive losses if thei¡ nests ¿¡s 6amFled or oth-
erwise destroyed by cattle. For example, ïyillow flycatch-
ers in California breæd exclusively in riparian deciduous
\ryoodlands, and prefer willows as nesting substrate
(Valentine et al. 1988). Flycatchers prefer to nest near the
edges of willow clumps or along livestock tails (Valentine
et al. 1988, Sanders and Flett 1989), where they are sus-
ceptible to physical disturbance. In one stndy, 4 of 20 wil-
low flycatcher nests in a 4-year period were destoyed by
cattle before young fledged, and 4 other nests were
destroyed afrer young fledged (Valeutine et al. 1988).
When cattle stocking levels were reduced and757o of the
remaining cattle were confined to a fenced pasture alvay
ftom willow flycatcher nest. sites until 15 July, no willow
flycatcher nests were lost (Valentine et al. 1988).

Excessive graø;ng can accelerate loss of hidiag cover
early in srunmer when mule deer fawns are young (Loft et
al. 1987) Gtg. 1). These conflicts can be minimìzed o,r

eliminated by delaying gr:a¿tag until later in the year (Kie
1991).

Livestock Distribution
Livestock congregate around sourc€s of water, supplé-

mental feæd, and mineral blocks; their impacts are most
Irronounced in those areas. 'Riparian zones, because of
thei¡abunda¡tforage andwater, are good exarnples of live-
stock concentration areas. Cross-fencing, developing
altemative water sources, and providing feeding supple-
meûts on upland sites away from riparian area¡¡ more even-
ly distribute livestock However, in certain situations,
wildlife can benefit from patchy livestock distribution

because some áreas are lightly grazed. For example, many
species of wildlife inhabit ecotoûal areas ("edges"), and
patchy distribution of livestock across home ranges of
those species enables selection of grazed versus ungrazed
patches to serve as foraging areas or refugia.

Types of Livestock
Effects of grazing on wildlife depend on the species of

livestock. Differences in diet between cattle and domestic
sheep dictate the effects they have on plant species compo-
sition. Also, cattle usually range within the confines of a

fenced allotment, but sheep often are herded. Herded
bands of sheep may have enhanced some habitats for mule
deer in California (Longhurst et al. 1976) by repeated graz-
ing and browsing that stimulated regrowth of more palat-
able shnrbs and herbaceous vegetation. However, trans-
mission of diseases from domestic sheep to mountain
sheep (Ovis canadensis) may have eliminated many popu-
lations of the latter from California frVehauseu et al. 1987).
As a result, professional organizations (e.g., Desert
Bighorn Council Tecbnical Statr 1990) aad federal agen-
cies have adopted matagement policies that reduce the
probability of contact between domestic sheep and moun-
tain sheep (U.S. Department of Interior 1992, U.S.
Department of Interior and California Department of Fish
and Game 2002).

Competition between pronghorn and domestic sheep is
greater than between pronghom and cattle because of
increased overlap in forage preferences. On overgrazed
sheep ranges, insufEcient forb growth was available for
pronghorn during the critical mid-winter period, and
pronghom die-offs were coûrmon @uechner 1950). In
general, domestic sheep are more likely than cattle to
affect pronghorn adversely (Autenrieth 1978, Salwasser
1980, Yoakum 1980, Kindschy et al. 1982), and even mod-
erate use by sheep during the winter dormant period can
leave range units unsuitable for pronghom until plant
regrowth in spring (Clary and Beale 1983). Cows with
calves often exhibit grazing patterns different f¡om those
of steers, and differences among breeds of cattle and sheep
may occr¡f.

Specialized Grazing Systems
Many specialized graang systems exist, although most

can be classified into 3 types (Heady 1975, Stoddaxt et al.
1975). Continuous grazing allows livestock to graze sea-

son-long or year-long. Defened grøzizg refers to delaying
or deferring graztng until after most of the range plants
have set seed. Deferred grazing allows plants to grolv,
store carbohydrates, and reproduce at high rates.
Rotational graling involves dividing a range unit and rotat-
ing livestock through different pastures.

Combinations
grazing are calle
comEon one of
system, in which
beng gazed year-long and the fourttr being deferred for 4
months. The pastures arð ttren rotated each !ear.

Rest-rotarton grazllrrg is similar to a deferred-rotation
system, but the period of rest consists of a full year or
more. Short-duratìon graz,tng systems ¿¡s similar fq
deferred-rotation systems, except that >8 small PÍìstures
a¡e used, stocking rates are high in each pasture as it is
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used, but livestock are present for only short periods of
time. Because timing of livestock gazing is critically
imponant to most rangeland wildlife species, rotational
graztng systems designed to consider wildlife have the
greatest potential to reduce adverse effects.' ''

Rest-rotation grazng may have the most potential to
provide benefits to wildlife. This system often is econom-
ically disruptive because it foregoes livestock forage, but
such losses may be compeusated by benefits derived from
wildlife-relaæd recreatiou on public lands. For exarnple,
development of a rest-rotation grazing system in a single
deer-hunting zone in California might specify that e¿ch
range unit would be grazed only 1 of3 years. The value of
unused livestock forage, calculated on the basis of net eco-
nomic value at $12-82 per AUM, would equal about
$71,000 over each 3-year grazing cycle. However,
increased deer populations and additional hunting opportu-
nities would be valued at $6.5 million over the same peri-
od (Loomis et al. 1991).

Using Livestock to Manage Wildlife Habitat
In some situations, livestock grazing can be used to

manage wildlife habitat (Longhurst et aL. 1976, I9B2;
Holechek 1980, 1982; Urness 1982, 1990; Severson 1990).
Livestock gra?fig has been applied to the management of
habitat for species as diverse as mule deer (Smith et al.
1979, Wiltms et 

^1. 
1979, Reiner and Urness 1982), north-

enr bobwhites (Colinus virginianus) (Moore and Terry
1979), and Canada ge€se (Branfa canødensrs) (Glass
1988). For example, cattle grazing in late winter and
spring on foothill, annual grasslands in Califomia encour-
ages growth of forbs that are valuable to many wildlife
species.

In other sihrations, application of prescribed gr:úri9
has met with mixed results. Too often, the intent of using
livestock grazing has be¿n to marage habitat for a single
species, whereas entire cornmunities actually a¡e affected.
Using livestock to maintairi a plant community in an early
seral stage often will beneût those wildlife species depend-
ent on such habitag while simultaneously impacting
species associated with climax communities (Kie and Loft
r990).

The prescription, or strategy, for grazing is important.
Maximizing benefits to wildlife from changes in grazing
will involve reductions in livestock numbe¡s and shorten-
ing grazing seasons compared to mânagement plans
designed to maximize livestock production. Livestock
g^4n9 by itself is neither good nor bad for wildlife, but
depends on a variety of factors,'including wildlife species
of concern, livestock numbers, timing and duration of live-
stock grazing, livestock distribuúqn, and kinds oflivestock
(Kie and Loft 1990). Wildlife and range manàgers might
consider avoiding generalizations and evaluate the role of
livestock on wildlife and their habitåts indepéndenrly for
each species, g¡azing plan, and managemenfliiù¡adon.

MANAG¡NG RANGÊLAND:BV.
ANTH ROPOG ENIC MAN I PULATION

Fire
Rangeland species evolved under the influence of fire

and, hence, many a¡e fire adapted. The natural occurrence
of fi¡e varies amoug regions as a result of fuels, topogra-

phy, climate, and ignition source. The effect that fires have
on landscapes is further dependent upon fire size, intensi-
ty, frequency, time of year during which they occur, and
resulting bum patterns @iggs et 

^1. 
1996). The interval at

which fi¡e occurs on a landscape va¡ies as a function of
active fire suppression, prior fire regime, plant community,
and geographic location flVright and Bailey 1982).

Effects of fue on wildlife populations may be positive
or negative depending upon the temporal scale under cou-
sideration (short- vs. long-term), species involved, and
characteristics of the burn. Fi¡e effects on wildlife may be
cha¡acterized as those directly affecting diet and those
relating to habitat stn¡cture. Although effects on forage
quality tend to be rather short-lived following a fue (Hobbs
and Spowart 1984), structrual changes may persist for
decades, as is the case when forested and shrub stands a¡e
eliminated @unting 1986, Everett 1986, West and Yorks
2002). Etrects of fire on bi¡d and small mammal popula-
tions tend to be related to modifications of vegetation
stn¡cture @lake 1982, Bock and Bock 1983, Niemi and
Probst 1990, Riggs et al. 1996).

Diet quality may be altered by fi¡e as a result of alter-
ations to floristic composition of plant communities,
chemical composition of plant tissues, a¡d stn¡cture of the
plant canopy @iggs et al. 1996). Although investigators
have observed increases in both cmde protein (Hobbs and
Spowart 1984, Cook et aI. 1994) and in vitro digestibility
(Hobbs and Spowart 1984) in forages following fire, some
of the greatest nutritional benefits may be derived through
i¡creases in foraþg efficiency (Hobbs and Spowart 1984,
Canon et al. 1987). Fi¡e removes litter and dead standing
herbage oflow nutritional value (Van Soest 1994) enabling
herbivores to mor€ efficiently select nutritious plant mate-
rial (Hobbs and Spowart 1984). The effects ofburning oú
forage quality and stand composition a^nd canopy among
graminoids and herbaceous species persist for 1-3 years
(Hobbs and Spowart 1984). Ultimatel¡ effects on animal
co¡dition and productivity a¡e most definitive; Svejcar
(1989) noted increases in cattle performance when feeding
on burned tallgass prairie.

Grazing prior to burning prÕportionately reduces nito-
gen losses in forage (Hobbs et al. 1991), and g¡azing that
precedes fue in tallgræs prairie reduces spatial variability
of patches and improves animal perfomrance (Hobbs et al.
1991). Howeve¡ gnztng of dry prairies following fi¡e ca¡
inhibit forage recovery, ald preference for burns by cattle
may require adjustments to stocking rate (Erichsen-
Arychuk et al. 2002).

Riggs et al. (1996) discussed the economics of pre-
scribed fue and reported the larger the prescribed fi¡e, the
more cost effective, because fixed costs are applied over a
gr€ater area. They cautioned, however, that beneficial
effects of fire Eeatments on wildlife habitats and popula-
tions should outrveigh issues focusing too heavily on rtie
amount of area burned. The role of fi¡e va¡ies from region
to region and by ecosystem. Thus, prescriptions should be
tailored !o specific próject areas.

Other Melhods of Vegetation Manipulation
In addition to burning and grazing, vegetation manipu-

lation of rangelands may occur through use of hand tools,
mechanical equipment, and chemical spraying. The goals,
as well as logistic and fi¡aucial consEaints, will a.ffect
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which method is most suitable for any given area.
Mechanical treatrnents a¡e used to remove undesirable
overstory species that inhibit growth of understory forage
species @leich and Holl 1981, Fulbright and Guthery
1996, Holechek et al. 1998, Stephenson et al. 1998).
Herbicide applicatiou may be used to control either
unwanted brush or herbaceous species.

Although there may be social and legal const¡aints that
affect use of herbicides, their application may be appropri-
ate in some cases. In contrast to mechanical remoyal of
vegetation, application of herbicides over large a¡eas is
typically less expensive and time consuming. Herbicides
may be applied by hand, or with sprayers mounted to tac-
tors or aircraft (Koerth 1996). The Herbicide Handbook
Committee (1994, 1998) provides a thorough review of the
types of chemicals available and their loown effects.

Mechanical removal of brush from rangelands for the
benefit of wildlife tends to be most successful when
applied to patches intermixed in a landscape mosaic
(Fulbright and Guthery 1996). In conEasq extensive clear-
ing is detrimental to species dependent on woody plants.
Major techniques for large scale brush removal include use
of roller choppen, sh¡edders (e.g., rotary axe), and crush-
ers for top growth removal or, conversely, whole plant
removal by root plowing, chaining and cabling, disking,
and bulldozing and power grubbing (Bleich and Holl 1981,
Fulbright and Guthery 1996). Additional considerations
when selecti¡g mecha-uical metlods include topography,
extent of resprouting, soil type, and size of the area to be
rreated (Holechek er al. 1998).

MANAGING RANGELAND RIPARIAN AREAS

Riparian areas are important habitas for terrestrial and
aquatic wildlife (Carothers and Johnson 1975; Thomas et
al. L979a,c; Platts and Raleigh 1984; Skovlin 1984; Platts
1990). Their importance is a result of being obligate habi
tat for many aquatic species, of the uniqueness of thei¡ soil
and vegetation complexes that produce diverse vegetation
stnrcture and concomitant diverse biological communities,
and of thei¡ limited extent across a diversity of laldscapes.
Their value for a given species of wildlife is a function of
water availability (for example, mule deer in the Sonoran
Desert vs. wildlife in the Prairie Pothole Region of North
America), life stages, animal movements, weather, and
other factors,

Riparian vegetation and its stuctural aÍangemeut are
imporfant for wildlife. Many vertebrate and invertebrate
species depend directly or indirectly on riparian vegetation
for food, cover, or other life ïequisites. Some wildlife use
riparian zones disproportionately more than any other
habitat, For ex¡mple, of 363 terrestrial species in the Great
Bpqin of southeastern Oregon, 288 depend directly on
riparian zones or use thdm more than other habitats
(Thomas et al. 1979a). Herpetofauuas also are süongly
aæoeiated with riparian areas (Jones 1988). Ripa¡ian soils
and subsûates. are important to amphibians, reptiles, and
small rnammals becau'se these wildlife forrns ofren inhabit
subsurface envi¡onments. The temperate microclimate,
availability of moistu¡e, and greater biomass production of
these areas provide for complex food webs.

The value of riparian ¿ueas to wildlife is only generally
desc¡ibed, owi¡g to ttre difñculty of long-term obsenra-

tions. Mule (Thomas et al. 1979b) and white-tailed
(Compton et al. 1988) deer select woody riparian vegeta-
tion for cover and forage. Selected bird species have
demonstrated an afñnity for distinct layen of vegctation
(Guøwiller and Anderson 1986). Riparian zotres provide
migration routes for birds, bats, deer, and elk (Wauer 1977)
and a¡e frequently used by deer and elk as travel corridors
between high-elevation suûrmer ranges and low-elevation
winter ranges. Moreover, riparian habitats are sEongly
selected by mountain hons (Puma concobr) in some areas
(Dickson and Beier 2002).

Riparian habitats are of further importance because they
comprise only about l7o of. the landscape in the United
States (Knopf 1988). Further, >'10Vo of.the original ripari-
an habitats in the United States have been lost through a
variety of land use practices (Megahan and King 1985).
Barclay (1978) reported that natural riparian habitats with-
in the Oklahoma grasslands have nearly vanished, and
cha¡¡elization wfls responsible for conversion of.86% of.

bottomland forests to other land uses. In the southwestem
United States, many historically perennial streams are

largely ephemeral watercourses today (Johnson et al.
1989).

Central to development of management strategies for
riparian areas are: (l) au understanding of what constitutes
a riparian atea, (2) thei¡ i¡ternal ñ¡nctions and processes,
(3) the influences on riparian ecosystems, and (4) their
importance to wildlife. Elmore (1989) argued that a fun-
damental understanding of the functioning of riparian
ecosystens was initially necessary to evaluate beneûts and
incorporate management actions into land use plans,

Rivers and süeams transport water and sediments
(Jensen and Platts 1987). Thus, riparian habitats a¡e

unique products derived from the dynamic processes that a
given stream produces and a¡e i¡fluenced by the interac-
tions of climate, geology, geomorphology, hydrology,
pedogenesis, and chemical and biological processes. Little
information is available, however, on wildlife/rþarian
interactions. As a result, wildlife management considera-
tions frequently are excluded-from laud use plans @wyer
et al. 1984, Dickson and Huntley 1987). Substantial work
has been done on riverine/riparian dynamics (reviewed by
Curtis and Ripley 1975; Thomas et aJ.l979a,b; Brinson et
al. 1981, Kauffmau and Kmeger 1984; Plans and Raleigh
1984; Skovlin 1984; T9arner and Hendrix 1984; DeBano
and Schmidt 1989; Platts 1990).

Value, Structure, and Func'tion of Riparian
Areas

Several authors have proposed riparian tenninology;
both Swanson et al. (1982) and Johnson a¡d Lowe (-19E5)

suggest that disparity exists among users. They defined
riparian
ponents
epheme
through channels defined
(3) the presence of obl
plants requiring readily
aquatic soils derived from alluvium. Riparian ecosystems
usually occur as an ecotone between aquatic and uplald
ecosystems, and have distinct and variable vegetation, soil,
and water cha¡acteristics. Typically, riparian arerui are

viewed as riveri-ne habitats with perennial surface flows
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and associated plants aud soils. However, surface flows
may be ephemeral or periodic, as in desert wæhes or
aÍoyos of the southwestem United States.

Rigarian vegetation typically functions to allow neces-
sary sediment transpofi and natural erosional processes. It
also effectiveþ reduces accelerated erosion that could
result in loss of riparian habitats (Miller 1987). Ripariau
trees supply large organic debris and fuaction !o influence
the physical (morphology), chemical (nurient cycling),
and biological (flora and fauna) components ofthe system
@isson et al. 1987). Changes in sfieam channel structure
and habitat diversity can occur when large organic debris
is removed (Bilby 1984). Stmctural diversiry, an important
feature of riparian vegetation (Jain 1976, Anderson and
Ohmart 1977), is affected by consequences of natu¡al or
human-caused habitat disruption

Management Problems and Strategies
Management of riparian habitats is important because of

the role of these ecosystems in water quality and nutrient
recycling (Stednick 1988), and because ripuian vegetation
is considered to be the most sensitive and productive North
American wildlife habiøt (Carothers and Jobnson 1975).
Indeed, no other habitat in North America is as imFortant to
noncolonial nesting birtls; riparian areas a¡e equally impor-
rânt to other terreseial vertebraies (Szaro et al. 1985).

Riparian zones are easily affected by natural or induced
changes on thei¡ watersheds, including gazing (Kauffrnan
and Krueger 1984, Skovlin 1984, Chaney et al. 1990).
Moreover, problems sssmingly related to dparian habitas
alone cannot be resolved by cousidering only that habitat.
As a result, management of riparian a¡eas should be con-
sidered both onsite (within the riparian zone) and ofrsiæ
(outside the riparian zone), which accounts for all adjacent
uplands that exert influence over the waærshed. Onsite
activities such as gl:øtng management and vegetation
Featments are perforrred within riparian habitats; offsiæ
activities include logging, road constn¡ction, and slash
buming. Management activities outside the riparian zone
may change the quantity and qualiry of water entering the
riparian area (Stednick 1988), A variety ofrange unnage-
ment options a¡e available for sustaining health of riparian
habitats including complete protection (Stromberg aad
Patten 1988), mulúple-use approaches, and exclusive use.

Livestock gra?$g is perhaps fhe greatest biological
threat to riparian habitats in the western United States,
given that about 917o of the total rangeland is grazed
(Chaney et aI. 1990). Improper livestock g¡azing affects
all 4 components of the riverine/riparian system<hannel,
stream banls, water column, and vegetation (Plans 1990).
Liyestock grøzing problems usually a¡e the result of
improper distribution of cows aud not simply too rlary
(Severson and Medina 1983). Concentrated livestock use' results in'.:Ìy with s

'pod-boun

"-Damage occurs in several ways. One is compaction of
soil, which. reducçs moistu¡e i¡filtation and increasesriunoff. 'i\nother is constant removal of herbage, which
allows soil lemperatures to rise and increases evaporation
ftom the soil surface. A thfud is physical damage to the
trees or shrubs by rubbing, trampling, and browsing
(Severson and Boldt 1978), The primary method for

resolving overuse of riparian a¡eas has been modified graz-
ing strategies, which have met with mixed results (Dv¡Jer
et al. lgM, Skovlin 1984, Chaney et al. 1990).

Isolatçd case studies have demonstated that revised

Sra¿;o8 mânagement 'improved conditions, but also that
condition of riparian habiøts continues to decline (U.S.
General Accounting Office 1988). Myers (1989) reported
74Vo of the grazing systems evaluated failed to posítively
inprove rangeland health within 20 yea¡s; however, ripar-
ian vegetation usually improves from grazing relief within
4-{ years, depending on severity ofuse (Platts and Nelson
1989). Areas with severe ovenrse require greater periods
of time (>15 yea¡s) for aative species such as sedges
(Cyperaceae) to displace species adapted to overuse
(Elmo¡e and Beschta 1987).

Conventio¡al grazing systems (Heady 1975) were
developed with consideration only for production and
maintenance of forage plants, primarily graminoids.
Application of these systems to maintain woody süeam-
side vegetation and stream bank integrity likely will uot be
satisfactory given the ecophysiology of sh¡ubs and tees.
Plats (1990: 6) provided an excellent description of gaz-
ing strategies designed to complement restoration objec-
tives with livestock ûunagement, and suggested that, "the
solution is to identify and develop compatible gali¡g
methods," given our state of knowledge of the fi¡nctions of
riparian systems. Indeed, at least one grazing strategy is
available that would provide riparian a¡eas with the neces-
sary rest or protectiotr needed to restore, maintâi¡, or
enhance their productivity. Tbe least acceptable option is
"no use" by ungulates and this option may be attractive in
situations where restoration is a major objective of overall
riparian management. Another recommendation is to -

feuce critical reaches of riparian habitats in an effort to
maintain the integriry of the strermside zone @latts 1990).

A good management strategy for sustaining rangeland
riparian areas will: (1) maintain the productivity of the
vegetation (e-g., structure, species composition), (2) main-
tain the integrity of sEeam dynamiss (e.g., channel and
bank stabiJity), and (3) r€cog¡izs that seveml factors (e.g.,
soils, vegetation, hydrology, and enimals) interact to main-
tain a dynemic equilibrium within the riparian zone.
Successful managem€nt of riparian area.s is dependent on
application of howledge from the physical sciences, such
as hydrology and geomorphology, combined with an
aggressive program that provides adequate protection to
the stucture, composition, and diversþ of vegetaúon in
such areas.

DEVELOPING RANGELAND WATER- SOURCES

Increasing the amouot of $,ater available to wildlife,has
been used to enhance h4bitat for species i¡babiting a¡id
rangelan&, (Kie et'al. 1994). Tecbniques include'improve-
ment of iratr¡ral springs, seeps, and.waterholep,.and con-
stnrction,of ¡¡tificial deviöes to captue and store minfail
(Isukamoto ¿nd Stiver 1990, Young,et al. 1995, A¡izò¡a'
State University College of Law 199). Recently, develop
meqt of rangeland water sources has been questioned

@royles 1995) and becone conEoversial (e.g., Broyles and
Cutler 1999, Rosenstock et at. 2001) and will require sub
stantial effort to resolve (Rosenstock et al. 1999).
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Many methods have been used to make subsurface
water available to wildlife including manual techniques,
explosives, prescribed fi¡e, a¡d chemicals. Recently, hori-
zontal well technology has been applied to development of
springs and seeps for wildlife (Kie et al. 1994). Handwork,
although time consuming and costln may be the most
practical way to accomplish some rypes of developments
(Weaver et al. 1959). Helicopters can be used to Eansport
personnel and hand tools into remote sites, thereby allow-
ing development of those sites (Bleich 1983).

Water sources can be improved with explosives
(Weaver et al. 1959), but caution is necessary to ensu¡e that
water-yielding subsurface formations are not altered dras-
tically and water flow is not intemrpted. When such dam-
age does occur, it is usually the result of a heavy charge
opening a crack that allows water to escape. Explosives
should be used only on marginal seeps where suffrcient
water is not immediately available and where it can be
used safely. Explosives also are useful in clearing chan-
nels to allow storm flows to bypass a spring, or to lay pipe
to be used for gravity flow of water to a basin (Weaver et
al. 1959).

Prescribed fi¡e can be used to remove phreatophytic
vegetation, resulting in a decrease in the transpiration of
subsurface water and increased surface flows @iswell and
Schulø 1958, Weaver et al. 1959). Use of prescribed fire
requires extreme caution and periodic rebuming may be
necessary to mai¡tain surface flows. However, the imFor-
tance of small patches of desert riparian vegetation to a

multitude of species makes any substantial reduction in the
occrurence of such vegetation undesi¡able (Bleich 1992).
Where prescribed fire can be used to temporarily clear a
spring site or seep so that other development may proceed,
its use may be desirable, but its role is limited.

Herbicides increase surface flows by eliminating vege-
tation responsible for evapotranspiration of subsurface
water. They can be particularly useful where water is lim-
ited; loss of cover or shade may be more than offset by
making a permanent \vater supply available to wildlife
(Weaver et al. 1959). The limited distibution qf native,
riparian vegetation in arid areas makes widespread use of
herbicides undesirable. Herbicides can, however, be used
to control saltceda¡ or tamarisk (Tanarix spp.) at desert
water sources (Sanchez 1975). Control of this exotic
species can be successfuLly accomplished on a small scale
by hand cutting and herbicide application (Sanchez 1975,
Neill1990).

Development of Springs
Development of springs should: (1) provide at least one

escape route for wildlife to and from the site that takes
advantage ofthe natural terrail and vegetation; (2) provide
ân alternat€ escap ater
developmehts fro for
wilillife; (4) reduce the po$sibility of wildlife drowning by
providing gentle basiu sli4es or ranrps in tanks; (5) main-
tain or prcivide adequale ;natural cover, pla¡tings, or bnrsh
piles ùound tbe watering area; (6) provide; where applica-
ble, a sign'tó inform the public of the purpose of the devel-
opment; (7) provide for development of sufEcient capacity
to supply water whenever it is needed for wild animal¡;
and (8) provide livestock and public access to water out-
side the protected water development (Yoakurn et al. 1980,

Bleich 1992, Kie et al. 1994). If shy animals are involved,
water for human consumption can be piped some distance

from the wildlife ',vater source. For example, sustained
camping should be discouraged within a l-Im radius of
water used by mountain sheep,

Ramps o¡ walk-in wells offer a simple and inexpensive

method of making water available to wildlife (Weaver et

al. 1959). Unless the ramp is cut through rock, however,

the sides must be boarded to keep material from sloughing
into the excavation. Ramps should be a minimum of 1 m
wide to allow large animals to enter and exit easily. Ramps

a¡e also irnportant for escape in other types of water devel-
opments such as livestock troughs (Wilson 7977) and gttz-
zlers (Andrew et at. 2001).

Constn¡ction of small basins or pools at a \ryater soutce

is an effective way to consewe water and make it readily
available to wildlife. Basins may be constructed with rock,
cement, or masoffy, or they may be gouged from solid
rock nea¡ the source when small seeps origilate in a rock
stratum. A simple basin, constnrcted with hand tools, ca¡
be chiseled into solid rock and will effectively store water
for years. lVÏere appropriate, power tools and explosives
may be used to create larger storage basins. When explo-
sives a¡e used, care must be taken not to damage the sou¡ce

of the water, or the rock face so that it caunot be modif.ed
to store water. A major advantage of this type of develop-
ment is that they are nearly indestn¡ctible.

Rock basins can be enlarged with cement and rocks or
masonry materials. Similarly, these materials may be used

to construct diversions to protect a basin from debris caused

by storm flows, or to create an artifcial basin at a locatiou
where the development of a solid rock basin is impractical.
Special masonry techniques may be necessary to ensuÍe a

bõnd between the mortar and rock (Gray 1974).
Many springs and seeps occur in canyon bottoms. Even

when deveþed, such springs are subject to damage by
water from stoms. A method of development that often is
satisfactory is to bury a length of perforated asphalt or
plastic pipe packed in gravel, at the spring source, and pipe
the water to a basin or trough away ftom the canyon bot-
tom and dauger of flooding. -Placing large rocks over a
source after it has been deveþed and capping the devel-

opment witl concrete increases protection. Altematively,
a redwood spring box may be installed at a watel source

allowing access for maintenance with water piped to a
trough i-n a safe location.

Plastic pipe is a good choice for use because it is lighr
weighq durable, and not subject to n¡st or conosion; ûu-
ther, repairs are easily accomplished. iAny tyPe of pipe
should be buried sufficiently deep to Pr€vent ftsszing,
trámpling by livestock and wild ungulates, or damage from
floods. A continuous downhill grade will help preveut air
locks from developing in theflpe a.nd ensrue_constant flow
of $,ater. When water is tg.,be PiPed await fron excavatEd.

springs, a trough constructed,of conc¡.ete Qr masoûy is
preferred because it will not rust. If the trougtr Poses a
potential hazard for small animals and birìs, a ramp should
be,instailed to facilitate accqss to the water, @ond L94:l).

HorizontalWells
Traditional techniques used to deveþ sprilgs and

seeps have several disadvantages: (1) flow of water from
the source carinot be controlle4 (2) variable flow may be
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iaadequate to geBerate enough water to create a surface
source, and (3) exposed spring water and the source may
be susceptible to conta¡nination (Welchert and Freeman
1973)., Horizontal well technology can overcome some of
these disadyantages (Coombes and Bleich 1979; Bleich
1982, 1990; Bleich et aI. L982a).

Horizontal wells have several advantages: (1) success
rate, particulady in arid regions where historical sources
may have failed, is high; (2) amount of water can be read-
ily conmolled, lhus ¡educing \ryaste; (3) the area is not read-
ily subject to contamination; (4) tþey are relatively inex-
pensive to develop; and (5) mai¡tenance requirements are
low. Horizontal wells also have disadvantages: (1) the ini-
tial cost of the equipment necessary to construct them can
be high (although private contractors can do the work with
thei¡ own equipment), (2) transporting the necessary
equipment to remote sites can be difEcult, and (3) some
horizontal wells require a vacuum relief valve to prevent
ai¡ locks from intemrpting the flow.

Site selection is the most important and difficult step in
development of a horizontal well. Several factors, includ-
ing presence of historical springs and seeps, distribution of
pbreatophytes, and presence of an appropriate geological
formation, must be evaluated (Welchert and Freeman
1973). Dike formations (a tilted, impervious formation
that forms a natural ba¡rier to an aquifer) and the contact
forrnation (a perched water table over an impewious mate-

Fig. 2. Honzof,¡tal wells can be developed in dike or contact formatioDs.
The position of the well ¡elative to the aquifer and impcnrious barrier is
critically important to the success of the well (after Welchert and
Freeman 1973).

rial) are both suitable for horizontal well developmenl
Developing a dike forrration requires the impervious bar-
rier be penetrated to tap the stored water (Fig. 2). A con-
tact formation is developed by penetrating at or above a
seep area at the bounda¡y of an impewious layer (FiS.2).

Tinajas
Tinajas a¡e rock tanks created by erosiou that hold

water. In some desert mountain ranges, tinajas may pro-
vide the only sources of wate¡ for wildlifa The capacity
of tinajas can range from a few liters to more than 100,000
L of water.

Several techniques a¡e available to increæe storage
capacity oftinajas. Sunshades can be used to reduceeyap-
oration of water (Halloran 1949; Halloran and Deming
1956, 1958; Weaver et al. 1959). Shades can be constn¡ct-
ed by anchoring eyebolts into the canyon walls, installing
cables, and attaching shading material such as sheet metal
to the cables (Weaver et al. 1959), In A¡izona sunshades
have been built with a framework of 5-cm pipe placed into
holes drilled into bedrock, with shaditg material then
attached to the framework (Werner 1984).

Some tinajas can be deepened or enlarged with explo-
sives (Halloran 1949, Iileaver et al. 1959), but use of this
method risks rlâmage to the tinaja. A safer, and potential-
ly more effective, method involves constnrcting ¡¡ imper-
vious drm on the downsteam side, combined with a per-
vious structu¡e to divert debris a¡ound the tinajas but
allowing water to flow into them flilemer 1984). Deep,
steep-sided tinajas often pose special problems for
wildlife, because i¡dividuals can become mpped when
water levels are low Pneumatic equipment or explosives
can be used to chisel or blast access ramps ln such situa-
tions (llalloran 1949). Mensch (1969) used explosives to
create ari escape ramp at a natural tinaja in which 34 moun-
tain sheep had died within a Z-year peiú.

Sand Dams
Some of the ea¡liest techniques designed to increase

water availability in arid regions_involved constn¡ction of
sand dars or sand tenks (Sykes 193'1; HaJloran 1949;
Hallora¡ 

"o¿ 
þsming 1956, 1958). These devices original-

ly were coustn¡cted by placing a concrete dam ¿ç¡gsr 
^n¿uro\ry canyon. One or more pipes that could be capped to

prevent water from draining penetrated the dam. The
da.mmed area then filled with sand and gravel washed in by
floods. 'Water soaks into the sand and gravel, and is store{
protected from excessive evaporaúon (National Academy
of Sciences 1974).

Sand dams must be secureþ.anchored in bedrock, and
the design and coustuction of the dam may be the nost
importaut aspect of the enti¡e system (Bleich and Wèãvêr

ety of ways (Sivils and Brock'1981, Bleich and:We¿üer
1983), but dams should not be too large. 'Compounds buch
as calcium alumirate can be added to the concrete to
decrease set-up time (Gtay 1974); however, sand dams
should be no more than 12 m long and 3 m high (Halloraa
and Deming 1956, 1958). Yy'ater stored behind sand dams

l
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can be piped to a trough some distance from the dam
(Sivils and Brock 1981), or used to flood natural br con-
structed potholes downstream.

Because precipitation in a¡id regions often occurs as

violent thunderstorrns, washes and canyons often flow
large amounts of water over a short period of tine. These
brief flows may not allow sufEcient time for storm water
to saturate a¡eas behind sand dams, especially if the
underground storage capability hæ been enha¡ced (Sivils
and Brock 1981, Bleich and Weaver 1983). Rock-filled
baskets or gabions anchored intq bedrock can be placed
across a wash or canyon perpendicular to the direction of
flow to slow water velocity. Such stn¡ctures also raise and
widen the wash.

Reservoirs and Small Ponds
A reservoir consists of open water impounded behind a

dam. Reservoi¡s can be constructed by building a dam
directþ across a drainage or by enclosing a depression on
one side of a drainage and constn¡cting a ditch to divert
water into the resulting basin (Yoakum et al. 1980). They
also recommended that reservoirs be designed to provide
maximum storage with minimum surface area to reduce
evaporation. Major points to consider in selection of rese¡-
voi¡ sites include: (1) suitability of soils for dams (clays
with a fair proportion of sand and gravel, i,e., 1 part clay to
2-3 parts gnt); (2) the watershed a¡ea above the dam
should be sufEciently large to provide water to fill the
reservoir, but not so large that excessive flows will damage
the spillway or wash out the dam; (3) channel width and
depth with a bottom easily made watertight ¿ad çþannel
grade irunediately above the dam as flat æ possible; (4)
easy access for wildlife to the water; and (5) an adequate
spillway naturally incorporated into the development.

The base thickness of the dam must be equal to or
greatur than 4.5 times the height plus the crest thickness.
Slopes of the dam should be 2.5:1 on the upstream face and
2: I on the dowusEeam face. Minimum width of the top of
all dams should be 3 m. Fill of the dam should be at least

107o higher than the required height to allow for settling.
Freeboa¡d (depth from the top of the dam to the high-waær
ma¡k when the spillway is carrying the estimaæd peak

runoff) should not be less than 60 cm, and the spillway
should be designed to handle do-uble the largest expected
volume of runoff. A natural spillway is prefened and it
should have a broad, relatively flat cross section. Water
should be taken out tbrough the spillway well aboye the
fill, and then re-enter the main channel some dista¡ce
downstream. Spillways should be wide, flat-bottomed,
and protected by riprapping, or by facing with rocks. The
entrance should be wide and smooth, and the grade of the
spillway çþennel should be low so the water will flow
through without cutting (Hamilton and Jepson 1940).

New reservoirs usually do not hold water satisfactorily
for several months. Bentonite spread over the bottom and
sides of the basin and face of the dam will.help seal the
impoundment. The basin also can be lined with polyethyl-
ene or anotïer appropriate material, with 15-30 cm of di¡t
rolled evenly over the top (U.S. Deparünent of Inte¡ior
1966). Other artificial materials such as H1çalou@ (Water
Saver Company, Denver, Colorado, USA) are superior to
polyethylene, because of their strength and resis'nnce to
ultraviolet ¡adiation. These liners can be custom made for
reservoi¡s of different sizes.

Dugouts
Large earthen catchment basins built to collect water for

livestock were commonly called charcos by early settlers
along the Mexican border, aad dugouts by pioneers in
other areas (Yoakum et al. 1980). Dugouts can be placed
in almost any type of topography, but a¡e most common in
a¡eas of comparatively flat, well-drained terrain. Such
areas facilitate maximum storage with minimum excava-'
tion. Dugouts can be small, rectangular excavations (Fig.
3). All sides should be sloped sufficiently to prevent

sloughing (usually 4:1) and one or more relatively flat
side slopes (<4:1) should be provided to facilitate access

for large mammals (J.S, Department of Inærior 1964).

ÈrcYEs1

Fþ 3. Dugouts, also hown as charcos, can be constructed to provide water for wildlife on rangelands (afterYoakum et al. 1980, Kfudschy et at. 1982).
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Fig. 4. kt adit is a short tunnel tha¡ has been blasæd inco solid rock to
store water for wildlife. The entrance to the adit must be at the same ele-
vation as the bottom of the wash in which it is located.

Adits
Adits (Fig. 4) are short, dead end tunnels that extend

into solid rock construcæd with a downwa¡d sloping floor
to allow access by wildlife (Halloran and Deming 1956,
1958). Adits have been constructed in A¡izona and other
westertr staæs, primarily to benefi.t mountai¡ sheep @arry
l972,Weaver 1973).

Personnel skilled in hard rock blasting techniques
should be used to constn¡ct adits. These water storage
depots should have openings at least 2x3 mand be at least
4-5 m in length. The \4,atef storage depth should be at least
4 m to ensure a dependable water supply (Halloran and
Deming 1956, 1958). Commercial masonry sealers should
be used to prevent seepage of water through rock frach¡res
(Halloran and Deming 1956, 1958; Gtay t974;'Werner
1984).

Because the opening of an adit must be approximately
the same elevation of the wash in which it is placed, it may
be necessary to coÍstruct a diversion that allows flood
'waters to enter, yet causes debris, sand, and boulders to
bypass the adit. Boulders placed on the upstream sides of
adits can be used for this purpose (Halloran and Deming
1956, 1958). Another effective, but simple, technique
i¡volves constn¡ction of a rock gabion (Werner 1984).

Adits also can be designed to store water from a nah¡ral
source, such as a seasonal or permanent spring (Werner
1984), and water sometimes can be diverted into adits f¡om
natural slick-rock aprons above the site. Adits also can be
used to store water that norrnally would be unavailable,
and water can be pumped from the adit into a nearby tina-
ja (Werner 1984). fn such instances, the adit should be
covered to reduce evaporation. Shade structures have been
used to reduce evaporation at adits in which stored water is
directly available to wildlife (Halloran and Dêming 1956,
19s8).

Guzzlers
Guzz)ers a¡e pennanent, self-filling, stn¡ctures that col-

lect and store rainwater and make il directly available to
wildlife. Guzzlers can be constn¡cted to provide water for
small animals only, or for animals of all sizes.

FiB. 5. Contemporary underground guzzlen (Lesicka and Hewert 1995)
store up to 40,000 L of water and have no moving parts. W-ildlife walk
down a ramp to reach stored water.

Several techniques can be used to collect water for guz-
zlers. Aprons that collect rainfall can be of manufactu¡ed
or natural materials, including concrete or sheet metal, but
asphalted, oiled, waxed, or otherwise treated soil aprons
can be used (Glading 1947, Fir:ù- et al. L973, Rauzi et al.
1973, Myers and Frasier 1974, Frasier etaI. 1979, Jobnson
and Jacobs 1986, Rice 1990, Lesicka and Henert 1995).

Guzzlers useful for wildlife generally store water in
underground tanks, and wildlife walk a ramp to enter the
guzzlet to drink (Halloran and Deming 1956, 1958;
Iæsicka and Hervert 1995) (Fig. 5). However, water can
also be stored in underground or aboveground concrete,
plastic, metal, or fiberglass tanls (Garton l956a,b: Roberts
1977; Bleich et al. 1982b; Remington et al. 1984; Werner
1984; Bardwell 1990; Bleich and Pauli 1990; deVos and
Clarkson 1990; Gunn 1990; t¿sicka and Hervert 1995).
Aboveground tanla (Fig. 6) usually have a float-valve to
regulate water at a drinking trough away from the water
storage tanks (Roberts 1977, Werner 1984, Bleich and
Pauli 1990). Underground tanks generally have no moving
parts (I-esicka and Hervert 1995) and are not as subject to
mechanical failures as are designs that incorporate a float
valve. Moreover, guzzlers that store water fot large mam-
mals below tbe surface of the ground are nearly unde-
tectable by humans more than a few meters from them
(Fig. 7); current designs (Lesicka and Hervert 1995) pres-
ent little risk of drowning to native vertebrates, including
desert tortoise (Andrew et al. 2001).

The most important step in installation of a guzzler is
locating a suitable site. A gttzzler should not be placed in
a wash or gully where it may collect silt or sand or be dam-
aged by floodwaters; many guzzlers have been installed in
areas lacking critical habitat components (Lewis 1973).
When constn¡cting a guzzler for small animals, Yoakum et
'aI. (1980) recommended that: (1) size of the water-collect-
ing apron be proportioned so the storage ta¡k will need no
water source other than rai¡fall to fill it, (2) a site should
be chosen where digging is comparatively easy, and (3) the
tank should be placed with its open end away from the

l:¡
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Fig.6. Gttzzlels constructed with above ground storage tanks generally
have a float valve to control the water level in the d¡inking tror¡gh.
Guzzlers of this type stoie up to 10,000 L of water for use by large mam-
mals in lhe Mojave Desert, Califomia.

prevailing wind and, if possible, facing in a northerly
di¡ection to reduce water temperature, evaporation, and
growth of algae.

Tanks usually are made of concrete or plastic.
Occasionally, steel tanks are used as are used heavy equip-
ment tires (Elderkin and Morris 1989, Morris and Elderkin
1990). The plasúc g\zzlü is a prefabricated tank con-
structed of fiberglass impregnated with plastic resin. Only
washed gravel aggregates should be used for constnrction
of concrete tanks, or the concrete may disintegrate in sev-
eral years. Tanks made of steel are used for guzzlers in
some areas and give satisfactory service. Use of tanks con-
structed of other artificial mate¡ials is relatively new.

Concrete sealed with bitumul, galvanized metal sheet
roofing, glass mat and bitumul, rubber or plastic sheets,

Frg. Z. Underground guzzlers of the design by Iæsicka and Hervert
(1995) are nearly i¡visible to humans more tha¡ a few meters away, mak-
ing them especially useful in designated wildemess.
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asphalt, and plywood have been used successfully for
rflater collecting surfaces. Durable materials such as con-
crete or metal are least expensive to maintain, although soil
cement appears to be a promising material; (Rice 1990)
and Lesicka and Hervert (1995) successfully used areas of
native desert soil. Efficiency (percent of water collected)
and life-spans (years) vary among materials: steel (987o,

25 years) is best, followed by asphalt roofing (86-921o,8
years), plastic covered with 2.5 cm of gravel (66-877o,
8-15 yea¡s), butyl rubber (98Vo, l54O yerirs), asphalt
paving (95Vo,15 years) and liquid asphalt soil water (90%,
5 years) (Fairboum etrl.1972).

The a¡ea of the water-collecting surface needed to fill a
gùzzle;, (Fig. 8) depends on the storage capacity of the guz-
zler, rrinimum annual rainfall at the site, and type of col-
lecting surface. Each 10 m2 in apron surface area will
result in collection of about I liter of water for each cen-
timeter of rainfall. Calculations should be based on mini-
mum precipitation expected, rather than the average or
mædmum, to prevent gazzler failure during drought years.

When different types of aprons are used, required su¡face
area can be calculated from the harvest efflrciencies
(Fairbourn et aL 1972). Leakage, evaporation, and heavy
use by wildlife may also dictate a larger apron.

Big-game guzzlers are designed to collect water from
either a¡tificial (Gunn 1990) or natural aprons (Stevenson

1990, Lesicka and Hervert 1995). Using slick-rock catch-
ments to collect runoff from ba¡e rock a¡eas is a common
technique @leich etal,1982b, deVos and Cla¡kson 1990,
Stevenson 1990). These gazzlers take advantage of the
fact that rock surfaces yield neady t007o of the precipita-
tion falling on them as runoff. Several authors (Ba¡dwell
1Ð0, Gunn 1990, Stevenson 1990, Iæsicka and Hervert
1995) provide design specifications and other recommen-
dations for constn¡ction of these catchments. Bardwell
(1990), Bleich and Pauli (1990), deVos and Clarkson
(1990), and Gurn (1990) provide inforrnation regarding
performance of these units over time. These investigators

1(x)
GUZZLER CAPACITY

H 3,,100 Liters

EH 2,300 Liters

5101520?,530
ANNUAL RAINFALL (cm)

Fig. 8. Size of m apron nec€ssary to fll a guzzler is dependêût upotr total
annual rai¡fall and storage capacity of the guzzler. The relationship por-
trayed is based on the assumption the apron yields 1009o of ¡ai¡fall as

runoff (after Yoakum et al. 1980).
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also evaluated techniques used in rhe constn¡ction of big-
game gtzùers and evaluated the reliability of materials.

One of the most important considerations when con-
structfng guzzlers is that all anthropogenic devices aresub-
ject to failure; regular monitoring is an essential aspect of
any maintenance program. Recentl¡ methods of monito¡-
ing the status of water sourc€s that incorporate remote
sensing have been developed (Hill and Bleich 1999) for
use in areas that are difEcult to reach, or that have other-
wise resFicted access, such as wilderness areas. This tech-
nology does not replace biannual visits, which are neces-
sary to detect potential failures, or correct those that
already may have occurred (Bleich and Pauli 1990, HiU
and Bleich 1999).

The effectiveness and performance of some big-game
guzzlers depends on plumbing components. For example,
Bleich and Pauli (1990) reported that frozen pipes and fit-
tings accounted for 35 of 98 failures among 22 guzzlers
over an ll-year period. Furtherrnore, of the 98 failures,
float-valve malfunction accounted for 31, design and con-
struction flaws for 9, and natural disasters for 6. Other
problems, inclurting rusted tanks, rusted drinkerboxes, and
vandalism, accounted fot I7. Overall, e¿ch of the 22 gaz-
zlers evaluated averaged 4.4 mechanical failures over a¡l
ll-year period, but each was in service ar¡ ayerage of 87Vo

of that time. Mechanical failures did not necessarily lead
to an inoperative gvÃer, but did require e ort to repair
them.

The most complete guide for construction of guzzlers
currently available r,vas prepared by Brigham and
Stevenson (199) and is available on request from the U.S.
Department of Interior, Bureau of Land Management,
National Applied Resources Sciences Center, P.O. Box
25M7, Denver, Colorado, USA.

CONSTRUCTING RANGELAND FENCES

The relationship of fences and wildlife on rangelands in
the westem United States has been a poiut of contention
for the past century. Fences constructed to contol domes-
tic livestock can adverseþ impact some wildlife species.
For example, fences can be major obstacles or úaps to
pronghorn (Ma¡tinka 1967, Spillett et al. L96'7, Oakley
l9'Ì3) nd mule desr (Yoakum et al, 1980, Mackie 1981).
Proper fence design and use of appropriate constn¡ction
materials can reduce adverse effects. Details of fence con-
struction on rangelands used by pronghorn, mule decr, elk,
bison (Bison bison), and colla¡ed peccary (Pecari tajacu)
are available elsewhere (U.S. Department of Interior 1985,
Karsky 1988). heventing the movement of some wildlife
species may be desi¡able, and specific fence designs can
accomplish that goal (Longhurst et aJ. 1962, Messner et al.
1973, deCalesta and Cropsey 1978, Jepson et al. 1983,
Karsþ 1988).

Fences and Pronghorn
The severity of pronghorn-fence problems varies

ùnong a¡eas. Fences are primarily a problem for herds
moving seasonally to and from wintering areas on northern
rangelands (Oakley 1973). However, seasonal movement
problems also were reported in New Mexico (Russell
1964, Howard et al. 1983) and Texas (Buechner 1950,
Huley 1919), especially during droughtyears.

Frg. 9. Recommended specifications for wi¡e fences constn¡cted oa

ranges used by pronghorn (aftetYoakum 1980, Kindschy et al. 1982, U.S.
DeparEleDt of Inte¡ior 1985), mule deer (after Jepson et al. 1983, U.S.
Department of Inærior 1985), and mountain skep (after Halt 1985,
Brigharn 1990). Note läe use of a smooth bottom wi¡e on all desigos and

the lack of stays on fences for use on pronghorn ranges.

If fencing is necessary, only that required to provide
proper livestock control and minimize hìndrance to prong-
horn and other wildlife should be used. Unrestricted pas-

sage for all age classes during all s€asons and all weather
conditions should be provided (Yoakum et al. 1980).
Fencing watering areas on drysummer rangelands may be
as detrimental to pronghorn as fencing migntion routes. If
a fenced water development is provided specifically for
pronghorn, the a¡ea should encompass at least l-2 ha of.

relatively level terrain (Yoakum et al. 1980).
Fence specifications to cont¡ol livestock on pronghom

range have evolved over many years (Spillett et 
^1. 

1967,
Autenrieth 1978, Salwasser 1980, Yoakum 1980, Kindschy
et al. L982, U.S. Department of Interior 1985). Fences
should consist of 3 sEands of wire, the bottom strand being
smooth (Frg. 9). Four- to 6-strand barted-wire fences limit
pronghorn movements and should not be used. The bot-
tom wire should be at least 40 cm above ground. Absence
of stays betweeh posts will facilitate the occasional move-
ment of pronghorir through thefence (Yoakum et al. 1980,
Kindschy et al. 1982, Hall 1985).

New fences should be flagged with white cloth so
pronghorn can become familia¡ with thei¡ looations. By
the time a white rag tied to the top of each fence post dete'
riorates, pronghorn will have become accustomed to the
fence (Kindschy et al. 1982). Painting the top of steel
fence posts white also helps make the fence more visible to
pronghom (Hall 1985).

MULË DEER

MOUNTAIN SHEEP
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Where snow accumulation restricts pronghorn move-
ments, let-down or adjustable fences should be used
(Yoakum et al. 1980). A let-down fence can consist of a
wooden stay at each fence post to which the wi¡es are
attached, The stay is secured to the fence post with a wire
loop at the top and either a second loop or a pivot bolt at
the bottom.

Let-down fence sections may be designed to perrrit
pulling the let-down sections back against sections of per-
manently standing fence. Lct-down fences should provide
for adjustments in wire tension. When the wire is so taut
that it does not lie flat on the ground or is so loose that wire
loops are formed, ahazatd is created for people and ani-
mals (U.S. Deparrnent of Interior 1985). Adjustable
fences (Fig. 10) that allow the movement of one or more
wi¡es can allow pronghom passage during periods when
livestock are not present (Anderson and Denton 1980).
Adjustable fences are panicularly useful when winter
snow depths exceed 30 cm (Yoakum €t al. 1980).

Pronghorn passes are structures that resemble cattle
guards intersecting a fence (Spillett et al. 1967, Mapston
and ZoBell 1972, Yoakum et al. 1980, Howa¡d et al. 1983).
Suitable locations for pronghom passes make use of the
tendency of individuals to parallel a fence, looking for a

way to cross. The pass capitalizes on the ability of prong-
horn to jump laterally over obstacles. Pronghorn passes

have been built and tested under a variety of conditions
(Spillett et al. 1967, Howa¡d et al. 1983). Some adult
pronghorn quickly leam to use the facilities, but others do
not. konghorn fawns often were unable to negotiate the
pnsses. Pronghorn passes are of limited value and should
not be used as a panacea for pronghorn access problems
(U.S. Department of Interior 1985).

Net-wi¡e fences prevent the movement of pronghorn
fawns in particular, and should not be used on public
rangelands where pronghorn occur (Autenrieth 1978,
Yoakum 1980). However, some adults may become adept
at jumping a net-wire fence up to 80 cm high. Higher net-
wi¡e fences can be used where the goal is to restrict the
movement of animals, such as in live-trapping, control of
animals in research projects, decreasing crop depredations,
or restricting access to hazardous a¡eas such as highways.

Fences and Mule Deer
The relationship between livestock fences and mule

deer has not raised the political furor that it has for prong-
horn. However, throughout North America where fences

Fig. I0. Adjustable fence modiñcations to facilitate movemeDt of prong-
horn and othe¡ ungulates (afterAndenon and Denton 1980).

have been built, they likely have caused far gre¿ter mortal-
ity to deer than to pronghorn. Deer are more apt to be

tapped as individuals, whereas large numbers of prong-

horn may be restricted. Also, deer frequently are caught in
fences in isolated areas not readily witnessed, whereas

pronghom mortalities in open country are easy to observe'

Deer often crawl under fences when not hurried, but
jurnp them when startled or chased (lVlackie 1981). When
a deer jumps a fence, its feet can become entangled

between the top 2 wires, resulting in death. Limiting total
fence height to 96 cm can reduce this problem (U.S.

Depafment of Interior 1985) (Fig. 9). If the top wire is

barbed, it should be separated from the next wire by 30 cm;
otherwise, it should be a smooth wire (Jepson et al. 1983).

Unlike fences used on pronghorn ranges, wire stays should
be placed every 2.5 m between posts to keep the top wires
from twisting around the leg of a deer (Yoakum et al. 1980'

U.S. Department of tnterior 1985).
The effective height of a fence as a barrier to deer mov-

ing uphill is increased on steep slopes. For example, a

l lGcm fence on a 20Vo slope is equivalent to a 140-cm
fence on level ground. OnaSOVo slope, it is equivalent to
a 190-cm fence on level ground (Ken 1979, Anderson and

Denton 1980). Thus, height adjustments should be made

accordingly.
Let-down fences along seasonal Favel routes for deer

help ensure free movement. The let-down feature of the

fence also helps prevent damage from snow loading during
winter, Movements of mule deer also can be aided with an

adjustable fence. Net-wi¡e fences no higher than 90 cm
allow movement of adult deer but prevent passage of
fawns. They should not be placed on surnmer and autumn
nigration routes used by deer.

Fences and Mountain SheeP

The constn¡ction of wi¡e fences on ranges used by
mountain sheep (for example, to exclude livestock from
water developments) presents particular problems' Moun-
tâin sheep are likely to become enta.ngled in a fence when
placing their head through the top 2 wires' This problem

is minimized if the 2 top wires -are no more than l0 cm

apart (Brigham 1990). A 3-wire fence should be used with
wires spaced at 51, 38, and 10 cm intervals (Fig' 9)' allow-
ing mountain sheep movement under the bottom wire and

between it and the middle wire (U.S' Department of Inte-
rior 1985, Brigham 1990). Six-wire fence designs (U'S.

Department of Interior 1985) are dangerous to mountain
sheep and should not be used (Brigham 1990). To mini-
mize the probability of mountain sheep becoming entan-
gled, fences consisting ofuprights and 2 parallel rails eas-

ily can be constructed (And¡ew et al. 1997) (Fis. 11).

Electric Fences
Electric fences often a¡e used to control livestock or

feral hoof stock such as burros, and some designs pose lit-
tle hindrance to movement of wildlife. Elecfic fences a¡e

most effective on moist sites, where 2 wires may be suffi-
ôient to control cattle. On sites with at least 60 cm of rain
annually, an electric fence can be made of 2 smooth wi¡es
atheights of 60 and 90 cm above ground (U.S. Department
of Interior 1985, Karsþ 1988). The top wire is elecnified
and the bottom wi¡e serves as the ground. The wi¡es are

free running at all posts, and pose little danger of enEap-
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Frg. /1. A simple fence, consEucted of metal t-posts and rebar spaced at
appropriate intervâls eftectively excludes feral asses ftom water sources
i¡ desert ecosystems, yet allows passage by native ungulates (after
Andrew et al. 1997).

ping mule dee¡. On drier sites, electric fences require more
wi¡es to function eflectively (Karsþ 1988), and the added
wi¡es can adversely affect moyements by wildlife.

Wood and Steel Fences
Fences canbe constructed entirely from wood posts and

rails in a variety of designs with raw materials obteined at
the site or m¿rnufactured materials (U.S. Department of
Interior 1985, Karsþ 1988, Andrew et al. 1997). Wood
fences are usually expensive but can be attractive and may
require less maintenance than wi¡e fences. Construction
options include post and pole, log worrn, Iog and block,
and buck and pole designs (Karsþ 1988). The same prin-
ciples apply to wood fences as to wi¡e fences in minimiz-
ilg hindrance to wildlife movements. The top rail or pole
of a wooden fence should be kept low to allow mule deer
to jump over and the bottom rail or post kept sufficiently
high to allow movement of fawns. Andrew et al. (1997)
designed an inexpensive rail fence using t-posts and rebar,
which was totally effective in reducing access to water
sor¡rces by feral asses and yet provided unimpeded access
by mountain sheep and mule deer.

Rock Jacks
In rnany areas, soils are too shallow and rocþ to allow

steel fence posts to be easily driven into the ground (Hall
1985); A,t such sites, rock jacks are often constructed in the
form of wood-rail cribs or wi¡e baskets. The cribs or bas-
kets a¡e f,lled with rocks and serye as anchors to which wire
fences oan be secured. Cover and dens for small mammals
are proyided ifthe bottom rail ofa rockjack is kept 10-15
cm abgy.ç the ground (Hall 1985). Use of rocks ar least 30
cm in diameter will also provide crevasses suitable for use
by small mammals (Maser etal.1979, Hall 1985).

Fences To Exclude Wildlife
Excluding selected wildlife species from certain a¡eas

may be desirable. Elk, mule deer, and other species often
heavily depredate orchards, vineyards, and other crops;

appropriate fence designs can heþ alleviate such prob-
Iems. Highways can be hazardous to mule deer and other
ungulates that need to reach critically important seasonal
rauges. Fences can be used to channel their moyement to
suitable underpasses and minimize collisions with vehi-
cles. Experimental plots used in resea¡ch often require
exclusion of one or more species of wildlife. Finally, fenc-
ing can be used as an alternative to othet cotrtrol measur€s
in reducing predation on livestock.

A 1.8-m upright net-wi¡e fence, or one slanted at 45
degrees to a total height of about 1.3 m, can be used to
exclude mule deer (Longhurst et al. L962, Messner et al.
1973, Karsþ 1988). Electric fences with ¿l--ó wi¡es also
discourage deer movements (Karsþ 1988).

Fences can be used to reduce or eliminate the need for
lethal control of coyotes (Canß lntrans), which can be
excluded from pastures by either woven wire (Ihompson
1979, deCalesta and Cropsey 1978, Jepson et al. 1983) or
electric fences (Gates ea aL. 1978, Don-ance and Boume
1980, Karsþ 1988, Næs and Theade 1988). Tìo be effective,
a woven wire fence must be at least 170 cm higb" have mesh
openings no larger than 10 x 15 cm, and have an overhang to
prevent jufDpiog and an apron to prevent diggtng, each at
least 4O cm wide (Ihompson 1979). A 7-wire electric fence
(4 hot wires alæmating with 3 ground wires) totaling 130 cm
in height also can be used @onance and Boume 1980).
Other electric fence designs are available to deter coyotes
(Ka¡sþ 1988). In general, fencing to control coyotes is
expensive, and probably justified only to protect small a¡e¿s

ofhigh production capacity, such as irigated pastures.

SUMMARY

Management of livestock on public rangelands has
become a divisive and contentious issue. Land manage-
ment agencies increasiugly a¡e criticized for faiïng to give
appropriate consideration to grazing issues that affect
wildlife, or wildlife habiøt, on public lands. The single
greatest change influencing conserrration of wildlife on
westem rangelands during the 1990s has been the shift
from an emphasis on competiûon of livestock with big
game to concern for biodiversity in general.

\il'e chose to not criticize cuÍent graztng practices but
to present a reasonable review of contemporary issues
related to livestock management on public lands. Further,
we have attempted to: (1) provide an overview of range-
land management to benefit wildlife species and natural
communities, with an emphasis on westem NorthAmerica;
(2) identify some of the topical issues and primary range-
land systems of particular concern; and (3) describe some
of the methods for accommodating wildlife aud wildlife-
related issues, including habitat enhancement techniques,
on rangelands. Students and others making use of informa-
tion in this chapter are encouraged to further explore the
vast literature on management of rangelands and livestoeþ
and to use that i¡formation to ensure the persistenc,e of
healthy and productive rangeland ecosystens, particùlarly
as they relate to the issue of wildlife conservation.
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CHAPTER 17

Detecting Top-Down versus Bottom-Up

Regulation of Ungulates by Large Carnivores:

Implications for Conservation of Biodiversity

R. Terry Bowyer, DavidK. Person, andBecley M. Pierce

Models of predator-prey dynamics have a long and rich scientific history $aylor
1984; BerrymerL 1992; Boyce 2000). Indeed, such models have underpinned our

understanding of predator-prey systems and helped define how we view and im-

plement conservation strategies for predators, prey, and the environments they in-

habit (Ballard et al. zoot). Although predator-prey models are of considerable

heuristic value (Hutchinson teAO¡, they also have played a key role in the applied

ecology of large mammals. A knowledge of predator-prey systems r¡nderlies de-

cisions about whether predator control may be necessary to meet societal goals

(Gasaway et øJ. 1992), is used to formulate tactics for conservation of endangered

prey (Sinclair et al. 1998), holds implicauons for understanding competition among

large carnivores (Creel 2001), and has relevance for inbreeding depression and

thereþ time to extinction for prey (Hartt and Haefrrer 1995). Moreover, preda-

tor?rey dynamics may interact with habitat fragmentation to determine preda-

tor-prey equilibria and subsequent persistence of populations (Swihart et al. zoot¡,

an outcome that makes implementation of conservation schemes based on single

species risþ (Prakash and de Roos 2002). Large carnivores also influence com-

muniry structure of their prey (Henke and Bryant 1999). Predator-prey disequi-

libria affect interspecific behavior among large carnivores, as well as antipredator

responses of their ungulate prey (Berger 1999; Brown et al. t999; Berger et al.

2001a). Such disequilibria may result in trophic cascades that affect ecosystem

sffucnrre and function (Bowyer et al. t99z; Kie et al. 2003 for reviews). Hence, the

failu¡e to consider predator-prey dynamics, in particular whether regulation of

342
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prey is primarily top-down or bottom-up, has ramifrcations for the conseryation

of biodiversity.

From thei¡ inception, predator-prey models have emphasized the role of pre-

dation in reguladng prey, and discounted or ignored the effect of envi¡onmental

carrying capacity (K-the number of prey at or near equilibrium with their food

supply-McCullough t979:'Kie er al. zool¡ on population dynamics of large her-

bivores and, thereby, on predatorprey-relationships. Kie et al, (2003) provide a de-

tailed discussion of the role of a variable climate and successional changes on K.

The classic Lotka-Volterra equation for growth of a single species incorporates K,

but that parameter is conspicuously absent from original equarions describing

predator-prey dynamics. Nonetheless, May Q97a) àemonstrated rhatinclusion of
a resource-limitation term could have a stabilizing influence on predator-prey dy-

namics. Numerous advances in predator-prey theory have been made (Vucetich

et d. 2002), but models depicting how such systems work are still largely predator

driræn. Only May (r97a), Eberha¡dt (1998), and Person et al. (2001) have placed em-

phasis on Kin models of predator-prey dynamics. Likewise, initial attempts ât un-

derstanding the biology of predator-prey dynamics of large herbivores, and the

carnivores that rely on them, concluded that resources would seldom be limiting

for he¡ùivores in terrestrial environmenrs and that predarion was consequently the

most important factor constraining population growth of prey (Slobodkin et al.

1967). This "world is green" approach has been reconsritt¡red in most predarcr-prey

models proposed for large mammals and illusrates how our view of an ecosys-

tem is constrainedby the models we use to emulate its processes. Indeed, several

authors still persist in the view that food seldom will be limiting for popularions

of large herbivores @ergerud er al. 1983; BoerÇe er al, 199ó), despite considerable

evidence to the contrary (McCullough t979;Kie eral.2OO3 for reviews). Further-

more, símilar thinking concerning the role of predation in regulating prey per-

meates modem approaches to predator-pr€y systems and many models forwarded

to explain their dynamics (Boutin t992;BalTard et al. 2oO7; Vucetich et aL. z}oz).

We maintain that controversy over whether population regulation of large

mammals is top-down orbottom-up has its origins in the manner in which we

model predator-prey dynamics, and that a predator-centric perspective has

hindered our understanding of such systems. Resolving factors responsible for
the dynamics of predator-prey systems is crucial to the management of large
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mammals and may hinge on how well we understand those processes. Although

efective wildlife conservation may help mitigate risk of extermination fo¡ some

species (Linnell et al. zoorb¡, large mammals, in general, and carnivores, in par-

ricular, historically have been at risk of extinction (Van Valkenburgh tfrr;-they
remain so today (Maehr 1997b; Woodroffe 200r). Our purpose is to provide a new

frameworkin which to examine top-down and bottom-up regulation of popula-

tions of large herbivores. We contend that the need to understand population dy-

namics of these unique large mammals and interactions with camivores that Prey

upon them is paramount for the effective conservation of biodiversity

ConceptuaI Modets of Predator-Prey Dynamics

Large mammalian herbivores a¡e useful for srudying top-down versus bottom-up

regulation of populations. These animals are relatively large bodied, have

comparatively long life spans, delay reproduction, have small litters, and exhibit

high maternal investment in young. Ungr.r.lates generally exhibit life-history char-

acteristics that are related to densiry dependence and, therefore, have a strong

potential for popularion regulation at K (McCullough tezl; Fowler 1987; McCul-

lough tele; Kie et al. 2003). Likewise, these large herbivores are preyed upon by

an impressive aray of large mammalian carnivores (Mills 1989; Gasaway et al,

1992; Prins 1996; Smith-Flueck and Flueck 2001). The need to incorporate life-

history information to produce realistic predator-prey models recendy has been

recognized by those studying i¡sects (Dostalkova et aJ,. 2ooz). We concur, and sim-

ilarly argue that studies of organisms such as insect parasitoids and other a¡th-

ropods with markedly differing life histories are unlikely to provide sufficient

insights into predator-prey dynamics for large mammals so as to resolve issues re-

lated to top-down and bottom-up population regulation. We acknowledge, how-

ever, that implementing an experimental approach for these vagile, and sometimes

difficult-to-srudy animals provides a daunting impediment to understanding com-

plex predator-prey systems (McCullough 1979; Boudn 1992; SteÌvart et 
^1.2002;

Kie et al. 2003).

Predator-prey dynamics for large mammals often have been examined from

the perspective of four conceptual models: recurrent flucruations, low-density
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Figu.re f7.r
Four conceprional models for understanding population dynamics of ungulates and

large mammalian carnivores (from Ballard et al. 2001, with permission-Copyright,

The Wildlfe Society).

equilibrium, multiple equilibria (predator pit), and the stable-limit cycle (Boutin

1992;Yan Ballenberghe and Ballard 1994; Ballard er al. 2001; Fig. 17.1a-d). r{l-

though of considerable heuristic value, these concepnral models have had limited

success in making empirically supported pr€dictions concerning predetor-prey dy-

namics (Boutin 1992 provides those predictions). This is a frustrating situation for

those wishing to implement conservation and management initiatives for large

mammals and their habitats based on these conceptual approaches.

(a) Recurrent fl uctuations ô) Low-density equilibrium
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A model of recurrent fluctuations (Fig. 17.1a) implies that an ungulate pop-

ulation fluctuates markedly in density but will not reach equílibrium. ,{lthough

any pernrrbation can affect population numbers, such fluctuatíons are principally

a result of severe weathe! forage quantity and qualiry and especially predation.

Predation is inversely density dependent at high densities, and density dependent

at low numbers of prey. Although prey may remain at low densities for extended

periods of time, the long-term level of abundance cannot be predicted.

,4, low-density equilibrium (Fig. l7.lb) describes a sysrem in which prey are

held at low density by predation (i.e., density-dependent predation) for long peri-

ods. Should rates of predation lessen sufficiently (e.g., from predator control or a

natural phenomenon), the prey population would rebound toward K but would

never reach that level. Food limitarion is unimportant under this model, and pre-

dation ultimateþ would reduce prey again to a low-density equilibrium.

A multiple-equilibria model (Fig. I 7. I c) predicts regulation of prey by preda-

tors at low density, but allows for food limitation of the prey population at K. Prey

populations are not thought to persist near K,' however, multiple equilibria at var-

ious densities of prey below K are possible. One result of this model is a Ricker-

like (McCullougþ l9ze) predator pit in which predarion results in a strong point

of equilibrium at low density of prey. When released from predadon pressure, prey

density will increase until it has reached a higher-density equilibrium with preda-

tors. This scenario is often an underlying assumption and justification for preda-

tor control (Gasaway et al. 1992).

Stablelimit cycles (Fig. 17.1d) ate thought to be the result of interactions

among density-independent processes (e.g., severe weather), population density

of prey in relation to K, and predation. Here predation is deruity independenr dur-

ing periods of increasing prey abundance, and inversely densÇ independent dur-

ing declines in prey. Those processes are hypothesized to generate cycles with

regular amplitudes and durations of 30 to 40 years.

Faiture to Consider Effects of K

Few of the four conceptional models (Fig. 17.la-d) adequately consider effects of
K on the dynarnics of predator-prey relationships. Low-density equilibrium ig-

nores (, recurrent fluctuations and stable-limit cycles predict only short-term pe-
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riods where prey ¿ue neer or at K, and multþle equilibria allow for an equilibrium

nea¡ K although even that situation is thought to be transitoryr All models incor-

porate the concept of predation rate relative to prey density as a driving force.

None allows for an overshoot of K and subsequent decline in K from overex-

ploitation of forage-a likely outcome from population irruptions that may occur

under low rates of predation or from the lack of other important sources of mor-

taliry (Leopold ts+l; Klein 1968; Caughley 1970; McCullotghozs;Andersen and

Linnell 2000). In addition, no model sarisfactorily addresses effects of the approach

or dedine of the prey population to and from a potentially changing K and the sub-

sequent influence of those changes on recruitrnent of prey on dynamics of pred-

ator-prey systems, except via kill rate, The assessment of kill rate can be

misleading because all models assume that K is constant and mortaliry of prey

additi.¡e, an unlikely set of ci¡cumstances.

The failure to more fully incorporate K into models of predator-prey

relationships has further ramifications. A small change in K may precipitate a

large change in prey numbers-a conclusion also reached by McCulloudî Q979).

Such an outcome stems from the nonlinear density-dependent relation between

annual recruitment and population densiry of prey with respect to K. The area

under the curve representing maximum sustained yield (MSY) declines in a

negative-exponential fashion as Kis reduced (Ftg. L7.2). Consequently, net annual

recruitment of prey, which represents the portion of a prey population that can

be removed by predators (and other sources of mortaliry) without causing a de-

cline in the population, is reduced disproportionately to the decline in K. Indeed,

Sutherland (1996) poted thatloweringKwill disproportionally alter demographic

rates along a declining spectrum of prey densities. Those varying densities of prey

and thei¡ effects on availabiliry and distribution of food, as well as their inputs of

urine and feces, are the mechanism whereby large herbivores bring about key

changes in ecosystem strucn¡re and function (Molvar et al. L993; wallis de vries

1995; McShea, this volume). Accordingly, whether predators exert top-down in-

fluences on prey, or fail to do so (i.e., limitation is bottom-up), has ramifications

for the biodiversiry of ecosystems.

Relying on these four conceptional models to understand predator-prey dy-

namics has other shortcomings. The time necessary to recognize which model

likely was correct is decadal or longer. Important conservation rssues related to

habitat or conservation of predators or prey likely would be resolved (for good
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Population of deer

Figue L7.2

H¡pothetical curves showing recruirment number of a large herbivore for varying

levels of K (a), and relation between K and area under the recruitment curve as â

function of K @). As K is reduced, the area under the recruitment parabola declines

in a nonlinear fashion.

or ill) long before an informed decision could be made. We argue that models that

rely mostly on predation rate and fail to adequately consider K, or in some in-

stances completely ignore this parameter, are ill suited to assess whether popula-

tion regulation of prey is top-down or bottom-up. Indeed, the manner in which

these models are conceptualized leads inexorably toward a conclusion of top-down

regulation. For example, as K declines, stochastic events, such as severe winter

weather (Særher t9s7; Solberg et al. 2001; Kie et al. 2OO3), ot time lags in the nu-

merical response of predators to changes in the densiry of their prey (O'Donogþue
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et al. t998; Pierce et al. t999; Keeling et al. 2000; Pierce et al. 2000a), may combine

to limit number of prey to low levels without a concur¡ent reduction in predators.

Under these circumstances, top-down cont¡ol imposed by predation may appear

to supersede effects of K on prey, an interpreation that could lead resource man-

agers to undervalue the important role of habitat quality.

An example of how research might lead to potentially erroneous interpreta-

tions is provided by one study of wolves (Canß lupus) and black-tailed deer

(Odocoila+shemionus) on Vancouver Island, Canada, which indicated that declines

in populations of deer were the result of predation by wol'r¡es, and that chançs in

habitat because of logging had litde effect on numbers of deer (.A,tkiruon andJanz

1994;Hattet andJaÍtz 1994). The authors suggested that numbers of deer dedined

in logged and unlogged landscapes and, thus, habitat chanç was not a factor in-

fluencing the dedine of deer populations (Atkinson and lartz 1994;Hatter andJanz

1994). No information concerning relative densities of deer orKin logged and un-

logged landscapes was provided. The authors further suggested that when num-

bers of deer were kept low by predation, deferring logging of winter habiat for

deer was difrcult to justi$ In our view, studies such as these simply demonstrate

that densities of ungulates are lower when exposed to predation by wolves than

where wolves are absent. We hypothesize that the potential forpopulations of deer

to rebound from low levels imposed by weather and predation is as dependent

on K as it is on the reduction of predators. Indeed, using low densities of deer to

justify reducing K for deer simply perpetuates a conceptual problem and risks a

management catastrophe. We beteve that failing to consider K of ungulate prey

in dynamics of predators is an oversight that likely will result in misinterpretation

of data and may hamper conservation efforts desþed to assistpredators and thei¡

prey or to maintain biodiversity.

Prey to Predator Ratios

Measures of the ratio of ungulate prey density (or their biomass) to predator den-

sity have been used wideþ to predict effects of pædators on their ungulate prey

(Keith r9S3a; Fuller 1989; Gasaway etal. L992; Person er al. 2O0r), thereby offer-

ing a potential mechanism to infer whether top-down or bottom-up processes
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were at work. One approach has been to use linear regression to predict density

of predators from prey biomass (Keith l9s3a; Fuller 1989; Gasaway et al. lg92;

Messier 1995). The supposition is that density of predators is predicted by prey

abundance, and this value represents an approximate carrying capacity or equi-

librium density for predators (Gasaway et al. ßsz). Accordingly, if predator den-

sities are greater than predicted, or if prey-predator ratios are less than envísaged,

then predators ostensibly would cause a decline in prey (i.e., regulation was top-

down). An apparent time lag between numbers of mule deer (Odocoilcus hanionus)

and declining numbers of mountain lions (Puna concolor) indicates that interpre-

tation of prey-predator rarios is difficr¡lt at best (Fig. 17.3). In that system, the mule

deer population initially crashed during an extensive drought and only began re-

covering when the drought subsided--deer likely were tracking K (see Fig. 17.3).

Mountain lion numbers initially remained high but ultimateþ declined with a sub-

stanrial lag behind numbers of their principal prey (likely bottom-up forcing). Mule

deer recovered much more slowly (well below their maximal intrinsic rate of in-

crease) following the drought, even though the range and physical condition of

deer had improved markedly (Pierce et al. zOoob; probably top-down limitation

from mountain lion predation). The deer-mountain lion ratio in relation to num-

ber of mule deer during periods of deer recovery however, is an erponentially

increasing curve indicative of a prey population that had escaped effects of pre-

dation þottom-up limitation). Differing conclusions concerning whether regula-

tion is top-down or bottom-up are related to when predator-prey ratios are

measu¡ed (Ftg. 17.3). Even long-term data sets may not be sufficient to untangle

potential biases in interpretation of prey-predator ratios.

Person et al. (2001) have cautioned that combining biomass from different

species of prry is not advisable because this method obscures effects of variation

in intrinsic rates of increase among prey species on predator-prey dynamics, in-

cluding potenrial poins of equilibria. Indeed, use of prey-predator ratios has been

conroversial (Theberge 1990; Messier r994). Theberge (1990) further argued that

changes in the functional response of predators to variation in prey density, prey-

switching, and the nearness of the prey population to K would make interpreta-

don of prey to predator rarios problematic. Moreover, predation rate per predator

for a particular species of prey likely depends upon density of that prey, and the

simultaneous densiry of alternative prey (Dale et al. L994;Jçdnæjewski et d. Zooo).
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Numbers of mule deer and mountain üons in Round Valley, California, USA, during

1985-1999..4 drought began i^ 1987 and ended in 1992. Nore that numbers of prey

to predators result in a ratio that increases exponentially ûom 1993 to t999 (adapted

from Pierce etaI. t999,2000a).

Consequently, densiry-dependent changes in rate of killing by predators could re-

quire a reiterative interpretation of ungulate to predator ¡atios with changes in

prey densiry fo¡ this method to offer meaningful insights into population regula-

tion (Person et al. z0OtFa daunting task fo¡ those managing populations of ei-

ther predators or their prey.

Kit[ Rates

Even the most sophisticated models (Vucetich et al. zooz¡ developed to explain

predator-prey dynamics rely on the kill rate of predators in relation to either the

abundance of prey (i.e., the functional response-Holling 1965) or the ratio of

iç..

L=,
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predator to prey. Although such modeling has become more elaborate over rime,

considerable debate exists over which model best describes predator-prey dy-

namics (Arditi and Ginzburg 1989; Ginzburg and Akçakaya 1992; Abrams 1994;

Akçakaya et al. 1995; Abrams L997). Many of these models are based on theoret-

ical formulations, and much controversy has resulted from an absence of empiri-

cal data, especially for large mammals (Vucetich et aI. zooz).

Vucetich et al. (2002) compared a variety ofprey-dependent, ratio-dependent,

and predator-dependent models against empirical data from wolves and moose

(Alces alces) Êom 1971 to 2001 on Isle Royale, Michigan, USA. These authors

concluded that, although both models may have value, they were overþ simplisric

-neither 
ratio-dependent nor prey-dependent models deserved primacy for un-

derstanding predator-prey relationships. We hyryothestze that the relative poor

fir (R'z < 0.36) of the models examined by Vucetich et al. (2oo2) stems from the fail-

ure to include K in any model. Moreover, none of the models examined by these

authors is tightþ linked to the four conceptual models used to guide our under-

standing of predator-prey dynamics among large mammals (Fig. I 7.1a-d).

Person et al. (2001) modeled densiry of wolves relative to moose by varying

the population density of ungulates at which predation rate by wolves was halved

(D), and the shape of the densiry-dependent growth curve for ungulates (0). Those

aut}rors reported that, as the ratio of D to U (the prey population) became smaller,

the influence of the functional response on the density of wolves decreased.

Person et al. (eoor) concluded that the functional response might have little ef-

fect on predator-prey systems of large mammals except at very low density with

respect to K. Only at low density u¡as there a discernable difference between sim-

ulations withD bounded by [0, K/s] and simulations ofD = 0 (which eliminated

the functional response). Indeed, Marshal and Boutin (1999) cautioned that it was

at such low densities, where reliable data were most difficult to obtain, that dis-

tinguishing berween t)¡pes of functional responses could be problematic because

of low statistical power resulting from small sample size. Moreover, the efiort and

expense necessary to gather data for large mammals to estimate the rype of func-

tional response can be immense (Dale et al. se+;Jç&zejewski et al. 2002). Srud-

ies by Marshal and Boutin (1999) and Person et al. (2001) d¡aw into question the

value of estimating the instantaneous kill rate of ungulates by large carnivores

and, thereby, the worth of prey-dependent and predator-dependent models for un-
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Population s¡ze
Figure 17.4

Variation in recnritment rate with increasing population size reliative to long-term
changes in carrying capacity (K) for an ungulate population. A substantial improve-
ment in recruitment rate occurs only as the population increases from low to high
densiry (from Kie et ù.2003, reprinted with the permission of Cambridge

University Press).

derstanding predator-prey dynamics of large mammals and their subsequent ef-

fects on biodiversity.

Ratio-dependent models, likewise, have limitations for deciphering relation-

ships betrveen ungulates and the large c¿univorous mammals that prey upon them.

One prediction of these models is that an increase in Kwould resultin an increase

in both prey and predator. A simple population model for a large herbivore rhat

includes I( (McCullough 1979), however, indicates that an increase in I( differen-

tially afiects recruitment rate reladve to where the population is with respect to K.

There is little increase in recruitment rate, therefore, for a population at low
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density because animals are not food limited and reproducing at near maximal

rates (Fig. t 2.4). The improvement in recruitment rate from enhancing K increases

as the population moves toward the new carrying capacity (Ç) from its old one

(K,; see Fig. 17.4). This increase in recruitment rate from enhancing K results in

differing prey availability to predators across a wide range of population densi

ties with respect to K, which fits outcomes predicted by ratio-dependent models

poorly We note, howeve! it is at low density of prey where predator limitation

(top-down forcing) has the greatest empirical support; rhese low densities of prey

relative to K typically involve multiple-prcdator and multiple-prey systems (Gas-

away et al. lggz; Bowyer et al. 1998; Hayes and Harestad 2000b).

A Prey-Based Approach for Understanding Top-Down and

Bottom-Up Processes

If only bottom-up processes were involved in population regulation of ungulates,

effects of Iarge carnivores on p¡ey numbers would be minimal, and conservation

measures to benefit carnivores would have few consequences for biodiversity Con-

versely, where these large predators alter the density of their prey relative to K (i.e.,

top-down forcing), the management of carnivores may have profound effects on

biodiversity. We acknowledge that no system is regulated exclusively by either top-

down or bottom-up processes and suggest that it is misleading to view such

processes as a dichotomy, We also recognize that justiffing the maintenance or

restorarion of large carnivores for the purpose of conserving biodiversity requires

knowledge of their role in promoting ecosystem integrity. We caution, however,

that effecs of carnivores on their ungulate prey may change over time, and that

predator-centric approaches, such as determining kill rates and prey to predator

ratios, are poorly suited for determining whether forcing is primarily top-down or

bottom-up.

We believe that an assessment of top-down versus bottom-up limitation of
prey populations are most easily and accurately inrerpreted through simple mod-

els of prey population dynamics. Moreover, our approach does not require com-

peting models that provide a yes-or-no answer to a process that is a continuum.

Although quesrions concerning population regulation via predation or food often
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are framed as a dichotomy (populations of ungulates overshooting K or being held

at a low density by predation), a prey population might be regulated by top-dou'n

Processes over one time period, and bottom-up effects during the next, a result

suggested by May (1974). The most important consideration from a conseryation

perspecdve is to recognize whet is regulating or limiting the population, and to

take appropriate action reladve to the conservation of predator, prey, or the

biodiversity of their environment. Artempts to understand the intricate nature of
predator-prey interactions are of considerable theoretical value but may hinder

conservation efforts if they become the primary evaluative tool for making

decisions concerning top-down and bottom-up processes and their effects on

biodiversity

We maintain that far too much reliance has been placed on the number of
prey killed or the kill rate in interpreting predator-prey relationships. ,{Ithough

an adequately large kill of prey is necessary to invoke a predator-limited or regu-

lated population, it is not sufrcient to know that there is top-down regulation of
prey. For instance, higþ mortality of young occurred in a mule deer population ex-

posed to predetion by coyotes (Canis løtrons), in which both low reproductive rates

of deer and poor range condition indicated the deer population was near K

(Bowyer 7984, 7987, 1991). This outcome likeþ occurred because whether mor-

tality of ungulate prey is additive or compensatory is related to proximity of rhe

population to'K. Mortality in prey populations becomes increasingly compensa-

tory es the population grows from near MSY toward K, but it is largely additive at

popularion densities below MSY (McCulloufitOzs;Kie et al. 2OO3;Fig. r7.5). Con-

seguently, heavy losses of young in an ungulate population near K are not grounds

for concern; those young would have died from other causes anyway (i.e., mor-

tality was compensatory; Errington 1967). Simply documenting that predators are

killing large numbers of prey is insufficient to infer rop-down forcing and might

lead to unnecessary control of predators.

W'e contend that life-history characteristics of ungulate prey (sensa Kie

1999; McCullough rgll; Keech et al. zooo; Kie et al. 2003) cen be used to infer

whether population limitation is top-down or bottom-up because of the strong

density dependence exhibited by those large mammals (Table 17.r). Much of
our knowledge concerning such processes comes from northern ecosystems.

Nevertheless, our predictions are based on fundamental concepts of population
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Population size

Figure l7.5
Changes in recruirment number and attempts to recruit young with increasing pop-

ulation size of an ungulate population. Females attempt to reproduce at a higher

level than can be supported by the envi¡onment from densities ranging from maxi-

mum sustained yield (MSY) to carrying capacicy (K), and chat allempts to recruit

young parallel the recruitment number below MSY because females are in good

physical condition. Mortality tends to become increasingly compensetory from MSY

to I( but is largely additive below MSY (from Kie et al. 2003, reprinted with the per-

mission of Cambridge University Press; adapted from McCulloúgh L979).

ecology (Hutchinson 1980) and, consequentl¡¿ should havewide applicability.Tiop-

down processes would seldom result in ungulate populations near K, but rather in

populations held at extremely low densities with respect to K. Consequently,

measures of animal condition and reproduction in populations near K should be

low, indicating bottom-up forcing. Conversely, top-down limitation implies that un-
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Tabte 17.1
Life-tristory cha¡acteristics of ungulates that reflect the relative differences in a

population regulated by top-down versus bottom-up processes

Life-History Characteristic

Population Popularion

Top-Down Bottom-Up
Regulated Regulated

Physical condition of adult females

Pregnancy rate of adult females

Pause in annual production by adult females

Yearlings pregnant'
Corpora lutea counts of adult females"

Litter sizea

Age at first reproducrion for females
Weight of neonates

Mortality of young
Age at extensive tooth wear
Diet qualiry

Better
Higher

Less likely
Usually
Higher
Higher

Younger

Fleavier

,tddirive
Older

Higher

Poorer
Lower

More likely
Seldom

Lower
Lower
Older

Lighter
Compensatory

Younger

Lower

"Some species of ungulates may show limited variability in particular characæristics.

gulates would be held at a low density relarive to K, and the physical condition and

reproductive performance of individuals in such popularions would be high (see

Table 17.f ). Likewise, dietary qualiry should vary with population densiry of un-

gulate prey relative to K, with intensified inrraspecific comperirion near K ¡esult-

ing in a lower-quality diet than would be expecred for populacions held far below

K by predation.

This approach has limitations bur may ofier the only data readily available to

help determine if populations of ungulates are predaror-limited, and allowbiolo-

gists to respond with appropriare ma¡ragemenr in a rimely manner (Kie et al. 2003).

Obviously, fadors other than predation can drive populations to lorv levels or cause

them to oscillate near K. Difficulties in sorting among orher potenrial causes of
population change, however, a¡e minimal compared with trying to derermine

which conceptual model of predator-prey dynamics is appropriate (Fig. t7.ta-d),

or in trying to determine kill rate, especially ar low densiries where it is most likely

to result in an equilibrium. Moreove4 either indices of ove¡grazing and hedging

of trees and sh¡ubs (Caugþey 1977; Riney 1982; Kie er al. zO03) or orher forage-

L-
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based estimates of K (Hobbs et al. t98z; Stewart et al. 2000) may be used to help

calibrate where the prey population is with respect to K.

Future Directions for Predator-Prey Modeting

There is an obvious need to incorporate values of K in future models of preda-

tor-prey dynamics for large mammals. We can still engage in conservation efiorts

that require knowledge of whether limitarion is top-down or bonom-up using the

approach we have recommended (Table 17. l), but having realistic and predictive

models ultimately would be of theoretical and applied value. There is also a clear

necessity to manipulate populations of predators and prey to fully understand

these systems (Boutin 1992). Such manipulations will be difficult to perform with

populations of large mammals, but oppornrnities for adaptive management should

be sought out with an eye to resolving existing issues concerning how these sys-

tems worh and specifically how predator-prey dynamics are linked to biodiversit¡r

Including more information related to the life-history characteristics of pred-

ators and prey is also likely to provide new insights into their dynamics (Gittleman

1993; McCullough tfff¡. For instance, populations of large poþynous ungulates

sexually segregate for much of the year (Bowyer 1984; Bowyer et al. t996; Bleich

et al. l9g7i Kie and Bowyer 1999l' Batboza and Bowyer 2000). Consequently, the

population density of adult females, rathe¡ than adult males, relative to Khas the

greatest effect on recruitment of young and thereby the dynamics of the popula-

tion (McCullough rrzr). Accordingly, a male ungulate killed by a predator will

have a proponionally lower effect on recruitrnent of young into the ungulate pop-

ulation than would the death of a female. Because males of dimorphic ungulates

are considerably larger than females (Weckerly 1998), rhe food they provide is

likely to affect reproduction of predators more than that of smaller-bodied females

or young. Both outcomes have potential to affect predator-prey dynamics, in-

duding top-down and bottom-up processes, in ways that are not considered in ex-

isting models. The manner in which the sexes of ungulates are distributed sparially

upon the landscape and the effects of this pattern on predator-prey dynamics is a

topic in dire need of additional research. Perhaps an initial approach would be to

modi& the classic Lotka-Volterra equations for resource competition (Tilman
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lgEZ) to represent different sexes rather than di:fferent species. In addition, Pierce

et d. (2000b) documented that female mountain lions with young killed a di¡pro-

portional number of young mule deer compared with other sex, aç, and repro-

ductive classes of lions. Such selectivity could also have effects on productivity of
prey populations and, in consequence, predator-prey dynamics. Despite suchpo-

tential improvements in tleoretical modeling, we concur with Person et al. (2001)

that limited resources for conducting research on predator-prey dynamics of larç
mammals should be concentrated on understanding the growth of prey popula-

tions with respect to habitat qualiry in relarion to the predation behavior of car-

nivores. Indeed, few studies concerning the conservation of carnivores consider

the habitat necessary to support adequate densiries of associated prey, a point also

raised by the National Research Council and its Committee on Management of
Wolf and Bear Populations in Alaska (1997).

Linking Predator-Prey Dynamics to Ecosystem Processes

and Biodiversity

Large carnivores affect prey other than via population regrrlation, induding influ-

encing degree of socialiry, habitat use, foraging dynamics, and distribution of un-

gulates across the landscape (Berger 1991; Molvar and Bowyer t994;Berger 1999;

Kie 1999; Berger et al. zOorb; Bowyer et al. 2001; Mills, this volume). Likewise,

species of available prey and their dispersion hold import for the social organøa-

tion of predators (Mills 1989; Pierce et al. 2000a). Predators make for a rich envi-

rotunent that embodies a full array of natural behaviors in ungulates that are

absent Êom depauperate ecosystems ladring these unique mammals-an element

of biodiversity that is seldom considered.

Systems without large carnivores often experience trophic cascades in whích

ungulates have deleterious effects on vegetarion and other animals (Hobbs f996;

Bowyer et al. t997; Kie et al, 20ú for reviews), Changes in densities of large

herbivores have the potential to drive nutrient cycling in terrestrial and aquatic

systems (McNaughton 1984; Ruess and McNaughto n t987 ; Irons et al. f 991 ; Frank

and McNaughton L993; Molvar et al. l9el) and affect successional pathways of
vegetation communities (Pastor et al. t993; Wallis de Vries f995), resulting in
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"ecological meltdowns" of some systems that markedly lowe¡ their biodiversity

(Terborgh et al. zOot¡. Indeed, ecological cascades Êom foraging by ungulates on

rodents (Keesing and Crawford zoot), birds (deCalesra 1994; McShea and Rappole

2000; Berger et al. z00ta), and insects (Suominen et al. l9g9a; Souminen et al.

1999b) are well documented. It is axiomatic that top-down forcing of ungulate

prey by carnivores, or regulation of ungulates by bottom-up processes, holds po-

tential to affect the relation of the prey population to K and thereby ecosystem

structure and function, and ultimately biodiversity. Consequently, predator-prey

dynamics hold important consequences for the well-being and richness of eco-

logical systems. Many challenges exist in conserving large carnivores (Miquelle

et al. t999; Ginsberg 2001) and, thus, the biodiversity of landscapes they inhabit.

We believe that understanding the role of top-down and bottom-up regulation of
prey is an essential step in this critical process.

Summary

We set forth predictions for determining whether populations of large herbivores

are regulated primarily via top-down or bottom-up processes. 'We contend that ex-

isting models of predator-prey dynamics based on kill rates-including prey-

dependent, ratio-dependent, and predator-dependent approaches-are not well

suited for understanding top-down and bocom-up regulation of ungulates by their

predators. These models make predicrions that are not realistic, do not cope with

carrying capaciry (K) of ungulate prey, fail to consider that some mortality of prey

may be compensatory, or do not explicitly deal with multiple-prey-multiple-

predator systems. Similarþ the four concepilal models-recurÌent flucruations,

low-density equilibrium, multþle equilbria (predator pit), and stable-limit cycle-

are predator-centric and offer limited promise to explain population dynamics of

large mammals. We have demonstrated that, except at very low density of prey

relative to K, where kill rates are most difficult to meesure, population density of
prey wittr respect to K is most important in determining potential points of equi

libria, and therebywhether regulation is strongest from above or below Moreover,

funding necessary to collect data sufficient to fit models that predict kill rates

across seasons for a sufficient number of yeats are seldom available; conservation
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issues would be long resolved before the best model could be selected. We have

constructed a conceprual framework to make predictions about v¡hether popula-

tions of large herbivores are regulated by top-down or bottom-up pnccesses, and

propose criteria to assess whether predator control would be effective in releas-

ing ungulate populations from low-densiry equilibria. Because of the critical role

of large carnivores in influencing biodiversity, primarily through their effects on

dynamics of ungulate populations and thei¡ subsequent influences on ecosystem

processes, understanding the role of top-down and bottom-up regulation of prey

is an essential step to conserving large carnivores and the biodh¡ersiry of landscapes

they inhabit.
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ñ;t7rrrnls núgmtíon,nu¿ltàccr.Orlc.coilerisherrliolurs,.((4Ídlffcrm<z;.,-L'e.]therlrdù,ù]Lnìëtrg,L^.úiJorr¿a,

Seas a \dde
vâriely ltrding
large te 1985,
F naiell and Sinclail ì.9E8). Mignrtion ultimatel¡'
contributes to indìr.iclual reproductive succe.ss

iBaker 1978). Pronmiilly, þ61¡7c'vêr. miqration is
related to the seasonal availability of resources
(Sinclair I983, Carrott et al 1987). Migration is
¿ì coulmoì-r phenomenon åtTlong mule cìc,er
(Od¡¡ruileus hemionuq\ ûr the nrountåfuìorls
we-qtcìùì Unitecl State.s. àndviljaus studies h¿r,e

clescr-itrccl aspeclts of mrrle cleer miqration (Rrs-
sell 1932, L,eopold et al. 1951, Gruell írnd P¿ìpez
1963, lt{cCullough 1964, Bertram aurl Rerrpel
1977. Garrott et al. 1987, Loft et al. 1989).
Ilorvever, qr-restions remaiu as to tle infiuencc
of proxinrate. factors- especially weather, on tlie
tirr-ring of migrution. In addition, be,c¿ruse stud-
ies of rnrrle deer involvingractio-telenletry rarely
ha'e i¡rcludecl rnales (e,g.. Garrott et al. 1987.
Loft et al. 1989), little is known of cìifferenr:es
bet"veen the. sexes in migration pattenrs.

My objectir¡es were (li to clescnbe the
timing ilnd pattern of' seaso¡ral misration of
nule c{cer in the eastern Sie.rra Nevada, Califor-
lri¿; {2) to test the h-r,lxrtheses that there q'ere no
clifference.ç b1, .** or .-veår i¡ the timing ancl

¡rattern of migmtion and rlegree of sumrrrer'-
rànge site fidelity; and (3) to relato observerl
nrigmtion patterns to other aspects of the ecol-
ogr- of these uuin¡rls.

Srunr Ane¡

lock
ina

orer'
ancl Llsinger l-968j. The u,est side of the ¡iroun-
tain mnge slopes gradualþ for 75-100 knr, fronr
the foothills near sea level to thc. crest at 3000-
-1500 rn" 'Ilhe eastern Sierra Nevad.r is more
narrow and steep than the rvest side- u'ith fre-
quent elevntional change,s of 3000 m in <J.0km.

A poptrlatiou of 30(t0-6000 RocLy Mountain
mtrle deer' (Odocoilsus h,. hetní.otrus) winterrs at
the base ol'the ea.stern e-scar?ment of the Sier-ra
Nevada in Rorrnd Valley, In-vc and \{ono colur-
ties. CalÍfcrrrria. about l5 ltni r+'est of the Lorvn of
Bishop iFig, 1ì, An area of about fl) krn: of
Rorrnd Valley is r.¡sed b¡, n,u1* deer as winter
l'ange. at elevations fiom about 1450 to 2100 m.
Pirre. Creek fonns the eli"idirrg line between
u,hrrt is ternred the Sherr+i¡t Gracle (SGj cleer
herd to the nofih and the Butternrilk iBM i hercl
to the south, 'l"hese dec.r are hunted under
bucrks-only reguìations, arrd posthunt atlult ser
¡atios of 7-12 mdes:100 fenrales occurred
drrdrrg this stucìy (Califorrria l)epartment of
Fish and G¿me. lìisho¡r, Califonriaì.

As rvinter stnrrns fronl the Pacific Oi.:ean rise
up the western slope of the Sierra Nevarla, they
de¡rosit nlr¡isture, leavinq u lrruch lnore alicl rairl
shadorv rur the cast sidc. Precipitatiorr irr tìrc
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Fig. l. Vupoftheshrd.yareaslrurvinstÌ¡cdeerw4rtterr.uìgcastheslr¿idc(l;ucainllorrr¡rlVaìlc¡tht'creslofthcsierra
Ì\errdu is liorrr northq'cst to sor¡tlre¡s1. rvit-h clevatit>rls lrn/ of sclcctecl ¡>eJs arrd nra¡ol ¡ra.sses.

t

area rarlges fìaur an ¿urnual me¿rn of 14.5 crn at
the Bìshop airport at 124(i m to 40.6 cm at
2€i60 m il Pine Creek Cauvon (\iaughn 1983.
N¡rti on¿rl Oceanic an d A trn oi plieri c Ad n r inis tr¿-
tion l9lt7l Precþitatiorr is sh'<-rnqh, se¿Lsonà|,

',viih abotrt 75lo of the annual total occurring
behveen Novenrl:er and M,rrch. Summerr are
hot, rvith dailinre tcnrperatures in ]uly often
>37 C. Jirntrarl, is the coltlest month. rvith
iìn averåge tenrperatrrre <¡f ¿ C anrl {r'equcnt
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nighttin:e lows ol <-15 C. Potentjal evapo-
transpiration is 66.8 cm, or mole than four tÍnles
the meall precipitation.

Vegetatiolr on the wintel range is typical of'
tlre Great Basin l)esert and conforms to t]te
sagebrush belt of Storer ancl Usiriger (1966).

Shrubs are donrinart, and blac'lcbnsh (Coleoglne
ranwsissima), rabbitbrustr (Chrysof.hanvws
spp.), big sagebmsh (Arlenúsiû t¡id¿rtatal. and
antelope bitterbrush iPurshia tridertata) are
most coulnlon. Dee.r surnrner rânges are on
both sides of the Sierra crest, at e.levations liom
about 2200 to >3600 m (Kuce¡a 1988), and

1J.9

fir
Its

Livestock use of deer u¡inter range rvas lìqht,
consisting of 129 animal-urrit-rnonths of uso b-r.

cattle, rest¡icted to part <¡f the SG range frour
I April to l5 October iI-.S. I)epartrlent of the
Inte¡ior 1990) tlse of deer summer arcas b-v

live.stock (including hor:;es. cattle, aud sheep)
varied fronr very heary in lnote accessible loca-
tions on the eait sicle'of the mountain range to
none at lrigher elevations snd more renote
al'e45.

Ìv{ETHoDS

Fieldu'o¡'k rvas conducted fionr Janua4' J 9S4
thlough May 19E7. Deer rvere raptured orr the
rviuter ranqe _Januan tlrrough March 1984 and

Januarl' and F'ebruan' 1985 u{th a varieh, of
rnethods intlurlrrg Clover traps (Clover lt)56)

telicc,pter',
grrns {ìrctJ
darts ¿rlso

I)eer cap-
ture.d irr I9Éj.1 in Clore¡ traps u'ere cherrrically-
i n r mo bilize cl u'it h Ro m Ex r (r-r'ì azin e h-vd rrrc Ì rk ¡ -
ride), the e{I'ects of rvhich \vere reversed rvith

ing iJessup et al. 1935:.
so dr.rring Mav 198.1 and
clarts on a spring nrigra-
rtrarn and Rempel lS77)

abc¡ut 50 km ¡rofih of the winter mnge. 'l'his is
an area where deer conp"egate for 24 weeks
[refore continuing to ârea.s occtrpied during the
summer.

I fftted !l males and I females fronr the BM
winter rånge, 7 males and l0 femaies from the
SG u'inter range, and 1(l females captured r:rr

the spring holeling a¡ea with radio collars

iTelorrics lnc.. Mc:sa, Ariznna). .{il deer rvere
12.5 years of age. I atlempted to distribute. cap
trrre efforts throughout accessÍlrle areas to min-
imize triases in the marked sample. I selected
females for telemetry to include all age classes

of adults; horvever. I selected nrales to receive
raclio collars r¡n the bæis of large size a:rd rela-
ür'ely olcl age. I excludecl smaller. l,ouuqer males
because of corrcerls arising from body grou'th:
males clo rot approach nraximal ne¡k circuurfer-
ence undl abcut 41,E¿tr of age i,{nrlerson tg81)-
and this, combinecl with se-asonal neck swelling
cluring rtt, coulcl rt'sr¡lt itr injurl, c¿r¡sed þy
radio-tcle.rne.try collars. Olcler male's have
achieved nearþ mârinrum bocly grorvth; I
allou'ed for se¿sonal ne,:lt svvellirrg by attaching
the nonexpanclable tnllaru witl a circrrurference
2Ð--2.57o larger than the animalì neck circurn-
ference after rut. rneanued michvay betrveen
head and shoulders. I noticed no seiious prob-
le.¡ns resultirrg from tlre use of raclio cc¡llars on
male cleer in this stucl,v. although afte.r a yc,ar or
two. sonre fur appe^ied to bã rut¡becl off the
Ïracks ,rf the ne.cks: a similar sitrratirin rtccurred

'"vith telernetered feurales. Collars c¡n the males
movecl torvard the he.atl rvhen the necks swelled
during rut and hung loo,sely at othet times.

\\¡hile animals \{icre où the winter range, I
determined at least orce per week. aucì usually
lnore oftcrr. .*'hether each radio-nrarke¡l animal
ri.âs oll tlre BM or SG u'inter range b1'obsen'ing
the tlire.ction of transmitter signals received
frori stanclard locations, These data lvere strp
plemented by adcliticrrral radio loc'ations and
visual locations as obscrvers movecl thrnugh dre
winter râ.nges, Dtrrirrg spring ancl fall migra-
tions, ¡lnd during sunlrner, locations of teleme.-
te¡ed cìeer were determined fronr a fìxed-rving
aircraft, f'rom a vehide, and from the ground,
Drrring tlie sprinq, lmations q,ere detennined
several times per*'eck tintil the alrinr¡rls crc¡ssed
tlre crest of the Sierra. f)ue, to the renroteness
of rnost summer ¡"nges in roadless wilderness
areas, frequenc,v of lo<xtion-s of aninrals. deter-
mined ñ-onr the air and the Eound, orr tlrewest
sicle of the Sie-rr¿ Nevada was a¡rproximate.ly
twice per month" Of .12 deer that re¿ched
sunìmer r¿ìnges, I located 38 fronr tlLe gruund.

Twerrty-two deer were follo'¡'ed f'or r.nore
tha¡r oue sumrner. Of these, I0 (4 {o; I nlale. 9
feurales) were located ìn two consecÌrtive.sum-
nreru, 9 (4IVc;3 mak:s. 6 female.si in three con-
secutive s'urnmers. and 3 {l4L: I rnale, 2
femalesl in four c¡nsccutive summen. For
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these arúurals I erpressed fidelitv to snrnmer
range as the. greatest linear map distance
beNeen mean locations in consecutive sum-
nrers (I July-7 September). During the fall,
locations of animals rverre monitored fiom the
east side of the Sie.rra crest atleast severaltimes
per u'eek, and frequendy daiþ I could thus
determine. within several clays and often ç'ithin
one da¡ when telernetered deer from the west
side of the crest crt¡ssed to the east side,

I djvided annual migration into three peri-
ods: (l) lear.ingwintcìr range, defined as ascend-
ing to an elevation >2100 m, (2) crossing the
Sierra Nevada crest in spring: and (3) crossing
the crest in fall. The last two apply only to those
animals (n = 34) that sumruere.d west of the
crest. Because of logistic djffìculties in locating
anirnals on the u'est side of the crest, I did not
attempt to determine precisely when animals
crossing the crest reached their summer rânges.
The steep eastern slope of the. Sierra Nevada
provided the opportunity to determine the pres-
ence orabsence of a radio-marked animal on ùe
east side udth little error. In situations in'ñ,hich
I could not determine rin e.xact date ofcrossing,
I estiruated the cìate. as the midpoint of the
interval in which I did and did not receive a

signal.
For analysis I determined frequencies of

uovement byu'eek during an &u'eek period of
leaviug the winter ra:ige beginning I April, a

7-week period of crossing the crest in spling
beginning 15 May. and aÐ ll-rveek period of
crossing the crest in fall beginning 1t Septenr-
ber. I used the Kolmogorov-Sminrov test with
chi-square approximation (Siegel 1956) to test
for sex differences in the timirig of these com-
ponents of migration. Steep mountains on the
rvest side of Round Valley constrained nìove-
ment off the rvinter range to northerþ'or sot¡th-
erl,v routes; I tested for sex differences in tire
dire¡tion (north or south) of rnigration from the
rvinter range with the binomial test (Zar
1984:59I), I expressed terrporal patttrrns of fall
migration as the percentage of r¿dio-marked
de.er in an annual sanrple crossing the crest
during an1'u'eek. I tested
year,s in the largest u,eek
the crest in any year
19M:396).

From April thrcugh fune of 1985, 1986, and
1987, commencinq aõ soon as snow cnnditions
permitted, deer were counted fiom a vehicle
alorrg a standardized route of Il km ihat pusecl

through a major sprinq holüng area located l-S
km south of the town of Mammoth Lakes,

range.
before
rnated

on consecutive survets.
Daiþ precipitation in the fall **as measured

at the U.S. Forest Service (US¡'S) weather stn-
tion at the Manlmoth l,akes Ranger Station,
lnyo National Forest, Mammoth Lakes. Califior-
nia, at an elevation of about 2400 m. Winter
snowfall totals we.re from the USFS we¿ther
station on \'fammoth Mountain, at about 2910 ¡n.

Rrsults

Sprittg Migratíon

From 1984 to 1986 the first r¿dio-marked
deer left the winter range during the ffrst or
second week of April in arry year; in the same
years the last radio-marked deer left during the
second, third, and fourth we¡ks of Mav. For
females the meclian departure date from the

ritd, second. and
respectivell,; for
the second week

of Mav and .second and thlrd weeks of ApriJ,
respecliveh'. The frequency differences bv sex

in weelily mìgralion approached statistical sig-
nifìcancc (.{¿ = 5,94. df = 2, .05 < P < .10).

Of the 17 telemetered deer from the Blvf
range, t0 (3 of 8 males, 7 of I females) migrated
north, through the SG range, to reach their
.summer range; 5 males a¡rd 2 feurales moved
south. Of the 17 deer telenretered on the SG
range, i5 (5 c,f 7 males, l0 of l0 female.s)
migrated to the north; 2 males u,ent south.
Overall, ¡nore (P = .0003) females rnigrated
nortl {n = 17) than south ûr = 2). Andvsis by
he¡d shou'ed a significant difference (P = .0001)

nrales in rnigration direction. either with all
nrales combined (n = Ií,P = f96), or by herd
(Blr'f: n = 8. P = .22; SG: n = 7,P = .16). Ofthe
l0 females captured on the spring range, 4
rvintered on the BM range, 5 winterecl on tle
SG range. ancl I dled before the fall núgration.

Holdlng A.reas

After Ieaving the winter range, telenetered
deer rnoved to lìigher-elevation Lolding areas at
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22(n-2400 rn eirr the ernt sicle c¡f the Sierra
N c,r'ar ln. lì rrn dreds of dec, r' lI reiLtlv u,erc ¡rt'c.sent
on tJrc {ìrst routl surlels of the s¡rlirrg. antì
t)i.ìtt('r')ls oJ'oc'currt'nce \rr("1'r: sirnilar itr ttll re¡rs
iriq. ¿). l-iu'qest rrru,¡l)ers ttt'r'r' cornrtt:rI iir lrrte
fpiil a"d ruilt' \I*'; nuu¡l)¡.,t¡ tireu dcc'rclsecl
thrrrrrgh nrid-Jrrrr,.: ¡r-c ciecr nro\'ed to surrr¡rìer
r¿ngL's. L)urirrg eirllv s¡trìng a ¡rortiorr ,rf tlte
u,ìrrtering anirri¡rls rlso lolagecl in irligatocl
mciuìÕu,s ilrmt',cliately ttlincerut to thc u,inter
ranqt-' in Rourrrl Vnllcl,

l)irrrinirtin¡ of'cleer cotulted on thc h¡¡klirrq
¿ur¿r \\'ûs rcilectccl t\-itn ittt'rr'¡se ir¡ tìt'er <rrt¡ss-

ing tlrL' c'Lest t¡r ,,.,,,rt1,e, ríu)ge,\. Of tht r¿dio-
ntarkt'rl deer tlrirt .surnrrtelt'tl rç.:st r¡f thc crest.
the lìrst crossccl tlre crcst rlrrrinq thc third or
lòrrrth u'eek ol'NI¿y in urrv -vc¿r.r; arLcl tlic last

crosscrrì eluring tlic third rrr fìrrrrth wet:k olJurre.
There \vcìre iìo sex clif'fer,'r¡<:es ilr tirrrirrg of
.spnr¡gclo-csilq {X: = 3.50. tìl' - t. P > .lrll. Tlic
urercli,rr¡ lìl'both sexes it't all -r'eirr"s n,as thc fìrst
rvcck of'Jrrnc'.

Tht, terulxrnrl rrni[-ornritl' o\'(:r )'e¿rs irr lcar.
ing tlre spring l¡,¡kling rirer
oct,urrerrl despitc grcatll tli
tions. ln the r'rrinlcr¡- of'198
1985. ¡J6, the IISFS reccrlrìecl tot¿l snou'fìrìls of'
671 .76?,,rncl l()21 r-nr. trs¡rerr:tivel-r'. otr \{¿rn-
nrotl¡ \'lt¡untairr. qe,l.ç'aplii¡':rllv cìose alttl r¡t ari
elevrrtirilr sirnil¿rr to t}¡e passcs that nrigrirtir¡g
der-r crr¡ssed to rr.¿rch suu-nìlcl nlnqes on thr:
u,e.çtcrrr slolle. Despite tlrcse <liflirt,rtces rn
sno,r lirll ,rnrl c'onsc'rluent srì()wp¿rck ¿t Ìrighel'
eler,¡rtions, no clift't:rences ilr tlre timirre o{ spring
nr i glrt ir ltr r¡'c re r:viclent.'l'lrr: srorvfàll o1' winter
1986-87rvas ort\'9.16 cul, o;'less thar otrt'-c¡rtu-
tel of tbat rrf tlre ¡rrevious ¡'oar. .dltlrorruh thc
surrrl:le siz.c is srn¿rll. the rnediirnrteek tltirt tl¡ree
rtdirr-nt¿r'l¡etl r¡ritles irntl t\vo radio-rrralkerì
lèrni¡lc.s erossed thr: crest irt tlte sPrirrr{ rri' l9S?
\\ the preriorr.s yeall the lìr.st u'eelc

o the atnottllt of snorv otr the
g rrppear to i¡rlluencc thc tiuring
o ìr' tlrt+ Sien'¿r r:r'est in thc s¡rling,

Sumrnel Rurrgt:

Oi'tLe 3? dc,'r'c:rpturc'd oli tlie rritttt'r'rirnqc
tlr¿t r'e'aciretl snrnlneì' r'ilttgcs, -qS !.Ei.'59c¡

crosscrl the Sier¡¿r crest âtt(i su¡lrttrererl r.¡lr the
u,est sicle. Surlrr¡lr¿L t'irrrge lr,n:atiotr.s of these
clecr, ¡rlus tho.se olcleer ca¡rtrrrecl on thc s¡:rìng
rûng('^ cxtenrlc'tl frotl the hc.acltvilte¡'s of tlie
tr,Iidtlle Fr¡rk ol'the Sut Joirt¡uirt River south
tlrrrughor-rt the rtpper San frxtqrrin River tìrain-
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Fig 2- \r:rnlrr of Ínrl(: {l!:e}'coulietl1:,¡t¡i .. tclL:i.'ìt',rn
sl¡r¡ilaldi¡:cd rç' t-klr su rn r-ç¡ "it d.it n t h rrtr',gli a :;pring hl1,l-
irg ¿rre¿ì ûei(L'tìì(' totn ol N'l;L,rrn¡oth l¡Jit's. lUrtno Clount\,
t;Lilifirrria, ì{jsf) $7. 5un'cvs brgur [n iht:.i¡rrìn¡çr,r.[ren -snt'it
rnnclitions l.rra(lc Ihr- rr-rttìs ¡nssnblt.

*ge alrcrc L¡llortt tl.ì4 t¡r into thc' Nrrrtì¡ a¡rtl
\liclelle {i:r'lis oItìre Kiug.s Rir-er iKttt'ela lglt3).
'l\r.r'l nr¿le.s ;r.lrrl "1 fern¡1r^'s slrnlrllrtl'tl <in tlie e¿st

siclt, of thr Sienl. lirrrt¡ \lirnu¡it-¡tl¡ P¿ss o¡'¡ thti
rr.¡rth to tlrt' Ntrlth Fork t¡l'llishop ( lreek orr tlre
sorrth. Tltus, ¿lll ¿ü€?r rrr.ra¡'l¡' 100 x 25 krn serrtr-'d

¿rs srìmlner lilrrge t'or clt,r'r from the ìllVf ancl $(ì
herd.s.

S¡ nrimr: r lìrrrrqe F'iclelitr

f)ist¿lrtc'(,s l}t.t$'eel¡ siluliller rirnges of 29

ricer lrx'¿tt'rl in eonst.ctrtire vt'lrrs ar-eraqetl
i).7 krr {ransr: - ().2-.1krni{ìrrhoth tniües iri = 5i
rurcl lþnr,rlcs (r¡ = 17). Onlv I deer', u [eurale, u,as

>1 krn fiorlr a previotts loc'ation iu succ'essir<:

sr-utuners; sltt slrent llt't secoDcl sutlrrner ¿btlrlt
2.5 km fì'r"ru¡ lrt'r 1ìrst, ¡urtl her tl¡irrl utd fc¡rlttlt
irl¡rr¡t 1.5 krtr {'¿rther i¡u'¿rr'.

Fall l,'ligratiou

lu 1954, l9E5- ar<l 19.96 the lìr.st tttìio-
ulurked derrr cnrssecl to thc e¿rst sirìe during tltc
fìrst week of Octolret nntl secor¡cl rncl fbtrrtli
1vq-lç:ks of Scptember. respectil,¿l-1,; n[l u'et'i:
fi'rrr¿rles, Tlre lrst crossecl chu'irrq the fburllt
rveek of Oc'tohc'r ancl sec<¡nd ¿rrtl lì¡rrth rveeks
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4.0

of about 20 cm of sno'¡'was recnrded on l7
October at lVammoth [,akes; no doubt sno$,ât
the passes (4ruI50O rn higher) use<ì b¡'migrat-
ing decr was nuch deeper. This stonn r'¡as

accompanied bi. ¿ raPid movelnent of radío-
rnarked deer over the crest alrd to the u'inter
range within a few days. Earlier storms, r,r,hich

resulted in virtually Do snow trt the recording
stalion, did not trigger Inovernent. In i985.
shortþ after a stornì on 7 October, there uas
another rapid movernent ofdeer over the crest.
The remaining deer appeared gradnallv on the
east side of tlrc crest through 13 November,
when tlre last radioed animal, a male, migrated
over the crest folìowing a major winter storm.
In both l9&t and 1985 I saq' dozrns to hunclreds
of deer rnigrating sirnultirneouslv with the tele-
metered animals, and many trac,ks and deep
trails in the snorv rvere evident. In 1986 there
were no major fall storms. Miqration u.as grad-
ual and urrpunctuated by'any rapid mass rnove-
rnents (Þ'ig, 3). In all c¿rses deer returned to the
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Fig-3. Percentageoftelerneteredmuledeer¡xrrl'eekcrossirrgthecrestofthesierr¿ltevads, In!'o¡rndN{onocnunties.
Cjuìifornia, and tveekl,r'pretipitution nre'asured at the town of lvlammoth Lal¡es. Mo¡'¡o Coun$,, in the f¡ll of lS84-86,

o[November; all ç'ere rnales. In 1984 and Ig85
the nredian rveek of crossing the crest u,as the
same for both sexes, the thÍrd and sec.oncl rveeks
in October, respectiveþ. ln 1986the nreclian for
females w'¿s the third rveek in Octolær, but sas
hvo rveei<.s later for males {Xr = 1,fJ.72, df = 2.
P < .ool).

tength of time during which fall rnigration
occurred also çaried among yeèrs. ln 1984, 1l
of 15 (739o) arrd. in l9&5, 14 of 26 (547c) tele-
rnetered deer. including both sexes, crossed the
crest in a on^e-rveek period 'fhese. proportions
rvere not different (Z = 1.2, P > ,l I ). Hou,ever
in 198ô no rnore than 4 of 16 Qã%c) radr>
rna¡ked deer crossed the Sierra crest irr any
u'eek. This prrrportion rvas srrr¿rller than those of
the previous tu'o years (.2 = 2-45. P < .007),
indicatinq that in 1986 tllere u'¿rs no nìass mo\.e-
rnent of deer in a short time period

Diflerenc,es among years both in tinrirrg and
in pattern of fall migration werc relrrted to the:
presence or abserrce of nrajor f'all stonns (Fig.
3). In 1984, J.8 ern of ¡rrecipitation in the form

1986

-Q3¿¡,n=16- - - Prcclpltation

1 I Sop 25 Scp 9 Oct 23 Oct 30 Oct 13 i,lov
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rvinter range (IlM or SG) occupied in previous

)'ear.s.

Dtscussto¡l

In this studt, mule deer nrigra-
tiou froul the ru not differ *,nlrrg
1'ears,'flús occu rge differences in
âni¡nal condit¡s iðn grorwlr mea-
surecl on the rr.inter range iKucera 1985). One
explanat
defined
pre<Licta
even in years of hea
u'hen hundreds of deer u'ere orr the holcling area
when counts begari lFig. 2i,

.{clult nrales nrav leave the r,r'inter range
sornewhat later than fenrales, as reported from
u'estcrn (lolorado (\Vright ¿nc{ Srvift 1942).
Given thc <ìemands of pregnaûql lèrnales miqlrt
be under greater nrrtritional stress thar¡ nrales.
and if better foragc corrditions exist on spring
ranqes, feurales nr¡u' terrcl to leat'e the rr.inter
ratt[e sooner to talie'adva¡riage oftheni. Garrott
ct al. (1987) reported tìrat ryring miqration of
femaìe mule cleel in northwest Colorado varied
hetrveen vearc bv as rlruc:h as ane rnonth, ¿rlr<l

thel,attrilruted t-bese differences to the severit,-
of ú4ntels ancl consequr.nt energetic demands
on deer. Bertrarn arrd-Iìernpel (i-gZZl reported
that Califomia rnule clee¡'íO h. californians\ an
the u'estern slope of the Sierra Ne-r.ada raried
the timing of their spriug rnigration b), to.
'a'eeks, arrd attributed this to clifferenr€s in p.laut
phenoloç,both on the rvinter range and along
the rnigration route. Loft et al. tt9$9l also
reported a similal relationship between ilitia-
tion of sprirrg rnigration and amount r¡fsnou'a¡rd
staqe of plarrt grou"th in the rvester¡t Sierra
Nevada.

lrt rn¡, studv nrost telenretcrcd ferrales
mi¡gated frorn the uir:ter range to the north;
maies shc¡n'ed no signiÊcant selection f'clr

direction, I contend that this sex dlfference is a

procluct of loc¿l geornorphology- and lar¡cl rnan-
aqenient pattcms, -{nimals moying uorth had
¡ìccess to a¡r extensivc' area of the rvest slopc of
the Sierra Nevada on rntional forest larrds at
elerations of 2200-2800 nr. A¡imals moving
south had åccess to surumer rauge irr Kinq's
Canvon NaLional Park at higher and steeper,
and [hus ìl]ole bamen and less vegetated, eleva-
tions iKucera 1988). The presence of more and
better summer mnge to the nc¡th e:'plains u'h1'

r'nost deer of Ì-¡oth sexes r¡,oulcl migrate to the
lrorth. Horve.'er. tho,se animals rnigrating to the
nortll rvere in areas operr tÕ hrrnting lroth on
their summer ranges ancl along the migration
¡'outes. That telemcte¡ed males shcnved no
apparent selection for nrìqratíon ditection.
rvhereas most ferrales rnigrated to the north,
plobabf' resulted frorn theìrigher hunting nror-
talin' o[n¡ale.s sumrneríng to the nofth, and tìre
abseuce of hrurtinq in the national park,
Although âs Ðarì\¡ rnales as fbmales lr,ould be
expected to nrigratc to the noüh. the higher
nrodalitv of adu.lt rnâles moving north could
esplain the appr.ent paitc,rn of 

.-no 
dirertional

preference. Because older malc.,s are dis-
proportionatelv reprocluctivelr' zuccessful
(Kueera 1978. Geist 1981, Chrtton-Brock et al.
1982), the national park rrra1, act as a refuge for
a large propot'tion of the most reproductiveb'
successful males.

I)eer in this studv made erteruive use of
spring (I'ig, 2). u'hich rnay
use of hlgher elevation,
r. and absence of u.ilrtc,r

feeding. Vegetation ir¡ ùese holding areas \r,as

largely sagebrush scnrb (lllunz ancl Keck lg59),
a conìrnon vegetation hpe irr the eastern Sierra
,\ev¿rcla. 'fhese areâs are anlong the last larqe
area.s q.ith vegetation suitable for deer present
in tlre spring before the deer cross the- Sierra
crest,
areas
in tlre
ing over the crest. Bertraur ancì Rempel (Igi7)
and Loft et å1. ( 1989i de.scribecl a similar pattem
r-,f rue of' splirrg reìrges in the s.e.$enr Sierra
Ner'¿¡ela ancl ernphasized the inrportance uf
tlrese holding are¿L\ hr proriding herbaceo'¡s
firra.qe, Frrrther, Bertranr and Reurpel (I97?)
reported that spring holtìitrg areas t¡picallr-
c¡ccul'red at the base of an abrlpt eler-ation
chalge. ç'hich rvas tnre in ml studv-Iìming of mor.'ement off the holcling area
and over tle crest irr spring did not cliffer àrnong
veiu's or behtec¡n sexes, sriggesting that auitr¡rl
condition or vegetation did rrot greatlv affect
this stage of nrigratiou, The ¡rasses had snou'in
all years of stud)'u,hen deer crossed, trut suou'
depths cliffererl greatlli Horvever, by spring
sno\i'\\?s consolidated, enabling deer to u,all¡
over the surface.

In 1951 Jones (1954) found that BM deer
began mor.ins offthe wjnter range about I Apúl,
and began crossing n nearbr-pass aliout 15 }fay:
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This agrees rryell with the present observations
rnade mole tlan three decades late¡. In the
s'es te m Sie rra lJ evada R ussell ( 1932 ). f,eopolcl
et al. (1951). Bertr¿m and Rempel (197î. and
t oft et al. (I989) described spring rnigration as

an 'upu'ard drift" of deer eontrolled by the
receding snor¡'Iine and sprine plant grouth. Mv
study shorve.d a different pattern in the eestern
Sierra Nevada, The uprvard mo\€ment of deer
u'as blockecl by the a6rupt elevation change of
the mountains. On the rnore genth'slopingu'est
side. deer can follorv spring gradual\' up slope.
On the abnrpt east side, the need to cross high-
elevation passes pre'rrents such a pattem.

The strong ûdehtl'to specific summer horne
ranges shou¿r br,'indiridr¡al deer in this studr
is cÍancteristic of mule deer (Ashcraft 196i,
Gruell and Papez 1963. Robinette tS6, Bertram
and Rempel 1977, Garrott et al. 1987, t oft et al.

l98g). \1¡ith feu' exceptions. both males and
femaìes retumed to the s¿ure summer home
ranges, and winter ranges. for as nrany as four
consecutive vears,

The temporal pattern, pulsed or qradual, of
the fall migration in the eastern Sierra NevacÌa
is largely determined by rveather, particuìarþ
snoqrstorms. In both years with sìgnificant
snor+{all in October, radioed deer moved rapidlv
and in a pulsed fashion from summer ranges to
the winter range (Fig, 3). ln a )'ear without
significant fall stonns. rnovement was g'adual,
and males miqrated signiûcantlv later than
females. Prerious studies discussed the relation-
ship of sno\r'stolms to fall migration (Russell
1932, Dixon 1934. I-eopold et al. 1951, Richens
1967. Gilbert et ai. 1970). althougb some câs€s
r+ere based on anecdotal eridence. Bertram and
Rempel (Lgi7) stated tltat cleer on the rvest
slope of the Sien'a Nevada moved in anticipa-
tion of fall storms. but I founcl no evidence of
this. Garott et al. (1987) speculated that in
northrvest Colorado deer moted not because of
srrow, but to maximize the qualilv of their diets
prior to *'inter. Differences in details of deer
migration apparent betrveen nrv stud¡'and stud-
ies in the u'este.m Sierra Ner,ada and in north-
rvest Colorado inùcate that deer migration can
be influenced br.local conditions,

Females -"i'b. consl¡ained in thei¡ timing
of fall migrationbv the nutritional and energetiõ
demands of lactation and srnaller body size, by
the inabilitv of'farrns to cape with severe fall
con ditions, or both. lr'f ales do not have th e same
ertergetic. nutritÌonal, or parertal constraints.

AddiUonaìlv, as consequence of hunting reguln-
tions. those rnales that do migrate earlyare likely
to bekilled.
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State of California
Department of Fish and Game

Memorandum
Date: January 24,2011

To: Tom Stephenson
Senior Environmental Scientist Supervisor
lnland Deserts Region

From: Jane McKeever
Associate Wildlife Biologist
lnland Deserts Region

Subject: Deer Survey Summary, Post-season - 2010

Post-season 2010 deer surveys in Region 6 encompassed Deer Zones X12, X9a
(Round Valley and Casa Diablo), X9b, and D19. All surveys were conducted using a

helicopter, except the Casa Diablo survey was a ground survey, and in Round Valley in
addition to the helicopter survey there was also a ground survey. The X12 survey was
conducted by Nevada Dept. of Wildlife; no Department of Fish and Game personnel
participated on the survey. Results of all surveys are summarized in the three tables
below. For comparison, separate composition ratios were calculated from the data
collected by ground survey and helicopter survey in Round Valley. Confidence intervals
(Cl),atthe90%level,areinparentheses. Coefficientofvariation(CV)fortheratioisin
percentage. Cl and CV calculated following methods of Hagen et al. 2008 and White et
al. 1 996, respectively.

Table 1 . Deer Survev Summary. Ratios are per 100 doesr ìturvev Ðummary. Kallos are

Deer Herd or Zone
Total
Bucks

Total
Does

Total
Fawns

Total
Uncl*

Total
Deer

Buck:Doe Ratio Fawn:Doe Ratio

Ratio
(e0% cr)

Ratio
%cv

Ratio
(s0% cr)

Ratio
%cv

Zone X12lotal 282 1102 463 0 1847 26 (23,29) 7 42 (38,46) €

Sherwin Grade 47 335 92 0 474 14 (11, 18) 16 28 (23, 33) 12

Buttermilk 87 405 100 0 592 22 (18, 26) 12 25 (21,30) 11

Round Valley Total 134 740 192 0 I 066 18 (16, 21) I 26 (23, 30) t

Casa Diablo 52 273 77 0 402 19 (15,24) 15 28 (23,35) 1

Zone X9a Total 186 1013 269 0 1468 18 (16, 21) I 27 (24,30)

Goodale. north 127 308 98 0 533 41 (35, 49) 11 32 (26, 38) 12

Goodale, south 88 180 49 0 317 49 (40, 60) 13 27 (21,35) 1C

Zone X9b Total 215 488 147 0 850 44 (39, 50) I 30 (26, 35) 9

Zone Dl9 Total 33 76 40 27 176 43 (31, 61) 2'l 53 (38, 72) 2C
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Deer Herd orZone
Total

Bucks
Total
Does

Total
Fawns

Total
Uncl*

Total
Deer

Buck:Doe Ratio Fawn:Doe Ratio

Ratio
(e0% cr)

Ratio
olo CY

Ratio
(s0% cr)

Ratio
%cv

Shenruin Grade 19 118 33 0 170 16 (11,24) 25 28 (20, 39) 2C

Buttermilk 51 185 59 0 295 28 (21,36) 16 32 (25,41) 1l

Round Valley Total 70 303 92 0 465 23 (19,29) 13 30 (25, 37) 12

Casa Diablo 52 273 77 0 402 19 (15,24) 15 28 (23,35) l:
Zone X9a Total 122 576 169 0 867 21 (18,25) 10 29 (25,34) c

Table 2. Results of Round Valley ground survey, combined with Casa Diablo ground survey for
a Deer Zone X9a total.

Table 3. Survev Dates and Effort

All pre-survey and post-survey databases and G|S-based files have been sent to
Sacramento's Deer Program. lf you have any questions or need additional information,
please contact me at (760)751-1834.

Literature Cited

Hagen, C. 4., and T. M. Loughin. 2008. Productivity estimates from upland bird
harvests: estimating variance and necessary sample size. J. Wildl. Manage. 72:1369-
1375.

white, G. c, A. F. Reeve, F.G. Lindzey, and K.P. Burnham. 1996. Estimation of mule
deer winter mortality from age ratios. J. Wildl. Manage. 60(1)37-aa.

I
l{E

a

Deer Herd o¡ Zone Survev Date
Total Deer
Observed

Total
Survev Hours

Deer Per
Hour

Zone Dl9 10-11 December2009 176 7 25
Round Valley
loround) 5 Januarv 201 1 465

5observersxlday
xShrs=40 12

Goodale 7 Januaw 2011 850 5.3 160
Round Valley
(helicooter) 8 Januarv 201 1 I 066 12 888

Zone X12 13 Jan 201 1 (aoorox) 1847 Not available Not available

Casa Diablo (qround) 13 -14 Januarv 201 1 402
2 observers x 2

davsxBhrs=32 13
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cc: Department of Fish and Game (Region 6)
Mr. B. Kinney
Mr. C. Hayes
Mr. M. Giusti
Mr. T. Taylor
Mr. M. Morrison
Mr. J. Villepique

Department of Fish and Game (WPB)
Mr. R. Mohr
Mr. D. Casady
Ms. C. Olgata
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State of California
Department of Fish and Game

Memorandum
Date: April 14,2011

To: Tom Stephenson
Senior Environmental Scientist Supervisor
lnland Deserts Region

From: Jane McKeever
Associate Wildlife Biologist
lnland Deserts Region

Subject: Deer Survey Summary, Spring 2011

Spring 201 1 deer surveys encompassed Deer Zones X12, X9a, and X9b. Results of
surveys are summarized in tables 1 and 2 below. Spring surveys were conducted by
helicopter or ground and that is detailed in Table 1 also. Confidence intervals (Cl), at
the 90% level, are in parentheses. Coefficient of variation (CV) for the ratio is in
percentage in brackets. Cl and CV calculated following methods of Hagen et al. 2008
and White et al. 1996, respectively.

Table 1. Deer Survey Summary, Spring 2011. Fawn Ratio is fawns per 100 does,
unless othenruise stated*.

Deer Herd
Survey
Method

Adult
Total

Fawn
Total

Un-
Class
Total

Deer
Total

Ratio Summary

Spring 201I
Fawn Ratio

(Cl) and t%cvl

Post-
Season

2010
Fawn Ratic

West Walker Helicopter 320 143 0 463 45F:100A (38,53)[r0%l nl¿

East Walker Helicopter 162 74 7 243 46F:100A (36,57) [r4%l nl¿

Mono Lake Helicopter 74 44 0 r18 59F:100A (4,811119%l nl¿

Xl2 Zone Total Helicopter 556 261 7 824 5s (52, 671l8%l 42 (38,46

Sherwin Grade Ground 288 29 0 317 11 (8,161120%l 28 (23, 33)

Buttermilk Ground 471 71 0 542 18 (15,231113%l 25 (21 30)

Round Valley Total Ground 759 100 0 859 16 (13, 191a1l%l 26 (23, 30)

Casa Diablo Helicopter 617 192 0 809 37 (32,43)[8%l 28 (23,35)

X9a Zone Total Helic/grnd 1376 292 0 1 668 25 (23,281a7%l 27 (24,30)

Northern Subherd Ground 362 49 0 411 r9 (r5,251116%l 32 (26, 38)

Southern Subherd Ground 208 31 0 239 22 (16,311120%l 27 (21,35)

X9b Zone Total Ground 570 80 0 650 20 (17,251112%l 30 (26, 35)

a
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25.27 March 2011

17 March 2011 3 observers x7 hrs = 21

Zone X9b, Goodale 1 observer x 39 hrs = 39

Helicopter surveys in Deer Zone X12 were conducted during windy weather, following
a significant winter storm, and observers noticed deer bedded under cover and not
willing to move. Therefore, it is presumed that many deer were missed during these
two days of surveys.

Weather during the Casa Diablo March 28 helicopter survey was breezy but more
favorable survey conditions. Notable is the fact that the survey resulted in the most
deer ever recorded for a Casa Diablo spring deer survey. ln addition, the only survey
where more deer were observed was in fall 1988 when 940 deer were observed
during a ground survey.

Goodale ground surveys were difficult this season due to a significant amount of deep
snow cover, which resulted in access issues and the inability to get close enough to
deer groups until early April in the southern portion of the zone.

All survey data and available files have been forwarded to the Deer Program of the
Wildlife Branch. lf you have any questions or need additional information, please
contact me at (760)751-1834.

Literature Cited

Hagen, C.4., and T. M. Loughin.
harvests: estimating variance and
1375.

2008. Productivity estimates from upland bird
necessary sample size. J. Wildl. Manage. 72:1369-

White, G. C, A. F. Reeve, F.G. Lindzey, and K.P. Burnham. 1996. Estimation of mule
deer winter mortality from age ratios. J. Wildl. Manage. 60(1):37-44.

Department of Fish and Game (lDR)
Mr. B. Kinney
Mr. T. Taylor
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Department of Fish and Game (WPB)
Mr. R. Mohr
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Habitat selection and survival of mule deer:
Nicholson, Matthew C;R Terry Bowyer;Kie, John G
Journal of Mammalogy; llv4ay 1997'78, 2; ProQuest
pg.483

Pattems of migrafion have evolved to
take advantage of spatial and temporal
variation in the environment (French et al.,
1989). Selection should favor thosc indi-
viduals that migrate. if by migrating, their
reproductive success is enhanced (Baker,
1978). Because of environmental fluctua-
tion and individual clifferences in cosls of
migration, several strategies related to ¡ni-
gration can occur in the same species or in
the same population (Fretwell, 1912). In-

I<nrnal <f Munt¡tuloe:.1t1(21:483-5C/', 1997 4lJ3

Tradeoffs associated with migration

deed, nrule deer (Odrx'oileus hcntir¡mr.r) are

extremely v ariable throu ghout thei r di stribu -

tion in whether they migrate. Many inves-
tigators have observed resident populations
of deer (Bowyer, 1986; Eberhardt et al..
1984), migrant populations (Garrott et al..
1987; Gilbert et al., l9-7O;Zalunardo, 1965).
or populations with both resident and rni-
grant individuaìs (Brown, 1992;- Kufeld et

al.. 1989; Loft et al.. l9tì4; Pac et al., 1988).
The question of why some individuals in

HABITAT SELECTION AND SURVIVAL OF MULE DEER:
TRADEOFFS ASSOCIATED WITH MIGRATION

Mellunw C. NrcHoLSoN, R, T¡nnv Bowven, AND JoHN G. Kte

[nstitute ol Arcti<' Biology and Department rf Biolog¡- and Wildlife, Uniter.sih'of'Alaska Fairbanks.
Fairbanks, AK 99775-7000 (MCN, RTB)

United States Forest Sen'i<'e, PatiJic St¡uthu'cst Resear<:h Snriott,2Oíll East Sierra Atenue,
Fresno, CA 9371O (.IGK)

Present Address oJ MCN. Department oJ Naturol Resrntrte,¡ Scien<e, Llttiversitt'r¡f Rhode Islattd.
Kingston, RI 02881

Presenr address oI JGK: United States Forest Sertite, PatiJit Northu'art Restun'lt Stutiott.
1401 Gekeler Lanc, La Grande. OR 9785o

We examined tradeoffs related to migration in a population of mule deer (Odocoileus hentio-
nus) in southem California tiom 1989 to 1991. All male deer that we radiocollared u,ere mi-
gratory, whereas f'emales exhibited a mixed strategy with both migrant and resident indi-
viduals. Increased movements of deer were associated with decreased temperatures and in-
creased weekly precipitation, No diffelences within seasons in the sizes of home ranges oc-
cured for either migrant or resident deer. The size of home ranges of deer, however, was
smaller in summer than in winter. Sizes of home ranges were associated positively with prox-
imity to human development and to the amount of avoided (use was less than availability)
habitat in the home range. Deer avoided human clevelopments in all seasons. Further. males
and resident fèmales used areas farther from water in summer than expected by chance.
whereas migratory females selected are¿ls nearer to water. In summer, migratory f'emales se-

lected meadows, riparian habitats, and pine fbrests, whereas resident females avoided riparian
habitats and used pine forests less than did migratory females. Migratory rnales uscd habitats
in a way similar to migratory females, although they avoided meadows and riparian areas.

Clear tradeoffs existed for deer in montane southern California about whether they migrated.
Migratory fèmales were farther from human disturbance and used habitats of high quality
more often than did nonmigratory conspecifics. Nonetheless, deer were at increased risk o1'

predation during migration and, in years of low precipitation (low snow), had higher rates
of mortality than did resident deer. Thus. in areas with extremely varinble precipitation and
snow cover, a mixed strategy for migration can be maintainecl in populations of mule deer.

Key words: Odocr¡ileus hemionus, mule deer, migration, habitat selection, home range.
tradeoffs, survival, southem California
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a population migrate and others do not was
examined by several authors. Theoretical
models conceming whether individuals mi-
grate have been built around optimization
theory (Cohen. 1967) and the concept of
evolutionarily stable strategies (Puker and
Stuart. 1976): the currency of most models
is rcproductive success. Lifetime reprocluc-
tive success is a function of both survivor-
ship and birth rate (Caughley, 197'7). and
the adaptive signifrcance of migration can
best be understood by cxamining the selec-
tive forces acting on these life-history pa-
rameters (Dingle. 1980). Quality and avail-
ability of forage affect survivorship and
birth rate. as does risk of predation; authors
have implicated each as an ultimate fäctor
affecting migration (Fryxell and Sinclair,
1988; Taylor and Taylor, 1977).

Allhough one defining characteristic of
migration is a shifi in use of habitat (Baker,
1978), this assessment is complicated by
various sexes and ages of deer potenlially
selecting habitats differentially. Bou,yer
(1986) and Lc¡ft et al. (1987) noted that
young had substantially difïerent require-
nìents of habitat, especially f<rr concealment
cover, than did adult deer. Moreover, Bow-
yer ( 1984). Scarbrough and Krausman
(1988). and Bowyer et al. (1996) reported
sexual differences in use of forages, habi-
tats. or space by deer. Further. McCullough
11979) postulated that diff-erential use of re-
sources by sex accounted for the weak re-
lationship observed between rate of recruit-
ment of white-t¿iled deer (O. tirginiunus)
and the number of male deer on the George
Reserve. Michigan, whereas this inverse re-
lationship \^,as strong for adult females and
recruited young.

Essential for understanding pattems ol
migration is the concept of home range. Al-
though home range is one of the most com-
rnonly measured variables in animal ecol-
ogy. most studies have concentrated on the
nleasurernent of size of home range rather
than its biological basis (Bowers et al.,
1990: Hundertmark. in press). Sizes of
home ranges within local populations of
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rnule deer are extremely variablel home
ranges of 33 ha (Loft et al., I 984) and 9.300
ha (Eberhardt et al., 1984) were noted. Al-
though composition of habitat (Riley and
Dood. 1984), availability of water (Eber-
hardt et al., 1984). and inrerspecific com-
petition (Loft et al., 1993) have been intpli-
cated, fèw studies have examined quantiter-
tively the factors that aflect size of home
ranges in mule deer or other ungulates.

Descriptions of movements for ntany
populations exist, but tèw authors have ex-
amined the tradeoffs involved in the migra-
tory strategies of mule deer or other large
herbivores. Populations of deer in the San
Bemardino Mountains of southern Califol-
nia exhibit a mixed pattem of migration
with both migrant and resident components
(T. Paulek, in litt.). This afforded a unique
opportunity to asscss quantitatively thc
costs and benel'its of migration.

We evaluated the causes and conse-
quences of migration by a population of
mule deer by t¡uantifying the timing and ex-
tent of rnovements, exarnining the proximale
factors associated with migration, quantify-
ing the seasonal use of habitat by various
classes of deer, and determining how migra-
tion was related to patterns of selection of
habitat. We tested whether migratory mule
deer benefited from decreased intraseasonal
movements. increased use of habitats of high
quality. and decreased predation compared
with nonmi gratory conspecifics.

MRT.e,n.InIs AND METHODS

Study atcq 
-Our 

study was conducled in the
San Bernardino lVlountalns. which compose parl
of the Transverse Ranges of coastal California.
These nroulttains are orientecl on an east-west
axis and extend ca. 95 km fiom Cajon Pass on
the west to Yucca Valley. in the Mojave Desert,
on the east, The rnountain range is trounclerl by
the Mojave Desert on the north and by Banning
Pass 40 km to the south. Most deer that we stucl-
ied lived in the upper drainage of the Santa Anir
River. a 32,000-ha area in the southwcstcrn pot'-
tion of that mountain range (centered ¿rr

34"10'34"Ì{. 116"53'57"W; Fig. l). This r¡,irter'-

shed was bounded on the north b_v Moon Ridgc
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and Big Bear City, and on the east and south by
the crest of the S¿rn Bemardino Mountains.
Tributaries of the Santa Ana River included Mill,
Bear, Cienega, and Wildhorse creeks, and rnany
other smaller streams. The River leaves the range
of mountains near Recllands and flows weslward
across the coastal pìain toward Los Angeles.

Slopes associatecl with the drainage of the
Santa Ana River generally were steep and topo-
graphically diverse, which limited access of hu-
mans to some areas. Elevations ranged from 610
to 3,-500 m at the summil of Mount San Gorgo-
nio. Highway 38 paralleled the Santa Ana River
for part of its length- Numerous dirt and paved
roads also occurred in the study area, as did rec-
reational campgrounds ¿md ca. 200 special-use
cabins managed by the United Slates Fo¡est Ser-
vice. Vehicular ¿lccess to north-facing slopes
south of Highway 38 was limited because this
area was wildemess and lacked roads. Most of
the lands within the watershed were adminis-
tercd by the San Bemardino National Forest, al-
though some private holdings occurred along the
lower Sanla Ana River and in the community of
Angelus Oaks.

The climate within the drainage of the Santa
Ana River was typical of cismontane southern
Califbrnia- Annual temperatures range from

48-s

C'l¡ltlìlrnìlt. rlcpit lrttr \rtrtil i( irìl ltlrtrtrt's ,rl Ì1tr

riìlltnr(l rrntl liltc,l rr rl!: l.trlrcrLrll:rrr ¡rrì \l,r¡ì/¡r

>40"C at low elevations during summer ttr
<-zO"C on the highest peaks in winter. Rain-
fäll occurred primarily during the cooler winter
months. During late summer. thundershowers
were common at higher elevations and tempera-
tutes were cooler. Above 1,500 rn. w'inter pre-
cipitation occurred primarily as snow, however,
on south-fäcing slopes, cover by snow was tran-
sitory. Annual precipitation was extremely vari-
able but averaged >500 mm annually. During
this investigation, 1989 and 1990 were dry years
with 392 mm and 469 mm of precipitation, re-
spectively, whereas. precipitation was average in
l99l (736 mm).

The study area enconlpassed a variety of typcs
of vegetation typical of cismontane southenì
Califbrnia (K- E. Mayer and W. F. Laudenslayer,
in litt.). Foothills at lower elevations supported
a coastal-scrub habitat composed primarily oF

Eriog<tnum fasci( ulatum, ArIem<'sia cal ifornita,
and Salvia. Above the coastal scrub was mixed-
chaparral habilat typified by broad-leaved shrubs
primarily of the genera Arctostaph-tlos, Rhan-
nus, Ceanothus, Cer< o< arpus, and Qøerrø.s. Pure
stands of chamise chaparral dominated by Ad-
enostoma fascit'ulatum also were present and irl-
tegrated with mixed chaparral at moderate eleva-
tions (700-1,50O m). Stands of sagebrush (,{r'lc-
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livestock encompassed most south-facing slopes
in the study area. Although cattle only werc
present in the area during summer and auturnll
of the lst year of our study. rhe detrimental el-
fects of past grazing by cattle were evident
throughout the area. At least [J0 fèral asses oc-
curred in the Big Bear watershed north o[ Moon
Ridge. Although no apparent barriers preventetl
movements by feral asses. none of these equids
was observed in the drainage of the Santa Anu
River during this study. Quantitative estimates ol'
size of populations for deer in the San Bemar-
dino Mountains are lacking. but the herd was be-
lieved to be near its carrying capacily.

Sampling protedures and atrulyses.-ln Janu
ary t989 and January 1990, we used a helicop-
ter and drive nets (Beasom et al., 1980) to cap-
ture deer. At least eight people were stationed ål
three sites of capture where 30.5 by 2.4-m tangk'
nets were erected. We used a helicopter to drivc
deer into the nets. Personnel restrained deer with
leather hobbles and blindfolds to prevent injury.
Teams were trained to handle deer quickly ancl

efficiently, and animals usually were restrained
< 10 min. We selected deer to fit with telemetric
collars, which were equipped *'ith sensors for
monality (6-h delay, Model -500. Telonics, Mesa.
AZ). A total of 43 deer was captured (34 ¿ni-
mals in 1989 and 9 in 1990) and 29 of these deer
were fitted with radiocollarc (22 adult females
and seven adult males). Three deer with collars
remained outside the study area for the duration
of the study and were not considered in analy-
ses.

All aspects of animal handling complied with
methods adopted by the American Society ol'
Mammalogists (Committee on Acceptable Field
Methods, 1987) and were approved by an Ani-
mal Care and Use Committee at the Universil)'
ofAlaska Fairbanks. No deaths of deer occurrecl
during capture. bul one death may have resulted
from factors relating to capture.

Using equipment and techniques described b¡
Krausman et al. (1984) and a fixed-winged air-
craft, we located deer with transmitters about ev-
ery l0 days fiom I January 1989 1o 27 Novem-
ber 1991. The flights for lcrcating lelemeterecl
animals were betv\,een 07ü) and lSOO h. Pacific
Standard Time. When we determined the loca-
tion of a deer, its geographic posilion was esti-
mated using a LORAN-C navigation system.
Deer with telemetric collars were relocated 1.521

fimes, of which 523 relocations were on winter

ntesia tridenta¡a) existed at elevations >1.500
m. Nomenclature fbr plants was taken from
Munz (1974).

Limited are¿u of montane riparian habitat and
meadows occurred within the mesic areas of the
drainage. Genera of plants typical of riparian
habitat included Salix, Populu.s. Quercus, Plata-
ttus. Rhus. Sambucus, and Alnus. Iu¡tt'us and
Care.t we¡e abundant in meadows. Montane-
hardwood habitat typically occurred on moun-
tainous slopcs and in valleys > I .500 m. Both de-
ciduous and evergreen oaks (Quercus) domi-
nated the overstory. whereas Arctostaphvlos,
Ceanotltus, and Cer<otat'pus were abundant in
the shrub layer. Various habitats of conifers also
occurred in the area and were dominated by
Jelfrey-ponderosa pine (Pinu.r .iefrie-vi-P. pott-
derosa), mixed pine, pinyon pine (P. nunn-
p I t v I a). and juniper (J u ni p e ru s ¡t<' t' ide ntal i s).

Annual and perennial grasslands occurred
throughout the drainage on south-facing slopes.
These grasslands were dominated by Ag,ropvron,
Bromus, and Sisyrnbrium, and resulted from past
fire and mechanical clisturbance of habitat. Bare
ground or talus slopes often occurred in areas

with highly erosive soils and were commonly a
re.sult of past fires- Evidence of hi.storical fires
occurred throughout the study area. Most of thc
Santa Ana drainage easl of the confluence of
Bear Creek and the Santa Ana River (e.g., Man-
zanita Flat) bumed in l97O and again in 1980.
Several small (<0.-5 km2), controlled burns çvere

conducted east of Bear Creek since 1980. Ex-
cluding these controlled bums and small (< I ha)
wildfires. the remainder of the drainage has not
burned in this century.

The study area was inhabited by several large.
mammalian carnivores including bobcats (L.yr.r
rufusl, coyotes (Cnli.r tatrun.s), and mountain li-
ons (Puma conutlor'). Bowyer (1987) demon-
strated that coyotes in southern Califonria may
be effective predators on adult deer, and these
predators probably affected selection of habitat
by deer (Bowyer. 1986; Hirth, 1977).

Several other spec¡es of ungulates occurred
withìn the study area and ¡hese included bighom
sheep (Olrr t'anodensis'), domestic cattle (Bos
taurusl, and fèral asses (Eqr.ras asinus). 'lhe
range of bighorn sheep (> I 00 animals) was cen-
tered on the crest of Mount San Corgonio, al-
though individuals were obsen ed along the east-
ern end of the drainage of the Santa Ana River
and north of Big Bear Lake. An allotmen( for
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range, 929 on summer range. and 69 between
summer and \¡/inter ranges.

Bccause of inherent errors in data for locations
of deer. we esfimated the circular error associ-
ated with aerial telemetry and LORAN-C posi-
tioning. First. locations tbr LORAN-C were cor-
rected for directional bias using the techniques
of Patric et al. ( 1988). Second. we estimatecl the
circular error by calculating the 9O7o confìdence
linrits for the average distance of our estimates
fiom actual locations of radiocollars placed at

five specific locations. The circular error for
aerial telemetry based upon 40 relocations was

177 m. Finally. we considered all habitat that
occurred within a 177-nl circìc as an estilnate
of habitat used by a particular deer at that
ìocation.

A nrap of habitat was developed for the area
from a LANDSAT-TM scene with cells of 2-5-m

rcsolution. Using Terra Mar (Terra Mar. [nc.,
Garden Grove, CA) sotiware, the drainage was
classified into nine spectral classes that rcpre-
senred types of habitat. We verified the inrage
using 1:9,200 color. aerial photographs and
ground truthing. The final inrage was trans-
l-erred to ARCflNFO (Environmental Systems
Research Institute, Redlands, CA), the Ceo-
graphic Information System (GIS) used in this
study.

We generated a three-dimensional surfäce of
terrain of rhe study area from 30-m resolution,
7.5' rtigital models of elevation (United States

Geological Sun'ey) using the GRID modulc of
ARC/INFO. This surface provided information
on elevation, slope, and âspect. and was used to
derive an index of diversity of terrain. Although
many methods exist to assess diversity of terrain
(e.g., Beasonr et al., t983; Bìeich et aI.. 1997:.

Nellemann, 199 I ). these often are labor intensive
or may not allow lor aclequate evalualion ol the

components of diversity of the terrain (i.e., varia-
tion in both slope and aspect). Therelore, we es-
timated the diversity ol terrain for each location
evaluated by calculating SD in slope and the
mean angular deviation of aspecl (Zar, 1984) ìn
a circle ot l'17-m radius. Finally, an index tcl di-
versity of terrain was calculated as the product
of these two deviations.

In addition to the map of habitat, model oi'ter-
rain. ancl clerivecl information, available geo-
grâphic data on soils. history of fire, location of
water, and human dcvclopments were digitiz.ed
fiom 7.5' quadrangle maps of the study area.

4tì7

Spatial infornration on human devclopments in-
cluded the location of dirt and paved roads.
special-use cabins. and campgrounds.

For each radiocollared animal, we entered into
GIS a dataset of locations that w'¿rs not signifi-
cantly autocorrelated (P < 0.05). Autoc-orrela-
tion was revealed by the rnultiresponse-sequencc
procedure (MRSP) of BLOSSOM statistical
soltware (Slauson eL al., 199 l; Solow, 1989). Il
data within a season were significantly aulocor-
related, locations were deleted frorn a dataset by
a bootstrap procedure until sufÏicient autocorre-
lation was eliminated (P > 0.05)- A total ol'49
data points (3.2c/o of the datâset) '*,as removecl
frorn analyses l'r:r selection of' habitat. home
range, and other analyscs.

Degree of autocorrelation also was uscd as ¿r

means of identifying seusonal shifis in range by
deer. Because serial autoconelation is evalu¿rted
with MRSP by testing the null hypothesis ol'no
difference between distance lraveled between se-

quential locations and rronsequential ones. sig-
nificant autocorrelation can occur if an animal
moves either less or more between scquential lo-
cations than between nonsequential locations.
Datasets for each animal u,ere divided initially
into seasons based on annual changes in tem-
peraturc and precipitation; summer was dcfined
as l5 April to l5 Novernber. whereas the remain-
der of the year was considered winter, If large
movements at the beginning or end of a season

caused signitìcant autocorrelation. those datÍr
points were removed and placed ìn the appro-
priate dataset. Locations that tèlL sequcntially be-
tween seasonal scts of data were considered tran-
sitional points (i.e.. migratory movements) be-

lween summer and winter rânges.
We generated circles with a radius of ll7 m

fbr each of l,-382 locations to estimate use of
habitat by deer. The GIS includcd 30-m cells ol'
habitat only if the center of the cell was inside
the circle. Thus, a boundary of *15 m exisled
around each circlc where precìse measurerrenl
of availability of habitat was no1 possible. Fur-
ther, we used GIS to estimate dislance from each

telemetric location to location of water and hu-
man developmenrs (i.e.. Highu,ay 38, dirt roads,

cabins, and campgrounds). The distances to de-
velopmenls were used as indices to potenrial dis-
turbance of deer by hunrans. Data on GIS werc
projected into similar geographic units fbr analy-
ses, Universal Transvelse Me rcator me ters
(UTM-Snyder, 1984).

NICHOLSON ET AI..-MIGRATION IN MULE DEER
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Statistical atrul\seç.-Datasels that were not
distributed normally were tested with appropri-
ate nonparametric rank statistics. We used PC
SAS (SAS Institute, Inc., 1988), BLOSSOM
(Slauson et al., 1991), and CALHOME (Kie et.
al., 1994) in our analyses.

'We considered deer migratory if they exhib-
ited directional movements and their seasonal
home ranges did not overlap (McCullough,
1964; Schoen and Kirchhoff, 1985). For mlgra-
tory deer, we determined mean dates of depar-
ture from surnmer and winter ranges by subdi-
viding migration into intervals of 1 week and
calculating a weighted mean and pooled variance
for the date that deer were first observed outside
their seasonal ranges. This method is an adapta-
tion of a technique to estimate mean date of birth
(Caughley, 1 977).

The mean easting and northing, based on the
UTM-coordinates of the locations for a deer in
each season. '*'ere used as a measure of the cen-
ter of activity (Hayne, 1949). Minimum dis-
tances to water (e.9., perennial streams, intermit-
tent streams, or springs) and human develop-
ments from these centers of activity were deter-
mined using GIS, and entered into analyses of
size of home ranges. Additionally, straighl-line
distance between seasonal centers ofactivity was
an index to the distance traveled during migra-
tions, although we recognized that srraight-line
distances underestimated the total distances
moved by these animals (Bowyer, l98l). Fidel-
ity to seasonal ranges for individual deer was
tested by the mu'ltiresponse, randomized-block
procedure of BLOSSOM (MRBP-Mielke,
l99l; Slauson et al-, l99 l). We tested the null
hypothesis that the distriburion of locations for
an ìndividuaì in a particular season did not dif-
fer between years.

We calculated home ranges by season for non-
autocorrelated datasets using a beta version of
the program CALHOME (Kie et al., 1994). We
reported ¡he 95Vo minimum-convex polygons
(MCP-Mohr, 1947) for comparison with other
studies; a95Vo polygon for home ranges also was
estimated using the method for calculating the
adaptive kemel (Worton. 1989). The beta version
of CALHOME first estimated the parameter for
optimum smoothing for the adaptive kemel (Kie
et al.. 1994; Worton, 1989). The program then
calculated the results using 80, 1OO, and l2OVo

of that optimum. CALHOME then reported the
home ranges based on the adaptive kernel using
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the smoothing parameter that minimized the
cross-validation scores tÌom least squares (Wor-
ton. 1989).

To determine adequate sample size for esti-
mating home ranges, we evalualed how size ol
home ranges varied with increasing sample sizes.
Five individuals with the greatest number of lo-
cations and no significarrt shifts in home ranges
between years were used in this analysis. We se-
lected subsets of the locations for an individual
that were combined by season for all years, and
created incrementally larger subsamples until the
maximum number of locations for an individual
was attainecl. The maxinrum number of locations
ranged from 23 to 27 tbr *inter and from 47 fo
53 for summer. We sampled each individual in
this manner for five replicates of each sample
size. The 957c home range based on tbe adap-
tive kernel was estimated for each subsample ol'
each individual. We estimated the sample size
neccssary to compute home ranges using the
nonlinear regression proceedure of SAS (PROC
NONLIN): home-range size : A(l - e-å"),
where A is the asymptote of the equation, ¿, is

the base of the natural log. rr is sample size, and
b is a constant. Based on these equations, we de-
lermined that estimated size of home range
reached 90o/a of the asymptotic value for each
individual ar sample sizes of ca. 25 and l5 loca-
tions for summer and winter, respectively. To
meet these criteria, we combined seasonal loca-
lions for individuals between all years where sig-
nificant (P < 0.05) shifts in home range did not
occur. Fifteen individuals lacked adequate
sample size for estimation of size of seasonal
home ranges and were eliminated from analyses.
Mean (tSD) number of locations for estimat-
ing home ranges of the remaining deer was
40 + 10.7 and 20 + 4.6 for summer and winter.
respectively.

We used Spearman-rank correlatlon (r,) to ex-
amine ¡elationships between movements of <Ieer

and climatic variables (Zar, 1984). A ranked
analysis of variance (ANOVA---Conover and
Iman, l98l; PROC GLM-SAS Institute, lnc..
1988) tested lor differences in size of home
ranges for various categories of sex and move-
ment (i.e., migratory-nonmigratory) of teleme-
tered deer. We used a Bonferroni co¡rection for
multiple comparisons (Rice. 1989). We used a

Wilcoxon two-sample test to evaluate distances
moved by deer withìn seasons. Additionally. u'e
used stepwise regression analysis (cr to enter :
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0. l-5. o to rcrnove : 0.20) lo evaluilte variables
associalecl w'iLh size of home ranges (Zar, 19134);

size of home lange was logro transformed for
this analysis- Composition of honle ranges for re-
grcssion analysis was estimated t'rom all habitats
conrained within a 177-m buffer of the 95% es-
timate for home ranges of dcer.

The percentage of each of nine types of habi-
tat containcd within a circle with a radius of 177

m was used in analyses ofhabitat selection; these
analyses relied primarily on one-wiry rnultivari-
ate analysis of variance (MANOVA-Johnson
and Wichern. 1988) to compare use of habitat by
deer with hab¡Îût at random locations. This ap-
proach had the aclvantage ol' simultaneously
comparing all components of habitat considered
in analyses (Aebischer et al., 1993). Finally, se-

lection of habitat (use was greater than availabil-
ity) was estimated by subtracting percentage
availability of a habitat tiom percentage of use

of that habitar. We used this measure because ìt
is intuitively simple; a positive valuc implies se-

lection. whercas a negative one ildicates avoid-
ance (use was less th¿rn availability¡. We defined
available habilat as all habitats occurring within
the study area. Because the amount of avail¿Lble

habiut at the level of the landscape did not dif-
fer betr¡,een groups of anirnals or seas()¡rs,

changes in use of habifat rcpresent changes in
seleclion of habitat fbr intergroup ¿rnd intersea-
son comparisons. Because we were interestc(l in
selection of habitat aI the level of the population,
we combined locations of deer tbr this analysis.
We assumed thât these noncorrelated samples of
individuals on diÊtèrent days under diflèrìng en-

vironmental condilions represented indepenclcnt
samples (Hjeljord et al., 1990: Molvar arrd B()\À'-

yer, 1994). This proceclure is conservative be-

cause it increases the variability of our dataset;

however. it also increases .sample sizes.
Survival of deer was estimated using the

Kaplan-Mcìcr, staggerecl-entry model (Pollock et

al,, 1989). Differences in survivttrship w'ere

tested with a log-rank test (Pollock et al., 19t39)-

We report means (+l,SD) throughout our Re-
sults.

Resulrs
'llIi't D!. tt! ttti¡l ¡lt\lt tlrttttt)ri '\ll ilt'r I
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II ô < ì l.rtt lrr,l f ,urr-'-, tl lr,ltr l{ (r 1,r l'.1 ñ

klil St't itllcL'tl tlr.'e I { \ ltt;¡lt '. I I lt'ltutl.': I

\\ L't \' r-ir Jrl nt ('Lì r ¡¡ì r, ¡t¡l lt l'ltr'i t¡:l .lt rl.le: :rlr,rt r'

[.5f i{¡ nr itr clr'rirtr(,rì ;.ìl [irlo I llrlr itt li:tl-r¡

l:rtr rhrrrirr:.rlr'tl lrr lir.' t'lrf, .u¡,1 .l¡:rll:ulrl
-l l¡rrr' tulrlc. ttttl.t:tlt'tl i¡lt lli l il¡utl lr.'l,rrt'
litr'rt :trrtu: i r,tlLl lrt' tlulr'ttrlttìt'tl ( )l llre I l
lclì¡ltlr'. tllfr'r' ttì¡!tittr'.1 tlul trt! t'irrlt _rr'ltt rll
\tu(l\. l()¡il ntigtitl.'.! ltì \()rl1( \\';rl\. lìtll lì(li
ttt c¡lllr'¡ \. iltì(l I !r e' rr Uti' \ i'lìt ttrtillrl t-i ri
rlr'ttl: ol lìuitri Iil;tl. l)r'r.'t tlt.rt ltlill.iturf
lltrlt¡ llrn'r'rr I lirls rtì,rre.l rtll !lt, .irnrut¡ itt
\lrllìfììr't lo ltithrl,tl¡ l¡l lilr:ll !'lL\lttr(rtì rì!'ill
St¡llrr l¡rrrl \lrrui'tlir¡rì. ( )rrr r l'r'lrl.. i.ilì(l llÌa
Slut {ìr't::,rrti,, \\.iltlt'tìe\\ l)i.tlrlltr' tìr(i\r'r{
Irrr llrcrt (lr'e I \\ii\ 5, i I () Lrr¡ {t:iltlra
j-i Ìì ìknr¡

l)('lìi¡tlul(' llLillt \\ lill('t t.illIr' (r\! tlf t\'(i l)r'-
l\\ ('('n llra I \l \\ l('h ilt \l:rrr l¡ ;t¡l,l lniT rr t t'L
ol \1¡tt ,lrl¡lltS l()S() l1)()l rtltutt'tt: rlt'¡t.tf
trutL' ltolll \rlìlìllìr't riilìllc ()\( Lilr((l hùl\\r'L'lì
lItr' I \l rrr',. k itl ( )t lr¡lrr'r :'rtrl ì¡ui \\ L'( 1. rtì
l;l¡l|lirl\ \lt'llrt ril't'L rrl trrrllirtl{r¡l \\lt. r, l:t
l¡\('l\ r{ìn\liìrrl lÙr ll¡t'.lutirtiolt ol llri'\lt¡(l\
r'l'¿rirlt' l¡ \tr .,ignilrirnl ,lillr'l.rì(r' {)\

rut-rr'rI iilntltt.ll \r-'irt\ Ii!t !tntr',rl (l('lìiilIUt(' rì1

(l('ct ll(rnì \tÈrììtìt( ¡ tiiil!e II Lf(t.,l I

I ll. 1' lll)i¡: lrr¡rr('\('r- lttìì(' ,rl ilr'P.rt
tut(' lt(!lìì \\ iltl!'t r,r¡t!L rltlti'tr'tl ;.ttìtottg re.rt:
\l I r,l.,i / I ì{r. i, 11.[li:. l)r.r.r
tle¡r.ttt.'tl ri!ttilrt,utllr t',rtlit'r lt('tìì \\:t¡1r'1

ril'le ill | (rS{} tlìi¡l ilt i,),¡( t r )l ! ijr) Ì

r'ltrLir'. ¡ilt¡lltltl.' 1¡r¡¡¡¡:¡¡¡i:trt¡ lr'rt l'
(l{}i¡ l¡¡¡¡¡¡¡.¡1 ol ilrlì;Ullilr' lirrtil \\ìtìli'!'
rit¡l:rr' tlítl ¡rrrt rllf lr'r lr(li,,r'ùll l ()()i) .rllrl lt.ttl l

i[' or¡5¡
llq.:irli,lrl lt.n.Ìult,: iltrì\ (.(l lr..: tl¡l¡lr clltl l¡ri

.!rirt(1t\ le¡llirlcs trl lllilll.ltrll\ lìl.llt\ l./
ll-t.,/I | /' {i(li / )l\.

'l I L I' 1l{)i. ¡q's¡r¡¡lìrç11 ¡ iitttttt.'
r¡rrir:! Ll rg ìI \l:tl.'r ilHrtr'tl ttìi)t!'tlìittl rltrl

iltirttlrt(ltr lilltl t..r¡tlc¡tl lfltì,ilr'\ ltì .lt!lUillil
t.f ^l Jf. ,¡ j 1 ¡' O l15i rltrllrt !ul
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'ê Year-round centers of act¡vity for resident deer

o Winter centers of activíty for migratory deer

O Summer centers of activity for migratory deer

¡l/ Generalized routes of migration between summer
and winter ranges for mígratory deer
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Year-round centers of activity

Winter centers of activíty for n

Summer centers of activity for

Flc. ).-Scasonal distribution and gcncralizcd routes ot'nrigrltion ol'radiocolltred mule detr
(()thx'túl¿'tts lt.'r,tit)tt,t.t'! ir: San Benl:¡rdino Co., Califomia. l9tt9-199 l-

o

o

Additionallr'. nrale.s m¡rved ntore than did
nrigratorl' l-enr¿rlcs during wintcr tZ = 2.O9,
d.l'. : I, P < (1.()-5) and less tlran resident
fþnrales durirtg surìì¡neî Q : -2.16. d.l. :
l. P '- {).0-i). Dilltrerlccs irl olher colnpari-
s()rìs wcre snrall 1l'-ig, -l¡.

Tl¡l t, I .--.lluut ¡11¡y ttJ'dt¡turture .lir :¡trttt14
., t ul û u ¡ t t n n nt i,q t, t t i ¡ t n t t l' n u I e r/¿¿l' I ( )dt'rcoi leus
lrcnrir¡nus/ t,t .\dn ß(r,,rtrtlino ('t¡.. C'ulìJ,vttitt.
t 9¿J9-- 199 Ì

Dcer exhibitcd scasonal dilTerences in
distance lravelr-d bctrvccl't scquential loc'a-
ti<¡ns liom radioteL-nrelry tbr 1989-199 I

(Kruskal-Wallis tesl: nrales. ¡l : 17.17.
dJ. : .1. P < 0.(X,l: nrigratory lemales.
Xr : f 2.09. tt.l'. : 3, P .í 0.0¡: rcsidcnt
l'enrales, Xr : 7.87. d./'. : 3. P < O.0-5).

The grealest ¡novetnenls oc'cr¡rrecl in w'intt-r
tntl spring when tcnrpc'ratur!-s rvere coolesl
an<I precipitation \\,as highe.st (Figs. -j. 4 t.
Wc obti¡inccl ncgativc correlatio¡s belwcclr
nìove¡¡rerìts ol' deer betu,een sequential re-
localions alrd rrrean dail¡' tcnrper:rture (r. -

0. 13. rl __- l..l-36. P < O.U)l). whcrcas a

posi t i ve corre I ¡rt ion txc u rred bet r+,eerr movc -

nrent and total precipitation (r', : (1. ll. ¿ .=

1.336. P < 0.ü)tt.
lltn¡tt r'ílg('.r.-R¿tdiotc'lcmclcrcd decr

dernonstruted high lidclity to home rangcs
during c'ach season. Only 24% of 74 ¡ests

f'ltlLr

t-
lt

l)eplntrrc
\-r'¡l¡ fr<¡nt Îr'lt'rrr rl¡¡c : .SI) tt

lqSq Wintcr rang*
l9tl{l Sunilner ran¡le

l9{r(} Wirrter rurrgc
I {xJ(l Sulttrncr tirngc

l(r9l Wintrr rtng('

lO April ::. r).ll da¡,s

I [)ecernber :
lH-4 th;..r

J9 Àpril r 13 7 rlavç
l7 Novcrnlx'r J

l(1.2 tla¡';
I \la¡ + l.l (t tlals

I0
l.l

tl
ti

q
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lrtr, ì, \lerlrlr¡¡ tli*t;rnrc helrter'rt r'(ìlì\c( Ull\ r'

tr'lc'rllùlf\ lilcltli¡rrt. l)\ \üii\()¡r l()l lìlìll(' (lL't't

l()thq túl(ttv lt. ttttt)JtIr\ I ilt Slttr Ilt'ftl¡¡rtlint' ( tr .

('lrlilorrru. ilrli(l lri9ì, fr,trut l,rrtr itirlir.rtr urrt-
Itlt I t I llc i tttl't t¡lritt t ilt' tli sl:tt¡r t.

Ior Iitlclit¡ l{} lr()rr(: rittì.s:e \lt(r\\erl rigrrili-
r¿ilìt (lì¿trtrr.r(\ irt thc Po:itirlrì (Ìl'lì()lìlc r.rlì¡lrç
{tl (lcct betrt'i-'crì \'eilrs: L'\'uf-\ tlccr ll'lttkctl

' I vcirr lìl(l highl¡ ()\'t:rlirl)pil¡S ltrrtllc
[llqe \. \,1,isl lnntl¿tl ( lìltìS,c\ itl llrllììt'
r¡ngù-\ ()('culTL'(l l(ì¡ ttrii:l':tl(ìrY rlcÙr: ill rtlìlr
ortr' irtslirttcr rlirt a r-c:itlcr¡1 tlccr hltle lr sit'
nil-ic¡rtl slrili irt lrlui¡tirrtl (ìl' ll(ìrììL' t'iltì{('\ lìr'

l\\'ct]n Yc¿tr\.

No ilillr'rcrtuc i/'' :'(1.15ì {ì('iittrte(l lrc
l\\',--cn ùilhct sù\ ( I- , i).S() Ì ()r 5f li\(ìrI
t\ ' - 0,7ñl ill llir- llt¡lttl.cr trl'shilts il¡ lltt¡trc
rlrUlc\ ttclrrtcn reltl:- ()ttr'gt'crtJt rtl lltrcr'
lL'rÌlillr tlct'r tltitl l-ìitrl rtlrìlltte¡- ratllsrl\ llclll'
Srrgirrl,rirl \'lrlurrl:¡irt :rec()tltìtc(l lì¡t ltcrtll-r
()ne lìall' (}1 thc shilts ill l()cal¡()lì\ tr[' llolìtc
ra!ìilcs ol'rscrvetl lrLìl\\'uL'lì )eltt's.'lltis ¡ltru¡r
tiir-l rrot rlìiirirlc irì \À'ittlL:r l!)ll{). lllis¡att:tl ttr

llt¡rro l:lrrl' irr rr intcr I t)!)ll. lltrl tlcllrl ctl

lltcir nrovcntc¡tt\ l() r"'itttcr t'ilttt.l('\ (ìtì l'ltlrt (!

Fl'.rts utttil \lure lr 199 1 . rr llc¡l rlltrrvs ilr lltte
\\ ¡rìtcr lìrrectl tllt:lrl f r()ttÌ lhcit \tltììllt('l
r{rìËcs at high clcr ¡rlirrrr ( 'f ..5(X) lìì). '\ll

('c)

I lt, -i. ('lrtrtL',tlitlrlr ol nì(irtì tìì()tìllll,\ tr:tlì
ix r:rtur! ltrd ¡rr(¡lril.rti,itr .rt \ltr.:r'itts ( )irL:. ( .rli
lr'ilì¡:t r l.(r(lO ¡r¡ t'lcr irlrrrt!. Ì(Jllr, lt)t)l

Ùlhcr tttlgritltìl) (lccl harl tltslitlel rr iltl.'l lttt,l
su¡ìlrììer flrrìg(\ in uit.lì tr;.tt.

Iìo¡ilt' rlulgcr ol tr'lt'lttttcr'trl decl rrt'¡'r'

cxtt-cnte lr r lt¡ i¿tl¡lr'. I ltc ¡tle itlt rizr: ol' llotlì,'
r;uì11(' \\:rs 7l{S.ô lr() I .S ltit .tr cillr.'t¡llttcrl
hr llrc lttlit¡rlivc kclltt'l trtìitìitlltlllì (rì\(''
polr uott .l-l j 9 I -l l.ì.(ì l¡¡r. r1 -ì.ì ¡ \1¡
qigrlil'irurrl rlillr:tett.t' ilr :izer ol lìo¡tìt'
fiilìÊrl\ Ùc(ur't'crl trclrr ce tt e lrtcgltricr rrl-tlccl,
lrul ltornç r¿ìrìSL') uctc sr!.ttilicitltll-r .tt¡ltllr I

r11 \i1rìilììr'r llllrlr l¡l $ rllt.'r í'lìrtrlt' l),
I'rvt¡ tlct"r \\¡llr \urtlrìter rittlgcs ill tllr'

Surr (ìolgorti,¡ Wìltlcrltes. l¡:trl .iclttlic¡tlttlr
srtnrllr'l lrorut r.tn'.lcs t lS5 lllr. I (r l.ì
,t I ì.l. /' . (),ll()l . .ìl)-l lrl. r 'l (tt) ,1 1

. lJ" l' (),()O I I tlt¿rrt ,lr'ci rr illr llolnt'
llilìg¡J\ llsr'rr llctt' irt lhr' :ltt<lr lllc¿l {.\

5?x .l j ' r rfi,-l J lt:r. r¡ I 5 l. \'1'qct¡.rtir ,'

cttttt¡ttrritirrtt ol tlle ltrllttc tLtttgc. tlisl:'ttlti'
l rortt tltc üclìlcr r)! ileti\ it\ lo \\ iileI. ltltrl tli.
liutLe l(Ì htilll¿ltt rlÙrclrt¡rltrt'ttt\ d\lll;lllìr-(l
substurrli¿tl ral-ilttiolt irl lll.' sizc (rl' lì1r!ììc

nuì¡lcs ol-rlccl irr sttrr¡ttte r t llr,. O.¡i I . r/ ./.

l(r.i' t).5q./' t)(Xll:)" 1.7()1ì
l).ll(l(ll tlisl¡.tlrcc lrr ltrilììlt¡ì (lt'\!'l{ìllrllr'lìl
O OlT? |ctcctìlitse ol trigclrl't¡rlt ¡ O'(ì-llll r
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-l-¡gt t. l, \t:t' ,tl-lrt)tn( r.trt,gts t'l mtt!r r/¡'c¡ l()tloc'oileus henrionur i .¡s.sttt i<lt¿,1 rr'jr,fl sr,r, i¿,.r\trn,
¿rn(l ntiqnr!.n'\ tt.tllt\ irt .\dt, R¿'rrt.tnliut¡ ['t, . ('rtli.lttrni<t. lq]ig--tggt llrnrt, nt¡gts (in httl /rl'.)-;î/i
ttr'.' .'stirrto!(d tith tlo¡ttitt' k.'r,t.'l dil¿ t¡ti¡tununt ( /,nt'.,\ lr(ì!ryt,t¡ t.--rùlu(\ lntnt lllÅi\t()1..1 rrrrrl rig-
ttifir uttr r Itrtl¡ Fn'\.,rtlûl vtrc fttr It,sts r( nk'(ns dh(\.(' t¿nJ heltry tlu, n,sltt.,.tit.t, rtdtt\ti..

Adaptive kcnrcl ñlir¡unr¡¡¡r eonr cr-¡rlt grrrr

Suhstil .rt- llre ¡r¡rrtlltìon St)

I

l,
Isl.)

Sultu¡lr:r

\ltrt¡ttrn r¡t¡rlrs

i\l r{rrt')r\ lctììitlc\

Rr'sidcnt lclrr.rlr'¡

\\; ill t(.r

f\lrqr¡rtrrrr lllrrics

\l ¡Br¡tt()n fenì;tlr.\

Re\t([-nt lcilt¡lcs

A ll (i('cr

Srt nutìr.r

Wintcr

ì()l .ì l()ó i
y' ir ¡i-i

-5\.1 I l7l J
t- (t|

i.t9_l{ lttg 5

Ioli..1

(,¡t{ I i

e{-l 7

lJo,(l

e{}l I

lil ì

i l-¡ I

ììtr)

l.l{ I ì

7f*¡ lr

55i i

_ì(n l

5lìtr (¡

-1ì l{

Itr5 l

7lô

I r)¡i .ì

-5.i I tl

65t_ì

l_'fì (i

5.ile

t7

llr

Jqfr l)
/- l.rìti

l._ì57 I
I (t.37

L(llX,(¡

-s ì9, I

É 5 ltr'
l,(ì.s.ì.¡i

/'- {l()5 ulter Brrr¡lcn¡¡nr .()r(ctt(ìn rRicc- l.}119r

pcrcL-ntalte r)f chatÌìisr- .' 0.fX)0 lO tlislancc.
t() \\'tter + (),(XX)?l0 percetìt¡ìglc of b¿re

Br()urldt. Partial regl'e'ssions indicatecl thal
distal¡ce to lrunrarr dc-velopnrents 1r'r
O.29), percc-nlxgc ()t ch¡¡nisc 1r'r : O.?J).
arìd pL'reerltuge ol sagct)ruslì 1rr = 0. 1.5 t

\\crÈ nì()st inl'ìuc.ntial in affc:ctilrg si¿c trI
ho¡ne r.ngc olher lariirbles u'erc. less ilrr-
ponûrìt t¡': '- 0.09). During $,¡rìter. siz-r rrl'
Itonrc rarrgc's also \ras l)rc(lict(-cl wcll b¡'
lrabitat (Rj - 0.9(f. ¿J'. - l-5. É' : -3-i.-1.
p.:- O.lX)l: )'= l.t)9-13 + O.Oll{ll9 pc:l'cr'nr-
agc (ìl'pine- - l.4l9l ¡x.rcenlagc (rl nlL'a-
{çrrr i (l.O l7l percenlílgl- ()f h¡ìrc gr()utìrl l.

f)a11iaI lL-grL-\siolìs indicatecl nlcradou (r'' .=

O.()Oi. ba¡'c. grourìd t,: 0.t10ì. anil ¡rl¡s
(r'r .. 0.5.ì) us.rc ull inllucrrrial.

I .sr ttl lt,¡ltitut.- l)ccr tJistribulc-rl thunr-
st'lvc's tlilli'rr: nt l) lhatì ritrì(lotn u ith rc'gard
1o tlist¡¡ncc' Irtrnr l'ru¡nan dL'vs-lopurenls (Irig.
5 |. ln ge'ncral, cle.rr \4 ere tart hcr thllt
e\l]ecl(}d fror.ìl polenli¿ìl hunl¡ìl-ì tlisturbarrcc
in sultu¡lcr arìd it¡ rvitrtcr. Molct¡r,e:l'. u'c oh-
scn'cd difli'rcncc-s in hr.u, cl¿rsse.s of' (lcel'
dislribulcd thcnrsclvc-s \\'ith rr-spÈcl to po-

tcrìliill dislurbnncc. i\4igruron, li'nralcs rvcrc
farther [l orn huntan <lcvclopnrents tll¿uì
rÀ'(ìrc. t¡ìi-!:r¿¡tor) nì¿rlrs (sunìttìcr. K,S,,

-1.-3(). P -. O.(Xll: winlc-r. ¡('.t,, -. 1.12. P -<

O.(ll I alrrl \4,r.re obsL't-\ccl larther front thcse
disturbance's tl¡arl rvere rL,si(lenl l'enrales in
sunìnìcr (K.S., = -1.59. P ..- O.(Xll ). Nligru-
Iorv lnalcs r,''crs l'anhcl' l-roltt tlc-r'elof)ntL-rìts
fh¿r¡t \r'erL' rcsider¡l lè¡nalc:s irr sunìnìcr
(K.S,, .- l.Ol. /P ..- O.(Xll). Malc (K.S., :
2.12. P.- (),(X)l) i¡nrl fcrna[- tKS.,: -l.ll.
P . (1.(Xl I I (lce r lhal \\'clc n'tir¡rJt()n \\ crc
ohscn'etl ckrsel lo hullan tJcvcloprncrrls irr
$irìlcr than in sut.nt'rìdr. $,hcrcds rcsi<lcnl lc-
nrales sho$'etl lxr lrcntl (P l-- 0.(l-5).

All dcer <lil'l'crcd l'r(ìrìì c\pL-cl(-tl ç'ith rc-
garrl to tlisllltcc lnrlll u,ttcr in both sù.rs()tìs
(Ì:ig. -5). ñligratrrrl lr'ltr¡lc: çr-rrc obscrvcd
e lorr'r' lllan c\p('('t('(l lr) \\ ittct' ill rulllnìt'r
lnd filrthcr in s'irrte r. Rcsidcnl l'cnrales rvere
distributcrl fallher tharr lhc rantlonr clirlancc
Iionr walcr il¡ botlr seAs()rì\. l\ligratrlry
rììalu\ u.crt: l'arlltc¡ lìo¡l ',r'ltcr in runlnrcr.
$here¿ìs thc\ u,r'r'r. trot sig¡'¡ll-lç"ntlr tlillr-'r-
Lìnl tì'()rìì lltc cx¡rectctl tlistlllec in u inle r.

l-,
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lbrltitlcs irt sr-¡rtuttel. irlllì('ir.tlì \\'c (ìl)s('r'\ (:(i

rto rlilli'r'cltc.' hclrr('r'rì flì('\r' lrrrr ÈrotrPr i¡r
\\'inrcr fy'r' (!,(l.ii,

,\ll rlrel'tlillr'lr'tl llolll nrntlo¡tì irì t¡\ü {)l
tltr' lrvirilrtlrlt' ft'r rlirt ( it'lt'l¡.rll-r. nìirr':rl()r\
ilct't or'e ufttrl lt hlullrr cle r lttitllts (rn tìl()r'(
n(rrlh-flìclrìg slo¡rcr rltrlirrl.! \Uttilììc¡ thir¡t ilt
rr irttcr l-lìrbl.' ì t. llr ( r)rìtr ír\t. r'e si<lcnl tlt'cr
rrlrurincrl I'ttrr rrrtrntl ()n slcrl). \()utlì llL'itì!
slo¡r¡r. ljutlhet. rtritlL (lr'cr' \\crr' (rl){rf \ù(l lrt

Itiglrcr e le r'lrlrtr¡¡s ql¡¡¡ rìl \urììrìtt' l lhan rr clt'
I rtr r:r lcs .

l;1r¡ ¡ittÌtLriu rtlt'r- lrrghl.y rug.gctl lrL'it\ ir\
rlìcit\tlr('(l [r_r' t'lìlUt¡.lr'' irt sir¡'rt' ()!'r'u|rcrl lrl

loucl't'lclatiotìs ((()r r-el:tlitu: hclil('cn liit iil
liÛtl itt rltr¡rr'.ttttl ('lr'\'lrltrltt. /. 1i r(r

tr l.li 1. l' (l (XJ! l ;uttì itl iuL'¡.r\ {ìl
\lùcl)ùt' sloPr' {rorrulllli()lr br't\\'ücn \ rrirìlir)n
in sl<rpc irn(t tìì('lrì :lopc. r , {l l l. l
1.111- l' ^ (!.lXl | ). rvhe lcur itr'tit\ (rl- lìi!lrl-\
llir cr-st' ft'l r¿rirt. :r\ nìr'ir\ure(l l.\' r'ltlrrtgcs ir:

it\[)r'cl. rltrt¡rr'c:tl lrt lliultc¡ ek'\¿ìti(]r.l\ (c(]l

rùl;rli()rì bclrrcctt íutuulttf (l(:\ iirl¡otì itt ;ts¡rcr. t

iuìil ùlù\ irt¡{)tì. , {i-rXi. l l.f 71. /' '

{i,(Xl I } 'lclcnlcle rcil ticcr rlirl rrrrl riil-lcr lt'oru
r\l)L'cle(.1 rcgut'tlirtg u\c (ìl |ug.s(.rl lurnrirt ¡r¡

nì('irsr.r('(l ritlt'l\ l'¡) urr!tilrrl rlt'r i¡rlion t'flrlrit'
-l¡. \lrS.nrlor\ l('rttirl('r ilt hrtlh \cit\()rt\ iirt(l
r t"ritlcnl li'lll¡le s irl r,' irttrr rlillcrcrl ll t¡rrt t'r
[lL-! t{(l i¡r tlltir' itsc rrl' l u!!.lr'rt tct'ntin: thrs
rl i t'l t'l t'lri'r' fcl)t r'\rtìl \ .c leel iolt (rr l¡\'tìi{l:inL r'

{ì, iirL'l\ irl' lriglrl_l r'l¡:rrlr:irrr.: slopç'. l-¡¡¡¡¡ll1

rììigritlrlr) lcntrrlr,'r {)ei.unt'(i {)rì lllr lel¡:rt-

rLrggttl 5l¡rp¡s ìtt silnulcr ;.rntl o¡¡ llrr.' ¡ltosl
r tru1]ù(l lt'rnrin irl $ iülr'r

U..t: tl'h¡hitats trt tlccr tliltcrcrl sitnili
rlrll), bciu-q'cn scit*lrì\ {l i¡r ô u¡rrl l. 'l-atrlt'

5). lrith rìrirritt(ìr\, tlr'er llrtlicullr churtrirtl
tltt'i¡ ¡r¡¡¡1¡¡rrs ol tlst'r'l lrul¡itrtt (ìc¡lct:rllr
nìr.!r':rl{)f\, rlr'r'r t¡rlil lllrltitlrtt,lÛ¡rtinultrI hr

¡rirte itr sunrtlLr- l¡lttl lrt irak itlttl rltitplttritl
irr u rntrr. ,,\<ltlition¡ll-r. nrigrrtot-r li'ttutlc.
rrsr'tl ril-llil'iiil¡ lìlrl)tlirl ;iltrl rttclttltÑ\'\ l\1 lì

qr'r'¡rlr't ù\lcrìl ¡tt \tltlltììe I lhiLt¡ ill u llllL.l- Ll\e
rrl llilhitl¡t hr lc\r(lL r¡¡ lu¡ltitl.': r('ttt¡tittt'tl
rclutircit eorìsliult ll¡rortglrrrul lltr- ¡citt. itl
rlttrugl¡ h{rìtr \('l\()rt,tl cllrtigt's rrLf t¡t'r L'il

Sirrrillr ttr rrr'lgtrtltrt r t'lcr'r rr'sitlcttt lútlì;rlc.
us('(l rìl¡ìrc ¡rtrtr,' rlorttirurterl lurlrilltls itt runt
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¡iL'r'l if ¡r/,,r - rf,,r, l¡, t)tlt'tiìf\ I tllrl¡lì!j \lÊtììllì('l illì(l
1\ lìlr'r ¡n S;ri¡ fJe¡rr.rrl¡¡lr' ( .r. ('lrlil¡rnr:r. l')s',
i')'Ii I rrr!r iìir¡\ rrrtlrt,rlr'¡,¡rr'll;rll tlrt inlr'rr¡ulrr
llit' rl¡rt,t¡lr t, :.llììlìlt' \l/! \ .l!r :lllDrr' cflrrf lrltlr-

/' r.rìr¡. \ .||( ltr)t]ì :r krtlnl.rLrrt,¡\ St]ltilt(ì\ l('l
;Lr:,il1¡\l r.ilt(i(,rìt l,r( "rli(ìil\: l' 1l l)i ' !'
c (¡l l' íì.ilrl

,\tlLliti¡rnlrilr rltr!rirl()r\ l!'rìtlrlr'\ "\r'lr' 
()lì

\\'t\e(t r [(rsr't lti \\ :.ll!'1' llt:lÉt rcsiilttrt lì'nrlt[cs
r^\, .l ll /' {)ll(ll)o¡ rrirr;rlor\ r¡¿rlr's
(^ \ I ll i' {}{)(llì ilr ru¡lrr¡rcr. tlìt:r
{rr( lilt('(l l:rltitr'¡ lr¡)ilì \\ltlùt tlrlrlr ,liil lcsi-
tlr rlt lclrt¡lr's tÅ.\ -l ll. /' [] (Xll r rrl
nìrr¡i.rtorr ¡u:rlr'., {À.\, I iI f' (1.(l{)lt

irr rr itttr't l-ilt:rllr. !ìil,jt lrl(ìt r ltlitlt'r t\ r'k' (ìh

:r I'rr'tl ll||llt.'t lt,rnl ir¿lle t llìil!ì \\ùt('tt\l{lettl
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;19.+ JOURNAL OF MAMMALOGY 141.7¿t. Nn_ 2,,['l
r/¡r'r'lOd<.toilcus hr'nìi(lr1us ) in S':tt Il¿rtuutlino ('tt.. ('ulifornio, 1989-JqqL Z-*¡lttts.liztn 11:ilrrt.trut
l\'(,-s.riltple t.'sl .trr- g)t'ett helxr't'rt ftllt!¿(rt'ir,s tll- l<'er-

Chlrr¡ctcristics ol tc-rnrin

Suhsct rrf p(ìpuluri(rr n Elclllt(ilì (tì¡l Slopc trlcgrtcr) Nonh-lae ing rlopr': l.;¿ )

I

ll

tl
R:urtkr¡n

Sulnntcr

1,771 l,(ì-10-6:.: 58ó. ll z(t.li,{ 1-tl^l.r 53..55: -17._ì

7 t(ra 5 7J1 l.5r-
ll'l i8r.rl(ìn l!'rìì¡rlcs .ì3¡ l.l(¡9.99 :- .ì-<9.Olab | 7.(ì{) -,t -r | [ illì 7ô -lJ : ]7..ì(]rh

t5-5 9:?{ -ll.t{1.
Rc-srtlclrl f cnxrlr- l(t3 1.2(¡3.f Xl - l0-l.79ah 12.7.i * 6.141 -'ltí..11 : ì.ì 7-1rh

\\ lnlc r

Nligrutor-y nrllcr l>{ 1,75J..ì.1 - {l)6.ôtlå¡ 2l.ll a 6.5(l f(1.-17 : lN lXra

ó.li7+ -Ít.17 ;1,57'

Mrgr¿rton rnillù: l(l.l :.551.()-ì.' l2ll-ì6ah ll-5(l 15,tXr 61.9(1 1.ì1i.66Îh

Þligraturr lcrnuL's t7l 1..1{)ll..l.l ' -ì41{ 3-la 11.67 I ñ.7q -35.1: ' lô.ql¡i
I I 6tì' t-ó5 - 5..r5"

Rcsidcrìl Ícrflälcs ll{ l.l19.79 2.15..19 21.(il) t (r.61¡ ll.l.) : l9.J3n

' P .: ll-t)5. l'rrllos ing llonft'¡rrui c¡rrcction rR¡ce. ¡rrttq)-
'[)e¡x1e\ *ithrrr-¡:roup nrt-rns rlilfe¡ed.ignificantll (/'. (r(l-5ì Jr<rrn rand¡rnl distrihutr({1.
" fÈrrtlc. *alhin-Èrouf] nr('¿n\ J¡ffcfcd srgnitruûntl] t/' - (].O5) hcrrcc'n rcrr¡rts.

n-ìer lhùn in rvinter, interchanging use ol' tat belween categ()ries of deer (L-curred f'or
pine forr"'sls with oak \À'oodl¿rnds hctween nearly all compÍrrisorìs olhab¡t¿lt (Table -5),

se¡rsons. Further. residenl le¡ìales used Migratory fenralers used signifìc¡rnlly more
more Lrasslilnd ilrìd sagcbrush in rvinler pine and riparian lrabita¡s and less bruslr and
than in .surnnlcr, Dill'erences in usc of habi- Êtrassland in sunrner than did rní[:rator],

T¡eLe -1.-Àl&t,t t = SDI r¡.s¡, tl'rugged t¿,rnti¡t lr,r'.rlrå.rel.s ,tf tclcnn'ltretl ¡nult ilccr lOdor'oilcus
l'¡errri<¡rus,, it¡ Sutt Bttn¿t'¿litu¡ ('tt., ('ali,fnrttitt, l9Í]9-1991. Rl.l¡.çer/rrr'.s.r as nr¡eo.\ttt'í"tl ln' vtriutitt¡t itt
slt4tc'. 45¡t1'1'¡, .t,t.l .t ((rÐl,pt,.rit¡, it¡clc¡ is ¡>r<,s<'ntul uith F-t'ulues.f|ùnt t MANOI.I . tÙttlr.rt'int! t.sl' (rJ

sr¡á.rr'/.r tl cll nn,asur<'s ryf ttt'rcin.

Itlt':rrurcs of rtrggctlness ol lcÍlrrì

Angular dcvialir¡n rrl ;rr- Cont¡nritc irtdcr of nrp
Sulì\cf of prrpulutiorr u St) ol slopc rEcl ¡:ed nr'ss

!
ll

Randonr

Surnn¡cr

l,j7l .lJ,? ,-: ltJ.(¡ t.10.0 I 16 7 5.1{34.0 r -1.e?t.(} l
I

\liÈr¡rlrrr) nr;rlcs l(1.ì ll.J ' 19.6 lll.tl + 16.1 5.61.ì.1 : l.9l0.l
:4.R(la*- I (l_S 14.55^**

\tr¡.rurrrr¡ lur¡ri¡lcr -ì,1{ .ì1..1 ' lô x"r' 119.9 ' 1.1 5 -{.ll l.(l Ì 1..ì 17.(! r'

tl 3óÈ"' :.(; I l.ì.ti¡i¡ ¡ '
Rcri(lcnr li'nìdlcs :(t-1 .ì7 I :: lT rr l.ìl I l- ls.H J.ol8.-ì * 1.566.1ì

Wrnlcr

ì\{¡grrr(ìr) nìil|('\ frl .16.J a 19.? l-10.t):. l(r..ì 6.(ll{.J:1.7J3.9
l(r.?Jr'ì 0.53 :lì.52-+*

lr{igraror¡ lcrllrlcr l?l 7-+.-l : -ll{.1" l-l:.1 : 14.ì (,.79f .7 : ö.5(xì. l"
t{3.ô9 1.62 rts.r{O'.*

Rùst(l('rlt lcrr¡ulcr I ll ìJ..1 | llì.1' 119..5 : l-i -t -1,{6l.ll - :.19{.(f
. r'. (,il-1.1'/¡. {)il1. .,'P - (1.(Iil

' Dcnillc' $rlltirt-¡:rou¡ [ì(arn\ {lltlcr((l \}Frì!f¡!.[rll\ i¡t' ' f) r)it f¡rrHl t:rndurt {l¡slnhut¡({ì
^ l)t,rrrIcs qlllr¡rÌ qr'¡rJr r¡ìcin\ dill('rùJ trgtrrlìcrtttl¡ rl , ll,(ll) ltltrt'(n rclronr

1

j
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rìrirlcs. l\4ir:rutlorr l-clrlrlcr rtscd nìrrre lrrurh-
dontinllcil lrirl'ril¡.rtr untl lcs. trcc -tlorninalcrl
()r'rc\ llìll|r rlitl rtrigfirto¡'T nr¡rlr\ ilr rr inlcr
..\tklitionallr. r'esitlcrrt fclllirlcr selectcil sis-
rtrf ica¡rtlr lrsr pirtt tnil riJllr ian lr¡rbitl¡t. lrrrl
Ùtclrrltrrr\ lilì(l tìì()f(' tllrJr illlrl lürltil¡rlr ri,tllti
rrirlt'tl l'r) hrtrrlr tlll¡t tlirl lniulllor_t' li'nrllcs
itt sttn¡rrtcr. Rcritlcnl li'rlulr-: r.t\L'(l rìtorc
:agcbr urh l¡¡¡d ¡rirrc antl lcrs cltunrisc-
chuplrttlrl tl¡¡rr tiitl rìl¡rlfltt(rr-v lcntrlcs itt
\\ tttlcI

Sig.nrl it urìl rlil'li'tr'n\'c\ o(rr-rrrL'Ll ilr tllc rt:-
lee tion rrf 11 ¡rç ¡rl hlrtritirt lrr ¡rlult tlccr tl ig.
71. L)urilrg \{lrIìrìì(:r. r!:\i(lcnl li't¡trtlc' sc-

lcctr:tl ¡rínc iutil irlk. r-r'lrilc r¡r'oitlittg ,lllrr-
rirrì. ('lìi.lrìr'\L:. ilìi\e(l elu.t¡rallrtl. r¡tcatIru'r.
urrsrlitnrl. lrtcl h¡trt' Sr'ountl. Siltrilarl-r'. ltsr-
tlt'nl lr'nìil1ús sclcetctl ()¡k lìrrcsts iltrtl
rr r oi rlcrl t'i ¡rlrri rtlr lu'r'ils. c lìilrìì i sc. r' hlt¡rlr rr-ir l.
¡uttl billç' grr)ir¡ìd irr ui¡ltcr-. C'()r¡lritr-\' trr tltc
sur-rìnlL-r l)l¡llcn.r\. rcrirlr-'nt ltrttulcs str()tìgl)'
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Itlt,. (r, f'r'reeiltlrgc rrf lclclnclt-l lorlttitril: r't'liilr'tl li¡ hir[rit¡ts lìrI ni:,¡lr r['r'r 1{J,/¡,r i¡rir'/rr lrr rìtlt)n¡t\t
itt S¡rt []crn:rrtlìrri' (',r. ('llilì¡rni¿r. lttXç- l()ql,

sclcctcrl sugchnrslt rurrl lrvoirlcrl ¡tirrc lìrlr.st'
lr.¡ \\ ||rlcr.

lll sr.urtnrrl. ¡rtigfirtor-\ lcnllricq \t:lr('tc.l
lì¡tìr' lììr('sls- l'i¡r1¡¡¡ ," ltrcits. ¡.Uttl iltc,i.¡rl{ì\\ \.
uhilc lrvoitlittg,ritL srrorlllt¡ltls. rltitutis.'.
\ir!lcl)r u\h. rìl i \c(l t:ltir¡rir |rirl. rlr ussluntl.. llrtrl
lra¡-ç glot¡r¡rl. Ivli{tllr,r'_r r¡¡alcs itlro :elrrlcrl
pitìr' hirbitlrls iur(l ¿rvr)irlcrl ()ilk rr oorllllttls
ittid grirsslnlrrlr. Ilrrliki' rìliSritl()r-\ lcttlulc'.
r¡ìllùs ar\'cirlc'rl r-iJrirtriur lrrcir\ rrllilc tr:in!l
nÌca(l()\\'s :rn(l llirrc u¡or.lr'ìrl rtt llr(ìfì(ìtiitrr¡ t{r

thcir lrlilrri'rilit¡ (f:ig 7r

DLrring \\ it)lr'r. nrigrllorr lr:¡tl¡le s :ut,l
nìllr:\ tr'r-r('sirlrilitr in their sclccti(ìl ul
h¿rlrit;.rts. Both qrrrtr¡rr st'lee tcrl itrùir\ \\ itlr
,r',¡ 1¡'¡trxllirttls attrl ,.'l¡u¡rirc. rr ltilr' ur oirl-
ing ¡rinc lìrrr'slr. l\4tgr:rtolr. lcllt:rles \(:ltetcrl
nri\crl cltl¡ritt r rtl. gritsslurttl. ¿tlttl ttiu.'
gr()utìd. rr'ltr:r'cir. r.t:c ol lllesr hitbitiltr hI
nlulcr rlirl ntrt tlilli't lrtrnr tlrcir- lvrrilr¡bilitr.
Arlrlitit¡nlrllr. nr:rle ' \clc( tù(l s¿tl.lclrlttslt
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hahitats. ünd nìigratorv l'e lnales avrlidc-tl
tlìoser areas tFig. 7t.

lvl ortulitv.-Fc¡nale dcer slrt¡wecl rna¡ketl
dilïerences i¡r rates ol survival be lrvr'clr
clirssc':' ol- rrrigrirtiltg deer (Fig. tì1. ln ¡'eals

rvitl¡ lou' prccipitltion I l()l(9-lt)9(l). sun'i
vorshi¡r s,:rs sigrrilic.lntl\ l(r\\.cr in rnigrl
lorl' <'lccr tlr¿r¡r in rcsirlclrt tlccr ('orrr cl-scl_r.

ilr a ¡car trl' nrrmrll prr'cipituliorr (lq9l l.
resitlcnl ltnlitlcs lratl llislrcl t'fltes ol'rtlo¡'lal
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River. The existence of both pattems within
a deer herd has been observed by othcrs
(Kufèld et al.. 1989; Loft et al., 1984). Car
rott et al. (1987) suggested that migration
is obligatory t'or mule deer living in moun-
tainous areas. Moreover, Cilbert et al.
(1970) observed that depths of snow )46
cm preclude use of some ranges by deer.
Our study area encompassed the highest cl-
evations in southem California. Deer that
occurred on north-fàcing slopes within the
upper drainage of the Santa Ana River were
migratory. Although Medin and Anderson
(1979) suggested an elevational dividing
line betrveen summer and winter range of
ca- 2,6OO m f-or deer in Colorado, this pat-
tern did not appear to exist on south-facing
slopes in our study. lndeed, some deer were
observed on south-façing slopes >3.O00 m
throughout winter. Deer were excluded
largely fÌom north-fäcing slopes > 1,5ü) m.
where accumulations of snow )4 m were
observed.

Faclors believcd to aft'ect the timing of
migration include temperature, relative hu-
midity. snowmelt. activity of insects, pho-
toperiod, and maturing vegetation (Albon
and Langvatn, 1992:. Garrott et al., 1987;
Leopold et al.. l9-5 l; McCullough, 19641

Russell. 1932; Van Ballenberghe, 1977). We
observed thal movements of deer were as-
sociated with low temperatures and high
precipitation. Weather alone, however. is

unlikely to affèct when deer migrate. Dur-
ing the lst year of study, migration to r,r,in-

ter range occurred largely after major snow-
storms, whereas in subsequent years, move-
ments of deer were more gradual than we
previously observed- Because the first deer
to migrate in each year did so in October,
before snow and low temperatures could
lbrce them tiom sunrmer range, photope-
riod and maturation of vegetation probably
al'lccted migration. Likewise, spring migra-
tion probably coincided '*'ith increasing
temperatures, decreased precipitation, in-
creased photoperiod, and low quality of
vegetation on winter range. Efïects of cli-
mate on quality and availability of forage
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Iir, \ Surrrr0r:l¡¡¡r trl .¡¡i¡¡11 l(ilrirl\ rillr[('
rlr'r'l (l),,1'¡¡¡ ,)tir!t\ it(ttJr)tt¿l\) (!ulilÌ! rcl|Is rrl lt¡rr

Ir(( r11ti.rlIril .t,til ¡tr'liltlrl lìf\'!rlìrlilllr)il lil S.rll

ll!rr;r(lrl(l('r,. ( :rlrlrrrlr.r Itl¡i') l')')l \t¡rtlrtr
(i! lr.'l( nlefttL'Ll lt.llr.rjt'r \\,1\ \t\ ,lltrl ! i lll tr'rl
ili'lll ,¡ilrl t]ìtljt.rl{'!\ (l('i'r. rr \lìr. tl\('1..

rl\ llìiln tli.l Ilrrr:r.tlrrt_\' leill llr's. itltltrrUslt
tllr.,lilli'|i'lr(r' \\lr\ rìr)l \litll\lielrilr riutrtl¡
rlrrtt rftit Nr I lle tirlirtu ()l rìl()rttrlrtrcs lrlstr
\,,ir\ tlillt't't'lll hr'lueclt tltr' l\\o ut(rull\
l)t'.tll¡s rIl tììtltt;llrri\ l('tì|ltl\'\ r)(Llllf!-rl
rr itll¡¡l I rnrr¡tllr ,'l tui!llrlrtrrr, r\ lìt'rcrr.
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Both migratory and nonmigratory deer
inhabit the uppcr basin of the Santa Ana
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is a likely explanation f'or the relationships
between movements of deer ancl clirnatic
variables.

Migratory and res¡dent fèmales used

available range differently. In summer. mi-
gratory females used significantly rnore
meadows and riparian habitat than did resi-
dent females. Although several studies have
noted the importance of' these habitats to
deer (Bowyer, 1986; Loft et al., 1984), ¡esi-
dent deer in our study avoided these habi-
tats in all seasons. This pattem occurreci be-
cause of the small amount of nreadows and

riparian habitats on south-facing slopes that
resident deer inhabited. This pattem also re-
sulted in resident deer occurring closer to
potential human disturbance and famher
from water than migratory females in sum-
mer. North-l-acing slopes that migratory I'c-

males used had a greater proportion of
available water and fewer human develop-
ments than south-làcing slopcs. Thus, dccr
nrigrated to locations that contained habitats
of highest quality. which were only season-
ally available.

Animals that are free to choose habitats
and strategies of migration should nraxi-
mize their reproductive success (Fretwell,
1972). ff the frequency distribution of indi-
viduals that selecl each strategy stabilized
in a deme. all individuals should experience
equal reproductive success. Migratory pop-
ulations of moose (Alces a/r'es) selected
h¿rbitats dif-ferently in winter than did non
migratory ones (HistØl and Hjeljord, 1993).
In our study, migratory deer selected a strat-
egy that allowed lhem access to habitats of
highest quality. Given this pattern, why do
any deer remain resident on south-ficing
slopes in summer'J This may occur beciruse,
during migration, an animal leaves an area
with which it is familiar and moves through
arcas where it may be less knowledgcable
regarding current distributions of escape

terrain, hiding cover. and predators. Thus,
when deer rnigrate, they may be at greater
risk of predation. Indeed, O'Bryan and Mc-
Cullough (198-5) observed a higher rate of
mortality 1n black-tailed deer that were re-

NI(]HOLSON ET AI--MIGRATION fN MIJI,F- DEER

cently translocated (0.85) cornpared with
resident deer (0.28) in the area of translo-
cation. In our study. four of seven deaths
were due to predalors that captured decr
during short pcriods of rnigration. Con-
versely. predators often occur at grertest
densities where prey is regularty availablc.
Theretbre. while deer r¡ove between win-
ter and surnmer ranges, they rnay be at de-
creased risk of predation because predators
are leti behind (Baker, 19713). Nonerheless,
miglatory deer rnoved through the rangcs ol
residents in our study on their r.l'ay to and
from summer range where predation oc-
curred. Thus, predators have available prey
year-round in ranges of residents. and
predators likely occur on ranges used dur-
ing migration. Consequently, deer probably
are ¿rt incleased risk of predation while mi-

-qratrng.If migratory deel are at greater risk of
predation than ¿ire residenl deer, a tradeolÏ
n-ray exist in whether to migrate or stay. lf
deer migrate, they hirve acces.s to habitats
of high quality and rnay be able to produce
more or healthier young, thereby increasing
their reproductive success. Increasec'l nutri-
tion is a well-documented factor that afl'ects
reproductivc pcrfonrrance in Odo'.'oileus
(McCullough, 1919\- Nonetheless, rnigrl-
tory deer also nray have an increased risk
of prcdation, thereby reducing lifetime re-
productive success.

Differences in survival betw'ccn resideltt
and migratory deer nray not be the only fau-
tor affècting a mlxed strategy lbr nrigration.
Parker and Stuart (1976) argued tl.ral an op-
timal withdrawal point cxists at which a

resident indiviclual shoultl migrate. This
point occurs when c<lsts of remaining in a

patch with resources are grealer than gains

associated with slaying in that patch. Where
suitability of resources declines with delr-
sity of population r,r,ithin a patch. severitl
withdrawal points or thresholds fbr migra-
tion can occur. Tlre advatrtitge of being a

resident in a group of low density and wail-
ing fol others to leave mi-ght bc countcrerl
by thc possibility of being a nrember of u
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Iarge group in a patch. For deer in the San

Bemardino Mountains, density of the popu-
lation on south-facing slopes likely declined
during spring migration. lndividuals that re-
mained resident in those areas could be

more selective and, thus, maintain a rela-
tively high dietary plane in an area of low
quality. What is unclear is whether the de-
creased density of the population and, thus,
reduced competition was enough to com-
pensate for differences in quality of habitat
between nofh- and south-facing slopes.
Norretheless, this potential mechanism of-
fers benefits related to nutrition to females
that do not migrate.

Rates of survival and reproduction need
not be similar in all years for a mixed strat-
egy to be maintained in a population.
Indeed, we observed higher rates of mortal-
ity in migratory deer than in resident deer
for years with tlelow-normal precipitation.
In contrast. mortality was slightly higher for
resident deer in the year of normal precipi-
tation. Further, mortality in migratory fe-
males occurred exclusively around migra-
tion, whereas mortality in resident deer was
limited to winter, Deep snow decreased ac-
cess to forage for ungulates (Gilbert et al.,
1970) and increased costs of locomotion
(Fancy and White, 1987; Parker el al.,

1984), both of which could contribute to in-
creased rates of mortality (Klein and Olson,
1960; Robinette et al., 1952), or could af-
lect subsequent maternal care of young
(Langenau and Lerg, 19'76: White and
Luick, 198-1). ln areas of deep accumula-
tions of snow, deer may be forced to mi-
grate away from north slopes; however,
where winfer sno\.t,s are transitory and
depths of snow are extremely variable.
some deer may remain on winter range.
Thus, in montane southem California,
where annual precipitation (and cover of
snow) was extremely variable. some mule
deer were facultative migrators. This hy-
pothesis is supported by variation in timing
of migration among years (Table l) and by
some females changing migratory strategìes
between years. Additionally, migratory be-

JOURNAI- OF MAMMALOGY lfttl. 78. No. 2

havior in this population of deer is unlikely
to be fixed genetically. The shift of several
females from migratory to resident status,
and most males (all those collared) being
migratory, but with rarìges that overlapped
both migratory and nonmigratory females
during rut, i¡dicate a degree of behavioral
plasticity.

The mating season for mule deer in cen-
tral Califbrnia occurs from late October to
January (Leopol<J et al., 195 l), u,hereas
mating occurs earlier ir-r populations at more
southerly latitudes and lower elevations
(Bischoff, 1957; Bowyer. l99l). Rut peaks
in mid-November for deer inhabiting the
San Bemardino Mountains (J. Davis, pers.
comm.). The estrous cycle in female mule
deer lasts 22-28 days, however, they are
only receptive to males from 24 to 36 h
(Mackie et al., 1982). Thus. males must
search actively for females over b¡oad ar-
eas during that time. Male deer moved more
between sequential locations than did fe-
males, which is not surprising. Increased
movements and activity by male cervids
have been observed during rut (Bou'yer,
l98l; Cederlund and Sand, 1994; Miquelle,
1990; Taber and Dasmann, 1958).

Although rut ends in December, males
continued [o move more than females dur-
ing winter. Male cervids expend tremen-
dous amounts of energy during rut while
fighting with male competitors and search-
ing for mates. During rut, these dominant
males reduce the anrount of forage they
consume (Bowyer, l9tll; Espmark, 1964;
Miquelle, l99O; Taber and Dasmann, 19,58).

Thus, males enter winter wilh considerably
less resen'es of energy than they possessed
before rut. Males often do not survive wiu-
ter because of malnutrìtion or increased sus-
ceptibility to predation that results from a

depleted condition (Klein, 1965). The in-
creased movement of males as compared
with females may be explained by increased
movement related to foraging by males ro
compensate for the energy expended during
rut. Likewise, overall increases in move-
ments by deer during winter also may re-
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llect reduced availabilily of forage of high
quûlity. Thus. irr rn ailempt to maintain 11u-

trient intake. deer must spend more time
fbraging in winter. l-hese arguments assume
that increased nlovc'mcnt by cleer equates to
incre¿rsecl toraging. ùl't assumption not
testecl in our study.

Mule deer hirve high fìdelity to seasonal
home ranses (Grucll ancl Papez. 1963:
Kufèld et al.. 1989: Lcopoltl et al., 195 l).
Indeecl. deer in our study routinely returned
to aborrt the satne honre ranges. Only
257r ol' the- hotne ranges of individuals
diltèrecl between vears. Most other studies
h¿rve not used the techniques presented
herein ancl lrìearlingful comparisons cannot
be maclc.

Home ranges of cleer are extremely vari-
able. .{lthorrgh horne ranges reported in our
study are large. they are by lìo means ex-
ceplion¿ìÌ. Sizes of honre ranges fbr rnule
deer that iulrabit s¿rscbrush habitat were as

much as l'ive Limcs larser lEherhardt et al..
lc)8-l) than thosc reported here. Even within
our stucly. holrre ranqes varied fronr 87 to
3.(X) I ha. This vlriability provided the op-
portunity to exarnir-rc rvhich factors were as-
sociated with size of homc range in nrule
deer. Accordinq lo rnoclcls of optirnal-
foraging thcory and bioenergetics, size of
lrorne lange should be related inversely to
¡ììaxinrum clensity of resources (Ford, 1983;
McNab. 1963). As the amount of resources
ol high quality increases in a hotne range,
the size of the honre' r'ange should clecrcase.
In rhis stuclv, size of hor¡re range was not
lelated to the a¡noulrl ol' prelèrred (use was
greater than availahility) habitats in each
home rangc-. Rather. hclme ranges of deer
were relate(l positivcly to the amount of
avoided ( use was less than availability)
habit¿rts. [[ ¿rvc¡itlcd habitats can be equated
to resources of low'er quality. size of home
range is aller:tetl more by the ¿ìmount of re-
sources of poor quality than by the amount
of' resources of' high quality. If preferred
habitats wÈre dlslributed rviclely into small
patches. how'ever. this nright increase sizes
of'horle lanltes ancl result in more avoided

NICHOLSON ET Al.. MIGRATION lN lvlULE DEER -s0

habitat.s being included in larger home
ranges.

The positive relationship between thc-

abundance of avoided lèatures and size ol
home ranges may explain why no differ-
ences were observed in size of home ranges
among subsets of the population. Sexual
differences in size of home ranges were ob-
serued by others; male deer had larger home
ranges (Gompper and Gittleman, 199 I ; Pac
et al.. 1988). No such trend was observed
in our study. Because migratory females
used the resources of highest quality (i.e..
meado\,\,s and riparian habitat) more than
did resident females. optimal-tbraging the-
ory would pledict that migratory femaìes
should have smaller horne ranges than resi
dent females. Although our data tended to
support this hypothesis, we observed no sta-
tistically significant trend toward smallel
home ranges in migratory females- The ex-
treme variability in sizes of home ranges
and the abunclance of avoided features o!'
the Ìandscape and types of habitat through-
oul the study area may have colltributed to
rejection of predictions tiom optimal-
foraging theory.

Human disturbance is a significant factot
that aflècts deer in the drainage of the Sant¿t

Ana River. Indeed, all deer were observed
färther than expected from human develop-
ments. Mule deer used areas near human de-
velopment less than similar undisturbed
sites (D. C. Contett et al., in litt.; Rost and
Bailey, 1979). Clearly, human disturbance
reduced the value of habitat fbr mule deer.
Although Bowyer (1984, 1986) noted that
7Ja/a of all mule deer obsen,ed u,ere (-500
m from water in sulnmer, all male deer and
resident female deer in our study were ob-
served farther than expccted from availablc
water. One explanation for this discrepanc¡'
is the location of human developrnents in
the study area. The Santa Ana River is par-
alleled by Hìghway 3tì and several dirt
roads f'or most of its length. Thus, by avoid-
ing human disturbance, many deer occurred
farther from water than expected, This in-
terpretation is supported by the strong par-
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NUTRITIONAL ECOLOGY

Nutrition integrates env¡ronmental responses
of ungulates
Katherine L. Parker*1, Perry S. Barboza2 and Michael P Gillinghamr
lNatural Resources and Environmental Studies lnstitute, IJniversity of Nofthern British Columbia, Prince George, British
Columbia V2N 429, Canada; and2Department of Biology and Wildlife, lnstitute of Arctic Biology, lJníversity of Alaska
Fairbanks, Alaska, USA

Summary

1. Nutrition inffuences most aspects of animal ecology: juvenile growth rates and adult mass gain,

body condition, probability of pregnancy, over-winter survival, timing of parturition, and neonatal
bìrth mass and survival. 'We provide an overview among ungulates of the extent of these influences
resulting from interactions among bioenergetics, foraging, and nutritional demands.

2. Body condition of an animal is the integrator of nutritional intake and demands, affecting both
survival and reproduction. The deposition and mobilization of body lat and body protein vary with
physiological requirements and environmental conditìons as species use dietary income and body
stores to integrate the profits of summer and the demands of winter. Results from our simulation
model and uncertainty analysis of the influence of body mass and changes in body composition of
Rangifer over winter indicate that percent body fat rather than body mass in early wintel is most
important in determining whether animals die, live without reproducing, or live and reproduce. Animal
responses are also sensitive to rates of change in body protein. Depending on timing of calving
and maternal reserves, seasonal habitats vary in their nutritional value lor the production of offspring.
3. For free-ranging animals, life is a balance among numerous ecological factors, ìncluding
nutritional requirements, nutritional resources to meet those demands, and intra- and inter-specific
interactions. Predation effects on population demography may mask nutrìtional limìtations of
habitat. We suggest that over the long term of life histories, ungulates use seasonal strategies that
minimize the maximum detriment, and that the basis fol most strategies is nutritional.

Key-words: body condition, body fat, body protein, energetics, nutritional ecology

lntroduction

Nutritional ecology is the science of relating an animal to its

environment through nutritional interactions, whether those

environments are natural ones or managed ones Although
the concept of nutrition is inherent in animal well-being, the

implications of nutrition to management and conservation

often are not realized. For lree-ranging ungulates, nr-rtritional

interactions occur al the level of the individual, the population,
and the ecosystem. Simplistically, individuals with access to
high nutritional food resources often attain larger body sizes

and better condition than individuals for which nutrition is

inadequate, with subsequent influences on survival and
reproduction. Wildlile populations with access to high-quality
food olten reach higher numbers than when limited by food.
In contrast, severe nutritional limitation may provide selection

+Correspondence author. E-mail: parker@unbc.ca
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pressure lor the evolution of small size (Simard et a|.2008).
At large ecosystem scales, population dynan-rics and leeding

behaviour can stabilize or destabilize plant community
structure (Hobbs 1996). In cases where ungulates limit the

abundance and diversity of lood supplies, there may be

cascading eflects that result in the reduction of other guilds or
even the extirpation of other species including carnivores

(Hazebroeket a/ 1994; Focaldiet al 2000; Bergere/ al.200l;
Allombert er a|.2005; Côté 2005).

Considerable research efforts have been directed towards

nutritional ecology of ungulates to define the relationships

between the environment and the use ol energy and nutlients
by individuals and populations. Our nutritional knowledge

base is broadest for cervids, such as arctic Rangifer tatandus
(reindeer and caribou) and for north-temperate OdocoiLeus

spp. (white-tailed deer, O. virginianus;mule deer, O. ltemionus

Itentionus; black-tailed dee\ O. h sitkensis), Cervus elaplus
(European red deer and North American elk), and A I ce s a I ce s

Society
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(moose). In addition to studies with specific nutritional emphasig

concepts of nutritional ecology are often embedded within
studies ol behavioural and population ecology, including
long-term studies on red deer, roe deer (Capreolus capreolus),

mountain goals (Oreamnos amerícanus), bighorn sheep (Ours

canadensí s), chamois (Rupi capra rupicapra), and, ibex (Capra

ibex). ln this review we present the strength of evidence for
nutritional effects on survival and reproduction, and provide
an ove¡view of the interactions among bioene¡getics, foraging,

and nutrition in the field of ungulate ecology. We give examples

from a variety of species, and place emphasis on Rangifer
because that species is circumpolar, usually subjected to
extreme seasonality, and likely to be most affected by large

changes in climate.

Survival and reproduction depend on environmental
constraints and the ability of animals to meet those demands

with food and shelter. The need by management agencies and

conservation biologists to define Iimiting factors for ungulate
populations has led to numerous collaborations with phys-

iological ecologists. Controlled mechanistic studies using

captive or tamed animals at small scales define what animals
are physically capable of doing, and thus provide insights for
why free-ranging animals use their environments as they do.

Field studies desc¡ibe the strategies that animals use on
different landscapes. Together, these two genres of study enable

a better understanding of the physiological and behavioural
adaptations of ungulates and the nutritional value of habitats.

We explore the following perspectives in our review and by
providing a model for reproduction in Rangifer:
l. Nutrition is the basis for annual production of ungulates

and other animals.

2. Nutrition has more than one currency (see Boggs 2009;

Raubenheimer et al.2009). Energy is a common currency
for survival, but protein and other cellular components
such as wate¡ and minerals may drive reproduction.

3. Environmental change ¿lters the amount and quality of
food in the time available for production.

Nut¡itional constra¡nts: biological states and
env¡ronmental limitations

ENERGY COSTS AND INTAKE

Nutritional constraints for free-ranging ungulates typically
have been assumed to be energetic ones, largely because of
environmental limitations induced by seasonally changing

environments. Metabolic rates for the maintenance of body
mass by northe¡n ungulates are generally high compared to
other ungulates (Hudson & Christopherson I 985; Hudson &
H,aigh2002).In the arctic where food is abundant only over

a very short season, higher metabolic rates enable tissue

synthesis for growth and replenishment of body reserves

during the short summe¡ window (e.g., Lawler &White 2003).

The lower energy requirements for maintenance by white-tailed

deer in southern environments compared to more northern
conspecifics serve as an adaptation to semi-arid environments

witb limited net primary productivity (Strickland et a1.2005).

It is unknown whether seasonal cycles in basal metabolism,
when corrected lor previous intakg occur in all species (Mautz
et al. 1992).When they do occuq it is unclear whether they are

driven by photoperiod-induced appetite or by requirements
for maintenance of different tissues and secretions because

appetite and metabolic rate are linked to different hormones
as well as influenced by the environment (Hudson & Haigh
2002).

Across species, lactation is the biological state when daily
energy costs are highest for females. Energy requirements for
female ungulates increase 65J15% during the first month
post partum (Oftedal I 985; Robbins I 993). Before lactation,
>90o% of the energy requirements for gestating females occurs

during the last trimester, and these costs are almost 500/o

higher for pregnant than non-pregnant animals (e.g., Pekins
et al. 1998). Hence, highest energy costs for females occur from
late winter to mid summer. For male ungulates, mass-specific
seasonal energy requirements are typically highest during the
autumn breeding period when animals are most active and
when foraging is usually reduced, resulting in mass loss (e.g.,

bighorn sheep: Pelletier 2005; Himalayan tahr (Hemitragus
jemlahicus)'. Forsyth et a\.2005; red deer: Yoc*oz et a|.2002;
Rangifer'. Barbozz et al. 20M). The conæquences of reproductive
effort were reviewed by Mysterud et al. (2004).

Variable and harsh weather augments seasonal energetic

costs, with variable impacts depending on age structure of the
population (Coulson et al. 2000) and potentially strong
cohort effects (Ftitz & Loison 2006). A weather-sensitivity
hypothesis related to rain, strong wind, and Iow temperatures
explained habitat segregation by male and female red deer
(Conradt et a\.2000); the higher weather sensitivity of males
due to higher energy losses relative to intake rates and the
depletion of body reserves during the breeding season may
make males more susceptible to the loss of forest cover.
Rainfall during cool summer temperatures increased energy
costs for black-tailed deer by 28o/o after 5 h in the rain (Parker
1989), and winte¡ rainfall was a significant predictor of body
condition in white-tailed deer (Garroway & Broders 2005).
Although they are typically only small increases in metabolic
cost, constant supplemental thermoregulatory expenditures
can pose cumulative over-winter energetic drainq compounded
with effects on daily foraging behaviours (e.g., feral goats
(C ap r a hfu cu s) : Shi e t a l. 2003 ; kudus ( 7Ì'agel ap hu s s ne p si cero s) :

Owen-Smith 2002). Managers have used lower and upper
limits of thermoneutrality to define the importance of
vegetative cover as thermal cover from heat and cold. Of note,

the long-time prescriptions for retaining forested stands as

thermal cover from temperature and wind for elk populations
are no\ry being revisited in light of the contrasting benefits of
solar heat gain by wintering animals in non-cover areas (Cook
et al. 1998). Increased energetic demands associated with
cold temperatures, wind and deep snow are the long-standing
impetus for the management of deer yards as shelter.

In regions with snowlall, snow depths directly influence the
choice of t¡aditional wintering areas, where energy costs are
usually lower and food availability is higher (e.g.,Sabine et al.
2002). Energetic costs of movement increase exponentially

@ 2009 The Authors Journal compilation @ 2009 British Ecological Society, Functional Ecology,23, 57 69
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depending on sinking depth of the animal, doubling at 60% of
brisket height (Hudson & Haigh 2002) and reaching three to
eight times the cost of locomotion without snow depending

on sno\il density for both cervids (Parker et al. 1984; Fancy &
White 1987) and bovids (Dailey & Hobbs 1989). Snow depth

is the primary 'influence on body condition of wintering
white-tailed deer (Garroway & Broders 2005) and plays a

significant role in energy balance of Alaskan black-tailed deer
(Parker et al. 1999). Delayed snowmelt increases winter
mortality of deer and bighorn sheep (Dumont et a|.2000;
Jacobson et a1.2004)if body reserves are depleted long before

new plant growth resumes. Following winters with deep

snows, caribou give birth to smaller calves (Adams 2005).

Consequently, the cumulative energetic elfects of snow over

consecutive winters can negatively influence population
demography (e.g., Patterson & Power 2002).

Metabolic demands necessitate dietary consequences.

For many ungulates characterized by sexual dimorphism,
absolute metabolic costs are higher lor largermales and relative
(per kg) energy costs differ between sexes depending on season,

resulting in intra-specific dietary differences (reviewed by
Pérez-Barberia et al.2008). Barboza & Bowyer (2000, 2001)
proposed a gast¡ocentric hypothesis for cervids that explains
seasonal differences in diet selection and habitat segregation

among reproductive lemales, non-reproductive lemales, and
males. Because reproductive females have higher nutritional
demands during gestation and lactation, the requirements
lor higher dietary minima favour segregation from non-
reproductive females and males in late winter and summer,

but not during autumn. Reproductive females also increase

leeding times in both winter and summer compared to non-
reproductive animals. Males, with larger ruminal capacity

and longer retention ol forages, can subsist on the lowest
quality diets. This nutritional basis for segregation of the
sexes indicates that differences in foraging behaviour may be

a consequence of different metabolic demands rather than

social constraints or competitive exclusion.

In environments with prominent seasonal changes, lood
resources are comnronly limited during dormant seasons.

Dietary quantity and quality are highly variable, with significant

declines in digestible nutrients during the winter or dry season.

Consequently, highest intakes of digestible nutrients by
herbìvores occur in summer or rainy seasons. Seasonal patterns

ol intake generally coincide with seasonal patterns ol reproduc-

tion and maintenance (Owen-Smith 2002). Ungulates are able

to discriminate between feeding patches on the basis of
quantity and quality of food, which has major implications
lor time budgets and nutritional status (Langvatn & Hanley
1993). Metabolic and nutritional requirements may preclude

animals from feeding in areas with low forage abundance
or low nutritive value (Cook 2002).

The mechanics of how animals forage for nutritional
g¿in over different temporal and spatial scales, and the
physiological and physical factors that influence intake rates

have been deñned by numerous reductionist studies Across

species, maximum short-term intake rates scale with body

mass and correspond with scaling of metabolic rates (Shipley

Nutritional ecologl, of ungulates 59

et al. 1994). Rates of food intake in relation to food abundance
(the functional response ol an animal to its nutritional
environment) vary directly with bite size and indirectly
with fibrousness ol the food; they depend further on digestive

constraints, gut morphology, and interactions with plant
chemistry (Shipley et a\.1999; see also Torregrossa & Dearing
2009). Food availability is the main constraint on daily intake
at low food abundance, whereas digestive processing capacity

limits intake at high food abundance when food quality is low
ol metabolic demands are very high (Owen-Smith 2002).

At high food abundance and high quality, surplus energy

intake beyond immediate nretabolic needs may be stored. At
intermediate food abundancg animals adjust intakes in relation

to nutritional values. Food abundance from the animal's
perspective includes only available loods that it will consume,

and which subsequently support metabolism, growth, and

reproduction.
Ungulates use physiological and behavioural mechanisms

to accommodate seasonal variation in both their nutritional
requirements and the nutritional value of habitats. Presumably

to conserve elergy, cervids in north-temperate regions reduce

intake rates voluntarily in winter (corresponding with natural
declines in food availability), even when provided with
ad libitum access to foods (e.g., black-tailed deer: Parker et al.

1993; white-tailed deer: Taillon el a|.2006; elk: Hudson &
lJ.aigh 2002; moose: Schwartz & Renecker 1998; Rangifer:

Barboza & Parker 2008). Interestingly, white-tailed deer on

low-quality diets reduced lood intake less than deer on higher
quality food, potentially to compensate for the lower nutrient
content of the diet (Taillon et a|.2006). Dietary breadth was

constrained for white-tailed deer by low lorage quality as well

as by mobility in snow (Dumont el a\.2005). For black-tailed
deer, the processing of lower quality lood in coastal environ-
ments in winter resulted in more time spent ruminating and
fewer foraging bouts; deer did not inc¡ease time spent loraging
to compensate lor decreasing dietary quality, perhaps to
avoid the high energy costs of movement in snow (Parker

et al . 1999).-they also reduced dietary breadth with decreasing

nutritional value ol available forages. In contrast, during the
adverse dry season in tropical savanna, kudus spent more
time active and increased both foraging time and dietary
breadth to compensate lor declines in lorage quality (Owen-

Smith 1994). Resource heterogeneity, duration ol the dormant
season, and the rate of decline in forage quality all affect the

seasonal cycle ol intake (Illius 2006). Because of interactions
between the abundance and value ol food resources, the
quantity, quality and composition of the diet also vary with
changes in population density (Nicholson et al. 2006).

Ultimately, nutrient intake, which depends on bite size

and the digestible nutrient content of those bites, in relation to
nutritional requirements, provides a critical link between food
resources and animal perlormance (Parker et al. 1996). Bite
sizes taken during foraging are a small-scale process that can

have large consequences The nutritional influence of numerous

bites compounds over a foraging bout, a day, and a season

to alfect growth, survival, and reproduction (reviewed by

Shipley 2007). Even small differences in food value c¿n have

O 2009 The Authors Jounral compilation O 2009 British Ecological Society, Functiottul Ecology,23,57-69
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large influences on animal performance through multiplier
effects 0ryhite 1983). More lhan'l5o/o of diet selection by red

deer could be attributed to maximizing energy intake during
winter and spring (van Wieren 1996), and daily rates ol energy

intake explained selection ol leeding patches (Wilmshurst &
Fryxell 1995). As a consequence of snow in winter and the

increased demands of lactation in summer, availability of
digestible energy was the greatest nut¡itional limiting factor
for black-tailed deer in Alaska (Parker et al.1999). Similarly,
white-tailed deer in Quebec consistently prelerred diets that
were highest in digestible energy content in winter (Berteaux

et a|.1998), presumably reflecting physiological needs. Energy

intake during summer strongly affects body mass gain,
including deposition of both body fat and body protein
(Allaye Chan-Mcleod et al. 1994). Energy balance on a
year-round basis is generally more sensitive to variations in
energy intake than in energy costs (Fancy 1986; Hobbs 1989),

and consequently, intake rates drive what is possible in terms

of body mass and condition of the animal. Yet animals
probably have less control over maximum energy intake,

which is largely dependent on plant growth, than their energy
expenditures for activity.

PROTEIN DEMANDS

Nutritional constraints for ungulates may be more than just

energetic constraints. In addition to short-term elemental or
chemical needs that influence movements and distribution
of ungulates (Ayotte et al.2006,2008), there is increasing
evidence that protein constraints may be an important
nutritional challenge. Protein requirements are typically highest

during body growth, which usually coincides with highest
forage protein. Neonatal growth of red deer depends on milk
protein, and protein to fat ratios in milk are highly correlated

withbirth mass (Landete-Castillejos et a\.2001, 2003). Lactating

caribou allocate mostly surplus protein not used for the

replacement of maternal protein to milk production (Allaye

Chan-Mcl-eod e t al. 1994, 1 999). Male reindeer th at lose 230lo

of body protein during the breedingperiod and incurpotentially
more protein losses over winter must rely on spring and summer

forage to replenish these protein stores (Barboza et a|.2004).
Short-term protein intake rates in summer influence the

selection of food patches (Langvatn & Hanley 1993).

Similar to energy demands, high-protein demands also

can occur when the nutrient content of food ¡esou¡ces is low.

Protein requirements ìncrease during foetal growth, particularly
in late winter when 80o/o of foetal mass is deposited (Robbins

& Robbins 1979; Robbins 1993) and forage protein is lowest

of the year. During lactation, protein requirements may

in crease I I 0-l 30% in R an gife r (Barboza & P arker 2008), with
high early-lactation requirements often occurring befo¡e the

new growth of plants in spring. For reindeer and caribou that
consume large quantities of low-protein lichens during a long
winter followed by lactation demands, protein balance can be

negative for 7 months of the year (Gerhart et al. 1996).

Lichens, with their low protein content, are relatively high in
digestible energy content, and the ratio of digestible energy to

protein is much higher in lichens than in forage species

consumed by other cervids during winter (Parker et al. 2005).

To minimize excretory nitrogen losses and spare the use

of body protein, Rangifer employs mechanisms such as urea

recycling and oxidizing nitrogen from dietary protein (Barboza
& Parker 2006, 2008). The extent to which protein is a limiting
factor þossibly in addition to energy) has not been researched

in detail for many northern wintering ungulates. Northern
populations of moose consume winter forages that are nea¡

the limits of adequate protein content to support maintenance

or reproductive requirements (D.E. Spalinger, unpublished;
Schwartz & Renecker 1998). There is also some evidence

from sapling fertrlization experiments suggesting that white-
tailed deer discern differences in protein content of individual
plants and increase foraging rates on browse species with highest
protein content during winter (Tripler et al.2002).

Animal cond¡t¡on: mass, body fat, body prote¡n

Body condition of an animal is the integrator of its location-
specific energy and protein demands and its food intake, and
the potential driver of demographic variation. Male ungulates

are typically in best condition in autumn before the breeding
season and in worst condition in late winter. By comparison,
timing of highest and lowest body condition is delayed for
reproductive females. Females are typically in best condition
at the onset ol winter when their nutritional demands are
lowest and in worst condition 2-3 weeks after parturition in
spring. Body size and condition, as indicators of habitat and

weather (Hobbs I 989), have direct consequences to reproduc-
tion and population dynamics. The probability of conceiving
and carrying a foetus to term is determined primarily by
summer conditions and autumn body mass (e.g., caribou:
Cameron et a|.1993;Gerhartet al. 1996; Cookel a|.2004a).
Timing of parturition, birth mass, and early survival of off-
spring are closely linked to winter and spring nutrition (e.g.,

reindeer: Skoogland 1989; Dall's sheep (O. dalli):Rachlow &
Bowyer l99l;bison (Brson bison): Berger 1992; moose: Keech
et a|.2000; elk: Cook 2002). Physiological indicators reflecting
changes in condition, food intake, and stress were reviewed by
Parker (2003).

BODY MASS

Nutritional resouÍces available in summer and autumn are

used byjuveniles to increase the likelihood of attaining a body
mass that enables them to survive winte¡. Because of their
smaller size, limited body reserves, and ¡elatively higher
metabolic demands, juveniles are most susceptible to harsh
conditions. Juvenile survival, which dete¡mines recruitment,
is commonly the key factor in the dynamics of their popula-
tions (Gaillard et al. 1998,2000; Coulson et al.200l).Elk
calves with access to higher nutritional levels reach larger
body sizes; and the larger the body mass at the beginning of
winter, the more days they survive (Cook el a|.2004a).Body
mass at the beginning of winter was also the best predictor of
over-winter survival by white-tailed deer fawns (Taillon er a/.
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2006) ln areas with winter supplemental leeding programs to
reduce loss ol body mass, higher dietary intake may increase

nutritional status by reducing endogenous tissue catabolism

(Tarr & Pekins 2002;Page & Underwood 2006); and the heat

inc¡ement lrom additional feeding may compensate lor much

of the energetic costs of thermoregulation associated with
winter severity (Jensen et al. 1999). Pettorelli et a/. (2003) sug-

gested that the presence ol key prelerred plant species in

maternal home ranges shapes winter body mass of roe deer

fawns; others also have noted the overwhelming importance
of habitat quality in determiningbody mass ofjuveniles (Côté

& Festa-Bianchet 200 1 ; Ericssen eÍ al. 2D12;Kjellander et al.

2006). Juvenile size, whether influenced by variation in
environmental conditions or density-induced nutritional
limitations, also affects age at first reproduction (e.g., Solbetg

& Saether 1994; Gaillard et a\.2000) and subsequent adult

body mass (e. g., Pettorelli el a L 2002). Given th at compens atory
growth is rare (e.g., Feder er a/. 2008, but see Toigo el al. 2006),

an'imals that are born small or have restricted early growth

rates olten remain compromised as smaller adults that are

likely to produce fewer offspring over their lifetimes (Gaillard
et a|.2003).

Regain of the body mass lost during winter is critical lor
adults, which typically mobilize body reserves because ol
reduced lorage resources. Losses in body mass ior northern
ungulates over winter commonly range lrom 15 30%, with
highest absolute and proportional Iosses incurred by the

largest animals (Parker et al. 1993; Allaye Chan-Mcleod
et al. 1999; Hudson & Haigh 2002; Festa-Bianchet & Côté

2008). The timing lor when mass regain occurs has important
implications fo¡ critical habitats. Female caribou lose body
mass for approximately 3 weeks lollowing calving because of
the high costs of lactation (Parker er a|.1990).'fhey subsequently

put on significant body mass during the summer period,

emphasizing the importance of good summer habitats to
regain body condition belore winter. This strategy contrasts

with another Arctic ungulate, the muskox (Ouibos moschatus),

which after calving maintains that body mass (without losing

additional mass) through the summer, and then relies on

autumn habitats to regain mass and condition (Parker et al.

1990). The nutritionalcontribution of summer versus autunn
habitats, therefore, may differ among species even within
similar regions. Heavier lemales are more likely to reproduce

and to produce offspring earlier than lighter lemales (e.g.,

Cameron et al.1993;Gerharf et a|.1997;Adams&Dale 1998;

Festa-Bianchet et a|.1998). There also may be nutritional
consequences of adult body sizes to sex ol the ollspring.
Reindeer mothers with high body mass in autumn are more
likely to produce male calves the lollowing spring (Holand

et a|.2006); male calves, which are usually heavier at birth,
require greater maternal investment.

BODY FAT

Body lat is the major energy reserve of the body. The year-round

body fat cycle lor ungulates in northern environments

where energy costs exceed forage energy in winter was aptly

Nutritional ecology of ungulates 6l
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Reproductive
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Winter Summer W¡nter Summer

Time

Fig. l. Conceptual model of the seasonal relationships and lag
effects among body mass or body stores, thresholds for survival and
reproduction, and calf production by ungulates.

described by Mautz (1978). Carry-over or temporally lagged

effects of previous nutritional deprivation may ultimately
affect pregnancy rates if animals are unable to replenish

reserves following severe winters or successive years of pro-
ducingyoung (Fig. 1). Garroway & Broders (2007) noted that
the winter severity of one year before gesfation (not the winter
during which gestation took place) reduced the probability
ol producing a foetus. This suggests an adaptive ability to
divert energy away lrom reproduction as a consequence of
environmental constraints. Others have posed a 'selfish

cow'explanation (Russell et al. 7993,2005) in which matule
females conserve maternal condition for self maintenance

and luture reproduction at the expense of allocating already

depleted resources to potentially smaller offspring that have

f ow chances of survival (Clutton-Brocket al. 1989). Similarly,

if producing and supporting a neonate drains maternal body

stores excessively, the next p¡egnancy may be compromised
(Cameron 1994; Gerharf et al. 199'l; Cook 2002; Hudson &
Haigh 2002) (Fig. 1). Not reproducing every year may better

ensure survival and higher lifetime reproduction (Festa-

Bianchet & Côté 2008).

Autumn body fat levels depend largely on summer-autumn
nutrition. Even with high energetic costs of lactation during

summer causing body fat levels of females to be 500/o less than

nonJactating animals, lactating females can accrue as much

fat by mid-autumn as non-lactating animals, assuming
adequate summer forage quality (e.9., Cook et al. 2004a).

Failure to breed is a function ol low body lat levels in elk
(Cook er al. 2004a,2004b), caribou (Gerhart et al. 1996;

Gustine et aI 2007),andmoose(Heardet al.1997). Bodylat
thresholds indicating suffcient condition lor pregnancy have

been proposed for elk (>5%, Cook e¡ al. 2004a) and caribou
(6-7 '8%, Crëte et al . 1993; Ouellet ¿¡ al. 1997). Elk females

with the most body lat breed at earlier dates in autumn (Cook

et al . 2004a). Higher fat levels in moose increase the likelihood

of pregnancy, twinning, and larger calves (Heard et al.199'7;

Testa & Adams 1998; Keech et a\.2000). From an adaptive

standpoint, young of the year accumulate larger lat reserves

in areas with severe winter conditions, particularly in northern

environments (Lesage el al. 2001 ; Kjellander et a l. 2006). The
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maximum fat ¡eserve accumulated in autumn by fawns, when
coupled with the forage energy available during winter, may
set the northern limits of white-tailed deer range in North
America (Lesage et al.200l). Juvenile mountain goats living
in harsh mountain envi¡onments may accumulate energy
reserves at the expense of body growth (Festa-Bianchet &
côté 2008).

Winter and spring body fat levels buffer the effects of
declining food supplies when energetic demands can not be

met by foraging alone (Parker et al. 1999). With low fat levels,

there may be increased incidence of embryonic mortality in
some species (caribou: Russell ef a|.1998), although there is

strong selection to maintain pregnancy at almost any cost in
otber species (elk: Cook et a\.2002). Dilferences in body
condition thresholds for aborting the foetus may reflect the
likelihood of recovering condition during gestation; long
winters limit recovery of body condition lost in early winter
and favour a greater incidence of abortion in caribou. Under
adverse conditions females in poor condition may extend
gestation length to potentially match calving date with
maximum plant production (red deer: Garcia et al. 2006).

The interaction between nutritional condition and available
food resources also may influence timing of movements to
spring ranges. Winter feeding programs that increase
nutritional status can induce behavioural effects of postponed

migration by prolonging nutrient availability of natural
forages (mule deer: Peterson & Messmer 2007).

BODY PROTEIN

More recently, some studies have addressed the role of protein
in body condition (DelGiudice et al.200l). To meet energy
demands, mobilization of body protein may be necessary to
supplementmobilization of body fat bymalnourished animals.
Rates of protein depletion are usually less than fat depletion
(Parker et al.1993;Barboza& Parker 2006), but tissue wasting
may increase signiflcantly when fat stores are depleted.
Reindeer are in negative protein balance in winter when >460lo

of excreted urea-nitrogen originates lrom body tissue (Barboza

& Parker 2006). To meet protein demands, dietary protein
usually is used before body protein, but intake ol very low-
protein foods may necessitate the use of additional body
protein, and possibly impact foetal growth and neonatal
mrss.ln Rangifer', calf mass at birth is correlated with maternal
protein reserves (Allaye Chan l99l). Those reserves are

mobilized during pregnancy anil early lactation (Bzrboza &
Parker 2008), and the replacement of maternal protein reserves

in summer becomes critical for future foetal investment.
Barboza & Parker (2008) provided evidence that the resilience

of Rangifer populations to changing environments may be

influenced by their ability to alter timing and allocation of
body protein to reproduction. Both caribou and reindeer rely
on body protein lor most of foetal growth and for calf growth
during the first month of lactation. On one end ol a continuum
for body capital and dietary income, reindeer with large fat
reserves and relatively sedentary behaviour are able to spare

the use of body protein to meet energetic demands during

winter. Because they calve approximately one month earlier
than caribou, they must rely on body stores (capital) that were
put down in the autumn to produce a calf. On the other end of
this continuum, caribou that migrate and calve later in spring
close¡ to spring green-up can use mo¡e income lrom the diet
at calving grounds that have predictable timing of plant
growth for calf production. Hence, depending on the timing
of calving, autumn habitats versus spring habitats vary in
their nut¡itional value lor the production of ofßpring. Across
species, Moen e/ al. (2006) posited that most large herbivores
in arctic and alpine areas are closer to the capital breeder end
of the continuum. Body reserves in capital breeders serve as

insurance against unforeseen conditions during winte¡ and
early spring (Fauchald et al. 2004). Capital breeders such
as bighorn sheep and Soay sheep (O. aríes) provide initial
post-natal care from body reserves and are less affected by
temporal mismatches between vegetation green-up and birth
date (Durant et al. 2005). Roe deer are the ultimate income
breeder, which does not accumulate body reserves or change
condition substantively throughout the year and which times
birthing to match a less variable spring green-up (Andersen
et al. 2000).

Energy versus prote¡n: influence on an¡mal
response

Researchers have tended to concentrate on energy costs,
available forage energy, and body fat more than protein
demands, forage protein intake, and body protein, but the two
nutritional currencies are clearly linked in defining the role of
nutrition in population dynamics. High-energy high-protein
diets of spring and summer allow ungulates to regain mass
and condition, replenishing the endogenous reserves that are

necessary for over-winte¡ su¡vival and foetal growth (Fig. 1).

These diets also support the high energetic costs of lactation
and the protein demands lor neonatal growth. Under poor
nut¡itional conditions, foetal growth and milk production
may be impaired (Oftedal 1985). Winter diets, even with low
digestible energy and/or protein content, reduce the extent of
mobilization of body reserves, allowing animals to survive
winter deûcits. Experimental approaches using matched diets
indicate that cervids may be able to discriminate between
dietary energy and protein (Berteatxet al.1998), Consequently,
selection that assumes some nutritional wisdom would be

expected to vary with biological state and a constantly changing
environment. Seasonal losses and gains in body condition
are probably less variable than intakes and diet, and more
representative of an animal's physiological needs.

Changes in body fat and body protein enable different
animal responses. Over winter, the mobilization of fat and
protein stores acquired primarily in summer determines
whether animals (i) die, (ii) live without reproducing, or (iii)
live and reproduce. We posed the question: does body mass,

fat, or protein have the greatest influence on animal response?

Population trends result as a consequence of variation a¡ound
condition and rates ofchange in condition. To assess the relative
importance of th¿t variation, we developed a simulation
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Table 1. Parameters (mean + SD) used in the simulation model and uncertainty analysis of the importance of peak body mass, and changes in
body fat and protein reserves during winter by Rangil¿r lo animal responses at the end of winter. Rates of change in body fat and protein differed
between reproductive and non-reproductive caribou and ¡eindeer

Pärameter

RungiJèr+

Percent contribution to

animal responsef

Caribou Reindeer Canbou Reindeer

Body mass (kg)
Body fat (%)

Body protein (%)

Change in body fat (g kg-o ?5 day-r)
Pregnant
Not pregnant

Change in body protein (g kg 07! day r)

Pregnarrt
Not pregnant

Died (%ùl

Lived without calf (%)I
Lived with call (%)I

109.8 t l2 0

16t8
1812

-0.22 + 0 37

0.00 10.95

-0.83 I 0.54

-051t194
22.2+ t 4
9.4 t 0.8

68311.5

119.7 + 16.2

20+9
t7+2

-1.69 ! 1.45

0 49 + 0.87

1 66 + 0.79
0.09 + I l0
72.6 + t.4
6810.8

20.6 ! 1.4

0.05

61.8

16.0

4.5

't1.1

l0
39.3
9.2

230

27.5

+Data are from Barboza & Parker (2008).

tBased on results of uncertainty analyses using the contribution of the relative partìal sum of the squares in regressions predicting animal
response.

{Animal response as predicted by the simulation model (see text).

model using peak body mass and associated body composition,

and the changes in mass and condition of adult lemales over

winte¡. The rates of change are a quantiûcation of how animals

integrate their energy losses and nutritional gains.

For this exercise, we used data for Rangifer, a species that is
documented to be limited by energy or protein constraints, or
both (data from Barboza & Parker 2008). \ù/e generated

normal distributions (based on means and SD) lor initial
body mass, percent body fat and protein, and rates of change

in body fat and protein per unit metabolic mass to adjust lor
allometric differences in demand (Table 1). For each run of,

the model, we randomly sampled from thesefive distributions
using 1000 simulations to predict animal response. Feasible

ratios of body lat to body protein were set between 0 1 23 and

2'058 for a plausible animal (data from Barboza & Parker

2008). We assumed a minimum ol 6% body lat for reproduc-
tion (Ouellet et al.1997). We used the lollowing criteria for
animal response at the end of a 23-week period in winter
(from peak body mass to parturition): (i) Animals died if,
either flnal body lat \tras <3uZ or flnal body protein was <65nk

of initial body protein. Minimum possible fat content was 3%o

based on the composition ol young Rangifer (Gerharf et al.

1996). The labile protein store was 35% of peak body protein

based on the seasonal gain of body protein in adult females
(Barboza & Parker 2006). (iÐ Animals lived if body fat was

>3% and final body protein was>65o/o of initial body protein.
(iii) Animals reproduced if the protein >650/o of initial body

protein was >0'67 kg protein, as estimated from Gerhart
e t a L (1 9 9 6) for a min imum-siz ed v iable Ran gifer calf weighing

3'9 kg (Skoogland 1989; Adams 2005). For both caribou and

reindee¿ we ran the model 25 times (1000 simulations each)

and then summarized the resulting outcomes (Table I ). Given

these parameters and their inherent variation, the model

predicted higher incidence of successful reproduction and
lower mortality by caribou than reindeer. The capital strategy

ol reindeer relies on using stores of both lat and protein for
both survival and reproduction. Conversely, the income
strategy of caribou is associated with low rates of fat and

protein loss from stores of body fat and protein that are

simila¡ to reindeer. Severe winters increase the rates of fat and

protein loss and therelore increase the likelihood of death or
reproductive failure in both caribou aud reindeer. Changes in
food intake, however, could paltially compensate lor high

rates of energy and protein loss. The model responses are

driven by variation around the parameters, and may not
reflect conditions experienced within a particular herd of
free-ranging Rangifer or the ability of the animal to vary lood
intake. In the model, high mortality of reindeer reflects the

importance of restoring body tissue lrom diet for capital
breeders with high rates ol protein and lat loss.

We then evalnated the effects of the input parameters

(Table 1 ) on lhe predicted animal response. These uncertainty
analyses assessed the relative influence of initial body mass

and composition, and the changes in body fat and protein on

the three animal responses across the range of variation of all
input parameters (Latin hypercube design, Swartzman &
Kaluzny 1987). For each analysis we considered each of the

five input parameters to be uniformly distributed between

the mean + 2 SD. We divided each distribution into 1000

equal intervals, and for each of 1000 iterations, we randomly
sampled each parameter without replacement. The input
values for each parameter and predicted responses were saved.

After ranking the parameters, we regressed the dependent

variable (animal response) against the independently selected

ranked parameters. To remove the potential effects of the

other parameters in the regression, v/e calculated the relative
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partial sum of squares (RPSS, SAS Institute Inc. 2005) (Bartell
et al.1986; Swartzman & Kafuzlry 1987), and then calculated

the percent contribution of each parameter (its RPSS) as a

percentage of the sum of the RPSS. Parameters with high
contributions to the total RPSS are those that had a relatively
higher contribution to modelled animal response.

Peak body mass explained little variation in the modelled
responses over winter for adult female caribou or reindeer.
Rather, percent body fat had the greatest influence as a single
parameter in determining whether animals died, lived with-
out reproducing, or lived and reproduced at the end of the
23-week period (Table 1). In caribou, animal response was

also sensitive to percent body protein and to rates of protein
change. In reindeer, the rates of change in protein and fat
together explained more variation in animal response than
percent body fat. These results underscore the importance of
fat and fat dynamics, which have been well studied and

incorporated in specific models of energy balance (e.g.,

Hudson & White I 985; Hobbs 1989; Russell er a/. 1 993; Moen
et al. 1998;Parker et al.1999; Russell e¡ ¿/. 2005). Howeve¡ the

results also indicate that protein may contribute substantively
to animal response. Interestingly, when we ran simulations
that increased the mean rates of both protein and lat loss of
caribou to those of reindeer, there was greater sensitivity to
protein loss (28.2%o vs.l1 .7 o/o and less sensitivity to initial fat
content (39'90/" vs. 6l'80/ù. Protein stores thefefore become

more important as winter severity increases for animals such

as caribou that use smaller body stores of fat and rely more on
dietary income for reproduction. Increasing the range of
body fat content in caribou to that of reindeer reduced the

sensitivity to the rate of protein loss, as body fat spares body
protein. For juvenile animals without extensive body fat and
protein reserves, body mass associated with body size directs

survival (e.g., Toïgo et a|.2006).

Minimizing the maximum detr¡ment to
free-ranging ungulates

For free-ranging ungulates, life is a balance among numerous

ecological factors that include nutritional requirements,

availability of nutrients to meet those needs, and intra- and

inter-specitc interactions. Constraints to resource gain in a

habitat may be digestive, metabolic, thermal, or the risk of
mortality (Owen-Smith 2002). Animals may select forages

defended by toxic plant chemicals if the nutrient content
outweighs the negative effects (Mc{rthw et al 1993). Animals
may alter foraging patterns to avoid thermal costs or forage

during heat and cold stress if the nutrient gains lrom food
resources outweigh the costs (Dussault et al. 2004; Maloney
et a|.2005;}Iay et al. 2008). Animals may forego the best

foraging opportunities to avoid predation risk, particularly
when it is associated with reproduction (e.g., Festa-Bianchet

1988; Poole et a\.2007). Field biologists strive to deñnewhat
and y,hen is most critical to sustain populations. We suggest

that over the long term of life histories, animal strategies tend
to minimize the maximum detriment to fitness, and that the

underlying loundation of the detriment is nutritional.

In winter, themaximum detriment to the individual and the
population would be to have low body stores that reduce

adult survival or loetal development. Consequently, animal
strategies should minimize energy costs and the loss of
protein stores. Numerous studies have shown that ungulates
reduce activity in winter (and corresponding increased
energetic costs in snow and in very cold temperatures) when
food quantity and quality are limited (e.g., Cook 2002; van
Oort et al. 2007) and daily food intake can decline by 70%
compared to summer (Parker et al. 1999). Under extreme
conditions, animals partition the use of rese¡ves down to the
minimum by eating and resting, with minimal other activity.
This reduced mobilization of lat reserves to meet energetic
demands also spares the use of body protein. In spring, the
maximum detriment would be unsuccessful calving or failed
parturition. Predation pressure is usually biased towards
juveniles in most ungulate populations (Linnell et al. 19951-

Frrtz & Loison 2006). Consequently, animals should avoid
predation risk in areas where large carnivores are present and
maximize intake of high-quality forage (digestible energy and
protein). Caribou, for example, commonly avoid areas of high
vegetation biomass if those areas are associated with high
predation risk, and may use topography to increase segregation
from predators (Barten et al. 2007; Griffith et al. 2002).

Parturient caribou forage selectively though in areas of
relatively high vegetation quality to meet the nutritional
requirements of lactation (Gustine et a\.2006).In summer,
the maximum detriment would be mass and condition regains
by adults that are insufficient for breeding and growth rates of
calves that are too low for over-winter survival. Animals must
maximize intake to avoid compromising these gains. For
black-tailed deer, intake rates in summer compared to winter
were four times higher for digestible energy and 10 times
higher for digestible protein (Parker et al. 1999). Aútlt
females had intake rates per kilogram that were twice as high
as males at the end of summer following high lactation
demands. Red deer and reindeer in Scandinavia use a diver-
sity of altitudes and aspects to continually access high-quality
(protein and energy) foragg resulting in larger autumn body
mass (Albon &Langvatn 1992; Mysterud et al. 2001), and
minimizing the potential consequence of lower mass regains
during summer. By following snowmelt patterns to higher
altitudes, animals access high-quality emerging shoots 'in
spring conditions as long as possible during the summer'
(Moen er a|.2006). Similarly, Stone's sheep (O. dalli stonei)
track a phenological gradient of high forage protein by
moving up in elevation as the growing season progresses
(Walker et al. 2006).In autumn, the maximum detriment
would be if breeding was not successful or if body reserves

\¡/ere not sufficient for over-winter survival. Animals should
continue to maximize intake where possible, and begin to
decrease energy costs. Females often allocate more time than
males to foraging during the breeding season, but males
increase their foraging times significantly post-breeding
(Bunnell & Gillingham 1985) even though they may not
always recover the body mass they lost during breeding before
winter (Barboza et a|.2004). Given these seasonal strategies,
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animals should select for high nutritional value in spring,

summer, and autumn before the dormant season. From an

applied perspective, habitats should be managed or conserved

to provide the widest window of nutrient gain between spring
and autumn for both genders.

Free-ranging ungulates typically show flexibility or plasticity

within seasonal strategy. At large spatial and temporal scales,

there is olten more than one way lor animals to use the

landscape and get to the same endpoint of having sufficient
body condition to survive and reproduce. Rettie & Messier

(2000) proposed that the factors with the greatest potential to
limit individual fitness are those that influence large-scale

selection. They also noted that there may be a hierarchy of
limiting factors. As an example, woodland caribou ( R. t. caribou)

selected calving areas that tended to be at higher elevations

and steeper than the landscape around them, have relatively
low risk of predation by wolves (Canis lupus) compared to
the areas around them, and have relatively low vegetation
biomass (Gustine et al.2006). The calving sites that caribou
chose within the general calving areas had lower risk of
grizzly bear (Ursus arctos) predation and relatively high
vegetation quality despite low biomass. Caribou subsequently

moved to summering areas with higher vegetat'ion quantity,

thereby maximizing nutrient intake. From Rettie & Messierl
perspective, predation affecting large-sca1e selection may be

the proximate factor most limiting individual fitness, as

obse¡ved for numerous woodland caribou populations
(e.g., Chowns & Gates 2004). Within hierarchical selection,

nutritional attributes defined the choice of calving sites and

summer habitats. From the str¿tegy of minimizing the
maximum detriment, both lactors (nutrition and predation)

are significant. Similarly, barren ground caribou (R t. granti)

move to calving grounds on the Arctic Coastal Plain ol
Alaska in response to predictable green-up of high-quality
vegetation and reduced predation risk; and move away lrom
calving grounds to summering areas with higher forage
biomass (Griffith et a\.2002).

Nutrition matters to population health even if predation is
a limiting factor (e.g., Brown & Mallory 2007; Brown et al.

2007). Poor nutrition contributes to the high rate of predator-

caused mortality lor juveniles (Mech 2007). Maternal
nutrition during winter may also predispose neonates to early

death if body condition or foet¿l development is compro-
mised (Roffe 1993). Furthermore, predation on neonates may

result in increased body condition of adult females. Females

that are ¡elieved of the energetic constraints of lactation
can regain mass quickly to conceive the next fall (Allaye Chan-

Mclæod et al. 1999). Predator removal may benefit short-
term recruitment, but higher gestational and lactational
demands on adult females can ultimately result in lower
pregnancy rates and recruitment for the population if the

nutritional value of habitats is lacking.

Conclusion and perspect¡ves

Food and nutrient availability are the ultimate causes of the

reproductive cycle of ungulates (Pekins el al. 1998), but there
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are complex interactions between internal physiological
regulators and the external environment (Schwartz & Renecker

I 998). The cycle is both restricted and adaptive, with dates of
conception and parturition in synchrony with cycles of body

reserves and the onset of spring green-up. Late winter and

early spring may be a critical time in the bioenergetics of
ungulates when body stores are depleted and when nutritional
demands increase for gestation and lactation. Although
bottlenecks to individual survival and population growth are

associated with the dormant season for many large herbivores

and there has been emphasis placed on the importance of
resources used then (Illius 2006), those resources a.Íe not

necessarily the key factor determining population size. Nutrient
availability in summer drives replenishment of body reserves

and subsequent reproductive success (Fig. 1). Because reserves

are not deposited without limit, of course food resources in
winter are also important. Our model describing differences

in the reproductive strategies of two Rangifer subspecies

synthesizes the interactions between body fat representing the
profits of summer and rates ol body protein and lat loss

reflecting winter severity. Some researchers have reported that
digestible energy in summer regulates populations because of
its influence on condition and probability of reproduction
(elk: Cook et a|.2004a); others have shown that protein
constrains reproduction (Rangifer. Barboza & Parker 2008).

Differences in energy and nutrient demands between repro-
ductive and non-reproductive animals lead to differences in
the timing of deposition and mobilization of body tissues

(All aye Ch an -M cl-r,od e I al. 7999). Hence, nutrient partitioning

and allocation strategies vary among ungulates given different
physiological demands and environmental conditions,
including habitat, topography, weather and predation.

As environmental conditions change, survival and
reproduction will depend on whether habitats can meet animal
demands. Climaticfluctuations influence demography through
direct effects of snow depth and hardness, and energetic

demands on winter su¡vival and foetal development (Post &
Stenseth 1998,1999; Fo¡chhammer et al. 2001; Patterson &
Powe¡ 2002; Moen ¿t a|.2006) and through indirect effects of
increased vulnerability to predation in deep snow (Post &
Stenseth 1998, 1999; DelGiudice et al. 2002). Climatic
changes to precipitation regimes may alter the timing of both
spring and fall movements (Sabine et al. 2002) and the onset

of spring green-up (Pettorelli et al. 2005),which subsequently

allect maternal condition and juvenile growth rates. Inter-
annual va¡ìation in plant phenology caused by climatic
variability particularly in northern, arctic, alpine, and
mountainous environments may induce variation in the
timing of parturition (Post et ai. 2003), number of calves born
(Post & Forchhammer 2008), and growth and survival of
juveniles (ìWeladji & Holand 2003; Pettorelli et al.2007). To

lorecast the elfects of long-term climate or anthropogenic
changes on timing, duration, and abundance of resources

(Durant et a\.2005) and the responses of ungulates to those

changes, it is important to unde¡stand how different species

use dietary income and body stores to integrate the profits of
summer and the demands of winter.

O 2009 The Authors. Journal compilation @ 2009 British Ecological Society, Futtct ionul Ecology, 23, 57 -69
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Cheatgrass
Jrme¡ A. Young, Reymond A. EYlnt, Rlch¡rd E. Eckrt, Jr., lnd BUrOê¡t L. Kty

Editorþ 
^Iole- 

TlÉ rulho.thip ot lht Êtptr râpîårenlr 1Ê0 year+ ol
colloclive rssoarch on chÊåtgrae*' rhe roadsrc may al¡o wish tû rå'd
"Tha CâÊâ lor ChÈatgrâÈå- bf Ja¡nea G. DaFÊon Fengelrndt 8(1 ) 1 14-
17 f 9t6, ¡nd "Pisnniml Exclo*ure*" by M. Hirono¡t¡ Flt¡!¡eIpnü¡
B(51É21-223 t9E6

Thl¡¡rtlch l* drdic¡ted to Raymond Evsnrend Fichard Eckorl. Jr,

Rsnge managers might wellask, "'Willthe retl ch6åtgfå33
stand up snd be racognizod?'' Chaatgraw is a major lorage
Ep€c¡€r ¡n ths lnlsrmounlain area, Thls introducsd annuål
grars is alaoe malor ranga weed and lt¡ harbage Providss the
luêl thüt trlggers meny of thê dlsastrous wíldflres lhal occur
on eegebrr;sh ranEelands, Comp€titiôn from chaatgrass fol
molsturB ¡s lhe mà¡or lactor limiting the 631âblishmenl ot
përenn¡el foragc spsciqs, forbs, gråsse¡, or ahrube on mo6t
big sagebrurh rangelancls, Oheåtgrtss is the classic exsm-
pla of a plant spec¡es lhãt is dlff¡cult to liv€ with, bul would
caure dlaruptions irr forage bases il the range liveetock
induslry wss lorced to llve without it- Cheetgraea has
bscome å c€nt6r of discus¡ion in ecotogical theory and a
growing political igsu€,

Orlgln rnd Dhlrlbu$on of Chrrtgrurr
The origina ol cheatgrars are oþccura. Apparently, lhe

species evolvad ¡n southwêËtsrn AEIå ¡n the samg arÊe whers
rhrGp, goatt, ånd cåtltevr€râ flßt domesticated, Ghealgraar
h¡s followad ln ths $hådow of man âñd his flocks to eome ol
the úrorld'É more /Èmöte rång€lands

Chêatgrâss is widely diatriÞuted in åhe United Stales
occurring in ell areas gxceÞt forthe coesla! aoutheast, ln the
Pecific northrv€rt, chaatgraer ¡s ã ssraous weed ln lields of
grrüB grûtyn for seêd produrtlon, ln the Pdousêwheat coun-
lry ol sastern Washington and northern ldâho, Èheâtgrsss i3

a pesi ln ltetds ol wintor {yh6ât. A population density of lÛ
chettgrasÊ plants per sguÐrs laet will give an average 27.96

reduclion in whaat yield. Cheatgrass continuesto ba a prob-
lËm in w¡nter whaaî aress lhrough Monlsna down tha weËt-
arn GrsEt Plâ¡nË to Oklthomà. Oñ iÉm¡arid rangêlands,
chaBtgråss reaches its grEat€$t devalopmenl on degraded
big sagabrush/bunchgraas ranger in the Inlermounlain arqa
between tha Sierra-Csscrda and Focky Moontalns, Ðe*pite
th¡ abundanca ol alisn gresseB on th6 annuål rângÊÊ, cheat.
gräs¡ is r€lalis€ly rarê on lhe talilornla rsnges with Mediter-
rân€an Ëllmâleg.

Wlth lls w{de distribution, cheatgrass håE been lebslad
w¡th tverlgty ol common nemæ. ln local araas ranchÊf8 may
relgr to the ånnual as bronço gralg or aix-wee¡(s graas Tho
Wæd Scienc¡ Sociaty of Amerlca adopted the comrnon
nams ol downy broms tor 8¡o¡¡rus lactoîum lo distinguash il
from chaal (arÚ.ûus smal¡nutl,

Cheatgrass wrt probabty introduced into the United
SlâlÊs ¡ñdêp€îdonlly sêveràl t¡rnô€. lt was first reported ín
thê fâr l,r,ËsÎârn United Statas near thÊ end of the 19th can-
tuty, The llÊinèd botanists David Qriflith snd P.B. K€nn€dy
failad to report chsstgrass in northërn Nevada during the

courftê ol axtentive field surveya at the turn of the century
Thê l¡rst r€pot't of th8 annuål grasE ¡n Elko County, Nav..

occurrsd in 1906, Once lnt¡oducêd lo lhÐ sagebrush range'
fandr, cheatgrasr spread in the blological yâcuum crëâtêd
by excctsive grazing and rêdustion of the native hËrbâceous
vegatstion sfle¡ 1870-

Cheetgraæ apreed rapidly through the sagebruth rangsc.
Following WorldWsr I,lhecountry had fEllen lntoan agrlcul-
tural daprarsion. and numêrous dryland homesteàds along
the Snskê Riv€r plains ol ldaho wåre âbandoned. Olten lhe
sandy-loam taxturËd eurface so¡¡s w6r€ suÞiectad to wind
erosion Þefore beirg colonizeC by th€ äl¡sn wssd, Fussian
thistlÊ, Grådually tie Bussl¡n thiEfls gåve way lo tumble
mustard ô¡ tansy mustard, and llnally the flalds were coversd
trath çh€atgrass. Dirturbence by spring gfåz¡ng or avan
rodsnt äctiy¡ty was sufficient to pårp€tuetËthis sucsss€ional
continuum with cheatgrasr alwaye crming oul o* top. H,L.
Paêrn€isÉl was assigned lo do som€th¡ng about the protlem
of abandoned croplrnd, nol ôs a rÊnoÈ rnf,nâger, but aÊ an
entomologisl interestsd in eliminating the broadleaf specie*
ln thesË Buccsssìonal Ðommun¡ties b€caus€ thsy lvËr€ altêr'
nat€ hosts lor leafhoppers- ln a serles ol paper6, Piernalsel
ÈnumefatËd the slsg€s in ruccesslon lhåt lêd tt cheåtgfâÈs
dominåncÈ and suggetted thEt plånt $ucc€3sisn ön million*
of acras of sagebrush rsngÉlands'#ås irreyocably changed.
Piemaisol õp€culât6d that whcl6sãle accalersted erosion
would have occurrgd ovgr ysBl arËas if ths allen weeds had
not bêBn avallable to colonlza abandoned farm åânds duriû0
the 193O's.

Adaptatlon of ChüÐtgr¡os
GhÊåtgrâss is ân âdcptäÉle species. lil år€Bs lake thG

Pa¡ou$€ of the Pacrlic NorthwesÈ, saeds {caryops€s} of
chrstgrass garminatE ¡n the låll with the lirst sfl€çtive rain-

Grant Harrls of Washington Stst€ Un¡vor$ity had shown how
rÒrts lrom lål¡4ermlnated plants of cheâtg/âss cont¡nuôd to
elongate duriñÊ thê winter while tha aeriat portion o{ tha
planl remained e prostr¿tâ rosatte ThÊ devÊloFad root Eys-
tem provided a compelitiw ådventcAs lo cheãtgrass Ë€€d-
l;ngs in thê Ëpring vrhsn tod¡pålaturesare adequate for shool
growth. ln thö rnorë ârid pofilonÊ ûf thÈ GlÈåt Båsin. chÊsl-
grass getmin¡tes ln lhê lall sbout ÕñcÊ ewry five yeart-
Usually by th6 time effective moisturB is receivad. ¡t is tûo
co*d forgerminatiqn- ln this moraårid environmenl germlna-
llon ocÊurE ln theearlyepring and chertgrars muEl complêt6
itÊ llle cycle Þelore Boll mo¡Elurs is exhausted,

Ouring thÊ 19tl{l's Joseph FoÞ€ftson in Nevada fcrmulated
thß concept that cn€ätgrâss-dorninåted communllies in the
seg€brush/gr8eslandg were clo*ed to the astablishmênl ot
seedlings of perennial grasB Þ6cüu$8 oÍ competltlon from
lhia annual grass- Detailed lsboratory and f¡eld ¡tudies by
R,A, Evans and R.E- Eckart, Jr., in Nwada and Grant Harris
ânó assoclstês in the Pacif ic Northwasl conlirmed thât avf,¡l-
sbte soll moislure was the llmlting aeedling s€tabl¡$hment
lactor ln th€e€ chsåtgras¡-dominated slles, As lâ$r as lourAuthoË 4.r.ÉngE ÐciEnt¡úts, U S DúDErtrnsût ol Agricullura, Agrrcùltur¡l
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Pless Envírotrmental, f nc,

44o Nova Albion Way, Suite z

San Rafael, CA 949o3
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January 25,2073

Bureau of Land Management
Bishop Field Office
Attn: Collin Reinhardt
35L Pacu Lane, Suite 100

Bishop, CA 93514

Email: creinhardt@blm.gov

Great Basin Unified Air Pollution Control District
Attn: Jan Sudoimer
157 Short Street
Bishop
Email: jsudomier@gbuapcd. org

cc: Pamela Epstein
Adams Broadwell ]oseph & Cardozo
601 Gateway Boulevard, Suite 1000

South San Francisco, CA 94080
Email: pepstein@adamsbroadwell. com

Re: Comments on Public Draft loint Enaironmental Impøct Støtement and Enaironmentøl
Impact Report for Cøsø Diablo IV Geothermøl Deaelopment Project

To whom it may concern,

Per request by Pamela Epstein of Adams, Broadwell, Joseph & Cardozo,I have
reviewed the Public Draft Joint Environmental lmpact Statement and Environmental
Impact Report ("Draft EIS/R") for the Casa Diablo IV Geothermal Development Project
("CD-IV Project" or "Project"), proposed by ORNI 50 LLC, a wholly-or,rmed subsidiary
of Ormat Nevada, Inc. ("Applicant"). The CD-IV Project would consist of constructing,
operating, maintaining, and decommissioning a 33-Megawatt ("MW") net binary
geothermal power generating facility and related infrastructure near Mammoth Lakes
in Mono County, CA in the vicinity of the existing Mammoth Pacific L.P. geothermal
complex located near the town of Mammoth Lakes in Mono County, California. The
CD-IV Project would construct a new 33 net MW binary power plant, consisting of two
Ormat Energy Converters ("OECs"); develop an expanded geothermal well field of up
to 16 geothermal resource wells, construct pipelines to bring the geothermal brine to the
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Power plant and pipelines to take the cooled brine to injection wells, and install an
electric transmission line to interconnect to a Southern California Edison substation.l

The Draft EIS/R for the CD-IV Project has been prepared in accordance with the
National Environmental Policy Act, as amended ("NEPA");the Federal Land Policy
and Management Act; and the California Environmental Quality Act ("CEQA). The lead
federal agency is the United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land
Management ("BLM"),wIth the Department of Agriculture, Forest Service ("USFS") as
a cooperating federal agency; the Great Basin Unified Air Pollution Control District
("GBUAPCD") is the lead agency under the California Environmental Quality Act
("CEçA"¡.2

My review of the Draft EIS/R focuses on the CD-IV Project's potential impacts
related to air quality and hazardous materials.

l. The Draft EIS/R Fails to Adequately Analyze and Mitigate Construction-
Related Emissions

The Draft EIS/R finds that operation of diesel equipment during Project
construction would result in emissions of nitrogen oxides ("NOx") in excess of the
applicable CEQA significance threshold for maximum daily emissions, indicating that
Project construction could cause or contribute to an exceedance of the state l-hour or
8-hour ambient air quality standard for ozone.3,a The Draft EISIR finds that
implementation of Mitigation Measure AQ-1 would reduce NOx emissions associated
with mobile off-road equipment; however, total mitigated maximum daily emissions
would still exceed the applicable CEQA significance threshold and therefore
construction-related NOx emissions are considered to result in significant and
unavoidable impacts on air quality, both individually.s The Draft EIR finds that
construction-related emissions of reactive organic gases ("ROG") and particulate matter

1 Draft EIS/R, p. ES-2.

2 United States Department of the Interior, Bureau of Land Management, and United States Department
of Agriculture Forest Service, and Great Basin Unified Air Pollution Control District, Public Draft Joint
Environmental Impact Statement and Environmental Impact Report for the Casa Diablo IV Geothermal
Development Project, November 201,2,DOI Control #: DES 72-2T,Pwbltcation Index#: BLM/CA-ES-2013-
002+1793, State Clearinghouse No. 201 1 041008.

3 DraÍt EIS/& p. 4.2-1,4.

a Nitrogen oxides (as well as reactive organic gases) are ozone precursors.

s Draft EIS/R, p.4.2-14.
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equal to or smaller than L0 micrometers ("PML0") and 2.5 micrometers ("PM2.5")
would be below the applicable CEQA thresholds for maximum daily emissions and are
therefore considered to be less than significant.6 As discussed in the comments below,
the Draft EIS/R may have underestimated construction-related emissions of all
pollutants and fails to require adequate mitigation for the significant NOx emissions.

l.A Maximum Daily Combustion Exhaust Emissions from Drill Rigs during Well
Construction Are Not Adequately Supported and May Be Underestimated

Maximum daily emissions from combustion exhaust during construction are
primarily related to well drilling activities, mostly from the diesel-powered engines on
drill rigs.7 These emissions are unsupported and may be underestimated.

Horsepower and Hours of Operation

The Draft EIS/R estimates maximum daily emissions from drill rig engines
assuming that three 1,354 brake horsepower ("bhp") drill rigs (Units #1-3) each operate
10 hours per day and one 197-bhp drill rig (Unit #4) operates 2 hours per day.8 These

assumptions appear to conflict with information provided elsewhere in the Draft EIS/R,
which indicates that based on actual fuel use data during recent well drillings obtained
from Ormat, it is assumed that well development would require two large drill rigs
each including approximately four engines with a combined engine rating of over
4,250 bhp per drill rig and operating a combined total of 16 hours per drill rig.e The
Draft EIS/R should be revised to provide consistent information, and, if indicated,
emission calculations should be revised to reflect actual equipment usage.

Registrøtion with Cnliþrniø Air Resources Board's Portable Equipment Registration
Program

Further, the Draft EIS/R calculates worst-case emissions from drill rigs assuming
that the engines would meet U.S. Environmental Protection Agency ("USEPA") and
California Air Resources Board ("CARB") Tier 2 emission standards for diesel-powered
off-road engines:

6lbid.

7 Draff EIS/R, p.4.2-9.

8 Draft EISI& App*. C, p. C-7.

g Draft EIS/R, p.4.2-2.
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Because the drill rigs would be registered with CARB's Statewide Portable Equipment
Registration Program, it is expected that the drill rig engines would meet USEPA and
CARB Tier 2 standards for off-road engines. Therefore, the Tier 2 grams/brake
horsepower-hour (g/bhp-hr) emission standards obtained from CARB and SCAQMD
for ROG, NOx, CO, and PM10 were used as worst case emission rates for the drill rigs.ro

Flowever, CARB's Statewide Portable Equipment Registration Program
("PERP"), is a voluntary program that allows owners or operators of portable engines
and certain other types of equipment to register their units in order to operate their
equipment throughout California without having to obtain individual permits from
local air districts. Registration does not guarantee that drill rig engines used for Project
construction would comply with Tier 2 emission standards; the drill rig engines could
have been registered with PERP before December 3I,2009 and their registration
renewed in which case the engines only have to comply with Tier 1 emissions
standards, which are considerably higher.tt,tz Thus, absent a specific mitigation
measure requiring that drill rig engines used for Project well drilling would comply
with USEPA/CARB Tier 2 standards, there is no guarantee that they in fact would, and,
thus, emissions from drill rigs may be underestimated.

The Draft EIS/R should be revised to adequately discuss, support, and, if
necessary/ revise its emission estimates for drill rigs.

l.B Additional Feasible Mitigation for NOx Emissions from Drill Rigs Exists and
Should Be Required

NEPA requires the evaluation of all feasible mitigation measures which would
avoid and or lessen a significant impact. Similarly, CEQA requires implementation of
all feasible mitigation measures to reduce significant impacts. Flere, the Draft EIS/R
states that no further feasible NOx emission control technology is feasible for the drill
rigs because the engines would comply with USEPA/CARB Tier 2 emission standards
for off-road equipment. As discussed above, the assumption that drill rig engines
would comply with Tier 2 standards is not supported. Further, the Draft EIS/R fails to
discuss why compliance Tier 3 or the current Tier 4 standards is not considered feasible

10 Ibid.

11 See CARB, Statewide Portable Equipment Registration Program (PERP);
httg//wwvr'.arb.ca.govlportable/portable.htm; and Off-Road Compression-Ignition (Diesel) Engine
Tiers; http: / /www.arb.ca. gov /portable/perp / tiers 1 -21 -1 0.pdf .

12 Tier 0 engines are no longer eligible for registration with PERP; see California Air Resources Board,
PERP 2011 Regulation Changes; http: / /www.arb.ca.gor'/portable /perp /perpchanges.pdf.
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mitigation. Further, retrofitting existing equipment with a selective catalytic reduction
system ("SCR") may be a feasible option for older equipment. Retrofit of SCR systems
on drill rig engines has been found feasible and is offered by several manufacturersl3,l4
and has been successfully implemented elsewhere. For example, Shell Exploration &
Production Co. has equipped some of its natural gas drill rigs operating in Wyoming
with SCR systems.ls The manufacturer states that because of the modular design of the
system, it is easy to transport and reassemble at a new drilling location with minimal
ef1orL.16 The BLM considered retrofitting drill rigs with SCR systems as a potential
mitigation measure, e.9., to reduce NOx emissions for the Casper Resource Management
Plan.17

The Draft EIR should be revised to provide an adequate discussion of all feasible
mitigation to reduce the significant construction-related NOx emissions to the
maximum extent feasible and require more stringent mitigation measures such as

engine certification to higher than Tier 2 and/ or retrofit of drill rig engines with SCR
systems.

l.C Mitigation Measure AQ-l for NOx Emissions from Off-road Mobile
Equipment Should Be Amended to Strengthen lts Language

The Draft EIS/R requires implementation of Mitigation Measure AQ-1 to reduce
NOx emissions from off-road mobile equipment:

ORNI50, LLC shall develop and implement a plan that demonstrates that the mobile
off-road equipment (more than 50 horsepower) to be used in the Proposed Action
(1.e., owned, leased, and subcontractor vehicles) would achieve a Project wide fleet-
average 20 percent NOx reduction compared to the most recent CARB fleet average. The
plan shall be approved by GBUAPCD prior to the commencement of construction
activities. Acceptable options for reducing emissions include the use of late model

13 For exømple, Johnson Matthey, Inc., Case No. 801: Controlling NOx from Gas Dritling Rig Engines with
Johnson Matthey's Urea SCR System,2008; http:,//wr,r'vr'.jmsec.com/Librarlz/Fact-Sheets/801-
Shell Gas Drill Rie.udf.

lq For exømple, Miratech htÞ: / /rvwu'.miratechcotp.com/site /miratech,/section/21 ;

15 Dawn M. Geske, Wyoming Becomes Home to Cleaner Drilling, Diesel Progress, North American
Edition, November 2008; http:/ /tmsec.com/Library¡/Articles/DPNA920-2.pdf.
16 Ibid.

17 BL1|l4,, Proposed Resource Management Plan and Final Environmental Impact Statement for the Casper
Field Office Planning Area, june 2007, Appendix L, Air Quality Mitigation Matrix;
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engines,low-emission diesel products, alternative fuels, engine retrofit technology,
after-treatment products, andf or other options as they become available.ta

This mitigation measure is feasible and, in similar form, is routinely required by
other agencies. However, I suggest amending Mitigation Measure AQ-1 as follows to
strengthen its language:

The CARB's Fleet Aaernge Cølculntorste can be used to identify an equipment fleet that
achieves this reduction.

The Project representative shall submit to the GBUAPCD a comprehensive inventory of
all off-road construction equipment, equal to or greater than 50 horsepower, that will be
used an aggregate of 40 or more hours during any portion of the construction project.
The inventory shall include the horsepower rating, engine model year, and projected
hours of use for each piece of equipment. The inventory shall be updated and submitted
monthly throughout the duration of the project, except that an inventory shall not be
required for any 30-day period in which no construction activity o...rrr. At least
48 hours prior to the use of subject heavy-duty off-road equipment, the project
representative shall provide the GBUAPCD with the anticipated construction timeline
including start date, and name and phone number of the project manager and on-site
foreman.

ll. Hydrogen Sulfide Emissions from Well Drilling May Result in Significant
Odor lmpacts and/or Unhealthful Concentrations in Ambient Air

The Draft EIS/R recognizes that releases of hydrogen sulfide ("HzS") could occur
during well drilling and construction yet it does not provide a quantitative analysis of
potential HzS releases during construction of the CD-IV Project's wells, instead stating
that "given the temporary nature of construction activities and the lack of long-term
emissions, health risks are assessed qualitatively."zo The Draft EIS/R provides the
following discussion of potential public health risks and odor during construction of the
CD-IV Project:

During well cleanout and flow testing, geothermal fluids would likely be pumped into
large open containers. HzS may temporarily be released from the geothermal fluid for
several hours during these activities. The local HzS emissions during these activities
could exceed the GBUAPCD HzS emissions standard of 2.5 kg/hrlsource and could

18 Draft EIS/& p.4.2_20.

1e CARB, Fleet Average Calculators;
http : / / w w w. arb. ca. gov /msprog / ord i esel / d oc u men ts / docu ments. htm.

20 Draft EIS/R, p. 4.2-4.

L

lÉ
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produce an objectionable "rotten egg" odor in the immediate vicinity of each well.
However, these concentrations would not be expected to pose a health hazard and
would not reach far beyond the vicinity of the well under normal conditions. Potential
HzS emissions resulting from these activities would be temporary at each well
development site and would occur for a relatively short period of several hours.2i

This terse discussion is not adequate to assess potential public health risks and
odor impacts that could occur due to HzS emissions from construction of the Project's
wells and its conclusions are unsupported.

Health Effects of Hydrogen Sulfide

Hydrogen sulfide, which has the characteristic odor of rotten eggs, is an irritant
and can be poisonous at high concentrations. Health effects range from nose, throat and
lung irritation, digestive upset and loss of appetite, headache, and dizzíness to sudden
collapse, unconsciousness, and death depending on its concentrations. The
U.S. Department of Health and Human Services summarizes health effects of exposure
to HzS as follows:

Exposure to low concentrations of hydrogen sulfide may cause irritation to the eyes,

nose, or throat. It may also cause difficulty in breathing for some asthmatics. Brief
exposures to high concentrations of hydrogen sulfide (greater than 500 ppm) can cause a

loss of consciousness. In most cases, the person appears to regain consciousness without
any other effects. However, in some individuals, there may be permanent or long-term
effects such as headaches, poor attention span, poor memory, and poor motor function.
... Deaths due to breathing in large amounts of hydrogen sulfide have been reported in a

variety of different work settings, including sewers, animal processing plants, waste
dumps, sludge plants, oil and gas well drilling sites, and tanks and cesspools.2z

The Draft EIS/R fails to provide any discussion of odor thresholds or potential
health effects at various levels of exposure to HzS. In parts per million ("pp^"), these

can be approximated as follows:

0.001-0.13 ppm

l-5 ppm

20-50 ppm

odor threshold (highly variable)

moderately offensive odor, possibly with nausea, or headaches with
prolonged exposure

nose, throat and lung irritation, digestive upset and loss of appetite, sense of

zt DraÍt EIS/R, p. 4.2-70.

zz U.S. Department of Health and Human Services, Agency for Toxic Substances and Disease Registry,
Toxicological Profile for Hydrogen Sulfide,July 2006, p. 4; http:/ /wr.t lt.atsdr.cdc.gov /toxprofiles/tp114.pd f
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l0È200 ppm

25È500 ppm

500 ppm

50G-1000 ppm

smell starts to become "fatigued," odor cannot be relied upon as a warning
of exposure

severe nose, throat and lung irritation, ability to smell odor completely
disappears

potentially fatal build-up of fluid in the lungs (pulmonary edema) in the
absence of central neryous system effects (headache, nausea, dizziness),
especially if exposure is prolonged

severe lung irritation, excitement, headache, dizziness, staggering, sudden
collapse ("knockdown"), unconsciousness and death within 4-B hours, loss
of memory for period of exposure

respiratory paralysis, irregular heartbeat, collapse, and death; it is important
to note that the symptoms of pulmonary edema, such as chest pain and
shortness of brearh, can be delayed for up to 48 hours afrer exposure.23

To put these numbers in perspective, 1 ppm HzS equals 1.5 milligrams per cubic
meter ("rng/r¡j") or 1,500 micrograms per cubic meter ("ug/^t", in air. In comparison,
the Draft EIS/R states that well cleanout and testing could result in H2S releases in
excess oÍ2.5 kilograms (2,500,000 milligrams or 2,500,000,000 micrograms) per hour.z+
ItVhen hydrogen sulfide is released as a gas, it remains in the atmosphere for an average
of 18 hours.2s Thus, large quantities of F{zS could accumulate in the vicinity of and
disperse from the well site and present an odor nuisance as well as a public health
hazard to nearby receptors. Because exposure to HzS can result in both acute and
chronic health effects, the cited "temporary" nature of construction activities is no
excuse for an adequate assessment, especially given the potential of cumulative impacts
from other planned (e.g., Mammoth Pacific I Replacement Project) and existing
geothermal developments in the area.

Proximity and Potential Exposure of Public to Hydrogen Sulfide Releases

As shown in the inset map (excerpted from the Draft EIS/R) below, several
recreational areas are within a mile of the proposed Project geothermal well locations:
the New Shady Rest Campground, the Pine Glen Campground and the Shady Rest
Park; the latter is located within less than 0.5 miles of six new well sites (Nos. 75-25,
25-25,34-25, 52-25,50-25, and 38-25 and three existing well sites (Nos. r4-2s, r2-2s,

23 Organisation for Economic Co-operation and Developmen! WGCA Steering Group of Analysis of HuS
Incidents, Analysis of HzS- Incidents in Geothermal and Other Industries, Preliminary Analysis of Data,p. T;

tirlit.is,/vi
2a Draft EIS/R, p. 4.2-70.

2s Toxicological Profile for Hydrogen Sulfide, p.2.

iles /skvrslur
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aîd 57-25). Publicly accessible trails and roads traverse the area where geothermal wells
and pipelines are proposed or already exist.

APt¡r 0370300t6000

-=\:'i'i

APN.011030029000

APN: 01705001 200t1

{

(

According to the Draft EIS/R, drilling and development of the up to 16 Project
wells would occur for about six months per year over the two-year construction period
with a total of two wells being constructed simultaneously. These activities would occur
during non-winter months, i.e.,June through November26, andwould, thus, coincide
with the period when the nearby recreational areas likely have the highest occupancy
rates and the public would use trails and roads in proximity to the wells and pipelines.
The public could be exposed to elevated concentrations of HzS released during well
cleanout and testing as well as a result of spills, pipeline ruptures or uncontrolled
releases from the wells ("well blowouts'r)27, à well-recognized risk for the geothermal
industry.2s

As summarized above, the odor threshold for HzS in air is very low (less than
one ppm) and subtle to distinct physiological effects can be detected at just slightly
higher concentrations (< 50 ppm). Serious health effects occur over concentrations of

26DraftEIS/R, p.2-35.

27 DraÍt EIS/R, pp. 4.2-10 and 4.4-8.

28 See, e.g., Analysis of HzS- Incidents in GeothermøI and Other lndustries.
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only 50 ppm. Because hydrogen sulfide is heavier than air and because children are
shorter than adults, children may be exposed to more hydrogen sulfide than adults
could be exposed to higher health risks.2e

Based on the proximity of the public to the areas of geothermal development and
the potential for elevated concentrations of HzS during well cleanout and testing and
potential well blowouts or pipeline failures, the potential odor impacts and health risks
from the Project, particularly considering the cumulative exposure and impacts from
the existing and permitted geothermal plants, wells, and pipeline networþ should be
carefully evaluated.

Since the Applicant already operates a number of existing geothermal wells,
pipelines and power plants in the vicinity, information about potential HzS releases and
concentrations that may occur during well testing and venting should be readily
available. Based on this information and a dispersion model for the spread of gaseous
sulfur compounds, the Draft EIS/R should be revised to model maximum potential HzS
concentrations, adequately evaluate the potential health and odor impact oì th" public
including an assessment of potential odor and health impacts for the residence at
Chance Ranch30, and determine whether there is a potential that HzS concentrations in
ambient air would exceed the state i.-hour state ambient air quality standard of
42 pg/m3.If indicated by the results of this assessment, the Draft EIS/R should require
as a mitigation measure that trails and recreation areas are closed to the public during
well drilling and development in order to avoid exposure to unhealthful concentrations
of HzS in the air.

lll. The Draft EIS/R's Analysis of Reactive Organic Gas Emissions from the
Project's Motive Fluid System ls Deficient

According to the Draft EIS/R, Project operation and maintenance would result in
emissions of more than 400 Lb / day of ROG, by far in excess of the applicable CEQA
threshold of 75Ib/day. These ROG emissions are almost exclusively related to fugitive
emissions of the motive fluid, n-pentane, at the binary power planl.et Reactive organic
gases are ozone precursors for which the area has been designated as being in non-
attainment with the state L-hour and 8-hour ozone standards.32

2s Toxicological Profile for Hydrogen Sulfide, p.5.

30 seeDraft EIS/& p.3.2-5.

st Draft EIS/& Table 4.2-4,p.4.2-72.

32 Draft EIS/R, p. 4.2-6.

f

t

l,l
t
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ll¡.4 Emission Estimates Are Not Adequately Supported

The Draft EIS/R presents an estimate of 410.0 Ib / day and 74.8 ton/year ROG for
fugitive n-pentane emissions from the Project.33 The Draft EIS/R does not provide any
calculations to arrive at this estimate but instead refers to a document that is not
provided, specifically, the Applicant's 2010 Applicøtion for Geothermøl Drilling,
Commerciøl Use, Site License, and Construction Permit, Plan of Deaelopment (POD), Pløn of
Operation and PIan of Utilizøtion (POU).3a

Review of application materials obtained by your office from the GBUAPCD3S
shows that the Draft EIS/R's estimates of ROG emissions are unsupported. According
to a letter from Ormat to the GBUAPCD, emission estimates for fugitive n-pentane
emissions from "OEC operational losses (fill, drain, tube leaks) are based on
"engineering estimates using motive fluid inventory at similar facilities." Review of the
application materials and accompanying calculations show that the Applicant did not
provide a motive fluid inventory to the GBUAPCD either but instead simply presents
an estimate for operational losses from two OECs "Based on Ormat O&M experience"
for a"TypicaI36 MW Air Cooled Ormat Binary Power Plant".36 Based on information
from CEQA documents for the Applicant's Mammoth Pacific I Replacement Project, it
appears that the Applicant relies on emissions oÍ92Ib/ day or 7.73 kilograms per hour
per OEC.37 There, the information was provided for a"Typical 16 MW Air-Cooled
OEC," also without any further documentation. As such, the emission estimates are not
adequately supported. While the Applicant may have carefully evaluated potential
emissions and provided engineering estimates based on best engineering judgment,
mere hearsay without adequate documentation and evidence in the record which leaves
the reviewer with the only option to accept the presented emissions at face value, is not
adequate for purposes of CEQA or NEPA review.

Further, neither maximum daily nor total annual emissions of n-pentane are
proposed to be monitored in any way and, thus, no verification of the Applicant-

33 Draft EIS/R, Tables 4.2-4 and 4.2-5, p. 4.2-72.

3a See Footnotes b to Draft EIS/R, Tables 4.2-4 and 4.2-5, p. 4.2-12, and Reference Section, p. 10-25.

3s Letter from Ron Leikery Ormat Nevada, to Duane Ono, Deputy Air Pollution Control Officer,
GBUAPCD, Re: Application for Authority to Construct for the CD-4, ORNI 50,LLC, Geothermal Power
Plant Development Project, lll4ay 24,2072.

36 lbid, Attachment "Typical36MW Air Cooled Ormat Binary Power Plant, Emission calc" dated May 1,

2012.

37 County of Mono, Mammoth Pacific I Replacement Project, Final Environmental Impact Report,
California Clearinghouse Number 2011022020, September 2012, Response to Comment9D-04,p.39.
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supplied values would ever occur. This undermines the very intent of the CEQA and
NEPA review process to adequately disclose air pollutant emissions and associated
impacts on air quality in the first place. Further, because binary geothermal plants are a
relatively new technology, care should be taken to establish appropriate emission rates
in order to avoid perpetuating unsupported and potentially erroneous assumptions
during the environmental review for similar projects in the future.

To verify the Applicant's emission estimates, the Draft EIS/R should be revised
to provide purchase inventory records for other similar facilities and accompanying
emission calculations or, alternatively, require that an annual n-pentane purchase
inventory be submitted to the GBUAPCD and compared to the emission estimates
presented in the Draft EISIR and application to the GBUAPCD.

lll.B The Draft EIS/R Fails to Require Best Available Control Technology Íor
Operational Emissions of Reactive Organic Gases

The estimated ROG emissions from operation of the Project are almost
exclusively related to fugitive emissions of the motive fluid, n-pentane, at the binary
power plant. The Draft EIS/R claims that because the Project "is proposed to include
state of the art equipment and best available technology that would limit fugitive ROG
(i.e., n-pentane) emissions, no additionøl feasible mitigøtion measures are øaøiløble to further
substantially reduce fugitive ROG emissions, and the CD-IV Project would result in a
significant and unavoidable impact related to long-term fugitive emissions of
n-pentane."38 The statement that no additional feasible mitigation measures are
available is incorrect.

The Applicant's Best Available Control Technology ("BACT") analysis,
submitted to the GBUAPCD with the Application for an Authority to Construct
(" ATC") for the Project3e, proposes implementation of the following concepts and
technologies:

o Reducing the number of valves, flanges, and other connections compared to the first
generation plants such as G-7,G-2, and G-3.

o Installation of vapor recovery devices estimated to return at least 99% of the motive
fluid back to the system.

38 Draft EIS/& p.4.2-77, emphasis added.

3e Letter from Ron Leiken, Ormat Nevada, to Duane Ono, Deputy Air Pollution Control Officer,
GBUAPCD, Re: Application for Authority to Construct for the CD-4, ORNI 50, LLC, Geothermal Power
Plant Development Project, May 24,2072.

I
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Use of a maintenance vapor recovery unit during OEC unit maintenance activities to
capture motive fluid that could otherwise be released.

Lower pressure of motive fluid system compared to motive fluid used at older
existing plants, thus, less potential for fugitive leaks/emissions.

Placement of pentane-specific vapor sensors and flame detectors at strategic
locations around the around the turbine, motive fluid pumps, and motive fluid
storage tank and connection to power plant computer control system to quickly alert
plant operators to any potentiallyhazardous situations, which would help to keep a
check on significant leaks.

Leak checks, inspections, monitoring, and leak logging.

Leakless Technology for Motiae Fluid System

An additional technology available to reduce fugitive emissions of n-pentane
from equipment leaks is the use of leakless technology for the Project's motive fluid
system. Pipes, valves, pumps and other equipment are commonly connected using
flanges that are welded or screwed. Here, it appears that the Applicant proposes to use
screwed, or threaded, flanges.aO Threaded flanges leaþ no matter how carefully
executed; welded connections on the other hand do not (unless defective) and, thus,
eliminate 700% of the emissions. Thus, reducing the number of valves, flanges and
connectors, while undoubtedly effective, as proposed, is only the first step in reducing
fugitive equipment leaks. Instead, BACT for the Project's motive fluid system is the use
of leakless equipment components, a technology that is routinely required for
construction of new or modification of existing refineries and chemical facilities and
equally feasible here. The Draft EIS/EIR should be revised to require the use of leakless
components for all equipment components that could result in fugitive leaks of the
motive fluid n-pentane. Further Project Design Measure AQ-3 should be revised to
specifically refer to "BACT as required by GBUAPCD Rule 209-A, Section D (for new
stationary sources of emissions which would result in a net increase in emissions of
250 or more lb / day of any air pollutant or precursor except for CO and particulate
matter)" instead of "best available equipment and design" for which no legal definition
exists.

40 lbid, Attachment "Typical36MW Air Cooled Ormat Binary Power Plant, Emission calc" dated May 1,

2072: "Flanges, Connetors [sic], Screwed."
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Vøpor Recoaery Unit Control Efficiency

The Applicant proposes a99To control efficiency as BACT for the vapor recovery
devices. Yet, the Draft EIR states that "other facilities similar to what is proposed for the
CD-IV Project have demonstrated better th.an99.6 percent efficiency in controlling and
recovering n-pentane emissions during normal operations."4l Thus, it appears that BACT,
as demonstrated in practice , is 99.6"/o rather than99"/. control efficiency. The Draft EIR
(and the ATC Application to the GBUAPCD) should provide a top-down analysis of
control efficiency for vapor recovery devices and revise the BACT determination
accordingly.

Leak Detection ønd Repair Program

The Applicant's proposed BACT measures for equipment leaks include the
"placement of pentane-specific vapor sensors at strategic locations" as well as "leak
checks, inspections, monitoring, and leak logging." While the proposed measures may
prevent help prevent significant leaks, they are not adequate to address smaller and
slow leaks and do not constitute BACT for the Project. The USEPA has developed leak
detection and repair ("LDAR") regulations for petroleum refineries and chemical
manufacturing facilities. Implementation of an LDAR program is equally feasible for
the Project's motive fluid system. LDAR incorporates the elements of the proposed
inspection program but goes further. For example it requires quantification of fugitive
ROG leaks with a portable analyzer (per USEPA Reference Method 21). The Draft EIR
should be revised to require as a mitigation measure the use of LDAR following
USEPA's Best Practices Guidea2.

lV. The Draft EIS/R Fails to Provide an Off-Site Consequence Analysis for
Transportation of the Flammable Motive Fluid n-Pentane to the Site

The motive fluid that would be used at the CD-IV Project, n-pentane, is a highly
flammable liquid at standard temperature and pressure which is typically transported
and stored under pressure.a¡ The Draft EIS/R recognizes that the use of n-pentane
requires a risk management plan ("RMP') due to the potential risk of explosion and fire
and acknowiedges that transportation of n-pentane "could indirectly result in an

a1 Draft EIS/R, p. 4.2-72, emphasis added.

42 USEPA, Leak Detection and Repair Compliance Assistance Guidance, A Best Practices Guide;

a3 Dralt EIS/R, p. 4.73-6.
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incremental increase in the potential for accidents'a but fails to provide an off-site
consequence analysis for transportation of the hazardous substance to the site as

required by the Chemical Accident Prevention Provisions under USEPA's RMP rule
(Section 712(r) of the federal Clean Air Act).rs Instead, the Draft EIS/R only states that
Applicant "would update its existing RMP and incorporate the CD-IV facilþ into its
Process Safety Program Safety Management Program" .úThis approach improperly
defers an analysis into the future that should be part of the CEQA/NEPA review
process for the Project and is therefore not permissible.

The Draft EIS/R should be revised to provide an off-site consequence analysis
for the flammable motive fluid n-pentane using USEPA's RMP*Cornp model as

required by the USEPA's RMP to satisfy the requirements of CEQA and disclose all
potential impacts to the public. This analysis should include potential cumulative risks
from other planned and existing geothermal facilities in the vicinity.

Y. Recommendation

I recommend that the lead agencies prepare a revised Draft EIS/R for review and
comment by the public that addresses the above discussed issues.

Please feel free to call me at (475\ 492-n31 or e-mail at peEa.pless@gmail.com if
you have any questions.

u Dr aft E,ls / R, p. 4.73-7 .

45 U.S. Environmental Protection Agency, Risk Management Plan (RMP) Rule;

http: / / epa.gov /emergencies /content/ rmP/index'hh'

ryDraltEIS/R, p.4.1!7.

With best regards,

Petra Pless, D.E
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PBtra Pless, D.Env.
440 f{ov¡ Albiorr Way
San Rahel, CA t4903
1415, .lt2.2l.l I phc,nc

{815i 572-8ú2ú l'¡x
p,'ttrà@pFlet5 com

Dr. Pless has over 15 years of experience in environmental engineering and science conducting ancl

managing interdisciplinary environmental research proiects and preparing and reviewing
environmental permits and other documents for U.S. and European stakeholder groups. This
broad-based experience includes air quality and air pollution control; water quality, rvater supply,
and water pollution control; biology; public health and safety; and noise studies. National
Environmental Policy Act ("NEPA"), California EnvironmentalQuality Act ("CEQA"), âñd Clean

Air Act ("CAA") review; industrial ecology and risk assessmenÇ and use of a wide range of
environmental software.

EDUCATION

Doctorate in Environmental Science and Engineering (D.Env.), University of California,
Los Angeles,2001

M.S. Biology (with focus on botany/ecology/limnology), Teclrnical University of Munich,
Germany,1991

PROFESSIONAL I.IISTORY

Environmental consultant 2006-present

Leson & Associates (previously Leson Environmental Consulting), Kensington, CA,
Environmental Scientist/ Project Manager, 7997 -2005

University of California Los Angeles, Graduate l(esearch Assistant/Teaching Assistant, 7994-7996

ECON Research and Developnrent, Environmental Scientist, lngelheim, Germany,'1992-1993

Biocontrol, Environmental Projects Manager, lngelheim, Gernrany,'1991-1992

REPRESENTATIVE EXPERI ENCE

Air Quality and Pollution Control

Projects include CEQA/NEPA review; attainment and non'attainment netv source review
('NSR"), prevention of significant deterioration ("PSD") ancl Title V perrnitting; control
technology analyses (BACT, LAER, RACT, BARCT, MACT); technology evaluations and cost-

effectiveness analyses; criteria and toxic pollutant emission inventories; emission offsets; ambient

and source monitoring; analysis of emissions estirnates and ambient air pollutant concentr¡rtion

rnocleling. Some typical projects include:
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Critically reviewed and prepared technical comments on tlìe air qualih,, biology, noise, rvater
qualit¡r, and public health and safety sections of CEQA/NEPA documents for numerous
commercial, residential, and industrial projects (c.g,, power plants, airports, residential
developments, retail developments, hospitals, refineriet slaughterhouses, quarries, and
mines).

Critically reviewed and prepared technicalcomments on the air quality and public healtlr
sectÍons of the Los Angeles Airport Master Plan (Draft, Supplement, and Final Environntental
lmpact Statement/Environmental Impact lleport) for the City of El Segundo. Provided
technical comments on the Draft and Final General Conformity Determination for the
preferred alternatíve submitted to the Federal Aviation Administration.

For several Calífornia refineries, evaluated compliance of fired sources with Bay Area Air
Quality Management District ('BAAQMD") Rule 9-10. This requirecl evaluation and reviery of
hundreds of source tests to determine if refinery-wide emission caps and compliance
monitoring provisions were being met.

Critically reviewed and prepared technical comnrents on Draft Title V permits for several
refineries and other industrial facilities in California.

Reviewed state-wide average emissions, state-of-tlre-art control deviceg and emissions
standards for construction equipment and developed recommendations for mitigation
measures for numerous large construction projects.

Researched sustainable building concepts and alternative energy and determined their
feasibili$ for residential and commercial developments, c.g., regional shopping malls and
hospitals.

Evaluated the public health impacts of locating big-box retail developments in densely
populated areas in California and Hawaii. Monitored and evaluated impacts of diesel exhaust
ernissions and noise on surrounding residential com¡nunities.

ln conjunction with the permitting of severat residential and commercial developments,
conducted studies to determine baseline concentrations of diesel exhaust particulate matter
using an aethalorneter.

For an Indiana steel mill, evaluated technology to control NOx and CO emissions from fired
sources, including electric arc furnaces and reheat furnaces, to establish BACT. This required a
comprehensive review of U.S. and European operating experience. The lowest emission levels
were being achieved by steel mills using selective catalytic reduction ("SCR") and selective
non-catalytic reduction ("SNCf(") in Sweden and The Netlrerlands.

For a California petroleum coke calciner, evaluated teclrnology to control NOx, CO, VOCs, and
PM10 emissions from the kiln and pyroscrubbers to establish BACT and LAEIì,. This required
a rev¡ew of state and federal clearinghouses, rvorking with regulatory agencies and pollution
control vendors, and obtaining and reviewing perrnits and emissions data from other sinrilar
facilities. The best<ontrolled facilities were located in the South Coast Air Quality Manage-
rnent District ("SCAQM D").

For a Kentucky coal-fired power plant, identified the lowest NOx levels that had been
permitted and dernonstrated in practice to establish BACT. Reviewed operating experience of
European, Japanese, and U.S. facilities and evaluated continuous emission monitoring data.

I

-q
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The lowest NOx levels had been permitted and achieved in Dennrark and in the U.S. in Tcxas

and Nerv York.

In support of efforts to lower the CO BACT level for power plant emissions, evaluated the

contribution of CO emissions to tropospheric ozone forrnation and co-authored rePort on

same.

Critically reviewed and prepared technical conÌments on applications for certification
("AFCs") for numerous natural'gas fired and geothermal power plants in California perrnitted
by the California Energy Commission ("CEC"). The comments addressed construction and

operational emissions inventories and dispersion rnocleling, BACT determinations for
combustion turbine generators, etc.

Critically reviewed and prepared technicalcomments on draft PSD permits for several natural
gas-fired power plants in California, lncliana, ancl Oregon. The comments addressed emission

inventories, BACT, case-by-case tvlACT, compliance monitoring cost-effectiveness analvses,

and enforceability of permit limits.

For a California refinery, evaluated technology to control NOx and CO emissíons from
CO Boilers to establish RACT/BARCT to comply with BAAQMD Rule 9-10. This required a

review of BACT/RACT/LAEII clearinghouses, working with regulatory agencies across the

U.S., and reviewing federal and state regulations and State lmplernentation Plans ("SlPs"). The

lowest levels were required in a SCAQMD rule and in the Texas SlP.

In support of several federal lawsuíts filed under the Clean Air Act, prepared cost-effectiveness

analyses for SCR and oxidation catalysts for simple cycle gas turbines and evaluated opacity
data.

Critically reviewed draft permits for several ethanol plants in California, lndiana, and Olrio
and prepared technical comments.

Provided comprehensive environmental and regulatory sen'ices for an industrial laundry
chain, Facilitated permit process with the SCAQMD. Developed test protocolfor VOC
emissions, conducted field tests, and used mass balance methods to estimate ernissions.

Reduced disposal costs for solvent-containing waste streams by identifying alternative
disposal options. Performed health risk screening for air toxics emissions. Provided pernritting
support rvith SCAQMD. lìenegotíated server surcharges with wastewater treatment plant.
Identified new customers for shop-towel recycling services.

Designed computer model to predict performance of biological air pollution control (biofilters)

as part of a collaborative technology assessment project, co-funded by several major chemical

rnanufacturers. Experience using a wide range of environmental software, including air
dispersion models, air emission modeling software, database programs, and geographic
informa tion systems ("GIS").
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Water Quality and Pollutiolr Control

Experience in water quality and pollution control, including surface water and ground water
quality and supply studies, evaluatÍng water and wastewater treatment technologies, and
identifying evaluating and irnplementing pollution controls. Some typical projects include:

- For a homeowner's associatiory reviewed a California Coastal Commission staff report on the
replacement of 12,000 linear feet of wooden bulkhead with PVC sheet pile armor. l{esearched
and evaluated irnpact of proposed project on lagoon lvater quality, including sediment
resuspension, potential leaching of additives and sealants, and long-term stability.
Summarized results in technical report.

- For a 500-MW combined-cycle power plant, prepared a study to evaluate the impact of
proposed groundwater pumping on local water quality and supply, including a nearby stream,
springs, and a spring-fed waterfall. The study was docketed with the CEC and summarized in
a journal article.

Evaluated impacts of on-shore oil drilling activities on large-scale coastal erosion in Nigeria.

- For a 500-MW combined-rycle porver planÇ identified and evaluated methods to reduce water
use and watet quality impacts. These included the use of zero-liquid-díscharge systems and
alternative cooling technologies, including dry and parallel wet-dry cooling. Prepared cost
analyses and evaluated irnpact of options on water resources. This work led to a settlement in
which parallel wet dry cooling and a crystallizer were selected, replacing 100 percent
groundwater pumping and wastewater clisposal to evaporation ponds.

Applied Ecology, lndustrial Ecology an<l Risk Assessnrent

Experience in applied ecology, industrial ecology and risk assessment, including human and
ecological risk assessrnents, life cycle assessment, evaluation and licensing of new chemicats, and
fate and transport studies of contaminants. Experienced in botanical. phytoplankton, and
intertidal species identification and water chenristry analyses. Some typical projects include:

For the California Coastal Conse¡r'ancy, San Francisco Estuary lnstitute, Invasive Spartina
Project, evaluated the potential use of i n"* aquatic pesticidefor eradication of non-native,
invasive cordgrass (Spartinn spp.) species in the San Francisco Estuary with respect to rvater
quality, biological resourcês, and human health and safety. Assisted staff in preparing an
amendment to the Final EIR.

Evaluated likelihood that measured organochlorine pesticide concentrations at a U.S. navat air
station are residuals from past applications of these pesticides consistent with manufacturers'
recommendations. Retained as expert witness in lawsuit.

Prepared human health risk assessments of air pollutant emissions from seve¡al industrial and
commercial establishments, including power ptants, refineries, and commercial laundries.

Managed and conducted studies to license nerv pesticides. This rvork included the evaluation
of the adequacy and identification of deficiencies in existing physical/chemical and health
effects data sets, initÍating and supervising studies to filt data gaps, conducting environmental
fate and transport studies, and QA/QC compliance at subcontractor taboratories. Prepared
licensing applications and coordinated the registration process rvith German licensing
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agencies. This n'ork led to regulatory approval of several pesticide applications in less than six
months.

Designed and implemented database on physical/chemical properties, environmental fate,
and health impacts of pesticides for a maior European pesticide manufacturer.

Designed and managed toxicological study on potential interference of delta-9-tetrahyclro-
cannabinol in food products with U.S. employee drug testing; co-authored peer-reviewed
publication.

Critically reviewed and prepared teclrnical comments on AFCs for several natural-gas fired
and geothermal power plants and transmission lines in California permittecl by the CEC. The
com¡nents addressed avian collisions and electrocution, construction and operational noise
impacts on wildlife, risks from brine ponds, and impacts on endangered species.

For a 180-MW geothermal power plant, evaluated the impacts of plant construction and
operation on the fragile desert ecosystem in the Salton Sea area. This work included baseline
noise monitoring and assessing the impact of noise, brine handling and disposal, and air
emissions on local biota, public health, and welfare.

Desígned research protocols for a coastal ecological inventory; developed sampling
methodologies, coordinated field sampling, determined species abundance and distribution in
intertidal zone, and analyzed data.

Designed and conducted limnological study on effects of physical/chemical parameters on

phytoplankton succession; performed water chemistry analyses and identified phytoplankton
species; co-authored two journal articles on results.

Conducted techn¡cal, ecological, and econornic assessments of product lines frorn agricultural
fiber crops for European eguipment manufacturer; co-authored proprietary client reports.

Developed life cycle assessment methodology for industrial products, inclucling agricultural
fiber crops and mineral fibers; analyzed technical feasibility and markets for thermal insulation
materials from plant fibers and conducted comparative life cycle assessments.

Conducted and organized underwater surveying and nrapping of plant species in several lakes
and rivers in Sweden and Germany as ecologicaI indicators for the health of limnological
ecosystems.

PRO BONO ACTIV¡TIËS

Foundíng member of "SecondAid," a non-profit organization providing tsunami relief for the
recovery of small family businesses in Sri lanka. (www.secondaid.org)

P ROFESSIO NAL AFFI LIIIT¡Oh¡S

Association of Environmental Professionals
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SELECTED PUBLICATIONS

Leson G. and Pless P., Hemp seeds and hemp oil, in: Grotenherrnen F. and Russo E. (eds.),
CannabÈ und Cannabinoids, Pharmacology, Toxicology, and Therapeutic PotentÍal, The
Harvorth lntegrative Healing Press, Nerv York, 2002.

Leson G., Pless P., Grotenhermen F., Kalant H., and ElSohly M,, Eyaluating the impact of
hemp food consumpt¡on on workplace drug tests, Journal of Analytical Toxicology, Vol. 25,
No. 11112, pp. 1-E, 2001.

Leson G. and Pless P., Assessing the impact of THC uptake from hemp oilcosmetics on workplace
drug testing l{eport to the Agricultural Research and Development lnitiative ("ARDl"),
Morris, M8,2001.

Pless P., Technical and environmental assessment of thermal insulation materials frorn fiber crops,
doctoral dissertation in Environmental Science and Engineering, University of Calífornia, Los
Angeles,2001.

Center for Waste Reduction Technologies in the American lnstitute of Chemical Engineers, Colla-
borative Biofilter Project, Technical Report, co-author with L¡rson G. of sections'Compound
Database,"Desi gn Manua l,' and' Li terature Da tabas e,' 1998.

Hantke 8., Domany L, Fleischer P., Koclr M., Pless P., Wíendl M., and Melzer M., Depth profiles of
the kinetics of phosphatase activity in lrardwater lakes of different trophic level, Arch,
Hydrobiologia, vol. 135, pp. 457477, 1996.

Hantke 8., Fleischer P., Domany 1., Koch M., Pless P., wiendl M., and Melzer M., P-release from
DOP by phosphatase activity in comparison to P-excretion by zooplankton: studies in
hardwater lakes of different trophic level, Hydrobiologia, vol.3l7, pp.15l-762,199G.

Pless P., Untersuchungen zur Phytoplanktonentrvicklung im Herrensee (investigations on phyto-
plankton succession in an oligotrophic hardwater lake), Masters Thesis ín biology with focus
on botany/ecology/lirnnology, Technical University of Munich, Germany, 1991.
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Shell Exploration & Production

Go. has begun equipping its natu-

ral gas drilling rigs operating in

Wyoming with Johnson Matthey's

selective catalytic reduction (SCR)

systems as part of an initiative to

reduce N0* in the region. Three

urea SGR systems are installed

per drill rig, one on each of the

three Gaterpillar diesel engine.

powered generators used to
power the drills.

Shell retrofits drilling ¡gs with Johnson Matthey advanced SCR systems to reduce NO¡ in Pinedale Anticline

t, 
V {l,i\lt\! ! i!,tt'i. {,) i -"3,1'i l:

I he pinedale Anticline in Wy- have to do is protect visibility. NOr systems. The units were equipped on

I oming is one of the largest emissions can impact visibility as the three Caterpillar diesel engine-pow-

I natural gas fields in the U.S. chemistry forms in the atmosphere. ered generators used to power a drill

The area sits adjacent to the Wind Our challenge was to reduce our NO" rig. Following the test phase, Shell

River Mountains in the southeastern emissions levels." elected to outfìt the rest of its drilling

portion of the state with a picturesque Shell, in collaboration with Wyoming fleet with the SCR system for a total of

view of the mountain range and abun- and the BLM - the U.S. governmen- 21 systems - three per rig.

dant wildlife. As part of an effort to tal body that oversees the manage- "From Shell's standpoint this is a

conserve the region, Shell Explora- ment and conservation of public land leading-edge application of technolo-

tion & production Co. has taken the - developed a Record of Decision gy to achieve the goals required to

initiative in cooperation with the State (ROD) laying out the terms of opera- protect the environment," said Sewell.

of Wyoming and the U.S. Bureau of tion in the area. Shell is developing "Johnson Matthey has, in our opinion,

Land Management (BLM) to retrofit its the Pinedale region, drilling 80 to 90 risen to the occasion to work with us

natural gas drilling rigs with selective new wells per year with a fleet of and make this technology work. I'm

catalytic reduction (SCR) systems. eight drilling rigs as well as produc- confident that the other seven rigs
,,Our challenge in pinedale is bal- ing wells at a rate of 500 million cu.ft. that we outfit with the technology will

ancing drilling for natural gas with pro- of natural gas per day. be successful."

tecting the environment," said Jim Under the ROD, Shell is required to Each drill rig is powered by three

Sewell, environmental engineer at reduce NO* emissions, which led it to Caterpillardiesel-poweredgenerators.

Shell Exploration & production Co. paftner with Johnson Matthey in March The generators are equipped with Cat

,,One of the most important things we for a test installation of three urea SCR 3512BD|TA diesel engines rated '1476

DIESEL PROGRESS NORTH AI¡ERICAN EDITION November 2008
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hp and located 50 to 100 ft. from the
rigs. The three generators work in

conjunction with each other, running
nonstop at varying loads - making it
difficult to control NO* levels, which
vary along with the load.

The Johnson Matthey system was
specifically designed for the drilling
application and its demanding re-
quirements, said Mike Baran, senior
sales engineer for Johnson Matthey's
Stationary Source Emissions Control
Group (SSEC). "The temperature,
weather and wild load swings really
made it a difflcult application for an
SCR system. They run these (gener-

ators) at widely fluctuating loads.
Since NO* levels fluctuate along with
the load cycling, we had to do some
special things in catalyst design to
ensure that the SCRs were going to
work correctly.

"We had to vary the amounts and
types of catalysts that were installed,"
Baran said.

The SCR system is placed on top of
the generator enclosure on a skid
equipped with a Johnson Matthey cat-
alyst, a catalyst housing, a mixing duct
and the Johnson Matthey urea injec-
tion lanceinozzle. "Our system sits

right on top of the enclosure and bolts
into place on the skid," said Baran.
"Urea lines are connected to our SCR
control cabinet, penetrated through the
enclosure, and then attached to our
injection nozzle."

The top portion of the control cabi-
net houses all of the electronics for the
injection system while the lower por-
tion holds the mechanical components
of the system such as the pumps and

valves used to provide the correct,
load-specific urea dosing rate.

Each SCR system has a touch-
screen control panel that provides
monitoring capability, showing various
temperature measurements, the urea
injection rate, the system's status and
any system alarms.

Urea is fed to the SCR dosing sys-
tem from a single urea tank, which will
feed all three SCR systems on a rig.

With the three SCR systems currently
in place, Sewell said about 80 gal. of
urea is consumed each day per rig.

While one of the challenges in fit-
ting the generators with the SCR sys-
tem was the fluctuating load patterns,
the region's extreme winter tempera-
tures posed another. "A run-of-the-mill
SCR system can't really address

Johnson Matthey's SCR system is placed

on top of the generator enclosure on a
skid outfitted with a Johnson Matthey cat.

alyst, a catalyst housing, a mixing duct

and the Johnson Mafthey urea injection

lance/nozle. The top portion of the control

cabinet houses all of the electronics for
the injection system while the lower por.

tion holds the mechanical components of
the system such as the pumps and valves

used to provide the correct, load.

specific urea dosíng rate.

that," said Baran. "Typically the ex-
haust temperature must be at 600'F
or greater for an SCR system to work
properly. We designed this system to
work as low as 500"F while still main-
taining capability at higher exhaust
temperatures. That was important to
Shell because substantial engine run-
time is at lower loads and in a temper-
ature range that might be problematic
for a conventional SCR system."

The SCR system was designed to
reduce NO* by greater than g0%, and
limit the amount of ammonia slip to a
maximum of 10 ppm at the SCR sys-
tem outlet. "Controlling NO* is fairly
straightforuard with respect to SCR
systems," said Baran. "An unsophisti-
cated system can inject urea through
the system at a very high rate and get
a lot of NO* reduction, but this setup
will end up emitting excessive ammo-
nia to the environment. A proper SCR
system needs to be designed to simul-
taneously control NO" and meet low
ammonia slip numbers." According to
Johnson Matthey, the SCR systems
averaged ammonia emissions of 2Io
3 ppm, much less than the '1 0 ppm

requirement.
Natural gas exploration and develop-

il

DIESEL PROGRESS NORTH AiiIERICAN ED|T|ON November 2008
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Urea ls fed to Johnson Matthey's SCR dosing system from a slngle

urea tank, whlch currenlly feeds the thres SGR systems ln place,

consuming about 80 gal, of urea each day per rlg.

disconnect systems," said Baran. "They

can pull them off the rig, move the

engine and enclosure, drop the system

back on top, and bolt them on and go."

As part of the agreement with Shell,

Johnson Matthey will provide engi-
neering, project management, instal-

lation and service supporl of the sys-
tems. Shell will perform maintenance
checks on the units. "There's very little
maintenance," said Baran. "They basi-
cally check the urea filter from time to

time to make sure it is not clogged,
inspect the catalyst to see if it's cov-
ered with particulate, which can be

lightly vacuumed, and inspect the
injection nozzle for any urea buildup."

A rolling schedule will be used for
the installation of the remaining SCR
systems. Nine new units are slated for
completion at the end of 2008, fitting
half of the drill rig fleet. The balance is

expected to be installed in the first
quarter of 2009. S

I
,T
\li

lrr

ment in the area is mobile with rigs

moving to different locations in the

field to drill new wells. Based on this,

Shell required a system that could be

maneuvered along wíth the drill rigs

and assembled/disassembled quick-

ly. "They needed to move the equip-
ment with the rig so these are quick-

REPRINTED FROM NOVEMBER 2008 DIESEL PROGRESS North American Edition Copyright Diesel & GasTurbine Publications
Printed in U.S.A.
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Summary

A preliminary search for available data on incidents involving Hydrogen Sulphide

(H2S) incidents in industry generally and in particular the geothermal industry was

carried out. The search was directed at publicly accessible information sources and

specialised databases. In particular databases which document chemical accidents

were considered, concentrating on the accidental release ofHzS.

General data on occupational exposure to HzS (accidental or long-term low level)

were not collected and analysed to any large extent, these data are kept in national

accident or medical databanks by OSH and health care agencies. Therefore, a

comprehensive search into occupational incidents, neither geothermal nor other, could

be performed at his stage.

From the incidents considered the following general observations can be made.

¡ In those incidents in which toxic effects due to II2S were experienced there

appears to have been a lack of adequate knowledge ofthe hazards. That is a

lack of knowledge that a H2S release could occur and the potential

consequences of ÌI2S exposure.

o Due to the lack of awareness relating to the occurrence of þS, there was, in

many cases, a lack ofadequate preparedness to deal with the release oftoxic

gas.

o The lack of suitable gas alarms and personal protective equipment led, in a

number of cases, to fatal H2S exposure.

. H2S is a life threatening hazard in the geothermal industry and a number of
other industrial activities as indicated by the data shown here.

¡ Some industries (chemical processing, petroleum refining and petrochemical),

whilst having H2S-incidents, do not appear to suffer fatal consequences to the

same degree as perhaps the geothermal and waste treatment industries. Here is

an opportunity to leam lessons relating to good practice across industry

sectors.
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In particular an apparenlly disproportionate involvement of contractor

employees in HzS incidents, carrying out repair, maintenançe and cleaning

activities is of particular concern.

Data on geothermal incidents whic.h are readily available were few, however

there are indications that more detailed information may be obtainable within

the major geothermal nations

Many occupational exposures to HzS either go unrecorded or escape a

systematic documentation and data collection. Generally it can be said that

ocoupational accidents with fatalities are systematically recorded, however

access to this data is limited.
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I lntroduction

Within the Chemical Accidents 2009 - 2012 Work Programme Iceland proposed the

project on the analysis of HzS-incidents and offered to take the lead. þS is very toxic,

quickly reactive, and causes serious accidents. Geothermal wells are a source ofI{zS

that pose specific problems. It is proposed to collect data and analyse incidents and

accidents caused by hydrogen sulphide in indusfy with a focus on geothermal

facilities.

The proposed project originates from discussions on geothermal stations work

environment at AOSH in Iceland. Such a project will be relevant to many member

countries, where geothermal energy is used. However, there are many other situations

in which H2S is an issue.

The objective ofthe proposed project is to collect data and undertake an analysis to

better understand ÌIzS accidents in the geothermal industry as well as other industries

involving H2S.

The data collected will be used to determine counter-measures to H2S hazards. Those

will be applicable to geothermal power plants and to some other industrial facilities.

The accessibility of data could limit the analysis of accidents' causes. Geothermal

areas are ofvarying types when comes to þS.

Problems with the data and the accessing of data are discussed. Conclusions that can

be drawn from this preliminary study are given in a general manner at the end of the

repof and outlines of possible further study are also discussed.

At the 18n Working Group on Chemical Accidents Meeting a steering group was

formed and it was agreed to collect and review accident data / statistics from the

geothermal industry as well as from other relevant (industrial) sectors such as the

petro-chemical industry.

I

I

i
t"
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2 HzS -occupat¡onal hazards

Hydrogen sulphide (I{rS) is a very toxic gas at normal temperatures. It poses a very

serious inhalation hazard. Effects at various exposure levels are believed to be as

follows [4].

0.001-0.13 ppn

l-5 ppm

20-50 ppm

odour threshold (highly variable)

moderately offensive odour, possibly with nausea, or

headaches with prolonged exposure;

nose, throat and lung irritation, digestive upset and loss of

appetite, sense of smell starts lo become "fatigued", odour

cannot be relied upon as a warning of exposure;

sçvere nose, throat and lung irritation, ability to smell

odour completely disappears;

potentially fatal build-up of fluid in the lungs (pulmonary

oedema) in the absence of central nervous system effects

(headache" nauseq dizziness), espeeially if exposure is

prolonged;

severe lung irritation, excitement, headache, dizziness,

staggering, zudden collapse ("knockdown"),

unoonsciousness and death within 4-8 hours, loss of

memory for period of exposure;

respiratory paralysis, irregular heart beat, collapso, and

death. It is important tq note that the symptoms Òf

pulmonary oedema, sueh as chest pain and shortness of

breath, can be delayed for up to 48 hours after exposure'

Prolonged exposure (for several hours or days) to concentrations as low as 50-

100 ppm can lead to rhinal inflammation, cough, hoarseness, and shortness of breath.

Prolonged expesure to higher conoentrations can prodUce bronchitis, pneumonia and a

potentially fatal build-up of fluid in the lungs (pulmonary oedema).

The interim AEGl-values a¡e:
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3 HzS environments in industry

Hydrogen sulphide is encountered in many workplaces. These include:

¡ chemical and related industries where the gas itself is used,

r industries handling sulphides or other sulphuric substances, or where it occurs

as an intermediate or as a waste product.

o the oil & gas industry and other types of raw-material extraction and handling

where it is part of the original raw material. This includes geothermal fluid

extraction and processing.

. workplaces where fermentation and other anaerobic decomposition of organic

material, organic or inorganic sulphur containing material occur, such as in

biomass processing, farm work and waste handling and processing. This is

caused by groups of so called sulphate-reducing bacteria that reduce sulphur

compounds, including sulphite, thiosulphate or elemental sulphur, to sulphide

Following are examples of industries where HzS hazard occurs:

. -Oil and gas:

Crude oil refineries (primarily sour crude oil), crude oil processing,trandling plants

and transmissions/pipelines, sour natural gas processing/handling plants/stations

storages and transmissions/pipelines

. Animal fat and oil processing
o Asphalt storage
¡ Blast furnaces
¡ Breweries and fermentation processes
. Chemicals and related production processes, various:

Carbon disulphide, dyes, thiophene, sulphur, bromide-bromine, soap,
phosphate purification, hydrochloric acid purification, cellophane, rubber,
plastics, soap, silk, rayon, photoengraving, synthetic fibers, polysulphide
caulking, artificial flavour, refrigerants, glues, textile printing, etc

¡ Clean-up activities of organic/sulphur containing slurry/sludge, various
o Coal gasification plants
. Coke ovens
. Copper ore sulphidising and metallurgy, gold ore, lead ore, lead removal,

barium carbonate and barium salt production, pyrite burning etc.
¡ Farms and livestock operations
. Fertilizerproduction
r Fishing vessel holds, fat fish processing
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o Geothermal plants and utilities
¡ Landfills of municipaUfarm/organic waste
o Metal processing, various:
. Pulpandpaperproduction
o Sewage treaûnent plants
¡ Slaughterhouses and rendering plants
. Sugarproduction
o Sulphur and hydrogen sulphide production
o Tanneries
¡ 'Waste treaûnent operations

There are numerous case reports of deaths, especially in the oil and gas extraction

industry [25], sewage maintenance, and on farms. Most fatalities have occuned in

relatively confined spaces (e.g. sewers, sludge tanks, cesspools, or IIzS collecting in

depressions on open land or in buildings) [7]. kr many cases, multþle deaths have

occurred at a single site. Rescuers, attempting to save an unconscious co-worker, have

entered a confined area without respiratory protection or safety lines. The¡ in tum,

have been overçome by IIzS. Workers who survive a serious shof-term H2S exposure

may recover completely or may experience long-term effects. Í4,7,2,3,7,32].
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4 Geothermal industry and HzS

4.1 Widespread and grow¡ng geothermal utilisation
Many countries have utilised geothermal energy for decades and some for centuries.

These are mainly in tbe tectonic rift zones where the continental plates either collide

or diverge. There the heat ÍÌom the Earth's interior is closest to the surface and cracks

and porous rock allows water to seep down into the hot crust and steam and hot water

to seep upwards. Geothermal heat can also be found in other locations where the

temperature increase with depth may be slower and porosity for water less than in the

rift zones but in some instances the heat is worthwhile drilling for. Even hot deep rock

is being used to heat water and retum to surface [7]. The following table lists

countries that utilise geothermal energy (see also IGA lists l29l of both total

geothermal energy and geothermal electric energy production).

Table of geothermal utilisation by country, GWh/year (year 2000) [28].

Rank Countries Amount
I China 8.724

2 United States 5.640
J Iceland 5.603

4 Turkev 4,377
5 New Zealand 1,967

6 Georsia t,752
7 Russia 1,703
8 Japan 1.621

9 France 1.360
0 Sweden t.t47

Mexico 1.089

2 Italy 1.048

3 Romania 797

4 Hungary 785

5 India 699

6 Switzerland 663

7 Serbia and Monteneqro 660
8 Slovakia 588

9 Israel 476

20 Bulsaria 455

21 Austria 447
22 Alseria 441

23 Germanv 436
24 Jordan 428

25 Canada 284

1l
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26 Slovenia t96
27 Lithuania 166
28 Croatia 154
29 Macedonia, The Former Yusoslav Reoublic of 142
30 Finland 134
3l Argentina 125
32 Greece r07
JJ Australia 82
34 Poland 76
35 Colombia 74
36 Tunisia 48
37 Czech Republic 36

:38 Belgium 30
:38 Guatemala 30
40 Denmark 2t
4l Netherlands t6
42 Peru t4
43 Indonesia t2
44 Portugal l0
45 Norway 9
46 Philippines 7

:47 United Kinsdom 6
:47 Nepal 6
49 Honduras 5

:50 Thailand 4
:50 Venezuela 4
52 Kenya J
53 Chile 2

Total 44.709

OECD WGCA Preliminary data analysis Geothermal H2S-incidenrs, Sept. 2009

Part of the geothermal calories that are tapped as steam from the high temperature

areas is used for electricity generation, in particularly USA, Philippines, Mexico,

Indonesia, Italy, Japan, New Zeeland and lceland. There are 24 countries who have

installed geothermal electric capacity. The total world-wide geothermal electricity

production capacity was 9.7 GW in 2007 and is projected to grow to nearly I I GV/ in

2010 [30].

4.2 Hazards from HzS and other geotherma, gasses
In Icelandic "hveralykt" means the smell of geysers, the rotten-egg smell of hydrogen

sulphide usually associated with hot springs. Geologists distinguish between high-

temperature and low-temperature fields. The high-temperature fluid, steam with

boiling water droplets tom up in varying amounts brings up more gases but their

t2
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concentration varies from one place to the other and even in time. The low

temperature areas give geothermal water which contains dissolved gasses such as N2,

and smaller amounts of COz and II2S. The geothermal steam from the high-

temperature areas, of which 0.5-1 w%o can be gas, contains a different blend of gasses

such as COz, HzS, Hz and CH4 in varying concentrations' The COz is usually in the

largest concentration followed by ftrS and hydrogen (when molar concentration is

considered). As an example, one 200 MW electric geothermal plant in Iceland uses

geothermal steam of which around 0.5 w %o is gas, of that about 80-85 rryolo is COz and

about 15 w %o is HzS. This plant produces nearly 10,000 tons annually of HzS. The

gasses are left as the steam condenses. Any container, closed or semi-closed space in

a geothermal plant where pressure drops or cooling of the geothermal steam occurs

can contain or even accumulate þS gas. It is heavier than air and settles in low lying

areas. H2S is a good scavenger of oxygen in aqueous solution and consumes oxygen

dissolved in the geothermal water. Consumption of oxygen by ftrS in the gas phase,

when it mixes with atmospheric oxygen, is less well known but given the right

environment and sufficient time, HzS will react with oxygen and deplete it in stagnant

air bodies. If the oxygen content goes (from 21%o) below l0%o in the working

environment, inhaling a breath can cause nearly immediate unconsciousness, a similar

effect to what happens when the HzS content reaches a few hundred ppm. This means

that plant equipment to handle geothermal fluids as well as the plant working

environment can be hazardous to workers as experience from Iceland and other

countries show. Sudden and even unpredictable presence of H2S, as well as the other

asphyxiating non-poisonous geothermal gasses, causes incidents and the oxygen

scavenging effect of H2S plus the oxygen thinning effect of the other gasses can make

spaces dangerously low in oxygen. This complicates analysis of the chemical cause of

incidents.

To sum up the special properties of geothermal steam that makes it hazardous:

o Geothermal gasses remain in the steam processing and turbine system, after

the steam has condensed, until vented out

¡ Seemingly harmless leaks of steam from piping or equipment inside buildings,

into confined or semi-confined spaces, can generate large volumes of gas

¡ Accumulation of gas in low lying, poorly ventilated spaces

13
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¡ Knock-down effect of Hzs: Inducing unconsciôusness in seconds without

warning

o HzS is an oxygen scavenger and given the right conditions, consumes oxygen

in stagnant air.

Icelandic firms and institutions working internationally in the geothermal business

have encountered stories of many H2S incidents and near-misses. There is a lack of
written and organised data on these incidents many of whom have occurred at the

stage of development or start-up, some in rather remote areas, some in developing

countries. An example can be the following verbal account from a senior researcher in

the Icelandic Energy Authority:

In a geothermal plant in Kenya a photographer vvent into a manhole to

photograph the inside of a flash tank to record corrosion on its walls. He was

knocked down whereupon a person went into the tank to save him and was

also knocked unconscious whereupon the third person tried to save the two

and was also knocked down. All died and it appears þS was the main cause

of death.
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5 Data search
A preliminary search for information on HzS incidents was carried out using readily

accessible databases and other information sources without special inquiries or

requests. Following are some excerpts and abstracts of pertinent data encountered in

the search.

5.1 International medical abstracts on H2S -poisoning.
From Ovid Medliner database:

o Hydrogen sulphide poisoning: Clarification of some controversial issues.

Hydrogen sulphide is a toxic gas about which much has been written. We discuss here

several issues we believe would benefit from further clarification. Conclusions: We

conclude that: l) Certain neurotoxic effects of exposure are probably due to a direct

toxic effect on the brain, while others are almost certainly a result of hypoxia

secondary to lIzS -induced respiratory insufficiency; 2) pulmonary oedema is a

common consequence of poisoning and there is suggestive evidence of hyperactive

airway responses in some individuals following brief H2S -induced unconsciousness

(knockdown); 3) criteria for acceptable community levels are very different than those

goveming occupational standards; 4) urinary thiosulphate determinations can be

useful for monitoring occupational exposure; and 5) determination of sulphide ion

concentrations in blood or major organs can be useful in corroborating a diagnosis of

fatal IIzS toxicity, but there are many pitfalls in collecting, storing, and analyzing

tissue and fluid samples [0].

. A review of 152 cases ofacute poisoning ofhydrogen sulphide.

Clinical data of 152 cases of acute poisoning of hydrogen sulphide were analysed. Of

these cases 5 were diagnosed as irritantreaction, 10 mild poisoning,56 moderate, and

8l severe. Eight of the 152 cases died, with afatahty rate of 5.3o/o. 137 cases (90olo)

lost consciousness temporarily. The degree of disturbance of consciousness provided

important basis for determining diagnostic grade. Recommendations for treatment

were mainly comprehensive, supportive measures as well as first aid. Certain neuro-

l5
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psychic sequelae were found in some of the 95 cases followed up for 1 to l0
years[3].

5.2 France, ARIA database.

The search term "hydrogène sulfuré" generates a report of 108 incidents fiom the

ARIA database, which covers incidents from France and also other countries. The

database is maintained by BARPI [271. A selection of some of the more recent

incidents is summarised in English in Annex 1

The ARIA database contains a rutge of incidents from smaller (sub-Seveso) to larger

industrial events which are also reported in the EU MARS database. ARIA also

contains a number of incidents from outside France. All reports are in French, a few

"special cases" are also provided in English.

The fatal accidents are commonly in various waste handling and processing (including

waste water and sewage treatrnent) followed by petroleum extraction and processing.

A number of incidents occuned within inhabited areas, leading to effects within the

local population

5.3 Germany. ZEMA-database and other sources

In Annex 2 there is a table of incidents recorded in Germany from 1969-2007

Eleven incidents are registered by the ZE}i4.A [21] database which is the German

federal database for recording repofable major accidents under the Major Accident

ordinance (Störfall-verordnung). The most serious incident, i.e. those involving loss

of life, injuries to persons, large scale contamination of the environment or substantial

damage to property are then reported to the EU MARS database.

Five of the incidents listed have been reported in the media and were either amaller

scale incidents or outside the scope of the Major Accident Ordinance

Five incidents are documented in the UBA publication Handbuch störfülle (out of
print) which records a large number of incidents of various types, details are often

t6
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lacking and the original sources for the entries were very often press reports and not

offi cial investigations [22].

Of the 2l incidents above, over Yt are in chemical industry and somewhat less than %

is in waste treatment or recycling activities. The more recently notified accidents are

mostly in the chemical and oil & gas industry but waste treatment and recycling suffer

more fatal accidents. As previously noted, temporary personnel in particularly

maintenance, clean-up and loading/unloading are those who are most often seriously

affected by H2S-incidents. Production shut-down and start-ups are the most hazardous

phases of plant operation as demonstrated in the list, half of the accidents are during

construction, start-ups/shut down or maintenance and only about a third during

normal process runs. In normal operation corrosion often plays a major part in the

release of llu S. In the recent fatal accidents, the known pattern of double/multiple

fatality is demonstrated when helping hands to the first victim become victims as well

5.4 UK. lncidents of exposure in industry, 1990-2003.

HSE compiled a list of 35 on-shore HzS -incidents between 1990 and 2003. Of those,

nearly a half were apparently caused by some form of biological decomposition in a

variety of environments where organic matter was present; from various waste,

sludge, slurries, sumps and manure. Also acidihcation of sulphide containing residues

in clean-up operations caused H2S-releases. About a half of the listed incidents

involve confined and semi-conhned spaces. The other half of the incidents in the list

were mostly in the handling of chemicals, from leakìng H2S equipment in chemical

and related industries and in chemicals production. A few were in metallurgy and in

labs. This half of the incidents did not as a rule involve confined spaces. Oil & gas

industry incidents ofÊshore are not in the list. Six of the incidents (17%o) are said to

have been faÍal and, alarmingly, two of them (33%) double, both by biologically

generated IIzS; in a distillery effluent tank and in a slurry storage at a farm. Many of

the incidents were serious and lead to unconsciousness. The brief accounts of these

incidents show again how often it is difficult to make a distinction between

asphyxiation and poisoning, let alone quantifu a combined effect of both HzS-

poisoning and oxygen deficiency. The list states in some instances that asphlxia was

the cause of illness. See Appendix 21191.

l7
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5.5 EU. The MARS database

The MARS-database of the EU is maintained by the Major Accident Haz.ards Bureau

at the JRC and contains now about 600 accidents and near misses in establishments

that come under the Seveso Directives, i.e. those that handle large amounts of
dangerous substances. It is for the EU similar to what ZEI/.A is for Germany and

would include accidents counted for there also. Accounts date back to 19g2.

As an example of an on-line search in the database, it gives 39 major accidents where

hydrogen sulphide releases led to human injuries between the years l9g5 and 200g.

of the 39, 7 (18%) were fatal. The accidents were mainly in larger process plants of
chemicals, oil, metallurgy and waste processing [31]. MARS is also the reporting

database for the OECD chemical Accidents programme. In this case the reports by

non-EU countries is on a voluntary basis.

5.6 USA. lnstitutions. Workplace deaths by H2S

cSB (The chemical safety Board) investigates chemical incidents in the uS [g].
OSFIA keeps also records of chemical incidents in industries. For a period of one

decade ('84-'94) there were an avera'ge of 8 fatalities per year from þS-poisoning
whereof nearly a quarter were co-workers rushing to help the first victim, a familiar

pattem ofHzS fatal accidents generally.

-occupationally related hydrogen sulphide deaths in the united States from 19g4 to

1994

Alice Hamilton described fatal work injuries from acute hydrogen sulphide

poisonings in 7925 in her book Industrial Poisons in the United S/a/es. There is no

unique code for H2S poisoning in the International classification of Diseases, 9th

Revision; therefore, these deaths cannot be identified easily from vital records. we
reviewed US Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA) investigation

records for the period 1984 to 1994 for mention of hazardous substance 14g0

(hydrogen sulphide). There were 80 fatalities from hydrogen sulphide in 57 incidents,

with 19 fatalities and 36 injuries among coworkers attempting to rescue fallen

l8
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workers. Only 17"/o of the deaths were at \¡/orkplaces covered by collective bargaining

agreements. OSFIA issued citations for violation of respiratory protection and

confined space standards in 60% of the fatalities. The use of hydrogen sulphide

detection equipment, air-supplied respirators, and confined space safety training

would have prevented most of the fatalities [23].

5.7 Canada. Oil & gas workers. Environmental rereases.

-Oil and gas workers exposed to IùS in Alberta

In their 1997 study, Hessel et al. submitted a questionnaire about health effects from

hydrogen sulphide exposure to 175 oil and gas workers in Alberta, Carnda, a known

region for sour gas wells associated with the oil and gas industries. Of the 175

workers, on third reported having been exposed to IIzS, and 14 workers (8%)

experienced knockdown, a term for the loss of consciousness due to inhaling high

concentrations of hydrogen sulphide. The workers who had experienced knockdown

exhibited the respiratory symptoms of shortness of breath, wheezing while hurrying or

walking up hill, and random wheezing attacks. The investigators found no

"measurable pulmonary health effects as a result of exposure to H2S that were intense

enough to cause symptoms but not intense enough to cause unconsciousness [24,25).

- Environmental release occurrences in Canada 2000-2009

Records that cover nearly a decade, from 2000 to 23.6 2009, show ll7 release

incidents. Most of them are in petroleum or gas, waste water treatment plants and pulp

and paper industries. In the oil and gas sectors, gas well blowouts are the most

common cause. The Lodgepole incident in Alberta 1982 is perhaps the most

significant and well documented in the literature. Since then, Alberta Energy

Conservation Board has done risk research on modelling sour gas releases. Of the

listed causes of releases equipment failure, likely often because of lack of

maintenance, seems to be the most frequent single cause in cases where the cause is

known. No quantifications of damages or fatalities are included in the list but most of

them could apparently have been hazardous and caused H2S poisoning [i8].
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5.8 Japan. The RISCAD-database.

The RISCAD database registers chemical incident in Japan. The number of serious

accidents in the chemical industry decreased although accidents still happen with e.g.

þS during non-operating condition in process plants [33].

-Trends in chemical hazards in Japan

In the past, the chemical industry in Japan has been the cause of a number of major

industrial accidents. Subsequent to each accidenl specific lessons have been leamed.

These lessons leamed have been implemented in terms of safety education of the

employees and/or safety measures of the equipment and facilities resulting in a rapid

decrease of corresponding accident frequencies. In this paper, we summarized both

recent and past major accidents caused by chemical substances in fixed installations in

Japan. case studies show that runaway reactions are among the main causes of major

accident occurrences in the chemical process industry in Japan. A recent fatal

poisoning accident caused by Hzs gas generated during maintenance work again

highlights the necessity of adequate safety management in a chemical factory.

Therefore, evenif hazard evaluation of chemical substances and chemical processes is

necessary to prevent runaway reactions, human error is also an important factor

contributing to reaction hazards [26] ( se also: wakakura,M. (1997) Human factor in

chemical accidents, J. Safety Eng. High Press. Gas. Safety Inst. Japan,34, 846).

5.9 lceland. Data of incidents in geothermal industry.

-General discussion of þS-hazards in geothermal plants

Records of accidents with gas poisoning in the geothermal industry are remarkably

scarce in Iceland. one of the problems of finding þS poisoning incidents in older

accounts in Icelandic records is that they are often unrecognisable from confined

space accidents.

People in the geothermal industry have nevertheless many stories to tell of incidents

with IIzS where luckily no lasting effects were observed. The geothermal springs have
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been utilised for heating for a long time although distant heating by piping started in

1906. Drill holes have so called hole-cellars built around them where workers often

encountered HzS that accumulated there, originating in the steam that leaked from the

piping. Today, the drill hole cellars are shallower and have a ventilation system that

ensures constant draft up fi'om the cellar floor. The geothermal steam condenses and

disappears or becomes a small drying pool on the floor but HzS stays and accumulates

in the cellars or building with deficient ventilation as it is heavier than air. Experience

has taught people in the industry to be aware of this property of HzS. Caution,

including gas masks and alarm sensors, is exerted in buildings and confined spaces as

well as outdoor areas in the geo-electric power plants nowadays. The short term

exposure limit is l5 ppm but the alarms are often set on 10 ppm, the 8-hour limit.

Most fearsome is the special property of the gas to induce immediate loss of

consciousness at one breath at concentration ofseveral hundred ppm. Those exposed

have in most instances regained consciousness within minutes with seemingly no

lasting health effects. Some accounts indicate that sheer luck has prevented a fatality.

Often contractor personnel have been most prone to accidents, as familiar in the

chemical industry.

In the last decades, new geothermal plants that primarily produce electricity in steam

turbines has increased the HzS problem as these plants are fed high-temperature

geothermal steam with relatively high H2S-contents compared to the regional heating

systems in the low-temperature (hot water) areas. When the steam condenses, the

HzS-laden gas is left in the steam system where it is usually vented off to special

stacks together with the other gasses and exhaust steam that is released to the

atmosphere. There are plants, at least in the US, that clean the I{zS from the exhaust

gas by oxidation processes in a similar fashion to what the gas and oil refineries do by

e.g. the Claus process. The loss into buildings of this llzS-laden gas from the turbine

piping system, before venting, can cause poisoning incidents, e.g. when stafting up or

closing down turbines, switching well feeds or on maintenance holds. Most

unrecorded incidents are of short time exposures where people have been able to leave

the exposure area without extemal help.

-Recent recorded HzS-incidents in geothermal plants in Iceland
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-In September,2007, turbines in a new electric power plant were being started and

restarted during a plant start-up program. Pressure built up after start in the

condensate collectors and relive valves opened and the HzSJaden gas (which was left

in the condensers when the steam condensed after tum-off) escaped into the machine

hall where operators and confiactor personnel was working. The turbine hall had to be

closed on occasions and smoke divers with SCBA brought in to close the valves. on

an occasion, three workers were seriously affected. One of them narrowly escaped to

a walkway from the hall, there he lost consciousness but regained it quickly. The

others had milder poisoning symptoms. Medical examination indicated no lasting

health effect and the men retumed to work the day after. After these incidents, the

faulty valves were replaced, escape routes were redesigned and air fed respirators

installed in critical places [6].

-In December 2008, a worker standing outside the plant building was exposed to HzS

from an up-wind gas venting chimney. He was taken ill with reddened eyes and face

and by midday developed nausea and subsequently vomited blood on the way to the

hospital. He recovered fully in a short time. The cause was judged by doctors to be

HrS. It was possibly in rather low concentration [6].

-Recent llzS -related fatal accident in a geothermal plant in Iceland

-In august, 2008, two workers died in a new geothermal electric plant in lceland. They

entered a steam evaporator tank immediately after they had cut a manhole on its side.

Doctors' report said the case was of lack of oxygen but implicated other gasses,

among them HzS, as a contributing cause. A chemical engineering evaluation of the

gas that entered the tank originally, and the formation of the deadly atmosphere inside

the t¿nk, indicated that lIzS had probably consumed a substantial part of the

atmospheric oxygen from the air that was vented into the evaporator after tum-off

several weeks before the accident. This was a case ofconfined or semi-confined space

with stagnant air and þS together with other geothermal gasses in equipment that had

been put on hold for modification. Entry through the manhole had been banned. The

deaths occurred very suddenly just inside the manhole [6].
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S.l0lnternational medical abstracts on geothermal HzS -
poisoning.

From Ovid Medliner:

-A fatal case of hydrogen sulphide poisoning in a geothermal ppwer plant.

An adult man entered an oil separator room to remove waste oil from a vacuum pump

in a geothermal power plant. He suddenly collapsed and died soon after. Since

hydrogen sulphide gas was detected in the atmosphere at the scene of the accidenl

poisoning by this gas was suspected and toxicological analysis of sulphide and

thiosulphate in blood, brain, lung, femoral muscle was made using the extractive

alkylation technique combined with gas chromatography/mass spectrometry

(GC/MS). The concentrations of sulphide in these tissues were similar to those

previously reported for fatal cases of hydrogen sulphide gas. The concentration of

thiosulphate in the blood was at least 48 times higher than the level in control

samples. Based on these results, the cause of death was attributed to hydrogen

sulphide gas poisoning [9].

-Health hazards from volcanic gases: A systematic literature review.

Millions of people are potentially exposed to volcanic gases worldwide, and

exposures may differ Íïom those in anthropogenic air pollution. A systematic

literature review found few primary studies relating to health hazards of volcanic

gases. SO2 and acid aerosols from eruptions and degassing events were associated

with respiratory morbidity and mortality but not childhood asthma prevalence or lung

function decrements. Accumulations of HzS and CO2 from volcanic and geothermal

sources have caused fatalities from asphyxiation. Chronic exposure to HzS in

geothermal areas was associated with increases in nervous system and respiratory

diseases. Some impacts ì¡r'ere on a large scale, affecting several countries (e.g., Laki

fissure eruption in Iceland in 1783-4). No studies on health effects of volcanic

releases of halogen gases or metal vapors were located. More high quality

collaborative studies involving volcanologists and epidemiologists are recommended.
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-Investigation of health effects ofhydrogen sulphide from a geothermal source.

Little is known about health effects from chronic exposure to hydrogen sulphide

(H2S). The city of Rotorua, New Zealand,, is exposed to I{zS by virtue of its location

over a geothermal field. In this study, the authors classified areas within Rotorua as

high-, medium, or low-IIzS exposure areas. Using 1993-1996 morbidity data,

standardized incidence ratios were calculated for neurological, respiratory, and

cardiovascular effects. Poisson regression analysis was used to confirm results.

Results showed exposure-response trends, particularly for nervous system diseases,

but also for respiratory and cardiovascular diseases. Data on confounders were limited

to age, ethnicity, and gender. The IIzS exposure assessment had limitations.

Assumptions were that recent exposure represented long-term exposure and that an

individual's entire exposure was received at home. The results of this study strengthen

the suggestion that there are ch¡onic health effects from þS exposure. Further

investigation is waranted [2].

-Hydrogen sulphide poisonings in hot-spring reseryoir cleaning: Two case reports.

The potential hazards to maintenance personnel cleaning hot-spring reservoirs are

reported following two severe and unusual episodes of acute hydrogen sulphide

poisoning involving seven workers. In the first episode, five victims lost

consciousness immediately after climbing down a manhole to the bottom of a

reservoir disregarding a strong odour of rotten eggs. one of them died immediately.

of the four who lived, three developed hemorrhagic keratoconjunctivitis and

aspiration pneumonia, but no sequelae were obseryed 2 years later. In the second

episode, two workers had been cleaning the reservoir for about 2 hours when one

collapsed and his companion went to seek help. Both died of acute respiratory distress

syndrome due to pulmonary oedema within 12 hours. Since hot-spring bathing is a

popular recreation in Taiwan, other accidents of hydrogen sulphide poisoning may

have occurred but have not been reported. Such clinical information is helpful to

enable regulators to initiate proper precautions to safeguard those workers involved

It4l.

-The health hazards ofvolcanoes and geothermal areas
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Volcanoes and their eruptions can result in a wíde range of health impacts, arguably

more varied than in any other kind of natural disaster. At least 500 million people

worldwide live within potential exposure range of a volcano that has been active

within recorded history. Many volcanic and geothermal regions are densely populated

and several are close to major cities, threatening local populations. Volcanic activity

can also affect areas hundreds or thousands ofkilometres away, as a result ofairborne

dispersion of gases and ash, or even on a hemispheric to global scale due to impacts

on climate. Healthcare workers and physicians responding to the needs of volcanic

risk management might therefore find themselves involved in scenarios as varied as

disaster planning, epidemiological surveillance, treating the injured, or advising on the

health hazards associated with long range transport of volcanic emissions [15]'

6 Data sources

The search for data described in this report is intended for preliminary analysis of

þS-poisoning incidents with focus on the geothermal industry. Information was

sought from specialised databases, especially those rvho register accidents at larger

establishments with dangerous substances, a medical database as well as publicly

accessible information sources and a few national data. The data collection was not

intended as a complete assembly of records on þS-poisoning incidents. Request for

information on incidents from authorities or agencies in OECD-member countries was

deemed to be premature and too time consuming given the limited scope and time

frame of this preliminary analysis. Therefore, analysis of data from national OSH-

bodies is not included.

Following are our comments to the search, information sources and obtained data:

I . Besides information sources that are accessible to the general public, we have

identified the following specialised pertinent data sources on HzS-incidents in

industry: MARS in the EU, records at the CSB and OSIIA in the USA'

ZE}y'rA in Germany, ARIA in France, RISCAD in Japan, HSE records in the

UK. Also Ovid medical database where research papers on medical aspects of

H2S poisoning in industry are registered.
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2. Accidents in the main chemical, oil & gas as well as many other advanced or

larger industries are well documented in developed countries in databases such

as those mentioned above and some of the data are relatively accessible there.

Information on off-shore oil & gas incidents were as a rule not included in the

scanned data.

3. Systematic scanning of databases on occupational injuries of FIzS was not

performed although some information from a few countries is included. These

databases were inaccessible and evidently also deficient in some instances. It
is probably still more difficult to gain exact information on smaller workplaces

as well as from less industrially developed countries.

4. Literature references of þS-incidents in the geothermal industry are scarce

and inaccessible and authors ofthis report found rather few publicly accessible

sources that specifically mention geothermal source of the HzS in cases of

þS-poisoning in occupational environments. Exemptions were a few

pertinent references in medical science journals. Information, such as national

accident accounts or statistics from the main geothermal countries turned out

to be rather unavailable. There are also apparently cases where accounts are

non-existent and/or incidents not registered in accessible databases. specific

enquiries to oSH institutions in the geothermal countries would possibly

reveal if there are data on the geothermal industry which could provide

patterns and statistics about poisoning incidents in this industry.
l

I
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7 Preliminary analysis of obtained data

l. From the incidents considered general conclusions may be drawn.

In those incidents in which toxic effects due to H2S were experienced there

appears to have been a lack of adequate knowledge of the hazards. That is a

lack of knowledge that a IIzS release could occur and the potential

consequences of HzS exposure.

Due to the lack of awareness relating to the occurrence of H2S, there was, in

many cases, a lack of adequate preparedness to deal with the release of toxic

gas. There could be a lack in awareness in some industries that there is no

warning by the odour of hydrogen sulphide, as the ability to smell hydrogen

sulphide disappears if a hazard,ous concentration is reached. The lack of

suitable gas alarms and personal protective equipment led, in a number of

cases, to fatal H2S exposure. Filter gas masks are potentially perilous in many

of these circumstances of high HzS-concemtration as they can become

saturated quickly and provide false security. Air-fed respirators are necessary

in the geothermal industry and works need instruction in their use. A personal

gas sensor with alarm is also a necessary piece of personal protection

equipment (PPE).

HzS is a life threateninghazard in the geothermal industry and a number of

other industrial activities as indicated by the data shown here.

Some industries (chemical processing, petroleum refining and petrochemical),

whilst having FlzS-incidents, do not appear to sufler fatal consequences to the

same degree as perhaps the geothermal and waste treatment industries. Here is

an opportunity to leam lessons relating to good practice across industry

sectors.

2. IJzS remains a serious occupational hazard in many workplaces as

demonstrated recently by 80 worþlace fatalities reported during one decade

in the US alone, as well as other data.

3. Accidents involving fatalities or serious injuries seem mostly to occur at non-

standard operating, intermittent conditions such as start-ups, production halts
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for modifications, repair and maintenance and clean-ups or at loading and

unloading.

Contractors in installation, maintenance and clean-up operations seem to be in

most danger by H2S-hazards. It is most likely that contractors are more often

affected whilst carrying out these activities because cleaning and maintenance

operations are regularly contracted out to specialised companies.

Many of the fatal incidents seem to be associated with confined or semi-

confined spaces.

Part of the data (e.g. US study) indicates that personnel of smaller companies

are more prone to the þS-hazards although the place of incident may be a

large worþlace.

Biologicaly generated FIzS from organic material, including many types of
waste, seems to be the cause of disproportionately many þS fatalities as

compared to the chemical and related process industries.

The larger chemical industry, petroleum refining and other developed

industries, have apparently a relatively good control ofthe lIzS occupational

hazards although serious incidents do occur, as shown by the major accidents

databases (e.g. MARS and ZEMA). The hazard can also affect their

neighbourhood due to large quantities besides the contractors or temporary

engaged personnel on site.

The borderline between asphyxia and þS-poisoning seems sometimes to be

bluned in the accounts of incidents. Medical examinations as well as on-site

investigations do not always reveal what the real causes of injury/death were

only that þS was found to be present at the scene. Asphy<iating non-

poisonous gasses with small amounts of H2S can work together to impair

consctousness

10. Many incidents probably go unrecorded. This could particularly be a problem

where the gas appears as an unexpected product of waste or other organic

material decomposition and in incidents involving unplanned reactions outside

chemical plants, such as acidification of sulphides in waste and residues.

I l. Analysis of data on the geothermal industry.

4

5.

6.

7

8
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From the small number of accounts it is clear that tIzS is a very serious and life-

threatening hazard to people in the geothermal industry and quite many fatalities

have occurred considering the modest size of that industry worldwide. The data

acquired reveal the same quality of the gas as evident in other industries; workers

taken by surprise and the knock-down effect leaves them helpless and too often

their first helpers also. The data also indicate that more education and personal gas

alarm sensors would have averled the incidents. Data also reveal that not only the

high-temperature geothermal steam, which contains HzS in larger quantities, is

hazardous but also the lower temperature geothermal liquid (hot water) used for

heating and baths, which usually contains less amount of HzS. Further analysis of

data would have to be made on incident data from the national occupational safety

and health authorities in the countries that use geothermal energy in order to give

an industry specific pattern ofcauses and statistics.

I General Gonclusions for Chemical Accident
Prevention, Preparedness and Response as they
relate to Hydrogen Sulphide

From this analysis of data on incidents involving lIzS releases it is clear that key

Guiding Principles [35] as highlighted in the "Golden Rules" need to be applied to the

industries concemed. It is absolutely vital that the industry identifies and understands

the hazards and their associated risks as they apply to the activities being carried out.

This means, with particular consideration of þS that:

¡ The industries concerned must be aware of where HzS may be found

(generated), how it may be released (also unintentionally) and what the impact

of such releases may be.

¡ The industries need to consider specific characteristics associated with the

very toxic gas Hydrogen Sulphide. This means not only the toxic, and

dispersive aspects, but also the corrosive attack which may be associated with

moist HzS atmospheres and the related potential for loss of containment.
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The industries need to develop their safety culture, striving for a,,zeto,, ot at

least minimal release tolerance. Incidents should be reported and investigated

and appropriate measures to preventtheir repetition adopted and shared within

the industrial communities.

Appropriate planning and training to deal with emergencies needs to be carried

out. This includes thorough training relating to the rescue of collapsed

employees, who may have been exposed to a toxic atrnosphere.

The Authorities which oversee, regulate and inspect the indusfties concerned

need to be aware of the risks within these industries which are due to the

potential release ofHydrogen sulphide. They need to ensure that the industries

address these risks and that appropriate communication and co-operation

amongst stakeholders takes place

Emergency responders should be aware of those industries in their locality for

which a release of Hydrogen Sulphide is a potential risk. Appropriate response

plans, training and measures to communicate with the local community should

be put in place. In particular because of the obnoxious odour at very low

concentrations, which may lead to widespread concem in the community.

Regulations and recommendations on occupational safety for entering

confined spaces have to be communicated to and respected by all industries.
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I Outline of further study

A- This preliminary study did not establish the real extent of }IzS-incidents in the

geothermal industry or some of the other industries of interest. In order to

quantiS the injurious impact HzS has had, a more detailed data search would

be needed. Lessons from such a search could improve understanding of the

specific causes of incidents in certain industries butto what extent is difficult

to say at this stage, considering the fact that for example the geothermal

industry is relatively small and new.

B- The incidents seem often to stem from lack ofexperience and knowledge, both

by the workplace management and also by the competent authorities that

oversee the activities. In order to improve the situation, collected experiences

and lessons leamed from incidents in these specihc industries could be a base

for developing guidelines, recommendations or information booklets to be

targeted at the operators of these workplaces and possibly the overseeing

agencies also.

C- This study indicates that well established methods of prevention and

preparedness (Chapter 8), such as education, training and protective

equipment, would have averted the majority of the injurious incidents we

found accounts of. Definition of potential future work or redefinition of the

project should take this into account.

D- In case further studies are undertaken, the main issue seems to be why

relatively many accidents happen in certain industries and if there are unique

conditions in these industries, as for example the geothermal industry, which

further studies could shed light on.

E- To better map the present condition in the geothermal industry, it would be

necessary to gain cooperation with institutions in the countries that utilise

geothermal energy.
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In case further analysis is undertaken, it would have to involve a more detailed review

of besides the data sources scarìned in this report, data assembled by means of
inquiries or otherwise, particularly data on occupational injuries generally, from many

countries, of what human toll IIzS takes in industry. These data collections should

already be in place in many countries although they are not easily accessible but could

be gained access to by funher search and direct approach to pertinent institutions,

particularly national ones who could have information on incidents hidden away in

their own institutional files or buried in statistics. This seems valid for not least the

information on incidents in the geothermal industries. A way would be to send

inquiries to national authorities, for example in the main geothermal countries' oSH

administrations. There are 53 nations that use geothermal energy but only 24 that we

the more }IzS-laden steam from high temperature fields. Information on the other

exposed branches, such as biological decomposition and certain contractor activities,

could also be gained access to by direct inquiries to government agencies. There are

also associations and other non-govemment bodies that could have information wofih

looking at. Science joumals abstracts should also be explored better.

In case a further study is done, a preliminarily outline could be as follows:

a- Definition and selection of specific exposed industries, in particularly new,

emerging or expanding sectors, such as:

l- Geothermal industry

2- 
.Waste 

processing/recycling industry

3- Selected sectors ofbio-technology indusfiy

4- Selected industries outside the main chemical and oil & gas sectors

5- Contractors in process industry installation, repair, maintenance and

industrial clean-up and a few other services

b- A questionnaire could be sent to appropriate branches of government and

particularly OSH and health institutions, to furnish national data or provide a country

report on llzS-related accidents.

c- Processing of data to deduct conclusions and patterns as to causes, common

features, statistics and general lessons fiom the accidents in order to evaluate actions

ofprevention and preparedness to the hazards oftlzS.
Formattedi Builets and
Numbering
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Annex 1: Selection of incidents involving the release of hydrogen sulphide in the ARIA
database

www. ari a.eco logie. gouv. fr

The search term "hydrogène sulfuré" generates a report of 108 incidents from the ARIA database, which covers incidents from France and also
other countries. The database is maintained by BARPI.

A selection of these incidents is provided in the following table

ARIA-No. Date Industrv Description
35905 02/0912008 Petroleum Refining BELGIUM - ANTWERP

The plant at which the incident occuned is a refinery in Antwerp. It produces fuels like
propane, butane. LPG, benzene, kerosene and gas oil, and chemical products like hexane,
heptane, benzene, toluene and others.
The capacity of the refinery is 13.5 million tons a year. The plant is situated at the eastern
riverbank of the river Schelde to the north of Antwerp about 6 kilometres south of the border
between Belgium and The Netherlands. Electrical power is supplied tot the refinery by two
36 kV power lines.
The morning of September the second, maintenance work was planned by the company that
supplies the electrical power to the refinery. The two power lines had proved to be fragile
and it was planned to replace the connections in both power lines. To that order one of the
power lines was shut of at I I .56 am.
A plan to do this had been communicated beforehand, and it was tested that the remaining
power supply would have enough capacity to transmit the necessary electrical power.
At I 1.57, whilst maintenance work was being ca¡ried out at one of the two the elechical
power supply lines, the remaining second supply line failed, thus rendering the refinerv
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ARIA-No. Date Industrv Description
without electrical power supply.
At I L57, start of the execution of the emergency plan, implying emergency shut down of the
refinery, evacuating all not necessary personnel and retaining only the emergency staff and
starting of the emergency power supply to restart the central operating desk.
At 12.00, product stream is led to torch, leading to large flame and release of soot (carbon
black) to the atmosphere. At the same time opening of several safety valves emitting several
kinds of hydrocarbons to the atmosphere among which Benzene. Also H2S (hydrogen
sulphide) is emitted.
At 12.14, the Antwerp environmental services are by fax informed of the incident with an
emergency shut down. No assistance was deemed necessary by the operator or the
environmental services.

At 12.30, assistance of emergency services is requested by neighbouring companies because
oflarge soot deposits on their sites and respiratory problem ofsome oftheir personnel.
At 12.41, anival of the emergency services at the site. They are informed of the incident.
At 13.00, the crisis staffof the ministry of the interior of the state of Belgium is informed
about the incident.
At 17.15, the supply of electrical power is restarted, and preparations are started to restart the
refinery.
In the hrst minutes of the incident a safety valve opened and released 70 kilograms of
hydrogen sulphide (approximately
40 m3 of pure H2S gas).

The safety valve is situated at a height of about 40 meters. After the release a cloud of HzS

formed, which migrated, with
a speed of 45 kilometres/hour in north-north-eastem direction.
Later analysis revealed that at ground level the concentration ofH2S reached about 0.6 ppm
whilst in the centre of the cloud the concentration was in excess of l0 ppm. After ca. 5

minutes the cloud reached inhabited areas to the north of the refinery, causing acute illness,
nausea, respiratory problems and a general feeling of unwell being.
In the course of the next 70 minutes the cloud travelled about 50 kilometres over Belgium

JI
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ARIA-No. Date Industry Description
and parts ofrhe Netherlands, affecting several hundreds ofpeople. Fifty-seven people
needed medical care, but nobody was seriously inlured.

35850 06102/2009 Petroleum Refining FRANCE - 76 - GONFREVILLE-L'ORCTIER
A release of carbon monoxide (co) and hydrogen sulphide (H2S) wass produced in a
refinery during maintenance operations on a tank. 3 employees were injured and transported
to hospital. Concentrations of 80 ppm
co and 20 ppm l{zs in the vessel and 0 ppm co and 4 ppm of H2S on the platform outside
the tank were measured.

35703 0st0U2009 Petroleum Refining FRANCE - 13 - CHATEAUNEUF-LES-MARTIGUES
An employee was found unconscious at about 1 I : l5 in the visbreaking unit of a refinery. He
was transported to the hospital, but died in the night. The suspected cause is poisoning by
inhalation ofhydrogen sulphide (HzS) as beforehand the victim carried out an activity on
equipment that may contain H2S. An autopsy has been performed and a judicial inquiry is to
be conducted.

35293 l6/1012008 Manufacture of
basic organic
chemicals

FRANCE-64-LACQ
Leakage of hydrogen sulphide (Hzs) from a transport pipe (DN 50, pressure 5 bar) was
detected at around 4 pm by an employee at a bridge in a chemical plant. Upon receipt of the
alert, the operator decompress the pipe actuates the automatic sectioning valves and alerted
the emergency services. Fire fighters used fire hoses to disperse the hydrogen sulphide
fumes, and established a security perimeter and subsequently carried out concentiation
measurements. The concentrations measured were 300 ppm to the right of the leak, and 50
ppm at 20m.
No casualties or environmental impact occurred. External corrosion by changing
atmospheres following the stagnation of rain water is the cause of the event. The corrosion
area is about 20 cm after the pipeline exits the soil, and was not protected by a coal tar
coating.

34786 24/0612008 FRANCE - 92 - Villeneuve-la-Garenne
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ARIA-No. Date Industry Description
In the aftemoon, hydrogen sulphide (HzS) leaked from the sewage pipes into a building of 66
Apartments, severe intoxication girì 13 years (coma), who was hospitalized for several hours.
The 200 inhabitants of the building were evacuated for the night. Evacuees can return home
the next day at l8 h.
The police carry out an investigation and samples were taken The accident could be an
accident or malicious. It was frnally concluded by the investigators that it was probably the
result of a spill of incompatible chemicals into the sewers.

34316 ts/rv2007 Extraction of crude
petroleum

FRANCE - 64 - Burosse-Mendousse
Two employees were injured by a product of hydrogen sulphide (tI2S) during operations on a

pigging station of a 10" pipeline. After checking for the absence of a toxic atmosphere, the
operators proceeded to isolate, purge and then open the station. After closing the latter, one
ofthe employees suddenly collapsed and lost consciousness. Having brought him to safety
and ensured his resuscitation, the decided to continue the work to close the station. He also
collapsed and lost consciousness. The first person who had remained on site, to helped him
in turn. They then left the scene, raise the alarm and then proceeded to the medical centre
near by. Investigations were conducted to determine the oriqin of the toxic gases.

34177 0U1U2007 Treatment and
disposal of
hazardous waste

LINITED STATES . SUPERIOR
In a landfill, 4 employees died of asphyxiation by hydrogen sulphide gas, when they were
renairins a DumD in a sewer.

32802 0510912006 Petroleum Refining FRANCE - 76 - GONFREVILLE-L'ORCHER
Around 9:30 am, an emission of carbon monoxide (CO) and hydrogen sulphide (H2S)

occurred which required the evacuation of 980 people on site of a unit being built at one of
the entrances to the refinery. Fire fighters from the refinery carried out measurements and

detected þS levels up to 7 ppm.
Eight people contacted the hospital, 7 of them were hospitalized and kept for 24 h
observation. Traces of CO were detected in their blood but the symptoms were due to HzS.

No installation of this new unit was likely to emit lIzS, the operator identified the unit
CR4ÆCC
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ARIA-No. Date Industrv Description
(catalytic cracking unit) as leading to the emission of H2S.
During the initial phase of the FCC, CO is generated during the 30 min during which the load
through the catalyst at a temperature below 700 ' C. Similarly, the HzS from the smoke from
the fi¡rnace receiving waters of the stripping unit, is discharged directly to the atmosphere.
The amount of H2S released is estimated at225 kg. Restart following 5 days of stopiage
generated CO and H2S discharged directlyto stack during exceptional weather 

"onditiõnt(lowwind).
No anomaly in the start-up process was identified and the consequences of this event are
allocated to the combination of weather conditions and continued massive human presence
near the stack.
To reduce the likelihood of renewal of this event, the weather will be taken into account
before any restart qfthe FCC to ensure good conditions for disÞersion ofsmoke.

32429 07/0812006 Extraction ofcrude
petroleum

FRANCE-64-LACQ
The emergency plan is triggered at22:15 following the warning gas detectors following the
loss of containment of a network line entry of bleed desulphurization units. The network is
isolated and unpacked. The failure ofthe line comes from an external corrosion under
insulation at the level of support. The fluid released (approximately 500 l) corresponds to
condensate ofhydrocarbons containing hydrogen sulphide, the substance ofwhich was
collected.

32205 06/0612006 Extraction ofcrude
petroleum

UNITED STATES - ALLENTO'WN
In an extraction of crude oil, 2 employees of subcontractors were poisoned, I fatally, by
hydrogen sulphide, during standard maintenance on the valve ofatank. The extraction wells
had previously been stopped for intervention. An investigation is conducted to determine the
exact causes ofthe accident. On the site, hydrogen sulphide, a byproduct from extraction of
crude oil, is fed back to a depth of4 500 m underground.

31863 t2106/2006 Other cleaning
activities

FRANCE - 78. POISSY
During the flushing of a settling tank of sewage works to Poissy, 3 sewer workers, aged 22 to
44 years, dies, another is seriously iniured as a result ofa release ofhvdroeen sulohide lH"Sl.
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ARIA-No. Date Industrv Description
Twice a year, 4 employees of sanitation firm clean the settling tank for the neighbourhood
"La Collegiate."
The operation was to pump the contents of the settling tank of 30 m and 5 m deep in to trucks
to remove sludge and other wastes. Preventive work started at 9:30 am to guarantee a good
flow of wastewater into the sewers. Around l0 am, 3 workers were overcome by toxic
fumes, probably as they reached a pocket of þS, occurring as the result of the
decomposition of organic matter. The fourth worker, who was a little further back, was
seriously affected and transported to hospital.
Once the alarm was given by a passer-by, almost fifty fire fighters with twenty vehicles
attended the scene, joined by 4 ambulance teams. Two investigations were conducted; one
judicial and the other bythe labour inspectorate to check whether all protocols to be

implemented for this type of activity trave been complied with.
29906 27t05t2005 Collection and

'Wastewater

Treatment

FRANCE-78-HOUDAN
Eleven children of agroup of 53, ages I to ll years are affected bystomach pains and

nausea, following the visit of a sewage treatment plant in the morning. They were taken to
hospital for examination. Measures of toxicity at the site of the WWTP are positive for
hydrosen sulphide (HzS).
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Annex 2: Selection of incidents involving the release of hydrogen sulphide in Germany
from the ZEMA Database and other sources

Source Date Industry Description
ZEMA2007-ll-21 Fire in an
oil gasifìcation plant of a
refinery

21t11t2007 Distillation,
ref,rning and
processing of
mineral oil and
products

end for the collection ofcondensates; this has a
ected on the outside of the stack. - Following the
hed end was blown into the base of the flare

construction and the drainage pipe was found next to the base. The flare was
now open towards the base and the sulphur-iron fire was further supported.
The causes were given as two possibilities:
l. a leak on an imperfect weld of the dished end (poor weld quality and
conosion) Ied to the ingress of air into the flare system.
2. During the start-up and the operation of the vacuum system a valve which
was either open or not gas-tight allowed air to be sucked into the flare
system.
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Source Date Industrv Description
The investigation came to the conclusion that within the flare system
sulphur-iron compounds had accumulated which can auto-ignite in contact
with air.
No iniuries were reported and amounts of H2S released are not given.

ZEil¡4A 2007-06-18 Release of
Hydrogen Sulphide from the
Conversion Unit of a Refinery

1810612007 Distillation,
refining and
processing of
mineral oil and
products

GERMANY - NORDRFIEIN WESTFALEN
Hydrogen sulphide is removed from the refinery gas in an absorptions column by
using ADIP (Di-isopropanolamine). The cleaned gas is passed onto the heating gas
system of the refinery and the loaded ADIP is regenerated. The Hydrogen sulphide
which is won in the regeneration process is converted to sulphur in the Claus unit. -
At the time of the incident the level-low trip of the column was activated. Normally
following this a regulator valve would be closed and the level in the column would
rise However, the regulator value was blocked in the "open" position by metal
pieces (internal to the column). Thus the column level fell to null, the loaded ADIP
was completely directed to the regenerator and a Hydrogen Sulphide break through
via the AD|P-Generation to the Claus unit occurred.
Not only the Claus unit, but also the catalytic thermal combustion unitwere
overloaded and the H2S gas was released with almost no conversion to Sulphur
dioxide through the 175m chimney of the conversion unit
ln total 1,275 kg H2S were released. No injurieswere recorded, howevera strong
odorous nuisance for more than an hour occurred

ZE}JI.A0s25 (200s-12-29)
Release of Hydrogen Sulphide
at anhazardous waste
treatment installation
BARPI, ARIA Report No : 32574

29t1212005 Waste -
chemical-
physical
treatment and
handling plant

GERMANY - BADEN-WURTEMBERG
On29th December 2005 an accident took place in a hazardous waste
treatment facility in whicb an employee was killed and six others (two
employees, two members of the emergency services, and two employees of
contact companies) suffered injuries and required hospital treatment.
The cause, based on current knowledge, was the release ofhydrogen
sulphide (HzS) from the tank vent of the vacuum truck whilst liquid wastes

were being pumped from steel drums into the vacuum-truck. A fork-lift truck
driver who happened to be in the immediate vicinity was found dead near by;
the cause ofdeath beins the toxic effects ofhydrogen sulphide. Five ofthose
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Source Date Industry
treated in hospital were also suffering from the health effects of hydrogen
sulphide
The fire-brigade could not identifz any hazardous gas concentration on
arrival at the scene. The fire-brigade then left the site. To secure the scene for
the police investigation, the police ordered that the contents ofthe suction
hose should be drawn into the vacuum-truck. The vacuum pump wÍts
restarted and once again hazardous sub-stances were released from the tank
vent. This process led to the collapse of the vacuum-truck driver. As a result
the police ordered that the operation should cease and the fire-brigade and an
emergency doctor were called to the scene.
The immediate cause of the production of toxic gas was the combining of
liquid wastes which on mixing react together releasing H2S. An organo-
sulphur (thio) compound was mixed with an organic, acidic compound
leading to an unexpected liberation ofhydrogen sulphide
The indications are that the organisational measures which had been taken
were not adequate to prevent this event. The operator was not able to
demonstrate that adequate measures for the identification, assessment and
documentation of the hazards of the individual containers of hazardous waste
received.
The hazardous wastes which were received in drums and brought together in
a vacuum-truck were to be transported from the waste treatment facility to
another location because they could not be treated on site. The operator was
not able to demonstrate that adequate measures were in place to regulate how
the drums should be pumped into the vacuum-truck (order, ruling out of any
hazardous chemical reactions). There were no adequate measures for the safe
discharge ofgases vented from the vacuum-truck.

ZEMA0430 (2004-t2-14)
Release of Hydrogen Sulphide

14t12t2004 Chemicals
Production,
Mineral oil

GERMANY - SACHSEN-ANHALT
The failure ofthe pump on an exhaust gas scrubber led to the release of
Hydrogen Sulphide. The plant went automatically into a safe mode. The
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Source Date Industrv Description
from an evaporation plant. refining and

processing of
mineral oil
products

cause of the failure was a short circuit in the motor of the pump. Two
employees suffered effects from the release. As a precautionary measure for
the future the personnel is to be provided with gas detection and warning
eouioment.

ZE]|'{A 0414 (2004-05-18)
Release of Hydrogen sulphide
and Sulphur dioxide from a
Carbon Disulphide Plant

18t05t2004 Chemicals
Production,
Mineral oil
refining and
processing of
mineral oil
products

GERMANY - NORDRHEIN WESTFALEN
Following a shut down of several weeks duration the Carbon Disulphide
plant was restarted. kr doing so the reactor furnace, the Claus unit and the
exhaust gas combustion unit were started up one after the other. The exhaust
gas combustion unit showed an irregular operation caused by an excess
natural gas feed into the reaction fumace due to a defective Methane
measurement. As a result the Natural gas could not be completely reacted in
the reaction firrnace and the excess gas reached the exhaust gas system and
the combustion unit. - Until the exhaust gas combustion could be stabilized
unreacted amounts of HzS and SOz were emitted via the l50m high stack.
The process upset lasted for about 50 minutes. Estimates give the emitted
amount of HzS as between 40 kg (best case) and l20kg (worst case). - Near
to a school there were complaints ofhealth effects (nausea, headaches and

vomiting) 47 persons received medical treatment. 19 persons were taken to
hospital for observation as a precautionary measure. Two of these were kept
in ovemight.

ZEMA 9925 (1999-07-17)
Release by a crude oil tank

17 10711999 Storage of
mineral oil or
liquid mineral oil
products or
methanol
(capacity 50000
tonnes or more)

GERMANY _ BADEN-WURTTEMB ERG
A tank was filled with crude oil. During a control an employee smelled the
oil and discovered that the floating roof was covered with crude. The filling
of the tank was stopped and the fire fighters covered the crude on the roof
with foam.

ZE}'IA99o1 (1999-01-25)
Release of Hydrogen Sulphide
from a multi-purpose chemical

2510111999 lnstallation for
the industrial
production of

GERMANY - BADEN-WURTTEMBERG
'Wash water from a reactor was transferred to a multipurpose collection tank
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Source Date Industry Description
production substances by

chemical
reactions

by nitrogen pressure. The automatic pumping of the waste water to the waste
water treatment could not take place as the tank was full and the valve
closed. This led to an overfilling of the multi-purpose collection tank and the
escape of waste water into the exhaust gas system leading to the exhaust gas
treatment.

which ca. 4,000 kg phosphorous pentasuphide had
connected to the same exhaust gas system. Water was
ontainer so that the phosphorous pentasulphide and

water were able to react, generating Hydrogen sulphide. Due to the sudden
increase in pressure a seal partially failed releasing Hydrogen Sulphide into
the room in which the plant was housed. The H2S-alarm was triggered
automatically. Through the mechanical ventilation system and through doors
and windows, the Hydrogen Sulphide was able to escape into the
neighbourhood were it was rapidly dispersed. However the smell was clearly
noticeable in the nearby residential area.
There were no injuries or fatalities recorded.

ZE][J4.A 9403 (1994-02-13
Explosion of Hydrogen and
Gasoil causing a fire

13t02t1994 Distillation,
refining and
processing of
mineral oil and
products

GERMANY - BRANDENBURG
During the heating up process in a heat exchanger for gas products a leak
occurred which ignited ca. 1,200 kg of flammable gases, 100 kg Hydrogen
and l0 kg I{zS were released. No injuries were recorded, however
approximately 0.5 Mill. EUR damage to the installation was reported. The
cause of the accident \ryas suggested as material failure

ZEIJ|{A 931 0 (1 e93-03 -2a) Fne
of highly flammable and
flammable liquids

24t03t1993 Distillation,
refining and
processing of
mineral oil and
products

GERMANY - NORDRTIEIN WESTFALEN
Hydrocarbons were release by the burst of a pipe and were ignited due to a
temperature of 350 - 370 "C. An emergency shut offwas made and the
system depressurised to the flare. The burst was caused by corrosion by
hydrogen sulphide containing water.

ZEMA s302 (1993-02-02)
Release of H,S-containino

0210211993 Distillation,
refining and

GERMANY _ NORDRTIEIN WESTFALEN
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Source Date Industrv Descriotion
flammable gases processing of

mineral oil and
products

During repair work in a hydrocracker, on a pipe under pressure, (hot tapping)
the gas tight casing was damaged leading to the releasing of ca 14.5 t
Hydrocarbons. The released hydrocarbons contained 1,380 kg HzS. Three
employees of a contractor were injured, one of which died. The cause of the
damage to the gas tight casing was the inconect feed indicator on the drilling
machine which was used.

http://www.n24.de
http://www. gsb-mbh.de

04/08i2008 Waste -

chemical-
physical
treatment and
handling plant

GERMANY - BAYERN
Maintenance works in the pump building caused a release of HzS at the
chemical and physical hazardous waste treatment plant of the GSB at
München-Fröttmaning. The release occurred when the plant manager drained
a pipe to install a new valve. The plant manager, four employees and three
police officers were injured. The plant, operating since 1990, is located next
to a new constructed football stadium.

http:/iwww.mz-web.de 20t03t2008 waste landfill GERMANY - SACF{SEN-ANHALT
Authoríties inspected the former clay pit of the Sporkenbach Ziegelei GmbH
at Möckern and analysed the releases to air. They found HzS and HCN in the
releases and assume that these releases are caused by the illegal dumping of
waste. The operator declared that there are no release of FIzS and HCN
according to own analyses.

http : //. www. aben db latt. d e 271tU2006 Distillation,
refining and
processing of
mineral oil and
products

GERMANY -HAMEURG
A HzS release at a lubricant oil refinery injured 46 employees. The CEO
said, the release may be caused by the failure of a valve.

http ://www.westl i ne. de 04t10t2006 hazardous
waste, landfill

GERMANY - NORDRMIN WESTFALEN
An employee of a cleaning company entered a leachate tank of a hazardous

waste landfìll wearing protective gear including a respirator mask. The

connection from the air supply hose to the mask broke. The employee
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Source Date Industrv Description
collapsed in the tank. The company o*ne. ut@
entered the tank without protective gear. Both died.

http://www.webserver-nrw.de 10t11t2005 Waste water
treatment

GERMANY _ NORDRHEIN WESTFALEN
Two of the clarifiers of the waste water treatment plant at (51766)
Bickenbach released Hzs. The operator introduced iron salts in the clarifiers
to precipitate the sulphide.

http://www. sicherheitserziehung-
n rw de/uploads/media/Unfallin_
der_Biogasanlage2005 pdf
http://www. landenergietech nik.de
I P DF I U nÍ allo/o2OZeve n . pd f
BARPI, ARIA Report No. 31000

08t11t2005 Waste treatment,
biogas4.4-1

on site the normal unloading procedure was not followed due to the failure
of the unloading equipment. The reception pit was open because the hoist

was defective. h this pit there were
arlier loads. While unloading the material
hydrogen sulphide (H2S) was emitted.

Due to the H2S emission an operator was poisoned. Another operator, the
truck driver and some other people who were present also suffered the toxic
effects of H2s. The outcome was 4 fatalities and one seriously ill in hospital.
Members of the rescue team which had been involved in the reanimation and
who had not worn prote later from skin irritation,
headache and nausea. It caused by release of
hydrogen sulphide from ns rescued. Therefore all
clothing wom and material used inside the reception building was enclosed
for decontamination.

Release of toxic gas (69003)
Handbuch Störfálle (UBA,
Germany)

25t04t1969 Distillation,
refining and
processing of
mineral oil and

GERMANY _ NORTHRHEIN V/ESTFALEN
Release of HzS from a flaring unit during maintenance.
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Source Date Industry Descriotion
oroducts olant

Release of toxic gas (76001)
Handbuch Störfälle (UBA,
Germany)

2410211976 Automotive
industry -
production of car
nârtc

GERMANY - MSSEN
Release of H2S from a tank during maintenance work

Release of toxic gas (780'19)
Handbuch Störfålle (UBA,
Germanvl

07tog t1976 Waste water
treatnent,
sêwãoê ôtôe

GERMANY - BADEN.WURTTEMBERG
Release of HzS during construction work

Release of toxic gas (79002)
Handbuch Störfälle (UBA,
Germany)

06/01 /1 979 lnstallation for
the industrial
production of
substances by
chemical
reactions

GERMANY - BAVARIA

Release of toxic substances
(7e01 5)
Handbuch Störfälle (UBA,
Germanvl

08/06/1 979 Coking plant GERMANY _ NORTHRTIEIN V/ESTFALEN
Release of HzS from the waste water treatment
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Annex 3: UK on-shore hydrogen sulphide incidents ' lNumuer¡ng I

1990 -2003

Exposure

Date Description

)006 )ouble fatality in a distillery biological effluent treatment plant. The fatalities occurïe(
n an underground sump tank.

)007 3assing incident involving slurry mixing. A young farmer was overcome and, 17 cartle
tied.

)009 fwo men overcome in fish storage silo.
)l0l lhe pathologist's report on a tanker driver, who was found deaa in a sitting positi,ol

rndemeath a sludge tanker, was that he died of asphyxia.
)l0l A.s part of the operation of clearing blocked drains, four men pumpea nearty ønpty one

leep chamber. one man then climbed down into it and collapsed. Three would-be
'escuers successively climbed down and collapsed. The hrst three men died and the

lysis indicated that hydrochloric acid was put
sturbance ofthe sludges produced large

)108 lwo construction workers collapsed underground
)209 Visit made to d e of valve on a

lrum. The glan . The valve spi
racking. ln my the point of fai
rpen the valve during the drum filling process the nut fractured and he inadvertently
¡nscrewed the gland nut which allowed the spindle to be blown out. The operator was
vgqring protective clothing and no persons were iniured.

)308 rhree sullage lighter workers were affected by hydrogen sulphide *h;rtr *u. g""oated
in-situ in the cargo wastes from Naval vessels, probably by
;ulphate-reducing bacteria. Thehazard had not been recognised at Portsmouth though it
ras elsewhere. Aeration ofthe cargo produced hydrogen sulphide
;oncentrations up to 450 ppm.

)411 /isit to inveqtjgate collapse of worker in confined space at whittlesea STW.
,412 4. pipe manifold situated on top of a high pressure gas storage vessel failed. Hydrogen

;ulphide gas was released. The failure occurred in a pipe branch T-piece.
)504 n 13 April 1995 while working with in a port

e wing-tank was a confined space. On the day
breathe. However a sample of sludge from

lphide gas when acidified.
)504 {n operative in a metal processing factory was overcome by H2S fumes when ht

'emoved the plastic lid from a drum containing freshly milled material. The actua
)xposure is not known but is likely to have been in excess of 200ppm.

,604 )pened manlid of 7 tonne vessel. Exposed to HzS and mercaptan fumes.
)608 JzS exposure in newly upgrade4 press house when lifted lids to inspect sludge cake.
)610 P cleaning tanning drum. overcome by HzS fumes from reaction of sodium sulphide and

leaning agent.
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Date Description
)61I -eakase from HrS 55Oke cylinder.
t7101197 -eak from 500 kg cylinder ofhydrogen sulphide. Cylinderremoved and connected to

;crubber. Vented and purged with nitrogen. Smell persisted for 27 hours as leak could no

re stopped during purging/venting process. 8 ppb at site boundary FOCUS

,707 lelease ofvapours. 5ppm HzS from refinery header unit.
)708 litter fell down supematant liquid well when overcome by HzS fumes. Broke leg. Trying

.o clear blockage in a submersible pump and entered the tank without ppe.

,709 vfaintenance technician testing pressure sensors. Did not follow procedures. Did not

:lose valve when purging with nitrogen. IIzS in autoclave released'

)711 railure of PTW. Attempting to clear product line from reactor. Opened wrong line.
rumes includins H2S released. RPE not suitable for IIzS.

)8102 P cleaning out tanning effluent sump. Overcome by ÌIzS fumes from sludge.

)804 \ccidental mixture of chemicals resulted in l{zS fumes. IPs affected during clean up

loerations.
)804 )P asphyxiated in tanning effluent sump at NCT Leather Ltd. DP entered to clear block

rse. Hish levels of HrS

tll09l98 .P cleaning out reactor. Opened the manhole and was overcome by fumes. Smell

iussested HrS.
,904 lscaoed from tunnel when detected lOppm HzS.

t9/04199 ìour gas (natural gas with l000ppm þS) released from amine tank. Scrubber could not

)oDe.

l0/03/00 VIan entered slurrV tank at pig farm and was overcome by fumes including 500 ppm tIzS

1/00 ì.epairing aluminum rudder to allow connection of anodes. Drilled holes when explosion

rccurred. Believed hvdrosen sulohide had accumulated inside rudder.

)6107100 P in school laboratory knocked over bottle of ammonium sulphide. Ammonia and lIzS

,.6/07100 0 workers complained of illness after working in pumped out water course. High levels

rf HzS in sludge.
,-3103101 P overcome by fumes when sampling from tank. Gas generated by mixing acid and

rulphides
luly
¿001

ratality DP overcome by hydrogen sulphide fumes leaking from a tank. Health and

iafetv at Work March 2003

)6103102 lylinder venting released IIzS at oil service company.

¿7t0U03 ìarmer and worker trying to rescue young cow from slurry storage system. Overcome by

{"S fumes. 2 fataliries.

Formatted: Bullets and
Numbering

References

Toxicology of substances in relation to major hazards - hydrogen sulphide

HSE

SSHSCC/45IF Hydrogen sulphide (HSE website)

Fire safety in the paper and board industry section on hydrogen sulphide

HSE
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A1526 managing confined spaces on farms - Slurry storage systems
HSE

Detection of hydrogen sulphide 1997 HSE offshore safety Division

Prevention and detection ofhydrogen sulphide releases lggs HSE offshore
Safety Division

EII64 Dl24 Hydrogen sulphide

Hydrogen sulphide HSC ACTS 2000

fnternet References

Safety Newsletter Shell Global Solutions August 2002
Multiple Fatalities - Ir2s released from molecular sieves after contact with water

97 victims as a result of hydrogen sulphide venting in volgograd April 2003

NIOSH
International Chemical Safety Cards - hydrogen suþide

Worþlace health and safety - hydrogen sulphide July 199g
Alberta Huma¡r resource and development

Air Liquide Safety data sheer Hydrogen Sulphide July 2002

Mi sc el I aneous referen c es

IChemE Loss prevention Bulletin 155
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Envi ronmental Protection Agency
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Office of Enforcement and Compliance Assurance
1200 Pennsylvania Avenue, NW
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Washin$on, DC 20460
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Disclaimer

TheU.S Environmental ProtectionAgency(EPA)hasreviewedthìsdocumentandapprovesitforpublication.This
document does not constitute rulemaking bythe EPA and may not be relied on to create a substantive or procedural right
or benefit enforceable at law or in equity, by any person. The EPA may take actions at variance with this document and its

internal procedures.
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Leak Detectron and Repair--A Best Practrces Guide

1.0 Purpose

In general, EPA has found significant widespread

noncompliance with LeakDetection and Repair

(LDAR) regulations and more speciflcally, noncom-

pliance with Method 2l requirements. In 1999, EPA

estimated that, as a result of this noncompliance,

an additional40,000 tons of VOCs are emitted an-

nually from valves at petroleum refineries alone.

This document is intended for use by regr.rlated

entities as well as compliance inspectors to identify

some of the problems identified with LDAR pro-

grams focusing in on Method 2I requirements and

describe the practices that can be used to increase

the effectiveness of an LDAR program, Specifically,

this document explai ns:

. The importance of regulating equipment

leaks;

. The major elements of an LDAR program;

. Typical mistakes made when monitoring to

detect leaks;

. Problems that occur from improper manage-

ment of an LDAR program; and

. A set ofbest practices that can be used to

implement effective an LDAR program.

Some of the elements of a model LDAR program,

as described in Section 7.0, are required by current

Federal regulations. Other model LDAR program

elements help ensure continuous compliance al-

though they may not be mandated from a regulato-

ry standpoint. Furthermore, State or local require-

ments may be more stringent than some elements

of the model LDAR program, such as with leak

deflnitions. Prior to developing awritten LDAR

program plan, all applicable regulations should be

reviewed to determine and ensure compliance with
the most stringent requirements.

1
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2.0 Why Regulate Equipment Leaks?

EPA has determined that leaking equipment, such

as valves, pumps, and connectors, are the largest

source of emissions of volatile organic compounds
(VOCs) and volatile hazardous air pollutants
(VHAPs) from petroleum refineries and chemical
manufacturing facilities. The Agency has estimated
that approximately 70,367 tons per year of VOCs

and9,357 tons per year of llAPs have been emitted
flom equipment leaks. Emissions from equipment
Ieaks exceed emissions from storage vessels, waste-

water, transfer operations, or process vents.

VOCs contribute to the formation of ground-level
ozone. Ozone is a major component of smog, and

causes ot aggravates respiratory disease, particu-
larly in children, asthmatics, and healthy adults

who participate in moderate exercise. Many
areas ofthe United States, particularþ those areas

2
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where refineries and chemical facilities are located,
do not meet the National Ambient Air Quality
Standard (NAAQS) for ozone. Ozone can be trans-
ported in the atmosphere and contribute to nonat-
tainment in dovmwind areas.

Some species of VOCs are also classifred as VFIAPs.

Some knov¡n or suspected effects of exposure to
VllAPs include cancer, reproductive effects, and
birth defects. The highest concentrations of VIIAPs
tend to be closest to the emission source, where
the highest public exposure levels are also often
detected. Some common VFIAPs emified from re-
fineries and chemical plants include acetaldehyde,

b enzene, formaldehyde, m ethylen e chloride, nap h-

thalene, toluene, and xylene,

I
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3.0 Sources, Causes And Control Of Equipment Leaks

A typical refinery or chemical plant can emit 600-

700 tons per year of VOCs from leaking equipment,

such as valves, connectors, pumps, sampling con-

nections, compressors, pressure-relief devlces, and

open-ended lines.

Table 3.1 shows the primary sources of emissions

from components subject to equipment leak regu-

lations. In a typical facility, most of the emissions

are frornvalves and connectors because these are

the most prevalent components and can number in

the thousands (Table 3.2). The major cause of emis-

sions from valves and connectors is seal or gasket

failure due to normal wear or improper mainte-

nance.

Previous EPA studies have estimated that valves

and connectors account for more than90%o of emis-

sions from leaking equipment wlth valves being the

most signiflcant source (Table 3.3). Newer informa-

tion suggests that open-ended lines and sampling

connections may account for as much as 5-10% of

total VOC emissions from equipment leaks.

il " l l''ìrivr, ;.¡tr: e¡nissic¡trs Itr.itti r:r¡I ii¡-rtIietiI lealt:,

r crlr¡cecÍ /

Facilities can control emissions from equipment

leaks by implementing a leak detection and repair

(LDAR) program or by modi$ringlreplacing leak-

ing equipment with "leakless" components. Most

equipment leak regulations allow a combination of

both control methods.

. Leaks from open-ended lines, compressors,

and sampling connections are usually fixed

by modifying the equipment or component.

Emissions from pumps and valves can also be

reduced through the use of "leakless" valves

and "sealless" pumps. Common leakless

valves include bellows valves and diaphragm

valves, and common sealless pumps are dia-

phragm pumps, canned motor pumps, and

magnetrc drive pumps. Leaks from pumps

can also be reduced by using dual seals with
or without barrier fluid.

. Leakless valves and sealless pumps are ef-

fective at minimizing or eliminating leaks,

but their use may be limited by matenals

of construction considerations and process

operating conditions. Installing leakless and

sealless equipment components may be a

wlse choice for replacing individual, chronic

Ieaking components.

I tt/',ll is a ,wark. ûr¿ìrjfirìe desig|ied t'.t

rdentify leal<ing ec¡rir¡:rneni slr thai
emi:;sions call L¡e ieciilt-:.'iJ 1l-riougl. iepaÌrs. A conr

¡,'olìent llrari is sLrrrjei:l trr iDltR reqrrirernents mLrsi lte

nroniici'ed aÍ srlecifieci. tegttlai inl.ei val:; 1o rJeterr riirre

rn¡hether or noi il rs leakrrrg Any ls¿¡¡¡It r:cniporre nt

nLrst ilen oe repaii.eo or re)ial.t:Ò ''viihirr ¿ s¡recified

fiile lrarrie
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Table 3.1 - Sources of equipment leaks.

Purnps are used to move fluids from one point to
another Two types of pumps extensively used in pe-
troleum refineries and chemical plants are cenlrifugal
pumps and positive displacement, or reciprocating
pumps

Valves are used to either restrict or allow the move-
ment of fluids. Valves come in numerous varieties and
with the exception of connectors, are the most com-
mon piece of process equipment in industry.

Connector s are compOnents such as flanges and
fittings used to join piping and process equipment
logether. Gaskels and blinds are usually installed
between flanges.

Sarnpling conlrectiorrs are utilized to obtain samples
from within a process

Com¡rressors are designed to increase the pressure of
a fluid and provide motive force. They can have rotary
or reciprocating designs.

Plessure reiiel rlevices are safety devices designed
to protect equipment from exceeding the maximum
allowable working pressure. Pressure relief v¿lves and
rupture disks are examples of pressure relief devices

0¡len-errded lines are pipes or hoses open to the
almosphere or surrounding environment.

Leaks from ¡runrps typically occur at the seal

Leaks from valves usually occur at the stem or gland
area of the valve body and are commonly caused by a
failure of the valve packing or O-ring.

Leaks fiom c0nnectors are commonly caused from
gasket failure and improperly torqued bolts on
flanges.

Leaks fror¡r sarrrplÍng connections usually occur at the
outiet of the sampling valve when the sampling line is
purged to obtain the sample

Le¿ks fron¡ c0ntpressors most otten occur from the
sea ls.

Leaks frorn pressure relief valves can occur if the
valve is not seated properly, operating too close to the
set point, or if the seal is worn or damaged Leaks
from rupture disks can occur around the disk gasket
iÍ not properly instalied.

Leaks fronr o¡ren-errrferf lines occur at the po¡nt of the
line open to the atmosphere and are usually con-
trolled by using caps. plugs, and flanges Leaks can
also be caused by the incorrect implementation of the
block and bleed procedure

4
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Table 3.2 - Equipment component counts at a typical
refinery or chem¡cal plant.

Component

Prrrtt ¡.ls

Va lvr:s

Corrrreclrlrs

0perr-endecl lines

Szrrnplrr rg cor llec:l¡ot ts

Prr,lssrrre r eliol valves

Range

10 360

150 46,000

600 60,000

1 1,600

20 200

5 360

Average

100

7,400

r2 000

560

80

90

Source: "Cost and Emission Reductions for Meeting Percent Leaker Require-
ments for HON Sources." lVemorandum to Hazardous Organic NESHAP

Resldual Risk and Review of Technology Standard RulemakÌng docket Docket
r D EPA-HO-OA R-2005-0475-0105.

Table 3.3 - Uncontrolled VOC emissions at a typical facility.

Component

Pt rt n ¡.rs

Va lvr:s

Colt¡rer:lors

0pen-enrled lrnr,ts

Sarrn ¡rling conr reclrons

Pressure relir:f valves

Tolal

Average Uncontrolled
VOC Emissions (ton/yr)

19

408

201

9

11

Ã
J

6s3

Pefcent of Total Emissions

a
J

62

)1JI

1

2

1

Source: Emission factors are from Protocol for Equipment Leak Emìssion Esti-

mates, EPA-453/R-95-017, Nov i995, and equipment counts in Table 3 2.

l\f ore recent data
indicates tirat open
ended lines and

samplrng colrnections
each accour-lt for ap.
proximately 5 10% of
total VOC emissions.

5
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3.2 What regulations incorporate LDAR
programs?

LDAR programs are required by many New Source

Performance Standards (NSPS), National Emis sion

Standards for Hazardous Air Pollutants (NESHAP),

State Implementation Plans (SIPs), the Resource

Conservation and RecoveryAct (RCRA), and other
state or local requirements. There are 25 federal

standards that require facilities to implement
LDAR progmms. Appendix A shows the 25 federal

standards that require the implementation of a for-

mal LDAR program using Method2l. Appendix B

Iists 28 other federal regulations that require some

Method 21 monitoring, but do not require LDAR
programs to be in place.

. NSPS (4O CFR Part 60) equipment leak

standards are related to fugitive emissions of
VOCs and apply to stationary sources that
commence construction, modiflcation, or
reconstruction after the date that an NSPS is

proposed in the Federal Register.

. NESFIAP (40 CFR Parts 61, 63, and65) equip-

ment leak standards apply to both new and

Leak Detection and R.epair-A Best Practices Guide

existing stationary sources of fugitive WIAPs.
. RCRA (40 CFR Parts 264 and265) equipment

leak standards apply tohazardous waste
treatment, storage, and disposal facilities.

. Many state and local air agencies incorporate
federal LDAR reguirements by reference, but
some have establìshed more stringent LDAR
requirements to meet local air quality needs.

A facility may have equipment that is subject to
multiple NSPS and NESIIAP equipment leaks stan-
dards. For example, a number of manufacturing
processes listed in theHazardous Organic NES-

I{AP (HON) equipment leak standard (a0 CFR 63,

Subpart H) may utiltze equipment for which other
NESFIAP or NSPS equipment leak standards could
apply (such as 40 CFR 60, Subpart W). In addi-
tion, one process line may be subject to one n_ile

and another process line subject to another rule.

Facilities must ensure that they are compþing with
the proper equipment leak regulations if muìtiple
regulations apply.

6
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Emissions reductions from implementing an LDAR

program potentially reduce product losses, increase

safety for workers and operators, decrease exposure

of the surrounding community, reduce emissions

fees, and help facilities avoid enforcement actions.

Exarrt¡rle - [ ntissIons rerluctions at a typical S0CMI

fac ility

Applying the equipment modifications and LDAR

requirements of the HON to the sources of uncontrolled

erlissior-rs in the tlrprcal facility preseirterl iri Tables 3 2 and
3 3 would redutce tlre entissions per facility by approxinraieiy

582 tons per year olenr jssior-rs, an 89% reduclic,n

4.O What Are the Benefits of an LDAR Program?

When the LDAR requirements were developed, EPA

estimated that petroleum refineries could reduce

emissions from equipment leaks by 63% by imple-

menting a facility LDAR program. Additionally,

EPA estimated that chemical facilities could reduce

VOC emissions by \î%byimplementing such a

program.

Table 4.1 presents the control effectiveness of an

LDAR program for different monitoring intervals

and leak definitions at chemical process units and

petroleum refi.neries,

Table 4.1 - Control effectiveness for an LDAR program at a chemical process unit and a refinery.

Equ¡pment Type anrl Service

Chernical Process Unit

V¡lvr::; - G¿r; Scrvicrrt'

V¿rl'rr:s - I r¡1lrl I tr¡tttrì Íicrvir t''

l'tlrtr|:, - | tflltl I itlLlttj ljrtrt\/tr r"l

( )r¡n(!clrriì All Slrv¡t r :s;

Refinery

Valves - íi¿rs St'rvrt:t'l)

V¿rl,¡rrs - [r¡ilrt Liqtrrtl Scrvir:,r'

I 'r tt r r¡ ls L r¡ iltt Liqt rrtl Í,r'¡ v¡1 gt'

(,rr¡lnec1( rr., - /\ll !ì,t'r vi|r's;

Monthly Monitoring
.l0,000 

|lfrilv
teak Definition

?,/

fli

6,:)

frtl J

'/l)

Control Effectiveness (% Redrction)

0uarterly Monitoring
10,000 upmv Leâk Defin¡tion

l,/
t,l

tllt

70

r,l
,ì lt

500 ppnr

Leak Delinitiona

,)2'

fsti

t)l¡

95

B8

Sûurce, Protocol Íor EqurprnerìL Leak Lmissjon Estjr¡aies, EPA 4531R 95 0i7 Nov 1995

Ìype cf prúcess
lr Gas(vapor) servrcemeansiherraieíal lncontactwiththeequipmentcomponentisìnagâsec)usslaieatiheprocessoperaÌirtgccndittons

enis with a vapor Ðressure abcve O 3 krìrlpascals (kPa) at 20"C rs grealer tiran cr eouai lo 20% by v".e ght
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4.I Reducing Product Losses

In the petrochemical industry, saleable products
are lost whenever emissions escape Íìom process

equipment. Lost product generally translates into
lost revenue.

4.2 lncreasing Safety for Facility Workers and
Operators

Many of the compounds emitted from refineries

and chemical facilities may pose ahazardto ex-

posed workers and operators. Reducing emissions

from leaking equipment has the direct benefit of
reducing occupational exposure to hazardous com-
pounds.

4.3 Decreasing Exposure for the Surrounding
Community

In addition to workers and operators at a facil-
ity, the population of a surrounding community
canbe affectedbysevere, long-term exposure to
toxrc air pollutants as a result of leaking equip-

ment. Although most of the community exposure

may be episodic, chronic health effects can result
ÍÌom long-term exposure to emissions from leaking

equipment that is either not identified as leaking or
not repaired.

4.4 Potentially Reducing Emíssion Fees

To fund permitling programs, some states and local
air pollution districts charge annual fees that are

based on total facility emissions. A facility with an

effective program for reducing leaking equipment

can potentially decrease the amount of these an-

nual fees.

Leak Detection and Repair-A Best Practlces Guide

4.5 Avoiding Enforcement Actions

In setting Compliance and Enforcement National
Priorities for Air Toxics, EPA has identifled LDAR
programs as a national focus. Therefore, facilities
can expect an increased number and ffequency of
compliance inspections and a closer review of com-
pliance reports submitled to permifting authorities
in an effort by the Agency to assess LDAR programs

and identi$r potential LDAR problems. A facil-
ity with an effective LDAß program decreases the
chances of being targeted for enforcement actions
and avoids the costs and penalties associated with
rule violations.

Exaltt¡tle - Cost of prorluct Iost.

ln previous rulemaking efforts EPA lras esti.
mated that the average value of product lost

due ic equipnrent leaks ls Si,3/0 per ton.

Applying ihis cosl factor results rn a potential

savings of $730,000 per year per facility

e Scui'ce: Fi¿;r¿rdous Ar Poliut¿11 Filíssions Frcr-¡.;

Process i-jr¡its in the Synthetic Crganc Chemicai
lvi a n u f a ctr r rr n g I l C i tstr_v Bac kgro I r-i.: i n1 o i rrati c I

Ior Froposed SianCards. Vol 1C lViccei -mtssion

SClices E"¡is:;iot- Sianciar-cJs Dir¡tsiot r. t,S iPA,
Offlce oÍ Air ¿n.¿ Racralici CAOFS Resea¡i.;lr

Triarrgle Park NC Nr-ir¡ lÇ92

a
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5.0 Elements of an LDAR Program

The requirements among the regulations vary,

but all LDAR programs consist of five basic ele-

ments, which are discussed in detail in Sections 5.I

through 5.5.

For each element, this section outlines the typical
LDAR program requirements, common compliance

problems found through field inspections, and a

set of best practices used by facilities with effective

LDARprograms.

ldentifying Components

Leak Definition

Cornpotrelrts

Repairing Conrporrents

Record k eep ing

9
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Current Requirements

. Assign a unique identification (lD) number to each regulated com.
ponent.

. Record each regulated component and its unique lD number in a
log.

Physically locate each regulated component in the facility, verify its
location on the piping and instrumentation díagrams (P&lDs) or pro-

cess flow diagrams, and update the log if necessary. Some states
require a physical tag on each component subject to the LDAR

requirements.

ldentify each regulated component on a site plot plan or on a con-
tinuously updated equipment log.

Promptly note in the equipment log when new and replacement
pieces of equipment are added and equipment is taken out of ser-

VICE.

Common Problems

. Not properly identifying all regulated equipment conrponents.

. Not properly documenting exempt components (e.g., ..36p ¡srt
exemption and <5 (or <10) weight "/" HAP).

Best Practices

. Physically tag each regulated equipment component with a unique
lD nunlber

. Write the component f D number orr piping and instrumentation
diagrams.

. lnstitute an electronic data management system for LDAR data and
records, possibly rncludrng the use of bar coding equipment

. Periodically perlorm a field audit to ensure lisis and diagrams ac
curately represent equipment installed in the piant

10
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Recordkeeping

Leak Definition

Monitoring Components

Repaíring Components
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Record keep i ng

Ct¡rrent Requirements

. Method 21 requires VOC emissions from regulated components to
be rneasured in parts per million (ppm) A leax is detected when,

ever the measured concentratiorr exceeds the lhreshold standard
(i.e leak rlefinition) for the applicable regulation,

Leak definitions vary by regulation, component type, seniice (e g.,

light Iiquid, heavy liquid gasivapor), and rnonìtorirrg interval

- Most NSFS have a leak definition of 10,000 ppm Many NESHAP

use a 500-ppm or 1,000-ppm leak defÌnition

. Many equipment leak regulations also define a leali based on visual
inspections and observatir:ns (suclr as fluids dripping, spraying,
misting or clouding from or around components), sound (such as

hissing), and smell

Note: The LDAR requirernents specify weekly visual inspections of
purrìps, agitators, and compressors for indications of liquids
leaking from the seals

Conlnron Problems

. Using the wrong leak definition for a particular cornponent due to
confusion al facìlities wlrere nrultiple LDAR regu'latìons apply.

Besl Practices

. Utilize a leak definition lower than what the regulatiorr requires

. Simplif-v ihe program by using tlre lowest leak definition when nrui'

tìple leak definitions exist

. lvlake the ìowest leak definitìon conservatlve io provide a margin clf

safety wherr niclnitoring com ponents

. Keep lhe lowest leak definition consistent among all similar coni
ponent tyoes. For exampie, atl valves ìn a facility rnighi have a leak

ciefinition of 500 ppm

11

ldentifying Conrponents

Monitori ng Cornponents

Repa irirrg torrt¡ronerrts
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_ì
Current Requirenrents

. For many NSPS and NESHAP i'egulations vrrith leak deiection provisions.
the primary rnethod for monitoring to deteci leaking components is EPA.

Reference Method 2! (4O CFR Part 60. Appendix A)

. N/lethod 2I is a procedure used to detect VOC leaks from process equip-
nrent using a portable detecting instrumeni

. Appendix C of this giride explains the general procedure and Appendix D

presents the complete Method 21 requirements.

. lVonitoring intervals vary according to the apolicable regulation, but are typ-
ìcally weekly, monthly, quarterly, and yearly. For connectors, the monitoring
interval can be every 2,4. or 8 years, The monitoring intervai depends on
the component type and periocitc leak rate for the component type.

Common Problenls

Not following Method 27 properly

Failing to monitor at the maximum teak location (once the highest read
ing rs obiained by placing ihe probe on ¿nd around the interJace, hold the
probe at that location approximately two times the response rate of the
instrument)

Not monitoring lcng enough to iderrtify a leak

Holding ihe detectlon probe too far away from the component interface
The teading must be taken at the rnterface

Nol nionitorng all potential leak interfaces

Using an incorrect or an expired calibratron gas

. Not monitoring all regulated components

. Not corirpleting monitorrng if the first monitoring attempt is unsuccessfu!
due tc equi¡rment being temporarily out of servlce.

Eest Practices

Although not required by Method 21, use an automatic (electronic) data
logger io save tinle, improve accuracy, and provide an auciit record

Audii the LDAR program to help ensure that the ccrrect equipment ìs being
rnonitored fVlethod 21 proceduies aie beíng folloured properly, ancl the
required records are being kept

lVlonitor components nrore irequently than i-equired by the reguiations

Pedorrn QAiQC of LDAR data to ensure accuracy, cornpleieness, and to
check for i nconsistencies.

tliminate any obstructrons (e g. grease on ihe component interface) thai
ïn/ould prevent monrtoring at the interface

lf a rule alìonrs ihe use of alternatives to Method 2l moniioring, Methocl
21 should stili be used perrodicaily to check ihe resuits of the alternaiive
morritoring method

o

a

a

a

a

Recordkeep i ng

a

a
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ldentifyíng Components

Leak Definitíon

I

Repairirig Components

The monitoring ¡nter-

val is the frequency at
which individual com-
ponent monitoring is conducted.
For example, valves are generally

required to be monitored once a
month using a leak detection in-

strument, but the monitoring inter-

val may be extended (e.g. to once

every quarter for each valve that
has not leaked for two successive

months for Part 60 Subpart W,
or on a process unit basis of once
every quarter for process units
that have less than a 2% leak rale
for Part 63 Subpart H).
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Recorrlkeepitrg

Current Requirentents

. Repair leaking components as soon as practicable but not later than a

specìfied number of calendar cjays (usually 5 days for a first attempt al
repair and 15 days for final attempt at repair) after the leak is detected

. First attempts at repair include, but are rrot limiteci to, the following
practices where pracii ca ble a n d a ppropi'iate;

" Tightening bcnnet bolis

. Replacirrg bonnei bolts

. Ttghtening packtng gland nuts

. lnjecting iubricant into lubricated packing

. lf the repaìr of any component is technically infeasible v'¡ithout a process

unit shutdown. tlre component nray be placecJ on ihe Delay of Repair

lrst. the lD rrumber is recorded, and an explartation of why the compo-

nent cannot be repaired immediately rs provided An estrnraied date for

repairing the conrponent nrust lre included in tlre facility records

Note: The "drill and tap" method for repairirrg leaking valves is gener
ally considered technically feasible without requiring a process

unit shutdown and should be tred if the first attempt at repair

does not fix the leaking valve See section 6.7 fot a discussron of
"drill and tap"

. The component is considereti to be repaired only after ìt has been

monitorecl and shou¡n not to be leaking above the applicahrle leak defini

tion

Contnron Ploblellrs

. l\ot repairlng leaking equipmenl within the requtred amount of time
specifiecJ by the applicable regulation

. lmproperly placing componetrts on tìre Delay of Repair list.

. Not havÌng a justifiable reason tor why il is technically tnfeasible to

repair th-. component wìthout a process unil shutdown

. Not exploring all available repair alternatives bef,rre exercistng tlre Delay

of Repair exemptrori (specifically as ii pettains ta valves ¿nd "drilland

tap" repairs)

Best Practices

. Develop a plan and timetable for repalring components

" Make a firsl attempt at repair as socrn as possible after a leak is detect

ed.

. Monitor components daily ancl over several days to ensure a leak lras

been successfu lly repa ired

. Replace prcblem components witlr "leakless" or other technologies

13

ldentifying Compotrents

Leak Definition

Monitor ing Cottt¡tonetrts
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Current Requirements

For each regulated ptuc€ss:

. Maintain a list of all lD numbers for all equipment subject to an
equipment leak regulation

. For valves designated as "unsafe to monitor " maintain a fist of lD
numbers and an explanation/revielv of conditions for the designa,
tion.

. Maintain detailed schematics, equipnreni desrgn specifrcations
(including dates and descriptions of an¡r changes), ano piping and
instrumentation diagrams.

. N/aintain the results of pefformance testing and leak detection
monitoring, including leak monitoring results per the leak frequency,
monitoring leakless equipment, and non-periodic event monitoi-ing,

For leaking equipment:

' Attach lD tags to the equipment

. Maintain records of the equiprnent lD number ilre instrument and
operatoi' iD numbers, and the date the leak was detected

Maintain a list of the dates of eacl repair attempt and an explanation
of tlie attempted reparr method

Note the dates of successful repairs

lnclude tlre results of monitoring tests to determine if ihe repair was
successful

Conrnlon Problerns

. No.t keeping detarled and accurate records requirec by the appli
cable regulation,

. Not updating records to designate new componenis that are subject
to LDAR due to revised regulations or prrcess modifications,

Best Practíces

. Perform internal ¿nd third party audits of LDAR recorcls on a regular
basis to ensure compliance.

. fiectronrcaily monitor and stoie rDAR cjata rnclucling regular eA/eC
a ud its

. Perform regular records maintenance

. Continually search for anci update regulatory requirements

. Properly record and report first attempts at repair

. Keep the proper records for compcnents on Delay of Repair. lisis.

I
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Leak Definit ion

Monitoring Conrponents

Repairilrg Conponents
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6.0 What Compliance Problems Have Been Found W¡th Current
LDAR Programs?

Many regulatory agencies determine the compli-

ance status of LDAR programs based on a review of
submitted paperwork. Some conduct walk-through

inspections to review LDAR records maintained

on site and perform a visual check of monitoring

practices. However, a records review will not show

if monitoring procedures are being followed. Simi-

larly, the lypical walkthrough inspection will not

likely detect improper monitoring practices since

operators will tend to ensure that they are followrng

proper procedures when they are being watched,

E PAs National Enforcement Investigations C enter

(NEIC) conducted a number of sampling investiga-

tions of LDAR programs at l7 petroleum refrneries.

Appendix E summarizes the comparative monitor-
ing results, and Appendix F contains a copy of the

1999 Enforcement Alert that explains the monitor-

ing results. The investigations consisted ofrecords

review and comparative leak monitoring (compar-

ing the leak rate found by NEIC to the facility's

historic leak rate) at a subset of the facility's total

components. These investigations have shown

apaltern of signifrcantþ higher equipment leak

rates (5%) than what the refineries reported (I.syr).

While there have been improvements since 1999,

facility audits are still showing signiflcantþ elevat-

ed leak rates, especially in the chemical manufac-

turing industries.

The discrepancy in leak rates indicates that moni-

toring staff may not be compþing with Method 2l
procedures. Failure to accurately detect leaks may

be due to a lack ofinternal quality control oversight

or management accountability for the LDAR pro-

grams regardless of whether the monitoring is done

by contractors or in-house personnel.

Each leakthatis not detected and repaired is alost
opportunity to reduce emissions. In the October

1999 Enforcement Alert, EPA estimates that an ad-

ditional40,000 tons of VOCs are emitted annually

from petroleum refi.neries because leaking valves

are not found and repaired.

Several important factors contribute to failing to

identify and repair leaking components:

l. Not identifying all regulated compo-
nents/units in inventory

If a facility does not properly identify all of its

regulated components, some leaks may go

unidentified. Unidentifled components may

leak or have existing leaks that will worsen

over time if the components are not properly

identifled, monitored and repaired. Facili-

ties can fail to identify regulated components

when new processes are constructed, exlst-

ing process are modifled, or new or revised

equipment leak regulations are published.

2. Not monitoring components

In some cases, the number of components re-

ported to have been monitored may indicate

problems with monitoring procedures. What
facility inspectors have found:

. A data logger time stamp showed valves

being monitored at the rate of one per

second with two vaives occasionally be-

15
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ing monitored within the same 1-second

period.

. At one facility, a person reported monitor-
ing 8,000 components in one day (assum-

ing an 8-hour work day, that represents

one component every 3.6 seconds).

. Records evaluations showed widelyvary-
ing component monitoring counts, sug-

gesting equipment might not always be

monitored when required.

. Equipment was marked "temporarily out
of service" because the initial inspection
atlempt could not be performed. Howev-

er, the equipment was in service for most
of the period, and no subsequent (or prior)
inspection atlempts were performed to
meet the monitoring requirement.

However, even when records show a realistic
number of components are being monitored,
if there are no oversight or accountability
checks, then there is no guarantee that com,
ponents are actually being monitored.

Leak Detection and Reparr-A Besi Practìces Guide

3. Insufficient time to identify a leal¡

In other cases, facilities are not following
proper monitoring procedures, resulting in a
lower number of leaking components being
reported.

, Il aworker moves the probe around the
component interface so rapidly that the
instrument does not have time to properþ
respond, then a component may never be
identified as leaking.

. If aworker fails to find the maxrmum leak
location for the component and then does

' not spend twice the response time at that
Iocation, then the monitoring instrument
will not measure the correct concentra-

tion of hydrocarbons and the leak may
go undetected. Optical leak imaging
shows the importance of identify-
ing the maximum leak location, ¿ts

hydrocarbons are quickly dispersed
and diluted by air currents around the
component.

4. Holding the probe away from the compo-
nent interface

The probe must be placed at the proper
interface of the component being anaþed.
Placing the probe even I centimeter from the
interface can result in a false reading, indicat-
ing that the component is not leaking, when
in fact it is leaking. Eliminate any issues (e.g.,

grease on the component rnterface) that pre-
vent monitoring at the interface (e.g. remove
excess grease from the component before
monitoring or use a monitor that wont be

impacted by the grease and is easy to clean.

I
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A v';ell-trained LDAR inspection
ieam (two people) can rnorritor

approximateli, 5C0 700 valves
per day.
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For equipmentwith rotating shafts (pumps

and compressors), Method 21 requires the

probe be placed within 1 centimeter of the

shaft-seal interface. Placing the probe at the

surface ofthe rotating shaft is a safety hazard

and should be avoided.

Failing to properþ maintain monitoring
instrument

Factors that may prevent the instrument
from identifying leaks are:

. Not using an instrument that meets the

specifications required in Method 21, sec-

tion 6.

. Dirty instrument probes;

. Leakage from the instrument probes;

. Not zeroinginstrument meter;

. Incorrect calibrahon gases used; and

. Not calibrating the detection instrument
on a dailybasis.

Improperþ identiffing components as

"unsafe" or'?ifficult" to monitor

Components that are identified as being
"unsafe to monitor" or'difficult to monitor"

must be identifled as such because there is a

safety concern or an accessibility issue that
prevents the component from being success-

fully monitored.

All unsafe or difficult-to-monitor compo-

nents must be included on a log with identi-

fication numbers and an explanation of why
the component is "unsafe to monitor" or'dif-
frcult to monitorl Monitoring can be deferred

for all such components, but the facility must
maintain a plan that explains the conditions

under which the components become safe to
monitor or no longer difficult to monitor.

6.

b.

T7

Typìcal IVA (-icxíc Vapor

Analyzer) response times are

arourrd 2 4 secords,
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7. Improperþ placing coÌnponents/units
on the "Delay of Repair" list

Generally, placing aleaking component on

the "Delay of Repair" list is permissible only
when the component is technicallyinfeasible
to repair without a process unit shutdown
(e.g., for valves the owner/operator must
demonstrate that the emissions from imme-
diate repair will be greater than waiting for
unit shutdown).

Repair methods may exisl such as 'drill and
tap" for valves, that allowleaks to be fixed

while the component is still in service. Fail-

ing to consider such repair methods before

exercising the "Delay of Repair" list may con-

stitute noncompliance with repair require-

ments (usually 15 days under federal LDAR

standards).

Components placed on the "Delay of Repair"

Iist must be accompanied by their ID num-
bers and an explanation ofwhytheyhave
been placed on the list. These components

cannot remain on the list indefinitely - they
must be repaired by the end of the next pro-
cess unit shutdown.

18

Drill and Tap is a repair method where
a hole is drilled into the valve pack

ing gland and tapped, so that a small
valve and filting can be attached to the gland

A packing gun is ccnnected to this fitting and
the snrall valve is opened allorving new packing
material to be pumped into the packing gland

Many companies consider this a pernraneni
repair teclrnique. as newer pumpable packing
types are frequently superior to the older pack-

ing types they replace Packing types can be
changed and optimized for the specific applica
tion over time.
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7.O Model LDAR Program

Experience has shown that facilities with an effec-

tive record ofpreventing leaks integrate an aware-

ness ofthe benefits ofleak detection and repair into

their operating and maintenance program. This

section outlines some of the major elements of suc-

cessful LDAR programs. These program elements

were developed from:

. Evaluation of best practices identifled at

facilities with successfi.rl LDAR programs, and

. Analysis of the root causes of noncompliance

at facilities that were found to have recurring

violations of LDAR regulatory requirements.

LDAR programs that incorporate most or all of the

elements described in the following sections have

achieved more consistent results in their LDAR

programs, leading to increased compliance and

lower emissions.

Written LDAR Prograln

/ô^^r,^,^ ? 1\
tòcL.Llu! r/ li

Tra in i rrg

(Sectiorr 7.2)

LDAR Audits

(Section 7.3)

Contractot Accoutìtall¡ I ity

(Section 7 4)

inter nal Leak Definitions

(Section I 5)

More Frequettt Monitor ittg

(Section 7 6)

First Atterrrpt at Repair

(Sectron 7 7)

Delay of Repair Corrrpli-

ance Assulance

(Section 7.8)

tlectr onic Monitorirrg

arrrl Storage of Data

(Section 7 9)

QA/QG of LDAR Data

(Section 7 l0)

Ca tibr ation/Ca libratiorr
Drift Assessnrent

(Section 7 1l)

Records Maintenarrce

(Sectìon 7 12)
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7 'I Written LDAR Program Within thirty (30) days after developing the writ-

Awrtren LDARpïosram specines rhe resuratory ï:fl:'i3#:',,TTifl:1ürî:"ä:îJ:l#t
requirements and facility-specific procedures for re- - -(

cordkeepin g certifrcarions, monitoring, and repairs, 
agency'

A written program also delineates the roles of each 
7 .2 Trainíng

person on the LDAR team as welL as documents all
the required procedures to be completed and data A training program will provide LDAR personnel
to be gathered, thus estabhshing accountability. the technical understanding to make the written
The plan should identiSr all process units subject LDAR program work. It also will educate members
to federal, state, and local LDAR regulations and of the LDAR team on their individual responsibili-
be updated as necessaryto ensure accuracyand ties. These trainingprograms canvaryaccordingto
continuing compliance. the level of involvement and degree of responsibility

ofLDAR personnel.

t.

Elenrents:

. An overall, faciiity-wide leak rate goal that wiil be a

target on a process-unit Lry-process-unit basis;

. A list of ali equiprnent irr light liquid andior in gasi
vapor service that has ihe potenliai to leal,i VCICs

and VliAPs. within process units that are ol,vned

and maint¿ined by each iacility;

. Procedures fcr iierriifyrr-ig ieakrng equipment
wrLn¡n process units:

. Procedui'es for repairiltg and keepirrg track of leak-

ing equipmeni,

. A process for evaluating nei^; and reolaceme¡tt
equipmenT to proinoie the ccnsideration oÍ lnstail-
ing equipment thai vvjli nrinim jze 

f eaks or eliminate
chronic leakers;

" A list r:f "LDAR Personnel" ancl a descriptÍon
of tl¡eir roles and responsll_.,ilities. including the
person or oosiiion for each facility that iras the
aûnorüy to ímplern..nt irnpro'.renrents to the iDAR
orogram and

. Procedul'es (e g a lvf anagement ci Clralge pro-

grarn) ro ensure that componeriis added to each
facilit-v during mainienance ano constructron al'e
evaluateC tc deter mrne if ihey are subject tc LDAR

requirements, and that affecteci componenis are
rntegrated into the LDAR progranr

E lenrelrts:

. Prorlide and require inìtial training and annual
LDAR ¡-efresher training for all facìlity employees
assigned LDAR compliance resoonsibilities, such
as mcniloring technicians database ,;sers, eAieC
personnel anci Ìne L DAR Coorcij¡atoi

" For othei operations altd maintenance ¡tersoirnei
with responsrillities related io LDAR, provice and
require an iniiial trainÍrrg prog(am that inclucles
irrsirlction on aspects of LDAR Ínarare relevant ic
their duties (e.g operaioi's and meclranrcs per

formrng vaive packlng anci unit supervisors thai
approve delay of repair work) Provide and require
"refresirer'' trairring in LDAR for these personnel al
leasl every ihree yea's

. CollecÍ iraining informatron anci recorcls oí contrac
tors, ií useci

20
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7.3 LDAR Audits

Whether LDAR monitoring is done in house or

contracted to third parties outside the company,

the potential exists for LDAR staff not to adhere

correctly to the LDAR program. Internal and

third-party audits of a facility LDAR program are

a critical comp onent of effective LDAR pro grams.

The audits check that the correct equipment is

being monitored, Method 21 procedures are being

followed, leaks are being fixed, and the required

records are being kept. In short, the audits ensure

that the LDAR program is being conducted cor-

rectly and problems are identified and corrected.

E le lnelttsr

. Review records on a regular cycle to ensure that all

required LDAR-related records, logs, and databases

are being nraintained and are up to date.

. Ensure and document that the correct equipment is

included in the LDAR program and that equipnient
icjentified as leaking is physrcally taggecl wìth the

equipment lD nurnber

. 0bserve ihe calibration and monitoring techniques
used by L DAR technicians, in particular to ensure

the entire inlerface is checked and the probe is held

at the interface, nct away from the interface

" Retain a contracior io perfcrm a third party audit of

the facility LDAR program at leasi once every four
(4) yeats

. Perform facility-led audits every four (4) years,

Use personnelfamiliar with the LDAR program

and its requirenrents from one or more of the

company's other facilrties or locations (if available)

Perforrn the first round of facility led LDAR audits

no later than tu¡o (2) years after cornpletìon of tlre

third pady audits orrtlined aL¡ove and every four
(4) years tlrereafter

Ttris rotation ensures that the facility is being

aucliled once every two (2) yr:ars

. lI areas of noncompliance are discovered iniiiate a

plan to r-esolve and document tlrose ìssues.

. lmplernent, as soon as praciicabie, steps rìecessary

to correct causes of noncorn¡rliance, and prevent, to

the extenl praclicah.,lle, a recurence of tlie cause of

the noncompliance.

" Retain the auciit repofts and mainiain a wrilten
record of the correctjve actions taken in response io

a ny clefìciencies iclentìfied

2I
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7,4 Contractor Accountability

Contractors performing monitoring are frequently
compensated fo¡ the number of components they
monitor, which might provide an incentive to rush
through monitoring procedures and not adhere to
Method 2I requirements for response time, moni-
toring distance, etc. If this happens, some equip-
ment leaks may not be detected. To overcome this
potential problem, facilities should have in place
sufficient oversight procedures to increase the ac-

countabilily of contractors.

Elements:

. Write contracts that emphasize the quality of
work insteaC of the quantity of work only

. Require contractors to submit documeniation
that their LDAR personnel have been trained on
Method 2I and facility,specific t DAR proce-

dures

. fnsure ihat the contractor has a procedure ir
place to revlevr, and certify the rnonitoring data
b*^fore submitting the data to ihe facilrty

. Revieuu daily resuits of contractor yvork to en

sure tlrat a realistic number cf components are
being monitored,

. Perform spol audits in the field to ensure thai
ttlethod 21 procedures are being follo',¡ved

This car-i ii'rcilrCe spot-checking monrtored
componenls rciih another hydrocarbon anatyzer
or follolving LDAR personnel as ihey perfornr

monitoring

. lla\¡e perrodrc revreyvs of cont¡actor perfor

nrance (e g qtarterlr1 or semi-annuallir) to
resoive rssues and correct probiems

Leak Detection and Repair-A Best Practices Gulde

7.5 lnternal Leak Definition for Valves and
Pumps

The varying leak definitions that can apply to
different process units and components can be

confusing and lead to errors in properly identiffing
leaks. To counter this potential problem, operate
your LDAR program using an internal leak defini-
tion for valves and pumps in light liquid or gas

vapor service. The internal leak definition would be
equrvalent to or lower than the applicable defini-
tions in your permit and the applicable federal,

state, and local regulations. Monitoring against a

uniform definition that is lower than the applicable
regulatory defrnition will reduce errors and provide
a margin of safety for identifying leaking compo-
nents. The internal leak deflnition would apply to
valves and pumps (and possibly connectors) in light
liquid or gas vapor service.

E lenrerrts:

. Aciopt a 500 pprr: or iourer lrternal leak definition
for VOCs for ali valves rn light !iqlrd alcilor gas
vapor service excludiirg pressure rel¡ef devices

. Adopt a 2.000-ppnr or lower interriaÍ ieak definrtion
for pumps in light liquid andior gaslvapor servrce

" Recor-d irack, repair anci monitor leaks iir excess
of the iniei-naÍ leak definition Repair a¡-rci monitor
leaks that are greater than the internai leal,i defini
tions but less than the a¡_rplicable regulatory leak
definiticrrs vvithin thirty i30) days of deteciiorr

Consent Decrees between EPA ano nany cheriical
facrlities -riiDjeiìt to ihe i-lON require using a 250-ppm
leak definition fcr val'¡es and connectors and a 500-
ppm leak defi¡-riiicn for- pumps

Note, lf a siate or local agency has lor,,er leak clefinl
tions, then tlre rnternal leak Cefinition should
be set to the lowesi Cefiniticn or e!/en lowe¡- tc
includeiallow fci marsin of er.ror

I
Ë
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7,6 [Viore Frequerit N4onitoring

Many regulations allow for less frequent monitor-
ing (i.e. skip periods) when good performance (as

defined in the applicable regulation) is demon-

strated, Skip period is an alternative work practice

found in some equipment leak regulations and

usually applies only to valves and connectors. After
a specifled number of leak detection periods (e.g.,

monthly) during which the percentage of leaking

components is below a certainvalue (e.g., 2% for
NSPS facilities), a facility can monitor less fre-

quently (e.g., quarterly) as long as the percentage

of leaking components remains low. The facilify
must keep a record of the percentage of the compo-

nent type found leaking during each leak detection

period.

Experience has shown that poor monitoring rather

than good performance has allowed facilities to

take advantage of the less frequent monitoring
provrsions. To ensure that leaks are still being

identified in a trmely manner and that previously

unidentified leaks are not worsening over time,

implement a plan for more frequent monitoring for

components that contribute most to equipment

leak emissions.

li le nl e r rts:

- 'H,4onitor fiumps in lighl lirluid arrcìlor gas vapoí
serilice on a monlhly basis

" Monitor vall,es in liglri liquic-i arñlor gas vapcf
service ollrer than difficult-to-r¡onilor ot unsaíe

Ic-¡lonitor valves vvith tlo skip ¡rerrods

Crlnsent Decrees between IPA arlcl mary chenri

cal Í¿rciirties sLrbjc:ct to the Fl0N recluire setnianniial
monitoring of connectors.

'r."/ Repairirrg Leaking Conr¡ronents

To stop detected leaks while they are still small,

most rules require a first attempL atrepair within 5

days of the leak detection and a final repair withrn
15 days. However, any component that cannot be

repaired within those time frames must be placed

on a "Delay of Repair" list to be repaired during the

next shutdown cycle.

First attempts at repair include, but are not limited

to, the following best practices where practicable

and appropriate:

. Tightening bonnet bolts;

. Replacing bonnet bolts;

. Tightening packing gland nuts; and

. Injecting lubricant into lubricated packing.

[, lenretrts:

. Scheclule ilre 'Tirst attempl at repair" oÍ ihose
cornponent:; tlrai 1he monitoring personnel are rrot

aL;thorizerj ic reparr r:on:;istert witlr the exisirng
regLrlatcr y requirernents.

' Morritor the clrmponent for r¡¡hich a 'first attenrpl

at repair'' was perfornrecj no laler than the nexl

regular busiless day lo ensure the leak has not

i¡",orsened

. !Í [h-. lirsl atte inpl a'i reS:ai h¿s noi succeeded thel
otlrer methotJs. sLrch as "drill ancl i.¿lp" shouicl be

elnployec! wnere feasibie Drill anci ia0 procecjures

are rrcr loilgel considered ex1:ratudinary pr ãcÍrces

23
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7.8 Delay of Repair Compliance Assurance

Any component that cannot be repaired during the
specified repair interval must be placed on a "Delay

of Repair" Iist to be repaired during the next shut-
down cycle. Delay of repair compliance assurance

procedures ensure that the appropriate equipment
is justifiably on the "Delay of Repair" list and that
facilities have a plan to fix these components.

E le nrents:

. llave the unrt supervisor approve in advance
and ceriify all components that are technically
infeasible to repair without a process unit shut
down

. Continue to molitor equipment that is placed on

the "Delay of Repair" list in the facility's regular
LDAR monitoring, For leaks above the internal
leak definitror, r'ate anci belovv the regulatory
rate put the equipment on the ''Delay of Repair"
ljsi within 30 days

. Implement the foilowing repair policies an'J
procedures within l5 days of ir-nplementing tlre
written LDAR program'

For valr¡es, other [han corrtrol valves or pres

sure relref valves. IhaI are leaking at ¿ rate of
10 000 pom or grealer anC cannot be feasÍbly
r-epaired rryithoui a process unit slrutdowl
use ''crill and tap" repair methods to fix the
ieaking valve, unless you can deiermine ano
docunrent that there is a safety, niechanical,
or maJor environnrenial concei'n poseci by
repaiiing the leak in lhis nranner

Pedorm up to two "drili and Iap' retair al.

tempts to reparr a ieaking vali,e. if necessary
within 30 oays of icientifying the leal-<

Leak Detection and Repair-A Best Practices Guide

7.9 Electronic Monitoring and Storage of LDAR
Data

Electronic monitoring and storage of LDAR data
will help evaluate the performance of monitor-
ingpersonnel (via timeldate stamps), improve
àccuracy,provide an effective means for QA/QC,
and retrieve records in a timely manner for review
purposes. Incorporate and maintain an electronic
database for storing and reporting LDAR data. Use

data loggers or other data collection devices during
all LDAR monitoring.

E le nr ents:

. Use best efforts to transfer on a daily basis, elec
tronic data frcm electronic data logging devices to
the database

. For all monitoring events in which an electrorric
data coliection device ls used include a time and
date stamp, operator ìdentifrcation, and instrumenl
identiflcation

. Paper logs can be used where necessary or more
feasible (e.g small rounds, re-rrronitoring fixeri
leaks, or when data loggers are not available
or broken), and shoLlld record, at a mínimunt
the monitoring technrcian date, and monitoring
equípmenl used

. Transfer any manually recorded monitoring ciata to
the cialabase witlln 7 days of monitoring

. Review records to icìentify "problem'' ccmponents
fol preirentaiive mainte¡ance (reparr prior ic an,
ticipated failure) or for ieplacenrent r¡¿iih "leakiess"

tecliriologv
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7.IO OA/OC of LDAR Data 7.1 I Calibration/Calibration Drift Assessment

QA/QC audits ensure that Method 21 procedures Always calibrate LDAR monitoring equipment us-

are being followed and LDAR personnel are moni- ing an appropriate calibration gas, in accordance

toring the correct components in the proper man- with 40 CFR Part 60, EPA Reference Test Method

ner. Develop and implement a procedure to ensure 2I.

QA/QC review of all data generated by LDAR

monitoring technicians on a daily basis or at the

conclusion of each monitoring episode.

E l enrents:

Some QA/QC procedures include:

. Daily review/sign-0ff by monitoring technicians
of tl¡e data lhey collected to ensure accuracy
and validit;'

. Periodic review of the claily monitoring reports

generated in conjunction with recordkeeping
and reporting requirements.

. Quarterly QAiQC of the iaciiÌty's and ccntractor s

monitoring data including:

Nurnber of cornponents monitored per tech
n tcta n:

- -Iìme 
between moniToring events; atrd

Abnormal data patterns.

E l enrents:

. Conduct calibration drift assessments of LDAR

rronitoríng equìpment at the end of each moni

loring slrift at a minimum

. Conduct the calibration drift assessment using, at

a nrinimum, approximaiely 500 ppm of calibra'

tion gas,

. ìf any calrbration drift assessment after the initìal

calibration shows a negative clrÌft of more than

1O% lrorn the previous calibration, re-monitor all

valves that were monitored since the last cali

bration witlr a reading of greater than 100 ppnt

Re-monitor all pumps ilrat were monitored since

the lasi calibration with a reading of greater than

500 ppnr
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7.I2 Records Maintenance

Organized and readily available records are one

potential indication of an effective LDAR program.

Well-kept records may also indicate that the LDAR
program is integrated into the facility's routine
operation and management. The equipment leak
regulations speciff recordkeeping and rep orting
requirements; incorporating the elements below
will help ensure your facility LDAR records are

thorough and complete.

t.ct

I

I

I

I'
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Elements:

Records to maintain,

. A certification that the facility implemented the
"first attempt at repair" program

. A ceriification thal the facility rmplemented
OA/QC procedures for review of data generated
by LDAR techniclans.

. An identification of the personiposition ai each
facility responsible for LDAR program perior-
mance as defined in tlre wriiten program

. A cerlification that the facility developed and
implemented a tracking program for new
valves and pltmps added during nraintenance
and construction defined in the written prc
gram

. A certifjcation that the facility properi)¡ com,
pleted cal ibration Crift assessments

. A ceriificaiion thal the faciliti, rmplerneniec the
"deiay of repair" procedures

. rhe Íoilo'¡rìng rnformatioii on LDAR nronitoring:

(1; Ihe ¡tumber of valves an,J pumps present

in each orocess unit during the quarter,

(2) lhe number of valves and pumps i-noni,

tored in each process unit,

(3) An explanation fcr missed monitcring rf

ihe number of valves and pumps present

exceeds the nullber of valves ancì pumps
monitored during tlre quader

(4) The number of valves and pumps found
leaking;

(5) The number of 'difficult to monitor" pieces
of eq uipmerrt monitored ;

(6) A list of all equrpment currently on the
"Delay cf Repair lrst ancj the date each
component was placed on the iist;

0) rhe number of repair attempts not conl.
pieted promptiy or conrpteted within 5
da¡'5'

(8) The nulnber of repairs not completed
wrthin 30 days and the number of compo-
ner¡ts nol placed on the Delay of Repair"
list and

(9) The number of chronic leakers thal do noÌ
gel repaired

Records rrf audits and corrective actioits Prrcr

to the frrst ihird party audit at each facrlity,
inciuCe ¡n your records a coDy of each audit
repoñ from audiis conducted in the previous
calendalyear and a surnlllary of the actlons
planned or taken to correct all deficiencies
identrfied in the audits

F;r the audits pei-formed ìn prior years, iden-
tificat¡on of the audilors and documentation
that a wrìtien plan exists rdentif¡rirrg corrective
action for any deficiencres lclentifred and thal
this plan is beirrg rmplementeci
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8.0 Sources of Additional lnformation

EPAI 305 /B-98/0 I 1, December 1998.

hLtp:l lcfpub.epa.gov/compliance/resources/publications/assistance/sectors/chemical/index.cfm

Vol 1: Inspection Manual

http://lww.epa.gov/compliance/resources/publications/assistance/sectors/insmanvoll.pdf

Vol 2: Chemical Manufacturing Industry Reeulations (3 parts on the Internet)

http://rwvw.epa.gov/compliance/resources/publications/assistance/sectors/insmanvol2ptl.pdf

http://rwvw. epa.gov / compliance/resources/publications/assistance/sectors/insmanvol2pt2.pdf

http://r,wvw.epa.gov/compliance/resources/publications/assistance/sectors/insmanvol2pt3.pdf

Vol 3: Petroleum Refining Industry Regulations

http://wl'w.epa.gov/compliance/resources/publications/assistance/sectors/insmanvol3.pdf

1995 Protocol for Equipment , EPA-453/R-95-0L7, Nov 1995.

http://wrarwepa.govlttnchie 1 /efdocs /equiplks.pdf

EPA 300-N-99-014, Oct 1999.

http://wvwv.epa.gov/compliance/resources/newsletters/civil/enfalert/emissions.pdf

National Petroleum Refiner)¡ Initiative, EPA.

http://wrt'w. epa.govlcornpliance/resources/cases/cäIlcaalrefrneryinitiative032106.pdf

Petroleum Refinery Initiative Fact Sheet, EPA.

http://rmw.epa.gov/compliance/resources/cases/cívtllcaalpetroleumrefi.nery-fcsht.html

Petroleum Refinery National PrioriW Case Results.

http:/ /rvww.epa.gov/ compìiance/ resources /cases/civtI I caa I oll I

JulI997.
htþ://wr,r'w.baaqmd.gov/pln/ruledev I 8-I8 I 1997 I 08 18_sr_07 1097 .pdf

Proposed Rule, [EPA-HQ-OAR-2006-0699; FRL- ] RIN 2060-4N71.

http://vwwv.epa.govlttnloarpglt3lfr_notices/equip leak_prop103l06.pdf

Industrial Organic Chemicals Compliance Incentive Program, EPA Compliance and Enforcement.

htþ: / /vwwv.epa.govlcompliance/incentives /programs /ioccip.html
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Leak Detection and Repair Pro gram Developments.

http:/ /www.epa. govlcompliance I neic / fi eld/leakhtml

http://www.epa.gov/compliance/resources/reports/ endofyearleoy2006/sp-airtoxics-natl-priorities.ú

Portable Instruments User's Manual For Monitoring VOC Sources, EPA-340/1-86-015.

Inspection Techniques For Fugitive VOC Emission Sources, EPA 34$/1-90-026ad,,e,f (rev May 1993) Course #380.

Environmental compliance assistance rcsources canbe found al.:

http : / / cþub .ep a. gov / clearinghous e/
htçr//www. assistancecenters.net/

htç: / /www.epa.govlcompliance/assistance/sectors/index.htrnl
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Appendix A Federal Regulations That Require a Formal LDAR

Program W¡th Method 21

40 CFR

Part Subpart
Regulation Title

60 SOCMI VOC Equipment Leaks NSPS

60 DDD
Volatile 0rganic Compound (VOC) Emissions from the Polymer Manufacturing
I ndustry

60 GGG Petroleum Refinery VOC Equipment Leaks NSPS

60 KKK 0nshore Natural Gas Processing Plant VOC Equipment Leaks NSPS

6t J
National Emission Standard for Equipment Leaks (Fugitive Emission Sources) of

Benzene

61 Equipment Leaks NESHAP

63 H Organic HAP Equipment Leak NESHAP (HON)

63 Organic HAP Equipment Leak NESHAP for Certain Processes

63 J Polyvinyl Chloride and Copolymers Production NESHAP

63 R
Gasoline Distribution
Stations)

Facilities (Bulk Gasoline Terminals and Pipeline Breakout

63 CC Hazardous Air Pollutants from Petroleum Refineries

63 DD Hazardous Air Pollutants from Off-Site Waste and Recovery Operations

63 55
Closed Vent Systems, Control Devices, Recovery Devices and Routing to a Fuel

Gas System or a Process

63 TT Equipment Leaks - Control Level 1

bJ UU Equipment Leaks - Control Level 2

63
Hazardous Air Pollutants for Source Categories: Generic Maximum Achievable
Control Technology Standards

63 GGG Pharmaceuticals Production

63 Hazardous Air Pollutants from Flexlble Polyurethane Foam Production

63 MMM Hazardous Air Pollutants for Pesticide Active lngredient Production

63 FFFF Hazardous Air Pol I utants: M iscel laneous Organlc Chem ical Man ufacturing

63 GGGGG Hazardous Air Pollutants: Site Remediation

63 HHHHH Hazardous Alr Pollutants; Miscellaneous Coating Manufacturing

65 F Consolidated Federal Air Rule - Equipment Leaks

264 BB Equipment Leaks for Hazardous Waste TSDFs

265 BB Equipment Leaks for lnterim Status Hazardous Waste TSDFs

Note: Many of these regulations have identical requirements, but some have different applicability
and control requirements.

cc)
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Appendix B Federal Regulations That
of Meth od 2l But Do Not
LDAR Program

Require the Use
Require a Formal

40 CFR

Pad Subpail
Regulation Title

60 XX Bulk Gasoline Terminals

60 ooo VOC Emissions from Petroleum Refinery Wastewater Systems

60 WWW Municipal Solid Waste Landfills

61 F Vinyl Chloride

61 L Benzene from Coke By-Products

61 BB Benzene Transfer

61 FF Benzene Waste 0perations

63 G
Organic Hazardous Air Pollutants from SOCMI for Process Vents, Storage
Vessels, Transfer Operations, and Wastewater

63 M Perchloroethylene Standards for Dry Cleaning

63 q Hazardous Air Pollutants from the Pulp and Paper lndustry

63 Marine Unloading Operations

63 EE Magnetic Tape Manufacturing Operations

63 GG Aerospace Manufacturing and Rework Facilities

63 HH Hazardous Air Pollutants from 0il and Gas Production Facilities

63 oo Tanks - Level 1

63 PP Contai ners

63 00 Surface lmpoundments

63 0i lililater, Orga n icMater Separators

63 HHH Hazardous Air Pollutants from Natural Gas Transmission and Storage

63 JJJ Hazardous Air Pollutant Emissions: Group lV Polymers and Resins

63 Hazardous Air Pollutants: Publicly Owned Treatment Works

65 G CFAR - Closed Vent Systems

264 AA
Owners and 0perators of
Facilities - Process Vents

Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage, and Disposal

264 CC
Owners and Operators of Hazardous Waste Treatment, Storage and Disposal
Facilities - Tanks, Surface lmpoundments, Containers

265 AA
lnterim Standards for Owners and Operators of Hazardous Waste Treatment,
Storage, and Disposal Facilities - Process Vents

265 cc lnterim Standards for Owners and 0perators of Hazardous Waste Treatment,
Storage, and Disposal Facilities - Tanks, Surface lmpoundments, Containers

270 B Hazardous Waste Permit Program - Permit Application

270 J
Hazardous Waste Permit Program - RCRA Standardized Permits for Storage
Tanks and Treatment Units

30
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Appendix C Method 2l General Procedure

FaiÌure of facilities to follow Method 21, can

lead to them not properly identÍfiring and sub-

sequently repairing leaking components. It ts

cntical for facilities to refer to the complete

text of Method 21 (see Appendix D) for de-

tailed explanations of each general procedure

found below and how to properly perform

each step.

l. Bvaluate Instrument Performance

Performance criteria for the monitoring

instrument:

. For each VOC measured, the re-

sponse factor should be <10 unless

specified rn the applicable regula-

tion. Response factor is the ratio of
the known concentration of aVOC

compound to the observed meter

readingwhen measured using an

instrument calibrated with the

reference compound specified rn the

applicable regulation.

. The calibration precision should be

< 10 percent of the calibration gas

value. Calibration precision is the

degree of agreement between mea-

surements of the same known value,

expressed as the relative percentage

of the average difference between

the meter readings and the known

concentration to the known concen-

tration.

. The response time should be <30

seconds. Response time rs the

time intervaì from a step change

,

in VOC concentration at the input
of the sampling system to the time

at which 90%o of the corresponding

final value is reached as displayed on

the instrument readout meter.

Calibrate Instrument

Beþre each monitoring episode:

. Let the instrument warm up.

. Introduce the calibration gas into
the instrument probe.

. Adjust the instrument meter read-

out to match the calibration gas con-

cenLration value.

Monitor Individual comp onents

ItVhen monitor ing c omp onent s :

. Place the probe at the surface of the

component interface where leakage

could occur.

. Move the probe along the interface

peripherywhile observing the in-

strument readout.

. Locate the maximum reading by

movrng the probe around the inter-
lace.

. Keep the probe at the location of the

maximum reading for 2 times the

response factor.

. If the concentration reading on the

instrument readout is above the

applicable leak defrnition, then the

component is leaking and must be

repaired.

3.
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Appendix D Method 2l-Determination of volatile organic
Compound Leaks

1.0 Scope and Applicatíon

l.l Analytes.

Analyte CAS No.

Volatile Organic Compounds (VOC).. No CAS number assigned.

3.0 Definitions

3.1 Calibration gas means the VOC com-
pound used to adjust the instrument meter
reading to a known value. The calibration gas

is usually the reference compound at a known
concentration approxrmately equal to the
Ieak defl nition concentration.

3.2 Cal:bration precision means the degree

of agreement between measurements of the
same known value, expressed as the relative

percentage ofthe average difference between
the meter readings and the known concentra-

tion to the known concentration.

3.3 Leak definition concentration means the
local VOC concentration at the surface of a

leak source that indicates that aVOC emrs-

sion (leak) is present. The leak definition is an

instrument meter readingbased on a refer-

ence compound.

3.4 No detectable emission means a lo-
cal VOC concentration at the surface of a

leak source, adjusted for local VOC ambient
concentration, that is less than2.5 Vo of the
specified leak definition concentration. That

indicates that aVOC emission (leak) is not
present.

1.2 Scope. This method is applicable for the
determination of VOC leaks from process

equrpment, These sources include, but are not
limited to, valves, flanges and other connec-

tions, pumps and compressors, pressure relief
devices, process drains, open-ended valves,

pump and compressor seal system degas-

sing vents, accumulator vessel vents, agitator
seals, and access door seals.

1.3 Data Quality Objectives. Adherence to the
requirements of this method will enhance the
quality of the data obtained from air pollutant
sampling methods.

2.0 Summary of Method

2.7 Aportable instrument is used to detect
VOC leaks from individual sources. The

instrument detector type is not specifled, but
it must meet the speciflcations and perfor-

mance criteria contained in Section 6.0. A
leak deûnition concentration based on a

reference compound is specified in each ap-

plicable regulation. This method is intended
to locate and classi$r leaks only, and is not to

be used as a direct measure of mass emission

rate from individual sources.

JZ
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3.5 Reference compound means the VOC species

selected as the instrument calibration basis for

speciflcation of the leak definition concentration.
(For example, if a leak deflnition concentration is

10,000 ppm as methane, then any source emission

that results rn a local concentration that yields a

meter reading of 10,000 on an instrument meter

calibrated with methane would be classifled as a

leak. In this example, the leak definition concentra-

tion is 10,000 ppm and the reference compound is

methane.)

3.6 Response factor means the ratio of the known

concentration of aVOC compound to the observed

meter reading when measured using an instrument
calibrated with the reference compound specifled

in the applicable regulation.

3.7 Response time means the time interval from a

step change in VOC concentration at the input of

the sampling system to the time at which 90 per-

cent ofthe corresponding frnal value is reached as

displayed on the instrument readout meter.

4.0 lnterferences i Reserved i

5"0 Safety

5.1 Disclaimer. This method may involve hazard-

ous materials, operations, and equipment. This test

method may not address all of the safeby problems

associated with its use. It rs the responsibility of the

user of this test method to establish appropriate

safety and health practices and determine the ap-

plicability of regulatory limitations prior to per-

forming this test method.

5.2 Hazardous Pollutants. Several of the com-

pounds, leaks of which may be determined by this

method, may be irritating or corrosive to tissues

(e.g., heptane) or may be toxic (e.g., benzene, methyl

alc ohol), Ne arþ all ar e frr e hazar ds. C omp ound s in
emissions should be determined through familiar-

ity with the source. Appropriate precautions can

be found in reference documents, such as reference

No.4 in Section 16.0.

6.0 EqLrípment and Supplies

A VOC monitoring instrument meeting the follow-
ing speciflcations is required:

6.I The VOC instrument detector shall respond to

the compounds being processed. Detector types

thatmay meet this requirement include, but are

not limited to, catalytic oxidation, flame ionization,

infrared ab s orption, and photoio nization.

6.2 T1ne instrument shall be capable of measuring

the leak definition concentration specifled in the

regulation.

6.3 The scale of the instrument meter shall be

readable to ¡2.5 % of the specified leak definition

concentration.

6.4 Tlne instrument shall be equipped wrth an

electrically driven pump to ensure that a sample

is provided to the detector at a constant flow rate.

The nominal sample flow rate, as measured at the

sample probe tip, shali be 0.10 to 3.0l/min (O,OO+ to

0,1 ft 3 /min) when the probe is frtted wth a glass

wool plug or frlter that may be used to prevent

plugging of the instrument.

6.5 The instrument shall be equipped with a probe

or probe extension or sampling not to exceed 6.4

mm(tl+ in) in outside diameter, with a single end

opening for admission of sample.
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6.6 The instrument shall be intrinsically safe for
operation in explosive atmospheres as deflned by the

National Electrical Code by the Nationa-l Fire Preven-

tionAssociation or other applicable regulatory code

for operation in any explosive atmospheres that may

be encountered in its use. The instrument shall, at a

minimum, be intrinsically safe for Class l, Division
1 conditions, andlor Class 2, Division I conditions,

as appropriate, as defined by the example code. The

instrument shall not be operated with any safety

device, such as an exhaust flame arrestor, removed.

7.0 Reagents and Standards

7.1 Two gas mixtures are required for instrument
calibration and p erformance evaluation:

7.1.1 Zero Gas. Air, Iess than 10 parts per million by
volume (ppmv) VOC.

7.L2 Caltbration Gas. For each organic species that
is to be measured during individual source surveys,

obtain or prepare a knor,rm standard in air at a con-

centration approximately equal to the applicable

Ieak definition specifred in the regulation.

7.2 Cy)tnder Gases. If cylinder calibration gas mix-

tures are used, they must be analyzed and certified

bythe manufacturer to be within 2%o accwacy, and

a shelf life must be specifred. Cylinder standards

must be either reanalyzed or replaced at the end of
the specified shelf life.

7.3 Prepared Gases. Calibration gases may be

prepared by the user according to any accepted

gaseous preparation procedure that will yield a
mixture accurale to within 2percent.Prepared

standards must be replaced each day of use unless

it is demonstrated that degradation does not occur

during storage.

Leak Detection and Repair-A Best Practices Guide

7.4 \/Itxtwes with non-Reference Compound Gases.

Calibrations maybe performed using a compound
other than the reference compound. In this case,

a conversion factor must be determined for the al-

ternative compound such that the resulting meter
readings during source surveys can be converted to
reference compound results.

8.0 Sample Collection, Preservation, Storage,
and Transport

8. 1 Instrument Performance Evaluation. Assemble

and start up the instrument according to the man-
ufacturer's instructions for recommended warmup
period and preliminary adj ustments.

8.1.1 Response Factor. A response factor must be

determined for each compound that is to be mea-
sured, either by testing or from reference sources.

The response factor tests are required before plac-

ing the analyzer into service, but do not have to be

repeated at subsequent intervals.

8.1.1.1 Calibrate the instrument with the reference

compound as specifled in the applicable regu_la-

tion. Introduce the calibration gas mixture to the
analyzer and record the observed meter reading. In-
troduce zero gas until a stable reading is obtained.

Make a total of three measurements by alternating
between the calibration gas and zero gas. Calculate

the response factor for each repetition and the aver-

age response factor.

8.1.1.2 The instrument response factors for each

of the individual VOC to be measured shall be less

than l0 unless otherwise specified in the applicable

regulation. When no instrument is available that
meets this speciflcation when caltbratedwith the
reference VOC specified in the applicable regr-rla-

l.

i
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tion, the available instrument may be calibrated

with one of the VOC to be measured, or any other

VOC, so long as the instrument then has a response

factor of less than 10 for each of the individual VOC

to be measured.

8.1.1.3 Alternatively, if response factors have been

published for the compounds of interest for the

instrument or detector tipe, the response factor

determination is not required, and existing results

may be referenced, Examples of published response

factors for flame ionization and cataþic ondation
detectors are included in References 1-3 ofSection

17.0.

8.1.2 Calibration Precision. The calibration preci-

sion test must be completed prior to placing the

analyzer into service and at subsequent 3-month

intervals or at thc ncxt usc, whichcvcr is later.

8.I.2.1 Make a total of three measurements by

alternately using zero gas and the specifred calibra-

tion gas. Record the meter readings. Calculate the

average algebraic difference between the meter

readings and the known value. Divide this aver-

age difference by the known cahbration value and

multiply by 100 to express the resultrng calibration

precision as a percentage.

8.I.2.2 The calibration precision shall be equal to or

less than 10 % of the calibration gas value.

8.1.3 Response Time. The response time test is re-

quired before placing the instrument into service.If a

modiflcation to the sample pumping system or flow

configuration is made that would change the response

ttme, a new test is required before further use.

8.1.3.1 Introduce zero gas into the instrument
sample probe. When the meter reading has sta-

bi[zed, switch quickly to the specified calibration
gas. After switching, measure the time required to
atlain 90 % of the frnal stable reading. Perform this
test sequence three times and record the results.

Calculate the average response time.

8.1.3.2 The instrument response time shall be equal

to or less than 30 seconds. The instrument pump,

dilution probe (if any), sample probe, and probe

filter that will be used during testing shall all be in
place during the response time determination.

8.2 Instrument Calibration. Calibrate the VOC

monitoring instrument according to Section 10.0.

8.3 Individual Source Surveys.

8.3.1 Type I-LeakDefinition Based on Concen-

tration. Place the probe inlet at the surface of the
componenL inLerface where leakage could occur.

Move the probe along the interface peripherywhile
observing the instrument readout. If an increased

meter reading is observed, slowly sampie the inter-
face where leakage is indicated until the maximum
meter reading is obtained. Leave the probe inlet at

this maximum reading location for approxtmately

two times the instrument response time. If the

maximum observed meter reading is greater than
the leak definition in the applicable regulation,

record and report the results as specifled in the

regulation reporting requirements. Examples of
the application of this general technique to specific

equipment types are:

8.3.1.1 Valves, The most common source of leaks

from valves is the seal between the stem and hous-

ing. Place the probe at the interface where the stem

exìts the packing gland and sample the stem cir-
cumfetence. Also, place the probe atthe interface

of the packing gland take-up flange seat and sample

AE
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the periphery. In addition, surveyvalve housings of
multipart assembly at the surface of all interfaces

where a leak cor-ild occur.

8.3.1.2 Flanges and Other Connections. Forwelded
flanges, place the probe at the outer edge ofthe
flange-gasket interface and sample the circumfer-
ence of the flange. Sample other types of nonper-
manent joints (such as threaded connections) with
a similar traverse.

8.3.1.3 Pumps and Compressors. Conduct a cir-
cumferential traverse at the outer surface of the
pump or compressor shaft and seal interface. If
the source is a rotating shaft, position the probe

inlet within I cm of the shaft-seal interface for the
survey. Ifthe housing conflguration prevents a

complete traverse of the shaft periphery, sample all
accessible portions. Sample all other joints on the
pump or compressor housing where leakage could
occur.

8.3.1.4 Pressure Relief Devices. The configuration
of most pressure relief devices prevents sampling
at the sealing seat interface. For those devices

equipped with an enclosed extension, or horn,
place the probe inlet at approximately the center of
the exhaust area to the atmosphere.

8.3.1.5 Process Drains. For open dralns, place the
probe inlet at approximatelythe center of the area

open to the atmosphere. For covered drains, place

the probe at the surface ofthe cover interface and

conduct a peripheral traverse.

8.3.1.6 Open-ended Lines or Valves. Place the probe

inlet at approximately the center of the opening to
the atmosphere.

Leak Detection and Repair-A Best Practices Guide

8.3.1.7 Seal System Degassing Vents and Accumula-
tor Vents. Place the probe inlet at approximately
the center of the opening to the atmosphere.

8.3.1.8 Access door seals. Place the probe inlet at
the surface ofthe door seal interface and conduct a
peripheral traverse.

8.3.2 Type II-"No Detectable Emission'. Deter-
mine the local ambient VOC concentration around
the source by moving the probe randomly upwind
and dovmwind at a distance of one to two meters

from the source. If an interference exists with this
determination due to a nearby emission or leak the
local ambient concentration maybe determined
at distances closer to the source, but in no case

shall the distance be less than25 centimeters. Then
move the probe inlet to the surface of the source

and determrne the concentration as outlined in
Section 8.3.1. The difference between these concen-
trations determines whether there are no detect-
able emissions. Record and report the results as

specifred by the regulation. For those cases where
the regulation requires a specific device installa-
tion, or that specified vents be ducted or piped to
a control device, the existence ofthese conditions
shall be visually confumed. When the reguìation

also requires that no detectable emissions exist,

visual observations and sampling surveys are re-
quired. Examples of this technique are:

8.3.2.L Pump or Compressor Seals. If applicable, de-

termine the type of shaft seal. Perform a survey of
the local area ambientVOC concentration and de-

termine if detectable emissions exist as described

in Section 8.3.2.

8.3.2.2 Seal System Degassing Vents, Accumulator
Vessel Vents, Pressure Relief D evices, If applicable,
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observe whether or not the applicable ducting or

piping exists. Also, determine if any sources exist in
the ducting or piping where emissions could occur

upstream ofthe control device. Ifthe required duct-

ing or piping exists and there are no sources where

the emissions could be vented to the atmosphere

upstream of the control device, then it is presumed

that no detectable emissions are present. If there

are sources in the ducting or piping where emis-

sions could be vented or sources where leaks could

occur, the sampling surveys described in Section

8.3.2 shall be used to determine if detectable emis-

sions exist.

8,3.3 A-lternative Screening Procedure.

8.3.3.1 A screening procedure based on the forma-

tion of bubbles in a soap solution that is sprayed on

a potential leak source may be used for those sourc-

es that do not have continuously moving parts, that
do not have surface temperatures greater than the

boiling point or less than the freezingpoint of the

soap solution, that do not have open areas to the

atmosphere that the soap solution cannot bridge,

or that do not exhibit evidence of liquid leakage.

Sources that have these conditions present must be

surveyed using the instrument technique of Section

8.3.1 or 8.3.2.

8.3.3.2 Spray a soap solution over all potential leak

sources. The soap solution may be a commercially

available leak detection solution or may be pre-

pared using concentrated detergent and water. A
pressure sprayer or squeeze bottle may be used to

dispense the solution. Observe the potential leak

sites to determine if any bubbles are formed. If
no bubbles are observed, the source is presumed

to have no detectable emissions or leaks as appìi-

cable. If any bubbles are observed, the instrument

techniques of Section 8.3.1 or 8.3.2 shall be used

to determine if a leak exists, or if the source has

detectable emissions, as applicable.

--J/
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9.0 Quality Control

Section Quality control measure Effect

8.r.2 I nstrument cal i bration
precision check,

I nstrument calibration.

Ensure precision and accuracy,
respectively, of instrument
response to standard.

10.0

10.0 Calibration and Standardization

10.1 Calibrate the VOC monitoring instrument as

follows. After the appropriate warmup period and

zero internal calibration procedure, introduce the

calibration gas into the instrument sample probe.

Adjust the instrument meter readout to correspond

to the calibration gas value.

Note: If the meter readout cannot be adjusted to
the proper value, a malfunction of the analyzer

is indtcated and corrective actions are necessary

before use.

I 1.0 Analytical Procedures IReservedl

I2.O Data Anafyses and Calculations LReservedl

i3.0 Methoci Performance IReserved j

14.0 Pollution Prevention lReserved I

i5.0 Waste Management LReservedl
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Appendix E Summary of NEIC Comparative Monitoring Re-
sults of Leaking Valves at 17 Refineries

Refineries Total NEIC Total

Valves Monitored 170,717 47,526

Number of Leaks 2,266 2,372

Leak Rate (%) 1.3 5.0 (avg)

Emissions Rate (lb/hr) r,r77.0 2,775.5

Potential Emissions
from Undetected leaks (lb/

hf)a
1,599.5

Source:
Leak Detection and Reoair Programs, EPA 300-N-99-014. US EPA Office of Enforcement and
Compliance Assurance. Yol.2, No, 9, Oct 1999,

a Potential Emissions from Undetected Leaks (lb/hr) = NEIC Total Emissions Rate (lb/hr)

- Refineries Total Emissions Rate (lb/hr)
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Appendix F Enforcement Alert

Unrted SlateÉ
Envlronmåntal ProlÈctron
Agêrìcy

Oflice of Enforcemenr
¡nd Complr¡nce
Aáru.rnoc (220tAl

EPA 300-N-99.{l¡

PA estimates

that leaks not

foLrnd and

repaired coil id be

restriting rn acldiTlonat

volatlle orqantc

cl'¡e rrrcal enr issrons

of 8L'Ì nrrllrrrr'ì pr)r.mos

atìnJaily

Whatthe Law Requires
Sprrûc requirer¡¡enc ior ¡eñ¡¡en

firgrn'*'e eni;;ionç rre idennûed in J0
CFR P¡n 60 t-erv Sorrce Perfor.
nrrncc Str¡<l¡¡d¡ Cf-SPS). aud J0

CFR Prn'. 61 ¡nd ói.
)l¡trouai Eut-"rrou
Slrudårdi for lia¿ud-
oue .år¡ Pollumn:s
iNESH.\Pi. \f nnv
5r¡te and locel ¡ir
ñ8?nc¡e5 t¡¡cofpcrâie
federsl requrreruent',
bru çonrc l¡ruc eç:ab-
Lçhed ruo¡c suiuce¿t
têo.uuÊt¡IÈÀt3 û3 å.u-

rbonæd br las'. Tl¡e

', ¡nor¡: renrla¡ion: re-
c.tire ¡ef¡ne¡ier lo
inrplenent ¡n LDAR
progr¡n¡ :o rerit¡ce ñr.
g¡t¡t'e e$¡r s¡o¡', Ëo!,1

', ll'.'e',. punp:. cour-

Preisofs. P!e!lue !È-
lef rrles flaupeç.
cotrnectors nud otber

Y

F:'

sult¡ u recel:ul'repair: uor bcure
urade auci cotrnnnug fuptr','e euus-
;ioni of tolarile org¡n¡c chenlicill,r
í\'OCrl and rrther b¡z¡rdous chemi-
cal¡ EPÀ e¡tin¡te: th¡t the f¡ihr¡e
to idcnr¡fr-rud lepnir lealr rt pato'
leu:u :et-¡uef ler c ould ì:e :e ;rrlú¡e ir:
addruou¡l ïOC ÊDxe!:ou3 of 80 ml¡-
Lou pculdr ¡ru::uallr \rOC : ccuuib-
nte to sou¡d-level ozoue. a pnlcrpal
ccnt¡rnent of :tuo g rvbich can e aus+
;iglûcrn: heilrb and enriounent¡l
probleru;

P¡prtrg cou¡poDenl!

\ìhe: ¡¡e usu-:lh tbc su:sle ltre.
tst rcucc of fug.rirt olusr,rox. E¡¡r:-
.,lou: nc'u a¡¡, 5¡r'gle ptecc of equp_
ueD: ile usu¡lil su¡¡ll, Balei on tbe
Ia¡pe uun¡bt¡ of equipnrenr compo-
nen:; tb¡t crn leal; ¡nd ¡re tnbiec::c
LDÅR :eqirneu:ent¡ bo¡r'ei's¡ crunlr-
!¡nrr enr¡ ;:¡ot¡r c ur be ven' large , Tc
ob:rtu r plo¡'er re:ding of cuncstor',
ûour ltalure cor:r¡xueu!,, tlæ uor¡io:-
lng êqupr¡¡elr: rDust l¡¿ c¡lrblared co:-
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Proper Monitoring Essential to Reducing 'Fugitive
Emissions' Under Leak Detection and Repair Programs
fbe Clerr F.ir A.ct requ¡rc!
I- ¡ef!¡eries lo dertlop ud rnrpic.

¡¡lcut l Lr¡l Dclcct¡ou aud Rcpru
(LD.{R) proEril¡¡ Io cou:rol fugrtrvc
eu¡irçious Fugl:r.'e eruss¡oùr occur
tiou r-ah'ei puDrpi corrpresioÌî.
presrrtre relief val','e; flange;. ccn.
¡¡eclcrç ¡nd oti¡Er prping conrponenrs

Conrp,rrilon nronito¡icc cou-

dusted bt the U,S Enri¡onme¡l¡i
Protectron A¡cn--yi (EP.{) Nrional
Enforceuent It¡\'êi:iE¡rtrotrs (eDtc!

llrEIC) rLou;', Jrar ùe ¡¡,nþ¡¡ ¡¡
leakne ralve: ild conrpcneu: rs rç
¡o l0 ti¡¡es seate¡ rl¡at l¡ad beeu ¡+
poned \. cenau¡ Íe-
finerie¡ l.¡er Inåle
Pogc l/ EP.ù, belierer
dús great rir;prrin' be.

nr'ÊeÀ rÍbât lcft¡a:c:
arc repor:rng aud u'hat

EP.{ rs f¡lrrtr,\g lnå\.be
atributable to ¡efiue¡-
ie: uo: monrtonng iu
rlre nrnrerpnrcnbed
in l0 CFP. P¡n 60
.{ppendrx .à.. ìfetbod
It

Federal regulationi
regnire reânrr; to rorr-
ri¡rlr ¡ror¡trr íor leai¡
¡nri to fi¡i anr- equip-
nteu: fo'¡¡d ie¡line
F¡ilu¡e to identrf¡'
leatuig eqru¡:nrcut :e.

( ondnned on page 3
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EnbrcementAtert

Iorttrt¡urcl fio¡u
p¡gr I
lectlr ¡ud l:elrl ¿¡ tl¡e
:LìtuP0ùÈut tulÈIiùÊe
t','!r+re lerl:age iculd r-rc-

{tu ie ¡i-. ¡t t[e rÊal be-

ir','eeu ri:e i'¡h'¡ ..:eru

;ruci horr:ingi for ¡, lÉr'r-
:ien: lengrh of dn:e to
cbloi¡ r i'¡ild Dìeilrre-
nreni

LDAR Progranrs
Should Consist of
Several
Processes

LDÉ3,p:t'o:ul: atc
Êè!(rilIh' csll¡:r:t¿l af
iou prucerier Regulir-
ltcrlr., r.,¡l' l-¡ul ur[rll"
reqrtue tet'urener tc.

I itlenlti'cour¡o,
r¡eD:i ¡!a be in:h¡derl in
tlu pr.rgt.rtu

¡ Couduct ¡rrunu¿

uroutoriug cf ldeun¡ierì
:0u)þllleDÌ-r:

¡ P,e¡: ;r ri ul l:ll:
l[!E c ot:,)Dc¡¡el:l: : iilt11

¡ P,epcn:lcruio:-
ine re;ul¡:.

Comparatlve ilonitorlng Regulte

Comp¡¡y
tonltclngi

Rofircry Valvu¡llcrl¡

t{Etc
moonoÉrg:
V¡lva¡Jt¡*¡

L.d(Rab:
Cdnprny,
ilacl%l

Emlr.ion! Fotcnüôl
Rô: E¡nb¡lonr¡
Compc|y, l¡ìûbctcd
NEIC(lbrhr) L.do0b,trl

A

a
c
o
E

Í
G

]t
I

J

K

L

Ìt
N

o
P

o

7,€Ð¡V170

t,E79r2ãt

3ist?n:2

2,229n6
5,55l|!16

12til5J12t

{,wn26
20J1sÍtß
5¡39¡9
8þ7arfc
6,907n01

12i686¿6

4.100r¿10

5,9a{:19

7,181n12

8,$2,203

6,640':16

3,t63364
3r¡l{lt 216

2,00Û108

1,7ülrza
2,t09fil2
3r053153

3,86z:136

3r35tfi79

2t754l,4
2,9t1166

t,65ôíta
3ã¿8t125

\szõrzzt
2rßl11ß
2,807fi31)

4,0€tut0t

2,ûAl1

¿3r10.5

2,EIG.3

0.6/åt
,t,2,1,4

0.7r53

0.3/r,7

r,616.1

3.616J

02t3.1

0.9,1.8

lAtÛ,s

0¿¡3.8

1.0/t 1.5

0,sra,t

1.€¡J1.6

2,a11.6

0.5,28

183r90,r

15.6/t7,t

50,1t126.6

t5+7'3823

la¿¿,ß9,7

3322,a89.7

16.9/76,6

7r.0
t.6

7S,l

tn,6
217.6

137.6

59.?

38,8n08.8 õ7.8

4,1,0/t3,6 29.5

50tf78.6 n,7
*,llztll. l.l5.l
3,t3rt4,0 ,19.1

26,711922 166.6

2l.1n12.5 æ,2

60.&ta0¡ 80.r

0E,0fi67.5 e8,7

3t)5,f87.6 5t.0

C onrplturce ri:ue: n::r.¡i¡,lei itrCr
enth cf Jre,.e ¡:rolel:e', l¡.rle ¡elrr.¡lei
il'.l ntu!eroti: ¿¡]fL1t ce¡De¡:ì ¡c:¡o!¡r bt'
EP..1. P,¿erculi cih;e: Stirie u.e¿¡¡cre:

o¡lcc¡l r:¡ l¡.¡-r:d: dclertiu¡g o:r tl¡e

;¡tc:tic regrtialrr.u:. [ ¡tuurou i¡..1.r-

ttr¡ut rul:L,i¡:

I F¡rlure ro icen:rÈ'pro:e;-,
rr¡¡r:l ¡¡:d co¡¡l¡on€¡ìi', th¡t ¡nu¡r be

nr ¡nitcre¡[;

¡ Fltiru. tc folltlr' ,¡¡e:c¡rbeJ

urouLtct rug ¡:r citdute,.;

¡ l-lte of incore:t ,r: er¡ire.ì
.:nl¡lr¡¡tictt ¡¡rie.'

I i:;ilt::e :o iclJ.l:¡ ccurlJrrâ:[:

'.r itlirr :pesrfred ti¡::¡¡¡Ltuer ru¡d

I F,'.¡lrre to iubnut qulr:erh' re-

I'r.n-, inC iì¡¡r!:t.1in nppral)n¡te iih-
hrnran ¡nci ol n:ont lo¡ng rer ¡;dr

Refrnery À¡loniloring
Reports; What EPA rs

Findtng

Drr¡¡trE llre pr--t :e'. e::I r'e:r:
lÇElC' Lcr ¡:¡o::::orecl fo¡ ie.rli¡re co::r,

¡:olrtrt'.: u::elurclrc: Fo¡ ll f,rcrl¡ire;
l[\'â1!r9n:êd '¡r liElC. tliE ¡',":,rse
ItuI ru:c : epr.r lrJ bl tir. :iÊ¡It:É', \,rir:

folal 170,71il2,256 17,52612,tr72 '1,3,5.0 (sYg) 1,1n,U
2.715,6

1,590.5

I i ¡xlccn: Tùe ri'er,rge lc,rl :.rtc ie.
tc¡uu¡eC trt ì--ElC ¡rrci con¡'uued ì:r'
t}e tìcih¡te; ll ¡., -Í 0 perceut Oue es.

uhr¡¡dlau, fc¡ ùr: rif¡e:tr:ce iu le¡l:
r¿rd¡ Du]' !e foru¡d Iu a ¡epon pxlJ-
L:\ed l¡.,' tìre Brr' -\rea år: Qurirtl
lrf¡Dr-e¿lxeut Dr:ü¡ct I ?,u!e Ê¡l¿c-
tneueçl Stuir ".r The Ber' .{lea åu
Quahn' hf onageuerl,r Dutnc: ûe¡Èr-

lr¡lneC lhi: n'beu lal'.'er rl'Ère ru-
;¡reci+rl sl e d¡;i¡nci of or,e !'e¡¡n¡De-

re¡ r.ü 4 uihe;l fr\ìn dle conpor¡anl
inçte¡d of iì( ihe intertìce tiih the
,: cnllonenÌ î r lhe ftndlhonr recrrire
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l'

l,l

Enforcetnen¡ A!e¡l

Co¡ti¡ocd fron prgc !

57 pcrcent of tbe le*ing rnh'es n'onld
be mi¡¡¿d ¡r'hcn mouitoriu¡ abore tbc
500 ppm ler,'cl.

Fugitite cnussrous accor¡¡ for ll
percent ofall euissions ûom non-¡e-
ñ¡e¡ies but accaunl for mor€ û¡atr ii
pcrcent of all rrûnrÐ. ct¡iirio¡s idco.
tiñcd i¡ th. 199ó To¡ic Rrlc¡sr In.
r,cotorr (TRÐ. Sr¡cc TRI i¡cludc¡
ooly'lçortrble" \,drocarùous, rotrl
ñ¡grcve emissions scre siprûcmtly
largø tbaa ùe 33 uillron pmrds ùtt
idrnnfi ed þ nponing refiaencs,

Thc fuhm to idcui$, le¡Is Drcaus
thåf thc.r Ë¡¡ulu uûeprr¡cd a¡d s'ill
coodnuc to rele¡reVOCg andhaz¡rd-
our sub¡tmces rnto ùe atnrotphen.
E¡¡irçroo e¡tim¡tei ufl¡g a 50i50 split
bcn-æu conrporeur in grsliþt liq.
uid sanicc (see Table, Pøgo :') sug-

EÊ3r thrt tùe3. 17 ¡cf¡lr¡rics' ar¡¡u¡l
ñtgtht cuissrons 6q¡llþ ¡¡66¿ rh¡n

6-000 too¡ per ]'èar Feårer thü pÊ-
viou¡lv beherrd Emapoletog ùir dú-
fe¡e¡ce ¡o all refueries lugcr than ùe
rmalk:t rctnøf inrrstig¡rld þ'ÌiEIC
¡lso sutgcets tbÃt tb.r? ma1'bc ro
¡d¡[1¡ie¡¡l $[ ntillionporudr ofVOCs

lxng ouncd êach l'eå¡ bec¡us¿ ¡t-
Â¡erv h¡Ìs a¡c Dot be¡Dg ideouûcd
propeth andrepaiædprorytl¡'. er rc-
çrred b¡'LDAR progruus, Srprû-
csnlþ and as rccognued þ' iudulf¡',
trgtit'c corilrione cu bc nduccd þ
tup to 90 pcrccu rf lc¡k¡ a¡r dcrcctcd
rnd reprired ur a ¡¡¡sl¡,' nrrqn¡¡.

Regulatory lmpacts of
ln¡dequate Fug¡t¡vr
Monltorlng

81. rot Ârll1, rdcati{rhg rll lcr}ing
componclrr, re6rurÍæ arr ülrelycrus-
tng ùe tuuecessrry releasc ofcxccsr
lr.vùocrrbons. Thc urpacts of ùese
addirion¡l hvdrocarbon relmser nu.v
¡e¡ulti¡-

t Addrtio¡¡l \tOC e¡¡ussio¡:
that could sorseu local or
ranSou¡ùr' soog problenrs:

I Lndc¡ r.pori¡¡tt of ñrgitita
eo¡i¡sroo¡ ouùe a¡tu¡l Tonc Repon-
inghrenton:

f Lid.¡ rÊporrihs of vanouç
TRI cl¡¡oic¡h on ¡¡mrd Fonn R çub.

mis¡ism: ¡¡¡d

¡ Delal'edordrnredperuitrfor
exp{ns¡on

lrtost LD.IR rc¡ulstro¡¡s allon' fo¡
dccrcascd n:orutonn-e Êeqilcùcl' rf ca-
taiu pufornulcc s¡atda¡ds ùe cor¡-
lstent\' rch¡ered. \,lonuorùg ñe-
gumcf is dæreared Êoo guanerl¡.ro
a¡nual mmitorb¡ if less than to'o per-
cent of tbe vah'eç titbi¡ å procrss
u¡tt a¡e fou¡d lc¡!'nt. Cout ersell,, if
gÊ¡lÊr tlr¡n nì'o peræu¡ of 'ù¡ r,alves
a¡e fou¡d to bc lealurg. r¡¡on¡¡or¡tt_e

uurl be conducted quanerlv. EPA
nrouiøilg shonine a greater úan tno
pcrcant leaÌ r¡te ho¡ ¡r¡ulted iu re.
û¡ari¡: rcvc¡ling bacl to quanerll,
r¡ro,r¡ldülg.

lmprovlngLeak Detectlon
Mon ilorin g Rel¡ability

.{,Iùougb Dot rôqu¡rÊd r¡r¡dcr cu-
rcu LDARprograrns. serual prac-
uces appear to iopro'.'e the rchabrhg'
of monitoring il¡n a¡d LDAR com-
plime

I Euergc'.rc lÐ.{R coo¡,ìn¡-
ton (adlocates) uith tbc reponlbrl-
nv rnd authoriry to mr\c tbings bap-

Pen:

¡ Cos!r¡u¡¡_s cducauon'¡c-
Êeshu progranrs for plaur operators
Plant operaron c¡¡ bans r uujor im-
pact ol LD.IR ccrnrpliuct:

¡ Dibgeat and uell-urotitared
uonitøingperrcmel

I Uç,e of s lo$¡r '.¡¡rn raqurred
hal drfu¡tio¡ Scuc¡¡l ¡eti¡¡crics use
¡ le¡li dcfiutro¡ lo1¡'¡¡ th¡n ¡!3 ¡¿gu-
hto4' lin'i ¡. For esnmple. seven-l re-
û¡cnes u¡e a 500 ppu limn raúw tban
tbe repilatory lirui of I 0,000 ppnr:

I }lorc frcqucu rnouitorrng
than requucd R¡tlcr tba¡ moruror-
ug amurllr'- some reÊ¡e¡ies ¡rou¡¡or
grttrl¡ \fore Êtçmt monitoring
¡l¡o n¡av per-ruit lourr emisslons to
bc nponed o¡ thc a¡¡nral Toxíc Re.
portng hvcoton, auð o¡ Fon¡ Rs; and

¡ Esrabl¡lbed Qualin A:sur-
uct,rQuh¡- Conuol proccduts Ser'-
crul ¡cfi¡rcrias h¡r'e raiïirtrd a proøenr
to cbccJ: drc mon:toritp rcsulls çub.
¡rinêd b'r' thÊ D¡o¡rlonse tcan (r.n-

bouse or coaErctor).

EPA'¡ Offict of E¡forcemr¡¡ and
Couplilnce.{srunnce is cncoruagcd
bl'¿ffons cr¡rt¡¡llr, uudern'ov bv tùc
ll¡tio¡¡l -\dr,ison' Cou¡uttec oa E¡-
rrro¡r¡reotal Pohn, aud lechuolon'
lNåCEPT) perrolueur refintng
n'orl;goup ¡o frnd uore cosl-efiec-
tite w¡v¡ ¡o idenn$' signiûcrnr lealis

l
I

I
I
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rorEPA
Un¡ied St¡rÊg
Envrrc'nment¡l ProtectiDn AOen cy

Oftice of ReçulalonT Enforcenrenl
27¿84
\?¡shinolon" D C,2C¡60

9fficr¡l Bpçinesç
P?nålly lor Pny¡te Uçe 9300

lonrinued ñorn prge $

through uer,t teciroolo¡l th¡t ¡ilorr';
fur qrri:l: rieunfr:¡ro¡ ofti¡e ¡¡ror.t :is
u¡fic¡¡ll io*t¡ \.iEsu\t'blÊ. ho\'Èr'È¡
tlc rc¡uhlei tldruÞ.1 lt €xpÈLtêd to

courplr'fr.Lllv n.uh esritùrs LD.L". !e-
quüe¡DÈn1!

(oúûÌ! Ern Cnríug, \iliornl
Ettfot c t u,'tr t Int'etti gatio n t t n -

ter, rJAi¡J-ld-ó'ói8;.En¡ail:
gnrrrrg-L'rl depd.tor'; fon Rtpp,
Olfte of (onrpltnuce, ltnnnfrc-
tu in g, Etergt' onil lran tpot rori ott

Dîri¡iot¡, t ) 0 I i64 -' 00 i :En¡il'
ti¡tp tonnu tpnntoil tVo got; ot tint
fockson, Offict o! Rtgnlolott' E¡t.

for c cntnt, .tit Enlot c,,n,'nt Diu-
non, flû)i S6J-J00);EnoíI:
jnckrott.lnilrer,rt tpa n nil. tp n. go't'.

EPA'S Y2K Enforcement
Policy

EP-{.. TlfiEtuorc¿r.u<r¡t Poücl r:

derigrred îc etrcsrùirgÊ the expecùiror¡i
te;ring of conTputer ¡.;¡ocr¡ted h;r¡d-
s-¡n Rnd çofnv¡re tlial ¡u¡'t'be pcler-
t¡¡ll¡ rrl¡urahle to TlIiproiienr

Un¡1e¡ d¡; Po¡rc\1 $'h.rch lras pnlr-
h:l¡edin th¡ Federal Regitv ol lrlarcir
l(t ¡999 EP.¡, iniendi to rr,ar',r llrj
¡xrcent of tte cirrl ¡xruìtie; ald rec-
cnuænC rgainl: cnrunll ¡r\ìrefl ìtion
for enriro¡urrnt¡l rroj¡iou relirlting
frorn ÏìK re;trug dengrxd to rdentrf,'
ui elimi¡r:te-¡?K.¡elnted n¡n]û¡ncnon:
To ¡ec¡¡r'e tìe Fol¡cr''. beocfri: (e.e

sattcr ofpurltrel drte :o ie',!ure) le¡nr-

ln:¿d euincr ¡ur:l rilùe',: rpccrfic or-
tui¡ .u¡d co[dr!o¡:: rdeu:tücd tu ù:c

ÞrL+.
Fo¡ n¡ore ¡boui :he ïlli

Enfo¡cen¡ent Pol¡cv cout¡ct 6¡rr'
fon.'tí. Offict of Rrgalatorl
Enfotcennil, ()0)l S6l-J001 ot E-
tmil jottt'ti.gor t\ t ¿l¡Eol
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Useful Wsbsitsg

EPA'g Tælniel Vleö çiùe fo¡
lnlom¡tion Tr¿nsler ¿nd 3hòrin0
R.ll¿d fo Alr Po¡luùon Top¡6:
hllpJrffi-Êp¡.9@vltinj

To¡ics Rrh¡r lrymløy (IRll:
htlp:llt'w ega govlop!¡lintrttri,

Em Hmc PagÊ
hllp ,rwe cp¡ govlcp¡homÊ

ll¡linJ E¡fwwwú lræli¡(ms
Center:
httplrffi €p¡ gþvroecãJGtùDÊic/
¡ndcr.hlhl

EPCR/I Hodim: t-8m{¡l.g3¡G. Ftr
cJlers in tle OC ro, glæe cdl
(?(\}f al2-910 A¡so. thr Tm ¡s (lú01
55f,-r5t2.

Of'E ol Rafdnory Enfqlrml
htlp://m EPÂ govloæ¡tm html

EPA Cøpliae A¡¡içt¡æ
Cfftæ: htþ:rlffi.eg¡goY,
oÊcrrmtcec hlml

3m¡ll BusinEr Grld¡y:
htlp lfwr ?p¡rgoYlÉm¿llbr¡EioeEs
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r¡R o,n,trGl' AÞ\tÁ"[{'i,'_,,,
Where NOx control is a challenge, MIRATECH

delivers the best SCR system, service and producl

supporl, for both diesel ffier 4) and natural gas

engine applications.

tj'ti S,l C t{$ ll lEI-.I\/ Ët-i, S:Utr FC l:i"i'
Ex¡tei Ìerite
Along with unsurpassed technical expertise, vast

real-world experience goes into every MIRATECH

SCR project gained in nearly two decades of SCR

experience, with more than 2,000 units installed

worldwide in powe¡ water pumping and gas

compression applications. lf there's a problem,

or a potential problem-MIRATECH probably has

already solved it. lf a new issue arises, no one

will get to the bottom of it faster.

l.: ¡si i c i¡:-ê-í t¡c V ;¡ I i¡ r,

When you install I/IRATECH's SCR system equipped

with advanced injection control, your engine will

run efficiently, with low fuel costs, and ongoing

compliance assured every step of the way, Your

catalyst will work harder, longer, with greater

flexibility to handle varying loads, and with less

risk of non-compliance fines or operational

shutdowns.

Í n n a v a t i v e Lm íssisris Scfo Íions
+1 91 I 794 0341 iwww.miratechcorp,com

r',t i t t i ti -Çl ¿. :;s ¡ r: t!, t, í, t r't¡¡,

It starts with the world's best SCR technology.

MIRATECH, an acknowledged world leader in

the field provides customers with all the benefits
of best available control technology,

* Consistently set the standards for Best

Available Control Technology (BACT)

n Simple, user-friendly control and

communication technology c0nnects

to any building s communication systems

. U.S. based Service & Supporl

' Fast-response field service

and technical support

. Replacementcomponents

stocked in Tulsa, 0K

. ln-house engineering and custom
product support

1
ì

SCR lnstallation
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Innovatíve Emissions Sol utions

EM¡SSIONS: GONTROLLED
MIRATECH's SCR calalytic converters reduce

regulated exhaust pollutants for stationary

reciprocating diesel, dualJuel and lean-burn natural

gas engines. These pollutants include oxides of

nitrogen, (N0x), carbon monoxide (C0), and

unbumed hydrocarbons (HC) comprising Hazardous

Air Pollutants (HAPs) and Volatile Organic

Compounds (VOCs), The MIRATECH SCR systems

work in two efficient stages:the NOx Reduction

Stage and the 0xidation Stage for C0 and HC

reduction. Both stages work together, drastically

reducing harmful emissions to satisfy the strictest

regulatory requirements. ln the mixing section,

either ammonia or aqueous urea is injected into

the exhaust stream. Urea is often used instead of

ammonia; since it's much less toxic than ammonia,

it's generally easier to transport and store, and it
allows easier permitting, This urea is hydrolyzed

and breaks down in the exhaust stream to form

ammonia. Ammonia, whether injected directly or

formed from urea, reacts with NOx at the SCR

catalyst to form harmless water and nitrogen.
The Oxidation Stage uses oxidation catalyst elements,

with surface coatings impregnated with precious

metals, to reduce C0, HAPs, and VOCs-oxidizing
these pollutants to form water and carbon dioxide.

GOMPLIANCE AND MORE
Most important of all, MIRATECH's SCR solutions
give you assured compliance with less cost, less

disruption of your operation and full support you

can count on over the long haul, With MIRATECH's

SCR system, you don't have to deal with complex

controls assembly; panels include microprocessor-

controlled hardware. MIRATECH's SCR systems give

you a choice of reactant, ammonia or urea, for
efficient atomization. And MIRATECH's SCR gives you

a level of operations control that's simply unique to
the industry.

PROCESS DIAGRAM

Oxld!llon Crttly¡l jr."i!ggtI|lop-9!
lnj€ator-Ah+ Urer orAmmnh

Mlxlng fucllon llot

DhælorGrsEnelnc .) l!?y??: ) 11"_T-jl-".L"jy:st":s.a9

Learn More: Phone ' Email 'Web . "The Emissions Monitor" Subscription

NSCR SCR DPF Silencers AFB NESHAP CPMS Field Service Training Turnkey

Raw Erh!url

U) m I R R t e c n f,;€rtiï{kT"J.å"'*;:ïT.l?",;å, "",
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Specification: SCR CATALYTIC CONVERTERS

PART 1 GENERAL

1.0 SUBMITTALS

A. Provide drawings and product data including the following:

1. Drawings, catalog cuts, brochures, and other materials required to completely describe the systems and
equipment being furnished.

2. Project specific drawings detailing the Converter Housing(s), Control System, General Arrangement and
Interconnects shall be submitted in hard copy and electronic format within one week of award of order.

3. Ten-Year Life Cycle Cost Analysis for general operation & maintenance costs with associated
assumptions.

4. SCR System design shall be based on the following engine exhaust data:

a. Nitrogen Oxides (NOx) in grams/BHP-hr
b. Carbon Monoxide (CO) in grams,lBHP-hr
c. Non Methane, Non Ethane Hydrocarbons (NMNEHC) in grams/BHP-hr
d. Formaldehyde (CHzO) in grams/BHP-hr
e. Exhaust Temperature in oF

f. Exhaust Flow Rate in lbs/hr

5. Guaranteed exhaust gas emission dafa at the stable design point following selective catalytic reduction
system include:

a. Nitrogen Oxides (Ì.{Ox) in grams/BHP-hr
b. Carbon Monoxide (CO) in grams,/BHP-hr
c. Non Methane, Non Ethane Hydrocarbons (NMNEHC) in grams/BHP-hr
d. Formaldehyde (CH2O) in grams/BHP-hr
e. Ammonia (NH3) in ppm@l5o/oO2

6. O&M Manuals including installation guidelines for the converter, catalyst, and control system shall be
provided in hard copy with the equipment and available electronically for review.

1.1 QUALITY ASSURANCE

A. The selective catalytic reduction system shall be successfully proven in similar stationary applications and a
reference list supporling an installation base of at least 1200 natural gas and or diesel fueled engines shall be
provided for vendor qualification.

B. Manufacturer/Supplier to have successfully commissioned at least (200) SCR units installed on Intemal
Combustion Engines within North America and at least (1200) units worldwide.

C. The control system is to be designed, manufactured and assembled under the direct control and supervision of
the SCR System manufacturer and shall have an integrated measuring system. For system continuity and
dependability the use of measuring systems designed and or manufactured by those other than the SCR System
manufacturer are prohibited.

D. The following shall be tested for operation and accuracy by the SCR Manufacturer prior to shipment:
L Control System VO
2. Air Compressor Flow Rate and Pressure
3. Reactant Metering Flow Rate and Pressure

2128-1147511 1 1 399-1 1212t11
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4. Converter and Catalyst Dimensions

I.2 DELIVERY, STORAGE AND HANDLING

A. Ship equipment, material and spare parts complete except where partial disassembly is required by
transportation regulations, for protection of components or customer request.

B. All mechanical and electrical equipment should be crated such that it is protected from snow, rain, dust, dirt,
mud, and condensed water vapor during shipment and while in place during construction.

C. Carriage and Insurance to job site shall be Pre-paid the supplier in accordance with INCO Terms 2000 CIP

1.3 MAINTENANCE

A. The SCR System supplier shall maintain an adequate stocþ within North America, of maintenance/replacement
parts for the system, including catalyst and all control system sub-components.

I.4 WARRANTY

A. All equipment supplied under this Section shall be warranted by the manufacturer for a period of 24 months
from startup of the equipment, or 26 months from the date the equipment is available for shipment, whichever
occurs first. The specifics of the warranty should be included within the quotation.

B. The supplier shall provide a written guarantee of performance tied directly to the engine manufachlrer's
written guarantee and shall be evaluated on stated levels of pollutants.

1.5 COMMISSIONING AIID FIELD SERVICE SUPPORT

A. SupplierAvlanufacturer shall have a North American based service department staffed with factory trained and
certifred emissions technicians. Service technician qualifications must be available for review and approval
upon request.

B. Service technicians must be qualified to train operating personnel on the general operating, maintenance and
troubleshooting of the system.

PART 2 PRODUCTS

2.0 CATALYTIC REDUCTION SYSTEMS FORENGINE EXHAUST

A. Available Selective and Oxidative Catalyst Reduction System Manufacturers:

1. MIRATECH Corporation, Tulsa, OK

B. The engine(s) shall be furnished with a cafalytrc reduction system to reduce engine exhaust emissions detailed
in 1.0.4.5 of this specification.

2.1 SCR System Components

A. SCR Reactor Housing

1. Shall be designed to contain the catalyst blocks on a shelf system. The housing shall be a rigid structure,
which will not warp or deform significantly during normal operation. The housing shall be designed to
allow for thermal expansion differences within the housing, while preventing exhaust gas from leaking
past the catalyst.

2. Shall be designed as a free-st¿nding, selÊsupported structure. The housing shall be complete with inlet
and outlet transition sections designed for bolting to the exhaust gas ductwork. Connection to the engine
exhaust system will be via standard ANSI 150 lb bolt pattern flat face flanges. The reactor shall be

2t28-11415t1 n399-2
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provided with an integrated mounting base so that the housing itself is isolated from vibration and can
accommodate thermal expansion.

3. Shall be equipped with access doors to the catalyst. The doors shall be easily removed without the
assistance of lifting equipment and be on top or the side of the housing and shall provide access to each
layer of catalyst without removal of any catalyst. Doors shall be desigried with gaskets to prevent exhaust
gas from leaking to the atmosphere.

4. Shall be constructed of heat, corrosion, and scaling resistant steel, or stainless steel, based on the

recommendation of the manufacturer.

5. Shall be provided with internal catalyst support structure, perforated plates, inlet and outlet flat face
flanged openings.

6. Shall provide instrumentation ports for differential pressure and temperature upstream and downstream of
the catalyst beds. Additional test porls shall be provided between each layer of catalyst to allow for future
testing of layer performance.

B. Catalyst

l. General
a. Shall be extruded, ceramic blocks with square monolithic channels (honeycomb type). The

catalyst material shall be mixed into the substrate prior to extrusion. The catalyst material
composition shall be tungsten, vanadium, titanium and other base metals. The catalyst shall have a
proven track record in similar applications.

b. Shall operate and perform properly without the use of a guard bed or filter which may become
masked, coated and clogged and require frequent cleaning andlor change-out due to compounds
and particulates such as soot or ash.

c. Shall be shop assembled with a high temperature fiberglass gasket material. The modules should
be approximately 150mm x 150mm in cross section and 150, 300 or 450mm in depth for ease of
field installation and removal from the reactor housing.

d. Shall be designed to minimize the SOz to SO3 conversion rate.
e. Shall be of sufficient mass such that the natural frequency in or around the engine is far above the

resonant frequency of the engine firing so it will not resonate.

2. SCR Catalyst
a. Shall have a minimum active surface area of 890 mtlm3
b. Shall have an operating range of 572'F to 986"F

3. Ammonia Reduction Catalyst
a. Shall have a minimum active surface area of 890 r*lmt
b. Shall have an operating range of 572"F to 986'F
c. Shall reduce the concentration of residual ammonia in the exhaust gas without creation of

NO*

4. Oxidation Catalyst
a. Shall have an operating range of 572'F to 986'F
b. May be located within the SCR Converter Housing or in a separate housing upstream of the

injection lance.

C. Mixing Section

l Static mixers shall be supplied for installation in the exhaust piping down stream of the reducing agent

injection lance. The mixers shall have low pressure drop, designed to be welded into the exhaust duct.
The supplier shall determine the quantity, type, and location of the mixers. The mixers shall be of

2128-1141s/1 11399-3
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corroslon resistant materials, and designed to provide long operating life in the temperature conditions that
will exist within the exhaust system.

2. A flow dresser shall be installed up stream of the reducing agent injection lance to assist in proper
distribution of the reducing agent.

3. The residence time from the rcact.anf injection lance to the first mixer shall be no less than 0.05 sec

D. Injection Lance

1. The reducing agent injection lance constructed of 304 Stainless Steel shall be installed on the engine
exhaust upstream from the reactor housing at a location to achieve proper reducing agent distribution and
atomization. Injection nozzles shall be oriented with respect to engine exhaust gas flow for optimum
dispersion of the reducing agent into the engine exhaust gas upstream of the catalyst bed.

2. The injection lance shall be of the two-phase type using compressed atr to atomize the reducing agent.

3. The injection lance assembly shall be designed for ease of installation and service. The catalyst
manufacturer shall supply mating flange for saddle connection of the lance to the exhaust duct.

E. Reducing Agent Injection Control System

1. General
a. All Control system components shall be designed to operate on 230VAC, Single Phase, 60Hz

power with a maximum current draw of l0 Amps per engine set.
b. The control system shall be Programmable Logic Controller based and provide automatic SCR

system start-up, operation, shutdown, monitoring and annunciation of abnormal conditions.
a. All tubing within the system shall be either Type 316 stainless steel tubing or heavy wall Teflon.

Tubing shall be laid out to minimize elbows and bends, and to present neat, orderly assembly.
d. Wiring within the panel shall be arranged in wire tray to not interfere with routine servicing. All

wiring shall be numbered at both ends. Analog signal wiring shall be routed away from power
wiring to avoid potential interference. All wiring to and from the metering panel shall terminate
on easily accessible, numbered terminal blocks. A1l components shall be identified with a device
tag colTespondrng to the wiring diagrams and P&ID supplied with the equipment.

e. The control system shall control and provide automatic SCR system start-up, operation, shutdown,
monitoring and annunciation of abnormal conditions.

f. The metering panel shall control the amount of reducing agent injected into the exhaust gas
skeam. The panel shall contain the reducing agent metering equipment and their controls.
Controls shall include a main disconnect breaker for power supply; indication of operating status;
a PLC to perform all interlock, sequencing , alarm, and inj ection rate control functions; 24 V oltDc
power supply.

C. The reducing agent to be used in the SCR system shall be technical grade urea dissolved in
demineralized water to provide a 32 to 40 percent aqueous solution or I9o/o aqueous ammonia
solution.

2. Closed Loop Control Unit
a. Reactant injection rate shall be based on NO emission values and may not be solely dependant on

engine speed or power output feed back.
b. Analysis of the NO concentration shall be via a redundant integrated electrochemical cell based

sample system. Interfacing with 3'd party analysis systems shall not be allowed
c. Measuring system accuracy and zero must be confirmed on 5 minute intervals by the control

system without the use of external calibration/span gas.

d. Data shall be available to the operator via an LCD display. The following data shall be included:

L Emission Value

2128-tt415ll 173994
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2. Emission TargeI

3. Reactant Injection Rate

4. Operational Alarms with ID Number and Description

e. The system shall automatically stop and re-start under the following conditions:

l. Catalyst bed temperature less than 572 oF

2. Engine shutdown

f. Data Logging capabilities. The Controller should be able to data log every 5 minutes and store up
to 3 months of data for troubleshooting purposes the following items.
l. Date
2. Time
3. Engine Load(%)
4. Dosing Valve Opening
5. NO after SCR (ppm)
6. NO emissions (ppm)
7. Reactant flow (Vhr)
8. Temperature after converter (C)
9. Temperature in Converter (C)
10. Pressure drop across converter (mbar)

g. Networking: The controller platform will utilize TCP / IP networking and can accommodate up to
16 control panels and 2 pump controllers on the same network. This network will allow
visualization of the network from any controller. Remote access to network via internet for
visualization or troubleshooting should be available via dedicated IP address.

2128-11415/1 I1399-5
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SCn Catalysts tor Greenhouse PIants

Prouide I tllicruGosm 0f Earth

ttltr/nf,l¿¡t,
ù,Jeu.Prd$lùlnglr,r

I osa Flo¡a Limited. a meenhouse
f,! in Du¡nville. Ontario. Cæadâ. is
Jl o"o,"u,"o ro growlng roses, ar-
I I sromeria, stephmotis, æd gude-
ni6 Btablished jtr the spring of 1978
under the sole milagement and owner-
ship of Otlo ud Corine Bulk, additions
to the grænhoüse have b€e¡ built every
yø, to where the facility now hd a to-
1^l of M9,462 sq ft unde¡ æve¡.

Due lo cool ambient temperatu¡es,
Rosa Flora had used nah¡ral gas bme6
to heat and provide ca¡botr dioxide
(CQ) to the grenhous* In 1992, Rosa
Flora replaced the bmen with a power
generaúon stalion driven by two nah¡ral
gas-fueled Caterpilla G35l6LE engines
supplied by Toromont Caterpillar. The
staiion p¡oduces elect¡icity, heat and
CO2 The engines ro at 1200 rprq gen-
e¡ate about 770 kW, ud have a heat nte
ofless tlræ ?300 BTUlbhp-hr.

Power ftom tlre generators is utilized
to run pumps aDd lights, with excess
power sold to the local utjlity, Ontario
Hydro The heal. f¡om the engines is
ùsed to keep a wlm climâte itrside tbe
greenhouses. Furthemo¡e, the exhaust
gases re catalytically puified and the
engiDe exhaust, with its higb (about 7.2
percenL¡ COz content, is plumbed di-
recrly into the greenhouses Higher
COz levels promote plant growth by
enhancing the kinetics of the plants'
photosynthesis.

By raising lhe greeDhouse atmos-
phere level of CO2 from 350 ppm to
900-1000 ppm, rvhiìe also addiDg water
vapor ând heat, pìilt growth rates cÐ

W¡ll¡an Clary îs v¡ce prcs¡dent of M¡rclech
Corp. and Dt Jean-Paul Slr¡ngarc ¡s a reprc-
sentaüw Íor HUG Eng¡neer¡ng.

DIESEL PFOGRESS / MCH T998

be inc¡eased by up to 20 per-
cent In this manner, about
107,526 sq.ft of flowe¡s can
be fe¡tilized with COz by æm-
busting 1236 cu.ft. of nalural
gas per hour, while 107,526
sq.fr of vegetables cu be fer-
tilized by coDbusting 2130
cu,fl per hour ìVith rhese two
Caterpillar G3516LE engines,
268,817 sq.ft of flowe¡s bene-
lit from this system. The cat-
alytic t¡eatment of the exhausl
gases is necessary to reduce
unwæted exlaust components
like oxides of nitrogen, cubon
monoxide (CO), ethylene and
otber unæmbusted hydrocar-
bons which would otheruise be hmfrrl
lo the pluts and operating persomel.

The catalyst system for tlris applica-

(Left) A look one ot lhe lwo ge
lueled Ca¡ery¡ilar G3516LE en-
gìnes lhal pw¡þ elæltkiv heal
and C0, lor he Ræa Floß L¡n-
iled grffihous ¡n Dnw¡lle, On-

tar¡,. The eng¡ne power slat¡on
Ms inslalled in 1W2 lo redace
nalural gas buneß añ ulilzes a

seled¡ve ælaulb rcduclion sys-
len dweloped W Hug Eng¡reer
¡ng ild sold ¡n lhe U.S iltrwh
M¡Êtæh. (aelw) Ihe COrþtlil-
izing syslen used al lhe Rosa
Floß greenhouse ¡s des¡gned
and packaged by HUG Engi-
neering ol Swi¡zeiland, wh¡ch
has suppl¡ed ovet 400 unils
lhtoughoul lhe wN ¡or s@l fl-
ler¡ng, No, rcduclion, and cal-
alyl¡c ox¡dal¡on ol exhaßl hon
engines Íueled w¡lh nalural gas

and propile.

tion is a novel design jtrcorporating
Selective Catalytic Reduction (SCR)
and oxidation catalysts 1o reduæ oídes

NOFTH AMERICAN EDITION
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ofnitrogen (NO¡), CO, etbylene (Czlü),
æd other hydrccubon (HC) emissions.
NO' reduction is æømplisbed through
the rcaction of almoDia with NOx on
the surfæe of tbe SCR catalysts. Am-
monia is ge¡emted rhrough themal hy-
drolysis of ue, which upon deæmpo
sition inside a specially designed
mixing duct, yields moDia (NH3) æd
CO2 Tbe catalytic reduction of NOx
with amon¡a on the SCR ætalyst sr-
fæe foms nitrogen (N:) ud rvater The
øtal¡ic oxidaúon of CO, ethylene, md
other hydrocarbons on lhe oxidalion
catalyst foms COz æd water.

The emissions are carefully moni-
lored and conrolled, so that the ex-
haust gas qualily comes close to the
quality of breathable ail NO¡ emis-
sions with this system are less than
15 g/GJ or 0.054 g/kW-hr CO and
ethyleDe are oxidized witb excess
oxygen in the exhaust across a propri-
e[ary oxidation cataìyst to fom CO¿
æd water CO emissio¡s ue less tha¡
5 g/GJ or 0 018 g/kW-h¡ and ethylene
(CzHq) emissions are less that 0 35
g/GJ or 0 00 I g/kW-hr. Constant mon-
itoring of NOx and CO levels w¡th a
self caìibrating analyzer package is
neesary to @nt¡ol the quality of the
exhaust gas to be injected in lhe
greenhouses, as lvell as to fine tune
lhe amount of urea to be injected up-
stream of the catalysts

The capitâl cost
for this sysiem was
$175,000.
Operating l0 hours
per day, the a¡nual
urea cosls øÍe
$3100. The cont¡ol
sYsteú requires
maitrtenance on filte¡s and pumps
rvhich is scheduled every 1500 hours
of operation. When compued to the
COz bur¡e¡s that were used prio¡ 10

the instalìatio¡ of the eogines and
SCR catalyst, ope¡ation of the sysrem
w6 extended ro 350 days ve¡sus 250
days per yea, operating @sts were re-
duæd by $63,000, resulting iD a sim-
pìe payback of ìess thatr lwo yeils.
Net úemal efüciency of úe plæt is
96 to 97 percent, and grænlouse gas
emissions are significantly reduced
through lhe catalysts aDd sübsequent
absorption of t¡e CO2 by the plants-

The CO: fertilizing system is de-
sigoed and packaged by Hug Engi-
neering of Switzetland, a leader in
u¡ea-based, small-scale catalytìc off-
gæ treatment plants- To date, Hug has
supplied over ,100 units throughout the
world for soot filtering. NO! reduc-
tion, æd catalytic oxidation of exhâust
from engines fueled rvitl natural gas;
propme; landfiìl and digester gas; No
2, No 6, and bunker C oil- Applica-
tioDs include power generation, co-

Ono Bulk, owet ol Rosa FIoß, gtows a
vaìely ol llowers and vegelables ¡n his
greilhouse ændeL which has a lolal ol
449,462 sq.¡t under @rer

geDeratioo, propulsion engioes for
ships and fenies, geenhouses, railroad
engines, and const¡!ction equipment
with a wide variety of engine sizes ud
m aDufacrurcrs

In 1986, Hug Enginæring developed
the uø proæss for use with engine ex-
haust gæes, md wo¡ks mainly with ìm
as the reactant mate¡ial Urea offers
conside¡able advmtages over monia
in tems of ùdspot, storage md han-
dling præedures U¡ea is Dot sùbjæl to
the dangercus substance regulations, is
not poisonous Ðd cÐ be ùsed without
any special protective measures Urea
costs æ typically about $0 33 per kg of
pure urea in pellet fom, æd approxr-
maÞly I kg ofuæa is required n reduæ
I kg ofNO^.

Miratech Corp, Tulsa, Okla, has
been appointed Norù American dis-
tributor for Hug's SCR catalyst tech
nology To ¡eceive more i¡fomatio¡,
or to request a f¡ee consuìtation, call
Miratech at (918) 622-'1077 or f^x
(918) 663-5731, or visit Hug's web site
at bttp://rvwwhug-eng ch *
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Busy John Wayne Airpoft in Orange County

California uses a new cogeneration plant to

make 95% of the power needed for ihe

airpoft's concessions, baggage handling,

parking structure and terminal common areas,

plus provide 80% of the chilled water for air-

conditioning using waste heat from natural gas

fueled reciprocating engines, The plant relies

0n a computer controlled engine emission

system using a urea injection component

supplied by MIRATECH a leader in SCR

innovative emission solutions, that allows it to

comply with stringent South Coast Air Ouality

Management District (SCAOMD) regulations

The $30 7 million utility plant came online in

March 2011 lt employs four natural gas f ueled

Cummins QSV81 G 18-cylinder, reciprocating

engine driven gen-sets, each producing 1 750

kW for a total of seven megawatts of electricity

two 535 ton Broad absorption chillers, and

three Carrier 750 ton water cooled centrifugal

chillers. The plant has Siemens controls, The

plant uses an "N+1 " engine/generator

configuration,

The airpoft has to meet both noise abatement

rules along with the strictest air quality

requirements found anywhere in the nation,

f.. i" \ . _

91 I 933 6232 |r,'vrr,v.n:irateclrccip.corlr

:,

To meet the emissions standards MIRATECH

SCR catalytic convefiers reduce regulated

exhaust stream pollutants including oxides of

nitrogen, (NOx) carbon monoxide (C0), and

unburned hydrocarbons (HC) comprising

Hazardous Air Pollutants (HAPs) and Volatile

Organic Compounds (VOCs).

Sijii U,rtaly-l and iìr r: iilet {,uiilal irl ;n[ lnsi;, i;,tiril
Pholc Creditt John i'.'ayne Airporl

The systems work in two efficient stages: the

NOx Reduction Stage and the Oxidation Stage

for C0 and HC reduction. ln the mixing section,

aqueous urea is injected into the exhaust

stream. ln the process, the urea is hydrolyzed

and breaks down in the exhaust stream to form

ammonia. The ammonia reacts with NOx at the

SCR catalyst to form harmless water and

nitrogen, ln the Oxidation Stage oxidation

catalyst elements, with surface coatings

impregnated with precious metals, reduce C0,

HAPs, and VOCs - oxidizing these pollutants to

form water and carbon dioxide The SCR net

effect is N0x emitting under 5 ppm.

(¿¿t mrRFrEecH
+1

$elì taiirlysi and lìilL'rrr:rrr lnjultirr¡ 5"5¡¡'¡¡¡

[-earn More: Phone Email Web "The Emissions Monitor" Subscription

NSCF SCR DPF Silencers ÄtRC I'ILSHAP CP[4S Field Service Training Turnkey

420 South 145th East Avenue. Drop Box A . Tulsa, OK 74108 . USA. :' giE 93,: 621i2

ii¡i¡ jl:tîaÈ aoíl r 1sr¡¡ ¡1ir¡ cìr¡;oil¡.a:;;:,

PROJECT GOALS
. Keep new co-goneratng plantcompllant

with süict emission and alr quallty
requiremenb

. Design and consùuct a compubf
conEolled, low malntenance emlssions
conEol soluton

INSTALLATIOI{ DETAILS
. Locaüon: 0range Goung, GA

' Englne: (4) Cummlns 0SU81

. Rating: 1750 kW

' Speed:1500 rpm

. Fuel: Natural Gas

. Chlllers:
. (2) Broad 535 ton absorption chillers

. (3) Carrler 750 ton water cooled
centrifugal chillers

. Duty: Cogeneratlon

. 8000 hours per year

. N+1 Confíguration

PRODUCT SPECS
. Product MIRATECH SCR

. NOx Roduction Stago and Oxldation
Stage for C0 and HC reduclion

. Automatod Urea lnjection

- Sound Attenuation: 30 dB(A)

. Emissions Reductlon
. N0x: 5 ppm @ 15o/o 02
. C0: 33 ppm @ 15o/o 02
. VOC: 15 ppm @ 150/o 02

' Type of Cahlyst Health Monltorlng
. Pre & Post Catalyst Temperature
. Catalyst Pressure Drop

. Datalogging

SERVICES PROVIDED
. Design, Manufaclur€ and Logis{ics

. Onsite Project Management

. lnstallation

. Emissions Gompllance Test

@201 2 MIFìATECH CorÞorat¡on
MtR-CS1074 05/12
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EY DAN VNUK

The new John Wayne Airport Ter-

minal cogen facility in Orange

County, California. U.S.A.

È

Inside The Engine Roonrl: Centratr Ut¡lity
Plarlt, John Wayne Airport
New cogeneration plant utilizes Miratech solutions to meet strict emissions regulations

Þ rcenameo arrer Tne úure gonn- 
Way'rie) in 1979 and owned and op-
eratedby the County of Orange, Cali-
fomia, U S.A , John Wayre Airport
is a modern, busy facility ¡hat served

nearly I I million passengers in
2011. lt's the second-busiest airport
in southern California (lAX is only
64 krn away), yet it has the shortest

runway of any major airport in the

United States

Sharing a border with posh New-
port Beach, John Wayne Airport
strives to be a positive reflection
of the sleek, modern, "ahead of the

Dan Vnuh is a writer with Marheting ôt

Technology lnsighrs
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curve" area in which i.t is located.
Evidence ol this is an ongoing im-
provement plan that includes a new
central utillty plant using natural
gas-fueled engines for cogenera-
tion to provide 95o/o of the electri-
cal power needs and most of the
thermal load of the airport. The
plant captures waste heat from the
engines to produce chilled water to

provide cooling for the airport. It's
important to note that the airport
has to meet both stringenl noise
abatement rules along with the
strictest arr-quality requirements
found anywhere in the natlon

According to Britt Griffith, man-
ager, airport maintenance,'John

Walme Airport continues to grow in
the number of passengers each year,
yet we're landlocked on a very small
'footprint' of less than 202 ha and
can't expand."

The airport had an electrical sub-
station on-site and purchased power at

a large-user rate from the local utility,
which it then stepped-down for use

on-site "We had heard that our util-
ity rates could possibly double after we
removed the substation site in order
to expand," Griffith explalned "Once

we lost it and our abihty to step-down
power, we would be bulng power at

the 12 kV rate, or twice the cost We
had not done cogeneration before, but
i.t gave us a redundancy factor because
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we could use natural gas or still get

electricity from the grid."
The idea of a cogeneratlon plant

was considered in 2003 when a lo-
cal engineering company, Popov
Engineers, was asked by airport
personnel to determine the most
efficient way to keep utility rates
in check with the planned airport
expansion and produce the chilled
water rt would need.

Recommending the construc[ion of
a cogeneration facility using natural
gas-fueled reciprocating engrnes, Pop -

ov Engineers developed the bridging
document of the origrnal plant design
used by the contrac[or, West Coast

Air Conditioning Company Inc , as a

model to complete the design of rhe

central utility plant In additlon, Par-
sons Transportation Group handled
management and oversight of archi-
tect-engineer and construction agree-

ments, which include monitoring,
reporting and making recommenda-
tions regarding program costs, sched-
uLes and budgets

Work on the Central Utility Plant
began in September 2009 as part of
an alrport lmprovement program
that includes an additional third
terminal and parking structure The

March 2012 Diesel & Gas Turbine Worldwide

US$30.5 million utility plant proj-
ect is funded by airport revenues
and is a design-build project rhat al-
lows contractors to both design and
construct the facility.

The plant, which came online in
March 20I1, supplies rhe Thomas F
Riley Terminal complex with power
and with chilled water ro serye the air-
conditioning system lt employs four
natural gas-fueled Cummins QSVSI
C I 8-cylinder, reciprocaring engine-
driven gen-sets, each rated f750 kW
with a total rating of 7 MW; rwo 535
ton Broad absorprion chillers and
three Carrier 680 tonne water-cooled
centrifugal chillers were included
The plant uses Siemens controls.

In California, a constant supply
of chilled air is vital ro meer rhe rer-
minal's HVAC needs. The new sys-
tem was designed to support chilled
water to the terminal that's made by
chillers using waste heat or by tra-
ditional electricity. The waste hear is
preferred because it boosts the sys-
tem's overall efficiency. lf enough
waste heat isn't available, then the
electric chillers are rurned on by the
system's computer, but this doesn't
happen very often "80% of our nor-
mal chilled water needs are covered

An operator at John Wayne

Airport inspects the Cummins

gen-set operations.

by waste heat," said Mike O'Leary,
project marrager ar rhe planr. "The
plant was sízedlarge enough to han-
dle an addition to the new terminal,
but the overall airport is limited to
202 ha, so it's doubtful that it will
ever need to be enlarged."

The cogen plant's engrne emissions
conrrol uses a urea injection compo-
nent supplied by Miratech Corp in a

computer-controlled system that al-
lows the plant to comply wirh all Sourh
Coast Air Quality Managemenr District
(SCAQMD) regulations The SCAQMD
air emission standards are among the
strictest rn the world and the toughest
in the nation, according ro Griffirh

The plant relies on a Miratech
selective catalytic reduction (SCR)

emissi.ons compliance system to re-
duce exhaust pollurants including
oxides of nitrogen (NO.), carbon
monoxide (CO) and unbumed hy-
drocarbons (HC) compnslng hazard-
ous air pollutants (HAPs) and vola-
tiì.e organic compounds (VOCs). The
systems work in two efficient stages:
the oxidation stage for CO and HC
reduction and then the NO^ reduc-
tion stage Between the oxidation
and SCR catalysts, aqueous urea is
injected into the exhaust stream via
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mixing pipe section In the process,
the urea is hydrolyzed and breaks
down in the exhaust stream to form
ammonia Urea is often preferred Ìn-
stead of ammonia because it's non-
toxic, and easier to transport and
store Permittìng for urea is easier
too The ammonia reacts with NO,
insrde the proprietary SCR catalyst
formulation to form harmless water
and nitrogen.

In the oxidation stage, oxidation
catalyst elements wirh surface coat-
ings impregnated wth precious met-
ais reduce CO, HAPs and VOCs -oxidizing these pollutants to form
water and carbon dioxide The SCR

net effect is to meet engine exhaust
rargers of 5/33/15 ppm at l5o/o 02
NO*/COIVOC The overall benefit of
the Miratech system is that lt allows
the plant to operate 365 days a year
providing power and chilled water
to the alrport, all within stricl emis-

sions compliance
The cogeneration piant's power is

supplied to the airport's concessions,
baggage handling. parking structure
and terminal common areas but not
to airfield areas like the tower, The
airport traffic operations rely on
grid power with a UPS backup sys-
lem. "lt's not an FAA requi rement
It's ¡ust rhat the economics weren't
there," Griffith said "In the past,
up to 85% of the power purchased
from the utility (Southern California
Edison) wenl to supply the terminal
and parking structure We contin-
ue to get approximately 5% of our
power supply from Southern Cah-
forni.a Edison Co. via a 12 kV feed.
This source of power can be used if
the engine generator service is inter-
rupted for any reason "

The plant uses an "N+1" engine/
generator configuration in that there
are four units on-site but only three
engines are needed to meet the an-
ticipated demands of the airport "41-

though the combined rating is 7 MW
for the gen-sets, we are only permit-

ted for 5 MW bur the airport's normal
demand is 3 6 MW," said O'Leary
"The idea is that we would run a max-
imum of three units under all normal
crrcumstances. But in an emergency,
we could bring on the fourth engine
We have tested the plant in 'island'

mode to make sure that if something
ever did happen to the utiliry grid we
would not be affected."

The central uriliry plant is
equipped with waste heat recovery
equipment typically associated with
the natural gas engine/generator sets
The recovered waste heat can gener-
ate up lo 970 tonnes relrigeration ca-
pacity via absorption chillers, which
satisfies most of the airport's need
for chilled water year-round The
cenlral utility plant is also equipped
wrth three Carrier chillers running
on electricity to help satisfy any extra
chilled water demands Two Broad
heat exchangers capture the waste
heat for hot-water absorption chili-
ers using heat frcm the exhaust and
the engine's water jacket.

"The facility came online in March
of 2011," Griffith said "The srart-
up had its challenges, as any start-
up does, because we are merging
so many technologies in building a

combined heat and power plant, The
cogeneration really helps boost our
overall efficiency "

"We are permitted for three engines,
the fourth engine aids in uprime and
maintenance, and all four are run in
rotatÌon to keep the hours the same
on all lt's like an rnstall,ed spare, acr-
ing as a buffer," said O'Leary "This
i.s a critical facility so the expense of
a fourth engine redundancy rs justi-
fied, and it's also there for peak de-
mand times If we losr Edison com-
pletely and a gen-set were ro fail, rhe
computer can turn off non-essential,
nonmission-critical loads, and turn
ofl power to the parking structure
first In a catasrrophic failure, the
plant is designed to save itself - wrth
the most i.mportant thing being not
losing the plant itself. A catastrophic
event would be seismic-oriented in
this area, but terronst activity is not
out of the questlon," Q

copyrisht Diesel & cas rurbine Publfûl3,iì

The Miratech selective catalytic reduction (SCR) urea injection system.
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PRODi..¡CT ÂDVANTAGE
tVIRATECH provides straightfonvard solutions to the emissions needs of all industrial engine applications.

The unique combinations of substrates, formulations and housings is often the standard for Best Available

ControlTechnology (BACT) which allows end users to achieve first{ime compliance, MIRATECH's catalysts

substrates are reliable, high-peÍormance elements with superior mechanical and thermal durability

MIRATECH's catalyst technology cuts natural gas and diesel exhaust NOx C0 hydrocarbons, VOCs, HAPs

and particulates emissions to federal and state compliance levels at minimum cost with minimum space

requirements, pressure drop and impact on your operation.

VOL'R BEST BET
Running an industrialengine means running the risk of costly non-compliance fines MIRATECH's

catalyst keeps emissions in check in applications ranging from gas compression; continuous, prime

and stand-by power generation to liquids pumping; air compression; marine power and more, Count

on MIRATECH catalysts to keep your operation in compliance and on the right side of the "fine" line,

!NNOIíATIVE DESIGN: VËFrSATl!-lTY

Standard-setting design, expert craftsmanship and top-quality

fabrication mean that each MIRATECH catalyst element delivers

long-lasting, problem-free performance you can bank on, year

after year.

To determine the correct MIRATECH formulation configuration,

review the 'Catalyst Formulations' to determine options to cut
your emission levels.
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30%,
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99%,

99%,

95%.

300/0'

W¡

Emissions reduct¡on percentages (%) are typical max¡mum performance values

4SLB/2SLB = 4-Stroke and 2-Slroke Lean Burni Natural Gas Spark lgnited (Sl) Engines with Exhaust oxygen greater lhan 4olo

4SBB = 4-Stroke, Rich Burni Natural Gas Spak lgn¡led (Sl) Engines with Exhaust oxygen less than 1%

Cl = D¡esel and Dual FuBl 4-Stroks and 2-Strokei Compression lgnition (Cl) Englnes

WHY MIRÄTECH CATALYST
FORMULATIONS?
. Consistently Ssb üæ Shndard

for Best Availabþ Contol
Technology (BAGÐ

. Better Designed, Built & Value

. Cost-Effective, No-Hassle
Compliance fø boü Nah¡ral
Gas & Diesel

' NOx, C0, HC,VOCs, HAPs,
PM1O, PM2,5

. Available in NEXI" and VORIEX'"
Element Gonfigurations wiür

. Free Wæhes for Life

. Two-Year Wananty

APPLICATIONS
. Stat¡onary Nat¡ral Gas

& Dieæl Engines

. Gas Compression

. Power Generation

. Water Pumps & lnigation

. Aìr Compresslon

. Oüers

. Horsepower Range: 26b20,1100" HP

FEATURES & BENEFITS
. Fomulation Des¡gns Slmultaneously

Gut Mulliple Foms of Emlssions:

. First-Tme Compliance

. Low Pressure Drop

. ResisßVìbration & Shock

. Resists Backfire Damage

High Actiui$ Design

. "Polson Resisbnt"

Mechanical Durability

. Reliable Sealing of Exhaust Flow

. Optimized Subsfate and Cablyst for
each Application
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CHOOSE FORMULATION

Use the Catalyst Solution Guidebelow to determine lhe application 'FuelType' and 'Fuel Mix' to help

identify the combination of formulation 'Solutions' required.
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SOLUTIONS

ELEMENTARY GEOMETRY:
The right fit for any system, the MIRATECH catalyst comes in a
wide variety of shapes and sizes to match a wide range of engine

sizes, applications, catalyst system requirements, and budgets...

The final system selection will be based on specific a¡r regulations.

To determine the correct MIRATECH housing, choose the right
Catalyst Formulation, Substrate Configuration, Sound Attenuation

and Horsepower Range. Match the horsepower with the right
MIRATECH housing. Next contact MIRATECH Sale or specify the
project at the u¡¡rrw,miratechcorp,com Emissions Solutions Guide,
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Jcchni-Cast Corp.. a foundry and machined

I products fìrm in Soulh Gate, Califomia.
shaved its energy bills by generating power on-
sile rvitb a natural gas-fueled co-generation
systern that "recyclc:s" waste beat and meets some

of rhe toughest cxbaust emissions limits in the
U S. Even rvitb today's high natural gas prices,

1lre projecl saves the cornpany about 33 percent on

electricily, according to president Bryi Van Hiel.
A key challenge ín the Techni-Cast co-

generation prcrject was meetirg the strict
einissions control requirernerìÎs of the South

Coast Air Quality Managemert Distrìct
(SCAQMD), al area that includes Los Angeles.

V/ith the help of Oklahor¡a-based MIRATECH
Corp. and its subsidiary, MIRATECH SCR
C'op., Techni-Câst found innovalive \^,ays to

meet and sornetimes exceed these requirements

without jeopardizilg bottom-line co-generation
savings, Van Hiel said.

Techni-Cast prodr,Lct lines are c€nlrifugally
oast i¡ alLrminum, copper, iron, nickel and cobalt
base alloys and include both rough alloy
castirgs and lnachined products sucb as

cylinders, w¿rshers, bushings, bearings. seat

rings, valve bodies, arrd solid bar stock.
Customers are iD tfc petrocheniical, r,alves,

punlps, food products. machinery, hydraulics,
recreationai vehicles, corlmercial aircraft and

rnilitary industries.

Van Hiel, a r¡eollanical etrginee¡ developed

tile Tecbni-Cast co-generatiol system after the

Califomia energy crisis of 2000 - 2001, when

"r'olling blackouts" and utility rate hrkes tocked

Colden State industry. "Dru-ing the three ro fou'
years afìer 9-1 i, business look a dive If we
hadn'tput iD a gonerator, I don't know ifwe'd be

alive today," Van Hiel said.

The Tcchni-Cast cogeneration syslem is
driven by a GE/Jenbacher 320 engine. a V20
natural gas-fueled unit. Tecbnì-Cast operates its

Techni-Casl Cctrp., a /ound4' based in SouÍh Cole,
Calif., hos mel eome rf the nalion's toughesl
emissions icqu¡remetlts in a creotive combincd-heat
antl-pot+,er pr oj ecl, u,ilh ent is.síons solut ¡o ns
prcvided $ MIRATECH.

0vercoming the Hurdle 0f Emissions Control,

Creative Co-Generation Cuts Calif. Foundry's Costs

I
Techní-Cast entissiuts,golution,s i¡tclucle hoth u MIRATECH S:elect¡\,e C'ütab,t¡c Reductíon (SCR) s)¡stem.lòr
NOx atntplíance. and a Non-Seleclive Catal¡4ic Reduclion Srl'tcm. the \I4IRAT'ECH Oxidation Ca¡ah,st, /or
CO, HC, VOCs anel H,4Ps contpliance.

Jcnbacher six days a week, 24 hours a day, Van

Hiel said. "We're goocl Christian people so we
give it a rest on Sundays-"

Lean-Burn Emissions Control

fte Techni-Cast Jenbacher, like rnosl current
naluralgas engines used to ú'ive genemtors,

runs "lean." partly to hold tlown fuel costs. This
complicates emissions cornpliance, said
MIRATECH Sales Manager Niok Detor.

SCAQMD emissions regulalions require
reductìon of three air poll-rtants, Detor
explailred: oxides of uitrogen (NOx), carbon

mo¡oxide (CO), and hydlocarbons (HC). HC
regulations include Volatile Organic
Compounds (VOCs) and EPAlisted Hazardous

Air Pollutants (HAPs), such as formaldehyde
and acrolein.

Wìth rich-burn engines, a "3-Way" Non-
Seleclive Catalytic Reduction (NSCR) systern

can ensule compliance for all three classes of
pollutant. added MIRATECH Engineering
Manager John Sartain. But u4len an engine runs
1eal, exoess air in the oxhausl stream reqLrires a

Selecljve Catalytic Reduction (SCR) system to

rneet NOx requirernents. Safain said.

The emissions conlrol solution MIRATECH
ilrstalled at the Techni-Cast plarrt combines
lechnology developed by MIRATECH's Swiss-

based partner, HUG Engineering, a ìeader in the

field, and a N4JRATECH NSCR Oxidation
Clataiyst system, saìd MIRATECH SCR Project

Manager Mike Owings.

'As HUG Engineering's sole Nofih American

partner. MIRAI'ECH can deliver the world's
most advallced SCR teohnology to customers,
backed by full service ancl support based he¡e in
the U.S ," Owings said. Van Hiel attests to the
benefits: "We'vc had things coure up fr'om time
to time and MIRATECH has alr.vays been very
responsive. frorn tbe \rP of operations do,v.¡n to

their engineers."

MIRATECH SCR: Reducing Hard N0x
The MIR.ATECH SCR syslern offers thc

option olusing eitìrel amlnonia or aqueous urea

and a catalyst to brcak dor¡,n NOx ilúo hannless
nitrogen, oxygen and water. Sarlain nolcd that
tbe MIRATECH SCR catalyst also significarú1¡,
reduces fonnaldehyde. Tecbni-Casl chose to use

ulea in its SCR s_ystern, siuce tuea is both lcss

expensive and easier to store and handle iltalr
atnmonia. Though alnnonia is classified by
the U.S. Occupational Safeti, ¿ 1¡"u1¡,
Adnriristration as a fìanlnable and hazardous
rnaterial, it does not have the temperature ancl

volume storage requirenrents of aqueous urea,

Sartain pointed out.

Techni-Cast's SCR system automatically
nronitors "tailpipe" exhaust NOx lelels. This
allows adjustrnenl of reactant injeclion lates to
ensule con-rpliance and cost_e{Iective rcactatrl

tuse. Detor said.

NSCR: C0, HC, V0Gs & HAPS

To control CO and hydrocarbon er¡issions,

Van Hiel chose the I\4IRATECH Oxidation
Catalyst, housed in a MIRATECH catalyst-

MIRATECH REPORT
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silencer combo unit placed upslream of the

Techni-Cast SCR system. A version of the

MIRATECH QCC catalyst-silence¡ rnodified to
allow catalyst element replacement, tbe unit
reduces noise as well as air pollutants, Detor
said. MIRATECH catalyst-silencers ofler fivo
grades of noìse reduction: the QCC and RCS
reduce sound by 2-5-30 decibels (dBA), rvhile the

QCH and RHS "hospital gade" units cut noise
by an additional hve dBA lor total solrnd
attenuation of 30 to 35 dBA.

The MIRATECH Oxidation Catalysl
simultaneor.rsly reduces CO, HC, VOCs. FIAPs

and particulates. Sartain said. For Techni-Cast,

the company developed a custour-version of its
standard catalyst element design. The element is
constmcted of corrugated metal foil wash-coated

with a shury containilg precioLrs-metal-group

catalysts such as platinum and rhodiurn. This
wash-ooated foil is tightly wound around a steel

spool-post, fonning a "lroneycomb" patten that
lnaximizes catalyst contact with exharrst gasses

while resisting shock and vib¡alion as rvell as

foulìng and catalyst 'þoisoning" by matcrials
such as lead in the exhaust strear¡. The
patented MIRATECH banding and pinning
process adcls durability an<l strength.

Before the Oxidation Catalyst could be pLrl to
work. Techni-Cast needed to overcome yet
another challenge: the Jenbacher's 1,100'
exlransl temperature. The catalyst is designed to
,ir.ithstand telnperatures as high as 932" - atnple
for most applicatíons. but not high enough lor the

Techni-Cast systern, Owings said.

To solve tlie problern, Van Hiel and

N4IRAIECH distributor Bill Rosentreter.

Tec hn i-C as t's c ont b in e d- hea t - attdltou: e r .n's I e nt

uses u'asle-heal fiont electrical generalion lo prc-
Iteat nteÍal be-fore melling. lhus re<lucing ¡lte overall
e n e rg): rc (l u i t'c m e r ús oJ fr.n t n d n op e t'a t i o r t s

plcsident of Otto FI. Rosenlreter Co.. developed

a forced-air duct systern to cool the exhaust to
880o beforc it entels the calalyst-silencer combo
Tìle Tech¡i-Cast engine, gerìerator, ducnvork.
and emissions control systelr a¡e housed jn a

45'x 8'x 8'structirre. Van Hiel said it looks like
a cafgo conlarner.

The courpany's cogcneration ernissiorrs
control systern cuts NOx by more than 90
percenl and leduces other regulaled air pollular-rts

to less than fìve parts per miilion, according to
De1or. Since cr.rrent regulalions cap these

ernissions al 13 pans per milliol. Tectni-Cast is
prepared ifregulations tìghten - "and just aboul
everybody I hrow expects the regs will tiglrren."

Detor added

Energy "Becycling"
When treated

exhaust exits tbe
system, Techni-Cast
pipes it into a

preheating oven,
w-hich raises to 800o

the tenrperahlre of
metal to be melted
dou,n in foundry
operations. Tbis melal
includes crushed and

u'ashed chips, scrap

retums and ingots, all
placed ìn the
preheating oven in
55-gallon rnetal drruns.

Pre-heating saves
Techni-Cast money
rvith every degree: the

hotter the rnelal gets,

the less energy
Techni-Cast has to
buy or produce to melt it

From the preheating oven. Techni-Cast's
cogerl system exhausl flor.r,s through a "bag
house" where a 1,50O-frlter dust collection
system eliminates particulales it might irave
picked up in tbe preheating process. Afler the bag
house. the exhaust goes tlrrougb a HEPA filter.
wbich Van Hiel said is 99.97 efficierìl. Then. the
exhausl is dispelsed ìnto tbe California
envirorunent. "The air r¡,e'¡e relea^sing into the
atmosphere is a lot cleaner than the air goûrg into
our engine." Van Hieì sumised.

Techni-Cast's creative usc of its combined-
heal-and-power system doesu't stop there.
Engine jacket wale¡ Lsed to cool the company's
generator does double-dutv in an absorption
cbiller system thal provides ìrealìng. cooling and
humidity control for Techni-Cast offices, rnet-
rolog¡r and cbernical analytical labs. Van Hiel saicl.

Bottom-Line Benefils
Teclnìi-Cast ¡or", produces about 82 percent of

the electricity i1 uses, and has cut energy
reqtrirerlents both through its use ofexhaust gas

fc¡r metal preheating and generator jackel \À,ater

for air conditioring. Plr,rs, u4ten commercial
customcrs corrbine co-gen rvith t'enelgy-

recyclilg" lneasures. as Techni-Casl has done,

the local utility. Southem Califoniia Edison
(SoCal Edison). exempts thern from ce'rtain fees

fol ten years. Techni-Cast is lorv in its fourth
year of exernption.

"We staÍed generating our o\Ãin eiectricity
after SoCal Edisou more than doubled its rales,
Back then, gas prices were around 52.-50/
mmbtu. Nor¡'. we're paying 56.25 to $6.50. Ever
with the high gas prices, we're producing
electricity for a little less that I 0 cents per
kilowalt-hour. If we u,e¡e buying utility
eleclricity, it rvould cost 16 to l7 cents per

kilowattìour So our ne1 cost is stilì a third less
than what we were pa,ving befole r¡'e made the

ffi

L-3rr

c0
>rt4t

The "MIRATECH Catah'st Decision Ttee" illustates the dilferent 4-¡tes o.[
etnissíon solulion needed bl, stat¡onat)¡ engines operating ¡ ¡lh difercnt ûpes ù.[
fuel ancl air/ìrel mit

change," Van Hiel said.

Rosenûete¿ r¡,ho has helped Van Hiel with
Techni-Cast's exhaust systems for more than 30
years, said the project fits the Techni-Cast mold:
"Bryn Van Hiel is conscientious aboul the
environment. He's been innovative and
aggressive in solving his energl, problems in a

\^,ay that's friendly to the environmenl."
Beyond 1be bankable benefits. Teclmi-Cast's

effective use of electricit-v has brought it national
recogniti on. I¡ 2002, Techu j -Cast was ar.va¡ded

tire Nalional Eleclrical Contractols Association's
Electrical Excellence Award. \\¡ith a little help
from lriends like Rosenlreter ancl MIRATECH,
the cornpany has shorr"tr that creative cogen can
meet emissiolts coutrol requirements, benefit the
environlnenl and pay offin nel cost-savings all at
the sar¡e tirne.

According to Rosentreter, Teolmi-Cast is the
only centrifugal foundry on the Wesl Coast.
Techni-Cast ernploys 100 people and has a long
his1ory in Southern Califoniia. Van Hiel's father
stalted the colnpany in I 950 and it rvas re¡larned
Techni-Cast in 1.954. It has been irr its pr.eser-rl

locatiorr in South Gafe since 1972.

A pt'í,atelr held cutrynnv, 
^,trMTECH 

Cup and
it.s sub.sidior) IzURATECH SCR Corp are leoclers in
the developnrcnt attd engineering of enìssion conttol
ond engine perþnname technolog -þr incht.slt iol
engines. Both contpcnies are hased in Tiilsa, OK. with
.sales o{lice.s lot'oled auoss Not th Atnet ica

For ntcne fufornutiotr about l¡{lk4TECH enissit¡tts
solutions, call l-800-640-3141. or t'isit
tttl'. ÌuIl RÁ TECHT o ryt. c o nt

aa
.aa

q¿, ln,L*nFÆçhj
4224 Soúh 76th East Avemre
TLrlsa. Oklahom a 7 1I 45 -47 1 2

P:800-640-3141
E : infolg;miratech corp. coln
uu,w.rniratechcolp. colr

This slot'.t,tvas reported in Di,stt ibutccl Energ), Na,/Dec , 20()J
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NO* Reduction at a
Vermont Ski Resort

Miratech SCR system used to reduce engine emissions from snowmaking activities

o a skier, there is nothing quite

like the feel offresh snow and the

sound ofcutting skis as one glides

down picturesque mountains with per-
lect snow conditions Each year from late

November th¡ough ear)y AprìÌ, that feel

ing is replayed thousands of times at the

Okemo Mountain Resort, located near

the town of Ludlow in the mountains of
south central Vermont, U S A.

For years, the best ski resorts have

known that success depends on their
ability to do one thing - create and con-

sistently maintain the best possible snow

conditions And in Vermont, Okemo
Mountain Resort is one ol the best ]n
terms of snow quality and grooming, the

resort is consistently ranked as the best in
the søte (SKl Magazìne) Is snowmaking
coverage capabilities are listed at 95%

Needless to say, The Okemo Mountain
Resort takes its snow seriously

One of the resort's primary engine-

driven air compressors for snowmaking
is powered by a 69 L displacement
Caterpillar V- 1 6 35 1 6B dieset The eighL

year old engine operates approximate-
ly 1500 hours annually while driving an

IngersolJ-Rand Centac centrifugal mod-
el 2ACIIS7D3 compressor The com-
pressor produces 2832 inlet m3/s of
compressed air at 6 9 bar While the

compressor requires 935 kW of power,
the engine can produce 1 104 kW at

1550 r/min
Due to the lack of extensive natural

gas distribution in southern Vermont,
most ski areas use #2 diesel fuel for
snowmaking equipment purposes

Threeyears ago, the State ofVermont
approached the Okemo Mountain Re

The Okeno Mountain Resotl co$lrucled a separule buildíng (entered through doomq) al lef, lo
house lhe Mi¡alech SCR Íyslen reaclonl slot'age lank, injeclion panel and all other conponenls, nql
lo the Cqt 3 5 I 68 engine-IR Cenlac compressor package enclosure (entered lhrough doonvay al righl)

sort and asked it to develop and imple-
ment a comprehensive program to re-

duce NO, emissions resulting from its

large-scalesnowmaking aclivities The

resort takes pride in its willingness and
ability to improve ski industry methods
and was eager to find an emissions sol
ution that reduced NO" levels, while
maintaining engine use and optimum
snow conditions Further, it was vital to
implement the emission solution dur
ing the summer shutdown period to
insure the system could be fully opera-

tional before the start of ski season

While searching for emissions control
options for the Cat 35168, the resort

found that although selective catalytic
reduction (SCR) technology for diesel

engines was in widespread use in Eur-
ope, there were relatively few applìca-
tions in the United States The resort's

A closeup view ofthe urea injeclor wond loca-
tion ¡n the exhausl pipe The exhausl p¡ping
was ittsulaled lo nainlaín exhausl lenlpera-
lu es for the catalltic reoclions, and a slrcight
run oJ pipe was necessarv lor proper mixing
and urea lrydrolysis

luly August 2002 Diesel & Gas Turb¡ne Worldwide
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tures average between 20 and 2l"C
Also, Miratech and Southworth

exposed to the elements

Featuring an insulated housing, the

carbon reduction, haz¿rdous air pollu
tant (HAPs) reductions and served as a

failsafe device to avoid any potential of
ammonia slip ii the SCR catalyst be-
comes coated or damaged

In the end, the three-week project
was a success "The system provided the
resort an 85% reduction in NO, on the
Caterpillar 35168 without any opera-
tional problems," said Allen Fortier,
manager of snowmaking at Okemo
"We are proud to be the first in the state
to have taken the initiative to make such
a step in the reduclion of emissiors and
implement new ways to work in con
junction with our environment."

With Miratech and Southworth-
Milton developing and implementing
the system as a teâm, the resort received
the benefit of a singìe-point guarantee

on emissions. Miratech provided an
emissions-conversion percentage guar-

antee and Southworth-Milton, through
Caterpiìlar, guaranteed the engine's raw
emissions levels

Thanks to the foresight of The Okemo
Mountain Resort and the partrìership
between Miratech Corporation and

The urea injeclion panel is d prepackaged un¡t
conlainíng lhe urea pump, aír compressor and
PLC for lhe proper meter¡ng of the aqueous
urea reduclonl Miralech sells, specifies and
supports SCR catalylic systents lrom the Swíss
company HUG Eng¡neering.

Southworth-Milton Power Systems offer-
ing total emissions solutions, skiers will
continue to e4joy excellent sküng condi
Lions in an enviro¡rnentaÌly friendly set-

Ling for years to come Þ

For lnore inlorntatiorì visit
$,ww.rìì irateclìcorp,conl ot cor)tact

j'n,ìdonalrl@ltì

Copyright D¡esel & Gas Turb¡ne Publ¡cations
Printed in U.S.A.

One of the Okemo Mounlain R6orl's primdt! enqine-dr¡yen air compressors for snowmoking
comprises a Calerpillar 35168 diesel similor to the unit pictured, driving an Ingersoll-Rond
Cenlac 2ACI|57D3 compreEsor. The M¡ralech SCR syslem reduced NO, b¡,85%o on the engine
w¡lhoul øny operational problems

research eventually took it to the Mir- exhaust temperatures for the catalytjc
atech Corporation's website. Intrigued by reactions, and a straight run of pipe was

ttre company's emissions technology and necessary for proper mixing and urea
ability to deliversolutiors in a timely and hydroþis (conversion of urea to ammo-
competitive manner, the resort began a nia after injection in the exhaust pipe)
dialog and ultimately a partnership with The resort constructed a separate build-
Miratech's emissions control experts ing to house the storage tank, injection

To provide a vìable emissions solu- panel and all other components next to
tion, Tulsa, Oklahoma, U S A -based theengine-compressorenclosure
Miratech solicited the assistance of The SCR system itself consists of
Southworth-Milton Power Systems, Mil- three main componenfs The urea iûec-
ford, Massachusens, U S A , the autho- tion paneì is a prepackaged unit con-
rized Caterpillar dealer in Vermont and taining the urea pump, air compressor
other New England states and up andPLCforthepropermeteringofthe
state New York The partnership with aqueous urea reductant.
Southworth-Milton proved beneficial, In this application, a higher degree of
because the Cat dealer already provided diffìculty was encountered because
all the maintenance on the engine and unlike a base-loaded electrical genera
lease rental generaüon for the mountain's tor, a compressor applicatìon has some
electrical needs Together, tlre compa- engine load swings The PLC compo-
nies designed a system-specilic emis- nent of thÌs system must track load
sions control application. swings with an engine mapping proce

Installalion ofthe application proved dure performed at start up. The injec-
to be a challenge The Cat engine IR tor wand is placed in the exhaust pipe
Centac compressor package is Ìocated upstream ofthe converter, and the urea
on a ski slope and therefore is exposed is sprayed with a very fine mist with the
to an extreme and harsh environment air compressor assisling in the process
throughout the year- Winter daytime The compressor also purges the urea
temperatures average between 8 and lines during system shutdown to avoid
-9'C, and summer daytime tempera- urea crystallization when these lines are

Milton chose urea as the reductant for its converter also contains three layers of
ease of handbng and storage. Urea must SCR catalyst and one layer of oxidation
be stored at temperatures above 1 7'C to catalyst Although the Vermont State
avoid crystallization, so the team in Air Board requirements were for NO*
stalledanirsulatedtankandsubmersion reduction only, the oxidation catalyst
heater as part ofthe system The exl-nust also provided an additional 90o/o re-
piping had to be insulated to mainlain duction of carbon monoxide, hydro-
R.EPRINTED FROM JULY.AUGUST 2OO2 DIESEL & GAS TURBINE WORLDWIDE
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NALYSIS CONTROLLED INJECTION SYSTEM.

-1

¡ ltt' A.t¡;;lj,:;i: [:,t¡it t,!ltti ltUecitt¡;; i ¡

titi!¡, Fi rtiil Ìt¡llli/-itl:CI-; sCß.

Running a Selective Catalytic Reduction system at peak

efficiency can be a complicated, demanding job. But it's

a job that has to be done right if you wanl to get the most

out of your SCR system at least cost, and steer clear of

non-c0mpliance,

Now, a new, automated solution makes SCR cOntrol

a whole loteasier: ACIS - tl¡e An i ,;^Çcntl c r' J

fnj, ;tion S\,: , )m. brought to you by MIRATECH SCR

With ACIS, 0ne state-of-lhe-aft system integrates monitoring

and control functions - and payback stads the minute you

swiich ACIS on,

The key? ACIS continuously monitors actual post-

catalyst exhaust, and automatically adjusts reactant

injection accordingly, in real time. Thal keeps actual NOx

emission levels within compliance, whether you're running

a base-load or load-following application.

The payoff? Contnuous, 0n-g0ing contpliance, guaranteed

- with maximum efficiency ¡n reactant use. Plus, with

features like remote website monitoring and troubleshooting,

ACIS cuts man-hours needed for SCR, and helps your

personnel work more efficiently and reliably,

CONTAGT M¡RATECH.
Find out more about ACIS and other advanced, cost-

effectrve MIRATECH SCR Emissions Solutions. Give us a call

or visit our website: w .n:1, at 1lh{ rrp"Õr û

r Urea/Ammonia lnjector
Developed For SCR Systems

I at

ÚIrnLRaFÆcH/stR

L]
4224 SOUTH 76ft EAST AVENUE TUISA, OKLAHOMA74145-4712 800.640,3141 WWW.MIBATECHCOBP.COM
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'¡AKE ACIS THE EAS¡S ûF SCF * ER0UGHT T0 T0u¡ BY TRATECH SCF

ACIS 
'ANiILYSIS CONTROLLED INJECTION SYSTEM.

FAILSAFE COMPLIANCE 24-7.365.
Count on the Analysis Controlled lnjection System to make

sure your lean-burning engine is fully NOx compliant all üe
time. Rather than using baæ load or engine speed set @¡nts

or other fixed criteria to govern your SCR system, ACIS

continuously monitors actual post-catalyst exhaust, and

adjusts reactant injection accordingly - in real time. No load

curve 0r signal is required. Your system is more responsive,

performs more efficienüy - and on-going compliance is

assured, in any and all real-world operaling conditions,

REMOTE MONITORING &
TROUBLESHOOTING.

You can monitor and ûoubleshoot ACIS and your SCR

system from any location you choose - on-site or off-site,

virtually anywhere in the wold - via a secure website, Plus,

ACIS opens secure access from any læation to rich data for
Continuous Assurance M0nitoring (CAM) or other uses,

WORLD.CLASS SOLUTIONS,
ACIS was developed by Swiss-based HUG Engineering,

the acknowledged world leader in advanced SCR

technology. As HUG's

sole North American

paftner, we can put

the world's most

advanced solutions

to work for our

customers, backed

by expert MIRATECH

engineering as well

as technical support

close to home And

we back ACIS - and

every other product

we ship - with
service and support that set standards for the industry. lf

there's a question, we'll answer it. lf there's a problem, we'll

fix it - whatever it takes. N0 ifs, ands, or buts.

MIRA-IECH also offers a full specÍum of ongoing service

contræts, on-site technical support and ûaining programs

designed to take em¡ssion contol issues off your busy agenda.

rrAClS By MIRATECH SCR
Conl¡nuous Assurance Mon¡toring (CAM)

ACIS
TRUMPS
F IN ES.

MIRATECH ACIS

measures actual N0

when and where

you need monitoring

most post-catalyst,

every minute, every

day. Thatway, what

actually comes out

of üe exhaust pipe

will always be wiftin

compliance - and

ffi

you avoid non-compliance fines.

SAVE ON REACTANT, TOO.
With ACIS, injection rates are based on actual process

conditions, not preset values that may not match changing

engine load or other operational factors, At all times. you use

exactly the right amounts 0f reactant t0 achieve compliance

- no less and no more. With ACIS, you don't waste a drop of

the reactant you've paid for. So you save money each and

every time you buy ammonia or urea.

LESS LABOB. MORE VALUE.
ACIS takes labor and hassles out of SCB - automalically

maximizing efficiency, That way, your employees can focus on

what matters most: running your operation. Easy to install and

qu¡ck t0 set up, ACIS even saves you time, fouble and dollars

on üe front-end.

EMISSI0NS S0LUTI0NS: C0NTACT MIBATECH.
For more than a decade, MIRATECH has been at the forefront in helping industries handle emissions standards Whatever

your emission control needs may be, count 0n MIRATECH SCR for solutions, Just give us a call - or visit our website:
, '\, ilii,ri.,lt.,tt:,.a,:t.ÆkforyourFBEEsubscriptiontoouruseful,fac't-filledelectonicnewsletter,THEEl'/llSSt?NSh40l\t[0n,

aaa

q¿, $'LBaFÆtrH/=cR
4224 SOUTH 76T EAST AVEIIUE TULSA, OKLAHOMA74145-4712

800.640.3141 www.m¡ralechcorp.com
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